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Notes on the Guhyasamaja-Tantra and the Age

of the Tantras

Anioii<^ tlio niiiiiaroiis essays aiul onTfinal works in ilie field ot‘

iSanskrit lyiferafure, for which the name of the Jate Mahaniahopadhyaya

llarapnisfula Sastri will always be remembered, his valuable contribu-

tions to our kuowledg'e of Buddhist literature in Nepal and Tibet are

perhaps the most important. We owe to him some of the most pre-

cious discoveries of new texts in recent limes. His ‘‘Descriptive Caia-

lo^'ut' of Sanskrit Mamiscriiiis in the Ooveriiment Collection under tlie

care of tlie Asiatic Soto’ety of Bengal, Vol.l, Buddhist Manus<Tipts^^

(Calcutta, 1917), is a mine of information on tlie Buddliist lileralure

of Nepal. Ill No.18 of this Catalogue (pp.17 tf.) lie describes the

Guliijasauuija which is also called Tathdgatcufuhija, Tin’s is a Vaijuilya

Mahayaiia Sutra, ami the Maliaiuahojmdhyaya conjectures “that this

Vaipulya work is the original Taihdgata Guhyaka and that the first

book of Guluja Samdja and sometimes the second also are called TatJuV

(jata Guhyaka only by an analogy^\ TTnfortunatcly this work has never

been published, though there seems to be a MS. of it also in Cambridge.*

It seems, however, to be identical with the woik quoted as Tatlid-

gataguhyarsdtm in Santideva's Siksdsainuccaya (ed. Bendall, pp, 7, 126,

158, 242, 274, 316 and 357). This is an entirely different work from the

1 Haraprasada Sastri refers to Bendall 's Canihridye Catalogue^ which is

Hot accessible to me.

KABCB, 1983
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^Gnhyasaj/iaja Tantra or TathagaUiyuhyaka whieli liais been e^lited

by ])r. Benoyiosh Bbattacliaryya as No.LIII of the Gaekwad’s Oriental

Seiies (1931).^ Tlie passajj^es quoted by Sautideva are all in prose.

They all refer to Maliayana etliics. We find here such beautiful

passages as the following (]).7):

‘In whom does the Will to lOnlighteiinieiit Uiodhicltia) arise, 0

liord?’ lie said: ‘In that one, 0 great King, who has formed the

luisliakeii resolve to obtain it.’ He said: ‘0 I.ord, and who has this

unshaken resolve?’ He said: ‘lie, 0 great King, in whom the Great

Bity has arisen.’ lie said: ‘In wdiom, 0 Lord, lias the Great Pity

arisen?’ Tie said: ‘In him, 0 great King, who does not desert any

living being.’ He said: ‘In what way. Lord, is no living being

deserted?* He said: ‘0 great King, it is by renouncing one’s own

welfare.’

In another quotation (p.274) ten things are enumerated, by means

of which a Bodhisattva acquires power: “Here, 0 great King, a

Bodhisattva gives up his body and his life, but he does not give up

the Good Heligion. He bows before all beings, and does not allow his

pride to rise. He lias patience with the feeble beings and does not put

any difficulties in their way. He gives the best, excellent food to the

beings who are suflfering from hunger. Het gives security to those be-

ings who fear. He is full of zeal for the complete healing of the sick.

He satisfies the i)oor with riches. He repairs the shiines of the Tatha-

gmta by lumps of plaster. He brings glad tidings to the beings. He

shares his possessions with the poor and the unfcrtuiiate. He bears the

burden of (hose who are weary and exhausted.”

We shall look in vain fur such passages in the Guhtjasamdja Tantni^

now published. Here, too, a chapter (2iid pat ala) is devoted to the

question of Bodhieitta. It is answered here by abstruse speculations,

2 A MS. of this Tantra text is No. 64 in H. Sastri s (MtaUujuCy p. 04,

described by him as ‘the fir^t of the three parts of (inhynsumuja Tanim.\ A

more detailed description has been given by Rajendralala iVIitrn, The Suushrit

Buddhist Literature of Neyol^ Calcutta IH82, p. 261 If. A MS. of the Aparardlia

of the Guhyasamdju in 15 Patalas is mentioned in the (hitaUnjuc of Buddhist

Sanskrit Manuscripfs in the Boyal Asiatic Society by E. B. Cowell and J.

Eggeling in JltAS,, 1876, No. 44.
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most mysteriously worded, on the transformation of Kaya^ Vak and

Cittaf which are neither existent nor non-existent.® While w^orship at

sanctuaries and reading of sacred books are rejected (p. 142 : eaityakorim

na kurvlta na ca yusUikarrtcniuim)^ the eating of the flesh of eleiflianfs,

horses, dogs, cows, and even human flesh {mnhfmdmso) is freely re-

commended (see pp. 2fl, 117 etc.) and viumutra is to be used not only

for hovia but also for fond (pp. 19, 2fl, 55, 117, 128 etc.) Sexual inter-

course with young Caiidula girls and beautiful women is to be indulged

in for the sake of Iluddlia worship (.] inapujilhetch) especially in

chapters 7 and 8 (but see also pp.19, 81, 82, 94 etc.). In the fifth

chapter a Buddha declares that even the most- wicked men, murderers,

thieves, libertines, and even those who have incestuous intercourse with

mothers, sisters, and daugliters, may reach perfection in the highest

Muhayana. And it is said to l:e ‘the tea<*hing of all Buddhas’ that

the Yogin may kill living beings, tell lies, steal and go to women

(chap. 19, p.l20).

In one passage ((‘liap.5) the Bodliisattvas, when they heard such

teachiiig, became indeed frightened, they tromhbd and fell down in a

swoon. But Lord Sarvatathagataka>avrik touclied them with the rays

issuing from his body after a certaiji meditation, and they wwe soon

revived, and praised the Lord who liad given them a miracle insiead

of an explanation. In a second passage (chap. 9) tlie scruples of the

Bodhisattvas are not removed by a miracle, but by tlie simile of Space.

As in Space {dkosa) all worldly phenomena are equally to he found, thus

a life in lii.st {nigmun ija) is the same as a Bodhisattva life (hodhisattvn-

caryd) and the same as tlie best life {(igmcarya)^ Magic rites are

taught in this Taiitra not only for the purpose of bc^^oming a Buddlia

and for attaining siijiernatural powers, hut also for tlie sake of killing,

destroying, suiijngating etc., e.g, in chapters 18, 14 and 15.

Of course, there are also many quite unohjectioiiablc samadliis and

mantras taugJit in our text, hut on the wlude we find in il die same

nusavoury mixtnie id* ir.yslicisni, occult pseudo-sricnco, magic, and

erotics, as in most of the other Buddhist Tantras. All this is far, far

3 Cf. B. Bhattacharyya, liitrotliiotion, p. xix tf.

4 See p. 37, and Bhattacliaryya’s Introduction, p. xxiv t.
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removed from the ethics of MahiLyana Buddhism, as we find it in tlie

TathdgataguhyOrSutra quoted by Santidevo.

Uajendralala Mitra could not find words stron^^ eiiouo:]i in denoun-

cing the immoral character of the Tothdgnta-Gulnjnhi. “The great

wonder is,” he exclaims, “that even a system of religion so pure and

so loftyi in its aspiration as Buddliism could he made lo ally itself with

such pestilent dogmas and practices.

Now-a-days we look upon this literature more coolly and are imdined

to judge it more mildly. B. Bhattachnryya says that ‘the Taiiiras are

not meant for ordinary people*, hut only for the Yogins Svlio have

attained some degree of si)iritual perfection’, and that all the abuses

tliat liave been most vehemently i)oured forth by srdiolars are due to

their not compreliending that the Tantras must not he ‘interpreted in

the ordinary way without special reference to Yoga and the <mltiva-

tion of psychical faculties.’®

Professor G. Tucci’' may be right when he sees in tlie Tantras

“one of the higliest expressions of Indian mysticism which may- a])pear

to us rather strange in its outward form, chiefly because we do not

always understand the symbolical language in wliich they are written,”

and it may be luy fault, if I cannot find much wisdom in the gil>berish

of most of the Tantras. I^^t it be granted that the strange and often

filthy language in which the teacliing of the Tantras is sjirouded,

must not be taken literally, but lias to be interpreted by the enigmatical

Sandhdbhdsd^ as referring to mysterious ‘psychic, matters.’ But is

it not, to say the least, highly dangerous to use sindi ‘iuysterious’

language?

More important is the question of the date of the Guhyasarndja

Tantrn. Taranatha* says that Tantrism was handed down by secret

5 The Sonsicrit Jtuddliist literature of Nej-al^ l.i*.

6 Introduction, pp. xvii, xxii.

7 ./d.Sit., N. S., vol. XXVI, 19:50, p. 128.

8 B Bhattacharyya still speaks of ‘Sandhyabhasa or the Twilight

language,’ though Vidhushekhara Bhattacliarvya, IJIQ.y IV, 1928, p. 287ff., has

proved that it is Sandlia-bhasil, qnteiitionul speech,' i.e. enigmatical s'peech

in which a secret meaning is intended.

9 Geschichte des Buddhimus^ p. 201,
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meaiivS from the time of Asahga until that of Dharmakirti. Tibetan

and Chinese traditions relate that the Tantras were brought down by

Asaiiga from the Tusita-lieaven where lie learnt the Sastra from

Maitreya. Dr. B. Bliatiacharyya*® tries to prove that Asaiiga is

actually- connected with the rise of Vajrayana, and that he may be

taken to be the aiithor of the Gnhyasamajn Tanim.

The only argument, however, wliich he is able to add t^ tlie tradi-

tions accepted by him, is that ihere exists a

as(^ribed to Acarya Asaiiga. But he moves in a circle wlien he contends

that the theory of the five Dhyani-Buddhas and their {^aktis appears

‘for tbe first time^ in the Guhyamwdja, and that tins Tantra is the

earliest, because it ifitroduced this doctrine into Buddliisin
;

that the

Sddhana of Asaiiga, because it contains the Doctrine of the Dliyaui-

Biiddhas, must be later than the Gnhyammnja

;

and that the

Mahji^si^viCikdalpa, which docs not mention the Dhyani-Buddhas in a

methodical manner, must be earlier than Asaiiga and the

Gnhyasovicija}^ Tbo Md^hjuh'lmdhiMini may be an early Mantrayana

work. But' tbore is nothing to juove its existence in tin' early <‘enturios

A.D, TIu* XlVtli cliajiter contains some texts that were translate<l

into Chinese lietwcen li}2 and 705, but tlie whole work lias been trans-

lated into Chinese between 080 and lOOU A.D. Professor J. Brzyluski'“

wlio has made a study of the work thinks that tlie final redaction, if

not the compilation of tbe work, may have taken place between the 8tb

and tbe lOtb centuries.

T cannot see that the MnnjuhhnCilalalpa which is a ritual work of

tbe Mantra yilna, and describes itstdf as a Mahdydna-Voipulyasdstra^

10 III, 1927, 736f., Sudlidiiawaluj II, Introil., pp. xxiiiff., xxviif.

(Miilnfasumaja Tanira, Introd., p. xxxiiff.

11 Dr. Bhattjicliiiry.va ascribes Asai'u^u to the tliird century. 1 think, we

must place him, as most scholtyrs are now agreed, in the 4th century. See also

the discu.ssions of the .Japanese j-cliolars I'aihen Kininra, Genmyo Ono,

J. Takakusu, and Bakuju Ui in Indian i^fudics in Honor of (dmiivH Itockwell

Lanman, 1929, pp. 79ff. According to Profo.ssor IH the dates are; Maitreya-

iiatha, Asahga’s teacher, 270-350, Asaiiga, .310-390, Vasubandhn, 320-400. Prof.

Takakusu considers these daU^s too early by 100 yeais, l.c. p. 102.

12 HhJFm)., XXIII, 1923, p. 306.
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luis mucli to do willi tlio Yajrayaiia work Guhynsamdja describing itself

as a “Malulgiihya-Tantrarrija.’’

It is only on tlie autliority of tlie late compiler of the Si'idhanamdla

that the PrajnCiiulriiniitd-Sddlinna is ascribed to Asahga. It is not

mentioned among the works of Asahga elsewhere, and wo may at least

be allowed to suspect tliat it was ascribed to tlie great teaclier only in

order to enhance its importance.

Tliere is, however, no autliority and no tradition at all for ascrib-

ing the Guhynsamdja-Tantra to Asahga. Neither among the works

which, in Chinese and Tibetan texts, Asahga is said to have received

from Maitreya in the Tusita-lieavcn, and wliicli arc proliably works of

a historical teacher Maitreyanatha, nor among tlie works ascribed to

Asahga himself, docs the name of the Gnhyasamdja ap])ear.

The language of the Guhynsamdja, like that of most Tantras, is

much inferior to that of the author of the 3((ihdydnasu\"rdlani/x‘draj

whether he be Maitreyanatha or Asahga,^® wdio writes very good

Sanskrit, Certainly also the teaching of the latter is infinitely

superior to that of the Guhyasamdja-Tantra. Whoever wrote the verse

Mahdydiiasxitrdlanikdra, IX, IG; “As in a broken vessel the reflected

image of the moon is not seen, so the image of a Buddha is not seen in

wicked beings^, cannot have written the verses quoted above from the

Guhyasamdja,

There is one passage in the same chapter of the Mahdydna-

sdtrdlayikdra (IX, 4G) in which Professor Sylvain LtWi sees an allusion

to Tantric ideas.

In the eleven verses (d8-48) of the MahdydnasiUrdlanikdra the

Greatness {ribhntva) of tht Ihiddhas is explained, wdiich is immeasu-

rable and unthinkable, and far exceeds that of the Sravakas and Pra-

tyekabiiddhas. This Greatness can only be obtained by pardvrUi or

13 For the chronology it dors not make much difference which of them is

tho author. Jlie arguments seem to me to ho in favour of the authorship of

Maitreyanatha, the teacher of Asanga.

14 The terms jmrdvrtti and dSrayapardvftti (see also MahaudnasutrCil.,

IX, 12-17) occur frequently in the iMhhlvatdra, see, for insianc’e, pp. 43, G2,

81, 98, 108, 232 in the edition of Bunyiu Nanjio, Kyoto 1923. D. T. Suzuki,

Studies in the Lahkdvatdm Sutra, I^ondon 1930, pp, 98, 100, 108, 162, 179, 184f.

generally renders it by ^revulsion,’ in one place (p. 366), by ‘a sudden awakening
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‘turnin{^ aside’ of the ordinary ways of tliinkiiig about the reality of tlie

world: by an absolute change of mental Juibiis ns regards the five senses

(verse 41), the mind (manasy v. 42), the objects of sense and their re-

ception’® (v. 43), false discrimination {vihalpa,^^ v. 44), the basis

(pratisthd) of reality (v. 45), sexual union (malthuna, v. 40), and the

idea of space (dkdsasanijnd, v. 47).

It is necessary to give the text and translation of verses 45 and 10

:

pralisthayah paravrttau vibhutvain labhyate parani/

apratistbitaiiirvanani Buddhanain acale pade//

maithunasya paravrttau vibhutvain labhyate param/

Biiddhasaukhyavihare’tha dara’saniklesadarsane/
/

“In the turning-aside of the basis of Reality suprenic Greatness is

obtained, (namely) the ‘Nirvana without basis’’^ in the immovable

seat of the Buddhas.

In the turning-aside of sexual union supreme Greatness is obtained,

(namely) in the enjoyment (or pleasuro-grouiul) of Buddha-happiness

and in looking without impure thoughts at a wife.”

I do not understand ho\v Professor I>ev! can see in this last verse

an allusion to 'mystic couples of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas which are

of such importance in Taiitrism’.’* It seems to me, we have rather to

think of the pleasure enjoyed by a Buddha in Siikhavati where women

in the soul.’ In the glossary (p. 418) he explains it by ‘tuniiiig-up, turning-over,

revulsion,’ S. Levi translates jjarCicriti by ‘Revolution,' without giving an

explanation.

15 On the new word miuruha^ see S. Levi in his notes on the verse, (text,

p. 41, translation, p. 81).

16 See Suzuki, l.c., p. 438. “In the discriniination stands

rontrasted to intuitive understanding which goes beyond discriiniiiatiou

(n I'ikutini)/'

17 Apratisthita-Nirvana is the highest kind of Nirvana, which has no

‘basis,’ but abides in the fiuiiyu. Cf. Levi, MahCnmna.siitmiutnkrua, Traduction,

p. 21 and note 4 on p. 27; Suzuki, l.c. p. 95; A. B. Keith, liaddhist Philosophy^

p. 257 f.

18 Keith, l.c. p. 301 follows Levi, when he says th.at this ‘‘allusion in Asahga

reveals the existence in Buddhism of Tantric rites, in which the union of the

Buddha or Bodhisattva with the personification of wisdom, Pnijnaparainita, is

reproduced on earth as one simple and effective mode of realizing the true

identity of the individual with the Buddha.”
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and sexual union are unknown.** Af nny rate, the parallelism of the

two verses sliows that inaithunasya pamvrttau can only refer to a dis-

carding of sexual union.

Professor G. Tiicci^® also claims a higher age for the Taiitrijs. He

points out alliisioiis in the Tat trasiddh isnsf ra by TIarivarnian (4ti» cent.

A.D.) and in Asahga’s Madhydnidniigamamsim (both texts are only

known from the Chinese translations) to a school called im ya siu mo

(Nayasauma). In this he sees a reference to the Saiimyas or the

Somasiddhrintas wlioiii he identifies with the Kapalikas (on the authority

of two commentaries on the Pvabodhacandvodaya).

All this is very ingenious, but also doubtful, especially as we

know so very little about this stM*t.“' Though no hard and fast line of

demarcation can be drawji ]>etwecn Mahd}fdnasiUrns, Dhdmnls^ and

Tantras^ tliey nevertlieless belong to three distinct periods of Buddhist

literature. The chapters containitig Dliaranis in the Soddharma-

pundanka and the iMhkdvatdni

^

have been proved, on otlier grounds, to

be later additions. The MaharndyCnd which was translated into (dunese

us early as in the 4th century A.!)., is a IPidmnt, and cannot be called

a ‘Tantra* in the proper sense of tlie word.^^ Tlie term ‘Tantra’

ought to be restricted to the texts connected with 8akli worship. Tan-

tia lexis in ibis sense cannot be proved to have existed before the 7th

century, though some of the elements <‘onstituting the Tantras may

have existed before that tii>ie.

Some of these elements, indeed, may be traced as far back as the

times of the Yajurveda, wliere we already find the use of myfetic

syllables and words^'* wdiich play sucli an important pari in the Mantras

of Tantric works. Magic also which is one of the elements of Tantra

literature, of course, readies back to the Atharvaveda, But there is

no line of ‘evoluiioii’ from Yajurveda and Atharcaueda to the

Tantras. Still less is it possible to admit “that the seeds of Tantric

Buddhism were already tliere in the original Buddliism in the form of

10 t^nefdliaruiapunda rlka

^

XXTV,

20 N. 8., Vol. XXVI, 19;K), p. 128fl.

21 Cf. Chintahanm Ohakravarti in UIQ,^ VUI., 1932, p. 22lff.

22 G. Tucci (I.C., p. 129) describes it as' ‘absolutely tantric.’

23 See my Uistory of Indian Literature, V’^oJ. I, 185f.
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Madrasf Mantras, Mandalas, Dhdranls, Yoga and Sarnadhi as a means

to attain happiness and prosperity in this world^\** Yoga and

Sarnadhi, it is true, were practised in early Buddhism, but there is

nothing in the Tipitaka or any early Buddhist document to prove that

Gotama or his first disciples had anything to do with Madras,

Mantras, Mandalas, and Dhdmrns . On the contrary, we read in the

very first Sutta of the Dighanihdya (BrahmajaJa-Sutta, 21) that

Gotama ‘holds aloof from such low arts’ as palmistry, auguries, sacri-

ficing to Agni, offering oblations from a spoon, snake charming and

other kinds of witchcraft and charms.*^ It seems, however, that origi-

nal Mahayana-sutras were often supplanted by Tantras. It is

characteristic that the first three chapters of the Mdltjasrl-viulakalpa

which calls itself a Mahayana-sutra are called ‘Parivartas’, like the

cliai)ters of Mahayanasutras, while the rest of the work is divided in

‘Patalas*. Thus the Gvhya-samdja, described as a Vaipulya

Mahayanasutra,^* is divided in ‘Parivartas*, while the Guhy-sam^a

Tantra is divided in ‘Patalas*.

The Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasada Sastri may be right when

he suggests that the Guhyasavxdja Tantra was called so ‘only by an

analogy* to the Mahdydnasutra Tathdgataguhyaka.

It would be worth while to examine this and the Cambridge MS.

ill order to see whether the passages quoted by Santideva are to be found

in the work. According to Watters (s. StJcsdsamaccaya^ ed. C.

Bend all, p. 274, note) the work quoted by Santideva corresponds to the

Chinese tianslation of about 1000 A.D. (Nanjio, Nos. 23, 3, 1043) in

which the title corresponds to a Tathagatacintya-guhya-nirdeiSa, and

which is a Mahayanasutra entirely different from the Tantra. K.

Watanabe, (JRAS., 1907, p. 6G4), says that Nanjio No. 1027 corres-

ponds to the Sriguhyasamdja TantrarCija and adds; “Some parts of the

original text which are not fit for publication as Dr. Rajendralala

Mitra indicates are omitted in the Chinese.*^

24 B. Bhattacharyya, Two Vajraydna Works, GOS., No. XLIV, Introduction

p. X.

25 See Dialogues of the Buddha, translated by T. W. Rhys Davids; Sacred

Books of the Buddhists, Vol. II, 1899, p. 16 ff.

26 Haraprasada Sastri’s Desetiptive Catalogue, No. 18, see above.

I H.Q., KARCH, 1933 2
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It would be very important for the history of Mahayana and

Tantra literature, if the Sanskrit text of the Vaipulya Mahayanasutra

Guhyasamdja were published, and the different Chinese translationa

could be compared with it.

M. WiNTERNITZ



The Kingdom of Kira

Kira is included in the list of countries whose kings waited upon

emperor Dharmapala in the famous imperial assembly at Kanauj.*

The exact identification of this country has not been very easy, and

various suggestions have been made from time to time. Kielhorn, while

editing the Klialimpur copperplate of Dharmapala merely refers to the

Brhatsamhitd, according to which the Kiras belong to the North-East

division of India.* Mr. A. K. Maitra, while re-editing the inscription,

merely quotes the opinion of Kielhorn.* Some have even identified the

Kiras with the Kashmirians^. I have elsewhere® made a passing

suggestion about the location of Kira, and 1 now proceed to state the

grounds on which it was based.

Baladhuri, in his account of the conquests of Muhammad bin

Kasim mentions a country named Al-Kiraj.® I^eaving Al, as a mere

Atabic prefix, Kiraj may be taken as equivalent to Kira, when we

remember that even the well known mango (Amra or amba) has been

referred to by Arabic writers as Ambaj.’

In Chachndvui the name of the place is written as Kurij* and a

romantic story is told how Jaisia (Jaisiinha), the son of Dahar,

the deceased king of Sind]i, was at fir.st given shelter by Drohar, the

king of Kurij, but was afterwards driven away hy tlie machinations of

Drohar^s sister whose immoral projiosals he refused to accept. It is

related that having learnt of the jdot to murder him, Jaisia left Kurij

and “journeyed on, till he arrived at Jalandhar iii the land of

Kashmir.

1 Khalimpur copper-plate, V. 12, Ki*. Itid., vol. IV. p. 243.

2 Ibid., p. 246.

3 Gau(jiatekfKtmfddy ‘p. 21, f.n.

4 Ind. Ant,, vol. XVll, p. 9.

6

Arab Invasion of India (Journal of Indian History, vol. X, part I,

p.60).

6 English Translation by Murgotten. p. 223.

7 Elliot, History of India hy its own historians, vol. I, p. 27.

8 Chachndma, translated by M. K. Ferdunbeg, pp. ISlfi.
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Thus this coiuilvy should be placed in the neighbourhood of

J&landliara. Now, two inscriptionn from Baijnath* give the name of

that place as Kiragrama, and refer to its ruler as a subordinate vassal

oi the lord of Jalaiulhara. Burgess supplies \he following not© about

the place. ‘'Rlrngrania or Baijnath is a small town in the east of the

Kangra district abcui thirty miles east of Kot Kangra, in latitude

32® 3' N. and longitude 7G® W K. The number of old temples about

the village points to its having been in early times a place of some

note.’*

The identification of the name and its proximity to Jalandhar

naturally point to Kiragrama or Baijnath as the capital and its

surrounding tracts as the country of the ancient Kiras,*® referred to by

the Arabeas al-Eiraj or al-Kurij. This view is further confirmed by the

sialtcfliient in the Nagpur stone inscription of V.S. 1161 that ^Hhe Kira

chief was eloquent beyond measure on account of the proximity of the

8araavati.**‘^ It is well known that .the river Sarasvati, which has now

oompletely disappeared^ was traditionally placed in the neighbourhood

o! the region where we have located the Kiras.

So far about the position of the Kira country. We may now turn

to its history.

Leaving aside mere literary references which supply no positive

daia for history, the earliest historical events of the Kira country are

those known in connection with the Arab conquest of Sind.*’ The

aecount of Chachn&ma, quoted above, would indicate that Kira was

a^ powerful country in the beginning of the eighth century A.D. The

name of the king is given as Duhar by Baladhuri, and Drohar in

That Jaisia (Jaisiipha) sought refuge with him, and he

agreed to give him shelter against Muhammad bin Kasim, point to his

relative strength and importance. But perhaps this very act provoked

a ftr’p. /fid., vol. I, pp. 97ff. For the topograpliy cf. also Ep, !nd., vol. II,.

m* 4bgd, /Ann. Bep, Arch, Sure,, 1906-6. pp. 17ff.

10 Since the above was written I find Rapson had already made a* passing

suggestion to this effect in his article on the Kuliitas (JBA8., 1900, p. 640).

11 ffp. {1.194.

12 R. C. Majunidav, • Arab Invamn of Xndta, pp. 99-40^
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thd wrath of the Arab general, for he soon led an army against the

Kiras and conquered ihe country.

The recall and tragic death of Muhammad bin Kasim enabled the

Kiras to regain their freedom. But within thirty years the Arab

general Junaid reconquered the kingdom. The Arab domination over

the Kira kingdom does not, however, appear to have lasted for a long

period. The rise of Kashmir as a great power under Ijalitaditya put an

effective check against the aggression of the Arabs in the northern

Punjab, and tlie Kira country must have regained its freedom before

the middle of the eighth century A.D. About the beginning of the

ninth century A.D. the Kiras were defeated by Dharmapala and the

Kira king attended the imperial assembly at Kanauj to do homage to

Ihe Pala emperor.”

The history of the Kiras about this period may also be* gathered

from the inscriptions of the kings of Chamba.” Two of these refer to

Sahilladeva, the founder of the family, as a ‘fresh rain-cloud to

extinguish in a moment the mighty blazing fire of ihe Kira forces,

fanned, ns by the wind, by ihe I^ord of Durgara, assisted by the

Saumatikas.’ Dr. Vogel id aces the foundation of Chamba cown and

of the consolidation of the state by Sahilla towards the middle of the

tenth century A.D. He also takes Durgara to be the ancient name for

the modern Dugar (Dogra), the mountainous tract between the Jhel.^m

and the Bavi, or more definitely the ancient Jammu State on the

Cinab. The Saumatikas cannot be exactly located but must have been

a neighbouring tribe.

The hostility between Kira and Chamba is also reflected in the

popular traditions. The VovimvoU of the Chamba Rajas relates that

in the reign of Laksmivarman, the grandson of Meruvarman, the Kiras

invaded Chamba and killed the Raja in battle. Vogel places Meru-

varmar in the commencement of the eighth century.

All these evidences lead to the conclusion that shortly after the

Arab menace was over, the Kiras pursued an aggiessive campaign

against Chamba and the neighbouring sfates. During the next two

13 Ep. ind., vol. IV, p. 243.

14 Vogel, Inftcriptions of Chamhd (Ann, Bap. A’rchi 1002-3, pp. 241,

267. 262ff.).
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centuries, they were rapidly growing to be the leading power, and

made a confederacy with some of the neighbouring hill states. By the

middle of the tenth century A.D. the rising power of Chamba had to

reckon with this confederacy but evidently with not much success.

The next reference to Kira in point of time is perhaps

to be found in a passage in the Khajuraho inscription of Yasovarman

(verse 4f3) which lias been translated as follows by Kielhorn.'*

“The image of Vaikuntha (which) tlie ornament of princes, the

illustrious king Yasovarman, who crushed his enemies, has set up

(here),—the lord of Bhota obtained it from the Kailasa, and from him

Sahi, the king of Kira, received it as a token of friendship; from him

afterwards Herambapala obtained it for a force of elephants and horses,

and (Yasovarman himself) received it from Devapala, the lord

of horses/'

The passage is not indeed free from difficulties. The e))iihet

“Sahi" whicli Kielhorn applies to Kirariija, may also he taken along

with Herambapala. But perhaps Kielhorn has rightly taken the other

meaning, as Herambapala and his son Devapala are usually regarded

as Gurjjara-Pratihara kings of Kanaiij, to whom the epithet Sahi can

hardly be applied. Vor that term undoubtedly refers to the Shahiya

rulers who were at that time ruling over Afghanistan and the Punjab.

If, therefore, we accept luelhorn's translation, the epithet Sahi,

applied to Kiraraja, becomes full of interest. The date of the Kira

king ill question can easily be determined. As he was a contemporary

of the Pratlhara king Herambapala., he must have ruled about the

end of the ninth or the beginning of the tentli century A.D. Now

Alberuni informs us, that about that very time, the Brahmin vizier of

the Turkish Sahiya kings had usurped the throne and founded the

Hindu Sahi dynasty.^® Are we fo take, therefore, that the founder of

the new Sahi dynasty, was originally a king of Kira and hence the Sahi

ruler was also called Klra-raja? This is not a necessary or inevitable

inference, but there are two circumstances which prove a close associa-

16 tJp. Ind.y vol. I, p. 122.

16 Alberuni^ translated by Sachau, 11, p. 13.
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tion between tbe Sahi rulers and the Eangra district with which Kira

has been identified above.

While discussing the Sahiya kings, Alberuni deplores the lack of

accurate information on this subject, due to the absence of historical

spirit among the Hindus. Then he adds : ‘‘I have been told that the

pedigree of this royal family, written on silk, exists in the fortress

Nagarkot^’.” That this fortress was the basis of Sahi power in the

Punjab also follows from the fact, that after Sulian Mahmud had

defeated the confederate forces of Anandapal in 1008 A.D., he “took

up the pursuit of the fugitives and followed them to tlie fort of

Nagarkot which was situated near Kangra on the spur of a hill and

was encircled by the river llangaiiga.^^*

The engagement between Sultan Mahmud and Anandapal took

place oil or near the bank of the Indus. Nagarkot or Kangra Is situated

at a great distance from that. Tlie most plausible way of explaining

the statement quoted above is to suppose tliat the defeaied forces of

Anandapal kept up a running fight with a view to save themselves by

entering into the fortified city of Nagarkot which was evidently one

of the strongest military bases of the kingdom. The facts that the

pedigree of the royal dynasty was supposed by Alberuni to have been

preserved in Nagarkot (among all places), and that it was regarded as

the last refuge of the royal army, easily 8ui)port the presumption

that Nagarkot formed one of the centres of their power and authority.

And Nagarkot is only 23 miles west of Baijnath.

The Kira kingdom survived the downfall of the Sahiyas, though

perhaps under a new dynasty. In the eleventh century A.D. it was

defeated successively by Gaugeyadeva Kalacuri^® (c. 1015-1040 A.D.)

and his son Karna^® (o. 1040-70 A.D.) who attempted to establish a

paramount empire in northern India and succeeded to a large extent.

The Calukya king Somesvara I*‘ (Ahavamalla) (c. 1042-1008 A.D.)

who defeated Karna also includes Kira among the lists of his conquests.

17 il(6erMni, II, p. 11.

18 M. Nasim, Sultan Mufianimad, p. 90.

19 Ep. lnd„ vol. XI, p. 143.

20 Kp. Ind., vol. II, p. 16. 21 Kp. lad., vol. XV, p. 104.
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Towards the close of the eleventh century A.D. Kira had to submit to

the Paramara king Laksniadeva of Malava.**

The repeated foreign invasions throughout the eleventh century

A.D. must have considerably weakened the vitality and resources of the

Kiras. Although they aided the rebel Bhoja against Jayasimha, the

king of Kashmir^® (112849 A.D.), they soon lost their independence

and became feudatory to the king of Jalandhara.

The two Baijnath Pra^astis, referred to above, introduce us to a

line of ten chiefs of Kiragrama. They also refer to the king of

Jalandhara as the overlord of the kingdom. This was undoubtedly

true of the time when the inscription was composed, but it does not

necessarily follow that all the ten chiefs named in the record were

vassals of Jalandhara. In particular it is worthy of note that the

eighth chief married a daughter of the king of Jalandhara, and it is

by no means usual for an overlord to marry his daughter to a vassal

chief.

The date of the insc^ription is given both in Lokakala, or Saptarsi

Samvat and the Saka era. The Saka date was first read by Cunningham

as 726 corresponding with A.D. 804. This reading was adopted by

Biililer and all subsequent writers. But this date, as was pointed out

by Biihler does not agree with the astronomical details. Vogel has

since shown that the correct date is Saka 1126 corresponding with

1204 A.D.^^

If we assume this date to be correct, and allot a reign of 20 years

on an average to each generation, we may place the ten chiefs (consist-

ing of nine generations) of Kiragrama between A.D. 10f30 and 1210.

It would thus follow that this line of chiefs came into power shortly

after the invasions of Siilian Mahmud and the overthrow of the Sahiya

dynasty. If my tlieory regarding the connection of the Sahiyas with

the Kira kingdom were held tenable we might regard this new line of

chiefs as the successors of the main Sahiya dynasty in the kingdom of

Kira.

22 Ep, Ind., vol. II, p. 194.

23 lidjaiaranginij VIII, v. 2767.

24 Ann. Hep. Arch ^Surv.f 1906-6, p. 20.
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After the thirteenth eeuiiiry A. I), the Kira kingdom passes from

our view. It has, liowever, left its legacy partly in the monuments of

old, and partly in the aristocratic feelings of its people which even the

most abject poverty has failed to crush. The statues of Gahga and

Yamuna, and substantial parts of the old temple which they adorned

still exist to tell the tale of its forgotten glory. The Eajanakas of

Kiragrama mentioned in the Baijnath Prasasti are perhaps still re-

presented by the Hanes or Rajput Zemindars in tlie Pargana of

Baijnath. To Dr. Stein we owe the following story which illustrates

the feelings of this aristocratic body.*^

“The Raja of Kapurthala quite lately married a girl from the

house of a bitterly poor Rajput of the Gulherian Mian clan, who lives as

Zamindar not far from Baijnath. Though the man is so poor that his

daughter, the present Rani, used to work for wages in the tea planta-

tions, his countrj'^men have not yet pardoned him that he contracted

the alliance with the Raja.’^

R. C. MajuMDAn

26 tip. Lnd., vol. II, pp. 482-3.
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Maha*Fralaya and Last Judgment

Vedic tradition envisages the voyage {}!ana) of the individual after

death as a passing on from one plane of being {Joka) to another; and

tlioiigli there is tlie possibility of perpetuity (athayita) on any given

plane until the I'lnd of Time (/ailpdiiUiy maJtd-praUiya), there is no

conception of the possibility of a return to any past state. The later

doctrine of reincarnation, in which the 2)t)ssibility of a return to a

previous condition is conceived, seems to reflect an edifying tendency

of the religious {hhahii-vada) and psychological {litnaydna) extensions,

perhaps incorporating popular non-Vedic elements.'

More exactly, there are two ditferent courses that may be followed

:

the Angelic (devaytlna) in the case of the individual whose ship is know-

ledge, and the Patriarchal (pitrydiut) in his case whose ship is Works

(ket^rma) done with a view^ to reward. In the former case the individual

passes by way of the “Sun*’ and therebeyond to tbe Supreme Self and

the Uiiground : in the latter, he reaches only the “Moon”, and in due

course thence returns to a new corporeal state in a subsequent sub-Time

(manvantani), wdien tlie choice of routes again presents itself. What

follows here, however, does not take account of this distinction of routes,

but rather of the distinction between those who on the one hand are

borne on either by Understanding or by Works, being equally Way-

farers, and those on tl)e other hand who having neitlier understoood nor

yet wrought, the Last Judgment finds not merely uuannihilate but also

without merit.

In any case, the final end of voyaging is on the Farther Shore of the

Sea of Life (samsdnt). When landing is made theie, Ji caiman knows

itself as Paramdlman, absolute-si)ace-iu-the-heart (aniarhrdaya Cikdia)

is known an the absolute-space-body {dkdia-iarlra) of Being and Non-

Being, and the sea of life is as it were counter-seen {paryapasyatu) by

tlie Self as tbe multiplicity of its own Identity.* Voyaging, we are

1 See my Yah ms, I, p. 14, note 1.

2 l^uflcaviMistt firuhinaiia, VII, 8, I: .S’ui’tfcaracdri/a, Svutmttiiiiiipafta, 95:
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given intimations of that Paradise {praudrdma, nandaiia), in Union

(sayujya sainddhi) consummating thought (dhydna), in Ecstasy

{linanda) consummating Will (Imia), and in the consent (sdhitya) of

Art (ninndna) ; knowledge, love, and work becoming pure {ctmhta) Act.

But though the possibility of Gradual Enfranchisement {krama-

'mukti) is open to the Voyager,® there is also the possibility for him

whose ship is rudderless, or wrongly steered, to wander on imchartcHl

courses toward an unknown landfall, farther and ever farther from the

Quay (ghdt) : so far and so long that he may not be in sight of Yonder

Shore when every hither shore and every vessel is dissolved at the End

of Time. So at the End of Tim© there is a departing of the Freed

(midiUf) and Ego-bound (wma-haddhaka). In Christian tradition this

is called the Last Judgment.

Save and except the highest Devas, Angels {djdnaja), whose being

is from Eternity, all beings, be they ‘quick or dead’, are

“judged^' at this Last Day. The Self of those who have already

achieved a Total {nirguiw) Bealisation (vivkti) is already in conscious

identity with the Supreme Identity ; and now for those whose Realisa-

tion has been ‘by degrees’ (kmma) or qualified (sagvna) there

ensues the last death of the categorised Ego, a “death” that is

absolutely Mors janua vitae, an enfranchisement from every

possible contingency the Gates of Heaven are opened to the

Jivatman, now Krtatman, “Perfected Self”, so that he becomes again

(ahhisavihhavaii) in his Own Form (sva-nlpa), Imageless {jiirdbhdsa)^

Pure Intelligence (c/t), and Unalloyed Delight (ptlnuniandd).

But for those lost beings who have not in Time achieved even a

Partial Ifealisation, but are still altogether involved in tlie net of

delusion {moha-knlila), deeming that the Ego is the Self, for these

there can be no present possibility of Enfranchisement at the End of

*‘On the vast canvas of the Self, the picture of the manifold worlds is painted by

the Self itself, and that Supreme Self takes a great delight therein.”

3 The concepts yana and Jx-mma-midfi imply by hypothesis a crossing of

the sea of life If the X^panisads also contemplate the possibility of

an Immediate Enfranchisement, and consequent Transformation {abhhamhlmxa

or parCivrtfi)^ the realisation, am Brahiiinii,” “That a i f thou” in attual ex-

perience, this cutting of the knots of the heart at a single stroke is not our

present theme.
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Time : havin^2r
thought, still thinking that to art ^‘for the sake of the

Self’’ {Brhadarani^lca Upanisad, II, 4, 6) means nothing but to satisfy

every desire of the Ego, by serving the body here and now, living by

.such an ^^Asrtm Upanisad'^ as this, these ‘‘shall perish”, {Clmndogya

Upanisady VIII, 8). These are the “damned”.' Their damnation is

u self-adjudged and Self-adjudged condemnation to an endless, though

not eternal, latency, a relative, though not absolute annihilation: to a

Hell below tlie silent glassy sea of the non-Time {kalpdntara) that

divides Time from Time, there by Mecessity, “God’s justice”, to await

their mortal rebecoming in another Time {hdpa)y where the possibility

of achieving, or not achieving an Immediate or Deferred Enfranchise*

ment will again present itself.

Abhimdnatva, then, is “Original vSin”. Satan’s claim to

‘equality with God’, his assertion of the independence and self-

subsistence of the Ego, is the occasion of his Fall and theirs who follow

him. Man’s Fall, the same in kind, has been described traditionally

as an eating of the Fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and

Evil. This Tree is none other than the Tree of Life, planted by the

Self itself, by God himself, in the Garden of Life {prdndrdma), as a

fair thing and a delight of the eyes, for His and Man’s pleasure. But

to eat of the Fruit is Mortal Sin {nnrfa) against the Spirit, “forbidden”

to man as individual ego*: for “eating” is an assimilation to, and a

self-identification with, things “as they are in themselves”, not “as

they are in God”, therefore a taking on of what is nothing in itself,

a venom {visay that is Death from the standpoint of Ktenml Life, a

closing of the Gates of Paradise.

None but the Self can swallow such a venom and yet live, as Siva

4 It must not be thought that because the man is represented as yielding

to the .seduction of the woman that a merely carnal fall is implied. Here “man’*

stands for “Subject,” “woman” for “Object” (as imtiha, in each case); the Fall

is equally a derogation of the Intellect and of th? Will.

6 It is impossible not to .see a connection of vim “poison,” with ri.myatdy

objectivity; cf. Maitrl Upanisad, VI, 31, where vision is said to “feed upon”

the apsaras (i.e. fa.soinating po.ssihilities of being) as sen.se objects (I'isoyan);

also Nirukta, V, 15, where apsnran Is artificially connected with giving

the sense of “forbidden food”; Jhlnddmifa., V, 148 and 149, and SonOnukra-

fnanl^ I. 166, where ]Mitra-Variina arc reduced by the sight of rrvusi,
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flocB by another image the dvandva-hfs^n^ is produced at

the Churning of the 8ea of Milk; the wound and signatures of this

bane being the blue-black stain on His throat as Nilakantha,

Visakantha, Visagnipa, His taking of the Serpent to His breast as

iidga-yajfldgavlta

,

and His “addiction" to drugs. That apparent sub-

jection of the Self to the tragedy (anrfn, art/f) of Life, that accepted

pain, is the Passion of God and Everyman.*

Ananua K. Coo>v\uaswamy

6 “That heart which stands apart from pain and woe,

Nor seal nor signature of love can know** (Sana’I),
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Mepputtur Narayana Bhattotiri

Ainonpst the many clistinguishefl Sanskritisls that Kerala has

jiroflucetl, none has risen so high in popular esteem as Mepputtur

Narfiyana Bhattatiri. As a poet and hhalta his is a household name,

while as a grammarian he is well-known among the select circle

of fitlHraic scholars. It is proposed to notice the life and career of this

great poet wlio is i^robably the greatest figure among the Kerala

Sanskritisls since the 16th century.

Bhattatiri belonged to the family, known as Mepputtur, Sanskritised

as uparinavagrama. This house was on the northern banks of the river

Nfla, in Malabar near Tininavay. His father was Matrdatta, a scholar

proficient in Mlmamsd t^dstra\ on the mother^s side, he was associated

with the famous Bhattas of Paygilr Bhdtiavmna, his mother being the

only sister of nine brothers all equally eminent in the Mimdmsd Sdstra,^

Thus both on the paternal and maternal side, he inherited high

scholarly traditions.

If local traditions are to be believed, it appears that Bhattatiri was

an irresponsible lad in his youth. After the usual Sanskrilie education

which every Nnmputin' had to have in those ancient days, he left his

studies and betook himself to a life of ease. At an early age he

married a Pisharoti woman," the niece of the then well-known

astronomer-astrologer Trkkandiyiir Acyuta Pisharoti.*’ Bhattatiri

was so much engrossed in his new-found joy that he became careless in

the observance of the daily religious routine. One morning he arose

late and rushing out of his wife's house he clianced to step across the

sacred plank on which Pisharoti was performing the

1 Vide the writer’s paper ‘PeliRion and Philosophy in Kerala’ in the 7JTQ.,

IV, 4, pp. 702-719.

2 The marriage hero nioiitioned must be the Samhondham system of

marriage. May this be taken as suggesting that Bhattatiri was nbt the eldest

son of his father? Otherwise he should have married in his own caste.

3 Vide the writer’s paper *65stras: Practical and Theoretical’ published

in the Journal of the Mtjthie Society, XXI, 3.
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NdluvipakkomvaikkaL*^ This was a great breach of luaiiners and Pisha-

roti, naturally feeling very angry, administered him a severe reproof,

in spite of the fact that Bhattatiri was a brahmin of great

social position. The young man was naturally duinb-founded and

received the whole censure quietly. When the old man had ended his

tirade, he hurriid out; but he was not long absent. He returned

immediately after his usual morning rites and calmly requested

Pisharoti to teach him higher Sanskrit’. Struck by his sincerity and

evident desire to study, Pisharoti acceded to his re^juest and he began

his studies that very day. In an incredibly short time, if tradition

is to be believed, he mastered KCtvyas and NdtakaSy Almkdra and

Vydkatandt and in these various subjects he soon became recognised

as a great scholar.

As a Bhattatiri, a brahmin of the highest social position, he had

to be proficient in Srauta literature before he could find an lionoured

place amongst his kinsmen. He therefore requested Pisharoti to teach

him that branch of literature also, but Pisharoti objected, for this was

a subject that tradition and convention alike prohibited a iion-Dvija

from handling. Bhattatiri was firm, however, in his resolve that he

would not have two Gums and forced his teacher to undertake the task,

even though he feared divine punisliment for this act. Being a good

scholar in more than one branch of literature, it was easy for Pisharoti

to master and teach this branch of study, and in due course Bhattatiri

was taught the religious texts as well. But what Pisharoti feared did

happen, for before long he became a prey to leiuusy.^ Bhattatiri was

struck with pity and remorse at seeing his Guru suffering and there-

fore prayed intently to God to cure him by transfering the disease unto

himself. In response to the request of Bhattatiri, Pisharoti became

cured as if by a miracle, while his disciple fell a victim to the dire

4 This is supposed to bo a very religious practice, ivnd all astrologers ill

our land daily performed tliis after their morning riti's. The work done is

finding the constellation and iithi for the day, the calculations being made by

means of cojcries spread out on a wooden plank 3 ft. bv 24 ft. This systein is

gradually dying out.

5 Another tradition will have it that Pisharoti was suffering from

rheumatism.
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disease. For a cure he resorfed to the sacred Ersna shrine at

Quruvaydr/ where he spent his time in prayer and fasts and divine

service. There he began his famous Ndtayamyam and by the time it

was finished—it took him a hundred days, as tradition records—he w'as

cured. Such is the story our elders have handed down to us regardiifg^

the final studies of Bhaj;tatiri, and they also would have if that during

the progress of the Ndrdyanlyain^ the hliahta beheld the divine vision

of Sri Ersna on more occasions than one.

It may be noted that the traditional story mentioned above is to

a certain extent belied by Bhattatiri’s own statement, recorded in his

Pralmydmnammy that he had more Gurus than one. It is stated

there that he studied Mimdmsd from his father Matrdatta, Tarhi from

Madhavarya, and Vydharana from Acyiitarya.^ The tradition, how-

ever, 18 very strong, and it may contain an elenienf of truth in that he

cured liis Guru during his period oi sickness by careiul musing. Ke

himself became afflicted, probably i)y contagion and was thereafter

cured by divine grace.

Xow a well-known hhakUtj fame as a scholar i)roflcient in

almost every branch of Sanskrit 1 /iterature spread far and wide. He

wat consequently an honoured guest everywhere and particularly at

the courts of king Ravi Varma and Virakeralu Vanna of Cochin and

of Devanarayana of Ambalapula, for these princes were ll)euiselves

greav scholars and actively patronised men of letters. There are many

traditions clustering round Bhattatiri, even tliough he lived in the

modern period. He has left behind him a uumlier of works which can

be classified under the three beads of literary, lyrical and Sdstmic,

Upon these we shall now dwell.

In the field of literature, Bhattatiri’s fame rests upon his Pra-

handliams—Caviptia : Kdja$uya^ DiituvakyUf Subhadraharana,

PdricuUsvayamvara, Nimmiidsika, Svahasudhakara,^ NfgamoksUf

6 This shrine has now become very famous throughout Jndia us the centre

of the Satyagraha catnpaigii for the removal of social disabilities.

7 Vide Vol. 106, page (Preface) 3, of the Trivandrum Bamkrit Berieii.

Can the Mudhava here mentioned be also a Pisharoti?

8 Vide Keith, History of Sanskrit LiteiaturHf pp. 330-337 where this work

is reported to be the result of extempore poetry. The basis of this information

is not cited.
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Dak§updi/u, Kaunteyd^tnJca iviul Vmutndvatdra : fliese ten Prabandhams

are ascribed to him. In assigning the authorship we are again forced to

fall back upon tradii’Oii, for there are a number of Prabandliarns, and

many of them speak of a Narayaiia as their author. But since this age

produced at least three more Xarayaiias*—all writers of no mean

repute—it becomes difficult to ascertain accurately which Nariiyana

wrote which work. Apart from this difficulty, there are a number of

anonymous Prahandhavi^ which are also fathei*ed upon Bhattatiri. The

(juestion as to which are the Parabaiullmms of Bhattutiri does not

therefore admit of easy solution. The list given above is based upon

the best Pandit tradition, and this is bound to be our sole guide so long

as critical editions of the numerous Pmbandb4xms available are not

forthcoming and so long as an elucidation of the Narayana-problem in

Kerala Sanskrit Literature is not attempted. It is greatly to be

regretted that uot oue of these Bh(U^tiTuPf(ib((n<IJiutns is yet printed

in Devauagari character.

As I have elsewhere stated,*® Prabandhams owe their existence to

the popular demand for greater variety at the hands of the professional

actor and the Pathakakkaraii. TJiere is a popular view that Bhattatiri

inaugurated this type of literature, but tliis view does not appear to

be tjuife correct, for we have Prabciiidluuus in mixed Malayulam and

Sanskrit as early as the 15th century.** It may possibly be that

Bhattatiri was the first to write an original Prabandlum in Sanskrit,

the earlier ones being but compilations, such as the Rdmdijumm Pra-

bandhmi for instance.**

We may refer to an interesting tradition associating our author

with Iravi Cakyar, a famous professional actor of the period and a

protege of the chief Bevauarttyaiiu of Ambulupulu. On one occasion

U Cotiipare, for instance, Narayaua of Vh'toxinu fame, Narayaija, the author

of ISfulvarthadlpikd on Uttaranlmimnitih and again Narayana, the author of

SrIimiMvummuliutmya.
,

10 Vide tUe writer’s paper ou ‘P«tliakaiii’ published in the JBQ. Also ‘Kut m

published in the Journul of the Mutliic b'orieltf, XU, 2, PP- 183-196.

11 Vide JOU., Madras, IV (1930), pp. 142-161.

12 A complete edition of the tmUmUmm. is issued- from Urukam near

Trichur, but it is in Malayalaiu script and » not critical.

t-K.a., XASCB, 1933
4
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when Bhattatiri was a guest at this court, this Cakyar was couductiug

a Prabandliam Kuthu,^^ the scene for the day being the disfiguring of

Sur2)anakha. After the performance w’as over, Bhattatiri asked the

actor how he would act the next scene—8urj)anakha’s complaint to

Ravana, for sJie had lost her nose and therefore could not pronounce

nasals and anuiidsihis. The actor said that the scene could not

be effectively acted, but the blame was to be levelled more at tlie poet

than the actor who had sinil])y to act whatever the poet gave him.

Bhattatiri took the cue from the actor, and immediately set about

writing a scejie for the next day in whicli he took care to introduce no

nasal or nasalised sound, and the scene was acted very successfully.

Thus was produced the Nirnimndsika Pmhnndham, Thenceforward

Bhattatiri and Iravi Cakyar were close comrades and the scholar best

Prabandhams were written for liis actor friend.

To the ten Prabandhams of Bhattatiri which Jiave been mentioned

above, the Bandit world would give a very high place, next only to the

Works ot Kalidasa and Bhavabluiti. This praise by the Bandits is not

indeed excessive, for in these works we ItajCe' /excellent ])oefry

characterised by a natural freshness and iiever Jlij»riVed by artificial

conceits.

Another short work of Bhattatiri is the Kocvinayaravarnanaj a

treatise written at the instance of King Virakerala Varnui (160^-1615).

A Devunagari edition of this work is available. It is a small prose work,

being practically one sejitence juniiing to about twenty pages.

Another w^ork that may be assigned to him is the Rasa vildsakdvyam

which is of considerable merit.

Bhattatiri is furthermore the author of two religious lyrics—(he

Ndrdyanfyaiu and the l^npddasaptatL We have already jeferred to the

circumstaijces in which the first of these works was ])rudiiced. Our

13 Vide the writer’s paper on ‘Iviithu’ published in the (JJMtS., Xll,

pp. 183-195.

14 Iravi Cakyar, alias Ravinartuka, figures as the author of a suiall Kavya,

(Jdmkydkathd, published in the Calcutta Oriental Scries, No. 0. The writer

has a manuscript copy of the work.

15 The writer has noticed this work in the paper contributed to the Sixth

All-India Couicreiice at Lahore; vide pp. 471-91) vol. I of the Proceedings.
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Pandits are of opinion that it is the greatest fifotra we have. Even

when due allowance is made for local patriotism, it may be conceded

that it is easily the best reliji^ious lyric in Sanskrit. It is a brilliant

summary in a thousand verses of the Sri Bhdgavata and is characterised

by inimitable poetry infused by the sweet fervour of intense faith and

devotion. It is one of the most popular books in our land. Numberless

editions have appeared in the vernacular script, with and without com-

mentaries in Malayalam
;
bnt a standard edition became available only

when it was issued by the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series. The

Nim'iyamyam ranks as a great religious lyric and is for that reason

greatly Imnoiired by us all. In the other lyric which is not so well

known, are sung the ))raises of the Goddess enslirined at Mfikkola,

Sanshritised as Multhfhahi^ where Bhat^tiri is said to have died.

Tin's is also reported to be poetry of a high order.

Ilhattatiri has in addition made his contribution to the Sdstras of

Vjldkorana and MJwdvisd, From his own statement it is clear that,

after studying Vydlnimja under Acyutu Pishamli, who is the earliest

autlior available in tliis SfUtra in our land,^* Bbattatiri wrote his

treatise, Brakriijflsarrosvfm at the reffuest of his patron, Devanarayana

of Ambalapula. This is a commenfary on the Asfddhydyl of Panini,

the sntras being rearranged and commented on to suit the practical point

of view, the i)Ui])ose served being the same as that served by the Kmmudi

of Bliattoji Biksitar. BlKittatiri and his contemporary Biksitar were

worthy compeers in the same field and the treatise of the one is as

original in conception jiiid treatment as tliat of the other. If tradition

is \n })e believed, they beard of each other and compared their works,

whereon Bliattoji gave the iialni to Bhattatiri, but pointed out one

defea t in the Sffrrasra/n, namely that It did not deal with Dhdtns.

This tradition apart, the success of the work is attested to by the great

popularity that the Sfirvrtscfnn had in Kerala for a long time. True,

it lost its popularity some time later and wasS replaced by the Ktiumud4.\

10 Pisharoti is tJio autlior of the Pmresaka, primarily designed for begin-

ners and particnlarty for Bhattatiri himself. Tins serves all the purposes of a

practical manual of grammar and it was very popular in our land so long as

the traditional method of Sanskrit study was in vogue
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but this was due not to the superiority of the latter, but fo its all-India

popularity. Bhattatiri *s treatise is now being published in the Tri-

vandrum Sanskrit Series and Part I has already oome out. It is

one of the important contributions in the field of Vyalnraija,

It has been mentioned that the Sarvasvani does not deal

with Dhatus. This subject, however, is dealt with in the Dh/tfvMvya^^

which apparently is supplementary to the V/lsuflevavijayn of

Pattatu Vasudeva and which elucidates over three thousand roots.

This Knvyn thus forms a real supplement to the Snri'axvaw and both

together complete the whole range of Vydl^nrana,

On his own admission, Bhattatiri studied Mmdnisd under his own

father and in tliis he has produced a work of no mean merit.

He is the author of the Mdna portion of tlie Mdnmneyoitmfa

^

the Meya

part being written by another Narayana, well-known as Narayana

Pandita. This is a unique Prakarana work, and it occupies an

important place in the scheme of Mimdmsd studies. In this treatise,

on attempt is successfully made to establish the six Praindyan advocated

by the Kumarila school, after refuting the various views on Pramdnn

advanced and accepted by the other schools particularly by the

Prabhakaras and the Naiydyifxas. The Mdnameyothiya is referred to

as a work of great philosophical importance, in which ‘Kumarila

epistemology and metaphysics are interestingly summori8ed\'"

If may be noted here that Bhatlatiri's scheme was to deal not

merely with the Prarmdms but with the Praweya as well, as is stated in

the second of his opening verses. But since the Meya is written by

another Narayana, the presumption evidently is that Bhattatiri did

not live to finish his work. If this view is tenable, then the Mdna cons-

titutes the last work of Bhattatiri.

Narayana Bhattatiri was undoubtedly ihe most outstanding

figure in the realm of letters during his age and no later scholar has

been able to usurp his place. Even today he ranks as the greatest

figure. It now remains to notice his date. Following the usual custom

17 Prof. Keith refers to a Dhdtukavyaf vide page 133 f.n. This work

evidently must be different or the information given there ia vrrong.

18 Vide Keith’s Biitory of Sanskrit Literature^ p. 474,
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of Malayali writers of a later date, Bhattatiri has ffiveii ua a few KoM

rhronoprrama in liis workJ^. Thus the Ndr/iyanJyfm lie finished on the

dale expressed in the Kalirdcnhaw
,
iiyurflror/yasniilhymu^ which- works

to about 1587 A. I). Two olironop^rams are reported to he present in

liis Snrvnsvaiiv yafiinh phaldpraufth sydd and Irtardyarnfiodyn, and these

Pfive us the dates February and March, 1(117 A.D., the interval of two

months being held to be the period in wliich he wrote his grammatical

master-piece.*® But this does not appear to be quite acceptable for

there is the real difficulty of getting such a work done in two months.

There is also the question wliether we are justified to fake both these

as Kalivdcdhm, The first of these alone deserve to be taken thus, and

in that case, we have the date 1017 as the date on which he began his

Snrvnsvnm, There is also a statement recorded in an astrological

treatise whicdi says that Bhattatiri lived for twice 58 years. From

the Kalis mentioned above, it will be seen that Bliattatiri must have

finished his education and entered upon literary care*^r before 1587 A.D

and his greatest work, Prahiydsatrasram

,

he liegnn in 1017. Wlien

it is remembered that his first work was the Kdvdymnyam and that he

entered upon higher studies later in life than usual, it may be legiti-

mate to hold timt Bhattatiri was born in tlie niiddle of tlie lOlh century,

and wlien to this is added tlie statement tlmt lie lived for 100 years, we

have a fair approximation of liis date 1550-1050. In his introduction

to tlie edition of PrnJx‘i’iydt..Karrasrain

^

the editor says; ‘Historians

assert that Bhattajiada lived for 100 years from 1500 to 1000 A.D.*

We have not been able to find out the basis of this statement, bat it

agrees fairly with the. aiijiroximation we have arrived at.

Meppattfir Xaiayana Bhattatiri is held to be the last of the many

great intellectual giants that Kerala has produced. He is one of our

greatest Sanskrit poets as he is also the greatest of our Vaiyakaranas.

But he is honoured and respected more as the greatest of our hhal fas;

and in this realm he is treated with as great respect as Sri Sankara is

in the realm of Advaita philosophy.

K. Rama Pishauoti

19 Vide vol. 106, Intro., p. ft. 20 Yiclo TOS.. vok ft, Tntro., p. 10,
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I hope I Rlia'll have some day the leisure of atatinj? in detail

the position of the Mudhyamikas. Much has been written lately on

this problem by Mr. Stcherbatsky, St. Schayer.or Dr. Das Gupta,

whieli does not seem accurate.

The reader will find here the translation of a few lines of the

treatise named Jewel in hand or Gem in handj a work of Bhuva-

viveka (reading of tlie Sk. Mss.) or Bhaviveka (‘Clear distinction’ of

the Chinese translators). This Acaiya is of opinion that there

is not, as wrongly maintained by the Vijfiflnavadins, a Tnthntu or

Dharmaidy “the essential and permanent nature of tilings”. The

correct conclusion to be drawn from this negative is that, amongst the

Mudhyamikas, Bhavaviveka-Bhaviveka at least is not a ‘moiiist’. As

an orthodox exponent, he definitely considers that Buddhism is alien

to every metaphysical interest, being merely a Path leading to final

rest by an unconscious and objectless contemplation.

“If it be contended that the Tatlwtdy although it is foreign to

words (ahhihlpay ryavahdraviviha)^ is nevertheless a reality (fattra)

:

in that case, tlie expression Tathata i*pfers only to the Atman of

the Tirthikas under an other name. Just as the Tathata
^
although it

is a reality, is nevertheless, from the point of view of exact frutlv, be-

yond the concepts of being and not-being, it is the same witli Atnunh

The Krthikas tJiink that tlie Atman, which is real, omni-

present, eternal, affent, enjoyer, is nevertheless foreign to every concept

(beyond the pale of conceptions). As it transcends the domain of words,

and as it is not the object of the dealing-with-ideas-intellect

(vikcdpahiddhi), it is said to be foreign to concepts. The doctrines of

the Tirthikas say : “The M'ords do not go there, the tliought does not

realise it; therefore it is named Atman.”

“Tire Atman being such, is it reasonable to assert thot “the

knotvledge (jMna) which takes the Tathata as its object, leads to

1 Nanjio 1287, Taiaho 1878, vol, SO, p. 276, Ool. 1,
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Jeliveience, while the kiiowled8:e which takes the Atman as its object,

does iiot’-P But what is the dift'ereiice between the Tathatd and the

APiuaii, since both are ineffable and real^ It is only by esprit de parti

{pahsayrahana) that it is so said.’’ To conclude: Bhavaviveka does not

admit this Tathaidj whicli is described both as real and non-existing.*
j

Louis OK La Vallkk I’oussix

2 Cfliidrakirti too condeimis tlie Tuthaia oi the Vijnanavadius, Vrtti, pp.

170 and 204: “Lo.^t tlio auditor.s slioidd he tritihieued we nay that there is a

sfarupa ot the hre
”
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The divisiou of the Buddhist Scriptures iuto uine aiigas is well

kiiowu. It is lueiitioued repeatedly in the Pali Canon itself, and has

remained constant throughout the Pali tradition : Ekacce moghapurisd

dhanmam pariyupunanti, suttam geyyain veyydkanimni gdtham

uddnam iiivuttakam jdtakani abbhutadhamimin vedallam (M. i, 133).

The Mahdvyutpatti however has twelve ahgas, that is, after luldna it

adds niddna and avadam^ and at the end upadeia} Max Mliller in his

preface to the Dharmasamgraha, p. iii, speaks of the Hinayana as having

uine ahgas and the Muhayana twelve. His statement pi'obably rests

upon the fact that the Mnhdvyutpatti has a list of twelve, but that this

list is Mahayanic is not at all proved. There is much that is Sarvusti-

vadin in that work. The Dluivmmanigiaha itself has more claim to be

considered Mahayanic, yet it gives nine ahgas, mvdagwpravacandni.

The work is attributed in the colophon to Nagarjunu hiihself, and the

attribution, even if not correct, must have been made by a Mahayanist.

The list there given (^fo. fiSi) is sutm, geya, vydkamna, gdthdy

uddnUf jdtaka, vaipuhja^ adbliutadliatma, upudeia. It differs from the

Pali (apart from the minor differences mentioned) by omitting

itivHiaka and adding upadeh. It also, like Mcyut,, inverts the order

of vaipulya (vedalla) and mlbhuiudluinna. It is quite possible that it

is a Hinayana list, but it was evidently accepted by a Muhayana writer.

Even when we come to indisputable Mahuyana works, we still fail to

tiud twelve ahgas. The Lotm, cli. 2. p. 4(i, makes Buddha say

:

^ arofiwt

aud a few liues above it specifies these nine

:

1 There are minor variations, itivattaka aud iUvritaka^ vedalla and

mipulya, which are passed by for the present.
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Here are further diS^hces. it retains itivTttaka^ but omits

vy&karaiy» and uddna. It makes the list up to nine by adding niddna

and upadeia, but has no avad&na. AupamyaiaUdi ca citraih is doubt-

less a poetical equivalent for vaipulya, for to a Mahayanist those works

were exactly those Varied with hundreds of similes’. The Lotus is

usually reckoned kn early Mahayana siitra, but even when we come to

a definitely late work, like the Kdrwndavyuha, there is still no

nvaddna. The list in this work (p. 81) has eleven ahgas, corresponding

with Mvyut.f except that if omits avaddna. The list recurs later on

(p. 86), where there are only ten ahgas, as it there omits niddna as

well.

We are therefore scarcely justified in describing the list of twelve

ahgas as characteristic of Mahayana. On the contrary the three afigas

added to the Pali list have nothing characteristically Mahayana about

them. These are niddna, avaddna, and upadeia, Niddna is

well known in Pali, though not as a separate ahga. IJpadeia is so little

characteristic of Mahayana that in the THhetan collection there is only

one item of that name, MahaydnopadeJa, wliich also occurs as No. 41

in the list of Mahayana works in Mvyat,- 66. The case of avaddna is

still more striking. In the Tibetan collection there are eight items

expressly called avaddna. One of these is the Avaddnaiataha itself,

and seven others are single avadanas, four easily recognisable us from

the Divyavaddna, both well known Sarvastivadin works®. This means

thaf the bulk, if not all, of the avadana.s recognised in tlie Tibetan as

canonical ai*e Sarvastivadin. The later works known as Araddnawahl

are Mahayanist and elaborations by individual jxjets of the

material of the avadanas, but they are not a part of the

dvddaidhgadhurviapmvacanam .

If the term vaipulya were an addition in the list of twelve, there

would be a reason for calling this longer list Mahayanist, but it or the

corresponding term vedalla occurs in all the lists, and it evidently has

some relation to vedalla. What relation that it is has never been

explained. The terms can easily he derived from rtdala and vipnla

2 Vf. Index de» Kundjurs. Nos. ;i38, 341-7, 356 (St. Petersburg;, 1876).

Csoma de Koros, Analyst du Kandjour (ed. Foer). pp. 284, 286. There are also

other avad&nas there without the iiani'-

ICABCH, 1933 6
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respectively, and vaipulya as a term for the sutras ‘of great extent^ is

an intelligible description of such sutras, but it throws no light on the

term vedalla. The Pali word appears to have been beyond the com-

prehension ol' the commentators, and the hopelessness of the moderns

may be seen fix)m the fact that the Pali Text Society’s Dictionaj;j'

ignores Biirnouf’s derivation from vidala, and su^»’gests (1) that the

latter part of the word may be a distortion of ariya^ (2) that the whole

word is from *^^edan,ga\ It appears as if the Sanskritisers instead of

trying to adapt an unintelligible term substituted for it a term of their

own which had a familiar meaning* It has to be borne in mind that

both Pali and Sanskrit rest upon an earlier form of the Canon in some

form of Prakrt, and what the word may have been in that Prakri

we do not know. As avadana forms a very characteristic portion of

the Sarvastivadin literature, it appears probable that the list of twelve

angas (the only list mentioning avadana) is really of Sarvastivadiii

origin, and that the shorter Mahayana lists reproduce portions of this

in various ways.

There is general agreement that the works of the type of the

Divyavadana and Avadanaiataha originated with the Sarvastivadins.

Through the labours of Nanjio, Anesaki, S. Levi and others we now

have a clear idea of the structure of the Canon of the Sarvastivadins

and other related schools like the Dharniaguptas. Besides the Vinayas,

which like the Pali Vinaya contain a store of legends, there are the

four agamas corresponding to the tirst four Pali Nikayas, and

also containing legends. But the avadanas are not a part of

the agamas. They consist of collections of legends taken chiefly from

the Vinaj a and combined so as to form a particular type of literature,

the type in fact which forms the ahga known as avadana. The fact

that it was drawn from canonical sources made it an easy matter to

treat it as part of the Canon. The sources of its composition have been

shown most fully in the case of the Divyavadana by S. Levi.‘‘ He has

identified more than two thirds of the legendary, part as being from

the Vinaya of the Mula Sarvastivadins. There is also, as in the case

of other avadanas, much that has been drawn from the sutras. It is

3 Leg iUmenig de fomaiioti du Divyavaddna in Tomg Fiio, 1907, p. 106 fl.
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necessary to state these details, because the avadana literature has

sometimes been studied without any recognition of the fact that it is

literature of a particular type. Windisch has given an excellent

analysis of the Mahdvastu without once mentioning that it is an

avadana.^ This work belongs to another school, the Lokottaravada,

but it shows the same features of composition as the Sarvastivadin

avadauas, and expressly states its source. It does not, as has been

asserted, claim to be the Vinaya, but the ‘Great Story ^ of the Vinaya-

pitaka according to the text of the Mahasamghikas, the Lokottaravadins

of Madhyadeto.^ Accordingly the compiler or compilers have gone

through their Vinaya and collected all they could find which contri-

buted to the Mahdvastu

^

the Great Story of the career of Sakyamuni,

and have put it down with all its repetitions and all the sutras, vyaka-

ranas or jatakas from the rest of the Canon which contribute to the

story of any of the characters.

All this literature is very diiferent from what we know of the Pali

Apaddna. 'Avadana^ says Speyer, “is interchangeable with

Apaddna*\ This is doubtless true of the etymology of the words.

Whatever the root of the word is, there is little doubt that ava- is the

Prakrt form of aini-y and that the two words coincide in sense in so

far as they mean ‘glorious achievement* or ‘heroic story'. But this

does not make them the same type of literature, any more than a

novel is an epic. The only prose apadana in the Pali Canon is the

Mahdpaddm-sutta in the Dlgha V., which gives in a schemalic form the

careers of the last seven Buddhas, while the collection of Pali apadanas

known as Apaddtuw is a work in verse of a uniform character. Neither

of them pos'jesses the features of the Sanskrit Avadanas. There was

in the Pali Canon enough store of legends to have made it easy to

produce works similar to the Sanskrit compositions, but this was never

4 Die Komposition dn Jifl/idua«tu {Ahh. k. sucks. Ges. d, Wiss., 27),

Leipzig 1909.

5 Iryamahasainijhikdtid/n lokottaracchfindtu madhyad€.iik'ihrim pdthena

vinayapifakusya mahdvastuye ddi. MahdvastUy vol. i. 2.

6 This Prakrit origin of the term is another indication of the Sarvastivadin

origin of the avadana, for it is now recognised that the Sanskrit Canon of

this sect was originally Prakrit.
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done. Such legends still remain scattered in the Vinaya and commen*

taries of the later commentators. The Sarv&stiyadins and related

schools remained for centuries in India with a continuous growth, and

once the collection of legends in a characteristic form as avad&na was

begun, the further development was easy, and so we find the Aioka

legend drawn in. In Ceylon, on the other hand, the Theravadin CanoTi

appears to have been earlier recognised ns definitely closed. Hence it

is that we never find a mention of Asoka in the Canon. The Thera-

vadins had the A^okan legends, much as we find them in the

Divyavadana, but they remained in the commentaries. The

Sarvastivadins by their invention of a new literary form and of a

method which preserved the appearance of Buddhavacana were able to

elaborate such legends into an A^oMvadana

.

Any legend referring to

any period or age could be inserted by the device of introducing

Buddha to explain the events recounted of the past or to prophesy about

the future destiny of the characters in the legend. It remained

Buddhavacana owing to the portions of vSutta or Vinaya interwoven into

the story.

Edward J. Thomas



The Earddamaka Kings

In the Kanheri Inscription of the aiiidtya Sateraka the queen of

\ asisthiputra Sri Satakarni is described as '^Karddamaka-vamia^

pmhlMvd Mahdksatmpa Ru putri.” The Mahaksatrapa

Ru has been identified with the Great Saka Satrap Rudradamaii

I who ruled over Malwa, Gujarat and some adjoining territories about

the middle of the second century A.D. The term Karddamakn-vamm

has, however, not yet been satisfactorily explained. In the

yialiabhdsya of Patailjali (iv. 2) and the Arthamstra of Kautilyu

(ii. 11) we have a similar expression Karddamika. Dr. Biihler thinks

it not improbable that Karddamakoraja may have been a title of the

Western Ksatrapas apparently derived from a place called Karddama

{lA,, XII. 273). In this connection he refers to a locality called

Kardainila known from the Mahdhhdrata^ and also to the expression

Karddavm-mja which occurs in the Rdjatarangini (VI. 200) as the

name or title of a Kashmirian prince. The position of Kardamila has

not, however, been indicated by him. As to Karddama-raja mentioned

by Kalhana it is to be noted that it is a personal name which need not

have any reference to the Karddainaka-vamia which is undoubtedly a

dynastic designation, although (as Rapson points out) it is uncertain

as to whether it is the designation of the paternal or maternal ances-

tors of the queen of Vasistaiputra Satakarni.

In the Political History of Ancient India (third edition, pp. 296,

343) the suggestion has been made that the Karddamaka family pro-

bably derived its name from the river Karddama in Parasika or Persia

(Pdrasikem Karddama ndma nadt—Com. on Artha^dstra^ ii. 11). The

commentator on the Arthaidstra does not, however, give us any indica-

tion as to the particular province of Persia where the river in question

is to he located. As tlie Karddamakas are ancestors of a ^5aka princess,

possibly the daughter of the Great Satrap Rudradamaii I, it is per-

missible to conjecture that they are to be looked for in one of the two

regions of the Persian Empire which were specially associated with the

$akas viz. (1) Sakasthana or Seistan, the valley of the Helmand, and
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(2) the vaet plains of the Syr Darya or Jaxartes referred to

as Tara-Sugda’ in the Hainadan inscription of Darius. In the

opinion of Professor Herzfeld, the editor of the inscription, the fertile

valley of the Zarafshan river as far as the banks of the Syr Darya,

was included within the old Achsemenian satrapy of fiactria or Ba'lkh.

And it is interesting to note that there is actual evidence of the exis-

tence of an Indian tradition connecting a line of ‘Karddnma’ kings

with Balhika or Bahlika, modern Balkh. The Uttara-Kanda of the

Kdmayana knows a dynasty of kings whose progenitor is called

Karddameya (ch, 100, 19; 102, 20) or Karddama (100, 29):—
uttisthottistha rajarse Karddameya Mahdbala (100. 19)

na santdpaaUtyd hdryah Karddameya Mahdbala (102. 20)

eiavi m rdjCi puniso indsani hhUtvdtha Karddamali (100. 29).

The Karddamas were closely related to the ‘Aila’ (lunar) race.

7 hey are said to have been descended from a prajdpati named

Karddama (100. 3-7) and ruled over Balhi or Balhika;—
huyate hi purd saumya Karddamaeya prajdpateJj

putro BdhlUvarah irmdnllo ndvia mdhdrmikah

This Bahli (Balhi) or Balhika (100.7) lay outside the Madhya-deso

(103. 21) and should, therefore, be distinguished from tlie place of the

same name mentioned in tlie Ayodhya-Kanda (68. 18) as lying to the

west (cf. Bratyaiivivhho of verse 13) of the river Iksuiuaii and to the

east of Mount Sudamaii and Vhnohpadnm. The position of this

‘Visnupada’ in relation to the Vipasu (Ayodhya K., 68. 19) or tlie Beas

suggests (hat it is identical with ‘Visnupada-giri' of the Meharauli

Iron Pillar inscription of Ciindra and, tlierefore, stood close to Delhi.

Xor is it reasonable ;o identify the Balhi of the Uttara-Kanda with

the territory of the Madras in the central Punjab on the strength of

some passages of the Mahdbhdrafn (Adi., 113, 3; 125, 21 etc.) because

the Madra kings are no^ styled ‘Karddama,* and the word ‘Balhika* in

these passages may very well be a (•opyi8t*3 mistake for Bahika (cf.

the reference in Adi. 67. 6, to Salya, king of the Madras, sa l^alya iti

vikhydta jajne Bdhika-pnngavah). So, too, in the passage 'Darado

udma Bdlhikah\ the original reading may have been Bahika. There

is no valid reason for equating the term Balhika with Bahika and

Darada. If the derivation of the name ‘Karddamaka* from the river
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Karddaina in Parasika is correct then it stands to reason that the home

of the Karddama or Karddaniaka kings should be identified with Balhika

or Balkh in Iran and not with any territory in India proper.

Thus far we have been dealing with the tradition connecting the

Karddama kings with Balhika. Have we any tradition about their

connection with jtlie Dekkan where the Kanlieri inscription has been

found? Now, the Brahma^urdna (IV. 12) connects a son of Prajapati

Karddama with the DaLnnd dis :—
Dakshiasydrp disi Mho

Katddamasya Prajapateh

putram Sanhhnpadam m&ma

rdjdnmp so^hlnjasevaynt

'Che verse cited above undoubtedly points lo a period when the

Karddamas were associated with the DekkanV The names Karddama and

Sahkhapada are doubtless those of eponymous and legendary heroes,

probably wholly mythical. But the Karddamakas are a historic dynasty

and tradition recorded in the Epic and Puranic literature uudouhtedly

points to Balkh and tliat neighbourhood as their early habitat whence

they probably migrated to the south. Tradition, it may be conceded,

is nof history. But it cannot altogether be ignored in attempting an

explanation of the term ^Kdrddnmnln-vamHa-pinhhnvd,'

H. C. ttAYCH-VCDlIUKI



What a Deity Bepresents

There is a j^reat variety of miscouceptions prevalent in mo<le)*H-

times with reg^ard to the conception of godhead, not only in Hinduism

but also in Buddhism. Most people consider the deity to be nothing

more than an idosl.

The deities are intimately connected, as all students of the Tantras

know, with the Sadhana and Siddhi, and the conception of godhead

is an essentially spiritual matter.

The Sadhana, as is well known, is concerned with the procedure

for worshipping a particular deity. This consists in sitting in medita-

tion in a quiet place, away from crowds, and there practising Yoga till

a state similar to deep sleep is brought about. In this state the ascetic

communes with the Infinite Spirit, or the inexhaustible store-house of

enerffy, which is supposed to l)e the creative spirit which created the

world structure. The ascetic by this communio)) draws foi*th energy

from that inexhaustible store-house of energy and becomes powerful

himself. This process of tlie realisation of the Infinite Spirit is what

is called Sadhana, and when this Sadhana is practised foi- a long time

with great devotion the ascetic is able to obtain certain superjiormal

powers which are called Siddliis, or i)ertections. These perfections arc

of many kinds, and include revival of the dead, omniscience, miraculoUN

movements, flying in the air, and so forth. Altogether thirty-two kinds

of Siddhis are generally recognized, and when nn ascetic obtains several

of these supernormal powers he is called a Siddha, or a Supernormal

Being. In the Tantras, three different types of Siddhas are enumerated,

the High, the Middling, and the Low. The highest type of Siddhas

are called the Mahasiddhas, and they are able to fulfil all their desires

as soon as they arise in their minds.

The Tantras are, in fact. Sciences dealing with spiritual matters,

and giving directions for a variety oi psychic exercises. It therefore

stands to reason tliat the Tantra is a Science or a Vidya requiiing

competent preceptors and o>ompetent disciples. Like all other Vidyas,

the Tantra is not open for all and the sundry, but only for those
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wlio are initiated into the mysteries of the science^ and are competent

to follow the prescribed practices with zeal and patience. These are

the riglit tyi)e of disciples for Tantric practices or what we call

‘Adliikariiis’. In almost all Tantric works long chapters are devoted

to the qualifications of Gurus and disciples, and there are also rules

for testing their respective competence to give or receive initiation.

The Adhikuliu must have a certain equipment before he proceeds

to receive his initiation in the Tanfras from a preceptor. And, in fact,

as the path of the Tantra is exceedingly difficult, the disciple is re-

quired to liave a great deal more equipment than is necessary for

pursuing any other Vidya known to ancient India. First of all, the

neophyte must be patient, enduring, devoted and sincere
;
he must serve

the Guru with whole-hearted devotion. But the most important equips-

merit necessary for him is that he should be proficient in the art of

Yoga and Hathayoga, without whicJi it is impossible to prot^eed with

uuy Sadluviuv worth the name, or with any Tantric practices.

The process for the realisation of the deity, or even the conception

of deities, is very detailed, and is given in an elaborate form in the

Guhyasn'mdja, a work of Uie Tantric Buddhists, written, ])robably,

in the tliird century A.l). But before an account or a summary is

given of this elaborate process, it is necessary to point out that when

the Jivatman and the Barainatinttii commingle in the highest state

of meditation, tlie mind sky is filled with innumerable visions and

scenes, until at last, like sj)ailvs, the individual visualises letters or the

germ syllables wbicli gradually assume tlie sJiape of deities, fijvst in-

distinct, then changing into perfect, glorious and living forms, the

embodiments of the Infinite.' These beings are known as deities, and,

once visualized, the deity never leaves the ascetic, but becomes instru-

mental in giving the ascetic more and more spiritual powers. Tliis

process of visuali74ation is described in several well-knt)wn works.

t This has been designated in the Nifyoisava as Para ,^akti by Nittlynands-

nfitha who gives the following definition

;

f^WI, t-

UAMCB, 1933 8
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Below are quoted two verses which state clearly the origin of the deities,

and their gradual evolution from the germ syllable. In the

Advayavajtammgrahn it is said:—
wiran: i

?wi «i«n m g«n ii®

“The manifestations of Stinya are the forms of deities which are

by nature non-existent. AVherever there is manifestation, it musf also

be Sunya in essence.*'

^ ^ II’

“From the right perception of iSunyata proceeds the germ syllable,

from the germ syllable proceeds the conception of an icon, and from

the icon its external representation.*’*

The equipment necessary for persons competent to worship deities,

and the nature of the deities themselves, have already been indicated*

It is now necessary to describe in detail from the Guhjasamdja the

process by which an ascetic is able to visualize the deity. The

Guhyasamdja calls this process XJpaya, or ^means', which is recognized

as of four kinds: Seva, TTpasadhana, . Sadhaua and Mahasadhaua.

Seva is again sub-divided into two: namely Sainanya (ordinary) and

TJttama (extraordinary). Of these tw'o, the Samanya or the ordinary

Seva consists of four Vajras: first the (conception of {Siinyatu; second, its

transformation into the form of the gerni syllable (Bija); third, its

evolution in the form of the deity; and fourth, the external represen-

tation of the deity. ^ This process has already been explained above.

Vi Advayavajroiatngruha, 0.0.8. edition, No. 41), p. 51.

3 ibid,, p. 50 .

4 O^ihyasamdia, G.O.S. edition, No. 63, pp. 162'3.

• •t ••• ••• •••
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In tlie Xntama Sev5, Yog^a with its six limbs should be employed.

These six limbs are: Pratyahara, Dhyana, Pranayuma, Dharana,

Anusmrti and Samadhi. Pratyahara is here explained as the process

by which the ten sense-organs are controlled. Dhyana is explained as

ihe conception of the five desired objects through the five Dhyani

Buddhas, namely, Vairocana, Ralnasambhava, Amitabha,

Amoghasiddhi and Aksobhya. This Dhyana is again sub-divided into

five kinds: Vitarka, Vicara, Priti, Rukha and Ekagrafa.''

Pranay&ma is the control of the breathing process by which breath,

which is of the nature of the five Bhutas or elements and the five kinds

of knowledge, and is like a l>right jewel, is drawn from inside and

placed as a lump at the tip of the nose, and is meditated upon.*

Dliarana is the meditation of one^s own Mantra on tlie heart, and

the placing of it on the Pranahindu after restraining tlie jewel of the

sense-organs. When this is done, Niiiiittas or signs make their

appearance. These signy n?‘c of fire differont varieties, and appear

a (iuhyammCijat p. 165.

f?9T i

gaHKWWT wiTsi wxJitT i

wnsig^a wn*r 9 II

ftw n ^ wi wji 1

(J p. 163.

ftarri infinro

hwmwWRi .
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Buccessively. First is the sign of Maricika, or mirage, the second is

that of smoke, the third of fire-flies
;
the fourth of light, and the fifth

takes the form of a constant light like a cloudless sky/

Anusmfti is the constant meditation of the object for which the

l^ychic exercise is undertaken, and by this Pratibhfisa or 'revelation*

takes place. After commingling the two elements Prajiia and Upfiya,

the whole objective world should be conceived as contracted in the form

of a lump, and this should be meditated upon in the Bimba or circle.

By this process the transcendental knowledge is suddenly realised, and

it is known as Samadhi.*

For the purpose of visualization if is necessary that the process

should be continued for six months, and this should be done, according

to the Oulityasamdja, always while enjoying all kinds of desires. If

within six months the visualisation of the deity does not take place,

the process should be repeated thjice while following the rules of

resiraint duly prescribed. Even with this if the deity is not realised,

it should be done by the practice of Hathayoga. By this Yoga the

4i8cetic attains the knowledge of the deity,

•

7 GnhyasamUja, p. 164.

ft* ••• •••

imt II

• Ibid., p. 164.

fiww 4iqifH,WT <iqwR»5 MHi\q.i

II

itWmWPtlWTro: I

fiwnpwti

«rI^ srnifNwiSi; witSiRfii flfiW* ii

t itut., p. 166.
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The above incidentally shows what part is played ])y Bajayoga and
Hathayoga in the conception of godhead. It shows, also, that the

Tantras begin where Yoga ends. Therefore, tlic worshippers of deities

must be first adepta in Yoga before they make an attempt to follow the

more advanced science of the Tantras, which, obviously, is not meant for

ordinary people. The conception of godhead in Ihiddliisi as well as tl)e

Hindu Tanfras is thus philosophically most profound.

The individual soul is called the Jiivaiman, while the Infinite is

known as Paramatman, and when they combine in the state of the

highest meditation, an artificial condition brought about by coiisfant

practice of Yoga, the deity appears in flashes or in sparks. The nature

of the Jivatman being finite, it is not possible to realise the Infinite in

its entirety, tliat is to say, the result of the mystic experience of the

Jivatman also remains finite. And as the object for which

the worshi])per sits in meditation is different in different cases,

the deity visualized also becomes different. It is the Bhavana

of the worshipper which is of the nature of a psychic force,

which re-acts on the Infinite Energy, giving rise to different manifesta-

Uons according to the nature of the re-action. The nature of this re-

action is of illimitable variety and, therefore, the resultant deity also

appears in an infinite variety of forms, and this is the chief reason why

we find innumerable gods and goddesses in the pantheons of the Hindus

and the Buddhists, The ascetic who visualises a particular deity, gene-

rally makes it a rule to describe the deity and the particular process by

which this visualisation took place for the benefit of his disciples, so that

the latter may realise the deHy in the easiest and most efficieni manner.

B. BhATTA( HARYYA

q^T it I



On some Tibetan names of the Buddha

Every Sanskrit scholar acqiiaiiiied wilh Tibetan and the Tibetan

mania for etymological translations must have been puzzled by the two

most frequent names of the lluddha in tliat language, viz., saha-rgyas

and licom-hlnn-hdas. Are they lianslations of a Sanskrit compound,

such as or of two utnompouiuled terms as, e.g.

or, if not, what is their origin? There are, of course, in Tibetan litera-

ture explanations for both of them, but I have seen none, either by a

Tibetan or by an Indian or Western or Japanese scholar, which com-

pletely answers the question as to tlieir Sanskrit origiint). \ tberefore

venture to offer my own explanation of these terms.

There can be no doubt, to begin with, that either term is indeed,

as Tibetan scholars hold, an ahhrevNtfed compcntnd. Tlje parts of

either are also, excepting easily recognisable, but less so is tbo

reason for winch they were compoxindod.

Sa/i5 means, according to tbiree explanations quoted in bis

Dictionary by Sarat ('handra T)as, either ‘fully awakened [from the

slumber of Avidya]’ or ‘purified [from all the sins arising from

Avidya]’ or ‘liberated [frojn the beginning]’. IS^ow, as there is no

other term in Tibetan whicli could be regarded as a direct translation

of the title and as it is iinthinkable that no direct translation of

it should have been attempted, we Lave first of all to ask whether sans.pa

ma}’ not actually mean ‘awakened’ or ‘awaked’. That this is so, we

learn from Jaschke who (on p. doSa. of his Dictionary) states that in

the Dzanghm the word is once connected with ra.ro.hadas ‘from in-

toxication’ and another time with gzim,padas ‘from a deep sleep*.

Associating herewith, as we can hardly avoid to do, the phrase

htshonrgya.bar . hgyar.ha ‘to become a Buddha* we nnive at the con-

clusion that there must have once been in Tibetan by the side of

hisJmri.hay tshnns ‘to press into, to stuff* and sah.ba, sans ‘to do away

with, remove, cleanse’ (e.g., in snun.sans ‘the disease is removed*) a

now obsolete present htshnn.ha *to awaken’ or ‘to awake’ with its still

existing perfect sans. The latter in sans.rgyas, then, undoubtedly

doec' mean Why, then, was the Buddha not siinplv called sans.pa?
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Because of the well known pedantic anxiety of the Tibetans to trans-

late wiili absolute accuracy. The translators here, as elsewhere now

and then, had become aware of the insufficiency of a literall translation.

An extreme case of this kind is the translation of 1*^

BuddhacdritUf III 18, by tlun.bvyijod.skai-kliun.rnami.$u where the

Tibetaii word for ‘window^ viz., shirJilufh (star-hole) has been

added to the literal translation of the Sanskrit cTTcIFI^ (wind-

passaj^e), because rhm.hryyod has not in Tibetan tlie conventionally

restricted meaning of Sam.pa means 'awakened’ in quite a

general sense, as also 'removed, cleansed, purified’, and it lacks

the positive sense conveyed by the ierin Therefore, to make good

for this want and coin a technical term recognizable as such in TibetaJi,

the additioji to sans.pa of ye.hs.ryyas.pa or ses.rah.ryyas.pa 'wide

(])erfect) in wisdom )’, was deemed necressarv, and thus the

compound sahs.ye.ies.rgyas was created and further abbreviated in the

same n ay as many other frequently used compounds. The result was

that sails. ryyas practically ceased to be felt as a compound and was

tresbly compounded with tdzogs.pa (a synonym of rqj^as.pa) and other

‘prepositions’ in vihon.par.rdzoys.par.sahs.ryyas.par.- and

yait. d(i(/.par.rdzoys.ixihi. sails, ryyas=

All altogether aiialogoue case is bcoin.ldan.hdns ‘the victoi^ioiislv

consuiuinated’ (Schiefner) or ‘he who, sated witli conquest, Inwa passed

beyond’ (Sarat Chandra Das). If beam means ‘success,

victory’ (S. Cb. Das), then bcom.ldan means of course
,
and

the translation of this term alone, and not of a double term of which it

was a part, can have been intended. This is also admitted by ojily

being given as the Sanskrit equivalent of bvom.ldanJLdas. I'ov what

\>ur\>o^e then, was Iuln8.[pa] added? Because bcom.ldan by itself doi^s

not mean but ‘victorious, triumphant [over enemies]’ and

<iius, without an additional label, must be understood as an epithet of

kings lather tJian of ascetics. And there can be but little doubt that

hdas is nothing but the remainder of a cuiTent expression shortened by

composition, viz., of myah-hdas (being itself a contraction of

vvya.jutn.IasJidas.pa) ‘whicli is now the usual, non-'literaJ, Tibetan

version of (Jiischke), but really means ‘one who has passed

^way from swKeiings’, i.e., ‘attained Nirvanat’
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Among tie terms which did not require an additional label, because

they are clearly an individual designation, is de-hzinjjsegs.ya ‘gone

(or come) like those (or that oiie)\ the Tibetan equivalent of rPIPT?!:.

It is another question whether this Tibetan translation, whicli follows

the usual traditional explanation, is in accordance witli the original

meaning of the terni. I think it is not. To iny mind in pri-

mitive Bucldhisin was just as little used in the literary sense as it is in

non-Buddhist Sanskrit where it is (as early as, and probably earlier

than, the Rgvedn-Prdtisdlihya synonymous withrran^:,

meaning ‘of such qualities (kind, nature, condition).^ But as

a Buddhist religious term the word had, of course, from the beginning

a more definite meaning (comp. Buddhism), viz.

‘being in such a condilion [as is mosl desirable]^ - ‘the ideal man,

the perfect man.^ That this original meaning of was still

remembered even when it had already been obscured by scholastic

sophistry, is shown by several passages in the Nikayas such as the one

of the Aggunna-Sutta translated by Mrs. Rhys Davids (though,

curiously, with a foot-not« explaining thus-come' or

‘thus-gone') as follows {Bvddhisvif p. !<J3(>) :
“ because such

names as these, belonging to the 'Konu (dhamnui), or to the Highest;

and again, One witli the Norm, or the Highest, are tantamount to

Tathag»nla.'’

Aofe.—Tlic author to htate that the usual method of transliterutiug

Tibetan, as applied by the editor to the above paper (the manuscript of which

has the Tibetuu words in the native script), is not the one recoinineuded by

liim. For the lulter (which in his opinion is also preferable to Professor Liebieh’s

recent suRgestions on pp. 238 ff. of his Kw’ntaranyin}) he begs to draw attention

to his review of Jasclike’s Tibetan GmmimVj new edition, in Orientah’sclie Litera-

turaeitung, 1931, columns 760-762.

Otto Bchradeji
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Muhammad Bakhtyar’s Expedition to Tibet

111 tJie Indian Htiftorical Qnarterli/ for 1927, on pag^e 84»1,

llaliaiiialiopaclhyaya Padmaiiatli BhattacJiaryya, in tlie course of a

criticism of the second edition of Gait^s History of Aasam^ referred to

an important rock-inscription. It is situated at a place called

Kanai-badasi-baoa, about a mile noith-east from the northern bank of

the Brahmaputra, opposite the east-end of the town of Gauhati in

Assam. It records, both in figures and words that on the 13th of

Caitra, in Suka 1127, the Turks or Tiiruskas were annihilated on

l eaching Kumarupa. The Mahamahopadhyaya says that the date corres-

ponds to the 27th March, 120() A.D.

The record at that time did not attract the attention it deserves.

Tlie Mahainahoiiadhyaya has re-edited the inscri])tion with a fair

illustration in his recent publication Kamarupa-^dsaiuivoli (Inscrip-

tions from Kamarupa), Introduction, p. 44. This excellent

publication, in w’hich all the inscriptions relating to Kamarupa have

been brought togeiher, with the texts in Nagari characters and with

Bengali translations and illustrations, would certainly have attracted

tlie attention of Indologists all over the world, had it been published

in Knglish.

Through the couriesy of Mr. K. L. Barua, Minister to the Govern-

ment of Assam, I obtained a fresh photograph of the Kanaibadasi

inscription. The MalianiahopadJiyaya's transcription of tlie text is

perfectly right. I give the text and its tran vslation below.

1127

8dke tiiragayugiiiese Mudhuniasatrayodase/

Kamarupaiu sauuigatya Turuskah ksayamayayuh/
/

Translation:—In J^fika (expressed by) Horse, Two and Isa (horse =

7, Two = 2, ls= ll, i.e., 1127) on the 13th of the month of Madhu (i.e.

Caitra), the Turuskas obtained annihilation on arriving in Kamarupa.

The Mahamahopadhyaya has worked out the equivalent of the

date as the 27th Marcli, 12()() A.J). The 8aka dates are traditionally re-

ckoned in completed years. So this date would mean, wlien 1127 years

t-H.Q., UAHCH, 1933
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Iiud been completed and wh^ it was the 13th Caitra of the next year.

During’ lliin period, the solar year began on the 25th March, according

to the Julian Calendar. So the last day of the month Caitra, tlie

30th Caitra cones i)Qnded to the 24th March. Thus the 13th Caitra,

1127 Saka, corresponds to the 7th March, 1200 A.D.

This record lias naturally been taken to refer to the historic

disaster that overtook Muhammad Baklityar and his aggressive army

on their return marcli from his expedition to Tibet. The date of tlie

disaster can fairly accurately be calculated from the records in the

Tahakat-i-.Wtsiri, It expressly states that the disa.ster happened in

002 II (llaveriy, p. 573). The month and date of the event are indi-

cated by the following account of Muliammad^s broodings at Devkoi,

when he reached the place after the disaster. “During the adversity,

he Avould be constantly saying
—

‘Can any calamity have befallen the

Sultan-i-Uliazi, that my good fortune haili deserted me!* amt such

was the case, for at tliat time the Sultan-i-Ghazi, Muizzuddin

Muhammad-i-Sam had attained martyrdani’* (Kaverty, p. 672). This

event happened on the 1st Shubau, 002 II tllaverty, pp. 484-85). This

date corresponds to the 13th March, 12(Mj A.D. by the Julian reckon-

ing. So it was by this date that Muhammad was brooding over his

misery at Devkot. The disaster in Kamarujm took place immediately

before this date and is strangely confirmed by the Kunuibadasi inscrip-

tion w’hich says that the event happened oji <he 7th March, 1200 A.D.

The site of tlie Kanaibadasi inscription, practically opposite

modern Gauhati, gives rise to the presumption that the encounter

between the forces of Kamarupa and the retreating Turks took place not

far from the place of the record and the victorious party exultiiigly

recorded their victory at the place where their leaders were in waiting.

As the topography of Muhammad Bakhtyar’s campaign has never been

satisfactorily settled and Eavevty’s comments made confusion worse

confounded, it would be useful if w’e study the text of the Tabukat-i-

Nasivi afresh. The text, as translated by Haverty, is therefore quoted

below with necessary comments.

1*KXT

“After Muhaiumad-i-bukhtyar pos^seksscd iiimself of tliat territory (Kai
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Lakhmaniah*^) he loft the city of Nudiali in desolation and the place which is

(now) Lakhanawati he made the seat of Government

“After some years had passed away and he had ascertained tlie state of the

different mountain tracts of Turkistan and Tihbat to the eastw'ard of

Lakhanawati) the ambition of seizing the country of Turkistan and Tibbat began

to torment his brain; and he had an anny got ready and about 10,000 horse were

organised One of the chiefs of the tribes of Kunch and Mej whom they were

wont to call Ali, the Mej, fell into the hands of Muhammad'i-Bakhtyar, the

Khalj, and at his hands also, the former adopted the ]!i[iihammadan faith. Ho

agreed to conduct Muhammad>i-Bakhtyar into those hills and act as guide; and

he brought the latter to a place where there is a city, the name of which is

Biirdhan (kot}.“ Raverty, p. 559.

Comments

It ia necessary to study HennelVs Bengal Atlas, sheet No. V

closely in order to ascertain the topography of Muhammad Bakhtyar's

route during this expedition.

Raverty has not discussed the starting point of the expedition.

Bloclimann says:
—‘He seems to have set out from IjakhnautI or

Devkot/ {JASB.f 1875, p. ‘282). But there is no talk of Devkot yet,

which is mentioned as the place where Muhammad took shelter after

his discomfiture. Tlie seat of Government was fixed at Lakhnauti and

the expedition must be taken to liave started from Lakhnauti.

Tlie direction in which the troops proceeded is not mentioned.

Reiineirs sheet No. V shows a bewildering maze of roads. There is

no doubt about the fact tliat Muhammad liad communication from the

king of Kumarupa on the way to Til)et and was held up and worsted by

the forces of Kaniarupa on liis return from Tibet. Also,* before starting,

Muhammad made inquiries regarding the state of the country eadward.%

of Lakhnauti and not in any other direction. So, when starting from

JiakhnautI, his first object was to proceed eastwards and reach Kamarupa.

The easiest way to do so was to follow the Iiigliways that led to the east.

A glance at the map will show the routes that w^ere open to Muhammad.

Three principal roads can be distinguished. The northernmost one

starts from Malda, reache.s Dinajpur via Devkot (Damdamah) and

passes through Rangpur, Kudigram and Dinhatta to Rarigamati. The
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seroiul moie southerly route joins the first route at Kuclifirain after pass-

ing through Nisanpur, Buxyganj, Ghodaghat and Ulipur. The

southernmost route hihircates from the second 'route at Nii^anpiir,

passes straight east by Kuilrhan to J^ihganj wliere it crosses the

Karatoya and then it goes north to (itovindaganj and Bardhankuthi

and joins tlie second route a few miles further north.

The narrative of tlie Tohahat exju’essly states that Ali Mech led

the army to a city called Burdhankot. It will be seen later that

possibly Ali Mech was not with the army at this stage. Any way, the

army came to Bardhankot. Raverty cites some variants of the name

from different manuscripts, one of which is Murdhan or Murdhankot

If Murdhan be the correct name of the place to which the army was

led, Nek-Marddan, the famous cattle fair in the Dinajpur district at

once suggests itself. The place is 37 miles northwest of Dinajpur and

16 miles south-west of Takurgaon, a subdivisional town of the district.

From time immemorial, a cattle fair, the biggest in Bengal, is held

every year at this place, which, of itself is not of much importance

now, having ojily about 500 inhabitants {Dinajpur Gazetteer^ j). 139)*

The persistence of this extraordinary fair at this place is an evidence

of its ancient glory. The ])lace is directly north of Lakhnauti and on

tlie liigh road leading to the north. From Nek-Marddan which is in

Malduar State (about eight miles north-west of Pirganj) the road

passes north-east-easT by Gobiuagar, Calpauni, Lulbazfir and Cooch

Behar to R-aiiganiati. Muliamniad may liave preferred tin’s route to

the southern routes in order to avoid crossing a number of rivers near

llieir months, where they are the broadest. But the prefix Nek of the

name Nek-Marddan is a difficulty hard to reconcile. This route, again

is undoubiedly more circuitous than the otlier three and passed

through more jungly and less civilized tracts. A man of common sense

is more likely to prefer •marching tlirough inhabited tracts with plenty

of provisions. The southern routes tlius get preference and as a place

called BardJiankuthi actually stands on the southernmost route, this

lias naturally to be preferred above all others. It is necessary to

recall at this stage what the Tahahit says about Burdhankot.
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Tkxt

*‘They relate aftovthis luauuor that \\\ uncioui times. Shall Gvvslitasib returned

from the country of Chin and came towards Kamnid and hv this route got into

Hindustan and founded tliat city (Burdhankot). A river flows in front of that

place, of vast magnitude, the name of which is Beginatl
;
and when it enters

the country of Hindustan, they style it, in the Hindu dialect, Samund (ocean);

and in magnitude, breadth and depth, it is three times more than the river Gang.

To the banks of this river, Aluhamniad-i-Bakhtyar came and All, the Mej, joined

the army of Islam.”

Comments

The fart rliat the foxt is cornipt was iioiired hy Raverty himself,

ns he says in a foot-note:
—

‘^Tlie reader cannot fail to notice that con-

siderable discrepancy exists here in mir aiilhoi'^s sfateme^its respectinp-

this river and bridp^e.’’

Ali Mech is said in the last passajre lo have conducted the army

to Bnrdlianhot, in front of which flowed the large river, three times as

big os the (laiiges. But in the passage under discussion, Muhammad

is said to have arrived at the hank of this hig river, where Ali Mecli

joined him. These two statements are contradictory. Which of these

two statements is right? Muhammad certainly did not require a guide

in the territory under his immediate occupation. And the region of

Bardhankuthi, if not within tlie territory of Muhammad, cannot have

been far beyond it. Tlius, the probability is in favour of Ali joining

Muhammad on the hank of tlie great river. Fp to Bardlianknthi and

even beyond, Muhammad could very well manage for himself.

Bardhankuthi is close to Goviudagahj in the jiresent Eaugpur dis-

trict, on the Raiigpur-Bogia border, ft Is about 20 miles north of

Bogia civil station and 12 miles north of Maliasthangarh. (Tovindagahj

stands on (lie left bank of tl^e Karatoya and Bardhankuthi is about a

mile to its east. Goviudagahj is prominently marked on RennelVs sheet

No. V on 1“ east Calcutta Longitude and Bardhankuthi is also sliown

close to it, mis-spelt Burgancooty. It is a place of Iiigli antiquity and

is at present the residence of a Zamindar, whose ancestors

during the 16th century A.T). were proprietors of the big zamindar! of

Ghodagliut, comprising
—

‘tlie greater part of tlie Dinaj]mr district,
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a poriioii of RaiiCT^ii* south and nearly tlie whole of the districts

of Rof^rfi and ilulda.* (Bauf/pvr (razetteer, p. Iil7). The present

Dinajpur Raj Kstaie was formed out of tlris hifjr Zamindari of

Glioflaffhat.

The larjife river in front of Rurdhankot which Minliaj calls Bepr-

mati presents some difficulty. It was thrice os broad as tlie Ganpres.

This name and description has pfiven rise to an amazinp; amount of

confusion. Baverty (pp- 501-02, f. n.) rerojynises that this description

suits only the p^reat Brahmaputra river. “Rrom what he says about

tlie size, we are led to conclude that this river Bepfinati or Bekniati

must be the Bralimaputra
;
but what part of it is the question to be

solved^*.

Blochmann is of different opinion. He says:
—

“Accordinp: to

Minhaj, a larpre river flows in front of (dnr pesh) the town. This can

only refer to Karatoya, which formed so lonpr the boundary of ancient

Muhammadan Bengal and later, of the Koch and the Koch-Hajo domi-

nions. In fact, it w’as the boundary between Bengal and Kaniavripa at

the time of the Mahabharata. Though the river in front of Bardhan-

kot is said to have the name of Bagmati, no other river than

the Karatoya can possibly be meant^* {JAS>B.^ 1875, pp. 282-288).

Bloclimann is generally very acute and correct in bis observations.

But it is difficult to support him here. He seems to have forgotten

altogether that Bardhankuthi is on the eastern bank of the Karatoya,

and to reach Bardhankuthi, Muhammad would have Iiad to cross this

river, three times as broad as the Ganges. And then, having crossed

over to the Kamarupa side, it would not have been necessary for him to

march along its bank for ten days and at last take the belj) of a bridge

to recross it. Bai Ramainasad Chanda Bahadur, late of the Andiapo-

logical Survey, saw this difficulty and in a Bengali article in the now

defunct Journal Sdliitifa for 1820 B.S. (1918 A. I).) he jmo-

posed to identify Burdlian(kot), with Paundravardbana, present

Maliastliangarh, on the west bank of the Karatoya. But it has

yet to be proved that Paundra-Yardhana was ever called simply

Bardhan or Bardhankot, or that the place, which has long been

known as Mahastbau and whose identification with Paundravardhana

was so long a difficult problem, retained its name as late as 1200 A.l),
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I lien (lie size oi' the river is a diflieuU^^ wliicli caimol be liglilly over-

emue aJid can hardly be made to fit tlie Karatoya.

Kaiatoja, as marked oji IteiuielPs map, is an insi^iiificanl slrt'am

il78d A,l).). On Vanden llrouke’s map (1G;U A.]).? ALbar by V. A.

Smitli, p. 47;}: IGliO A.J).? Ruinjintr Hazel teer^ p. {j), (tlK.da^'liril aJid

Sbei piu-Mui clia ai'e sliown on ils bank* There, i| is a inueli larger

river iliaii on RenneU’s, but it i> sliown lo (oiojimit, fv(mi the

H^’ahmapnira and is much ih inner iji comjiaf ison. 4'lie ^illv Irmlitioji

(Iiat at one lime, Karatoya was >o lar^(‘ a river ll: :t Sh(‘r]uir“.l///rrAo

in I lie Ro^ 1 a dislj'iel stood on ils wc'^lern bank ami f r/lnut hl~S]]e\'^)\iy

in the Jamali)ur sulidivision of tlie Myimuisin^- di^liiel stood on ils

(‘asi<‘rn bank, has found jdaee in nian\ liooks. Tlie lattio jdace is said

(o be distinouislieil as DasLahumd l:eeaus(‘ ten Kalians of eowi ie<

( j >> ijl) X IG X 1(1 cowries) were ehar<»«‘d by 1h(‘ I'eriyman as liis fees foj'

lei-ryin^’ a man aei’oss. 4’he absurd natur<* of the (radilicu. will he

aptiaieni from the fact that tlie two places an* now about lb mill's apart,

b rom the fact that Karalova i> still Jlouins-' undej- the lampaits of

(he old fori at Ma hast ban, it inav bt* iideried l.hat in itiis jtyioji at

least, it lias not changed its e(,uiso mueli. The ri\er i- at jireseul a

mere dry sti'eamlel but \\(* in.rx jud'-ie tlie j^n'atesi wollii it i'm r attained

b\ traein;;’ its (dd banks. Ami ibe old bank^ ot llie ri\er ari* distinell)

t raei-abie, nearly a mile aj>aii {Boifm (I'ay llccr, p. !)i. Tins a^Jt'e>

veiy W(*ll with <keieli on \’amlen Ilronke’s ma|). It is \(‘rv doubtlnl

if this liill-streaiii vwv attained a lar^ej- widt |(

.

Thus Ra\ert\’s as>umption that by ibe desenption, N\e cannot

Ibink of any otln*!' ri\er than tin* lliabmapulra . wliieb, e\e)i mi

Reiineirs map is uImuiI live miles wide In places, ajipeais to be linbt.

J}u( Rrahmaput ra is even now aliout 14 miles east of Banlliankiil hi,

and on Renneir.s map tin* distance is i^ieater Then a^ain, Hialima-

])uti*a is a, well-known name and ilit* «mly other name by wbieb tin*

river is sometimes (lesi;4-nated is l.anliit\a. Hut (be '/'ohn/.m ealls it

i}i*;i>'jnall or JJekmatl. Tin* variants an* Jiey-hati. Hakmati, Hayinali,

ihuin-iijiii 1
^

Ara<>*madi, Aan^niati and Aat»‘iiiati. \\ hen siieli eonliisioii

is found to cNist with regard to sueb a remarkable lopo;ira])bieal feature

us the /^real Rialimnputra river, eujumuu .sense would dictate tlrnt llieve

i's certainly some corniption of the text liere.
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The flue (o the sululioii ot‘ this diiiiculty is to he touiitl in tlie

sentence:
—“A liver Hows in front of that place, of vast iiiayiiiiude,

tlie nnine of which is Jle;>‘inati; and when it enters tlie country of

Hindustan, they -l.\le it in the lliiolui dialect Saniuiid’*, This wo-uld

.su;^-;^e^t that at tliat place of which the aiitlior is speaking-, the river

had not yet entered the country of IHiidusthaii. That is, the place in

front of A^llich the rivei’ was flowing- was outside llindiisthan. Can this

he said of Hardhaukul hi, only 12 miles north of Maliastliang*arhy This

must Ik* some place in Kamarupa, l)eyond the eastern limit of North

lhm«ial. Two variants (d the name ]3e»‘mati are remarkahle, viz.

Hahg'uiali and Nahgmati. This name is practically identical with the

name Itahgmaii, if tJie initial letter he taken to he rc instead of be or

nun, AV’ith the name read as Kahgmati, hefore which the Brahma-

putra flows even to this' day ami to which all the roads previously des-

cribed wliich lead to Kamarupa converge, we at once land upon the

solulion. The author is siieaking of Bahgainati on the gate to Kamarujni

and of the hroad river flowing in its front, without actually naming

the river. This emendation at once solves all difticulties. Ali Mech

very naturally joins Muhammad here to giude him through Kamarupa to

Tiliet. The hroad river actually flows ))efore Kanganuiti, and not he-

fore Jhirdhajikulhi on the easterji hank of the Karal(;ya. it is hy the

iiorlliern (right) i)anlv of the Bralimaput’a tlial Muhammad murclio

towards Kamariipa starting from Kangamali, and not along tlie righi

luiiik of tl Karatoya lo llarjeding or Sikkim, a< lUochmann

t*ironeon'>ly sn]>])(;',cd. All iIm* faets adj\i>l Iheni-'clve*. naturally and

coi.rei'tly with tln^ vcr\ plau^ihh* changi* of he oi ////// in(o /c. Tlie

text therefore should he (‘mended in lln* foll(!\\ing maiim‘r. The enien-

dalions an 1 additiniiN aio iiallciM’d :
—

“ll(‘ agi(*ed to coiiduci Mrdiammad-i-Bakhtyar into tlmse hills and

acl as gnid(’, M nlm iimhtd iunnc lo a pliuM* u hci-(* (here is a city, the

name* (if which is Bnidhaii (koO. I hey r(‘late alter I his mannej* tliat

in ancient (iims, Shah (Inshlasih r(*turned from the country of Chiu

and caim^ towards Kamrnd and iiy that route got into Hindustan and

founded I ha/ cily (Budhankoff. Fnllnn'int; fluil roufe, nhnmmnd

nnnr fo ft jdttco cnllcd lidnijdnuVj

^

in fjont of whicdi place flows ii rivei’

of vast muguitude three times more than the river Gaiig'\
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A look lit the map will sliow tlie iinporiauce of Rrinf»’riinr\l i as

(lie g’at(3 of Kumaiujja. The jiliico was of vei y greal siiaii‘g‘ic

importance in old days; l)ut its ijiiporlaiice lias dwindled down to siieli

an extent that it is not even shown on niodmai majis. liuchanan, writ-

ings ahout 1809 says:
—

‘It is said that tiie extent of the tow'n from east

to west was ahont six miles iind that in this spans'^ was ineludiMl

markets. Tiie only traces of [luhlie huildings a?(; those of a fort and a

mos(jn(*. Those of tln^ ioianer show loj* appearance of strength ^I’lic

niosijue is small ami nide’* (Martin’s Bostmi India, III, ]). -17*^).

Tkxj

“'to the hanks of tliis river 31 iilianmiad- i-IJnklil.vur tainr and All. tlu‘ Alej

joined llie army of Jslani; and for a period of trii days, lie look the army iij)

llie I’iver among ili<* niountains untd he hroiight it to a idar(; uh<*ri'. from renu)tfi

times, tlu‘y had huill ii bridge of heu e. .'-tom* and eoii'-isling of iijivvards of twenty

arclu's. AfUr llu' army of Klaiii p;nsed o\er that laadgc lie (M idmmma.d- i-

DaiJityar) installed lliere, at tin; head of the bridge, two o) his mni Amirs^ one

a 'rink slave, and tlie other a Klndj, with troops, in ord'.n- to gimid il nMlil iiio

return, 'riiini Muhalnma<l-i BaKhtyar, witli the whole of ilu* rest ol liis lone-,

passed ov('r tliat bridge; and when tlie Itae of Kaiiinid lieeauu' awan* of lh<^

ria vsage (o\*er tl.’e hndge) hy I he ooiepiering troops, he desjiatelxal tin dwoi 1 liv

jiersoiis saying;— dt i'^ not proper at this lime to march into the eountry ol 'lihhat

and it is necessary to rehirii and io make amjdo prepai'ai ious, wIkmi in Ihe eoiiong

vear, 1 v\ ho am the Pae of Kamiiid agree llieJ 1 will mnhody m\ ioiii ' -iiid

\ ill pnwede Ihe >! idiMiiieadan (mop^ and will cause that terri(oi\ n* I* .ufjoired.

Mnliajiiniad-i-hakliivar did not in ;;jiy way act ept ihi', eoine; I and lie (uiucd hi^

lure tuaards the iiioii iii,a ills o) Tihhat.'’

l- .N'l S

Ktivwty’s trnnshitmn »d tliis jnitinji ol the J abalffl was jiKiliahly

])nh]ished ahnnt ISTn A. I)., because Jllochmarin cmild comment on it

itt his third contrilmlion on tlie History and (Tcography of lleiigal

published ill the J.\SB for 187b. Twenty-five years before tbose

publications, an nriicle hv Majoi* llanmyv ajijxmred in the ioi*

18bl, No. iv, p. 291, g-iving’ an acccuni of a stone hridg-e, ahont 8 miles

oi noiflievu (raubviti, as t\ie town on the nortbeiu bank of

I'H.q., makch, 1933 ®
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the Ih’alimapiiira, opposite modern (jaidulli, is (nulled. Tlie bridge

was at a place called Sillmko (lit. 8t<me bridge). My friend Mr.

Manoianjaii Muklicrjee, informs me that the bridge was siinafed over

a hill-stream, about three miles m;rtli-Avest of the Railway station

Cliutiapada, wliicli station, again, is about four miles north of

Amingaon, the terminus station.

A very good illustration of the bridge a(;c,ompanios Major Ilannay’s

article and a coj)y of it is reproduml here.

“This hritlgc,” says -Major llaiiiiay,
—“a ivmnaiit of aiicioiit times in Kainrup,

is sitiiatcu about 8 miles uortli-west of Northern (lowhatty. on the liigh alley

which, no (hiiiht, loniiod at one time, the principal line of laiRl-commuiiicatloii

with ancient (iowliatty (Pragjyotisa) and western Kamrnp, and is built across

what may have been a fonner bed of live Uor Naddi, or at one pavtienlar season,

a branch of the Hralimaj)uLra, appearances now indicating a well-defined water-

eonrso, through which, judging rroin marks at the bridge. ,a considerable body

of water must pass in the rains, and at that muisom, from ?iativo accounts, tho

waters of tlie Brahmaimtra still find across to it.

The structure is of solid masonry Tliere an; no arches, tho .siiperstnic-

turo being a platform, with u slight curve. 1 10 feet long and eight feet in breadth,

composed of slabs of stone .six feet nine inches hmg and ten inches thick, number-

ing live in tlic wJiolo hreadtii ivsliiig on an understrnetrue of 10 pillars, three

in iv row, equally tlivided by three large solitl buttresses; with a lialf buttivss

projecting trom a circular mass of maMiiiry, foiiuiiig the ahutmemts at each end

of the road, tlu're lieing in the whole lenglh IM passages lor water.

“ if we could suppose tliat the expedition of t20.V6 eaiiie in sight of

tho Brahmaputra at Jtaiigamati, crossed the .Mana^li and marched through

Norhern Kaiiirnp, the possession of which would oblige the Haja to submit, it

is iiol improbable lliat this is the stone bridge over which Hactyar Klnlji and his

Tartar cavalry passed, previous to entering the outworks of the ancient city ot

Gowhatty (or Pragjyotisha) the bridge being but a short distance from the I'.ne

of hills bounding Gowhatty on tho North N. W. and West, on which arc still

visible its line of defences extending for many miles on each side from N. W. gate

of entrance or pass through the hills.

The iMuliammadaii general ia also said to have been obliged to return from

an advanced position (perhaps Chardoar) hearing that the Raja of Kumrup had

dismantled the stone bridge on his rear : now, it is quite evident from the murks
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on the stones of the platioriu that they liacl hcon tiikeii off and replaced .somewhat

irregularly.’'

I have quoted in exteiiso from Tlaiiiuiy as no other good description

of the .stone bridge at Silhako is availa]>lo, and JlalHlay^s desciiiition

is now 81 years old. I learn from Mr. Manoraiijaii Miikl)erjoe a.s well

as from Mr. Iv. L. Barua tluit the bri<lge collapsed tlirough the terrible

earthquake of 1897. Some of the .stumj>s of the pillai’s and l)n1 tresses

are still standing. Many of the detached stones were carried away to

llarpeta, about 40 miles west of Silhako and employed there in building

a temple.'

It is striking, how the strong common sense of a military official

got at the truth where scdiolars like Eaverty ami Blochmann heaped

confusion on confusion. Stone bridges are not as plentiful as black-

berries ill Bengal and Assam. In fact, no other stone bridge of equal

dimensions appears to be known in Bengal or Assam. The one at

Silhako had 21 openings for the passage of w’utef, while Tabakat speaks

of the bridge over which Muhammad passed as having 'upw\ar(ls of

twenty arches'. Hannay very pertinently suggests Bahgamaii as the

place where the Muslims struck the Brahmaputra ; \)ut yet it did not

occur either to Eaverty or to Blochmann tliat this miglit be the

Baiigmati or Naiigiuati of the Tahalnt, The discovery of the Ivfmai-

badasi rock inscription about 12 miles south-east of Silhilko now’ makes

it almost sure that this must be the stone bridge over wdiich Muhammad

pavSsed. But all the same, it is necessary to examine the grounds on

wliich Blochmann and Eaverty rejected tlje identification.

Bloclimaiiii lakes Muliamiiuul to tlie vicinity of Darjeeling, follow-

ing the course of the Tistu and tlius could not find his w’ay io accept

Haimay's identification. Eaverty examines the question at length.

Most of Iiis objections either do not arise or arc easily aiisv.ercd, once it

i.s recogmised that the Muslim army mot the Bialimapuira at

Rangumati and then marched forw’ard along tJie northern lauik of the

river. The distance from Eangamali to Silliilko is about 100 miles and

1 It is very much to be regretted tliat tlic (Jovenunent of Assam did not

attempt to restore this priceless niomiinent of antiquity soon alter it was shaken

by the earthquake. Attempts, T think, slionld even now bo made to re«<tore the

luoxmment.
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considering llie number of rivers to he crossed on the way, it is not

unlikely that it took the Muslim army 10 davs to cover Dm distance,

liardhankuthi to Rangamati is about 85 miles and it is also not im-

possible that the period may refer to Die time taken liy the army to

reach Silhako from Bardlianknthi.

The encounter witli the forces of Kamarfipa sliows that Wuluimnuid

did not mandi in a direction totally dilfeis n( to (lanhali, as Raverly

supposes, lie must have entered Kamarujia to jnov(»ke the king of

Kamarupa so. The I\anaih*adasi ni^ci iption ch arlv savs, ha ina i upa tu

.'^amai/a.ft/a, arriving* in Kamairipa.

We now detinitely km»w that the disasliM* to. tln^ Muslim army t('ok

jilace on ilu; 7th of Maich, when the. rio]*v.('s(ei’s liad ali'eady la'giifi.

The two arches of the bridge Avere di'imanDcd Avilb the kmovledge

that Die river was not. fordable and that it was difficult to cross it with

out the biidge, t lilierwise, iliere is no moaning' in damaging the iu idge.

Raveify fias wondered why two smdi in.sig n in<*:mt iu'ea<'ln‘'S <1' (he

(otal lengDi of 18 feet ft inclics shoubl ha\i‘ ]>ut Die Muslim army info

such dillleuliy. I tliiuk it is only fair to <‘ie(\it the king ot Kamarupa

with some sen.st* and to liold that lu' certainly Avanfed to make IDs work ot

destnn-tioii effective. Tin* Tahitlaf says tliat two (.f Die archt's W(*re

destroyed
;

if so, not only weie Dio ]>lalfonus removed, bul Die pil]:!!>> uii

Avliich the platforms rested must also have iieen dismantled. An<l il was

certainly no easy task to re-erect (hose piilars Avitli the helji of Dk'

exhausted and famisbed soldiers, the riunnant id* Mulmninunrs dejileled

force.s, and get Die bridge into Avorking order with a hostile army at

the hack.

That the Muslim army war^ allowed to advance so far nnmob'sted

might appear strange. It should he rememhered that the Avholo of

Hindustan was at the feet of the .Muslim invaders hy tin’s time and the

fate of Biliar and Bengal a( the hands of Muhammad must liaA’c struck

terror info the heart of the king of Kamarfipa, aa'Iio was trembling for Die

safety ot bis own kingdom. Moreover, if wo can judge from the subse-

quent history of Kamarupa ami the repealed struggle of its kings with

the Muslim invaders, this inii.st haA^e been the lime-old military prac-

tice of the country. The enemy was allowed to advance: even into the

heart of Die country during the dry season and set on hard with' the
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aiisot of tl)o vnins. AVl}p]) if vrns loorni ilijii ^FubaiiniinH’s ol)jocf was iinf

Xfnnnrfipa but- 'ril>l>at, tlio of Tvaiiiarripa oa oii ofTorod io acroinpaiiy

ilie Muslim invader into Tiljet, if ho ^vould a^’ain come noxi year iii

pro])pr time and with proper ofjnipinents. ^luhammad did i-ol pay In^ed

to this offer l>ut turned Ins faee towards Tifiet and maiclied foj ward.

Tlie nairative of the Ttilmkot (deaily implies tluii ^luhaniuiad did

)ioi advance furiher eastward** into Kanianipa, fmt iiirned 'Morlh.in;m

SillialvO.

Tf is ?)eedles'5 to follow the t(‘\t fd tlo' Taholdf auv furtliM*. The

Muslim army marched for 15 <lays linou<'h defiles and ])asses and on

the Kith day reacdied tlie open eountiy where* thme was a I'eirl and

fon«:>ht a fieo’ce haitlf there from day-l teak tf^ cveninf*’ and si'lfered

severe losses. ITeariii.o' that a vast inmilier of InirscMiien had ,‘»aiheied

at a i ity call(‘d vaiionsly Karpailan, Karai‘j>al tali and Karanipatian

ahmit 15 inihw from th(? fort, and would soon come u[) to meet ilie in

vadint»’ foK'es. ^lulianimad son;L»lit safety in r(‘tr(“it. Ofj I Ik* T(*tiii n

mai’cli, (he army foinid the whole roinitry deserted and sutfei'cd nnttdd

];rl vati(;ns. On reacliiiifj,- il\e lirid,i»e, the ^luslim^ found iuo oi‘ its

aiwduN liroken. Thoroupo]i, they took shelter in a lofly teniple in the

in‘ij4‘hliourlio()(L The forces of Kamarfipa came ami l>(‘^’an to make a

sti’on^’ banilioo wall round the le.m]de frojii a distance to shut the Mnslijn

army in, as if in a ca^^e. The Jluslims cut through this wall, jnnqied

into the river on a false assurance of a ford havin^^ been f(aind and

were almost entiiely drowned. Mnhanimad soineliow ft'ot over, reached

Devk.d and died of a broken heart. Accordin*^- (o aiicther acc'oinit, he

was stran.a'lcil on liis sick bed by one of bis own followers.

Muhammad, dnrin^* the 15 days of his march to Tibet from tSilhako,

over diHicult defiles and ])asses could hardly have covered more than

afiont 50 miles. Thai is, he pcssihly crossed the first line of moniitains

into J^liutan. Tibhai uas .dill far off. Tt is in I ores I in io- note that

modern maps show a track {udually proc'cedin^* htraiglit north from the

reji^ion of SilliTiko and entering IMintan by lliu\.u;iy:i and lanib\ilpur.

After crossing*' tlie first liiie of mountains ami reaching the valley, wo

meet with a jdace called J\aru-/>'oni])a. lliis niay he the Karpattan or

Ivurarpaltau of \\ie TahohiL I know of no work from wbicli the topo-

t^raphicul details of this portion of Bhutan niay he learnt. It would be
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interesting to inquire if tliere is actually a fort on this track, and if

Karu-gompa is a walled town. The Muslim army in their panic-stricken

condition may have lent ears to many travellers^ talcs and magnified

descriptions of dangers and the actual Karpattan may after all he a

small place. Karu-gompa is ahoui fiO miles nortli from Silljako.

It would be interesting to identify the site of the temple in which

the Muslim army took shelter. It has to be sought for in the vicdnity

of Silhako. If the disaster overtook the Muslim army on the 7fth

March, 1200 A.D., it possibly started 10+10+10+10+10 = 02 days

earlier, or about tlie first week of January, 1200 A.]).“

Nalinikanta Bhattasali

2 Mr. K. L. Barua sugRests that this may be the Gopesvar temple five miles

up the river spanned by the ftilhako. It stands on an erninenoo called Deo Duar

(Dova-dvar). A place nearer Silhako would seem to ho indicated by the narrative.

Captain Dalton was of opinion that the tomi)lc in question was the great tempio

at Hajo, seven miles down Silhako, and near the place whore the river falls into

the Brahmaputra. (»/A»S7t., 185o. p. 8, footnote). The river spanned by

the ftilhako is called the Puspabhadra.

Mr. Barua further suRgests that Karam Sathan may be the modern village

of Kumrikata, which is quite close to Darnnga where the annual Bhutia fair is

held and where Bhutia ponies called locally Tangna (Tangan) are sold.



The Tamil Sangam in a Pandyan Charter of the

early Tenth Century A D<

Tlie fallowiii»’ passa^^*e iji Tamil forms i)a]i o) llie ^eoea^wtal

portion of an imiK)rtaiit copper-plalo charier.' The passage in full

gives a list of raiKl3as who lived and passed away, hut wlio look, from

the description given, veiy much like legendary characters rather tliau

Itibtorical ones. The allusions are clear in some cases, while in otliers

they are far from being clear even as legends. But the part that

follows begins witJi the well known point of the MalnTbharata War, and

carries the genealogy down to the establishment of the Sangam in

Madura, and there the traditional portion conies to a stop. Tlie actual

genealogy starts tliereafter with one that bore the mime Paraiikusa.

For the purpose of the present note, wc are not concerned with that

portion. We set down the text as it occurs on page 454, and its trans-

lation as found on page 4G0 of volume III, part TV of the South Indiun

I nacriptious published in the Archocidogical Survey of India Series:—
lufir.atliar niulai-kalattaviyap parataltirpaliadottiyiiin VijaNaiuu Vkbii sclpanik-

kiyinn Vendaliyacli cliiirani pokkiymii vasayil mflkkayai puli silai vadavarai

iierriyil varaiiiduii tadainpudain paiii koii(hj tadahanga! pa/a tinittiyiiin

adum pasi iioy iiadaliarri ambor ehitraniiiyariyum lalai-a'anganattimuiuokKa-

miruveiidaraik kolai vaHrralui tuniittuk kuruittalaiyin kuttolittum laaiiabliaratani

tamilp-padiittiim Madhurapurich-chngam vaittum mahnrajaruni ^arvvbliainnaruiu

Maliinianda lam-Kattikandap in

.

“He who led the elephants in the Bharata (war) so as to destroy tlie groat

charioteers in a hill-battle; he who relieved Vijaya (Arjuna) from the curse of

Vasu ; he who drove (his enemies) to the forest so that they might he scorched

up and destroyed (tlierct and had the blameless (royal emblems) of the big fish,

the tiger and the how engraved on the top of the Northern 3lonntain (i.e. the

Himiilaj’as)
;
he who, securing the services of huge giants, restored many tanks

and relieved tlie country from disease and pinching hunger; he who with a

dreadful sword cat off the heads of two kings that advanced against him in the

1 The larger Siiinamanur Plates, as they are called.
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battles at Chitramuyari and Talaiyalaiiganam and stopped tlio dance of tbeir

(two) headless trunks and he who had tbo Mahabharata translated into Tamil

and had establisliod tlio in the town of Madhura and had ruled the

circle oF the oartli and had passed away.’*

Tiio first slatemonl lias roforeneo tu a Tandya. who tank part in tlie

Slaliahharata War. The staleiuenl aaiually made here in regard to

the Jlhaiata AV^ir is iluit the IMiidya concerned charged with his corps

of el(‘phants in tlie IJliarata War, so tliat the Mahai’atlias (lieroes of

I he chariot) may he suppressed hi the field fjf fighting. Tlie translation

made hy tlic K[)igrapliist leaves a good deal to he desired. Tlie term

vialai-Jcalain is translated as a hill-battle. The compound-word actually

is tlie field in whicth enemies contend for success. Of course, Mi*.

Suhrafiiiiania Aiyar adds a footnote, lint the translation given there

leaves it still mfdai-hihini as the field of battle, taking mahii for hill

and making it the place of haitlo. MahtI is the Tamil verb “contemV’

ui '‘fight”. KaUni is the field. “(Iiarging with his elephants, so that

tlie Alahaiatlias may fall”, would mean that: the PriJidya le<l tlie

elejdiantry to the destruction of the gi(‘al cliarioteers of the enemy.

'J he next statement refers to the Paudya who lielped Arjnna to rid him-

self of the curse of Vasu.'*^

The m‘xt following statement, is tliat he drove the enemy kings into

the do.sert, so that they may he destroyed. This is a general statement,

where he is said to have del'eat(‘d other kings, and drove enemy kiiigs

into tlie desert as the only safety from his purvSuit. Tliis is the usual

Tamil expression meaning that the enwny could find no freedom from

the victor ex((‘pt liy fleeing iiitii the desert for protection. The next is

a more definite .'•tatement. It is the ^m[)rinting’ of the Pandyan royal

emblems of the lime on the face o>f the Himalayas. This is a claim

that is often made by Southern kings, all three of them, at various

times. Tlie Southern iiioiiareli that is said to have carried his arms

successfully so far as the Himalayas, must have been overlord of his

2 This is, according to the M^iluihhnrnhi^ prince Bahhiuvahana, Arjuna’s

son by tin' Pandxa iu*inc<‘^'^ (’itr.angi’.dn, who Vonght against him and del'outcd

him in tli(‘ course of .Arjiuia’s peregrination pieliiiiinaiy to tlio celebration of

the liorse-sacrifice. TIio story will be found in cliajitcrs 70-82 oi the AitauunUtihi

Vavva of the MdhCibhuruta (KiifUbhakoiiam edition).
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two collenj^iiea in tlie Soulli, and if the l*aiidya happened to be the

overlord, his autlioriiy is generally taken to have been aeknowled^^ed by

the Cola and (lie (’em, and I lie enihlenis of <ho tliree to-^^ether constitute

the imperial Pandyan si'^-n-niainial. I’liis is said (o have been

imprinted on (lie liinullayas as a sij»n iiiai tin* Pandyan suzerainty

liad been acknowledf»ed 11**^111 up to (lie ITiinalayas in (lie

nortli. In liisiorical times a similar claim \m>s ma;l(‘ by .laiavarman

iSundarai>andya I ri^iit up to (he banks of lh(» Krishna. His inscrip-

tion in Poonamallee sliows the combined emblem of (he (hree kingdoms

similarly. 11ie claim here made is ascrilied actually to the Pfindyan

hero’ of the f^iiaptulhiLaram . A viciorious maridi up (o (lie llimidayas

has similarly Ikhui claimed by the Pallava Siniliavarniaii in liis Amara-

vati inscriplionj and I>y tlie Hastrakiita fjovinda III.’ Altliou^li we

cannot be very definiie as to the particular indiviihial wlio achieved

this distinction, liavin^' regard to the fact that the^e rulers were in

(he habit of ajjprojiriarinj^ such extraordinary achievements of their

ancestors to (hemsidves, (he reference iiere seems to be to the one wiio

made idaim to lliis for the first time. Since the hero of the >S'/7n/>n(//n-

Ixurani is described as tlie Pandyan Nodunise]iyan, victor over the Aryan

army, it seems likely that this is the person under reference here.

Tlie next followiiijr siateineiits deserve careful scrutiny. The first

has reference to (he vast work of repairs to irrij^ation tanks carried o-ut

by a Paiivjyan ruler not with the assistance of human lahoiir but with

that of goblins. Of course, the w’ork must have been stupendous and

must have hoen carried out as a measure -of famine-prevention. The

next following incidcuU is similar in point of character, tliut is, des-

troying hunger in the kingdom of the raiulyas. Apart from poetical

language, this could only mean that the particular Paiidya concerned

look steps to give lelief to liis people at a time wlien they were bound

to sufier from liunger owing (o the failure of crops in the country as a

result of famine. He is said to have got rid of hunger by measures

which are not specifically stated, and to have brought this relief work

3 Book XVII, lilies 1-5 and the Epilogue to Book XXIII.

4 ^7/., I, No. 32, 11. 29-39.

5 Saujun Copper-plates of Amoghavarsa : E/n Irid., XVIII, No. 26, V. 23.

I H.Q., MARCH, 1933 ®
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of Jiis to a foMclusioii ]>y raisin^' “a picturo that wtivS painted in go'l(l’\

This latter part has been coupled with whai follows in (lie .Mpi<?raphist’M

translation, wliich makes Cilramanari a hatllefield like Talai-

alanlvauani. liiit the lan;^ua<^;e used actually is lluit he got the countiy

rid of a killiiig-hunger, and laised the golden ]>iciure, as if to say that

the removal of the huMger was hrought to a conclusion l»y raising this

jiictiire.

How could the raising of ihr. gddcji picliiie complete, even cere-

monially, the removal of ii\inger? 1 ( would l>e cleat* even to superficial

readers that this item ami the ])revious one, the large sclumie of repairs

to irrigation tanks are adnally measures of fantino-relief. If that he

so, is there anything like the raising of a goldtm ]iicture that could he

coiiuected >viih famiiie-rolief measures; whether anylhing like the rais-

ing of a ]>icture is symbolical of what was actually tloney It is nothing

more than the celelna I ioit of the famous festival to India, whicJi hrings

to a litting conclusion tlu> vast ehovis of tiie ruler lo keep famine out

of the country, if his own choils could do s^^ I’liai fisiivals to India

were largely in vogue in India we can ]uesM!m' tioun the familiarity

vtlth >Wiic!i comparisons are drawn to Indiadhvaja and other details

connected with it in liteiature. in the fnifUt ih(h>{ m

,

one whole

hook is (le\oted to tins India festival, whirl) seem> to have come to a

(lo.>e on the full moon id I’aitra, the lirst jimutli ol the 'Tamil year.

The self-same festival is referred to in the ojiening hook of the

ManiinrlJiiilui as a uonnal eomlition of aflai?^ in a Tamil city like

Kdi'cri[h-fttindnf

,

the Cola cajiital. That it was not (•onfiiied to (he 'Tamil

eouiiliy alone, we may presume from the lefurjuM* to it in iho third

V(‘]*,M* of l!ie font 111 of tile /uij/h n nnjisa

,

where the lailieH of the

city with lfi(‘ii' cliildrcn came to .se(‘ the coronation p/oce.ssion of liaghii.*'

In con;i:;cfit ) fig on ifji.s verse, ^lallinatha e\/)l;j(iis what tlie Indra

festival under refermiee. was, and gives us som*‘ tlelails as to its eele-

hration. 'I lie term P tn nh Otndh raja^ the le^tival of the raising* of

wliielj is hioug'lit into comparison with th(‘ cfoo.na I huf prmession of

Rugliu, is explained hy the commentator as file fedisal cedehrated hy

6

?is*3fr: !niT: II— ». i..
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king with a view to the timely fail of rain. He gives three slokas in

explanation thereof, all of them probably from the

lihmmyottarapurdna. The first one^ defines the flag as having the form

of an elephant, raised on four posts, and fixed aj) standing in front of

the oity-gate. ‘In this manner the inhabitants of the eity (ielebrated

the festival of Indra in ilie rainy season*. Tn a second verse,® lie gives

another definition. Tlie Sakradhvaja is four-sided, in the form of a

flag, and fixed in front of the royal-gate of the palace. ‘This, people

(tall ‘the flag of Indra’, and Isrings health and liappiness to the people

of the (dty*. Another verse® (jiioted in tlie context explains the purpose,

aJul the verse is addressed to Tiidliisthira. Wlioever is the king that

carries the flag of Indra in festival procession, in his kingdom (he clouds

pour the amount of rain wished for, wlllund. a doubt. Thus it is clear

tliat the raising of tliis flag connotes a festival to god India with a riew

to an abundance of rainfall at tl.e proper seasons of the year, and the

celebration is a festival conducted hy kings. This is exactly the des-

cri])tion tbat we iind given of the festival in Bk. V of the

AihipadhitxOnim, ami the first honk of Mnni ninkhahii as well, in both

of which it is exiilained as taking the flag on wliicli was a representation

of the Airavata, India’s elephant, from the fiont of the building in

which is placed Kaliiavrksu (tlie wisli-giving tree) of India with the

eight auspicious signs, and taking it riuind in festive procession. This

festival begins witli the annoiinceineii't by tlie liig drum, placed in the

hall dedicated tn the Vajrayndha (the thiindei-1 olt) of Indra, carried

on the back of oiu^ of the loyal elepliants, and the festival announced

by beat of ilnim both wlien it b.egins and wlieu it closes, in the temjile

hall wlieie the image of the whii ('-elephant, Airavata, is luuised. It is

not explained so fully in tlie corresponding portion of the

Manimvkhahii

f

liut in sulef;Mice it is the same. It will he serm from

qtTT

8 ?r3rjrV srf?Tf^5^i

q3iw(! 51 R‘»ra: II
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tliis detailed description that the festival was actually a celebration in

honoiir of god India wiili a view to oblaining rain, and all the features

associated with the festival are features in close association with Indra

and his royal heavenly paraphernalia, his (diaracteristic weapon, the

Vajrayudha, liis special mount Airavata, his special tree Kalpaka and

the flag, all of them alike sxmbolising the coining of Indra, to wliieh

tlie ManimcJJialai adds the statement (T, ll- 5-10) that, in ihe days when

the great festival of Indra was being celebrated in rnlifir, the capital

of the colas, by special permission of the g«.d, India’s heaven itself

became ein])ty, and all the gods came down to the t’ola cc.jn'tal

in various forms to witness ihe gieat festival.

The ])oint for explaining tlio passage in ttie grant consists in tliis.

That the particular Pandyan under reference undertook active measures

to prevent famine as far as human agencies (‘ould provide for it, and

assured himself of unfailing timely rain, without whieli all human

elforts would have been in vain, i>y celebvaling this traaliiional festival

to bespeak the good offices of (be rain-god Indra. The two slateinenis

ihendore tog'etlicr constitute work that was done in connection with

one particular object, and must be so taken in our interpretat ion of th(‘

])assage. Then follows a series of three slatemeiits. The first, is the

achievement of a Pandyan, wlio vv(*n tlie victory at Talaialaudvanam,

wliere, on the field of battle, lie cut off the heads of the two other

crowmed kings like liiniself, and stopped tlie dancing of the headless

trunks. AViihout all the poetical emhellishments, it simply means tin*

two kings, the (kda and the Cera whoever they were, were killed in the

battle. The next statement is the doing of the Mahcddiamta in Tamil,

and the next fcdlowing statement is the estahlisliment of the Sangani in

Madhiira. Of course, the passage comes to a close with the .‘Statement

that, after those great kings and Snn'ahh.iiimas^ or empertus, had ruled

and faissed away beg*an another seri(‘s of rulers. The puijaise of tln^

grant in doing this is to indicafo that when these rulers of old who lived

and passed away so gloriously, another set of rulers of modern limes

began to rule in succession. This manner of stating it gives indication

of a comparatively long interval betw'een the one set and ihe o-iher.

The really interesting (jiiestion in respect of this passage is whether

w’e slioiild ascrihe eat Ii one of lliese events, or achievements, to
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a separate ruler, or whether some of these have to be taken together and

ascribed to one and the same ruler. This turns out to be of importance

particularly with reference to the last three of them. We have seen

already that in respect of irrigation-works, and the celebration of the

Indra festival, we would be justified in taking the two together as the

work of one and the same ruler. Similarly one may be inclined to take

the two incidents connected with the Maltuhhdrata together; but that is

hardly called for as the active assistance in the war may be the work of

a Paiidya sovereign who might even have fallen in buttle, from tlie

way that his part in the war is described. The victory that Arjuna's

own son won against his father betokens a comparatively young ruler,

and, having regard to the additional fact that Arjuaa married the

princess in the course of his Tirthayfdrd he must liavo come to the

throne later in succession to the other. The next one is a general state-

ment, the defeating of contemporary kings which may be ascribed to one

Pandyan of distinction, and may even be common to several. We
have pointed out that the imprinting of tlie Pandyan emblem on the

Himalayas, whether it is actual or merely poetical, is ascribable to a

particular Pandyan from whom, of course, his successors could have

assumed it, as is often the case, without any achievement

to substantiate it. Then, follows the one distiiiguislied for the famine^

works referred to, and then comes the next one, the victor at Talaialam-

kanam. The Pandyan victor at Talaialamkanam is a famous figure in

the so-called Sangam literature of Tamil, and the victory at Talaialam-

kanam is itself under reference by a number of poets of the first rank

among those regarded as poets of the Sangam. Fii*st and foremost

there is the Madurai-k^ji of Mangudi Marudan included in the

Sangam collection called Pattup-pattu {Ten poems). This ])oem of 850

lines is in celebration of this Pandyan whose exploits are described

in full, and the purpose of the poem Is to draw his attention to the

necessity of providing himself for the life to come, having done all that

need be done by a sovereign on earth to discharge his duties and make

himself famous. Then the great poet Nakkirar refers to liim in some

poems ascribed to him. But in one, Ahandmlru 30, there is a full and

unmistakable reference to the battle, and to the seven enemies whom he

liad overcome. Their names are enumerated categorically as the Cera,
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the Cola, the chief Titiyan, the chief Elini, the chief of Erumaiyiir,

the chief Iriniffoveiunan, and the chief Porunan. These seven are

referred to allusively in the Madarai-kanji, Another poet Kiirungo-

liyfir Kilar refers to another achievement of this Paiulya, his taking' the

Cera ‘prince of tlie elei)hant-look* prisoner in poem 17 of the

Pnmndnum. In poem 19, the same poet addresses the same sovereign,

and the poet refers hy name to the Cera prince ‘of the elephant-look’ in

oilier poems, making him undouhtedly a contemporary with him.

Anotlier poet, IvallfKjijn addresses this very same Pandyan in poem 23.

Tliere is a similar refereiKie to liim mentioning specifically his Cera

and Cola enemy in poem 25 of the same work. So tJien we see that the

Pandyan, wlio was victor at Talaialanikana’ni against the two oilier

enemies and a number of chiefs, their allies, is actually (*elehraied hy

poets, whose names undoubtedly figure in tlie traditional lists of the

Sangam as tliey iiave come down to us, and whose works are undouhtedly

included in the (‘ollection known as the Sangam colleciioms. Poem IS

of the PuyandnCivn exhorts this Pandya to make his territory well pro-

vided with irrigation works. Can we, therefore, identify him with the

Piiudya who is mentioned in tliis charter, as having distinguislied him-

self by similar works and celebrating the great Indra festival?

There would be justification for identifying this Pandyan witli the

Pandyan victor at Talaialamkanam, as poem 19 by the same author

refers unmistakably to the battle of Talaialamkanam, in wliicli he is

said to have overcome the seven enemies. Taking the two poems

together, it leaves us in no doubt that the poet Kudapulaviyanar does

celebrate the Pandyan victor at Talailamkaiiam. His exhortation in

regard to the duty of the Pandyan to make the food supply abundant in

the cou itry by providing irrigation w'orks would, therefore, w^arrant our

taking it that, according to tlie charter under discussion, it was he wlio

took steps to get rid of hunger from liis country and celebrated the

Indra festival as a fitting completion to his benevcylent work. If so,

then it amounts to this; that the Pandyan victor at Talaifidamkanam

at some time in bis reign, felt the urgent necessity for embarking

upon large irrigation works and providing the country with the means

for raising an ample supply of food and putting it beyond reacb of

famine.
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We then proceed to the next incidentfl, tlie doijij^** of the

Mahabhrirata in Tamil, and the estahlisliment of the Sjinf»7ini in Madura.

So far as the dfjiiifj of the Mahuhliarala is concerned, we have definite

ini'ornuition rc^aidin”* three versiiiiia of the Mahahharala. I’he latest

is what is popularly known, and in popular use, as tlie MahabhCwala of

Villiputturar, sometimes spoken of as Villipuflur Alc(U\ snpidemented

by a comparatively modern writer, Nalla Pijlai. Tliis is the complete

version of tlie wmk W(^ liave. The next is a version of which we have

not as yet (‘onie u])on even a rompleie manuscript, )>ul of wliicli portions

are available coveiin^^’ thiv(‘ or four parvu,^ frrMii tlie I ' dyo^mjiarva.

The part available has lecentlv been published, hut- it is only a part,

Mveii so, it gi\(*s ns the iiiiormation in oiu' of die verses included in tlie

])iihlishcd part Uial ihe work was coiupoM-d in the relgm of Namlivaiman

of Tejltli’u, wlioni we know as the Naii(li\arman. j^ramhon of tlie j>real

Nandivarman, PaJlava-Malla of (he el-hih century. The work theie-

fore is referable to the middle of the ninth ceulury after ( Urist, liie

name of the author, however, is Perunidevanar. This Pennudovaiirir

‘ lias often been mistakeJi for the Peruiudevanar, whose name fij^ures in

tlie so-called Saiigam (‘ollections, for the ei^^hi of which lie com-

posed the ])oems in invocation. This would meaiv that it was in his

time that the collections were actually made, and that it fell to his lot

to compose the poems in invocation; and he composed the eif^lit poems

for Siva, Visnu, aJid Skanda or Sui)rahmanya, according to occasions^

showing a hroad-iniiidedness in matters religious, fairly a general

feature of the limes. We find the name Penimdevaiiar among the list

of writers compiled from the Sangam works, and there is at least one

poem among the collections by a Peruiudevanar, which probably was in

those days a common name. To distinguish, therefore, the paiticulai

Perumdevanfu' who translated the Malnlhlidrata in ramil, he is always

referred to as the Penimdevaiiar who wrote the poem Mahabharata in

Tamil. That is, he is generally distinguished as the author of the

Tamil Mahdbhdrat/J,. Quotations from tlie Mahabharata occur in the

classical grammar Tolkdppiyam and elsewhere, for purposes of illus^

tration. These have been collected to the extent of about forty verses,

and several among these are not found in the part so far published of

the Bharata of the more modern Peruindevanar whose work is distin-
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j^uislied \)y the iiaxue Phaiaiaveubd iiulicatiii^; the metre o{ the verses

In the poem. It seems clear, tlierefore, that we have to look for another

Peruiiidevauar wlio rendered the Maliahlifirata in Tamil, and composed

the poems In invocation for tlie ei^flit collections of the so-called t3angam

works in Tamil, (hm we refer (ho rendering? of the Mahahharata in

Tamil hy thivS author as under reference in the expression Mhe putting

into Tamil of the Mahahliarata* in the charter under examination?

This will become clearer in the next seel ion where we shall take up for

consideration the estahlislimeiit of tlie Sangam in Madura-

According to the traditional account of the t^aiigam, that is really

the ojily account tliat is available so far, there were tliree such J^angains.

It is by the maintenance of a coiirt of learned men, it is hardly neces-

sary to give these Sangams any stricter organisation than tliat as far

a$.our information of tlieni at present goes, that the Pandyas encouraged

the growth of Tamil literature, and made it possible for the com-

paratively large output of Tamil literature at the period. In the course

of the progress of this literature, a famine is said to have supervened

and, lasting for the proverbial twelve j^ears, made life in the country

impoasible. The ruler for tlie time being, finding it diflSciilt to main-

tain such a large court at a time of such great distress, dismissed them

all by allowing them to scatter themselves elsewhere than in the Pandya

country! during the time of distress, and return immediately ihat the

famine ceased. The famine having lasted perhaps longer than was

expected, those that returned were comparatively few, and among

them it would appear there was nobody who had cultivated that part of

Tamil grammar relating to love, one of the five main sections of Tamil

grammar. The Pandya ruler at the time finding that the court was so

denuded of scholars of eminence made a systematic effort to collect the

l)oems, as far as he could arrange it, the best among them wdth a view

to putting them in a permanent form. The eight coillections of works

generally called by Tamil scholars Sangam works had been thus made

in his time. He w^as however much exercised about grammar or

Laksana Grantha for one important section, and offered a prize for

one that would compile an abbreviated work on that subject. Finding

no one came forward to do the work, he did not know what exactly to

do, when just under the seat of the god in the great temple at Madura,
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a set of copper plates was discovered containing a work on that subject

iu sixty sutras. This work had necessarily to he commented upon and

all tlie poets who then happened to he at court were asked to comment

upon the work. Six sucli commentaries were presented and were sub-

mitted for approval to the dumb child of a Brahman regarded as an

AnitUr of Skandu or SiibrahinaJiya. Of the six commentaries, the

young umpire approved in part of that by a scholar by name Madurai

Marudan Ilanagari. Tlie commentary of Nakkirar received far greater

approval, and that got, therefore, incorporated witli the and has

come down to us. So says tradition in regard to the work known as the

Irayanar AhapporuL

The dumb prodigy that did this miraculous work was the person

who collected, probably later iu life, the 400 poems on love comprising

what is known as the Aharmtulru, As we stated in the paragrapli

above, the work of collection must have begun earlier, and must have

led to the discovery relating to the lack of that particular section of

Tamil grammar. Whctlier all the collections were complefed then or

later we have no indication for certain. But that ihis collection was

made by this Brahman, Riidrasarman, son of the rural celebrity

Uppurikiuli Kilan is clearly stated by the commeuiatov on tlie work,

and it is followed by the further statement that he made it for the

JTindyan Ugraperuvaludi, who must, from the name itself, be regarded

a,s a separate, and, in all probability, the next succeeding ruler to the

other mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. Tliai this is so is eon-

firmed by Ihe fact that the poems in invocation for the Ahnnanuru as

well as all the other collections were composed by the Periiindevanar

who achieved his fame by rendering the Mahahharata in Tamil. So the

rendering of the Mahahharata in Tamil by this author must luoe

preceded his composing the poems iu invocation for the (tollectioiis.

The collections therefore must have been completed at a time subsequent

to his achieving the great reputation by doing the Mahabharata in

Tamil,

We tlius come to tliis conclusion as u result of our investigation of

the passage in the large Sinnamanur copper-plate charters issued by

the randyou king Rojasirnlia who had the title Mandara Gaurava.

son of Pardntaka Snclaiyan (Sans. Jati'la): the first Paiidyan mentioned

MABCH, 1933
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in this passage is the Paiulyan who played an active part in the war of

the Mahabharata. The next one is the prince Babhruvahana, son of

Arjuna himself. Another Pandyan seems to be under reference, victor

over contemporary iuonarchs, perhaps because he achieved the hege-

mony in the Tamil land. Then we come to the Pandyan who imprinted

the combined Pandyan emblem of the three kings, fish, the tiger and

the bow, on the Himalayas. This may be the same as the one above,

and may be the Pandyan ‘victor over tlie Aryan army’. Tlie.n follows

one to whom, as we have arranged it, the following achievements are

credited : the great sclieme of putting in repairs innumerable irrigation-

tanks, thus putting his kingdom beyond reach of hunger and celebrat-

ing the achievement by a great festival to Indra. Tlie next

achievement of his is the killing of the two coutenii>orary monarchs in

battle at Talaialain-kanam. Then the doing of the Mahabharata in

Tamil. Then the establishment of the iSangam in Madura. While the

passage gives no indication which is manifest, that these were the

acliievements of a single ruler, we have sliown reason why these have

to be ascribed to a single monarch on the evidence of tlie Sangani

woi:ks themselves, which must be regarded as contemporary. Thus tlm

Pandyan victor at Talaialamkaiuuu seems clearly to stand out as the

(adebrity who did tliese things. The person respousihlo for the draw’-

ing u]) of liie ciiuiter saw good veason to st<)]> there in his rectial of the

ancient Pandwis. Wc df) net know (’xactly wliy. |[o passes oji to llio

nioi'<' leccjit dynasty, IIjc reigning juler of wln’cli at liie time conferred

a cliai’ter upun a learned Brahmin.

The charter is datable in the iniddle of tl\e tenth century A,l).,

as the Pandyan <]oiior of (be < Iiarter seems to be certainly the ruler who

was overthrown by the conejuering (!ola Parantaka I, A.D. 9t)t)-9r)5.

We cannot investigate in this paper how many generations backw’ards

from him are actually knowji to us on the authority of the copper-

plate charters, and what interval came between these and the ancient

IMndyas uiidc]' adv(u((*n( <‘, W\\ mwM resei ve thal invesi»igaiion • to

another occasion. But we may state Jiere roughly that the historical

Pandya.s known from these charters take us through thirteen generations

as the epigraphist has arranged it on his genealogical table, taking us

l)ack illrough* four centuries ajid bringing iis to the second half of the
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sixth century. We have shown reason for a lon^ inierval, an interval

of two to three centuries between that and tlie flourishinj^* period of

Tandya rule'® and the last Paiidya referred to lieie must belong to a

period in the second or third century of tiie (In istian vnx,

S. Khishxaswami Aiyangar

JO Beginnings of South Indian History, pp. 240 ff«



Remarks on the fourth Rock Edict of Asoka

When trying to establifth, according to my humble opinion, tlie

order of publication and the inten'elations of the thirteen (fourieen)

Book Edicts of A4oka' I pointed out that the Edicts III and IV are

most probably only pieces of one original rescript. This seems to me

to be pixived by the identical words recurring in III, A-B, and in IV,

K (cp. Girnar: Devmampiyo Piiyadasi raja evnia aha dbadasfa*

ViiBdbhhitena mayd i^am dfiajntmi (III) with dhadam-vasabhuitena

Devdnampiyem Piyadasind rdnd idam lehhdpitaih (IV). Further in

III, D, Asoka inculcates certain meritorious actions such as aJiimsd

and a decent behaviour towards relatives, ascetics and Brahmins, the

very absence of which he deplores in IV, A. Because of these reasons

I hold it as fairly sure tliat Bock Edicts III and IV should be read

as one.

Now what I intend here is nowise to give any new and startling

interpretation of Edict lY simply for the reason that I am not able

to do so. I shall, however, try to establish, according to my lights,

the meaning of certain expressions within the first three paragraphs

of the Edict which still look somewhat dubious. Thus let us begin

with quoting these paragraphs from the new edition of tjie inscriptions

by the late lamented Professor Hultzsch
;

for practical reasons the

Girnar version is referred to here.

A. atikdtayi amtarani bahuni vdsa-satdni vadhito eva*

prdi^amhho vihimsd ca hhm^dnam iidtJsu asampratipail brdmhana-

sramandnam^ asampraUjia tl .

B. til aja Devdnampriyasa Priyadasino ratio dhayiTnaoaranena

1 Cp. BSOS.y VI, 313 if.

2 K. vd; Dh. J. va; Sh. M. vo,

8 K. Samana-hamhhandnam; Sh. M. >^>a»iana.browvamwia(iii)j Dh.

Bamana-bdbhanesu,
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hherfghoso aho dhamviaghoso vivuinadamna* ca hastidasana^ ca aggi-

hhamdhdni* dasayitpn janam.

C. yarise hahuhi vdsasatehi na hhnitapuce tdrise aja vadh/ite

Dev&nampriya^a Pnyada4iino rCv^o dhnininannsostiyd andramhho

prdndtuiTn a/vihdsd hhutd7i-am ndtlnain sampatipati hrdvihana^sa'nui^

ndnarpj sampatpatl mdtari pitari* sasrusd thairc^susrusd.^

What is first of all apt to attract our attention is the expression

atikdtam amtnraia bahuni vdsasafnni vadliifo eva prCmdramhlio etc.,

i.e. ‘‘in times gone by, for many centuries, there has ever been increns-

ing the killing of animals’’ etc. To this corresponds the hahuhi

vdsasatehi of C. The phrase atikrdrvt'am antaram is not a very rare

one; it occurs in the Eock Edicts IV, V, VI, and VIII as well as twice

in the Pillar Edict VII at Delhi-Topra. But why ‘for many

centuries’ P According to my luimble opinion thi.«’ does not simply

mean a lump sum intended to express a Jiigh but unlimited number

of years. Instead of that it means, as I venture to suggest, that for

many centuries the Buddhist doctrine {dliammay^ had been in

abeyance; after many hundreds of years, however, througli the pious

exertions of Asoka it had again risen to its former height. As, accord-

ing to the Eummindei inscription, A6oka thought himself to be well

aware of the Buddha’s birth-place it might not be too venturesome a

suggestion 4;hat he also believed the founder of Buddhism to have lived

several centuries ago. Thus it comes to this ; for several hundreds of

years, since the time of the decease of Gautama the Buddha,

his doctrine had been in a state of increasing decay until it was again

lifted up to its former height by the reforms of A^oka.“

4 Like Senart and Buehler I am unable to read liere anything but dasand

(Hultzsch has darsa'od),

5 K. haihiniy Dh. hathlni; Sh. asHna; M. astine.

6 Sh. jotukaividhani (all other versions—except G.

—

kamdhrmi).

7 Dh. Samana^h&hkanesu,

8 K. mdfd-pitisu; Sh. M. mata-pitu§u; Dh. mdti’pitu~smusa,

0 Sh. vxtdhanain suintsa; M. vwlhrana suhu-sa; Dh. vxidka-susxtsd.

10 Op. Geiger, Ahhandl. Bayer. Akad, d. Wmenschaften, philolMH. Kl,

XXXI : I, ^ff.

11 In this connection we may also remember that In another passage A4oka

reminds us of the pious kings of yore (Delhi-Toprfi VII, B): Ye ntikamfani
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Many different interpvetafions have been put forth of the words

hhevl(jhoso aho dliammmjhosu in All sorts of more or less

ing*enious inferpretatioiifl have been proposed and rejected; the diffi-

culties to be Hiiriuounted, however, do not in reality seem very great.

First of all. we must, of course, interpret aho Rfi = tihlnlt as was correctly

suggested by Kern,^® a suggestion that has been endorsed by most

scholars. In spite of the great reverence that we still feel for the work

of tlie immortal Burnouf there can be no doubt at all that his inter-

I)retation of aho as being an exclamation^* is essentially a mistake.

Thus bhenghoso^hlmd dhannoghosah can mean nothing but: “the

sound of drums became the announcement of dhnnna (i.e. the

doctrine of Buddha)”. And here we are reminded of the words of

Professor Bhandarkar that “the sound of a drum invariably precedes

either a battle, a announcement^ or the exhibition of a scene^’

to the people”. The sound of drums thus preceded the proclamation of

the Asokan edicts; and as these contained tlie maxims of the simple

and practical Buddhism taught to laymen such proclama lions may

well be called a dhannaghom. As the first commandment of

this Buddhism for laymen is ahimsu, the non-killing of living beings,

aijitalaiji lajCine fiusu hevam icchUu l-athu/n jane dhamninvafjthiyd vaflhfyd no fu

jane anulupdyd dhaymavadtlyd vadliftlui. Tims the exertions of these rulers

came to naught, perhaps because their behaviour was rather that of- the children

of the world, cp. Rock Edict VIIl, 4I (Girnar): aiihJtam amtnivm rdjuno (K.

Sh. M. Dcvanami>{r)iy(x) 'ui/idrai/uMm tlaydsuletn vuvjnvm nfluni ra eftlri/inm

ahhh'amakdni ahumsull A^oka, however .solely went on tours fur preach-

ing dliammu and thus achieved every sort of .success.

12 Authorities dealing with th»s passage are Lessen //id. Altetflnnn^k., 11 ,

^

238 n. 3; Wilson, dUAH., XIT, 174 tl'.*, Burnouf, lotus, p. 731; Kern, Juartcll-

ing, p. 4o ff. V, 261); Senart, /.A., X, 84; Buehler, Kj/. Ii\d., 11 , 467;

Hultzsch, JIUS., 1911, 785 ff.; 1913, 051 ff.; I). R. Bhandarkar, 7.1.
,
XLII, 25,

De la Vallee Poussin, Les Main'ija.s, p. KfO ff.; IVickrcmnsinghe, JfSOS., VI,

545 f.
;
Mookerji, Aioka, p. 136.

13 Cp. Johansson, Shdhhdzgif/hi, I, ,32.'

14 Quite recently repeated by }>[. de la Valine Poussin.

15 'I'his drum is sounded to announce great spectacles or festivals; it is the

clianahheri of whicli we hear in Jdtaka, vol. VI, p. 465, 8 ff. : “af/ui rOjH nagarc

chanahherin (ardpetvd saftdham ehanam karontu, etc Imam aitham

pakdsento SaHhd dho: dhaflllantu sahbavlnd hheriyo dfn/jtmCini caj nndantu

fnCigadhd srmkhd vaggu vadatu dundubhl/h
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may well compare the hherl sounded by Asoka*s officials with the

vidylidtahheri spoken of in a* pastia«:e of the Jdtako. The king: of

Kosala, so we are told in the introduction to the Attkamddajdtaka

(418; vol. Ill, p. 428 ft*.), in the middle of the niglii Jieard a fearful

sound; consulting the Master he came to know that lie ought not to fear:

lu\ vu^hCinijdy enaiupaoi hkaydiutkom <irinihhho(jaiSodd<iiiL

team 6v' eko sunif ptihbc jii mjnno cvnrdpam saddunj st/trd bnthmand-

nam k(Ath\(fni gokctvd mbbaridukknyannam yajitukdinO ptindfldnant

hithciNL sitird yannahiuanatthdya f/ahitasal(c ci{<sHjj(‘1rd nayarc

mdyhdtahheriil cardpea u ai .

’ ’

In the afitamtihii the king of Benares also liears some dismal

sounds: Brahniins persuade liim to prepare an imjueiise sacrifice hut a

wise and piousi man (the Bodhisaitva) explains to him the real cause

of the sounds, and the king upon hearing his words cancels the sacrifice

and commands the mdyhdtabhcri to be sounded all through the town.^®

It seems tome tliat the passage in the Kdicf may perhaps get its most

easy explanation by means of this parallel from the Jdtaka

Curiously enough no scliolai* so far seems to have noticed the neces-

sity of putting a full slop after ilhfummayhoao, Thai this must be

done will ])e made obvious by our translation wbicli will follow

j) resell tly.

AVe now, hoAvevei*, come to (be mosf crucial passage of ilie inscrip-

tion viz., tlie words: rnnunaddsand va kastidasaud cn (lyikhd nidlulnl.

ra ondol va dirydiii i fiydui doanyltpd janum. Tlic coiistriiclion of the

sentence is vliolly cleai*; the main (piestion is, Iiowcver, in wliat nay

lo translate (In' Avords rintdtta^ kd^lliiy and (hjuislamdlKt in this con-

nection, and there the opinions of very pr<)minent scholars ditter

widely^' Thus, to (piote only a. few’ examples, Buriiouf translated the

tAA’o first expressions^'' by ‘Mes iiromenados de cliars (h jiarade, des

1(5 C‘j). ulso ilic dhum intthhcrl nieutiouccl in IV, 2(59, lot: (Itdjd)

•uaffarain gtiutvd p^ftthdifo sahila imncfi-dldni nfkkhdufu** ii

dhnm inubh rvi n va rd yvsi.

17 Their different oiiinions arc mostly lo ho t'ouiul in the literature rei’erred to

above.

18 For reasons that Avill become obvious presently we leave aiiHiatmndltft

aside here.
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promenades d’elephants'^ while Kem has (quite correctly); “appari-

tions of chariots of the gods, and apparitions of celestial elephants**;

about the same suggestions are found in the translations of Buehler

and Hiiltzseh.^® Senart’s translation of vhnuna by ‘reliquaries* is, of

course, out of the question. There is, however, no need to continue

this enumeration as I shall take it for granted that the translatuyi

‘representations of aerial chariots’ and ‘representations (»f (celestial)

elephants* are as nearly, correct as they can possibly be.

The vimanasj of course, are celestial chariots, celestial inansnnis

oT the deviitiis moving about in the shy and described i)i the

Vimiimvatthu and cognate texts in the most exuberant expi’essiuns.

In Jataka 541 king Niini, after haying visited in tJie company of

Matali the lurid and temfying abodes of the denizens of Hell, finally

arrives at the devalokco. There he sees one viuulmi after aiiotlier, with

pillars of gold and jewels, surroiiiided by lotus i)onds and trees of

paradise, built from gold, crystal, jewel etc. and des<*ril;e(l in a most

fanciful way.*^ The representations of these vimdnas are apparently

meant to give an idea of tlie bliss of tJie heaveiily world, in whitdi men

of meritorious karman dwelt for periods that might to a human being

»seein strongly to approach to eternity. As for the (celestial) elephants

Professor Bhandarkar^^ has suggested that the scenes may be representa-

tions of the Buddha wlieii in the shape of a wliite eleplianl

he descended into the womb of his motlier. Although tliis idea was

apparently familiar to Asoka as is proved hy the [jiajrvasceto hasti

sarvitlokasukhditaro ndma of Girnar and by the fjujatame of Kalsi”

the suggestion of Professor Bhandarkar is for obvious reasons an iiu-

l)ossible one. Professor Hultzsch suggests llie elephants of the Maha-

rajas or Ix)kapalas which seems far moi*e acceplahle. But a))ove all we

19 1911, 788; I, 7.

20 In the verses describing these vimCoH’ig there often appears a word vyamha

^mansion, palace,’ the derivation of which does not seem clear. VyamhUf

however, is derived from '"vv.itihu ^ ^ whamiy and is simply a metrical

form like vyumhitai vimfiito, vyamtum: rhanna,

21 iA., XLK, 26 f.

22 Of. Kern, JaarteMiny, p. 44; Biiehlor, /MW., XXXIX, 490; IVindisdi,

JJuddhas Oehurt, p. 6 f.
;
Hultasch, CIL, I, p. 27 n. 2.
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,
’^ably to think of the elephant of Indra*“

; for Indra, the ruler

of the devatds, is the most prominent being in the world of bliss, his

position being the highest one to which a man might rise according to

the belief of A4oka^s subject?.

But if so fa^ we are on fairl}* safe ground we seem lo be getting

into deep waters when trying to deal with agniskandha. There, if

anywhere, the suggestions of the authorities differ very widely. Thus

Prinsep,'*" quoting Mahdvamsa, XII, 34, found here an allusion to

the Aggikkhandhasutta of the Aiiguttara Nikdya (vol. I^', p. 128 ff.).

This suggestion was correctly refuted by Burnouf, Introduction, p. 628,

who pointed out that the word must mean something like ‘a mass of

fire.’ Burnouf himself (Lotus, p. 731) translates it by

‘feux d’artifice’ (fireworks) while Kern and Hiiltzsclr^ preferred

to interpret it by ‘fiery balls of fire, meteors.’ In an earlier

publication Hultzsch** approved of the interpretation of Buehler*^ who

suggested that ‘fire-trees’ should be the correct mode of rendering

the puzzling w’ord.“ Later on Hultzsch, apparently misled by certain

passages in the Pali Canon, translated it by ‘radiant beings of another

world^ which has later on been altered into the more general

expression ‘masses of* fire’. Professor Bhandarkar again thought that

the agniskandha might refer to the fiery pit mentioned in the Jataka 40

(Khadirahgdrajataka, vol. I, p. 226 ff.), a suggestion which,

though by no means plausible in itself, still contains a hint in the true

direction as will he seen presently. Finally Professor Thomas pointing

iiS Airavaia, AirCicana {hravana). in the Pali texts there seems to be no

trace of his fomale counterpart Abhramu, which is perhaps (irsb mentioned in

Siiap,, 1,52; SaliiaudJCuii no hhartiir Ahhnimor mi citrom Uccaih-sravasaf^

Ijadakrainamjaniiflrufah ,sanitni1i yrno Icvniam minth i^romktniso

.slghmtCiui
/ /

24 JASB., VII, m, -'5 IHAti,. lUlJ. 78h.

26 tdJJAlG.^ XXXVII, o55.

27 ZDMG,, XXXVIT, 200; EL, II, 467.

28 Such a suggestion hns to a certain degiee been .supi^orted by Professor

S. K. Aiyangar, JltAS., lOlo, 521 ff., who points to the South Indian custom

of igniting n tree on the full-moon of Kurttika (the day of Vi9iju’s victory pvjBv

Bali).

29 .tMAS,, 1914, 894 tt.

1.9.0. , ICABCB, 1933 11
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to certain passages in the literature*® arrives at the conclussion that the

word must here mean '^bonfire”. Unfortunately this ingenious sugges-

tion is hardly disputable as it is quite obvious that atpuskandha must

here allude to some supernatural phenomenon.

In order to try to settle this disputed question let us first of at!

throw a glance at the eschatology of the A^oka Edicts.

It has repeatedly been pointed out that a central point of the

Buddhist doctrine, viz., the idea of nirvdim is never mentioned in the

Edicts of Asoka.*^ The historical Buddha undoubtedly preached the

doctrine of Nirvana, but only to the initiated; aiul it would certainly

have been somewhat unpractical to preach to the common layman a

doctrine which did either mean that the highest Idiss consisted in

complete annihilation or lather in an eternal existence not to be quali-

fied by any attributes intelligible to the human mind. And it is the

typical Buddhism of the layman that is proclaimed in t])e rescripts of

A^oka. To the layman meritorious actions perfoiined during one or

several existences Jed to a blissful life in Heaven (srorga). This is

proved by several passages in the Edicts (such as VI, Girnarl

:

gam ca kirnci pardkramdmi aham kimti hhufanam dmmnavi

gaccheyam idha ca ndiU sxikhdpaydmi paratrd ca sectgam dradhayarntu;

IX^ K. L. (Girnar) : ia tu kho mitrena ca suhadnyena vd natikena m
sahdyana va ovaddtavyam tamhl tamhi pakaraye idain kacum idam

sadha iti imind saka svagam dradheitt iti. Kimca imind katavyatararn

yathd svagdradhi; Dhauli Sep. 1, A', V : ciputipadayamine hi etam

nathi svagasa dladhi na Idjdladhi sampatipndyovnvv ca ctnm

svagarn aladhayitha mama ca dnaniyam ehatha.

Cp. further the passages, Sahasram, Bairat 0 and Biahmagiri-

Siddapura Nothing more need be said about tliis here as the idea

30 Haddhwrmapunijiarika, p. 72f. where aycibkaadhu ib translated by ‘con-

flagration’ but may as well simply mean ’mass ul Hrc.’ Cf. also SBE., XXII,

238 (TrUala dreams of a great fire).

31 Op. e.g., Hultzscli, C’ii.* I, p. Uii. 32 i.e. sah&yem.

33 The passage ia also found in the recently discovered Gavimath inscr. G :

no hi iyam mahateneva cakiye pdpotave khtafakema pi pakomnmhiena vipuU pi

cakiye svage drddhayitave, Cp. Professor Turner in Hyderahad Arch. Series,

No- 10, p. 16 f.
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of svarga as the ultimate goal of a meritorious existence is wholly

clear as far as these inscriptions are concerned.

But if the remuneration of the just and pious man .is

the attainment of Jivarga then the simple and easy law

of retribution—familiar to the adherents of nearly every religion

—

craves that the wicked and sinful one should get his ample

share o-f tortures and punishments in Hell. It is quite true that

Buddhism does not, at least in its developed form, know anything

like an eternal Hell—just as little as an eternal Heaven. Time

comes when its denizens are again sent back to eartli to struggle,* if

possible with greater success, with the problems of ethics and

morality. However, the periods^ allotted to the existence in various

Heavens and Hells are of such an immense duration that to the common

man they may well appear to be equal to eternity.

As far as I am aware there is no direct mention of Hell in the

Edicts of Asoka. But there is, on the other side, ample mention of those

sins that were sure to land the sinners in the very abyss. First among

them stands the killing of animals. There are, within the Buddhist

literature, so many horrid descriptions of the tortures awaiting the but-

cher, the hunter, the fisherman in the other world that no example

need be adduced here.^^ Aseka also mentions other serious sins such as

discourtesy and disobedience to parents and relatives and discourtesy to

Brahmins and ascetics.*® No doubt these heinous crimes would all,

according to common belief in the time of Asoka, lead to an existence

in the abode of damnation.

Keeping in mind what has now been said w^e may perhaps ask

ourselves whether this might not throw some light upon the mysterious

agnukandhah of Rock Edict IV.

34 Cp. e.g. Jiituka, VI, 109, 4 If.; Ill, 4 tf. where fowlers are getting their

throats split and are scalded in boiling water while butchers are cut in slices etc.

Cp. also Jdtiika, V, 270, 3 tf.

35 Impudent behaviour against Brahmins will he punished in ilell according

to AV,t V, 19, 3 and other Vedic texts. The terrible fate awaiting the pai>

bhdsakd samanahrdhmandnam is described e.g. in Jaiaka, V, 266, 23 ff. and in

VI, 106, 21 ff.; 108, 23 ff. (where those ye sllavcm samanam hrCihmanam ea

hirnisantl rosenti xupdpa<fhammwo are plunged headlong into a giant blazing

Iron cauldron).
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It seems tolerably clear that the representations of vimdnas and

elephants were meant to afford the spectators a view of the splendours

of the celestial world
;
they were an exhortation to the pious, holding

out to their eyes the rejoicings that w'ere in ^^ore for them in the

Heavens inhabited by the devatas and ruled over by Iiidra. But if

such were the case then a ccutrast to tliese brilliant things was also

wanted, viz., a picture bringing into the minds of the speciators the

horrible places of torture whither led the path of the sinner. No

exhortation to virtue and piety could be a more cffcc.tive one.

The Indian hells, however, are mainly abodes of fire; burnt,

brazed, boiled in giant cauldrons, torn to pieces with glowing pincers,

racked on beds of molten iron, running through caverns where the

floor, the walls, and the coiling are plates of blazing metal are the

denizens of these torture-chambers.'** It is quite true that to the Jains

—

just as to Dante—the deepest pits were a desert of ice and snow per-

vaded by a most horrid cold
;
but I know oi no correspondence to tbis

amongst the Buddhists. Even /Irfci, the very lowest hell, is to them

a blazing furnace.*^ And I may say that I believe the agni-

skandhah of A^oka to have been meant as representations of the hellish

flames.

Now it is quite true that agnuhondha does sometimes denote

persons or supernatural beings of extreme brilliancy and 'splendour.

It is an old idea that a fiery light emanates from a pious and liberal

man;” we see pictures of the Buddha with flames radiating from

his shoulders etc. And such persons are sometimes compared to an

agniskandha. Professor Hult.?sch, in order to support his interpreta-

tion of the word, speaks of ‘radiant beings of the other world.' To the

quotations adduced by Childers Hultzsch himself has added Mahavagga

(I, IG, 1 ; 17, 1 ; 18, 1) where the four Maharajas, Sakka, and Brahma

36 Without giving here any extensive quotations I simply point to the

descriptions of the hells given in the Jatakas 530 and 541 and in Mahavastu^ I,

p. 4 ff.
;
III, p. 454 ff. the literature quoted by irysolf in Pnccekabuddhagi*

ichichten (ISOB), p. 11 n. 1.

37 Cp. e.g. JUtaka, I, 232, 16 ff. ; ro ( : an{/ar«Aa«u) khodiratXgarapunna

sampajjalita sajotibhUtd AvkimahUniraya viya KhOyittha....On the etymology of

^efc! cp. Johansson, Monde Or., II, 97 ff.

88 Cp. e.g. Jfinatfruti Pautrfiyapa in Chgnd. Up., IV, 2, I ff.
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Sahampati stand in front of the Buddha like huge piles of

fire {seyyathdpi mahantd aggikkhandhtij mahd aggikkhandho). To

these examples may be added a few other ones such as Jutaka^ IV, 124,

21 : inayham dvc puttd aggikkhandha viya jalantif ‘^my two sons blaze

like masses of fire^^;®* Jdtoka, VI, 372, 7f. : mahd aggikkhandkasadiso

Mahosadho panndya jalaii, “Mahcsadlia because of his wit shines

brilliantly like a great pile of fire*' etc. However in all these passages

great persons are oi^ly compared to agniskandhah

;

tliere is no example

of the word having exactly the sense attri))uted to it by the late Pro-

fessor Hultzsch.

In all passages known to me, however, the sense of the word is

simply ‘a mass, a pile of fire*, perhaps even 'a bonfire*. Thus let us take

at random some examples from the Pali texts:

Jdtaka, IV, 139, 25ff.

:

**Ndvd tarn samuddham atikkaviitrd purato AggimCdanx ndma gala.

So pajjalita-aggikkhandho viya majjhantikasuriyo viya ca ohhdsam

muncanto afthasid^ (Like a blazing pile of fire).

Jdtaka, V, 269, 13 ff.

:

Ayomayd simholiyo sGla:aiigulakantokd

dnbhata^m-ahhilamhanti duggarn VeforaniTn nadiw

Te acdmanto titthanti aggikhhandhd va drakd

aditia jdtavedena uddham yojanam tiggafu. .

riere the SdlvinliAreefi growing on both banks of the Vaitarani

l iver are compared to piles of fire.

Jdtaka, VI, 330, 6 ff.

:

• vCijahgave catusu konnesu cntidro aggikkliandluh mahdpdkdrappa^

mdneid nUlidya jalanii (“four bonfires**).

Cp. further Mil. P., p. 304, 7 {mahntimahd aggikkhandho)]^

Thertg., 351 (ainitid vadhaka kccma aggik(h)handhupam(i dukkhd)]

Sarny. Xil ., II, 85f. (a huge pile of fire consuming even forty wagon-

loads of fuel); Palis.

^

I, 125; Pipav*, VI, 37 etc.

The simple khandha, meaning ‘a bulk, the trunk of a tree* is

89 DaiSaratha ii speaking of R&ina and Lak^inana.
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sometimes used in a sense which does not very much differ from that

of aggikJchandha, Thus in Jdtoka, VT, 107, 14f; we hear about the

sinners in Hell that

Sajotibhfitd pathnvivi hnnanti

tattehi khamlhehf ca poihayavti^ civ.

The commentary to the stcniid line runs thus

:

**Khandhchi ca poi\hayaft\:J ii nirayapalehi anubandhitva talappa-

munelii jalita-ayakhandliehi jaughasu paharitva patita teh’eva

khandhehi pothayanti cunnavicunnam karonti/’

In Jdtokiy VI, 113, 35 the *khandlid sajotibhutd* are explained in

the commentary to be great masses of flaming mountains
;
literally we can

only translate it by ‘bulks flaming with lire^ Further examples could

perhaps be adduced but these may be sufficient for our present purpose.

If then aggikkluinilha means nothing but ‘a mass, a pile of fire^

and if it is even used in at least one passage^" of the trees in Hell it

may not seem too hazardous to suggest , that in the Rock Edict IV it

also means ‘piles of fire’ meant to symbolize the tortures to

be suffered in the hellish fire-pits.*^

My translation of Bock Edict IV, A-C, would then run as follows

;

A. “In times gone by, for many hundreds of years, there had

ever been increasing the killing of living beings, the hurting (of

living beings), discouriesy to relatives and discourtesy to Itrahmins

and ascetics.

13, Now, however, because of the observance of the Buddhist

doctrine on the part of the Beloved of the gods, the king of auspicious

countenance, the sound of drums has become the announcement of the

true religion (Buddhism). Showing the people representations of

40 Jataka, V, 260, 16.

41 An old and well known tradition tells us that A4oka before his conversion

was c very cruel ruler, who had amongst other things constructed a ^Hell’ where

people were subjected to the most fiendish tortures (cp. on this Senart,

Inscriptions de Piyadasi, II, 300; Divydvaddna, 374 ff.j Fa-hien (Giles, 1023),

p. 66 ff.j Yuan Chwang (Watters), II, 89; Tdranfltho, p. 28 ff. etc.). May not

the legend of this torture-chamber contain a misrepresented tradition of the

•pectacles presented by A4oka to his suhj^ as describfid in this Edict f
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celestial mansions and of (celestial) elephants, piles of (hell-)fire and

other supernatural apparitions^

C. these are now promoted by the Beloved of the gods, the king

of auspicious countenance,** through instruction in the Buddhist

doctrine, abstention from killing and hurting all living beings, courtesy

to relatives, courtesy to Brahmins and ascetics, obedience to mother

and father, obedience to the aged such as they had not existed formerly

for many a century.’'

I am well aware that my interpretation is no more than a

hypothesis
;

still I venture to think that it may solve the difficulties of

the passage in. question in a somewhat easier way than some previous

efforts.

•TaRL ChAIiPENTIER

4'2 JDei’ftnatyiprirosa PriyadaHno rOHo does not directly rule anusastiyd but

must be taken together with vndhiie.



Satvant, Satvata and Kasatya

Under the title ‘The Satvatas and their Religion’ Sir R. G.

Bhandarkar wrote : “In the Adiparvan Vasndeva addressing the Vrsnis

says that Partha does not think them who are Satvatas to be covetous.

Vasudeva is called Satvata in Adip. 218, 12; Krtavarman in Adip.

221, 31; Satyaki in Dronap. 97, 36; and Janardana in Udyogap. .70,

7. At the end of chap. 66 of the Bhismaparvan Bhisma says : ‘This

eternal god, mysterious, beneficient and loving should be known as

Vasudeva, and Brahmanas, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras worship him

by their devoted actions. At the end of the Dvapara and the beginning

of the Kali age, he was sung or expounded by Samkarsana according to

the Satvata rites (Vidhi).’ At the end of chap. 12 of the third book

of the Vimu-Purdna it is stated in the account of the genealogy of the

Yadavas and the Vrsnis that Satvata was the son of Ain4a, and all his

descendants were called after him Satvatas. The Bhdgavata represents

the Satvatas as calling the highest Brahman Bhag^avat and Vasudevii

(IX, 9, 49) and having a peculiar mode of worshipping

him. It mentions the Satvatas along with the Andhakas and Vrsnis,

which were Yadava tribes (I, 14, 25; III, .1, 29), and calls Vasudeva

Satvatarsabha (X, 58, 42; XI, 27, 5). In Patanjali (IV, 1,

114) Vasudeva and Baladeva are given as derivatives from Vrsni names

in the sense of sons of Vasudeva and Baladeva From all this and

such other passages from Patanjali it will appear that Satvata was

another name of tlie Vrsni race of which Vasudeva, Samkarsana, and

Aniruddha were members, and that the Satvatas had a religion oi

their own according to which Vasudeva was worshipped as llie Supreme

Being, and thus the account given above from the Ndrdijaniya is amph

confirmed {Vaisnavism^ Saivism and Minor Rel, Systems, § 6).

In Aitareya Bvahmana (2, 25) Uaug had read: tasmad dhd*py

etarhi Bliaratdh satimndrn vittim prayanti turiye haiva sarngrahltdro

cadante. lie translated (p. 128) : “thence when now-a-days the

Bharatas spoil their enemies (conquered in the battle-field) those
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charioteers, who seize tJie booty say : the fourth part (of the booty is

ours) alone. Weber (Indische Studien, IX, p. 2bS) objects to this

trauslution and remarks, by comparing it with the SatapathC’-Brahmana

(XIII, 5, 4, Zl : fidatta yajiiam Kdund/m Bharatah Satvatdm iva),

that in Aitar. lira, (2, 25) we have perhai)s to read: Satvoitdm vittim.

In fact, in Aitar. Utah. (8, 14) Satvant is Ihe name of a people of the

South (ye le ca Satratmn rdjdnah).

This name has jdso been found by the authors of ilie St. Petersburg

Divtiomry

y

Cowell, Max Muller and Weber in the KausVaki-Upatiuady

IV, 1; Macdoiiell and Keith think that tlie reading there is not

Satvan-Matsyesu, but sa-VakirMaUyem {Vedic Index

y

II, p. 421).

It is proba])le tliat Satvant of the Brdhmanas and Satvata of the

J‘]pic and the ruranas are two variants designating the same Southern

people and are other names of the Andhaka-Vrsnis.

I have shown elsewhere (JHAS., 1929, p. 273 seq.
;
JAHRS.y IV^

p. 49 seq.) that Prakrt Satakani = Satiyaputa of the Atoka’s inscrip-

tion. The Satiyaputas may be compared with the Setae described by

Pliny immediately after the Andhras and wnth the tribe of the Satakas

or Satakas. In all these names, we find a non-Aryan radical .sata

wdiich appears in modern Munda languages in the form* sadaniy ‘horse’,

Satiyaputa = Satakani means ‘son of the mytliic Horse’. It seems pro-

bable that Satvant is formed in a similar way from the radical scd

‘horse’ and the Aryan suflSx vant.

Whitney (Sunskrii Grammar

y

2iid. ed., § 1233) gives numerous

possessive adjectives made by this sufiix, from noun-stems of eyery

form, both in the earlier language and in the later. “Instead of

specialized meaning of ‘possessing’, the more general one of ‘like 'toi,

resembling’ is seen in a number of words, especially in the derivatives

from pronominal stems, rndvant, ‘like me’ etc. Other examples are

indm^vant, ‘like Indra’, riiddvanty ‘nestlike’
j

niUminty ‘blackish’.,

nnrvdnty ‘manly’, prsadvanty ‘speckled’, hdita vanty ‘princely’

Accordingly, satvant may have the meaning ‘horselike’ as it suits the

descendants of the mythic Horse.

The researches of M. Dumont about the A^vamedha have brought

to light, the procreative pow'er of the mythic Horse. The final rfte of

this ceremony consecrated a magic union between the Queen and the

Mabch, 1933 ^
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sacrificed Horse. Tlie princes born of this union could, therefore, be

called ‘sous of the Itese*.

The Satakaiii kings, we know, celebrated the liorse-sacrifice.

Satapatha-Brahuwna (XIII, 5, 4, 21) refers to the defeat by Bharata

of the SatvantwS and his taking away the horse which tliey liad kept ready

for an Aivamedha. Since the Satakanis were considered as descendants

of the ancestral Horse, the same may be said of the Satvants aiul this

descent accounts for their name.

The Sah^atas of the Epic and ruranas are especially known

as adorators of Bhagavat. Vasudeva is called Satvata and

Satvatarsabha. In a recent paj^er {Andiic Orienfulni, IV, p. 201 seq.),

I have tried to establish that the Aiidhaka-Vrsnis were of the same sto<*k

as Visnu and Vasudeva. If, as Bhandarkar assumes, Satvata was

another name of the Vrsni race, we are probably right in considering

as equivalents Satvant, Satvata, Satiyaputa and Satakuni.^

Sata, Sata, Satiya being various forms of a radical synonym of

Aiva^ ‘horse’, it is now possible to explain Na.saiya which is a Vedic

name of the Asvinau, N^satya has no satisfactory* etymology in Indo-

Aryan. To analyse it into na + rmti/a, ml (==^?}4itar)‘h sntya, or

ndsd-htya is impossible or fanciful. In examining some non-Aryan

words like patana, rarunay I have isolated an affix -na after the radi-

cals paia-y varu-. If we put off the same affix, we find in N^atya our

radical satya, ‘horse’, the form of which is here intermediate between Mt

and satiya. As it would be shocking in Sanskrit to call two great gods

m-se^tyay ‘non-truth*, the lengthening of a may have taken place to

improve the meaning. This being admitted, ndsatya is to satya like

asvia to ahui. We liave two derivatives of two radicals meaning

‘horse’. The first (ndsait^ja) is non-Aryan
; the second (asvin) is Aryan.

We should now answer the question : why were two Vedic gods called

at the same time by an Aryan and a non-Arj^an name? This problem

will be discussed subsequently.

Avestic Naonhai^/ya, equivalent of Jfasutya, is also without

etymology. It is the name of a^lemon (//fiem). In Bandahisn (28, 10)

1 Hat being a non-Aryan radical, the variaiioniii of quantity *ut, sot are

explicable in words of foreign origin. The »nnie variations appear in modern

lUupdfi iaiiguages.
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the business of the demon 'is this, that he ^M'ves discontent to the

creatures* (cf. West, SEE., 5, 128, n. 4; 37, 213, n. 4; Blochet, RIIR.,

32. 113; Bartholomae, Altimn. Worth., s. v.;. This feature agrees

with our thesis: the daeva in Iran, as the asura in India, are hostile to

Aryan gods and men; hence u connexion between dacvas and

non-Aryan notions.

J, PHZYnusKi:



I propose to give here a short account of the Naga dynasty of

BastaPi which was quite unknown till tlie beginning of the current

century, when I deciphered a number of inscriptions, for which a

strenuous search was made by my friend Rai Bahadur Panda Baijnath,

who was tlien Superintendent of that state, extending north to south

from almost the sources of the Mohanadi the banks of the Godavari,

which at places forms the boiindarv between it and tbe Nizam’s Domi-

nion, It comprises an area of 14000 square miles mostly covered with

primeval jungle, described in the latest Imperial Gazetteer as one ot

the most untrodden regions of tlie Peninsula, where in the deep recesses

of the wild forest is tlie Iiome of the Oond races, one of the aboriginal

Dravidian peoples, whose origin is indistinct, a people who still erect

rude stone monuments and use stone implements unwitting of the pro-

cession of the centuries and the advance of civilization to their borders.

Scattered in this forest more than twenty inscriptions were discovered

written in beautiful Sanskrit and revealing the existence of a dynasty

of kings, who worshipped the Aryan gods and were not less advanced

in point of civilization than other well-kaowu dynasties niling in the

centre of Hindustan or in the countries south of the Godavari. These

inscriptions give us the names of at least 7 or 8 NagavamSi kings, who

ruled between 1023 and 1342 A.D. It is therefore clear that the re-

cords of many kings, if they left any, are yet to be discovered. In a

period of 300 years we might expect about double the number of kings

we have come upon. We cannot at present arrange them in a genea-

logical table, as we do not yet know’ the relationship which they bore

to each other except in three cases. We know their dates from the

inscriptions from which we can easily judge where the gaps lie.

The oldest record of the Nagavain^i kings of Bastar goes back to

102S A.D. when one Nrpatibhusaua^ was ruling the country then known

as Cakrakotya. As parf of the king’s name has been lost wre can not

1 (/. P, interipiiom (3nd Edition), p KM.
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8ay for certain, whether this was the proper name of the king or it was

one of his titles. After liim we find a record* of Jagdekabhusana

Dharavarsa dated in the year lOCO A.D. The inscription records the

construction of a tank at Barasura, which was the capital of the

Nagavain6is in those days, by Maharaja Candraditya, a fuedatory

chief of Jagdekabhusana- Candraditya claimed descent from the

Karikala family, who held sway over the country watered by the

Kaveri. The family traced its origin io the well-known Cola race.

These details are interesting and show that Candraditya was connected

witli the ancient Colas of the Cuddapah Dist., who probably invaded

the Bastar country and left him or his ancestor in charge of the con-

(|uered dominion, which tlie local kings recovered and reduced the Cola

Governor to the status of a fuedatory. We know from other inscriptions

that the Cola king Kulottunga, who ascended the throne in 1070 A.D.,

liad once attacked the Bastar country in his youth. It is therefore pos-

sible that Candraditya accompanied him and remained behind as his

representative in the country he conquered. Dharavarsa died before

1005 A.D., as tlie Eajapur copper plate granf shows, leaving a minor

son Some^varadeva, who was apparently ousted by Madhurantakadeva

belonging to a collateral branch, in 1065 A. I). This is a unique record

wliich deserves notice at some length. It records the grant of Bajapur

village to one Medipoia or a Churikara MedipoUi and his descendants

together with 70 Gadyanaka coins- The purpose of the grant is des-

cribed as follows:
—^‘Nobody enters the Chnn-prahandha at the village

sacrifice. There is no place for the preceptor of the local Yoginis. For

this purpose this village is taken for the benefit of all creatures for

showing kindness to them and for performing virtue.’' This statement

appears to be something like an agreement made by the donee, who

gives the reasons for accepting the grant for a purpose, which is clothed

in an obscure language. I take it to be a compensation for supplying

a victim for human sacrifice- In editing this inscription in the

Epigtaphia Indico? I have shown how I arrived at this conclusion.

It must be remembered that in that part of the country human sacri-

2 0. F. Inaeriptioni, p. 16S.

8 Vert. IX, pp. 174ff,
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fices were rampant even a hundred years no body indeed can say

that rases of that nature do not occur even now. A careful perusal of

Poliee reports would show that even in these times belief in the ef&cacy

of human sacrifices has not disappeared. In Bastar there is a shrine of

Dantesvari to whom human sacrifices w^ore offered since she was installed

there and the Blionslas, when they became the overlords of that state,

were constrained to keep a guard at the temple in order to prevent

liuman sacrifices.

Wlieii the Britisli took over tliese wild territories tliey had to

appoint an officer to repress that practice. Col. Macplierson of the

Madras army, who was appointed to this office wrote in 1852 as follows :—
*‘In the wwship of the earth goddess the rite is human sacrifice.

It is celebrated as a public oblation both at social festivals lield periodi-

cally and when occasions demand extraordinary propitiafion
;
such as

the occurrence of an extraordinary number of deaths by disease or by

tigers or should many die in child-birth or should the flocks or lierds

8\iffer largely from disease or from wild beasts or should greater crops

threaten to fail or the occurrence of any marked calamity to the fami-

lies of the tribal chiefs/^ Madluirantakadeva’s action in giving a grant

for the supply of victims appears to have been as mucli prompted for

the general welfare of the people as his own safety, because be appears

to have been a usurper, as we find him later on ousted by Someiivara-

deva, the rightful heir, notw^ithstanding these precautions.

The earliest dated record of Somesvaradeva's times belongs to the

year 1069, but the figures of the date are somewhat doubtful. The other

dates which are quite certain are 1095, 1097 & 1109 A.D. It appears that

Somesvara was a valorous king who not only displaced Madluirantaka

whom he killed in battle, but crossed the Godavari and burnt Vengi,*

which w’as the name of the country lying betw’een the Godavari and the

Krsna. He also subjugated Bhadrapattana and Vajra, which I have

identified with Bhandak and Vairagarh in the Chanda district. Vairu-

garh is referred to in Tamil literature as Vairagaram, a corruption of

Vajrakaram, which means a mine of diamonds. It is well-known that

diamond mines existed in Vairagarh. The Vengi kings were perpetual

4 JBAS., vol. Xni (1852), p. 248 ef. seq.
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(‘iiemies of the Cakrakotya kiiign and they were wont to burn each

other’s towns wlien opportunity offered itself. Soniesvaru also claims to

have taken possession of six lacs of villages belonging to Kosala or the

Cliattisgarli country, but tliis seems to be an exaggeiation. It is

jmssible that he may have raided tlie neighbouring Kosala country and

may imvo lield ap indeftnite number of villages in his possession, until

he was drh’en out again. This surmise seems to be supported by

dfijalladeva’s inscriidion of 1114 A. 1)., in which it is recorded that he

seized in battle one Somesvara after having slain an immense army.’

AVe know fropi llarasura inscripiioii that Somesvara was living in 1109

A.l). and tluil lie had died in 1111 A.])., which is apparent from his

mother’s inscription® of that year found at Narayunpal. Jajalladeva

was king of Kataiipur, tlie capital of the Kosala country and finds

a mention among ItSomesvara’s rivals along with the kings of Otissa,

Ijanji in the Balagliat District, ]/avaim iii Raipur and 3 others men-

tioned before, viz., Veiigi on the other side of the Godavari and

Bhandak and Vairagarh in the Chanda District. Somesvara appears

to have been the greatest of his dynasty in the Cakraktita kingdom,

llis sou and successor was Kaniiaradeva, who is mentioned in his grand-

mother’s inscription of 1111 A.l)-, where it is plainly said that he

ascended the throne on his father Somesvara having gone to heaven.’

Of Kannara’s deeds nothing is known. Tliere is a big gap after him,

as the next inscription in point of time belongs to the year 1218, when

J agdekabhusanu Narasimhadeva was ruling. In tliat year there was

an eclipse of the sun and tlie month of Jyestha was intercalary. So a

feudatory chief of his made a grant of land to the Brahmanas and got

a record carved on a stone. Another record of a gift during his reign

is dated in the year 1224 A.l). Tliat is the sum total of the information

available about him. Another name found in an undated record is that

of Jayasiinha of the Naga family. It is not known whether he was the

predecessor or successor of Narasimha. Similarly another undated-

record of what appears to be a second Kaniiaradeva has been found. A

Safi stone of the reign of Hariscandradeva dated in 1324 A.D- is the last

0 C, V, Inscriptions^ p. 100.

7 A7., vvl. IX, pp. 311 ff.

0 K1,, vol. I, p. 32 et st^q.
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record wliicli apparently refers to the NagavamAi line of kings. It

mentions him as ruling Cakrakotyn showing that that name was still

in use in the 14t]i. century.

I will now quote the titles of the Baetar N^avaipsis, which go

lo establish u connection with other' Nagavamsis ruling elsewhere. In

tl)e Narayanpal inscription we find Dharavarsadeva described as

“Maharaja Paramabhattaraka Parainesvara born of the Nagavainsa,

ivsi^l^hdent with the mass of rays of a thousand hood-jewels, the Lord

of Bhogavati, the best of towns, whose crest was a tiger with a calf,

>vho was of tile Kasyapa gotm and Avho liad made his shout of victory

universally known and was a glorious ornament among kings. In

other inscriptions the name of the family is mentioned as Chindaka,

which is a variant of Sindaka or Sinda family, wdiich also claimed to

have belonged to the Nagavainsa and to have been the Lord of

Bhogavati. These were ruling in Yclbarga in the Nizam’s dominions.

There was another branch ruling in Bagalkotii in the Bijapur district.

These branches were distinguished from one another by some variations

in their crest or Idnchajias and banners or dhvajas^ patakas or ket'aiiaB.

The Vyaghra Idnchana^ (tiger crest) seems to have been common to all,

probably because the original ancestor of the dynasty, which received

its name after him, was believed to have been brought up by the king

of serpents on tiger’s milk. The story of their mythical origin relates

that the long armed vSinda, a human son of the serpent king

Dharanendra w’as born at Ahicchattra in the region of the river Sindhii

or the Indus and >vas reared by a tiger. This is recorded in the

Bhairaiimatti inscription in the Bagalkota Toluka of the Bijapur dis-

trict in the Bombay Presidency. Parenthetically I may note here that

the name of Dharanendra is found in the vulgar form of Dharu with

a similar story in the J ubbulpore district in connection witli the des-

cent of another royal family tracing its origin from a snake* We find

that the Bagalkola branch of the Nagavani4is owned the tiger creet and

l^haniketana or banner of hooded serpents. The Halavur branch of the

Yanavasi tract had the vydghra-mrga-lMchana or a crest of a tiger and

a deer and the Niladdhvaja or blue banner. In Bastar ihere were

apparently two branches, the main branch having Savatsa-^vydghra-

IdUchana or a tiger with a calf as their crest, thus depicting probably
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the story of their origin in a clearer way. Their banner is not men-

tioned anywhere. In the second branch in which Madlmrantaka waa

born the IdUchana was dhanur-vydghra or bow and tiger and the

banner was kainala-kadall or lotus-flower and plantain leaves. To

judge from their j titles Paramabhattaraka Parame4vara Maharaja, the

Bastar branch appears to have been more independent than other

branches of this dynasty. If ancient sites of the state be propeidy

explored it is very probable that several other records would be forth-

coming, which will throw a’ good deal of light on the Naga dynasty.

It appears that the dynasty had democratic institutions. A noti-

fication recorded on stone by Maskadevi, a younger sister of Eajabhusana

Maharaja proves it. It says:
—“In view of the fact that every

member of the agricultural classes has been troubled by the King^s

officers while collecting rents, which have been exacted even before they

were due, the elders of the five great assemblies and the agricultural

classes in meeting assembled framed Ihe following rules:—That in

future those villages whicli at the time of the coronation of

any king may be required to reuder service shall collect the taxes

etc. only from such residents as had been settled long there. Tliey

shall be traitors to the king and Maskadevi, who living in Cakrakotya

will violate these rules’ \ Tliis sounds like a legislative council ruling.

The Nagpur coiiutry carries the name of Naga with it and the old

Bhogavati wliich Bastar kings claimed as tlieir original seat or capital

has been traced u]) in the vicinity of Nagimi*, where the great queen

Prabhavati (liipta, daughter of the Imperial Gupta king Candragupia

II and queen of the Vakaiaka king Rudrasena II iivade a grant, in

which she mentioned her relationships with ihe Nagas, apparently as a

matter of pride. Nagarjuna is said to Ijave hailed from tlie adjoining

portion of the country and to have visited the Nagaloka, liis original

home, to deliver lectures to the Nagas of that place. All this stray

information together with the new light which the learned scholar Mr.

K. P. Jayaswal has recently thrown on tlie dark period of Indian

Hi.story has to be strung together for a connected history of the

great Naga tribe setting all their branches in their proper places in

and out of the Central Provinces.

t ^.Q., ICABCA, 1933
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A note on KTsnadasa Kaviraja’s Gaitanya’Oaritamrta

It is somewhat strange that the iTate of composition of tliis

important biography of C^aitanya has not yet been settled, for there

appears to exist a great deal of difference of opinion on this subject.

Dinesh Chandra Sen in his two works on Bengali Language and

Literature^ gives 1615 A.D. as the date of coniiwsition of the work.

But in the one place he states that the work was completed after seven

years' labour, in another, after nine years* labour. On the other hand,

Jagadbandhu Bhadra, in the introduction to his Gaum-pad-a-tarangini^

states that the work was completed in 1503 Saha (
= 1581 A. I).). This

latter opinion appears to have been accepted by SatisJi Chiuulru Kay iii

the introduction to his edition of the Pada-kalpatavny^ as well as by

Dinesh Chandra Sen again in his Chaitanya and HU Agv^ and in Jiis

Vaisnava Literature of Mediaeval Bengal.* It appears, however, that

the former date is probably the eorreof one. In some naanuscripts of the

work a sloka is found after the colophon which appears to give an indi-

cation of the date of its conipositio.»i . This verse, however, is not

found in all manuscripts, and the printed texts (e.g, Kalna

edition) sometimes omit it. The verse is also missing in some of ihe

Dacca University manuscripts which I have examined.® As it occurs

in most of the manuscripts, which contain it, after the colophon, it is

probably a scribal addition which was nnnirally omitted in some of the

manuscripts. The authenticity of the Averse is therefore not beyond

question, but probably it records the traditional date. Tlie verse in

most manusciipts runs thus:

sake sirulkvagnUhdnendau jgaUthe vnid&vandntare
j

surydhe sifn-Hapta/nydtn granfho^yum piiniatdtn gatahj
/

1 Hhtoy\f of Hvn.jali Litnunaut' nml JAUtoinra, Culcutta, 1911, p. 487;

and Baiiga B/idfd 0 Biihifiiay Calcntla, 13‘U B. S.. p. 319.

2 Pt. V, p. 51.

3 Calcutta, 1922, p. 77. 4 Calcutta, 1917, p. 63.

5 See note nt the end of Gaudiyu Madliva Matha edition, which mentions

Ihia fact of omiaaion.
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This would give us the date Salca 1537 (=1615 A.D.) But

another reading -ogm-hinduA)dnend<au is also found in other

manuscripts of the text, and this would give us the date Saka 1503

(
= 1581 A.D.). These two readings, unfortunately, make a difference

of 34 years and have probably led to the divergence of opinion regarding

the date of the work mentioned above. It seems, however, that the date

1015 A.D, given by the tradition recorded by the first reading of the

verse given above is the more probable one. From internal evidence,

it appears that the latest work cited in the Caitanya-cariUmria is Jiva

(losvamin's Goiiala-Campu which is expressly dated as liaving been

completed in Saka 1514 (
= 1592 A.D.).* Krsnadasa could not therefore

Ijave completed his work in 1581, and the only other date given by

tradition being 1015 A.D., it has to be accepted in view of this citation

of Jiva Gosvamiii's work. The fact that Krsnad^sa^s work explicitly

acknowledges its indebtedness to Vrndavana-dasa^s Caitiniya^hhdgavata,

while it is in its own turn not mentioned in the list of previous

biographies of Gaitanya given by Jayananda and Locanadasa., would go

to support the conclusion tliat .it is one of the latest biographies of

Gaitanya in Bengali.

Dinesh Chandra Sen gives’ a short list of works cited in

the CaiUmya-carifdin vta

f

but this list lie compiles practically from a

similar list given in Jagadbandhu Bhadra’s work. It must, however,

be pointed out that these and such other lists, ^vbich are compiled

generally from the printed editions of the text, are often misleading; for

the printed editions do not often distinguish between works wdiich are

actually cited by name by the author and those from w’hicli anonymous

quotations are given
;

and tlie editors tliemeelves often supply as

lieadings to sucJi quotations tlie names, by chapter and verse, of the

works which the manuscripts of the text very often quote anonymously.

As a notable instance, w’e may refer to verses 5-12 which open

Kr^nadasa’s w’ork. These verses are printed in some editions (e.g. the

Vangavasi edition, the Gaudiya Madhva Matha edition etc.) as quota-

6 The first part bears the date 1510 (-158H A.D ); the second part

dated in fiaka loU (=1592 A.D.).

7 BaAga Bhd^d 0 Sdhitya, p. 320: Niafory of Bengali lArnguage and Litem-

fure, pp. 481-82 footnote,
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tions from Svariipa Damodara, with the Huperacription srarupa-

go$vmiuka(J<ic<lydvi, althou^?h in the E&lna edition thw indication is

omitted, The manuscripts of the text which we have consulted in the

Dacca University collection and elsewhere do not support this

attribution to Svarupa Damodara, and no such superscription as given

above is found in the manuscripts. This appears therefore to be a piece

of unjustifiable “padding** by zealous editors, of which instances are

not infrequent in the printed editions. We give below a full list of the

works and authors actually cited by name, as well as those cited or

referred to anonymously, prepared from one of the dated manuscripts

of the work existing in the Dacca University Library (No. 207, dated

jSaka 1672).*

The following works and authors are actually mentioned by name

in the text itself

:

Aitadaia Wd-chandas by Riipa (Madhya i, 39), Agama (Adi ii, 20;

iii 83; Madhya ix, 42) or Agama-i^astra (Antya xix, 25), Ujjvala-nlla-

mmi by Eupa (Madhya i, 38), Upanisad (Adi ii, 12, 24 vii, 108 etc.),

Upa-purana (Adi iii, 81), KarnCmria or Knnakarnamrta (Madhya i

120, ii, 77 ;
ix

;
305-9

;
Antya xv, 27), Kaldpa (Adi xvi, 32), Kdvya-

prakdia (Antya xiii, 111), Kiirma-ptmina (Madhya i, 117; ix, 201),

Kfsna-vijaya by Gunaiaja Khan. (Madhya xv, 99), Koran (Adi xvii,

155; Madhya xx, 5), Glta-govimln (Madhya ii, 77; x, 115; Antya xiii»

79; xv, 27, 83; xvii, 0, 02), GUCi or Gltd-mstm (Adi iii, 21; v, 88, 89;

vi, 27; vii, 117 etc.), Gopdln-campd by Jiva (Madhya i, 44; Antya

iv, 230), Govinda-hiruddvall by Eupa (Madhya i, 40), Candldum (Adi

xiii, 42; Madhya ii, 77; x, 115; An(ya, xvii, 0), (^niUinya-inmuptla by

Vrndavana-Dasa (Adi viii, 33-38, 44, 03; xi, 54; xv, 7, 33; xvii, 138,

330; Madhya i, 11 etc.), C(iitany(f-.ff(n'a-kalpa-vfk!ja by Eaghunatha-

Dasa (Antya vi, 320; xiv, 72, 119; xvi, 86; xvii, 70; xix, 75), Jyotisa

(Adi xvii, 103), Dasaina-caritn by Sauatanu (Madhya i, 35),

Daiama-tiiypanl (Madhya i, 35), DdnakeU-kav mndl by Eupa (Madhya

i, 39; Antya iv, 226), Ndtaka-ranmut by Eiipa [^^Nataka-candrikd]

8 In preparing this Jist IMr. Siibodh Chandra Banerjee of the Dacca riiiver-

iity Manuscript Library very roatoriallv assisted me and I take this opportunity
^

of thanking him for his help.
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(Mftdhya i, 40), Nigama-ptirana (Madliya xx, 390). Nyaya (Madhya

XXV, 50), Pafijl-nka (Adi xv, G; Antya xiv, 10), Pnrh/avali hy Biipa

(Madhya i, r39), Pdtnfijahi (Madhya ix, 42; xxv, 51), Parana (Adi

iii, 38, 83 etc,), Brhat-sahasra-nama (Adi xvii, 90), limhvia-saTnhit/l

(Madhya i, 120; ix, 237, 239, 309, 323), Pmhwa-Jtfitrn (Madhya xxv,

98), Bhdgavata (many references), Bhdgarntamj ta by SniiMana (Madhya

1 , 35), Bhdgavoxta-sandarhha (Adi iii, 79; Madhya i, 43; Antya iv, 229),

BhAmtn or Bhnnftn-^dstra [=^Mahdbh drain] (Madhya vi, 97; Adi iii,

83), Bhramnm^gUd (Madhya xxiii, 5G; Antya xix, 107), Mathura^

vidhdtmya by Rvipa (Madhya i, 40; xxv, 208), Yoga-ddstra (Adi ii, 18),

JRasdimta-sindhu by Bfipa (Madhya i, 38; xix, 133; iv, 223), Rager

Ndfaka-glti
[
— Jngrnuidfhn-vftUahhn-ndfnka] by Ramwianda Raya

(Madhya ii, 77), TMghy-hhdgnratdmrta by Rupa (Madhya i, 41), LaUtn^

wddhara by Rupa (Madliya i, 38; Antya iv, 225), Vidydpati (Adi xiii,

42; Madhya ii, 77; x, 115; Antya xv, 27; xvii, 0, 61), Vipiti-purdna

(Adi vii, 117), Vydm-svtm (Madhya vi, 133. 138; xxv, 43, 89; also see

Brnhinn-autia), fidrintka-hhmya (Antya, ii, 95), ^iksdsfaka (Antya xx,

138, 139), Satjandurhha (Antya iv, 231), Sdmkhya (Madhya ix, 42;

xxv, 49), SUldhdrtha-samhitd (Madhya xx, 223), Stavavall or Stava-

maid (Madhya i, 39), HayaMrm-pn tiroratm (Madhya xx, 237),

Hari-vamki (Madhya xxiii, 110). Harihhakti-vildm by Sanatana

(Madhya i, 35).

In addition to some of tlie works mentioned above, quotations are

given in our MS wkh the actual citation of the following works and

authors by name; Gopl-premdinrta, Gnufnmlya (Tantra?), Caifnnya-

carita[ = eandro(biyn\ ndfaka^ Jayadeva, Tantra, Ndrada-iwficardtra

[or on\y Paficard fra)
^
Nrslmha-purdtidy Padma-purdna (also Padmottara-

khanda). Brahman (taduktain hredimnnk) Brahindndn-purdnay Bharata-

muni, Bhdgavata (referred to also by Skandhas, e.g. dasame, dvitiye

etc.), Bh^ya, Maiiiaiva slokah Ramananda-krta Gita, Visva or

Vihaprakdhy Sastra
,

Sastrajna
,

Sridhara-svamin, Srimukha-Siksa-

4loka, Sri-ydmund-cdrya-stotra, Sri-rupa Gosvamin (al^ tatkrta

saptam-skandha-viveicana), Srl-saha^ra^ndmia-stotraf Sruii (also

general references as Veda and Vedanta), Samudroka, Suldhdntch

tattva-bheda, Sindhu {^BhaHi-ra^d^tta’shidh'n), Stuti-^loka, Smrti,

Hairihhnkti'^sudhodaya.
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AnonymouH quotntioue appear to be p^iven from the foillo^ing works

ill addition to most of those mentioned above

:

Abhij&ana-sakuntala, Amara-kosa, Adi-purana, Uttara-rama-carita,

FikWnii-tattva (Adi ii, 74), Oanida-purana, Goviiuia-lil&mrta

(Krsnadasa’s own work), Jiva's Tattva-sandarblia, Ijnksmidliara’s

Rhagavan-nama-kaumudi, Naisadluya, Panini, Bhavartha-dipika of

J^ridharasvumin, BharavPs Kiratarjuhiya,, Ragliuvamte, Ramayana,

Sveta^vatara. Upanisad, Sahitya-darpana (Antya i, 186), Skanda-purana.



The Phallus Worship in the Veda

Eminent oriental scholars, both European and their Indian

followers, have tried io prove the practice of Phallus Worship in the

Veda. The only argument advanced by iheiu in support of it lies in

the word iihuuUva used twice in the Rgvedd (VII, 21, 5; X, 10, 99).

I have discussed the question at some length in my Yedic Interpret^ition

and Traditio7i} arriving at the eonclusion that tlie word sihiadeva can

mean nothing but ‘lustful’, as it is interpreted traditionally. "^In the

(fourse of my discussion I quoted from Sanskrit literature the follow-

ing words for comparison : fihwdam-paragana, Hsnodara^trp, and

simodal amhhara^ all bearing the only sense ‘one addicted to lust

and gluttony’. Besides, the following w’ords compounded with -dcva

as the lust jnemher were also cited from different Vedic works: mdtr-

dway piii^devdy drarija-deca, aiithi-deca

y

and sraddlia-deva. Certainly

lliese words do not mean a mother-w;o/.y/H'/>pc/*, a hxihei^u'orshippery a

teacher-

a

^w^^xi-worshippii' and a i(\\ih-icorshipper

respect ivley.

To tlie above list I can add one more; it is sin-dvva meaning

Ixdmiika ‘lustful*, as it is evident from tlie following lines of the

Brahmanda-purdnay Cttarakhanda, 1. 9-11 (as added to the

Adhydtvmvdmdyana, Nirnayasagara Edition, p. 4):

VlDHUSHEKHARA BhATTACHARYA

1 Presidential Address in the Vedic Section of the Sixth All-India Oriental

Conference, Patna, December, 1980.



Tapas

111 the creation legends in tlie Bialiiimnas or Vpanisads there

occurs a phrase sa Utpo 'tapyatn {Satapailm Untlimana, II, 2-4, 1

;

Brhadaranyaha Up., 1, 2, G; Taittiriya Up., II, G, 1 etc.)* Ill the

iiatapatha Ihahmana (lot*, cit.) one reads: .so ^hdmyat sa tapo*

tapya\ta. It literally means ‘He exerted liimself, he performed Uipa.s\

My esteemed friend l)r. Winternitz in his History of Indian

Literature, Calcutta University, 1927* p. 220, translates it thus: ‘He

tortured himself and mortified himself.* And he adds here the follow-

ing note: “As the magician must prepare himself for his magic, and

the priest must prepare himself for the sacrifice, by means of self

torture and mortification, so Prajaimti, too, has to prepare himself in

the same way for the great work of creation The word Utpas

actually means ‘heat,* then ‘ascetic fervour,* then ‘asceticism itself.*

He says further (p. 22jl) : “As the term tapas not only means morti-

fication, but also lieat, it is possible, in the case of the words ‘when

they had mortified themselves,* whiirh might also luean ‘when they had

become heated* to think of ‘hatching-heat,* and it is quite possible that

there is intentional ambiguity in the Sanskrit \mrds.** In another

note of the same work he writes: ^^Tapas may liere have its original

meaning of ‘heat’ (some ‘creative heat* analogous to tlie lieat by which

the brood-hen produces life from the egg) or it may mean the ‘fervour’

of austerily; or, as Deusseii thinks, both meanings may be implied in

the word.**

This explanation seems to be due to too much adherence to (he

philological aspect of the question utterly ignoring the tradition.

According to it tapas in such cases is to be taken in the sense of

‘knowledge* (JrJdna), ‘thought* or ‘reflection* (dlocnna). And it is very

(dear from the Mundaka Up., I, 1, 9: yasya jilnnamayam tapah, ‘whose

tapas is in essence jndna. And this jndna is nothing but dlocana

‘thought* or ‘reflection*. iSo writes Sankara in his commentary on the

Taittifiya Up., II, G, 1 that tapm here means jMna there being no

possibility of other kind of tapas, for His desires
, are ailready satisfied
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{dptakHma), and so He cannot perform any austerity. And so the

phrase in question means that He reflected upon the cieatiou etc. of

the world He is about to make.‘ .Sankara writes the same thing also in

his commentary on the Prahia Up,, 1. 4.*

In the course of a discussion on the meaning of this word, used

in the Pamiiira^dhatmasamhita, I. 23, Sayana Madhavacarya in his

commentary has arrived at the same conclusion saying that t^pas means

alocuna ‘reflection’, tlie word being derived from the root tap which

means in such cases ‘to reflect’ {lap dlocane),^

In the MahCibluimta in its edftion mainly based on South Indian*

texts by Kr^namacuiya and Vyasacarya, Bombay, 1907, ^^antipa-rvany

228, tliere are various meanings of the word of whicli the last one is

jildn/fu*

r ^ ^ fftf ‘‘iiw to**

ffe WWFTO5 (

I

aw: I ^ eiqlsTOWf W4T3I i

jjoo Sayai.iacaryu’s Ctiniiiu'iitury <iu the I’liitth'iyii Hiniiyolta, VII, 2 (Anaada^rama,

1898, p. 626).

3 irj TOqr (TO^S^)

«Pt ^

W5«i I I a^sw sji

4 These are the incaiiiiigs : fast, the religious o-bservance to be performed

during the aoquiremeiit of the Vedas, any particular practice, acquiring the

Ivnowledge of u\tman, the act of giving, austerity, control of senses, etc. Let the

text l)e quoted liere:

w ?pim: i

OTirift II ^

<w if«few i«n^!fgq: »sw>Ri ngT! i

gtrnwwi»»r i

irinw m: fi[3na«»: ii

«

l-H.g., M.tKt'H, 19;J3 14



Compare here the meaning of the word aihata used frequently in

the creation legends in ihe principal Upanisads and Chiindogya^ VI, 2-3,

(see the Concordance to the Principal Upanimds^ and BhayavadglUi)

with that of tapo 'tapyaici* and it will be clear that both of them are

used, in fact, in the same sense.

As we have seen, Sayaua Madhavacarya takes the root tap to menu

‘leflection* {iilocana). But though lliis ineaniiig of the root is hardly

found in any other place, so far as goes my information, cannot

discard it altogether. There must he some origin of it, otherwise he

could not write it so boldly.

Be that as it may. Now as the word tapas has thus both the senses,

austerity and reflection, I think, Both is quite justified in suggesting

that in these cases tapas is ^intense abstraction’, or ‘severe meditation’

as Muir would say (See Koth’s Lexicon and Muir’s Sanskrit Texts,

vol. V, p. 361).

VlDHUSHEKlfAllA BhaII'ACHARYA



New Contributions ta^e Interpretation of

the Mabavamsa

In the following pages, Mahdvarnsa will mean the whole chroni-

cle, including its more recent continuations generally called

Ciila-vaipsa^ and not its most ancient part only.

I Local traditiom on Duttha-gdmxani in Rohana

When I was myself travelling in Bohana in the winter of 1926 1

was surprised to hear legends and popular traditions everywhere con-

cerning King Dutthagamani (101-77 B.C.) who is, no doubt, the

national hero of the Sinhalese. With the help of these traditions I

am now able to describe more accurately the topography of Duttha-

gamani’s war with his brother Tissa {Mhvs,, 24, 32 ff.). Dutthagamani

had his residence in Mahagama, Tissa in Dighavapi. Regarding the

situation of Mahagama there is no doubt that it is the modern Magama

in the cultivated area of Tissamaharama Nl^. of Hambantota on the

left bank of the Kirinda-oya not far from its mouth. As to Dighavapi

I conjectured (Mhvs,, trsl., p, 8, n. 1) that this was perhaps a name

of the Mahakandiya-veva (Kandiyakattu-veva), about 30 miles SSW.

of Batticaloa, This has been verified by what I learned on the

spot to my question referring thereto. The Ratemahatmaya at Bibile

told me that the name Dighavapi is still well known in the country,

and it is nothing but Mahakandiya-veva.

Dutthagamani’s dominion was, therefore, the South-Western part

of Rohana i.e. the greater part of the present Province TJva together

with the Eastern districts of the Southern Province, that of Tissa the

North-Eastern Rohana, the district round the Mahakandiya-veva,

what is now called the Eastern Province of Ceylon.

In the first war between the two brothers Dutthagamani was un-

successful and fled to Mahagama, while Tissa retired to Dighavapi.

1 1 may be allowed to publish bare a fow notes to my translation, of tiiis

important work (Pili Tijxt Society, 1912; Cos., I, 1929; I.I, 1980) whfck u

•tm the richest source of the knowledge of Ceylon history.
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In the second war the elder hrother (styled fdjd in the Mhvs,j while

Tissa is referred to as himdra) was victorious. There the popular

tradition enables us to give an exact description of the scene of war.

According fo it the locality of the decisive battle was a place named

Yuiagandva^ a little more than a mile NNW. of Buttala. There is a

pamala on the spot and a ddgohu, no doubt erected in commemoration

of the historical event. The tradition suits very well to the topographi-

cal facts. Buttala is nearly half-wav between Mahugajun and Digha-

vapi, and the boundary of the two dominions was probably not very

far from tliat place. Dutthagamani must have approached from

Mahagaina along the old high-road passing through Kataragama and

leading from Buttala to Medaguma-Bihile-Alut-nuvara (old Mahiyafi-

gana) on the Mahaveli-gahga.

After the battle, prince Tissa fled and came to a monastery the

name of which is not mentioned in the chronicle. He was persued by

the king. But the priests protected Tissa and helped him in escaping

to Dighavapi. Local tradition locates the scene of this event at the

k k a m p i t i y a-V i h a r a, sitnaled about 4 miles, as the crow

flies, east of Buttala.

Finally according to the tradition (which I heard myself on the

spot), Dutthagamani after his victory stayed for some time at a place

where later on the T i m b a r u k a-v i h a r a was erected. Tliis tradi-

tion, too, is quito true. The monastery lie^ a mile or so East of

Medagama in the jungle.® Medagama is about 20 miles away from

Buttala to Jforth, nearly half-way on the road to Dighavapi. It

appears that after Tissa's escape Dutthagamani took a new and strong

position nearer to the hostile capital in order to watch the further

military operations of his brother and eventually to prevent a new attack.

When he saw ihaf Tissa’s resistance had definitely broken down, he

returned to Mahagama where afterwards the reconciliation of the two

brothers took place.

We do not know, of coiirse, how far such local traditions contain

2 The name itself reminds us of the historic event, for yuda is the Vedic and

mi yuddha, ^battle.’

3 I visited it on the 10th of February, 1920,
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an historical kernel. Bnt they help \is at least to understand the text

of the Mahdvanum in a more accurate and exhaustive manner.

^ II Single words and terms

There are in my translation of the MahCivamsa .some words and

terms which are not precisely or even wrongly explained. This may

partly be excused for the long distance which .separated me (i.e. during

my w’^ork) from Ceylon and the lack of reliable sources. To my vene-

rated friend Buddhadatta Thera (Aggarama, Ambalangoda) I owe a

series of useful suggestions and corrections some of which 1 may be

allowed to publish here with additional notes of my own.

1 Udahalxhheposimd, lit. ‘boundary (made) by throwing up water*

(Mhvs.y 89. 70; 94. 17; 97. 12) is an interesting Buddliisi ceremony,

insufficiently described by Wijesinha (.¥//?*.?., trsl., p. »312, n.) and by

myself {Ccs., trsl., II, p. 199, n. 3). According to Buddhadatfa a note

on the term should run as follows: Kcclesiastic acts must be per-

formed within a sacred boundary {slmfi) and they con be performed not

only on dry ground but also in water, eitlier in a building erected on

piles in a river or lake, as we see so frequently in Ceylon, or even in a

boat. If the act takes place in water, the boundary must be fixed in

the following manner : After the chapter of the samghn has assembled,

one of the priests takes water in a vessel or a handful of water from the

lake or the river. He then throws the water with his hands to the

four quarters. The boundary is marked by the furthermost points

where the water has fallen. When doing so the bhikkhu who throw’s

the w’ater must stand w’ithin the hat*hapd.<a, in tl)e immediate viciniiy

of the chapter.

2 Catiibhdnavdra (Mhvs., 98. 24). We are told tliat king

Vijayarajasihn (1739-47) invited the .samancra Saranainkora and had a

commentary on the Catuhhdnavdm made by him in the language of

liafika (niiiHVitetvdna lass' era catuhhdnardi avanna nam L/fnkdhhdsdyn

klretvd). It is well known that hhdnardra means a section of hoh

texts, and that the Tipitaka. for the purpose of learning and recital, is

divided into a great number (2647) of such sections. But I did not

know what by cafubhdnavdra is meant. Buddhadatta informs me that
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this is a name for the Maha-pirk^pota, ‘the great Pirit-book’, parittO;

i.e. a collection of holy texts, short hymns or sermons which are publicly

recited on certain occasions with a view* to warding off the influence

of evil spirits. The description of a Paritta ceremony is found in my

book, Unier Tvopischer Sonne, p. 28 ff. The Makd-pirit^pota is called

Catnhhdnavdra because it consists of four such sections. Subsequently

I saw that Sarnnamkara\s commentary on the Paritta-book is even

jnentioned in L. de Zoysa’s Catalogue of Pali, Sinhalese, and Sanshrit

Maintscripts in ihc Temple Uhrnries of Ceylon (Colombo 1885), p. 6

under the title Catuhhdnavdra-Atthakathd, and that it is common in

the island. Finally I may point to the fact that the phrase pirit satar

baiivnr, the four bhanavaras of the paritta already occurs in a Sinhalese

inscription of the first half of the 10th centnry (AVickremasinghe.

Kpigraphm Zeylanica, I, p. 48, 1. 38). AVe see from this passage that

tlie paritta collections are by no means quite modern as Childers (s.v.

paritta) has said.

3 Dhnmmaghosaka, In a note on Mhrs,^' 37, 149 I have

suggested that this term (37, 173) means the same as dhammahhdmka

‘preacher of the doctrine*. This is wrong according to Buddhadatta.

Dhaviviaghosakd denotes a Bhikkhu wd\o invites people for a sermon

proclaiming that such and su(di a priest will preach on some subject of

the ihamnia on such and such a day at such and such a place. I may

add a notice on dhammakathika and dhawmahhanaka. Are they

synonymous? The first term occurs frequently in Buddhist literature,

often in combination witli vinayadhara, ‘one who masters or knows by

lieart the A^inaya’ and bah.ussuta, ‘one who has a wide knowledge of

tradition’
;
also with suttantika, ‘one who is versed in the Suttantas’

(cf. Stede, PTS, Diet., s.v. dhamma). It must therefore have a

general meaning like ‘one who is able to converse about subjects of the

lioly doctrine’. This is quite in concordance with the meaning of

dhamml kgthd or dhammakatha, ‘ethical discussion, conversation about

the Dhamma’ (Stede, I. 1) and with that of dhammam katheti. On the

other hand, dhammablmnaka does not occur in the older literature. It

is entirely missing in Childers’ and Stede’s Dictionaries, and I have in

my own collections the only quotation Mhvs., 37, 173. But we meet

terms like Dlghahhdnaka, Majjhimahhdmka, Sarpynttahhdf/iOlka,
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Aiiguttarabhdmka, KhuddakabhdMka and Jdtakahhdnaha, It appears

clearly from IHghd Commentary (ed. PTS., I, 1886, p. 16®^) that they

denote priests who have learned the Dlgha-, Majjhima^ikdya etc., who

know it by heart, and who are able to recite it from memory.

The same difference of meaning between kathika and bhdnaka

results from MUindapuhka (ed. Trenckner, p. 341):

Uhagarato \kho, maharaja^ dhammanugare ecarupd jand

iHifi/vasanM : sutUmtiku venayikd dbhidhammikd dhamwakathika

Jdtahibhdmkd Dlyhahhdnakd Majjhimabhdnakd SamyiiPtablidndkd

Ahijuitarablidnalcd Khuddakahluituikd silasampannd etc.

There are no dhamimabhanaku in this list nor Jdtakakathikd and

so on. In Mhvs., 37, 173, however, dhammublunuika ivS, I believe,

simply synonym of dhammakathika. But this is ix more modern deve-

lopment of meaning influenced by Sijihalese language. Here bana at

present means, accordingly to Buddhadatta, ‘a sermon preached in

Sinhalese^ (not a recital of Pali Texts) so that all laymen understand

it. Such a Bana-preaching lasts two or three hours In the afternoon or

first half of the night, sometimes in up-country it lasts for a whole

night.

Ill Mahdvamsa and the inscriptions

Finally a short supplement to my article op ‘the Trustworthiness

of the Mahavamsa’ in the present Journal, VI, p. 205 ff. We are told

in the Mahdcantsa (70, 327 ff.) that when Parakkamabaliu after a long

campaign had nearly coijquered Rajarattlia, the province of his cousin

(lajabahu, the latter in his distress asked the Bhikkhus for interven-

tion, and owing to their admonition Parakkamabahu indeed stopped

the war and returned to liis own country Dakkhinadesa. It is then

stated in 71. 2-4 that after Ihe end of the hostilities ATanabharana, the

ruler of Rohana, tried to enter into an alliance with Gajabahu. But

tfajabahu who desired no treaty with him betook himself to the vihara

by name Mandaligiri. There he had the words .‘I have made over

Rajarattlia to the king Parakkama*. graven on a stone tablet The

inscription means no doubt; According lo tlie treaty made with him

Parakkamabahu is appointed my successor in Hajarattha. Mandali-

giri is the present Medirigiriya in the Tamankaduva district. In the
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•ruins there tlie inscription of Oajabahu has not yet come to light. But

recently the parallel inscription of Parakkaina has been discovered by

Paranavitana, the epigraphiat (now acting Commissioner) of the

Archaeological Survey of Ceylon, at an ancient vihara at Suhgamuva

near Gokarella NE. of Kurunegala i.e. on the ground, of old

Dakkhinadesa.

“In this docuiuent the two princes (Gajabahu and Parakkamabaliu)

seem lo ireai each nllier as independent sovereigns of equal status, but

GajabaJiu, being the elder of the two and, moreover, the ruler of the

capital city of the Island, is given precedence. The treaty itself con-

sists of four clauses by the first of which the two cousins solemnly

declare that they would not wage wav against eacli other till the eiid

of their lives. The. second clause lays down that tlie kingdom of the

one who will he tlie first to pass away will become the property of the

survivor. We do not know what the third clause was about, as this

part of the record is damaged. By the fourth clause, the two princes

enter into an offensive and defensive alliance declaring tliat a king

who was an enemy to one of ilieni was an enemy of both.^'^

Thus again a passage of the Mobavamsa is confirmed and supple-

mented by an inscription.

WiLM. Gbigeh

4 Annucd Heport of the Archcrolooical Survey of Ceylon i'or 1930-31, May,

1982, p. 5.



The Yerragu4i Copy of Asoka’s Mioor Rock Edict

Mr. Dines Cliftiidra Sircar lias earned our gratitude by publishing

a tentative reading of the Yerrngiidi Copy of Asoka’s Minor llock

Jfidict togetJier with a reprodueiion of a photograph of the sanie.^ As

lie hiiuself has realised, the reading offered by him is far from satis-

factor}", far, we mean, from indicating the real course of the text of

the inscription through the labyrinth created by the scribe. King

At^oka has, in liis tt.E. XIV, regretted the incompleteness or distortion

of some of his inscriptions due partly to error or carelessness on the

part of the scribe-engraver (lipikardparddhu). If there be any glaring

insUvnce of his scribe-engraver’s error or carelessness, it is certainly the

inscription under discussion. There is hardly any uniform method in

iJie madness of the scribe.

He engraves the first line, as he ought to, from left to right, but

continues it in such a manner as to make it appear as two separate lines,

here marked as 1 and la. Then he begins to engrave from right to left

and continues it in sucJi a fasliiou as to make the left half of the second

lino as a continuation of h. la. To indicate this left half of the

line it is marked as 2a.

Like a good man he engraves the third line from left to right, while

coming to the fourth line, lie proceeds again from right to left, and

whimsically stops without completing the line, and that apparently to

leave space for tlie first four letters of L. 5, eiigraved from left to right.

As might be exjiected, he engraves the next line from right to left.

But here he suddenly halls after engraving ten letters in order to begin

the seventh line from tlie margin on tlie left. Ht* finds sjiace enough

for engraving the. six letters of L. 7, tJie continuation of which he

engraves from the left margin. The continuation of ii. 7 is, therefore,

marked here as 7a. Here he creates a further trouble by accommodating

four letters of L. 7a, leading ^dhetave in an intervening space

1 IHQ., vol. VII. pp. (737) "817 ff.

I H.Q., MAEGK, 1933 16
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between L. 7 and L. 6. He Joes not place these four letters between

the hakupadas in order to keep them distinct. The fo\ir letters are

taken to make up a short line, here marked as 7b. The manner of

engraving is such that lines 7, 7b and 8 appear to form one line^^it

its full length.

Tlie seventh and eighth lines are engraved both from left to right,

while the next line exhibits the scribe’s caprice for engraving from

right to left. Here again he arbitrarily stops after engraving just

twelve letters in order to commence L. 10 from the left margin. The

next line, comprising nine letters, as it does, is engraved from left to

right and placed below the left extremity of L. 10. A short line marked

as 10a, consisting of six letters engraved from the right margin from

right to left leads arbitrarily to L. 11. Like L. 11, the twelfth and

thirteenth lines consist each of nine letters and are arranged on the

same short scale, li. 13 being engraved from right to left.

Tlie next line, engraved from left to right, does not run to its full

length. After L. 15, engraved at full length from left to right, but be-

fore coming fo L. 16, one has to trace up the course of the text in

continuation of L. 11 . The continuation proceeds in a number of short

lines, here marked as 11a, 11b, 11cuuai4a some of wliich are engraved

from right to left.

The continuation of the text ending in L. 14a is to be traced in

L« 15, which proceeds at full length from left to right. Here the

scribe tries to satisfy his predilection for writing from right to left in

a short line comprising four letters, which is conveniently marked as

16b.

Like L. 16, the seventeeJitli, eighteenth, nineteenth, twentieth and

twenty-first lines are engraved at full lengtli from left to right, while

coming to the concluding line, the scribe finally seeks to satisfy his

bias for writing from right to left.

For distinguishing tJie lines that run from left to right from those

that proceed from right to left, in the case of the former the numerals

are put before and in the case of the latter these are put after.

The anomaly in the engraving of the inscription might be pailily

due to the fact that the scribe entrusted with the work was inefficient

and careless, and partly due to the fact that he was so much habituated
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to writing the Kharosthi form of writing from right to left that it was

very difficult, nay, impossible for him to shake it oflE even in writing

a Brahmi inscription. The long habit of writing from right to left

worked within him by fits and starts, and it could not Iiave operated so

virulently if he were not of unsound mind at <lie time of engraving it

or damagingly careless in habits.

The language of the inscription does not materially differ from

that of other copies of the Minor Eock Edict. The I sound is nowhere

substituated for the r, and so far as this is concerned, the language

shows a tendency to get rid of Magadhism. But the use of c as a

nominative singular case-ending for the masculine and neuter steins

ending in a is patent. In one instance we have prana for pana^

,^raga for sogOy and arokom for arogyam. We trace vowel-^fn/irf/iM

in meyam:=>{me^asa), hiyatha = {hf -I- ntJia), and ha,ihiydrahd-

{hntlii ^ drohd). AVe have a few peculiar verbal forms in ansifsitaviye

for svsutaviye, and vadha&hta for radhlkl or vadhimti.

The find-spot of the inscription is a place called Terragudi in the

Kurnool District of the Madras Presidency. The copy is incised on the

face of the same set of boulders that bear a copy of the fourteen Eock

Edicts. The discovery of a copy of M.E.E. along with a whole set of

tlie Eock Edicts in South India and on the same rock is important ns

upsetting tlie earlier hypothesis that the Rock Edicts were intended to

mark the upper or nortliern boundaries of Asoka’s empire, and that the

Minor Rock Edicts were meant to mark its lower or southern boundaries.

The historical importance of the inscription lies also in the addi-

tional matters tliat it contains. Tlie additional matters give a clear hint

as to the method and agents employed for a wide circulation of the

mevssage to be proclaimed. The message was officially communicated to

tlie Rajukas who by the beat of drums made it known to the public at

large. The elephant-riders, the kdranakaSy the charioteers and the

religious teachers were expected to set to work and instruct their resi-

dent pupils. The kinsmen were required to talk to the kinsmen, and

the neighbours to the neighbours by implicalion.

The riddle of the enigmatic vyvtliena 256 remains unsolved. It

is, however, decided that it is intended to signify either 256 nights or

years. If it signifies nights, we must understand 256 nights spent in
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circulating the message hy the heat of drums throughout the empire and

outlying allied areas, and not the time spent by Aiiaka in undertaking

a pilgrimage to Bodh-Gaya. And if it signifies years, we must under-»

stand 2f)G years as the intended date of the inscription stated in terms

of a current era, say, the Buddha-era.

A. THE TEXT AS EOTTNT) TNSOllTBET)

1 Devanainpiye lievamahu

la (s)adhikani

te(knpa) rachnvnsain kanie 2a

kho tu nn Icesapau kamha (ya) 2

3 husa sr\ti(r)ekani (tu kho) savachare yam maya samghe upayi-

(a-) (na) leka ca nn’"’i tekapa me cha dhaha te- 4

5 -misu inuni-

-sa devehi tc dani misibhuta pakamsa hi

klia- yekisa vanetpaliama (na) 6

7 -dakena pi pa (ra)- •

7b -dhetave e-

7a (kn) inlnena sakiye vipule svage ura— liiyc va atliaya iyam

8 (s)avane savite atha khudaka-mahadliana parakamcvu ain-

i-a kaiithiraci vuiieja me ca ta- 9

10 (i)yam pakamc hoiu vijuilc pi ca vadliasila aparadhiya

diyadhiya

-sa nevasa ca yami 10a

11 -fvai>)iic vyathcna 200 oO (i 11a lievani devanainpi-

11b -yena yatlia de-

12 (nl,jn)ke aiiapitaviye

-naa dampanaja naribhe 13 (luOyepinamva- 11c

14

-payisati ratliikanam ca matapitiisu su-

14a (8a)va(t]ia) kathita hia

15

-sitavive hemeva gurfisu sususitaviye pranesu dayitaviye

16a -sa- ra vatavij-a (na)

16

susuma dhammagunu pavatitaviya hevam tuphe anapayatha

devanarnpiyavacanena lie-

hi- nidu vnm- 16b
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17 -vallia liatliivarolifuii Ivinniinkinn yu(f*:)yaraviva3ir bambhanani

ca uivesaya-

18 -ilia uiiiievasiiii yu(ri)sa porrina jiakiri iyain susiisitaviye

apafayaiiil ya va me aeari-(m) sa va me-

19 -yaaa yatliaearina aeariyasa nslilkaiii yatliiirabam natikesu

pavatitaviye lie.sa(p)i

20 ainfevaslsu iyaip yntliaralia pnvaiitaviye yarisa porana pakiii

yatliuralia yatlia iyain

21 arokain siyfi lievain fuplie anapayatlia nivesayaiha (a

anitevas(i)m lievaip (!<?-

ilyapauafi yepinamva- 22

lb TTTK TMXT AvS MADK OVT

1

Devannni]iiye bevam(aba)[ ;] la (sVrv(<\bi)kr\ui
^

2 (y){a)n] liakam iipa^uike na tu klio 2a ekain samvacliarfain] (paka)l 0

3 )msaf.JSati(r)ekai)i (fu klio) savaeliare yam maya >am^»*lie iipayi-

4 -ie bfujlui ca me pakate [.] Imiiia ra kale(na) (a)-5 -misa munisa

(levelii te dani mislbliuta[.]Pakama:^a lii' 6 (ii)a maliafpaneva sakiye

klia-"* 7 -dakena pi pa(ra)- 7a -(ka)imiiena sakiye vipule aia-

7b -dhetuvft 7a -tayeva athfiya iyain 8 (s)avane saviie aiba kbudaka-

maliadlianu parakainevu Aiu- 9 -(a ea me janevii r'raihilika ca 10 iyam

pakame hotii (Jvipule pi ca vadhasita a])ara(lliiya diyad]iiy(ain)[.]

10a Iyain ea savane sa- 11 -{vr\p)iie vy[u]tbena 50 (J [.)

12 (llajfi)ke aiuipitaviye 13 bbeiina danapadain ana- 14 -payisaii

llafliikanam ca [:] Maiapitfisu «n-* 15 -sitaviye [:]]iemea f,nirrisu

snsusitavlye pranesu dayitaviye [-Ilia Ifevaiii Devananipi- 11b -yeiia'

yalba T)e- 1l0 -(vanain]>iye(na) 14a (sava)t]ia katbita bia ca vataviya

[.] (Nain) 16 s\isuma[:] Dliaininafrniia ])avatitaviya [.] lievain tuphe

anapayaiba Dcvaiiainpiya- 16a -sa vacanena [.] He- 16b -vani dani lii-

- The rcatliiiij: is Kindlv l>y .Mr. \. (i. MajaiiicJar.

Till' <i;ap may hr filled up with Urn wunU ntjhdi'njilni vnsOuf: .supplied

liuiu utluM* ropii's (il M.K.Pi.

‘f Other ropies rojul Vol^finiasa hi ifiiin

‘) Pend k/ilit]—,

<*» Pend .
7 Pond

"
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17 -yatlia hathiyarohani karanakaui yugy'aoariyaJii l)ainbhanfini ca

nivesayfi- 18 -tlia amtevasiiii ya(ri)sa porana pakiii [.] lyam

sususitaviye [ ; )
Apacayana ya va aoari(iu) sa va me- 19 -yasa

yathacariua iVariyasa[.] Natikani yatharaliam iiatikesu pavaiilaviye

[;] hesa (p)i 20 nmtevasirtu yatliarali [am] pavatitaviye yurisa porana

pakiti [—]yatharah[ani] yatiui iyam 21 arokam siya [.jllevam iuplie

anapayatha nivesayatlia on ainievasini [.jllevain I)e- 22 -vanampiye

anapayali [.]

Translation

Thus verily JTis pfifted Majesty sailh :
—

During (the ])erio(l comprising) more than two years and a half''

since I hecaiue a lay worsliipper (of Buddliism),® the (first) one ye^r T

was not exerting myself (for the cause of the good faitli). (Subse-

(luently) when more than a year (passed) since I came in contact with

the Buddhist Holy Order’® T exerted myself strenuously. By this (inter-

val of) time” men who were uninixed with the gods have now been

intermingled. It is not imieed that the man of greater position

striving energetically is able to (d>tain the bliss of paradise in its full

Jiiagnitude. For this very purpose I have caused this declaration to be

<leclared that the man of lesser position as well as the man of greater

Ijosition will strive energetically, that the Ant'ls (inhabitants of the

allied outlying tracts and principalities),” too, will come to know of it,

S The expression (Kjlmfijiuni or xuilhikdni (njluifinuni .signifies

‘more tliaii two yojirs and a liall' and less than three.’’ Aceordiiialy tho Pfili

oxpression (Vnjntfdlidsdiuni .^'ihkhOiKidnni

,

(Kviirring in the Aiigiitfnnh

.ViAr»i/(f should mean ‘more ttian 150 ami less tlmu ‘iOO v\des ul‘ conduct.’ But

Buddhaghosa < xplains it in such a manner as to explain away the force of

SildfuKilni

.

0 & 10 Thr^e would seem to accord with what Buddhaghosa says regarding

the first two stages of .Isoka’s conversion. Tn the hrst stage he cherished but

an ordi?iary kind of faith {iKdlnijjnntkCi snddhn)^ a mere personal admirer of an

individual monk, while in the .second stage his faith became deepened after he had

come in contact with the representatives of the Kolv Order.

11 Literally, ‘b>' this time.’

12 Tn the Pali and general Buddhist .sense, the term nmfd or jvirrahtd

means ‘the regions or areas outside the Middle Country.’ There are passages,

in which the same term denotes the outer aones of a realm or kingdom.
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and lliat this tradition of energetic effort will become ever-lasting, and

will greatly increase, at least, one and a half times.

This declaration is caused to be declared in in terms of the

time gone by.‘* The message is to be officially communicated lo the

Itajjukas (touring district • officers). They sliall announce (the same)

by the beat of drums to tlie Janapadas (people of the districts)^* as well

as to the Rastrikas (citizens of the hereditary tribal states) : “Proper

attention should be paid to the parents/** proper attention should like-

Avise be paid to the teachers and preceptors, and tender regard should

be entertained for the (different) forms of life“.

Here, too, the matter should be stated as stated everywhere by His

(lifted Majesty, in the (very) manner thereof: “We shall attend to

this. The moral qualities of piety are to be propoundeiV\

Thus announce ye the command by tJie authority of His Gifted

Majesty. Now the matter being such, here set ye the elephant-riders,*®

the llaranakas,*^ the charioteers and tlie Brahmins (religious

13 <fe 14 I'i/ut/ia or cyufha is the same term us the Skt. vuusfa which occurs

in the Aithnidaiia in the sense ol ‘an entry or statement ot elute in terms ol

the rognal year, month, fortnight and day.’ See Bavna's A^oka Kdictu in yen-

Lirjht, pp. 66 If.

15 Literary interpreted, Jiiijuka or litijjutjOhuku aimnva is undoubtedly the

designation of land-measuring or land-surveying oilicers. The liajjinjuhakn

titnacca is indeed represented in the iinuHihatnnui Jdtaku us engaged in measur-

ing land and fixing boundaries of allotments or plots of land helonging to different

owners or tenants. The external support to such an iiiterprotation may indeed

be derived from the Imliku ot Megastheues mentioning a class of such officials in

the service of the Maurya Court. But as represented in Asokan Edicts, B. E.

Ill and P. E. 1\', the IfajulaiA Mere the high officials in cliurge of the districts,

going from time to time on tours of ijisi)ection. They Mere einpoMered to dis-

charge, the magisterial as >vcll us the judicial functions.

IG & 17 We cannot suggest at present any better Avuy of distinguishing be-

tueeil the JCtnajJuda and the lUtthikHj and both from tlie AmfCi.

18 Literally, ‘mother and father.*

19 The word i/iint is taken here in a collective and comprehensive sense

denoting both (irOryn and ufCnihijCiyOy both ^iksil-ywru dikm-guru.

20 llaihiyarohu is= PaU luittkiroha = Skt, haitiimkCih.

21 KCiranalca or kuronikd means in Sanskrit *a judge,’ ‘an examiner.’ It

may also mean “a scribe or clerk.**

I 'Iv L!G.7^^:r^Y
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teacliei’s)^ (yoiiv) rosideiit pupils to work uocordiiig’ to the good

old rule.‘^

This is to he atieiided: “Thai which 1 have practised as a

filial duly, let it I'e due to tlie teacher ])iii]ier]y beliavijig as sueli”.

'] he kiu.siueii should ])ropoiind ilie matter to the kinsmen as far as they

can. Tlie same should also be itropounded as tar as possible to the resi-

dent jtupils according to the ^(mhI obi rule, so that litis (noble tradition)

will leinain unimpaired. Thus instruct ye the resident luipils and keep

them engaged.

Thus verily His Gifted Majesty coniinandotli.

13. M. Bauua

22 'I'liL* word h'l nililmnn i\ iiiU‘r|nol»‘(t I'mic m a svum* soetns t(»

iit ill witlj tiui roiih*\t.

2.‘J iMil.H'i is evidently an Asokan expression tor the Pali illmmim*

fifinantano or the Skt. '<intatana-(lln_iim(ih^ or rtih jnnatnmh.
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The kiiig'doin <>t Kanaiij, wliose tOhuiies hud received u i ud(‘ shock

ill tile coui'usioii followin*^ llursa's death reviveil and re-ialliMl lis

])u\ver and jirosjieiilv during* llie vi‘^on)n>. iiilj* of Ihe l^iauliaras, who

held sway over it for ahoiil <wo ci*ii1uries an;l a quarter- Mihira Jihuja

and Maheiidrapfila, the* two most powerful nionaichs of this dynasty,

carried on protracted
. (raini)ai<,»-iis, as a result of which their enipiK'

j^rew to enormous dimensions, comprisiiifr territories as widely apail

as Saiirastra jMa^adliu, < joiakliiiur district, (Jjjain, Karnal disirici

i!*elioa), llmidelkhaiid, and Kajputaiia. In this jtaper we wdsh to deal

with the adinintsl rat i ve macliiiiery of llo* Ihatiharas- t dif(irliMia<(*ly

no media‘\al Kaiitilya or Me^a^theiies has left lo ])r)sterit\ an aceount

of this syslton of ,of»\ eminent, Imt a few facts may i>e ^-leaned from the

Jh'atiliaia inxiipl ioji<, and we may further >up])Iemenl IIooh from

tliose of the (liduolavala^, who, it may i>e reasonahls assumed, must

have inlieriied the* traditions and <n>neral slrncttire of administration

from theij* ])rede<(‘SM)t s.

At the head of (lie ''tati* was (he kiiin, \v])o^{‘ o/tic(‘ was hmedilarx .

lie exercised al)>olii(o ijowcr^, and excep( his ininn'diate advisers tlie

people in ‘^•eneral had hardly any ^liavt* in tlic ilct (‘rminal ion of liis

])olic\ In pea<*e or wai . 'I’lie iiiM i ipt ion-' nsually ajijtly to him the

e])itlie(') nr, if.il
,

l/iilnlm/nillilinjn, and /^n nnnr.^nn ,i

,

wliicdi

have hcf‘ii lakeh (o imply imjierial stains. Hut sonictinies to tlie names

of even ini^vlity potentate'- lil;<‘ Mihira Hhoja are prefixeil merely the

iionoriiic S'////o//‘ or the nnas^ninine- title of Mnlinrfi]n

r

In the

(juhadavala ic'cokK tin* kin**-, are j»iven the appellations ol Ascapoii,

Xara/jfitij (rajdpedi, (tiripali, ami Tnsoiifiipnlt

,

(the exact connota-

tion of the laM lerin is obscure^.'- Next to ihe soverei^'n were the chief

1 Ep. lull., 1, p. loti. HoW., XVlIl, p. UO.

.3 /hid., X, p. 98; XIV.. p. J93 cte. Tiioso terms porliups s>ignilv lords ot

various classes of feudatories; but the first three may also .stand for the lordship

over the three branches of the army. According to the .S'i-.*/u-ki. however, when

there is no paramount monarch the southern, western, northern and <;ast(*rr.

I H.Q., MAKCH, 1983
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<iueen (or p a 1 1 a in a li i s i) and the erowii-priuc.e (y u v a r a 3 a or

M a Ii a r a 3 a p u t r a)
;
and from the (ialiadavala plates they appear

to have been quite important personages being invested with cerfain

'royal prerogatives* of granting land.^ Their grants had, however, to

receive the consent of the ruling monarcli before they could take effect.

Thus, when the yuvaraja Jayacandrir’ and the Maharajhi Gosaladevi®

make a grant, they do* so with tlie approval of Vijayacandra and

Govindacaiidra respectively. Sometimes the crown-prince was ^luore

closely associated with the government, as was (jovindaeaiidra during

the life-time of his father, who apiiears to have been an invalid.

The suzerain was the centre of a number of feudatory
chiefs, who helped him in military undertakings, and rendered him

personal attendance when required. Such, for in.stan(*e, were the cliief-

tains named Undabhata of Siyadoni,^ llalavarniaii and Avanivarman

of Saura^tra,® Mathanadeva of llajorgarh® during the Pratihara times

and Sihgara Kamalapala and Vatsaraja'® under tlie Gfihadavalas.

These feudatories are described as Iiaving obtained from their overlord

the PaUcamahmahda^^^ or the Kdjnpuftiy i.e. the royal fillet or tiara.'"

The inscriptions bestow on them sucli subordinate title«s a&

Mahdsdmantadh ipa ti, Sa madhipa fasrsam ah asa bda
,

and Mah dpra 1

1

-

hdrad^ but sometimes they even assumed tlie bombastic epithet

of Mahdrdjddhirdja, as did Mathanadeva, Durhhata and Niskalahka,

\yhich w^as probably due to varying degrees of dependence.

The powers of these subordinate chiefs must have been consi-

derably restricted, since we learn from certain inscriptions that even

their grants were countersigned by provincial representatives of the

suzerain. Thus, according to the Una charter, Dlnka, who was i^erhaps

such an official under Malieudrapala, gate Iris approval to a grant made

parts of Jambudvipa (India) arc rei>i)ectivcbY supposed to bo ruled over by four

sovereigns called Gajapati, Chatrapati, Asvapati, and Narapati (BeaPs Trans., vob

I, p. 13, note).

5 Ep, Ind., II, p. 118. d Ihid., V, p. 117.

7 lip. Im/., I, p. 169. 8 Ihid., IX, p. If.

9 Ibid., Ill, p. 263f. 10 Ibid., IV, p. 130.

11 Ibid., IX, p. 1. See uho for an explanation haf. AnL, IV, pp. 106, 204;

XII, p. 95 j
XIII, p. 134; Ep. Ind,, XII, p. 254 etc.

12 Ibid., IV, p. 180. 13 Ibid., p. 169,
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by the Mahaeamanta Avanivarman II Yoga.'* Again, the Partabgarh

inscription represents that it was to the provincial governor o£ Ujjain,

named Madhava, that Indraraja, the Cahamana feudatory, after having

built a temple to the sun-god IndrSdityadeva) applied to make an

endowment for its upkeep. The record calls Madhava a ‘vantrapala',

and also gives him the titles of Mahdsamanta and Mahadandanayaka,

These governors were assisted in the enforcement of their authority by

the military, which were posted at strategic points in the distant pro-

vinces. Thus, Mandapika (Mandu), near Ujjain, was the military

headquarters for the southern regions, as we are told that Mahendrapala

II stationed there one Sri-Sarman as his commander-in-chief.'®

Besides, provincial defence was organised by building forts, which

were placed in charge of officers called Kottapala (guardian of

fort). Under Bhoja I one such official was Alla. But his father

Vaillahhatta, who was in the service of Ramadeva, is given the designa-

tion of Maryddadhury/if or Dhurodhilany meaning chief of the

boundaries. This shows that one of his functions was also to watch that

the existing boundaries were not disturbed by foreign encroachments.'*

Another provincial officer whom we know from the Barah copper-

plate'^ was the V y a v a li a r i n or controlling officer- He supervised

the grants tliat were made by kings witli a view to avoiding their lapse

into abeyance. These charters {sdsana) were conveyed by an officer

called D u t a k a, which literally means ^messenger'.'* Regarding his

duties, Fleet remarks that “tlie Dutaka’s office w^as to carry, not the

actual charter itself, for delivery into the hands of the grantees, but

the king’s sanction and order to the local officials, whose duty it was

then to have the charter drawn up and delivered”.'®

In connection witli the village administration we learn of

officials designated as G a m a g a m i k a, M a h a 1 1 a r a, and

14 tip. Ind., IX, pp. 2, 6. 15 Ibid., XIV, p. 17<f.

16 Ibid,, I, pp. 154-159. Maryfida may also mean a constitution or regula-

tion-system, especially of corporate bodies; and so Maryadadliurya may denote

a person responsible for its maintenance. Durodhikara, on the other hand,

means only an officer in control, and Dr. L. D. Barnett told me that it may

not be a technical term.

17 Ibid., XIX, p. 16; cf. also Vyavahawi^a in Ep. Ind., XI, p. 145.

18 Ibid., V, pp. 209, 218. 19 CIl., vol. Ill, p. 100, note 3,
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M a li n 1 1 « 1)1 a.“'' Thv. lirsl lerin probably .sfandrt for headmen of the

villapres who wen* responsible io the goveriimenf for the inainlenanre

of pence and order within tlieir bouiulnries. The other two terms have

evidently dm same jioliiical significance, alilmngli the terms have com-

parative and superlative inflexions. Mahal Unut literally means bmo

higher in rank’; Mahaftanm, b>ne liigliest in rank’. It seems they were

the two classes of ei(ters of villages, who co-operated will) the govern-

mert officials in the management of rural aft'airs.

This list is fmtlier supplemented by tin- (jaliadovula records, svliicli

it will be noticed, mix logetlmr court (»ffi(ials and strictly ]>olitical

functional ies, locid nr central :

(a) a 11 I ri n or mini^Ur. He advised the king on matters of

moment, Imi tlie Insci iptions do nol give any idea if there was a separate

minister ioc each deparfincul.

[h) P u r 0 )i i t a. or chaplain. He ministered to the sja'i’ilual

)«(’eds of royally, wiiom h« assi^usl Iri the mainieimnce (d tlie Dharmu.

Tie was also th.e lecijdent of tiie royal gifts, ’rho ])lates often mcnti<»n

the Term MaliapmoJifla, vbitli sbov, s that theie was a liigli-priesi in llie

kingdom*’

(c) P rati 1» fi r a, oi* door-ke(>per. Tlie oibce vi tlie cli.nnberlain

has always been a piomineut one in the stales (d ancient India. Tiiis

official is also meiitioned In the ricords .>f tJi»^ I'^uliliara kings, ami

in the Mv.hdhhanfla and tlie Kfutfilnia he is called ‘Ovaiaiiala’ and

‘Daiiyiliika * resjiectivelv.

(d) Se 11 a d h i p a i i. <>r (ommamlei of troops.

te) P h a n d a g a r i k a, or superintendent of stores. He l»ad to

see that all neces.saiy nrtcles were kept in readiness and that their dis-

iributiou was in accordance witli the king’s orders.

(fl A Iv s a p a t a 1 i k a, or keejier of records. Considering the

large number of Gahadavala grunts, his office must have been a very

important one. Some inscriptions mention the superior officer called

Mahaksapatnlika.*'*

20 Kp. hxd.. Ill, p. 260 (Ra.ior iu!«cription).

21 See the ArfJir>.i{istrn (Traiid.), p. hlf. for his duties and qualifications.

22 Ep. Iml., 1. p. 206. 23 thifl., IX, p. 04.
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(g) B h i s a k a, or ilie pliysciaii. Jle looked utter Die liealtl) of

the king, and was perliaj)s llie head of llie puldir health departnieiil.

(h) N a i in i 1 1 i k a, or astrologer, lie ^^as responsible for foie-

casliug the eft'eets of parlicMilar eonjiuietions of tlic stars, portejits, ole.;

it was probably after liis reading of the omens that undertakings weu?

embarked upon.

(i) A n f a li p ii r i k a, or superintendent of tl)e seraglio. \s

kings not nnoften nsed to have several wives, a special officer was

appointed to look after tlie needs of the harem.

(j) 1) u t a s, or envoys. These formed a (Hploinatic corps respon-

sil)le for maintaining proper relations with foreign powers.

(k) K a r y-fi d h i k a r a-p urns a s, or officers in charge of

elephants. They were probably cbarged with the mnnagemenl of

elephants, wild or domesticated.

(l) T u rag u d h i k a r a-*p u r u s a s, or offii ers in charge d;

horses. These two sets of functionaries formed a very ini])nrtf\nt pait

of the state machinery
,
as its defence and power largely depended upoit

the efficiency and organisation of the cavalry and eleplunit forces.

(ni) P a t f a n a d Ji i k a r a-p n r u s a s, nr officers in charge of

towns. These may be compared to the ‘Ndgarika* of Kantilya^s

Arfhasdstrn

,

being .charged with the administration of cities. Fiom the

Siyadoni record it also appears that during Piailbara times some sovi

of municipal government was not niiknown. For it telfs u.s that tlic

town affairs were managed by an assembly of five called Tancaknla^

and by a committee of two, ap])ointed from time to time by the town

(n) A k a r fi d b i k a r a-im i ii s a or officers in (barge of

mines. They must have been very im]>oviant officials, as the mines were

('*ie of the chief .sources of revenue.

(o) S f li a n a d h i k u r a-p u r u .s a s, m* officers of police-

stations. They corresjionded to modern TliundfJdt's, and were respon-

sible for policing and maintaining law and order.

(p) G'o k n l ;1 d b i k a r a-p u r u s a or officers of caltle-

stations. As agriculf iii*e was the main industry, ii was neccs.sary in' have

a separate officer for cattle in order to rear good breeds etc.

24 tip. Imi., 1, p. 170.
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(q) K a y a 8 t h a or K a r a n i k a l e. the scribe. He was

apparently the writer of the records.

(r) P a t t a 1 i k a.*^ This term perhaps denotes the head of patfahi

or Tahsil.

Besides these officers, the lAicknow Mnsenm plate of Kirtipala,

found ill the (Torakhpiir district of the United Provinces, mentions

1) h a r m ii d li i k a r a n i k a, D a i v a g ar i k a, M a h a s a d h a-

n i k a, A s t a v a r g i k a, M a h a r t li a s a s a n i k a, and

S a n k li a d h a. r i n. It is, however, difficuK to determine exactly

the functions of these officials.

Territorial Divisions

For purposes of administration the kingdom was divided into

numerous provinces. These provinces were usually called bhvkti, as the

Kanyakubjabhukti in the Barah copper-plate,*^ or hhiimi as the

Ourjaratra-bhfuui in the Daulatpura charter,** or mandalay as the

Saurastra-mandala in the Una grant.** According to the Barah

copper-plate, however, mandala was the next lower unit after bhukti,

and was not a synonymous term. The provinces were further sub-

divided into vimijfis or districts. . Among them we find mention of

Fdiimbara*® and Dindavanaka.*‘ The term hhoga also seems to have

been used sometimes in
.
the same sense, as we read of the

Vamsapotakabhoga.** The headquarters of a district were called

adhisthana or 2^^ttana.

The next unit in the descending scale was the agrahura
y

. or a modern

tahsil. We thus read of the Valakagrahara in the Barah copper-plate.

In the Gahadavala records, however, the term ^pattaW is used in the

same sense.

Last came the grama or village, which had been the most stable

unit of administration in India from time immemorial. Furthermore

26 Ep, Ind., IX, p. 320

27 Ibid., XIX, p. 16.

29 Ibid., Ill, p. 3.

81 /Mrf., V, p. 210.

26 Ibid., Vn, No. 10.

28 Jbid., V, p. 210.

30 Ibid., XIX, pp. 16. 17.

32 Ibid., niy p. 208.
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in some records the term pataka appears;** this, according^ to the

lexicographer Uemacandra, denoted one-half of a village.

Gt'oup-lifc

As some Pratihara inscriptions show, ))ersous following the same

occupaiion normally formed themselves iiit(^ cnrjxnaiioiis foi regulating

their business. For example, the (Iwalior epigraph refejs to tlie guild

of oil-millers and gardeners, who in their coriJoraie capacity made gifts

to a temple. Similarly, the Siyadoni*® and Pelioa^^ records meJitioii

sucli traders us potters, distillers of spirituous liquors, sugar-boilers,

betel-sellers, and horse-dealers, whose organisation into guilds is proved

by their joint action, and by the fact, tliat they had a foreman or deB.

We are told, for ijistance, that the distillers of liquors were required to

give on every cask liquor worth half a vi(/rahupdindrammn to the god

Yisnu, Or, we may cite the joint agreement of the horse-dealers,

wherel)y they imposed upon themselves and upon their customers certain

taxes, the proceeds of which were distributed among the temples and

the priests in specified proportions.

Such guilds must have been of benefit to the state, inasmuch as

(liev certainly fostered a law-ohsei ving spirit in the interests of the

cominiiJiiiy, and thus facilitated the task of goverj)me]it, besides render-

ing useful service in organising society and adminisfering justice in

internal affairs.
‘'®

Fiaca I COndition a

may now set foitli the evidence regarding the principal sources

of revenue, on which depended the stability ami strength of the stale.

Tlie liajo]* inscription of the Pratihara feudatory ^lathanadeva mentions

numerous dues from a village like the hhopo and inopoUi inco-me, with

all (tiistoniary and not customary, fixed and not fixed receipts; the

33 hid. Ant., XVlll, p. 135.

34 ‘Pxinka.stu tuciardhe jsyiit’ BoclitJiagk’.s eilitioii, p. 171)).

35 Kp. /mi., I, p. 161. 36 /id<i., p. 167.

37 Hid., p. 181.

38 Cf. R. C. Majumdar’s Corporate Life in Ancient India.
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f^liares of all .sorts of ^raiii; the IxlKtlabliilxsu (cess oji Ihresliiiij^’ flonr.s);'
'

pniisthaka; skundhalm

;

and tiuirunnuka:^'^ llie lueaiiing* of ‘the.se iliriM*

terms, however, is 'not known. Tines foi* ten ott'enees {sadu.h'tpard-

(IkaddijfJa),^^ likewise aputtikatldna and udstibhafata (nastablmrattT?)

were other sources of revenue- llesides these, tlie state laid clai]n to

treasure-trove and Jiiineral [iroducts. The record also mentions the

following taxes: three ci insoptiktia on evcrv sack of agriculiuial produce

hrouglil f(M‘ sale to the market {lutfhnblntt)

;

two pidikas (ui oxerv

fjhatnka-kuimka of claiified hiittiu and oil; two ritp^opaka.s per ineiioOni

on every .shop; fifty leaves on every clndlihi of leaves brought from

outside tow’iis.

In adtUtlon to these, tlie. (iidiadavala plates mention tlie following

sources of l eveiiue

:

(a) JilidpUj or sliare : this jio.ssibly represents a stipulated .sliure,

exacted by the uetual ownei from the farmer who cultivated the land.

(b) Bhoya^ or enjoyment: probably certain lights that the land-

lord enjoyed when tlie land was left fallow. Or, ii might refer to the

n.se of waste and taking of grass, cic. from tlu' licld, \Nlien the cultiva-

tor's crops had been leiuoved. Or, is ‘Idulga’ partial and ‘bhoga’

complete pro]»riet(>rsbip?

(c) Ktua, or rent projKU, jniyable in casli (»r kiml.

(d) Birafjj/tij or gold: a money-tax, levied oj» |)rt>fil.s of (rude and

manufacture, t.lr is it that ^Kfir(d represents dues in kind, and

'HininipC dues commuted into cashy

(e) Pntraijikdiuf

:

a tax on turnpikes, iiilended to preserve the peace

of the village l>y discoiirag*ing tlu^ advent of large numijers of vi.sitor.';.

Nometime.^ it has also heeii inttopreted as a tax foi' the ujjkeep of roads.

(f) T)tntsl(f-(l<nnla \ a term ditlicult to t*xplain. It lias iiecii

variously intertueled as a tax on aromatic leeds,'- or lrii)ule paid to

Ohazni by the iul('r of l\anauj,‘' or a tax impo.scd on ibe Hindus to ward

ny See A’/?. Ind.y 11, p. 179, verj>e, 12. Khalalw appears as a rcveiiac tcnii

\n Iml. .Im/., XVITT, p. lU, 1. rylj.

in S(*e Ifiill., p. HU, 1. 20. It may he equivalent lo the Hindi ‘aeoii/mifr*

41 On tlie ‘dasiparadliali’ ?>ce Jolly’s Jl'mdu iyHir (wxt ('u,sinui (Kn}': "I’lansl.,

hy 1». K, Glio^li. 192’S. jjp. |fi'^-27o).

12 /.l.S’/;., f.Vl, pt. I, p. IIU. l:i Vaidya, //.I////., Ill, p. 211.
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uft ilie MosleiuH.*^ us puintecj out ])y Sten Know,*^ it iiiight also

ijiean u lax levied on the Moalenis, -who, according to the

hamd-ui-Tawiuikh, settled in the Kanaiij' kingdom in the time of

)Iiihniud-biu-vSal)uktigin, and were ‘constant in prayer and good words’/®

’rims ii would he a sot( ul‘ Hindu counterpart of tJie Moslem Jizya.

(g) JoinLam
y or tax on water. Tliis must have been u fniitful

source of income as the pjosperiiy of the village largely depended upon

ill igal ion.

(Ii) (julam: prohaMy a lax on the ’oreeding of cattle just as in the

Soulh there was a lax of Miie good hiiU’. Or, v.as it charge cuveilirg

gia/dng righls;>

(i) \' isajjadana \ this niiiNt Iiavc l>een some kind of district iax.

( j) YifaudiLinninila ; \ idhi-niLsrpa (treasuJ e-trove)
;

KufaLa;

unforlunalely I lie signification of these terms is unknown.

e also leani from inscriptions that there weie regular cusioms-

hou^e'^, called Matiadara

^

or MandaiiiLCiy wheie ])eihaivs taxes on sales

and mamifactuiTS were levied and collected.

Itegarding lan(l-.>(‘tl lenient the details are meagre to the extreme.

.Vll the iiifoi niui ion that wi* get is that the village lauds were measured

l\v ‘Jlasia.'s’ or ’^^dukas', and they were well demarcated by

hiuindaiies.'^

We arc also told in the (tilhadavala plates of the rights possessed ]>y

owners of \illageis, and granted to donees, viz., water (jala)

;

waste-land

{.sfhala); irmi-mlncs uud salt-mines (lidudavattaLarn) \
fisheries

{nHil.'>jaLara)\ ravim's iijiul(i)\ saline soil {asara)\ groves of madhuka

(nadnui) and mango unadimLdmmranacaliLa); grass and jiastuii* lanvl

etc. [(rnajj utifjoca mini rijantah)

.

Coins

liUstly, wo may enumerate the coins mentioned in the Jhatiliara

locords in connection with donations: Draniiiia ;
rahciyaka-draniina

;

44 Smith, Kndy H'oihnj of Imlw, p. MX) footnote.

1o bnl.y IX, p. :^20.

in Klliot’s irhtortj of fnithi, II, p. 2ol. See aho AV- bid., ]X. p. im.

4:7
.
J^p. Ind.y V. p. 113.

I H.Q., MAKCH, 1933 17
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Vigruliapjiliya-draimiia
;

Vigraliapala-aatka-dramma
;

Vigraliatiinglya-

(Iramma; Adivaralia-tlraimna
;

Varaliakaya-vimaopaka (?) ;
Vi’gralia-

dranima-visovaka
;
Kapardaka

;
Kakini; and Varataka.'^®

Judging from tliis comprehensive system of coinage and taxation,

it would appear that the fiscal administration was fairly developed,

and the goveijiiuent kjiew Imw to realise money from the people.

Rama Suankau TairATiii

48 Ibid., 1, p. 169.



Indo-European “kh” in Sanskrit and Avestan

It is well-known that I.-E. ahh is represented in Sanskrit by ch and

in Avestan by s. According to some I-K. sk and sq^ sqh, sq^f, sq^fh

befor palatal sonants may also be changed to Skf. ch. Av. s. But the re-

presentation of I.-h]. li'k witliout tlie sibilant before it in Skt. and Av.

Jias remained doubtful. I shall try to show liere that

I.-E. Ich, At, iA = Skt. ch, Av. i, Germanic h, as opposed to

I.-E. .^kk, Ar. ^.f7/ =Skt. ch, Av. s, Germanic sk.

Skt. .^(ikha. Modern Pers. sdkh. Arm. cakh, Lith. mka, Old SI.

sokha, Gotli. hnhn. I agree with Brugmann that I.-E. form was

^khdq^^hd and the Aryan form ^lihrikhd. The primitive Indo-Aryan

form would be *chdlhd. By Grassmann's Law it will be .idklid or

chdkd. Now the word rhdkfi (in Bahuvrihi compounds as chdka) is

actually found in one of the Barhut inscriptions: n^laihpdde

Jhe?u(chak(> {Unrhnt Insnipthons, Cal. Uni. publication, page 87).

dhena^rlmko has been rightly explained by the learned editors as

equivalent to Pali dhonomkho, “tiim-boughed^\

Ved. achd, Av, asd sliow that llie primitive Aryan form was *ashd.

Skt- vhdijd, Anglo-Sax. heren, Umbrian haJdna, Old Slav, koza

show that the I.-E. form was ''khoqa with an alternative form *qlio[ra.

Skt. pifrliH, Gotli. faifho, I.-E. pukhn (I.-E. *pifskho^Av. pusa).

This representation of I.-E. kh in Av. is similar to that of Ar.

kh (I.-E. qh, q^k palatalized) as Av. s.\ e.g. Av. hasc (for hmyv)

dative sing. nias(:. = Skt. sakhye; hasa instr. sing^. = Skt. snkhyd; but

hakhc Jiom. sing. = Skt. sakhd. That in such cases Av. s is not derived

from older « ])y palatalization is clear from Av. hi.ndS/o/ = Skt. rhidydt^

where (7t = I.-E. .Mt (cf. Gk. skh^zo); Av- spasya=Skf. pasydnii, where

.v = I.-E. k (cf. Lat. specie, OIIG. spehon); Av. /nn.v^o = Skt. matsya.

Muhammad Siiahidullah



Did Tailapa II Defeat a Cedi King ?

In his Earl)! Hifilori/ of the Eeccan (3r(l. ed., p. 1*^0) Sir K. G.

Bliaiularkar says “Tailapa (tlie foiiiuler of the Later Calukya Dynasty)

humbled tlie of Cedi.“ Dr. Fleet also referred to this event' but

was not inrliiied to accept it as historical, for he wrote “Some of the

later records assert that in addition to subvertin*? tlie pow’cr of tlie

Easirakutas, lie overcame tlie kinj? of Cedi, the Utkalas or the people

of Orissa and Nepal and had std>juproted the whole of the Kuntala

country- The allf^ed ('onquest of Nepal is of course an invention of

poets
;
and probably the statements about Cedi, the Colas and Orissa

are no more substantial, except in beinpf perhaps based, in the first two

cases, on some successful resistance of attempts at invasion^. Eai

Bahadur Hiralal, however, who has recently written on the history of

the Kalacuris of Tripuri® has identified this Cedi kinpr defeated by

Tailapa wdth Yiivarajadeva II of Trii)uri.® This kin^ was closely re-

lated to Tailapa for, BonthadevI, the daug^hter of Tiaksinanaraja and

the sister of Yiivarajadeva II was the mother of Tailapa. We must,

therefore, suppose that Tailapa waged war on his ow^u maternal uncle.

Neither Dr. Fleet nor Eai Bahadur Iliralal has cited any authority

for his statement, but they are evidently relying on the Yewur grant

of the reign of Vikramaditya VT to which Dr. Bhandarkar has referred

in a footnote. This Yewur (ii'ant is inscribed on a stone. tablet “at a

shrine of god Basavanna at the temple of the god Somesvara on the north

1 The Dynasties of the Kanercse J)}sfnrts^ 2n(l eel. (1896t p. 4.11 {liomhou

(iazetteer, I. pt. ii).

2 ADOIU.^ IX, p. 291. Prof. K. D. Banerji also has made a similar state-

ment in his recently published book 'The Hoihoyas of Tripurl ami their Monu^

ments^ p. 14.

ftw^Siwrut' ii
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side of the villaj?'e Yewnr in the Rovupiir Ilahlui wliich is on ilie eastern

frontier of the Kala(l»*i distrirt'’. Tt had not ihen been rarefnlly edited

w’itli a facsimile/ Imt from a transcripiion and liandcopy supplied to

him, Dr. Fleet ^'ave his version in Hie Indian Aniiquavy (YIII

]>]). 10 ff.). Tlie j»;enealo^i(*al ptutioa of ilic ^rani which is in vSanskrit

was copied from some earlier copper-plalc
;
so Dr- Fleet utilised, for his

version of the ^rraut, tlie Miraj »Tant (d‘ .jayasiinlta III dated Saka 940

(A. 11. 1024-5) of which a transcrijdion and an abstract translation had

already been published.

The forofvoing account of Dr. Fleet vcMsion of the Yewnr inscrip-

tion shows that he liad im reliable materials before liiin when he

published it in the Indium Antiquary. '

In that ins(‘ripiion there occurs

the bdlowinp- verse about Tailapa:—

- • w\

Dr. Fleet translated rliis verse as follows;—
(Tailapa) who destroyed the life-destroying power of the Hunas;

who caused the inhabitants of the deserts to tremble at his journeying

lorth
;
who eradicated the Caidyas

;
who subjugated the brave TJtkalas by

all his patience and \ictory and r.dmiiiistrative talent; by wliom any one

who possessed an abundance of strength and increase and courage, inaiii-

fesfed in the exceedingly fierce van of battle, was cast into prison; and

in describing 'whom (even) the best of poets is driven to his wit’s

end.”® Dr. Fleet thus took the verse as consisting of four compound

expressions and two relative clauses, all descriptive of Tailapa. As lie

himself acknowledged, the translation was not altogether satisfactory.

It was, however, this version and translation on which both he and Dr.

Bhandarkar relied for their statements in the first editions of their

works which were published subsequently.

Ill 1887 Dr. Fleet jniblished the Kauthem j)Iatcs of Vikramaditya

4 Dr. L. D Barnett has since then edited the inscription in IJy. Ind,, XII,

PP. 260 ff. Ho has not, however, discussed or translated the present passage.

5 See vol. VIII, pp. 10 ff. 6 Ant,^ vol. VIII, .p. 16,
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V of Saka Samvnt 930 with a facaiioile.^ As lie had better materials to

work on at this time, he a correct version of the above stanza,

ipading in place of and took

it to mean—*‘(Tailapa) bv wliom TTtpala who liad destroyed the lives of

the Huiias and caused tlie Maravas to tremble at his approach, and had

cut off tile Caidyas aiuUiad perfected his intellect by policy combined

with conquest of the whole world was cast into prison/’" This transla-

tion, as far as it fi'oes, may be accepted witli slight corrections viz.

Iluna, Marava and Caidya were kiiif^s and not the people of the parti-

cular countries. It was tlius clear that the description of martial

exploits ^»iven in this verse refers not to Tailapa but to some kin"* named

TTtpala who was defeated by Tailapa and cast into prison. As no king

of this name was known at the time, Dr. Fleet identified him with

IhThcala, a Western Ganga prince, whom, .according to other inscrip-

tions, Tailapa killed in Imttle. Apart from this identification it was

quite (dear tliat the Caidyas or rather the Caidya king was

defeated by TTtpala and not by Tailapa. No otlier inscription of Tailapa

or his successors records his defeat of a Cedi king. Still tlie statement

in tlie works of Dr. Dliandarkar and Dr. Fleet has remained uncorrected

till now.

In 1<S8() an important Sanskrit kavya, tlie Navnsdlia.vliila-rarita of

Padmagupta alias Pariinala was discovered and two years later Prof.

Biililer and Dr. Th- Zacliarite published a critical account of it in the

Sitzungsherichte of the Wien Imp- Akademi© of Sciences." From the

i\arasnhn.mnl'acarifn it was clear that TTtpala was the name of the Para-

mara king Muhja of Dliaru (called also Vakpatiraja).*" The above

stanza joraiqir?:- &<•. wiiicii oci urs in the Kauthem plates of
i\

Vikraimlditya V’', tlie Miraj idates of Tnyasimha II and the Yewur in-

scription of A^ikramadilya VT refers, therefore, to Tailapa’s victory

over and imprisonment of Mun.ja. The Prabandhacintamani of

7 Ind. Ant.y vol. XV'J, p. 15ff.

8 JhifL, vol XVJ, p, 18.

9 An English translation of the article has appeared in the InfL Ant.j vol.

XXXVT, p. 149 (1907).

Canto XI, Verse 92.
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Merutuiiga tells us that Munja defeated Tailapa six times. When he

crossed the Godavari in his seventh expedition against the advice of liis

minister Rudraditya, he was defeated and taken prisoner by Tailapa.

Wlien he tried to escape from iniprisonment, he was made to beg from

door to door and hanged on a (ree. Btihler accepted tlie statement of

Merutuhga that Tailapa killed Mufija for it is clearly referred to in two

Caliikyan inscriptions but he was inclined to lo(;k with suspicion on the

other details of the tradition recorded by Merutuhga. lie remarked

“The narrative is adorned with so many loucliing scenes and so many

verses which the imprisoned king is said to have com])o^ed under

different ciicumstjuicevs, that its legendary cliaracter is unmistakable'

Merutuhga’s version is not, however, as suspicious as Btihler thought.

We know fi-om an inscription of Munja that he had a minister named

Rudraditya. “ That Munja was a good poet is known from Padma-

gupta’s description of liim*^ as well as from
.
several verses in

unth(3logies ascribed to Munja, Yakpatiraja or Utpalaraja. The verse in

Kautliem and other inscriptions shows tliaf he composed verses in his

imprisonment to please Tailapa. The tradition recorded by Merutuhga

seems, therefore, to liuve had a foundation in fact.

Nor have w’e any reason to doubt the truth of the description of

Muhjii's military exploits in that stanza. It is true that Btihler has not

referred to them in the critical and fairly exhaustive account of

Muiija's conquests,'* b\it this w'as probahly because his attention was

not directed to it. We must note tJiat the description occurs not in the

panegyric of a court poet but in the records of bis enemies. Besides we

know from another inscription*^ that Munja defeated Tuvarajadeva II

the Cedi king, killed his generals and held his sword on liigh at Tri-

11 Ind. Ant., XXXVI, p. 170.

12 Ind. Ant., XIV, p. 160.

^ I

^o,^0L8dUii8ahha€unta, 1, 7. Also cf. £p. Ind., I, 1567 f.,

“The IJdopur Pra^asti of tho Kings of Malwa.”

14 Ind. Ant., XXXVI. p. 169-70; Kp. ind,, I, 230.

^ ftfinftWT II > P- 2se.
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purl, tJie capital of the enemy. His victory over a Huna king abo is

likely to be a fact- Both his father Siyaka^* who preceded and his

brother Sindhuraja^^ who succeeded him are known from other records

to have waged war on a llilna prince and Muhja also may have done

tlie same. That there was a Huna family reigning in the 10th and llth

centuries is known from oilier inscnptions* The plates of

Avanivarnian 11 Yoga, (Vikrania) Saiuvat 950 mention a Huna king,

Jajjapa, wJio was defeated by Avanivarnuin.^® From the Jubbiilpuv

copper-plate of Yasalikarnadeva^’ we learn that Karna of Tripurl (circa

1040-1070 A.]).) married a Huna princess Avalladevi. Tlie Paramars

were constantly at war with Huna and Cedi princes. The Cedis were

on the east and the Iluuas probably on the west of the kingdom of the

Paramars. Karna’s marriage with a Huna princes must have, there-

fore, been dictated by political considerations, as it united two royal

families against a common foe. It is more difficult to identify the king

of the Maru country wdio wjis defeated by Muhja; but he is likely to be

Balinlja, the Cahamana prince of Naddula in Rajaputana. The Sundha

Hill inscjiption of Cacigadeva^® tells us that Baliraja defeated an army

sent by Muhja. Afterwards Muhja may have advanced in periiKin and

defeated Baliraja, or his successor.

The foregoing discussion will make it clear that the verse

&c. desciiiies the Paraiuara king Muuja wlio was im-

prisoned and afterwards beheaded l)y Tailapa. As said above, tliere is

no oilier record wbicli alludes to Tailapa’s vietory over a Cedi king.

Ills close relation to Yuvarajadeva II would also make sucli an invasion

imiirobable in the absence of a detinite iiroof.

V, V. MiRASia

JSdvanOJinmhlaicariia XI, 90.

18 Kp. Ind., IX, p. 1. . 19 lip. Ind., II, p, 1.

20 Kp. hid., IX, p. 71.
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Akbar as a Sun-Worshipper

Akbar was probably more inclined towards Zoroastrianism than

any other religion. It is said that lie was taught the peculiar terms,

ordinances, rites and ceremonies of this creed and that he was very

reverential to the Sun-Ood. From the twenty-fifth year of his reign

(March 1580), we are told, he began to prostrate himself in public

before the Sun. The Ain (III, p. 393) would show that for Akbar to

light a caudle meant to commemorate the rising of the Sun and that

his maxim was that ‘To whomsoever the Sun sets, what other remedy

has he but this?* The worship of the Sun is rather more Brahmanical

than Zoroastriau. Tlie Hindu worship Him daily by his most sacred

mantra, the Gayatri, praying Him for the hhargas and for the stimu-

lation or sharpening of the intellect. The ‘Sauras* among the Hindus

worship this divinity particularly, just as the Saiva« worship Siva and the

Vaisnavas, Visnu. It is not impossible that Akbar learnt worshipp-

ing the Sun from Raja Birbal who exercised very great influence on him

and was himself a great adherent’ of the cult of the Sun. The evidence

available would show that Akbar learnt the Suryasahasrandma from a

Jaina teacher of his—the influence which some of the Jaina mufvis

exercised on Akbar has already been pointed out (V. Smithes Akbar the

Great ilogul, pp. 1G4-5, 237 ;
Sarasvatl, 1912, pp. 289 ff.) The list

given by Abul Fazal names three Jaina gurus for whom the Great

Mughal had a very high regard. The IJiravijaya kdvyain shows that

the stoppage of animal slaughter was due to the teachingj of Hiravijaya-

Suri on whom Akbar had conferred the grand title of Jagad-gurii or

the Preceptor of the world. The Adwvara temple on the holy hill of

Satruiijaya near Palitana in Kathiawar has a long Sanskrit inscription

Written on its walls which combines the praise of this Jaina monk with

that of Akbar and may well be referred to for knowing what the Great

Mughal did under the noble influence of the Jaina saints- Vincent

Stuith has rightly remarked that ‘Akbar 's action in abstaining almost

wholly fiom eating meat and in issuing stringent prohibitions, resembl-

iug those of Adoka restricting to the naorrowest limits the destruction of

I H.O., ICABCB, 1988
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life, certainly was taken in obedience to the doctrine of his Jaina

teacher\ The following colophon of the commentary on the

Kaiamharl would sliow that Akbar read the Suryasahasrandma with

Bhuniicandra whom Iliravijaya Suri had left behind after liis famous

visit to Akbar. Siddliicandra, the joint' author of the said commen-

tary and a disciple of Bhauucaiidra, was another feacher of the (jtreat

Mughal.

This colophon is practically identical with that of tlie

Lekhalikhanapaddhatiy a manuscript coi)y of wliich, written in the

Vikrama-Samvat 1711, I saw with tlie Jaina nnini 8rT-Vicaksanavijaya

at Bangalore last year. The difference is that the latter was written

in the reign of Jahangir and it adtributes the giving of tlie title Khush-

fahatn to the Jaina nioiik Siddhacandra to Jahangir and not to Akbar,

and that it also mentions the conferment of the title Hhe* second

Nudir-i-zaman’’ on the said monk. This reads as:—

It is interestijjg to ohseive here in passing that these references go

a long way to prove that Akbar was not nmwi or illiterate as is very

often believed.^

1 TIio following verse given in the puim-hhaoa of tlie fikd makes Bhiliiu-

candra tlie author:—

?N IWT !WIW|^ II

2 Vincent Smith, for instance, held this belief.
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It is rather curious that though the Hindus as Sun-worshippers

should have been the teachers of the said Sahusrandma yet Akbar

selected a Jaina monk and read the e\ilogy of the Sun with him. Be-

sides,the Jains do not worship the Sun. But it does not matter much.

The fact is that Akbar read tlie Sahasraiidina or the 1000 names to

worship the Sun-God. One would be curious to know the Sahasrandma

that Akbar the Great learnt. From a collection of ancient manuscripts

muni Vicaksanavijaya at Bangalore last year showed me some leaves

which gives this eulogy or the Sahasrandma in question. He also

showed me a diagram (see facsimile publislied herewith) which bears

tliese one thousand names of the Sun writien in circles. The diagram

which I reproduce below was, I believe, w’orshipped by Akbar. I draw

this inference from the following words written at the end of the

Siln/a sahasrandma :
—

II

This diagram is written in red colour which <loes not allow of a

good photograph. It gives some pictures also which were apparently

worked in by some nnproi'essional painter wlio wTote tlm tliousand names

and prefeiTed to draw* t)ie figures himself and thus preserve the sanctity

of tlie writing. I lielieve tlio word aminn is liere used for the

Sahasrandma itself. TIte pronoun adas is, occasionally, employed to

indicate the nearness and in the sense of ‘this’ or ‘here’, as in

3![nP^; ?HOn?T^lt<lhighu^ vi, ?l) where asait means ‘one who is to be

he seen in Mallinatha.

Possildy it is tlie veiy stotra of Ihe Sun. Olherwdse, it must be a copy

of it. Both the stoiiuf, I mean ilio Sahasrandma, and tlie diagram are

wuth the said muni- The colleciion w'hicli contains botli of them has

got some inferesling works, SaiiNkrit as well as Prakrit, and is wwth

being acquired. The belief is that some of tlie manuscripts preserved

in it belonged to tbe Jaina monks whom Akbar and Jabangir had

patronised- Perhaps the good soul of the ‘great scholar^, the

Mahaniahopadhyayn Pandit ITaraprasad »5astri M.A., O.I.h., wull help
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in its acquisition and the pick of it will be brought to the notice of

scholars ere long.

As the eminent Indian scholar to whose memory this volume is being

inscribed was a great discoverer of good manuscripts I consider it quite

opportune to announce the discovery of the stotra in this note as a

tribute to his memory.

Hirananda Sastri



Note on a NewlyDiscovered Taxila Inscription

Kalawiiii is a site about three miles south-east of Sirkap, in Taxila.

Here, under the foundations of a stupa, the excavations of Sir John

Marshall have brought to light a well-preserved Kharosthi inscription

in five lines, incised on a cojjper-plate with punctured dots in the manner

of the Taxila silver-scroll record. Prof. Sten Konow is engaged in edi-

ting the inscription in the Epigmphia Indica; and he has meanwhile

given a preliminary account in JRAS (Oct. 1923, pp. 949-9G5)

with a view to elicit a discussion on the various poinfs arising out of

the phraseology of its dating. How important the matter is will be

evident from the fact that Prof. Konow has felt convinced that his own

‘dating of all the Kharosthi inscriptions of the old series falls to

pieces.’^

The date is expressed thus:—
(Line 1) Samvat^araye 1.100.20.10.4. ajasa 4ravanasa masasa divase

treviSe 20.1,1.1. imena ksunena

We may compare the date occuring in the allied silver-scroll

record from Taxila ;
—

(Line 2) Sam r.100.20. 10.4. 1.1. ayasa asadasa masasa divase 10.4.1.

i4a divase

There can be no doubt that the word ajasa in the copper-plate

corresponds to the word ayam in the silver-scroll. Nor can it be denied

that the year 134 of the one refers to the same era as the year 130

of the other. We must accordingly assume that ajasa and ayasa are

equivalent expressions; so that aja and aya have to be recognized as

two variants of the same word. The question is, what that original

word may have been.

Prof. Konow now thinks that aja and aya are two variants of the

proper name ‘Azes* known to have been borne by a ruler of this region

whose coins have come down to us. His former view was that ayasa in

1 p. 962.
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the silver-scroll corresponds to Skt. adyasyn, implying an intercalnry

month Asuflha in tlie year IHG. A parallel explanation applied to

ajasa in the (!Opper-plate would lead us to infer that there was an

intercalary month Sravana in the year 134 of the same era. Astro-

nomically, siudi a positicm is untenable, as the Professor has been

informed by J)r. van Wijk whx> lias made a special study of Hindu

astronomy. That is the chief reason why Prof. Konow now abandons

the old explanation. His otiier reason is that “it seems hardly

likely that Sanskrit adya can appear both as aya and as aja in tw^

records, which are almost contemporary^*. But this is not a weighty

consideration. In the silver-scroll, Ski. pratisthdpita appears as

pradutavita^ while in the copper-plate Skf. pratuthdpayati appears as

pra-istaveti, with the t coinplefely elided. Again, the name Taksa4ila

appears in the silver-scroll as Talyusie
(
= Skt. TaksasilCiyrm), while tlie

name Chadasila, where ‘the last component, iild^ is evidently

the same as in Taksasilfi*,- appears with the I intact in the

copper-plate (line 2),^ The irregularity of the dialect employed in

these epigraphs is well-known; iji the Knlawan copper-plate itself, we

come across grahavati for Skt. grhapati, side by side with gahathnhn

for Skt. grhastupa. There is thus no insurmountable phonetic diffi-

culty in tracing both aja and aya to Skf. adya. On the other hand,

although from the phonetic standpoint there can be no objection to the

assumption that aja might represent the name Aze«, the fact that the

name is always rendered as Aya, never as Aja, on the coins of Azes

raises a strong presumption against the existence of a side-form Aja,

Moreover, it is hardly possible that the exceptional side-form, even if

it existed, should be used here in pieference to the form found on

the coins of Azes which must have been current at the time the copper-

plate was inscribed. That “the name Azes was familiar from the

numerous Azes* coins in common use** is recognized by Professor Konow.'*

If the object of the donor or engraver were to imply any reference fo an

era ‘used by Azes and his succssors*, nothing could be calculated to

2 Ibid,, p. 966. 3 Ihid., p. 960.

4 Ibid., p, 946 f.
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impair that object more effectively than the choice of a form of the name

Azes not occurring on the numerous Azes’ coins in common use.

Under the circumstances, we are obliged to formulate an explana-

tion for ayasa and aja^a as corresponding to some word qualifying

inasam
(
= Skt. vidsasya in amdasa viamsa and in iracaruim nuisam)

coming immediately afterwards in the two records. The mdsa is always

in iliese epigraphs a lunar month. We know that tlie lunar mouth has

two varieties, from a new moon to the next new moon, or from a full

moon to the next full moon. Both varieties are known to early Hindu

astronomy, the former being designated (ivnlntay the latter puniimdnta.

They are also sometimes called mid'hya and ynunuy respectively. Now,

the term muhhya is synonymous with adyUy being derived from Tnukha,

which has the same meaning as CtJi, It is therefore quite reasonable

to explain ajasa masasa or ayusa inasasa as Skt. adyasya mdsiuyay ‘of

the adya moiith^, in other words, ‘of the amanita month’,—iSravana

in one case, Asadha in the other.

This interpretation is justified in another way. Prof, £onow

and Dr. van Wijk have realized that, in several Kharosthi inscriptions

of the Kushan period, the month employed is piimimdnta^ Since the

months in these records are not qualified by any term implying that

they pertain to the pimiimCinia scheme, we may infer that, where no

such term was Applied, the people understood the months to he

pnrnimdnta. If, therefore, the amanta month was required to be used,

a differential expression would be necessary. And the term adya

applied to the mouth could well denote the difference.

The Kalawan inscription thus shows that the term ayasa occurring

in the Taxila silver-scroll has no reference to intercalation or to Azes.

It is a term indicating that the month employed was amanta.

It might he useful to append Prof. Konow’s reading of this

imporiuut record

—

(L. 1) Saiuvaisaraye 1 100 20 10 4 ajasa sravanasa masasa divase

trevise 20 1 1 1 imena ksuneiia Caipdrabhi uusia

(L. 2) Dlirainmasa grahavatisa dliita Dhadravalasti bhaya Chadasilae

sarira praistaveti gahatliu

—

(L. 3) banii sadha bliraduiia Naiudivadlianeiia grahavatina sadlia

putrehi Samena Saitena ca dhifima ca
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(L. 4) Dhramae. sadha snusaelii Bajae Idrae ya sadLa Jivanaindiua

Samaputrena ayariena ya saivasti-

(L. 5) vaana parigralie rathanikamo puya’ita sarvasvatvana® puyae

nivanasa pratiae hotu.

IIaiut Khisuna Uku

6



A Note on the Qirdharpur Brabmi Inseciption

of the Year 28

111 tin* Jountal of the IJilnif ant/ Ortsitti lie,search Society, vol.

XVllJ, j)]). 4 ft'., Mr. Juyaswal lias published a llrahmi inscription,

loimd near the (^irdliarpin- iiiouitd a 1 Matlinru and dated in tJin year 28

nt the Kaiiiska (*ra., durin^^ the reij^n of the Devapiilra Sahi fluviska,

and ill the /ndian. H istoncal Quarter/ tfy VI 11, pp. IIT ft., Mr. Harit

Krishna Deli ha.s made some remarks on this record. The epifrraph

itself has been known to me for some time, but I have not felt at liberty

to make any use of it before a paper whicli I have prepared for the

hjyitjraphut ftit/ico at the reipie.st of the (T<rvernment epi^jrraphist is

published.

Since the inscription has now been made known, I should like to

make some few remarks, in the hope tliat the criticism they may elicit

can be utilised in my paper in the Epit/raphia.

Mr. .layuf^'val lias justly remarked that *!ie (iirdiiarpur inscrip-

tion reduces the interval hetweeii Wisisku and iluviska to a few months.

VnHi.ska^s latest date is found in u Mathura inscription* of the third

month of hemanta in the year 28, and the new Iluviska inscription Is

dated on tlie l.st (lorjiiaias 28. As stated hy Mr. l>e, the Macedonian

Itorpiaias corresponds to Au^u.sT-*September. Dr. van Wijk has been

«'<jod euoui^k to calculate the date uccordinjur to the .system followed in

1113* edition of Kluiro.sthI inscription, and found that the coiTespoivdiuj*:

•lulian date is August 19th, A.l), 155. It is, however, possible, or

rather probable, that the epoch of the Kaniska era is later than I have

assumed in Dr. van AVijk’s c.alculatiuiis.

Mr. De, who does not appear to ascribe the Mathura inscription* of

tlie year 28 to Vasiaka, speaking of the Sahei staiue epigraph of the

5th day of the first hemanta-manWx of 28 as containing Vasiska’s last

date, is of opinion that the Sauci statue, with its date in (h tober or

Xovember of Sam 28, is later than the (lirdharpur inscription of

August 28. That would he so if the Kaniska year began with Taiira,

but everything speaks against that a.Msumption, and we mu.st evidently

1 No. 38 in Lueders’ List.

I H.Q., lUBCB, 1988 19
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reckon wiiL u Kuril ikadi >ear. There is not, therefore, any

uver-lappiiig iif^this case.

Nor can I accept Mr. De’n stateiuent that ‘our record proves tln‘

use of Macedonian niontli-iiaines in llie Mathura region, at least, as

early as the reign of lluviska.’ I shall return to this question helow.

The inscription mentions a pHoifamld and a i)erpetual gift of

1100 purdnas, and, according to Mr. .layaswal, officer signing and

executing the gift was a nohleman, Tihnia VrCirl, tlie son of

Rukavidna.' TtkatHt is said to he the Turki title tlpin^ and we should

accordiugly have to assume tiiat this designation waa known and used

in India in Ilie second century A.I)., the Tlkana heing, according to

Mr. Jayaswal, evidently the governor of Matliura.

I am unahle to accept this ingenious explanation. It (‘annot he

supported hy a reference U> a Nalanda inscription of the (»tli century

A.T)., or to the use of the su])poKed Turki title ipintipi at a still eailier

date, it being very doubtful whether pocufjo is originally a Turki

word at all.

AVliat is more important is, however, that the reading tlkaoii ']> a

correcton made hy Mr. Jayaswal himself. AVhat stands in* Ins plato

is ayaip puniiasdld prdeiju Konasaiabjiodna-put noa /\lnirris(ileNipnfino

Ynhcnapotiful ukmifunivi (ti/uhl, ami it seems necessary to connect tin*

irregular form pnicini with puoynsalti, charactcMzing the hall as

‘eastern^, prohahly in order to distiiigiiisli it fern another, ‘western*,

hall.

Tlie donor himself is accordingly idiaracterized as KtmasuvO'

kaimuui-puini, Khavfiuilcm-poti

,

and Vtdantipafi

,

apparently without

mentiouiug his actual name.

I cannot analyse the hist two oL these terms. I cannot even decide

w'hether we should translate the first one as ‘son of Kaiiasarukaiuajia*

or as Mlie scion of the Kanasarukamas*. Khommlvrapati must mean

‘lord of Kharasalera*, hut we do not know any district or tribe of that

name. It can hardly have anything to do with Khani, the first station

on Mahakatyayqna’s norilnvard flight from Roruka, before be reached

the country of tlie l.dnihillapdlas, i.e. Laghmah.*

2 Cf. DivyOmdOm, pp. o77 (f. and hiioders. .S7/.4II’., 1930, pp. 3t> tf.
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Erom Lambaku MahakHl>riy:iii>i pre(ee<le(l to Syamaka, i.e.

(Hiitral, and further to Vokhwa, i.e. Waklian. Tlie form Vohhlno. is

difficult, on account of its 1<k where we should expect a 8:uttiiral frica-

tive, but tlie identification of the name seems to be certain.

Now ^ve know that Wakluin wa.s one of the five prijicipalities of

the old Ta-hia country, ami tliat the Kusanus continued to look on their

old home in and near lladakshan as their real stronghold,*’ and since

we have before ns a Tvusaiia inscription, it is tempting to see

another form of the name rendered as Vo/(kana in the Dicyavaddna in

our Vakam, The two f(U'ms would bear the same relationship to each

other as Erdn and nlryana. If f nm right, Khnrasalera must also have

been situated in tlie >unie aeigiib(mrhcx)d.

As stated by Mr. Jnyaswal Vakana is clearly the same name as

Ihikana in the Mathura statue inscription published by ^Messrs. Vogel^

ami .layasvvnl’ Also tliere 1 would translate Uokann-pnli as ‘lortl of

W’^akhan’. Mr. Jayaswol corrects Hakana to Barkano and explains

Barkanapatina Hnm. . . as ‘by the king {nrpat^) of Varka, the kpK . of

iluma, referring us t<) the 8ak«a tribe linmnararkii mentioned in an

tdd Persian inscription.

‘

Thai the donor was not settled in Mathura but had come to the

place from the Xorth-AVest is, in my opinion, made probable by the

use of tlie ilacedoiiiaii month-name (lorpiaios. The Macedonian

(ralendar has not formerly beeu traced in any inscrijition from India

proper. We find J[acedonian months mentioned in re(‘ords from the

North-West helougiug to the 8aka and the Kahiska jieriods. But even

in the horder-land tlie Indian names were commonly used, and during

tlie l\irthian jieiioil no instance of Hie use of the Macedonian months

is known from Indian inscriptions, ft w»s the 8akas and their heirs

•‘t (H*. Oiuivaiiiu's, Timmi /V<o. II, viii, p.

4 ASJ., inil-Pi, pp. PiO fl.

V UtmtS.^ VI, pp. V2 if.

I) This sounds to nu* as if we were to sav “King Rfipa, ruler of Kiiina*,

iiiNti^iul of ‘King of Kamarupir. I shall not, in this place, enter into a discussion

nl tho identity r>f tlie Muhdnlja Ihljtliiroh KusOtunii putra Shdhi

^ omafttk.yi.'imn 'Phc amisvdra in KuMiuam seems to be quite distinct. If it

is right, the ftnin Ku^mm putni is in favour of explaining Kutwsariikamiina

a gen. pi,
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the Kusanas who stark io theia. in an<] in ilie nei^^hlxiurhood of their

old strongholds.

When we now find m Moredoniaii month ni^utioued in a Matliura

inscription, it seems to ]>e necessary to draw the inference that it w’as

drafted by a person who came down from the Xorth-West, from the

Kusana stronjyholds in the (d<l Ta-hia country. And if J am rifjfit in

Til}' explanation of the designation VahoD/tpafi as meaning ‘lord of

Wnkhan', this (Miiidnsion beetnnevS certain.

The Girdharpiir record accordingly, seems to throw some light on

the state of things in the Kiisana empire in the second century A.l).

Xobles and cliiefs from the old Kusana country occasionally visited

Mathura and endowed various establishments. But it is probable that

they also had another mission : to control the administration on behalf

of their suzerains, who seem to have .spent much of their time beyond

the frontiers of India proper. In such ciiTumstances it would not be

unlikely that our information about the Kusana nobles should be in-

complete. We know nothing about Vamataksama. He may have been

a successor of Wima Ivadpliises wlio ?iever resided in India itself. And

there may have been more than one ‘unknown’ ruler. The unexpected

appearance of a suzerain with more high sounding titles than any other

Kusann, the emperor Kaniska in the Ara inscription, ))oints in that

direction

.

Our record .seems to be due to a chief of AVakban, who owed

allegiance to the Kusana over-lord. The disruption of the

Kusann empire wliich led to the five hi-lioiise setting up for themselves,

and which was an estahlislied fact in the first half of the fifth century

A, I).,' had not liegun at the time when Iluviska began his

rule. Though he is not distinguished by the full imperial title, he

certainly held u po.sition superior to that of the local ruler of AVakhan,

who was probably a lii-hou.

Stex Koxow

7 Cf. J. Marguart. EtHniaht ,p. J^42.



Notion of Time in Hindu Philosophy

“What iei TimeP A inysteiy. a figment l)iit all powerful I It

canditions the exterior world, it is motion married to aiid mijig:leil with

ihe existence of bodies in spate, and with tlie motion of these. AVoultl

there then be no time if there %\’ere no motion? Xo motion if no time?

[s Time u function of Space or Space of Time? Or are they identical?*'

Such must have been the train of thoug^lits lliat passed through tlie miiid

of early thinkers wlien they set upon pondering over the notion and

function of Time.

Tims the earliest expression of human inind on the notion of Time

is a vague pionouncement on the all-powerful character of Time.

“Time drives as a horse with seven reins, thousand eyed, imaging;

possessing much seed. His wheels are all heings. He )>rought the

beings uigether and duly encompasses them. Ueing the father, he

becomes the son of them all. Than liis, veiily, there is no other bril-

liance that is higher. 'I'ime generated yonder sky. Time also

these earths. What is and what is lo be >tands out sent forth by Time.

h’i*<»m Time caiiie into being the waters. Hy Time the sun rises; in

Time he goes to rest again. Time generated of old what is and what

is to be.”' Such vague ex]>i*essi<ms <lid, no «lonl>t, lead to more consis-

tent and rational deliherations on the notion of Time. The later Hindu

pinlosopliers miiintained Kaht (Time) as ;m indi pendeatly existing

korce and they gave the following reasoning:—
“All perce}>tiblo things wre perceivoil as moving, changing, coining into

e.sisttMico and passing out of it. 'I’hcy ;»io produced ami tlesiroyed. There must

Ih* some Force or Power which thus brings them into existence and moves thorn

all. The things themselves cannot do it. There must, therefore, be something

which nuikes this moveinenl, organi'..ati.>ii and dt'^tnu-tion of things possible. It

is this something, this Power or Kot'ce. which is Kiiln. .Vs it moves and ehango^

things it givew rise to in the perccpieiit the notions, with regard to those thingtj.

of past, present and future, of old and new.- That is to say, it produces all

1 Athnrva-rfthi, suktas, XIX, *53-04.

2 Vai)iPskw~i<Hfro^ Upnskarn and Vivrti, 11. ii. 6; Xuni/o-rdrtiiko

^

11. i. 36.

AparOMtuin H aiuiram inuioinif rintm ksipr^im iti hnUiliij^iini,

'\v
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those relations which are termed temporal and is in this sense only Time. It must

he conceived as a Keality,^ because it cannot be shewn to be dei^endent for its

exisitence upon anything, rather it is upon Kiila t'Tiino) that all moving and

discrete things depend, in sq far as they have movements and change. Tt must

be also a Iteality which pervades the whole universe, that is to say, has relations

with all tilings that are moving and (‘hanging. In fact, it is a Heality whiHi

relates things together in regard to their movements and changes, and thus

enables a percepient to speak of some things as old, and of others as young,

with reference to one another. Thus Kfda (Time) is a lloality which holds

together the sensible universe as it ever moves on iu well-regulated and seasoned

cycles, and yet maintains that positional order which, for over, upbiains between

its various raembqrs.”^

The Hindu philosopliers further proc.eeded io arjariie ihal infinite

Time is a non-entity ohjeetively considered, heing only a construction

Ilf the nnderslandin^f (hafhlhi^nlrmdno) Imsed on the relation of

iinteceJeiice and secjiience, in uliicli ilie niemheis (.f the iiheiionteiial

series are intuited to stand to one another. These pluuiomenal changes

as intuited by us in the emjiirical consciousness fall into a series, which

the understanding: conceives as order in Time. “The Time-series, Iheu”,

says Sir B. X. Seal, “is a schema of the understanding* tor n^piesenting:

the cour.se of evolution. The schema of the understanding su]>eivenes

on the phenomenal world as order in Time, and hence in the empirical

consciousness the Time-'^eries appears to have an objective reality and

to form a continuum. As there is an ultimate ami irreducible unit of

(‘xtensive quantity {parintflna) in the (Innas nr infinitesimal Iteals ;.f

Prakrti, wliich are without constituent parts, so the moment may 1 m»

(ouceived as the ultimate and irreducible unit of this Tiine-coiitinuiim

as represented in the empirical cou'^ciousness/’ A moimmt, therefore,

(aunot be thought of as containing: any parts standing in the relatioii

of anfecedence and seipience. If chang:e is represented by the Time-

series^ a moment as the unit of Time may he supposed to repre.seut the

unit of change. Now all physical change may he reduced to the motion

of atoms in space, and we may therefore define the moment as repvesent-

ingf the ultimate unit of such change, viz., the ('instantaneouK) transit

of an atom for rather a tanmdtra) from one point in space to the next

succeeding point. Even an atom has constituent ])arts (the tonvultrns),

3 Vaiiefika^sHhu, 11. ii, 7. dravynfvanituatve vdyvtaT

4 traiastapOda, p.
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Jiud hence an atom must lake more than one iiiojiient to change its

j>osiiioii. The motion of that wliicli is absolutely simple and without

parts from one point in spate to the next must hv instantaneous, and

conceived as the absolute luiil of change (and theretore of time or

l\.y(tja). It this be lield h> be an irreducible absolute unit, it will

Inllow that wbut we represent as the Time-continuum is really <liscrcte.

riie Nyaya- Vaisesika jdiilosopliy asserts Ibe exisicjne of 1'ime {I\dlo)

as extending fi(mi tbe past througli tlic presefit to the endless futurity

before u^. Mad tliore been no time we <o\ild have no knowledge of it

ajid there would l)e nothing to account for our time-notions associated

with all changes. The Sainkhya school did not admit tin* ejcis-

ieiice of any real Time; by it the unit of Kdln is regarded as tbe time

taken by an atom to traverse its unit of space. It bus no existem*e ai)ari

Irom tin* atojus and their movemeJils- Tbe appeal a nee of /ulht as a

separate entity is a creation our Inulfl/ii (hndflhi ninniinn) as it

rcpri'sents the order or mode in wtii<‘li the hiuh/lH records its perceptions,

hut Nola in tlie Xyaya-Vaisesika Phiiosopl)y is regarded as a substance

existing by itself, Tn accordance with tin* clianges of thiiigs it reveaK

itself as past, present and ftiluie.’ Tbe Saipkbya teachers regard

Time as past, present and fuiarc inasmuch as they are the modes of the

constitution of the thing in its different manifesting stages of evolution

indhenn). The linlian aslrononiers regarded Time ns being due to the

motion of the planets. These iiiiist all be contrasted with the Xyaya-

VaiseMka conception of A'o/o which is regatded as an all-peivading

partless substance which appears as many in association with the

changes related to it." Time is of one dimension; two moments cannot

f*o-exisi
; iieitlier does any series of moments t xist in leality. Order in

Time is Jiothing but tbe relation of antecedence and secjiieme, liehveen

the moment that is and the moment that went just before. I3ut only

one moment, the present exists. Tbe fiituie and the past have no

meaning apart from jioteiitial and sublatent plienoinena. t)iie kind oi

iransfoimation to whicli a thing is subjeci is that it chauges from the

potential to tbe actual, and from tbe actual to the sublatent. This, tlie

Hindu thinkers called tbe change of mark (Uihsnnnparimlmo) as

o y }/dyakdnda1iy pp. 04-66. 6 y ifilyamaftinrl, pp. 136-136.
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opposed to the cliaiif^e of <|ualily idhu'minnirinamn) and tlie rhange due

to duiatioii or lajise of lime {arassthdparinnma). The present is the

mark of actualily, Ihe future the mark of potentiality, and the jiasi the

mark of suh.]iileiiey, in a phenomenon, thdy one single moment is aeiual

and ihe whole universe evolves in that one single momeiil. The rest is

hut ix)tential or siihlatent.* Vijhaiiahhiksu points out that ihis does

not amount to a denial of Time. It means that Time has no real (or

objective) exisleiice apart from the moment. But the latter is real,

being identical with the unit <d‘ change in plienomenn (f/unapari-

udmasytt Lpinotni raconot). But even this is real ‘only for our

empirical (relative) consciousness iryuttlntn dorktua), whh-h intuits the

relation of antecedence and consequence into Ihe evolving Beals

in the stage of Vinpirical intuition' (mrmihl niivikaliHi-

prajiid). The 'intellectual intuitioir {nin'inua nirrikiilfxtprdjiid)^ on

the other hand, apprehends the Beals as they ale. withoui the

imported empirical relations of Space. Time and (’ausality.*

The daina philosophy also held the same view legardiiig finite and

infinite Time, that is, Time measurable and immeasurable. It main-

tains that Time {Kdia) in reality <*on<is(^ of those innumerable paiticics

which never mix with one another, Imt which help the happening of

the modification or accession of new qualities and the change cd' quali-

ties of the atoms. Time {Kola) does no’i l)ring aljoiil the cliauges of

(jualities, in things, hut just as aLls<i letliei) llelp^ inlcrjirelation and

dhaema mature) n.otion, so also Kata (Time) help> the action of the

transformation ot new qualities in things. Time perceived as moments,

hours, days etc. is called saniaya. This i> the appearance of the un-

changealtle Kdia ('rime) in many forlll^. Kdia ('Time) thus nut oiil\

aids the modification of other things, but al-io allows its own modifica-

tions as moments, hours etc. It is thus a dravya (substance), and the

moments, liouis etc. are its innydyas (modifications). The unit cd

mviayo is the Time required by an atom to traverse a unit of space by

a slow movement.*

7 Vide I'Ofuiijtilnsiiim, pada 111. 52.

8 Sir B. N. Seal, Poiitive. of fha

9 UixtvvamifiQrahavfiii, 19*20.
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In Buddhism Time is rei^tirded as a subjei-tive element. Time is

(he coneeiit (Kiilapaniiniti), hy first and foreiuosi ineiilal states

me distinguished in internal iiitmioii. It is the sine nun non of the

succession of iiieutal states.**' The Buddhist phi lusoi>hers looked upon

Time as only a concept derived fioiii this or that plienpnienoii, such ns

(a) states expressed in suc’a phrases as, ^temporal (aspect of) mind*.

Mempoval aspects of mutter’; (h) the phenomenal mciirrence expressecl

by such phrases as the pa^t^ and /the fuuire’, (c) the phenomenal

succession in an organism expressed by ‘the time of seed generation'

and ‘the time of sprouting’; (d) the characteristic nnirks of plienomena

expressed by ‘the time of genesis’ and ‘the time of de' ay*; (e) the fun< -

lioiis of phenomena expiessed by ‘the time of feeling’ and ‘the time of

cognising'; (f) functions of being expressed by ‘tlie time of bathing*

and ‘the time of diinking’: (g) the inodes of jio^tnr** expresse*!

hy ‘iJie time of going* and ‘(lie time of sto])ping’ : (h) llie revolution

td* the nu»(»n, sun etc. expressed by morning, evening, day and

night; or (i) tin* grouping of days and nigli\> etc. i-,to periods

expressed l>y ‘half-month’, ‘niontii' etc*“ The Bn(hlhid^ held that if

should he undersiood that abstract time is a mere concept because it i>

licit existing h\ its own nature. Thi^ is, in short, the notio?i of Time in

ancient Hindu \dnlo'^oph\ uhicli lielc! (hat lcni])t»val eiiaraeleristies are

among the most fuiniahieiital in the objects <»1 our experience and theu*-

fore cannot be defined (iropeily.

.Si Ki MAic Hax.t.\> Das

to Vide .ihhidlumnnuffho-6oinjnhii.

ll Thf (Attha-salini). pwt II. .Vnalysis of terms, pp. 57-60.

I H.Q.; HAECH^ 1938 20



The Nati* of Pataliputra

“Koi the epic song, hut the dance**, savs Wundt,' “accumpauied

by a monotonous and often meaningless sojig, constitutes everywhere tlie

moat primitive, and, in spite of the primitiveness, the most highly

developed art. Whether as a ritual dance, or as a pure emotional ex-

pression of the joy in rhythm i(! bodily niovcnient, it rules the life of

primitive men to sucli a degree that all. other forms of art are sub-

ordinate to it.’’ For primitive man there is no sucli thing as religion

apart from life, for religion covers everything. The dance was, in the

beginning, the expression of the whole man, for the whole tnaji was

religious. Xot a single ancient mystery in wliicJi flieje is Jio clancing
;

in fact most, people say of the devotees of the Mysteries that ‘they dance

them out’. Dancing forms imrt of the worship. The other intimate

association of dancing is with love.*** As such, it is older than man.

Among insects and among birds dancing is ofteji an essential ])art of

love- Thus dancing was horn with religion and love. As Dr. fiouis

Robinson has pointed out, “the spasmodic jerking of the chimpanzee's

feeble legs is the crude niotioii out of which tlie heavenly alchemy of

evolution has created the divine movements of Davlova’’. Ajul it ha>

often ended in a series of “immodest and di'^solute movements by which

rhe cupidity of the flesh is aroused”.

In earliest Indian literature, XriT: is the female dancer typifying

l)otli these aspects of ritual and love. Dancing is often referred to in

the Ilgveda (I, Kf, 1: 4, etc.) and later ^Jaiminiya Bi'fihinana, T,

Rgveda f, 4 makes it clear tlmt the dancer Xrtu was a

ITetaira.'

The Nrtu .survives in the Devada.'‘i in tlie post-Vedic literature.

From the vital function of ilancirig in love, and its sacred function in

religion, the Devadasi dancing evolved as an art, a profession, an

1 Wurdt, Volkerpsyehologie, 3d. ed. 1911. Bd. i. Teil i, p. 277.

2 Westormarck, Hinlory of Tlvinati. Marnorie, vol. T, ch. xiii, p. 470.

3 Weber, Indian Liteivture, pp. 196ff.

4 Jolly, Hecht und SitUf 48.
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amusement. Dancing, like priesthood, became a profession, and

(lancers, like priests, formed a caste. The DevodasI is both a religious

and professional dancer. Married to the gods, taught dancing by the

Brahmins, they figure in religious ceremonies, their dances representing

ihe life of the god they are married to as well as the emotions of love

they experience fu^r hiiu.^' Ifrtn’H dance, and of tlie pre-Arya Siva, and

(he reverent dance of the Devadasi are In India a great symbol, ‘'the

clearest image of the activity of God, which any art or religion can

boast of’\‘

The archaeological remains at Mobeiijo-Daro Imve Imnjght to light

many a female dancer of 3,000 B.C* The accompanying dancer belongs

lo 3,00 B.C. It was discovered by Mr. Jackson, late Principal of Patna

(’ollege, and myself, at the Mauryan level near Patna College, during

excavations for the sewers of the Fiiiversity area. It is now exhibited

in the Buxnr and Fatal iputra room in Ibe Patna Musoum.

This terra colta image is about 13 inclies in height, 2 inclies across

Ihe waist and 4 inches across Ibe skirt. For the fetdmique of the face

moulding, compare the ‘Fataliputra laughing girP excavated from the

Mnuryan level at Bidnndibagh (Patna) by Dr. Spooner in 1912. For

the bare breasts and ballet ‘^kirt, the Egveda doscriptiem of Xrtn recurs

through the ages

:

pCitawsi rnpofr X it fir inlponiiilr ndsa oxrcrff hnrjahnm'*

Rgveda, I, 92, 4.

Sayana comments:

'^Nrtfn- iva nrfi/antJ noniti irn pe^umsi nlponrntunint aarvair^

thnstnuiphil nlpdiil rsO adhirapafr ^ratmany (nlhihnn (l/ulntyali vnk.ytk

stn’ktyam avahprmlcsam aponnitc umlvclidditinn laioU."

“Like Xriu, a dancing girl, carefully putting on her jierson vesl-

meuts to attract tlie eyes of all, bares her breast.**

“A good education**, Plato declared in flie ,‘J/aws*\ his most

mature work, “consists in knowing bow to sing and dance well**.

According to an ancient Chinese maxim— “C)ne may judge of a king by

the st 5\te of dancing during bis reign”* The loveliest of ^ edic creations,

•"> UothtVld, U o/ Iniiin. < h. vii. “The Daiiciiia (iirl." 19*22.

C CV>omarj\s\vaiuy, The Ihnirr of 1918.
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ITsas, the (ioddess of Dawi), has been compared to Nrtfi, a dancing fifirl,

meeting:, \is, not only as love, ns religion, as art, Imt as morals. And
^rtn s successor weaving the maze of tlie dance in the accompanying

terra cotta carries on the glorious tradition from the ^rd millennium to

the ‘Ird tenturv B.(’. The Lippsian doctrine of Kinfiililitnfj or

“empathy^' places the dancers and tlie spectators In the self*saine

cultural plane and even in technical elalM>ration, old Imlia hardly yieldn

to more modern attainments.

A. Baxf.uji-Sastih



The Monetary System of the Moghul Times

Ihc startin'^ point of the modern Imlian monetary system is the

silver impee, one tola, or 178 ft:rains. It was firsi coined hy

Slier SlioJi during IiivS siiort rule of the Dellii empire, 1540-40. He also

iiitiodueed a cojiper coinage based on the tlthn, a piece weighing about

d^iO grains, this being tlie first n)/stcmatic use of that metal for coinage*

in India.

TJie Ain-i<Hhan lontuins a very elaborate account of Akbar*s coin.s

wliicl) were closely modelled after Sber Shah’s. Tlie thlw as des«*iihed

ill iJiui plate, weiglied *> laiikas, which comes to 50h*2*^ grains. It men-

tions that the ddu) was formerly called pi/Avy/i and also hrlmoh/. It

also gives (he divisions of tlie (him :

ridlielfth ... ... ... 1/2 dam

pOAvlah (pa ola) ... ... ... 1/4

dainree ... ... ... 1/8

Ihlm seems to he an fiidian word, jievhaps in some wav connectiMl

with fdmnt copjier.' The word occurs ficf|ue!itl\ in the Ain-I-Akhitf i.

The T*eveniie of the whole empire, curiously, is not given

in rupees, hut always in dams. In other places, where accounts are

inserted, tliey are mostly in dfuns, if smaller amounts. In a few ins-

iance.s the figure^ given are in three columns, ddms, and

vhitcel< (1/25 of a dam).

The word p»/.<o/i or pooxo WU'^ originally the name of a weight,

which, as it seems, had come with the Moghuls from (’entral .Vsia.

According to Schuyler, Tashkent has the following weights: The

haimau (about 874 Ih. avoirdupois) is divided into ill fc/io /•//.<, of about

5J Ih.. subdivided. into SO each, of a little more tlian one ounce

each. The mi.shka] is again one quarter of a futisa.

In tlie early Moghul monetary system there were 40 dfims to a

rupee. The copper value of the 40 minted dams was alwmt 20 dams,

1 Prof. y\. ColliiiH. formerly of Santiniketnii, pointed oat to me that dam

\i dnmma, finally derived from the ancient Greek drachma.
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about 5 of the fare value. 40 miiiiecl dams would weigh 2 lb. 728 gv.

Troy (40x800*22 gr. = 122‘!8*8 gv.). The face value of this amount of

('(>])per pieees was .one rupee, or one silver tola, eqnal to 179*00 grains

np minted silver.

Tlie modern pice pieces of India, the lineal descendant of the quarter

f/(7/o of Akbar’s time, weigli 78 grains, making a total of 312 grains for

an imaginary or theoretical modern r/rtn?.. But as the modern currency

has only 04 of iliese cn]>pe]' ])ie< es to the ru])ee (they are really bronze)

of course their total weight will equal only the weight of 16 of the old

copper dams, making their metal value (if they were pure copper), only

as 2: 6 to the value of the rupee. The constancy of these Indian copper

weights witli the exce])(ion of Jehangir’s temporary increased weights,

these 8i centuries, is a remarkable ])henomenon in the history of

(‘oiiiage, ojily equalled by the constant weigJii of the silver rupee itself

during tliis long period of time. The change in the relative value of the

silver rupee to Its copper coins is another importnni fact.

It would seem that in the two systems, the ancient 1 .* 4t) system of

Akbar^s (leally the ratio is 1 : IGO, viz. 1 rupee to 100 quarter dams)

time, and the modern ratio of 1 : 64 of modern pice, we June two diverg-

ing streams of numeration, of which the seeminglv more modern type

is really the older. Or, it may also be possible, that the 1 : 64 system

is borro^ved, while the other type may date back to an ancient monetary

system based on Kauris as sole currency.

The old Bengali system of designating fractional values of the

rupee seems a mixture and compromise of both systems.

The modern pice in Bengali numeration is expressed in the follow-

ing way, J times four Ifujas, or five ijatiflds, A gau(}d is usually con-

sidered as an old group figure, a sort of primitive dozen, consisting of

four units. This is correct, l)ut it is not the whole storv. Ko(hh wdiat-

ever the origin of the word may he, in the above cited case means a

group of four, for a modern pice is the equivalent of 80 kauris, 5 times

four /{(aids, 5x4x4.

(Tm(fil clearly in this case cannot mean a simple ganijd of four,

but must mean a large g(nj(]d of 4x4=16. The above instance is taken

from an original Bengali manuscript, dated 1209 B.E. or 1802 A.D.

(Mitra, Types of Early Bengali Prose, Calcutta, 1922).
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Twu iiiMluuees uie louiid on ilie same paj^e, where cdri kadd is used

as llie exact e([uivuleni ot yoiufCt, and vice versa. ]f cdri kadd nieuiis

Id, then fjtnjflu must also mean Id.

Tliis opens up rather interesting* vistas ijito tJie general moiie.

iary systems ot older India. First ot all ilie (luotiuji arises, >vhu1

unit is meant l»y tlie old designatior. ot the tiguivs 1-19 in liengali

accounts, in the pice column? 21) of that unit are e(iual to an anna,

hut annas are a rather late innovation, both in accounts, and as an

actually existing coin.

Clearly, tJie jnesent anna in IlengaJi account staiids tor the older

(him, whicli was the original unit ot which tiie jdee, or the old pai air,

the powlali ot Akhar’s time is the (juarter. 1 am Jiot saying that tlie

anna is the numerical equivalent ot the ddm, because we have seen that

I here were 40 dams, or lOU (piarter dthn to the rupee, wliile now the

rupee coniains only 04 (piarler dams or pice. In other words, the

present piie lias to do the service and he the fictional or

nominal eijuivalent ot 2A of the previous quarter dams. Hut never-

theless, the modem pice is treated as a traction of the anna, while at

the .same time, the way it is written in Bengali acicounts, clearly indi-

cates the pice as the highest surviving aggregate ot the ancient Kauri

system, naming the pice as iix4x4 Kauris, a total ot 80 Kauris.

Thus also the system ot weights hy whicli tlie dam ot Akbar’s time

weighed five tankas, has had its place in the further development ot

the system. Somehow the factor fire enters in the make-up of both

modern weights and also in some ot llie other older monetary systems.

10 tarr or viss = cS0 cash make one fannm or gallce, while (> fanams

make one rupee, according tci one <d’ (he South Jiidian monetary sys-

tems, now obsolete.

A maund is 40 seers. A se(?r is tSO tolas, wliile a seer contains four

paos, or quarters and each pao splits again into tour c.bataks, or 10

chataks to the seer. Thus also liere the five enters in a factor in the one

system, but not in the other. A seer is ox4 x4 tolas, hut a seer is also

*1x4 chataks.

In buying straw we find that Kudi (ianda (twenty fours) is one

Ihin, is 80 bundles. 10 Tans is one Kalian (Kahai»ana = Karsapana).

The latter is an uncieni unit, for even in Kauris their numlier
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equivalent io oue Siki, or tour uniuiK, in exactly the same number

the tfital bundles (if straw in a Kalian, namely lliSO.

Accordinjr to Cunniiigfham quoted 1)\ I']. H. Walcli, in liis

Coinage of Seyol^ the ancient standard of weights fm* Cojiper coins

in India was a wei^lit alsocalled Pan (the old Karsajiaua) of approxi-

mately 144 ‘grains, whicli makes the ITS, or ISO "rains of the later

silver riipeo eipuil to Ij Pan in weij^ht.

Ilow. pice was considered in llu'^ ITth century we learn from

Tavernier. 'Phey were wortli anywliere from 40 to 50 pice to the

rupee, awonluig to the ginttee or suioller (li.sf(tnee from eoyyer mines.

An interesting reason for unwillinj»:ness or inability of govern-

nients to use copper as a monetary standard was its (omimralive

j^reat weiy:lil, unhandy in (rans[)ortatioji.

A counterpart to tliis observation of tlie slnewd French jeweller,

is what he tells us about Kauris. Xear tlie seacoast the ordinary stan-

dard of eiglity to the pice prevailed. Farther inland one could ^rot

much less per pice, at Agra only 5tl, or 55, He also mentions that

Kauris were imported to America, Mo serve instead of money

\

It would be interesting to know wliere in America, and liow long

Kauris were used as small currenc\7 ilost likely in the portions of

South America near the (5\ribbian. Prof. A. K. Sarkar in the ///(>.,

Dec., 19'‘U, Itas an excellent article on the Coins and eights of

Ancient India. He admits the im])ossibility of accounting for the di'^-

crepancies of the various ancient standards given.

It is the opinion of this writer that the only safe starting point is

afforded by the. coinage of Muhammadan times, working backward in

our ir vestigations from the known and actually existent, to those

standards of pre-Muslim times of which in most cases only the lists

remain.

(4. L. S( IIAXZLIX



Identification of some Brahmanical Sculptures

li is admitted on all hands lliat in aiu.ionl liines the Indian

srmlptors exeonied their work in aorordauee willi llie rules prescribed by

llie Sfistras. A t1ioroug*h knowledge of these canons enables one to

determine the real identity «t‘ a particular image. The discovery of a

large number of scul])tures is reported annually in the publications of

the ArchcRological Department but many of them have not yet been

properly identified. T have selected a few of them for study in the

following pages. Dr. Spooner reports tl)e discovery of a peculiar stone

image in a mound close to Shabkadar, on the Momand frontier, North

AVesterii Frontier rrovinces. He remarks that^ '‘the sculpture re-

presents a goddess witli four arms whi(‘li fact at once invests it witli

unusual interest, for figures witli more than iwo arms are almost

unknown in Oandharu art. rnforhinately llie upper pair of arms are

lust, but tlie lower ones liold a spear and a well defined wheel res-

pectively, while the peculiarly Greek nature of the drapery ivS a further

point of interest.” *

Mr. V. A. Smith lias lirought this sculpture in tlie lime light by

illustrating it in his well known of Fine /Irf in India and

Veylon (first ed. fig. 78). He reiterates in it the remarks of Dr. Spooner,

and adds that* "a striking and at present unique illustration of the

progressive Iiidianization of the foreign types is afforded by the recent

discovery, near Shabkadar, on the Momand frontier, of a standing

headless female figure with four arms, executed more or less

in Gandhara style, witli drapery described by Dr. Spooner as being

specially Greek in character. The upper arms have been lost ; tlie two

lower one.s hold respectively a spear and a wheel. The draper^’ seems

to me to be treated in an extremely formal manner, and I think the

work is of late date.”

I find three out of the four arms of the goddess in perfect condi-

1 AllAfSl.^ Frontier Circle, 1908-(^, p. 4.

2 Smith, History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, p. 124.

X»U,Q,, lUBCH^ 1933 21
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tion and only the upper left arm is broken. The object held by the

goddess in her lower left liand is not a spear bnt a rjada (chib).

Similar object is held by a Yisiui image at Kanarak, which is evidently

a gadct,^ As against Dr. Spooner^s remark that the four-armed

goddess in Gandhara sculpture is almost unknown, it may be pointed

out that the four-armed god was not unknowm to the people of that

locality in that age. A large number of Kaniska’s coins, discovered in

the Punjab and the North-West Frontier Provinces, hear effigy of the

four armed Siva.'‘

The image under review holds ro/xro (discus) in llie right lower

hand and a padmn (lotus) in the right U])per. Tlie lotus is mucli

damaged. Its stem still remains in ]>erfoci condition. She carries

(jnda in her left lower liaiid. The (d)jeci in tlie left np])er liand cannol

he determined as the hand it.self has disajipeaied. It may he suggested

that it carried •saiikJia (conch-shell). The goddess stands facing front

on a lotus capital. Her face and head are hadly damaged. She wears

a headed necklace, armlets, and bracelets. I’lie armlets and hrorelets

are identical witli those worn hy the female figures of the Andhra and

Kushan period. She weais a thick garment which hangs from the

waist down to the feet. The upjier ]mrt of the body is covered with a

thin piece of cloth. The lower garment has tlie conventional drapery

like that in the early Gandliura sculpture. The goddess lias the pose

and gait of a purely Hellenic sculpture. The image is evidently the

work of Gandlrara School and may he assigned to the (‘arly part of the

2nd century A.]).

I am inclined to identify the goddess with Vaisnavl, the consort

of Visnu. ifr. Gojiinatli Uao states that Valsnavl has four arms. Site

carries sankho in lier viglit lower hand, rolxio in the right upper,

god(7 in tlie left upjier, and ikkIoio in the left lower hand.’ There is

a scnliitnre of \aisnavT in the Hliarat Kata Hliavaii, Henares, holding

pad niff in the right lower, f/add in the right upper, 'UiLra in the left

upper, and sffhklKf in the left lower hand. The image under discussion

carries in its hands cfirhn^ pnama, (y), niid (/add. Vaisnavi

.H Smith, op. eif., Fig. 142.

4 Irtdo-Scyfhhn Coins, hy Cunninglinni, PI. XVIIT, Xos. 4 and o.

o Klernpnfs of Hindu fconorfrnphy, vol. 1, p.'xrt 11, p. 385.
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carries the attributes of Visiui. (Jiir image holds the attributes in the

order that is found in t)ie Purusottaimi variety of Visiiu.® The goddess

holds the cakra by the rim. Though it is unusual, it is not uncommon.

The liaksmunakathi Visuu image also, holds the vakni by the rim

(hough iji a ditfereiit fasliion.^

This image of \aisnavl is the earliest known specimen of its class.

It is invested with special interest as it suggests tliat the cull of A'isnu

like the oiilt of i5iva was prevalent in tlie North Western Frontier of

India as early as the 2nd century A.l).

During the year 19()5 -(j Dr. Bloch discovered a number of stucco

Kgures at the base of the Mainyar matha, a little temple at Rajgir, in

Bihar. ** All of them are interesting both from iconographical and

artistic point of view. One of them is a male figure standing to

front. He has four arms the fore part of the front two hands being

broken. Tlie right lower hand is jdaced on the shoulder of a male

figure and the left lower on the shoulder of a female figure. lie wears

a mukuta (crown), karnukundala (eai-ring), kvijura (armlet), calayu

(bracelets), and a garhuidmade of flowers, whitdi Jiangs up to the knee.

He also wears a tight fitting h*ansparent loin-cloth. A piece of cloth

lucked up goes across the middle of his thighs and is tied in a knot to

his* left. Tlie attending luale figure to the left lias a tvkni behind his

head. Jlis long hairs are tied in a knot on lus head. He wears an ear-

ornament, neckla-ce, hracelet and a loin clotii. He lias two arms. The

light hand holds an uncertain object, and the left one is placed on his

thigh. The female figure to the right has also long hairs tied in a knot

on the head. She has ornaments like those of the male attendants, and

has (he additional ui nameiits of armlet and anklet. Her transiiarein

wearing garment hangs up to her ankles. She has two arms. Her

right hand holds an indistinct object. She stands in a fribhahya pose.

Dr. Bloch identifies the principal image with Banasura, and re-

marks that “Krsiia once had a fight with this demon, because he had

refused the hand of his daughter to the divine hero, and it was in this

(j Agni turanUy duipt. XLVllI, v. U.

7 Iconogmphii of ihv Buddhist ond BmhrnunUvl Scidptures in the Dacca

PI. XXXIl.

8 AJUSJ., 1006-06, p. 104,
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fight that Banasura lost two of his liaiids*\® In tlie recently published

volume of tlie Arcdueologicnl Surve}^ of India/® Muulavi M. H.

Kuraishi supports Mr. Bloch ^s view. But at the same time he makes

au alternative suggestion and remarks that the image probably

represents Siva. ^

The identification of the image with Bunfisura or Siva is untenable.

Bana had thousand arms, all of wliieh were severed by Krsna in

battle.^ ^ But the image under disc.ussio)i has four arms and only the

front two are broken, which Dr. Bloch legards as severed.

I am inclined to identify the principal figure as Vasudeva. Vasu-

deva has variety of forms. He is generally represented with four anus

carrying kiiikha^ cakrUy yculd and padnut. But sometimes these attri-

butes are represented in human form in order to signify that they have

life and force behind them. IlimCuhi Vrafaklionda iiajrates tliat

Vasudeva mu}" hold padma in his right u])per hand, and the rigJit lowej*

hand may he placed on the head of (ladadevi, a female ligure represent-

ing yiula. The left upper hand liolds iaukhay and tlie left lower liand is

placed on the head of a cakntpvrosUy a male representing coLro. (^fkni-

puro.pl holds a edmara. He lias a big belly, (jadadevi liolds too a

edmara. Between the legs of Vasudeva may be seated 1h(» goddess ^'artll

touching Ills feet with her hands. Vasudeva sliould lie adorned uddi

kmulald (^ear-ring), ahtjuda (bra<*elel and armlet), koustuldio (necklace),

loin-clotb, and garland ot flowers hanging up to tlie navel. Visfuinnutti-

p(inc(tj/(!^" illusirates an image answering io tlic above (lescrijnion.

Tlie image uinler discussion lias almost all tlie cliaraif eristics des-

cribed above tln/Ugli there are diil'erences in detail. Tlie central figure

‘wears a eiowii, ear-ring, l:ra(;elei, armlet, necklace, lolii-elotli, garland

of flowers banging nji lo tlie Knee. Tin* ai lending figuri* to tlie ilglil oi

the (iotl is eviileiitly CaKratleva wIjo bus a eokro behind bis liead. Tbe

attending fignia? to bis left is (ladudevi, who liolds an uncertain object

a 190J-00, ji. 104 ri. XL. Kig. 2.

10 Vol. LI, p. 132, Lig. 88.

11 Yatra yiuldharn abliud ghoiani Hari-fianikarayor malian/

Chinnaiii sahasraiii bahunfiiii yntra Bfinasva cakriria//

i'miH Bardria, ch. XXXH, v. 8, p. 38.).

12 Vis^umUrttupa't’icaya by B. B, Kavyatirtha Vidyavinoda.
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111 her right hiiiid like the (iadadevi illustrated in thft Vimumuriil-

paticaiia. llui ilie po.sitir)ii af tlie attending figures does not answer to

tlie rules laid down in the Vnttuhluuufa. Aeeordiiig to this authority,

as it has Ueeu referred to above, (Tadadevi should stand lo the right of

Vasudova and the Cakradeva to liis left. But this rule regarding ti»e

position of these attending figures is- not meticulously followed. The

Visiiu image at Laksniai.iakathi. in the Dacca District, lias (Jadadevi

and Cakrapurusa to liis left and right respectively.'^ Hence there can

hardly be any doubt that our image is anything els© than Vasudeva.

Tlie image of this type is very rare. It belongs to tlie early Gupta

period. It lias high artistic merit. The God is sunk in deep meditu-

lioii. A transcendental beauty mingled with child-like simplicity is

emanating from his face. The artist has tiuished the modelling with

singular felicity.

Tn the recently published volume of the Memoirs of the Archamlo-

gical Survey. “ Mv, B. D. Banerji has made observations on tlie

Bralimunical sculpture, lying in the (Jhausat Yogini temple at

Bheraghat, near Jubbalpore, (Vutral Provinces. 31 v. Cunningham''

and Dr. Bloch'* also noticed them before him. A large number of thosa

images have not yet been satisfaciorily identified.

(i) One of tbeiu is a four-armed goddess which Air. Banerji desig-

nates as a dancing goddess. Though the head and the fore-part of

the anus of the deity are missing, it is not aUogritlier dive>sted

of interest. Devi is in a dancing mood. She wears a transparent

guriueiit which hangs down up to the ankle. There are a hikhtta (cock)

to her right, carved in the back slab, a little above the pedestal, and a

huuiau figure, badly worn out, to her left.

Kukkiita is known as an atteudaiit of luiniara (Karttikeya) and his

consort Kumari. Mahyapurdm^^ narrates that Kiimari should have

13 Iconogmphy of fhe Ihuhfliht nod IhohninHiad Scid^duies t/ie JJaved

.U'/ieuw, PI. XXXII.

14 No. 23, 1931. 15 ASl., vol. l.X, pp. 63 ff.

16 ABASL, Eastern Circle, 1907-08. pp. 16 ff.

17 i/emoir« of the ASL, No. 23. PI. XXIX, a.

18 Chapter CCLXI, vs. 27, 28. 5; FAemeot^ of Hiodu honography, Pt. 11,

p. 387.
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iittributes, liko liiose of Kiuiiura. Her veliicie is Mapilra (peacoek).

She wears uerklace, armlets and red-cloth. She carries in her hands

silla mi] kulilsuhi. Mr. (t. N. Kao quotes that luimurl may have four

arms; sl»e carries stdx’ti and Lulkutu in two, tlie other two heiJif** in

uhliaijtt and rumda pose. Her vehicle is a peacock. The imaj^e under

review doe-^ noi show a peacock us lier vehicle, hut her association with

a kukkuta leads me to identify her with Kunuirl.

^Ir. It. 1). Hanerji assij^us this sculpture to the Kushun periml.

Iliit the tvai'^pavejit oarineni and the uuexa^^j^erated hip of tlu.‘ ‘(oddess

su^^est tliat it is a work of <hc (jiijita period.

rii) A slab repre.soiis a four-anned *»oddts>.
.
All tin* hands of th(‘

jL,^dddess are mutilated except the left h wer, which carries an iiidisiim t

objecK The o’oddess is seated i)i a suklidsaiut pose. Her ri^lit le»‘ is

pendant and is placed on a lotus. IUm* left le^* is drawn in irojii of lier.

The goddess wears a <)o\\n ear-<n‘naineJil, necklace, arinlels, hiacelels,

and anklets. There iv a swan in fjoiit of her, looking;- to ri^lit.

Swan is the vehicle «.l n<iili Hialimi un<l Sarti>\all, the consorts of

Brahma. DerJ, and Ai/ni nairale that BrCdiini i)a^

four faces, tour liaiid*^ and a .Nwan a^ her vehicle Sdrodai tloku-tiinl

m

lays down tliat Sara-'vaii cairiis ro.>,ai\, pitcher of Jicctar, and a

book in her hands, and lie has a swan as her vehicle. Manasa Ims '^wan

as hei* vehicle ])ii1 she Mn>i always he associated uith snakes. I am ;i‘-

clined to identify ilie eoddess as Saiasvati. She cannot he Brahinl as

she has {ml\ (;ne hire. Jiifilmn is always dex ilhcd as one liavin;^* four

faces.

till) A slah represent ill

a

fiiur-anned •‘uddess hears the inscrip-

tion Vivendri. Tluee out of her four arms are missiii;;. The ripht

upper hal'd, which is in jjerfect conditimi, holds a kluulfja (sword),

the butt of Avhich only now remains. The <»oilde^s a'-sunies a fierce look.

She wears a head-dress made of skull, ndtpiluhn, (jiccklace (d' serpent^),

armlets, bracelets, and anklets. She is seated in a sukhdsunn pu.se.

Her left foot is placed on a dead man lying down, and her light leg

rests on the hack of a lion. Tliere is an emaciated figurt* seated to her

left.

10 Decl ih, cimp. J., Vv 1 uud 2, p. 101; Mahuo /h, Cli. CCLXI, vs. 24

and 25, p. 904; A(jni P., Ch. LI, vs. 18 and 19. p. 102.
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The Knlil'd Purdna}^ narrates that ITgra-Tara has four arms and

is swarthy In complexion. She is adorned with ^?arland of skulls in her

liead and neck. She carries khadga in her rijrlit upper liand, cdmara

in the right lower, l<arin (dagger) in the left upper, and kharparn (bowl

or skull) in the left lower. She wears a jaUl (matted hair) in her head,

and her breast is graced with a ndtpi-hdia. ITer hip is covered with a

liger’s skin. She is fearful in appearance and is engaged in licking a

corpse. Her left leg is placed on the chest of a dead Iniinan body and

lier right one rests on the back of a lion.

Deri Pnrdofr' relates that Bahurupa is seated on a man. She has

two arms, carrying khadtja and According to the same authority,

Viinnla is also seated on a man, carrying in her hands pearl, nlsnsdim

(rosary) and hamandnlu (small water vessel).^*

The image under review has a general agreement with T"gra Tara as

described by the Ktdihd Purdna, Hence I am inclined to identify her

as such.

(iv) To the left of the above-mentioned image is a slab representing

a four-armed goddess. An inscription on the pedestal designates her

as Tliakini. The goddess has four arm.-, all of wbiclj excejd the left front

are missing. Slie wears a crown and is seated on a camel.

Devi Purdijo^^ narrates tiiat Vikata has long ant)s carrying pdsa and

duijda. She has a dreadful appearance and is seated on a camel.

As there is' no sign of dreadfulness in the face of tin’s iniage and as

no other goddess is known tc ha.ve ( aniel a< her vidiicle, T am inclined to

identify the image with Vikata."'

20 /*., Vh. I.XI. 21 /An (h. L. v-. 7 :\ml S.

22 IhdI., vs. 41 ;nid 42. 2.H vs. 24.;U.

24 The inscription- on tlio iinngC'' in llu C'liaii-Jit Y«)j4ini temple ;ire eimraved

ill n careless manner. Some ol liie iinan[es only jire inscrilied. Tlii-

that originally it was not the intention of the .sculptor- ttj ir.-crihe them. In

later times .somehody wltii imperfect knowledge of the nrahmanical iconography

.seems to have put these labels i>n tlicin. That tin* images were' erected in pnr-

Miaiiee of the rule.s of ieonography alieady known to us. admits ol no doubt.

But some of tlie names assigned to tlie goddes.sos are not found in any Sanskrit

literature. They are peculiar and are not. after ail, San.skrit. But the identity

the images, hearing these peiculiar inscriptions, can he known with the help
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(v) A slab to the right of Tlgra Tar«a is inscribed ns Phanendri. The

])riiicipal image is a four armed goddess. All the liands of the goddess

are broken. The goddess wears a crown, ear-ring, armlets, necklace,

waist band, ankleis, and garland of flowers. She is seated in a

su/duisana pose. Her pendant right leg is placed on a demon lying

l)elow and her left leg is dra^Yll in front of her. Over her head iVn

niariy-liooded snake. On the pedestal are seated one male and one female

figures to I lie rigid of the goddess, and a malo only fo Iier left, all

worshipping her.

I do Jiot find any dhyCtna answering to the above description.

Ktllikn Parana (ch. LXXVI) states that Mahdmayd came out bursting

tiirough the Sivalihga. As soon as the Devi sprang up, the split-up

Liuga was converted into three figures Bhairava, Bhairavi, and Heruka.

Tlie Devi is very beautiful. Her breasts are well-developed. Her

hands are in vnrada and nhhaya pose. She is seated on a demon.

Mahamaya and Isvaii are the consorts of Siva. Den Pardna lays

down that jata, mvkuta, crnidra, and sarpa are the ornaments of Tsvari.

Mdkandeya Punliur'* tells us that Mahesvari, who is seated on a hull,

has bracelets of serpents. Siva lias serpents as the ornaments of his

bead. It is a general maxim of the Hindu Sastras that the female

.^i.terpart of every god has the same attributes as the latter.

The image, referred to above, should be identified with Mahamaya.

Though Kdlikd Purdna does not mention tlie snake as the ornament of

the Devi, its association with her is not in any way unusual, she being

a consort of Siva.

The only other goddess which has serpen f as her ornaments is

Manasa. But Manasa is never known to have been seated on a demon.

of the rules of iconography. I have identified above some of them. A female

counterpart of GaneSa is labelled. as firi-.iingnil. Mr. It. D. Dnnerjee rightly

suggests that the image ought to have been described as “GanesSoni.” {Memoirs;

Arch, S,, I, No. 23, p. 85). An image of Mahi^amaridini is inscribed as Teramba

(fbirf., p. 87). A female counterpart of Narasimlm and that of Agni are labelled

respectively as Siipha Simlia (ibid., p. 90), and Ehani (Ann, Bev, Arch. 8.

E. Circle, 1907-9, p. 18). They ought to have been described as LaksmI, and

Svaha. The etymology of the words Ekadi of Ejari, Thakini and Thnkini are

not known.

25 Mdrkan^eya Pmnn, D^vi MftWitinya, Chapter LXXXVTIT. v. 15.
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(vi) A slal) vejnes<‘jits a s(alo(l l)nar-lH’iuU‘<l tc.nialo ii^uri*. She

lias four arms, tlio forojKirt ol' all of whit h arii ]>iok(*ii. IJer poiulaiit

rig'lit leg is ]>Iaie(l on au animal lyiug down. iMr. Jllocli suggests that

tlie liead of Urn g(j(l(l('ss is thal ot a ))oar, l)ut Die animal is an

anteloi)e,‘^’ Mi*. 11. J). Jhmmji exj)i*t'sses his tloiibl al)oui tlie ichmtiti-

cutioii of the animal as au anlelo])e.‘^ According to Mr. Cunningham

the goddess 1ms a (tow’s head, and (he animal oji (lu* ped(*sial is a

cow.”'’ T]»ej(‘ can he lilile doubt ll)a( Iho iuuul of (he goddess is that

of a boar. The animal on the ])edeslal appears to be a biilfalo. The

slab eoniains au iusciij)tiou wliicli Mr. Jlloeli reads as ^cladl,

Mr. Ciiniiiuglmm as '‘ErurV or ^KjarV'^'^ and Mr. K. 1). llanerji as

AOjh; of Ihese words is found in the Sanskiil l)jc(ionary.

Blit it is not very difliciilt lo dcteiniine (lie jdausible idimtiry of (lie

g<iddess. Punlna narrates that Vaiahl, (he consort of Varaha

iucarnalion, sliould lie seated on a butfalo. Slie should carry fjudd and

(•((/ira. hcrl Eurdna^- states (1ml Yaivasvaii, the daiightei* of Surya,

has a face like that of a boar. She is sealed oii a bulTalo. She sliould

be drinking from a skull. Slie Judds a daada in her hand. There is

another female scAilpiure in I he Cliausat Yogiul temple which Ims a

boar’s liead, and which is inscribed as ‘Varalu’. AVe caji llierefore

reasonably identify the image under discussion with \'aivasvati.

The inscriptions on die pedestal of the images in the. (’au.'iiil

\ogiui tciiipb', are of tlie character (»l‘ those of tin* 11th ceiiluiy A. I).

Tlie image< tliemselves must liave Imumi erected juevious to that.

d’o all llu‘ iuiagt'S di'scjibed above art* atUiclicd giimt nnporlaiict*

specially from the standjioint of icunugra]diy . Some are rare and some

are the only specimens of their classes. A few of lliom nave higli

artistic merits.'^

Diiiin-.Mm.v ('iiAM)K\ Cam.i^li

20 .1/M,S7., 1C Circie, 1HU7-S, p. J7, Ne. s.

27 Mnn, Anh. S. No, 2:1, p. SO (No. 7h; d. IM. XXMI. a.

2« .1X7., vol. I.X, p. OS, No. oL>.

20 .IhMXi., IC Circle, 1007-8, No. 8, p. IT.

00 .1X7., vol. JX, No. o2, p. 08'.

01 Mem. Arch. X. /., No. 20, No. 74, p. 89.

02 Ch. vs. 00-01. 00 Ch. (T’bXT.

• r am indebted to Mr. X, K. Battasali, M.\., lor helping me with some

valuable suggestions, when writing this paper.

I H.Q., MAECH, 1933



A Study of the Twenty Aspects of Sunyata

(Ua<sed on hanhhatha a Ahhisnvutfidhnnlifira’dlokd and the

[^(u'n a Vi ill !^(f/ tsdhnKrilid-iirn jndjidnniiild-iiOira)

llio pi'osiMil ]ias for ils aim lio chiridatioJi of the term

siliiijdlu, as iiit(M‘[)reto(l hy tin* Madliyamika school of ilie Biiddliisis.

It tonus a ]>art of luy Analysis (sf tlie 8 principal sul)jects and tlie 70

topics of llie of the A])Iusamayalanjkara of Maitreya-Asah^^a/' The

subject dealt Avith at i)resent refers to tlie tirsi chapter of the

Ai)hisaiuayalaiukara {^^ifwo-dhava-jiititd-adJuLdn!^^ to its 0th topic,—the

action of Accumulation (of tlie factors foj- ilie attainment of Knligliten-

lueiit hy llie Bodhisaltva; sfiinfihdiui-i/ratijnUh), and more particularly

to the Bodhisaltva’s Acciimulaii<ui of Wh’sdom {jndna-sainblidra

:

Abliisam. Karika I 47a contains only the Avoid jndiNun). This Accu-

niulatioii of Wisdom lepit'senls the cogiiitioji of the ])rinciple of

Ah'n.vnfo^rXoii-Mihstaniiality or Kelativily— in its various aspects 1)y

the Bodliisuttva on his Patii. the subject, which is only pointed to

in the Karika, hy a single word is dis( u>>ed in detail in the Abhisa-

uiaj alanikara-aloka of llaribljadra. W ((Uot(‘ the corres])onding‘

passages of the said Avork (according to the MS, of Prof. F. Alinaev,

noAv in possession of tlu* PAihlic Lihravy at Ijeningrad), along with its

lihetan translation (laugynr, MDtt VI, Peking Mdition).

The classification into lit) Aspecis lias hoen made hv

H a 1 i I) li a d r ti (as Avell as hy liis jnedec essors) in accordance Avith

the I a n (- a v i in s a 1 i s a h a s r i k a-]) r a j h a-]> a r a m i t ii-

s ii t r a. llie passages of tlie latter are ([noted and translated in

the foot-notes, in or(h*r to shoAv tlie full (!oneordance between the texts,

ioi other works as for instance m (he M a u h y a, n t a-v i h li a h g n

0 f M a i t r e y a - A s a n g a, i n J) i u n a g a ’s

A s t a s a li a s r i k a-j) i n d a r t li a ete. we Imve 10 or 18 aspects

* Tins Analysis lias boon iindertakoii for publirution in tlu* Calcutta Oriental

Series.
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of sitnjfidtl as fl^a iiinnlxo* usually ailiuiltud (rf. ^ralirivyu 1 ])atii

§ 07), Tlie last four forms wlticli aj)i»(*ar in llu* rancaviuisaiisahasiiku

are evidently later additions.

As regards tlie Iranslation of the term .hlinjata ])y ‘llelatisuty^

ii Ims l:eeii first ado])ted hy Prof. Tli, Sicherbatskv in l)is Conrcitiion

(if Jfuddhist ISirvnna. Objections liave beeii raised a^;'ainst Ibis reiider-

inf(. It is however in any case correct if we lake the term from the

standpoint of tlie Jladliyamika scIkkiI (as in the Alibis, fdoka,

Ilaribbadi'a is a ^radbyamika, siiici* be beloii;^s in lb(‘ V(<^a(ara-

Maidbvniika-sva.lanti'ikas). In the Tib.elan Oommeiilai ies ii is esjuM-ially

pointed to the fact tbai the tcim suiiijahl has tlie same meaning' as

jinfiJtjid-fifimvt/jdfhf wbich latter term in tbe iradbyainika interpreia-

lion has the ineaiiing* of Relativity. This is most eloffiiently roiifirmed

by \be shf/yd of i\ag‘arjnmrs l.okal ita-slava :
—

in?: fqgnw.paqigsr: ii

^^Jiniyatd means for thee (0 Buddlia) tbe princijde of Depondeni

t Origination (i.e. functional rnterdependcnce or Relativity). There are

no independent (non-relative) entities.—Such is the unequalled lion’s

roar!”

Tlie 20 aspects of Relativity ore as follows:—
I. y'lic Suhjeefire Relutirihf. We have this aspect in consi-

<leration of tbe dialect iiail nature^ of tbe faculty of vision and tbe

remaining internal faculties.

—

[Abliis.aloka, MS. TO h. O-S.]

I '< I

[Tg*. MDtb AM. (iiih, 1-2] <tr-hi sf(iii’/i((~ni(l rn(tin-jif(-n;-si(-ii( Ijth ipn

/ c

.

luJ/-/ td-.sl e . n d n -// 1 <lh os-ptr m ijjd(i-fiatjs-pa-i n a in .v-/«7/ / ra h -bit n- th

c

/'•

'^n tj-fu-pnnu-pd diu’i h j i(j-pm nut-ym-puhi-pfi p n- nan-i^ton-pd-nuhilo .

'

1 hit. Tlie uatnro (of the internal elements) which is that of being neither

eternal nor evanesorni (in tlie ultimate .sense). Cf. Pane, quoted iu note d.

2 -.<!((hynfnn lid ndm hhdvdndin or vdsfuitdin.

3 Pane., 1. 213 h. -dr-la naii-sfoi)-/>a-nid j/o/i. h-nu. nah-gi chos zrs-hya-

hn-ni wiij dan, riin-ha don. sno don. Irr dan. hi.s don. yui-dr. siofnim
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II. The Ohjertirr l^vJollrify. tin's aspect, consideriiif;'

just llio sinno ua|iir(‘ of ilie cxterual elements, as visible matter, ano

tbe rest.

[Abliis.alokfn MS. 701 >. S-O]

(T;y. ^flX). \’r. tiXl). pltj/flji f/:ti!/.<'lti‘S()(/s~pn-in(tin.^-l:yi inii

h:tn (Jrl f(f-hu-ylii-im/f l-ph jfir ph yi-sitin-pii-nnl-do^

in. 7 //f' l\i hitl ril if of Ik>(Ii III,' Sn})i(’r(lrr and (dijrriivr. AVe

have this aspe(^i, considering* jn>l llie same naini’c of lh(‘ ("v((M‘?ial am!

intei'nal bas(N of co^aiinon .— {|ci(‘ I lie internal leases are cimsiitnted liy

tlio (dements \vbic]i ]iav(‘ llo' (diaracier of sens(»-facnlt ies. ddie oxttU'-

nal are constitnted l\v the ideni(*nts wiiich have tlie (diaracier of the

objects (dial coi respond to (he sense-facnllies). (As reeards die ]d]ysl(*al

foundal ions rd’ (In* scus(»-f.iciilties),'’ iliey are internal elements,

inasmuch as they are dominated by consciousness, and external,

inasnnn b as tliey are nut includ(‘d in tlie cate^'ory of the sense-faculties

as such.—(ddie coe-nition of) tlu'se hrst d aspects of lielaiivity is asso

(dated with ilie Staee of Action in Faith.

[Abhis.riloka, MS. 701 ). 10 - 1

5

.

j

m \ \\

m
ilhnliutin jihrCi nnnuts f'fi). ilr-hi ini-ihiif iiu-hjiti-ifnlj i-jih ijif ((ntiiiiii-

firind.^if rai) miij innhiiis sldh-nn rilii-iilnfif ‘p'-tui. di li i niii-him nr-jfiii~

}>ohi-)ihi/iy 1r. Ijtli-ni iinn^slofi-im-nKl-fhi.— {){ wliut kind is dc' Jntornal (.Sul)-

jectiv(d Peliitivitv ?—The eleiaenis whieli we call ‘iutenud’ aiv (tlio l‘aculti<M

ot) vi^i()lI, audition, the olfactory, gustatory, tactil(\ and that of tlie intellect.

Now, ns if is neither eternal, nor evanescent, the facjiilty of vision i.s redative

(devoid ni a i*eal (‘ssence of its own), etc. (Similar indications with regard to the

other sense-faculties).—AVljy iliat? /haousc 1h},s j.i fhvir Jiafurr .—This

is the Internal (Subjective') Itolativily.

4 Ibid., Ii2b‘I /j. C-7.—(The snnu* repoat(*d in regard to the Kxiernal

Helat ivi cy

—

? <7 inii I'm ij ,n )

,

o Sir ace. to (Jser. f, .‘i07 ti. 2. -idufi-nnh f/nis dhnn-pohi rif^n-gyia hxdifU"

2^0 hi yul I UK,

6 Sir arc. t(r TTaiibhadra. fn the Csor. and the Unam-b^ad wo have th()

indication that tlio first 3 varieties also r(.*fer to ''^uuhhnrd-mnvgn

,
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(T^. MDO. VI. 091). 2-6] luih-gi hdag-'nid-rnji-gyi slye-

HI rhed-rnmns-kyi nfu-hzin dedtadm yin-pnij i-phyir phyi-naii-ston -pa-

vid-do, de-la nah-gi skye-mched-rnamfi-ni dhah-pohi rav-biin-gyia

bsdus-pa gah-yin-paJio
,
jdiyi-iii yid-gyi vah-hzin-gyis bsdus-pa gan-yiu~

pah<K phyi-imn-ihi dhaii-pohi. rten-gyis hsdvs-pa gah yiit-paho.^ dc-ni

sevu-kyis zin-pa^fiiddyi^-va van yIn-la dhnh-pos rna-bsdns-pa-nid-l'yis

phyi hah yin-no. nloh-pa-hid hdl jfsinn-nl inoa-jms-spyod-pnlii

s(f-Ja yin-no.

IV. The Relativity of {the Transcendental Wisdom cognizing)

Rehuiivify.

Tlie essence of llie Relativity of all tlie elements of existence is tlie

Transcendenlal Wisdom wliich lias for its object tlii^ Relaiivily of the

iolernal elements etc. As tliis Wisdom is itself relative, we sj)ealv of

“the Relativity of Itelativih .” Indeed, ‘Mlio Relativity of all the ele-

iiuMits of exist(*nce” is to he understood merely as ‘‘the knowledge alxun

the Itelativity of all the elements.’* Jn smdi a sense Relativity is it-

self relative. '—The cognition of this aspect takes place on tiie Patli ol

7 I’his passa}j;e is omitted in the MS. The text ks n*st(»re(l ace. lo tin* Td)

version and the Gst r. q. v,

8 Pane. 1. S — 214^^ 2—*tv-ta ]>lnji nan ston-jKia'ud fjan '.i-na-

ntfii-ffi sltjf-mched (tiug dah. flnjihi sliie-mrlird dnaj dan. hdi-datf-ni jdiui-

nan-(ii z(‘S-}n/(i-sfr. dr-la mi-rtatj mi-hiiij-fnihi-fdtfni' nan-tji chtt'<-nanns fdnfiln

t /ats-inams kijis >sfon-ho. dc rihi-phifir ^r~nn, drhi ran-hiih dv. ifin-iHihi-idniir-ir

fltnihi chos-vnnms naii-tji rhos-rnanis-kfiis sfaii-ito. dv rihi-idtfiir zv-na. drhi tan-

ld.it) d(> yin-nahi-jdifih'-fc. hdi-ni jihiii-taih-stan-pti-nid ('cs-hfiahn.—Of wliat kind

!s ttie Itelativity of tiotti tlio Subjective and tlie Objc'ctive’:^ M(‘ bav»'

the () internal and 0 external bases of cognition. So we speak of them

(together) as “the external and the internal.’’ Noiv, being neither eternal nor

evanescent, the internal elements are relative with respect to the external, M hy

that? Jivvansr this is ihrir rsarnfhd ntdurv. The external elements arc relative

in regard to the internal. M’by that? Jtrrausr smh is ihrir essential nainrr.

This is what we call “the Relativity of both the subjective and the objective

elements”.

J) This interpretation is adopted in the Madhya tita-vibhnuga( Aro K<I. 3a

—dr yah. (lan-nin ji-Uar mfhmi), in Diiinafra’s Astasrihasrikii-pii.u.lSrtha (Tp;.

MDO, XIV. 3,m. 5.^ in Triratnadnsa’s oominontnry on the latter, h.v Aiyii
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Training (i.e. tlie Degree of Highest Mundane Virhies’") since it is

eliaracteriised by the removal of the (gross form) of subjective

imputation.

lAbhis.nloka, MS. 70h. 15-71n.3.1

^Jratntnni

(Tg‘. VI. (>91). 0-7.) chos-thams-cad’stoh-pa-iiid-ljfis nai\-

sinh-pn-nuh la'W()s-pa-la dm ht/s-palj I sea-pah i rrtiid)::in ~(/yi, stoh -pa-fi id

lyoi) sfoit-pa-tlid yin-pain-phyiv stoh-pa-hid-stoh-p(f-n id-do , chos thorns-

cad stoh-2)a-nid-da ses-pa-fsam-tlid-vi choa-thama-cad. stoh-pa-nid yin-

to. de.s hyon uton-pa-nid stoh-po-yin tv. dvr hdzin-pohi vnam-por-rioy-pa

spoh-hoh-phyir-ro . h di-7n .shyor-hoh i-1om-]oho .
^

'

V. The Great Relativity. The 10 parts of the hori/oii are reln-

iivo, since eacli of them is taken in Its relation to I he others. (Their

Kelativity is t ailed the ^‘(iteat”) owing- to the all-embracing* character

tof the horizon). The cogiiiiion of tliis aspect is a>soe.iate(l vvitli tlie

first Singe of tlie Jludhisidtvu. tin tliis Stage 've have (the cognition

ViniifktnN^Min, air(.l (ly Haribliadra. Anotlu'r int(‘rj>rcbution i.s to l/c found in llu

ArndliyaiiMloi avairu-ii where the uiiderstriicture or the foundation of Jtelativity

K eofisidered to fie tfie principle of lteU.1ivity ilsidf. 'Pfie co^Fiition of it has

for its aim tlie lenioval of imputed view.s as to its being an absolute- jo inciple.

(Gser. I. ai)7 a. (3, b, (*!'. (Un\v. e/ IhttUlh. .Vord/iii, p. 4!). “I> Itelativity

itself relative.*’

]0 Hh' acc. to Oser, and Itnani-bsad. CM'. ab(/ve.

11 Pane, f, 2l4a. '2-'A-flf-la xton-iHi-nid-ston-jHi-unl fjaii ry-v\o. nti-ifntj m'h

ht'i(l~iKthi-i)h\f'iv. cln/A-rrKtiiiS-Jeyi Hon-jt(f-ni<t ^fon-ftn-nid (te^

sfttn-iKi-iiitf sfnh^uo. dr cifu-phyir ze-nn. dehi roh-hiiii tie. yih-pohi-idiyiv-tr.

hdi-in stoit ifO-nid-nton-pa-uid vexJryaho.—Of what kind is the Pelativity of

Kelativityl' As it i.s neither eternal nor evanescent, the lUdativity of the

elements is devoid of the essence of Relativity (as of something absolute). Why

that? Hecausc such is its essential nature. This is the Relativity of Relativity.

Tn the Pane, in all the remaiiiiiig aspects of hlnyata the fact of being neither

eternal nor non-eternal ((ilritttsftfa-nriii.(l.Hifil) is indicated as the essential

nature of llelativity. Cf. the following paragraphsi.
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of tlie Absolute as being) all-pervailiiig/' (JCvery kbid of liniilation as

‘euslern’, Svesleru’, and tlie like is (‘OiiscMiuently iiiadiiiissible froin

llie stajulpoint of the XTltimule lleuliiy).

—

[Adliis.sloku, MS. 71u. JJ-ri.]
I J( I

tiiet 1 asitrrat i

[IV. M.l)(). VI. 7.] l>h!IO!j., 0‘ni yli yny.s-i yis sltn'i-jm-fud

yt n-fKiln-phytr cfieU' jw-.sloii-j/ff-nid-dc. (h -fnams~ni dhyihs du-ha yiii-^

[Hiln-ph yi r-i‘o Ijdi-^/u hn n-l u-hyro-hali i dftn-yyts so iloii-iju-hifjod
'

VI. The Uchtiicity of the ritinude Rcolity. The lattei*, that is

Nirvana, is devoid of tlie essence of Nirvana (as of a separate entity),

inasjiuicli as it reiiresents the mere sejiaration (from the phenonienal

elements).^-* Tlie cognition of this asjiect is associated Avitli tlie second

>(age. In the latter we have tlie eognitioii of the AlKsolute as being

(Aiiiana) “(lie highest aim”“‘ lliat is to h(‘ allaim*d. (I'liis liighesi aim

i.s cognized as having itself a rtdaiive rhara<-(er.

[Abliis.rdoka, MS. 71a. o-Tj

I'ly .Mi)(». VI. (ibb. T-7t)a. 1.) don-da in-pd inya-iian-las-hdifs-pn-

nl III ya-hait-los-hdas-palj i don-yyi laii-hiin-yytn uloii-pa-hid yin-jmht-

12 Madliyaiita-viljliui’iga, Ktl. la. .‘t, Maliriyaiia-isaingraha, Tg. MJ)0..

lAM. .‘<4b. 1, “Dwtrino ol’ Pr.-pfo*.’' p.

13 f, 2I4 m. 3-.j.

—

dt’-Ut <ln'n (>o-stoh-i a-ftid onii zc’iiti. uu-iiu(j ini-

hjoj-ifoJji^jdiyiy sii'i^i)h yoiis-h j/is stnii de i ihi-jihyi/" zi'~i\fi^ duhi Tuh-hzin de yia-

pofu-idi !fi r-tr , hdi-ni rhi' ii-jto-stoii-fKi-i) id rrs-iiifoliti .—Ot wliut kind is the (Iroat

Ib'lat i\ ity y Uoiiig noitiu’r etc'rnal, nor ovaMescenl, ilm vusirrn qntirfrr is devoid

of a K’hI essence of its oir/i, etc. (Similar indieations in regard to all the other

points of the horizon)' Why that? etc.

14 C>f. Conception of Buddhist Nirvana, p. 2?.

15 Ahhidharinakofia, I 6.

1(5 piimmu-nifhit

.

Cf. Ahh. kosa-hhiisva on T. 2.—XFadli. vihli. 4 a. 3. Mali,

saingr. 34 h. 4, “Doctrine of Pr. par.” p. 51

17 (is<»r. I. 2t)9 b. 6.

—

imja-nnn-las-hdas^pa mehou hijon ston-por rtogs-ptis-sn.

—Although Nirvana is the highest (aim), it is cognized as being relative.
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[thyir (fon‘(i(mL-/Hi-i<ton-jj(i-ili(/Hle, de-ni Ijlmd-ho-U'otn yin-pahi-yhyif

ro. hdi-ni inchoy-yi doo-oid-liyis-na .sa ynis’iniAohoA^

Vll. The l^elutirity of conditioned e,t'istence. The Sj>lH»i‘es ot‘

Mxisiome whicli are a product of causes and <*oudi lions (are relative,

iiiiisnnieli as the W (U'ld (d’ (’arnal Desire (o]* of (iross Bodies) etc. are

dcNuid of a st'iuiiaie esseaice of (heir own. And, as (hey have no ahsolufo

exisleuce, (hey are. coi-relative an<l arc' ]jus-ihle aniidot(‘s of one anoilier.

The ('(j^iiitioii of (his aspect i'N a^s(aia(('d with the third StoLiC. Jn (lie

latter we liave the co<4‘nilion of the Ahsolute as hein*^- (he lionioo-eiieous

cause [o\’ J^hciiouieJial Mxi.slenc('). (The latter, as tlie natural uiitHou

of the Absolute is cu‘»nized as b(*in^* relain e.*'').

[ Abh is. aloka, .MS. 7 la. 7-l().|

[T«>‘. MDO. VI. 70a. 1-^] ljdffs-ht/n,^-/Hf hhoina ysn ni-pa-m Ijdod-

pohi. /ilunns-Jn-isoys-ini aUfh’int-nid yi n*polj i-pleyir hd ns^byn.s-aluh'inh

hid-de, dc-ni yoiis-su-nuf~yrnb-p<dji rah-h:in-hid-hyi.)! yhen-pohi

phyoys-hid-d u nus-pn-h id-hyi-phyi

IS Pam*. J, ^11 a. ol-(5.

—

itn-ln iton~tlnin~j>a-n} m -dc. nii-

I'ioif nti-lijiij-nohi-iihifn' ai i/((-a<i/ideS'A'//fA‘-/>c n-lns-InluK-iHia shtn-

t)o. d rihi-idi i/ir zr-nu. dtdjii ron-hi’m </<• nin-jnih}-i>lnjir tf. hd'f-ni doH~duii\-‘i>o-

sloii-po-n'ul i{S-hynlif/.—The Al).M)lute Heality (or tiie highest aiiiA i.s Nirvann.

Jieiiig neither eternal nor evane><eni (CT. the Salutation in the .Mhlu-niailha-

inika— n.S(7,srnh//«.../o'<»^/fo'H<o><* Vi/inou. stcoin)^ lliis Nirvana is

devoid of a real essence of its own. AVhy that? Because such is its e^sontiul

nature. This ih what we call tlie Belativily of the nltinate Koalily (or of the

highest aim).

19 Pafic. i. 214 a. 2.-— yuh-hzin~con {idus-hifna /i/;/ior-6n....Mo/i-jKo* yi0{i9<‘

pas-so,

20 Pa.nc. 1. 214 a. 0-8 .—deda hduH-hyn.H stoh-pa-fiid yoiL if-iio lida».hyits

iv^-hyn-hn-ni lidod-pnlii klinm:t dm), yzmjx-l yi Unntix dm\, yzuf/ft-nird-palii hlmini

te deda vii^rhifj~mid)ji(j‘-yol\i-phyir hdod-pthl hhmn,^ lyfod-pnlu kJmms-hyis «fo«-

no...d(i iih 'hphyir ie-7ia. deUi rah-hiin dc yin-puhi^phyir^fc. hdi-ni hdus-hyita-i^ioh-

pa^iiid ces-hyulio.—Of what kind i.s the lU'lativity of conditioiiod existence?

Conditioned existence is (included in) flic World of Cnnud Desire^ the, World of

Vnrn Matter, and the Immaterial Sphere. Being neitlier eternal, iior evanescent,

the World of Carnal Desire is devoid of a real essence of its own, etc. (the Hnnid

in regard to the Sphere of Pure Matter and Iniinalorial). Why that? Because
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VIII. The Relafirliy of the anconditioned. The iin conditioned is

Uiat which is heginiii unless, endless and not liable lo idninge. II is re-

lative, inasmuch as origination etc. (which are denied in) the hegin-

niiigless and so on, do not exist, l eing the contradictorily opposed parts,

the mere foundation of a nam©.®‘ The cognition of this aspect is asso-

•iated with the fourth Stage, in whicli the Al>soliito is cognized as tlie

t'liique Principle in regard to which there can he no atlaclunent.-^

I q I |

(Tg. MDO 7a. 2-4] hdus'inn-hyas shije-ha-nicd-pa dun hf/ag-pa-^

vied-pa dan ynas-padas gzan-du-hgyar-hn-med-pn-ni de-nid-kyis stoh-‘

pa yin-pah i-phyirlid as-nia-byas-stoh-pa-sic. skye-ba-med-pa-l(t-sogs*pa-

rnarns-lcyi btag.s-pahi njya-mtshan ini-mtlnnhj/alj, \la skyc-ba-la-sogs-

pa med-pahi phyir-ro. hdi- ni yah.s~.sa-hdzin-pa-ni(’d’pnhi don-gyis-na

lizi-padalio.^^

IX. The Absolatc Relatirlty. As every limit or end is devoid of

a real essence of its own, (we Jiave this aspect of Helativity) as transgres-

sing all limitation. A limit (or end) means a part. Now, between the

limits of Eternity and of the Nought there exists absolutely nothing

which could draw a boundary between them and thus make them appear

such is their essential nature. This is what we call tlie Itehitivity of conclitioncd

existence.

21 Gser. J 3i)S 2.

—

zlnu-phyoas .'»/;//r-hu-.so</s-/.}/i.s‘ dltm-pa^ni f}Hi‘Sn(nI-kyi

rgyu-intsluin-no.

22 Ibid., 300 a. 2.—yons-su-hhin-pa-med-imhl hil ufi-nm-byaji kyuh sfoA-

par rtogs-iHis-so.—Because the unconditioned which cannot be the object of

interest is cognized as being relative.—M. vibh. 4 u. 3., Mali, sningr. Tg. MDO.,

].VI, 34 b. 416.

23 This passage is omitted in the MS, Text restored ace. to Tib. q. v.

24 Pane. I. 214 a. S—b. 2.—deda kdus^ma-hyas-sion-pa-nid unh ie-na. hdus-.

tna-hyaji zes-byadn.i~ni ganda skyc-ha-med-pa dan hinnj-i’a-nicd-pa dan. gnas-piu

'as g&an-dn-hgynr-pa-med-pa hdi-ni hdus-ma-byas zes-hya-.de. mi-rtag-mi-hjig-*

pohi phyir hdus-ma-byas de-ni hdus-mo-byas-kyis .don-no.—Of what kind is the

Relativity of the unconditioned? The unconditioned is that which neither

becomes originated
,
nor disappears, and does not change its state. As it is neither

eternal etc.

I H.Q., MABCH, 1933 28
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as having each its own .separate essence. The cognition of this aspect is

associated with the fifth Stage, where the Absolute is cognized as inclu-

ding the collective personality,** (since from the standpoint of Ultimate

Reality there can be no limitations whatever).

—

[Abliis.aloka, MS. 71a. 10-14]

sEfcTFn^lf^

[Tg. MDO. VI. TOa. 4-6.) mtlifflj ni inthas sinh-pd-Tiid yin-pahii-

phyir mthahAas-hdits-pn-nid-hyis-na tii th ah-hu-h d(i$-pii~st(m-p(i’nid-do,

mtkali ni cha ste de^Jo rhad-pa dm) rtag-pahl mthah gms-kyi dbus-tm

de-dag-yi rha rnaw-por-grod-pahi rgyii^tnfshan ynn-gts dehi ran-hhri-

du rntnn-pordj jog-pa de~ni cuynh-med-do.hdi-nt rf/ynd-ihmd(ul-p(f^tnfd-

pahi don-gyis-na Ina-padaho.^^

X. The Rcldtiritg of Degrevr' ‘The begi]llJiTlg^’ ‘the middle,’

and ‘the end’ are ideas that are correlative and have consequently no

real essence of their own. They, the beginning etc., are knitted together

in the Absolute Essence, and consequently no limitation can be drawn

between them. The cognition of this aspect is associated with the sixth

Stage wliere the separate unreality of the defiling and tJie purifying

elements i.s cognized. (There is cojisequently no dilferentiation of good

and bad, high and low etc.).

25 Jn such a seuso we liave to understand }>untan(.i-(ihhe(l9^ the uon-ditferentia-

tion of tho .separate personalities. M. vibh. 4 a. 3-4, M. sai]igr. 34 b. 5, “Doctrine

of Pr.-par.” p. 55.

26 Pane. I. 214 b. 2-3.—d«-ta inthok-lug^hnas-fKi-stoh-pu-ii 'nl {fan iv-na. gah^Ja

mthah mi-d nu<is~iKi dc-ni inthdk-loH-hdd.s-pa sft' mi-itdij mi~hj\(j-pdk\ phyir.

mihah-laa-hdas-pa mthofi-las-kdas-ijas doh-iio. de rihi ghyir ze-na. dehi nin^biiv

de ym-puhi-pliyir fc hdi-ni mthahda.s-stoh’pa-Hid resJnjfiho.—Of what kind is

the Absolute (or unlimited) Relativity? That with which no limit can be perceived

is called “the Absolute (or unlimited).” Being neither eternal nor evanescent,

this “unlimited’’ is devoid of a real essence of its ov/n, etc.

27 liit. “Relativity as the negation of the high and low (beginning and end.

good and bad, etc.)” Otherwise: the Relativity of that which has neiher begin-

ning nor end. (Sic acc. to Paflc.).

28 I.e. that the Absolute, as the unique undifferentiated principle, can be
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{Abhis.aloka, MS. 71 a. 14-U).]

[Tg. M.DO. VI. 70a. 6-7.] thog-ma dciii dbus d<in tha-ma-pnams-

nt de-niam$‘kyis ston-pa-nid yin-pas thog-ma duh-tha-ma-vied-porstoh-

pa^nid de. thog-ma-la-sogs-pa-ni rhos-nid-kyi rjes-su-skyes-pa-nid^kyis^^

fjithah-nid sin^tu-vied-paJi i-phyir-ro.hdi-ni hun-nas-fion-mons-pa dan

rnam-par-dag-pa-via-yin-pahi don-gyis-nu^'^ drug-pa-lalio.^^

XL The Relativity of the points that are iwt to be rejected.^^ The

paints that are not to be rejected are to be regarded a.s relative, since

they can be taken only in their relation to rejection which is the same

as removing or casting aw^ay. Now, rejection etc. which has the

cliaracter of action is connected w’ith an eniincidtion of non-rejection.^“

Tlie cognition of this aspect is associated with the seventh Stage

in wliich the undilferentiated character of the Absolute is cognized.

neither defiling nor iniritying. M. vibh. -I a. 4, M. samgr. 34 b. •), “Doctrine of

Pr.-par..” 'p. So.

29 The Tangyur text is corrupt: Hmj-ma dn/i.

i rh OS-/1 </^ rjes-sihshyea-pa-tt /</-/, yis . .

.

;K) C’orr. ucc. to Afnh. .samgr.—The Tih. version of the Abhis. aloka has:

hufi-naif-Hon-nious.fxi tued-pas rnum-ixir-dou-fnih i (lon-tjifiy-na,,,

31 Pane. f. 214 b. 3-o.—dr-b/ iliDtj-ma-dati-iha hui-mpd-iMi-sfou-pn-nid tjaii

ze-nn. (jatl-la fhuy-mn su) thu-nin yah iDi-thnitjs-pn dc-hi hgro-ha mi-

(/mifjs, hot)-h(( yitft mi-dmiys-ie. vu-iltnj iiii-h}i(j-iinhi-]>hyir etc,—Of what kind is

the Relativity of the beginiiiiigless and ondIe.^s!'* That, with which a beginning

cannot bo perccivod, iiinl an end likewise dot's not exist, cannot have a motion

hither and thitlior. (Cf. Salutation to the IMfiln-inadh.—(nxliynnam tinirrintnom

and ConcepticMi of Buddhist Nirvana, p. 09). Being neither I'ternal, nor evanos-

cetit, etc.

32 Arc. to Ratnakarasanti’s Suddliiinati (Tg. MDO. IX.) this is the

Mahayanistic Path ; acc. to the Commentaries on the Satasahnsrika and the 3

Prajii&-parainita-sOtras (of Dainstrfisena, Tib. Gnod-hjoms gnis, Tg. MIX)., XIII

and XIV) it i» the Final Nirvana without residue {aniiiwdhi sesa-mrvtlna^lhag^

rued nyati^hdas; Gser. T. 308 a. 5).

33

Gser. I. .308 a. i-IS.—dor-ha dan spans-pa dah hian-hadas hzlog-j^a-iihfha-

sfiad-kyi rgyu-mUlmn ^i^o .—The foundation for its name is the fact of being the

counterpart of rejecting, removing, or casting away.

84 M. vibh. 4 a. i, M. sajpgr. 34 b. 6. “Doctrine of Dr.-pRr.,” pp. 66 and 66.
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This unique principle (which is Nirvana, a point that is not to be re*

jected is thus cognized as being relative.

[Abhis.aloka, MS. 71b. 1-4.)

[Tg. MDO. VI. TOa. 7-b. 1.] hmJ iih spaii-lu yons-su-htandjahi

7ntslian-nid-caU‘yyi dor-haAas hzhg-pa-md-kyiH-na dor-ha-med-pa ste

de-n i des s I on -pa- ?} id yin -pah i-pit yir . do r-ha- at cd-pa -s t o ii-pa -ii id-de

dor-ha-la-sogs-pa-a i hya-hah i ho-ho-ma-yin-pa-n id-kyU-iia spaiis-par

otags pahi rgyn-intshan-da wl-hfhad-pahi-phyir-ro.^'* hdi-ni tha-dad-

pa-mcd-pah i don-gyis-na hdan-pa-la

XII. The Relativity of the Ultimate Essence. This Essence is

ikjI soinethiiig produced by tlie agency of all the different Saints. It is

devoid of n real essence of its own (and consequently relative), since it

is iinposvsible for tlie conditioned and the unconditioned to be changed or

unchanged anew into sometliing either eternal or non-eternal.'^^

[Abhis.aloka, MS. 71b. 4-(>.]

ao Ace. to tlio Til). MTsion: i f 'njri-tt n'n»it rr )],, a i> f '<n rfjtf-pnfj iai pi i~

iiiiiiitiatvff-anogdt.

36 Paiic. I. 214 b. o-6.- 'fir-la (l(jt-fni-iii(’fl-ija’.slan-pa-nnt gan zr-na. yah-ln

ffUtt-uuii flor-ba nied-pfi-stc. ini-ifag nn-hiig-iHthi-phnir iht rim- nut I-pa doi -ha-med-

pas Hoh-no, dc cihi-phyir ir-ria. delti rah-ijztn dr jpn-paln-phjiir etc.—Ot whar

kind is the Relativity of the points that are nol to bo reicctodh (Tlie points tlial

are not to be rejected) are tho>e in roj^ard to >vhich absolutely nothing is to be

lemoved. Being neither eternal nor evanes<*ent, the e points that are not to be

rejected are do^’bid of a real essence of their own. Why tliat!" Because such is

their essential nature.

3/ Gser. 1. 308 a. 6*b. 1,— yc-nns atoii pan dr stoh-ifni hpJiays-pa yaa-oi'f

kyan ma-hyas-pas hdus-hyas lyjyur-ha dah hduH-ma-hyas mi-lpjyur-lnts gnod-par

Being relative (void) from -he outset, it cannot be rendered void by

the Saints. Therefore we have here no opposition of the eonditioned that becomes

changed and the unconditioned which is unalterable.
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[Tg. MT)r>. VT. 70b. Ijpharjs-po iho-ios-nid-kym mo-iodzad-pa-

iii ran-bzin te. de-ni den nton-pahi-phyir rah-hiin-nton^po-fiuUdo. de-

la ni hdiis-hyas don hdun-mo-hyas-hyi rnam-porduiyor-ho dan rnam^

par-mi-hyyur-halji ynod mrd-poJji. phyir~roA*

XIII. The Rehitivity of all the Element < of Eu'idence. Hverr

separate element is devoid of a real essence of its own. Ind'ied, all the

elements, those belon.iL>‘ing‘ to ilio cate,stories of ilie cundiiioned as well as

the uncoiiditionod, are miitnally dependent and liave consccjiiently no'

ultimate existence.'^'*

ddjo co^aiition of tliesi‘ ^ aspcci^ (XII and Xlll) is associated with

the eightli Stage. In tin's Stage we liave the cogtiiiion of (lie AlisoL^to

as (the unique piiiiciple) froin which nothi’ig* can he removed and to

which notliing* can be added. Moreover, in this Stage (the Bodhisaltva

cognizes the Absolute as being) the foundation for the 2 kinds of con-

trolling* jiower, viz. tlial of direct cognition, and that of })urifying the

Sphere (of future Buddhahood).'*' Tin's Stage is thus characterized by

noth action and result. (As regards the cognition of the said two aspects

of Relativity, they refer to) that appliance'** (of the eighth Stage) which

represents the full jienetration (into the Essence of the Absolute).

[Abhis.aloka, MS. 711). 7-11.1

VTjfpi v:wOT
|

.‘18 ranc. I. 214 1). (i-H.

—

nin-hztn nton-ya-fiitl (juh zv-na. hdus-bnas-sam.

hd US-mad) ]ja!t kyuii-run-stc chos-ttiatun-vod-kifi rau-Zcin (j(ih-y'ni-pa dc-ni fian-

fhos-rnamsdx'yis )nnd)yas rfth-f^ona-niyasdx'yis tmi-byns. hynn-rhcn-rn'nns-luis ma-

dc-hzui-[ist’tjs-]m do ijn ii-doii-ini

t

-rO '.f ys-injhi mns-i

t]f‘is ino-hyas-i r, nii-rfoi/ inidijnj-pahi-phyir etc.—Ot kind tiic ItcliUivity

of tile ritiinate The KvM'nee (if all tin' elcnunU'-, the eonditioiu^d and

the uiieonditioiu'd (Cl. rUaratiinl i;i, 'rmn"!. p. ‘J.MO and 2.41 ), tod jnnhind

hv the Sravakas, the Pi-.ityekahnddhas, ilu* Hotlhivultva-, and the Tat ha gat a>,

the Arhals. the Periect Snpn*nie Hiiddh s. As it m itlier etf-nud nor evanosrent.

etc.

39 This passage very pregnantly shows the nal meaning of .d'fuynfa.

40 This refers to jtnikrti-sihnjntrf. M. vihh. I a. 4.. .M. saiiigr. 41 b. (i. Cf.

.Vbhisain. Kar. V. 21. - mVpunviftm oiclt LitnfH /mv*/. .yy^/r; i*i/o»/j mi kiin ca mt. ...

41 On buddh(i-k.Hf1 ni~j» ii isiiddhi see Chapter IV. Ai. siinigr. .‘M b. 6, “Doctr.

of Pr.-par.,” p. 56.

42 parikarman you.^-nu-shiion-hu. On lliebe applian< ("i of. below under ^‘th©

Aecunndation of the 10 Stages” {dnha-hhiJiwi-samhhara),
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I »?a>5 ^
[Tg\ MDO. \\. 701). 2-4.] chos-inawa-ni clt(»s-rnarns~kyia atoh^pa-

nid yin-paliuphyir chos-tho ms-ciuUatoh-pa-'nid-deJidin-byas dan hdvs-

ma-byos-kyi chos-kyi ts/wya thaws-cad^m pJian-tshun hltos-pa-can yin-

pas-na ran-hzin yon s- su-y / uh-pa-ined-palj i-ph yir-ro .atoii-pa-nid hdi

gnu-ni hgrih-pa daii kphel-ba-med-pahi don dan rnam-pnr-iui-rtog-pa

dan zih yohs-su-day-pa-hi dban-hn ynis-kyi rten-nid yin-pahi-phyir

hbras-buhi sa^-nid yin-p<is^'^ so-aor-iloy-pn yons-su-^byoh-bahi dbye-has

sa brgyad-padalio.*^

XTV. The Relativity of Ksaenve. Matter and the other (groups

of elements) the essences of which are impenetrability etc. are devoid of

tliese essences (as of something that is real in itseli). Indeed, the

general and the special characteristics (which are put forth as tlm

essences of tilings) are merely nominal.

[Abhis.aloka, MS. Tib. 12-14.]

[Tg. MDO. TI. 70b. 4-b] yznyada-soys-pa-ni drJji nitahan-hid

yzuys-sn-rnh-}>(t-i(i-so(js-pa stoh-pa yin-pah i-phyir rnh-yi-mtskan-h id-

atoh-pa-hid-de^’' jnfshan-hid-du i nain-par-bzay-pahi spyi dan khyad-par-

ni htags-pa-tsam yin-pahi-phyir-ro,*^

XV. The, Relativity of the present, past, ami future which can-

not be perceived (all of them at once). If we take the elements relating

Sic. «'icc. to tho Tf'. Correct: amnul-ijn ihn) hhro.H-hulji .'U-nitl jjiv pas.

t Pane, 1. 211 b. 8—21)5 a. o.-da-h chos-fhauK-ca'I-sfoit-iMi-nid gou r.e-ivi.

ciios tfanns-vad crs-hifa-ha ni g^ugs dan. tshor-ha (/o/j...(an enunieratiGii of all

the shandhas, ogntonas etc.) -lidus-tHjns-hyi cho/> dun. hdiis-nw-hyiU-kyt ^/lc^

te... de-la mi-rtag mtdijig-iHthi-fdtyir etc.

4 5 = I

46 Pane. I. 215 a. 6-H--(le-Ja raiegi-mtHhan-ilid-stoii-pa-flid f/a/i ie-na,

gzufjs-ni hjig-polii mtshan-nid. (
= vindMi-taksunatn nlpam; Cf. vUpyafc, luhyate,

badhyate etc. )...fiilior-ba-ni myon-buhi mtskan-Hid (^iOnubhava-laksand vedavCi)

etc. (Follow the essences of samjnd, sarnskdm and vijMna). tni-rtag mi-hjig-paJd

phyxT etc.
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to the past etc. separately, it is impossible to perceive (within each of

these categories)^^ other elements which are dialectically opposed.^® In-

deed, (time is a propei*ty) which can he only nominally attributed to u

thing.

The (ignition of these 2 a.spects of Relativity (XIV and XV) is

associated with ihe ninth vStage, in which (the BcKlhisattva cognizes

the Absolute) as being (be basis of the Jbnver of Transcendental

Wisdom.^®

[Abhis.aloksl, MS. 71b. 14-72a. l.J

^S( I 3TC5R1 I ?|^fT!S?T

[Tg. M l)t t. \ I. 7()l>. 0-7.
1

fjdtis-pft-lo-soys~p<iln chos-r/i/rin.s ni hdns-

pnAa-sofjs-pahi iJits-nio ms-hf plutn-lshnu h:lof/^na (hnfys-sti-tnirl-pa-nid-

kiltS‘H(i ini(js-p(f‘stoii~p(hni(l~d(\ (lus-rnatfis-i'i (Ihvs-po-hi btags-po-

fs/nn-n id yin-pah i-pliyir-ro.^^

.W’^I. The Ridatirify of the {coi/fhined rlcmrnis tchich hare) the

rssetire of a A’on-ens. Such entities do in.i lepi’^sent realities by them-

selves, sijice they an' functionally interdependent. Indeed it is said:—
W hat is an entity beyond its causes?

—

[ Abhis.aloka, MiS. 72a. 2-4.]

I I frsn I

[Tg. Ml)(». VI, Till 7-S.j shy(n'-h(i-l(!.s-l}yn ii-hah i rhos-rnams ni ho-

h0-h id m ed-pa-yifi-tc, rl en -(ih-hhrcl-pa r-hhya h -hahi-ph yt r-ro .zes-hya

47 J.o. tile eleiiieiit^ ol tfie [nisi, iln* jne^nil, ami tlu* fiiiiire, each taken

separately.

48 I.e. if we take tor instance tiic elonienls ol the i>asl. we have only the

past, if we have those of tlie present then only the 'preseiu
;

it is impossible to

perceive past and present together.

49 Madh-vibh. 4 a. 4., M. saingr. 44 b. 0, ‘‘Doctr. ol Pr.-par.,” p. 56.

50 Paiie. 1. 215 a. S-b. 1.- (tv-la f/n/i ie-no. gnn-la

hdas-pa mi-dmiys-ifa dan. net-hoh^'^-pa niidinifjfi-pa dftn. dv-Har-hyiih-hafii gnan

nti-dmigs-pa ste. mi-rtag mi-hjig-palii-pfnjir ote.—Of what kind is the Relativity

of the noii-perceptible ?—That, in regard to which nvithvr past, no7' fiiturv, nor

present existence can Oe petveired, is neither eternal, nor evanescent, etc.
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has tsl\ogs-i)ci-nh drs sfoh-pa-md-yin-paljuphpii' dhos-po-med-pah{>-

ho-bo-nid-sfoh-po^n id~dc. dhos-po-nuims-ni tshogs-pa-fsam-yin^pah i

phyir-w.'^^

XVn. The J^elatf city of Mandatie Eirjstinee. Tlie five groups

cf roustiluiiiig a inuiidaiio iiulivicliiul existence* me (!3Voi(l of

a real (‘sseiiee of tl.'eir oavii. Indeed “a group of elements’’ has the

meaning of “an assomldage.’’’** Hut an assemblage (‘aiinot be an entity

l>y itself, 'llierefore it can bv no means be the foundation for an exis-

tence whiiJi hears tije essence of the ransa maierialis^'^ (of Phenomenal

Life). Tlio cognition of these two varieties (XVI and XVII) is associa-

ted with the tenth Stage, the former being (with the preceding Stage).

In tlie tentli Stage we have the cognition of the Absolute as being the

su))straium of the controlling power over the Biotic Force.*’* The latter

as (‘xer<*isiiig its influence over the individual is relative.

lAbhis.aloka, MS. 72a. 4-8.1

[Tg, MDtb A’l. 701). 8-7la. 2.) dhos-po he-lHirden-poIji phnii-pohi

mtshan-fiid-ni des stoh-pd- old yin-pah t-pliyir dhos-po-sfoii-pn-hid-

ile.Hpuhs-pnhi doii-nl phuii-pohi don yin-la. spiihs-pn yah don-med-pii

yin-palji-pli yir he-bar-len-pohi mtslufn-hid-can-yyi dhos-po/U rgyu-

mtslian-da htjyur-bar hos-pa-ma-yin-palu-phyir-ro. stoh-pa-hid gnu-

po hdi-dag-ni las-la-dban-hahi rtt:i-da gyur-pa-nid-kyis-na sha-ina-

hiin-dv sa. hen-pa-lalio.^^

01 215 b. 1-8.

—

dC'in dnos-po-inf'il-nfi-ii^j-ho-niit-sii/h-pn-nnf tjnii

rlios //I'O/i.s-rffd rten’iin-hfjrpl-jdr-hhyiin-hahi-itlniir. hdas-pnhi nn~l>o~niy uud-dr

ini-rtutf iti i lijnj-iKilu phnir. hlns-pa Iphi'^-fKis .s/o/V /.o.- Of whut kind is th<'

Kelutivit.v of that \vliic]i has ilie i's-oncf of a .\oii-( iis.-' As all tin* cloiuents aiv

faijctioiially i7itmlepeiKk‘nt, a combined existence iias Jio real e.s.scnce of its own

Hcing neitiier eternal nor evam sceut, a combined (wi-^teiico hu.s no real essence, it

is nnival in itself, etc.

52 rah^sjnifLH^jni, (’f, Abli. kosa J. 20,

58 ujHvIfinfi-hntvnn-nrr-len-ifyi rgyu.

54 M. siinigr. 84 b. 6-7. “Doctrine of [’r.-pfir.,”p. 57.

55 Pane. I. 215 b. 4-5.

—

(h-la ilhos-po f/n/i zp-un. phuh-po Iho ste. phuh-po de-
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XV Ilf. 7 hi Udaiiviiy of Non-ens. That which rei)resf‘iita a

Nou-ens'’® as Space etc. wliich is uncaused and uiu onditirined i.s devoid

of an essence of its own. Indeed it is merely nominal, being the negM-

lioii of a (phenoiiional) reality, as something obstructing and tlie like.

[AMiis.aloka, MS. 72a. 8-10.]

I xq I

['JV. MIX). VI. 7 III. 7>-4.] ims-fio-nn d ciit hd u inu- h po natn~

inhlioh-Jo-sojfs-po -n i dca -a / o // -pn -n /d y in -pahi-pJnpr d n o .v-}>o - ;// vd -prf -

si on-/fa-o'nd-ilr .d /)os-p(th I rho.^ iiynh-par-hycd~pa-lu-st)!i,s p,ii incd-pa-fas

de hrtuys-pa yin-pafn-pliyir-ro.''*

XJX. 7 he Relativity of fh-e true Mf^niahr Essence of

Ed'istencc.''^ It is that which (exists from the oiilsel) ami is not ]iroduced

by the Transcendental Wisdom or the intuition of the Saints. Indeed,

'lhans(’endental Wisdom and direct intuition make clear the ritimato

Keality. (The latt(?r must therefore be viewed in its relation to the

said wisdom and intuition).

(Abhis.uloka, MS. 72a. 10-12.)

doff kyati lihun-po-rnumis-kyU stoii-hus, de-ltar-ea diio'i-po :Jtto,s-pns stfa'i-no.—Now,

what i.s mundane e.xistence? It is (constituted hy) the 5 group*, ol clciucnts.

But these groups are devoid of a real csseiiee of tlieir own. 'rherelore luuudaiie

existoneo is relative (devoid of an essence of its own).

56 abhCiva^iiiius-po-mcd-ita (not simply: nird-jm) has lierc the sen.^e ol ‘‘the

absence of the conditioned, phenomenal, separate reality'’ (/-/Kiru -- r(i.s7u - /log

The synonyms of the latter are; saniskrta zzlui usJnnis, inituiuntra jL^iizan-dhon,

etc. It is opposed to nitya and (isaniskriu which are the uiiderstnicture

of Uciativity in thi.s case.

57 (Okasu) and the two kind.s of Extinction (nnodhu),

58 Pane. 1. 215 b. 5S,—ji-ltur-7ia dhos-po^med-pa dhos po-mrd-pns^ston ze-na.

dtios-po-ined.pa ias-hya-hii-ni.lidus-ma-byas te. hdus-mo byiis de yaii hdus-mn-hyas-

stoii-pxfii. dedtixT-na diios-po-wed-pa dnu^'^-po-nu'd-pus a/oii-?io. How is the

Non-ens devoid of a real essence of its own.*^ The Non-ens is the unconditioned.

But the unconditioned is devoid of a real essence of its own, etc.

69 iHnyutd in the sense of the negation of all .separate reality.

I H.Q., MARCH, 1933 24
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[Tg. MDO. VI. 71a 4-5.] stoh-pa-nid-du grays ni hphag,u

pa-niams-lyi ses-pa dan tnthou-bas nia-hyas-pn-nid yin/pahi phyir rah-

gi-ho~bo‘Stoh^pa-ntd-de.seS‘pa dan mthoh-bu-ni yah-dag-pahi don ji-

Itar-ba-bzin-du gsaUbar~byed-pa-nid yin-pahi-phyir-ro,^^

XX. The liclativiiy of a foreign origin . The Ultimate Absolute

Kssence of the elements is everlasting- ami exists iiule])endei]tly from

the appearance or the non-appearance of the Baddlias. It is relative

being viewed in its (negative) relation to an agent from without. In-

deed it is said:—Human etfort that is directed upon the Ultimate

Monistic Essence will liave for its result only a useless foil.

The cognition of these three aspects (XV III, XIX and XX) is

associated wdth the last Stage i.e. (he Stage of tlie Buddha. lu it the

Absolute is cognized as the foundation, and tljerebv are removed the

Obscuration of Moral Defilement with its residues and the UbsciiraiioJi

of Ignorance wdth its residues, and then liajjpeiis the manifestation of

the true nature of the Buddha.®*

[AbJiis.aloka, MS. 72a. Id-bd.)

(Tg. MDU. VI. 71a. 5-8.) dc-bzia-gscys-pa-rnams libyuh yah-ruh

ma-byaii yah-ruh ste chos-rnanis-kyi chos^hid ltdi-ni yc'-gnas^paho zes-

bya-bas byed-pa-po gzan-gyis stoh-pa yin-pa/ii-phyir ghin-gyi ho-bo-stoh-

60 Pan". I. 215 b. 6.

—

ran-biiii ies-hya-hu~ni iio-bo-nid ma-aor-ba-ife.

dc-la sto/Vpa-/li(l gun-yiii-ihj, de-ni ses-iMis ma-hj/as^ mihoii-bua ma-byas-te. lull-

ni raMiin-stoh'iKi-ilhi-do .—The Ultimate Essence is the true essence. It is the

ultimate principle of Non-substantiality which is not produced by knowledge and

is not produced by intuition. This i.s the Relativity of the Ultimate Monistic

Essence. Acc. to Gser. I. 309 b. 6-310 a. 1.—This is uot a repetition of prakrti-

iHnyata^ being a more detailed form.

61 Or: of the Transcendental Essence.

62 The 4 last aspects of iHnyata are regarded as additions to ahMva-svabhdva^

iUnyatd* Indeed, the fundamental aspects of Relativity (in the f^Atras) are 16

in number.
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porhid-d^ ston-pa-Hid-h hrten-pahi shyes-hnhi bya-ha-ni dvh-pa hhah.

zig-tu hgyur-bahi-phyir-ro. sfoh-pa-hid gzum-po hdi-dag-nt go-rim-

biin-du non-mons-pahi sgrih-po bug-rhngx (hiii-hcos-pu spiiiix-polii iten-

hid yin-pahi-phyir diih. hs-hyiihi xgrib-pnhag-rhagx dah-hrax-pa xpoiix-

•palti rten-Md yin-pahi-phyir daii mii-hyuii-nid yin-pahi don-gyix-nii

fiiiix-rgyiix-l/yi xii-Ia yin-pnr lirs-piir-byahn.

11. Oi!i:itMU,(.in
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Srikrsna and the Source of the Bhagavadgita

The common belief that J^rikrsna was the founder of a bliakti cult

and of the Bhugavata sect requires examination. That the Hhagavad-

gita is the earliest work of the Bhagavata sect, known to us, liiight be

easily conceded, but that Srikrsna himself was the founder of a bhakti

cult which teaches that liberation, or the highesi good, is attaijiable by

devotion and self-surrender to Bhagavat, incarnated as man, is (luite

another matter. Such a llieoiy presupposes not only thai the doctrine

of uvatara was as old as (lie time of ^^rlkisna, but ibat J^rikrsna actually

preaclied that he was tlie Hujireme Being iruarnate as lie is made to

preach in the Bhagavadgita (heiicefortli abbreviated as Bhtj.).

Let us travel back to the age in which i^rikrsna lived and taught.

Very probably he lived in the age of the Kundcsetra battle. Tlio Jain

tradition^ supports the MohabJicnaid on this point. It makes Srikrsna

a cousin and conteni])orary cf Xeminallia, tlie Jain Tirtliainkara be-

fore Varsvanatlia of tlie 8tli century B,(\ It should be borne in iiiiiid

that the succession of Tirtliainkarus was not an unbroken one, and,

modem researcli toads to pla<e the Kuruksetra battle near about the

l^th century B.C. In any case, J^rikrsna lived two or three gene-

rations before the great sage Yajnavalkyu, the compiler of the White

Yajurveda, and the outstanding figure in the J^atupatha Brahmana

and the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad. The Hymns of the Itgveda and the

Samaveda might have all, or most of them, l>een composed before

Srikrsna’s time, and those of the Black Yajurveda were perhaps com-

piled a little later by Vaisain]»ayaiia, the disciple of Krsna J)vai-

payana. Kxamining the literature which had preceded ami

immediately followed Srikrsna, one does not find therein any trace of

the fully developed bhakti or the aratdra doctrines, as found in the

Bhy. The rudimentary bhakti of tiie Vedic hymns to Nature-Gods,

and the bhakti of the (iTtd are as poles asunder. The same remark

1 As recorded in the Jain Harmuhnn. The Buddhist tradition, too, ns

lecorded in the Ghafa Jataka makes him the slayer of Kamsa. Badhukrisliiian

says that Aristanemi (-Neminatha) i.s moniioiiod in the Yajurveda. Ih'^toiy of

Indian riiilosoiJhy, yol. J, p. 287,
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holds true of the Brahmana doctrine of Prajapati takinpr the shapes of

the tortoise and the boar for special purposes, and the Gita doctrine

of the Supreme Being incarnating Himself from time to time with a

view to protect the faithful and destroy the evil-doers. There is no

evidence that Visnu, the Solar God, had attained the position of the

Supreme Being in Srlkrsna’s time and no authority for holding that

Srikrsna was the founder of the avaUira doctrine or that he preached

himself as one. As to his having even founded a hhohii cult,

the doctrine of (ivatfnay there is no evidence eitlier. It might bo

argued ihat, since the Bhagavatas or followers of Srikrsna appear

originally to have been outside the pale of Brahmanism, it is possible

that Srikrsna adopted the doctrine of hhakii from the popular religion

prevailing in his days. Such a .supposition is negatived by the fact that

Srikrsna himself does not appear to have been an out-and-out iion-

Bruhmanical teacher. Then, again, uuk li ]d»ilosophy that grew out-

side sacrificial ism was incorporated in the Upanisads, but we find no

trace of the hhahti doctriiie in Hj)anisadi(‘ works earlier titan the

Svetasvatara, wliere hhakti is still rudimenlarv. The Sivetasvatara was

probably compiled near about the time of tlie Buddha, and ilie Bhg, with

its more developed Uhakti doctrine was undoubtedly a much later

work.^ The theory that 8rikrsiia propounded tlie artihlrn doctrine is,

therefore, purely imaginary. AVhether theism itself can be traced to

him is not also free from doubt.

Indian .scholars with the exception of 11. C. Raychoudhuri,'^ and

one or two others, are unwilling to concede ihat Krsna Devakiputra,*

mentioned in the Chdndogya Upa, as a pupil of Ghora Ahgirasa, is

identical with the Kr.sna of the Mahalflnlnttn, the Gita and the

Puranas. The reasons they urge are mainly two; First, the Puranas

mention Sandipani, and sometimes Garga, hut uot Ghora, as Srikrsna’s

teacher, and secondly Ghora did not teach his pupil the cardinal

2 To me the (i'ifCi appears to have been composed as early as 40 B.C.,

unless the Oitil verses quoted in the Itoftfulinnui (irh\in.icx(t and Pifrmedlia Siiti'fi^

be interpolations.

3 EaHy History of the Vaismra Sect, pp. 30-37.

4 It should be noted that this Krsna overcame ‘asaiinyii’ and ‘pipilsa,’ that

is, attained Bralunn-knowledge.
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(loctrineft of the Blig.y viz., hhohti, and nvatdra’hooA, It should be

remembered, however, that the Chmdogya was compiled much

nearer Srikrsna’s time than the Puranas, which, ns we find them, are

all post-Christ works, and one should not he surprised if such late

authorities, wdiich attributed all sorts of solar and ve^retation myths to

i5rTkrsna, invented mythical gurv.^ for him, or omitted the name of one

of his teachers. As poinifed out by Raychudhuri, some of the things

which Gliora taught Srikrsna are also emphasised in the Gita. The

stress on these teachings is equally present in the Anugifa.*’’ When

one takes into account the great dfstance of iiine which separated the

dale of the composition of the Gita from J?rikrsna, the doctrinal

differences are easily explained. Tn tlie domain of religion and philo-

sophy, the rearing of a stately edifice upon rather slender foundations

is no uncommon happen ning.

Everybody has noticed that, of all the Upnnisads, llic Katha and

the Svetasvatara influenced tlie author of the Bhg. most. The

J^vetasvatara appears to have been an instance of a Yoga Upanisad

crowned, in course of time, w’ith theism, the leaning being towards

Siaivism. It is equally likely that the Bhg, too, was originally a Yoga

TJpa.,—which, indeed, it professes to be,—Vaisnavised in course of

time. Unlike the Svetrisva/fara, the Gita probably lost ils claim to be

reckoned as an Upanisad owing to the intrusion into it of doctrines

alien to the teachings of the Upanisads, viz., the doctrines of aratara

and of hhakfi lieing the easiest w^ay to liberation.*’

A liypothe.sis is put forward here us lo tlie gradual growtli of the

lihg. iuto its present shaiie, which appears to the preseni wriler lo he

more satisfactory than any oilier hitherto suggested. That Ersna wa-^

both a great .Ksatiiya wairior and a great religious teacher cannol hi*

doubted. The Yadu clan, to which lie belonged, is said to have ori-

ginally i>een regarded as a Sildra one; it obtained rec'ognition as a

0 The Anuglid is more appropriately the PnrmtiliH lor reasons to be statcil

later on.

6 Tt i.s possibly for this reason tliat the Blingavatns rame for a time, to

be regarded as outside the pale of Drahinanisin. But they appear to have*

been readmitted into its pale, when the excellence of the Wvjgtivddultd gamed

for it the position of one of the three ‘prasthanas’ of the Vethlnta.
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Ksuliiya clan later uii. It might be lliat the very greatness of Krsnu

led to this advance in status. Before Jiis time, Brahmanism had con-

tented itself with sacrificial ism, though the better minds among the

Aryans had already taken to philosopliical speculations which resulted

in thd formulations of the TJpani.sadic hmhmavada. But the Vedic

Aryans had conquered a people even more civilised than ttiemselves, as

the Molienjodaro and llarappa finds would sliow. It may pe presumed

that this people had its religion and its philosophy too. When

the writings in the seals found in the two places are deci-

phered, and the images found more thoroughly studied, the debt of

modern Hinduism to this people will be tlioroughly appraised. That

image-worship is a legacy left by these Pre-Aryans^ is certain. It

might be that the Sanikhya and the Yoga Systems of philosophy grew

among them. R. P. Chanda thinks® that tlie Yoga was evolved by

them. The inter-coJinection between the two lias long been recognised.

WhetJier we accept the common view that Yoga was evolved as the dis-

cipline for the realisation of the tatira.s of the Saiiikliya, or the opposite

view, mentioned in the Maitri Upanisad, that Samkhya metaphysics

grew by way of explaining the validity of the Yoga processes,® it

aiipears likely that both the systems liad the same ]»rovenance.

Some epocli-making achievement in the sphere of religion and philo-

sophy must have given Srikrsna the supreme position he holds in the

Indian mind. In the Uhg. (IV. l-tl), he is made to say that Ee revive<l

the Yogic tradition. In the Mahdhhdnita^'* (hencefortli abbreviated as

JIh/i.), he is called the ‘Yogacarya’ i.e. the teacher of Yoga. In the

same work, and also in ihe Uitd and the Puranas, the epithets,

‘Yogesvara’, ‘Mahayogin’, and others of like import, are found fre-

quently applied to him. In the ‘Krsn-stavaraja’ by Bhisma,** three of

the ways in which Krsna is saluted are:—
‘Sainkhyatmane namalP, ‘Yog’atmane namah', and ‘Vedatmane namali\

7 liiveu if they were Aryans, they must have l)cen a Noii-Veclie branch of

the racc|.

8 See Jiis article in the i^ardae, No. U of 1331).

0 See Das Gupta, History of Indian Vhilosoidiy, voi. 1, pp. 227-8.

10 Mausalaparvan, ch. 3, vor.se 26, Bahguvasi Kdn.

11 MahdbhdratQf Santiparvan, eh. 47.
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The Bha^avaia rurana (X. 70) tells us that Srikmia would sit up

early every moniiu^r, and mer^e his soul into tlie universal soul. The

Mtfh.'^ similarly tells us that he would sit up in the small hours of

the muniing and meditate upon llrahman. The tradition, therefore,

was that Siikrsna\s yoga was mixed up with the hraJmiardda of the

Vedanta. (Considering all this, the present writer thinks that Srikrsua

was ll»e first to harmonise the Sainkhya-Yoga with the brahma vada of

the Fpanisads,’ ‘ a process whicli we find well worked out in the Katha

and tile Maitri Tpanisads, and which was further developed with tlie

addition of tlieism in the t^vetasvatara. The same synthesis is found in

the lihg. Considering the fact that Kpsna lived hmg before the com-

pilation of the Ivatha Upa. it is just possible that his Yoga-vedanta

synthesis was cruder still.

Such a cruder synthesis is really to lie found in a work which we

find in sheer disguise in the Mhh, It is the first of the three Anugita

books to be found in the Asvamedhaparvan of tlie Mbli. This book, i.e.,

the Anugita proper, exists in a fragmentary form, but its Yoga-vedanta

synthesis is undoubtedly older ihan that of the Katlia. The two follow-

ing books of the Anugita represent the gradual develoimient of the

teaching of the Anugita proper. Kveu these appear to contain teaching

older than that of the Svetasvatara Upa., because theism is not taught

therein. In the second book, there is just a mention of tlie god

Xarayana, to wiium animal sacrifices used to be offered in the past, UvS

the universal soul, while in the third, we find Visnu just bidding for

the posiiion of the Supreme ileing, he ivs called 'braJimamaya’. It

might bo noted tliat in the Katha T'])a. Visnu is identified with

Brahman. “

It appears strange to the present writer that the Anugita books

12 Santiparvan, cli. o3, verses 2-3. I am indebted to S. N. Tadpatrikar’s

'Krsna Problem’ for this and the preceding Bhagnvata reference.

13 This synthesis might have an element of pan-theism in it as the verse

‘Sarvatah pfini-padan tat sarvato ’ksi-siromukham,’ apparently based upon the

Purusa^siikta of the Ihjceda^ occurs at least twice in the AnugHd and once in

the Bhagacadolfd. One cannot be sure, however, that he verso was not interpolated

into the Anugltd books when they were paraphrased. *Tad vij^noh parawam

padam,’ Katha Up. I, 3-9.
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should ever have been considered later works than the Bhg. Even

Telang, who translated them, could not escape the common error and

readily accepted the tradition that the Anu^ita was a sort of uninspired

replica of the Bhg. Tlie reasons he urges would not stand scrutiny. The

cardinal teachings of the Bhg. are not to be found in the Anugita. The

Bhg. describes two ni.sthds, the jhana-iiisiha and the karma-nisthfi, and

while admitting tliait both led to the attainment of the sununuin honum,

holds that the karnia-nistha, which includes the doctrines of desireless

action, hhakti and avatdra^ is the better way. The Anugita knows only

the jnana-nislha, I'ut nothing about tlie kanna-nistha. If Krsna were

merely repeating in the Anugita the substance of the teachings of the

Bhg.^ how could he be so forgetful as to omit all his cardinal teachings?

The silly introduction^' added to the Anugita, wliich was a part of the

Asvamedha-parvan, wlion the Bhg. was interpolated into tlie Bhisma-

j)arvan, the misleading name given to tlie work (i.e. Anugita), and a

few consequential additions and alterations in the body of the work have

served their i)urpose admirably. That purpose was to pass the new

work as embodying Krwsna's true teachings and to relegate the older

works of the Krsna Sect to an inferior place. The three hooks of the

Anugita, as' foun'd now, are evidently a paraphrase. The linguis-

tic. peculiarities ’ are tlm same as in the Gita, h/ut the

philosophy is mucli older. It i.s ]>ossible that tlie writer who para-

plirased the works introduced certain anaclironisuis, hut any un))jassed

reader will not fail to observe Uiat to say tliat tlie Anugita is an

iniinspired repetition of tlie Gita teaching is to upset deliberately their

leul order in time.

To sum up. Kr.sna was tlie great religious teacher who brought

ahout a Sanikhya-Yoga- Vedanta synthesis. The earliest literary re-

cords of this synthesis are the Katha, the Maitri, and the »Svetasvatara

ITpauisads and the three books of the Anugita, Tlie first hook whicli

exists in a fragmentary paraphrase was undouhtedly older than tlie

Katha Upa., and might be a remnant of the Aranyaka of tJie i^attvatas,

spoken of in the Narayaniya account in the Mbh.^^ In course of time

16 It attributes to Arjuna a weak intellect, and to Krsna a faulty memory.

16 dantiparvan, ch. 348, verso 31.
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tin abstract philosophy and an abstract deity ceased to give satisfaction

to the common people, and there was a thought-movement among.them,

as a result of which the great teachers of men, who had taught men to

lead better lives, and had, even in their own days, been possibly looked

upon as supermen, came (o be worshipped as- incarnations. This

thouglit-niovement was possibly a post-Buddha one, and Krsna and

the Buddha were very likely deified by their respective followers near

about the same time. Then, again. Buddhism, and before it, a number

of Ujianisads, had condemned Mairnia', and the result was a social

revolution in which the flowers of the youth of ihe country took to

sannyasa. This meant utter emasculation of the race. It was with a

view to check this process that the Oi'ta emphasised the doctrine of

desireless action,*^ a doctrine the bare rudiments of which are found

in the Isa Upa. When the doctrines of hhnkPi, nvatara^ and desireless

action were adopted by Krsna \s followers, they came to be known as

the Bhagavatas (i.e. worshippers of Bhagavat incarnated as man), and

the superb structure of the Bhg,^ with its architectural incongruities,

perhaps more apparent than real, reared its head upon tlie foundations

of J5rikrsna*s Sarnkbya-Yoga-Vedanta synthesis, as developed by hin

followers. The greatest of such followers was Arjuna, and it is a

matter for gratification that the true relation between Krsna and Arjuna

is pointed out in the Gita. It was not because the two won the

Kuruksetra battle, as inucli by recourse to deceit and chincauery** as

by bravery, that Krsna and Arjuna came to be regarded as the worship-

ful. They were undoubtedly great warriors, but they were great reli-

gious teac hers too. Nor could a man, wlio has been worshipped as the

iSupreme Being, have been a voluj)tuary as the Puranas depict Jiiin.

Tlie true meaning of the Puranic legends i" obscure, and those who

take ihem in their literal and ostejisible sense only desecrate

the memory of the greatest of Indians religious teachers. Nor was

17 This doctrine appears to have considerably influenced Mahnyann

Buddhism.

18 Such deceit could never have been practised by the disciple of Ghora

Ahgirasa, and the great originator of the Yoga-Vedanta synthesis. It was

allowed by the ethical code of the Brahmapical ivriter of the Mhh,^ ivho was at

one with modern diplomats in this respect.
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Srlkrsna a servile adherent of the Brahinanical social scheme as the

Mbit, depicts him, for we find him declaring that liberation was within

the reach of all, not simply Ihroiigh the path of hlmlti, as a reluctant

priesthood would grudgingly concede, but through the path of know-

ledge and contemplation, Samkhya-Toga ;

Idam dharmam samasthaya ye’pi syuh papayonayah/

Striyo vai^yas tatha siidras te’pi yanti param gatim/ /'*

The Samkhya-Yoga-Vedanta synthesis of the Bhg. has puzzled

western scholars. Garbe thouglit tliat the Vedaiitic passages were sub-

sequently interpolated into what was originally a Samkhya-Yoga work.

Belvalkar retorts that to prove sucli a hypothesis it must be shown that

the Katha and the J^vetasvataru upanisds had previously suffered from

similar interpolations*^^

This Samkhya-Yoga- Vedajita synthesis finds favour in all Vaisnava

literature including the Vaisnava Puranas, ihough their theism was

j)Ossil)ly of a later date. Sankara and liis early followers fought shy

of the Sanikliya, but many of Sankara’s lalterday followers luive sought

tlie lielp of the Sanikhya in explaining phenomena. Tliis great

synthesis, this hurnionisiug of non-Brahmauical and Bahmanical

philosophies, could never have been ilie work of a mean intellect.

Considering its universal acceptance by A’aisnavism, old ami new, it

would be no wild surmise to hold that this synthesis*’* was the abiding

work of the towering intellectual and spiritual genius of Srikrsna

liiinself. We kmvw oi no one else to whom this syn diesis might justi-

liably be traced.

Jt is hoped that the ]>resont thesis will induce a fresli study of the

19 (InngltO, ch. IV, verse Gl. Sec also lihg., IV, 32.

20 See Belvalkar’s ‘The Svetasvatara Upanisad and the Bliagavadgitii and

also the chapter on the Bluigavadgita in hi.s lh>su Mullik L^iures^ Pt. I. The

same remarks hold good of tlie Muitn Ujw,, all the three being Krsna Yajurveda

Upanisads.

21 i have not spoken of a Samkhva-Yoga-Vedauta-Mimamsa synthesis for

the simple reason that in its early stages, as for instance, in Srikrsna’s time,

Vedanta had not yet washed its hands entirely clean of Korma or Sacrificialism.
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Anugita books, and stimulate investigation into the nature of Srikrsna's

teachings.

[This paper is my tribute of respect to the memory of the late MahamahopSdhyaya

Haraprasad Sastrl who, possessing, as he did, the gift of scientific imagination in an

eminent degree, was able to light up mrny a dark corner in the past history of this

country^]

Amarnath Ray



Who was the Qupta contemporary of the Eadamba

king E^ustbavarman ?

A verse in the Talagunda pillar inscription of Kaknsthavarraan'

speaks of the matrimonial alliances that this Kadamba king contracted

with the (lupta and other royal families. It runs as follows:—
Gupt-a di -parthiva-kul-amburuha-sth alani

sneli-adara-pranaya-samblirama-kesarani

srimanty-aneka-nrpa-satpada-sevitani

yo:::^bodhayad = duhitr didhilibhir = nrp arkkah' j.

It has been translated thus:—
“This sun of a king by means of liis rays—his daughters—caused to

expand the splendid lotus-groups, the royal families of the Guptas

and others, the filaments of which were attacliment, respect, love and

reverence f/or him) and which were cherised by many bees—the kings

irho served fhcnd\ Or, in plain words, this king's daughters were

married to the members of the Gupta and other royal households.

In order to ascertain as to who was the Gupta that was the son-

ia-law' of this Kadamba king, it is necessary to determine, first, the

date of Kakusthavarman, Several genuine Western Ganga grants^ itdl

us that Madhava, the father of Avinita (or Madhava III, as I shall

call him hereafter) had taken to wife the sister of a Kadamba Krsna-

varinan. There were two kings of this name in the Kadamba family.

We have to find out W'hich of them w^as the brotlier-in-law^ of the

Gaiiga king Madhava III. As Mr. K. N. Dikshit has pointed owV

the identity of this “Krsnavarman can he established from the fact

that he is said in all the records wdiich refer to liim to have performed

the celebrated Asvamedbu sacrifice". The Kadamba grants attribute

1 Up. hut,, VIIT, pp. 24 ff.

2 UttanUr plates of Durvimta (iUys. A. If., 1916), Gnmmira(J(^ipuTa plates

Durvinita, 1912), Keregocli-Rangupiira plates of Rajamallii II (Ibid.^

1919) and KUdhlr plates of Mtlrnsinilm it hid,

^

1921).

ind., XIV, p. 160, f.ii. 2.
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the performance of this sacrifice only to Kpsnavarman I, the second

son of Kakusfhavarnian.'* No reasonable donbt can, therefore, be

entertained that Krsnavarman I was the brother-in-law of

Madhava III. What was the date of Madhava III? Palteoj^^raphy

and tlie date 8aka 380 supplied by the Jaina work Lohavihhdga as tue

(he 2Jind year of the Pallava king Simhavarman II who anointed on the

Gahga throne Ayyavarinaii, the father of Madhava of the Penukonda

Plates (or Madliava II as he will be called in the sequel) have enabled

Dr, Fleet to fix A.D. 475 as tlie probable date of Madhava II. This

Madliava was not the father of Aviiiita and consequently not

the brmliei -in-law of Krsnavarman I; for the Oanga charters state

clearly that Avinf^a's father was yisnugopa, son of narivarmun who

was the son of Madhava I. Madhava II was the son of Ayyavar

man, who was also the son of Madhava I; and it is not unlikely that

llarivarman and Ayyavarnian were identical, for, as Rice has pointed

out, ‘Ayya or Aryya may be intended for an improvement on Ari^ the

Dravidian form of Hari which is the first part of the name llari-

varman. It this identification is correct, Madhava II would be a

brother of Yisnugopa, the grandfather of Avinita. Otherwise, Hari-

varinaii and Ayyavarinaii !will have to be regarded, as Las been done by

Prof. Dubreuil,^ as two different sons of Madhava I and consequently

brotliers. In this case Madhava II would be a cousin of Visnugopa.

Thus, Madhava III would be either a brother's son or a cousin^s son

of Madhava II. In either case he would be removed only by one gene-

ration from Madhava II of the Penukonda Plates. The latter's date

being A.D. 475, the period of Madhava III would be about A.D.

475-500. His brother-in-law and contemporary Krsnavarman I of the

Kadamba dynasty would also have to be relegated tu the same time,

viz., A.D. 475-500 or thereabout. We arrive at the same result if we

4 Prof. Jouveau- Dubreuil’s identification of the Krsnavarman, the brother-

in-law of Madhava 111, with KfRnavarraan II is not tenable as the latter is not

known to have performed any horse sacrifice.

5 JltAH., 1915, p. 471 fF.

6 tCp. Ind., XIV, p. 332. Harivarman is actually called Arivarman iu the

Tanjore Plates {Ind. Ant., VIII, p. 212),

7 Ancimt Histonj of the Dr’f^an, p. 107.
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work backwards from the initial year of the reign of the Kadamba

king Harivarman wdiich Mr. K. N. Dikshit has shown to be

A.D. 538.* This is a landmark, in the Kadamba chronology. Here it

is necessary to bear in mind that the verse (luoted above states in un-

mistakable terms that it Avas Kakustliavarman, not his father

liliagmithavanuan as supposed by liev. Herns®, who gave liis daughters

in marriage to Gupta and oilier families and that the marriages were

celebrated by him wlien he was a king and not a prince. Moreover,

the Talagunda inscription which describes the achievements of all the

predecessors of Kakustlui does not say a word about any family

alliance betw’een the Kadambas and the Giipias during the reign of

ilhagirathavarman. It has been shown above that Madhava III, one

of the sons-in-law^ of Kakustliavarman flourished between cir, A.D, 47o

and 500. Kakustliavarman must have, therefore, lived till A.D. 475.

The marriage of Madhava III might have taken jdace in

that very year or one or two years later. The marriage of another

daughter of Kakusthavanuan wdth the Vakataka king Narendrasena

took place in about A.D. 445^® for the marriage of his grandfather

Kudrasena has been shown by Dr. V. A. Smith to have been celebrated

in about A.D. 395.^^ Since, as stated above, it was in the capacity of a

king that Kakustliavarman performed the marriage of his daughters,

he must have been on the throne in A.D. 445. Allowing some time for

Kakusthavarman to have a daughter of the marriageable age in 445,

his accession may be placed in about 435. We may, therefore, conclude

that his date was cir, A.D. 435 to 475. And tlie Tri}aguiida inscription

of (his king has been assigned by Prof. Rapson to the 5th century A.D.^^

So the Gupta sovereign that was ruling at this period was Kuinara-

gupta I whose reign lasted from A.D. 414 to 455. He was thus an

elder contemporary of Kakusthavarman. But since his father

Caiidragiipta II had a fairly long reign of about 35 years, Kumaragupta

must have come to the throne at an advanced age, Consequently, he

must have been an old man when Kakusthavarman was anointed ruler

8 Kp, Ind., XIV, p. 166. 9 JJiOiti^., Xll, p. 460.

10 DubreuiPs Ancient History of the Deccan^ p. 75.

11 JnAiS., 1914, p. 326.

12 Andhra Coinif Introduction, p. Iv.
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of the Kadamba dominions. lienee it is not probable that his wife

was a daughter of luikusthavarman. It is therefore quite reasonable

to think that either Skandagupfa or Puragupta was the son-in-law of

the Kadamba monarch. AVliether this marriage was celebrated during

the life time of Kumaragupta or afterwards, it is not possible to say

at present.

Put Rev. Ileias is of oj)inion that Krikusthavarman’s daughter

was the wife of Kumaragupta, that it was Pliagirathavarman who gave

liis grand-daughter in marriage to the Gupta king while his s(»ii

Kakusthavarman was yet a prince and tliut tlie marriage was celebrated

in about during the reign of Candragupta.*'* lie bases his

coiudiisions on tlie tiadition recorded in a verse in the t^rhyani-

l*rakdsa of lihoja that \ ikiamaditya (i.e. Caudragupta II) sent liis

poet Kalidasa on an embassy to tlie court of a Kuntala king. This

embassy, he says, finds s)ippoi't in a verse in tlic AucUyiimcnnivarca of

Ksemendra (wrongly attributed by Rev. Herns to Hemacandra). Tlii.s

Kuntala king he takes to be tlie Kada?nba king Bliagiratliavarinan. It

may be tliat the Kadambas were the rulers of Kuntala or a part of it.

Put tliere are reasons to tliink that the Vakatakas were also known as the

‘lords of Kuntala’ in the period with wliich w^e are concerned. The

work entitled Bh(ira\fac<nlta states clearly that ^lie auhor of the well

known Prakrt poem Aotnbandiia was a Kuiitalesa.^’ Pana tells us in

his Unrmcarila that this poem was comjioseJ by Pravarasena.^^ This

Pravarasena has been riglitly identified witli the Vakalaka king

IT’uvaraseiia II. It thus becomes ^lear that Pravarasena II was also

called Kiintalesa. And we know that some of the Vakataka kings lay

claim to the conquest of Kuntala.'* It is therefore possible that Kalidfisji

might have been sent to tlie Vakataka court. And as later tradition

attributes this work to Kalidasa, we may suppose that he wrote it for

Pravarasena wiien he was in the Vakataka court as au ambassador.

Thus, since the Vakatakas were also known as ‘lords of Kuntala’,

granting that the title was o mere boast, as Rev. Herns would have it,

it cannot be asserted that it was to a Kadamba king that Kalidasa was

13 JJWItS., XII, pp. 458 ff.

14 AliOL, V, p. 46. 15 Harmcarita^ I, verse 14.

16 Ajanta Inscription, Arch. Sur. of W. India^ IV, pp, 124 iff.
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sent by Candragupta II. Moreover the date of Kailidasa is still an

open questions. It is not certain whether he was a protege of the Gupta

emperor Candragupta II. Dr. D. B. Bhandarkar is of opinion that

Kalidasa’s patron was Yasodharman of the Maiidasor inscription

(A.D. 532).^^ In view of these facts, the embassy of Kalidasa to the

court of a Kuiitala king cannot help ns in drawing- any (conclusions

about the family relations of the Guptas and the Kadaiubas. As has

been pointed out above, llio niarriage of tlio Kadainba princess was

performed by Krikn.siljavarnian hijns('lf during liis reigii wliich coni-

nieuced about A.D. 435, that is to say, long after the death of Candra-

gupta II aiul Bhagirathavaiinan. It is not therefore possible to accept

the views of Rev. Heras. Nor caji we agree with. Mr. Moraes who,

while rojccdiug tlie supposition that the Gupta son-in-law' of Kakustha

<vas Kuiiiaragupta, follows Rev. Heras in liolding that “it was

Candragupta 11 who niad(» overtures to Bhagirattia to form a marriage

alliance” and tit inks that the marriage was celebrated during the

latter’s reign in 41U-11

N. Laksiiminauayan Rao

17 tSir Asutosh Memorial Volume, pp. 76 ff.

18 The Kadamba Kula, p. 27.

1 -h .q ., UAn(m, 1933 26



two Saura Images from the District of 24-Parganas

The low lying wild tracts, on the south of the present district of

24-Piir^aiiawS, have yielded, after reclamation, numerous antiquarian

remains of considerable archaeological and artistic merit (vide iny

Monographs published by the Varendra Research Society). In the

present paper I propose to describe, in <letail, two stone sculptures,

discovered from this area. One of them (Fig. 1) is a Surya image,

while the other (Fig. 2) is a Navagraha slab. The Surya image was

found by a villager about ten years ago, together with a Sivalihga of

black shale, in the course of tlie excavation of a tank at Kashipore, a

village under the Jaynagore P.S. of the Alipore sub-division. WheiK

I collected it, the image was broken into two parts from the lower

portion of its body. Now it is bound together by wire. The upper part

of its right hand as also the side figures are missing.

This sculpture is 2^ 5^"^^ high and made of bluish basalt stone. In

it the Sun-god is depicted almost in the round with a plain circular

halo round the head. He wears a cap-like head-dress, from underneath

which curls of hair descend on each shoulder, a short necklace,

apparently of beads with a rectangular bar in the centre, plain brace-

lets, and a long tunic, similar to that of the Sfirya image found in the

niche of the Gupta temple of Bhiimara.' This kiud of dress is also

seen in the Rushan images^ and is evidently the Udicya (northern)

dress, which Varahamihira assigns to the Sun-god in his Brhiit SamJutd.

In each of his two hands iheie is a lotus stalk, rising just above the

shoulders and terminating in a bunch of lotuses, unlike a single lotus

as depicted in the later images. The waist is tied round by a belt,

with two hanging tassels from the stud iu the centre. Along the left

side there is a sword, kept in posit iuii by means of a strap.

In front of the image is the figure of Aruna, the charioteer of the

Sun-god. Only the upper part of his body is visible. He hdds a goad

1 Vide plate Z/V, Memoirs of the Arrhoeolooical Survey of Indian No, 16.

2 Vide plate XII
^
Catalogue of the Museum of Archceology at Sa^chi.
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in his rifjrht hand and the reins of the Sun-o’od^s horses in his left.

Beneath this figure, on the pedestal, is carved the body of the chariot

with its wheel as well as seven horses. Below these carvings on eitlier

side of tlie bottom of the pedestal is a human figure in senii-prostrate

posture.

Besides the circular halo and the curly hairs, this image of the

Sun-god has thick lips, a round face, and long drawn eyes. His body

is visible up to the knees, and the posture in whicli he stands apparently

shows that his legs are inside the hollow of the car. The Brhnt

Siunhifd and other Sanskrit books enjoin tliat the Sun-god is to be re-

presented up to the knees, and it may be the probable leason why his

figure is shown in that way. This peculinrily also occurs in the other

curly Siirya images.’ On the chariot al^o, just above the horses, tliero

are three decorative designs with a pointed seini-ciicuilar ])rojection on

tlie top and two leaf-like inojections on the two sides, icseinhling the

(’aitya window of (he Gu])ta period.*

So fur as I know, only one Surya image of this typo has hitherto

h(‘en di: (covered in Bengal, ami assigned, {)n the groumls of style, to

(lie late (lupta period. It is now in the V.K.S. Museum at Kajsliahi,

ajid comes from tlje Bogra district.'’ In essential features this image

is alniosi similar to the one described above, but ditfers in drovss. The

upper half of its body is bare like the later images and the lower half

only is (dad in a sliort, tied round the waist.

The next sculpture, I wish to describe here, is a Navagralia slab^

referred to above. About 25 years ago it was unearthed by a cultivator

from the ruins of Kaiikaiulighi, in lot no. 20, under the Mathiirapore

r.S. of the Diamond Harbour sub-division. It is iii a very good state

of preservation and is made of black clay chlorite stone, the height, and

length being 1' 7" and 3' IV' respectively. In it the images of the nine

])lauets, as prescribed by the Hindu astrology, with that of Ganesa, are

curved in relief. They are standing in a line on a single full blown

3 Vide figure 64, Sarkar’s Alandirer An/Ad, Konarak, Kao’s h'onoQmphxi,

plate* ixxxviii, fig. 2; Cuiiniugluinrs A. S. vol. V.

4 -Vide plates III, XII, XIV, Memohs of the Arch(Volovkal Survey of

IndiOf No. 16,

6 Vide figure 1, V.R.8. Annual Report for 1926-27.
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lotus, extending from tlie foremast figure of Geneva to that Ketu, the

ninth planet, instead of a separate small lotus for every individual

figure, as found in the other Navagralia images. Eacli of tlie figures has

over the head an oval halo with lofus border and a snake-ljead-like

design between them, and wears a sacred tliread and a sliort skirt tied

round the waist by a girdle. Tlieir otlier peculiarities from the left are

noted below.

1. Gauesa. Stands in Abhaiiga pose, wears a Jata-niukuta, a

pair of bracelets of beads, and holds in liis right liand a rosary and

in his left a battle axe.

2. Ravi (Sun). Stands in Samabhanga attitude, wears a Kirita

Mukuta, a necklace, a pair of bracelets and a Baiiamala hanging up to

the knees, and holds, as usual, in his either hand a lotus stalk termi-

nating in two lotuses, just above the shoulders.

8. Soma (Moon). Stands in Ablmnga attitude, wears a Kirita

Mukuta, a necklace, a pair of bracelets, a pair of armlets and holds a

rosary in the right hand and a Kamandalu in the left.

4. Mangala (Mars). Stands in the same pose as tlie above image,

wears a Kirita Mukuta and other ornaments like the image of tlie moon

and holds a rosary in the right hand and a spear in the left.

5. Budha (Mercury). Stands in Tribhanga attitude with his left

leg half bent. Wears a peculiar head-dress and other ornaments as in

the above two images and holds with bis two bands an arrow. Along

the left .side is a big bow, jdaced on bis shoulder, extending upto his

feet.

(i. Brbaspati (Jupiter). A pot-bellied figure with long beard.

Stands in Ablianga pose, \vears a Jala Mukta and other ornaments like

Budhu, and holds a rosary in the right hand and a Kamandalu in the

left.

7. Sukra (Venus). Stands in Ahhanga attitude, wears a Kirita

Mukuta and other ornaments as in the above images, and holds in his

right hand a rosary and in the left a Kamandalu.

8. Sani (Saturn). Stands in a peculiar attitude, owing to his

paralytic affection caused by a curse, wears a Kirifa Mukuta and other
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ornaments like Sukra, and holds a rosary in his right hand and a staf

in ilia left.

9. Eahu (Ascending Node). A big mouthed figure having onl^

the upper part of a human body. He is seated on a chariot, and wears

a head-dress like modern tiara and other ornaments as in the above

images, lias a pair of big moustaches, and holds with his two hands an

unfolded book. He has a small eye on the forehead and a hood of snakes

over the Mukuta.

10, Ketu (Descending Node). It is a human figure, in Abhahga

attitude with the lower part like a serjient tail. Wears a Mukiita-like

tiara and other ornaments as in the l)ody of Ruhu, has a hood of snake

heads over the Mukuta, and holds a sw'ord in his right hand and a shield

in his left.

Below tlie lotus, on which the above images of the planets stand,

are carved in low relief, the stems and leaves of the lotus plant in

scrolls, wdth the main stem in the centre and the Vahanas (carriers) of

the planets within and below them. Among the Vahanas, the following

are from the left, within the stems and leaves of the lofus plant

:

A lion, swan, boar, deer, elephant, jackal, buffalo, fish, vulture,

and the following are beneath them; a mouse, horse, ram, peacock,

dog, swan, frog, ass, chariot.

Over the halos of the images of the planets there is a border in

relief with three decorative designs, one in the centre and two on the

two sides, like Makara heads, placed back to back. Upon that on the

upper and on a portion of the side edges of the slab are depicted flames

of fire.

In most of the Navagraha slabs hitherto discovered, all the images

of the planets are found standing side by side, as in this sculpture,

though there are a few where they are depicted in seated postures.*

Their separate and detached figures are very rare with the exception

of the Sungod. The reason may be attributed to the fact that they were

not independently worshipped, as even now the Hindus do not worship

6 Vide figure 30, Mandirer Kathd, Konaroh, p. 56, plate XVIII; Hand

liouh to the Sculptures in the Museum of the Baiujhja Sahityu Parisod,
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them separately under the belief that this may offend the other planets.

So far as I know only two detached imagoes of the planets have been

discovered uptili now, one of the moon at Mandla^ and the other of the

Balm and Ketu at Chidambaram.*

The number of such Navagraha slabs found in Bengal up to the

present time is also not very considerable. Only four were discovered

before in the North Bengal. They are now preserved in the collection

of the Varendra Research Society. From their descriptions, published

in the Catalogue of the Museum of the above society, we know that two

of them contain figures of Oanesa as in the image from Kahkandighi.

This peculiarity is seen in these Bengal sculptures alone, and the

probable reason for it may be traced to the fact that Oanesa being be-

lieved to be tlie remover of all obstacles {viglnidntahn)^ his image was

placed before those of the nine planets, who are sup])osed to influence

the destinies of mankind.

In the Orissan temples such sculptures are seen, placed on the dooi

W’ays, as architraves. According to Mr. Monmohan Ganguly the intro-

duction of these images in the temples was invariably meant to ensure

prosperity to their founders, and to prevent any evil happening to the

temples tliemselves.*' In tlic Soutli Indian temples also such images,

carved in slabs, are found wdthlii the enclosed Verandahs, round

the central shrine. But how they were placed in the temples of Bengal

is not definitely known as there is no old temple in this province with

such a sculpture fixed in situ.

These tw'o images and the other sculptures, wdiicli have hitherto

been found in this ])aii of ISouth Bengtd, are all clnnu e finds in stray

diggings from many of tlie old sites lying unexplored here. The most

extensive among them are the ruins at Kahkandighi, referred to above

in lot no. 2(). Tliey (;over more tlian one bundred acres of land and are

situated with many brick mounds near the temple of Jatar Deul. Be-

sides this Navagraha slab, a collossal Visnii image of black shale, a

7 Vide Descriptive List of Exhibits in the Archaologkal Section of the

Nagpore Museum^ plate I, fig. 1.

8 Vide Sastri’s South Indian Images of Gods and Goddesses, pp. 239-41,

fig. 146.

9 Orissa and Her Eemains^ p. 186.
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beautiful . Surya image of bronze, some old potteries, as also

other sculptures were unearthed a few years ago from this area. The

river Raidighi Gang, which flows along the western side of this tract

is also studded with ruins on both banks. Foundations of buildings,

built of large bricks, exposed due to river erosion, are still visible there

during the ebb tide, about 16 feet below the present bank of the Gang.

From these and other numerous antiquities, discovered in its adjoining

area^^* it appears that in the pre^Muhammadan age, this place was the

centre of culture of this part of the Gaiigetic delta.

The site is well worthy of trial excavations, which if fruitful,

would be likely to throw light on the obscure history of the Suudarbans.

Kai.idas Datta

lO Vide my paper on the Antiquities of Khari and Sundarbans. V.R.8.

Monographs.



Epigraphio Notes

I.

—

Genealogy of the iSalankayanas

W Jiile editing the Kolleru (Kollair) graiit^ of the Salankayana

Maharaja Naiidivarmau, sou of Candavarman, Dr. Fleet remarked;

'‘In Sir W. Elliot ^s fascimiles I have another copper-plate inscription

of Vijayanandivarma and Iiis Yitiamaftanijay whose name seems to be

Vijayatiihgavarma or Vijayabiiddliavarma.^’ He appended the follow-

ing note to the name of the Yucavialidrdja: “The original (1. 3) has

‘Vijayabuhgavarmassa’, and in the margin, a little above the line, there

is the character ddlui^ differing not much from nga as there written,

apparently intended to be introduced somewhere in the line as a

correction. “ As we shall presently see, this statement regarding the

inscription was found wrong and was subsequently corrected by Dr.

fleet himself. Hut unfortunately the mistake is perpetuated in later

writings) on the Salankayana genealogy.

En pamint, I may draw the attention of readers to the names

of these kings generally accepted and used by scholars. The names can

hardly be Vijayanandivarman, Vijayabuddhavarman and the like.

Salahkayana inscriptions are stated to be issued from Siri-

vijayavehgipura, Vijayavehgipura or Vijayavengi. The Kadamba

grants^ are generally issued from Srivijayavaijayanti, Srivijayatri-

parvata and Srivijayapalasika. The Mattepad plates® of Damodaru-

varman were issued from Vijayakandarapura. We have also references

to Srivijayakancij)ura,^ Srivijayapalakkada® and Srivijayadasanapura*

in many of the Pallava inscriptions. There can be no doubt that the

names of the places are Vehgipura, Kahcipura, Vaijayanti, Pala^ika

etc. and that Vijoya or Srlvijayu has been prefixed to them simply for

the sake of glorification. I have no doubt that the name of the

Salankayana Maharaja of the Kollair grant is similarly Nandivarman,

1 lA.f V, pp. 176 ff. (Sanskrit and old Canarese Insripctiohs : No. XVIII.).

2 See the Kadamba grants edited by Fleet in IA,, vols. VI and VII.

3 KI., XVII, 327 ff. 4 ibid., Ill, 142 ff.

6 lA., V, 50 tf. 6 EJ., I, 297: LA., 164 ff.
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and not Srivijaya- or Vijaya-nandivarman, as is generally taken to be.

Vijaya and Srivijaya, in such cases, mean Vijayayukta and (^nvijaya^

yukta respectively
;
when i)refixed to proper names, they form examples

of the Sakaparthivadi (Kannadharaipf) class of the Tatpumsa compound.

It must also be noted in this connection that in ihe Kauteru (A) and

the Pedavegi plates, the reigning Saiahkayana king is simply called

Nandivarman without Vijuya prefixed to his name.

To come to our point. The scholar, who first accepted the wrong

information of Fleet, seems to i)e Prof. Diihreiiil, the author of tlie

Ancient History of the Deccan (Fng. tran., 1920). Before his work was

published, a Priikit copper-plate inscription of another Salahkayana

Mahdrdja Devavarman was discovered near Ellore. It Tvas then edited

by ])r. Hultzsch in Ep. Ind.y IX, 561!. In the Anc. Hist. Dec.y Prof.

J)ui)reuil, therefore, speaks of four ^alahkayana monarchs, viz., (1)

Devavarman of the Fillore plates; (2) Candavaiman and his son; (8)

iSandivarman of the Ivollair plates; and (4) Buddhatarman, son of (*])

Xandivarman, mentioned in the fas<‘imile referred to by Fleet. As

regards Biuhiliavarman, Dubreuil has quoted the passage of Dr. Fleet

a!)d rfMuarked : “This name is probably Buddhavarma, for in the

nnu'gin, tliovo is the character ‘dha’').^ Kvidently the Professor com-

?iiits another mistake when he writes that tlje letter in the margin is

‘dha’ and not Tldlia’ as is attested by Fleet.

The mistake was next repeated by Mr. K. Lakshmana Roo,

who edited the two copper-plate grants discovered at Kanteiu, one

iudonging to the Jsalahka\ana Mnhdrdja Nandivarmau and tl\e other

to llie Salankavana Mahdrdja Skandavarman.* Jjke Prof. Dubreuil,

iaikshmana Rao has quoted the same passage of Fleet and has taken

‘Vijaya Biiddhavarinair as a king belonging to the Salankayana

dynasty.® It is to be noted that Fleet hesitatingly proposed an altei'-

native of two names, viz., Tungavarman and Buddliavarmaii with a

7 AHJ)., Eng. tr., p. 89*

8 JAHltH., V, 2(1 11'.; the plates appear to be originally edited by Mr.

Lalvshmana Hao in iIjc Jonrual o/ the Andhia Acadonij^ or the Andlna-SCihit ya-

l*ari.Yit-l*atrihO, \l. lid fl'.

0 ./4/ii^S’., V, p. 26.

i h;q., marc h, 1933 27
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slight inciinatioii towards the latter; then Dubreuil preferrea the uam^

Buddhavarman, and now Lakshinana Bao takes Buddhavarmau as an

established name in the Salahkayana genealogy.

Next we come to Mr. Siibba Bao, who has edited the Pedavegi

copper-plates of the Salahkayana Maluinlja Nandivarmaii 11.^® ilte

refers to five inscriptioius belonging to the Salahkayana kings. “Of

these a Prakrt inscription w^hich was discovered by Mr. Elliot remains

unpublished; but two kings mentioned in it are known to us as Vijaya-

nandivarman Yuvaniahruaja ( ! 1 1) and Vijayabuddhavarman. The

late Mr. Lakshmana Bao edited in Andlira Saliitifa Parisliat Patrihdy

vol. XI, two Salahkayana inscriptions discovered in Kanteru near

Guntur and these belong to Nandivarmaii and Skandavunnan. Another

Salahkayana inscription discovered in Kollair lake and (sic.) which

belongs to Vijaya Nandivannan, eldest son of Candavarman, was pub-

lished in Indian Antiquary

y

vol. V bj’ Mr. Elliot (? Fleet.). A Prakrt

inscription discovered at lOIlorc which belongs to Vijayadevavarman

was publislied in Epiyraphiu Indiaiy vol. By this time

everything is complete.

I doubt, wlietlier all the inscripiioiis, edited by Fleet in his well-

known bSaiiskrit and Uld-Canarese Inscriptions’ series have been

carefully read by these scholars. It is however, wTong to say that’ “a

Ib’akrit in.si:ription which was discovered by Mr. Elliot remains un-

published.” It was actually published by Dr. Fleet in Ind. A /it., IX

lOOif, (San>^/ciit and Old-Canarese InscripUonSy No. LXXIV). “This

is the grant of Vijayabuddhavarman,” he says there, “of which I have

spoken at vol. V, p. 175. I now give tlie text from the original plates

which belong to Sir AVatter Elliot.” Fleet’s reading of the first plate

of the grant is as follows:—

L. 1. Siddha Sirivijayakhandavamma-maharajassa samv-

vachhara..

L. 2. Yuvamaharajassa Bharattayaua Pallava-

L. 3. nam Sirivijayabiiddhavammassa devi

L. 4. kujana viha (?) rudevi Kada (?) vTya >.•;

10 Ibid.y I, 92 tf. 11 Ibidy p. 93.
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No argument is necessary to prove that the inscription belongs to

the Pallavas and refers to king Skandavarman and the Crown-prince

Buddhavarman, and that it has nothing to do with the Salahkayanas.

Dr. Fleet himself was conscious of what lie said before, and remarked

:

‘‘And Vijayabuddhavarnia is said to be a Pallava, and of the

Bharattayanagotra. There is, therefore, no genealogical connection

between the Vijayabuddliavarma of this grant and the Vijayanaiuli-

varma of the Vehgi grant at vol. V, p. 17o, wlio was of the Salahkayana

gotra.^^'*

This inscription has been carefully re-edited by Prof. Hultzsch in

Ep. hid.y VIIT, 1431f. We give here tlie text of the first plate as

deciphered by Hultzsch along with his traiislation.

Siddha

L. 1, 8iri-vijaya-khanduva(in]nia-ina)iarajassa sainvvii(4ic)ihar'

{aj . . .[!•]

li, 2. Yuvamahurajassa Bharadduyassa Pallavii-

Ji. 3. nnni Si[ri]-vijaya-Buddhavamniassa devi [Bujddhi.

li. 4. kura-janavl Charudevi Ka[dake] viya . . . [T]

“Success I The years . . . (of the reign) of tlie glorious MaJuhdjn

Vijaya-Skandavannan. (diarudevi, the iiueen of the V ucumohdrdja

,

the Bharadvaja, the glorious Vijaya-Buddhavarman (of the fnmily) of

the Pallavas, (and) mother of (Buddyaii]-kuva, (nddressc^ the faUuir-

iny order) to the official at Ka [taka]

There can, then, be no i|uesliou of a Buddhavarman in the family

of the Salaiikayanas. The following kings are so far known, from ins-

criptions to have belonged to the Salahkayana dynasty.

1. Ellore Prakrt grant:

2. Kollair Sanskrit grant:

•b Kanteru Sanskrit grant A

:

4- „ „ B. A:

(1) Devavarman.

(2) Xandivanaan, eldest sou of

Candavannaii.

>1) Naudivannan.

(I) Skandavarman.

12 l&., IX, 101, 13 Kl., VIIT, 146.
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5. Peduvegi Sanskrit grant: (1) Hastivarniaii

(2) Xandivannaii T, sou of

Ilastivarman.

(•{) CaiKlavuruiun, son ol*

Xandivarnum I.

(4) Xandivarinan 1 1, eldest son

C’audavarnian,

There can be no doubt that I lie Xandivaniun) ci‘ the Kolluir grant

is identical with Xandivarinan II of the Ihnlavegi giant, since both of

tlieiu are desei’ibed as ‘the tddest son of (’andavarinair in liie inscrip-

tions. It is, however, not quite clear wliether (be Xandivarinan of the

Kaiiteru grant A. is identical with either of the l.wo Xandivarinans of

the Pedavegi grant or he is a third king dilferenl from them. Xever-

theless, it seems reasonable to identify liini with Xandivarinan II of

the Pedavegi grant. In both the Kauloru and liio Pedavegi grants,

Xaudivarmau II is called Bhaf/dtutvat n! nttlKisra ni IjfdddfiKilh j/iVo

TtippabhaU/iralcdpaddhhalvfah paramahhagacdfds f^dhidkiufono nialulnljd

Srinandivarma. The Kollair grant also has lihoijaracciiiaNithaHvCmi-

pdddnvdhyrdo rapiddiattdnilmpddabhakla-ptiid mahhdyn f^dldd

kdyano etc. It is also to be noted tliai ihis king has the epithet

paramabhdgardtd in all iliese three i use rijit ions, and that no other

Salahkayana king is known to use that epithet. It appears, then,

almost certain that the Xandivarinan of the Kunterii plates is also, like

the king of the same name of the Kollair platc.s, identical with X'andi-

varman II of the Pedavegi plates. There is, how^ever, nothing in the

inscriptions from w’hicli we can determine the precise relationship to

which Devavarmaii and Skandavarman stood to the line of lliese four

kings.

As the riilore grant is w’ritteii in Prakrt, there can hardly he any

donhl that king Devavannan ruled before Skandavarman and X^andi-

varnuin II, both of whom use Sanskrit in their inscri|nions. Devuvar-

man, therefore, should be jdaced before Ilastivarman, who appears to

have been succeeded regularly by his sion, grandson and great-grandson.

Considering the facts that the inscriptions of Xandivarinan II are, on

paLx>graphic grounds, to be assigned to about the middle of the 5th

century A.l). and that he was preceded by three kings of his line, it
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seems probable that Skandavarmaii of tlie Kanteru grant came after

Xandivarman II. We, liowever, do not know whether Devavarman was

the immediate predecessor of Hastivarman and Skaiidavarman, the

immediate successor of Nandivarman II. Tlie genealogical table then

stands as the following

:

Devavarman

H astivarniau

Nandivarman I

I

Cundavarman

Nandivarman II

Skandavarman

In conclusion it may be pointed out that this Salaukayana Hasti-

varman of the Pedavegi plates can hardly be any other than the

A'aihgeyaka-Hastivarinan mentioned in the famous Allahabad pillar

inscription of Samudragupta.’* The main arguments in favour of this

assertion are the following:

(1) The Salahkayana is tlie only dynasty wdiioh can be called

Vaihgeyaka, as all the grants of the Salahkayana kings are issued

from Vehgipura. No other early dynasty is known to have its head-

quarters at the city of Veiigi.'*

14 r/i., lit. No. I, 1. 20; see also JAHltS., I, 93.

15 It may be noted that a Sanskrit grant belonging to the Pallava Dharma-

'tnuharOja Simhavarinaii (I A., V, 154) rel'ers to Vehgorslstra. The grant was

issued from Srivijayadasaiiapura which has been identified by Venkayya with Darsi

in the Nellore District. According to Venkayya and Dubreuil, the Pallavas wore,

about the time of Sinihavarman, in posse.ssion of parts oi‘ the Nellore and the

Ountur Districts. It is not impossible that Simhavannan’s kingdom included

the southernmost part of the Veugi country. There is, liowever, as vet no

^‘Vidence to prove that the Pallavas were ever in possession of the city of Vcugi.

must also note that even the grandfather of this Simhavarinaii used Sanskrit

n> •his inscription, (cf. Omgodu plates of Skandavarman 11, KJ., XV, 240 hV

It is generally accepted that Sanskrit was introduced in Southern inscriptions

o-hout the 4th century A.D. Siinliavarinan, therefore, seems to have come long

alter the time of Samudragupta.
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(2) The Salaiikayaiias ruled, according to Dubreuil, ‘between 360

and 450 A.D.’,*® and Burnell thought that the Kollair grant of Nandi-

variuan II may be palaeographically assigned to about the 4th century

A.U.*^ It is then generally accepted that the Sulahkayanas ruled con-

temporaneously with the early Guptas (320-407 A. 13.).

As regards tlie date proposed by Bubreuil, it may be said that the

Salahkayaiias certainly began to rule long before 350 A. 13. Dr. IT. C.

Kaycliowdliuri^’* has rightly identified the J^alahkayaiias with

tlie Salakenoi mentioned in the (jcography of Ptnleiny (about

140 A.D.). rtolemy says: “Beyond the Maisoloi(cf. Masiili-pattaii)

arc tile Salakenoi near the Arouaia mouiitaius, with the following

cities: Benagouroii 140” 24”; Kastra 138” 19” 30'; Magaris 137” 30'

18” 20'.“^“ Benagouron, the premier city of the Salahkayanas a])pears

to me to be a mistake for Bengaouron (Berigapiira
;

cf. Veiigorastra),

which is no other than the well-known VehgTpura.

As regards the conjecture of Dr, Burnell, it may bo said that, if

we compare the characters of the Kollair plates^*^ with those of the ins-

criptions of the early Eastern Calukyas^^ and of the Visnukundins,'” it

becomes impossible for us to accept such an early date for the Kollair

grant. I have no hesitation in asserting that palceography has nothing

to say against the ascription of the inscriptions of Xandivannan II to

the middle of the 5th century A.D. It is, then, quite possible that his

great-grandfather ruled about a century earlier and w^as a contemporary

of Samudragupta (about 330-375 A.D., according to Smith).'

(3'^ Lastly, excepting this Salahkayana Hastivarman, w’e do not

know .>f any other king, who ruled at Vehgi, whose name was Hasti-

varman and wdio can be any how^ placed in the middle of the 4th

century A.D. i.e. the time of Samudragupta.

Dtxks Chandra Sirc ar

16 AliV.y Eng. tr., p. 89.

17 South lud. tal. 14 & ii. 2; I.A., V, 176.

18 iW. Hist. Anc. Ind., 3rd. ed., 341 n.

19 6'm/., VIT, i, 79. 20 IA., V, 176 Pis.

21 Sec. e.g., Satara plates of Visnuvarddhana I, lA., XIX, 30; Polaniuru

plates of Jayasimha 1, JAIIBS., IV, 72.

22 See e.g., the Polaimiru plates of Madhavavarman, who cannot be much

earlier than the Eastern Calukya Jayasimha I, JAHBS., VI, 17.
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The (reatmeiit of the formal character of Indian inscriptions is

connected witli the classification of the inscriptions themselves. A

votive inscription cannot be ranked with a historical record, giving the

*4Ciicalogy of a dynu^iy, the date, the account of all the real or

exaggerated exploils of a ruler, the subdued countries and kings, and

ihiis sei vi]ig as an invaluable source for geography, history etc. Never-

theless, trom the point of view of a study of the formal elements in

Indian inscriptions, one has to abstract from the historical and non-

liistorical ihe records which' are religious and quasi-religious. • To

decide tlie class, in Avliich an inscription belongs, one has to ask

whetljer tiie inscription has been issued by an oflScial authority or not.

Kven in tliose inscriptions, the contents of which are deeds of grant, reli-

gious endowments, donations, passages commemorating the erection of

a public work, panegyric descriptions of personal events there are also

found the essential [)arts of an official procedure.

The production of such an inscription in the office of a ruler justifies

an inquiry into its formal parts. Not only to get an insight into the

working of the bureaucratic apparatus of the royal court are these

formulas helpful but also they serve as a guide for chronological consi-

derations, when other sources are lacking; tlie genuineness of such

documents can be easily proved, because nowhere else than in these

formulas does a forgerer commit a slip so easily. Finally, there is one

point more, more iinjiortant jierhaps from the general view of history

and human culture viz., the question, whether the developing of the

formal side is an indigenous feature of India, or, whether we have to

take into account a foreign influence.

Our starting point, in any case, should be the earliest representa-

tives of the epigraphic literature, the inscriptions of Asoka, not only

from their chronological priority, but also, because of their fulfilling

1 For a classification of Indian inscriptions according to their contents see

Fleet, Imperial Gazetteer of India, the Indian Empire, II, pp. 60 ff.
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the condition loquired, viz., that they are enunciacions ot a ruler

issued from his chancellery.

The 0 p e 11 i 11 f o r m u 1 a consists of a statement that the

following enunciation, relating to religion,' was caused to be written

by the king; the ciiciiinstance that tlie sentence occur onl}’ twice in

RE I and UM XTV seems to point to the use of a general introductory.

VVTiile UK 111, V, VI,IX begin with: the king speaks thus, the

lenuiining inscriptions lead medias in res, in few^ cases only putting the

king in the beginning of the sentence as subject (KJ^ II, IV, VIII, XIII

against VII,X,X1I). Something like a date we meet in UK 111 after

the opening sentence with evam aha, dbadasa vasdbhisitena inaijd idain

dmipitarn; in UK IV at the end of the text we read: dbadasa vdsdhhi-

sitena Devdnampriyena Priyadasind rdiid idam lehlidpitain From the

date of the ?n^///^7/;n2^/w«insti(ution in BE V, Kh. 14, leaving aside

the date of the inscription itself, one must conclude that the king

wanted only to tix chronologically the development of his religious and

moral ideas, as he emphasizes h.is authorship of the confessions and

efforts. So I would he inclined to consider BE I-XIV as of one type

except the difi'ereaces stated in HE XIV by ihe king himself. As a

proof of such a view we may refer to tlie uniformity of the text and

engraving of each of the inscriptions in tbe same order on the same

rock.

A new element is • (roduced into the separate inscriptions ai

Dliauli and Jaugada. I)h. S. I. runs as follows: Devdnampiyasa

racanena Tosaliyain muhdmdia nayalaviyohdlahd v.ataviya, while J.

begins: Dccdnainpiyc hcvani dhd Samdpdyam inahdmdtd (^tc. Tlie

second form, reminding the usual introduction in UJ’l, has vsuiely to ho

taken in the sense ol vacanena, aciording to tlie order of the' king, and

with slight ditt'erence, dne to tlie govornmeni, the same wording is found

2 Hultzsrh uses the term “rescript on mmulity*’ {VIL, I, p. 2, n. 2), the

word ‘rescript,’ however, has such a .specific meaning that it can htudly be

applied to dhamvailijn

:

ct. Jliiehler, Ep. Ind., 11, p. 472, n. 23, who has' noted the

collective sense of dkammalipi,

3 I'rom the sentences: etdijn nilulya (t\iam dhitninudiin or nJani likhiid, or

lekhdpitd^ or Ickhdpitam (UE., IV, V, VI) it is to be seen, that the drafting is

meant, not the engraving. Of. Dh. and J. SE.
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!ii Dh. II and J. II. Further the place is given, the seat ot tlie

provincial officers, as in Dh. RE I and J. RE I. Finally, on the

Jaugada rock these two separate edicts are clearly distinguished from

• others and “the separation of these two edicts is more distinctly marked

hy the accompaniment of the svastika symbol at each of tl\e upper

corners of the upper inscription, and of the letter vi at the upper corners

of tlie lower inscription^’.* The vi has been explained, in (jonnection

with the svastikn, being a monogram consisting of two Bruhnii o, as the

final letter of tlie sacred syllable oin. One would feel inclined to con-

nect (lie letter /n with tlie marks on the punch -marked coins,' where

sometimes two //nv ajipear, one on each side of a dotted circle. AVhether

the latter or the former exjdanation is correct there is no doubt that

those symbols are of an auspicious c h a r a c 1 o r
,

expressed

in later inscrijitions by word.

^I’lie formula : DerdnamiJiyv l^iyada.si Jdja heraiu dha^ occurring

in each IM\, repealed not less than ten limes in I’F, VII, cannot he con-

sidered as anything else but as giving prominence la the royal view, a

s(‘lf-c(;iiiplac(‘ncy of an exti aordinary kind. While the indication

tells ns often, when the (ili(nhnalipi has been caused to be written, the

inscription itself is not dated therewith.® Although the observation,

made by Fleet, accepted by Ilultzsch,^ is correct, according to which

the PE VII ends with a date, this date pertains to the composition, not

to the piihlicalion of the inscription. The Queen’s PM Allahabad-

Kosani begins with the formula, as known Iroin SI'.; a little

4 r//., I. p. xiv; yccoriliiig to the Plate op'iu^sile p. 116 also the lower

inscription shows in the centre of the iii>per border a svuaftiiti.

o See JJfOKS., V. JUID, pp. 463 ft'., Plate III, H^s. 71, m. While the sign

is generally explained as the Tannin? svnil.oi, e.g. i{a|>son, ( iifolwiKc e/ fhv

Coins of the. Andhra Difna.du ete., p. Vixxv, Fleet i-UfAS 1!M)7, pi). o2!l ff.)

believed it to lie “an Indian development of tiie top ol tln^ caduceiis as the

herald’s stgff, the token of a peaceable embassy. ’ The real cadmeus is to bo

seen full-shaped e.g. in Smith's i'afahajuv of the Coins in ihv Indian Musritm,

Calcutta, 1, 1906, PI. 1, 1 n>v.

6 In PE Vt (Delhi-Topra 0 f.) the year of the draft is given on the end of

the inscription, because in its beginning, line 1, there is a releronce to the RE-

composition in the 12th year.

7 Cil., I, p. 133, n. 6 and p. 137, n. 6.

i n.Q., M.tm II, 1933 28
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(liftereiit is the introduction of the Kausiimbi PK, where the king, using

here as in the former inscription, only one name, namely Dccunatnpiye,

issues an ordei* : dnajiaijatiy and continues by addressing the officei\s,

to whom the order j)erlains, probably similar lio the Saniath icisciipiion.

Different again aie the introductory words in the Dairat IIK
;

tlie

king addresses the samyhay by saluting the clergy and expressing his

hopes that (lie monks are in good health and enjoying pleasant life.

•Justified as it may be in ])aying reverence to the holy men/ the same

fiHinula is used, nnitalis niulandis^ in addressing the otficeis. as showui

hy the ijiscr]j)tion at Jfiahmagii i jjnd Sidda])nra : Synni.nuf/inte

(ijjapufasa inalidmaidmni ca cacanena IsiIasi mohdinata Cuvijiyam

ratariya resp. hcacani ca vataviyd, Ihvdiiainpiye dnapnyaii^ resp.

Dei dnampijje heavani dha.^ No <louhi, Jiere occur some features. whi(*It

are found 'in later iii-scriptions ; tlio place, fnun which the recoril has

(o he issued corresponds to ilie later usage of indicating the ])lace, from

which the king addresses his officers and issues his order; the otticer.s

are lioiioured by a courteous formula, and the royal order is introduced

hy diiapayafi.

Tin’s survey, however, w’ould he incomplere without calling attention

to anotlier item, of course, of a few inscriptions only : it is the

s u 1) s c r i p t i 0 n o f t li e w rite r. In the (copies of Brahmagiri,

Siddupura and Jatihga-lianiesvara, the name, Caj)uda, is mentioned in

Biahiiii, while his professioji, lipihara^ is written in Kharostfri.

To sum 111): The in.scripliojis of Asoka, though not of that seculaj'

and official cliaracter, as aio the insciiptioiis of other ancient cultures,

show some tomiivliis, occuiring throughout tlie later epochs of Indian

ej)igia])hic liteial arc. These features are: 1. The introductory 'rvords

(a) stating the order of the king, j)receded by a conrteous phrase; (h)

giving the place of the officers, to whom the order is addressed, and

where it is to,be published; (c) re. the province of the officer, who has

to convey the order to hi.s suhordinates
; 2. tliough no exact date of the

in.scription is given, some event m- the coniposifioi: is dated in regnal

8 Cf. e.g. Manii, H, 127; (Unit., \\ :\7 • Ap. J)h., I, U, 26ff.

9 Accordingly the beginning of the Jafinga-llnmesvarR inscription has to

be supplied.
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years; 3. auspicious marks on the beg-iniiing are used; the writer

(engraver) is mentioned at the end of the inscription. Thus we can say

that the formal features of Indian inscriptions are to he found in nirce

in Atoka^s time already.

The Indian Monuinenfum Ancyranum, the Hathigumpha-inscrip-

tion of the Kalinga king Kharavela, is an autobiographic panegyric,

though its contents are very important from a historical point of view.

The religious sentiment of the author finds its expression in the opening

formula of reverence: nanio anihawtdnam, namo savasidhfmam. These

^/Yr.vn/.sZ'om-seutehees cannot he counted as the scastika and the ?/f-marks

in the inscription of A4oka or the auspicious formulas, used in later

epigraphic records. Nor need the annalistic style in Kliarovela’s monu-

ment deceive us into the assumption of a date: at tlie same time,

the so-called Maurya date, I think, is a misreading and

misinterpretation.^®

The earliest Kharosthl inscriptions, of great importance for the

let'onstruction of the liistory and (‘hroiiology of the first centuries of the

Cliristian era, are mere votive and donors’ in.s(*riplions. Though not in

all of them, in many, however, there occurs a new feature: an e x a c t

date in regnal years, or, according to some specific, era, viz. the

year, the month, the fortnight (sometimes), Iho day. For mainly tliree

reasons, viz., tlie use of Indian month-names in a form not like the

8pecifi(; dialect of the inscription, the mse of un-Indian immth-names,

and the continuous reckoning of the days of the montli, the inference is

hardly -out of place that this new feature is due to some custom

introduced into tliat area.^'

Into the second (-entury A.T). lead us seme Brahmi inscriptions,

which are characterised hy a new style. Among • them that of

10 The new edition of the ins<Tiption hy K. P. Jtiyaswal and the luio P. D.

Banerji, Ep, hid., XX, p. reads in tlie opeiiiiit; line: (n'[njinifiinntnu

;

the passage in 1. 10, iiieiitioiiing tlic Muriiftikaht, has hoen omitted in the irans-

laton on p. 89. Jn the inscription arc to be tonnd two syinbols at the begiliiiing,

namely a vaddha-inanqahi and a svostihi, ut the end a tree within a square

enclosure or railing, see p. 74.

11 The occurrence of Macedonian month-name? seems to support the theory

of a borrowing from the Greeks, cf. Konow. <11. 11, I, p. lx.xxix 1; but see

n, 25 below.
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RiKlradainnii deserves special aiteiuiou.'" The first word met in his

dani-iiiBcriptioii is an auspicious expression: siddlmin. After a “plain

statement ^ot events^ in Ih© mutilated first three lines, a superficial

connection is made by f(fd idam sc. tadfilxom introducing* tlie quasi-

liistorical part, the history of the dam and the eulo^^y (>f the rehiiilder,

the Mahakii^xtrapa Rudradaman. It has to ho leniarked, that the

verbose style is siy;nificant in the inscriptions of the later centuries; a

style, in which historical events of a secondary importance are

exagf^erated
;
but there does not yet appear the m etrical form,

thong’ll the poetic eloquence of tlie future pra!<(i.<t/ is found in its first

steps. This second part opens with an exact date a(‘cordin^ to the year

of an era, the month, fortnight and day. A third part of the inscription

(1. IfifP.) brings the acknowlrdginent f(»r (lie service done by the officer

who carried out the work of reconstruction ; tlio writer or engraver is

not mentioned. Imjiortant is the 1 a n g u a g o, it is 8 a n s k r i 1.

This inscription, no douht, had its origin in U\e ctfice of tlie lulcr,

althcugh it was given shape by a man of letters. Tliat asseiiion

gets its support from the Andhau insrriptions ' ]i<n*c none of tloi

features of the former Junagadh inscription is to he found, cxccjit th(‘

date. One would infer that it was already a common cnstcim to date

the private votive inscrijitions, probably in imitation of the official

records.

Sonic peculiarities of the same kind like those in the Junagadli

inscription occur in that of the Queen lirotanu Balusirl (Ep, Ind.,

VIII, p. GO)
;
the auspicious formula, the dating according to the regmal

year of her grandson Yasithipiita SiW Puliimuyi, hut giving the

season, fortnight and its day,describing the historical career of her

son, Gotainiputa Siri Satakani, and finally, the poetical style must be

noticed. The caves at Nasik and Karle have preserved some ins-

criptions of these two rulers. Gotainiputa Siri Sadakani issues an order

{(hufpayufi) from the victorious camp of his army at Vejayamt! to the

officer V^inhiipalita at Govadliana.*^ That' order was orally

12 tip. Ind., VTIl, pp. 36 ff. 13 Ep. Inct,, XVI, pp. 19 ff.

14 Ihid.^ Vlll, p. 71, No. 4. Vaijayanti is Banawasi in the North Kanaru

District, occurring in several inscriptions, of. Fleet, JliAS,, 1905, 304f. D. 11.
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(awiyena) given, was wrilteii down by Ibe officer Sivaguia, kept: by the

'Mahasamiya the deed was delivered hi the IStli year, on the fir.-i day

of the seeoiid foriniglit of the rainy season; tlio engraver was Tapasa.

From the same king conies an inscription in Nasik’® which otters a plenty

of information on tlie chancellery work. 'J1ie beginning may be quoted

verbally

;

SIddhu ! Goradhnne amacasa SdmHixasa deyo rdjnnifo (?) ratio

Gotamipyfasa Sdfalx-anistt mahdderlya ca jlrasutdi/a rajaindtuya

vacanena Govadhanc \(ntm] m Sdnuiko arof/avataro fafo era rn rafaro

ctha

Neither the reading nor the explanation of the word rdjdtiito is

certain though the sense, suggested by Senart, is clear: rdjdtwii-

rdjdjnapti might be the lectio faciltor.^'^ That order of the king and

the queen has to be made ovei* to Samaka, who is called an amaca, as

the officer Vinhupalita of the former record; but one new thing occurs

here: the officer has to be wished good health {aroyavatavo}. Again it

is stated that the order was given orally and written down liy the

pratihdrardi'siti Lota in the 24th yeiir of tlie king, on the fifth day of

the fourth fortniglit in the rainy season. The engraver of that record

was Sujivin. In line T (Ijj). /nd
^
VIII, p. 73, 1. 11) occurs the order

to register the donation {nihadhdpethn), the reading accepted by Senart

(ibid., p. 74); in the last line tlie second da tie : tenth day of the second

fortnight in the sumnier season of the 24tli year is connected with the

expression: nibadho nibadho, Senart translates: the donation liad been

made
,
without considering that the donation does not need to be

dated, if the execution of the royal (oii]>]e’s order t)y writing the hkJtn

and its date is mentioned. Further, his reference in the Karle inscrip-

Bhanuarkar believes Bonfikataka as the pbuc where the king’s army was encamprcl,

see i/irf. 47, lt)18, p. 152, ii. 18.

15 I) i tiering from Senart’s interpretation of that term V. S. Bakhlo is of

opinion that the Mahiisamiya seems to refer “to the resolution of that body

[the corporate assembly of the city] or to that body itself,” JJiJiltAS., X.S.,

IV, 1928, pp. 04, 72.

16 h'p. i/id., VIU, p. 73, No. 5.

17 Senart, of course, must change also deyo into df'nn; referring t ' line. 11

one would prefer to read rojOnafo.
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tion No. 19'" to Yapiamlkya (T. 817) is hardly correct. Xihandho

means in the official langr^iapre only a register, the verb nihandha ^io

enlist into the registerv'® Perhaps in the ixiscription the engraver of tlie

cave-inscription repeated by a mistake tlie note of the registering; other-

wise the expression means : the registrnt'ion has been carriefl out

on (that and that date) Now, from the two dates, which are

separated by about three months* time, that at the end of the inscription

is the date of the registration, while the former, though

later in time, dates the execution of the lekha. Senart suggested that

the earlier date, “on which the donation had been pronounced** “was

probably added by Samaka, because he wanted to state the interval

which, owing to delays in transmission, intervened between the resolu-

tion of the two royal persons and the execuiion of their will**. In the

inscription (1. 6, resp. 11) the king and the queen order the registra-

tion; it seems natural that the registration took place at once, while the

execution of the plate needed some time; and as the order of registration

is expressed in the plural with the local adverb efthay there is no doubt

that the registration was carried out in the court, before the deed was

executed and handed over to the donees. Schematically this inscription

is composed of: 1. The auspicious formula; 2. command foi* the tans-

mission of the royal order to the provincial officer; 8. formula of

salutiation; 4. text of the order proper; 5. the writer of the orally given

order and the date of the lekha execution; 7. name of the engraver; 8.

date of the odered registration. The third inscription®® by the same ruler

comes from Earle. The king orders the am^eca of Mamada, informing

him about the grant of a village as land for the benefit of the monks, to

register that donation and the privileges connected with it; the order

. 18 Ep. Ind.y VII, p. 68.

19 Neither the form nihadha for vibandha and nihaddha is probable nor can

the latter be something else than ‘written,’ ‘enlist,’ a term known also from the

KnufUlya. Eibandha in the sense of endowment, rent etc. is of later times.

Ep. lnd.y VII, l.c. Senart himself says : ‘Hence nihandha refers lo a distinct

official formality which precedes the completion of the grant perhaps it was

a kind of registration of the royal decision in the archives of the State.’

20 Ep» Jnd.., VII, p. 64. Senart’s rendering (p. 67f.) of line 6, where he roads

and takes Tiibalm]dhapehi[m'\ as 1st person aorist sing, of the causative is quite

unintelligible
;

it is nothing but the second person caus. of the imperative.
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was given orally, written down and delivered in (some placed) in the

18th (?) year; the plate was executed by Sivakhadagutu.

Turjiing to the iuseriptioii oi Gotamipiita '8aiiikuni\s son, the Nasik

No. 3,*“*^ the following items are found: 1. the auspicious formula; 2.

tlic order of V'a^itlupiita 8iri rulumayi to the otiieer (dmacn) of

Govadhana; 3. the statemeni ot the donation
;
4. tlic order of registering;

5, the writer of tlie order, tlie maliusendpati Aledliuna; (j. iirobably the

keeping'* of the re'^'ord
;

7. the delivery of tlie deed, the date of that

delivery; 8. tlie engraver. By these inscriptions we get a fairly good

insight into the chancellery work, (hough there exist some vagueness. It

is not clear whether the dating refers to the engraving or the delivery

of the deed. Nasik No. 5 seems to date the writing of the king^s order,

Nos. 3 and 4 as well as Karle No. 19 tlie delivery of the deed to the

donees, because the fad of engraving is not such an important event as

to need a date. Doubtful is the word leklm, it seems to refer to the docu-

ment, made by the ouihasi Hdpaii or pratihdroidksin
,
high courtiers,

according to wliich the (copper?) plate uhicli was handed down to the

donees was executed hy an engraver of the oltice. 'llie donees gut indsed

on the cave as a public jiroof of their rights the copy of the plate

(paiikd),''^

As far one can judge Iroui tlie material offered })y ilie inscrijitiuns

of the Salavaiiana dynasty, a tleliuile form of the developed formal style

is leaclied, though there existed slight dc\iaUon^. The vsclicme seems

to be: 1. auspicious torniula ; 2. the order of the luler.droni any place,

generally his cam])) to :in olticei' (of a pioviiiciO, sonidimes witfi a

couivoous sentence: the order stating ihe grant of laJui, and the like,

ending with the order of regi.' iration ; 4. llie oxiilidi genesis of the

deed: orally given order, wiiiteu down 1 >y a high courtier, ^vhose name

21 hp. Jmf.^ Viil, pp. (ia t.

22 Not of the cave-inscription, but of the ‘i.itlc-JecLl[s.] to t|io doiiccs,' as

remarked correctly hy Senart Kp. /nti., VII, p. 69.

23 In that sense the assertions by I). K. Bliandarkar, I /id. A//f., IS, 1019,

p. 80 aiK^ 11 . 4; and by J. Vogei, Kp. /«d., XX, pp. 0 and 32 have to be modified,

at least for the earlier period of the Satavahana dynasty.

24 Literary patikCi means a cloth, cf. Buehler, I’dlueo/j/apfiic, p. SB.
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is mention eel ; 5. the date of the execution of the lekha or patika, re.

tlie delivery to the doneevs; G. the name of the executinp: artist of the

patika; (7. tlie dated note on the executed rej^istration).

An attempt will now he made to connect the development of the

formal elements, as treated above, with the general history of India.

Between* tlie inscription of Rudradaman and those of the Satavahana

dynasty there exists some difference in the method of dating, which has

been observed already.^^ But we can trace a different wording too, viz.,

the absence of a bureaucratic or formal language in Rudradaman

record wliidi conlains a poetic language, wliile the Satavahana ins-

criptions sliow an official style; and to a certain extent the records of

the Ksaliareta mscriptious form a transitory stage between the two. It

must, however, be conceded, that the inscriptions of ITsavadata, the

son-iu-Iaw of the ksatrapa Xahapana, do not rejireseni the orders of a

ruler; nevertheless, an official position must be attributed to this man.

The large douations show at least the commanding power of a rich

relative of the ruling father-in-law, to whom lie never forgets to refer in

the inscriiitions and who liimself nowhere appears in them. Fsavadata

was a Saka, Ep. Ind.^ VIII (p. 85, No. 14a, 1. 2) and must be considered

as a governor, but certainly be acted as a general.'® For, in the Nasik

cave inscription No. 10 {Ep. Ind.^ VIII, p. 78, 1. 8). be speaks of the

(unndti of bis bhafdrala, accoiding to wliicli lie released the chief of the

(' ttanial)hadra.s from the siege of the Malayas, who fled and were

made prisoners liy the rttamabliadias. The most interesting inscription

of Usavadata is Nasik No. 12 (Ep. Ind., VIll, p. 82), mentioning the

eiidowineiit of a large sum, invested in guilds at (juvardliaiui
;

tlie

investment and the gift of cccoanut trees liavo Ixen proclaimed (srnrhio)

and registered in the iii(/<nnas(ihlid at the phalnkararo.'^'^ The inscription

offers three dates, the first is tlie year 42, Yaisaklia month, the second

sliows the year, montli, fortnight and day, the third was perhaps given

in the same way . Though the registration is stated as performed

C'l. Steii Koiiow, Ind., XIV, pp. r 10 1.
;
supra, p. 219; but see Harit

Krishna Dob, Itii,)., Vll (1932), pp. 117 If.

26 Cf. Rapson, 1. c., LVTT, CX.

27 Cf. Senart, Ep. Ind.^ VIII, p. 84.
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caritrato, according to custom, llie dift'ereuce in the way of dating and

of registration, (iompared with that of tlie Satavahaiias, is obvious.

One point more must bo touched, i.e. the appearance of the auspi-

cious formula. Tlie signs of mahgala in Asoka's Separate Edicts are

tlie first occurrence of such an use in inscriptions; the supposed seven

signs in tbe Soligaura copper-plate are more likely to be explained in

connection with the contents of the platc.^’* Auspicious signs can be

tiaced in tlie Nasik cave inscriptions, where they serve as distinguish-

ing marks between two inscriidions, of which the former ends and the

next begins, in the same lin0.“® The innovation, liowever, of tlie

Satavidiana dynasty’s inscriptions in Nasik and Karle is tlie use of an

auspicious word suhlham. in dilferent forms. The question, when this

word came into existence,^** can be answered in Ibis way; the word

-iS Sec* Fleet, .fPAS., 1907, pp. JlO if. ; <1. also for a view coJiiiectiug the

witli tile pimcli-inarked coins, Durga Piasad, o/i the silver

jnnieh murked f.'oiyi.t o/ Indja and the'ir (itje^ Uonuros 19)51, pi). 7 i.

‘J9 Nfisik ^'a. )>, cl'. liiE, VIII, Piaio 1, last lino, iniddlo of the lower

I'lioti.graph ; a sv’tstiLn and .some trapezoid sign; in Na.sik No. o, to be soen in

liliotograph o, tirst lino.

).5U According to rulers

:

K s a li a V a.t a. t'savadfita ; Niisik No. 10, 11, 12, 13, Ua Karlo

No, 13.

S a fc a V a h a ii a. Time ol .Mtidiiaripiitn Sraiiu Sakasona ; Kanliori,

Iniodors’ Inst No. 1001, l002.

Goianiipnta Siri* Sadakani : Nasik No. i, 5.

Vasithipula Sin l^idnmri.’i : Nalsik No. I, 2, )5 ;
Karii' P’ C:'); Myiiksuloni

KEi\ 7nd.^ XIV, p. loo).

Private inscriptions of his. time: Nasik No. 20, Karle 14, 20. Further Niisik

No. 6, 10, 17 (h a si; u stiiJcrscrihod dd/ia seems to be visible Kt>. hiff., VI 11, p. 90

8enart doe.s not read it, while he tran.slales ‘Success’), IS, 20, 27. Ainaravati

Lueders’ List l2l!S.

Gotaniipiita sami Siri.vana Satakani : Na\ik No. 21: Kaiilieri No. 1024.

A b h i r a. Isvarasena : Nasik No. 10 (cf. hid, .1//L, J7, 191S, p. l.jO).

Later Satavaliana: )’a.sithipiita .saini Siri Cadasata (‘end of the .second

<'!• beginning of the thiid century Sten Konow, /hMih, 02. p. 092).

Gotniniputa Siriyana Satakani. LiunJei*.'.’ No. 1310.

Haritiputa Vinhukada Cutiikiiiruuuuda Satakanini ; ind. Ant.. XIV, IbiiO,

p. 333 (Luedors’ List, No. IIHO); PJlf. fVu/i., Vlf. 1, No. 203.

Private inscriptions at A m a i* a v a t i : Lueders’ .List, No. 1229, 1230.

I-U.Q., MAECH, 1933 29
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siddhavi is four.d in Bralimi inscriptions of the Satarahana dynasty, of

the Fsharata and of the Kusaiia, in Nasik, Karle, Amai^avati and

Mathura. But the home of that use was, no doubt, the Western Cave

area, and it must be connected with the deveiop’ment of the official style

in the Satavahana inscriptions.

0. Stlin

vm, 1214, 12o5, 1262, 1267, 1268, 1271-1271, 128o, 1608; Ep. I tut., XV,

p. 266, Xo. 21; p. 272, Nq. 49; p. 274, No. 56, 66; p. 275, No. 57.

Jttgayvapeta ; 1203.

Kuja ; Luders’ List No. ‘ 1040,1041,1060.

Mahacl: „ „ „ 1072,1073.

Yunnar; ,, ,, „ 1172,

The Mathura inscriptions are throughout of private cliaracter; the greater

part of them is dated between the years 4-95 (the Kaman inscriptiou, Lueders’

List No. 12 in tlio 71th year) ; fiUeders’ List, No. 10. 19, 22a, 27-31, 37, 39, 44,

48, 53, 54, 58, 75, 85, 116, 121, 122, i25ni, 125n: of unknown rulers’ tune 81a,

83; time of Kanisku 21; of Vfisiska 149a; of Iluvi,>ka 35, 12, 60, for 81 of.

Bueliler, Ep. ind., 11, p, 206, No. xxxvii and Konow, f'//., .11, 1,

p. Ixxxiii, 163f.
;

of Vasudeva 66, 69a. As mentioned above, these inscriptions

are entirely private votive inscriptions and the like, where an old cu.stom,

borroived from other places, like the Western Oaves, continues. And though there

is an inscription of Kiimaragupta of the 113th year (Ep. Ind., \y Appendix

No. 442), it must be remarked, that already some Mathura inscriptions show the

lute stage of the use oi .slddha l)y abbreviating the w'ord to tidJtti (cl. liuedors' List,

No. 35, 42, 6(i, Ep. Ind., .11, p. 200, No xxyi, Np. //id., J, p. 287, No. ix,

]). 392, No, xxiv). riius we can say that in the later part of the third century

A.n. the use of siddhu .slowly came to an end, and the occurrence in Kuniara-

gupta’s inscription is nothing but a survival of the practice oi the engravers

at Mathura. ,

For other instances cf. the (juotations by Buehler, I^doeoijraphie, p. 87, note

35, further Kanheri, Lueders’ List. No.s. 993, 998, 999, 1000, iCK)5, 1(K)6, 1012-14,

1020. For the Naganunikoncla iiisc*riptions see Vogel, Ep. Jnd.y XX, pp. 1 ft)

No. C 3, B 1, B 2, B 4, B 5; C 2, C 4, 0 5, E, F, G, H, J. No doubt,

the custcni spread from Amaravati of the Satavahana time to this place. Another

proof of that view^ can be seen in the inscription of the Kadamba king

Sivakhaijavamman in Ep. Carn.^ VTT, 1, No. 264. No official record of the

KhBro9thi inscriptions shows the word siddha.
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The third mapuscript that haa been exmiiiued by me is, as is the

rase with the other two maiiuseripis/ written on birc-h-bark in Cursive

(iupta cliararters of the fith century A.T). Considering the period it was

under earth, it is surprising to find that the glaze of tlie ink still re-

mains and can be easil}’ revive'd by a slight wiping with a dam)) pit'ce

of soft cloth.

The title of the Ms.

The title of the book, as given in the last leaf of the Ms., is

The second name has been adopted in the Tibetan version, in wliicli

the Sanskrit title is given thus (MDtt, Kha, 39oa)

:

and its

Tibetan rendering is as follows:

//phags. pa.de. bsliiii. //segs, pa. lhams. cad. kyi. by in. {jyis.

b/labs-sems. can. la yzig8..sih-sahs. rgyas.kyi. shin. gi. /dvod. pa.kun,

til. ston. pa.slies. bya. ha. tbeg. pa. ciien. pob. mdo. On restoration

it would be i

Csonui Km-osi translates the title thus: “Destription of the

province of Buddha, on which, for the sake of all beings, all Tatliagatas

have bestowed their bejUMlictioiis” (.i-v. Ucs.^ XX, j).

The Chinese text, wbic li has been taken by X^anjio as a version of

this Sutra, contains only a small fraction of the whole Sutra, and is

entitled Fo-sliuo-chuaiig-yen-wang-to-lo-ni-cliing (for Chinese cliarac-

1 For the accounts of the previous two luss. ^-oo UU)., Vltl, |)p.

342-360.

In this connection I must thank Afr. Ramchanclrn Kak, wiio realises the

value of the finds, for taking the necessary cave of the mss. and giving me a”

the facilities to deal with them.
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lers, wsee next paj^e, 1. 1), and its Sanskrit form would be

* but in 11. rw», tlie full tille of the Sutra is ^?iven thus

:

i-(dd ieh-jiidar-so-hu-lunn-rh \i ch uag-sheng-sh ih-hsirn-fo-rh \i-rhnmj‘

^
n-wang-Uhlo-ni (For Chinese oliavacters, see next pao’o, 11. o-IS).

Tfanjio lias reproduced the Sanskrit title as transliterated in

Tibetan characters in tlie xylo^^fraplis, but the exact restoration from the

above Chinese expression should be

Its translation in tlie light of the Chinese rendering would be : “The

Dliarain for a lieneHceut walcli over the beings of the excellent

lluddha-land, to whom all Tathagatas vow tlieir protection.

“

llie Chinese and Tiheian versions

The
.
Tibetan translation of tliis work has been made by

Surendrabodhi, Srleiidrabodhi, and Jinamitra with tlie Tihetiui monk

Ye-shes-de. The translation is as literal as jiossible and liardly needs

any comment.

The Chinese translation of T.tsing, printed in the Taisho edition

is equally literal, making allowances of course for the insurmountable

difficulties presented by a non-alphabetic language. On a compariso.i

of the Cliincse version with our Ms., it appears that tlie Cliinese text

contains the essential po^iion of this Sutra i.e. the actual dhCiranl^ and

not the supplementary dharanis and tlie accounts of their efficacies.

Perhaps the Chinese version represents the earliest form of the Silfra,

which, in course of time, attained by additions its ])resent form as found

in otir maiuiscript and the Tibetan version.^ The Chinese text (see 1. 2

of the Chinese characters), as restored into Sanskrit begins thus;

2 Of. the heginning of the Sanskrit ms. and the Tibetan text, infra, p. 230.
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A comparison of this with the Sanskrit text sliows tliat an addilion

of a Ion" passage coverin" 4 leaves has been niade after the words

and before Tn tlte Cliinese text, lliore is ilic

first line of tlie Sutra as found in Sanskrit, i.e. the name of the place

Avhere Biiddlui was staying but not tlie names of the Bodhisattvas, gods

and other beings that assembled to hear him. It tlien skips over 4 leaves

of the Sanskrit Ms. corresponding to 3 (395-397) leaves of tlie Tibetan

xylograph,' and then comes to the 5th leaf of the Sanskrit Ms. corres-

ponding to leaf 398a of tlie xylograph. Tlie Chinese text henceforth

kee])s quite close to the Sanskrit original up to leaf 132a, 1. 2.

In the Chinese version as also in the Tibetan, the dhfimijh or.

mniitrnpaihu are not translated but transliterated, and compliment must

be paid to the Chinese for the great skill that has been shown in the

reproduction of Sanskrit sounds.

The concluding passage of the Chinese version is given below along

with its Sanskrit restoration. The last three lines (5-7) are not found

in the Sanskrit Ms.
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[ 2] ^r?i5q3®Hr

I (lit.

qff# nfe'-^ifa) 1 [3] ^rfepri: msrr;

rrgf^ciT: 1 ^rr^^wrrnrf ^

5TP^f5^<l \

[5]^ ^TftcT \ m-

[6]

Rg^rr: a [7] f^rf^-

5i|f^T5fisrn^g^^i

<>543

•W

The above extract indicates a nutnral end. In view of tlie fact that

after this a new Dliarani is being recited, it may be easily (‘oncluded

that the rest of contents of the maiuiscript is a later addition.

The Tibetan version is a rerhatini rendering of tlie wdmle of the

Sanskrit its. and hence it is much larger in size than the diinese.

Nanjio has not taken note of this fact in his CaUiloijue,

IhH'v of Work

The safest data for ascertaining the time of coinpositoiu of the

ms. are the dates of the Tibetan and Chinese translations. Tlie

Tibetan translation was made in the ninth century while the Chinese

in the seventh (about 701 A.l),). Hence there can be no doubt about the

existence of this wrok in the sixth century or some time before this.

Though the Chinese translator had, a.s biis basic text, an original

different from the [)resent one, there need not be any doubt al)out the

work belonging to the sixth century A.D., as the script of the present

ms. te.stifies. Again, if it be held that the (^liinese translators

worked with a Sanskrit original, which is earlier in date than the

present one, then its date may be pushed further back, say, by a

century, and we may safely conclude that this text was wTitten as

early as the 5th century A.D.
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Resume of the Contents*

Section I—The text opens as usual with an account of lUidilha^s

residence which is here located at Totalaka, the abode of

Avalokitesvara, and liis audience cunsistino* of <^*()d.s, men, bodbi-

sattvas and other beings.. There, at (lie request of all tliese beings

Buddha delivered the Sutra containing the principal Dharani.

Section II—What follows after Section 1 is really supeifluous.

It is only another dharani called Abhapatejnm

,

delivered by

Vajrapani Bodhisattva
;
the only reason for its inclusion is perhaps

that it is also a Uuddhadliisthuna and that tlie merit acquired by

learning this dharani is similar to that conferred by that of the

previous one.

Section III—After the conclusion of tliis dharani and followed

by an account of a ceremonial, Mahjusri appears on the scene and asks

why the present siitra is called Sarvatatliajatdilliisihdnn-sailcavalo-

kana-huddhahsctrasandarsana-vuCiha (leaf ld4b), and then puts a few

other incidental questions, which Buddha answers, by uttering some

gathas.

Seclioji IV—Arya Avalokitesvara comes witli another dharani

called \ j/acaloIxana-prCdiharya
\
the reason tor its inclusion is that it

sneaks of sattcadhistjulna or sultvavalvkana and that by reading and

writing this dharani all the merits described before by the Tathagatas

are acquired (sarran ciCui lathdyata-Uuhitan jundn praUlabhantc—
leaf IdUb, 1. 4).

Section Y—The V yavalohana-pratiliarpa is followed by three other

flharanis with descriptions of their respective rites given by

Aiiopama Mahayaksiin, Saiikliini Maliadevi, and Bhima Maliadevi.

All these are meant to confer benefits, or prolecd those beings who will

read, write or propagate this Sutra.

Section VI—Lastly comes the section dealing with the merits

acquired by studying and propagating the Sutra, and (ho suitahility

of its title.

For want ol space the lull suiiiiiittry cannot he puhlishcd iii thi.s Mumhor.

It will appear in IHQ.y IX. 2.—Ed.
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Various Points of Interest

Of the various points of interest to wliii^li iittenticii should be

drawn, the first is llie Indian Buddhist systcMii of writing* two or more

books in one volunio wiili runninf>* jmgiuatiun, and ihe adoption of that

system by the Tibetan traiivslaiors.

When Sahityacurya t^ivanatlia Suslri, the leaiiied pandit of

H. IJ. the Maharaja of Kashmir, conijnenced in collaboration with

myself the transcription of tliis ms., our first impression wa.s that

leaves of the ms. had been lost, as the ])age mimber began w’itli 124.

On a comparison, Iiowever, of this Ms. with its Tibetan version, it

appeared that (lie ms. larkeil only two leaves, i.e., nos. 122 and 123.

Fruu the numbering of the leaves i.e. from 122 ajid not from 1, it seems

that the pre.sent ms. was a copy prepared at the instance of a certain

up^aka from another ms, which bore these page-numbers, and that the

preceding leaves of this lus. viz. from 1 to 121 were left out as they

evidently contained other books. Our ms. represents the last ]nir(

(leaves 39r)-42()) of the second (kha) volume of the Tibetan Kanjur niDo.

This Tibetan bundle contains four sut* s, of wliicli the first is the lAiliio-

vutara (1-329), the second ilanjnsrl^vilrhllta nanm inahdyana-^nira

,

the ihivd Sianjusrlvikurvdna and the fourth Sarca-ialhufjntdd/iisthdna-

saUvavalokana-Buddha-ksctra-nirdesana-vyftha, On tlie basis of the

division of the volumes as made by the Tibetans and the page-

numbering of the present ms., the opinion may be hazarded that the

Tibetans adhered to the divisions as made by the Indians, w^ho, as is the

practice in writing mss. both among the Indians and the Tibetans,

included 3, 4 or more books in one bundle, writing the last words of

one book and the first words of another in the same line,

leaving a little space between them. It is very likely

that the Lalitavutara^ being veiy extensive, was not* given a place in

this volume, and that the original bundle, from which the present ms.

was copied, contained the last three books of the vol. kha of mDo.

The second point of interest is the name of the donor, Sulivajra,

at whose instance this ms. was copied. The name occurs thrice in the

ms., every time it being mentioned in the concluding line of the

Dhara^i, by which invocation is made for the protection and well-being
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of the tlonor. The iiaiiie of the person and, probably, that of liis gotni

are nou-Saiiskritic, indkatiiij,^ thereby the iioii-Iudian nationality of

the donor. It may be that he Avas a Hiiiia, about wlioiii we read so

inueli in Kalhana^s Bajaiarahyinl

.

The Dhaiani (Ms. I30b; Tib.

4021)) is Avoided thus:*

5w: wmronsiT t a? qqr at i i wtstt-

« C i. \o \\ x*

^wasirTrarferfB^t ?wr-.

U Xi V<
_

H
lathrass I i w [sfretr iTfwfti

?frr H4g i cwr<rarfqBi%^ ?=^Trr (i

The (liird poiiil of interest is that tlie Uliaraiiis in the ins. are

found transliterated and not translated in the Tibetan and ('hinese

visions, pointing- thereby to the belief current among- the Ihiddhists,

both Indian and non-Indian, of the (ith or 7th century A.]), about llie

efficacy of the mantras by tiieir pro])er intonation.

Lastly, it is of interest to note the remark occurring in leaf 153a

that this Sutra Avill l)econie popular in the soiitli and not in the north,

east or west, where the people will not give it its due honour an<l as a

result will go to hell. The author of this Sutra never dreamt that it

Avould gain popularity more in the north tlian in tfie south and that an

inhabitant of the farthest north Avould be instrumental in propagating

its copy in the 20t]i century.

The scene of this Sutra is located at J^otalaka as is the case with

many other Dliaranis (see, e.g. DhCnanl-Sahynihu
,
ASIL Ms. 1. 111)).

4 This maiilni is collated with its Tihetau and CUdiiesc transliterated texts.

The devaiiagri tigiiros indicate the i)uinl)ers given in tlu* (’hiiieNe text, and tlu*

footnotes show the differeiiees in reading.

* Ms.
;
Chin, omits it. f Ms.

Xi 3 he Chinese, as restored into Sanskrit, gives TO \

ior this Tibetan gives here nothing. The Ms. in anotlu'r phue nientions this

name which may be read thus:

I
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Yuan Clnvaug refers to this niouiitaiu as a place of great sanctity,

being- the abode of Avalokitesvarn Bodhisaltva. He locates it on the

east of the Malaya niountaiii, the scene of the well-known Mahayana

siitra, Lahkilcatdra.^ It was very near the sea, ami a stream of water

after a long winding course flowed into the sea from the lake on the

Hotalaka mountain. The port of India from which people sailed to

Ceylon was on its north-east. If we take Uhanuskoti to be that port,

Potalaka slioiild he located somewhere between tlie Malaya mountains

and Dhanuskoti. In tlie Gtinduvi/dha (leaf. 28b) occurs the name Stiparu

ndniu Lahlalpathuni and in leaf 27a Sdfjarainulxluf, a place suitable for

meditating upon the vastness of the sea. It seems tliat these foivsaken

places near the border of the sea ami amid the mountains became the

liuunt of the meditating luoiiks, and n :iy Maliayana siitras came into

existence in those places. Wattoi (il, p. 230) dismisses away the

Malaya *niountain as a ^poetical creation* but Xundolal Hey gives ample

evidence to show tliat it really existed and constituted Die southern

part of the Western Ghats (see his Gcoyniphical JJuilonart/^ p. 132).

He further states that one of the summits of lliese mountains bore the

name of Pothigei, the Betiigo of Ptolemy, the abode of Agastya, and

was also called Agasii-kfita or Putiyam, which was the southernmost

peak of the Aunamalai mountains wliere the river Tamru-parni has its

source (see Ibid,, Map,). Can this Potiyam )>e our Potalakay

The tradition recorded l>y Taranutha about the location of

Poitalaka, the abode of Avalokite.'ivaia, also jjainls (u its existence

somewhere in the southernmost coiner of India. llie npasaka

Santivarman® wanted to go to J^otala from Sridhanakaiaka

cailya,^ tjie identification of which lias been placed beyond doubt

by the finds at Amaiuvali and Nagarjunikonda. He had to traverse

a long perilous way over uninhabited regions and liad to cross

6 Lahkd,, p. 1. U 8ee 8chidiier, iJeacfni/ite etc., p. 132.

7 It is located in Dliannsridvipa. The Tih. word is Dha.na.m.i.tjlln,

Uliu being usually restored as Sanskrit (hlim. According to S. C. Das’s

Dictionary, it may also mean “an isolated large monauiery.’’ Taranutha, I think,

lja.s used the word (jliii in tlie sense of a Tiiqnastery’. In that case, Dha.na.sTi.i.

Olnl would refer to tlie huge monastic establishment at Amaravati or

Nagarjunikonda.
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riverfv, forests, lakes and so fovtli. Superstitious as tlie pepole must

have been at that time, Santivarmau, for safety while travel-

ling, invoked Tara, Bhrkntl, Ilayagriva, Kkajati and* lastly

Avalokitesvara all well-known names of gods in the later Buddliist

literature to aid him in his tour over the wild uninhabited region. In

the account thereiis no indication that the route lay across the vast sea

to an island like Madagascar, wliere Prof. Tucci*' would have us look

for the location of the Potalaka, tlie abode of Avalokitesvara on the

basis of an. account of the travels of Buddhagupta. It may be con-

tended that in p. 157 of Taranadia’s (resrhichte while describing tlie

the route of ('undragoinin from Nalanda ic ]\)fala via Dlianasii-gliu

(glia- r/7o?/Yf and not (h'hw), it is said Hint be travelled in a boat which

was wrecked, and that he was saved by the goddess Tara. This also

does not suggest that we are to look for Potala in Madagascar, for it

is quite natural that in (hose days, wlien tlie land-routes were gene-

rally infested with wild auiiuals and robbers, and wdien there were the

difficulties of crossing rivers and mountains and obtaining* food and

slielter on the way, il was safer ami more comfortable to travel by the

river-roiUes or coasial sea-routes, and that this was preferred by the

Indians is amply proved by (he JCitakaa and such other literature. In

iliis case, I tliink, t’andragomiii went in a boat along* the eastern coast

up to Amaravati and thence to Potala or l*otalaka. Tn view of (lie fact

that the scene of the present work is laid at Potalaka, and the state-

ment that the WJU*k will becijine popular in fhe south, it behoves us to

look for its location soinewliere near the southern extremity of India,

wiiere it will not he loo much to expect that we shall, iu no distant

future, hear of the discovery of ruiiivS of as great an aqtiquity and im-

portance as those at Nagarjunikonda.

We shall conclude tin's prelimijiary note by reconstructing from

the Tibetan xylograpli the Sanskrit text wbicli was written on the first

two leaves of the Ms. nos. 122 and 123 that are lost. It is ns follows;

s Sop UK,)., vol. Vlf. j)|). GOo-O.
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l|3trfawrt g m-

srtlwfirarf srfiwt: W V8^5Wn:a!?*Pjfef^!^ JtgfiTOT

fipPW^T ?a»f«WT ^a%5sn ftW5m^ ?»e?Wta: vH^-

m: ^ s^nfa: 5JHr^5frgrw: 5fftrqfal:

<nR«f«: ?ra: asn^rawTafrarS: ?»w

g !wr?i3n vft»?F«i<n =!i%n<ir ^ ^ sfaiftrorW jrfra%ii[W»: i ^Fra>3»W“

5i««a['3?I(n:,iRrf:3«ra?TrTrflS!I'iI^J5['i<5>^f: '?a«r 5ft^TR: ?ira

W( 3 : m: ?Plfn?i tWH f5HH4li f3»3T-

5T^rw^gwiw?!rfifq^qst3T«Rr^ »?tf*ra: ’ifbia: ?Rtfif«^for:

^ ^3 3*1: «r^WT^<f3?TT^fl5i^RjT^I^«ii3 snHwn^^sw-

iws»igi h( wTtfen^r^ wjpit ^rawf^rar

I ^ g ^TrStT W?5Wr: ^qtftr CT I ^ifw:

<i«5[T3 JOT#?!^ I #F3CT N»ra#n FH I «wr« ^«ffm «Pif; 1

3s=ii?if: nfa^T^p^ f*t I qrn^fs^qT i srfe-

5n(F^ 55RI ?Tf^} <1: «i3 «ni5F3#nN^ 3n#g « «pisRg#»Rffwts>j3

1

^PijWLI ^

%Ng ?!35!ri?K#«rOT[ra wfRi \ ’R'fm:

^spijif: h p;igfii(a' f?atT ^ wr^rgw groaBifar: 1

^ Hgwjijjir: ^ % Hg«OT!^ <!feTJ!r wwOTPPnrnr# *w#fw intr: 1

^ 5!r*iOTr<ifr#'!fwragfii5>t !!!C3 ^?!-

gs«!f #«tOTtm ?N 5i!»raTg?#WR5?IT: I Jt ?IOTT ?R3afj!«WT

srwr^sfq 3«:rg>Ti#«^f?T?5#i' 5i»^T<w?»rt JiftinsiNi ^1
iftjpBf «nj5.-

: m ^Rarr; q??T< H#aRir: jpij: i ^gq#?rr: #iirr 1 in

^ sawn?! Twwfn ?Rnnfn fh i '?pi ctpri wfg

?i3#fni?aia: ?!NOT!!?i nin’5Ra!Wa!iaR!tf#'«t^#Rg< f5!5^,

nprarfv^flfr^tT'ir^ ?srf^rf?Ri?i;- nfr#?: #f«!M as^a^ifsRR^^fz-

f!!3?Rr<T?TfW!!rf n s^jnsror 1 «w*rfrai3^ [i.eaf. 124 «OT«ia 1

fjigg ^^R*f n #^?R3frfef!ig3?r(ia7f?irarf ^rar^rNftgpinfrannfffn^RHr

n^#ii nq fag?! bt^rt ^RiRSiira ftRR snR airOTgnFFn'f

nfnBTq^?! ?wm?i #3^ ]

N. Dutt
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The deity Ksetrapala, wliicli is at present almost transferred to the

domain of folk-deities and little known to students of Hindu religion,

c'lppears to have at one time occupied a position of no mean ioiportance

in the Hindu panllieon. Heside the descriptions of the deity scattered in

different Tnntras aod rhirfinas, we know of treatises wliich exclusively

dealt with the worship of this deity. The Catdlofjus CotalofjOruvt (I.

p. 1»34, III. ]), 29) refers to two works, e.g., Ksetresapiljana and

Ksrfiapdhtpaddhnti while there is reference to a Ksetrapdlntanfra in

the KfirJndrdrdiipt List (Xo. 1141). Tlie names of all tliese works

indicate quite clearly the fact that they pertain to the worship of

Ksetrapala.

We do not know when and how the deily came to occupy a place

in the catholic and ever-expanding pantheon of ilie Tliudiis. Presum-

ahly evolved out of the tendeiUT of tlie j)rimitive peo])le tliat supposed

every object, animate and inanimate, to he presided over hy a separate

spirit or deity, it came to acquire an independent position in the Hindu

Jiiorarchy of gods at a comparatively early period. AVe find it referred

to or descn’hed not only in some of the original Tantras and Piiranas,

imt also in digests and other works some ot which go hack at least to

the sixteenth century.

The exact identity of and the proiier po.sition occupied hy a diety

in Tantra and Purana pantheon is not always easy of determination.

The descriptions of a particular deity to lie found in different works are

seldom elaborate and exhaustive. The same deity, again, is found in

different works in dift’erent forms and not infrequently discharging

different functions. A particular form of a deify is often supposed to

he meant for a particular type of worshipper, liaviifg a particular end

ill view and thus arose innumerable forms of the already numberless

doties.' As a matter of fact, this is the principal idea underlying the

I 91#^ ^ I

m ii

KulnvGddmani (Notices of Sanskrit Mss., H. P. Sastri, 1, 70),
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roneeption of plnralitj of deities in India. These observations

apply fully to the deity we are going to describe e.g. Ksetrapala as to

other deities like Kali, Tara, Manasa etc.

Ksetrapala appears to he a J^aivite deity from the descriptions that

are met with in various works. In one place he is definitely called a

sou of {Siva (samblui-taiiaya)^ According to the Liiign Puraiia^

Ksetrapala is an incarnation of JSiva. It is stated that when even the

destruction of the demon Daruka would not satisfy the wrath of the

goddess Kali, Siva, for the welfare of the world, assumed the form of

a cliild, suckled her breast and drank off iii this manner lier indigna-

tion. Tlie energy tlierehy infused into the system made him the

protector of tlie field and he had eiglit forms.

The SknuJapurdna account differs from the above in some detail.

According to it Siva in his child-form created 34 Ksetrapalas from his

mouth with a view to remove the fear of the gods from Kal^.^

The same Purana, elsewhere, gives Ksetrapala as the name of one

of the liiiga forms of Siva, worvShipped in Prabliasa and

PuTusottamaksetra (Puri). This is slated to be the name of one of the

eight liiiga forms assumed by {5iva in Purusottamaksetra (Vipjvlhanda-

Pi(rn.<(tttamamdhdlmya IV. 57-9). Phalljc forms of Ksetrapala under

the names of Kalamegha and Kankalahhairava are also represented as

being objects of worship in Prabliasa.’^

Ksetrapala is found to have been identified with Vatiika, a

Bhairava or emanation of {>iva, in the Vaiulxahliairovasfatnf whicli is

stated to belong to the Vi^vammtantia and which while enumerating

one hundred and eight names® of the latter deity gives Ksetrapala as

one of the names.

Tliis (iliyCina is given in tl»e l*un/hiitnfat ih,m[ mulcr VCh'^fuinlju.

3 Purvabhaga 100. 224.

K inn(lril,(l-l\ hfnttjti,

trabtidsakhan^Qj chapters 331 and 137 respectively.

The hymns giving such lists of names of deities arc interesting inasmuch
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In spite of these clearly saivaite characteristics, it is curious, as we

shall see hereafter, tliat in folk conceptions the deity sometimes takes

a feminine form and sometimes is given a Vaisiiavite appearance. The

Kuldniava, however, goes to the extent of saying that Ksetrapala is the

supreme deity who rules over the whole universe.^

The deity is supposed to liave a good many forms. According to

the Lihijapuidna tlie number is eight, while according to the lists quoted

ill the VCwaspaiya and the Puia.scarydnava tlie number is 49 and b4

respectiveh'.** One form of the deity is believed to pieside over each

letter of the alphabet and each of these letters begins one particular

name. This close connection of the deity Ksetrapala with letters of the

alphabet is significant in view of one of the cardinal doctrines of the

Tantras accroding to which letters and sounds occupy a very imporiant

position in Tantia theology. Particular regions have also particular

foriiLs of the deity beside the 49 presiding over the 49 letters of the

a]j[»habet and the- Puiak'arydinava mentions 15 sucli forms.

Prom the elyniology of the name as also from the account of the

Liiiyupunuidj already cited, protection of the field or rather plots of

land appears to have been the main function of the deity. ^ Hence

worship was first of all offered to him in all inqjortaut rites with a

\iew to saleguard the place of worship and consequently the whole

performance. One who takes recourse to a particular plot of land

without worshipping Ksetrapala is supposed to be oiqiressed by oerious

obstacles.

i\>, tliey reveal tiio uiider-curi’ont ol iiu)Jiothei.siii pervailiiip; all tlie external liniii.s

oi polytliei:^!!!. Thus in the list of names of one deity are lomid not inliequeiilly

names of other doilies probably seeking thoieby to impre'S on the poinilar mind

tlie identity of all the difi'ereiit deities.

7 XVIJ. 00.

S The l\ al.-io ^i>'e.s 01 as the nuinher lliuugh the hsl j;i\en hy it

dill'ers, in respi'ct of some of tlie names, from the otlier li^Ls. Aceoidiii'i to tlli^

Onrana 2.*) of this JUiniber were ^iveii cliarj!;e ol luvaven, ‘Jo of tlie nether world

and 11 of the earth (Kuinarika-Klianda eh. 02).

0 It is to be noted that a pastoral character is a 1st) attrihuled to the god

Niva in liis popular eonceiitiou as rt?vealed in the f^ivayana soiigs in IJeiigali. The

deity was also worshipped for getting various other sorts of objects e.g. free-

dom from the fear of snakes {Slainda /*. l*rahlwmlh<i ndu

,

eh. 1-Sl).

10 The need of offering worshh) to this deity at the beginning of all rites
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The deity is coiKolved ot in some quarters as a dcampitla (doov-^

keeper) or ratlier lord ol a quarter. He seems to have presided over

either tlie AVesteru or the Southern direction. According to tlie

TrayoyasdNi as quoted in the Vdcasputya worship should be offered to

him in the west while according to tlie KnUlrnara (VI 1. 30) to the

south.

The anthro-pomorphic description of the deity is found to bo

differently worded in different works but still there are some common

Saivaite characteristics in all these various descriptions.^^ He is Ihiee-

eyed and naked, has serpents as his ornaments, has tlie mace and the

skull in Ills hands, carries the shining moon. According to the

Kuuldvall he lias a trident in his hand and is possessed of dat/iaru and

Uialvdinja, He is described as being ot a mad and strange

appearance. His eyes are savage and circular, his teeth and hence

the face are fearful though in the IMkinltantra he is stated to luive

a smiling face, his tawny hairs are up-raised. He wears a red piece

of cloth. He is not, however, wliitc like the silver mountain {rajuUi-

yiriniblia) as U'^ually Siva is describeil to be, but is only whitish in

colour or is as black as tlie collyrium-niountain i^iulOdjanOdrinihhn) or

as blue as the sky {cyomanila). According to the Skatida Punuui

(KumCuikd Khanda, 0!^. 18)^^ K{;^'trapalas have, like Ahituka liliairava,

the dog as their vdhuna (or conveyance). A long mustaclie is attri-

buted to him in the conception of the deity as worshipped by the

women of Bengal.

As regards the offerings to be made to the deity there seem to

have been some objects specially favourite to him. According to the

Taniimdnt a big piece (of fle«h) with condiment is the offering

.specially laid down for him. Tlie 1sahj^iva-yurttiU capaddhuti (pt II ,

]). 188-9) piescribe.s for Iiim a special preparation of rice. Siva in the

Slaindiipunhja directs that bean mixed with rice is to be the offering

made to the Ksetrapalas. In foll^ rites in Jiasteru Bengal saktu

(chatfu or a particular jjieparatioji of barley) is the principal object

offered lo: the deity. Cakes and sweetmeats, kids, ‘the first milk of a

is enipliasised in hntCiniavu Tanlra (VII. 32) and Skanda P. (Kumorihil-

A/iam./a 62. 18-20).
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cow or buffalo’, *tlie first fruits at harvest times*’ are also offered in

different places.

So far we have dealt with accounts of the deity as found mainly

in Parana and Tant*ra works. But there is another aspect of the deity,

not unlikely the more primitive one, though there is scarcely any

reference made toj it in any old work. Tliis may be called the popular

aspect, the a«*pect familiar to the people in greneral though little known

to scriptures. The deity enjoys immense popularitiy all over India and

is worshipped under different iK>pnlar names and forms. Klietpal (Pro-

tector of the fields), Khera (the homestead mound), Bhumiya (the

godling of tlie land or soil), Zamindar (land-owner), Saim or Sayam

(which has been traced to sydma ‘black’ or svaymnlhu ‘self-emanated’

in Sanskrit) are the various vernacular names with which the deity is

called by the people. As a matter of fact, every village in the Hima-

layan Districts is stated to have a temple dedicated to this deity.

11 The deity is described among other works in the iJukiniiantrU

(Vaiigiya Siihitya Paris^at Ms.—fols. 16b, 17a), Meriitantia (XXXll. 227-8),

IsdnaiiviKjuraUevaiHidiidhati (11. 188-9), Sakianandutarangiiri (Xll. 3),

Vumictirydinava^ TantnisCuay Kuliicalininiaya (p. 33 of Avalon’s edition) and

ISkanda P., Kumaiikd lihanda (62. 18, 25).

Sdktaiuimla, Xll. 3 and PunJcai jurnava (p. 7U5).

fs^fcmsw: i

UnWRR' C(T—

13 Crooke

—

Iftt rodmtion to PoiniUii KvIuj'iok and PolLlorc in Surthti'n IndUtf

pp. 65-6; Atkinson—Ao/(’.s on the History of lU'Vujnm in the llinudaya of the

A', ir. India, p. 127.

14 Crooke— /oc. tit.

15 .\tkinson

—

loc. dt. 'J'lic deity is popular in South India as well Ditfereiit

types of images of Ksetrapala of a feaiiul and awo^in^piring cliuracter are there

HAECH, 1933 31
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Tlie cult of Ksetrapdla isi highly popular among the women folk of

Bengal. The women of the districts of Faridpur and BarisaP® observe

the vrata of Ksetra in the month of Agrahfiyana on Saturdays and

Tuesdays of the black fortnight. It is believed, one is relieved of

illness or from fear of tigers by this observance. It is furtlier believed

that tile performance of the vrata in the month of Magha^ tends to

rouse the wrath of tigers and hence it is performed always in the month

of Agrahayana and never in the month of Magha. Chuttu made of

fried paddy and tila is si)ecially liked by the deity and partaken of

by the ladies observing the vnihi. Some amount of c/kiHu packed in a

piece of cloth is hung at the tinie of worship from a jnjube tree wlioie

the deity is supposed to reside. At some places the worshij) is offered

in an open place under a branch of this tree, with two baskets marked

with vermilion placed on the ground nearby upside down.

The story runs to say that on a certain occasion a peasant\s wdfe

went with some amountJ of clultfu as provision for the day to work in

the field taking her husband, sufteiing from a bad type of leprosy, in a

basket. Some part of the chCdtu was packed in a piece of clotli and

kept hanging from a branch of a jujube tree. The god Kseirapala par-

took of the food and when cleansing the moustaclie to which portions of

the cJidttii were sticking, powders fell on the body of the leper who had

a temporary glimpse (d‘ the god who immediately cured him completely.

This led to tlie ilitroduction of the worship of tlie deity in this world.

Another story says that two drops of blood fell on the ground from

Parvati who was in her monthly courses. She covered them with two

baskets and went to work. ()u her return she noticed two tigers were

born under the basket'^. Tliey were very hungry and asked for food.

Parvati ordered tJieni to find out any food they could within

the time tijal would be taken by her in spinning thread from a

very small amount of cotton. Tliey went and finished two villages

and a half, parvati was taken by surprise and she struck their

met within many a ftaiva temple. Out? image ot' the deity in the Taiijore leiiipJe is

as old as the 11th century A.n. {Houtk-lndian Imaijes of (hds and Goddesses—

H

Krishna Sastri, p. 159-60).

16 A brief description of the vrata as performed in the district of Mymensing

was published in the tSdhitya Var'mit Painla^ (vol. IX, p. 112).
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hind legft with a stick witli a view to cripple them and curtail their

mischievous activities. The legs were broken and they could not do

as much harm with the remaining two legs. Parvati aiso ordered them

to take food only once a week and to take stale, and not fresh, meat by

leaving the animal killed to decompose for a week before its meal could

be taken. But it was stated that their hunger would be appeased by

the annual performance of Ksetra-vrata by the women.

Worship is offered to tlie deity in Chittagong hy mem hers of

different communities like the Hindus, Buddhists and Muhammadans.

Klaborate folk-rites are also ]»erformed there in couiiectioii with his

worship.^*

In Western Bengal, a])parently in some stronghold of Vaisnavism,

the ieity seems to have been given quite a different setting. Here the

deity ap])ears not only iti a feminine form but also gives np the Saivaite

coriiioctions and liiorouglily becomes Vaisnavite.‘‘‘ As a matter of fart,

(lie deity is here worsliipjjed as a form of Laksmi, consort of Visnn. Tlie

link with Ksetropala seems to be perceptible throngli- the name ICsetra-

(lf‘vi aiid through the j)astoral characteristics. Ksetradevi like

Ksetrapala is also tlie [iresiding deity of the field. The story describ-

ing the benefit accruing from her worship states how tluougli her grace

padd\ seeds brought forth goldeu paddy in a day.'®

CurxTAHAi?A\ Cttakuavarti

17 The story is interesting inasmuch as it relates a legend embodying the

I^opnlar beliei' regarding tlic origin ol* the tiger and some gf its characteristics.

hS “ Ojj the cult of the godling Ksotrapfila in tho District of Chittagong in

l’'nstern Bengal’ ’—R. K. Bhattacliarya {-founm of the AnthroiMjlofjical Societn

0/ lioinlHut, vol. XIH, pp. 673-80).

Ill In Patnii also the deity is identified with Visnu and in Oudh a feminine

ioriu is ascribed to it. Crooke, loc. cit.

20 \ vofnifnr —Sndev Chandra Chatterji (Kamalini Sahitya Mandir,

lil'll.B. S.) p. 161-2.



Some Politioa] Ideas in the Tamil Work (Kural)

In is an accepted idea of the Tamils that the ‘Sacred KuraV ot

the immortal Tiruvalluvar is the abiding authority on all ethical sub-

jects valued in the Tamil country. The author was, in the words of

Dr. G. XJ. Pope, “undoubtedly one of the great geniuses of the world.

According to tradition, he belonged to a lowly caste, but has been the

oracle of millions for nearly two thousand years; and in his person,

‘the last has indeed become the first\ We have no definite data which

will enable us to fix with precision the age of our author. A series

of verses, under the name of the ‘Garland of Tiruvalluvar^ and

ascribed to many great Tamil poets, describes the merits and

excellences of the poet in an exhaustive manner and an admiring spirit.

The circumstances narrated for the composition of this anthology have

been interpreted to bear out the suggestion that the poet was a mem-

ber of the so-called third Sangam of Madura and a contemporary of

some of the celebrated Sangam poets^ most of whom flourished in the

early centuries of the Christian era. Ceylonese tradition speaks of

the poet's contemporaneity with El^a or Elara w^ho was of the Tamil

race and conquered and ruled the island, according to the Mahdvamsa,

from 145 to 101 B.C. ;
and it has been suggested that Tiruvalluvar

wrote his treatise, possibly as a guide to his friend Elala or his son,

and that the title Valluvar might mean a priest, a nobleman or an

officer of state.* In spite of this it is maintained that the distinct

references to thei work by S^htanar, the author of Mmimehlialal and

Ilanko-adigal, the equally illustrious author of the Silappadil’drainy

both of whom were contemporaries of Senguttuvan Cera, wlio is said

to have flourished in the second century after Christ, strengthen the

postulation of a very early date for the work which employs the pecu-

1 V. R. R. Dikshitar, Studies in Tamil Literature and Kistory^ p. 131.

2 Valluva may be identified with the Sanskrit term Vallabha; and it ah

depends on whether the term is the name of a person, a caste or an office, ^

applied to the poet (ibid, p. 130). The date of the work is not yet capable

of precise definition.
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liar venha metre after the sutra style of Sanskrit literature:—say in

the first century B.C. or in the first two Christian centuries. The

author did not jyive tlie work any sort of sectarian tinge but

endeavoured, primarily, to be a moralist rather than a religious teacher.

Every rTindn sect claims the great poet and interprets his verses so as

to support its own pec'uliar tenets. “The Jainas specially consider

him tlieir own; and he has certainly used several of their technical

terms. . Materials are available for claiming him, though not

with definiteness, for llliddhism, }>aivism, Vaisnavism and even

Claistianity. He seems to have been a<^quainted with different creeds

and faiths; and his teaching appeals to every faith and implies an

eclectic system of faitli and practice, being didactic and non-contro-

vcrsial. “AVhat philosojdiy he teaches seems to be of the eclectic

school as represented by tlie HhagavadgitiV* which can be made to appeal

to every faith.“

A(‘cording to tlie now scliool of non-Aryan Tamil scholars that

s rising up, iJiere has not been much of indebtedness of the Tamils

0 the early Aryan culture
;
aud the early Dravidians had, independ-

ently of the slightest Aryan or other influence, their own culture and

literature. Ou the other hand, there are not wanting scholars who say

that the history of South Indian culture begins, properly speaking, only

with the coming of the Aryans to tlie south. The introduction of

Aryan culture into the south was the result, not of conquests, but of

a peaceful and gradual process of penetration.

Be this point as it may, it is not open to much opposition that

Tiruvalluvar w^as familiar with Sanskrit literature, and particularly

with the! literature bearing on the Arthasastra and Dharinasastra, not

to speak of the Kama^astra. His w’ork deals with the four objects of

life, Dharmu, ArthOj Kama and Mohm (Araw, Pond, Inharri and Vidti,

which are the exact Tamil equivalents of the corresponding Sanskrit

terms). The last of these does not lend itself to didactic treatment

and has bfi^n omitted. Dharma (Righteousness) has been treated in

all the four stages viz., of student, house-holder, a retired life and that

of the hermit, and the whole is supplemented with a chapter on

3 Q. U. Pope, The Sacred Kurral (1886), Intro, p. v.

4 Barth, Religiom of India, p. 192.
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predestination. The next' division of the book relates to life in society

which presupposes and implies some sort of g’overnmental organisation.

It deals with Artha arid is termed Porntpdl/' It covers 70 chapters

out of a total of 133 for the whole work. Parimelagar, the greatest

of the commentators on the work, divides the section into kingship

(royalty), elements of sovereignty (the angas or limbs of the state),

and common duties. The section on kingship covers 25 chapters, and

that on Ministers of state in 10 chapters. Five chapters are devoted

to the territory of the state, fortifications, royal wealth and forts.

Alliance and enmity are detailed in 11 chapters; and tlie remaining

chapters in the division relate to the conduci of ruler and subjects, the

carrying on of agriculture and other miscellaneous matters. The seven

categories, viz. ^vdmin (sovereign), amdtya (minister), suhrt (ally),

hosa (finance), nlstrn (territory), dnrga (fortress) and hala (army)

constitute the doctrine of Saytangaf the seveji limbs (organs) of the

body-politic.® From Kautilya\s description of the attributes of a

janapndfij it is co-ey tensive both with territory and population which

form "(he physical constituents of the state from the point of view^ of

political thought. Chapter LXXIV, dealing with the land, implies

the combination of both people and territory in the treatment of

Tiruvalluvar. The king should have, according to the Knral, courage,

wisdom and energy, a sleepless promptitude, knowledge and strong deci-

sion ,* he should be easy of access and endowed with pleasant speech and

pleasing mien. Almost in the same ideas, does Kautilya clothe the

essential qualities of the srarnm. He should have an inviting

5 Translated by Father Beschi into ‘reium proprietates’
;

by Graul into

“ de bonis Voin Gute’, and by Ariel into ^la fortune.’

The chief translations of the work are those of (1) Beschi (Latin) (cir.

1730 A.n.); (2) F. W. Ellis (1820); (3) W. If. Drew (ia52);

(4, J. Lazarus (1885); (5) G. U. Pope (1886) ; (6) V. V. S. Aiyar (1916) ;
«nd

(7) H. A, Popley (1931). There are (1) a German and a Latin rendering by

Dr. Graul (1856); (2) French versions by Mm. Ariel, de Dumast, J^amaircsso and

de Fontainieu.

6 Verse 381 of the tr. of Pope

:

“An army, people, wealth, a minister, friends, fort: six things

—

Who owns them all, a lion lives amid the kings.” cf. Mamt, VI, 160;

KatifUiya, Book VI, 1, Kamandaka, 1, 18.
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(ahhigdmika) nature; and he should be endowed with (under-

standing), utsdha (energy) and dtma-sainpat (self-possession).

Tiruvalluvar’s description of the king as one who gains treasure, stores

it up, defends it and expends it duly for the kingdom's weal, is

])aralleled by the four-fold functions of the king according to the

Kavianduka NUudva^ which are ‘Ho acquire wealth by equitable means,

to preserve it, to augment it and then spend it on the deserving.''^

Tiruvalluvar regards learning as the most essential attribute of the

ruler; he deems that the chief wealth of all is that ‘acquired by

ear-atteiit*, following Iierein the old maxim, stressed by Kautilya that

hearing opens the door to right knowledge and to right action. The

prescription of Tiruvalluvar (verse, 447) that

“Wliat power can work his fall,

Who faithful ministers employs.

That thunder out reproaches when he errs",

Js supplemented witJi (lie lesson that

"To cherish men of mighty soul.

And make them all their own,

Of kingly treasures rare,

As rarest gift is known" (verse 443).

Kautilya 's enumeration of the qualifications of a ministerial officer

(amdtyasaviyaJL) is capable of close comparison with the KuraVs descrip-

tion of ministerial qualities.

The chapter on acting after due consideration and those deicing

nith the selection of time and place and with the cognisance of power*

run almost closely identical with the Kautiliyan maxims on many

points
;
and similar parallels with Kautilya may be easily found in the

succeeding chapters dealing mih the selection of ministers and other

‘instruments' and their employment. In the 51st chapter, Tiruvalluvar

puts in the very first verse itself an expression which ‘‘indicates unmis-

takable affiinity with Kau^ilya's Artha-sastra".* The subject is the

7 The Kural^ verse 385, and Kdwandaka, 1, 20.

8 Chapters 47, 48, 49 and 50.

9 Dr . S. K. Aiyangar—Afowie Contributions of South India to Indian

Culture, ch. VI, p. 126.
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selection of ministers by tlie kinjf ;
and the verse, as translated by Pope,

rins thus:—
“How treats he virtue, wealth and pleasures?

llow, when life’s at stake, comforts himself?

This four-fold test of man will full assurance make.”

The substance is that a man, before bein*^ selected for admission

into the body of ministers, should be tested by the four tests

of righteousness, wealth, love and fear of life. The last test or upada

has not been understood rightly, owing to a wrong reading, by the com-

mentator and owing to a lack of knowledge of the original source of

inspiration, that source being Book I, Chapter X of the Arthasastniy

which goesi on to describe the tour allurements—religious, monetary,

love and that of fear—and advises the king to employ those ministers

whose character has been tested under “the three pursuits of life,

religion, wealth and love, and under fear.” It may be also

well maintained that in the same chapter of the Kural, dealing with the

selection of ministers, we find a great many i)oints of resemblance to

the qualifications that are to be expected of ideal councillors, as set forth

by Kautilyu in the chapter on the creation of ministers.. One finds

an almost full indentity between TIruvalluvar’s maxims regarding the

right sceptre (chapter, LV)“ and tlm several rules by which the

righteous monarch should abide, as laid down by Kautilyu, Manu and

others. The Kural precept that the king

10 Comiiieiitiiig on this, Dr. S. K. Aiyangur remarks ; —‘‘But to any dis-

passionate reader, the similarity of idea is quite clear, detail lor detail, so

that there is no reasonable doubt left that the author ol' the Kiiriil had lull

knowledge ot the Artha-sCistiu and adopted several of its coiiclusious strangely

enough. It is to the credit of Tamil scholarship of an elder age, that thia

similarity had already been pointed out by a conmieiitutor who preceded Parimel

A{ahar in this work.” (ibid, p. 128).

11 Verse 548 viz.,

‘^Learning and virtue oi' the sages spring

From the all-controlling sceptre of the king.”

and its complement, verse 6(50 (ch. LVl),

“ Where guardian guardeth not, udder of kiiie grows dry.

And Brahmans’ sacred lore wilt all forgotten lie.”

can easily get numerous parallel passages in Kaufillya, in the ItamCiyanay iiv

Mmu and other works*
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‘‘Should raise the rod with brow severe,

But let it gently fair’

may be read side by side with the maxim of Alnil ^azl, the learned

minister of Akbar, tliat the king “ makes wrath the tyrant, pay homage

to wisdom, so that blind rage may not get the upper hand and

inoonsiderateness overstep the i>roper limits” and “sits on the eminence

of propriety, so that tJioso who have gone astray have a way left to

return. Again, when the Tamil sage urges, in chapter LVII

cji Absence of Terrorism, ilie warning:—
“Whom subjects scarce may see,

of harsh forbidding countenance,

His ample wealth shall waste,

blasted by demon’s glance”,

VrC are naturally inclined to Kaiitilya’s enumeration of the first class

of qualities that must mark the 1‘iiie svilinin^ viz., those attributes which

are of an inviting’ nature {ahhiyamika) and induce people to approach

him and follow his lead.

More suggestive is Tiruva|luvar’s treatment of detectives. His

lesson that

“One spy must not aiiolbcr see; contrive it so;

And things by three confirmed as truth you know”,

is identical with Ivaiitilya’s warning; “ when the information derived

Jrom tliree independent sources is the same, then it shall be held

leliable; it the sources differ, the reporters concerned shall be either

punished or dismissed.’”^ His very first notice of spies in whom “along

with the Dharuiasastra, let the king confide as eyes” is synouymoua

with the aphorism, familiar in the pages of Kautilya and Megastheues>

that the ‘reporters’ were in fact ‘the eyes and ears of the executive

government.’^* The Tamil poet mentions spies; disguised as monks and

12 The A\n-i-Akban tr. hy H. Blocliiimtiii, vol. J (p. iv of Abul Fazal’s

Brefaco).

13 Kui'iil, verse 589; ami liitufUhja^ If, cli. Xllf.

1-f Compare with Kainaiidukn’s words: “That king, one of wliose eyes is

<*«/a (or spj-) is awake even in sleep XIll, 29, quoted hy V. 11. It. Dikshitar.

32MABCH, 1933
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devotees and stresses on the wisdom of “ spying by spies and testing the

tilings they tell by other spies/’

The qualities of vtiidha (energy) and of prajnd (wisdom) wbicli

are very necessary to the king, are detailed in four chapters (C0-(i3) in

the course of which the Tamil sage teaclies that ‘the wealth of mind’

is permanent as contrasted with material wealth and that ‘delay, obli-

vion, sloth ami sleep; these four are pleasure-boat to bear the doomed

to ruin’s sliorc/' Manly ehbit is idealised into the lesson, breathing of

the spirit of the Bhagavad Gitdy that

“Though fate divine should make your labour vain,

Effort its labour’s sure iward will gain.”

(Verse G19).

Hopefulness in difficulties is regarded as an essential royal virtue; and

tlie ruler is enjoined “not to allow sorrow to toucli liis soul” and ‘to

take pain as pleasure’ and “not to meet with troubled mind the sorrows

it expects.”

The ideal measure of the qualities of a minister is spread over ten

chapters of the KumL Kautilya’s description of the fittest person for

a ministership as one who was “a native of the country, born of a high

lamily, influential, learned in the arts and sciences; possessed of

wisdom and foresiglit, endowed with a good memory, capable, eloquent,

intelligent; possessed of enthus-ias-m, endurance, diginity and grandeur,

pure in character, devotedly attached (to tlie interests of the state),

endow’ed with a good excellent conduct, strength, health and boldness,

devoid of procrastination and fickleness of mind, of a loving nature,

and not of a disposition to excite enmity” can well apply to every phase

of the Jiiinister’s qualifications, accOiding to Tiruvajluvar, wdiich

embrace a know’^edge of the means, time and mode of execution, a

determined mind, greatness of protectijig |)ower, learned wisdom and

manly effort and a combination of natural subtlety of mind and powder

of jjonderjiig and firmly jesolving (chapter liXIV).

Tlie minister’s poAver of speech should be such as to hold spell-

bound “the listening ear, wliile tliose, who have not heard, desire to

hear.” (verse G43). It is notewortliy that he is warned against even

the least sin and oiipression
,
even though it be to safeguard the so-called

interest of the state.
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‘‘In pot of clay unburnt he water pours and would retain,

Who seeks by WTong the realm in wealth and safety to

maintain.” (verse CC0)^‘

The duties of envoys are detailed in chapter LXIX; tliey lay stress

on the qualifications of hig;h birth, knowledge, goodly grace, sound

sense, and capacity “to speak right lioine, pre])ared for ea(di emer-

gency”, as well as a fearlessness of consequences to himself. This last

is indicated in verse (590, wdiioh runs thus:—
“Death to the faithful one his embassy may bring;

The envoy gains assured advantage for his king.”

The envoy (Duta) was evidently deemed to. be an impotant minis-

ter; and his description implies that he had to advise with regard to

peace and war relations of the state with a control over foreign policy.

The idea that tlie minister should have a thorougli knowledge of

tlie council and should not dread to speak out his mind boldly before

i[\ is conveyed by Tiruvalluvar in the course of two chapters, illustra-

tions of w’hich are embodied in the Uvo following verses, translated:—
“By rule, to dialectic art your mind apply,

That in the council fearless you may make an apt reply.”

(verse 725)

“ Though many things they have learned, yet useless are all

To meji W'ho cannot well and strongly speak in the council hall,”

(verse 728)

It may not be strelcliing the idea loo mi if we sliould suppose that

the Tamil sage expected the ideal minister to check the autocratic

tendencies of the king wiio w’as bound by the decisions of the Mantn-

parisad, morally, if not constitutionally. The minister was, strictly

speaking, to prop up the monarch ou the pedestal of righteousness and

efficiency, and had to keep true to the maxim—“For if the king

15 Compare this with Aristotle’s dictum that one of the cliiefest qualifica-

tions required in those who fill the liighest offices, should be S'irtuo and

justice.’ Also Pluto’s view, embodied in his ItepMir that members of the

pliilosopher class (rulers) should have fortitude, magnaiiimity, docility and

niemory.
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could not be kept in cheek by ministers, is national prosperity possible

by such ministers

The attributes of land and people as the essentials of a state are

next detailed
;
and we are straightly told that, ia spite of other advan-

tages that it may possess, a land gains nought that is not at peace with

its king. The durga constituent of the state comprehends different types

of fortifications, like water and bill forts, desert and forest forts

(verse 742). The revenue receipts of the state sliould be mainly made

up of income accruing to the king in his personal capacity, taxation

proper and tribute and booty taken in war (verse 75G). The treasury is

deemed to be the surest guarantee of internal peace and external secu-

rity. The army is required to be complete in all its limbs, and

well-equipped and drilled, under proper leaders. Above all desiderata

there should be the frue martial spirit animating all ranks (chapters

LXXVII and LXXVIII). The ally ns a constituent element of the

state is treated only in the very general lernis of friendship, good and

bad, real and unreal. Secret foes are to be guarded against; and

indulgence in dicing and gaining, peculiarly royal vices in ancient

times, is condemned in forceful terms.

It has been possible, in tlie course of this brief paper, to indicate

only a few salient features of the political ideas embodied in the

Kural; but enough has been shown to demonstrate the familiarity of

the Tamil sage with Sanskrit political literature and to show the com-

prehensive culture and outlook that marked ancient Tamil learning

and scholarship.

C. S. Srinivasaciuri

10 II, 81.



Some Linguistic Notes

I

Miifdcl

The curious word watacl occurs in a passage of the Chandogya

Upanimd (I, 10. 1): 'tnafaci-hateni KnruRv Afihyn saha jdyayd Ufastir

ha Cdkrdyana ihhyn-gnvme pradninahi vrdsa. Though the word is of

unknown meaning there is no doubt that in this sentence the devastation

of the Kuru country caused by the mnfacJ and tlie consequent poverty

of the village in which Fsasti Cakrayana lived are spoken of.

The word has been explained by Sankara in his commenfary to the

Chandogya as asani; this explanation is generally accepfed, and it is

rendered into English as ‘hailstone’. Senart in his tansla-

tion of the Chandogya while accepting the same meaning ‘la grele (?)’

has expressed his doubt about it', fjacob in his Scraps from the

Saddarsana (JRAS,^ 1911, p, 510) discussed the ditferent traditional

explanations of the word and pointed out for the first time that

7\.nandagiri in his ooninientary on the Bhdsya of Sankara offers an alter-

native explanation of the word as ralda-varndh h.mdra-paJisi-visesah

‘a sort of red-coloured winged creatures’. This is admitted by

Amalananda as the correct meaning of the word in his Vedanta^

halpataruy a commentary on BbamatL Jacob wliile accepting this

meaning of the word thought that it meant ‘locusts’. The word

seemed to him to be an importation from ‘outside Aryavarta’. Since

this suggestion was made K. B. Vatliak took it up and tried to find out

the word ‘outside Aryavarta’ in the Bravidian world. In a note pub-

lished by him in the Indian Antiquary (XLII, p. 235) he pointed out

tliat tlie word is a Sanskritised form of ‘tlie well-known Dravidian word

midiche\ The word midiche is in fact found in Canarese, and it means

there ‘grasshopper, locust*. Kittel in Ins Canarese Dictionary has com-

pared this word with other Dravidian words for ‘locust’ e.g. Telugu-

mifjtitha, Malayalam-rz/f^^^ vettal and Ts^mil-vett/uM'iU, Pathak is

of opinion that all these words are derived from a common root midi

‘to hop’. Prof. D. B. Bhandarkar made use of this suggestion
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(Carmichael Lectvrcs, 1918, p. 28) for establishing his theory of

Dravicliau influence on the Sanskrit language.

It is (liflieult to say if the Malayalam and Tamil words are at all

related to the Cannrese word muliche. If the Telugu word mifjutha has

at all any connection with the Canarese vii/liehe the changes in tlie vowel

and the final consonant have not been explained. On the other hand,

the word is found in different Iranian dialects and we have reason to

suppose that it was present in the common ludo-Iranian.

Oauthiot in his Grammcdre Sogdienne (Introduction, p. ii) while

discussing the different words for ‘locust' in Persian showed that three

different names of ‘locust* are known in Persian: the one *vm (old

*ma ^nhha) is spe<dal to the language of Northern Persia i.e. what may

be called the Arsacidan langauge. It is found in the Armenian loan

viflraa^, Hubschamann

—

Pers, St,, p. 100 and Meillet, MSL,, t. 17,

p. 245). The second word in Persian is vmig which belongs to the

dialect of the South-West and goes ' .ck to old aka or ^wu g ka.

The third Persian word is malax derived from and ancient *ma g akha.

Malax has been supposed by Gauthiot to be of Sogdien origin as in one

of its dialects only g is known to have changed into /. Afghan malax

and Brahui malaJch go back to the same origin.

All these forms are reducible to ancient *vui g aka or

*
7na 8 of which there was an old feminine form like *vm g aki or

*
7na ^akhi which in common Indo-Iranian wus something like

^madak'i. It is probable that the dental underwent a cerebralisa-

tion on Indian soil and gave rise to the form mafacl. The Canarese

word therefore seems to be a loan from the Indo-Aryan.

II

Mafijtila and Manazil

The name of Manjulacarya appears as that of a famous astro-

nomer. Bhaskaracarya who lived in the beginning of the 12th

century has not only mentioned his name in connection with

the precession of the equinoxes but has also accepted his calculations in

that respect. A work of astronomy is attributed to the authorship of

Mafljulacarya. The work is called Laglmm&nasam and is as yet un-

published. It was composed in the iSaka year 854 i.e. 931 A.D. A

detailed notice of this work will be found in the Descriptive Cata-
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togue of the Safisknt Mss, in the Govt, Oriental Mss, Library^ Madras

(vol. XXIV, 1918, Section on Jyotisa, pp. 9101-9103, no. 13475). The

colophon of the work runs thus:—
Sri Mafijuldcdryahrtum prahhava’Samvatsara-hditiha-iuMa-

yauriuimdsydni 'prdrahdham Laghumdnasdkhyain gaiiiiam Yallayd-

kfta-sopapattika-vydkh yd-sahita wi

.

The commentator Yallaya who belonged most piol)ably \o the lltli

century^ quotes a verse from earlier authors to testify to tlie high

position of Manjula amongst astronomers:

Aryabhata grahaganitam golam Ddmodaro vijdndtij

Candrajho Jimusutassarvam jdndti Manjulncdryah
/ /

‘‘Aryabhata knows the science of the molioii of stars, Damodara

that of the earth, Jisiiusuta that of the moon but Manjula knows all

of them/\ There is therefore nothing strange in Bhaskara's accepfing

him as the greatest authority on the precession of the ecpiiuoxes.

Yallaya ^8 comment on tlie first sloka of tlie Laghutudnasam has

a special interest which has not yet been pointed out. The sloka runs

thus

:

Prakdsdditynvat khydto Uhdrmlvdjo dcijotiamah
j

labdhapurvam spltutopdyam vaksye ' n yallaghu rndnamm \ /

1 Prof. J, C. Ray in his Bengali book “Oi r Aatiowointrs and Astivnom}/'

(p. 23 and p. 95) gives the name as Munjala but this seems to be wioug. He

mentions two Mss., one from Kaj^mir and the other from Madras. We have

consulted a copy of the Madras Ms. where the name is written as Manjula.

t’f. also tho Madras Catalan ur. Mr. N. K. Majumdar (Journal of Lciters^

vol. XIV Calcutta University, Laghuimanasam of MunjMa) gives the name under

the same form. Prof. Ray gives the name of the commentator of the

Laghumdnasam also wrongly as Mallayacarya. The correct form of the name

is Yallayncarjna.

The colophon of the commentary speaks of Yallaya as the son of Sridhara

and the disciple of Suryanarya (^ic. Suryacarya, cf. the Madras Catalogue, lav.

cit.y p.9020), the son of BMadit^^a. In this catalogue another work of Yallaya

—

a summary of Suryadeva’s commentary on the Arjmbhatiyam (toe. cit., p.9020)

is mentioned. If Suryacarya and Suryadeva be the same person then he lived

in the 10-llth century A.D. as the latter is quoted by Bhasl«iara in tho beginning

of the 12th century A.D. The time of Yallaya therefore will not be much later

than this date.
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Yallaya explains it thus:

piukdmh pmsiddliak pmhdscdsdcddiiya-sceti tadvat khydtah.

lake adityandmadheyah punimh vidyante, tathdvidluikhydtimannalmm,

Ihahmandntustimiia-mmlidniko- i‘ko yadvat . prasiddhalt, tadxad-

ahaviapi,

athanyadarthdntaram^ Ptakdsani numa pattanam-uttamdesesu

vklyate. iatrastha^punlmstu desahliusaya suryam Mailjida ki varna-

yanti, Manjiddcanjohamityuktam hhavaii . . . .Srhnat Pmkdhpattana-

vdsino deMhdmyd suryam Manjula hi hi vadatki.

1 believe there is some foundation in the second meaning offered

by Yallaya. According to it Praka^a was the name of a city in

Northern couiifries, ‘Vhere the people in their native language des-

cribes the sun as Manjula”. Yallaya was an astronomer by profession

and had direct access to certain traditions about the great teachers of

astronomy—traditions whicli are lost to us. According to this tradi-

tion therefore Manjula was a man of the city of Prakusa of the

Uitaradesa and Ills name was a synonym of the sun. Tliis

agrees with what we know about the names of some of ihe great

teacliers of astronomy like Varahamihira, Jisnusuta, Bhuskaracarya,

etc. all of which are connected wdth the names of the sun.

Bui Manjula us a name of the sun is unknown to any Indian

language. It seems to be a 8aiiskritisation of the Arabic word manzil

(plural, vuiudzil) wdiich means a lunar station and thus corresponds

to Sanskrit ludsaini. Tlie name of Manjula was thus probably

modelled on a real astronomical term. If it was at all taken to mean

sun, as Yallaya w^aiits us to beleive, it w'as through a certaiji

coufusion.

Ill

Hipiwloiini and Kolhapur

Ptolemy in his Ucoyraphy mentions Hippokoura, the royal city of

Beleoko'uros, ou the western coast of India almost midw^ay between

Barygaza and Muziris. Barygaza is modern Broach and Muziris,

Muyirikuttu of ancient Tamil inscriptions, is modern CraJiganore a little

to the north of Cochin. Beleokouros is generally supi)0sed to be one of

the kings known as Vilivayakura from the Andhra coins. The coins
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of Vilivayakura are exclusively found at Kolhapur and this is why it

is believed that the kings of that name belonged to a particular

branch of the Andhra kings ruling in the region of modern Kolhapur.

Hippokoiira which is said by Ptolemy to have been the capital of

Vilivayakura has, however, not been jn’operly identified. It is

tentatively identified with Kolhapur on account of the fact that it is

the find-spot of the coins of Vilivayakura. But ihis identification can

be sui>ported with more precise arguments.

The first element of the name Hippokoura, Hippos—is a Greek word

meaning M\orse*. The second element -koora like fjount, aura, Our etc.

which are generally found in the end of the place-names of South India

mentioned by Ptolemy has been proved to be an indigenous word

meaning *city’ (cf. Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravldian in India).

The name therefore was partly translated and partly transcribed in

Greek. It was evidently known to them as ‘t!ie city of horse’. The

word for horse in the Dravidian languages are tlie following:

kora (Gond),

goda (Kui)

go 1*0 tKurkh)

gurramu (Telegu)

kudirei (Tamil)

kuduie ((.’anarese)

liulla (Brahui)

All ihtse forms of the word show tlie possibility of the existence of

aiiullier form like kolla which might have given rise to kolha of Kolha-

jmr. It is probably the name of Kolhapur wliich ivS referred to as

KoUapiri in the medieval Taiilrik literature, (cf. for examide the

Dakarnava, II. P. Sastri, Catalotjuv of San.sk rit Manuscript.s of A.S.P.,

vol. I, p. 97). Kollagiri was supposed to l)e a ptfJtasthana in the

I’antras, and Kolhapur also has been sacred to the Hindus for its famous

temple of Jfalialaksmi.' In tlie same region and iio( far from Kolha])ur

1 In fact Fleet {Ihjndsth'n of t/ic Aioiiire.se Duttiirfs p. .538 and p. 407) says

that the njoro niiciont name of Kolhapur wa-s Kolia aura and KojjaKiri which Is

mentioned in tlie list of conquests made by the Hoysala Kinj? Visiiuvardhana

(1117-1137 A.D.) \sas probably n ditfereiit name of Kolhapur. The more ancient

form of the word Kolha was therefore KoUa-Kolla

.

MARCH, 1933 33
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we find mention of another place sacred to the Taiitras viz. Karaliatakil,

modern Karhad or Karad (cf. S. Levi, Le Catalogue Geognipliiqxie des

Yaksa^ 44.4., p. 78). It is therefore permissible to think that

Hippokoura and Kolhapur are identical as both tlie names mean the

same thing'
—

'the city of horse.*

Prof. Przyluski in a paper in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society (1929, pp. 273fE.) has tried to bring out the significance of the

names Vilivayakuva and Satakarni, the titles of the Andlira kings. lie

has pointed out tliat Sdta~ of Satakarni is based on the Austric word for

horse sdJwn, I iniglit here point out en passant that the word is still

preserved in the Hindi vocabulary as sdro or sdlo in the word sdrotarl

which means an asvavaiiyaka or gltotahacikitsaha, ‘horse-curer*.

Besides Viliva of Vilivayakura has been compared with the word

Vadava which ordinarily means a 'sea-horse*. But in the Sanskrit

lexicons Yadava is also taken to be a synonym of asva or ghotaki, the

female of an horse. Therefore Vilivayakura also may be

equated with Hippokura and Kolhapur and it may be asked

whether the word Vilivayakura primarily was the name of the place

and afterwards was used to designate a particular family of the Andhras

ruling from that place.

IV

PiU, Peth and Vedic PeJu, the words fur elephant.

Prof. Sylvaiii Ijevi in a note on Paloura-Dantopura (Notes liuUennes

J. As., 1925, pp. 4G-57) tried to prove that the two names, Dantapura

mentioned in Indian texts, and Paloura mentioned by Ptolemy, are

identical because in Uravidian the words pallu, hallu, pal etc. mean

'tooth*. Prof. Przyluski subsequently discussed the question again

(Bull. Soc. Ling., 192G, pp. 218-219; for both the articles see PrC’Aryan

and Pre-Dravidian in India published by the Calcutta University). As

the word is found in different languages of the Austric family too

meaning the tusk of an elephant Prof. Pryluski is inclined to trace the

wwd to Austric origin. I do not propose here to decide if the word is

Dravidian or Pre-Dravidian but I want to draw the attention of
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scholars to the different forms under which it occurs in tlie Sanskrit

vocabulary.

Ill the Dravidian family of lanj?\iaft:es the words pall it, pella, j^ell,

hallu, pall and pal mean ‘the tusk of elephant.’ The word

for elephant in Assyrian is in Aramean pil and in

Arab fll. They are all supposed to have been derived from

the Indian world alon^ with the animal and are apparently

connected with the words found in the Dravidian family. Though they

mean in the Dravidian languages exclusively ‘the tusk’ there was a

time when it meant also the animal. Kittel in his Kannada-English

Dictionary records the following words

—

paUa, elephant; pallava, young

of an elephant; pidi, a female elephant, pillahd, female elephant.

Traces of it have been left in old inscriptions and texts. In an inscrip-

tion of tlie 11th centiiry of king Bhaskara Ravivarman of Cochin

written in Tamil, the word for she-elephant is given as pedi

(Epigraph in Indica, III, p. 60ff cf. also Kottayan grant, Madria^

Journal, XIII, I, pp. 182, 14211.), still ('ailed pidi ‘a female elephant’

in modern Tamil. In Dravidian Pillaiyar is the name of

(jranesa—the god who has the head of an elephant. Besides piUe in

tlie Tamil country means a (diild. It probably originally meant “the

young one of an elephant’ (cf. Pali, pillahi which means the young of

an animal; for further discussion on it see later).

On account of uncertainty of quantity of the medial vow’el

the w^ord has been preserved under different forms like pil-, pel-, pal-, or

wuth cerebrals like ped-; witli a final vowel it has taken the forms

pilda, pildu, (also pH-n), jfclda, ind-a; pal-lu etc. We may therefore

expect the word under any of the forms mentioned above.

This w’ord wdiether Austric or Dravidian plays an important role in

Sanskrit vocaluilary. It has been preserved in a niimhor of place

names. Hiuan Tsang in the middle of tlie Ttli century visited a

mountain to the south-west of the capital of Kapisu (Kafiristan) wdiich

lie calls Pi-lo-shodo. This name, he says, was given to the mountain

from its presiding genius wdiich had the form of an elephant (cf.

Watters, On Yuan Chicang, I, p. 129). The name is trauslaied into

Chinese as ‘elephant-solid’ and hence restored by Julien as Pilvsdra.

It is evident that the word Pilu was used to mean ‘elephant’. It is
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possible to discover tlie same word. in a little different form in the name

of anoliier place mentioned by the same traveller fiirtber to the west on

the borderland of Indiuj Vo-tn-slm. The city which was situated about

100 li to tlie south-west of Puskaravati is ^»*enerally identified with

modern Palo-dlieri {ibid., p. 217). The name has been restored tin

Pal usd. It seems tliat the word (later palo) was used in tlie

sense of ‘elepbant^s Insk’. Such a view is confirmed by two curious

Buddhist leg'ends wliicli are associated with this place. Hiuan Tsaiig

relates that to the north of the city there was a tope to mark tlie Hjiat

where the Bodliissattva in his previous birth as prince Su^in-na bade

adieu on being sent into exile for liaving- given the elephant of the king,

bis father, to a Brahmin. The name of the prince is rendered as

Suddna btit it means according to the Chinese gloss ‘having good

teeth’ [sudathfa). The Jfitaka referred to it is the Ves.muUnv Jdtaka;

the name of the iiriuce was Vessantara. The name Sudan ta was that

of the much prized white elephant which the prince gave

away (of. also Watters, ibid., p. 218). Besides close by the city the

Chinese jiilgrim noticed a mountain called Tan^todo-ha with which

another legend of Bodbisattva’s sacrifice is connected. The name is

generally restored as Dantndola, These two legends clearly indicate

that the place was somehow connected wdth a fabulous ‘white elephant

and its tusk’ just in the same way as the mount Pilusara is said to

have been presided over by an elephant-genius. It may not

be out of place to point out that in the north-western zone

in the region of Pilusara and Palusa a few other place names also

had connection with elephant in some way. The name of Puskaravati

lias probably been preserved in that of modern Hastnagar ‘the city

of elephant’ with which it is identified. Puskara is one of the names

of elephant and it is therefore not impossible that in ancient times it

really meanti the ‘City of Elephant’, like Hastinapura of the Kurus

and Ttiranavata of the Pandavas. It is not without significance that

the historians of Alexander mention a king called Astes (Hasti) as

ruling over a people called Astaciaps (Hastikas) living in the region

of Puskaravati.

A large number of Jfaga legends are still current in. the Punjab.

Seme of the legends relate to nagas called PiuU or Pih\ Phal, Paelj
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Padoi etc. (See the Pn7ijah Tribes and Castes^ I, p. Ifil,

1G9, 170, 784).

The word i» preserved under cognate forms in other connections.

Hemacandra in his AMiidhanacinfamani (III. r)17) mentions a name

Prdokapya (Pdlaldpi/e lareniibhii) which i)ie commentator explains

as the name of a hasU-cikiisaka. That a particular science on the medi-

cine of tlie elephants liad developed and was attributed to the author-

ship of Palakapya is known from other sources too (cf. H. P. fiastri,

Joftrnal of the Itihar and Orissv Research Society

y

V, 308tf). H. P.

Sastri gives the story of Palakapya in full. The sage says: “My name

is Palakapya. I take care of tlie elei)hant.s and nourish and cherish

them, hence my name is Pala, and tSic suffix kapya denotes the Ootra

in which I was borii.“ (Ibid., p. 311-12). The attempt in the legend to

co7inect the word with the Sanskrit root Pala is a late one. It is

possible to discover two elements in tliis name—Pala and

Kapya. Piila^ is evidently the word for elephant under

consideration while the second element k(i2)ya is the name

of a particular gofra. But without raising tlie deeper question of

the origin of the gofras it is possible to analyse tlie word further. It

is derived from the word kapi which usually signifies ‘a monkey.*

But another sense oi it is preserved in the Sanskrit texts. In the

Sanskrit lexicons (cf. Sahdakalipadntwa sub. voce) amongst the

different synonyms for gojapippaU. w’:e get karipippah\ ihliakanat

kapivallf, kapillikd etc. Here the words gajuy kariy ihha and kapi

appear to have been used in the same sense. Therefore in the com-

pound Pidakapya, both the words and kapi had probably the

same sense originally.

Besides in such word.s like jyaldda, judadana, pahlpah, iialdsOy

pippahi etc. which occur in the Sanskrit vocabulary the same word

for elephant viz. pal- is discernible. The first two words of the series

2>aldda and palddana are recorded by the Sanskrit lexicographers (see

Sahdakalpadnma) as meaning ‘a meat-eating raksosa*. As the second

element of the two words od- is ‘to eat* the first element he

taken to have meant ‘flesh probably of elephant*, the significance of

which may be best understood by supposing that elephant was

important amongst a certain section of Indian population
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and those who killed the elephant were counted amongst the

harharians. Pahlpa is explained as hastihapola where gaU is

clearly taken in the sense of hasti. The word 'pi'ppala^ another

word for the ficus religiosa, occurs under the form pippapala

in the Amarakosa. Amongst its many synonyms is found

(jajasana probably because the twigs of the peepal tree are

a favourite food of the elepliant. But one of the Hindi names of the

tree is gajahaudu and a particular kind of peepal which is called in

Hindi Belid pippala is knowui in Sanskrit as gajapddapa, Pippapala is

explained in the Amarakom as kunjardmna and gajahliakmka. The

word pnlusa which is the name of a different kind of tree may have a

similar significance. Asa means food and hence paldsa means the food

of i-e. elephant. Pippala and pippapala might have originated from

a reduplicated form of the same word paU,

Moreover another word is found in the Sanskrit lexicons (cf. the

Sahdamdla)—it is pillakd of wdiicli the meaning is given as hastinl,

*she-elephant'. Though the masculine form of the word does not

occur in the Sanskrit dictionaries it was evidently *piUaka. If the

Sanskrit suffix ka is omitted w’e get the w'ord pilla^ a secondary form

of the word 2?//-.

The w'ord also occurs under the form pUu in one of the

later Sanskrit lexicons, the HlediiMkom^ wdiere among its many

synonyms is given viatamgaja i.e. relating to the elei>hant. The word

plhpati or vuilidpilupatl is sometimes mentioned in the inscriptions

as the title of a particular officer. It is generally taken to denote ‘the

officer in charge of elephants’ [Ep, huL, XII, p. 43; Majumdar,

Inscriptions of Bengal^ p. 186]. In the Mahdvyuipatii the word occurs

along with ascopati and gajapati and is interpreted as ‘chief-

treasurer’ probably because ‘elephant’ in the Buddhist literature

is supposed to be the best of the seven treasures.

Tlie w^ord pillaka which w’^e liave just noticed is preserved also in

another connection. In the Pali texts {Jdtaka^ II, 406; Dictionary

y

P.T.S.) the word is used to mean ‘the young of an animal’. Amongst

the modern dialects Bengali has preserved it in the doublet

chcle-pile to mean ^children.*; chele from sdvaka which originally

meant ‘the young one of a bird\ Such doublets, primarily, applied
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to tiie animal world, are used as expressions of greater tenderness,

(cf. also the use of the expression ldcfc*d^vd€cd which is used in Bengali

in the same sense). It is therefore probable that Bengali derived

like Pali piUaka from pilla or pil~ originally meant ‘the young of an

elephant.

In the Eg-vedic hymns mention is often made of a mythical steed

called Paid CO, It is so called because it was given to a person called

Pedu by tlie Asvins. Pedu was a protege of the Asvins and they

favoured him with a good steed instead of a bad horse which he had.

This ‘swift, strong, white incomparable and dragon-slaying steed’ was

the Paidva,

The Paidva is described as white. I. IIG. 6 svetain;

{^^yxnm^vetin^acnamasvavi), 1.118.9, h^etam ahum; X. 39.10,

svetam asvam.]

The Paidva is ])raiseworthy and invoked by men (cf. Kc., I. 110.0

and I. 119.10, klclengam which Sayana explains as 7nahi inahat aii^

f/amhinram at/i era klrtenyam sarvaiA Idrtantjjam prahsi/ani).

The Paidva is switt and powerful. 1. 110. (i, rdjl (8ayana,

'cejanavun)

;

I. 117.9 (also Vll. 71.5; uli'f^hnmhi'muh'am^ I. 118.9,

(8ayana-yW////;Y///// aLtknjena sunngrdmc.sa nlicOiCirani acyo^cvh

kUrorabhihJtutun ahlnvltdcukam ugrarn riryacattani) X. 39. 10,

navahhircdjaUrnavatlm ca cCijinam i.e. mighty with nine and ninety

varied gifts of strength.)

The Paidva is loud-neighing (cf. johntiam in Pc.y I. 118.9 already

ex])lain(Ml. .1/;., X. AA ararngliuso),

Tlie Paidva is invincible in war (ci. I. 119.10 kn yaicabindjj inn

intdnasu diisUnani; 1. 117.9, ndlunn'amm vajimnnopnitiUnn (strong

winner of thousand spoils).

The Paidva is impelled by Indra, he is a dragon-slayer like India

and he is comparable to Indra in prowe8.s (cf. TZi;., I. 118.9, indnijCitam

tihihanam
;
1. 117.9, ahUunutm; I. 119.10, Indmmica carsanisahum- Ac.,

X. 4. 10 Indra inehimatjhdyantain-ahm paidvi arandhayat i.e. Indra

and Paidva have subdued and tamed the vicious snake (Griffith). In

Pr.y IX. 88. 4, Soma is described as paidvo nn hi ivamahinamnani

hanta i.e. Soma is like Paidva in slaying the dragon.

Besides in lie., I. 110.7 and I. 117.0 Paidva seems to be the steed
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from whose hlrotara (which means according to Yixska, Nirukta III, 26,

a kCiiHi or nim—lieiico the cavity in the head) the A^vine make flow

liiindred jars of wine.

It is probably the same Paiflrn who is found as Petva^ Viiva and

Pidra. Pclvn is twice mentioned in Ithayvu Vtda ([V. 4.8; V. 1.9.2)

where reference is made to its vfija i.e. strength and swiftness but by

(lint piobably its mahr powio' is xaeanl, as the spell is for removing lack

of viriliiy. In Jr., \\ 19.2 Peiva is said to have oAcrconie a horse. In

Hv.y V 11. 18. IT Pi'trtt oYci comes a female lion. Pctva is furthei’ Jueu-

tioned in tlie list of auinials offoied in the Asvainedha sacrifice. Petea

is generally taken to mean a ram or a goat. But a ram or a goat can

nut possibly be supposed to have overcome a horse or a female lion.

Petviiy Pifvn and Pidca therefore may be taken to mean the same

powerful animal as the /\tiJi'a (for inferences to these words see the

Vedic Indcd'y Macdoiinell and Keith; Tnitt. Sain; V", 5.22; VI, 2.8, 1

;

IV/;. Sam. XXiX. 58.09, XXIV. 62 etc.;.

Now which is this steed called Tuidva described. as white, swift

and powerful, invincible in war, hmd-neighing, able to overcome a

horse and a lion and from tviio.''!? head wine flows

?

Jfe is said to havti

been ini])elled by liuba and i.s often compared to iiidra for lii.s pruv ess.

He is above all a steed, The aforesaid qualities can be only attributed

to a steed of the kind of eleplmui. An elephant of the white colour,

powerful, loud-iieigliing and rutiiug, goaded by Imlra and having the

qualities of India himself, reminds us of the Airuvata, the elepJiant

of Iiidra in classical mythology. Though I do not propose here tt»

deal with the story of the mythical Airavata I would like to point out

ill tliis connection that Iiidra does nut possess any elephant in tlie

Vedic mythology. He is only once (^c., I\^^. 10.4) compared to ‘a wild

elephant with might illvested^ So if we are to (race the origin of the

Airavata from the Vedic myths we cannot overlook its similarity w itli

tlie mythical l^aidva. If it is admitted that the steed Paidva was an

elejiliant it is possible to go further into the history of the name.

All the forms Paidva^ Pidva^ Peiva and Pk^a are reducible to

either Pedu-Puhi or Petu->Pita, The flucttiatioii of the vowels c and

i and that of the consonants d and t show that it was a foreign wwd

that was being transcribed. The foreign word was probably the woril
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under consideration pcthi or im/u, the indigenous word tor elephant.

Ati the cerebralisiitioii had ,uot. started in the Indo-Aryau in

that period the cerebral was rendered simply by a dental.

In later Vedic period we come across wil.h other words tor elephant

like the hasti, kari, etc. But these words are all descriptive and

evolved in a period when tlie Indo-Aryans had become more familiar

with the elephant. The account of Pedu-Vaidva reveals probably their

iirst acquaintance with elephant. The Indo-Aryans had in earlier times

greater familiarity with the horse; the superiority of elephant over

hoi'se in strength, speed and in other rc.spects inspired them with awe

at the first instance and that awe found expressions in coloured stories

which gradually took the form of the myth of Paidva.

r. 0. Bagciii

i.ll.Q., MAHCll^ 1933 34



Though there is not a single text of Dinnaga in its original

form, the manifold references to him and his school in the works of

the Brahmanic as well as Jaina logicians, who were at so much pains

to demolish the Buddhist views, enable us to realise at once the

importance of the philosophical standpoints of Dinnaga and his

followers and the vigour of their criticisms of the non-Buddhist

schools. So the history of Mediicval Indian Logic and as a matter

of that, the history of Indian Logic in its entirety, cannot be properly

studied until the writings of Dinnaga and Dharmakirtti—the two

great figures in the field of Buddhist Logic—remain buried in Tibetan

(and in some cases Chinese) translation^. It has become imperative

upon the students of Indian Logic to exploit the Tibetan sources and

attempt reconstruction of the texts from their Tibetan (or Chinese)

translations. It may be pointed out in this connection that the faithful

Tibetan translations of Sanskrit texts, prepared by Tibetan and

Indian scholars in collaboration with each other can be more easily

rendered into Sanskrit than into English or any other European

language.

The object of this paper is to offer an edition of the Tibetai

text of Dinnaga’s Hetucakranirnaya^ with its Sanskrit recons-

truction and English translation. The Tibetan text consists of

three parts viz., one table of heins and two sets of karikas. It is

in the Tanjur Mdo, Ce, fols. 193^ 1
—194^2 (Narthang edition,

Vi^vabharati copy). U was translated into Tibetan by one

Zahor ’ scholar called Bodhi^altva in collaboration Nv^ith

Bhiksu Dharmasoka, Though exact identiheation of Zahor is not

known (vide Dr. B. Biiattacharya's Introduction to the Tatlva-^

samgraha.G.Q, VoJ. I,pp. 3031), the Buddhist scholars of

that place played an important part in translating Sanskrit texts

into Tibetan.

• Thu iiuiiiu, Udamlnaniriynja ha.'i ljuen piTlurrcd to IlcttiniltruhnmiuUf Us

read in tliu Xylograph, winch .^eciuo to hu a wrong traiislitt‘ratiou. Dr. W.

Thomas agreeing with Cordier biiggcbts Uiituaihnulttnnirii, but the Tibetan tran-

slation ol the SiiiLskrit title unmistakably suggests the original as Uctucakra-

nirnaua. Sue Hundley’s Fiaijmzuti li'oitv JJihndtja, p. 2, note 1.
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Dr. VidyabhOsana published (/ASBn N. ^S., HI, p|>. 627-C32)

the Tibetan translation of the Hitucakra (the table of nine

reasons) reproduced from a copy of Hetucakra nirnnya (acc(>rding

to him Hetncakrahamarii^ which he obtained from I^abrang. In his

History of Indian Logic (p. 299) he has also given some account

of the work.

The Hetucakranirnaya is, as the name implies, a tabular repre-

sentation of the possible forms of inference based upon the presence,

the absence as well as both the presence and the absence of the

hetu ii'i the sapaksa (similar cases) and the vipak^a (dissimilar cases).

The treatise does not undertake to discuss the principles or methods

of an inferential argument but only shows the several forms of in-

ference both correct and incorrect, arising from the possible relations

of the hetn with sapakfia and vipakf/a. It may be suggested that

Diiinaga after setting forth the principles of inference in treatises

like the Pramhiasamuccayn, lias prepared the Hetucakranirnaya as an

appendix containing a chart of the possible forms of inference.

It is worth noting that the examples of inference are all

taken from the Pramanasamuccaya and the Hyayapraveha and they

continue to be the stock-examples in the later manuals of

Buddhist Logic for the illustration of the corresponding forms of

inference, valid and invalid,*

• Tho English translation ami the dissertation on the Doctrine of Threefold

Hotu and a lew incidental notes will he pnhlislicd in the next nuinber. Ed.
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II

[193^ > 1} rgya gar skad du he tu ca
kra ha ma ru I

bod skad du gtan tshigs kyi hkhor lo

gtan la dbab pa II

[2 ]
hjam dpal gfon niir gyur pa la

phyag htshal lo i

hkbrul pahi dra ba hjoms mdzad pahi

thams cad mkhyen la phyag
[3] htshal nas

|

gtan tshigs tshul gsu.a po po yi

gtan la dbab pa b5ad par bya h i i

rjes su dpag par bya ba la

yod [4] dan med dan gnis ka yi |

yod pa la ni yan dag ste

med dan gfiis ka ma grub yin
||
2 ij

the tshom gfils te ma grub b£in

ma [5J grub sbyar ba de him du i

mthun pahi phyogs la yod pa dan

med pa de b^in gfils ka daii | 3 R

11

II ^

11

^ s^ 'I

[ ]

II "< II

Wi

II ’i II

rv V

qsnfes: I

mi mthun phyogs la oe bfin no

gsum la rnam pa gsum yin te i

steh ^og gfiis la yan dag go

logs la hgal ba gfiis yin te || 4 11

JTOr^^Wnil ^ II

I’pwt ?F5RI

^ ^ lll^ll

zur [6] b£i thun moA ma Acs yin

dbus na thun moA ma yin paho 1

g^al bya byas daA mi rtag daii

byas dafi mfian bya rtsol byuA daA o 5 11

feff.t I

f!WIWI3|5n: II 1(

mi rtag [194*., i] rtsol byuA lus can min*

rtag daA mi rtag rtsol byuA daA 1

rtag daA rtag daA rtag pa dan

rtsol byuA min daA mi rtag rtag II 6 1

^ g

9Tt*I5EPI?R5n^

^13^1^13BPWRi: 1

TwTT Fl?qsr RcW-

t According to Tib. sudharova anailQntila.Xylograph reads yin.
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ttag pa la ni sgrub pa bkod |

sten bog *ni mtliun logs dan sbyar |

yan dag gtan tshigs [2] gnis yin no \

logs dan mi mthiin sten hog sbyar i) 7

hgal bahi gtan tshigs gfiis yin no I

zur bahi thad dan snol par sbyar l

thiin mon in a ues rnnm pa bzi \

logs giiis thad kar sbyor has na n S li

wren ^n«n: 11

I

3TflN5Il=^OTraiT<it:

llqll

thun mou ma yin ina lies [3] paho 1

gtan tshigs hkhriil hkhor rnam dgii yi *

dehi main pa hdi Itar ste 1

nam mkhah bum dan bum mkhah dan I! 9 ll

bum pa glog dan iiamkhah bzin |

mkhah dan bum pa mkhah bum dan 1

[mkhah dan bum pa glog dan b£iii | J

glog dan namkhab bum b^in dan 1

bum [4] dan glog dan mkhah b£in dan n 10 11

namkhah rdul phran las bum bJ^in 1

de ni lies pabi dbaii byas yin 1

the tshom zab pahi' lugs la ni I

yod dan med dan yod med dan |

phyogs gcig mthah dag sbyar bas so 1

pliyogs chos [5] dgu yis hkhor lo ni M !!•

?l5!rWT:^ twi: I

iiu

«»5fi 1

1

gw:

slob dpon phyogs kyi glan pos mdzad

pa rdzogs so ii

za ho ra mkhas pa bo dlii sa [t]tva dan

dge slon dha rma a 60 kas

bsgyiir cin £iis te gtan phab paho 1

linil

si^hc

1 XyJograpli reads za balj,i»

C4LGU;
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III

rtag dan mi itag [6] rtsol byun dan

bar du rlag pa main gsum dan 1

rtsol byun min dan mi rtag rlag

dgu po de ni bsgrub byahi chos il i ll

gzal bya byas dan mi rtag dan

byas dan mnan bya rtsol las byun l

mi rtag rtsol byun liis* can min

dgu [7] po hdi ni rtags rnams yinii 2 ii

daij po gsum po mthun pbyogs la

yod pa g^ir b:^ag mi mthun la )

khyab byed gtan med gnis paho

bar pa rham gsum mthun phyogs la i 3

HI

^ ir<ii

^ ii»ii

?3
-

f5|% ll^ll

mt'd pa g£ir byas mi mthun la

khyab dan mi [194 * i] mthun rnam

gnis paho l

bog ma gsum po mthun phyogs la

rnam pa gnis pa g^ir byas nas (i 4 il

i^swriunf^

5?nR-w]^’!nOT % I

^ ms^ 1 1 VII

mi mthun phyogs la khyab pa dan

gtan med rnam pa gftis pa yin I

rim pa bzin du go bar mdzod

zur bzi dnos kyi ma nes la 11 5
!'

111(11

[2] logs gnis la ni Ijgal rtags te

dbus kyi dbus ni thun moii min I

dbus kyi tliog tnthal]i yan dag dgod

bio gros’^ khyon du I^khums par tndzod K 6

^lTTrqyS??lTlrflV
I

PWPS ^fl^ll h II

Durgacharan Cmattekji

J Xylograph rc•u^l^ rt'u hnn tiyr (u.^ um.

‘2 Xylograph lipro adds hhfti whidi is required iieitlier bv tiie Dietre Jior h
the sense.
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11— Genealogy of the P'iHnuhundius

The history of the Visniikundins has been touched by scholars

like Kielhorn, Ilultzsch and Dubrtuil. Their views as regards the

genealogy and the chronology of the dynasty differ from that of

mine. The question of genealogy wili be discussed in the present

paper and that of chronology in another.

The first known inscription of the Visnukundins is the Chikkulla

plate«, edited by Kielhorn in Ep, InJ.t IV. I93ff. These plates give

us the following line of kings,

1 Maharaja Madhavavarman
;
his son

2 Vikramendravarman (I)
j
his son

3 Maharaja Indrabhattarakavarman
;

his eldest son

4 Maharaja Vikramendravarinan (II) (loth year).

Then come the Ramatirtham plates, edited by Hultzsch in Ep,

luJt XII. I33fif. Here we have the following line :

1 Maharaja Madhavavarman
;
his son

2 Raja Vikramendra
;

his son

3 Raja Indravarman. (274h year). i.

There can hardly be any doubt that Raja Indravarman of Ihb

Ramatirtham plates is identical with the Mahai'aja Indrabhattaiaka-

varman of the Chikkulla plates.

Next, we have two sets of copper plate grants belonging to this

dynasty, which were found at a place called Ipur in the Tenali taluk

of the Guntur District, They were edited by Ilultzsch in

XVII. In the first set of these plates, we have the following line :

1 Maharaja Govindavarmaii
;
his son

2 Maharaja Madhavavarman (37th year)
;
his son

3 Mancannabhattaraka.

Hultzsch, on grounds of palaeography, identified

Madhavavarman of the first set of the Ipur [)lates with the king of

the same name in the Ramatirtham and the Chikkulla plates. It ca?i

be easily shown that later writers, who have disai)provcd of this

identification as unwarranted, are themselves wrong. The epithets

applied to the name of tins king, as found in tlie Chikkulla, Rama-

i.ii.o., MAHcii, 35
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tlrtham and the Ipur plates (set I), clearly establish the identity.

Let us here quote the corresponding passages of tlic tliree inscriptions:

u Chikkula plates;

wgaffWifipfL *

q8git4RrtT^gaii^trw[ttT]gtPTgtro%«B{^vri|qg^sTcWg^T(^ : * ]ei5gq?Tg-

graiftreuifaferw^ftfg?!* HjRnren

2 . Rainallrtha'.n plates : «9S5Wl^*lJl35ira5ltRfW?einf!RftlN^?irR5ft3-

«R-

a«iHiqwww*iuraw!

3 . Ipur plates set I ; «^5Hnrt*TO«5r-

f^5t]tiw»t^a;0 t^^tggwNr^qtifiwasnR^^sw: gfe»ifei)?^nTOfT-

When we remember the fact that no other Visnukiiridin king is

as yet known to have performed a single sacrifice of any kind except

the one named Madhavavarman and when we note further the unique

numbers—eUven amamedhas and thousand agtiidomas {/eratus)^

teslified to by all the above three inscriptions, there remains no

doubt as regards the correctness of the identification proposed by

Hultzsch.

The second set of the Ipur plates gives us the following line of

Kings

:

1 Maharaja Madhavavarman (I)
;
his son

2 Madhavavarman (II) (17th ? year).^

As regards Madhavavarman (II), the issuer of th’s set of the

Ipur plates, Hultzsch says : “As the alphabet of this inscription

seems to be of an earlier type than that of the preceding one (scil.

Ipur plates set I), and as grandsons are frequently named after

1 Hultzsch doubtiiigly reads the dat(3 as year 47. We shall discuss the

uoint iu another paper.
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their grandfather, I consider it n'>t impossible that Madhavavarman II

was the grandfather of Govindavarman’s son Madhavavaiman, who

would then have to be designated Madhavavarman III,” A
consideration of the evidence of the two sets of the Ipur plates renders

this theory untenable. It is to be noted that Madhavavarman (I),

the grandfather of the issuer of the Ipur plates set II. is called in that

inscription : [ «! ^

WIRT3IWJ i if this

passage be compared with the corresponding passage, quoted

above from the Ipur plates set I, there can be no doubt

whatsoever about the identity of this Madhavavarman (I) with the

king of the same name of the Ipur plates set I, and also of the

Chikkulla and the Ramatlrtham plates. It is highly improbable

that two kings of the same name and dynasty and of the same period

performed exactly equal numbers— and thousand’^oi great

sacrifices, such as the ahvaniedha and the agtmiovta. We, tiierefore,

think it perfectly justifiable to take the king named Madhava-

varman as one and the same person, who has been credited wdth the

performance of eleven asvamedhas and thousand agnisiomas {Ara/us)

in all the different Vignukuijdin inscriptions.

Moreover, the theory of Hultzsch that Madhavavarman (whom

he is inclined to designate Madhavavarman III), son of Govinda*

varman of the Ipur plates (set I), is the grandson of Madhava-

varman II of the Ipjr plates (set II), has now been disproved by the

discovery of the Polamuru plates, where Madhavavarman, son of

Covindavannan is represented as the grandson of Vikramendra, and

not of a king entitled Madhavavarman.

The P(.-l imuru plates, edited by Subba Rao in the /ourn, Andhra

Hist. Res. Soc,, VI, lyff., give us the following line of kings,

1 Vikramahendra
;

his son

2 Govindavarman
;

his son

3 Mahfuaja Madhavavarman (40th ? year)^

There is only one luimerieol symbol on the plate. In the •hnnit. Andhra

/ft'X. Nor., Vr, it has been deciphered as 18. As far as I know, there was no

iiielliod known in ancient india to express a nuinbor like 18 by a single ninneri-
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That this Madhavav^rman of the Polamurn plates can be no otiter

than the famous performer of eleven alvamtdkas and thousand agni^

Utiias

'

is proved by his significant epithets

It appears, however, that Madhavnv„rman and Govindav.irman

have respectively been called JanaSraya and Vikramasraya in this

inscription, and it may be argued that they are not identical with

the kings of ttie same names of the Ipur plates (set I). But this doubt is

unjustifiable in view of the fact that Madhavavarman of the Polamuru

plates is not only called son of Govindavannan and credited with

the performance of eleven aivamed/iits and Ihoasand agniitotnas, but is

also called and (ftc^TOTW?^-

in the Ipur plates), which epithets we have only in his

own Ipur plates (set I). There can therefore be no doubt that the

Ipur plate- (^et I) an I the Polamuru plates were issued by one and the

same king.

In this connection we nlvist notice the view of some South Indian

scholars who h'lve identified 'M^dhavavarmnn II of the Ipur plates

(set ir, with the king of the same name of the Chikkulla and the

Ramatlrthrim plates, and Vikramahendra of the Palamurii

plates with Vikramendravarman 11 of the Chikkulla plates. We
have noted above that only one king of the Vicnukundin dynasty may

be believed to have performed sacrifices and, though there seems to

be a little exaggeration in the grant of one of his successors, in all

fftl symbol. I have not found a symbol like this elsewhere. Jt appears to sijfiuifv

the figure 40 (or 70?).

3 h: cpiotinR the passago from the Polnmani plates, I have not followod

Mr. Subba Rao s transcript. The word ^ has been read ns .

4 The meaning of this term will be dismssed in another paper,
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the inscriptions of the clyna-ty, that king—Maclhavavarman (I),;

son of Govindavarman and father of Devavarman and Vikramendra'

varman (1)— has been credited with the performance of eleven

at^vameJhas and thousand agmdom&s. As is also noted above, we think

it almost impossible tJiat there can be more than one Madhavavarman,

performer of eleven mvamedhas ami thou‘^and agnintomas, in the same

family and the same period. But if we accept the above identi6cations

proposed by some South Indian ^scholars, we have three Madhava-

varmans— I, II and III—all of whom were performers of. eleven

ai^vivnedhas and thousand agnif^tomas ! Moreover, the identification

of Madhavavarman II of the Ipur plates (set II) with his namesake

of the Chikkulla and the Ramafirtham plates is, in my opinion, next

to impossible. In the Chikkulla and the RamatTrtham plates we

have the significant epithets of the great Madhavavarman, crediting

him with the performance of eleven akvamedhas and thousand agni-

stomas
;
but these epithets are conspicuous by their absence in the

Ipur places (set II) in connection with the name of Madhavavarman If.

The date, which is not fully legible but which appears to me to be 17,

has been read by Hultzsch as the 47th year of the king. Is it possible

that a king who performed, among other sacrifices eleven akvamedkas

and thousand agni^iomas^ did not perform a single of them before

his 47tli (if my reading is correct, 17th) year or forgot to refer to such

glorious performances in his own inscription ^ It is also significant

that Madhavavarman II has no royal title in his own Ipur

plates (set II). Again, the identification appears utterly untenable

when we notice that those significant epithets regarding the perfor-

mance of eleven akvamedhas and thousand agnistomas have been

attached in this inscription to the name of his grandfather Madhava-

varman I. We, therefore, hold that there were only two—and not

three—Madhavavarmans in the Visnukun(}in family and that the

first of them, who was the grandfather of the second, performed a

good many sacrifices including eleven ahvamidhas and tbou.sand

agnistovias.

As regards the second identification, nothing needs be said after

our identification o! Madhavavarman I, the great performer of

sacrifices. But it must be noticed that his name is written in the

inscription as Vikramahendra, which appears to be the engraver’s

mistake for Vikramamahendra. If, of course, we take it as a slip

for Vikramendra, the king should be designated Vikramendra I, there

being two other Vikramendras in the family.
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The following is therefore the genealogical arrangement of the

Vi^nukuQcjin princes according to our theory.

Vikramahendra

Mah3rSja Govindavarman.

Maharaja M3dhavavarman I

(Ipur plates (<et I) year 37 ;
Polainuru plates, year 40 ?)

Devavarman Mancannabhattiraka [Raja] Vikrainendravarman I

I .1 .

Madhavavarman II. [Maharaja] Raj5 indra

(Ipur plates (set II) [bhat^raka] varman

year 17 ?) (Ramatlrtham plates, year 27)

MaharSja Vikramendravarman II.

(ChikkuIIa plate’, year 10)

Dinesh Chandra Sikcar



Some Technical Terms of Sanskrit Grammar

Since the dawn of grammatical studies in India, grammarians

have noticed tlie peculiarities of declension in the strong cases and have

coined special technical terms to denote them. The term used by

Panini is ^nTOT5^wliich lias greatly ])uzzled his commentators. Unable

to find any rational explanation of this term, commentators of Paniiii

have generally contented tliemselves with saying that by the use of this

big technical term, which conveys no meaning of itself, Panini intends

to hold up to ridicule the needlessly long technical terms of his prede-

cessors. We read in the Nyam on /wmAd, I. 1. 42

f? *n«wr I

‘It i» Hie aiici'ent teachers who coined this long technical term with-

out any necessity whatsoever. The use of that term in this work is to

show the defective character of their grammars. And that again for

tlie purpose of sliowing that the author’s own work is not superfluous,

for if the previous works are defective tlien only tlie composition of a

new treatise on the subject is justified, not otherwise.’

Haradatta in his PaJamanjarl on the same suira says practically

the same thing linir this technical term is for the

purpose of rebuking his predecessors.

Bhatfoji saw' the absurdity of this explanation and merely said

‘The use of this big technical term is simply

out of regard for the ancient teachers’. So also the other modern com-

mentators of Panini.

The true explanation is supplied by an anonymous commentator who

is quoted with disapproval by Haradatta. He says: fW •fW

^^ i.e. that in which the entire

word remains (without suffering weakening or reduction in any way)

is know'll as Satmiidinastlulna, Ndman means Prdt'padi/i(i (or the

crude form of a word). Sarva Implies the entirety of parts. The mean-
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ing is : where the ward remains with all its parts intact, the imiylicutioii

being that in the other vibhaktis the word undergoes weakening or

reduction.

This explanation has not generally been accepted by grammarians

of the Paiiini School because in the artificial system of raniiii

the suflixes postulated by older grammariuiis were discarded in favour

of what he considered simpler ones. According to the predecessora of

Punini comparatives are formed with 7i/ans wliich is retained in the

strong cases but suffers reduction in tlie weak cases; similarly perfect

and present participles are formed with vans and ant respectively.

Panini, however, finding that these full forms occur only in five cases

whereae the reduced forms occur in the remaining sixteen cases, iKwtu-

lated the suffixes as lyas, vas, at etc. to secure or brevity and

p: escribed a n as the augment in the strong cases of these stems.

The strictly scientific method has been followed in the Katautra

system which regards the suffixes a^ lyans (m), v(ins{u)y sant(rn) etc.

So the technical term Sarvaiumasthunu is significant in the treatises

of the Katantra School, which, thougli preserving tlie ancient self-

explanatory technical terms in most cases, has by a strange irony of fate

substituted the meaningless syllable ghut (II. 1.3) for Sarcanama-

sthuna in this particular case. This ghut is evidently coined after

the sat of Panini.

That the above explauaton the correc^t one may also

easily be seen by comparing tiie term with aiioiher technical term used

by Panini viz., The word us opposed to

tneans the suffixes in which the root was retained in its entijety.

Ac(!ording to the ancient giainmariaiis the ^ ikuranas formed a part and

parcel of tlie root, so the terminations before which the vikarana was

found w^ere known as terminutions and tliose before which

they were not found were regarded as he. preserving only a

portion of the root.

* In “the Atharva PraUmkhya vfe find the term (f.

iii.5.59) used for the strong cases and this appears to be earlier than

as it merely means ‘a collection of five cases’ and does

not specify the peculiarity of the strong cases, but simply draws atten-

tion to the fact that they stand apart from the other cases.
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The corresponding term used in the Jainendra Vydkaraiia is ^

(1. 1 32) and in the Mugdhahodha fk (Rule 82). Sakatayana uses the

pratydhdra Q2 .

In the Nirukta (II. 1) Yaska uses for the weak cases, but

we do not find therein any word for the strong cases.

In this connexion it will be interesting to note another peculiarity

of the Kdtantra Vydkarana, The Kdtanira generally uses significant

terms for the tenses and moods. The only two exceptions are

and .Thus we find there (.4^7/ 1.24-33)

:

5r^»rrar-5i?, present perfect

5l5Rft—ftfttfef, optative periphrastic future

imperative W5ft:-W5ftf5!?, benediciive

imperfect 5Ri future

WRpft—gf, aorist conditional

In the above list we find 5I5t*ft and TSITI occupying the second

and third places—a fact which the commentators of the Katanfra have

not found it easy (o explain. To us, however, the explanation is per-

fectly sinijde, it being clear that for some reason or other the terms for

these two moods were lost or disliked and since fef occupies the seventh

place in Tanini’s system of «Ws and 5ft? the fifth place,

and were substituted for them ( i- 51?, * 3-

5. 6. 5W 7. fe® etc. according to the order of tlie vowels following

? and leaving ^ out of consideration as confined to the Veda.s).

Ksiiitish Ch.wdha Ciiattehjee

UA&CB, 1933



The Mainamati Oopper-plate

of

Ranavankamalla Harikaladeva (1141 Saka),

This coi)i)er-plat€ was tliscoveml towards the end of the year 1803

wdiile “digji,^ing earth fo-r the repaii^s of the highway through the

Mainamati hills*’, about 5 miles to the west of the town of Coinilla in

the district of Tippera. It was sent to the Asiatic Society of Bengal

by Mr. Elliot, the tlien Judge-Magistrate of Tippera. The plate un-

fortunately lias long disappeared from the (‘olleetion of the Society.

The inscription was deciphered 'by the aid of several Pandits* and

publislied by the celebrated orientalist Mr. H. T. Colebrooke in the

Asiatic ltcsc(trclie,Hf IX (1807), pp. 401-0 with an indifterent engraving,

exhibiting a facsimile of the original, which is the only material now

available for the record; It was reprinted with the engraving in

Colebrooke’s Miscellaneous Essays, vol. II, pp. 241-6. The exact find-

place is not unfortunately, indicated by Colebrooke and cannot be deter-

m»ned now. It appears from BeiinelPs Map (Sheet No. 40, pt. II)

that at that time there were tw'o roads passing through the Hills from

the village 'Uuintulla* (i.e. Amtali near Coinilla), one through the

‘Lolmi* hills to Ilainmoan and the other brandling to the N.W. (i.e.

by the northernmost range called Mainamati) to the village Mirzapur

whence to Burkamta. The mmition of the Mainamati hills instead of

Lalmai makes it almost certain that the plate w^as discovered in the

latter road somewhere near the Mainamati hills.

This is a single plate engraved on cne side only. Colebrooke gives

the following description of it: "The plate measures eleven inches in

height and nine in breadth. , . . The sides have a gentle curvature and

at the top is an abrupt bend allowing room to a figure coarsely

delineated and apparently ijitended to rejiresent a temple** (cf. the

description of the Chittagong plate of Damodara, JASB», 1874, p.

318). The delineation probably constituted the emblem of the Boyal

dynasty. The inscription consists of 24 lines and the characters are

evidently proto-Bengali. The language is Sanskrit and with the ex-

ception of the last three lines where the date of the record is given the

entire inscription is in verse. It contains nine stanzas employing six
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different metres. As regards Orthography the only things noticeable

are the spelling of tlie word Samvat with the in place of 7n and

retention of the final vi before the letter f (11. 4, 7 & 15), before p with

which it is joiined in ‘mandanam = panditaiiain^ (1.2) and before in in

‘anisam = inanase* (l-'^l)- The avagraha i.s used in lines 11, 14 and 23.

Tlie inscription opens, rather abruptly, with a laudatory stanza in

praise of one ‘Hedi-eba*, wdiose son Sri Dhadi-eba is eulogised

abundantly in three elegant verses. The latter W'as a chief minister of a

famoiw king, Ranavahkamalla (v. 5) and held the office of a MahiUvani-

Inmdhika, a title wliicli is not met with elsewliere. Asvaiiibandhika

literally means a groom, while Colebrooke takes it to mean ‘a general

commanding the cavalry*
;
but a Maha^vanibandhika who happens also

to be the ‘chief minister’ (aindfyatihika) probably denotes here a civil

officer in charge of the Royal Horse, for, there is liardly any reference to

military skill in the elaborate panegyrics of this officer. The inscription

records a grant of land measuring 20 Droiuts in a village named Beja-

khanda in favour oi a Buddhist Monastery {Vihdra) built in the city of

Pattikera (v. G). From v. 8 it is clear that the gift of land was made

not by the sovereign monarch nor by a vassal but expressly by the

.Asvanibandhika, to whose mouth is put the usual address to the future

kings. The WTiter of the record, one Medini-eba, makes no secret of the

fact (in V. 9) that the instiription is in the nature of a Pramsti of a

(private) family (of officers) to wdiich probably he himself belonged. The

description and the boundaries of the lauds are not given in the recoi*d

wffiich fortunately, unlike other records of Bengal, is very clearly dated

In the Saka year 1141 and the 17th regnal year of King Harikaladeva,

Phalguna 20. The wordijig of the date clearly shows that the actual

name of the king was Harikala and Rauavankamalla w’as his vinida.

Hr. Keilhorn calculated that this date (corresponding to Feb. 19, 1220

A.D.) coincides with the auspicious titlii purninid and according to him

‘‘there can hardly be a doubt that the donation recorded in tlie copper-

plate w^as made on account of the full-moon.” {huh Ant.y XXII, p.

108).

The inscription thus fortunately preserves the name of a monarch

of the ancient kingdom of Pattikera who came fo the throne in the

year 1203-4 A.D. Colebrooke gave a wTong reading of verse 6 and
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failed to decipher the important reference to the city of Pattikera which

was first correctly given by Mr. N. K. Bhattasali of the Dacca Museum

{Dacca RevieWy 1921-22, p. 142). We have to make a slight improve-

ment in Mr. Bhattasali's reading of the line in question. The metre

requires a long syllable in the 3rd letter ; so the reading cannot either

be ^Durgottaro^ or ^DurgottanV (accompanied by forts), but is clearly

Durgottdrd (excelling a fort). The phrase Dnrfjoiidnl-vihdrl may

better be taken as one word meaning 'a vihdra dedicated to the Goddess

Durgottara i.e. a form of Tara named in the Sddliammdld as

Durgottarini-Tara’. While correctly making out that the inscription

‘appears not to be a grant by the sovereign^, Colebrooke was clearly

wrong in surmising that it was ‘a memorial of the grant recorded by

the possessor, who must have been the heir of the grantee and who

seems to acknowledge in this place (v. 9) the liberality of the grantor^s

successors continuing to him.' {Mi^relL EssaySy lly p. 24G note).

The city of Pattikera remains yet to be identified. If the find-

spot of the plate is any clue to its situation, the Mainamati hillock

presumably formed a part of this ancient city and the ruins of a

temple on the top of this hillock to the west of the Mahara ja's Bungalow

may even point to the small monastery mentioned in the plate. The

city gave the name to an important pargand in the district of Tippera

still known as Patikara or Paitkarii which extends to the same hills,

though the hills themselves now fall under a separate pargand named

Meherkula. In older documents of the 18th century the name of the

pargand occurs regularly as either Tatikera' or ‘Paitkera’ leaving no

room for any doubt about the ident-fication. The village Bejakhanda

cannot be definitely identified now. The late Mr. Kailas Chandra

Sinl)a (in the Rajamdld, pp. 517-18) wrongly read the name as

‘Ijakhanda' and suggested its identification with a village ‘Maijkhad*

in pargand Mahicliail, a few miles to the west of the lailmai hills.

There is a village Bejabadi near the foot the hills on the west of which

may be the village referred to in the plate.

The extraordinary nature of the three names of the grantor

‘Dhadi-eba', his father ‘Hedi-eba' and the writer ‘Medini-eba’, all

apparently belonging to the same family, deserves more than a passing

notice. Though the names have, no doubt, been more or less Sanskritis-
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ed in the hands of the writer of the fairly j»‘ood Sanskrit verses, they

(dearly preserve their foreign origin in the I’niqna appellative ^eva^ or

‘ebn*, found in all the three names, which is cntindy unknown in any

Indian dialerrt as far as we know. Colebrooke also noti(?ed that con-

trary to the rules of the language ‘the pnrti{de era is subjoined without

changing the preceding vower. Fortunately he did not disturb the

text witli projjosed emendations and in none of the three names there

is any room for any doubt on (he reading. AVe are, ilierefon', tempted

to hazard (lie conjecture that here we have evidence of a respectable

family of Burmese origin whicli settled and survived in tlie Bltli cen-

tury A.D. in the district of Tippera. For ‘bn’ and ‘i/c-/;o’ (modified to

‘e-va^) seem to be tlie characteristic of Burmese names even now. The

inscription may tluis be regarded as corro))orating in a i)eculiar manner

the intercourse between the kingdom of Pattikeru and Burma as recorded

in the Burmese chronicles. The identification of the ‘Pateikkara* of

Burmese (dironicles witli Paiikara of the Tippera district though put

forth in the local history of Tippera (Rdjamdld, pp. 4-6) more than 35

years ago, attracted the serious attention of Burmese scholars only

recently {Report
,
Arch. Sur. of Burmat 1923, p. 32). This identification

is sufficiently corroborated by the position of the kingdom as given in

the Burmese accounts. The vast kingdom of King Anoratha (1044-77

A.D.) of Pagan who ‘made a progress through the western portion of

his dominions as far as Bengal’ (Phayre: Hist, of Burma

^

p. 37), was

bounded on the west by the ‘foreign’ kingdom of Pateikkara {Report

^

1923, p. 31). The celebrated love romance of the Prince of Pateikkara

with the only daughter of king Kveanzittha (1084-1112 A.D.), which

forms the subject of one or two poems and is acted on the stage up to

now, rests, according to the best authority, ‘upon a solid foundation

of fact’ {IhiiL, p. 32). Pateikkara is mentioned in a Burmese inscrip-

tion of 1184 A.D. (Gerriiii, p. 740). The healthy intercourse between

the tw'O kingdoms was kept up by the next king Alaungsitthu (1112-87

A.D.) who undoubtedly bad as one of bis queens a ‘Pateikkara’ Princess

(Report, 1922, p. 61 : cf . Pbayre, p. 40). King Narathu (1187-91 A.D.)

who killed this foreign Princess with hi.s own hand, was in his turn

murdered by desperados sent by the King of Pateikkara for revenge.

The event took place, according to the latest chronology, in 1189 or 1191
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A.D. not more than 15 years before Harikaladeva came to the throne.

King Ilarikala was thus not unlikely the immediate successor of the

King of Pattikera who was responsible for the death of Narathu. In

this connection we should like to mention the fact that in the whole

district of Tippera there are at present about two thousand Buddhists

living all in a group of villages near Jjaksam about 15 miles from

Mainamati. Can the presence of this entirely non-Brahiiianic (‘eligiou

in Tippera be taken as a faint trace of the Burmese intercourse in tlie

13th century?

In verse 3 the grantor is described as being proficient in the rites

of tlie famous Sahaja cult of later Buddhism and according to oui

interpretation the verse also preserves the name of his religious teacher

Aviraha who must have flourislied in Pattikera.

THE TEXT

1 Om' Tacminn iiccair-amalina-kiile visva.vikbyata-klrti(r)

vid) a dharah parama-sukr

2 tl man^anam=5panditanam (i*) khyatah srlman-ajani sa

mahan HEDI-EBA-bhidhano yas) a

3 svacche vyacaiad*anisam = manase dharmma-hamsa^l |i (i*)

Tasmad-abhud amalakhti kala-vitinah !l

4 §r1man amatya-lilako manujamalenduh ()•) drstva sa§i

tamiti ^yam =tru4i-vrddln-§athya-

5 llajja ruja® §vayathuman-iva saoiviblnati
11 (2*) Avirahat

sa mahaSvanibandliikah paraina*

6 tatt(v)a-maliatt(v;ain-adhifthitah (.*) rucira-rltisii nitisu

gispatih SAHAJA dharinirasu karmmasii

7 §obhale ll (3*^ Dana-dhyana-mahodadhih pravicalaccittaika-

karagrham - taplasvada*tr^a-

8 mayah kati dayadhaiah parapraninani (,) Dlmrmmasyatula-

keli-sadma sukrti gnptaika yo-

1 Expressed by a symbol : C. reaus Sri,

2 C. reads Yas^tru. Read Samiti for tamiti which is meaningless.

3 C. reads Vw/f.
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9

glfivarah soyarn §rl DHADI-EBA eka udabhud-anandacandro

bhuvi I (4*) Yasyaivfifivanibandhi-

10 koyam-abhavat k§onIndra-cu<Jamanes = tasya SrI-RANAVAJSI-

K^MALLA-nrpater-lllapi loko

11 -ttara (i*) akramadbhli-itastatas-trijagatlrp yaMad-yai§obhih

sitaih prasade' pi ni-

12 je sahasranayano jatavanlnamitah^ I) (5*} Durgottara-

vibari rucira-vira-

J3 cita rATT^KERA-nagaryani® yeya(in) dliarmmasya kamam

mukiita-viracana-prakri)evati-

14 bbaii (1*) grame’ syai VEJAKHANDE nija-3arala-hrda

vinisat i clrona-bh um ir-daltacand ra-

15 rkam-astam-ativimalaya^ah sa«;ya samyak-kr^iSca 11 (6*)

Yuklain = tad-®as) a klrte(r)*

16 yat saivvatra bhavati bhrsnnah (••) datta dak^ina-cittena

catuhsimeti bhuh svayam II (/•) Hain

17 ho bodhala bhavi-bhumipatayo yat tamra-patrankuram

yu^man-advanibandhi*

18 koyain-adhuna krtvanjalirn yacate ( t) palya bhflmiMyam

na va katipaya dione-

19 na rajya sthitih dhig-dainyain vidliaveva sa vasiimali

yasya laghlyan patih R (8*)

20 Sahaja-giina-mabimna yadyaplyain svabhavad-ativilasati

gupta vamSajanam

21 prasaslih () viniala-kula-giinoghai(r)-gadham*akr9yamanah

prakatayati-taddtthaip

22 MEDINI-EBA e§ah R (9*) »§akanrpaler atita abdah ‘1141*

RANAVASKA.

23 M ALL A-I§RI-HAR IKALA-DEVA-PADANA(M)
saplada^a-samvatsarc* bhilikhya-

24 mane yatrankenSpi sam*vvat 17 surya-galya Phalguna-dinc 26^

4 Head Jdfq 'vant, C. roads jufilniilhulyitah wliioh makes no sense.

6 C. reads pattikevCinagayyam (P).

6 0. reads Ytikfas^itad*'

7 C. reads Tuht^dine 29 and translates *‘29th of the Sun’s being in tlio

kaliuice” (p. 406). Kielhorn lias given the correct reading XXIV,

No. 227).
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TRANSLATION

1 In that high, unsullied family, was born the glorious, great

and celebrated (person) named HEDI-EBA, of a world-wide renown,

the repository of all learning, highly virtuous and an ornament of

the learned—in whose pure mind played Dharina (piety) like a swan

in the clear Mdnasa lake.

2 From him was born the prince of ministers, a sx>otless moon

among men with the collection of her digits formed by his unsullit'd

fame; seeing whom in a contest (for beauty) the Moon in guile of

waning and w’axing appears dropsical as it were from the malady of

shame.

3 That superior officer of the Royal Groom, initiated into the

greatness of the Supreme Truth through (the teacher)* AVIRAIIA,

and a veritable Brhasi)ati in the charming courses of Polity, shines

in the good practices of the Sc^haja cult.®

4 An ocean of charities and meditation, a prison-house unto

the way-ward, an embodiment of relish and desire to the afflicted^®

and how very full of kindness towards other creatures, an unequalled

pleasure-house of Piety, virtuous, one great ascetic in the Gupta

family— such was Sri Dhadi-eba, who rose up as the one gladdening

Moon on the earth.

5 The sportive acts of that crest-jewel of kings, the glorious

RanavankamaUa}^ (a Hero in bends of battle), whereof he was tlie

Groom of the Royal Horse, were also extra-ordinary, as by reason of

liis white renown attacking the thr«»e worlds here, there and every

8 Avirahiit meaning without desertion i.e. constantly is a bad word: it

is better taken as a proper name here.

9 Saliaja-dharmnia-siikarminasu is a single word, or Sahaja-dharmmasu is

a separate Vahuvrihi compound:—sahajo dlmrmma ei^ii iti.

10 Colebrooko translates this obscure portion as follows *yet thirsting to

taste by practise of austerity that which alone coniines the fleeting thoughts etc.*

11 In the W'oiteibvfh llanavankainalla is taken as an incorrect form of

ranarahgamalla : ranavaiika occurring in two different places in this plate yields

a good sense ^bends or croaked turns of battle.’
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where, the thousand-eyed God (Indra) even in hie own palace came to

be brought down to the Earth.

G Lands measuring 20 dTomu were given with liis own sincere

Jieart in tlie village Bejakhanda, belonging to the small monastery

(viltnri) dedicated to the goddess Durgottara and built handsomely in

tlie City of rait^kera, which monastery looks very mucli like the a(;t

of setting up a crest for Dharma. Tiet this very pure act of fame sub-

sist as long as the sun and tlie moon along with an agriculti:re rich

with harvest.

7 It is only just that his fame travels everywhere. For, this

laud with 4 boundaries was given by himself with a sincere heart.

iS Know, Oil
!
ye future princes, what (written) in this copper-

plate. This Royal Groom, now begs of you witJi folded hands : This

land-grant sliould be respected (by you). Nor does a kingdom rest on

a few dranas ^of land). Fie on such meanness. That ccmntry is like a

widow’, w'hereof the lord is mean.

1) Though this panygeric of the descendants of the Gwpfdy^ family

shines forth through the greatness of their natural virtues yet does this

Medini-eba, attracted greatly by the multitude of the virtues of this

pure race, depicts it thus.

Tlie expired years of J^aka King 1141, in the 17th (regnal) year of

His Excellency Sri lla.rfkaladeva, Eanavahkamalla : wTitten also in

figures Sainvat 17, 2GtJi day oi Phalguiia i>y the suiPs motion.

DI^’E.SH ChANDH.I Bn.ATTAi n.ARYYA

12 Jii this verfJi* tho word niwiwlii* stands without specification. Ga/du,

therefore, better refers to the actual name of the family and accordingl.v in

Verse 1 also we should read the same word dupfCt making perhaps a I?etter sense,

37MARCH, 1933



The Samkarsa Kanda—A genuine Supplement to the

Purva-mlmainsa Sastra

I

Tile Sinnkafsa Kaiuht^ or tlie Sainhav.sana KantIa (^lieiicelurl li

abbreviated ats SL) ass il is (jllierwitse known, is iraditionall}- lecogniseil

as a Supplement to the Purva-muminiid fiadra, it lias all along

remained a sealed book to modern sclidars. Mr. M. L. Sandal, in the

Introduction to his English translation of the Pdrca-mimdmsd SiUraa

(S. B. H. Series, Vol. I, pp. x-xii), says tliat SL is a spurious worK.

He observes:

(In the iSVi.), there are no adhikaranas and the Sutras are meagre; it is

an apocryphal portion of the ^llmainsu, most probably palmed otf by Khandn-

deva as genuine It has a coninienta ry called lihOftamndnlO, hy

Bhaskara, son of Gainbhira. (i).

All the writers of the Miiniiipsa have character i>.ed Jaimiiii’s Mimainsa as

containing twelve chapters, (ii).

Strange to say that the Sh'. is not mentioned by Alberuni and Abul Fazul.

The latter has given the contents of the luelve chapters of .Juiniiiii‘s MimaJ}l^:a.

For these reasons, I am of opinion that the Sk. is a spurious work. (iii).

The tSK\ never found popularity amongst the stiidt-nts of Mimaj^isa; and was,

therefore, very properly consigned to oblivion. We do not find it mentioned in

any ancient works prior to Ramanuja in his Hiahiiainvfiti-hhviiiju. or Madhu-

sudana Sarasvati in his l*rasH\dnahhedo. (iv).t

The style of the so-ctilJed Sutras dtKS not resonhle timt of Jaiiniui; it is

so very curt and mutilated that one cannot make out anything without iiic

help of Bhaskara’s BhCiHavandrikCi. There are no adhikarunas wliicli are tlic

peculiar characteristics of Jaiinini's Mimaipsa. (v).

The last sutra in the fourth pada of the fourth chapter, which is the

Ifith chui^ter in the work, ends w ith tlie word (phrase) •

w'hich has been repeated (twice) and imitated from the final endings in the

t^dmklujapravacana or the ^'c^^dnt^t^5utroH. (vi).

It is a valuable work in Mimamsa literature and is more in tlie nature

of the Kalpa Siitrux. It does not criticize any general principle as is done

t Evidently, .Wr. Sandal is tp 'sinformed. See the citation from the

Samkavia Kdiulta by Samkara on Vcddiiia Siifnis. Ill, 3, 13: —

‘»n«i! wr ^*rh!W13! Jift u
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Dy Jaiinitii in Jii» Miinaipsu. 'J’lie well-known twelve principles have beon

discussed in the twelve chapters by Jaimiiii; but, in tlie (present) w'ork under

description, there is a simple description of the post-sacrihcial (H) minor

ceremonies which really form the subject of the 6rauta port of the Kolpa Sutra,

In this . view, which 1 take of the Si ., it cannot he considered a supplement

of Jaimini’s Mimaipsa. (vii).

Mr. Saiulal’s observations contain, no doubt, certain truths, which,

if scrutinised, would reveal that some of them are misleading.

The term Sk. is generally understood to stand for a clear and

com]>rel\ensive exposition of Vedic propositions wliirdi are found

scattered in the various recensions of the Vedas' or tliose supposed to

liave been lost. Naturally, then, it lias no mmgatr wliich relates

together the adhyfiyas, puda^s and adhikaranas. It is because of this

characteristic that the Sk, has come to he vegavtled as a supplement

to the Di'd(1asii1ak^i(nu compleTing the twelve cliapters of the latter

by considering the topics left uiidiscussed therein. It is also

celhnii'ons in that it is based on both itpadem and atideh as are the

fimfia and the pKimuqo of the llth and 12th fdiapters. For this

reason, we cannot have strict samqatl among topics in this kivnda.

This feature is therefore no argument against its authentic'it}'. There

can be traced, however, some relation (sahgati) between the various parts

in this Kanda such as aksep/i, apavada or prasanqa. According to the

printed commentary of Bhaskararaya, most of the padas of these four

chapters are known by different names indicative of the particular

2 llbaskararjlva begins lii« commentary, lilifttfacotuiiilii, thus: ^

«wtf i

U Appayya Diksita, in his Kalina faru Pur'imalu (Nirr.aya Bagar

ISdn., p. 50) observes:

•IWI, in?r5rfnirl^'f finwft »rf •— ll
EJsewhere

in the same work, he cliaratterises the Sk, tbna;

(op. oit., p. 888).
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themes discussed in them—as ran he readily i»een from the following

tabulation:—

AdhySya Pdda
j

Subject

xiii 4

xiv

>»
'

X

2

3

4 .

,

9W[TiWT^:

5W „

. f,

• XV • 1

1

! .. 2 ff

3
i

» 4

XV i I

>>
1

2

1 .3

II

If this feature of the work had been properly understood, Mr.

Sandal would not have remarked that in the Sk. there a’^e no adhikaraiias

and that the Sutras are meagre etc, Mr. Sandal complains that the

Sutras are “meagre.’’ He is evidently under the impreasion that the

Sutraa printed in bold type in the edition of the Bhuttacandriha

represent the complete Sutras constituting both the purcafahsa and

the siddhanta views in any given adhilmrana. But, the pity of it is

that these are not at all complete Sutras but only the first words of the

first Sutras generally in those adhikaranas. For example,'' in the

printed text, we get the Siitra of the first adhikarana- but,

the fill! Sutra rune thus— which finally decides

that the proposition enjoins a new sacrifice

to be performed after the Soma Yaga.

Again, Mr. Sandal’s statement that “it (the Samkarsakanda) is an

3 For other instances see the Appendix at the end of this paper.
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apocryphal portion of the Mnniimsu, mo4 probably palmed off by

Jvhandadeva*' is clearly wrong. The Sarnhanakanda

,

as a prakirnaka

of the Mimaiusa S^tra, was composed by Jaimini,* the author of the

Dvdd^JalakmriL It is referred to by Badarayana, the author of the

Vediinta Sutras and has been commented upon by several great writers

of the Mfmamsa Sastra. According to Samkara, Ramanuja and other

Bhasyakaras, Badarayana has cited in his Sutra— ci^ {in

,

8, 43), the approval of tlie Siddhunta-view of tne adhikarana xiv, 2,

15 of the Sk,^

On the authority of the Prapancahvdayai^ it appears that the

famous Vrttikara Bodhayana wrote a Vrtti on the Sk\ This Vrtitikara

is identified ' with tJpavarsa.^ Tradition hoids that Sabaras»valniin’s

4 Vide the remarks of \ppayya Diksita quoted already under f.n. ante.

Ct. also.

BMWym I’rapafleahrdaya, Trivandrum Sanskrit Series., p.

R Saipkara explains ledflnta SHtra, iii, 3, 43, as folWs:

I a5>w‘ V ffa i hrij,

Hamanuja in his Sriblidsya explains : x x

X X X ?i5<R «i«nt—

{^rikantha has the following explanation:

Pirnunwiwr F^rra

snsiT

ffm, ii

“ My revered Professor Mm. Vidyavacaspati Prof. S. Kuppusvaini Sastrigal

his artical—^BodhOyana and JhamitJ-dcdrya : Two Old \ eddnfinn

Pf'nupposed by UCmdnuja^ (III Oriental Conference, Madra^') has

to establish the Bodhayana-Upavarsa identity. If this identity

is acceptable, the Vrtti known as Krfafrofi, according to literary

sources, belong to Fpavar^. Hence, the passage from the IWapaficahfdaya
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bhasya covers also the .S7. lihavauasa, one of the famous' Vrttskaras

has written a bKasya or vrtti on the Mimainsd Sulras, wliich is now

unforfunately lost to us
;
and this also covers all the IG chapters.®

Devasvamin, probably tl)e famous author Of tlie bhasya on the

JsvaldyavaJntittasilfra, has commented on the IG chapters of the

Purimnmdipsdsutras, His bhaeya is described in the Prapancahnlaya

as a beautiful summary of the bhasya of Upavarsa,^® and is the only

ancient commentary on iliis Kanda, now available in manuscript.

Rajacudamani Diksita, a reputed author in the PCtnumimCmm

and other brandies of knowledge, has also written a commentary, known

as Sarnharm-nydyamuhtdrali.^^ Lastly, Bhaskararaya has written his

Dhdttacmulnkd on tlie model of Khandadeva’s Bhattadlpild on the

])rd(h4alal‘sanh All these (categorically accept the Sk. as genuine.

Jfow it is to be examined whether Khandadeva lias commented on

Ihe tf we take the opening verse in the Bhdtpwandnkd of the .

cited above, is to be interpreted in the sense that Bodhayaaa who is none other

than Upavarsa wrote a summary of his own Vrtti and called it Krtakoti.

8 Contrary to this traditional view, the rntixinruhidinja holds that

gabarasvamin has not commented on the l^ninkovsa Kdiitja and one Sfimkorsti or

Snmknrsunu has written a bhasya on it

—

m-. ) i

VmxKtHvahrdmja^ p. 39,

9 1’he Piopfincnhnlaya remarks on p. 39,

( )
Vevasvdmhi also in his bhasya on XV. IJ, 1, says,

/'TOiwflewftrrfaya, p. 39.

It is Devasvamin's bhasya and not gabarasvftmin’s, which is constantly

referred to by Bhaskararaya in bis Bfiaftacfinfhikd; and references to an iicarya

and vrttilrt found in Devasvamin’.s bhasya and the BhU^acandrikd^ might be

in all probabilities to the famous Vrffihdra Upavarsa, w'ho has commented on

this Kanda.

11 This work is noticed hy Dr. Hultzsch in his Beports of South Indio

n

Mss., vd. ir, No, 1489.
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US authentic, then it is clear that Kha^dadeva haa written a commentary

on this Kuni^, a summary of \rhich has been afterwards written by

Bhaskararaya. But the concluding verses in the BhdtUicandrika—

(3n)gp?[^^ I

j*ive US a difterenl idea, viz. Khandadeva has not commented upon

tJie Sk, We have got no tangible evidence as yet to prove

Kliandadeva’s authorship of any works on this Kanda.

Mr. Sandal observes that “Bhaskara has dedicated his work in tlie

name of Ins masters and called it BhattaCandrika after the Bhattadipiku

of Jiis i)ieceptor^\ That Bhaskara was the disciple of Khandadeva

cannot l)e accepted. Evidences are available to prove that Khandadeva,

the Miiiianisu teacher of Peruhhatta,** flourished in the beginning of

the ITtli century, Avhile Bliaskararaya, son of Oambhiraraya Biksita

lived at a later age. If he were one of the d’sciples of Khandadeva, he

would have, certainly referred to his *gHnC in terms like ^pujga-pada^

us J^aiiibhubliatta has done, hroiii Bhaskaia’s concluding verses already

cited, we are able to gather that he was a great admirer of Khandadeva

and his works and as such, wrote his CundrikCi a commentary on the

Bhattadlpikd and a commentary on the Savikarsn sutras,

V2 Khandadeva was the Miinainsa teacher of Perubhatta, the lather of

•iagannathai Pa^dita, and not of Jagannatha Pandit®, as Mr. Sandal has observed

111 his Introduction, p. xi. The second and third verses in the beginning oi

the ItiiitrKjafmadhara clearly prove tliis view. The yarrahda in the second

verse— . ... III along with ^tacchahda' in the third verse

—

^ Perubhatta, the husband of I^aksml,

as Nagesa’s Coniine.ntary notes, is undoubtedly the father of Jagannatha Pa^d^ta,

the author of the liasagangddhnru^ the Five I^aharis, the MdtninivMsa and

other miuQr works.

13 It is possible that Dhiii^kttraraya, the author of the SanikurmbhCitt^a andtil a

is identical with the author of the Candrikfi or Candivdaya, a commentary on
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Mr. Sandal’s arguments (2), (3), (4), and (5) do not contain suffi-

cient evidences to prove tliat the Samkaisa Kcinda is a spurious work.

We have already cited six authors of tlie Purvaviividmsd Sfistni ot‘

whom at least five have uiuloiubtedly coiiuneiited upon this Kaiida—

a

fact wihch would well prove its genuineness as a supplement to the

Dvadasalaksanl. In the light of these, we cannot accept Mr. Sandal’s

conclusion which is based on the sole reason that Alberuni, Abul Fazal

and M^lhava, the author of the Sarva-darsana^saTugraJm have not

referred to it.

Mr. Sandal’s sixth argument is that ‘Hhe style of the Samkatjia

KCmda is so curt and mutilated that without the help of the Commentary

one cannot understand it’ etc. All sutras., as a rule, are curt and

are not intelligible without a commentary . As for his O})inion that

they are mutilated

^

we are afraid that he is not in full possession of the

sutras. We have given in the Appendix some full sutras which were

collected and reconstructed from references.

Mr. Sandal’s seventii argument supports our view. The repetition

of the phrase at the end of the Sarnkarsa Kdijda

clearly shows that the Samkarm (doses the Purca-minuVm.Hd

Sdstra; for, we do not find any such repetition in the last

sutra of the twelfth chapter. In this respect, Jaimini might

have followed some of his predecessors in tlie field of Mimamsa or some

Kalpasutrakaras. Mr. Sandal’s observation that Maimini has either

followet.! the Samldij/a-pNiraiViiu-snini or tlie Vedantaaiitra^ is

baseless.

(1) TJiere is a theory prevalent among scholars tliat the.available

Sdrnkhyu-2:ff‘tivacana-sutras are not the ^-enuine sutras of Rapila and

they are tlie productions of Vijnauabhiksii who flourished during the

14th century. Jaimini could not have any access to these sutras.

the Bhdtfodlpikd. It may also be said here that Ihe same Bhaskararaya has

composed a minor work on Mimamsa~ilfa^t'arthrt/aA'^a-nai?icam and the

Vautikakosa in verse, both now preserved in the Tanjore Maharaja Serfoji

Sarasvati Mahal Library.

14 Compare ;
—
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(2) In tlie Vedatvtasutra tliere is the repetition of the word at

the end of each pada and adhydya and the whole sutra is repeated at

the end of the SiUitra. Such a practice is not followed.*®

The Sumharsa Kdnda is a yaluable work in the Mimaiusu

literature and is more in the nature of the Ealpasutras. Unlike the

Dmdaialakmnl^ the Samkarsa Kdnda has not got any separate prin-

ciple to enunciate and, therefore, is a miscellaneous supplement. It

attempts at a further apidication of the princijdes already enunciated

in the twelve chapters, to other examples in the Vedas, which may

not be otlierwise easily intelligible. Kven within many adhydyas one

and the same principle is enunciated and discussed with reference to

different illustrations with a view: to widening the application of the

rule of interpretation in question to the vast field of the Vedas and

other texts of unquestionable authority on the eternal dharma. In this

sense it is a Kalpasulra but there is this main difference that the

Munainsa enquires whether this particular thing is to be accepted in

this particular w^ay, while all Ealpasutras are generally mere com-

peiidiums of ritualistic informations found scattered in the various

branches or recensions of tlie Vedas, all of which the Vedic students are

not alloM'ed or have no time to study.

Ill

A])pendix

The Sk. consists of four udhyayas, each adhyaya being subdivided

into four padas, and each pada again subdivided into a number of

Adhikarauas or Nyuyas as follows:—
Adliya)'a f Padas

1

Total

I 2 1
^ 3 4

XllI

1

IS iS 27 -"4

XIV 41 l8 15 30 K 4
XV

1

25 36 20 >4 95
XVI I 13 19 22 10 64

Adhikaranas 347

1*5 According to Dcvasvainiirs bhasya on the there is repetition of

‘I 'void or of II phrase at the end of tho second chapter (XlVth chapter)

of the f^'amkar^a. If this is reliable, this practice of the Sutrakara does not

help ns to definitely say whom he has followed.

MAECH, 1933 38
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The following full Sutras co-nstitutiiig various Adhikaraiias in the

Sk. are collected and reconstructed from Appayya Diksita’s Vedanta-

Jcalpatani-parimala and Vasudeva Diksita’s Adhxarmlmdmsdhduliala-

Vfiti.

(1) Adhyaya XIII. 1.1 (V.K.r., N.S. Kd.

p. 838).

(2) .
Adhyaya XIII. 3.2 ( = ) f

qijfTWPi )»

(v *4^wr<ii3[

( WB«T ),

(iiJ/A', Vrlti, Vaiiivilas Edii., Sri HaJigam Madras, p. y9S].

(3) Adh. XIII. 3 (i)

(2) srrqsft^ ag[ ),

I4il/A’, Vrtti, p. 398].

(4) XIV. 2.2 (i) 51 ).

(2) fira§ ^
(3) IRrera: JWl^

( !TO?nwiT ),

(4) a^«5i3jjj54iT

\AMK, Vrtti, p. IGOj.

(5) XIV. 2.14 li) ^ 4iJ!JTs^^

( W! ),

(2)

[VAT, p. 838).

(6) XIV. 2.15 (i) Nt vmv^ ),

(2) 5n5iT^^^4jijfjn*n5,(«n5iTHTCTian‘nn5 5n5iTW

(3)

IVKP, pp. 838-9).
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(7) Xiy. 4.1(i) ^ret«ft»i«T^hWf%ir?RirT5ft:«WT5^

{AMKf Vrtii, p, 390).

(8) XIV. 4.2 (i) n«iT

ngpwtnn

[AMK, Vrtti, p. 288],

(9) XIV. 4.3 (i) ^sTOt «j(»!inT«tn5«ftft«sn; vm
wn'CTiw^, ( ),

(2) ^ RftraRnq. RftwnR fwn

( ) I

[AMKy Vrfii, p. 288J.

(10) XIV. 4.27 (i) «c«wi3^c«Rnt(Rimn»W*iawfsnwf^

(2) w RRraiRt RT ( ) I

[iii//i:, Vrtii, p. 150).

(11) XIV. 4.28 (i)

[AMK, Yrtti, p. 150).

(12) XVI. 2.1 (i) ( ) |?mNR: ( ),

(2) ^arows^; ( ) 1

[AMK, Vriti, p. 269).

(13) XVI. 4.10(1)

(a) f5w^ <IT SB'Wiywm.W RWRWlWlW WRWhWs

[4¥A’, IVfj, p. 838).

V. A. Bamasvami Sastri



The PuBti-marga of Vallabhiacarya

The Punji-miirga or the doctrine of grace aa taught by

Vallabhacarya (1479-1531 A.D.) is one of those branches of knowledge

that are undeservedly ignored by the world of sdiolnrs. Some writers'

have also done injustice to Vallabha by explaining the w'ord Pviiti as

eating, drinking and enjoying.

Vallabha \s predecessors such as {5uhkara» Blulskara etc. linve

accepted tliree authorities, generally known ns three PraathmWR, viz.,

the Vedajt including the Upanisads, the GJtd and the BraJi mnfultmfi,

but Vallabha adds the Bhagavata Puravo as the fourth authority, and

remarks that in ca,se of doubts in any of these four authorities one

should try to remove them in the light of the succeeding authority.'*

The Bhdgavata thus stands on the same level as that of the

Vedas; nay, it is the very ripe fruit of the Kalpa-tree in the fonn of

the Vedas,

^

The reason why Vallabha attaches so much importance

to the Bhdgavata is, to my mind, the fact that the episode of Krsna

and the Gopis is very elaborately treated in it; and it is on the

strength of this episode that, he tries to preach the doctrine of Pusti,

Like his predecessors, Vallabha expresses his own opinion on

larma, jhdna and bhalti, which have been regarded as ihe three

well-known paths to liberation and wdiitdi were practised only by the

cultured. He discusises their significance and relative importance.

He calls this bhakti as sastric or inaryada bhakti, to be practised

according to the letter of the scriptures and as such not useful for

1 See the article **Vallabhacarya’' in E. It. E.; **Doctrine of Maya’’ in Prof.

Jwalaprasad’s Introduction to Indian PhUoBophy. The remarkable exception is

that of Sir R. G. Bhandarkar's Vaisrinvum, etc.

2 ^ 1v I

qfNyffiwHi I

Valtabha’s Benares Edition, p. la.

3 sfmtWI, I. 3.
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females and members of the so-called lower classes. He is confronted

with tlie most important question of his times, and also of our times,

whether the time-honoured paths of harma^ jilma and hhakti can

satisfy the spiritual demand, not of males of the first three classes only

but of humanity in fi:eneral, without any distinction of caste, creed

and nationality. Vallabha remarks that the case of the females and

Sudras did not receive proper attention at the hands of his prede-

cessors. He finds tliat the iron apfe is so unfavourable to the three

paths that tliey cannot be practised rigidly* and thus, although they

were most effective in times gone by, they become out of date. In one

of his works,® Vallabba gives a graphic description of his own times

—

a description which is true even to-day. The atmosphere of the country

is thus not at all congenial and does not leave any scope for karma,

jnCinn and hhakti. At the same time, at all times and in all countries

there are souls in all classes that are anxious to be free from the

bondage of the world. The prophet of the age is^ therefore, required

to solve the problem in a satisfactory manner, and wonderfully,

Vallabha does not fail to rise to the oc^casion. He cuts the Gordian

knot by introducing the Pusti^^mdrga oi the doctrine, of grace.

With Vallabha, the three terms, Brahman, Paramdtman and

4 ff ^ I

17 *

»

H

n

••• u
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Bhmgavatf are synonymous and refer to Ersna, the hij^hesi entity.*

These irha are not in a position to follow any of the three paths are

asiGed to dedicate eiverything to Ersna and to live on His mercy alone

until tlwy enjoy the highest bliss. The conception of Pusti is mainly

based on the well-known verse of the Mundakoganirnd^ that the reali-

sation of Ood is possible only through His grace.* This idea further

appears in many places in the Gltd and is nicely illustrated by the

episode of Ersna and the Gopis in the Bhdgavafa, The word Pni^ti is

explained in the Bhdgavata as the grace of God.® Vallabha himself has

explained the word in very clear terms. In one place^* he says that

in the maryiuld mdrga^ God allots fruits according to the actions of

men, while in iBie Pusti-mdrgay He does not lake into account the

doings of human beings but sliows favour to tliem in tlie allotment of

6 «irSnf' wnrat) wrr I

mTfe «««& (I

p. 1

1

Ibid.

iit Q fi«^ fv m I

I.

9WV. III. a. 3 i also VS, L a. aa.

8 The idea ot grace appears in V8, L a. ao.

Cf. 't'wa, III. 80 ; mranwi, viii. 3.

9

10 VI^ iWTfAv

lfii irtvwrw ^ vvnti

vtmvvTirfflimiRii

WfVIuf on V. H;, II. 3. 4a.
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fruits* lu anoilier place” he distinctly says thatl in the vmrydddr

vidrga, the liberation is possible through jnCtna and bhakti, as laid

down in the scriptures, which the aspirant has to try his best to acquire,

while in the pujiumurga, nothing except the grace of God is required.

The pmtirmdrga is thus meant for those who are utterly helpless and

who are still desirous of getting salvation. When nothing requires to

be done in the pmti-mdrga, except to throw o>ueself at the feet of Ood

with complete faith in Him, it becomes qiiife obvious that the doors of

the Pusti-indrga are open to one and all. No distinction of caste and

nationality can be admitted in this school of thought, and this is clearly

borne out by the fact that the Gopis, who were uncultured

females born of a low family, surrendered themselves to Ersna in tote

and enjoj^ed the unique bliss only by force of Ersna’s gi’ace.

Illustrations of this type are also found among the well-known eighty-

four disciples of Vallabha. Some of them were, no doubt, females

and members of the low class.

It may be aigued that the margdJd-mdrga should be i-eserved for

1

1

WTOT i Wiptiwit •

fqqrwi sfepqfi i wjt ^

Wpn^on IT. g, III 3. 20.

a * ^ ^ ^ ^ , — r - ^ N
• i.i) TO TOi^nrTOT-

on U. ^.,111. 4. 46.

(2) WTVFt fiWT f sfc \

qnpn^ on m. iv. 1. 13.

ilCTnfanty 1

IffpITO on H. IV. a. 7.

(4) I

mproi on H. w., IV. 4 9,

(5)

18.
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the males of the first three classes and the pustuvmrga for females and

lower classes, and thus there will not be encroachment on the field of

mutyadA-inarga, But in reply to this it can be said that the present

times are not at all favourable to the paths to be followed by the mem-

bers of the three higher classes and they, being completely helpless,

have to follow the other viarga viz. PnatJ, moreover, when females and

Sudras can achieve their goal by following the pusti-marga, it is

thousand times easier for tlie Brahmins and others to realize God.“ It

is therefore evidently in the interest of Jnimanity to accept the doctrine

of imHi and live the life in accordance with it.

The next important question is how to translatie the idea of pifatl

into action. We are told by Vallabha that the Lord manifested Him-

self to him on the eleventh day of the bright half of the month of

Sravana and gave him a message that all people will be free from all

kinds of sin by performing the ceremony of Unilima-Samhanilhu which

connects an aspirant with Brahman. This ceremony has to be per-

formed for initiation into the Pttsfi-marga. The practice that seems

to have been introduced by Vallabha on tlie strength of the divine

message is this. Everyone desiroua of realizing Ood but incapable of

fulfilling that desire in any other way is asked to approach a spiritual

preceptor, who is ahvays engaged in the w orship of Krsna, who is

free from vices and who is a critical student of the Bhagavata}^ The

preceptor first of all gives him a which tells him that his

19 For a full discussion of this question see Vallabha’s on

VUIW, II. 1.5.

mwMiwi ^

«

1-2 .

p. 414-

1 5 I C(. inFm, 9.
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only guide from that time is Krsna. This is generally known as

Sardna inantra. Afterwards the Guru takes him to an image of Ersna,

gives him a Tulasi letif, recites the mantra for initiation/* makes him

repeat the vianira and asks him to put tj)e TulasJ leaf near the feet

of the image. This mantra is always kept secret.

It nowhere aippears in the published works of Vallabha
;
but it is

always kept by the side of the image. There are some eleven or twelve

commentaries on this mantra and the earliest commentary is of

Gokulanathaji, the graudsoj] of Vallabha. Tradition asserts that the

mantra >vas no doubt revealed to Vallabha by Krsna. The manini

clearly show’s that everyone entering in the piisti-marga is required to

dedicate himself and his belonging to Krsna and declare himself to be

the most loyal servant of the Lord. It must be clearly borne in mind

that the dedication is to Krsna and not to any human being, including

even the Acarya.

After this ceremony
,
is over, the man has to pass his time in

W'orshipping the image of Krsna, like. Gopis w^orshipping Krsna in old

days and in reading or hearing the stories of God.'^ The worship of

God is of three kinds viz. with Imdy, with wealth and w ith mind. The

first two kinds are calculated to destroy ‘mine and thine', the very back-

bone of the whole Samaara, and the last type, looked upon as the highest

form of worship, accomplishes the realization of God. The whole life

must be the life of an ideal servant of God. He must not mind anything

other than the Ix)rd. His is the life of eoinplele .self-surrender and

devotion. The Lord, on his part, is sure to help such a man, who has

renounced everything only for His sake.

In case, the aspirant cannot find a qualified preceptor, he

is advised by Vallablm to create an image of God for himself and pass

16 I' his mantra, otherwise known as runs as follows:—

i|m, wiftu I

17 llWPit <ITwmt ATT I

wpi ’Wfft *1 hRiw 11

9 -

UABCH, 1933
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the rest of his life in the worship of that image.“ Vallabha

undoubtedly i>ossePsed all the necessary qualifications of a Guru and

therefore performed the initiatory rite in all cases. E^en now, the prac-

tice is that the ceremony of Brahma-SambandJia is performed by the

descendants of Vallabha, although Vallabha has nowhere said that tlie

ceremony should be performed by his own descendants.

Sometimes a charge of sensualism is levelled against Vallabha and

his system. It is net possible to discuss the question in all its aspects

within the small compass of this article, but it is sufficient to remark

that Vallabha, wherever he gets an opportunity, has made abundantly

clear that sensualism has no place iii his system. He, in one place,

says that Qcd will never enter into the heart of those who are slaves of

passion. When dedication of everything to God does not leave scope for

man's individualism, it is impossible for him to run any risk on his

own account. Some of the descendants of Vallabha have written small

works in order to show that passion is most detrimental to spiritual

progress.*®

It must have been now clear from what has been said above that

PuHi has nothing to do with eating, drinking and enjoying
;
and I am

sure, those who care to read the works of Vallabha with an unbiassed

mind are sure to be struck with wonder at the sublimity of the concep-

tion of the Pusti-indvga. In fine, I cannot resist the temptation of

remarking that some of the burning problems of the piesent times can

be happily solved by giving a proper turn to this doctrine.

G. H. Bhatt

i8 wtf^r ^ 1^: wftiii

p. 4*4

19 ft ^ 1^: 1

cftnnift^, 6.

ao jww inft ftftwi ftft^p^ 1

inwi! winT to: ii

HarirSyaji’s WlUme^ftWW •

Harirayaji (born in 1591 a.d.) was the fifth descendant of Vallabha.
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C1853‘«1931>

As the present number of this journal is dedicated to the

memory of the distinguished Indologist, it is the proper

occasion for making a survey of his writings along with refer-

ences to such important biographical details as have a bearing

upon his scholarship. As he devoted his whole life to the service

of learning, his writings have accumulated through a period

of about fifty-five years running to several thousands of

pages. Many of them lie scattered in journals and pamphlets

accessible at present with much difficulty. An attempt has

been made in this paper to reflect within a small compass the

distinctive features of his writings, pointing out at the same

time the papers where important . topics have been treated,

and the hints and materials which they can supply for use by

future workers on the same or similar lines. It is necessary for

a proper appreciation of the writings to remember that many

of the opinions expressed or the conclusions reached in them

were done by him for the first time, or were correct inspite of

the absence of evidences that happened to be acquired subse-

quently to confirm them."^

i

If we could have transported ourselves in imagination to

the Sanskrit Collegiate School of Calcutta in 1866, we would

have found in its fifth form a boy of thirteen named Sarat Nath.

The transformation of his name into Haraprasad took place

about this time in fulfilment of a vow tq Hara for his recovery

from a serious illness. At the end of one of his earliest articles

published in the Aryudariana (73) in 1877, we find him sign-

*The references made by the numerical figures ore to the serial numbers

of Sastriji*8 publications listed in Appendix I.

The important biographical details not touched in the body of the

paper are to be found in Appendix U.

School dc

College

career.
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Ancestry.

ing as 8r! Sarat. He showed signs of intellectual brilliance

from this early stage. As a recognition of his merit he

received a double promotion passing the Entrance Examina-

tion as a competition scholar in 1871. During his College

days, he won many scholarships, and also the Holkar prige

by writing a brochure in Bengali called Bharata Mahila on the

ideal of womanhood as set forth in the ancient Sanskrit litera*

ture. He was a first class first in the B.A. and the M.A. in

Sanskrit, winniiig the tide of Sastri that used to be conferred

in those days on the student who could acquire the topmost

position in the M.A. together with a uniformly brilliant career

in the preceding years.

Haraprasad belonged to a Brahmana family of Naihati,

a place about 24 miles north of Calcutta. The family had

been noted for about a hundred years for the teaching of

Nyaya to students who used to come to the place for study

from far and near. Manikya Candra Tarkabhu^ana left

Jessore and settled at Naihati about. 1760 A.C. He was a

very learned man and a great Naiyayika, vying with the dis-

tinguished Jagannatha Tarkapancanana, whose learning was

utilized by Colebrooke in the compilation of the Vivdda-

bhahgdrtTiava, in his reputation as a scholar. Sir William Jones

used to treat with great respect Manikya Candra*s opinions

on cases to which the Hindu law was applicable. Manikya

Candra’s son Srlnatha Tarkalankara, and his grandson Rama-

kamala Nyayaratna (Sastriji’s father) enjoyed a great reputa-

tion for their scholarship in Navyanyaya. Interesting details

about his grandfather Srmatha and his maternal grandfather

Ramamanikya Vidyalankara a great scholar have been given

by Sastriji himself (
108

) showing how in their lives, plain living

and devotion to stern ideals were wedded to a deep learn-

ing that had its rewards in none other than the triumphs of

learning.

It was his efFort to publish the Bhdrata Mahild in a promi-

nent Bengali monthly that led to Haraprasad *s acquaintance

with one, who was to influence his mind very greatly through-
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out his life. He was no other than the great Bengali novelist

Bankim Chandra, who was an inhabitant of Ka^talapa^fi near

Naihati, the very place where the ancestral home of the young
Vanga-

author was situated. Failing to have his essay published in daroana

the Aryadariana as the editor wanted its radical alteration,

Haraprasad welcomed the good offices offered by Rajakf^na Chandra’a

Mukhopadhyaya to have it accepted for publication in Bankim
Sastriji.

Chandra's Vangadarsana. It was he who took Haraprasad to

Naihati and iiitroduced him to Bankim Chandra. The

acquaintance started in this way ripened in course of time into

a deep friendship (
134

, pp. 519-522). The feeling has been

thus expressed by Sastriji in his speech on the occasion of the

unveiling of Bankim Chandra's bust at the premises of the

Vangiya Sahitya Pari^ad in 1329 B.S. (1922) :
“ He (Bankim

Chandra) was my friend, philosopher, and guide during his

life-time. I want him now to see from on high that this

disciple of his is still attached and devoted to him in the

extreme ”
(
170

, p. 608). To none other among his senior

contemporaries, with whom he had occasion to collaborate in

the literary field, has he expressed his obligation in such feeling

terms; from which it can well be inferred that his debt to the

intellectual influence of Bankim Chandra was the largest. The

influence was imbibed in conversations with him at his

residence lasting on holidays usually from the afternoon to

9-30 P.M.

—

a limit that was very rarely overstepped. The topics

of these conversations were very various,
—

'history, literature,

poetry, prose, drama, and Sanskrit, Bengali, and English langu-

ages (
133

, pp. 563, 564), The papers published in the Vahgadar-

Sana had to come up to a high standard. The Bharata Mahild

stood this test, and impressed its editor with the literary ability

of the young contributor. From this time onwards i.e. from

1876, Bankim Chandra continued uninterruptedly his encour-

agement to Haraprasad not only during his own editorship of

the journal but also during the period it was edited by his

elder brother Sanjiva Chandra. Quite a crop of papers number-

ing more than twenty-five (leaving out the contributions that
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The four

principal

tubjecto

appeared subsequently in a book-form) came into being within

the short period of six years (1876-1882) under the warm influ-

ence of his .advice and sympathy. Maraprasad, as stated by

himself (
176

, pp. 563-563), had but two objects in view at this

time, viz. to please the litterateur by his writings and

to mature his ability to write. He never looked beyond these

to personal name and fame at this stage, and it was for this

reason that his contributions were not published over his signa*

tures. The identity of his papers would have ever remained

a matter for conjecture, if a pamphlet published in 1916 had

not contained a list of the writings that saw the light through

the Vofigadariana. The cognizance of the list without any

contradiction by Sastriji or any member of his family may be

taken as indicative of its general accuracy. The contribution

of the articles continued even from Lucknow where he remain-

ed for a year for teaching Sanskrit in the Canning College.

The contributions to the VangadarSana touched all the

three principal subjects, which along with the search for

manuscripts and the preparation of their descriptive cata-

logues, engaged Sastriji *8 attention for a longer period and in

a larger measure in subsequent years than any other. These

that received three subjects are the Bengali language and literature,

attention.
Buddhism and its later developments, and criticism of

Kalidasa's poetical works. The preparation of descriptive

catalogues of manuscripts was initiated at the request of the

veteran orientalist Raja R. L. Mitra who on account of his

illness 1878 sought in Sastriji's assistance in connection with

the completion of his Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of Nepal,

He translated 15 abstracts of the larger manuscripts, which

have been indicated in the Table of Contents. Thus an early

beginning was made of a line of work that was Sastriji's forte.

The search for Mss. brought to his notice mines of new in-

formation that enabled him to strike out fresh avenues of

research for himself, and illumine for the benefit of other

scholars and the public at large many a dark and unnoticed

region in the domain of Wstorical truths. The light derived
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from the manuscripts discovered or handled by him exposed

to his view the use of the Bengali language for writing works

connected with the later phases of Buddhism in Bengal, and

also the greater antiquity of the Bengali language, literature

and script than had been 'supposed. It enabled him to supply

new materials that filled up many a gap in the account of

Buddhism from the emergence of Mahayana to the final

absorption of Buddhism by Hinduism specially in Bengal.

Finally, as the manuscripts dealt with by him ranged from the

Vedic period to ther nineteenth century, and covered a large

variety of subjects, he was put to the necessity of dwelling, in

the Prefaces to the Descriptioe Catalogues and elsewhere, on

the histories of those subjects and the chronology of the

various works in addition to marking out the noteworthy points

in the contents of the treatises.

The Van^adarsana came into being at a time when the Sastri ji's

potentialities of the Bengali language as a pliant and efficient

instrument of expression were gradually becoming patent, cusjjions

Various forces were being brought to bear upon it by writers
be

of different leanings to give it a shape to their likings. The given to

authors with a bias towards Sanskrit (of whom Ramagati

Nyayaratna may be taken as typical) gave the language an

undue measure of Sanskrit leaven, while there were others

who imported into it so many colloquial words as also those

of Arabic, Persian, English and such other foreign extraction

that it ran the risk of losing its Bengali character. To the

latter category belonged Syamacaran Ganguli whose article

in the Calcutta Review of 1877 (pp. 395-417) stimulated a dis-

cussion of the question. Sastriji has always supported in his

articles published in 1878 and later the middle course (
48

,
65).

He deprecated on the one hand the use of such Sansktitic

Bengali as the following ;
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His opinion

about the

latitude to

be given to

Bengali for

its develop

'

ment, and

about the

Bengali

grammar*

fifC?ia C?^»l C3,

'Stf®

413^ I (65. p. 181).

On the other hand, he condemned such Anglicized Bengali

as

—

"^tf^ «inc'9t’ll|!c^

m 3.^ ’ffsistt’l I 5pt i C?'t5l?l

f?S! m, Alt’ll?! ^U«t'c^fw cell

’FffC'Sf?, 'flsiil fsflll l”(85, p. 286).

^«I1 4{Bt3 3'fs?l)

^ 5IC3J ^ilR^tc^si i”

3fH tW'®! f*l’*f1 >*11^

«rs *5115151 5S5lf? fill® *1115 l”

‘'C3 C3 C^fCai f®R ^r55lClJl, CJll »I5>?1 CSfCai^ 4ll5

f®R >15l»ll5(f55>’lC15 5? »S[5^5'3) r (85, p. 285).

The treatment of the subject is very humorous at places

(85. pp. 286, 287). Details of these interesting discussions

cannot be given here for want of space. Suffice it to say that

Sastriji’s opinion on the subject was very sound and may in-

deed be taken to be the theoretical foundation of contemporary

Bengali prose.

He came to the conclusion that the language should be

light or serious according te the nature of the subject-matter.

The first essential of every piece of writing in his judgment

is clearness and simplicity. It is unwise to cease borrowings

altogether from other languages in timfs of necessity, as such

a course would hamper the development of Bengali. There

should not be any objection to the use of foreign words, if

the resources of Bengali, Sanskrit or any Indian vernacular,

cannot supply the need in the same effective way. A reason-

able measure of Sanskritic words may be used, but in any

case, the current Bengali words should not be taboo under
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the notion that they lessen the dignity of the composition. The

terms of ordinary use when properly handled can evolve such

forcefulness as cannot be had otherwise in particular cases.

The attempt to eliminate the Persian or Arabic words from

Bengali is bound to fail, because a very large proportion of

them has already been naturalized in the language and because

half the population of Bengal, which is Musalman, cannot

agree to this elimination (
85

, p. 286; and 63
, p. 76). The

question of allowing Bengali the fullest latitude for develop-

ment led him to raise his voice against the writers of Bengali

grammars, of which about 250 had already appeared in 1901.

The authors were writing the grammars in imitation of Sanskrit

grammars, following at times the nomenclature used in the

grammars for the English language (
81

, and 165
, pp. 864-867).

The stress laid above by Sastriji on the clearness and

simplicity of the language is found reflected in his own Bengali

writings. All his articles dealing with easy or abstruse subjects

are characterized by the perspicuity of the language in which

they are couched. It was this characteristic of his style that

was pointed out by the distinguished Bengali critic Akshay

Chandra Sarkar in his Sadharatyi (14th July, 1881):

’I'3 C91«l^

'35*11 '8IIC5, I C»l«ll

C’fJl '51^13 '»I1^5‘1 '»ltC5

wti ^5 ?il I ''Its. 'il’l'iS ’f’li »iti ^1 ''latS

— <<) 1^^155

5ltt I CW 1fC5, Ita) '3tfl5 54^51^5

Sl1 ^fil5l l”

His pen was plied beyond the limits of historical articles.

In his earlier years, he wrote in Bengali on economic topics,

such as ‘exchange,’ ‘free trade and protection’ ‘the reason

why the rents are paid,' the cultivation of sugar-cane’ and so

forth, but this line of writing was not pursued in later times.

Two sets of Bengali articles—one on the works of the great

poet Kalidasa, and another on Buddhism, would, I think, be

3lS

UAECH, 1933 40
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received on all hands as valuable additions to the Bengali

literature on serious subjects. The contents o^ these writings

have been dealt with in their proper places in this discourse.

It would be an Interesting revelation to many, who knew

Sastriji merely as one absorbed in the pursuit of his dry-as-dust

subjects attractive to the antiquarian and the historian, to

learn that he could also wield a pen of no mean power as a

novelist. His mind was keenly sensitive to the inspiration of

the Muse of poetry, and he even tried once (see Kalpand, 1880)

to write poems as evidenced by a specimen called Mohini

recently published in a collection of some of his writings. But

portions of his prose writings in the Vdlmikir Jay (2),

Kdficanamdld (
4), Meghaduta (

3). and Bener Meye (
5

) and

some passages in his articles on Kalidasa are replete with

poetry. A few specimens may be given by this opportunity :

(a) The following is a passage from the Vdlmikir Jay on

the fascinating power of the song sung by the Rbhus at the

time of their descent to the earth

—

^tfif ^h\

I s

^[m \ \ i
s

I

I

^59, cm^ «i9i5?i

Specimens

of

Sastriji *s

prose

writings.
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(b) The language of this extract, from the Kancanamdla is

as light and playful as the dancing flov/ers striking one another

with their delicate petals under the influence of the fragrant

breeze

—

'-‘I '9<l ?|iE1I

9 (41<I ?tlc? I ^5lE^ ?lir?'C^Ef,

9 I ^5lE^

I •Itf’lE?! 9 ’tic? tf^?1

^ttcSCf I
C?'51J| >15I'2|’^l5l5, J15|'

’RitCJItlw^, I"

(c) A few lines from the Meghaduta bear testimony to

the adroit way, in which a charming Sanskrit description from

Kalidasa can be kept equally charming in' its Bengali garb

—

‘“•llW— It?— #t6t ’IB ?9J

?>f??lcf^ c’HtSw'f*!^! '®i^K Spill'll i

cfetc5i!i 'stfBl^r tftl^^ftcsfTi at?

?t«1? I^t^9fi| Iftf?? tfl^t? I ’1ff??t?C?ltf—^It’H

C^|5 I ?E?I ^W— >1^ I

5r?'^^fs^lc>St’f‘ll~tsf?C‘l? C51? ^C??

'*it? 'St? ^*1? B?15»l ?'f?CSC5 ; ?I?JC?? CBtC?? C? 'Sltl ?t?1, ?r?C*t?

C? I?' ^C?l? ?IS, c?'?5i 5*1 5*1 ’PC? 1 •5t?t? ??J1 ''It?!?

?r?? »!t?, 'S?51 5*15W C5t«l 'Slt?9 5»l5C*i 5?? ; ?*P*ll^?

cs?r^ r

(d) The following is a beautiful delineation of the con-

fluence of the Canges and the Jumna bathed white in moon-

light—the latter with its blackish waters looking white, the

former with its greyish stream looking doubly white—and the

spacious marble palace on the bank also tinged white, casting

on the waters its shadow appearing equally white, though a

shadow. This was the palace of Pururavas and it was from

here that Urvas! made her final exit to heaven (see 113,

P. 249)-.
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«!’l I C»I«I1W

Clt'Sl

^*iqt^l CT J>4Rt!l '»lt5||pr?l '»ll«( ^1^ I

Jitw 'SHI ?Wfl »ltc??i ^<19 'silfJi’ai ’if^attf, 's?!

^*i?i '»itf»i5ii ^f®!itC5 : c^’ttw 4 ^^stc5, c»i^<ilw

iSIfIS Jlt^ 'SJII iJiVt'S "lllfl JltllWW? ii)5|^ »ltf?l1 ’FSl C^,

1 C»I^ »I11i ^9|1

I '9)|9ittt ’ifl’Itll

ntf^ \ 6iir ij? ^cscf '®)t?i Ji^ »ttifl

'5|t!:«l1?| »jr«lf|r.^F 9lf«(9lC5 1 ®91 ?Wt9 »tt<i1 flIOT ^*19

UN— 151311

1

3PtJ| 9?

591^91 lW9iOT»l1<rU!c«ci5^^c3i:f I *il9C9i:3i9 9tfla §»ni

StW9 '»ltl31l *1(^9115—CTJI >19 9t|^C^ 5!:»l Jl1«9l^9l 9tf99lt? 1

5|tiIC9CT9 IrtHiTta siCSI *tf?5ltcf, 5t9l ?^C»I ?9, C>IS C951

"llwl 9^91 f’rtic? I (i|^1|C»l *lt>rt9 ^’19 »ltif1, <519 ^»I9 *ltlft. '4^

'*i»l9i*l *tW W«9 ’!fl 9^9tCS I Na >l’Fi;919 ^*I9 49‘fet 5^6C’9

'sta >i^w9^ SR 99*1 a'fac'jcu r

(e) The Better Meye (Merchant’s Daughter) is a realistic

novel presenting a picture of the Buddhist and Hindu com-

munity of the I Ith century living side by side, and coming into

contact with each other in the alternations of conflict and co-

-operation. Seistriji’s intimate knowledge of the manners and

customs of the period together with the historicity of some of

the principal figures introduced into the fiction has enabled him

to create in the mind of the reader a delusion in which he

feels as if sensing a real W'^dd. The details about the proces-

sion of the Buddhists at Saptagrama, their festivities on the

occasion, their monswteries, their beliefs, and mode of worship

and sadhana under the instruction of the Siddhacarya named

Lui, the Nalanda University, the Hindu inhabitants of Sapta-

grama with their leaders Harivarmadeva and his minister

Bhavadeva Bha^ta, their attempts to foil the designs of the
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Buddhists to entice the widow into the Buddhist fold with all

her properties, the ultimate fight between the Buddhists and

the Hindus and the former’s defeat, and the way in which the

villages acquired through the fight were redistributed, giving an

insight into the way in which the Buddhists were ousted or

absorbed by the Hindus—all these together with the manner of

putting them invest the novel with the marks of a production

that can only be the outcome of a vivid historical imagination.

The extract quoted below will give the reader an idea of

the way in which he could handle the commonplace incidents

with a skill that made them attractive

—

•cstil Hi >1=1 I

9lfc?ni

fVf?>Il *11^1? I
'9 Clf«fl

1 c’il5l ®ir>ii:^t5 i ^
C81C?1'«1 5i1C51ii *ir?l?il I ...

Ca't'Fl >Fl=5Hl

'«;?1‘ii 1 >115 >11^ f'tc®

Ul’Sifel »IH1I 5t« llltll 'SitHtil >1C«1I

fllfsl?! 1 i*inr «|5I I

cu'lspl Oll«i ?^tl| asCH «Iir>nl

»itr>i?i I ... ... a'w ^151

C’l\r55i I 'S’lH ’?4!C1f«?l '«1»l

«|9I CHWH >Ff55l (5*1 I
? «ll»l C>I «ll?l ^iHt

Hi 1 «rtC»l? =5>lt5l ‘9'3 >ll5 »lf?5lC5 C>I, 5^ CHl=?ltl «t«I

SlfHtll ^lf?IC=5C5 HI I ^^H HtWH CHtH Hsfinl «S5|

1 Ht5 Hl^l^tll BftCHi) f»l5CH I

^tftill >|>IH Hlft?, ««IH C^t«( «ltr>t»l CH ffltH

5^C^C5 t >1I5'«*1I 1*115 HtHi, HtHi l*tt5 H-S B=f6Cl,

UliJlS »I5 <ll»5l *ll?C'5t5 I 1*115 5IS5 ^*I5 ^^15

CHWf*! 5«^*iri5l f>l5llW I C»I 5C«5 CHltPlf^l HI ClW l”

The adoption of Bengali as the medium of instruction in

colleges was advocated by him emphatically as early as 1880 in
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his article (59) in the Kan^ac/orsana. Since the thirties of the

nineteenth century, it became the settled policy of Govern-
The adop-

tion of ment to promote the knowledge of ‘European literature and

Bengali as gcience* among the people of this country through the medium
the medium
of of the English language. The policy was formulated in the

instruction,
jjgjjj Lord Macaulay’s Minute (1835) which brought to a

close the heated controversy between the ‘Orientalists* and

the ‘Anglicists' and led the Government to direct its patronage

mainly to the promotion of English education.’ The advan-

tages of the spread of knowledge of the European literature

and sciences are no doubt many, but the harmful effects of

the teaching of the various subjects through the medium of a

foreign tongue became gradually perceptible. The establish-

ment of the Calcutta University presented the opportunity for

a full application of the policy and for a scrutiny of its advan-

tages and disadvantages. The harmful effects were being

observed by some interested in the welfare of the country.

Among them may be mentioned Rev. J. Long, who expressed

in 1860 his opinion on this point in the course of an Address

delivered by him at the Family Literary Club, Calcutta : “The

study of English should be restricted in most, if not in all the

junior classes, to the critical examination and acquisition of

the grammar, construction and idiom of that language. It may

be argued that by reading history in Urdu, where now it is

read in English, you diminish the school-boy’s opportunities

of familiarizing himself with English; but, under the present

system, the boy learns neither English nor history

In lather words we should have a separate department for

literature and science, including, under the latter head the

Sciences of Mathematics, History, Geogiaphy, and Political

Economy. We should adopt that medium of communicating

knowledge, through which the largest amount of knowledge

may be most speedily and accurately acquired. Science is

intrinsically the same whether clothed in Arabic, Sanskrit,

} St^rk, Vernacular Education in Bengal (1813 to 1912), pp. 21-24,
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English or Urdu. But why dress her up in disguise? Are the

difficulties of arithmetic decreased by the rules of addition and

subtraction being explained in a strange and unfamiliar tongue ?

The native scholar would learn, and thoroughly too, ten

chapters of history and geography in Urdu or in Hindi in the

time he would take to make himself intelligently acquainted

with the facts recorded in one chapter of an English Work
’

Twenty years after, the same state of things continued

without any remedy, as the following gist of the protest made

by Sastriji will show : ‘If education be imparted through the

mother tongue, it facilitates the work. We are taught, instead,

through the difficult language of a people living so far away.

It is not easy for a boy to have a fair knowledge of

the language, even though labours continued for eight years.

If it be conceded that, as English is the official language, it

should be learnt by all, there is no reason why it should be

necessary for the sixty-six millions of people of this province

of Bengal to learn arithmetic, history, and the sciences through

English. Why teach English without using the vernacular for

explaining its intricacies? Why teach the Sastras and even

Sanskrit through a foreign tongue ? The method involves

labours out of proportion to the gain. It is not calculated to

awaken the student’s interest in the subjects taught to him. He

tries somehow to pass the examination, after which he unlearns

most of what has been crammed into his brain.’ (59,

pp. 212, 213). It was in 1891 when Sir Gurudas was the Vice

Chancellor of the Calcutta University that Bankim Chandra

attempted to secure for Bengali a greater scope for its use in

the examinations. Sastriji joined in these efforts along with

Sir Asutosh. A motion was tabled by Sir Asutosh at the

Senate meeting with this object in view, but the result was

very meagre (
170

, p. 604). It was not until 1910 that Bengali

became an independent subject of study in the M.A., but it

I The 'Third Anniversary Report of the Family Literary Club (I860).

P. 16.
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is even now far from what it should be as a medium of instruc-

tion in the colleges. Absence of literature on particular sub-

jects of study is pointed out as an obstacle in the way of making

it such a medium, but it should be remembered that

the University can do much towards fostering the growth 6f

such literature by announcing its intention to select the best

vernacular books on particular subjects from among those that

might be available after a number of years to be specified by

itself. It is necessary to stimulate the development of such

literature for the benefit of the people instead of leaving it to

be created by the people themselves through their unaided

initiative.

In the seventies of the last century, none had the idea that

the Bengali script and the Bengali language were as old as

the evidences, many of which were brought to the notice of

Collection of scholars by Sastriji, proved them to be. In 1867, Raja

evidences Rajendralal was much delighted to find out the manuscript of
regarding

the anti- ^ Work, in Bengali character, called Setubandha copied in the

quity of the
j 3 ^}^ century A.C. In 1883 Prof. Bendall brought out the

Bengali
^ i n i-

script and facsimile of half a leaf of the HeVQjratantra in the Bengali

language.
script bearing the date 1198 A.C. But these manuscripts could

not take us to the period before the advent of the Musalmans

in Bengal. Sastriji was responsible for the discovery of the

following eleven Mss, in the Bengali script belonging to times

before the Musalman period (
90

, p. 9)

:

(1) A Buddhist ms. (which was a commeiUaiy on a Kala-

cakrayana text) copied in Jessore during the reign of Hari-

varmadeva (about the end of the 1 0th and beginning of the

llth c.}.

(2) K^ar^abhangasiddhi (of the same period).

(3) Vajrdvab of Abhayakaragupta (about the end of the

llth and the beginning of the 12th c.).

(4) Kdlacakrdvatdra (of the same author) copied 1 125

A.C.

(5) CarydgUi (copied at the beginning of the 12th c.).

(6) Kutfanlmata of Damodaragupta (copied 1172 A.C,).
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(7) Hevajratantra-fika (copied 1198 A.C.).

(8) Ramacarita of Sandhyakara Nandin (12th c.),

(9) Rdmcarita-'fikd (12th c.),

(IQ) Dohdko§a-panfi of Advayavajra (12th c.), and

(II) Apohaaiddhi of Ratnakirti (12th c.).

Through the help of the scripts in these mss., specimens

of the Bengali alphabet were traced back to the 1 0th century.

The script must have emerged earlier, because Luipa who

introduced the Sahaja cult among the Buddhists, flourished,

according to Sastriji in the 1 0th century A.C.^ (93, p. 44; 21,

pp. 15, 16). As he wrote in a language which was essentially

Bengali, the Bengali script is necessarily as old as his writings,

though of course nothing can be said about the forms of the

characters in the absence of specimens. To find out Luipa ’s

date, Sastriji depended upon the fact that he and Dipankara

Srijnana composed the Sanskrit work called Lui Abhisamaya,

As the latter left the V^ikramasila monastery in 1038 A.c. at

the age of 58 years (i.e, was born in 980 A.C.), Luipa being his

elder contemporary has been assigned to the 10th century.

Sastriji could not have this conclusion about the date of Luipa

confirmed by the evidence of the succession lists of Siddha-

caryas available in the monasteries in Nepal (S3, p. 47). It

is a matter for gratification that his son Dr. Benoytosh

Bhaltacharyya, the learned general editor of the Gaekwad

Oriental Series, has taken up this unfinished work as he has

done many of his suggestions, and examined two of these

genealogies. His conclusion is that Luipa ought to appear

on the list about 669 A.C., assigning an average of 12 years

to each succession."

The evolution of the Bengali script through the various

centuries after the advent of the Musalmans into Bengal has

1 It is mentioned as the 8t\i century in 86, p. 45, and as the 9tli in

21, p. , 16.

2 Sadhanamala, 11, xli'xliii.

m

I.ll.Q., MAllCIl, 1933 41
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been traced by Sastriji through the specimens of the Bengali

characters in the following manuscripts (
90

, pp. 9, 10):

—

Subhd^ilasamgraha (1 2th c.).

Pahcarak^d (13th c.).

Dharmaratna of Jimutavahana (Nth c.).

Kf^naktrtana (Nth c.).

KtiSamanjaUprakdsa 1st part (15th c.).

Bodhicarydoatara (15th c.).

Kdsiddsas Mahdhhdrata, adiparva (16th c ).

Angadardyaodra (17th c.) and

Jaiminibhdrata (18th c.).

Sastriji’s contribution to the materials for the history of

Bengali literature, specially in its earlier stages, is valuable. It

was he who drew the attention of the public to the extensive

Vai^nava literature which had an important bearing not only

on the history of the vernacular literature but also on

the philology of the Bengali language, and the general history

of the province. He himself became aware of the existence

of this large literature after his appointment as the Librarian

of the Bengal Government Library in 1886 (21, Preface, p. 1).

In his dissertation (
9
) on the subject at the Cumbuliatola Read-

ing Club in 1891, he cited the names of IN composers of

Vai9i;iava songs, some of whom had to their credit a large

number of them ranging up to 458. Moreover, 287 songs were

anonymous. A large number of these compositions had been

in print, but, as Sastriji points out (21. Preface, p. I),

the Smarta Brahmsnas and the Naiyayikas (who were usually

Saktas) took no notice of them on account of their hateful

attitude towards the Vai^navas, specially the followers of

Caitanya. Details about the life and works of the poets were

also given in the dissertation. It opened the eyes of the educat*

ed to the existence of an extensive literature of which they

had been unware in spite of the fact that many of the works

had been printed.

To these V^ai^i^ava works should be added the songs and

Sastriji's

contribu-

tion to

tbc

materials

for the

history of

Bengali

literature.
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other kinds of literature written by the 84 Siddhas in a language

that has been shown to be essentially Bengali. The names of

their Bengali works have been given in the accounts of the

composers of padas in the Bauddha Can O Doha (pp. 21-36).

In the Vangadarsana of 1880 (62), he has given within a

short compass the history of Bengali literature from Raja Ram-

mohan Roy up to the time of publication of the article, tracing

the development of both pro.se and poetry and offering his criti-

ci8m.s on the writings of about twenty prominent authors. In

subsequent writings, he has not attempted to write the history of

Bengali in a systematic way but occasional glances at the

literary productions of a particular period are found in some of

his articles along with his opinions about their merits or

demerits (cf. 84 and 189).

2

Sastriji had a keen sense for the appreciation of beauty.

There are beauties in the arrangement of thoughts, colours and
11 . . . f 1 . . . 1 . His Bengali

sounds that require no training tor their appreciation, but in
in

their higher flights a training is necessary. Sastriji ’s natural appreciation

power for this appreciation was sharpened by his intensive beauty in

study of the Sanskrit poetics without which the delicate beauty Kalidasa s

of many Sanskrit passages is sure to be missed. He has inter-

preted in Bengali the beauty in the poetical works of Kalidasa

in a large number of articles (47, 51, 66, 110-121, 123, 125,

126, 128-133, 313) numbering more than twenty, and in his

Meghadixta (3). Of these, three were written between the

years 1878 and 1882, and the rest in 1915-1919, covering more

than 200 pages. This cluster of articles along with the Megha-

duta constitutes a valuable contribution to the Bengali critical

literature. His pamphlet on Malavikogriimitra in English (12)

treats of the beauty, plot etc. of the drama. Sastriji also wrote

n few English articles on Kalidasa, and one or two Bengali

articles, directed to the elucidation of the date etc. of the great

poet and not to the interpretation of the beauty of his writings.

After a study of the poetical works of both the world-
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Kalidasa

and

Shakes-

peare,

renowned poets Kalidasa and Shakespeare, Sastriji at an earl>

age felt inclined to analyse the greatness of each and indicate

the spheres in which the one excelled the other. A striking

feature of Kalidasa’s writings, says he (47), lies in the fact that

in the depiction of characters in his draihas and other poetical

works, he has always shown a partiality towards the pretty,

the handsome, and the beautiful, unlike Shakespeare who has

through his magic pen brought into being a large variety of

men and women ranging from the meanest to the noblest, from

the Satanic to the divine. Kalidasa has peopled the world of

his creation by the self-effacing Ausinari, the fascinating

Malavika, the exquisite Sakuntala, the dignified Kai>va, the

outspoken Sarhgarava, the heroic Raghu, the loving Aja and

the conscientious Du^yanta and such others but we look for

in vain in his writings for characters like the grasping Lady

Macbeth, the designing Cleopatra, the extortionate Shylock

and the revengeful Prospero, In the painting of struggles

between conflicting emotions, in the depiction of the deepest

sentiments, in the play upon the whole gamut of human feel-

ings and experiences, Shakespeare ranks much higher than

Kalidasa; but Kalidasa stands supreme in his artistry as a

painter of Nature, in his skill in the weaving of the subtle and

the delicate into the finest gauze of imagery. The description

of the changing landscapes as seen by both Rama and Sita

from their aerial car on their way back from Lanka to Ayodhya

in the 1 3th canto of the Raghuvan\sa has scarcely a parallel.

The foaming blue ocean with whales spurting water through

nostrils, the sandy coast with huge snakes risen out of their

watery lairs for airing themselves, the green forests along

the sea looking like the rusty rim of a wheel, the hills, rivers,

and hermitages lying along the route up to the sacred conflu-

ence of the Ganges and the Jumna mingling their grey and blue

waters, make up the beautiful panorama, upon which the poet

fabricated his verses of unique beauty (47, pp. 36, 37). He

has also evinced his skill in the handling of the brush in the

portrayal of the seasons. TTie spring being the strongest in its
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appeal to the human emotions, it has been adverted to by

the poet in several places in his writings viz., the Riusamhara

(VI), Mdlavika (HI), Kumara (IV), and Raghu (IX). It is re-

marked by Sastriji (ItO) that the delineation of the season be-

comes shorter but sweeter in intensity in the order of the

poetical pieces nfimed above. In the first and the second,

stress has been laid on the beauty of Nature; in the third, the

beauty of Nature shares his attention equally with the emotional

changes caused by the spring, while in the fourth, these senti-

ments receive prominence as against the beauty of Nature.

In all these descriptions, a keen power of observation of the

minute details about men and things is in evidence.

Kalidasa points out the beautiful features of the heroines
The

in his Kavyas and Natakas through dexterous delineation and
beautiful

skilful presentation. The beauty of Yak§a*s wife in

the Meghaduta, and of Indumati in the Raghu has been Kalidasa's

brought out in a masterly way through only a few strokes of

the brush, as only one stanza has been sufficient to conjure

up before the mind’s eye the beautiful likeness of the former,

while the latter has been painted in all her complete-

ness through only nineteen qualifying epithets. The beauty

of Parvati in the Kumara, however, has received a more

elaborate treatment, as nineteen stanzas have been used to

mirror it (
313

, pp. 1096, 1097). Of these stanzas to which

Sastriji refers, 1 am quoting two by way of specimen from

Ryder’s effective rendering :

—

As pictures waken to the paiuler's lirnsh,

Or lilies open to the nioining sun,

Her perfect heauty answered to the flush

Of womanhood when childish days were done.

Suppose a blossom on a leafy spray;

Suppo.se a pearl on spotle.s.s coral laid;

Such was the .smile, p\ire radiantly g-ay,

That round her red, red lips for ever pla3"ed.

In KalidSsa'^ dramas, the heroine is brought to the view
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of the hero aud the audience in a charming manner. Malavika

is brought upon the stage of the theatre hall in the royal

palace to exhibit her skill in dancing (
110

, p. 1098.) Urvasi

chased by a demon had fallen into a swoon. She had not

recovered from the effects of the shock, when she was intro-

duced in the play, still quivering (119, p. 1 100), Sakuntala first

appears before the audience along with two companions of

almost the same age and beauty and engaged in watering the

plants. Her tender feeling for the plants as a trait of her

tender heart is made manifest through the very first words

addressed by her to one of her companions, while the charm

of her beauty is shown to advantage by her movements to keep

off the bees attracted by the lotuslike loveliness of her face

(110, pp. 1101, 1102).

The exposition of Kalidasa's Meghaduia made by Sastriji

is noteworthy. He had been equipping for years through

visits to the places mentioned in the poem for getting an insight

into the inner meanings, if any, of the passages, and visualiz-

ing to himself those localities with all their natural beauty.

As an example of the way in which he draws out the inner

meaning, the following may be pointed out : The separation

of the Yak^a from his wife caused him an intense pain. He

was banished by Kuvera to Raniagiri, which contained various

spots with which the movements of Rama and Sita during their

banishment were associated. Kalidasa only hints at these

associations. Sastriji points out the implication that the pangs

of separation felt by the Yak^a were meant by Kuvera to be

further intensified by the sight of the spots, which reminded

him, by way of contrast to his own misery, of the conjugal

happiness enjoyed there by Rama and his consort (3, p. 10).

At places, the interpretations were too candid in their

expositions of the amorous feeling running through the whole

poem, to which exceptions were taken by some reviewers on

the ground of refined taste. Sastriji revised the work but

pointed out that tastes vary in the different epochs, and for

that reason, what he had written might not be quite in conso-
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tiance with the present day conventions, but might not have

been offensive to taste in Kalidasa's time (3, p. iv).

Sastriji has suggested (282) three chronological stages to

which Kalidasa's works can be assigned. These stages can

be settled by keeping in view the following principal criteria:

(1) The poet's preference for the beauty of Nature to the

beauty of the fair sex; and

(2) the adoption of a theme centering round human,

divine, or semi-divine beings.

By following this method, Kalidasa's works have been

arranged in the following chronological order :

1. (I) As the delineation of Nature occupies the greater

part of the I^tusamhdra, relegating the beauty of women to

a minor place in the poem, it is the earliest literary production

of Kalidasa.

(2) In the Mdlavikdgnimitra, the same preference of

the beauty of Nature to that of the fair sex is discernible in

such appreciations of Nature’s beauty as ‘the movement of

the tender shoots of flowering plants leaves the dancing girls

far behind,* though feminine beauty receives also a consider-

able measure of attention.

(3) The Meghaduta shows that Kalidasa is as attentive

as before to the delineation of Nature. His language is more

polished than before, and he turns his eyes far beyond the

limits of Malwa, because with the advance of his age, he has

acquired knowledge of other lands.

II. (4) The Vikramorvafi marks a change in the compo-

nents that have hitherto made up the themes of his writings.

A divine beauty is introduced as the heroine of the drama.

The description of Nature received the same amount of atten-

tion as before.

(5) In the Kumdrasambhaoa, almost all the figures are

divine. As regards the treatment of the beauty of Nature and

feminine beauty, the poet's attention is equally divided between

them.

Ill* (6) After treating of things human and then of things
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divine, Kalidasa turns to a mixture of the two, as the formed

was not regarded as very elevating, while the latter was too

high for the ordinary mortals to follow. In Sakuntala was

blended the human and the divine, as she was the daughter

of a celestial being brought up on the earth under the care of

Kai^va. In this drama. Nature’s beauty is used as a foil to

feminine beauty which is thus given a higher position.

(7) The Raghuoamsa belongs to the same category as

the Sahintald as far as the blending of the human and the

divine is concerned. It treats of the descent of the God^head

himself on the earth in human shape. According to Saslriji,

this is Kalidasa’s greatest worK. “From the fanciful appre-

ciation of Nature in the Riusamhdra, the poet rose by steps
*

to the highest conception of God-head and the highest concep-

tion of the relation in which man stands to his creator
“

“He

makes his Rama the embodiment of all perfections that human

mind could conceive, but in the background, he keeps his

ancestors and his successors who represent not all but one or

two qualities in perfection. Dilipa represents the perfection

of obedience, Raghu of prowess, Aja of love, Dasaratha of

kingly virtues and these usher in Rama embodying the per-

fection of all the virtues represented in his ancestors (
282

,

p. 182). The epic character of the Raghuvamia has been

defended by Sastriji on the ground that its hero is Rama,

occupying the apex of the pyramid, on one side of which are

arranged his virtuous ancestors, and on the other his

descendants of declining virtues ending with Agnivarria (see

125
, pp. 642, 643 and 126). Moreover, the Raghuoamsa contains

indications which mark it out as the product of a mature mind.

The treatment of the points is short but masterly (
127).

Love being the principal material drawn upon by the poets

of all lands and all ages occupies a large place in the writings

of Kalidasa. The poet has given us different pictures of love

in his various works. From the Ijitusarphara, which only

reminds one of the feelings awakened in the minds of lovers

by the wious seasons, we find him painting in the Malavik^
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the fitful love of a king turning from one beauty to another

and achieving its object through intrigue overcoming the

obstacles put in its way by jealousy (HI, 122, 123, and

12); while in the Meghaduta he delineates the love of the

pining Yak§a for his wife left behind in his far off home (3).

In both the love is sensuous, but it is deeper in the

Meghaduta. In the Vikxamorvasi, the love of Pururavas for

Urvasi was very deep and its depth became manifest by their

separation. The description of his anxious search for the be-

loved in the garden of Kumara in the Himalayas lays bare the

intensity of his feeling reaching a stage verging on madness

(113. 114). The love of Ou^yanta and ^akuntala is a passion

in its first stages, but is found to be purified of its dross through

the fire of separation brought about by Du^yanta's forgetful-

ness (282. p. 181). 1 he love depicted in the Raghuvamsa is

very much subdued. Aja’s love for Indumati was very intense

as evidenced by his wailings after the latter s sudden decease,

but these wailings are much restrained in comparison with

those of Pururavas for Urvasi in the Vik^'ornorVasi and of Rati

for Madana in the Kumara (128), This subdued tone pervades

the whole of the Raghuvan\sa. Rama's lamentations for Sita

in the Dariduka forest could have been given a more lurid

colour and a larger space in the epic, but the poet refrains

from doing so probably under the idea that this will not fit in

with the awe-inspiring character of Rama and Sita as the incarna-

tion of the divine. He has therefore taken to the device of merely

referring to these wailings through Rama speaking of them to

Sita on his way back to Ayodhya from Lanka. The reader is

thus left to supply much through his imagination with the help

of this reflection of the distant reality in Rama's conversation

with Sita (132, 133),

In the depiction of ParVatl'a love for &va in the Kumara,

i^alidasa reaches the highest height that love can reach in

human conception. "Love is here an absolutely divine senti-

ment, and no passion. Parvatl wants to be united to Siva*

Oot a union of the flesh but a union of the spirit. Such an idea

MAKCII, 1933 42
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of lofty spiritual love id unknown in the literature oi any

country**
(
282

, p. 181; 112).

Sastriji has written two articles regarding Kalidasa's home

and age
(
280

,
281 ). In the descriptions of the natural scenery

he evinces a partiality towards that of Malwa as indicated by

a detour in the route of the Cloud Messenger towards Ujjain.

He does not describe any other part of India with such details.

The limits of the area within which the poet had his residence

can be further narrowed down to Dasapura fifteen miles from

the right bank of the Chambal or some place near Dasapura. ITie

temple of Skanda mentioned in the Meghaduta has been

identified with that of Khanderas, (Skr. Skandaraja) on the river

Gambhira near Dasapura. Among other arguments in support

of his view, he states that the flora, fauna and other objects

(of which a list has been made by him) mentioned in the

Rtusarphara are found nowhere in toto except in Malwa.

Many evidences have been adduced by Sastriji in favour

of his view that Kalidasa flourished in the latter half of the

period between 404 and 533 A.C.

An interesting statement has been made that the expres-

sion utsavasanketan* found in the Raghuvarpsa (iv. 78) may

be analysed into UTschang (Chinese name for two provinces

of Tibet bordering on China), Bostan, and Khotan (
281

, p. 36).

3

The appointment of Sastriji by the Asiatic Society of Bengal

in 1891 as the Director for conducting the operations in search

Sanskrit and Vernacular Manuscripts brought him into a field

of investigation that has been fruitful of results of far-reaching

importance. As already stated, a beginning had already been

made in the preparations of the Descriptive Catalogues of Manu-

scripts at the request of Raja R. L. Mitra. But this appoint-

ment as Director for the search of Manuscripts after the demise

of the Raja put him into contact with rich mines of information,

which, on the one hand, supplied him with the materials for

establishing his theses in connection with the Bengali language
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and script* and enabled him, on the other, to extend further the

limits of our knowledge in connection with Buddhism, specially

Mahayana and its later developments in Bengal. The zeal

with which he carried on his work in this sphere is indicated

not only by the large number of manuscripts collected under

his supervision and described in his Notices and Catalogues

(the mss. numbering more than 10000) (see 32
,

33-41
)

but also by the fact that he did not hesitate to undertake the

arduous journey to Nepal for the fourth time in his 69th year

for carrying on his investigation in the Darbar Library. The

search for mss. presents such a vast field for work that though

many thousands of mss. have been collected by the efforts

of scholars in both India and Europe, and Aufrecht*s

Cctalogua Catalogorum contains the names of at least forty-

thousand mss., only a small fraction of the investigation has

been completed, considering the long way that yet remains

to be covered. To quote Sastriji’s own words (
279

, p. 62):

“In the Darbar Library of Nepal itself there are 16,000 Sanskrit

mss., not to mention the entire Kanjur-Tanjur collections of

the Tibetans and the entire Chinese Tripifaka. Of these

16000 mss., only a thousand, mostly of palm-leaf, have been

catalogued, bringing to light a whole literature of different

schools of Buddhism and Tantra, some written in old Bengali,

old Hindi and other vernaculars of North Eastern India. In

the valley of Nepal there are still vast numbers of palm-leaf

mss. brought there by fugitive monks and Pandits fleeing

before the first onslaught of the fury of the Muhmmadan con-

quest. In the district of Puri, there are thirty-two Sasanas or

villages granted to Brahmanas in perpetuity by the Hindu

Rajas of Orissa. In 1908, I went there with Prof. Macdonell,

and we calculated that the number of palm-leaf mss. (for all

Orissa mss. are written on palm-leaves with a style) in these

8asanas is nearly two lakhs.*’ It is found from Sastriji's

interesting account of the search of Mss. and preparation of

their Catalogues (
279

) in India that though Sir William Jones*

Catalogue of his manuscripts was published in 1807, and H. H,
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Wilson’s Catalogue of the Mackenzie collection was the first

to be published in India in 1928, the Government of India did

not include the work within the ambit of its patronage until

the time of Lord Lawrence. He took up the suggestion of

Pandit Radha Kissen, the priest of Ranjit’s court, contained

in a letter addressed to the Viceroy emphasizing the need for

a systematic search of mss. A grant of Rs. 24000/- was

sanctioned by the Government and the work was commenced

in right earnest in 1870. With this financial aid, the provincial

Governments collected up to 1915 the following totals of mss :

—

Bengal 11000, Madras 15000, Bombay 9000, and the

United Provinces 8000. (See 279
, pp. 59, 60).

It was the indefatigable scholar Brian Hodgson who initiat-

ed the collection of Buddhist Mss. in Nepal and gathered luch

information about Northern Buddhism through his own studies

and through the assistance of his Buddhist Munshi Amrtananda

who was induced to write a book called Dharmakosa Samgraha

to explain the form of Buddhism current in Nepal. The

manuscripts collected by Hodgson were distributed as

follows:—85 bundles containing 144 works to the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, 85 to the Royal Asiatic Society, 30 to the

India Office Library, 7 to the Bodleian Library and 174 to

the Societe Asiatique and M. Burnouf, now deposited in the

Bibliotheque Nationale. These, together with the Wright

collection catalogued by Bendall containing about 172 separate

works and the H. P. Sastri collection comprising 125 such

works, constitute altogether 250 Buddhist treatises, rejecting

copies of the same book and fragments. (See 302
, pp. 19, 20,

201, 202). It was at the repeated requests of Hodgson to the

Asiatic Society of Bengal to make a descriptive catalogue of

the collection in its possession that Raja R. L. Mitra

was appointed to do the work with two pandits. When he

fell ill in 1878, Sastriji was asked to help him and after a

labour of five years, the Nepalese Buddhist Literature came

out in 1882. Though Sastriji was appointed as the Director

for conducting the search for Mss. under the auspices of the
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Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1891, he had been preparing the

Xth volume of the Notices of Sanskrit Mss., Ist Series, in

continuation of R. L. Mitra's labours, which took It up to

the IXth (
32). The Xth volume commenced to appear in

parts from 1890 till its completion in 1892. It was followed

by the publication of twelve volumes of Notices and Descrip*

tive Catalogues of Sanskrit, Buddhist-Sanskrit, and Vernacular

manuscripts till 1931 leaving out of account the Index volume

(Xth) of the Notices, 1st series, and the Descriptive Catalogue

of Kavya Mss. (Vol. VII) now in the press (see 32-41
) and of

course, the several unpublished volumes of the Descriptive

Catalogue upon which he spent much labour. All these

volumes alone are enough to represent a fairly large amount

of labour that can well earn, for the life of a scholar of average

capacity for industry, a recognition as useful. But Sastriji was

made . of a much sterner metal. He could spare both time

and energy' to pursue his work in other directions in addition

to his favourite but arduous task of carrying on the search

for Mss. and preparing their descriptions. The Mss.

were on various subjects relating to the various periods from

the Vedic to the modern, and belonged to the various classes

of literature by reason of the differences in the nature of the

subject-matter and the language in which it was couched.

SastrijTs mental equipment was such as could do justice to an

exacting work of this description. The elaborate Prefaces to

some of his catalogues running even to more than 300 pages

present an historical background which helps the reader to

view the Mss. on a subject in their right chronological bearings

and assess their relative values. The connected accounts of

the Sanskrit grammatical literature or the alahkdra literature

in the Preface to his Descriptive Catalogue, Vol. VI (1931) may

be mentioned as two only among several such instances. To

Indologists the importance of the details about the several

thousands of Mss. furnished by the catalogues cannot

be overrated. Delving deep into the contents of manuscripts

to bring to light the facts buried in them is comparable in
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value to the difficult but very useful task of excavation for

laying bare the materials that contribute to the knowledge

of the past, and illumine the highways and byeways of the

bygone periods. Without the careful salvage of these im-

portant sources of historical information from the ravages of

the white ants and the climate in their obscure places of deposit

in the lofts of muddy huts in the villages, or on the shelves of

people who kept them on without knowing their utility, the

loss to the art of reconstructing the past would have been

immense. The reports of tours [42 (a), (b), (c)] for the search

of manuscripts submitted to the Asiatic Society of Bengal by

Sastriji testify how the large and small collections of Mss. in

the villages and towns in several districts of Bengal and some

neighbouring areas were ransacked with the result that some

very valuable Mss. were acquired for the Society. The

Ramacarita by Sandhyakara Nandin written in almost the same

script as the Tantra Mss. of the 12th and the Bth century may

be mentioned as an example. It was composed before the

advent of the Musalmans into Bengal. After his accession to

the throne in 1880, the hero of the work Ramapala set out to

quell the rebel chief of the Kaivarta caste named Bhima Diboka

and drove him out of his territory. The author of the book

was the son of Ramapala's minister of Pe?.cc and War. A
portion of the commentary on the treatise was also to hand

[42 (a), p. 7] . Both the text and the commentary have been

edited by Sastriji. Many other manuscripts, some of which

were edited by hiiri subsequently, were procured in the course

of the searches conducted by him or made by him personally.

They relate to diverse subjects such as tantra, smfti, astrology,

medicine, dhanurveda, dramaturgy, architecture, philosophy,

Buddhism etc. Some very interesting among them have

already been named in connection with the evolution of the

Bengali script. A few more may be added viz. Bodhicary&

oaidrap^d and CittavUuddhiprakarai^a [see 42 (a), pp. 19, 20],

PdJtortiauo, Kirttilatd by Vidyapati, works relating to the

Pharma, Mana4, and MaAf^ala Cai^^i cults, a life of Caitanya
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l>y jayananda [
42

, (a), p. 24] .Sastriji makes a special reference

to two Mss. of the Ijigvcda, because many portions of them

were copied in the 16th century while those collated by Max

Mueller for his edition of the Veda were copied in the 17th and

the 1 8th [42 (b), p. 2]. One of the Mss. acquired at a small

town at the northern extremity of Nepal has been pointed out

as important by Sastriji in view of the fact that it contains

the statement that the great astronomer Varahamihira lived at

Kanyakubja on the Ganges [see 42 (a), p. 2] . The four visits

to Nepal to examine and collect originals or copies of Mss.

from the Darbar Library and elsewhere within the territory

have borne the most important results. It is not possible to

name all the important Mss. that have been acquired, studied,

and catalogued by him in the two volumes of his Catalogue of

the Palm-leaf and selected Paper Mss. {from Nepal) which are

80 rich in manuscript materials. A glance through the volumes

can make it patent to the reader that the manuscripts described

in them offer a vast field for research, and can be utilised to

light up many a dark corner of the past. An idea of the

labour involved in the acquisition of Mss. can be made from

a passage in one of the Reports which runs thus [42 (b), pp. I,

(2 I 906)J;

“Though 1 have not been able to publish much, I have

collected materials for two more volumes of the Notices of

Sanskrit Mss, and acquired 1572 Mss., and, for the purposes

of this acquisition, examined at least ten times as many. I

have also examined and acquired a Jaina Bhandara with 1335

Mss., for which the Government of India has been pleased The

to make a special grant of 5000 rupees.*’ But this arduous

work must not be regarded as altogether denuded of hours of the

SJcAndfl
elation brought about by successes. Such hour came

on

Sastriji became triumphant in a difference of opinion between the anii-

him and Prof. Bendall as to the date of a palm-leaf Ms. of the
i^o^pujgna

Skonda-Puraijia in later Gupta character. It was then believed Hteiature.

that the Skanda-Puraiya was a myth and existed only in

Khai^dA» and Mahatmyas. “Prof. Bendall/’ says Sastriji,
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TK®

Abhi-

aamaya-

larfikata,

“was very unwilling to admit that the Ms. was so old,

and we often talked on the subject and I maintained

that the Ms. belonged to the 6th century and that the writing

resembled that of the Horiuzi Ms. kept in the Horiuzi

monastery in Japan where it has been lying since 609 A.D.

But Prof. Bendall stoutly maintained that it was written in the

9th century. Finding that we v/ere quarrelling on these facts

for several days, Mrs. Bendall one day told us both to bring

all the materials on which we held our opinions and to decide

the question once for all. She very kindly consented to be

our umpire. So one day we three sat on the verandah of the

College Library (Nepal) and brought all the Mss., charts, and

drawings and began to show them to Mrs. Bendall. Prof.

Bendall had a theory that a Ms. is old in the inverse ratio of

the matras or the top lines of letters. I readily acceded to this

theory. It was however found that Bendall’s Ms. of the

Fdramesvara-mata-tantra copied in 859 contained many more

tnatras or top lines than the Skonda Purdrjta discovered by me.

P jf. Bendall had to admit that the Skanda-Purdtjta was at least

200 years older than the Pafamesvara-mata-tantra i.e. the

Skfinda-purdr^a was written in 659 at the latest. The umpire

gave her verdict in my favour. We worked from II to 3

o'clock in the afternoon and the verdict was passed atid we

all came well satisfied with our work. The antiquity of the

Purai?as was set back by several centuries and the discovery

of the unique Ms, of he Skanda Purana was regarded as a

great event in the history of the Puraijic literature.”

pp. 27, 28).

The account of how the Abhisamaydlamkdra eluded the

search of two scholars like Raja R. L. Mitra and Prof. Bendall

for nearly 30 years is interesting. In noticing the Ms. of the

Pancavimsaiiadhaarikd, the former could not find that another

work was embodied in it, while the latter noticed it but thought

it was an introductory work, not realizing that it was accord-

in to this small treatise that the Pancaoimaatisahaarikd had been

recast. Prof. Stcherbatsky during his visit to Calcutta in
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November 1910 told Sastriji that he had discovered the

Abhisamayalarjikara five years ago. This had also been dis-

covered by Sastriji at Khatmandu in Nepal in the summer of

1907 independently of Prof. Stcherbatsky [42 (c), p. 5).

Special references to four interesting works found in

Nepal have also been made by Sastriji. The first is the Adi-

kormavidhi on Buddhist rituals by Tatakara Gupta about the 9th

century A.Cv Tatakara informs us that (I) in his time there discovery of

were married monks known as Aryas, (2) any one who took
porfant

refuge in the Tri-ralna was a Buddhist, (3) the castes that made mss.—

a living by killing animals were not admitted into the Buddhist

community unless it was given up and (4) the Buddhists like

the Hindus made use of the monosyllabic Tantric formulae in

the performance of every act of their daily life [42 (c), p. 3)

.

The second work is entitled V isvapradipay—an encyclo-
yi^^;apra•

pajdia, of which only one part on music was found in the

Nepal Darbar Library, and another part on Jyoti$a has been

described by Lggellng in his Catalogue of the India Office

Library. Ihe author of the work was Bhuvanananda who was

patronized probably by Sher Shah [42 (c), p. 31.

The third treatise is a Sanskrit geographical work called

Sofparicasaddcscvibhdga. It seems to be part of a 1 antra and ^Wt/csat^-

references are made in it to temples and places of pilgrimage

as the landmarks of 56 places including China and Tibet [42

(c). p. 10].

Another important Ms. was acquired from Mithila. It is

Vatna{na)-

the Varr}a(nQ)rCitndkara of Jyotirisvara Kavisekharacarya who ralnakara.

live<J in the early part of the 14th century. It is in the Maithila

character and its language is Maithili. Apart from its philo-

logical importance, its value lies in the fact that it gives descrip-

tions of town, royal court (including officials) etc. in its seven

chapters [42 (a), p. 23 and Dr. S. K. Chatterjee’s article in

the Proceedings of the Fourth Oriental Conference, vol. 2]

.

The appointment of Sastriji to the post for carrying out

the scheme for searching the Mss. of bardic chronicles in

Rajputana and Gujerat gave a new turn to his activities for

MAKCH, 1933 43
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the collection of information about Mas. and their acquisitioA.

Since the initiation of the plan for the collection and publication

of the manuscripts of bardic chronicles at the request of Sir

George Grierson to Lord Curzon in 1904, four years elapsed in

fruitless negotiations until Sastriji was called to take up the

work in 1909. He writes in his Report, “1 have made three

tours in Rajputana visiting some of the capitals and ancient

towns therein and in Gujerat. 1 have submitted four Progress

Reports since 1909 to the Society, and I am now submitting a

General Report of my work for the last four years. In the first

year I visited Jaipur, Jodhpur and Baroda. In the third year,

I visited Jaipur, Jodhpur and Bikanir, and in the fourth, I

visited Bharatpur, Bundi, Ujjain, Mandasore, Ajmere, Jodhpur

and BilacJa [42 (d). p. 2 (I9I3)J. There are twelve appendices

in the Report. The most important of these have been indicat-

ed by Sastriji himself: In the 1st Appendix, he answers the

question whether the Bhhts and Carai^s only are the bards by

stating that various castes wrote bardic poetry but the Bhafs

and Carans made their living by writing these chronicles alone.

In the Ilnd Appendix, he treats of Pingal and Pingal, the

language of bardic poetry, while in the lllrd, he speaks of the

rewards and remunerations given to the bards. The IVth

throws light on the genealogies of the chiefs by comparing

Todd’s catalogue of the 36 royal races of Rajputana with a

newly found genealogical work of the 36 K^atriya races. The

result of the comparison shows that what Todd calls the

Scythic element among the Rajputs does not exist among the

K^triyas. A short history of the family of Sardul Singh

of Northern Sekhavati adequately dealt with by Todd

is found in the Vlth Appendix, while the Vllth gives

information about a very interesting sect of flame-worshippers

who have kept alive the flame from 1464 A.C. at Bilada in

Matwar [See 42 (d), p. 4).

The objects of the visits to the various chiefs in Rajputana

and Gujerat were not merely to have access to their libraries

to eStamine the Mss. but also to enlist their active co-operation
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in the collection and publication of the chronicles by

the Asiatic Society of Bengal as well as on their own account.

The sympathetic response made by several chiefs—specially

Jodhpur, Jaipur, Baroda, Bikanir, and Bundi, and Thakur

Sahib Kesari Singjji of Acrol (Jaipur), went a great way towards

making a good beginning for a successful prosecution of the

difficult work which devolved on Sastriji and the Asiatic

Society [see 42 (d), pp. 2, 3 and 42 (e), pp. 2, 6)

.

The difficulty of the task of collection of the Ms. chronicles

lies in the fact that the greater portion of them is still being

handed down orally. The written literature is less than a

third of the oral. Tne portion existing in writing is difficult

to understand as the bards are bad calligraphists. The area

to be explored is also very large as it extends from Delhi to

the Kf^na, and from Behar to the Indus. It is also probable

that the chronicles are available beyond these limits. Besides

the Bhafs and Carans, there are the Badoas who keep the

genealogies of all castes and write songs in praise of their

clients while the Dhulis or Drummers also write historical

songs. A large number of Bhats were either forcibly convert-

ed to Muhammadanism or embraced Islam of their own

accord. They are following their occupation all the same^

and singing the praises of the Hindu and Musalman rulers alike

[42 (e), pp. 3. 4; 42 (d). p. 10].

The importance of the Bardic chronicles lies not only in the

information supplied by them for the reconstruction of the history

of Rajputana but also for the mutual checking of the historical

materials derived from the Persian, Hindu and other sources.

For the ensuring of accuracy in the narration of events relat-

ing to Rajputana, or other places that had anything to do with

Rajputana, an important source of ^evidence like the bardic

chronicles cannot be ignored or neglected. Sometimes, for

the history of Rajputana, the chronicles are the only available

and dependable source of information. Sastriji has himself

demonstrated, the value of these chronicles by his very interest-

h)g Bengali article on the light that can be thrown on the reign
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of Aurangzeb from the non-Moslem sources (
86). As space

does not permit me to reproduce all that has been said in the

paper, 1 am giving here the bare outline : Raja Yasovanta Singh

of Jodhpur had a prime minister named Muhnot Nayan Sin^h.

The Khyat Nayan Singh (Khyat= prose history) written by him

is looked upon by the Rajputs as an authentic history of the

province [
86

. p. 291; also 42 (d). p. 46). It has however been

found to be dependable up to about 200 years before the time

of its composition. Beyond that limit, it shows some discre-

pancies as compared with the inscriptions. The author also

wrote a statistical account of the Rajput States during the

middle of the 17th century. It is still found in the archive of

the family at Jodhpur.

Within 20 years of the death of Aurangzeb, Raja Abhaya

Singh became the Subahdar of Gujerat. A Pokaran Brahmana

who was put in charge of the accounts of the Subah preserved

many papers in his residence. They can yield statistical

information about a region which formed part of the .Mughal

Empire.

Tlie two epics Ajitodaya and Abhayodaya deposited in

the library at the Jodhpur Fort can also furnish historical

materials. The former relates the attempts of Ajit Singh to

thwart the designs of Aurangzeb against him almost the whole

of his life. The account of the clever way in which Durgadas

Rathor 'with the help of Mukunda Khici disguised as a snake-

charmer took away Ajit and his brother surreptitiously from

the prison by concealing them in baskets for carrying serpents

is very interesting.

The chronicles preserved by the Bhafs and Carans relating

to every State in Rajputana contain more or less information

about Aurangzeb. Anup Singh, the chief of Bikanir, was

Aurangzeb *s g.^neral at the time of his invasion of the Deccan.

When Adoni in the Bellary District of the Madras Presidency

capitulated, the Brahma^as of the place were about to throw

the manuscripts in their possession into the river when Anup

Singh made the request to make over the manuscripts to him
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instead of destroying them. They acceded to the request.

The manuscripts were deposited in the Bikanir Fort, forming

the largest collection in Rajputana. He caused a big smfti

work called Anupa^vildsa to be compiled by several pandits

while a commentary on the Sivatar^dava Tantra was written

under his auspices. The chronicles relating to Jay Singh, the

Maharaja of Jaipur, contain information about Aurangzeb

because he was a commander of the Emperor. The Vamsa-

bhdskctra, a comprehensive history of the Hada Cauhan family

of Bundi, can also yield similar historical materials, as the chief

of Bundi of the time was a commander under Aurangzeb. The

Sanskrit work Satrusalyacarita is a biography of Satrusalya of

the same family. As regards the Ranas of Udaipur. Todd

takes note of their continual feuds with Aurangzeb. but does

not speak of many details of which he was not aware. With

the efforts of Mahamahopadhyaya )$yamaldan, an elaborate

history of Udaipur was composed and printed,- but its publica-

tion was stopped by the reigning Rana. Though it is now

kept under lock and key in a small room, portions of the work

are found in handwriting or print all over Rajputana. The

chronicles relating to the Deo^as and Solafikis of Sirohi, and

the Vacantkd about Ratan Singh of Ratlam may also be

cited as sources of materials for the Mughal history.

The chronicles current among the Sikhs, the Povddda recit-

ed by the Gandhalis,—Carans of Maharastra, and the historical

accounts available in the monasteries and temples of the

Satnamis and Vallabhis persecuted by Aurangzeb, as also the

Rdsds, Dhdls, and Sijhdia preserved in the Jain monasteries

in Kathiawad, Marwar, Udaipur, Gujerat etc. have also been

mentioned as sources of information, but as they fall outside

our purview at the present moment, 1 refrain from giving the

details (
86).

A very interesting class of Sanskrit works has been pointed-

ly brought to notice by Sastriji viz. the Sanskrit Gazetteer lite-

rature. Four such Gazetteers have been found but they are all

incomplete. These In chronological order are (I) Vidyap^ti s
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Bhuparihrama (15th c.); (2) the ViliramaBagara written at the

request of Vikrama, a member of the Vaijala family holding

jagirs near Patna; (3) Jagamohana's DeSdvaliviVfti (17th c.)

composed with the patronage of Dulala Vaijala, a descendant

of Vikrama Vaijala just mentioned; (4) Ramakavi's Par^d^^va-

digoijaya composed with the patronage of a Raja of Pancako{

(18th c.).

It is found from the contents of the mss. and their dates

that for the last four or five hundred years, the

Hindus have been trying hard to collect useful infor-

mation about a large number of places. Tlie number

varies in the treatises. In the Bhuparihrama it is 65,

while in the Desdvalivivfti and the Vihrcmaadgara, it is

56. The Deidvali is the most interesting in view of the fact

that it has discarded the Puranic mould in which such works

are usually cast e.g. the Brahmakhar%da of the Bhavi^ya Purdria,

which is supposed to have been composed by Vyasadeva at the

end of the Dvapara Yuga though in fact it is so modern that it

embodies the story of Vidya and Sundara at Burdwan, popular-

ized by Bharatacandra*s poem completed in 1753. It is also

valuable inasmuch as it contains information about ‘trade,

commerce, manufacture, agriculture, history, geography etc.’ of

the localities dealt with, though the holy places receive the

greatest attention. The salt trade of Tamluk in the 19th

century, the manufacture of cloth at Candrakona and other

places in the district of Midnapore, the foundation of Midnapore

by Medinikara,—the author of the Medinlko^a, the descriptions

of the forts, details about the population of different localities,

and descriptions of the articles of trade are some cf the topics

dwelt on in the treatise. The contents of the other three works

are equally interesting but it is not possible to dilate on them

here (see 287 pp. 14-25; 16
, pp. 130-133).

It was on account of his long experience in connection with

the search of Mss., and his knowledge of the various indologi'

cal subjects that he was requested by the Government to help

Prof. Macdonell by his advice and explanations during his
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visits in 1908 to temples, museums, libraries, and excavated

sites in various places in Northern, Central and Southern India.

Also ‘the experience of so many years’* writes Sastriji in his

report [42 (a), p. 2] “has given me some knowledge of where

valuable mss. are to be found. . . . Large collections can now

be purchased, and several such collections have come to my

knowledge. One of these containing 6600 and odd

manuscripts was offered to me, but I could not find funds for

it. Prof. A. A. Macdonell, however, to whom 1 showed the

Mss. in February, 1908, applied to Lord Curzon as the

Chancellor of the Oxford University, and he wired to Maharaja

Sir Chander Shamsher Jung Bahadur Rana, who supplied the

necessary funds and requested me to purchase the collection,

which he then presented to the Bodleian Library.”

I shall close this brief survey of Sastriji ‘s activities in

connection with the search of Mss. and the preparation of their

descriptive catalogues by inserting here an informing extract

from his Preface to the Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss.,

Vol. 1 (1917): “This is the first of a long series of volumes of

a descriptive catalogue of Sanskrit Mss., belonging to the

Government collection in the Asiatic Society’s rooms—collected

since the institution of the search of Sanskrit mss. under the

order of Lord Lawrence’s Government in 1868. The number

of the collection stands at present at 11,264; of these 3156

were collected by my illustrious predecessor Raja Rajendralal

Mitra, LL.D., C.I.E., and the rest by my humble self.

Besides Sanskrit, it has Mss. in Prakrt, Hindi. Marwari,

Marhdtti. Newari, and Bengali. But these .orm an insigni-

ficant part of the whole. The works relate to various schools,

Vai§navism, ^Saivism, Tantrism and other systems of sectarian

Hinduism. The various branches of the knowledge of the

Hindus are well represented in this collection. Manuscripts

are written in various scripts,—Bengali, Devanagari, Udiya,

Marwari, Kasmiri, Newari—both ancient and modern. Some of

the ancient Mss. go so far back as the 9th century A.D. There

is one unique ms. in the ancient Bengali hand, copied undoubt^
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edly in the last years of the 1 0th century. There arc numerous

mss. dated in the 1 1 th century. The subsequent sections are

well represented Besides unique

Mss. which open up vast vistas of research in history, religion,

and sciences of ancient India, whole literatures are revealed

in the collections. For instance, there are numerous works of

Vajrayana, Mantrayana, Kalacakrayana to be found here,

which throw a flood of light on those later phases of Buddhism

which developed out of the Mahayana system. But for these

works, these phases of the religion would have remained only a

name.”

4

The fourth principal subject that received attention in his

investigations and writings is F wddhism. During his visits to

Nepal as also in the course of his searches for Mss., he came

across treatises in Sanskrit as well as in early Bengali devoted

to the Buddhistic themes. In Nepal as also in various places

in and outside Bengal, he had numberless opportunities to study

Buddhism in its relics and remains or through the explanations

of its exponents, Buddhist or otherwise. The Southern

Buddhism, known in the 16th century to the Portuguese when

they came into contact with Ceylon, Burma, Southern China

and the Indian Archipelago, began to be studied after the

establishment of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and its literature

became well-known in the 19th century specially through the

activities of the Pali Text Society. But the Northern Buddhism

did not receive in India and Lurope the same amount of atten-

tion as the Southern. In the last quarter of the century a wider

interest was roused in its literature through the publication of

R. L. Mitra's Nepalese Buddhist Literature (1882) and BendalPs

Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit Mss, in the University

Library, Cambridge (1883). TTiese two catalogues dealt with

the collections of Mss. made by Hodgson and Wright respect-

ively. It became at this time possible to trace the originals

of some of the Tibetan translations (about ten thousand) of
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Sanskrit works written in India on Buddhism* brought to light

by the Hungarian scholar Csoma de Koros. Burnouf, Hodgson,

and Vassilief may be mentioned as the principal writers whose

labours served first to give an insight into the nature of

Northern Buddhism towards the middle of the 19th century.

The translation of the Saddharma-pundarlka with copious

notes by the first named scholar, and the works of the other two

viz. Le Bouddhisme, end the Essays dealing inter clia with the

literature and religion of Nepal and Tibet are a landmark in

the history of the discovery of Northern Buddhism. They were

followed by the publication of a number of important texts such

as the LcUtavistara, A^^asahaartka-Prainaparamita, Mahdvastu,

Divyavadanot KararydaVyuha until Sastriji came in with his

Bihat Svayamhhu-purdna, of which the first instalment

appeared in 1894 and the last in 1900. ‘It is the only Purana

of the Buddhists, giving the topography of one of the most

important places of pilgrimage in Nepal, with rll its shrines and

monasteries and stupas’ (
302

, p. 25). His visit to Nepal in

1897 gave him ;he desired opportunity of identifying the places

etc. mentioned in the work and the opportunity was also utilized

to some extent for the purpose; but the Darbar Library gradually

absorbed all his attention. It came into existence some time

after BendelTs visit to Nepal in 1884. The scattered collections

of Mss. at Khatmandu were sought to be brought into the

library by Sir Bir Samser Jung Rana the F^rime Minister. It

was at last located in the spacious hall with a clock where it

is continuing. Just as on the one hand Sastriji valued his

opportunity to utilize this mine of information, so on the other,

he regarded it as a good fortune to come into contact with

Indrananda from whom he received much of his information,

fie was a descendant of Amrtananda—the scholar who

supplied Idodgson with so much of Buddhist lore. It is stated

by Sastriji, ‘He gave me light on the history of Buddhism which

1 found nowhere in printed books and Mss. (
302

, p. 30). The

value of the Darbar Library of Nepal, as already stated, lies

in the fact that when the Buddhists

I.li.Q., MARCH, 19dl3
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from Behar and Bengal to be away from the onslaught of the

Musalmans, a large number of them took refuge in the Valley

sequestered in the Himalayas. It became in this

way the repository of very valuable Buddhist treatises brought

here by these refugees. The cataloguing of the many manus-

cripts discovered there constitutes a story that has been told

already. The Buddhist manuscripts found there and edited

by him as also the use of the materials culled here or from

the treatises discovered here for writing on the various topics

comprised in Buddhism come within our purview at the

present moment. Over and above the Bfhat Svayambhu-

purana mentioned above, he edited the following:

(a) The Cittacisuddhiprakarana (see JASB., 1898, pp.

175 ff.). While speaking of the means of spiritual elevation it

attaches more importance to the purity of heart as against the

external purity and mere form of worship.

(b) The Catuhiaiika (1914) of Aryadeva. This ms.,

available incomplete, deals with the removal of viparyaaas,

non-eternality of things, non-reality of A .an, wrong views,

etc.

(c) The Saundarananda Kdoya (1910) of Asvagho?a

delineates how Buddha weaned his stepbrother Nanda from a

life of enjoyment and led him gradually into a saintly life.

“The doctrines’* found in it are, according to Sastriji, “those

of Northern Buddhism but not yet of Mahayana. Buddha

speaks to Nanda, ‘You have done your duty, you are

emancipated, now go and preach and save others*,—exactly

what the Mahdvastu speaks of. It is not Southern Buddhism,

for no emphasis is laid on discipline and the regulation of

conduct*’
(
302

, p. 210),

(d) The Six Buddhist Nyaya Tracts in Sanskrit (1910)

comprise Ratnakirti’s three tracts (I) Apohasiddhu (2) K^arya-

bhangaaiddht (by affirmative argument) and (3) K^atyabhanga-

siddhi (by negative argument), Pan<jita Asoka s two tracts,

(4) Avayavinirdkararya end (5) Sdmanyadu^aiyadikrpraaaritd,

and (6) Ratnakara ^anti's Aniaroydptisamarthana. The theory
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that »8 advocated in the first tract »s that a term denotes some-

thing positive, ditfexentiating it from all other, and that

assertion and negation are simultaneous and not consecutive.

The theory of the momentariness of the world is sought to be

proved in the second and the third tracts as against that of

the Naiyayikas that momentariness includes three moments of

production, duration, and dissolution. A stand is taken in

the fourth against the theory of the Nyaya iSastra, support being

given to the position that the whole is but a collection of

parts, having no separate existence, and the supposed eternal

relation between the whole and the parts is a myth. In the

fifth, the Naiyayika theory of generality as an eternal category

of knowledge is opposed, while in the sixth, the attempt is

made to prove that though an example cannot be pointed to

as a premise in the argument to establish the momentariness

of the world, yet it can be proved on the strength of the

‘internal inseparable connection* between the thing to be

proved and the thing by which it is to be proved.

(e) The Bauddha Gan 0 Doha (1916) contains the songs
Batiddha

(in the Kirtana form) of Siddhacaryas in the vernaculars of Gan

Eastern India, mostly in old Bengali. The Sanskrit commentary ^

accompanying the text explains them according to the doctrines

of the Sahajiya ci^lt (35, p. xi).

(f) The Advayavajra samgraha (1927) containing twenty-

one tracts and a few ver-ses dealing with the philosophy, Samgraha,

and mantras of the V'ajrayana school. And lastly,

(g) The Srldharmamahgala containing songs in praise

Oharma Jhakura's greatness. Dharma Thakura has been rnangala,

shown to be a later form of Dharma of the Buddhist Trinity.

We shall have occasion to turn to this point later.

The manuscripts of all these works with the exception of

the last were acquired in Nepal. The edition of these treatises

drew his attention to the history of Buddhism in India, specially

in its Mahayana and later phases. His earliest writings that

dealt with some aspects of Buddhism came out as early as
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1877 in the Vangadarsana in the articles Two Periods of our

Glory’
(
43

) and ‘Brahmanas and Sramauas’
(
44). Then we find

his contribution
(
69

) to the Vibhd in 1887 on the valuable

acquisition of the hitherto unrecovered portion (evadanas 1-50)

of Ksemendra’s Bodhisaitvavadanakcilpalatd from Tibet by

Sarat Chandra Das. From this time onwards, many papers

on various topics relatirig to Buddhism, or on particular

Buddhist relics, appeared in both English and Bengali journals.

Fhe largest number of these was published in the Ndrdyana,

a Bengali monthly edited by the great Desabandhu C. R. Das,

at whose special request (
170

, p. 492) Sastriji commenced con-

tributing papers including those on Buddhism. The subject-

matter of these articles has not been given an English garb,

though Sastriji Kas done so in regard to some of his writings.

If he had done so in regard to this group of papers, its useful-

nesi. would have reached a much wider circle of readers.

However, in taking a note of the information or opinion given

by him on important topics or aspects of Buddhism, his articles

both English and Bengali will be taken into account.

Any one who turns his thought to the history of Buddhism

The emergence of Hinayana and Mahayana will naturally

atmosphere be inclined to ask the question—^Whence arose originally the
congenial

to the rise atmosphere congenial to the growth of thoughts, beliefs and

in Eastern*™
which constituted Buddhism. The answer given by

India. Sastriji is that it resulted from the impact of the culture of

the three civilized tribes Vangas, Vagadhas, and Ceras,

mentioned in the Aitareyo. Aranyakci as inhabiting Eastern

India upon that of the Arycns (
145

, p. 398). The place

where it developed was between the eastern limit of the region

occupied by the Aryans and the ’.;«stern limit of the tract of

land peopled by the three tribes. The Thadus living near

Kapilavastu may be a branch of the Ceras while the Vagadhas

may be Magadhas. Be that as it may, the reference to these

people by the term ‘vayaipsi’ in the Aitareya Arar^yakd (B,

I, I, 5) points to the fact that they were looked down upon

by the Aryans, as betokened by the similar epithets—monkeys,
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bears, rak^asas etc. applied by them to people not held in

favour or esteem by them (t45, pp. 459-461). The existence

of the Vratyas in Eastern India was another factor that made

the region favourable for the origin and development of

thoughts and beliefs independent of or opposed to those of

the Aryans towards the west.

The Vratyas were of the Aryan stock but were considered

degraded for their unapproved deeds. They could however

be taken again into the Aryan fold on equal terms by some

purificatory ceremony. The question of the identity of the

Vratyas has been discussed in detail by Sastriji in several

places in his writings (
16

, pp. 1-21; 16
;
201

;
145

, pp. 459 ff.).

The Vratyas who were taken back into the Aryan society as

well as those of them not so treated constituted a source for

the emanation of ideas not fitting the traditional Aryan groove.

It was for these reasons that Magadha was specially suitable

for the development of thoughts and religious doctrines of a

heterogenous nature, and, in fact, Buddhism had been preceded

here by the philosophico-religious speculations of the Jainas,

Ajivikas etc.

Sastriji refers to some current opinions about Buddha and

his doctrines e.g. (I) Buddhism stood for a movement, the

sole object of which was to prevent the slaughter of animals

in the Vedic sacrifices, (2) it was the monistic doctrine of the

Upani^ads in a different garb, (3) it was based on the original

Sarnkhya philosophy, (4) Buddha belonged to the 5aka tribe

and therefore it is likely that the religion preached by him

came from the Scythians. Regarding the first view cited

above, he states that it cannot be shown from the biographies

of Buddha such as the Lalitavistara, Mahavastit, Buddhacarita

or any other dependable passage that the prevention of the

slaughter of animals was the sole object of Buddhism. The

second view is opposed by him on the ground that the doctrine

of Sunyata, which resembles, to a great extent, Advayavada

of the Upani^ads, found a place in the philosophy of Buddhism

after the Christian era. About the fourth, he states that if the
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The

emergence

of

Mahayana.

original Samkhya philosophy be taken as the basis of

Buddhism, then his position that Buddhism came from sources

unorthodox from the Aryan viewpoint, or was influenced by

people non-Aryan in their stock or outlook finds support. As

regbxds the fourth view cited above, he points out that the

derivation of the word iSakya from Saka a kind of Sala tree

as indicated by Asvaghofa is quite acceptable. Trees called

Sakiya Sal are found in the Nepal Terai even now. As the

ancestors of Buddha lived in places, surrounded by these trees,

they were called Sakya. Hence, the conjecture regarding the

Scythian ancestry of Buddha is altogether baseless (see 145 for

the treatment of all the points).

Sastriji has given a detailed account of the way in which

Mahayana came into existence (
147

) and has pointed out the

grounds on which it claims a higher position than Hinayana

(
146). In the former article, he states inter alia that though

Mahayana is considered to have been full-fledged with the

composition of the MddhyamikaVftti by Nagarjuna, the ‘rescue

of the Prajndpdramitasuira from the nether world’ by him

and the propagation of its doctrines by his disciple Aryadeva,

it had an earlier beginning. This is evidenced by the previous

existence of the Mahaydna-sraddhotpadasutra, and also the

Buddhacarita and Saundarananda which are interspersed with

Mahayana ideas. These had been preceded by some

Mahayana Sutras, e.g. the Lankaoatdra, Hence the origin of

Mahayana is earlier than is usually supposed.

Mahayana is the outcome of the dissatisfaction of the

younger Buddhist monks at the strict application of the

stringent rules of discipline initiated by Buddha. These monks

wanted a relaxation of the discipline on ten points. These

have been explained by Sastriji in 154 . Two of them may be

mentioned, such as the storing of some salt in a horn for use

at need, and the prohibition of meals after noon. This conflict

between the sthaviras and the monks wanting more latitude

resulted in the secession of a very large number of bhik^us

who came tg be known as the Mahasa^ghikas, They began
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tn preach their views with a great zeal and turned lokpitara-
^

vddins from the very outset. In other words, they preached tjjg

the doctrine that Buddha was not an ordinary mortal but a
sanghikflt.

being with uncommon powers. Though he has attained

Nirvana, he was immanent in the universe in the form of a

subtle influence that is inspiring millions of people to regulate

their activities in the light of his teachings p. 946). It

was they who commenced setting up images of Buddha

for worship (
155

, p. 206). The Mahdvcsiu Avaddna of the

.Mahasanghikas refers to the Dasabhumis and the pos-

sibility of the attainment of Buddhahood by the

Buddhist sadhakas, but not to Bodhisattvavada i.e. not

resting contented with one’s own salvation but working

for the salvation of others postponing his own.

The Lankai^citara contains this teaching in a less

developed form but the Saundarananda has it full-fledged. The

basic doctrines of Mahayana are thus found to be gradually

growing into their full stature through their early form in the

doctrines of the Mahasangh’kas (
147

, pp, 950, 951).

The doctrines of the full-fledged Mahayana present

in some respects a striking contrast to those of Hinayana.
doctrines of

The Mahayanists attached no importance to the silas as a Hinayana

means of salvation, but they were looked upon by the ““'j

Mahayana
Hinayanists as important steps to the gradual spiritual uplift contrasted,

of a monk to Arhathood. They strove for bodhicittotpada (the

formation of the resolution to attain Bodhi) after taking refuge

in the Triralna by uttering the set formula, making a confession

of his sins (papadesana)^ and developing the mental attitude

to approve others* meritorious deeds (punydnumodana). Then

comes the fulfilment of the six pdramitds. Incidentally, it is

mentioned that the derivation of paramita is to be sought not

in pdramitd (i.e. one who has gone over to the other shore,

i.e. has attained perfection), but in paramasya bhdvah —

pdramyam — pdrami (in Buddhist Sanskrit) r fa = paramita i.e.

the slate of perfection (
146

, p. 792). The Mahayanists turned

out to be energetic, aggressive, and full of exuberance as
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evidenced by the ideals placed before them for realization.

One of the paramitas is virya-pdramitd i.e. manifesting energy

in the highest degree through some act. Their resolutions were

not for performing negative virtues such as refraining from some

sinful acts but for doing positively and aggressively meritorious

deeds, leaving the negative virtues to follow in the train of such

deeds. The postponement of one’s own salvation to that of

others is of a piece with these bold flights of thought for the

realization of ideals that relegated the self to the dim back-

ground. The doctrine of karuna finds in Mahayana a scope

for exercise unknown in Hinpyana. But of all the means of

spiritual uplift, the highest place is given to jndna, which in

its supreme stage in prajndpdramitd raises a man to the top-

most reaches of spiritual elevation. The principal aim of this

paramita is to enable one to comprehend the sdmvrta and

paramdrtha truth. The* changing worldly phenomena may be

taken as (conventional) truths of the former kind, but from the

standpoint of the highest truth, they are mere passing existences

as opposed to paramdrtha satya or sunyatd. The Dhyanas are

a means to the attainment of the highest knowledge. They

are four in Hinayana, but are numberless in Mahayana, indicat-

ing a tendency to multiply the nun.ber, even beyond the possibi-

lity of enumeration, discernible also in other spheres of their

thoughts and actions. Ihe stages of spiritual process are four

in Hinayana but are ten (dasabodhisattvabhumi) in Mahayana;

the Buddhas in the former are twenty-four excluding l^akyasiipha

and Maitreya the future Buddha, while in the latter they are

countless. In their references to the numerical figures and

periods of time, the Mahayanists unlike the Hinayanists evince

a tendency to exaggerations staggering the imagination (
146).

In regard to the Buddha Nidana i.e. the rebirths with their

various actions leading a Bodhisattva towards Buddhahood,

the Mahay^nists in their characteristic way put hundreds of

births under one caryd, four of which make the whole span

viz. prah.jrticaryd, prar^idhdnacaryd (comprising five divisions

called pranidhi), anulomacaryd and ar^ivarttanacaryd [in which
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tKe vydkarana (prophecy re. Buddhahood) and anuvydkarcina

(prophecy repeating the previous one) are made] . The

Hmayanists, with their own line of thinking, trace these births

of the Bodhisattvas previous to the attainment, of Buddhahood

only from the latter part of the last carya (
156). Another diff-

erence between the Hmayanists and Mahayansts is

found in the fact that Dharma is regarded by the

latter as superior to Buddha, and the Triratna is

mentioned as Dharma, Buddha and Sangha, and not

as Buddha, Dharma and Sangha as done by the

former. The five Dhyani Buddhas are considered in Mahayana

the custodians of Buddhism from times immemorial while

Buddha Sakyamuni is nothing but a recorder of its doctrines

like Vyasa. This is clearly corroborated by the fact that at

Svayambhuksetra in Nepal, there are five temples of the five

Dhyani Buddhas around the Svayambhu Caitya and

none for Buddha Sakyamuni, whose image stands at

some distance on the way leading to the Caitya as a kind

of dvarapala. The vajracdrya who accompanied Sastriji

pointed out to him the image with the explanation

as to the value of his services just mentioned (
146

, p. 795).

Another difference between Hinayana and Mahayana lies m

the worship of images of deities in the Mahayana, a begin-

ning of which, as already stated, had been made by the

Mahasanghikas in the worship of Buddha represented by an

image. The last difference between the two yanas is in

regard to a philosophical inquiry into the ultimate problems

of the universe. The Pali literature is usually taken to re-

present Buddha as unwilling to encourage speculations as to

these ultimate problems on the giound that they are fruitless

so far as the attainment of Nirvana is concerned. In the

Mahayana works, however, such speculations are found in

abundance.

The highest objective of the Buddhists is Niivana. in
-j-ijg

Hinayana, the aspiration of the Sadhaka is to reach it after

effecting his spiritual elevation through self-purification, but in

I H.Q., UAKCH, 1933
45
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Mahayana, the fulfilment of this aspiration is not wanted un**

til he brings about the salvation of the other beings of this

world. The conception of Nirvana and the process by which

the different conceptions have been formed at different times

is an interesting study. Sastriji has devoted two or three articles

or portions of articles to this subject (see 143
,

144
,
148).

In Hinayana, the conception of Nirvana, so far as it can be

gathered frcm several passages, is catuakoiivinirmuliia like

that of the Madhyamikas, though a superficial glance at a

passage in the Mahaparinibbdna Satta lends colour to the

idea that it is simple ‘extinction*. Buddha, when questioned

as to the state of a Buddha after parinibbdna, replies nega-

tively to all the four queries, which can be put in the language

of a Madhyamika as bhdva, abhdvc, bhdvdbhdoci and na bhdva

ndbhdva. In plain words, nirvdna cannot be called either

‘existence,’ o** non-existence,* ‘a combination of the two,* or

‘a negation of such combination* (see e.g. Poffhapada Suita).

Asvagho^a uses the simile of the extinguishment of a

lamp in his Saundarananda (xvi, 28, 29),^ to explain the condi-

tion after the attainment of nirvdr^ia but he does not appear to

support the negation of existence in the three" slokas prece-

ding those just mentioned. He explains desire (tr9na) etc. as

the cause of rebirths; hence the annihilation of desire

etc, is the way to salvation, in which the dharma

will be realized. This dharmc is sdnta (tranquil) and

1 i
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iiva (blissful). It is a condition free from birth and

death, old age and disease, enmity, disappointment,

and the pangs of separation. It is a state well

worth one’s labours for achievement. Thus it is patent

that Asvegho^a does not look upon it as the annihilation of

existence. On the other hand, it is a state of existence which

is beyond all changes discernible in the world of phenomena.

This is aunyatd (literally voidness) meaning that it is indes' explained,

cribable by the power of human speech with its many lirnita*

tions.
(
143

.
302

. pp. 212, 213).

The bare sunyata of Nagarjuna was too dry and tough to

appeal to the people, to satisfy the needs of the human mind,
vada.

Maitreyanatha therefore started Vijndnavada or Yogacara

and wrote korikos or verses in eight chapters in support of his

views. The bare sunyata of the Madhyamikas was replaced

by the transcendental stream of consciousness. “ All

Buddhists believe in the momentary character of all pheno-

mena. There is nothing permanent except Sunya the

Paramartha. Now, Maitreya said, ‘No. There should be

consciousness of sunya. But this is impossible in those who

believe all things to be momentary, even ideas. But the

stream of ideas may be permanent though not the ideas, the

acts of consciousness * The great exponent of this theory

was Asanga in the 4th or 5lli century A.D.” (302, pp. 465,

466: 88, p. 84). With the dose of the 5th century came to

an end the period of original thinking among the Buddhists in

India. ‘After them for three or four centuries more, we hear

of many eminent scholars and commentators among them.

But these were commentators, digest-makers, exegetists, writers

of abridgments end polemical works’ l302, pp. 467, 468).

From after the time of Asanga. a gulf of difference separated

the Madhyamikas and the Vijnanavadins. Dharmapala

marked it and requested Haribhadra to write a commentary

(called Abhiaamaydlarpk^rdloka) on Maitreya‘s treatise with the

object of reconciling the two schools of opinion. The

A§fa9dha$rik,d is recognised as an authority by the Madhyamikas.
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The Abhi8amayalarnk,arakarikA is a synopsis of the Prajnapdra-

mita made by the Vijnanavadins. The Aloka was written

to explain the former in the light of the latter with a view to

their reconciliation. Thus an effort was made to unite the

two wings of Buddhism, but about this time, another school c^.

opinion came into being with its far-reaching consequences.

It was the Mahasukhavada. According to the followers of

this line of thought, sunyata was not only inexpressible sat

(existence) and cit (consciousness) but also inexpressible sulpha

.

This was the opinion of the Vajrayanisls and the Sahajayanists

(
88

, pp. 84, 85). The emergence of this school of opinion

was, according to Sastriji, influenced by the Magi priests of

the people who inhabited the places around the Caspian Sea,

and the lakes Van and Aral. In the 7th century, after the

devastation of their hearths and homes by the Musalmans,

the priests came into India teaching the worship of deities and

their consorts in embrace as a symbol of the Mahasukha in

Sunyata, and the deification of the letters of the alphabet (302|

p. 468; 101, p. 15).

The conception of the element of mahasukha in Nirvana

has also been shown to be reflected in the structure of the

stupas. The progress of the Bodhicitta from its lowest stage

to the highest is symbolized in the structure of the Buddhist

stupas. A stupa has a short circular pole at its base represent-

ing the hell and the world of evil spirits. Then comes a

half spherical body symbolizing the world of human beings,

whence starts the upward course of the bodhicitta. Next

follows a square block representing the dominion of the four

Maharajas, over which stands a pole, on which rest five discs

followed again by a pole and another set of discs numbering

13, 16, 21 or 23. Over this there is another pole and a cone

surrounded also by discs. The portion from the square block

mentioned above to the tip of the cone represents in

succession the thirty-three heavens, Yamaloka, Nirmanaraii-

loka and Parinirmdnarctiloka which is the last loka in

the Kamadhatu. Then come Rupadhatu and Arupadhatu.
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When the Bodhicitta reaches the Arupadhatu, it is denuded

of k^ma (desires) but retains body and energy. By the appli-

cation of this energy, further progress is made through dhydna,

praj)idhi, and samadhi. This dhatu contains four principal

lokas which are attained by a mastery over four dhydnas. In

the first of these dhydnas, the ciiia retains oitarka and viedra;

in the second, vitarka disappears and priti and sukha fill up

the mind; in he third, pnti disappears and leaves sukha

alone, while in the fourth, sukha also disappears. Then the

citta wants to cut off its connection with the body. After the

severence of this connection, the citta sees everything includ-

ing the solid as infinite space. Then it enquires whether what

is felt as iunya has any consciousness. The result of the

enquiry is negative and the citta now at the apex of the stupa

plunges into the infinite iunya surrounding it on all sides.

When the Buddhists could not remain satisfied with the dry

and highly metaphysical conception of sunyatdf they added

to it infinite k^^rund (mercy) for all the sentient beings of the

universe. Hence in the Arupadhatu, the citta was face to
of

face not only with the infinite iunya but also with the limitless f^oruna.

karurid. The Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara was about to merge

himself in iunya, but hflrund, roused by the lamentations of

the suffering millions all round, prevented him from the merger

of his self in iunya. He formed the resoltuion not to attain

nirvdria until a single creature remains to be freed horn th^

worldly miseries. 1 his conception of k^irund mixed with

iunyatd proved very heartening to the people at large, though

of course, it was difficult for them to realize iunyatd. Hence

this term was replaced by nirdtmd. When the Bodhicitta or

the Bodhisattva was at the apex of the stupa, he was surround-

ed by nirdtmd or, by the later transformation of nirdtmd viz.

Niratma-Devi. The meaning of the Bodhisattva falling into

the embrace of the Devi became thus patent to them, demons-

trating that nirvdr;ia was a mixture of iunyatd (or nairdtmya),

karuiTid and mahdsukha [
148

. pp. 139-145; 148
, p. 1058; Intro-

duction to N. Vasu’s Modern Buddhism, (mentioned later as
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Intro.), pp. 6, 7]. Thus the ideas associated with the

structure of the stupas indicate also the way in which the con-

ception of nirvaPM gradually underwent changes of a radical

type.

The introduction of the elements of fearuj^d and mahd-

sukha into nirvana or sunyata took place gradually to satisfy

the needs of the mmd and the heart of the generality of the

people of the Buddhist faith unable to understand and relish

the conception of sunyata. It was also to meet their needs

that big treatises like the Prajndpdramitd were rendered into

short Dhdrants to facilitate memorizing with the same religious

merit derived from their recitations as the study of the whole

treatises. Ihe Dhdranh were further shortened into mantras

of one or two letters for repetition. This short cut to the

acquisition of what was believed to be the highest spiritual

meiit was called Mantraydna (149, pp. 1200, 1201). The

Mahdydna, and even the Mantraydna following this tendency,

were converted into mere sacraments (siksapadas) (see Intro,

p. 7, Tatakara Gupta’s Adikarmarccana), thus doing away

with the necessity of the many spiritual exertions that had been

regarded previously as essential to a man’s spiritual progress.

The same fate overcame the Vajrayana in Nepal in later

times. All these indicated that the people were eager to follow

some easy methods to reach the goal which had been looked

upon as the reward of arduous efforts (Intro, p. 7).

The Tantras, v/hich, as already stated, came from outside

India,' have as their essence “the worship of Sakti or the

Female Energy, The female energy is worshipped in con-

junction with the male energy. The union of male and

female energy is the essence of Tantra” (Intro, p. 10). Accord-

ing to Sastriji, ’neither did the Buddhists derive their form of

Tantra from the Brahmins, nor the Brahmins from the Buddhists.

I TOJ Wtil W I
(horn Kulalikamnaya or

KnhfikjSmata—^ ms. in later Gupta cliaracter)-~[101. p. 14].
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Both received their Tantras from the same source* (Intro.,

p./ II). These Tantras are subsumed under the three prin-

cipal Yanas viz. Vajrayana. Sahajayana. and Kalacakrayana.

The first Yana was chiefly the religion of the middle class

people and the married Buddhist clergy, while the second

had numerous followers among people below the middle class

Buddhists and some among the lower class Brahminists. The

third Yana was followed by the Buddhists of the lowest social

stratum and was more a religion of fear than of love (Intro.

P. 13).

*The word Kala means time, death, and destruction. ^ .

Kalacakrar
Kalacakra is the wheel of destruction, and Kalacakra- yana.

yana means the vehicle for protection against the wheel

of destruction. Waddell describes this as demonology

or devil-worship and so it is. Even Buddha is a demon and in

the Asiatic Society's Library there is a book entitled Buddha-

carita (by Nathurama, see 10, p. 7; 150, p. 169) which des-

cribes Buddha as demon. . . . Unless Buddha was mentioned in

Kalacakrayana. one would be inclined not to call it Buddhism

at air (Intro., p. 8).

The Vajrayana was evolved from Mantrayana by a king

of Orissa named Indrabhuti in the eight century. ‘It was half

mystic, half philosophical and more sensual than the previous

forms of Buddhism* (302, p. 469; Intro., p. 6).

The Sahajayana came into being in the ninth century (^)

with the object of making salvation easy (Intro., p. 9). One of Sahajsyana.

the most prominent exponents of the doctrine of this sect was

Luipa, a Siddhacarya. The songs composed by some of the

traditional 84 Siddhacaryas have already been mentioned in

connection with the early Bengali literature. The origin of

this sect is lost in obscurity but it has many features similar

to those of the Vajrayana. The belief in the efficacy of the

tnantraB is found in both, though in the Vajrayana the field

for their use is much greater than in the Sahajayana. The posi-

tion of the Guru (spiritual preceptor) is very high in both; in

the Sahajayana, however, the dependence on the preceptor is
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much greater because of the fact that the (li8ci|>le is absolutely

helpless without the preceptor’s guidance through the secret

and mysterious rites able to lead him to the goal through

enjoyments (142, p. 69). The followers of both the Yanas be*

lieve in l$unyata and McJiasukha. The prefix Vaird in

’Vajrayana* and 'Vajraguru* means Sunyatd, and the deities

of this yana are manifestations of Sunyato. Their number

is also very large. In course of time, the worship of

Dakinls, Yoginis, Pisacis, Bhairavas etc. took the place of

those ranking higher in the pantheon. The Sahajiyas however

attached much sanctity to the human body which was looked

upon by them as the epitome of the universe, containing the

K&madhatu, Rupadhatu. Arupadhatu etc. (
149

, p. 1199). It

was to the human body that they turned more for e£Fecting

their salvation than to the deities. In Vajray&na, the five

Dhyani Buddhas, representing the five Skandhas, had their

consorts, while many other deities had also their Saktia (
148

,

p. 1202). The element of Mahd$ukha in Sunyata was symbo-

lized in the gods and goddesses in embrace. The

Sahajayanists debased it by its symbolization in their ovm

carnal pleasure during worship, because it was their usual

mode of worship to identify themselves with the deities

immersed in Mahdwkha (101» p. 19; 148
, pp. 1058, 1060,

1067). The woman taken as the companion in the Sadhana

was regarded as the means of attaining the fourth Sunya

(Viramananda) called Prabhasvara. Details about the condi-

tion of the Sadhakas reaching Mahasukha are found in the

verses quoted by Sastriji in 148
. pp. 1062, 1063. They looked

upon the world as iunya, birth and death as empty dreams,

and morality and its opposite as mere names. This belief

leading to ethical anarchy produced the evil consequences

which proved a very powerful cause for the disappearance

of Buddhism in die land of its birth.

It is an enigma that a religion that was * remark-

sUe in so many Wfiys,—^in mental and ethical disci-

pline, in phflosophy, in the advocacy of the principle of self
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abnegation in a form unsurpassed in any other religion in the

world, in the missionary efforts made by its followers, in the

preaching of love and brotherhood, and in the inspiration

imparted to the development of the fine arts and architecture,

should be well-nigh extinct in the very region where it saw the

light. The causes that led to this result are an interest-

ing. study. Sastriji has summed up the causes and also given

details of the process of absorption of Buddhism by Hinduism.

He has also shown how it now subsists in a deceptive form in

some places in India retaining its humble existence after its

glorious career for centuries.

The causes of the disappearance of Buddhism (see 43
,
44)

are:

—

On the side of the Hindus—

(1) Their self-confidence, mutual co operation, and strong

faith in their own religion.

(2) The replacement of the sacrifices in a large measure

by intellectualisn/ as manifested in Ankara's philosophy and

its triumphs, the development of the Nyaya Sastra and the

propagation of its knowledge. Those who were attracted by

an appeal to the intellect found much food for thought in the

literature written by their co-religionists instead of leaving their

faith to resort to the Buddhist literature and religion for their

intellectual appeal.

(3) The Pura^as were recast and new purapas came into

being to provide sufficient materials to keep chained to

Hinduism the faith, heart, and intellect of the masses. These

were a counterpoise to the attractive jolahos and avadanon of

the Buddhists.

(4) The emergence of the Bhakd cults.

(5) The alertness of the Brahmapas in the pursuit of their

avocation with unabated zeal opposed to the waning

endiusiasm of the Buddhist priests in this direction due to the

accumulated wealth of the monasteries to which they belonged.

TTieir wealth increased through the patronage extended to them

I.B.Q., HAECH, 1933

The causes

of decline

of

Buddhism

in India.
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by the kings and rich people as also by reason of the fact that

unlike the practice among the Hindus, the monasteries became

the owners of the properties of those who renounced the world

and joined them (95, p. 48).

(6) Diminution of patronage from the kings and house^

holders. As Buddhism began to decline, and Hinduism became

its aggressive competitor, the kings turned more towards the

latter . in the distribution of their patronage (
149

, p. 1208). The

decrease in the number of Buddhist laity also resulted in the

difficulty of the Buddhist monks to receive alms. As a monk

could not take alms from more than three householders and

could not visit the same household within a month for the

same purpose, ninety households are necessary to maintain

a monk. In former days, the Hindu householders used to give

alms to the Buddhist monks freely but in course of time, their

attitude is likely to have stiffened against them under the in-

fluence of the Brahmai^as. A provision in Sulapai^i s

Prayascittcviveka prescribing an expiatory rite for the mere

sight of a Buddhist monk indicates the influence that was

exercised against the monks generally (101, p. 20).

On the side of the Buddhists

—

(a) Too much of inattention to worldly affairs brought in

its penalty. The maintenance of the progress of a community

or its preservation in a healthy condition depends upon many

factors, any one of which cannot be neglected long with

impunity.

(b) The monasteries became centres of evil influence.

(c) Many of the best people of the Buddhist society went

out of the country for the propagation of the religion in other

lands, leaving the society at home poor on account of the loss

of their services within the country.

(d) The debasement of the religion in some instances to

cults that encouraged the worship of Dakinis, Yoginls etc.

and counted among their votaries a large section of the

people.
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(e) The prevalence of practices detrimental to the moral

health of the society under the sanction of an interpretation

of Mahasukhavada that could not but produce a baneful effect

on human life. Hundreds of books of the type of Tathagaia-^

guhyakfl were composed in support of these religious prac-

tices. and they with their commentaries and sub-commen-

taries gave rise to a large literature. The names of some of

these books have been given by Sastriji^ (
149

, p. 1205).

(f) The Musalman invasion brought about the ruin of the

monasteries including the universities of Nalanda. Vikramasila.

Jagaddala, Odantapuri etc. The monks fled away in

thousands to Nepal, Tibet and other places and were also

killed in large numbers (
149

, pp. 1208, 1209).

(g) The decrease in the number of Buddhist Bhik^us gave

the Brahmanas a greater opportunity to work upon the minds

of the Buddhists generally in order that they might come into

the Hindu fold. The paucity of Bhik^us brought about a

great change in the composition of the Buddhist priesthood.

It was the married clergy with families, who were called

Aryas, that took the place of the Bhik^us proper, and began

to cater to the religious needs of the Buddhists generally.

They commenced attaining the normal status of Bhik^us through

the performance of some sacraments [Intro., pp. 19, 7

(quoting Tatakara Gupta’s Adikarmaracana); 149
, pp. 1207,

1206)]. They officiated at the religious ceremonies but a»t the

same time, in addition to their profession of priesthood

earned their livelihood through such avocations as those of a

mason, painter, sculptor, goldsmith, and carpenter. These

artisan priests who were in later times larger in number than

the Bhik^us proper became the religious guides of the people.

Their avocations left them little time and desire for the

I Ca^^amafiarofana Tanira, Cakra$atnvara Tantra, Catufpifha Tantra,

V44iio Tantra, Sekpddeia, Paramadihuddhoddhfta Kalaca\ta, Kalacakfa-

Sflfbho Tanira, Sart>ahuddha-Bamayoga Pakinijala^sarnoara Tantra,

f^^vajraianiraraja, Mahamudratilaka, Jnanagarbha, Tattoapradipa, Vajra^akp,

Herul^ahhyudaga, Gahyavajra,
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acquisition of learning, for deep thinking, or for devotion to

Dhyana and other spiritual exercises. They could not be

expected to raise the declining Buddhism to a higher position

through their endeavours nor could they check its course

towards its ruin through the introduction of salutary reforms.

(h) The gradual absorption of Buddhism by Hinduism was

facilitated by the state of affairs pointed out above. This

process of absorption, and the fact of the existence of

Buddhism under the transparent veil of Hinduism form the

subject-matter of the following paragraph after next. In some

cases, however, ousting has taken place and not absorption.

This will also be pointed out ert passant

In this conflict between Buddhism arid Hinduism for

a long period, it was natural that a spirit of rivalry to hold the

ground and latterly a spirit of enmity should be generated.

That this was a fact can be inferred from many evidences.

The expiatory provision found in SulapS^i’s Prayaicittaoivekfl

(15th century) against the Buddhists has already been cited

(see ISO, p. 166 . The third Act of the Prabodhacandrodaya

contains a bitter attack upon the Buddhists while the last

portion of the Svayambhupuraiya (14th century) pours abuses

on the Saiva Yogins who were the worst enemies of Buddhism

(150, p. 171). The hostility can be traced back to a much

earlier period but it was when the struggle for the very

existence of the religion was going on that the bitterness was

at its highest. The treatment meted out to the castes, that

according to Sastriji, were formed out of the disintegrated

Buddhist community is also an index to this hostility, because

it has been stated that those that were late in joining the

Hindu community were given a low position in the castal

hierarchy even to the extent of being untouchable (Intro.,

pp. 15, 1922). The Sakti'Sangama Tantra a later work

declares that the object of that Tantra is to root out Buddhism

and establish Brahminism, while the Buddhist Tantras equally

denonuce Brahminism. The theory was current twenty years

ago that the Brahmins derived their Tantras from the Buddhists,
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but of late it has been ascertained that neither did the

Buddhists derive their form of Tantra from the Brahmins nor

the Brahmins from the Buddhists. Both derived these Tantras

from the same source* [Intro» (1911), p. II].

The story of the supersession of works composed by the The

Buddhists in the several fields of literature viz. grammar, lexi- su^Muion

con, prosody, alatpkfira, nydya, smfti, and tantra by rival ^ ,

Buddhism
works written by the Hindus has been told by Sastriji flOl). by

One or two examples may be given to illustrate the point. In |^*"^“***"

the field of grammar, the widely prevalent school of Sanskrit fields of

grammar called Candravydkflrat^a founded by Gindragomin of [*]||j*^'**^*

Varendra in Bengal became extinct owing to its competition religion,

with the SQTpk9tpia8dra, The grammatical works of Gafigu-

dasa and Rabhasa Nandin also met with the same fate. Some

of the excellent commentaries on P&igiini by Buddhist grammar-

ians fell into disfavour, the Siddhdntakaumadi of Bha^toji

attaining the dominant position. In the domain of logic, the

achievements of the Buddhist scholars like Nagarjuna,

Diiinaga, Dharmakirtti were remarkable; but the competition

of their works with those of the Hindu dialecticians ousted

them from India. In the field of philosophy, the Hindus

tackled it in a different way. The substance of the doctrines

argued out in the treatises of the Buddhists was appropriated

by the Hindus in such a way as to deprive the former of their

speciality. Gau^apada and Ankara, for instance, utilized the

essence of the Madhyamika philosophy, which thus lost its

excellence.

5

When the Tantras were introduced into India from outside

in the 7th or the 8th century, the Buddhiste adopted them as

also the 8aivas and the Vaigoavas. The Vaig^vas adapted

them into the PaUcardtras of which, more than 200 are avail-

able. The 8aiva Tantras were prevalent in Kashmir and Central

India. It was the Buddhist Tantras that were prevalent

in Bengal. After the Musalman invasion of Bengal, the com*
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position of Tantras by the Buddhists came to a stop. It was

the Gau^fya SaAkar&caiya who in the fifteenth century wrote

many works. He tried to adapt the Buddhist Tantras to their

use by the Hindus. It was Trigui^ananda, his disciple

Brahm&nanda and the latter's disciple Punpiananda who helped

in a prominent way the absorption of the Buddhist Tantras by

works written by them for use by the Hindus. Their sphere

of work was in E ist Bengal and they composed a large number

of treatises. The period for their activities may be located

between 1500 and 1600 AX. Brahmananda's Tdrdrahasya

and Pur^ananda's Taftvacintdmaiyi are well-known treatises.

It was the movement set afoot by these three that Hinduised

the Buddhist Tantras. Kf^^ananda Agamavagiia following

their example gave many Buddhist deities a location in the

Hindu pantheon through his TantraBdra. Two such deities

may be mentioned viz. Ksetrapala and Manjugho^a

(a changed form of Manjusri). The Agamakalpalatikfl

by a grandson, of Kfi^ananda effected the entry of

a larger number of Buddhist deities into the Hindu

pantheon. Thus the contents of the Buddhist Tantras were

utilized by the Hindus in three Tantras, which thus threw out

of use their Buddhist rivals. The smfti works of the Hindus

utilized also the materials of the Buddhist Tantras and helped,

like the Tantras, the absorption of the section of the popu-

lation, that could not altogether shake off their Buddhist

leanings, into the Hindu society. The five Dhyani Buddhas

had five ^aktis. Of the latter, two viz. Mdmakji and.

Pa^idord together with the Pancarakfd constituted by Mahd-

pratisard, Mahdmdyurt, Mahdittavath MahdBdhaBrapramardini

and Mahdmanirdnusdriifl are worshipped along with Durga in

the great Hindu ceremonial called Durgipuja. The dhydna$

for some of the deities are identical in Buddhism and Hinduism

e.g. those for Kfetrapala and K&li. Many of the Buddhist

deities whose nmes commence with the prefix Vafra such as

yafravdrdhi, Vafrayogini, VafradhdtvUoan have been adopted

bjr the Hmdui ai {dieir pwn. The Trinity of the Buddhiits has
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Undergone the same process. Buddha has become the

lagannatha of the Hindus—^an incarnation of Kff^u.

Dharma has become their Dharma T^dkt^a* At times,

Dharma was worshipped by the Buddhists in the form

of stupa. In course of time, the five niches in the stupa for

holding the five Dhyani Buddhas gave it the appearance of a

tortoise. Hence, Dharma JhiakMra is sometimes found in the

shape of this animal. When priests of the Yogi caste

to the exclusion of the Brahma^as are found to offi-

ciate at the ceremonies of the deity, it should be in-

ferred that the Buddhist character of the deity has been

retained, but when it is found that the priests belong to the

Brahma^a caste, the character of the worship has been

Hinduised. Sangha has been transformed into Sankha, a

conchshell i.e. no fonger a deity. In a pond at Mayana, an

image of Dharma JhdkMra and a conchshell have been dis-

covered. Though Hinduism has assimilated into itself the

Buddhist deities, the hlja mantras are still intact. These bijas

indicate the borrowings. When the Hindus worship iSiva or

Vifriu by uttering the dhyana Mantras commencing with

Dhydyen nityarn, Dhy^yah sadd, etc., they are following the

traditional Hindu mode, but when they worship by identi-

fying themselves with the deities (dfmdnarp Uffr;ius(;aruporp

vibhdvya), they are really proceeding on the line laid down by

the Buddhists. When by the repetition of the bija mantra in

dhydna, the dormant power is roused and lifted through the

six mystical centres in the body viz. Ungamula, andhata,

ndbhimula, hfdaya, kof^tha and djndcakra to the Thousand-

petalled lotus* in the brain, the process is tinged with

Buddhistic colour. And lastly, the implicit reverence shown

to the guru (spiritual preceptor) is a loan made by Hinduism

from Buddhism, because the Hindus had been devabhdjus

and the Buddhists gubhdjus (see lOt, pp. 17-19, 254, 142).

Though the absorption of Dharma Jhdkara into Hinduism

has been mentioned already, some details about the cult of

Dharma fbakara should be given here in view of this fact
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The
remnants

of

Buddhism

in India.

that it was a discovery made by Sastriji. He came acrosi

many places where Dharnia Jhakura was being worsHpped.

Ghanarama's Dharmamonga/a was published as early as 1884.

Ghanarama, a resident of the district of Burdwan, wrote his

work in 1710 A.C. He was a Brahmapa who used to officiate

at the religious ceremonies of the Ca^t^lalas. Ghanarama states

that the story of his Dharmamangala was derived from the

Hakanda Purdt^a, and that it was the poet Mayurabhatta who

first wrote on the subject. Other authors dealing with the topic

were Ruparama, Ma^ikacandra Gafiguli, Ramacandra and

and Khelarama. Ramai Pax><jht was the first great priest of

the Dharma cult and the author of the Paddhaii (liturgy) for

the worship of the deity. Accbrdmg to Ghanarama*s state'

ment, Dharma Jhakina manifested himself during the reign

of the son (9th c.) of king Dharma Pala who, according to

Sastriji, may be the second king of the Pala dynasty of

Bengal. The formula of meditation in Malika Ganguli*s work

shows that the deity had his origin in Sunyata, indicating the

association with Buddhism. Dharma created Parvati, the Hindu

goddess, representative of the primeval power (Adya Sakti)

while he himself was'^without a beginning (Anadya). Parvati

gave birth to the gods of the Hindu Trinity through the grace

of Dharma. He hates the Vedic sacrifices, and punished the

sage Markai^^eya for protesting against this attitude. Refer-

ence is made in the Paddhati to the respect paid to him in

Ceylon. A peculiarity of the offerings made to the deity is

that lime often constitutes one of them. They also include

pigs and hens. When vows are made for the fulfilment of

desires, small pieces of bricks are hung from the ceiling of the

room containing the deity, and as soon as the desires are

fulfilled, they are taken away. The other deities that are found

in the company of Dharma are 8itala (corresponding to Hariti)

goddess of small-pox, Gapesa, Pancananda a form of Maha-

deva, 3a9thi, the goddess for the welfare of children, Jvarasura,

the demon of fever, and Mahakala. Some of them are also

found' at Svayambhul^fetra in Nepal in connection with
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Dharkim. The ^akti of Dkarma ia named Kaminya. The

unfriendly attitude of the prietU ot the Dharma cult towards

the Brfthmail^as is evidenced in the poem called l3ri Niraiijaner

Ufm&. The reason for this feeling is of course obvious. It

has gone so far asj to make the followers of Dharma look upon

the Musalman invasion of Bengal as a retribution Inought about

by Dharma Jhdkura against the Hindus. Dharma assumed the

appearance of a Yavana and riding on a horse assumed the

name Khoda. All the gods wore ijdra (pantaloons) with great

delight and assuming the appearance of the Muhammadans or

their religious guides and leaders, they destroyed the images

and temples at Jajpur, a stronghold of Dharma worship.^ The

various names under which Dharma is worshipped in the

different localities is very large e.g. Bakuda Raya, Sitala Siipha,

Buda Dharma, Dalu Raya, Jagat Raya and so forth, and the

people who worship these deities are millions.

Some of the many places where Dharma is worshipped

may be mentioned : the village of Suagachi near Patuli,

Jamalpur near Muksimpada, village Badaoana on the river

Bhalluki, Bodh Mahala in Orissa, several places in Gklcutta

e.g. 43, Jaunbazar Street and a temple on Balaram Dey Street

(For the above information re. Dhamm ’fhakura see 10. 151,

152, 79).

A remnant of Buddhism is still found in the rites and

ceremonies of the Hinduised Saraki weavers in .many places

in the Ga^hjat and Killajat mahals in Orissa, in Mogalvandi

and in the Thanas of Puri and Cuttuck as also in Mayurbhanj

and in the districts of Burdwan, Birbhum, and Bankura. The

ftWil ftlWl, cn IffTi I

m •tfiw Iwti I

ai’fl ft? i

ilttl 1^11 nft. ’•ifl# I'Pw l.ft •

CTftii «rt*n 01^1 rtwi i

, lanrti <rtfSr tiwi Wfti' iwrt ^111. wi itwti ift’il 1

UAEOH, 1933
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term Saraki it a conupted* form of Sravaka, Buddha occupies

an important place in their faith (150, Intro, p. 28),

The foregoing sketch shows within a small compass

Sastriji s contributions in connection with’ the four principal

subjects which received a large measure of his attention, and

the various directions taken by his mental activities in a period

covering fifty-five years. There are other subjects on which

he wrote at times e.g. inscriptions, topography, castes,

education, Sankhya and Nyaya, and Vai^oavism, but his major

contribut^'ons were on the four subjects mentioned above, as

a glance through Appendix 1 will show. All this was

accomplished simultaneously with the administrative work

that devolved on him as a duty in the various positions occupied

by him. Appendix II presents a list of these positions, some

of which had onerous duties attached to them. Sastriji's life

is a brilliant example in which duty was always a pleasure.

His zeal for study and for the extension of the bounds of

knowledge in the subjects handled by him continued unabated

up to the last. In him combined many qualities of head and

heart. His exterior may have appeared cold to those who

did not come into close contact with him, but in fact, his good-

will and friendship once extended continued warm and steady.

I had the opportunity of knowing him personally for several

years and working with him on the committees of public institu-

tions. This long acquaintance and collaboration imparted to

our relationship a personal touch which was productive of a

uniform stream of sympathy and confidence. It is for this

reason that his demise has caused in me a feeling of personal

loss. The loss is no less to the world of scholarship. It will

be difficult to fill up the void that has been created by the

extinction of the sum of the rare qualities of head and heart

that constituted his personality. It is however a partial com-

pensation that the writings left behind by him will continue

to inform, guide, and inspire the people of the present and

the future generations. It is also a source of solace to his

friends and relatives that the reverence in which his memory
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is held by them is shared by a much wider circle of admirers.

The followiug few lines penned by Dr. Ganganatha Jha

express the feeling entertained towards him generally.

"
1 have always looked upon Mahamahopadhyaya

Pa^^it Haraprasad ^tri as one of the principal

‘architepts* of the reputation that has been my meed

in this world. It was through his kindness that the

Asiatic Society of Bengal accepted my translation

of Kumarila's Mokaoartika for the Bibliotheca

Indica which brought me to the notice of the world

of Orientalists.

The first time that I saw him was sometime in

1699-1900 at his residence. By that time he had

seen some part of my work on Kumarila.

This was the commencement of the life-long rela-

tionship which has continued unimpaired all along;

and the tie' has been so strong that even after his

departure, it promises to continue t(uou{^ his talent-

.ed son.

As regards the Mahamahopadhyaya's work it is

not necessary to say much. My opinion of it is briefly

summed up : He, of all people, has been the real

father of Oriental Research in North India."

Narendra Nath Law



APPENDIX 1

LIST OF WRITIHQS

BENGALI WORKS

It l2o/ B.S.| (1) (The Ladies of Ind). Ist ed. First

(s|880 A.C.)
j published in the VahgadarSana, 1282.

The booklet in five chapters deals inrith the condition and ideal of women in

the Hindu society as can be ascertained from the ancient Sastras and oth^r

Sanskrit literature.

2t 1288. (2) (The Superiority of Valmiki), 84 pp. A
portion was previously published in the Vangadariana^ 1287.

Va^i^fha, Visvamitra and Valmiki. the three great figures of the Puranic

literature have been shown to represent the three forces physical, intellectual and

moral. The three sages were striving to bring about the happiness of the world

according to their own particular lines of action.* Valmiki came out triumphant

ultimately on account of his selfless compassion towards the humanity.

8. 1309. (3) {Meghaduta\ v+88 pp. Previously published

in the VaAgddariarta,

In this brochure Sastriji brings out in a charming way the delicate beauties

of Kilidisa's Meghedfito. In the Preface to the work, he makes a grateful

acknowledgment of the assistance received from one whose name has not been

mentioned in compliance with his desire. As it is now a thing of the distant

past, the curiosity of the reader may be satisfied by this niece of information

that he is Papdl^ Rajendranath VidyibhQfapa. Four years later Papdi^

VtdyibhOfaoa also acknowledged his gratitude in the Preface to his work

Ke/idase 0 BhMahhUti in the following way

:

ww ^ftn w iRfiwfiF,

nWf wti itw fiw nftnrtcf, 4twi i>i

«

mnfi*^ ftpiw •itfiWii ifiiw iNfic-itu W Wf

i

Wr, fm m\fk

fcwi 8Wi Pi^

4t 1322. (4) (KaUcahamala}. Previously published in

the Vahgadarkma, 1269.

Based on a Buddhist legend the novel depicts the single-minded devotir n of

Kificanamili to her husband Kuoila, son of Aioka, specially during his helpless

condition brought about by his step-mother, at whose instance he vras deprived of

his eye-sight
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6. 1326. (5) C’lCH (Merchant’s Daughter). Previously published

in the NarayoQa, 1325 and 1326.

The heroine of the fiction is a merchant's daughter. After the demise

of her husband the leaders of the Buddhist community of Saptagrama and its

neighbouring places, where the scene of the fiction is laid, try to convert this

widow to Buddhism and thereby appropriate her large properties. The Buddhist

chief of Saptagrama helps this attempt with his men aiid money. The father of

the girl, on the other hand, assisted by the Hindu chief Harivarmadeva and his

minister Bhavadeva'Bhatfa defeat the purpose of the Buddhist leaders by clever

actions directed against their conspiracy to bring the girl under their control.

Ultimately, a fight takes place between the two chiefs resulting in the defeat

of the Buddhists., Through this novel, Sastriji has painted a picture of the state

of things in Bengal in the 11th century A.C* when Buddhism was on the

decline and was being gradually absorbed by Hinduism. The episodes found

in conjunction with the main plot, such as the sea voyage of the girl's father

Vihari Datta to jaxa, and the descriptions of the Buddhist precession at Sapta-

grama, the conference for awarding rewards to learned men and artists both

Hindu and Buddhist invited from places far and near, the Nalanda University,

etc. are extremely vivid and realistic with the colouring and details that bring

up before the mind's eyes a picture of Bengal of the 1 1th century.

TEXT-BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS

(a) ( ill « U Stfl ) {PraBSda-Patha).

.
(b) StWrti (Hittory India),

1895. (c) Hittory of India.

The history of ancient India did not receive the amount of attention it

deserved at the hand# of the earlier writers of Indian history like Mill, Elphinstone

and Marshman (100, pp. I, 2). In 1095 Sastriji published^ his HMary of India

giving a connected account up to the time of Buddha.

BENGALI PAMPHLETS

7. 1923. fpwt'51 JRtJUlJlcS

(Presidential Address delivered at the 1st

Session of the M-India Hindu G>nfenrence held in Calcutta).

It was translated into English bsf .N. Law.

(Presidential Address delivered at the All-India $ans)crit G>n-

ference held at Mathuri), .
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BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS IN ENGLISH

fli 1891. (1) Vernacular Literature of Bengal before the Intro-

duction of Engliah Education, 16 pp. A lecture ddivered at the

Cumbuliatola Reading Gub.

Information hat been collected in this pamphlet about a large volume of

literature in Bengali valuable for the history of particular localities as also for the

philological data found in it.

10i 1897. (2) Diacovery of Living Buddhhm in Bengal, 31 pp.

In spite of the unfavourable attitude of the Brahmairias towards the Buddhists

and their wholesale massacre by the Musalmans. the Buddhists continued to exist

in Bengal and Bihar long after the Muhammadan invasion of Eastern India. The

religion which counted its votaries in Bengal by millions could not disappear

altogether without leaving its impress behind in various forms. In fact, it is still

living among the people of the provinces. The widely prevalent worship of

Dharma Tb&hura in different places of Bengal has been shown to be Buddhistic in

its origin (see 212).

IL (3) The Study of Sanakrit, 16 pp. A paper read at a

meeting of the Calcutta University Teachers* Association.

After giving a brief sketch of the development of the Sanskrit language and

its large grammatical literature, Sastriji deals with the state of Sanskrit learning

in Bengal at the beginning of the 19th century, undergoing a change in the later

years after the establishment of the Calcutta Sanskrit College.

12t 1907. (4) Malavikagnimitra, 17 pp.

This is a review of the plot and characters in Kilidasa's Malavikjagnimitra,

18i 1916. (5) The Educative Influence of Sanakrit, 31 pp. A lecture

delivered on the occasion of the laying of the foundation-stone of

the Hindu University, Benares.

In this Address delivered at the Benares Hindu University, Sastriji has laid

stress on the unbroken continuity of the Sanskrit literature from the commence-

ment of the Vedic period and also on its value as an instrument of education. He

has described its voluminous character dealing with a large variety of subjects

and has given an account of the literature on the different branches of study

:

Economics, Sconce, Fine Arts, History and kindred subjects. Philosophy, Poetry,

and Drama.

14. 1917. (6) Bird*a-Eye View of Sanakrit Literature, 32 pp.

The extent of Sanskrit literature classified under various subjects has been

dealt with in this brochure.

18* 1922. (7) Preaidential Addreaa, Sanakrit and Prakrit Section,

Second Oriental Conference, Calcutta, 14 pp.

A brief account of the ancient languages of India and the grammatical specu-

lations connected therewith has been given in the Address and the singular
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ackievemenU of the Indian literature in the domain# of philosophy, grammar,

and poetry have been pointed out.

16t 1923. (8) Magadhan Literature, 133 pp.

This is a collection of six Lectures connected with Magadha delivered at the

Patna University in 1920-21 : (I) The original inhabitant# of Magadha.

(2) Pataliputra—the intellectual capital of India. (3) Historical lesson# from the

Arthaaastra of Kautilya, (4) Vatsyayana's Kamaautra, (5) Vaiayayana Bhafya, and

(6) Banabhatta and Aryabhata.

17t 1925. (9) Lokayata, 6 pp. Dacca University Bulletin No. I.

It is an account of the Lokayata (materialistic) system of thought as found in

the Sarvadarsanasamgraha, ^addarianasamuccaya etc.

18. 1926. (10) Absorption of the Vratyas, 9 pp. Dacca University

Bulletin No. 6.

The Vratyas were Aryans. Vrata means a horde. The Vratyas were at first

nontadic Aryan hordes hostile to the Vedic Aryans. The difference# in manner#

and customs between the Aryans and the Vratyas were many and have been

enumerated on the basis of the Paficavimna Brdhmana and other Vedic texts. It

was by the Vratyastoma that the Vratyas could be taken back into the Aryan

fold. Those who were not so treated remained lower in statu# in the eye of the

Vedic Aryans. They brought in pew energy, and were mainly responsible

for many new lines of thought and action in the later Vedic period.

19. 1928.(11) Sanskrit Culture in Modem India (Presidential

Address, Fifth Oriental Conference, Lahore). 43 pp. Published

also in the Prabuddha Bharcta, XXX (1929), pp. 66-75, 126-135.

After the systematic commencement of the search of Sanskrit Mss. from the

' lime of Lord Lawrence (1868), many new materials were brought to light. The

preservation of Sanskrit and other Mss. helped a good deal the study of ancient

Indian culture. It contains an account of the state of Sanskrit studies in the 18th

century as also of the same after the Introduction of English education among the

Pandits. It also points out the results of researches in previous years

and also the researches that remained to be made in the various fields of Sanskrit

literature.

EDITIONS OF BENGALI TEXTS

20t 1312. (I) (Sridharmamangala of Mai?ik Ganguli).

Vangiya Sahitya Parigad Series No. 8. Edited in collaboration

with Dr. Dines Chandra Sen.

It is a versified narrative showing the greatness of Dharma Tbikura, a

Hinduited Buddhist deity.

21. 122^: (2) S Cfirt (Bauddha Cdn 0 Dohd), 36+2t0-t-t05

pp.; V. S. Parifad Seriei, No. 55.
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It U a collection of songs of Siddhacaryas written in the vernaculars of

Eastern India, mostly in old Bengali. The Sanskrit commentary explains them

according to the doctrines of the Sahajiya sect.

22. 1335. (3) of Kasirama,

adiparva), xxviii + 248 + xvi pp. V. S. Pari^ad Series, No. 75.

The Adiparvan of Kasirama Dasa's Bengali Mahabharata has been edited

from a unique Ms. of the i6th century. It differs considerably from the previous

editions of the work. In the Introduction, Sastriji has shown that the Sanskrit

Mahabharata had passed through five redactions. He has pointed out the

additions and alterations introduced by Kasirama in his Bengali version, and has

also given a list of words (used by Kasirama) which have assumed different

forms in the current Bengali.

EDITION OF A MAITHIL.I TEXT

23« 1331. {Kirttilata of Vidyapati) vi rxcviii I*

48 pp. f English translation 43 pp. Hy^ikesa Series No. 9.

This Maithili poem of Vidyapati in the form of a dialogue between two

birds eulogizes the heroic stand made by Kirtisiipha, a Tirhut prince against

Arslan, the treacherous enemy of his father. With the help of the Sultan of

Jaunpur he defeats Arslan. The descriptions of Jaunpur and its markets, the

Sultan's court, the march of troops and the fight arc very graphic and interesting.

EDITIONS OF SANSKRIT TEXTS

24i 1888-1797. (!) B^haddharmapmana (Bibliotheca Indica, No. 120),

589 pp.

It is an edition of the upapurana of that name.

2^1 1894-1900. (2) Brhclsvayambhupurdna (Bibliotheca Indica, No.

133), 502 i 38 pp.

This is a Buddhist Purana presenting details about Svayambhuksetra,

on important place of Buddhist pilgrimage in Nepal containing many shrines,

stupas, etc.

26# 1904. (3) Balldlacarita of Anandabhatta (Bibliotheca Indica,

No. 164), 125 pp.

This work in twenty-seven chapters give.s an account of the time of

Bnllalasena, king of Bengal. It wa.s written in 1432 A.C. about three hundred

years after Ballala’s reign. Some items of information contained in it are cor-

roborated by .other evidences.

27t 1910. (^ Ramacarita of Sandhyakara Nandin, ASB. Memoir,

Vol. Ill, No. I, 56 pp.
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The Ramapalacarita a poem of the 12th century refers in each stanza to the

story of Rama as also to Ramapala, who ruled in Bengal towards the close of the

1 1th century.

28i 1910. (5) Six Buddhist Nyaya Tracts of Ratnakirti, Pa^tjita

Asoka, and Ratnakarasanti (Bibliotheca Indica, No. 183), viii

+ 1 14 pp.

For details about these six tracts, see pp. 346. 347.

29> 1910. (6) Saundarananda (Bibliotheca Indica, No. 192), xxiiiH

138 pp.

This poem of Asvaghosa in eighteen cantos was discovered by Saslriji in

Nepal. It delineates how Nauda, a half-brother of Buddha, was persuaded by the

latter to renounce the world and Join the Buddhistic Order as a Bhiksu in spite of

his deep attachment to his wife Sundari.

30. 1910. (7) Syainika-'Sdstra (a bcTok on hawking). Text and

English translation (Bibliotheca Indica, No. 193), iii + 39^ 35 pp.

This is a practical handbook for hunting and hawking in seven chapters

written by Rudradeva, a ruler of Kurmacala or Kumaon. •

31i 1914. (8) Caiuhsatika of Aryadeva (ASB. Memoirs, Vol. Ill,

No. 8), 66 pp.

The edited fragments of the work deal with such topics as the removal of

misconceptions, non-reality of things, non-reality of Atman and so forth.

31a. 1927. (9) /4dc;Gyaoairflsarng'raha (Geekwads Oriental Series,

No. 40), V 1 xxxviii i'63 pp.

This is a collection of twenty-one short tracts dealing with the doctrines and

rituals of the later phases of Buddhism, particularly the Vajrayana.

NOTICES OF SANSKRIT MSS.

32. (a) 1890-1892. Notices of Sanskrit Mss., 1st series, Vol. X,

8H-32i 16 r367 pp. (1025 Mss. described).

(b) 1895. Notices of Sanskrit Mss., 1st series, Vol. XI (Indices),

20 h 72 + 23 i 138 I 4 pp.

The previous volumes are by Raja R. L. Mitra.

(a) 1898-1900. Notices of Sanskrit Mss., 2nd series, Vol. I, xi h

432 pp. (422 Mss.).

(b) 1898-1904. Notices of Sanskrit Mss., 2nd series, Vol. 11, xxii

+ 238 pp. (266 Mss.).

MAUCH, 1933

Vir.RARY

48
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(c) 1904-1907. Notices of Sanskrit Mss., 2nd series, Vol. Ill, xxvi

18 + 253 pp. (366 Mss.).

(d) 1911. Notices of Sanskrit Mss., 2nd series, Vol. IV.

xxxvi + i I -f 265 pp. (359 Mss.). Total 1413 Mss.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES OF MSS.

34t 1905. (I) Catalogue of Palm leaf and Selected Pajjcr Mss. be-

longing to the Darbar Library, Nepal, Vol. I, Ixxxii l 32 I 273 \ 23

pp. (457 Mss.).

35. 1915. (2) Do. Vol. 11, xxxv + 271 r2l pp. (931 Mss.).

36. 1917. (3) A descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the

Government Collection under the care of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, Vol. I—Buddhist Manuscripts, ix i- 199 pp. (119 Mss.).

37. 1923. (4) Do. Vol. II—Vedic Manuscripts, x+ 1256 pp. (1726

Mss.).

38. 1925. (6) Do. Vol. Ill—Smrti Manuscripts, Ixxvi i- 1066 pp.

(1232 Mss.).

39. 1923. (5) Do. V'^ol. IV—History and Geography, vi f 125 pp. (!?!)

Mss.).

40. 1928. (7) A descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the

Collections of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. V—Puriina

Manuscripts, ccxxvii ? 897 pp. (1080 Mss.).

41. 1931. (8) Do. Vol. VI—Vyakarana Manuscripts? cccxxxix+521

pp. (732 Mss.).

Vol. VII—Kavya Manuscripts (in the Press) (857 Mss.).

Total Mss. described in the seven volumes—5801.

T Ke following voluines of Dcscriplwc Catalogues of Mss. have been made

leady for the Press :

Vol. VI 11 Philosophy about 1394 Mss.

IX Tanlr?. M 1005

X Jyotisa M 500

XI Jaina „ 1500

XII Vernacular M 500
XIII

XIV
Miscellaneous

Addenda, Suppler
.. 700
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REPORl' ON SEARCH FOR MSS.

42i 1901, (a) Report on the Search of Sanskrit Monuacripta

(1895-1900), 25 pp.

1905. (b) Do. (1901-1902 to 1905-1906), 18 pp.

At page 23 of this Report, Sastriji refers to a previous one submitted by him,

1 have not been able to get hold of its copy.

1911. (c) Do. (1906-1907 to 1910-1911). 10 pp.

1913. (d) Preliminary Report on the Operation in Search of Mas.

of Bardic Chronicles (1913). 52 pp.

(e) Report of a Tovtr in Western India in Search of Mas,

of Bardic Chronicles, 6 pp.

Though the pamphlet does not state the year for which it contains the

details of the search for Mas., the Preliminary Report on the Operation etc.

(pp. I, 2) shows that it is the report for 1909. This Preliminary Report (p. 2)

refers to the submission of four Progress Reports to the Society s»nce 1909. Only

one constituting this item is to hand.

THE VANGADAR.^ANA

43. 1284. (I) (Two Periods Dt our Glory),

pp. 36-46. 75-81.

The article deals with the two periods of great intellectual activity in India

viz. 9th to 4th century B.C., and 6th century A.C. to the 9th. The first period relates

to Northern India and the second to Southern India generally. The former speaks

in detail about the development of the .systems of philosophy, law etc. and the

latter about the movements carried on by Kumarila, l^ahkara, etc. resulting in the

revival of Hinduism.

44. 1284. (2) S (Brahmanas and Sramanas), pp. 145-152.

The paper deals with the revival of Hinduism and decay of Buddhism. It is

a continuation of the prcviouiL paper*

45. f284. (3) ? (Sankaiacarya—U'hat was he?)

pp. 241-248.

In this article, it has been, stated that the value of Sankara's contribution lies

in his Advaita philosophy rather than in his work os a religious reformer.

46. 1284 ^4) ^ (The Vedas and their Interpretation).

pp. 413-421.

It is a review of Ramanatha Sarasvati*s edition of the Rf>ved'a with

Beng.ili translation, notes, and explanations.
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47f 1285. (5) ^ (Kalidasa and Shakespeare),

pp. 28-41.

The fields in which the two poets excel each other have been pointed out.

Kalidasa has a liking for only the pretty and the beautiful while Shakespeare deals

with human characters of all sorts ranging from the noble to the ugly.

48i 1285, (6) (The Bengali Language), pp. 77-38.

A middle path between a style of writing with too many Sanskrit words

and a style with extremely colloquial words is advocated. He is of opinion

that current Bengali words as also borrowings of terms from Arabic etc. which

have already got currency should not be interdicted.

49. 1285. (7) 51*t ?
(Changes in Society), pp. 121 -129.

50. 1285. (8) (The strange Conduct of

a Bengali Governor), pp. 137-139.

It is a satirical description of the way in which Raja Durlabharama. a

Governor of Orissa during the Musalman rule conducted him.self under an

attack by the . Mahratta raiders.

51t 1285. (9) (The Bengali Youths and the three

Poets), pp. 396-410.

The elements appealing to the Bengali youths in the writings of Kalidasa,

Byron, and Bankim Chandra have been discussed here.

52. 1285. (10) ^1*1(9 (The Ideal of human Life), pp.

520-527.

In the ideal of human life, the debt to society should find an important

place.

53. 1285. (II) (Exchange), pp. 538-549.

64. 1285. (12) (The Art of Oiling), pp. 549-552.

It is a humorous piece of writing expatiating on the great influence of

unctuous words and deeds.

55. 1287. (13) (Free-Trade and Protection),

.

56. 1287. (15) f (Why do we pay rent?,), pp. 61-70.

57i 1287. (16) (Education), pp. 119-124.

The specialization in education should commence after a thorough grounding

in general culture.

58. 1287. (IT) (The yearning Heart), pp. I89-I9I. It

appeared over the pseudonym 'A Monk in Yduth.’

It is an expression of the heart's yearning for filling up the void in the

human heart. The composition reminds one of Bankim Chandra's Ekfl in

KamalakSnier Daptar (1875), p. 10.

8S. 1287. (18) (College Education), pp. 211-218.

The evil, of education a. imparted in the college, in India have been pointed
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out. The system of examination do<s8 not develop an appetite for real learning

while the medium of instruction being a foreign tongue wastes much time and

stunts the intellect.

60. 1287. (19) ?115 (The Calcutta

Review on the Tenancy Bill), pp. 280-302.

61 . 1287. (20) (The System of paying Honoraria to

Pandits), pp. 369-376.

62. 1287. (21) [The Bengali Literature of

the Present (I9th) Century,], pp. 489-512.

A note is added at the end by the editor to the effect . that it was read by

Sastriji at a meeting of the Savitrt Library.

63. 1288. (22) (The Coining of New Terma), pp. 72-77.

The paper puts forward the view that for the expression of a new idea, the

resources of the Bengali language as also of the other Indian vernaculars and

Sanskrit should be utilized for supplying the new terms, and if they fail, the

foreign tongues should be resorted, to.

64. 1288. (23)>ltC^^ (The unshiny Merit of

former days and the shiny Semblance of Merit of the present day),

pp. 124-128. .

65. 1288. (24) <51^1^ (The Bengali Language). Appeared

over the pseudonym 'Graduate’.

The object of the paper is to discuss the principles on which the structure of

the Bengali language should be based. He illustrates his opinion by giving speci-

mens of Sanskritic or anglicized Bengali, which should be avoided.

66. 1289, (25) (The Raghuvarpsa), pp. 42-47.

67. (26) (Self-Government). [Mentioned in the

pamphlet on Sastriji ’s life].

THE VIBHA

68. 1294. (1) (Musalman Bengali

—the Story of Surjju Ujalbibi), pp. 282-286.

^ar;;u Ujal Bihir Keccha or the versified story of a lady called ^urjju Ujal

(bright like the sun) is by a Musalman author. The peculiarity of its language

lies in the considerable number of Arabic and Persian words used in it. The

substance o^ the story and a specimen of the language appear in the paper.

69. 1294. (2)(bHC'5? (The Recovery

of a lost Indian Jewel—the BodhiaattoaoadSnakalpoiola), pp.

450-455,
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This ifl an account of the discovery of some incomplete Mss. of the

Bodhi»aiivSi)adlinakolpahiS of K^emendra in Nepal by Hodgson and Wright, and

of a complete copy by Sarat Chandra Das In Tibet.

n. 1294. (3) (Kuiinagara), pp. 24-33 and 1)4-117.

The paper contains a description of the various attempts made for the identi-

fication of Kuilnagara where Buddha attained Mahaparinirva^a. Carlleyle identi-

fied it with Kasai in the district of Gorakhpur.

71. 1295 (4) 5 (The Study of Sanskrit by the

Musalmans). pp. 99-102.

Akbar. Jahingir. Shah Jahan and Khasru Parwiz took interest in the study

of Sanskrit. The Ramdya^a, the Mahahharaia, and a number of other works

were transiated into Persian under the patronage of Akbar. Some works on medi-

cine and astrology had their Persian versions centuries before Akbar's time. Dara

Shikuh himself translated into Persian as many as fifty Upanirads. Anquetil du

Perron, who built the premises at Chinsura in which the Hughly College is

situated and who is said to have been the father of the distinguished Kaviwalla

Anthony translated some of these into Latin through Dara Shikuh 's Persian

translation.

THE ARYADARSANA

72i 1284. (A Monlc in Youth) IV. pp. 86-89.

1284. (True Love and Marriage), IV,

pp. 187-192.

74. *1284. (Sugar Cane), IV, pp. 431-436.

THE KALPANA

78. 1287. )
(Mohini—a poem).

78. 1287. ??|-f^fl^(The Dominance of Women).

THE NAVYABHARATA

77. 1290. (Calcutta 200 years ago), i 7

pp. 256-261.

It b an interesting account of the three villages KalikStS. Sutfou|I. and

Govindapur constituting the city of Calcutta giving details about its- inhabitants,

topography, influential men, trade and commerce etc,
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THE SAHITYA-PARIIJAT-PATRIKA

78. 1304. (1) (A Brass-plate of

the Jains found near Katwa), l\\ 4. pp. 293-296.

The plate contains representations of nine objects of jaina worship, including

the images of five Arhats. It is known from the small inscription at the foot of

the plate that it was put up in the Jaina year 1923=1397 A.C. at a place called

Indresvara which is identified with Baragram near Kalwa.

79. 1304. (2) (The Dharrnamafigala of Ratnai

Pau^it), IV, 1, pp. 60-68.

80. 1303. (3)(«(|ft (The Pavanaduta of Dhoyi), V, 3.

pp. 187-1%.

This is a description based on a Ms. of the work.

81. 1308. (4) ^ 1(^ 111*1 (The Grammar of the Bengali Language),

VIll, I, pp. 1-7.

Defects usually found in the then current grammars of the Bengali language

following the rules of Sanskrit grammars have been pointed out. The discussion

in the paper as to whether the Bengali language should be made subservient to

Sanskrit attracted the attention of scholars to the topic. The question was dis-

cussed by others—some favouring Sastriji’s arguments for the development of

Bengali on independent lines, and some opposing them.

82. 1317. (5) ^ (A Bell and the Copper Crown used

by the Buddhists), XVll, 2. pp. 129-30.

While exhibiting a bell and a crown brought from Nepal, an account of the

(initiation) ceremony of the Nepalese Buddhist Banras who used the bell and

the crown was given. This Dikja comprises five abhisekas (consecrations; includ-

ing the ^hon^ahhisekfl and mukufabhi?cko- The initiated get tK? right to use a

bell and a crown on festive occasions.

83. 1321. (6) (The Annual

Presidential Address, V. S. Pari^ad), XXI, 1, pp. 21-47.

While pointing out the collection of mss. as one of the duties of the Vahgiya

Sahitya Pari^ad, the Address relates how the Government of India under Lord

Lawrence was persuaded to make a grant for llie collection of old manuscripts and

allotted it to the Provincial Governments for the necessary action. The activities

of the Indian States in this direction have also been described. The Address also

deals with the principal topics of several ancient Bengali mss. throwing light on

the later phases of Buddhism.

84. 1321. (7)

(The Presidential Address, 8th Session, V. S. Samniilana,

Burdwan). XXI. 4. pp. 241-277.

The Address poinU out 20 contributions of Bengal, giving details of each. They
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are : (I) taming and treatment of elephants, (2) variety of religious opinions, (3) silk,

(4) linen, (5) theatre, (6) ships and boats, (7) Bauddha l3ilabhudra, (8) l8antideva,

a Buddhist writer, (9) Natha Pantha, (10) Dipankara 8rljnana, (11) Jagaddala

Mahavihara and Vibhuti Candra, (12) Luipada and his Siddhacaryas, (13)

iconography, (14) cultivation of Sanskrit learning, (15) Bfhaspati, 8rikara and

Srinatha, (16) the Nyaya system, (17) Caitanya and his followers, (18) the tantras,

(19) the Brahmanas of Bengal and (20) the Kayasthas and the Rajas (same as 189).

85. 1321. (8) mm
(The Presidential Address, Literary Section of the V. S. Sammilana,

8th Session, Burdwan), XXI, 4, pp. 279288.

While dilating on the position attained by the Bengali literature in various

fields, the Address points out the gaps that were yet to be filled up. It also

discusses as to what should be the proper mode of assimilating words from

other languages and coining new words. It is stated that non>Sanskritic words

current in Bengali need not be banished from literature. The language should

be allowed to grow on an independent line without being subservient to any

other (same as 188).

86. 1321. (9) -sitsillSMS ’f*!) (Light on the Reign of

Aurangzeb from the Hindu Sources), XXI, 4, pp. 289-296.

It is suggested that Hindu sources can throw a flood of light on the history

of the time of Aurangzeb. The historical literature of Rajputana, for instance,

dealing with contemporary kings and distinguished families can supply valu-

able data for the purpose. Several works of this kind in Sanskrit and

vernacular have been named as the sources that should be utilized

(same as 160).

87i 1322. (10) (The Presidential Address, 21st Annual

Meeting. V. S. Parisad). XXll, 2, pp. 121-160.

Thirty-three writers of mediaeval Bengal have been mentioned along with

their personal details, outlines of their activities and specimens of their

writings. A large number of words used by them has been quoted to show

that these writings are essentially Bengali. This shows that three hundred years

before the invasion of Bengal by the Musalmans there was in the country a

large literature in Bengali written by the Buddhists.

88. 1323. (II)JIC^I^M (The Presidential Address^ 22nd Annual

Meeting, V. S. Pan?ad), XXIll, 2, pp. 81-94.

The Address deals with the Buddhist Sanskrit literature that developed in

Bengal and the neighbouring places from the 9th century A.c. up to the time

of the invasion of the province by the Muhammadans. Several Buddhist

Tantric texts have been described. Details about some prominent teachers of

the Mantrayana. Vajrayana, Sahajayana and Kalacakrayana schools of Buddhism

have also been given as also seventy-six names of Siddhapurufas

as found in the Van:ia(na)ratnakflra of Jyotirlsvara Kavisekharacarya.

88. 1326. (12) (Ca^^idasa), XXVl, 2, pp. 75-84.

It has been stated that the followers of the Sahajiya cult which Is a bye-
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t>ro<luct of Buddhism in its later phase in Bengal became either Nadhi Nadhis

(Vaifi^avas) or Bhairava Bhairavis (diktas). It is inferred from the lives of the

Bengal poets Jayadeva and Candidasa that they had been Sahajiyas. The

amorous practices sanctioned among the Sahajiyas under a religious belief were

replaced among the Vaisnavas by the submergence of the amorous feelings in

the amorous happiness of Radha and Kr^na. Ca^d^d&sa was at first a devotee

of Vasuli* a deity imported from the Buddhist pantheon. Then he became a

Sahajiya practising the religion with Rami, a laundress. Lastly, he turned a

Vai?nava expressing his devotion through songs on the love of Radha and

Krs^a. New light has been thrown on the way in which Cai^didasa met with

his death. It is stated in a few songs containing Rami’s lamentations that

Candidasa was killed by a Muhammadan king of Cauda as the queen became

enamoured of the poet on hearing songs sung by him.

90i 1327. (13) (Ancient Bengali Script), XXVII. 1,

pp. 1-12.

The evolution of the Bengali scripts from Brahmi has been exnlained

through the specimens of Bengali characters reproduced in a number of plates

containing scripts from mss. and inscriptions ranging from the 1 ith century A.C.

91 . 1328. (14) m\ (Remarks on a Paper on

Brahma). XXVIII, 3. pp. 118-119.

The reason why the god Brahman has four faces is to be found in the fact

trial the four kinds of Speech called Vaikhari, MadhyamS, Pasyanti and Suk^ma
were each produced from one of his four mouths.

92. 1328. (15) (Mahadeva), XXVIII, 3, pp. 145-152.

Mahadeva was originally a god of the Vratyas or the non-Vedic Aryans
roaming about in hordes (see 267).

83, 1329. (16) (The Presidential Address.

28th Annual Meeting, V. S. Peri^ad), XXIX, I, pp. 4353.

The antiquity of the Bengali literature has been pushed back to the dth

century A.C., as it has been shown that Buddhist songs appearing in works

known to have l^^en composed about that time were in Bengali. It has been

pointed out that even now the songi in old Bengali are recited in the

Buddhist monasteries of Nepal, where they have preserved the chronological

lists of Siddhacaryas, and their portraits. Doubts have however been expressed

about the correctness of the names of the traditional eighty-four Siddnas because

many of the names obtained from Java disagree with those mentioned in the

Var^a{na)ratnakora.

84. 1329.(17) (Cancjlidasa). XXIX, 4. pp. 127-145.

Bodu Candidasa. the reputed author of the ^riH^ffruiiltirtana. and Dvija

Candid&sa, the author of the songs on the love of Radha ond Krsna are stated

in this article to be different persons. It has been shown that the former work

based on the story of the Drahmaooiuorfopurano was utilised by Jayadeva in

the 12th century A.C. The songs of Dvija Candidasa were Inter, as evidenced

by the language. It is also pointed out that as many of the composers of the

HAKCH, 1933 49
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Kirtana songs were devotees of the goddess Ca^d^ and called themselves

Cair^d><lasa, it is difficult to fix the identity of the author in question.

95. 1331. (18) ^ (The Differences between a Hindu and

a Buddhist), XXXI, 2, pp. 45-64.

The various dilfetences between the Hindus and the Buddhists in matters

of religion, philosophy, customs, and general culture have been discussed here.

98. 1331. (19) lltDStir f^ai (Pyarica d Mitra), XXXl, 4. pp. 157-163.

The paper is an apprcc'at'on of the style of writing in Bengali initiated by

Pyarica d Mitra in his monthly in 1854. He used the easy, current language

for serious compositions.

97. 1332. (20) (Our History), XXXII, 4, pp. 195-201.

The paper points out that the materials for the history of India are not as

meagre as‘ was at first supposed, because valuable historical information can be

had from the Sanskrit literature, specially from the works on Smyti. The starting

point for Indian history can be pushed back further and the Piiranic and other

sources utilised for the purpose.

98. 1333. (21) (The late Rai Yatindranath

Chaudhuri), XXXIII, I, pp. 45-57.

99. 13333. (22) (The Language in which

Buddha used to deliver his Discourses), XXXlll, 2, pp. 91-103.

A specimen of the language prevalent at the time of Buddha is preserved in

the short sentence inscribed on the casket found at Piprawa containing Buddha’s

relics. The peculiar feature of the language is that the letters f, fh, if, 4^, s, s,

h, and kf are not used in it. Rajasekhara, the author of the Kavyamimamsd

informs us that about the same period, l^isunaga of Magadha introduced in hi.s

palace a language that did not contain those letters, while Kubinda of ^urasena

also abolished the harsh sounding alphabets from the language similarly intro-

duced by him. It is surmised that Buddha ))reached his religion in a language

that was without these alphabets. As he had to deliver lectures in the

various districts, the language adopted by him was such as was intelligible to

all. The various languages through which Buddhism was propagated in subsc'

quent times have been enumerated in the paper on the basis of lists in some ancient

Buddhist works.

109. 1335. (23) (The Presidential Address. 34th

Annual Meeting, V. S. Pari^ad), XXXV, I, 1-7.

Sastriji advocates the view that on the strength of the evidences as furnished

by the genealogies in the Puranas, Indian History should commence from the

time of the Mah&bharata War (1512 B.C.).4 The gradual development of Indian

thought in the domains of polity, religion, grammar, and dramaturgy required

a very long time before the final stage could be reached. The history of India

can therefore claim a greater antiquity than has hitherto been conceded*
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lOli 1336. (24) (The Buddhist Community of Bengal).

The Presidential Address, 35th Annual Metting, V. S. Parisad,

XXXVI. 1. pp. 1-21.

It is pointed out in the paper that the Buddhists of Bengal have gradually

been absorbed into the Hindu Society and their literature in its various branches

has either been given a Hindu garb or has been replaced by new productions of

the Hindus (rame as 168.)

102. 1337. (25) ^tf^^)(The Presidential Address,

36th Annual Meeting, V, S. Parisad), XXXVM I, 2, pp. 61-69.

The Address deals mainly with the work done in the V. S. Parisad in

recent years.

103. 1337. (26) tesit^'I'jfliCiianjiva Sarma), XXXVIl, 3. pp. 134-142.

Information is furnished in the paper about the life of Cirahjiva barman, a

Bengali scholar of the 17th cenlur>, and two of his works, the Madhava Campii

and the Vidvanmodatarangini.

104. 1337. (27) (Kasinatha Vldyanivasa), XXXVIl.

4. pp. 175-178.

This is an account of Kasinatha Vidyanivasa, a Bengali grammarian of the

i 6th century. He was the acknowledged leader of the Bengali scholars of his

time and took part in the proceedings of the meetings of Pandits at Delhi for

settling some controversial points of the Smfti l^astra.

105. !33H. (28) (Ratnakaiesanti). XXXVIll, I. pp. 1-4.

I I'.e article pre*.eiUs an account of the great Buddhist teacher Ratnakara-

4aiili v/ho was in cliar^e of the Vikramasila monastery and had among his pupils

Dipahkara ^rijnana, the distinguished figure in the history of Tibetan Buddhism

106. 1338. (29) (Brhaspati Rayamukuta), XXXVlII, 2,

pp. 57-64.

The article recounts the literary activities of Rayamukuta (the well-known

commentator of tlio Amaiakpsa), who flourished during the reigns of Ganesa

and his .son Jalaluddin, kings of Bengal in the 15th century A.C,

107. 1338. (30) (Banesvara Vidyalankara), XXXVIll, 3,

F^p. I35-M4.

It contains details about Banesvara who with ten other scholars compiled

the Kii)0ddrnflt.Joscfu, a digest of Hindu Law, at the instance of ^Varren Hastings.

This was translated into Persian and through it into English by Halhed as the

Code o/ Cenfoo Law (1776).

108. 1338. (31) (Ramainanikya Vidyalankara)i

XXXVIll, 4. pp. 215-218.

RlmamSrilkya was a great NaiySyika of the last century. He was Sastrlift

maternal grandfather. Details about his life are found in this article.

109. 1339. (32) (Puru^ottama Deva), XXXIX, pp. 1-6.
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The paper deals with the literary works of the Buddhist scholar Purusottama

who lived during th^ reign of- Laksmana Sena cf Bengal. Purusottama’s

Trika^daie^ written as a supplement to the well-known Sanskrit lexicon of

Amarasiipha, has been shown to ‘ contain words indicating definite alterations

and expansions of the religious views and practices of ihc people of Bengal.

THE NARaYANA

A. Re. Kaliddcaa Worlft

110. 1322. (1) (Ihe Description of Spring l>y

Kalidasa), II, I, pp. 403-418.

It has been shown that the dcrcriptions of the spring Gc.'»son occurring in the

RtuMmhara, Mdlavik,a, Kumdraaamhhava, and Ragfniuamsa are found to he

increasingly beautiful in the order of the four works just named. The delineation

of feminine beauty lias also bceo/ne mor- and more charmin'/ in the same

ascending order.

111. 1323. (2) (Iraveti), II, 2. pp. 709-722.

The paper describes how Iravall, a favourite queen of Agnimitra, came to

be gradually set apart from the king's heart through the jealousy of Dharini the

first queen. The charming Malavika happened to be the instrument through

which this change was effected in the king’s lovo for iravatl.

112« 1323. (3) (Parvatfg Love), 11, 2, pp. 310-824.

Parvati’s deep love for Mahadeva whom she tried to have as her husband

through the severest austerities has been delineated in this paper. Thi.s love with

the least element of selfishness in it has been pointed out as .the best form of

love described in Kalidasa’s works.

113. 1323. (4) (The final Parting ol Urveii), 111, I, 249-255.

It is a description of the pathetic parting of Urvasi from Pururavas at the expiry

of the period of twenty-two years during which she stayed on the earth.

Her departure was contingent over the sight of her son

114. 1324. (5) fsncir (Demented through Separation), III, 2,

552-564.

It gives a picture of the extremely peiturbcd mental condition of Pururavas

at the time when Urvasi accidentally turned into a creeper in Kartlikeya’s garden.

This condition lasted till the restoration of Urva.si to her normal state at the

accidental touch of the creeper by Pururavas,

115t 1324. (6) (Sternness in Tenderness), III, 2, 623-628.

The sternness existing in the midst of tenderness has been illustrated in

the cases of Bharatamuni cuiuing Urvasi and Kapva sending away Sakuntalu

immadiately after his knowledge of her secret marriage with Du^yanta.

118. 1324. (7) (The tender Aspect of Kaijva’s Nature),

III, 2, 659-671.

The paper shows how Kanvo and the inmates of his hermitage viz.

Gautami, AnasuyS, and Priyarpvada were all extr^ely lender towards dakuntalS.
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117i 1324. (8) ’vein^ (The stoin Aspect of Kanva’s Nature).

Ill, 2. 842-849.

ll delineates in detail how Kanva and his disciples were stern towards

iSakuntala after her marriage with Dusyanta and during the disciples' visit to

the royal court.

118. 1324. (9) Ill (The Mother of Sakuntala), III. 2. 944-949.

The article shows how Menuka. mother of iSakuntala, marked from heaven

with tender care l\cr daughter’s career on the partly and g^^^hcr protection ns

soon as she fell into distress.

119t 1324. (10) (Maclhavya the Court-Jester of Ousy-

anla), IV, 1. pp. 35-43.

The pap^r details the activities of Madhavya, the Vidu^ka in the

Abhijnana^akuntala to show that hia intelligence was not so sharp as that of

Gotama, the Vidusaka in the MalavikiignimUra. Though Madhavya was

sympathetic toward.^ the king checking him in the most sentimental steps taken

by him, yet he did not prove so helpful to Dusyanta a.s Gotama to Agnimitra

in the love affairs.

120. 1324 *tH (The Curse of Durvasas), IV. I, pp. 85-90.

In the Mahabhcirata Dusyanta repudiates l^akuntala through fear of public

criticism, knowing \ery well that he married her. Kalidasa introduces in his

play the curse of Durvasas, causing the king to forget ^akuntala. This has

served to ke^ p unrullied the; good name of the king. Moreover the curse brings

about puni;?h.ment of the lovers, who by reason of their passion disregarded

duties towards society.

121. 1324. (12) Influence of Hinduism traceable

in the Sukuntala), IV, I, pp. 163-170.

Unlike the earlier writings of Kalidasa, the Safiuntala bears a clearly religious

impress. In the Malavik.agnimitra, Meghaduta, and the Vi^ramorVaHya the poet

thought more about the language and the plot than his religious ideal. The

Satiuniala has been shown to be permeated by the Brahmanic influence. The play

commences with Brahmanas' benedictions which are fulfilled at the end. The

delay in the fulfilment is also caused by a Brahmana’s curse.

122. 1324. (13) (Kings with three Queens

erch). IV, I, pp. 259-263.

It i.s pointed cut that in tli- thicc dramas by Kalidasa viz. Malavika,

I'd^rarvorvii.'if, and ^'ihuntala, there is a mention of three queens but while in

the first named drama nil the three appear on the stage, only two do .so in the

second and only one in the last.

123. 1325. (14) (Agnimitra’s Court-Jester), IV. I, pp

448-457.

The VidAfaka of Agnimitra in the MalavikSgnimitra was smart, cautious,

and diplomatic. It was through his cleverness that the king could easily meet and

niarry MRlnvlk5.
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124. 1325. (15) ^1 JICSM) >1^ y(The Kumaraaambhava—has

it 7 or 17 cantos?), IV, 2, pp. 523-527.

Sastriji is of opinion that the last ten cantos of the Kumarasambahaca are

not from Kalidasa’s pen because the style of writing and the portrayal of

character in them is not like that in the first seven cantos.

125s 1325. (16) (The Structure of the Raghuvamsa), IV» 2,

pp. 638-643.

A superficial glance through the Raghuvamia may give one the idea that it

is a collection of petms on different heroes without any common purpose

running through all of them. Sastriji is of opinion that it is an epic and the

purpose running through them all is to show that Rama was the greatest

personality in contrast with all the other belonging to the solar dynasty.

126t 1325. (17) (Narayana in the Roghuvamsa), IV, 2,

pp. 733-739.

In oppo-sition to the view that the Roghuvamsa is a mere versified narrative

like the Puranas, Sastriji points out that it contains the chief characteristic of

an epic viz. the depiction of an ideal. This ideal is found in Rama’s character

which forms the apex, as it were, of the poem. His ancestors like Raghu and

Dilipa possess one parlicubr virtue in a very high degree while hi.s successor.s

•re deficient in the possession of virtues. They have all been used as a foil to

manifest Rama’s greatness.

127b 1325. (IS) fip j>
(The Raghu or the Kumdra--

Which is earlier?), IV, 2, pp. 820-829.

It has been shown here that the Raghuoamsa is a production of Kalidasa’s

mature view. Comparing it with the Kumara, it is found that the delineations

of scenes and incidents in the Raghuvamia contain signs of a master-

hand. They are shorter but more beautiful than tho.se in the other v/ork.

The striking .similes for which Kalidasa is famous are found in greater abun-

dance in the Raghu than in the Kumara.

128. 1325. (19) (The Lamentetions of Aja and

Rati). iV. 2. pp. 913-920.

The lamentations of Aja for‘ Indumati and Rati for Madana in the Raghu

and the Kumara re.spectively have been compared, showing that the former is

the production of Kalidasa’s mature age.

129. 1325. (20) f^FC^ ? (Wherein lies the Excellence of the

Raghuvamsa}), V, I, pp. 45-50,

The excellence of the Raghuvamia lies in the variety of descriptions, the

delineations of different circumstances giving rise to different rasas, the

use of perspicuous and appropriate language and musical metres.

130. 1325. (21) H'lntWil (Boyhood in the Raghuvarjiia), V,

No. 2. pp. 170-176.

The paper shows how KilidSsa treats of boyhood in the Ragfiotferpio in

connection with the lives of Raghu and Sudariana.
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131. 1325. (22) (Rama’s Boyhood), V, I, pp. 323-332.

The object of the paper is to thow tha the delineation of Rima's boyhood

in the Raghu is masterly.

132* 1325. (23) (Love in the Raghuoaijiia), V, I,

pp. 409-420.

The love depicted in the Raghu is very much subdued but yet deep. The

instances cited are found in the devotion of Sudakfina to Dillpa, in the feelings

expressed by Aja and Indumati at their first meeting and in the references,

made by Rama in his conversation with Sita during the aerial journey from

Ceylon, to the intensity of love for Sita felt by him in the places seen by them.

133.

1326. (24) (The Pangs of Separation in the

Raghuvarftsa), V, 2, pp. 33-36.

The iiMtances of the pangs of separation touched in the Raghu are Aja*s

lamentation lor Indumati after her decease, Rima*s grief for Slt& after her

banishment, and Sita's sorrow at separation from Rama.

B. Re. fianl^im Chandra

134. 1322. (I) (Bankim Chandra at Ka

K

I. pp. 513-527.

The article contains Sastriji's reminiscences of Bankim Chandra whom he

used to interview at his residence.

135. 1322. (2) 'S ^ (Bankim Chandra on the Uttara-

xamacarita), 1, I, pp, 609-620.

It is a review of Bankim Chandra’s criticism of Bhavabhuti's Uttaracarito.

The adverse view taken by Bankim regarding Bhavabhuti's delineation of Rama’s

character has been shown to be ill-founded.

136. 1325. (3) (Bankim Chandra), IV, 2, pp. 563-570.

This paper contains many interesting details about Bankim Chandra throw-

ing light on the way in which Sastriji’s contact with the great novelist inspired

him in his writings.

C. Mifcellaneoau

137. 1322 (I) (Rodhamadhavodaya), II, I, pp. 31-43, and

& II. 1. pp. 638-648.

1323.

It is k Bengali epic written in the 19tb century by Raghunandana GosvSmln

of M&do in the district of Burdwan. It deals with the love of Radhi and Midhava.

It has been highly spoken of by Sastriji.

138. 1323. (2) (Visits to holy Places). li, 2, pp. 1025-1035

:

and pp. 1138-1145.
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It it an appreciation of an interesting book written by Yadunatha SarvidhikSri

on hit travels on foot from Khinakul to Hurdwar. Tbe details given in it about

the many places visited by him are full and vivid.

189. 1323. (3) (The Worahip of Durga), !!» 2, pp. 1174-1179.

It it a faithful picture of the four days during which the worship of Duxga is

performed in the. Bengali house-holds in the autumn every year. Th? devotion

with which it is carried on has been made manifest in the description.

140. 1324. (4.) (The Presidential Address

delivered at the Midnapore Parifad), III, 2. pp. 731-740.

It deals with the prosperous condition of T&mralipti as also its decline

in regard to trade and commerce described in the Da$avalivivrti and gives an

account of Midnapore and some of its literary men.

141. 1322. (5) (The Nava Patrika in the Worship

of Dhrga), I. 2, pp. 1449-1462.

Plants and twigs of plants nine in number are constituted into a bundle and

given in a rough way the shape of a deity. This is called Navapatriki (lit. nine

plants). Each of the plants or twigs (ramhha, kocpf, hariJra, jayanti, hiha,

daiimha, oioka and mana) represents a deity, whose worship forms an integral

part of the worship of Durga in autumn.

D. Re. BuddhUm

142. 1321. (I)ctIs Vt4tC¥ V*! ¥ W C¥ f (Who is a Buddhist

and who is his preceptor?), 1, I, pp. 57-70.

After explaining that in later times any one who look refuge in the Buddhist

Trinity by uttering a set formula was a Buddhist, he shows how the reverence for

the guru or the spiritual preceptor was found in gradually increasing degrees in

Hinayana, Mahayana, Vajrayana, and Sahajayana.

143. 1321. (2) (Nirvana), I. I, pp. 133-145.

At first sight, the Nirvai^a as conceived in the Pali literature i.e. in the

Hinayina looks like extinction but Asvaghoya explains it as a peaceful condition.

Nigarjuna irgues that it is beyond our comprehension

SSnyataj, The different parts of the stupa have been explained as symbolising the

progress of bodhicitta towards dQnyata. The introduction of the conception of

Karu^S in later times has also been pointed out.

144. 1321. (3) 7
(What are the forms of Nirvana?), I,

I, pp. 244*248.

The paper explains the two forms of nirpSpe viz. sopddiie^ and

nirttpSdiSefa.

14St 1321. (4) CfW ? (Whence has it come?). 1. I»

pp. 389.398; 459-467.

It has been shown here that the tribes who lived in Eastern India were not
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like the Aryans in their thought and mode of living, it was they who paved the

way for the reception of a system of thought and belief like Buddhism.

148. 1322. (5) 4 (Hinayana and Mahayana), I, 2,

pp. 786-7%.

The points of difference between the two yanas have been explained in this

» article.

147. 1322. (6) f (Mahayana—whence has it

emerged?), 1, 2, pp. 945-953.

It was the MahasaAghikas who were the predecessors of the Mahay&nisU.

They seceded from the Elders or the TheravSdins as they could not come to an

agreement on several points regarding discipline.

148. 1322. (7) (Sahajayana), 1, 2, pp. 1056-1067.

The development of Sahajayana from the doctrine of Mahasukha in Nirvi^a

has been explained, and the tenets of the yana have been pointed out from the

writings of some of the Siddhacaryas.

140. 1322. (8) (The Downfall of Buddhism), 1, 2,

pp. 1199-1209.

The article enumerates and expatiates on the causes that led to the downfall

of Buddhism in India.

150. 1322. (9) C?l*l ? (Buddhism—Where has it dis-

appeared?), IJ, I, pp, 165-172.

The remnants of Buddhism traceable in Bengal after the Musalman invasion

at different times from the i3th century to the present day have been treated in

this article.

151 . 1322. (10) (A Little is still left), II, I, pp. 276-287.

The details about the Dharma cult as found in the different places in Bengal

are found in this paper.

152. 1322.(11) (In the Jungles of Orissa). II, I. pp.

533-543.

The remnants of Buddhism as traceable in some places in Orissa at present

and also as existent in the past few centuries in Orissa form the subject-matter

of this paper.

163. 1323.(12) 3 (The Jatakas and Avadanas), H, 2,

pp. 927-934.

After pointing out the dlfferencea b^een the Jitakas and Avadanas, Saatriji

speaks about several aeadanes, and specially about Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra

Das’s valuable discovery of the first 49 avadana» of the BodhitativaVadSna-

kfllpalM by Kfemendra.

154. 1323. (13) 4*114^ (Schism). 11, 2, pp. 1236-1243.

UAKCU^ 19:38
50
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Sattriji expraina the 10 points of the schism between the TheraviJfns and
the MahisiAghikas. They related to the strict discipline of the Buddhist SaAgha

against which the MahasaAghikas raised their protest.

18Bt 1323. (14) ^15 (The Doctrineg of the Mahaaanfghikas),

nil If pp« 204-208.

The paper explains how the MahisiAghikas became /olcoitorauadins in their

conception of Buddha, attached less importance to vinaya and the greatest

Importance to pnjM, and set up images of Buddha for worship.

1M. 1323.(15) «^ft>lt^^f(Theravada and MahasaAgliika). 111.

I. pp. 333-338.

It treats of the differences between the Theravidins and the MahisiAghikas in

their conceptions of the BuAdha-nidantUi (actions in the previous births that led

a being to Buddhahood).

187. 1324. (16) (The People and the King), 111, I,

pp. 403-408.

The article gives details about the origin of man and king as given in the

Mohioositf and the dggaAAesttthi of the Digha Ntkfiye.

THEPRAVASI

188. 1322. (I) (The Tendencies of the

Bengali Language and Literature), XV, I, pp. 116-122 (same

as 88).

188. 1322. (2) (The Glories of ancient Bengal),

XV. I. pp. 157-173 (same as 84).

180. 1322. (3) ^<l| (Light o.i the Reign of

Aurangzeb from the Hindu Sources), XV, 1, pp. 291-2% (same

as 86).

161. 1327. (4) (Libraries), XX, 1, pp. 309-314.

It is a lecture delivered on the occasion of the opening of a public library.

It gives details of various libraries in and ouUide India and dilates on the value

of the institution as a means of diffusion of knowledge.

162. 1329. (5) ) (The Mellifluous Poet

RaJanikSnta—a review), XXII, I, pp. 735-738.

168. 1333. (6) (A message of good-will

to the Greater India Society), XXVI, 2, pp. 314.

184. 1336. (7) (A Lexicon attributed to Kalidasa).

XXIX. 2. pp. 473-476.
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In the Madras Government Oriental Library there is a Ms. eallded

NSnSrthahhdaraina with a commentary called TardtS by Nicula. it has been

described in the colophon as compiled by Kalidasa. Sastriji is of opinion from

internal evidences that the author may be the great poet Kalidasa.

165i 1337. (8) (Lexicology), XXX, I, pp. 662-867.

it is a review of the Calantika, a dictionary of Bengali words, it contains

inter alia a discussion on some grammatical rules governing Bengali.

THE BHARATAVAR$A

166. 1333. (1) '•iPlSCVI ( )
(Aecetic’* Daughter—a review),

XIV, 1. pp. 945-948.

167. 1333. (2) ) (Srikrftja—a review), XIV, I,

pp. 328-330.

168. 1336. (3) • (The Buddhist Community of

Bengal), XVII, 2, pp. 207-222, (same as 101),

THE MONTHLY VASUMATl

166. 1329. (1) (Dramaturgy), I, I, pp. 137-140. (contd.).

170. 1329. (2) ’if^PDr (Bankim aandra), I, 1, pp. 417-422; 604-608.

171. 1332. (3) (Cittaranjana and the Bengali

Literature, IV, I, pp. 489-494.

172. 1333. (4) 'Wll’I-lfs (Reminiscences of Sir Gurudas)> V, 2,

pp. 291-294; 336-341.

173. 1334. (5) ^l^fl (Jhinsi—a village near Mussoorie), VI, 2,

pp. 54-57.

174. 1336. (6) (7'he Kamandakjiya NitiaSra

—a review), VIII, 2, pp. 634-636.

178. 1338. (7) *4111 ('Come, Darling, Mt on

half of my scarf), X, 2, pp. 369-377.

It coiMtitutM an effuaion of Ridhi’a love for Krroa.

170. 1338. (8) (Bhavabhuti). X, 2, pp. 549-556 ; 717-724

It contain* a general di*eui*ion about BbavabhOtl and two of bi* draina* on

Rlma and an analyti* of one of them viz. the t/ltorsrffmoearlta with

peeial reference* to it* beauty.
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177.

1338. (9) (Mahamahopadhyaya

Murardana—the great poet of Rajputana), X, 2, pp, 881-884.

THE ANNUAL VASUMATI

178. 1333. 0) ^ (A Tale of Five Boys), pp. 47.

179. 1334. (2) (Byanogi Tibba—a place near Mussoorie),

pp. 277-281.

THE PAf5CAPU$PA

180. 1336. (I) (Bharata’s Nalyasastra), II, pp. 262-267.

181. 1337. (2) (Bharata Mallika), 111, pp; 650-651.

It is an account of Bhatata Mallika (of Bongal) who wrote many works including;

commentaries on the Mugdhabodha, Amaral^pia, Bhatiikavya etc.

182f 1339. (3) (The Island of Simhala), V, pp. 625-631.

THE RAKlGAPURA-SAHITYA-PARISAT-PATRIKA

183. 1321

.

(The Presidential Address delivered at the Ceremony for the

Opening of the Rangpur Museum), pp. 17-22.

THE BHARATI

184. 1326. (The late Ak^ayacandra Sarkar), vol.

46. pp. 417-424.

THE ACAMANl

185. 1326. (The Worship of Durga by a Brahmana),

I, pp. 6- 18 .

This is a short story in which the annual worship of Durga by a Brahmana

was about to be discontinued in the family for want of funds after the Brfihmana s

decease. The Brahmana's son, only nine years old, managed however to get

over the difficulty through his resourcefulness prompted by his extraordinary

devotion.
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THE UMODHANA188.

1324. MU (Buddhum in Bengal), XIX, pp. 345-333.

The peper relates how in ancient times Buddhism spread widely in Bengal

and became decp>rooted in the province. It also explains the ways in which

some Buddhist cults and institutions were absorbed into Hinduism.

THE SAHITYA

187a 1300. (1) (The Poet Kr^narama), IV, 2, pp. 1 11-119.

Bharatacandra, the author of the Vidyasundara, borrowed the plot of his

poem from Kr^narama, son of Bhagavatidasa of village Nimita near Calcutta.

188a 1326. (2) (Ramendrasundara), pp. 297-304 (Also

published in the Hrishikesh Series No. 1(1327), pp. 1-10).

THE MANASI

189. 1 32 1 . - ( I) f (The

Address delivered by Sastriji as the President of the Reception

Committee, Literary Conference, Calcutta), VI, I, pp. 331-369.

The Address gives an historical account of 24-Parganas and Calcutta, and

treats of the literary men of both these places. Next, it dwells on diverse topics

such as the trade and commerce of Tamluk, and the colonizing and missionary

activities of the people of Bengal.

190. 1321. (2) (Supplement to the fpregoing

Addrew), VI, I, pp. 710712.

THE MANASI O MARMAVAl^I

191.

1327. (I) (Reminiscences about Ardhendu), XU, 2,

pp. 210-213.

1.02. 1331. (2) (The Presidential

Address delivered at the Literary Conference, Radhanagar),

XVl, 2, pp. 217-228.

It traces the history of Khanakul Krishnanagar in the district of Hughly, gives

an account of its literary men including KanSda TarkavigiM, Narayana Vandyo-

pidhyiya ThSkura. Yadunalha SarvSdhikSri, and Rommohun Roy.

193. 1333. (3) cltV-nSl (Condolence Meeting at the

VaAglya S&hitya Pari^ad), XVIll, 1> pp. 532-535 (same as 98),
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THE NACAGHARA

194i 1331, (Reminiscences about Ardhendu). Two

instalments.

THE SUVARNAVANIK-SAMACARA

195i 1331. (1) ^^1 (Reminiscences about the late

Devendravijaya Vasu), VIII. pp. 230, 231.

1M. 1334. (21 (The late Adharinl Sen), XII, p. 27.

VIJAYA

197. 1322. Presidential

Address, V. S. Sammilana. 8th Session), 111, pp. 37-88

(same as 84).

198. 1322. (2) (The Presi-

dential Address, literary Section of the V. S. Sammilana, 8th

Session), III, pp. 3-1
1

(same as 85).

THE PRACI

199.

1330. (I) ^ ^;|| (Paka and Khana), 1, I, pp. 1 41 -144.

The popular Bengali veraes containing wise sayings attributed to paka and

Khana are shown to have been composed after the Muhammadan conquest. The

Buddhist deities Heruka and Vajravarah! together are called pika in Nepal, but

the sayings have nothing in them to evixire their connection with Buddhism.

The language of the verses and their subject rather indicate that Paka belonged

to East Bengal. Khana describes herself as the wife of Mihira, son of Varaha,

but the internal evidences show that she could not have been a* daughter-in-law of

the ancient astrologer Varaha of Avanti. She belonged rather to Bengal at a

much later period.

2Cf9. 1330. (2) (Vidyapati), I. I. pp. 208-218.

. Vidyapati, the celebrated Maithila author of the 14th century, is generally

regarded as a Vaif^ava poet and all his poems are taken to refer to the love of

Radha and Kfina. h is contended in this paper that Vidyapati was really a

Saiva, and his poems deal with love in general, having no particular connection

witli Ridhi and Kffoa,
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401. 1330. (3) (Vratyas), t, I, pp. 527-532 (simiiar to 10 and 16,

Lec.(l)].

THE PRAVARTAKA

202.

1330. ^^1|l(The Condition of Bengal

during the Pala Period), pp. 582-589.

The article dealg with the condition of Buddhism and the indications of the

revival of Brahmanism in Bengal during the Pala period and gives an account

of the Nathas.

NAVAYUGA

203.

1332.
)

(Some

important Dates), pp. 1097-1099. Read at the Historical Section,

V. S. Sammilana, Naihati.

It treats of Raja Gai^esa’s conquest pf a portion of Bengal in 1401 A.C. as

known from the Balyatilasuira, the date of Sivasiipha's (Vidyapati’s patron)

accession to the throne in 1405 A.C., and ** victory of Gane^ (of Tirhut)

over Arslan (see Klrtiilaia).

JOURNALGF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL

204. Pr.., 1890. (I) The Account of a Bengali Brahmin who obtained

a high position in the Sinhalese Buddhist hierarchy in the llth

Century A.D,, pp. 125-127.

A collection of 107 Sanskrit slokas entitled Bhakjtiiaia\a was published in

Ceylonese character. The author Ramacandra calls himself a KfitUura and a

Buddhist. In the colophon again the author is described as a Brahma^a (bhuiura), a

master of the Buddhist scriptures {Bauddhagamacalaravariin), a teacher, and an

inhabitant of Gauds- In the Singhalese commentary by Sumangala on the Bhakti-

satoka the home of Ramacandra is located in Varendra in the Radha Mapd*>^>^

Gauda. The commentator further informs us that the author was made

Bauddhagamacakravariin by Raja Parakramabahu of Ceylon (who lived in the

ffth century A.C.). It is inferred from some of the verses that Ramacandra was

persecuted for his Buddhist faith. As a voluntary exile in Ceylon, he was

favourably received by the ruler.

205. Pr., 1890. (2) .4 short Account of an old Gun recently dug up

at False Point, pp. 166-168.
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A portion of the inscription on the gun. written in a character intermediate

between the modern Bengali and old Ku^ila could be deciphered. It shows that

a Hindu chief named Ja3'adhvaja Sitpha obtained this gun from a Yavana. The

date appearing in the inscription, though not clear, has been suggested to be

about 1525 a.c.

206. Pr.. 1890. (3) A Map of ancient Arydoarta prepared by

Nagendra Nath Vasu, p. 204.

The route taken by the cloud messenger as described in Kalidasa's Meghaduia

has been shown in the map.

207t Pr..l892. (4) Notes on the Banins of the Hughli in 1493,

pp. 193-197.

Vipradasa's work on the goddess Manasa dated (^aka year 14)7) 1495 A.C.

contains an interesting account of the voyage of Cand Saodagar. His small fleet

passed by many places situated on the banks of the Hughli. Accounts of these

places as found in the ms. have been given in this paper.

208« J. 1893. (5) On a new Find of old Nepalese Manuscripts,

pp. 245-255.

Twelve Sanskrit Mss. have been described in the paper. They include a Ms.

of the BodhicarySvatSrapanjika of Prajnakara and a complete Ms. of the Candra

Kydi^cratia. Some of the Mss. are copies of well-known works but are

valuable for their ancient date.

209* Pr.. 1893. (6) Reminiscences of Sea voyage in ancient Bengali

Literature, pp. 20-24.

The paper deals with accounts of sea-voyage found in five Bengali poems

written between 1495 and 1595 A.c. One of them is called BaU Kavir Manasa

Mangal in honour of the goddess Manasa compiled from the works of twenty-two

poets.

210i Pr., 1893. (7) Note on an inscribed Gun in the Armoury of the

NaWab of Murshidabad, pp. 24-26.

The inscription contains the name of Maharaja Ksfiriacandra Raya of Nadia.

Jayadhvaja Siipha previously mentioned in 206 is identified with an Ahom prince

of Assam and the Yavana, from whom the prince obtained a gun. is no other than

Mir Jumla, the Commander-In-Chief of Aurangzeb.

211* Pr., 1894. (8) Ancient Bengali Literature under Muhammadan

Patronage, pp, 118-122.

This is a note on the Bengali versions of the Mahahharaia by Paramesvara

Kavindra and drikarana Nandin. The former translated Jaimini's Mahahharaia

under the patronage of Paragol Khan, a general of Husain Shah at Chittagong,

-^nd the latter added portions to the translation under Paragols' son, Chufi Khan.

212« Pr., 1894. (9) Discovery of the Remnants of Buddhism in

Bengal, pp. 135-138.
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The worship of Dharma prevailing in Western and Southern Bengal

has been shown to have belonged to a Buddhist cult. Nine reasons have been

advanced in suppoort of this conclusion. Dharmaraja, though popularly known
to be a form of Siva, is in fact a name of Buddha, and the word Dharma or

Saddharma refers to Buddhism, Dharma being one of the three objects of special

devotion with the Buddhists. The Mantras used in the worship refer to Buddha and

the annual Dharma-festival coincides with the birth>day of Buddha. The priests

of Dharma Thakura are not usually Brahmai;>as and unlike the temples of the

Hindu deities the Dharma^temples face either the east or the south.

213i J. 1895. (10) Buddhism in Bengal since the Muhammadan Con-

quest, pp. 55-61.

Remnants of Buddhism were traceable even after the Muhammadan conquest

in the provinces of Eastern India. Some Buddhstic deities like Dharma and

K^etrapala are still being worshipped in Bengal in a Hinduised form.

2*^4.
J., 1895. (II) Sridharmamangala, a distant Echo of the Lalita-

vistara, pp. 65-68.

The Dharmamangala is a book for use by the Dharma-worshippers at their

annual festival falling on the birth day of Buddha. Inspite of many points of

differences between the story of Lau-sena in the Dharmamangala and that of

Buddha in the Laliiavisiara, the ^two accounts resemble each other materially.

215. J., 1895. (12) Note of Vi^tiupur circular Cords, pp. 284, 285.

The paper contains a description of the game played with the help of 120

pieces of cards divided into 10 groups named after the ten incarnations of Vis^u.

1 he play is taid to have been invented by the Malla Kings of Vispupur, Bengal.

216. Pr., 18%. (13) A second Set oj Pi>ijupur circular Cards,

pp. 2, 3.

The game played with forty-eight cards classified into twelve groups has been

explained. One of the groups contains the figure of a Mails King. Some of the

designs in the cards are identical with those on the Vi^iupur circular cards.

217. Pr., 1896. (14) The Discovery of Vidhiviveku, o unique

Manuscript at Puri, pp. 130, 131.

The note contains the notice of a ms. of Mandana’s Vidhiviveka on which

Vacaspati has written a commentary called Nyayakanika.

218. J., 1897. (15) Notes on Palmdccf manuscripts in the Library

of H. E, the Maharcja of Nepal, pp. 310-316.

Of the several Mss. mentioned in the paper, two are very interesting. The

Yavanajaiakfl (the Greek system of casting a horoscope) is described in its post-

colophon note to be a work first translated into Sanskrit by Yavanesvara from his

own language, and then rendered into 4000 Indravajra verses by Sphurjidhvaja.

The copy of the Y'imo/aprabha. a commentary on the Kalacakraiantrataja is

another valuable Ms. It is stated in the colophon that the commentary was written

by Kamalavara in 1818 of the Nirvana era (1175 \.C.) and was copied by two

Bengalis.

I.UQ., MAKCll,
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219i Pr., 1897. (16) Some ancient fiurmeae inscribed Pottery,

op. 164. i65.

It contains a description of three bricks found in Burma, one with the re-

presentation of five figures of Buddha in Bhumisparia mudra, and the other two

with the well-known Buddhist formula Ve dharma etc. inscribed in a character

prevalent in Eastern India during the Pala period. As the cut of the faces of

Buddha appears to be Indian, it is surmised that the bricks were taken away from

India by the Burmese pilgrims.

220* J., 1898. (17) The Discovery of a Work by Aryadeva in

Sanskrit, pp. 175-184.

Almost the whole of a small work ^>certaiiied later on to be Ciiiavhuddhi-

prakararjia appears in the paper. It assigjj^^ a high position to the purity of heart

for spiritual elevation, to the exclusion of '.he external purity.

221t Pr., 1898. (18) India in Lok^mana Sena's Time from a rare

Manuscript written in his Court, pp. 190-192.

Dhoyrs Pavanadaia (then unpublished) describes places lying on the route to

be taken by Pavana (Wind) while coming from Southern India to Bengal. These

places have been identified as far as possible.

222i Pr.. 1899. (19) On a Manuscript of the A^tasdhasrikd Prajnd-

pdramitd Written in Ndlcndd and discovered in Nepal, pp. 39, 40.

The Ms. is interesting as it was copied at Nalanda in the 6th year of the reign

of Mahipala in the 11 th century.

223f Pr., 1900. (20) On a Turquoise Gcrxeia, pp. 69, 70.

While exhibiting a Turquoise, Sastriji identified the figure carved on it with

GapcM having four faces and in company with a Sakti riding on a lion. An expla-

nation of these peculiar features of Gai^eM was given by him on the basis of

Raghava Bha(ta*s commentary on the Saradatiloka.

224t Pr., 1900. (21) On the Manuscript of a Work on the Biography

of one of the Pdla Kings of Magadha, Rdma Pdla {the Rama-

carita by Sandhyakora Nandin), pp. 70-73.

The paper contains a short account of Ramapala*s reign on the basis of the

first canto of Sandhyakara Nandin's Ramaearita, written in verses with two

meanings, one applicable to the hero of the RamSya^a and the other to Rimapila.
\

225s Pr., 1900. (22) On a Manuscript of Kuldlikdmndya, a Tantric

Work in Gupta Characters of the 7th Century, pp. 76, 77.

This is a description of the external appearance of a very old Ms.; of the

KulaiikSmnSya which is a part of a large work on Tantra entitled KubjikSmata.

It shows that all Tantras cannot be regarded as recent works.

22#. Pr.. 1900. (23) On a Supplement of the Celebrated Lexicon
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Amarako^a by a BtiddhtBi Author m very ancient Bengali

Character, pp. 79. 80.

It hat been shown from the fragment of a Ms. containing only four leaves of

Purufottama*t Trikfii!i4^ieBa that this work which forms a supplement to the well-

known Sanskrit lexicon of Amarasiipha contains words marking an expansion of

vocabulary connected with Buddhism. The subject received a fuller treatment

subsequently in the Sshitya Parifat PatrUa, 1339, No. 1 (109) after the publication

of the Trikand^ie§a.

227t Pr., 1900. (24) Antiquities of the Tantras and the Introduction

of Tantric Rites in Buddhism, pp. I(K)-I02.

The article describes three Tantric Mss.. Lanl^avalSra (not the well-known

Buddhistic work of that name), NidvatataUoatatfihiia and Kulolikomnaya. written in

Gupta character, proving the existence of Tantric works in the 5th century A.C. The
later identification of Dharma of the Buddhist Trinity with Prajflfi has been taken

to have introduced Sakti worship in Buddhism, culminating in the development of

a form of Tantricism.

228t Pr., 1901. (25) On the Authenticity of the two newly discovered

Manuscripts of the Valldla-carita by Ananda Bhafta, and their

Importance in tracing the history of the caste-system in Bengal,

pp. 74. 75.

Ananda Bha(|a*s work on Ballalasena, the king of Bengal, is based on three

previous works of different authors. Written in 1432. about three hundred years

after Ballala’s time, the work supplies information corroborated by other evidences.

229i Pr., 1901. (26) A Note on the Existence of the Magii (Median

Priesthood) in India at the present Ddy, pp. 75-77.

It has been stated on the strength of a statement in Ananda Bhatta's Ballala-

cariia that the Brahmanas known as ^akadvipi or dakaladvipi arc the descendants

of the ancient Magii who came from Persia in two batches. Thos: who came

earlier are called ^advipi, and those who came after the Indo-Scythians and had

established their capital ot ^akala in the Punjab are called Sakaladvipis.

230. J., 1902. (27) Bdbhan, pp. 61. 62.

The Babhans or the BhOmiharakas of Bihar and Benares, who claim to be

Brahmaiias. are surmised to have been such originally but were subsequently

converted to Buddhism.

231. J., 1002. (28) Dheldi Cai?^, a form of tree-worship, pp. 1-3.

The paper was read at a meeting of the Asiatic Sociey of Bengal on the 3rd

May. 1899. Though it was printed for the fASB., 1902, it was kept back from

publication, as the author wanted to make some additions. The article names

some places in the district of 24-Parganas, where some date trees,

believed as representing Csxs^l, were worshipped with clods of earth

ihrown towards them. The deity thus propitiated, was believed to exercise a pad-
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fying influence over crying children. A few years after, the change was noticed

that sweets were offered to the trees instead of clods of earth and the influence of

the deity was believed to cover a wider field.

232. Pr., 1902. (29). On the Organisation of Caste by Ballala Sena,

pp. 3-7.

The paper reproduces the details contained in the chapters of the

Ballalacariia dealing with Ballala's activities in connection with the reorganisation

of castes in Bengal.

233* Pr., 1902. (30) Four Inscripiiona of Mahaiiva Gitpta and

Mahdbhava Gupta, of Kalinga and Kosala, p. 89.

234t Pr., 1902. (31) The Identification of Ramagiri, the starting Point

of the Cloud in the Cloud-Messenger of Kalidasa with Ramgad

hill in the Sirguja State, pp. 90, 91.

235i Pr., 1903. (32) Obituary Notice of the Late Professor E. B,

Cowell, p. 52.

236> Pr,, 1904. (33) Scientific Attainments of Dr. Ramkrishna Gopal

Bhandarkart p* 30.

237. J,, 1905. (34) History of Nyaya-idstra from Japanese sources,

pp. 177-180.

The paper contains a bibliography of the Buddhist Nyaya system as known

in China and Japan. As there is nothing in the Nyaya$utra corresponding to

the *Nine Reasons’ and ’Fourteen Fallacies’ attributed by the Chinese sources to

Soe-mok or Akfapada, it is conjectured that the Nyayasuira as we find it is

a later production. It is also stated that the Sutra as also its Bhafya by Vatsyayana

came into being after the emergence of the Mahayana school of Buddhism.

238. J., 1905. (35) An Examination of the NydyasQtras, pp. 245-250.

Arguments have been adduced in this paper to show that the Nyaya§utra is

not the work of a single author. It has several irreconcilable passages. More-

over, one portion of the Sutra deals with logic in three separate sections while

the other with philosophy. Each of these two portions again has not come from

the same hand, as can be inferred from the internal evidences. The original

sutras of Akfapada underwent changes at the hands of the Buddhists, and Mirok

(Maitreyanatha) is actually credited in China with the introduction of the Sfitras

relating to yoga into the Nyaya system.

239. J., 1905, (36) Some Notes on the Dates of Subandhtt and

Dinndga, pp. 253-255.

Subandhu, the author of the VasaoadaUa and Difin&ga, the great Buddhist

writer are assigned to the beginning of the 5th century A.C,
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J.. 1908. (37) A Kharofthi Copper-plate Inscription from Taxila

or Tak§aSild, pp. 363-365.

A line in KKarof^hi characters first read by Cunningham has been revised

in the note.

241t J., 1909. (38) A new Manuscript of the BuddhacaritOf

pp. 47-49.

A lacuna of 11 slokas occurring in Cowell's edition of the Buddhacarita has

been supplied from a Ms. of the work found in Nepal.

242i J.. 1909. (39) The Recovery of a lost epic by Asvagho^a,

pp. 165. 166.

This is an account of the way in which Sastriji discovered the Ms. of the

Saundarananda of Asvaghofa.

243* J., 1909. (40) The Origin of the Indian Drama, pp. 351-361.

The paper discusses the tradition about the origin of the dramatic performance

as recorded in Bharata's Natyaiattra. It also delineates the contents of the work

together with his remarks on its language and author.

244i J., 1910. (41) Causes of the Dismemberment of the Maurya

Empire, pp. 259-262.

It is stated in the paper that the Brahmana subjects of Asoka were much dis-

pleased at the Emperor's activities in favour of Buddhism. It was this tliat

prompted them to lend their whole-hearted support to Pusyamitra, who wrested the

throne from a descendant of Asoka.

245. J., 1910. (42) .Refutation of Max Mueller s Theory of the

Renaissance of Sanskrit Literature in the 4th century A,D., after a

lull of seven centuries from the time of the rise of Buddhism, pp.

305-310.

A large number of Sanskrit works written between the 4th century B.c. and the

4th century A.C. has been cited in the paper to refute Max Muller’s theory that

the Sanskrit language fell into disuse during the period.

24*. J., 1910.(43) The Bha^apariccheda, pp, 3\\-3\4:

It has been ascertained from the family chronicles of Bengali Brahmanas and

some other Mss. that ViivanStha Nyiyapaficanana, the author of the

BhasSpariccheda lived in the first half of the 17th century. He was the son of

KisSnatha Vidyinivisa and grandson and great-grandson of Ratnakara Vidya-

vacaspati and Narahari Visirada respectively.

247t J., 1910. (44) Discovery of Abhisamaydlarfikora by Maitreya-

ndtha, pp. 425-427. ;

Though MaitreyanStha's A bhisamoyafoipkSra is usuidly found as an annexee

to the Mss, of the PaAeavirpMtShaBrii^ PrajnapSramik, yet it U • separate
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work. The reason for subjoining it to the PaUcavititiaii lies in the fact that

the Pa^ca** has been recast in the light of the exposition of the Buddhist doctrine

and philosophy as contained in the treatise.

248t J., 1911. (45) Notes on the newly found Manuscript of

the Catuiiatikd by Aryadeva, pp. 431-436.*

The notes contain a description of the contents ojf the Catuhiatakfl as

found in a manuscript-fragment of the work.

249. J.. 1912. (46) The Bardic Chronicles, pp. 145-147.

As a specimen of the Bardic lays current in Rajputana a stanza has been

quoted in this note with the story explaining the same.

250. J., 1912. (47) Who were the Sungas) pp. 287. 288.

From an analysis of the Gotra connections, the duhgas have been identi-

fied with a class of Brahmanas professing the Samaveda. The duAgas had

connection with Bharadvaja through the father • side and with VifvSmitra

through the mother's side.

251. J.. 1912. (48) A note on Bhaffi, p. 289.

It has been pointed out that Bhatfi appears in the colophon of a manuscript

of the Bhaffik/aoya to have been an inhabitant of Balabhl.

252. J., 1912. (49) Remarks on M. M. Chakravarti* a Paper on

Bhatta Bhavadeva of Bengal, pp. 347,348.

The arrival of learned Brahmanas in Bengal at the invitation of Adisura in

the 8th century was a fact. It is also pointed out that Bhavadeva mentioned in

jfvadevacarya’s Bhakjti-hhagQVaiamahak.avya cannot be identified with the Bengali

author of the same name, who built the temple at Bhuvanesvara.

253. J., 1912. (50) Theories to explain the Origin of the Visen

Family of Majhawali, pp. 373-377.

The paper deals with all the theories advanced to wxplain the origin of the

Visen family of Oudh, and suggests that Visvasena, a K^atriya king of Benares

ruling three or four centuries before Buddha may have been the founder of

the family. Originally the Viscns had the surname Sena which was replaced

by Malla in later times.

254. J., 1914. (51) Relics of the Worship of Mud-Turtles {Triony-

chidce) in India and Burma, pp. 134-136.

Some instances of the use of Mud-turtles in worship and iconography in

Northern India have been enumerated, including the practice of Dharma-worship

in Bengal where the Dharma of the Buddhist triad is represented by a tortoise. An

explanation of this icon is found in the fact that as Dharma was first represented

by a stupa or mound which in later times took the shape of a tortoise on

account of the provision of five Dhyan! Buddhas, the Dharma-worshippsr took

Dharma to be a tortoise-shaped deity.

255. Pr.. 1919. (52) Obituary Notice of Dr. Hoernle, pp. ccxxxi-

ccxxxii.
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256. Pr., 1920. (533 Annual Address (1919, ASB.), pp. xxi to zxvii.

This presidential address delivered at the annual meeting of the Society con-

tains an account of the progress of Oriental Studies in connection with the

discovery of archseological monuments, publication of ancient works, collection

of old manuscripts and establishment of Oriental Associations.

257i Pr., 1921. (54) i4nnuo{ Address (1920, ASB.), pp. xviii-xxv.

It has been suggested on the strength of an interpretation of the Vratya

hymns of the Atharvaveda that Siva was originally a god of the Vrityas and

these Vratyas formed a group of non-Vcdic Aryans who roamed about in

hordes (vratas) outside the region inhabited by the Vedic Aryans,

258> Pr., 1926. (55) Lprd Curzon 1659-1925, (Obituary Notice), pp.

clx-clxi.

259. Pr., 1926. (56) Sir R. G. Bhandarkar 1637-1925, ( „ ), pp.

clxv-clxvi.

260. Pr., 19927. (57) Manomohan Ganguli 1680-1926, ( ), pp.

clxiy-clxv.

281 . Pr., 1927. (56) Sir Alfred Woodley Croft 1841-1925, ( „ ).

pp. clxxi-cixxii.

282. Pr., 1928. (59) F. E. Pargiter 1652-1927 (Obituary Notice), pp.

clxiv-clxv.

283. J., 1929. (60) l^gveda in the making, pp. 307-309.

The paper deals with the arrangement of the hymns of the Rgveda as indi-

,

cated in the Aitareya Aranyakicir and shows how the division into Maodalas

generally follows the order mentioned in the Aranyaka. It has been stated on the

basis of a passage in the Kamesutra that the A^faka division of the Rgoeda is

later as it was introduced hy the Brahmanas of Pancala some time before

Buddha.

MEMOIR. ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL

284. 1924. (61) A Note on 'A Working Model of the Origin of

the Canges in. a Temple in Ganjam,* Vlll, No. 4> pp. 255, 256.

Pr., 1912, p. cxxxiv.

Important manuscripts copied in the 12th century A.C. were exhibited by

Sastriji at a meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. One of them was a Ms.

of the which was translated into

Chinese in 981 A.C. Another was a complete code of Hindu law by GovindarSja.

the well-known commentator of Manu.
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Pr., 1912, p. cxxxiii.

A genealogical tree of the Ra^hor family and a photograph of Shihoji, the

founder of the family, were exhibited.

THE CALCUTTA REVIEW

265* 1898. (I) 7 he Diary oj Govinda Ddsa, CVI, pp. 79-% and

372-383.

The article is an analysis of the contents of Gohindada$er Ka^aca, a Bengali

work of the early 16th century. Govindadasa who accompanied Caitanya to the

various places of pilgrimage wrote this Ka^acd or diary describing the places

visited by him. The account commences with the description of Caitanya's home,

companions, and routine of work, and gives details of his journey from Bengal to

the saaed places in Southern India.

rsa 1898. (2) Topography of Gooinda Ddaa’s Diary, CVII, pp.

172-184.

Some places mentioned in the Diary have been identified and their details

given.

287, 1903. (3) Sanskrit Learning in India, CXVll pp. 106-110.

Beginning with a brief account of the vast literature in Sanskrit touching

almost every branch of study, Sastriji dilates on the usefulness and the superior

method of teaching of the Calcutta Sanskrit College, the only institution in

Bengal where the beneBts of the University can be had without being deprived

of the advantages of the indigenous Tol training.

1917. (4) Bengali Btxddhiat Literature, pp. 390-407.

The paper deals with the contents of the Dharmamangala literature and the

Bauddha Cana 0 Doha (31). Cf. 87.

269s 1930, (5) A Study of the Mahdvaatu (a review), pp. 439-443.

THE DACCA REVIEW

278. 1914. (1)

(same as 18^.

271. 1915. (2) The Dramae of Bhata, pp. 301-310. .

It gives descriptions of the plots of thirteen dramas of BhSsa.

272s 1921. (3) The Buddhists in Bengal, pp. 91-104.

The main thesis of the paper is to show that the Buddhist community and

Buddhism in Bengal were gradually absorbed by the Hindu Society and

Hinduism. The commuriitics which at present labour under some social dis-
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advantages were
.
originally BuddhisU. The Buddhists were the influential classes

in the province and therefore the brunt of the Muhammadan invasion had to be
borne by them. After the disruption of their community, they had to be content

with a disadvantageous position in the society of their adoption. The worship

of Dharma fhakura and the Vai^riava orders of the Sahajiyas and Nadhi>Nadhis
had a Buddhist origin.

THE INDIAN ANTIQUARY

273i 1912. (I) Dakphini Pandits at Benares, pp. 7-13.

This is an account of the literary and other activities of a few Brahmana

families who came from Southern India and attained a great influence at Benares

through their scholarship. Seven such families have been named in the paper.

Details about Narayaoa Bhafta, flahkara Bha(ta, Vidyanidhi Kavindra, GSga

Bha(|a, Nagoji Bha^t^ and VaidyanStha Payagu^^e are found in the article.

274i 1912. (2) On the Dcde of Subandhu, pp. 15, 16.

In a letter, Sastriji further substantiates his own view as against Hoernle by

stating that he has found the name Subandhu and not Vasubandhu in several

Mss. of Vamana's work.

275. 1913. (3) ianiideoa, 1913, pp. 49-52.

The available details about the life of i^ntideva, the author of the Bodhi-

earySvsiara and other works, are found in the article. He has been identified with

Bhusuku, a Siddhacarya, who composed songs in a language which was

essentially Bengali.

276. 1913. (4) King Candra of the Meherauli Iron Pillar Inscription,

pp. 217-219.

King Candra of this inscription in which he is credited with victories in

Bengal and Punjab had been identified by V. Smith with Candragupta 11. This

paper identifies Candra with Candravarman, the lord of Pufkarana in Western

India mentioned in the Susunia Rock Inscription. V. Smith accepted this view

in the third edition of his Early History of India (p. 90).

THE EPIGRAPHIA INDICA

277. 1913-14. (I) Mandasore Inscription of the time of Naravarman.

The Malava year 461, XII, No. 35. pp. 315-321.

By a comparison of the genealogies of Naravarman and Candravarman found

in this inscription and the Susunia Rock Inscription respectively, these two kings

have been ascertained as brothers. It has also been pointed out that Candravarman

is identical with Candra of the Meherauli Iron Pillar Inscription, and the Ja’tlcr

cannot be identified with Candragupta 11.

278. 1915-16. (2) SuSunia Rock Inscription of Candravarman, vol. Xlll.

p. 133.

MABCB, 1933 62
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it It a short record in Sanskrit inscribed on the Susunia hill in the district o^

Bankura in Bengal. Its historical importance has been pointed out in 276 and 277.

JOURNAL OF THE BIHAR AND ORISSA RESEARCH SOCIETY

27^ 1915. (I) Search for Sanskrit Manuscripts, pp. 57-65.

It is an interesting account of the search for manuscripts from its beginning

in India. It takes note of what has been achieved in the held not only in the

Various provinces of British India but also in the Indian States.

1915. (2) Kalidasa—his Home, pp.. 197-212.

Arguments have been adduced in the article to show that Kalid&sa was an

inhabitant of Malwa and was bom in the town of Da^pura or near about 15 miles

from the right bank of the Chambal.

281i 1916. (3) Kalidasa--his Age, pp. 3\M.

Evidences have been given in the paper to prove that Kalidasa flourished in

the latter half of the period between 404 and 533 A.C.

282i 1916. (4). Kalidasa,—Chronology of his Works and his Learning,

pp. 179-189.

According to Sastriji, the works were written by Kalidasa in the following

chronological order
:

Riuseip/iaro, Malavika, Meghaduta, VikjramorvaSi, Kumara,

Sakuntala, and Raghu.

283> 1916. (5) Reply to B. C. Mazumdar'S Note on *Kalidasa—his

Age,; pp, 391-392. .

284. 1916. (6) SeOen Copper-plate Records of Land Grants from

Dhenkanal, pp. 395 427.

The paper deals with five grants made by the Sulki family (one by

Rapastambha. one by Kulastambha and three by jayastamba), the sixth grant

by a queen named Tribhuvana MahadevI, and the seventh by a ruler called

Jayasiipha. The original home of the donee of the first grant of Jayastambha is

Kolanca, a name identical with that of the pkee whence the forefathers of the

R&dhlya Brahmai^as are said to have come at the invitation of Adisura.

288* 1917. (7) Tezpur Rock Insctiption, pp. 508-514.

The inscription records the settlement of a dispute for tolls between the local

Zemindars, the boatmen, and the people who towed the boats. Its importance

lies in the fact that it provides a definite date for a line of kings of Pragjyotifs

mentioned in the plates. The record shows that the Gupta era was used in

Tezpur in the 9th century A.C., and that the Pancakula Brahmaigias were even then

influential as far east as Assam/

2to. 1917. (8) Putjisavana Ceremony, pp. 557^559.

The ceremony is performed in the beginning of the third month after con-

ceptioil to get a ituile child. Sastriji has given a description of the socrament as

observed in different ways by the followers of the S&ma-, Ijtg-i and

Yajur-Vedas.
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287i 1918. (9) Gazetteer Literature in Sanskrit, pp. M-25.

It 19 an account of some Sanskrit works including Jagainokana*s I^CiSvaliviortf

and RSmakavi's Ps^td^vadigoijaya, describing various places and furnishing infor-

mation about their area, population* trade and commerce etc.

288i 1918. (10) Tekkoli Inscriptions of Madhyamaraja, the son of

Petavydllopardja, pp. 162-167.

This copper-plate containing names of kings believed to belong to the

Sailodbhava family of Kohga^a in Kalinga is assigned to the llth century.

289s 1918. (II) Grant of Ranastambhadeva, pp. 168-171.

Ranastambha of the Sulki family issued this grant from the Sulki head-quarters

Kodalaka. The land granted belonged to a village called Jara an the district of

Jara in the Radha Mandala. The paper points out that there is a village called

Jara on the border between the districts of Hughly and* Midnapur* both

belonging to Radha. There are even now in Midnapur influential cultivators

who call themselves Sulki tracing their origin to a place called KedSlaka.

290s 1918. (12) Khandcdeuli Inscriptions of RaiyabhaUja Deva, pp.

172-177.

This grant executed by Ranabhanja Deva on the occasion of the birth of

his grandson contains a genealogy of the Bhanja dynasty of Mayurbhanj. The

accurate deciphenAent of words in this inscripticn has served to correct the

misreadings of other Bhanja inscriptions.

291i 1919. (13) Literary
.
History of the Pdla period, pp 171-182.

The account has been divided into four sections : (1) Sanskrit BrihnMpic

Literature. (2) Sanskrit Buddhist Literature. (3) Vernacular Buddhist Literature,

and (4) Preachers of Buddhism.

292> 1919. (14) Siiundga Statue, pp. 552-563.

The Sisunagas of Magadha are identified with the Vrityas. because the

dress of the statues is like that prescribed for the Vrityas in the Kaigiyans*

Srsutasdira,

293« 1919. 1 (15) Contributions of Bengal to Hindu Civilization, 1819.

1920. 1 pp. 307.324, 492-510; and 1920, pp. 54-68 (same as 84).

294i 1920. (16) Two eternal Cities in the Province of Bihar and Orissa,

pp. 23-49.

The first part of the paper is an account of the activities of distinguished

personages connected with the city of Pifaliputra (Cf. Magadhan Literaturs,

Lectiit^
.
H-^T/ie Sevtn Great Wriiere): The second portion contains a descrip-

tion of Tosali, identified with the Dhauli of the present day. It was a prosperous

city in ancient times.

1920. (17) Two Copper-plates from the States of Bonai,

pp. 236-245.

(1) Grant of VinltatuAgadeva.

(2) Grant o( (Jdayavaraha.
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2W» 1921. (18) Caturangam (A four-handed game of Chess played

with dice), pp. 62-77.

Satararija is the Arabic form of Caiuraiiga. The double chess now in vogue

all over the world is a development of the quadruple form of Caturangd. The

double chess went from India to Persia, Arabia, and ether countries. An
account of the four-handed game has been given from Raghunandana’s

Tithitaitva and translated into English.

W7i 1922. (19) Chroriology of the Nydya System, pp. 13-28.

The Nyaya system of Gautama developed, according to Sastriji, in two

different ways. The Brahmanas fostered it both as an art of controversy and

as a system of theistic philosophy, while the Buddhists and the Jainas only as

the science of Logic. The chronology of the Nyaya system has been

traced from the time of the Nyayasutra which is said to have been compiled in

the 3rd century A.iC. to the time of Udayana who wrote his works at the beginning

of the 11th century.

298i 1923. (20) Chronology of the Sdrnhjhya Literature, pp. 151-162.

While dealing with the chronology of the Sarpkhya Literature from the time

of Kapila downwards, a description of a work called Kapilasuiravriti has been

given. This is a commentary on 22 Sutras regarded as. the root of the entire

Sarpkhya system.

298. 1928. (21) The Mahd-purdijtaa, pp. 323-340.

In this address delivered at the Annual General Meeting of the Bihar and

Orissa Research Society, the contents of the 18 Mahapuranas have been discussed

in a general way.

THE BHANDARKAR COMMEMORATION VOLUME

300. 1917. Bombay in the eleventh Century, pp. 249-254.

Jn the Qakftrnava, a Tantric work of the 12th century A.C., mention is made

of a goddess called Mumbani along with many other goddesses, each of whom

bore a name derived from that of the place in which her temple was situated.

Sastriji identifies Mumbani with Mumba-devi, whose shrine now stands on the

Malabar Hills in the city of Bombay, to which this is the earliest indirect

reference.

THE BUDDHISTIC STUDIES

301. 1931. Chips from a Buddhist W^orh^hop, pp. 818-858.

The article deals with the following topics : (I) Buddhists under persecution,

(2) the position of Vasumitra, (3) the Mahavasiu and Vasumitra, (4) origin of the

split, (5) the Lanl^avaiara, a new tradition, (6) Bodhiaaiiva'pitako, (7) the develop-

ment of the yanas, (8) the three kayas.
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THE INDIAN HISTORICAL QUARTERLY

302i 1925. (1) The Northern Buddhism (in three instalments). I, pp,

18-30; 201-213; 464 472.

This is an account of the origin and development of Northern Buddhism

through its various phases.

303. 1925. (2) Bhadrayana, 1, pp. 769-771.

The special doctrine of this Buddhist school is. as has been put by Sastriji.

non-duality mixed with Karuna accompanied with supreme knowledge and

supreme means of salvation.” The Guru is regarded by the followers of this

school as all the Buddhas put together. The doctrine was introduced by one

Dharmapada and then preached by Shade or Bhadrapada who wrote a few

Bengali songs. The only available treatise of the school is by Kudd&lap&da, a

dieciple of Bhade.

304. 1926. (3) A Copper-plate Grant of Vi&varupa Sena of Bengal,

11. pp. 77-86.

The plate throws much light on the later history of the Sena Dynasty in

Bengal. It has been edited here with some improvements upon previous readings

of the inscription.

305. 1927. (4) The Malla Era of Ki>nupur, HI. pp. 180-181.

It has been ascertained from a date given in the colophon of a ms. that

the initial year of the Malla Era current in Visnupur in the district of Bankura

in Bengal is 694 A.C. The era was introduced by the founder of the Malla

dynasty of Visnupur.

306. 1930. (5) Chandogya-mantrabha^ya, a Pre-Sayana Commentary

on select Vedic Mantras (a review), pp. 782-785.

THE JOURNAL OF THE BUDDHISI TEXT AND RESEARCH SOCIETY

307. 1893. (I) English Translation of *Bhaktiiataka* with Sanskrit

Text, I. 2. pp. 21-43.

308. 1894. (2) A short Note on the Mahayana and Hinaydna Schools,

11. 2. pp. 6-11.

The Note is an English translation of the A$faaaha$rikft PrajnapSromita

dealing with the differences between the Hinayana and the Mahayana schools of

Buddhism.

309. 1894. (3) Notes on the SoayambhupurdQa, 11. 2, pp. 33-37.

The Svayamhhupurdna is a Buddhist work of not more than 250 years. It

was written in glorification of the Svayambhuksetra. a holy place for the Buddhists

in Nepal. The work gives inter alia interesting descriptions of Nepal and

China.
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31Ai 1894. (4) A^fasdhasrikfl, chapter xviii (translation). The Evolu-

iion of Sunyffta, 11, 3. pp. 1015.

311* 1894. (5) The Relation of Bengali to Pali and Sanskrit. Which

is more Intimate} 11, 3, pp. iii-v.

According to Saitriji the relation of Bengali to Pali it more intimate than that

of Bengali to Sanskrit.

311a. A Note on the Sunyatd Philosophy of the Northern

Buddhists, 11. 3, pp. V, vi.

KEGAN PAUL TRENCH AND TRUEBNER’S JOURNAL

312a Superstitions prevalent in the Sunderbans (referred to

at p. 13 of the pamphlet entitled 'Mm. Haraprasad Sastri,' 1916,

Hare Press, Calcutta).

ADDITIONS TO THE LIST

313. 1322. Cmi (Kalidasa's Manner of Intro-

duction of th^ Heroines). The Ndrdyatya, I, 2. pp. I0%-II04.

314. (Sita’s Dream). Ibid., 1, 2. pp. 1153-1159.

315. 1339.
,

tfrtla (Notes on the Development of

Religion in India). The Vangairi, 1, 1, pp. 4-9.

315. Report on the Bodh-Cayc Temple written in collaboration with

Mr. Justice Sarada Charan Mitra.

The Commission was appointed by the Government to report on certain

points, regarding which information was needed to decide whether the manage-

ment the Bodh-GayS Temple should continue in the hands of the Hindu Mahinta.

317. An unpublished article
a

(A p>aper read on the occasion of the 50th performance of the

Sakuntdd in Bengali).

References are made to the following papers written by Mm. H.

P. Sastri in

THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE A.S.B.

1902. pp. 3-7. Re. The Kaivartas driving away the Pdlas.

1904. p. 38. Evidences of Slave-Trade in the Mughal Empire.

1912. p. cxxiv. A Biography of Saniideva, the author of the Bodhi-

catydvatdfct.
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1853. 6th December. Birth.

1876. Pawed the M.A. examination.

1880. Selected as a Commissioner of the Naihati Municipality

of which he became the Chairman subsequently.

1883. Appointed as a lecturer in the Calcutta Sanskrit College and

also as an Assistant Translator to the Government of Bengal.

1883. Elected as a member of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Became

also a member of the Philological Committee and was put in

charge of the publications belonging to the Bibliotheca Indica.

1886. Appointed as the Librarian of the Bengal Government Library.

Held this post up to 1894.

1888. Nominated as a Fellow of the Senate of the Calcutta University

and a member of the Calcutta Central Text-Book Committee.

1891. Appointed as the Director of the operations in search of mss.

by the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

1893. Selected as the Secretary of the Buddhist Text and Research

Society, Calcutta.

1897. First visit to Nepal.

1898. Decorated with the title of 'Mahamahopadhyaya.'

1898-99. Second visit to Nepal with Prof. Bendall.

1900. Appointed as the Principal of the Calcutta Sanskrit College.

1903. Worked as a member of the Commission appointed by the

Government of Bengal to report on the Bodfa-Gaya Temple.

1907. Third visit to Nepal.

1908. Retired from the Principalship of the Calcutta Sanskrit College.

Made a tour of many places in Northern and Central India in

company with Prof. Macdonell.

1909. Commissioned by the Asiatic Society of Bengal on behalf of

the Government of India to report on the Bardic mss.

in Rajputana.

191 1 . The title of C.l.E. was confened oh him.

1*913, Elected as the President of the Vahgiya Sahitya Parifad. He

continued in this office altogether for 12 years.
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1914. Presided over the 8th session of the AllrBengal Literary Cori-

ference at Burdwan and over the Literary Section of the

Conference.

1918. Presided over the Midnapore Literary Conference.

1919-20.

& President of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

1920.21.

1921. Elected as an Honorary Member of the Royal Asiatic Society,

London. Appointed as the Professor in charge of the Sans-

krit and Bengali department of the Dacca University.

1922. Fourth visit to Nepal. Honoured by the Vangiya Sahitya

Pari^ad at a meeting organised by it for the purpose.

Presided over the meeting of the All-India Hindu Sabha at

Calcutta. Presided over the section of Sanskrit and Prakrit

Literature of the 2nd Oriental Conference held at Calcutta.

1924. Presided over the 15th session of the All-Bengal Literary Con-

ference at Radhanagar, the birth-place of the greet social

reformer Raja Rammohan Roy.

1927. The title of D. Lit, was conferred on him by the Dacca

University.

1928. Presided over the 5th session of the Oriental Conference held

at Lahore.

1930. Elected as the president of the Greater India Society. He
held this office for two years.

1931. A function was held under the auspices of the Vangiya

Sahitya Pari^ad to present to him, on his attainment of the

75th year, the first volume of the Hara^^raaad Sc mvardhanci

Lekhcmala (edited by Dr. S. K. Chatterjee and the present

writer) and the unpublished articles meant for its second

volume (published in 1932) as a token of its members’ homage

to the savant.

1931. 17th November (Tuesday). Decease.

My thanks are due to Mr. Naliniranjan Pandit Sahitya-bandhu and Mr. Chintaharan

Chakravaity, M.A., whose licanipanji (Biographical Table) and Lelchapanfi (List of

writings) in the SamVardhana-Lekhamala (V.S. Parisad Series, No. 80, 2 vols.) edited

by Dr. S. K. Chatterjee and the present writer in honour of Mm. H. P. Sastri have

facilitated the collection of materials for the two Appendices.

Printed and published by Mr. R. N. Seal, b.a., at the Calctitta Oriental Press,

9, Paiichanan Ohose JiSne, Calcutta.
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A Bodh'Gaya Image luscription

Tlie iii8crii»ti(>u, dealt with here for the first time, is incised

ou the pedestal of a figure of the Buddha representing* the stage of

effort prior to his attainment of Buddluiliood. The inscription consists

of four lines, the first of which is nearly intact and the last has

almost completely disaiijieared witli the ]>eeliiig off of stone from the

inscribed surface. The two intermediate lines, too, have been

materially damaged in parts apparently for the same reason. The

possibility of restoration of the missing letters and words is far remote

until a counterpart of the inscription is somehow discovered on the

pedestal of anolher figure of the same description. The figure

is evidently carved in the red sand-stone of Mathura, and tlie inscrip-

tion is written in that form of Biahini characters that goes to connect

it with the large number of Jaina and Buddhist image inscriptions that

are incised during the reign cf tlie Kusana rulers, Kaniska, Huviskai

Vasiska and Vasudeva, and it may be that chronologically it is some-

what posterior to them.

Its language, like that of the Mathura inscriptions of the Kusana

age, is not quite Sanskrit in. the sense that it does not entirely keep clear

of Brakrt elements, such a.s those wdiich linger in the W’ords hodhisatva-

pntiind sihatathd^ ^ updsikdye^ sahayet^ye and pitjdye.

It is dated in Sainvat 04 of a then current era, the identity of which

is still a matter of dispiile. I! itsS reference is to the Saka era, its date

must be set down a.s 142 (78 hC4); if to the Gupta, the date is

JUNE. 1933 1
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A.D. 384. So loiij? as the (t)iiteiui)latetl era remains uncertain,* the main

»?ui(le to clironolo<fy is bound to be an argument from the general develop-

ment of Indian iconography, palaeography and official language. Such

an argument may enable the liistorian to assign safely the inscribed

figure to the 2nd or the 3rd century A.D. The lower limit

of its date may be fixed with the help of Fahien’s account

of Bodli-Gaya. This Chinese jiilgrim visited Bodh-Gaya in the

beginning of the 5th century A.D. He noticed a novel feature

in the development of the artistic life of Bodh-Gaya, in that

he could see a few figures of the Buddha installed in the then existing

sanctuaries,—the earlier sanctuaries that w&re chiefly the erections of

Kurangi, the elderly queen of King Kausikiputra Indragnimitra.

The figure of the Buddha was out of the question at about

the close of the Isi century B.C., when Kurangi set up the old

stone-railing around the original Bo-tree, the little Diamond-throne

temple, the old Jewel-walk shrine, etc. at Bodh-Gaya. The inscribed

image under notice must be one of the figures seen by Fahien on the

sacred site of Bodli-Gaya at the time of his visit. The epigraph also

attests that two such images were installed, both of which were siluimthd,

each resting, probably as it did, on the back of a pair of lions, as is the

case with some of the Bodhisattva figures in the sculptures of

Amaravati.

The incompleteness of the text of the inscription will always

be regretted for the simple reason that it refers to some other works of

merit, the nature of which can no longer be ascertained . It is interest-

ing, however, to observe tJiat the shrine in which the two Bodhisattva

figures were installed is described in the inscription as avuiiyadhuva-

vilutra, Dhnra is a Buddhist technical term and means ‘way'. There

are two kinds of dhiiniH : ganihadhura (way of study) and vipassund-

dhura (way of meditation) open to the followers of the Buddha. It

may be that the shrine containing the two figures was a

sort of chamber for study or meditation which was erected by a royal

minister. The figure's are described as hnlihd-hodhisatva'jyatimdt the

1 Some of the local scholars suggest tho Kalachuri as the probable era. This

era commenced in A.D. 249.
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stone images of the Bodhisattva. The text given here is based

partly on the remnant of the lingering] inscription on the pedestal of

the image in the Indian Museum and largely on the i)hotograph pub-

lished by Cunningham of tlie colossal figure and of the inscribed

pedestal in his Mahahodhi, pi. XXV.

TEXT

L. 1 Maharajasya Tr(i)kainalasya^ 8al>pl CO 4 (gri) (3) (di) 5

• PP sya pu(r)vvaya* bh(i)k8u - vinaya(dhara8)ya viharasya

sadhevihari vita® ksu

L. 2 AmWya-dhura-vihare svakena samartho ^???PP(8)ailika bodhi-

satva-patima siharatha pratisthapayati 2 [.] Upasikaye

arthadha(r)ma-sahayetiye dhat? p ksu ye sarvva

L. 3 (s)ahayata dharnia-katlukena PPta [-] Iniena kusalamiilena

matapitrna[m] pujaye bhavatu upadh? jaye

L. 4 ••••ye ? vva [.J

Translation

li. 1 Just prior to Sanivat G4, the third month of the hot season and

the fifth day of (the reign of) the great ruler Trikamala, the

fellow-monk residing in the monastery of a Vinayadhara

Bhiksu (a monk conversant with the Vinaya discipline)

L. 2 set up by his own means two lion-supported stone-images of

the Bodhisattva (the Buddha still in the stage of effort) in the

monastic chamber (for study or meditation) erected by (a

royal) minister. By a Buddhist female lay worshipper who was

the helper of the cause to the advantage of the efficacious doctrine

(orthadhannasahayetrl)

L. 3 a work of merit has been done by a preacher of Buddhism with

the help Let (the merit) arising from this root of good

serve for tho honour of mother and father (and for the benefit of

the preceptor and progeny)

L. 4

B. M. Barua

1 Cunningham reads TuAamd/o® or Liiders, Trlkarnata.

2 Tho intended spelling may be pUrvvdyrtm,

3 The intended spelling may be sQrdhavihdrl vhid.



Bogie’s Embassy to Tibet

Until 1G24 no European set foot in Tibet. .On SOtli March of the

year Antonio De Andrade, a Portuguese missionary working in the Jesuit

Mission at Agra proceeded to Tsaparang in Tibet wliere he stayed for

some days and created an interest in the mind of the king of the place

about his mission. The next year again lie went to the same place and

was so successful in his work that a churcli was founded tliere with the

help of the king himself. Owing to his iiifluence with the king he soon

began to rise in public est*imation and to play a part in political aifairs.

Some time before lOSO he returned to India and was appointed Provimdal

of the Company of Jesus at Goa where he died on 19th March 1C34. The

mission at Tsaparang also soon ceased to exist.* Refereiujes are found

of some more Christian, missionaries who visited the country often on

their way to China and India, and a Dutchman named Van der Putte,

who was a learned man and a good observer, is said to have resided at

Lhasa for several yei^rs before he wejit to China. But in subsequent

years the Tibetan Government very carefully guarded the passes of the

Himnla3^as and did not allow strangers to go freely tlirough them.*

Tlie Britisli connection with Tibet is said to have begun thus : In

1772 Deb Judhur, the Chief of Bhutan, and a vassal of the Tibetans, over-

ran Sikkim, descended into tlie plains of Bengal, attacked Cooch-Behar

and carried off the Baja as a prisoner. The people of Cooch-Behar

applied to Warren Hastings, the then Governor of Bengal, for assistance.

He immediately despatched a battalion of sepoys under Jones, defeated

and drove the invaders back and even seized their own country. The

Bhutanese thereupon appealed to the Tashi Lama of Tibet to intercede

for them with the Governoi' of Bengal. The Ijamu wrote to Warren

Hastings a letter, (received on 29th March 1774), expressing regret

for the aggressions of his vassal and requested him to cease hostilities

againsl him and invited him to friendship. AVarren Hastings restored

Bhutan and concluded a treaty with that king in April 1174. He

1 Dr. L. D. Barnett, vol, II, p. 241.

2 Ui^foiians* History of Hit Worhl, vol. XXIV, p. 605,
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wrote to the L&iml in reply i)ropoKing a general treaty of amity and com-

merce between Bengal and Tibet and obtained a passport for a European

to proceed to Tibet for the negotiation of the treaty.*’ He selected Mr.

George Bogle, a servant of Company, well known for his intelli-

gence, assiduity and exactness in affairs and gave Inm the following

instructions dated Mny LS, 1774:

desire vou will pweed to J.hasa .... The design of .vour mission is

to optMi a mutual and e(|Ual conimnnication of trade between the inhabitants of

Bhutan ('ribet) and Bengal, aiul you will he guided h,v your own judgment in

using .sucH means of negotiations U'. may bo most likely to elfcct this p\irpose.

You will take with you snmp’<»s for a trial of such articles of commerce as

may he sent from this country . . . . And you will diligently inform yourself

of the manufactures, productions, goods, introduced by the intoicoiirse with

other countries, which are to be procured in Bhutan.”'*

' Jifr. Bogle, ae(‘(>rdiuglv, set out from (^alcutla with Mr. Hamilton

as his assistant in tlie middle of May 1774. He went through Bhutan

by way of Tassisnden in tlic middle of October and on 2^11(1 of the month

reached Pliari Jong at the head of tlie Chumbi Valley. Here he was

received by two Lama officers and on 2(>th he arrived at Paridrong on

ihe frontier of Tibet. On 12th November he arrived nt Desherepgoy

near Chamuaniiig, north of the Tsanpo river where he had an interview

wdtli the Lama and deli^ered to him a letter and a necklace of pearls

from Warren Hastings. He stayed at this place for some days, made

enquiries about the trade of Tibet as directed by Warren Hastings

and sent to him a Memorandum cn tlie trade of Tibet (vide pp. 425-9)

along with his letter dated 5th December 1774 (see p. 424, letter No, 1)

from this place. How carefully he had studied within a short lime at

his disposal tlie eccnomic advantages that might result from the inter-

course of trade between India and Tibet can be seen also from his other

Memorandum on the money and merchandise of Tibet (see p* 4J0-1,

letter No. 3)’

Bogle soon bei'ame very friendly with tli.e Taslii Lama who treated

3 Sir Francis Younghnsband, Iml'm and 'i'/bef, pp. 4-7.

4 Markliam’s Mission of JimjJej p. 6.

5 See also S. C. Sarkar’s aritcle ‘Notes on the Intercourse of Bengal with

the Northern countries’ in the Vi'acvetfiiifjs of the Mt’fftfKj of hid. Hist, Itec,

Vomrn.i vol, XUl, p. 09.
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• him in the most, intimate manner and assured him that his heart was

well disposed towards the I'lii^^Hsh. But the real object of Bon'le’s

miesiou to open a channel of commerce between Tibet and Bengal could

not bear any fruit. Tlie Tashi Lama, ll^ougli convinced of the mutual

advantages and well disposed towards the English, had no power to

(ieciide the point. At his request tw’o deputies of the Begent of Lhasa

came to see Bogle but they were averse to the proposal of allowing trade

to be carried cii bet'ween the two countries and put fcrth some excuse

or other. Once they said that the Tibetans were afraid to go to Bengal

on account of the heat. Another tiime they said that they could not

do anything without the permission of the Chinese. The Tibetan

authorities did not like Mr. Bogle to go to Lhasa and made him resolve

to go back to Bengal. At his farewell interview the Tashi Ijama. said

to Bogle: wish the Governor will not at i)resent send an

Englishman. You know what difficulties I had about your coming

into the country and ho\v I had to struggle with the jealousy of the

Begent and the people at Lhasa. Even now^ they are uneasy at my

having kept you so long. I w'ould w^’sh that the Governor would rather

send a Hindu. Tlie T/auia handed over Bogle a letter to be given to

Warren Hastings containing a reqim-^t about the granti of a land to him

on the banks of the Ganges on which he might build a Buddhist temple

and a resthoiise for the jieople of his country w’ho may visit- Calcutta for

purposes of trade.

Bogle returned to Calcutta in June 1775. It can be seen that he

was not completely suceexsful in his mission. In fact his master Warren

Hastings also could not liave expected any very striking result from

the first communication. It was inevitable that Bogle should be view^ed

with suspicion and tliat the T.'betans sliould not, all at once,

throw off their country freely open to trade. ^ One great advantage of the

mission, however, was that Bogle could secure the sympathies at least

of the Tashi Lama towards the British who maintained a correspondence

with him. A friendly mission was subsequently sent to Calcutta by

the Tashi Lamii wliich was received wdth hospitality. Warren Hastings

procured a plot of land on the bank of the Ilooghly branch of the Ganges

6 Yoiuighusband bulia and Tihet^ p, 23. 7 iW., p. 25.
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0|>po.siie to Calcutla and fulfilled the wishes of the Tashi Jiilina hy huild-

inj? a lUiddhist temple there for him.** In 1779 AVarreii Hastings decided

to send liimself a<^aiii to Tibet. But unfortunately the mission

could not he undertakeji. Tlie reason was this: The Cliinese Ihnperor

leaniinj^r* that the Tashi J/uma Imd esiahlished a corresiumdance with the

Ku^^lish (joveriiment oJitertaincd suspic ions about him and ordered him

to see him at his capital. Tlie Tashi J/una accordingly went to China

where he died a mysterious death in 1780. Some said that liuma’s

servant, at the instigation of the Emperor of China, put ])Qison into

Ijis food, while others spread different reports.® But from the letter

of the chief minister of Lama himself dated 28th October, 1781 seut

to the (iovernor-Geneval and published below (see pi>. 433-b, letter No. 4)

it is seen that Lamars death was due to small-})ox ! The letter states that

upon the invitation of tlie Emjieror of China to see him the Tashi Lama

set out from his place on oth April 1779 and met the Emperor on 29th

March 1780 at a place called Seur Potaullah. Both the Kmiieror and the

Lama stayed there for one month and tlieii proceeded to Pekin, the

Imperial capital. But to Lama the water and air of China proved

adverse. Irru])tions of small-j)ox came forth and the Lama retired from

this perishable world on 4th July 1780.*** Sulisequently Bogle .himself

died in Calcutta on 3rd April 1781.

An account of Bogle’s missioii to Tibet has been published by

Markham in whicli some of Bogle’s letters on the subject' are published.

Below are published five letters which have hitherto escaped publica-

tion. The first three are preserved in the Records of the Government

of India at Calcutta. Their copies were very kindly supplied t‘o me by

Mr. Abdul Ali, tlie Keeper of tlie Records. The last iw’O letters are

preserved in the Historical Museum at Satara in the Bombay Presidency.

They were found in the collection of 1/ord Macartney purchased by the

late Rao Bahadur D. B. Parasnis from an auctioneer in London.

8 Iknyul Past and Prtscnf, vol. XXVI, pt. 11, p. 195.

9 Jteinjal PoJitival ('on^uftaPajiis datocl October 1792. Paper lorwarded by

the Rosidoiit at Benares—received 15th September 1792.

10

III the liemjal Paul and Pivu'nty vol. XXVI, p. 195 and in lounj'-

hnsband’s India and Tibet

^

p. 26 the date of the death of the Tashi Lfiina is given

as 12th November 1780. It seems to be wrong iu the light of this lett r,
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No.1

To

Tlio Hoii’ble Warren Hastings,

President and Governor &ca ilkca

Hon’ble Sir,

1 had the honor to ndviso you of my arrival on the Vrontier of Thibet in a

short address of the 26th of October. I left Paridrong next day accoirpanied by

some of Teshoo Jjuma’s servants and arrived here on the 12th ultimo.

The Lama received your letter and presents very graciously a’ld 1 have

every reason to be satisfied with his reception.

Having represented to him your desire of opening a free intercourse of trade

between the inhabitants of Bengal and this country he has given me assurances

of his ready endeavours to bring it about; but as he intends in a few days to

return to Teshoo Loombo his capital, where he will have an opportunity of con-

sulting with the merchants, . he delays coming to any determination at present.

In the moantinio he has written to Lahassa on tho subject, from which he expects

tlie arrival of some officers to congratulate him on his return.

Teshoo Lama’s character and abilities, his having discovered and placed the

present Delay Lami in tho chair at Potalo, his being favored by the Emperor

of China, and his having obtained from him the appointment of Gesub

Ranibackay, tho present cliief, give him great influence. Tho seat of govern-

ment, however, is at Luhassa. The Emperor oi China is paramount sovereign

and is represented by two Chinese officers who uio changed every tlireo years.

These men are to report to their Court tho state of the country

but I am told seldom interfere in the management of it, which during Delay

Lama’s minority is entrusted to Gesub and four ministers. Teshoo Lama has a

number of villages and iiionasterics belonging to him 'hich are scattered over

Tliibct and intermix with those of the Delay Lama. To attempt to explain the

nature ot a Government where so many different interests arc blended together

would oblige me to enter into details, wliieh, as iry imperfect knowledge of the

country might hardly justify, 1 at present would rather wish to avoid.

1 take the liberty of enclosing a memorandum of tho trade of Thibet and

have the honor to lie

Deshoropgay,

near Chamuaning

the 5th December 1774.

Hon’blo Sir &ca,

George Boglo
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MEMOBANVUM BY MB. BOGLE ON THE TRADE OF THIBET

Of the trade and productions of Thibet

The foreign trad^ of Thibet is very considerable. Being mountainous,

naturally barren, and but thinly peopled, it requires large supplies from other

countries and its valuable productions furnish it with the means of procuring

them. It yields gold, musk, cowtails, wool and salt; coarse woollen cloth and

narrow serge are almost its only manufactures. It produces no iron, nor fruit,

nor spices; the nature of the soil and of the climate prevents the culture of silk,

rice, and tobacco, of all which articles there is a great consumption; but the

wants of the country will best appear from an account of its trade. In this

sketch, however, I propose only to give the outlines, which I will beg leave after-

wards to fill up and correct.

Its foreign merchants

The genius of this Government, like that of most of the ancient kingdoms in

Hindostan, is favorable to commerce; no duties are levied on goods, and trade

is protected and free from exactions. Many foreign merchants, encouraged by

these indulgences, or allured by the prospect of gain, have settled in Thibet.

Cashmirians

The natives of Cashmire, who, like the Jews in Europe, or the Armenians in

the Turkish Empire, scatter themselves over the Eastern Kingdoms of Asia and

carry on an extensive traffic {8ic) between the distant parts of it, have formed

establishments at Lahassa and all the principal towns in this country. Their

agents, stationed on the coast of Coromandel, in Bengal, Benares, Nephaul (Etc)

and Cashmire, furnish them with the commodities of these different countries,

which they dispose of in Thibet or forward to their associates at Seling, a town

on the borders of China.

Facquiers

The Gossienes, the trading pilgrims of India, resort hither in great numbers.

Their humble deportment and holy character heightened by the merit of distant

pilgrimages, their accounts of unknown countries and remote regions, and above

all their professions of high veneration for the Lamas, procure them not only a

ready admittance but great favors; though clad in the garb of poverty there aro

many of them possessed of considerable wealth; their trade is confined chiefly to

articles of great value and small bulk. It is carried on without noise or ostenta-

tion, and often by paths unfrequented by other merchants*

Tartars

The Calmacks, who with their wives and families annually repair in numerous

tribes to pay their devotions at the Lama’s shrines, bring their camels loaded

with fur and their Siberian goods.

jruNB, 1933 2
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Inhabitants of Jiootan and Assam

The Bootccas and tlic other inhabitants of the mountains, which form the

'southern frontier of Thibet, arc enabled by their situation td supply it as

well with the commodities of Bengal as the productions of their own States.

The people of Assam furnish it with the coarse manufactures of their kingdom.

Chineze

I'lio Ohineze, to whoso empire this country is subject, have established

themselves in great numbers at the capital, and by introducing the curious

manufactures and merchandize of China, are engaged in an oxiended and lucra-

tive commerce; and thus Lahassa, being at the same time the scat of Govern-

ment and the place of tlio Delay Lama’s residence, is the resort of strangers

and the centre of communication between distant parts of the world.

Its trade with China

The most considerable branch of commerce is with China#; it is carried on

by the natives of that kingdom, and by the Cashmirians and the Lama’s agents

who proceed to Seling, and sometimes even to Pekin. The imports are coarse

tea, of which the consumption is immense; flowered and brocaded .sattins of

various kinds, pelong, handkerchiefs, silk thread, furs, porcelain cups, glass,

snuff boxes, knives and other cutlery, talents of silver, and some tobacco. The

returns arc made in gold, pearls, coral, chanks, broadcloth, and a trifling

quantity of Bengal cloths.

With Siberia

The productions of Siberia are imported chiefly hy the Calmacks, or by

the way of Seling. They consist of I'urs, red and black bulgur hides, cow-

tails, some dromedaries, bastard pearls and silver, and are bartered for broad-

cloth, coral and amber beads, spices and gold.

With Cashmire

The Cashmirians naturally engross the trade with their country. It is not

considerable. The imports are chiefly sugar, dried raisins and other fruits the

exports are goats, w’ool and gold. The imports from Assam are spices and

timber, muggadootics, and other coarse manufactures of silk and linen.

With the Debe Itajah^s Kingdom

The ‘ native productions of the Debe Rajah’s country brought into Thibet

are rice, wrought iron, coarse woolen cloth, and some munjeck, which are

exchanged fur tea and other Chinese commodities, rock salt, wopl,. sheep skins

and narrow frizes for their home consumption.

With Nephaul

The productions imported form Nephaul are chiefly iron and rice; but as

these two countries have been the principal channels of communication between

Bengal and Thibet, it is necessary to give a moro particular account of them.
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Ancient commercial state of Neimhul

While Nophaul was divided among the different States of Oatmaund, Pattan,

Kadgaiind and Goorka, and remained under the Government of Rejahs in*

dependent of each other’s authority, every encouragement was given to trade.

A very moderate duty was levied on goods; the country, populous and "well

cultivated, easily furnished the means of transporting them, and the merchants,

free from spoil or exactions, settled in Nephaul and contributed to enrich it

at the same time that they improved their own fortunes. Some disputes arose

among these petty Chiefs.

Conquest of it hy Ooorka

They went to war, and Perti Narrain, the Rajah of Goorka, was called

in to take part in tho quarrel; having subdued the enemy, lie turned his arms

against his allies; and partly by treachery, partly by the exertion of superior

abilities, has after a war of twontyfive years, made himself master of the

whole of the country and united it under one Government.

Effect of this revolution

But although the wealth of Nephaul furnished Goorka with the means by

which lie rose, ho neglected to cherish the source from whence it flowed. Mis-

trustful of subjects disaffected to his Government he entertained a number of

troops oil regular pay. He disciplined them*; he furnished them with firearms;

he formed an artillery and loft nothing undone to render himself formidable;

the stated revenue of countries whore a standing army had hitherto been un-

known was unequal to those extraordinary expences, and Goorka, among other

expedients, had recourse to imposing high duties on trade in order to defray

them. The merchants, subject to heavy and arbitrary fines upon the most

frivolous pretence, or obliged to purchase the protection of a tyranical Govern-

ment by presents scarce less oppressive, quitted a country where they could no

longer enjoy that freedom and security which is the life of commerce. Tho

Gossienes, who had formerly very extensive establishments in Nephaul, having

incurred Goorka’s resentment by the assistance which they afforded his

adversaries, were driven out of the kingdom; and many ot the most wealthy

inhabitants, being stripped of their possessions or exposed to tho exactions of

a conqueror, likewise deserted it. Two Cashmirian houses only remain, and

the Bajah, afraid of their also abandoning him, obliges them to give security

for the return of such agents as they have occasion to send without the boundaries

of his dominions.

Trade iinth Bengal through the Debc Bajah^s country

The trade between Bengal and Thibet through the Debe Rajah’s country

used formerly to bq engrossed wholly by the Booteas. Two of tho Cashmirian

liousos however who fled from Nephaul, being unwilling to fwego the gainful
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commerce in which they had hitherto been concerned^ settled at Lahassa, and

having obtained permission from the Debe Rajah to transport their goods

through his territories established agents in Bengal; ^ut as they are prohibited

from trading in broadcloth and some other considerable articles, and as their

traffic is carried on to no great extent, and all other merchants are excluded,

it by no means compensates the loss which Bengal has sustained by the interrup-

tion of its commerce through NephauL

Through Morung

The commodities of Bengal used also to bo conveyed into Thibet through

Morung and a province adjoining to it, which is subject to Lahassa and governed

by a Chief styled Denro Jung. The facquiers when expelled froni Ncphaul

generally frequented this road, but being esteemed unhealthy it was not adopted

by any creditable merchants. Goorka, hov.^ever, having extended his conquests

over the first of these countries, and having lately invaded the other, all inter-

course is at present interrupted.

By my of lianarit

Besides these different communications, there is . a road leading from

Banaris and Miraapoor, through the Mustang country and the hills to the

northward of Bulwang Sing’s territories, which are subject to tho Rajahs who

still preserve their independence. The more valuable sorts of Bengal goods are

sometimes imported into Thibet by this channel. But although the merchants

travel in perfect security and receive every assistance from these petty chiefs,

the length of the way, tho difficulty of tho road, through a mountainous and

in several places uninhabited country, and the intermediate profits upon the

goods, render it far from eligible. Of late years it has become aoro fio(iucntcd

on account of its being almost the only means of commuriratioii.

Nature of this trade

The principal articles of merchandize between Bengal and Thibet are

broadcloth, atter, skins, neel (indigo), pearls, coral, amber, and other beads

chank, spices, tobacco, sugar, Malda striped sattins, and a few white cloths,

chiefly coarse; the returns are made in gold dust, musk and cowtails.

Of the money of Thibet

A knowledge of the current species and of the proportional value of money

in a country is of capital importance towards understanding the nature of its

trade, but the intricacy of the subject and the variety of circumstances requisite

in forming a just notion of it oblige me at present to mention if only briefly.

There are no mints in Thibet. Payments are made in talents of China and

Tartary in sm^ill bulscs of gold dust or in the coin of the former Rajahs of

Catmaund and Pattan, which is the established species of the kingdom. The
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circulation of their rupees, which were of a base standard, proved very beneficial

to these Chiefs, and Goorka, as soon as he had firmly established his authority

in Nephaul, endeavoured to introduce his coin into Thibet. For this purpose

ho sent a deputation to Lahassa with a largo sum of rupees struck in his

namo, and desired the sanction of Government to circulate them through the

country. The merchants aware of Goorka’s ill-faith, refused to accept them,

and the Government returned him this artful answer,—Wc are willing to receive

your coin, provided that you take back all the money of Nephaul which is

now in circulation. This condition was neither for Goorka’s interest, nor in

his power to comply with. Nothing since has been done in this important

affair. The old specie continues to pass; but the channel by which it was intn*-

dueed having been long stopped up, it has rose greatly above its former value,

as well in proportion to the talents of silver as to the gold dust.

No. 2

BENGAL SECRET CONSULTATIONS

9 May 1775 (pp. 2177-2179)

The Governor General having received the following Letter from Mr. George

Bogle ho lays it before the Board.

To

THE HON’BLE WARREN HASTINGS,

rrcsidcnt and Governor, &c., Ac., &c.

lloii’ble Sir,

Having received no Letters from Calcutta for several Months past, and

having had no Accounts of the Dispatches I did myself the Honor to send you

of the 5th December having reached Beyliar, I liavo declined addressing you

from the Belief that my Letters would not arrive safe, and this Consideration

will 1 hope serve to justify tlio Shortness of the present Trouble.

I have continued to receive repeated Marks of the Lama’s Favor, and

at his Desire have remained thus long at Terhoo Loembo. I propose in a few

days to take I<eave of him and begin my Journey towards Bengal
;

in Company

with the Gossisne who was formerly sent by him to Calcutta, and a Priest who

is to attend me to Tasserudden and second me with the Deb Rajah.

I have at present only to request that you would be pleased as a Mark of

Attention to the Lama, to give Orders to the Custom Masters at Moorshedabad

and Houghley to pass our Boats without Duty, and in Case you have sent me

any Commands subsequent to your Letter of the 10th August, that you would

be so good as order a Copy of them, together with such further Instructions as

you may think proper to favor me with, to be sent to the Care of Went.
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Williams, lo whom I shall Rivo such Directions, as may insure their safe

Arrival with me at Tasserudcleii.

Tccsliooloombo, the March, l77o.

I have the Honour to be &o.

Grorok Boglr.

Tlie Governor General proposes to direct Mr. Bogle to settle the Terms of

a free 'i’rado with the llajah of Tossaruden and if necessary even to yield

the Tribute annually paid by the Bootan Caravan wliich comes annually to

Uungporo which he (the‘ Governor General) is informed by Mr. Du Cascl amount-

ed in the year 1178 to 2105 Narainny Rupees which is no Object compared with

the Advantages that may be derivcid to the Company by opening a now

Channel of Trade which may bo particularly advantageous to the Sale of Broad

(Moth and C^ral, the two principal Imports from Europe.

Tile Proposition being agreed to Resolved that the Governor General do

authorise Mr. Bogle to conclude a Treaty with the Rajah upon the above (’ondi-

tions.

HO.Z

VO

THE HON’BLE WARREN HASTINGS,

Goveruor-Geiicral, &ca., iH‘a.,

Fort William.

Hon’ble Sir,

I have already laid before j'ou a report of my late mission into Thibet ns

it w’as impossible, at the time of my appointment, to foresee any probable

expenses, in countries hitherto unknown, and on a business entirely now, no

fixed allowance was made for them. They were left to be defrayed by me

as the circumstances should require, and 1 was ordered to give in an account

of them on my return, which 1 have now the honour to submit to you.

Except the charge of servant’s wages, they consist chiefly of presents; the

other expenses of iny journey being very inconsiderable. For according to tho

practice in Bootan and Thibet, accommodations of all sorts were provided for

me on tho road. During my stay in the first of these countries, 1 had a

house allotted for my residence, and provisions supplied me by the Government.

11 The paper accompanying this letter and giving the expenses is not founds
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\Vhile I remained with Tosho Lama 1 lived in his palace, and every necessary

was provided for me by his orders.

A sense of this hospitality, a regard to tho character of the nation I

roproseutod, and above all the desire of forming a connection and good under-

standing with people hitherto strangers to the Company, and of facilitating my

negotiaions as to trade, rendered presents on my part necessary. Those 1 have

charged; and at the same time have given credit for such gold dust &c. ns

1 received in return. But^ 1 have taken no notice of some pieces of silk,

blankets, and Tanyan Horses, as they were of littlo vahio and rather entailed

upon mo an expense. Neither have 1 charged such of m3
' own olfects as 1 gave

away; or other expenses merely personal.

1 have only to add, that as you were pleased to prohibit me, and Mr.

Hamilton who accompanied mo, from engaging in trade, these charges wore in-

curred only on the public service upon which 1 was deputed.

I take the liberty of troubling you with these particulars for the informa-

tion of the Hon’ble Board. The circumstantial manner in which the accompaii}'-

ing accounts aro stated precludes, I imagine, the necessity of any further ex-

planation, and will servo to point out the propriety or impropriety of the dis-

bursements.

Calcutta, tho 11th December, 1775.

1 have the honour to bo,

Hoii’bio Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant

George Bogle.

MPJM01{AN]>FiMi^ Jty MU. lUHiLK OS TUE M(L\Ey ASP

MEltOIIASPlSE OF TUiET

April 19, 1779 (tlome PeiHittment 0. (\ So. 3).

The only specie current in Thibet is the coin of tho former Hajahs of

Nepaul, called Indermillees. They aro of a base quality, much worn; hut none

having been imported since Goorkha’s conquest of Nepaul, they have rose to

an cxhorbitant value. The bullion is brought from China in lumps of silver

called Dozahs, which, I believe, are of a standard superior to tho currency of

Bengal 3^et when weighed against Indermillees they were not equal to them in

value by ten per cent. A Dozah which weighed 340 or 350 Indermillees was

12 Bogle’s letter of which this memorandum was an accompanymont is not

found.
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purchased with 320, 310, and even 300 Inderniillees. The Sicca Rupees of Bengal

carried by Gosaines into Thibet, were valued at 2 Indermillees to a Sicca Rupee.

A Balsa of gold dust called a Qastong and weighing 9 l/3d Inderms, was valued

from 120 to 130 Indermillees. Thus the value of this coin, when compared with

silver or with gold dust, is not fixed. The rate in the market during

my stay in Thibet was daily rising. It may be difficult to reconcile the

high value of the fact to assign the cause would be rather (torn) than useful.

The broad cloth of two colours is esteemed before any other. There was none

at market; the colours next prized are red, yellow, blue. The prices of these and

other usual articles of trade were ns follows

;

Broad cloth coarse 12 Tank (sic.) per yard 80 Inderms

Chauk male each 6 to 10

Cloves per seer of 60 sica wt. 54 if

Nutmegs 5 or 6 1 >»

Malda striped cloth (mushroos) ppss (sic.) 40 )>

Otter skins per score 70 to 80

Coral middling size per Sicca wt. 15 to 18

„ very large beads Tvvicc its weight in gold dust.

Cutlery, hardware, glass and many other European commodities, not being

staple articles, it is impossible to ascertain the price. Small quantities are some-

times brought into Thibet by the Gossainps which are much esteemed.

Amber beads, pearls and diamonds. The price of them depends entirely

on their size and goodness. The first is an articlo of common consumption and

ready sale. The two last being purchased by the people of high rank, or by

the Chineze, the price is high, but the sale slow aiid uncertain.

it may be necessary to remark that the scarcity of Bengal and European

goods while 1 was in Thibet no doubt served to enhance their value.

The returns from Thibet are made chiefly in gold dust, musk and cowtails.

The price of gold dust 1 have already mentioned. Musk is generally bought

in bags with a considerable portion of skin adhering to them. The price is from

one half to three fourths its weight in Indermillees. The superfluous skin is

from a sixth to a fourth of its weight, and if the musk is fresh it looses by

evaporation about a fourth part.

Cow tails, white, are from two to four Indermillees each.

The charges on transporting goods from Bengal to Thibet I estimate as

follows

:

One maund from Uungpore to Buxiduar ... 4 Inderms

from Buxiduar to Binjipore ... ... ... 12 „

from Hinge to Paridsong ... ... ... 4 „

from Paridsong to Lahassa or Teshoo Loombo ... 4 „

24
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No. 4

hnm. llaja I’liii/in Irrtinee Koomoo Thnnrf Vhmmjoo Thoosoo, or chief

luinistcv of In^oo Jjiinioo to the Oovcnioi- Genet

Reed. Feb. 12th 1782.

To the Fountain of Benefits abounding in Exoelleiicics, Ornament of the

ehiof Seat of power and of Greatness, shedding splendour on the Leaders of

Europe, Repository of Valor and Magiianiniity, exalted in Enterprizo, high in

Dignity the Governor Ininiaiid u’dowlah*'*—may his Fortitude and his

Existence bo perpetuated by the houiity of Almighty God. Some time before

this the Khankaum of China called unto him the Lord of his Votaries the

Luminary of the World Maha Gooroo Sahib, with earnest .solicitations and on

the sevontoonth of the month Rubbaa i.e. sauni A. H. 1193^^ the Lama, accord-

ing to agreement, directed his steps towards the Region of China.

And when he passed his sacred foot forth from this Land, the Khankaum

despatched forward to receive him Leaders of high Distinction and he caused

to bo prepared and kept in readiness, cattle to transport his Baggage, and

Conveyances and Tents and necessaries of every Denomination and There is a

Soobah and they call that Land Seur i>otaullah and on the 22nd of the month

Rubbaa i.e. sauni in the year of the Hijira 1194.** Maha Gooroo Sahib and

the Khankaum of China met each other in that Soobah, in joy and satisfac-

tion:—and they continued theie for the space of one month—and then they pro-

ceeded on from thence to the City of Pickcen—that is to say—the royal City

—

where is the exalted Throne of the Emperour—and in that City they remained

for six months.

And ill those Days the Khankaum of mighty power, in the abundance of

his faith and his love for the Truth, exhibited uiibouiided proofs of Obedience

and Submission and paid the Duties of Reverence and Respect.

And the Maha Gooroo on whom be the continued blessing of the Almighty

instructed many of the sages of China, and of the sag(?s of hthnoukj and (not

mentioned in Poonina Geer Goosaini’s relation). He caused their Heads to be

shaven and received them into the number of the Obedient—and* he conferred

innuinerablo Blessings on the inhabitants of that Lund,—and they received

Joy and Happiness from his presence.

And down to this time the Maha Gooroo was well in Health : but the water

and air of China proved adverse—and was pernicious (to him) as the pestilential

13 No. 1, 389 of the Macartney collection in the Satara Mu.senm.

14 i.e. Warren Hastings. lo i.e. 5 April 1/79 a.d.

16 i.e. 29 March 1780.
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and hot Blast to a cold and frozen Body and the Maladies and the Distempers

which wore produced were many and various.

And at this tinio such was the will' of God, Irruptions of the small-pox

camo forth and our earnest Endeavours, and the application of numerous

Kemedies availed nothing—for the predominating star of our happiness was

reversed and obscured—and the Shadow of our protector was withdiawn, and

wo wore excluded from his presenco—and tho only Bemedies which remained

wore Bosigimtion and Submission. The measure of his Existence was filled up

—and tho Jiip of the Cup of Life was overflowed-' and ho retired from tliis

perishable world to tho everlasting Mansions on tho first Day of the Alonth

Bujjub, in the year of the Hijira 1194.*^ And to us it was as if tho Heavens

had been precipitated on our heads—as if the splendid and glorious Day had

been converted into utter Darkness.

The Multitude lifted up on all sides the Voice of Sorrow and Lamentation—

but wl;at availed i^—for Fortune, treacherous and deceitful had determined

against us.

And we all bent down on the knee of funeral aftliction and performed tho

holy obsequies, such as were due—and We now supplicate with an united Voice

tho return of the hour of Transmigration—that the Bodies may be speedily

exchanged, and our departed Lama again bo restored to our sight. This is our

only Object—our sole Employment—may almighty God who listcneth to tho

Supplications of his Servants, accept our prayers.

And after the Death of the Lama, the gracious Conduct of the Khankauin

was still tho same—or rather, his royal favour was greater than before—in so

much that it might bo said, Malm Gooroo Sahib was still living—such was the

Excess of his Bounty.

And when the funeral Solemnities were concluded Wo received our Dis-

mission—and the Emperor caused Supplies of food and o*" raiment, and necessaries

of every sort to be prepared—and he ordered people to bo stationed at the

different stages—to convey the Corps of the deceased Lama from One to the

other.

And when wo turned our faces from the Land of China, ho caused Carriages

to be given to my followers—and he appointed two Amccral Omraus to attend

the sacred llcmains of the Lama; for its protection—And on the 21st Day of

the month Shuwaul in the year of the Hijira 119G** in tho Morning 1 arrived

at the place of my abode in safety.

17 i.e. 4 July 1780 a.d, Tho date 12 November 1780 given for his death

in Bengal Past and Present^ vol. XXVI, p. 195 seems to be wrong.

18 i.e. 10 October 1781.

He was a Bengalee by birth and was sent by the Tashi Lama as the first
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And a Tomb had been preptired before our arrival for the Body of the

departed Lama—and we depo.^ited his Remains therein—and we presented the

necessary oiterings—and distributed alins,^ to promote the Transmigration—and

Wo are unremitting in our Supplications that ho may speedily appear again

on the lace of the Earth—may they be accepted,

Poorun Goer Goosaini arrived here in the year 1103 after the Departure of

the Lama (towards China).—And two Letters and nine Strings of pearls, without

blemish and perfect in their from (form)—and among them One String of largo

l^arl, of great brightness and purity and two Chaplets of Coral, which you sent

as a Gift, arrived safe.

And your satisfactory Letters and that which you wrote concerning the village

of the Raja and the Remission of all Matters relating thereto, to do honor to me

—the whole as there written, was in those Days submitted to the inspection of

Maha Gooroo Sahib, and the Joy which he expressed on reading these things

was exceeding great.

And the friendly Letter and the two Rosaries of pearl and Coral, one of

them intermixd pearl and Coral and the other Coral alone which in the Abund-

ance of your kindness and favor you sent as a Gift to me, arrived in an happy

hour, and was the case of much satisfaction.

And regarding your Refusal to receive the Value of the nine Strings of

pearls and of the two Chaplets of Coral directing on the contrary, that they

should be presented as a Gift,—as the pearls were of great Beauty and of exceed-

ing high price, and for as much as your friendship to Maha Gooroo Sahib was

evident and apparent— in consideration of these things 1 could not presume to

take them.

I formerly wrote to you requesting that with the Value of the unwrought

Gold which I sent to you certain pearls and Coral might be purchased and

that the price of the pearls and the Coral might be balanced by the produce

thereof—and if it should be deficient for that purpose that you would inform

me of that deficiency—so that I might WTite to you and transmit that which

was wanting—and if on the contrary there should be a surplus remaining out of

the va'ue of the Gold, that othe.r pearls and other Coral of the first Quantity

might be purchased therewith.

And 1 have moreover strong hope and firm Expectation that as you

formerly showed kindness and attention to the Application respecting the village

of the Raja, so in regard to the certain portion of Land and the Mahasol

thereon, that favour has been shown,—I presume to repeat the Req\iest, that

corresponding to the Application of Maha Gooroo Sahib you will show kindness

appertaining thereto and furthermore, that you will grant a Plot of Land

Buddhist priest of the monastery built for the Lama on the opposite side of

Calcutta. Cf. Jknoal Past and Present

,

vol. XXVI, p. 197.
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in the noble City of Calcutta on the Bank of the River—concerning this affair

I spoke fully and particularly to the Gossaini Poorum Geer* and ho will make

known to you the* whole thereof and you will comply with my Request.

And 1 have communicated other Matters and other Things to the Faithful

Poorun Geer by whom you will be informed of them—In compliance with 4us

Wishes you will permit him to remain under the Shadow of 3’our protection

and favor him with such mark of your kindness as may enable him to pass his

Days in returning thanks for ycur bounty and goodness.

You must persist in sending to me constant Information of your Health,

that the Garden of pleasure and satisfaction may continue to flourish.

To trouble you more would exceed that Which is right.

May your happiness and prosperity remain firm and unshukev'r Written

on the first Day oi the month Zehijjeh A.H. llDo corresponding to the 28tli

October 1781.^*

Sent by Poorum Geer as a Gift

a piece of Khauduck,

a Dehlcck of unwrought Gold,

'IWo pieces of China Silver

six pieces of China Silk.

Let it be accepted.

No. 5

from ISoobnn Vliumboo to Mr, George Boglt^^

Received February 12th 1782.

To him of the high and exalted a.syluml the Eminent of the Dwelling of the

only Godl The Repository of the Benefits of Power! The genuine Conferrer

of Favors 1 Mr. George Bogle—be his Prosperity without Endl

Your wo’lwisher, Soobum Cbumboo, having sot Forth his Humility and

Submission—and Confessed his Weakness and Inability—in the Language of

Absence, makes known to j’our Understanding,—Illumined as the Sun.—that

the State of these Parts is according to the Divine Will, and to the Ordina^tiom

of him who is without end, and in his Hands,—in the Hands of an Almighty

Protector, and that your Safety, and j^our Health, are the daily subjects of

my Supplications.

19 Tho Christian date 28th October 1781 really corresponds to 10th Jilkad

of A.H. 1195; while the first day of Jliheja (Zehijjeh) corresponds to 18th Novem-

ber 1781.

20 No. 1, 441 of the Macartney collection in the Satara Museum. The

contents of this and the preceding letter are almost same.
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It has not remained unknown to your enlightened Mind,—That the Letters,

and the String of Pearls, which are Intermixed with Coral, and formed into

a Chaplet, and which in the Excess of your kindness and your Favor you were

pleased to send me as a Gift, and to Confer it upon me, Arrived safe.

Truly, it may be said, That I beheld 5’ou in your own Person! For such

was my exceeding great Joy and Satisfaction thereat—That I know not, in

what Language to explain it.

The Khullefah Bungwaun, that is to say, Maha Gooroo Sahib, on the

sovonteonth Day*‘ of the Month Rubaau Sauni, directed the Reins of his Inten-

tions from Tasso Lumboo toward the Land of China.

And the various Inhabitants of the Environs and the Places round about, of

Shobah, and of Khumbah, those who Sojourn in Tents, and those who live in

Cities,—came and were Received according to their Degrees, and their Stations,

—and the Chief Princes of the. Kingdom and the Pillars of the State, and

the Mighty Men, and the great Leaders, came Forth, to meet and to guard

him on the high Road—And they were waiting his Arrival with eager Expecta-

tion. And they obtained admission to the honors of audience in Crowds,

—

Crowd after Crowd—and they presented their Gifts and their offerings without

Number. And the Lama laid the hand of Intercession on the heads of tho

Guilty, and made them Joyful,—And after this manner the Multitude Followed

him tho whole day.

Thus he travailed on—through ‘the Journeys and the Stages—and in the

Soobah Seur Potaullah which is a place exceeding delightful, he saw tho Khan-

kaum of China, and they met together in Joy, and Satisfaction—and he re-

mained with the Khankaum of China, for the Space of one Month.—And tho

Khankaum prepared Entertainments of various Sorts, and made Feasts after

divers manners.

And during this Time the Goosaini Poorun Geer made known those things,

concerning the Land of Europe, which your Tongue had taught him,—all of

them he made known.—And the Lama exerted groat Endeavours, and proved

his Friendship and solicited therein—and hereafter tho Chaunkeah Lama, may

his Felicity be eternal, will write, and send an answer, concerning these Things.

—For we Exerted ourselves to Fulfil your Wishes, from our Hearts, and From

our Souls.

Let not this your well-wisher pass out from your friendly Mind, and when

I’ime shall be convenient, .send unto Me, the Gold Brocade, and tho large

Coral, for the purchase w'hereof, I formerly sent by the Goosaini, to your

respected Presence Thirty Tolah of Virgin Gold—Buy them and send them unto

me. And if aught should remain unpaid. Inform me thereof by your Pen, that

21 i.e,. 6 April 1779 a.d. as shown in the preceding letter.
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i may pay it : For doing so you will favor me. Safety and Peace be with you,

for truly my Heart is with you always^Written on the first Day of the Month

—Tohijjeh in the year of the Hijra 1196 corresponding to the 28th October a.d.

1781

As a pre8ent-*A piece of Khanduk and a piece of Cocheen, which is Silk

of China, and Four Tolah and a half of unwrought Gold, which after the

manner of this Land is Called Kytoo. Let it be accepted.

D. B. Diskalkab



Some points Eegarding the Origin of the

Lioohavis of Vaisali

Various coujectures have been made by different scholars about the

original home of the Licchavis of Vaisali. The question which puzsles

the readers of Indian History is whether the Licchavis were the same

as the Vedic Aryans or a different stock of people. It is said that they

had some aflSnity with the Tibetan people. In Tibet there was the

custom of exposing the dead for being devoured by wild animals. This

custom was in vogue among the Licchavis also as is found in Beal’s

Romantw Legend of &dkya Buddha, derived from Chinese sources. The

legend relates how the Licchavis “exposed corpses of men to be

devoured by the birds, collected and piled up the white hones of dead

persons, burnt corpses and preserved the bones in heaps, buried there,

left them on the ground and also hanged them from trees* ^ (Corpus Ins.

Ind., vol. Ill, p, 13G). Thus they disposed of their dead sometimes by

burial, sometimes by cremation and sometimes by leaving them on the

ground.

Discoveries made at pre-historic cemeteries in other parts of India

give evidence of the various ways of disposing of the dead. The descrip-

tion given in the legend does not refer to any particular custom

exclusively adhered to by the Licchavis. It describes the various

possible methods whicli they might have adopted for tlie disposal of

dead bodies. Hence many alternative processes have been mentioned.

The Vedic Hindus also appear to have adojited those methods before the

custom of burning the dead on funeral pyres was introduced among

them. There is a passage in the Atharva Veda describing in a similar

way various procedures of disposing the dead (Atharva, 18-2-34).

Apastamba also has a similar passage. So this custom of

exposing the dead to be devoured by animals does never prove tiiat the

Licchavis came from Tibet or from any other country where thisJ custom

prevailed. The recent discoveries at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa have

proved that the Vedic Aryans were not the only inhabitants of ancient

India. The Licchavis were probably one of the many tribes occupying a
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portion of the foot of the Himalaya in modern Tirhoot, having many

customs and usages in common with other peoples around them.

It is further argued that the judicial procedure of Vai^ali as related

in the Atthakatha being substantially similar the procedur,e now

found at Lhasa, the origin of the Licchavis is to be traced somewhere in

Tibet. After the propagation of Buddhism in Tibet frequent intercourse

with India enabled the people of the forbidden land to imbibe Hindu

ideas and customs. So it is not unlikely that the Tibetans themselves got

their judicial system from India. That the Licchavis were not the same

as the Nisibis, the Persian subjects of king Darius, has suflSciently been

proved by Dr. B. C. Law (Sov^e Ksatnya Tribes etc., p. 29).

The next question which requires careful consideration is whether

the Licchavis were originally Aryan by birth or some Non-Aryan tribe

subsequently engrafted upon the Aryan Stock for reason of their i)oli-

tical ascendancy. The term Licchavi does not appear to be a pure

Sanskrit word, though Buddhaghosa has derived it from Licchavi or

Llnacchavi {ihid.^ p. 20). The Licchavis have not found a place in the

Sutras of Panini, though he has made mention of many other Ksatriya

tribes of ancient India. They were certainly a very prominent people

either during the life-time of the great grammarian or before him. The

term Licchavis as such has no place in the Puranas. Manu has included

them in the Vratya class. In the Balakanda of the Rdmayana the sage

Visvamitra in his journey to the city of Janaka has pointed out to Rama

the city of Visala (Chap. 45, v. 10). The king of Visalu, according to

it, was Sumati, an Iksakii king. So at tlie time of the writer of this

portion of the Rdmayana Vaisali and Mithila were two independeni

principalities having two different scions of Ksatriya races ruling ovei

them. The Visnupurdna also makes the rulers of Vaisali Ksatriyas, dis-

cendant of the Solar race. Tlie Malmhhdrata makes inentiojj of the

Mallas (Sabha P., XXX, 5). Kven the Bliargas who had probably a

very small principality in the mountainous region of the Himalayas

have been enumerated in the epic along with other border tribes such

as the Kiratas and the Gandharas (BJiLsma P., IX). Thus unimportant

hill tribes who were probably the neighbours of the Liccliavis have been

mentioned, thoiigli they have been ignored. The reason is obvious.

According to the Mahaparinibbana Sutta, Ajatafetru, king of
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Magadha, made up Ills mind to destroy tlie oligarchical government of

the Licchavis. He succeeded in guiniiig his object with the help of his

Ijrahmin minister Vassakara. So when Vi^vamitra pointed out to

Sainn the city of Visala, the Licchavis had lost all political importance.

They were then eitlier subjects to some neiglibouring Ksatriya king or

liad been driven to the fiuther north. Ajatasatru is called t Jehipuiio^

in the Maliaparinihbana Sutta. Tlie Divyavadana speaks of him

as aidchlimtrrd ('Cowell, p. 55). Ilis mother is also said to be

a princess of KotSala. Another Buddhistic account makes Trisala the

mother of Ajatasatru. The Jainas make the same lady the mother of

Mahavira. &o out of these conflicting accounts no history can be built

up. Moreover no autlientic account can be had about the exact relatSon-

ship between the Videhas and the Licchavis. From the scanty account

tliat may be obtained from the Jaina and the Buddhistic works, it may

be surmised that the Videhas and the Licchavis were united

into one confederacy, but originally they were diflerent people.

In die Brhodaranyaka Upatdsad Janaka is called a Vaideha.

The origin of the word is found in the Vi^plupunnl(l. Janaka

was a pure Vedic Aryan prince. The non-Yedic form of Caitya

worship, as found at ancient Vaisali during the life-time of the Buddha,

could not find place in the capital of Janaka, the convener of that

famous Vedic religious congress (Vdjasatieya^ Chap. V).

The Biiddlia passed through Pataligrama just before hi's Supreme

Enlightenment and saw a city being built there. His prediction regard-

ing the future greatness of the city was fulfilled inasmuch as it subse-

quently became tlie capital of the Maurya empire (Mps,, I, 28).

Visvamitra of the lidiimycma referred to above lias mentioned Rajagrha

as the capital of Magadha and named many o-ther cities around it. But

he has omitted the name of Pataliputra though he eomes to the very

sjiot where the cit}^ was afterwards built. The Licchavis in all proba-

bility had lost their political ascendancy before the construction of the

city of Piitaliputra and had co-me under the sway of the neighbouring

Ksatriya chiefs of Kowala and Videha mentioned in the Efnndyami,

There is some force in the contention that the Licchavis were not

the same as the Videhas. The Satapatlia Brdhmatui makes the

Videhas a thoroughly Aryan people. The story of Mathava, tire

tone, 1933 ^
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Videha king carrying Agni Vai4vanara to the east of Sadanira

as reflated therein, clearly proves how the Videhas got the right of per-

forming Vedic sacrifices. It is for this that they have got such a

prominent place both in the Vedic and the post-Vedic literature. The

Licchavis have almost been ignored in the Brahmanical literature pro-

bably because of their non-Aryan origin. Though subdued by Ajata-

satru, they were not totally exterminated. In later years, probably

after the destruction of the Maurya Kiupire, they began to

gather strength and rose to power befoi*e the ascendancy of the Impe-

rial Guptas. Candra Gupta I married Kuinara Devi, a Licchavi

princess, and the issue of that marriage, the illustrious Samudra Gupta,

took pride in calling himself a Lhchuvi Dauhitra. The very wwd

Licch^vayah inscribed on ihe reverse of the coin issued by the same

monarch clearly proves that here the Licchavis only, and not any other

tribe, is ifueant. In Jaina works, Mahavira, the founder of Jainism,

has been called a Vaidehiputra. Ajata^atru as referred to above has

got the same designation. If these conflicting accounts have any his-

torical value at all, it is this that they were connected with the Videha

clan but not with the Licchavis who were a different people. Abhaya,

the son of Bimbisara by Ambapali, a courtesan, was a Licchavi dauhitra,

Ajata4atru had a hatred for him and also for the Licchavis whose

haughtiness he crushed and whose power he destroyed. After their

d rfeat, they probably fled to the further north and established a king-

dom in Nepal. In Sanskrit literature of the subsequent period Visala

has been made the same as Videha. In the Trikdnda^esa Videha and

Tirabhiikti have been made synonymous with each other. Tirabhukti

was a familiar name with the Hindu kings of Bengal in later times.

It is now identified with modern lirhoot. Visala is said to be the same

as modern Besad on ihe Gnndak in the district of Muzaffarpur in the

Tirhoot Division. Mithila, the Videha ca]>ital, seems to be the same

as Janakpur in the territory of the king of Nepal.

The Mahdvastu makes Mithila the capital of Videha as distinct

from Vaisali of the Licchavis (Senart, vol. I, p. 287). Much stress

has been laid on the word Vihistha w’hich is a name applied to the

liicchavis by the Buddha. It is said that the Ksatriyas were some-

times addressed by the name of their priest and adopted their ffotra
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after his name. So the deeignatioa Vdnstlia indicates that they were

Ksotriyas having the ascetic Yasistha as their priest. One ascetic

Yasistha is said to have had his hermitage in the territory of the Mallas

(Senart, vol. II, p. 164). Sakyasimha in introducing himself to the

ascetic says that he belongs to Adityagotra, but refrains from making

any reference to his priest. Ananda who was a cousin of Siddhartha has

been named as Yaidehamuni (ibid., vol. Ill, p. 49). The Mahapari-

nibbana Suita refers to the Mallas of Eusitiura also as Yusetthas (Tr.

by, Rhys Davids, p. 121). It will be going loo far to surmise that all the

hill-tribes had the ascetic Yasistha as their priest. It is difBcult to

draw any conclusion from these stray words so long as their full signi-^

ficance is not clear. The designation VdJMtJia here may imply those

who had regard for, or who were followers of, Yasistha (Panini, 4, 3, 95)

but not necessarily those who had Yasistha as their priest. The Mahd^

vastu omits the name of Yai4ali in its enumeration of the places where

a Bodhisattva may appear for attaining Buddhahood, and maintains

that “the people who are religious and are worshippers of the Brahmanas

and Sramanas can expect to have him incarnate among them’'. The

Lalita Vutara regards Yai4ali as a place unfit for the birth of a

Bodhisattva inasmuch as “the Licchavis were not respectful to their

elders, had no religious duty to perform, were not the disciples of any

teacher, and had no faith in any religion.” This seems to be one of the

reasons why the Mahava^tu does not mention their name at all. Evidence

is not wanting to show tliat they were hardy mountaineers, rough and

insolent in their behaviour, having fondness for fine dress and luxury

only. They appear to be same as the Asuras of the Chdndogyet

(9-7) who cared for good dress and external beauty only and not

the next world or anything beyond this phenomenal existence.

In BockhilPs JAfe of the Bnddha (p. 62) it is stated that the people ot

Yai^li has a law that a daughter born in the first district could marry

only in the first district, not in the second nor in the third and no

marriage was to be contracted outside Yaiiali. The rules restricting

marriage clearly indicates that the Licchavis considered ' themselves

different from other neighbouring tribes and tried to preserve the

integrity of their race by regulating their marriage laws. Perhaps the
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is diflScult to trace the exact nature of the faith prevalent among

them. In the Mahaparinibbaiia Sutta the Buddha is represented as visit-

ing many Cetiyas at Vaisuli. One of tlie Caiiyas is meant according to

Buddhagliosa for Yaksa worsliip. The Mahdvasttn speaks of several

Cetiyas being made over lo the Buddha by the Licchavis as the Lord

by his supernatural i)Ower freed the Vajjian capital from epidemic

diseases caused by the evil infliieiu’e of the Yaksas who lived in

tlie Himalayas. Tlie Yaksas appear to be non-Aryan evil spirits. The

Kcm Upanisad represents a Yaksa as a being liaving 8U]'ernatural

power, causing astonishment even to the gods. But he is f aid to be

quite different from the Aryan Brahma whom the gods worshipped in

the form of Uniii or Ilainiavati. The Mahahhdrata (Vanaparva, Chap.

ICl, vs. 4, 5) mal es Bhimasena fight with the Yaksas, the servants of

Kuvera, guarding a lotus pond in the Himalayan region. The Vedic

Aryan Ksatriyas did not certainly worship tlie Yaksas. It is probably

owing to the absence of any religion based on philosophy and reason

tnat Jainism and Buddhism found favour with the Licchavis so soon.

It is said in the Acdnlhgasutm (Jacobi; SBE,) that the venerable ascetic

Mahavira’s parents were worshippers of Par4va, and followers of

the Sramanas. It is probable that Mahayira developed his own faith

out of the religion that was prevalent among his kinsmen. The denial

of God, death by fasting and other severe practices approved by him

have no counter-part in the religion of the Vedic Aryans. The J5a-

trikas to whose clan Mahavira belonged was included in the Vajjian

confederacy of Vai^ali. The only conclusion which can reasonably be

made from this is that! these people occupying the region at the foot of

the Himalayas were of non-Aryan birth, having their own religion and

customs. They were afterwards aiyanised and were dubbed as

Ksatriyas.

It is contended that the Licchavis were the Vratyas according to the

code of Manu (X, 22). The compiler of the Law Book forgot the true

tradition of the Vedas and the Brdhmanas regarding the Vratyas and

was influenced simply by the ideas of his own time. Vratya, according

to the Atharva Veda, meant magnanimous, he was a favourite of the gods,

a source of energy to the Brahmanas and the Ksatriyas alike. He was

moreover a superior god
; wherever he went, the gods and the whole
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world followed him He walked Uke a king. Among the

Vratya8 there were some who were virtuous and respected by all

(Sayana on Atharva Veda, 15th Kanda). Moreover Vratya was the

Supreme Being endowed with all the qualities of Brahma {Piasna IJpa.y

2, 11). Sahkaracarya says that Brahma is Vriiiya because like the latter

he is above all purifying ceremonies. He not in any way inferior to

any being. This peculiar position of the Vratya is inexplicable. The

TCindya Mahahmhvmna does not give him such an exalted ])osition.

When the gods went to heaven their followers were lowered for living

in Vratya. Those who lived in Vratya became inferior as they did not

practise the controlling of passions, neither cultivated land nor took

io commerce. (Tdndyffy 17th Chap.). Here Vrfdgn may indicate

either a place allotted to a certain class of people or a certain condition

of life. The Vratyas were divided into various ranks on account of

their different customs. The Vrdtyastoma brought them all to the same

rank. Katyayana in his SrauUisutra makes mention of four kinds of

Vratyastoma to be performed by the four classes of the Vratyas (22, 123).

He also tells us how the converted Vratyas who entered the Brahmanic

fold, had to cut off all connection with their former life and to hand

over their wealth to those of their companies who still followed the old

mode of life thereby transferring to them their former impurities. The

Vratyas, according to the same Bnlhmaiia, were the enemy of Brahmana

priests, and forcibly took away food from them. In short, they did every

thing contrary to Vedic customs. They were therefore unfit for Vedic

sacrifices. They were never included in any of the Vedic castes. The

institute of Manu gives the stamp of a Vratya to a Brahmana or a

Ksatriya or a Vai4ya unless he performed the initiation ceremony at a

certain prescribed age. According to the Manuy the Mongolian hordes

and the Bactrians, who held sway over northern India, were originally

Ksatriyos and became Viatyas or fallen for neglecting Vedic rites. In

this way the Sakas, the Yavanas, the Cinas and even the Kiratas were

brought under the category of the Ksatriyas. But they became Vrsala or

fallen for ignoring Vedic customs and laws. When non-Aryan tribes

began to pour in and obtained political ascendancy in Northern India,

a new interpretation of ihe term Vratya was felt necessary. Vratya,

who was a superior being in the Veda, became unfit for Vedic rites
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in the Brdimanas. But Katyayaiia, as mentioned before, gives him

bows, arrows, dresses, chariots and other paraphernalia befitting a true

Ksatriya when he enters the Aryan fold after performing Vratyastoma.

In this way he got the exalted position of a fighting race and was re-

cognised as a Ksatri 5’^a. After the death of Pusyamitra, there was pro-

bably no paramount j)ower in India for checking the inroads of the bar-

barian hordes through its northern gate. When they occupied different

parts of Aryavarta and obtained political power they could no longer

be looked down upon as Mlecchas or ‘impure^ by the Vedic Aryans.

So they were aryanised and made Ksatriyas. The term Ksatriya was

applied to one who would protect people from danger. (Raghn, Canto

II, 53). It was afterwards applied to any ruling race who had the capa-

city of protecting people from internal and external dangers. The

term Vrdtya was probably apjdied to these ruling races, who, either by

some Vedic ceremony or in course of time, when their true origin had

been totally forgotten, came to be regarded as Ksatriyas. The

Incchavis were also Ksatriyas in this sense. “They were a free wild

set, very handsome and full of life. They dressed well, were good

archers and drove fast carriages, but they were wanton, insolent and

utterly irreligious’'. (Watters, Ytian Chxcang, vol. II, p. 79), This

picture of the Licchavis tallies well with that of the Vratyas quoted

above. The description of the Sakyas as left by Buddhistic writers

reminds one of a Ksatriya race as depicted in the Sanskrit epics. But one

will search in vain for such an idea of the Licchavis of Vai4ali. When
the I^w Book of Manu was compiled, probably in the second century

B.C., their real origin was forgotten. They could not be designated

Ksatriyas as they did not observe Vedic rites and customs, nor could

they be termed non-Aryans as they hod considerable wealth and power.

So tliey were termed as Vratyas i.e. Brahmins were ready to accept

them provided they underwent some sort of penance. Time is a great

leveller. So, these Licchavis, who were hardy mountaineers,

came to be recognised as true Ksatriyas and Samudra Gupta

took pride in calling himself a ^Licchavi dauhitrn*.

There is another iwint for consideration. In the Mahaparini-

bbana Sutta it is stated that when the Buddha attained

final emancipation, the Licchavis of Vai^ali claimed a portion
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of the remains of his sacred body. They sent a messenger to the Mallas

of Knslnara demanding a portion of the relics of the Exalted One as

they belonged to the same Ksatriya caste. On receiving the

news of the demise of the Exalted one, Ajatasatru, the king of

Magadha, said : “The Lord is a Ksatriya and so ajn I. I, therefore,

deserve a share of the relics.*’ In this way, six other independent

tribes ruling over dilfereiit principalities at the loot of tlie Himalayas

claimed sliares of the relics on the ground of being of tlie same caste

with the Lord. It may be argued that because these tribes demanded

relics of tlie Buddha claiming Ksatriya origin for themselves, and

because the king of Magadha even did exactly the same thing, they

may all be regarded as Ksatriyas,

Even the Kiratas, who were not allowed to live within the

boundary of Aryan settlements during the time of Harsavardhana

(Ratnavnliy Second Act, 3) were called Ksatriyas in the code of Manu.

Whatever may b§ the exact category to which these people belonged, it is

at least clear that they were not of the same rank as the

Kurus, the Pancalas or the Vidthas who possessed a high Vedic

culture. The culture of the Upanisads received a great impetus

at the hands of the Yedic Ksatriyas whose long list can be found in the

Chandogya and other Upanisads. There is not a single Ksatriya king

like Janaka or Ajutasatru of the Upanisads among the so-called Ksatriya

nobles who vied with one another for the remains of the Buddha’s body.

The Vedic Ksatriyas were not famous for fine dresses or ornaments. A

Licchavi noble claimed Ksatriya origin on account of his wealth and

])ower.

Erom the almve it is apparent that the Licchavi s were self-styled

and not real Ksatriyas. They were called so either through courtesy

or on account of the fear i^'cy had inspired in the minds of their neigh-

bours by their political ascendancy.

Syaiiaihar.\n Chakravarty



The Theory of Riti and Quna in the Agnipurana

T]i© author of the Alaiukara portion of the A^^’nipuruna^ in the

earliest of a class of writers^ who stand apart from the orthodox and

beaten paths of Sanskrit poetics but who acknowledge, both in form

and matter, the inevitable influence® of some of their i)redecessor8

belonging to one or other of the earlier schools of speculation.

His definition of Kdvya^ kdvyam sphurmhihnnhCiram gunavad

domvarjitam (337/7) uncritically mentions some of the established

elements of poetry.* The definition merely lays down that figures of

speech (Alamkara) must be conspicuously present in it, the poetic

excellences (Guiias) must be there but it must be free from the poetic

flaws (Hosas). The other elements, namely, Dlivani, Kiisa and RUi

have not been mentioned in this definition of poetry, but the wTiter

has treated of them elsewhere in his scheme. Easa has been men-

tioned in connection with the wahdkdvya (a special variety of poetry)

as well as in reference to the drama. Although Rasa has been des-

cribed as the life (jivita) of a Kavya (337/33), yet no prominence has

been given to this element in the detailed treatment. On the contrary,

1 Our references are throughout to the edition of the Aynipurdna in the

Anaudasrama series, 1900.

2 Kuntaka, Bhoja and Praka?^avarsa are the three other writers here

referred to. liasdrnavdlamldmj a work of the last named writer, was pub-

lished (in vol. V. no. 1 of the lUQ.) by Pandit V. Venkatarama ftarma. Its value

and the question of its affiliation wore discussed by S. K, De in lUQ., vol. V,

no. 4 p. 770.

3 For similarities between the treatments of Bhilmaha and the Agni-

purCina see P. V. Kane’s History of the AlamkurS Literature; for Agnipurdm

and Bhoja, see S. K. De’s Sanskrit PoetirSy vol. II, p. 262, and JPAS.f 1923,

pp. 637f.

4 Bhoja (i,2) and the older Vagbhata (i,2) are influenced by the Aonipnrdno>

on this point: the former adding Rasa and the latter mentioning also Riti in

their respective definitions. It is also remarkable that the post-Dhvant writer^

^lammata and Hemacandra name exactly the three elements mentioned in the

Parana’s definition although the conception of poetry of these later writers had

undergone a thorough change by the teachings of the Dhvani school.
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it ka» been very cursorily treated as an external element of Kavya.

Similarly the Biti has been once mentioned along with Vrtti, Pravrtti,

Bhava, llasa and Guna in connection with Mahakavya (337/31-32),

and has again been treated in fuller detail in connection with the

drama (Ch. 340) ;where the Biti, Vrtti and Pravrtti constitute special

cases of Anubhiiva. We know that Bharata’s Gunas, Bosas and

Alainkaras constitute Vacikabhinaya or Annbluiva which calls forth

Basa. The Purana follows the same process in the treatment of the

Bitis, the Vrttis and the Pravrttis: but accepted though tliey are as

A\nubhavas^ they do not yet constitute Vilcikabhinaya as they do in the

treatment of Bharata. They stand for Aharya Abhinaya (342/2) which

has been defined as hiuhlhydnimhha or iniellectiuil effort wdiich

lielps tlie comprehension of tlie art of dramatic speech (V{bjoyukti=^

Vdgdrambha^ e330/51).- TJie expression VdgcUlydmmpmtijfiilne (in the

matter of understanding tlie art of speech 340/1) is ii more direct evi-

dence justifying our interpretation that the llitis etc. help the proper

understanding*^ of AJapa Praldpa etc. (339/51-53), whicli are special

cases of Vdgdramb/Kf (339/49) or VdgvUlyd (340/1) or the art of dramatic

speech.

t5 Tlie Amibliava liiis beni goiienilly dciiiicd a.s nmnucdtj huddhivaintsunl

(Irainhluth {330/4l~lo) iiiijWyiiig (i) external inaiiii’estatious due to pciiiliar mental

action (Mima Cuomhhn 339/40) (ii) mode of dramatic speech {\'t~noyuki

i

— i'CiuCi-

minhha 339/51) (iii) intellectual effort giving rise to the striking mode of

dramatic speech {huddhylraitd^ha 339/54) and (iv) physical movements of the

actor (i'<iiHfiur(iinb/Hi 341/1), which represent respectively 0) ilm Stiff rika (ii)

the Wlcika (iii) the Aluliya and (iv) the Jitijiku Afthinautfs (342/2). The Alidiya

Abhinaya of the Pnrana should be distinguished from that of lllmrat'j where it

has boon explained as the rule of decoration (nviKithy tju vi(fhih). The interpre-

tation given in the Puriina (342/2) is not permitted by the etymology of the

word rdiurya.

6 The leading in the first two lines of verso 54 (ch. 339) seems to hi» corrupt.

Maintaining -tflo loading, it is dilHcult to connoft the word fnnfhdya with

i'diiaminbha (verse 49) with which it should bear, from the context, clear rela-

tionship. Should the reading be bodhdya cydpdto hnthlhydiainJdia 'iUsyait\

so that t^xdin may refeAto the different varieties i/Mpo etc. of hiidtfhydimnhha?

This reading appears to be in conformity with what the author has said in

339/44-45 and 342/2.

JUNE, 1933 5
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But while the Pur&nakara’s Biti, Yrtti and Fravrtti all ultimately

f;o to constitute the Anubhava, the writer, unlike, Bharata, is not

explicit upon the point whether these call forth Basa. Of course the

manner and context^, in w’hich the treatment of Vibhavas and Anubhavas

has been brought in, apparently show that these are factors in the reali-

sation of Basa. But the Purunakara does not explain the process of this

realisation, nor does he clearly discuss the relation between the Bitis and

Basa.

The Biti here has no relation with the Ouua which has been

treated afterwards as an absolute entity. The Bitis constitute such

poetic factors as help the proper undedstanding of Vdgaramhha or mode

of dramatic speech which must be difiereutiated from the mode of poetic

8])eecli {girdm mdrga) of Dandin. But this theoretic distinction is more

apparent than real
;
for the fundamentals of poetry and of the drama

have not been very sharply kept apart. The Basas as well as the Bitis

appear to have been equally associated with poetry and drama. And as a

matter of fact, all the elements, namely, Vrtti, Pravrtti, Bhava, Biti,

Ouna and Basa, have been mentioned as belonging to Mahakavya also

(337/31-32). Moreover, the treatment of Alamkaras which have been

defined as Kdvyaiohhdhanl dharmdh (342/17) commences at the middle

of a chapter that deals with dramatic representation (Abhinaya) etc. All

this tends to show that the Purunakara did not observe a theoretical dis-

tinction between the fundamentals of poetry and drama—the characteris-

tics of both having been dealt in a more or less confused and uncritical

way without any sharp line of demarcation. This lack of consistency

was perhaps due to a merely eclectic and uncritical attempt to make a

compilation of previous speculations, both orthodox and unorthodox.

The Purana mentions four Bitis, namely, Pahcali, Oaudi,

Vaidarbhi and Lati, the last being added to Vamana^s enumeration of

three Bitis. The use of expressions like gaxujadesiyd and Idfajd

(340/1) clearly indicates that the writer, like Vamana, held the same

view, namely, that the names of Bitis were derive<l from the names

7 In 339/35 it Ims been remarked that poets should deal with Rasas and

Bhavas in poetry, and im^nediately after that, the Vibhavas and Anubhavas have

been defined and discussed in detail.
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of the countries in which they were specially fayoured. We have

already seen that the Bitis in the Parana have not been distinguished

from one another by the presence or absence of certain poetic excellences

(Gums) : but they have been classified according to (1) the absence or

presence in varying degrees of compound words*, (2) the exuberance

or paucity of metaphorical expressions and (3) variations in the degrees

of softness, if present. Thus the Paficali must be soft in diction

(wrdvf), endowed with metaphorical expressions (upacara-ynta) and

must contain short compounds {hragva^vigtaha). The Qaudiya, on the

other hand, contains long compounds (dirghuvigraha) and is of un-

certain import (nnavasthita-sandarbhd),^ The Vaidarbhl must be

absolutely free from compound words (muktavigrahd) and the composi-

tion should not be too soft {natihomala-mndarhha)
\

it should usually

be devoid of metaphorical expressions and even when these are present

8 Rudrata is the first writer to bring in tho consideration of eompoui^

words in connection with the Riti. He mentions four Ritis of which Vaidarbhi

does not contain compounds, while varying degrees of compound words are founU

in PnAcali, Latiya and Gaudlya. It is to be noted that Rudrata makes no

mention of the Gunas.

9 Literally Vhero the composition is of an unsettled nature* it may also

man Vhere a regular connection is lacking.’ It is not fully clear what expres-

sions like anava^thitasaudarhhd or sphuta-sandixrhhd really mean or what this

uncertainty or clarity is due to. The uncertainty may be the effect of either

playing upon words in the form of intonation, pun or paronomasia or, if strictly

applied to the drama, it may be due to what we call 'dramatic irony’ where tho

poet aims at presenting some fact beyond what is actually understood from the

words used by the speaker. Here the i<andarhha (composition or speech) is

anavasthita (unsettled or uncertain) because it produces one effect upon the

person spoken to and another upon the audience. But the difficulty of explain-

ing the expression, as referring to dramatic irony, is that this latter is not

limited to any particular Riti, e.g. Gaudi (and for tho matter of that to any

mode of dramatic speech), as belonging to a particular country, but it is a

special case of dramatic technique which may occur in any drama of any

country. If, on the other hand, these expressions {aiun'ftsthifu-sandarhhd and

iphuia*nandarbhd) are explained in connection with poetry in general, the latter

expression may bring in the idea of a clarity of sense, such as is involved in

Dapdin’s Prasfida and Arthavyakti Gupas, while the former may stand for the

reverse of that . But, then, should * clarity of sense be present only in Lati

and in no other RitiP And why should GaudlyS be marked by a veritable

dpfeptP
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there must not be too manj^ of them.*® And lastly, in Latiya the com-

pound words must not shine too prominently {ndtuvispfniravigrahd),

and the composition should be clear and easily understandable (sphuta

sandarbhd) and there should be a long series of metapliorical

expressions.**

As of Ritis so of the Vrttis the Purana gives no general definition,

but the characteristic feature of the Vrtti has been described as

KriipUavixmnd (keeping in strict accordance with the action of the

drama). *^ No sharp disiimdion has been drawn between the Riti and

the Vrtti. It is curious that the term Riti has been used in connection

with the Blifauti which has been mentioned as a variety of Vrtti. It

is all tlie more amazing that not a word has been employed to define,

describe or explain lhavrtti, which has been mentioned as a division of

hnddhyfinmljha like Riti and Vrtti in 3*39/54.

Judging tlic riirana\s Ritis as they are, it would appear that they

are not themselves the intellectual efforts [hinhlhydnimhlto) of the ac tor,

but their inclusion under the huddhydvamhha variety of Anubliava may

be justified in tlie sense that tliey are the external manifestations of the

intellectual skill of the writer. One who is versed in these may under-

stand the art of the dramatic siieech, since, the function of the Ritis has

been explicitly mentioned as helping the understanding of that art [yog-

vidjjd’Sampmtijddne)

,

Now, although the Ritis here stand somewhat

like means to an end, yet it is probably implied that dramatic speech

itself is restricted to some or all of these Ritis; in other words, the

different varieties of dramatic speech {xdgai ninhlin)

^

like dldpa^ pntldpn

etc., find their expressions in short or long compounds, soft or hard

syllables and metaphorical expressions which form the basis of the

Ritis. If one, with a knowledge of ilie Ritis which consist of nothing

10 The leading appears to be corrupt. Our interprotat on has been based

upon taking the first upucCtraih as uparOniir hihsitCi,

11 The reading is a little obscure. Retaining it as it is, it would n-oan

^having once boon free from metaphors the composition is again miirkcd by too

many of them.’ It is even difficult to suggest n belter reading in the absence

of the treatment of any other writer following the Puriina’s teachings regarding

the Ritis.

12 It appears that the Riti depends for its effect on words and the Vrtti

on action,
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but the absence or presence of compound words and metaphorical ex-

pressions, is entitled to the proper understanding of the dramatic speech,

the only conclusion possible is that the Ritis form a part and parcel of

the different varieties of dramatic speech, even if they are not identical

with them. In brief, the Ritis, as treated in the Agnijmrdna, may be

taken to mean the particular mode of diction in which the dramatic

characters speak. But the Puranakara’s treatment of the Ritis, along

with Vrttis and Pravrttis in connection with the drama, stands unique

in the history of Sanskrit poetics and dramaturgy, and in spite of ex-

plaining them in connection with drama, their application in poetry in

general can hardly be objected to.

As for the classification of the Vrttis, he follows partly tte prin-

ciple in Bharata’s Ndtyasdutra (Ch. XX, Kavyamala Text) with this

difference that the Vrttis here have not been assigned to any particular

Rasa. Bharata, and following him other writers of dramaturgy, assign

the Kau-iili Vrtti to J^rhgara, Husya and Kanina. The Purana's descrip-

tion of Vrttis as Kriydsarimwa (or Kriydsu niyawah^Wxai which guides

the action of the drama) appears to imply that tliey depend for their

effect upon the action of the drama, and not upon the words or style

thereof, and it is here that the Vrttis are distinguished from the Ritis.

Thus the Purana’s loose use of the term Riti in connection wuth the

Bliaratl may somehow be justified on the ground that, unlike the other

Vrttis, this particular Vrtti depends for its effect mainly on words {vdk*

pradhana) and not on action.

Coming to the Gunns, the Purauakara remarks at the very outset

that poetry, without Ounas cannot be charming, even if it is endowed

with Alamkaras (34C/1), a remark which would lead the reader for. a

moment to believe that the writer apparently assigns a more important

place to the Gunas than to the Alamkaras like his predecessors of ,the

Riti school. But his definition of 6rwn« as ‘that which imparts a great

charm to poetry (yah kdvye mahatlm chdydm anvgrhndti) is not funda-

mentally different from that of Ahimhdta as ‘attributes that beautify

poetry' {hlvyn^Hohhdhard dharmah). The latter definition is borrowed

rerhatim from Dnndin, but taking the two definitions together it is not

clear whether the Quiias constitute a more important element than the

Alaipkarns ip the treatment of the Furfinakurat As regards this dis*
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tinctioii between the Guim and the Alamkura, the Puronakara does not

seem to have availed himself of the more clear-cut treatment of Yamana

and Daiidiii. As a matter of fact the fniidameutal distinction between

Giinas and Alai^ikaras is not at all apparent in his ireatmeni, and he has

incorporated in some of his Alamkaras, such characteristics as have been

associated with Qunas by other writers.*^

The relation between Guuas and Do§as in the Purana appear to be

the same as what is found in the treatment of other writers. The Dosu

has been described as ndvega~janaho domh sahhyfuwvu i,e. Dosa creates

a sense of aversion in t'he readers,—which is evidently the result of its

destroying the poetic effect which the Guna serves to heighten. Thus

the Puraiiakara’s position is not at nil different from that of Vamann,

in wdiose opinion the Uosas bear characteristics oi>posite to those of the

Gimus and vive verm. If so, it may be argued that there is no neces-

sity of mentioning the Uunas separately meaning thereby that the

Giinas should be understood by implication from the Dosas.* To this the

Puranakara replies that Gunas like i^lesa, and Dosas like Gudhartha have

been clearly distinguished {gnnalj ilesildayo dom gudharthiidyoh prthtd-

I ttfih 4(i/2), by which lie perhaps suggests that it is not to be understood

that Slesa and such other Gunas are always the exact opposites of Dosas

like Gudhartha etc., but that the Gunas as a class ought to be

distinguished from the Dosas as such. The distinction consists in this

that the effect of the one upon poetry and consequently upon the reader

will be quite opposite to that of the other. Tho simple fact deducible

therefrom will be that the Gunas adorn poetry and please the reader,

while the Dosas mar the poetic effect and produce, a sense of aversion

13 He borrows the dcfinitioii of Dandhi^s Samudhigima word for word,

but treats it iu connection with Laksana which comes in the process of dealing

with Abhivyakti as one of the sabdarlhahiii^^'fiws. Dandin's Samadhi ‘is a

mode of poetic transference resting finall^^ on Laksana.’ But Laksana itself

is treated by the Post-dhvani writers like Mammata neither under the Gunas

nor under the Alaiiikaras, but separately as a particular mode of coinprehonsioii

of the meanings of words and expressions.

* t»a ca vdeyam fliioio dosdhhdva tva bhavityafil

fjfiipd/i ilefddayo dojfd oddhdrthddydli prthak hftd^H

reading in the printed text is evidently corrupt,
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in the reader’s mind. It seenis^ therefore, that the Puranakara’s view

is exactly on a par with that of all earlier theorists.

The Puranakara’s classification of the Gunas is somewhat remark-

ahle. Neither Bharata nor Daudin gave us any classification of the

Uuiias. It was Vainana who for the first time classified each of the

Ounas in two-fold aspect, acciording as it belonged to the word or to

the sense, thus doubling the number of the traditional Gunas. But

the Puranakara deviates from that traditional number and nomencla-

ture, and in addition to Vamana’s cdassification he, for the first time,

evolves a third set of Gunas belonging to the w’’ord as well as to the

sense. Some later writers also, like Bhoju and Prakai^varsa, enumerate

three sets of Gunas, but they differ from the Puranakara’s classification

ill this that the third set which they enumerate is not restricted to those

Gunas that belong both to the word and to the sense, but it deals w'ith

Dosas which liave ceased to be such on accrount of their not marring the

poetic effect. It is remarkable that even in the treatment of this third

set of Gunas, these later writers are influenced by the Puranakara and

partially by Danclin, wdio tow^ards the end of their chapters on Dosas

deal with a class of Dosas which is not considered as destroying the

etfects of poetry under particular circumstances. The Puranakwa

classifies the Gunas first under two heads, viz., Sanianya and Vaise^ika.

The 8amanya has further been classified into (1) Mduguna (2) artha-

gvna and (3) nhhaya-guna (that belongs to Sabda and Artha). The

Sabdc Gunas are seven in numlier viz: Slesa, Lalitya, Gambhirya,

Saukuniarya, Udarata, Sati and Taugiki. Of these, the last' two are

not found in the list of definitions, but they are replaced by Ojas, thus

making the total number of »'$abda-gunas really six.

I. Slesa It is defined to be a particular arrangement of words

which produces a coalescence or cohesiveness in the structure {&mUsta-

mmivehimm iahdanam). Although it has not been made clear what

thia cohesiveness is due to, yet it may be generally assumed that this

Guna of the Purana incorporates in it characteristics of Vamana’s

8abda-gunn Ojas which again appears to correspond partly to Dandin's

Slesa,

II. Lalitya. It is said to exist where the letters are already com-
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bined in the words by grammatical gum, udek etc., and there is hardly

any necessity of further euphonic combinations.**

III. Gambhlrya. It is characterised as existing in (hat composi-

tion in which the words are high-sounding or bombastic {uHanakhdahi)

and the subject to be described (leUiya) is po.ssessed of a distinctive

peculiarity {vuisto-lalmnoUckha).

IV. Sukumarata. It consists in word composed mostly of unharsh

syllables. It ow^ht to be noted that this definition bears proof of the

Puranakara’s close borrowing from Dandin, and therefore it may be

explained in the light of the latter’s Guna of the same name.

V. Aiidarya. It consists of exaltedness of exi)ressions by means

of jiraiseworthy epithets. This corresiionds to Dandin’s second Udara.

VI. Ojas. It consists in the superbundance of compound

words, and it forms the life-breath of metrical and other compositions.

As in some of the previous instances, the definition of this Guna is not

the Puranakara’s own but derived from Dandin.*^

The Arthagunas are enumerated as six in number, and they have

been thus classified

:

I. Madhurya. It consists in maintaining tranquil forbearance

and calmness of appearance under the influence of anger and

malice.^*

14 It is not known what the author really means. If the changes due to

the grammatical onna dfif'sa etc. be acc-epted, it is difficult to see why rules of

euphonic combinations, if applicable, should bo debarred from being used.

Does this Guna Ixiar any idea ol’ the negation of Kastatvn Dosa (347-10) which

consists in inconvenience of pronunciation due, for instance to bad Mndhc*

In that case Liilitya would exist in compositions where is permissible

only wh?re it is absolutely necessary, (e.g, where the syllables combine into

a single word or where the combination takes place between the root and its

prefix). Or where, it, fieiiig optional, does not give rise to the Kastatva dosa.

It would appear, therefore, that in the Vttaracnrlia^ VI /19, Viro rrniah limaunni

aitynt(^ duvini eva^ the Sandhi in tiiti (d-efi) is absolutely necessary, hut the

word structure is such as to create a difficulty in utterance if is further

combined with uta.

15 For jHidifddi an alternative reading Ufidyddl has been suggested in the

foot-note to the Ananda?5rnma edition of the Vindnn,

10 The construction of the verse (hrodhmydldf'iHldRdihiryaiii rnddhuryum

dhaii ijaodhifd) is peculiar. The seventh case ending appears to have been dropped
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n. Samvidhana. It exists where there is effort (jHirikarah) to

gain a wished«for object (apeksita-siddhaye),

III. Eomalata. It is characterised as a special arrangement of

words {ianniveiavUisMd) which is free from harshness and inelegance

{k(lthiny(ldi-7m^iukta) and which does not at the same time give rise

to laxity (tiraskrtyaiva mrdvtd{m) bhdti). It is difficult to see what

this definition exactly means. As it is, it appears to stand midway

between the two extreme structures of composition, Jiarsli and loose.

IV. IJdarata. It exists where the exact inner significance

{dmyasyati-mvathavam) is very easily comprehended (literally, falls

to one’s comprehension at even a superficial TLiiempi— laksyate sthula-

kiksatva-pravrtteh)

.

V. Praudhi. It is said to consist in mature logical reasonings

(ptavdhd yuktayo hetuynrbhinyah) that help the completion

(nirvdhasi/ojmiMflikdh) of the subject of discoui^e.'*

VI. Samayikatva. It consists in the comprehension of the

meanings of matters in hand and those independent of it by means of

establishing a relationship between them, either internally or

externally.

The Ubhayaguna again has been classified under six different

heads as follows:

I. Prasada. It consists in the use of words of which

'

the meanings are too well-known {suprasiddhartha-padatii),

II, Saubhagya. It implies, like Dandin’s Udarata, an elevation

consisting of the expression of some high merit {utkarsavdn gunadi

kascit). It is evident that in his attempt to follow Dandin’s definition,

our author has lost all sense of consistency
;
and the mention of uddratu in

between krodhcrsvCi and ukdra-ijdmhhliya. Bhoja, in his definition of Artha-

madhurya appears to make the construction clear {krodhudav apy aflvi'afa. p. 64,

Kavyamala Text.)

17 Pnnc’hanuii Tarkaratna (cd. Vangavasi Press, Calcutta) rightly reads

laksyatva.

18 The reading ptvtihatani is corrupt. Panchanan Tarkaratna (op. eit.)

reads ahhiprayam pixifi uotah, which appears to ho preferable.

I.H.Q., JUNK, 1933 6
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thi.H counectiou raises a doubt whether this Guiia is to be named

Saubhagya or we are to understand that the Quna Udarata has a three*

fold characteristic according as it belongs to the iahda, to the artha or

to both,

III. Yathfisaipkbya. It is the extended and universal

(sOmdnya) application (atidesa) of an undefined statement (amtddeia).

IV. Pra4astya. It consists in describing in appropriate time even

horrible objects in unharsh (i.e., agreeable) words and expressions. It

may partially approximate to Vamana's Arthaguna Saukumarya, where

inauspicious statements like mrtavi are avoided by the use of some

agreeable expressions like yaiahiesam gatam etc.

V. Paka.** Maturity which implies the highest stage of perfec-

tion of a poetic compoHition. It has got four distinct varieties of which

two only, viz., wrdvtkihpdka and ndrUelapdka have been mentioned or

defined. The mrdvtkd-pdha is said to exist where a particular composi-

tion is sweet both at the beginning and at the end.

VI. It is a particular quality used with a view to attain

(the beauty of) poetry.

From the above it will be evident that tlie author’s treatment of the

Gunas, as of all other poetic element's, is rather vague, unsystematic,

eclectic and uncritical. It is really a matter of surprise that in spite of

having before him such developed schemes of Gunu and llili as enun-

ciated by the adherents of the Riti school, he did not avail himself pro-

19 The naturally vague and unsystematic treatinont of the author makes

it difficult to grasp what this maturity is due to. He includes Paka under the

Gunas, but Rajasekliara, who has given a very interesting history of the earlier

views on Paka, moans by it mvHfthdija or general excollenco cf language; and

in one of the views that ho cites the scope of Paka is given as very wide, in-

asmuch as it forms the basis on which the different poetic olomonts like Giina,

Alainkara and Uiti as well as the process of the exact choice of words according

to their sense {khftdrtha^grathana-kiama) stand. For a connected history of

Paka the reader is referred to Sanskrit Poetics (vol. II, p. 3CX)), where its

author has given a brief treatment of this poetic factor.

20 This definition is extremely vague. This is the characteristic of all the

different elements of poetry. Broad characteristics arc attributed to the general

terms like Gunas and Alainkaras but the individual Guna ought to show in

what particular way it helps to accomplish poetical objects.
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p^rly of their system, nor did he attempt to improve upon them. Should

we understand with some scholars that the Agnipuraiyi was the first

treatise to sujjply crude materials to the writers of the different schools

of Alamkara Sastra, each of whom mi^ht! have developed his own

system in his own way? But his lavish borrowings, either in letter or in

spirit, in a regularly unsystematic way from all the earlier works on

poetics and dramaturgy exclude that possibility. A work which is

claimed as the source of an important branch of knowledge should possess

an individual tone and a system of its own, however crude and

undeveloped its treatment and ideas might be
;
and it is impossible to

believe that such a store-house of heterogenous and conflicting views

could have formed the starting point of a technical Sastra.

The classification of the Gunas, again, in this work is somewhat

vague. For instance, the work has not clearly explained the distinc-

tion between the Sanianya and Vaiiesika” sets of Gunas. The

definitions that have been given of individual Gunas do not give us

any light, but leave the reader to judge for himself the differentia of

these two sets of Gunas. The Samanya guna has been defined

as mrvasadhKtratiibhuUih (that which belongs to all), implying

perhaps that the different varieties of Samanya Guna e.g.

ifihda-gata, arlha-gata and uhhaya-gata, which are being characterised

here, may be practised by all classes of writers. But with regard to the

Vaisesika Guna the author has got nothing to say excei)t giving a

general definition which runs as vanesihah parijneyo yah svalakmm-

gocarah. It probably means that these excellences are based upon the

particular (vii^esa) characteristic of ah individual author, and must be

defined in terms of his own peculiar ideas (svadaksana-gocatah); for

what lies in the power of a particular individual cannot be brought

under the scope of hard-and-fast rules.

21 The terms Sdmauya and he uses also in connection with the drama

(338/4-6). The Samanya embraces all the general characteristics of a drama, via.

llasa with all its accessories, Abhinaya, Ahka etc., which are found scattered all

over the drama {!*CiniuHyam 8arva»vi^jyam .... sartutraivopasarpanOt 338/6-6) j

while appears t6 be applied in connection with the N&ndi, the Arthaprao

l^rtis (like 6fytt, vindu etc.), which occupy any specific part of the drama.
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Amongst the Guiios enumerated and defined by the Puranakara, wO

have seen that some follow closely the treatment of either Daiidiu or

Vamanai and as such they have to be interpreted in the light of their

treatment; while the rest of the Ou^as must either have been borrowed

from sources unknown to us, or characterised by the author himself.

Kven if the latter be taken to be his original contribution, the isolated

borrowings in which he has evidently lost the spirit of the earlier

sources make his position still worse. If he has borrowed, he has done

it uncritically; if he has at all made original contributions he has

proved a failure. Most of the definitions are unintelligible; they leave

the reader to guess what they mean. No illustrations have been given

to help the reader in understanding their characteristics. The

character of the Artha^gunas have not been distinctly kept apart from

that of the Sabda-gunas or of the ubhaya-gunas. Thus the question of

arrangement (of words or letters) has crept even into the treatment of

Aitha-gunas. Two of his iSabda-gunas, namely Sati and Yaugiki, are

given only in name; they have been neither defined nor characterised.

Ojas has stealthily crept into the definitions of the 6abda-gunas,

although it is not mentioned in the general list of enu*

laeration of the Qunas. Nothing more need be added to prove that if

Ibe author is systematic in anything it is in inconsistency. To explain

this inconsistency we have only to admit that the Alamkara section in

the AgnipuraijM ^^is chiefly a compilation by a writer who was himself no

theorist, but who wanted to collect together and present a workable

epitome conforming in essentials to the teachings of no. particular

orthodox school”, for no truer statement appears to have been ever made

in connexion with this work.

Pbakas Chandra Lahiri

* I must acknowledge my deep obligatioiU to my Professor Dr. .8. K. Do

who guided these inveetigationa and very kindly looked over the first as well as

the final draft of this artide.



The Furanio Traditions

(about earlier homes and migrations of the Indian Aryas)

The Indians of today have been ethnically divided into seven main

physical types/ viz. I. the Turko-Iraiiian (represented by the Baloch,

Brahui and Afghans of Baluchistan and N.W.F. Province); II. the

Indo-Aryan. (occupying the Punjab, Bajputana and Ea^mlr and having

as its characteristic members the Bajputs^ Ehattris and Juts: ; III. the

Scytho-Dravidian (comprising the Maratha Brahmans, the Kunbis and

the CoorgB of Western India)
;
IV. the Aryo-Dravidian or Hindustan!

(found in the U.P., in parts of Bajputana and in Bihar)
;
V. the Mongolo-

Uravidian or Bengali tjpe (of Lower Bengal and Orissa*); VI. the

Mongoloid type (of the Himalayas, Nepal, Assam and Burma); and

VII. the Dravidiaii type (extending from Ceylon to the valley of the

Ganges and pervading Madras, Hyderabad, the Central Provinces,

most of Central India and Chotanagpur). Of these seven types the

Dravidian alone is taken to be indigenous, or at least to be the earliest

inhabitants of India. The Indo-Aryan, the Mongoloid and the Turko-

Iranian types are considered as of foreign origin. The Aryo-Dravidian,

the Mongolo-Dravidian and the Scytho-Dravidian are composite types

formed by crossing with the Dravidians. ''The dominant influence in

the formation of these types was the jihysical seclusion of India, involv-

ing the consequence that the various invaders brought few women with

them and took the women of the country to wife. To this rule the first

wave of Indo-Aryan formed the sole exception.”* This theory supposes

that "the ancestors of the Indo-Aryans came into India from the north-

west” and that "after the first swarm of Indo-Aryans had occupied the

Punjab, a second w^ave of Aryan s]>eakiug people, the remote ancestors

1 See Imperial iiazetieer of Indian 1909, I, pp. 283*348.

2 If '^remarkable aptitude for clerical pursuits” is the distinguishing index

of thil "most distinctive type” (cf. ibid,, p. 294), then "the bulk of the population

of Orissa” can hardly be said to come under tho category of the Mongolo-

Dravidian or Bengali type.

3 ibid., pp, 347-48.
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of tlie Aryo-Dravidians of to-clay, impelled by some ethnic upheaval, or

driven forward by the change of climate in Central Asia, made their way

into India through Qilgit and Chitral and ^stoblished themselves

in the plains of the Ganges and Jumna,- the sacred Middle

land {ihidhyadc^u) of post-Vedic tradition**.* This tlieory precludes

the possibility of any fiieiidly or peaceful migrations, and postulates

nut only one invasion from the North-West but even a double invasion

and holds that *Hhe inhabitants of the Midland represents the latest

stage of Indo-Aryan immigration**'* and that “the latest invaders pro-

lably entered the Punjab like a wedge into the heart of tlie country

already occupied by the first immigrants forcing the latter outwards

in three directions to the Kast, to the South and to the West.***

Side by side with this ethnological division there is the linguistic

<Hvisioii.' The modern vernaculars of India have been broadly divided

into three groups, viz. 1. Indo-Aryan vernaculars, 2. Dravidian

languages and 3. the Mun,da languages. The Indo-Aryan verna-

culars* consist of (A) language of tlie Midland (Western Hindi)
;
(B)

Intermediate languages (Rajasthani, the Pahari languages, Gujarati,

Punjabi and Eastern Hindi); (C) Outer languages (I. North Western

group,—KiWmiri, Kohistaiii, Lahuda and Sindhi; II. Southern

language—Miar^i; and III. Eastern group—Bihari, Oriyai, Bengali

and Assamese). The Dravidian languages have been divided into four

groups viz. (1) Dravida group consisting of Tamil, Malayalam, Eana-

lese, Kodagu, Tulu, Toda, Kota, Kurukh and Malto; (2) Intermediate

languages—Gond etc.; (3) Andhra group consisting of Telugu, Eandh

and Kolami, and (4) Brahiii language. The Munda languages, which

consist of Kerwari, Kiirku, Kharija Juang, Savara and Godabea, “are

among* those which have been the loiige.st spoken in India and may with

great probability, claim to be aboriginal**. “Tlie principaP® home of

the Munda languages is Chotanagpur; speakers are further found in

the adjoining districts of Bengal, Orissa, Madras and the Central Pro-

4 Imit, (iaz. of 1909, 1,

6 Ihid,, p. 358.

8 Ibid,, p. 364.

10 Ibid., p. 383.

5 Ibid., p. 358.

7 Ibid., pp. 349-401.

9 Jbid., p. 382.
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vinees with an outlyinpr colony far to the west of Mahadeo hills, north

of Berar.*’

The theory of Aryan entry into India in two streams from the North-

West has been characterised by Pargiter as ‘improbable in itself’, and

‘wholly” unnecessary according to the tradition’. He however” iden-

tifies (1) the Ar>a^8 with the Puranic Ailas or Ksattriyas of the lunar

race, (2) the Dravidians with the M&nava or solar race Ksattriyas, and (3)

the Saudyumna stock (XJtkalas, Oayag etc.) with the Munda race, and its

branch the Monklimer folk in the East. In his opinion” ‘‘tradition or

myth thus directly indicates that the Ailas (or Aryans) entered India

from the Mid-Himalayan region”. ‘‘They (mythical tales)” certainly

suggest that Pururavas’s origin was in that north region, and this

agrees with and explains the fact that tliat region, the countries in and

beyond the middle of the Himalayas, has always been the sncTed land of

the Indians”.

One may how’ever regretfully differ from this eminent scholar in

these identifications and assert iojis. True it is that the region

—

countries in and beyond the middle of the Himalayas—has always been

of ancient sacred memories, but it is not at all so on account of its early

association with Ila or earlier Aijas who were comparatively of later

origin and were less important personalities from the religious point

of view. The region is held in high esteem” owing to its very old

association with the Hindu Triad Brahma, Visnu and >5iva, and also

with other high gods and holy sages. Badarikasrama,” the place of

Kternal Brahma, con (aims the sacred hermitage of Nara, and

Narayana, the prophet-representative” of Narayana of the Arctic region

(or of Visnu of Mid-Siberia) who first introduced” into India, the

Visnu cult of the North, tlie Bliagavata dharma, Pitr worshij) in the

11 Ancient Imimn Histuricnl Ti\iitifion^ pp. 296-97.

12 ihid., p. 295. 13 p. 299.

14 Jhid., p. 298. 15 iMhh., Udy., IJI, Saiiti, 192, 8-25.

16 Ibid,, 111, 4.

17 Cf. Mbh,, Santi, 334, 812, 28-ai ; 335, 2-15; 336, 19-60
; 338-340; 343-346;

348.

18 Cf. il/6/i., Sfiiiti, 334, 8-12, 28^1; 3.35, 2 15; 336, 19-60
;
338-340; 343-346,

;H8.
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tarpaim form and many other important religious rites. The Mount

Kailasa is the permanent favourite abode of Siva and Parvati, the place

of Kuvera, the lord over the Yaksas and Gandharva».‘* The mid-

Himalayan region is the birth-place of Uma and of the sacred*® river

Oanga and has been sanctified by the severe austerities of holy sageck

Just on its Northern border lies the much coveted Paraloka,*V the earthly

Paradise, the land of Bliss and Peace, where only the good and virtuous

people dwell, and beyond it lie the most sacred Brahmaloka and other

Tx>ka8 (see below). It is for all such reasons that the North was

considered** in ancient India as ‘the best (direction) in all respects'

where man ‘gets free from sin and attains Mukti (salvation)'.

The earlier association of the Ailas with the countries beyond the

middle of the Himalayas—Ila’s final settlement in the Ilavrta country,

Pururavas’s special attachment to the Oandharva and trans-IIimalayan

countries, Nahusa’s officiating appointment to the post of the ladra and

his final** expulsion, his brother Eaji's supremacy over the Indra, his

sons' forcible*^ occupation of the Deva countries and the manner of

their final destruction—all these clearly suggest the expansion and out-

flow of the Ailas through the North into the countries beyond and not

vice versa.

Besides, the Ailas themselves have been described from the very

beginning as a cross race of mixed origin. Ila's consort Buddha was the

illegitimate son of Soma, the emperor over the Brahmanas*^ of the North,

by Tara, an abducted lady of the Angiras clan. Ila herself was of doubt-

ful origin (see below). There was no formal or regular marriage between

her and Buddha, and the caste of their offspring, Pururava, was deter-

mined as Ksattriya** by his kamia^ duty or conduct. Pargiter does not

hay whether the Aryans were a cross race. From the Puranic descrip-

19 Mbh.^ Udy., Ill, 6-6, 11. 20. 20 Ihni., 8-9. 17.

21 Mbh.^ Santi, 192, 8-26.

22 Udy., Ill, 27, 1, Cf. Santi, 192, 21-22.

23 Cf. Mhh., Van., 181, 3043, Adi., 76, 26-29 & Santi, 342, 44-51. Udy., 11-17.

24 F«., 92, 76-99; 7?r., 11, 3-26*; 71vi., I 28. Mf. 24, 36-49. 7Mf/., TX 17, 12-16.

25 Af6/i., Udy.. Ill, 8. 3/#., 8. 2-3; II, 63; 23, 10-11. /Jri. I 25, 20; 46, 7-9;

4, 2. EvL III. 37, 6. F6. 70, 3; 90, 19. Ff>. IV 6. 6.

26 Cf. Hr., 108, 69-70,
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lion the Ailas appear more to have been an ‘Aryo-Mongoloicr race, but

there is no such ethnic division. In any case, Pargiter’s identification

of the Aryans with tlie Ailas makes the whole equal to a small part.

Pargiter^s identification of the Ksatriyas of the solar race with the

Dravidians, rests on a very slii)pery ground. Of course, the BhayavaUi

Pnrdna (sfee below) suggests that the progenitor of the solar race,

the Ksatriyas of Ayodhya, came from the Dravidade^a, but the traditions

unanimously trace the purest Arya blood, purest in descent in this clan of

Ksati iyas and that is why *'in the genealogical accounts the post of

honour in being described first is always given to the solar or Manava

race’’.

Similarly the identification of the Saiidyumna stock (Utkalas,

Gayas etc.) with the Munda race is hardly probable unless by

Mundas are understood such tribes of Savaras, Dasas, Matsyas, and

possibly the Nagas of Kadru origin, as had, by virtue of their ancient

Vedic culture and pure conduct, long been accepted into pure Aryan

fold and had since been merged beyond recognition (c.f. the statement

that Sudyumna’s sons, Utkala, Gaya etc. were much devoted to the

Dharma {Paramadharmildh),^^ very powerful, energetic and devoted*®

to Yajna). In that case the Udras, particularly the Vendtid Odas may

be equated with the Vainateya Garudas^^^ but the suggested identifi-

cation of the Utkalas etc. with the Mundas is, on the whole, highly

problematical.

The Manu Sumhitd declares all the Indians, whether ‘Aryan’

‘Dravidian’ or ‘Munda’ as coming of one single stock. The

bhdrata quotes Manu’s versions as authority above doubt and contro-

versy, and ex]dains further tJiat originally*® there was only one race

called the Brahmanas which in course of time was divided into four

sects (jdti) or castes, viz. Brahmana, Ksatriya, Vaisya^and Siidra, by

following different conduct or occupation {karma), and thereby

27 r«., 85, 18; JihCtu., IX, 1. 40; Hvs., 1, 10, 18.

28 Mkd., II, 15.

29 Compare the statement of Mhh., 101, 5-6 about the karma (conduct,) and

caste of the Qarudas with that of Jiunti., X, 43-44 regarding tho Odras or Audra-

Bravidas; Cf. also Mbh,, Ann., 35, 17-28.

30 Mhh„ Santi, 188, 10-17; Cf. Adi. 75, 13-14.

X.H.Q., juxn, 1933 7
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developing distinct temperaments (gum) and colours. The race of

Ihrihinanas first sprang from the One Brahma, and from the

Brahmaiias were borii®^ gradually the three other Varnas or castes

{jati)y the Ksaiiiya, tlie Vaisya and the Sfidra. They arc all related

to the Brahmauas by family or blood ties. All other castes except

these three are mixed®* races, produced by irregular or unauthorised

unions between the pairs of these four castes in ascending or descend-

ing order {Aniiloma or PratUoma process), or, by a series of further

complicated cross. Non-observance of time-honoured family customs

and neglect of sacred duties, inspite of the regular or orderly unions,

gave rise also to several new castes including the Vratya. The Dra-

vidians (Dravidas) w^ere Vratya Ksatriyas®® i.e. of pure Ksatriya

origin, but were reduced®^ to the status of Sudra for the negligence of

their sacred duties.

The Nisadas were born®® of the combination of Brahmana males

with iiudra females. It is unanimously held that the rac‘e first came

into being or received distinct recognition®* just after King Vena^s

death, was divided into numerous tribes in course of time by further

crosses, known under the coiiiinou designation of the Mlecchas, and

grew in number in the Treta age.®^ They were®* of charcoal colour, red

eyes, black or curly hair and w’ere a short statui'cd but very strong

people. From the very beginning they were treated as a degraded

race owing to their peculiar constitution and conduct and were/ can-

31 Mbh., Santi, 60, 42-47; Cf. Mitnu., IX. 320-21; Mbit., Santi, 56, 23)-2G,

32 //>a/., 296, 7-9; Cf. J/a/ui., X; Mhh,^ Anu, 48 & 49.

33 Mann., X, 20-22.

34 X, 43-44; JiWt,, Anu., 33, 21 22; 35, 17-18.

35 Manu.y X; il/5/i., Ann., 48, 12 says that Nisadas were born of the uni|nn of

Siidras with Ksatriya females.

36 Mt.y 10, 7-8; 68; 122-126; Hrl, 1, 5, 16-20; 7M</., IV, 14, 41-46 Mhh.,

6anti, 69, 96-97; Ih., 4, 44-47; Vh., I, 13, SO-37; To., 62, 120-125.

37 Mhh.^ danti, 207, 42-45; Mf. 4, 54 says that Pracetasa Daksa created

several tribes of Mlecchas.

38 Mhh., ftanti, 59, 95-97; Br,, 4, 44, Im., T, 1.3, .34; Tfl., 62, 121-22; Mt.; 10.

8. 123; Jlvi.y I, 6, 17. According to the TihCm,^ TV, 14, 41-46 they were of short

stature; colour, crow-black; nose-end depressed; brow broad at both sides; eyes

red; and hair of copper colour. They still live in hills and forests.
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sjoued to the Vindhya region. From their description they appear to

correspond to the present day ‘Dravidian type' of the ethnic divi-

sion in whose ‘HypicaP* specimens, the stature is diort or below mean;

the complexion very dark, approaching black; hair plentiful, with an

occasional tendency to curl, eyes dark, head long, nose very broad,

sometimes depressed at the root, but not so as to make the face appear

flat. This race, the most primitive of the Indian types, occupies tlie

oldest geological formation in India, the medley of forest clad ranges,

tei raced plateaux and undulating plains which stretches, roughly speak-

ing, from the Vindhyas to Cape Comorin." Assuming that Nisada-

Mlecehas and the Dravidians are the same, one finds a subs<tantial

difference of opinion between the ancient Indian authorities and the

modern scholars as to the origin and habitat of this race. The former

definitely call it a mixed race of Brahmana or Arya origin,

some members or tribes of which, attained at certain periods the highest

Vedic culture and introduced into India some new forms of Vedic rites,

])arti(ularly of the Pitr worship of the South (see Varaha tradition

below). The latter declare it to be ‘tlie most primitive' on the ground

that*® ‘‘taking them as we find them now, it may safely be said that

their present geographical distribution, the marked uniformity of

physical characters among the more primitive members of tlie group,

their animistic religion, their distinctive languages, their stone monu-

ments, and their retention of a primitive system of totemism justify

us in regarding tliem as the earliest inhabitants of India of whom we

have any knowledge."

To a layman ignorant of how far the present ethnic distinctions

are free from tlie cumulative effects of factors such as the total prohi-

bition of intermarriage or social exclusion, particular habitat,

environment, climate, food, conduct, habit etc., the unanimous

statement oi the Indian authorities would appear to be more convin-

cing. The primitive system of totemism is not confined to the Dra-

vidian Munda alone
; it continues as well in the shape of

lower animals, birds, lizards, snakes, and even trees, side by

39 Imperial Gazetteer of India

y

vol. I, p. 296.

40 Ibid.y p. 299.
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side with the more refined human yoiia system, even among

some ‘Aryan’ tribes including the high class Brahiuana; and the

popular tradition has it that the primitive system was first intro-

duced during the Daksa-Rudra war. During the latter phase of the

Devasura war when the Asuras were compelled to live^^ in the jungles

and hills, most probably in close association and intimacy with the

Mundas, tlie latter, apparently borrowed and adopted the Asura

custom of stone nionuments, which lia.s its echo in savuulhfiSf shlpas,

and possibly in temples of the Aryas. Their forcible total expulsion

from the pale of Aryan culture, apparently after the conclusion of the

Devasura war, and their secluded life and habits may account for

their distinctive languages, and, continuing in the original ‘animistic

religion’ ol the ancient Indian mass. Rai Bahadur S. C. Rai in his

paper/* A possible ethnic basis for the Sanslritic elenmit in the Mnndd

language^ has shown that in the Mundari vocabulary there is

“the existence of a large Sanskritic element' And it is quite re-

markable that even a number of Mundari words of primary importance

denoting things and actions wliich even tlie most primitive people can-

not do without, look like pure Sanskrit words, or clear variations of

such words”. This clearly suggests at least the linguistic origin of the

Mundas from the Aryan stock.

The Puranas, liowever, make mention of numerous Mleccha tribes

living in Indonesia, or Australasia (see below^) and it is just possible

that during the age of Asura supremacy when the great Indian empire

extended far outside (or when India proper came under the subjugation

of vthe Asuras of the now-submerged Pataln continent), free maritime

intercourse and the then political situation had led several migrations of

these Mleccha people to and from India, resulting in their manners, cus-

toms, language and religion greatly infiuenced by the out-side contact.

The Puranas are rather silent and do not make any explicit state-

ment about any out.side home of the original Indian Brahmanas or

Aryas. All references in the matter point to India itself as the

land of their origin and development. The specific mention of

41 Cf. VJ., 97, 11M24; Mat., 47, 60, 76 77, 89; 181, 6; 137, 7.

42 JBOm,, IX, pp. 376-398
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the Brahmavartta*® (the land lying between the rivers Saraevatl and

Drsadvati) as the land of good custom (ioddcdra), or, of its adjoining

countries, the Brahmarside^a (Euruksetra, Matsya, Pahcala and

Surasena)^^ from the Brahmanas of which places, the people

of the whole world should learn their respective conduct (caritra)^

indicates the ideal state of Brahinanical culture those parts once

attained, and not that they were the cradle land of Aryan immigrants

from outside (compare Mbit., Earna, 46, 14-16, saying that eternal

(lharma is also known in many other countries sv.ch as Ahga, Magadha,

Ealihga etc.).

At the same time the Puranas do record some traditions which un-

mistakably suggest immigrations to India from out-side; but those

migrations, not hostile in many cases, were not confined either to the

North West or the North (Mid-Himalayan region) alone. Almost all the

directions of India had witnessed such migrations from outside,

although at different periods. The immigrants sometimes brought with

them new faiths, different forms of worship, but they along with their

distinct culture had long been absorbed beyond recognition, in the

main body of the Indian Aryas. The current and the accepted theory

is that it is these out-side immigrants from the North-West or the North

whose descendants now constitute Aryan population of India, but if this

out-side immigration theory is to be accepted at all, then it must be

said witli some degree of certainty that the probabilities of immigrations

from the South, East and South-East are not less, if not more strong,

than from the former two directions. In this article I propose to deal

with a few such Puranic traditions as clearly suggest migrations from

the opposite directions viz. the South, East or the South-East.

{To he continued).

Narayana Thipatiii

43 A/aati,. It, 17-18, 44 ibtcf., 19-90,



The Study of Ancient Geography*

A gni-Purdna

Geographical materials, embodied in the Purayas, are not so meagre

as those of history. The ancient Aryans belonged to a nomadic race and

some of their wandering tribes did not definitely settle down till a very

late period. Even in the Pur&nic age some of them travelled from place

to place, being induced by the only aim of seeing the world.' In course

of their panderings they passed through different countries, crossing

various mountains and rivers. In those days India had established

commercial intercourse with foreign lands,^ and the growth of inter-

national trade necessitated a wide and accurate geographical

knowledge.' Con.sequently her ancient inhabitants must have stored

much vahiable geographical materials in some treatises, now lost to us,

or at least much information was orally handed down to succeeding

generations, and ultimately embodied in the Puranas.

In the Indian Antiquary (XIV, pp. 319 ff.) Dr. Burgess

suggested that lists of geographical names contained in the Puranas

,

Itihdsas, SvirtU and other available sources of information shoiild be

prepared ‘‘as a means to the better elucidation of the ancient

geography of India”. He also gives the specimen of an alphabetical

list of such names. Following his suggestion, Fleet, in a subsequent

issue of the same Journal,* gives a list of topographical names con-

tained in the Brha.f Sainhitdol Varahamihira. After him J. E. Abbott

gave a list of such names contained in ihe BJurgavata Purfma,^ After

this, no further attempt was made In this direction.

In the following pages I propose to give an alphabetical list of

topographical names as embodied in the Ayni Purana. All the various

must express my deep obligations to Dr. N. ni. Law
5
> the editor of this

Journal not only for his valuable suggestions but also for the troubles that he has

taken Ih revising this article.

1 Markar^eya P., 68. 7; 68. 16.

2 N. O. Bandyopadhyaya, Economic Life _a*id Pro(ires$ in Anc, India,

I, p. 82. 3 Ibid., pp. 294', 296.

4 M., XXII, p. 109. 6 ibid., XXUI, pp; 10.
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readiDgg have been put in the foot-notes. The text used by me is

published by the Yehkatelvara Press, Bombay
;

the ‘ figures of

references are to its chapter and verse, indicated thus LIV. 14; LVI. 4.

etc.

[Abbreviations used:—Dlia. -Bharatavarsu; Pl. = Plaksa; Pu.==Pu^kara;

Kr.-Kraunca; J.-JambCi; gal = 6ahnala; D. = Dvipa; Mi. = mountain; other

abbreviations such as N.=:North and 8. -South are easily intelligible.]

The Topographical infonnation contained in the Agni-Purdna:

A
• Auga—A country in the S.E. of Bha. LIV. 14.

Anutapta—A river in the PI. D., LVI. 4.

Andhakaraka*—A mt. in Kr. D., LVI. 13.

Andhra—A country and people in the S. of Bha. LV. G.

Abhisaha—A country in the N.K. of Bha. LV. 20.

Abhra^—A river in Kii4a-D., LVI. 11.

Aiiirta—A river in PL D,, LVI. 4.

Ambastha—A country in the S.W. of Bha. LY. IG.

Asniakn—A country in the S. of Bha. LV. 15.

Asvauiukha*—A country in the N.W. of Bha. LV. 18.

/

Iksu-sainudra—(i) A sea surrounding PI. D., LIV. 6.

(ii) A river in Saka-D., LVI. 17.

6 The reading is Andha(tba)karaka. This may be taken as Andhakaraka

or Atha-fkaraka.

7 The reading is Vidyiidabhra. This cannot be taken as one name because

in that case the number of the rivers in Kusa-D. would not count seven as it has

keen found in all other cases.

8 A country commonly receives its appellation from its people. For

example, the compounded word Mahanam (with a long nose), by which a country

was known, indicates that there lived a kind of people who-were famous for their

long noses. The words Aivamukha and Mahdkeia are of similar types. The

8akas, Sutas, Videhas and Magadhas also have imparted their appellations to

the connntries where they resided. Such terms are included in the lists of

f'onntries in the Piirana and therefore, in all such cases, they are described as

countries. Whether such countries have borrowed their names from the people

Residing there is a subject left for further investigation.
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Iiidra-Dvipa—One of the nine parts of Bha. LV. 4.

Ilavrta—One of the Varsas; it is the middle portion of J.D.,

LIV. 12; LV. I.

U

ITiuiuta—A mt. in iSal. D., LVI. G.

R

llksa—One of the Kulacalas of J.D., LV. 7.

Ksikulya—A river in Bha. LV. 10.

K

Kakudmat— mt. in Sal. D., LVI. 7.

Kahka (or Krauhca)—A mt. in Sal. D., liVI. 7.

Kataha—One of the nine parts of Bhai. LV. 5.

Kamboja—A country in the S. of Bha. LV. 15

Knrnata—A country in the S. of Bha. LV. 15.

Kalihgra—A country in the S.K. of Bha. LV. 14.

Knsmmiat—One of the nine parts of Bha. LV. 4.

Kambhoja—A country in the S.W. of Bha. LV. IG.

ixfiraka (?)—A mt. in Kr. 1)., LVI. 13.

Kaveri—A river in Blia. LV, 9; LV. 10.

li^i—A country in the K. of Bha. LV. 13.

Ka^mira—A country in the N.K. of Bha. LV. 20.

Kimpurusa—One of the Varsas; it is a part of J. D. and is to tin

‘^outh of Ilavrtavarsa, LIV. 12; LV. 2.

Iviiata—A people to the E. of Bha. LV. G.

Kunti—A country in the middle region of Bha. LV. 12.

Kumari—A river in Saka-D., LVI. 17.

Kuinuda—A mt. in Sal. D., LVI. 6.

Kumudvati—A river in Kr. D., LVI. 14.

Kuru—i;i) One of the Varsas; it is to the north of Meru mt., LIV.

12;LV.3;

(ii) A country in the middle region of Bha. LV, 12.

Ivti^a—One of the seven Dvipas; it is surrounded by Sarpis.samudra,

LIV. 5; LVI. 8.
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Ku4e4aya-~A mt. in Eu^a^D., LVI. 10.

Krsnaveiii—A river in Bha. LV. 9.

Ketumala—One of the Varsas; it is to the W. of Meru mt., LIV.

13;LV. 3.

Ketuinala<—A river in Bha. LV. 12.

Eolata—A country in the N.E. of Bha. LV. 13.

Eraniu—A river in PI. D., LVI. 4.

Kraiiiica (i) One of the seven Dvipas; ir i.s surromuled by Dadhi-

samudra, LIV. 5; LVI. 12.

(ii) A mt. in Er. D., LVI. 13.

Kh

Khasa—A country in the N.W. of Bha. LV. 18.

Khyati—A river in Er. D., LVI. 15.

G

Gabliaatimat—One of the nine parts of Bha. LV. 4.

Oabhasti—A river in Saka-D., LVI. 17.

Gandhara—A country in the N. of Bha. LV. 19,

Godavari—A river in Bha. LV. 9.

Goniati—A river in Bha. LV. 9.

Gomeda—A mt. in Pi. D,, LVI. 3.

Gauri—A river in Er. D., LVI. 14.

Gh

Ghana—A country in the S. of Bha. LV. 15.

C

Candra—A mt. in PI. P., LVI, 3.

Candrabhaga—A river in Bha. LV. 10.

Candra—^A river in Sal. D., LVI. 7.

Cedi—A country in the E. of Bhai. LV. 13,

I

Jambu Dvipa—One of the seven Dvipas; it is surrounded by

Lavapasamudra, LIV. 5; LIV. 11.

JUNE, 1933 8
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Jala-samudra<->One of the ^even oceans; ii surrounds Pu. D., LlV.

6;LVI. 20.

Jimuta—A country in the S. of Bha, LV. 16.

T

fahka^a—A country in the N.E. of Bha. LV 20.

T

Tapi—A river in Bha. LV. 9.

Taiinraparnl—A river in Bha. LV. 10

Tamravarna—One of the nine parts of Bha. LV. 4.

Turafka—A country in the N.W. of Bha. LV. 18.

Trigarta—A country in the N.E. of Bha. LV. 20.

Tridiva—A river in PI. D., LVI. 4.

D

Dakfipapatha—The southern region of Bha. 1A\ 15.

Dadhisamudra—A sea surrounding Kr. D., LIV. G.

Divavrta—A nit. in Kr. D., LVI. 14.

Dugdhasamudra—A sea surrounding Saka-D., LIV. G.

Bundubhi—(i) A int. in PI. D., LVI. 3.

(ii) A int. in Kr. D., LVI. 14.

Dyutimat—A mt. in Ku4a-D., LVI. 10.

Dravida—A country in the S.W. of,Bha. LV, 14.

Drona—A mt. in Sal. D,, LVI. G.

Dh

Bhutapupa—A river in Ku4a*D., LVI. 11.

Uhenuka—A river in Saka-D., LVI. 17.

N

Nayarastra—A country in the S. of Bha. LV. 15.

Narmada—A river in Bha. LV. 8.

Nalin!—A river in Saka-D., LVI. 17.

Navara^tra—The same as Nayaraslra.

Nagadvipa—One of the nine parts of Bha. LV. 5.
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Nabhi—One of the Vnr»a8, LIV. 12.

Naracla-^A mt. in PI. D., LVI. 3.

Nastika—A country and people in the W. of Bha. LV. 17,

Nisadha—(i) A mt. to the. S. of Meru, LIV. 9;

(ii) A country in the W. of Bha. LV. 17.

Niln—(i) A mt. to the N. of Meru, LIV. 10.

(ii) A country in the N.E. of Bha. LV. 20.

P

Pancama*—A mf.. in Kr. D., LVI. 14. (?)

Pataccarn—A country in the middle-rep^ion of Bha. liV. 12.

Payasviiu—A river in Bhil. LV. 10.

Payosni—A river in Bha. LV. 9.

Pavitra—A river in Kuwa-D., LVI. 11.

Pancalu—A country in the middle rejjrion of Bha. LV. 12.

Padma—A country in the east of Bha. LV. 13.

Pundarikavat—A mt. in Kr. D., LVI. 14.

Pundarika—A river in Kr. I)., liVl. 15.

Pundra—A country in the S.E. of Bha. LV. 14.

Pulindu—A country in the S.K. of Bha. LV. 15

Puskara—One of the seven Dvipas; it is surrounded by the sea of

sweet water, LIV. 5; LVI. 20.

Puspavat—A mt. in Kusa-D., LVI. 10.

Plaksa—One of the seven Dvipas; it is surrounded by Iksusamudrn,

LIV. 5; LIV. 10; LVI. 1.

B
Buhllka—A country in the N. of Bha. LV. 19.

Brahmaputra—A country in N.E. of Bha. LV. 20.

Bh

Bhadra^va—One of the Varsas; it is to the E. of M^ru, TJV. 12;

LV. I.

9 It IS (loubtiiil whether the word FaUvnmn means ‘the fifth*, or it is the

name of a mountain. But here it is taken as a mountain because otherwise the

list of the seven mts. will not be complete.
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Bh&rata—One of the Vardas; it is to the S. of Meru, liV. 2; LV. 4.

Bblmarath!—A river in Bha. LV. 9.

M
Mattagahga—A river in BhJ. LV. 10.

Matsya—A country in the middle region of Bha. LV. 12.

Modra—A country, in the N. of Bh&. LV. 19.

Madhyadei^a—The middle region of Bha. LV. 11, 12,

Manojavai—^A river in Kr. D., LVI. 14.

Mnndara—A mt. in Kuen-D., LVI. 10.

Malaya^—A mt. in Bha. LV. 7.

Mah^ke^a—A country in the N.W. of Bha. LV. 18.

MahanadI—A river in Bha. LV. 9.

Mahuina^«:n—

K

country in the N.W. of Bha. LV. IS.

Mahisa—A mt, in Sal-D., LVI. (i.

Main—A river in Ku4a-D., LVI. 11.

Mahendra—A mt. in Bha. LV. 7.

Magadha—^A country in the E. of Bha. LV. 13.

M&ndavya—A country in the N.W. of Bha. LV. 18.

Mathura—A country in the W. of Bha. LV. 17.

Miilaka—A country in the S.E. of Bha. LV. 14.

Mulikfi—A country in the N.W. of Bha LV. 18.

Meru-~A mt. in J . D., LIV. 7; LV. 2.

Mleccha—A country in the VT. and N. of Bha. LV, 17; LV. 19.

Y

Tavana—A country and people to the W. of Bha. LV. (I
;
liV. 17.

Tonitoya—A river in 8al-D., LVI. 7.

Yaudheya—A country in the middle region of Bha. LV. 12.

R
Bamya

.
(Bamyaka)—One of the Varsas; it is to the N.W. of

Meru, LIV. 12; LV. 3.

fiatri—A river in Kr. D., LVI. 14.

L
Lampaka (Lambaka)—^A country in the N. of Bha. LV. 19.

Lovana—One ot the seven seas; it surrounds the J. D., LIV,
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Lata—A country in the S.W. of BJia. LV. !(>.

Lokaloka—A mt. beyond the Svadudaka-samudra which surrounds

the Pu. D., LVI. 21.

V

VaAgfa—A country in the S.K. of Bhii. LV. 14.

Varada—A river in Bha. LV. 8.

Vainana—A mt. in Kr. D., LVI. 13.

Vanina—One of tlie parts of Bha. LV. 5.

Vitrsna—A river in Sal-D., LVI. 7.

Vidarbha—A country in the S.E. of Bha. LV. 14.

Vidarbha—A river in Bha. LV. 11.

Videha—A country in the E. of Bha. LV. 13.

Yidyut—A river in Eu4a-D., LVI. 11.

Vidruina—A mt. in Ku^a-D., LVI, 10.

Vidhrti—A river in 8al-D., LV. 8.

Vindhyar~A mt. in Bha. I/V. 8; LV. 14.

VipaAi—A river in PI. D., LVI. 4.

Vimooain—A river in Sal-D., LVI.^ 7.

Vednsiiirti—A river in Bha. LV. 8.

Venuka—A river in Saka-D., LVI. 17.

VaiMiraja—A mt. in PI. D., LVI. 3.

S

Saka—A country in the S.W. of Bha. LV. 10.

Satadru—A river in Bha. LV. 11.

Saka—One of the seven Dvipas; it surrounded by Diijirdha-

samudra, LIV. 5; LVI. 15.

Sahuala—One of the seven Dvipas; it is surrounded by Sura-

samudra, LIV. 5; LVI. 5.

Sikhi—^A river in Pi. D., LVI. 4.

Siva—(i) A river in Bha. LV. 8;

(ii) A river in Ku4a-D., LVI, 11.

Suktimat—A mt. in Bha. LV. 7.

Sukla—A river in Sal-D., LVI. 7.

Sftrasena—A country in the middle reprion of Bha. LV. 12.
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Sringin—A mt. to the N. of Mem, LIV. 10.

Sveta—A mt. to the N. of Mem, LIV. 10.

S

Sandhya—A river in Kr. D., LVI. 14.

Sanmnti—A river in Kiisa-D., LVI. 11.

Sarayu—A river in Bha. LV. 9.

Sarasyati—A river in Bha. LV. 10.

Sahya—A mt. in Bha. LV. 7.

Sarpissamudra—One of the seven Seas; it surrounds \he Ku.4a-]).,

LIV. 6.

Simhala—One of the nine parts of Bha. LV. o.

Sukrta/—A river in PI. D., LVI. 4.

Sukiimari—A river in Saka-D., LVI. 17.

Siunanas—A mt. in PI. U., LVI. 3.

Surasa—A river in Bha. LV. 8.

Surasamudra—One of the seven Seas; it surrounds Sal-D.,

LIV. G.

Suta~A country in the E. of Bha. LV. 13.

Saindhava-“A country in the W. of Bha. LV. 17.

Somaka—A mt. in PI. I).', LVI. 3.

Stananaga—A country in the N. of IBia. LV. 19.

Striimikha—A coumry in the S,\V. of IMul. IjV. 1G.

Strirajya—A country in the W. of Blta. I*V. )7.

H

Hari—A mt. in Kusa-D., LVi. 10.

Harivarsa—One of the Vursas; it is to the S.W. nf Meru, TjIY. Vi.

Himavat—A mt. to the 8. of Meru, LIV. 9.

Himacala—A mt. in the X. of Bha. LV. 19.

Hiranmaya (Hiranvat)—One of the Varsas; it is to the S.K. of

Meru, LV. 1; LIV. 12.

Hemakuta—A mt. to the S. of Meru, LIV. 9.

Heinasaila—A mt. in Ku.sa-D., LVI. 10.

V. Trivkpi



Caste and Chronology of the Fala kings of Bengal

The caste and the chronology of the Pain kings ale two of the

vexed questions of the history of Bengal. In this paper we shall try to

throw sonie new light on them.

Our sources of information are

:

1. The colophon of the commentary of the Astasdhamkd-

pnijm-panimiUi by Haribliadra. It was. written in the reign of

Dhurmapala. He is spoken of as UajahhaUddi-vamki-piititu} i.e. des-

cended from a family: of which Rajabhata was the first.

2. The Eamauli copper-plate grant of Vaidyadeva,* which speaks

of Vigrahapala III as vamie mihinisya jitavdn i.e. born in the race of

the sun.

3. The comments on the verse 4, chap. I of the Rdmacarita by

Sandhyakaraiiandi.‘‘ Dharmapala is here described as samudni-kula-

dipa i.e. the light of the race of the ocean.

4. The comments on verse 17 of the same cliapter and book, which

say ;
—

pdrthivo yo ndhhih Kmtnyu^^taamdi sainbhiitnh vidhir=i

iv-eti HeS’Opamd
/

atm hUpater= Vditudevusya ndbh ito= ayavail

— udbhutahj ^esavi mgamavif vhhayatr=dpi mmanilj

i.e. both Kamucandra and Ramapala were of the Ksatriyu race.

5. Tlie Vyd^a-pumna of Siiphagiri embedded in the Balldlacanta,

In this the Palas have lieeii described as the worst of tlie Ksatriyas.*

0. Turanatha (1008 says that (iopiila was born at Pundra-

vardhana of a beautiful Ksatriyu young woman who was in, liaison with

a tree god. ’

1 R. D. Banerji’s JiCihulUr iiiha»y vol. 1., p. UO ii.

2 Ki>. Jiid., vol. II, p. 360.

3 lidmn-viinfa^ p, 20.

4 p. 4.

6 Schiefiier’s (tesciticlitc di'9 ItuiUihifinHH in hnlivu; p. 105, quoted in

i.Il.Q., vol. VII J, p. 63t)-31.
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7. A Bengal poet named Oliaiiarama in
.
the Kdnurpdld of his

book named Dharmamangala says:—

’jfirfht «

4|^ I

f’im aimi II

’Ttt?i tni 4^ I

<('^*11511 Ttit «

W ^?I (Tit^ 1

»ICtf?f #5 «

C®W5 ?f? I

i.e. Dharmapala, the king of Gauda was without a child, llis queen

Vallabha while in exile was enjoyed by the ocean and thus the lord of

Gauda (Devapala) was born.

To these we shall add a new piece of evidence, which we have

recently come across in a Campu-kdvya called the Vdayasundan-haAhd,

Author of this is onef Soddhala, a Gujarat-poet of tlie eleventh century,

A.D. He says that Dharmapala, the lord of Northern India

(Uttardpatha-svdml) and of the family of Mandhata (Mandhatr-vamsa)

was beseiged in a fort by a Siladitya of the Valabhi dynasty and was

obliged to capitulate.*

Now let us see if we can come to a definite conclusion from these

seemingly discrepant versions.

Mm. H. P. Sastri has in his introduction lo the Bamaan itii (pp. 2-4)

discussed all the above points excepting Nos. 4 & (i. He has translated

RdjabhaUddi-vainm-patita as Mescendant of a military officer of some

king'. Others, however, have taken Bajabhata to be a proper name,

which seems preferable. They identify him with Bajabhata, whom

the Chinese traveller Seng-chi found ruling in Samatata in the latter

half of the seventh century. According to this view Bajabhata must

have been the first king of his line and the founder of the dynasty,

6 '^katliancana baiiyasii &aptai*i£a-sainagrei.i=0ttarapat)iai8VfliiiHiH Mai:

driltr-vaip^a-prabhaveiia bhfibhrta Dliarmapalena saha vigrubo^^dirghataniB'

avapa”.

—

Vduyasundari-kathd (Gaekwad’s Oriental Series), p. 4.
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as the word adi indicates. Considering his time, i.e., the latter

part of the seventh century, he cannot be fai* removed from Dharmapala.

The Khalirapur plate^ of Dharmapala supplies us with the names of three

of his ancestors, viz., Qopala, his father; Vapyata, his grandfather; and

Dayitavisnu, his great-grandfather. We do not find any Rajabhata

among these nauiies. Of these Dayitaviijnu far from being a king

was not even a military man, as has been pointed out by Mm. H. P.

Sastri.® His son Vapyata is said to have ‘become famous as the des-

troyer of adversaries\ We are inclined to think that he, by his suces-

ful military career, became a feudatory king of Sainatata. The

word put before Vapyata and Qopala and not before Dayitavis^iu

also gees to support our supposition that Vapyata was the first king of the

line. We have already shown that according to the statement of Hari-

bhadra, Rajabhata was the first king. If our surmise is correct

Rajabhata becomes identical with Vapyata. We think that Vapyata

is a contracted form of Vappa- or Vappi-bhata. He might also

have been called Rajabhata after he became a king. In the

Chatsu inscription of Baladitya* Sanakaragana is said to have

conquered Bhata, the. lord of Qauda *Bhata7g jitva Gaitda-kpiipam,

Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar who edited the inscription identifies

Bhata with Surapala, while Dr. R. C. Majumdar thinks that

Bhata meant ‘fighter' and lj>y it Dharmapala was referred to.*® Both,

however, agree in identityin(g this Bhata with a Pala king. Can it be

that it (Bhata) was the dynastic name of the P^as? In fact nowhere in

their inscriptions they called themselves Palas. It was in the charter

of Vaidyadeva that they were for the first time called PiUa-kula, This

identification, however, does not help us in determining the caste of the

Palas, nor does it
,
go against taking them as Ksatriyas.

Some again proceeding a little further identify Rajabhata of

Haribhadra and Rrijabhata of Seng-chi with Rajaraja or Rujarajabhata,

7 Hik Jnd,, vol. IV, p. 247.

8 Huhia-onitn, p. g.

9 Up. hid., vol. Xll. p. 12.

ll) Jour, of Mfer.t., vol. X. p. 41n.

i.ii.y., JUNE, 1933 9
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son of Devakliadga of the Khadga dynasty of Bengal." -There are

rerlain difficulties in this identification. This Rajaraja or Rajaraja-

bhatu was not* the first king of this line. How again can Dayitavisnu,

w’ho is not a king, be included in this line of kings? Devakhadga is

identified by some with Devavarma, the king of Eastern India mention^-

ed by the Chinese traveller Hwui Lun. If there is any truth in this

identification, w-e find that the surnames of Khadga and Varma are

interchangeable. Varma is a well-known surname of the Ksatriyas.

According to the Sahlxha-sindi a surname of a Ksatriya should be indi-

cative of strength ^ha1dnritain\ Both Ehadga and Varma are the

accessories of war, so they are suitable surnames of a Ksatriya.

Er>m this we may surmise that the Palas were Ksatriyas. But again

they are also tlie surnames of Brahmanas and Kayasthas, i.e. the Nagara

Brahmanas of Gujarat and the Kayasthas of Bengal." Vi^vakhadga is

a Brahmana donee of the Tippera copper-plate grant of lx)kauatha,"

who flourished about this time.

Mm. Sastri has thrown out a ‘conjecture^^* that Dayitavisnu might

have descended froiii the family of Maharaja Matrvisiui mentioned in

the Iran stone boar inscription. But as besides Dayitavisnu, there is no

name in the Pala dynasty which ends with vifnu, he surmises that it

indicates illegitimacy, for tlie Visnus of Iran were Brahmanas.

This conjecture has no basis. We need not run to Iran stone

boar or pillar" for a Brahmana with the name-ending Vipiu.

Prabhavari§avisuu is one of the Brahmana donees of the charter

of Lokanatha adverted to above. Guna-visnu is the well-known author

cf the Chmdogya-mcnitra^blumja. Besides there is Kopivisnu, the

Mahii-sdnJhi-vigrahilxa of Visvarupasena." All of them are of Bengal.

We, of course, do not know the caste of .the last one. Visnu

is no\i-a-days found exclusively among the Kayasthas of Bengal.

11 JA^n.^ 1923, p. 378.

12 Ep. ind,, vol. XV, p. 30v^, 1. 37.

13 Kdyaitha-Samujj 1331 b.h.. p. 288.

14 Ituma-carihi^ p. 6.

15 (jlupta inm i'., pp. 89 and 169.

16 lieno . inscr.f (Varendra Res. Soc.l, vol. Ill, p. 139.
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We do not understand how tlie fact of giving up the name-

ending or the surname of Visnu by the Palas after Dayitavisnu at

all indicates their illegitimacy. The history of India bears ample

evidence to show that Brahmanas taking up the Ksatriya profession

assumed Ksatriya surnames and were merged into the Ksatriya

caste. By and by mythological genealogies from the sun or the moon

were invented for them. But for this reason nobody ever called them

illegitimate. Take, for instance, the case of Mayurasarman,

the founder of the Kadamba dynasty. He and his descendants

assumed the Ksatriya surname of Varman. The Pallnvas although

claimed descent from Ai^.vatthaman, a Brahmana, used the Ksatriya

surname, Varman. The Cauhans of Broach claimed to be of Vatsa

gotra.*^ They used the Brahmana surname Dama for some generations

and then gave it up and assumed Bhata or Vaddha. The Cauhan

prince Samanta is spoken of distinctly as a Vipra i.e. Brahmana of the

Vaisa gotra in the Bijolia inscription {JASB.^ vol. LV‘ pt. i, p. 41).

Their Brahmana origin is hinted at even in a later work like

PrthVml}a-riuiya (V . 20) ;
—

asih snat-otthito yasya Qahga-sagara-sahgame/

ciram Oauda-rasa-(a?) suddha brahmanatam yayau//

The verse is in double entendre. The sword of Diirlabharaja lost

its Iiisture by being tarnished with the blood of the Oaudas (Gauda^rasa),

but it regained it by being washed in the confluence of the Ganges

with the sea. In the case of Durlabharaja himself it is said that he

had been degraded or fallen from his brahmaiihood by drinking wine

igandn-ram) hut regained it by bathing in the lioly waters of the

Gnhgd-sagara-sahgama. In the Havmira-mahu-kdvya (I, 27.) also

Vusudeva is called a Diksita, ' which is distinctly a Brahmana

surname, as has been pointed by Prof. Bliandarkar (/.A., vol. XL.,

p. 26 n). Brahmanas with the surname of Ddvia are found in many

inscriptions. Syvatadama of the Vatsa gotra is a donee in the Nidhan-

pur charter of Bhaskaravarman.”

17 Kp. Ind., vd. XII, p. 197.

18 Ep. /«(/., vol. XIX, p. 125.
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Both Sastri and Banerjee seem to have laid undue stress on the

tradition that the Palas had descended from the sea. Although Sastri

noticed the disagreement between the statement of the Rdmacarita and
#

Dharmamangalay still he opined that the Bengal tradition was

embodied in the latter. According to the latter only DeVapala was the

son of the ocean-god, while according to the former his father Dharnia-

pala was the saviudra-knla-dipa, Banerjee has gone further. He has

rushed to the conclusion that ‘the forefather of this line of kings came

from the sea and in the absence of a plausible account of their ancestry

became known as the children of the sea-god.*® Ghanarama was an

author of much later date. He wrote his book in 1713 A.D.** He was

a poet and not a historian. He might have confused tradition of sagnra-

wmia into sdgara-vamh and wrote as his poetic fancy led him. His

facts are also not reliable. He says that Dharmapala was without a

son (apiitraka), but we know that Dharmapala had, besides Devapala,

another son named Tribhuvanapala. Again he says Vallabha was the

mother of Devapala but we know her name was Rannadevi. No vserious

student of history should therefore place any importance in his version.

In all probability he has confounded the Dharmapala of Dandablnikti of

the Tirumalai inscription of Rajendra Cola (Ep. hid., vol. IX,

pp. 229-33) with the Dharmapala of the Pala dynasty,

Mr. Prabhas Chandra Sen has pointed out** that in the Udvm-
carita, Palas have been called not only samvdra-kitla-dJpa, but also as

Ksatriyas. He interprets that savutdra-kala means surya^kula or solar

race to which Saniudra belonged. In support of his interpretation he

has quoted from the Rfxvxdyann (Lahka-kanda, Sarga XIX, vs. 30-31)

to show that the Saiuudra has been called jndti or agnate kinsman of

Ramacandra, who also belonged to the solar race.

We quite agree with Mr. P. C. Sen in his interpretation. In fact

we find in the Biahma-punwa (chap. VIII, vs. 59-GO) that the king

Sagara obtained a boon from god Narayana that Sagara will get Samudra

19 ltdma-earifa, p. 2.

20 The Pdlas of Bengal by R. D, Banerji, Chap. I, Intro.

21 Hist, of Beng. Lang, and Lit. by D. C. Ren, p. 371,

22 Kaifastha-SnwOj, 1336 n.s.. p. ISo,
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us his Bon. Samuilra was henceforth called Sagara i.e. the son of Sagara.

It is clear from the charter of Vaidyadeva that the Palag were at that

time known a« of the solar race. The author of the Rdmacariia was a

little later than Taidyadeva. So he must have known the accepted ver

gion of the pedigree of the dynasty of his hero. It cannot therefore be

believed that of all persons Sandhyakaranandi, a son of a high official of

Ramapfila, should deviate from the current version, and assign a

nondescript pedigree. We call it nondescript because there is no epic or

pauranic version to the effect that Samudra propagated a family. On the

otiher hand, Sagara-varnia is welUknown. So it would be quite reasonable

to think that by Samudra-kula he meant Silrya^kula i.e. the family to

which Samudra belonged. Again Sagara is one of the 108 names

of Surya.** According to this also, samvdra-kula may mean silrya-kula.

It is not only that the P&las of Bengal are said to be of the Sagara-

vaiiia, but others also claimed the same pedigree. A feudatory of the

early Cola Aditya Karikala is said to have belonged to the Sagara

Virata dynasty.*^ In the Tamil portion of the record Virata has been

put as Ilada. Dr. Erishnaswami Aiyangar thinks’^ that this Ilada is

no other than Badha, a division of Bengal and that the connection with

Sagara would refer the individual perhaps to a family of Bengal. We
do not know how far Dr. Ai^iangar is right in his assumption. It

appears that there was a country called Virata probably in Southern

India, for we find that Hoyeala Visnuvardhana captured the fort of

Viratanagara,**

Taranatha says that Gopala was born of a beautiful E^atriya woman

by a tree-god. It need not be told that this is a pure and simple

myth. But we think that giving currency to such a legend was dic-

tated by a policy of state. Gopala was not a member of the royal

23 Mahahhamta, III, 132.

24 South, hid. Up. Uep. for 1900-7, Sec. 66, pp. 87*88.

26 Jonr. o/ Ind, rol. IV, p. 330.

26 Inscr. at 8ravAna-Be|ago|a, No. 138; Ep, Car.^ vol. IV, Ng. 70. King

Virftta’s capital is identified with Pftnungal or HSnungal in Dharwar (Rice’s

Mysore and Coorg^ p. 2). There is also a Birat in Rangpur Dist. of Bengal.

Mn. Hep, Sur, Ind, for 1925*26, p. 113, and Olaaier’s Rangpnr, p. 8). It is

not in RAf^ha, hut in Gau^la or Pu^d^’s^s^dhana, It contains ancient remains,
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family of Bengal nor in any way connected with it. He might have

been elected by some influential persona of the State, but it is not

unlikely that there existed an opposite faction which did not favour it.

With a’ View perhaps to inspire awe into the minds of the people and

thereby suppress disaffection, it was thought expedient to circulate the

story that the king was no ordinary mortal but the son of a god and

is protected by him. A similar instance can be found in the history

of Kashmir. Durlabhavardhana reigned in the earlier part of the

7th c. Like Oopala he was not of the blood-royal, and is said to be

the son of the mythical Earkotaka Naga. To attribute supernatural

powers to the king was a well-known poilicy of state evea in the time

of Kautilya.*^ An illustration of this policy in later times will be

found in the epithet of Siddharaja or Siddha-mkravartin applied to

C&lukya Jayasimha of Oujarat. This was necessary in the case of

Jayasimha as his '^succession to the throne was attended with struggle

and intrigue.

We shall now discuss the new piece of evidence supplied by the

Gujarat poet Soddhala. According to him Dharmapala was defeated

by fliladitya of the Valabhi dynasty. Now this Hharmapala has been

described as Uttarapatha-svanil and of tlie Mmdhdfr’vumm, What

other Dharmapala known to history can he styled as the lord of the

Northern India and is at the same time a contemporary with any one

of the Siladityas than the Dharmapala of the Pala dynasty of Bengal?

In his Khalimpur charter we find that he made the kings of Kuni,

Yadu, Yavana^ Avanti, Gandhara, Kira, Bhoja, Matsya and Jladra,

that is all the principal kings of the Northern India to agree to the

selection of Cakrayudha to the throne of Kanauj. After this, is there

left any vestige of doubt that he was the persoii meant? Now let u«

see whether he was a contemporary with any one of the Siladityas of

Yalabhi. We shall presently see that Dharmapala reigned in the

latter half of the eighth century. The last king 'of the Valabhi

dyn^ty is Siladitya VII. Hie only known date is 766 A.D.** So

27 Kautilya’s Artha-SMra^ Bk. IV, Chap. V.

28 Bomb, Crazr., vol. I, Pt. I, pp. 171-74. 29 Gupta Insh.j p. 173.
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jpharmapala was at least a contemporary with ‘this Siladitya. So far#

therefore, there is no improbability in. Soddhala^s statement.

Let us now examine the other statement of Soddhala, calling

Dharmapala of the Mandhatr^vamiiL Both Vaidyadeva and Sandhya-

karanandi were connected with the Pala dynasty. One was a feudatory

of Kuinarapaila and the other a son of the SandhivigraJiiJca of Madana-

piila. So their statement might have been vitiated with partiality, but

]io such charge can be laid against Soddhala. His statement must

have been based on some record or on tradition which has been liaiided

down from the time of Dharmapala. In point of time his evidence is

next to Haribhadra^s. We can hove no objection in accepting his

evidence as independent and trustworthy. It may be argued that if

tile Palas are of the Mandhutr lineage why their ina^asti-hams are

silent about itP No, they are not silent. In verse 11 of the Ehalimpur

charter of Dharmapala himself, his army has been compared to that

of Mandhata and his opponent Indrayudha to Mahendra. This allu-

sion may be unintelligible now, when all tradition is lost, but in

Dhariuapala's time, people found no difficulty to understand

it. There is no doubt that they did not avail of every (ipportunity to

proclaim their Esatriya origin and epic lineage, like their Hindu

compeers. The reason is not far to seek. They were Buddhists and

were not, therefore anxious to parade their Esatriya origin in their

pniiastis every time.

We have seen that all but one evidence go to prove the Esatriya

origin of the Palas. That one again is not against their being

Esatri^as. 1‘iVeu the account of Taraimtha shows that they were

Esatriyas at least from the mother’s side. The fact of being of the

Mandhiitt-iavisa does not ran counter to their being also of the Sagara-

vuui^n, as Maudhdta belonged to the solar race and Sagara was a des-

cendant of Mandhata. Their claim to Esatriyahoo<l was as good as

that of the many ruling dynasties of their time. This is proved by

their matrimonial connections with the recognised Esatriya dynasties

8uch as the Eastrakutas and the Cedis.

It is not unlikely that the Palas were originally Brahmanas but

were merged into the Esaftriya caste by taking up the Esatriya pro-

fession, like the Eadambas, Ouhilots and others. And when they
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became kings, an epic lineage was found for them like so many royal

dynasties of the mediaeval India. If their claim to Esatriyahood is

not disputed, we do not quite see why the claim of the Palas should be

questioned. Their claim is at least as early as that of Dharmapala,

and that it found ready recognition is proved by his marriage with

a Rastrakiita princess.

Chronology

Now we sliall take ly) the other controversial question, the chro-

nology of the Palas. Soddhala says that Dliarnuipala came into con-

flict with a Siladitya of the Valabhi dynasty. We have no direct

evidence to corroborate it. Hut considering the fact that he broughi

so many kings under his influence, got presents from the kings

of Northern India, and his army penetrated as far as the

Gokarnatirtlia,^* it is not at all improbable that he led his conquering

expedition to Gujarat also. Besides, among his dependants we find the

Latas.'® He also granted land to the Lata Brahmanas.®' These clearly

prove his connection with Gujarat. This statement of Soddhala

supplies us with a data for ascertaining the time of Dharmapala

approximately. The Khalimpur charter of Dharmapala was issued in

the thirty second year of his reign. We find in it reference to his

<lefeating Indrayudha, the king of Kaiiauj, and also of placing

Cakrayiidha on the throne of Kanauj. So Dharmapala must have done

all these on or before the 82nd year of his reign. According to the

Jaina Hanvavisa Indrayudha was reigning in 783 A.D. His defeat,

therefore, cannot be earlier than this date. Even assuming

tliat this took place in 783 A.D. and in tlie 32nd year of Dharma-

pala, lie could not have ascended the throne earlier than 752 A.D.

The last king of the Valabhi dynasty was 8iladitya VII. His only

known date, we have seen, is 766 A.D. He could not have survived

later than 770 A.D. According to the Hindu account preserved by

Albetuni the fall of Valabhi was due to an Arab naval expedition from

30 /n(/: Ant, vol. XXI, pp. 2o4-57.

31 Uid,
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Mansura. Tin's is suppo.-ied to have taken place some time between 750

and 770 A.D.^* Dharmapala could not, therefore, have begun hie

reign later than 770 A.D. Thus we get two dates, the earliest and the

latest, viz., 752 and 770 A.D. within which must lie the first year of

the reign of Dharmapala. Let us see if we can fix a date nearer to the

actual date of Dharmapala’s accession to the throne. We know from

the Bodh-Gaya inscription^® of the 26th year of reign of Dharmapala

that the fifth tithi of the dark fortnight of the month of Bhadra of

that year fell on a Saturday. According to the above calculation his

2Gth year must be between 777 and 795 A.D. By consulting

Swamikkannu Pillai^s Indian Chivnology we find that the years 786,

789 and 793 A.D. satisfy the above conditions. Now according to this

the initial years of the reign of Dharmapala must be one of the three

years—761, 764 and 768 A.D. Of these the earliest, viz., 761 A.D.

seems more probable. It would not be reasonable to think that

immediately on ascending the throne he was in a i>osition to embark on

such a big conquering expedition as to overrun the whole of Northern

India and some portion of the Deccan. He must have taken some time

to make necessary preparations for such an extensive undertaking and

also to cojisolidate his power in his neighbouring kingdoms such as

Gauda, Kuniaru])a and other countries which, according to Taranatha,

lie conquered. Dr. Shahidullah has also arrived at this date but from a

difterent data vol. VII, p. 536).

The date ofKiimarapala (‘an similarly be fixed apiiroximately. The

Kamauli grant of Vaidyadeva of Kamariipa was made at the cisuvati

(samkrdnti) in Vaisdkha on lilddasl. It was entered on the Ist of

Vaimkha in the 4th regnal year. We can assume with pretty certainty

that Eumarapala reigned some time in the first half of the 12th century.

Now only three years viz., 1119, 1123 and 1142 A.D. satisfy

the above conditions. Of these only the first two seem to be more pro-

bable. It is a common practice with a feudatory chief to use the regnal

year of his overlord. So this 4th year must be taken to be that of

32 Kp. hoi., vol. JV, p. 243.

33 Jionib. (iazr,, vol. 1, Pt. I, p. 93.

JUNE, 1933 10
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Eumarapala. This must have falleu iu 1119 or 1123 A.D., and he

must have commenced his reign in lllG or 1120 A.D. If the fourth

year of his reign fell in 1142 A.D. the initial year of his reign would

be 1139 A.D. We know that Eumarapala ruled at least 4 years. His

successor Qopala’s reigning period is not known. But his successor

Madanapala ruled at least 19 years.^^ We also know that Govindapala

began his reign iu 1161 A.D.’* But even eliminating the reigning period

of Oop&la III, Madanapala must have ruled up to (1139 + 4 4- 19) = 1162

A.D. So Eumarapala could not have ascended the throne later than

1120 A.D. Dr. H. C. Majumdar has also arrived at this date by n

different calculation.*’

Monomohan Chakravarti has shown that king Nayapala might have

ascended the throne between 1030 and 1033 A.D.** Now we hope it

would not be very difficult to draw up an approximate chronology of

the Pala kings of Bengal with these three points almost fixed and the

known reigning periods of these kings.

JoGXNUBA Chandra Ohosh

34 i'roc. A#. 188^ p. 80.

35 Arch, l^urv. of ind,, vot. ill, p. 125.

36 Ibid.

37 JASB., N.li. XVIII, p. 0.
'

38 IbkI., 1000, pp. 102-3.
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IV

Visnitranlhana III, Samastahhuvandilraya, Trihh'uvanlmhiHa.

and Vi»av\aRiddhi (A.D. 709-746)

Visuuvardbana assumed the titles of Samaatabbuvan^raya,

Tribhiivanankusa and Visamasiddlii, Six insoriptions of his reijrn have

been discovered.

(i) Tht Ganapavaram plates.^

A inunber of plates was found in the villapte of Qanaiiavaram, in

the Bhimavarani taluka of the Kistna District. It records the errant

of two 'iiivartanas' of land, in the village of Ariyeru, in the Attili-

visaya, to Nuri-4arman, son of Nanni-j^arman, a resident of

Padminyagrahara. The grant was executed by Nissaraminyi who was

also the executor of the grant of Mahgi-Yuvaraja 1.

(ii) The Pasapuharru plates.^

The Pusapubarru inscription states tliat some lands in the village

of Pasapubarru, in the Gudrabiira-visaya, were granted to Ke^ava^arman

of Parandur. The grant was executed by Vijayamahadevi, the chief

queen of Visnuvardhana III.

(iii) The Setapadu inscription,^

An inscription was found at Setapadu in the Guntur taluka. It

registers a gift of laud at Velaluru by a certain Kaimoba. It was issued

in the 38rd year of the reign of Sarvalokasraya Sri-Visnuvardhana-

Maharaja. The King may be identified with either Visnuvardhana III

or Visnuvardhana IV,
^

both of whom enjoyed a fairly long reign.

^Continued from page 780 vol. VIII.

1 1925, p. 76.

2 lh\d., 1917, p. 116.

3 ibid., 1917, p. 116.
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(it) The PeMvali interipldon.*

An inscription was brought to light in the village of Peravali. It

states that the King Yifnuvar^hana granted the village of M-Ivinthi*

palli, in the Ve(ngi)n5ndu-vi8aye to Virndarman, a resident of

the village Peruvali. Peruvali is identical with the village Peravali

where the record was fov''d.

(v) The MiutnUcuif4^ plates, Saha 684.*

!Fhe ICusinikunda plates register the grant of the village

Ifueinikunda, in Tooka-Natavadi-vi^aya, to the Jaina temple

Nadumbi-vasti at Bijavida (built byP) Ayyana-Maliaderi, queen of

Kubja-Vi^uvardhana-Mahar&ja. The executor of the grant was the

queen herself. The inscription wae issued by YisnuTardhana-Maharaja,

son of Mahgi-Yuvaraja, in 8aka 684= 762 A.D. The inscription offers

some difficult problema for solution. The date falls in the latter part of

the reign of Yispuvnrdhana Ill’s son.Yijayaditya I. This leads to the

supposition that though Yisnuvardhana abdicated his throne in favour

of his son in the middle of the 8th century A.D., he carried on his public

works even up to the 7th decade of the same century. As the executor

of the grant was the queen of Eubja Yisnuvardhana and as the ins-

cription contains the seal of the latter, it may be suggested that the

present record is a renewal of an old one, issued during the reign of

YifDuvardhana I.

Of the localities, Bijav^a is evidently the modern Bejwada.

Nktavlidi corresponds to the modern Nandigama, in the Eistna

District.*

(vi) The JeHayit'm ppiteaJ

A number of plates was discovered in the Eistna District of

Jafayuru, in the Plolanandu-visaya, granted by Prthivipothi, the

brfoved daughter of Maghinduvaraja, on the occasion of a Sainkranti,

in the year twenty three of the reign of Yifnuvardhana-Maharaja, sou

4 Ibid., 1916, p. 90.

6 8E., 1994, p. 117.

6 Ibid., 1917, p. 116.

7 EJ., vbl. XVIII, p. 68.,
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of Vijayasiddhi to a BrahmaOa resident of Eommara. The land was

bounded on the east by the Kliyeru river, on the west by Eakandivada.

Dr. Hultzsch suggests that Maghinduvnraja is the same as

Mahendravarman, the Pallava king of Eailei.* I think the name is

a corruption of Mahgi-Yuvaraja who might have been identical with

the son of Eokilivarma Anivwita. Of the localities, Plolnandu-visaya

is the same as Prolnandu or Prolunandu which corresponds to south-

western part of tlie Godavari District, comprising the Ramachandra-

puram, Cocanada, Peddapuram talukas and the Divisions of Tuni

Fithapuram.* Ja}ayuru is the modern Jallurii in the Pithapuram

Division. Eliyeru is the modern Eleru river flowing through Pitha-

puram. Eakandivada may represent the modern Cocanada. Eommara

is the modern village of the same name in the Ellore taluka of tlie

Eistna District.

During the latter part of the reign of Visnuvardhana, Prthivi-

vyiighra, the chief of the NMdas, invaded the southern part of

Eastern Calukya dominion. Just about this time Udayacandra, the

lord of the city of Vilvala and a general of Nandivarman II,

the Pallava Eing of Eahei, was carrying on military excxirsions in

order to rescue his master from the hands of the invading Dramila

princes. He killed the Pallava Citramaya and defeated the hostile

armies on the battle fields of Nimba (vuna), Cutavana, Saukaiagrama,

Nellfir, Nelveli, and Suravarundfir." Nellfir is evidently the modern

Nellore, the headquarters of the District of the name in the Madras

Presidency. The northern portion of this District was under the sway

of the Eastern Calukyas. Udayacandra next encountered the above-

mentioned Nisada chief who had already occupied a portion of Visnu-

vardhana’s kingdom. The NisiUla chief sustained a heavy defeat and

was forced to surrender the Calukya territory. The portion which w^as

occupied by him is said to have been annexed into the Pallava domi-

8 ibid.

9 Journal of the Andhra Historkal Research Societijf ?ol. I, p. 87.

10 SIl., vol. II, p. 372.

11 ibid.
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nion. The Udayendiram plates of Nandivaman state” that Udaya-

eaudra, iu the northern region, pursued the Nisada chief, called

Prthivivyagbra, who desiring to become very powerful, was running

after the horses of the ‘A4vamedha', ^‘defeated (bim) drove (him) out

of the vi^ayaof Visnuraja, (which) he subjected.to the Pallava’\ Here

Visnuraja is identical with Visnuvardhana III. He was a contem-

porary of the Pallava Naiidivarman II who was vanquished by the

Western Calukya Vikramaditya II (A.D. 73J1-74G). It is very difficult

to identify the particular portion of the Kastern CfiJukya territory,

which was subjugated by the Pallavas. The Kastern Calukyas held

«(Way over the northern part of the Nellore District for a long time.

Vijayamahadevi was the chief queen of Visnuvardhana III, who

gave birth to his son Vijayaditya I. Visnuvardhana III, who lived at

least up to 7G2 A.D., seems to have entrusted the charge of his king-

dom to his »son Vijayaditya in A.D. 74(?. He enjoyed his kingdom for

37 years.”

Vijoydditya /, Bhatfdrahay Trihhnvandnhusa^ Vijaytuiddhi^ and

Vihmnardma (A.D. 74fi-774)

Vijayaditya assumed the titles of Tribhuvauahkusa, Vijayasiddhi,

and Vikramarama.^^ Three inscriptions of h’s reign are known to us.

(i) The Snhammhu inscripiwn.^^

The Sakarambu inscription records the grant of the village of

Sakarambu, in Vilanandu (i.e. Velanandu) to a Brahmana named Deva-

sarinan, a resident of Karamcedu.

(ii) The Odvivutfuni inscription,^^

The Gommaturu inscription registers tliat Vijayaditya granted the

12 *S7y., vol. n, pp. 368, 372 Utturasyam api disi Prthivivyilghr-

abhidha(na)-NisHdapa.tim prabalayamanain Asvaniedhaturanganiaiiusarinam a

patantam anus^tya yijitya ViHnurftja>viNayat Pallavasatakftya etc. etc.

13 *S7/., vol. I, p. 68.

14 A7., vol. IV, p. 119; HE,, 1917, p. 116.

16 HE., 1917, p. 116.

16 Journal of the Andhra Historical Itesearch Hociety, vol. V, Part I, pp. 61ff.
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village* of Gommaturu, iu the Ouc1raliura-virtayu,'to Muilliuva-sarman, a

Brakiuaua, resident of Vargiparu. The execiilur was Bliurama.

(iii) The Dimiidkadu imcriptioih.^^

The Diuakadu inscription states that Vijayuditya made a gift of

some lauds, in the village of Uinakadu in the rrakunora-visaya,

to Madhavu, a reideut of Vargiparu.

Vijayaditya’s reign witnessed a great pulitiral change in the

Deccan. Eirtivarman II, the last of tlie Imperial Calukya rulers of

Badami, was overthrown by the Rastrakuta Dantidurga slmrily before

75H A.D. A powerful Rastrakuta sovereignty was established in the

Deccan, which maintained its supremacy up to the third quarter of the

10th century A.D. Thesb Rastrakutas, as we will see below, were poli-

tical rivals of the l^nstern Calukyas, and were a source of constant

trouble to them.

Almost all the inscriptions assign Vijayiditya a reign of eighteen

years.*" Two of them, however, state that he ruled for nineteen years.**

He closed his reign in 704 A.D., and was succeeded by his son

Visnuvardhuna.

V ismimnliatna /F, Visnnrdja (A.D. 704-799)

Visnuvurdhana was also known as Visnuraja. The fall of the

Western Calukyas of Badami had a terrible repercussion on the ralukyas

of Vehgi. The Rastrakuta Dantidurga warred with the rulers of

Euhci, Kerala, (^^lu, Pandya, and the kings J^rlharsa and Vajrata.*"

lie was succeeded by Krsna I, who became jealous of the prosperity of

the Eastern Calukyas. Shortly before 7t>9 A.D., Krsna despatched the

Yuvaraja Oovinda II for Dm conquest of Vengi, which was then under

the sovereignty of Visniivardhana IV. The Calukyas could not with-

stand the onslaiighl of tlie formidable Rastrakuta army. Yisnuvar-

dhana surrendered his treasury to Govinda II, and acknowledged his

uuthoiity. The Alas jdates-* of Yuvaraja Govinda II .state that in

Saka 092 = 709 A.D., Govinda from the camp of the victorious army

18 .S'/y., vol. I, p. 58.17 y5a/., p. 56.

19 SK., 1914, p. W; 1912, p. 84.

20 A7., voi. VI., p. 212. 21 Ibiil., p. 2J3.
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tlittt invaded Veiigi-mandala, when the lord of Veugi was humbled by

the cession of (his) treasury, forces and his own country, granted

a village (in the modern Kolhapur State). The camp was located at the

confluem^e of the Krsnaverna and the Musi.**

At the death of the lla.strakuta Krsna I, a (dvil war broke out

between his two sons- Govinda II and Dhruva over the succession. The

younger Dhruva gained the upper hand and seized the throne for him-

self.*^ Govinda thus being overthrown called uj)on the aid of the kings

of Malava, Kaiici, Gahga and Veiigi, who readily offered their services.

The king of Vehgi, referred to, was evidently Visnuvardhana IV. The

allied army attacked Dhruva on behalf of Govinda II, but was severely

routed. The raithan plates^^ of Govinda III, dated Saka 710=794

A.D., report, that ‘‘although that brother (Govinda II) of his had

fetched in large numbe.-,i those hostile kings even, the ruler of Malava

and oihers, wdio were joined by the lord of Kanci, Gahga, and the

king of Vehgi, his (i.e. Dhruvaraja’s) mind underwent no cliange in

regard to him, when afterw^ards he (Dhruvaraja) had possessed himself

of his ruby ornaments and liis store of gold. When even after his (i.e.

Dhruvaraja^s) conciliatory overtures Vallabha (Govindaraja) did not

make peace, then (Dhruvaraja) speedily defeated him in a buttle offered

by the brother, and he afterwards drove away the eastern and northern

opponents, and obtained the whole sovereignty

The king of Vehgi referred to above was evidently Visnuvardhana

IV. The other kings seem to have been the Pratiliara Vatsaraja, the

Western Gahga Sivamara II (770-815 A.D.), and the Pallava Danti-

varman (about A.D. 779-830),^* who were rulers of Malava, Mysore, and

Eahcl respectively.

After this reverse, Govinda II retired from political life, leaving

his allies in the lurch. Dhruva then turned his arms against his brother’s

confederates. Visnuvardhana seems to have submitted to his authority

22 Govindarajo Yuvariljah Vehgimamjaloparyyayatavijayaskandliuvarc

koKadanclatinabhuinisatnarpaneiianate Veiigi.<e Kf$navernna-Mu (si) sahgame . . • •

sabhogo dattah//i7/., vol. Vt, p. 211.

23 Bom. (iaz.f vol. I, pt. II, p. 393.

84 AV., vol. Ill, |). 104. 23 A7., vol. Ill, p. 107. •
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and assisted him in the war against the Western Gahga chief. The com-

hined forces of the Rastrnkutas and the Calukyas being reinforced by

the Haihayas fell upon Sivainara II. The allied army was temporarily

held back by the Gahga king who achieved some initial victories. An

inscription^^ of Sivamara*s reign reports tliat the king earned distinc-

tion by vanquislling the Vallabha army (supported by the Rastrakuta,

Calukya, Haihaya and other brave leaders) which had encamped at the

village named Mudiigundur. He also conquered the cavalry of Dhora

wliicli had spread over all quarters. Dliora was evidejitly the

Rustrakiita Dhruvaraja and the Calukyas were t])e l^asterii Calukyas.

Sivamara eventually sustained a heavy loss and fell a captive in the

hands of the Rastrakhtas.^*

Dhruvaraja was succeeded by Govinda III slmrtly before 784 A.D.**

Govinda, in the early years of his reign, followed a policy of conciliation.

He released the Gahga tSivainara and reinstated him on his throne.®®

Visnuvardhana also acknowledged his hegemony and placed him at his

service. Govinda laid the foundation of the city of Manyakheta, the

modern Malkhed about 90 miles south-east from Sholapur, Bombay

Presidency and transferred his capital there. He requisitioned the

service of the king of Vehgi, who seems to have been Visnuvardhana IV,

for tile construction of the above city. Visnuvardhana responded to the

call of the Rastrakuta king and fulfilled the task entrusted to him. An

inscription®^ from the Nelamahgala taluka, dated A.D. 802, of Govinda

Ill's reign, states that ‘‘at half a word by the mouth of the letter bearer,

the Veiigi king, wherever he was, constantly performed his service with-

out intermission by his own wish, and built for him an outer wall, lofty

as the sky, of marvellous splendour, with the constellations around

its head like a garland of pearls". This statement is sup-

26 The ValUicas, by Dubreuil, p. 75.

27 Ji(\, vol. IX, p. 41.

28 Jjom, (r« 2 ., vol. T, pt. 11, p. 393.

29 Ibid,, p. 394 . 30 vol. IX, YD. 60.

31 Lckhahara-mukhoditarddhft-vacasa yatra Vongisvaro nityam kinkaravad

vyadhad avirataip .... rtnina savam atmeccbaya/bahyal (P)—vrtir asya yena

racita vyomavalapna rucain citram mauktika-iualikam iva dlirtam uiurddha(n)i sva-

taragaiiaih/ZA’C’., vol. IX, NL. 61, p. 52; cf. Att. Bev. My. Arch., 1927, p. 116.

I.II.Q., JUNK, 1933 11
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ported by the Badhanpur grant^^ of Oovinda III, dated iSaka

730== 808 A.D. The city, the outer wall of which was built by the

Vengi king, seems to have referred, to Manyakheta, which was built

during the reign of Oovinda III. Qovinda Ill’s iiiscriptionB, noticed

above, make it clear that the Eastern Calukya king held the position,

of a subordinate chief of the Rastrakutas during the latter part of the

8th century A.D.

Visnuvardhana seems to have married a Haihaya princess by whom

he had a son named Nrparudra.®* Besides this he had two other sons

Vijaydditya and Bhima-salukki. Almost all the inscriptions assign him

a reign of thirty-six years*^ except one, which allots him thirty-three

years’ reign.” He closed his reign in A.D. 799, and was succeeded by

his son Vijayaditya.

D. C. Oanguli

M., vol. VI. p. 7i.

33 Narendramrgarajasya bhriita Haihayavaipi$a]ah ajnaptir asya dharma&yA

Nrparudra nrpottamah/^fii., vol. I, p. 34.

34 Sll.i vol. I, p. 46. 35 ifK, 1917, p. 121.



Sources of finddhist Logic

( From the traditional point of view

)

As the BrahmaQas are anxious -to trace every doctrine to the

Vedas or the Sruti, so the Buddhists try to affiliate every tenet of

theirs, however late, to some Buddha-vaeana, or Agama as they

usually call it. While introducing the problem of PraniSi^s

Kamaiaflla in the TattvasamgrahapalifihS (“TSP), the elaborate

commentary on the Tattvasarpgraha (»»TS) of Ssntiraksita,

(cf. Barnett, /FAS., tgz/, p. 862) refers to some statements

ascribed to Buddhn, as the nucleus of Buddhist Logic. In

order to emphasise the rational attitude of Buddhism, he

incidentally quotes a statement of Buddha in which he

exhorts his followers to examine his words thoroughly before

accepting them as does an expert with a piece of gold by

heating, filing and testing on a touchstone.* Though this attempt

to connect the origin of Logic or PramaQa-fiastra with Buddha

has but little chance of being accepted as historical truth, it

exhibitis the philosophical ingenuity of the scholiast.

Pratjfak§a (or perception) in the firahma^ical system is ordinarily

divided into two
:

(i) mrvikalpa and (ii) so/vikedpa. But the Buddhists

reject the second and accept the first, though with them it

means something entirely dififerent from what it does with the 6rah>
mapas. On this point we have a Buddhavacana* as quoted by

1 fdpdcchedacca ntka^t tuvarnam iva p(i(i{lUail,ilpank§ya hhik^avo

(jrahyam mudvaco na (u gauravatj iTSV.j p. 12, also TS., KdnTrfl, 3688,

2 caksurvijiidnasahgi ftifatii vijdniiti tia tu nllam iti. p. 12.

A person in association with thp visual consciousness cognises the blue, as

blue but not that it is blue. This Jiuddhavacana or Agama is also quoted by

Candrakirtti in his Fvasannapaddj the renowned commentary on the Mdlama’-

dhyamahakdrikd of Nagarjuna, Bib. Buddhica, p. 74, 11, 8-9. Prdf. Poussin

in footnote 6 in the same page has doubted the correctness of the reading of

the Ms. nUamititi edgamasya, and has emended the text as nilam Hi cdgamasyti.

But as a matter of fact Prof. Poussin's emendation is unnecessary and the

reading of the Ms. is all right and has also the support of the Tibetan translation.

It is to be noted that one iti will not convey the intended sense at all. The

first ifi ia connected with nllatn, and the second iti separates the

whole Agama from the subsequent expressions, and thus the antithesis.
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KamataSlla, which says that one with visual cognition (atkinr vifliSna)

can perceive the unique character of a thing {nUavts vifSnStir-nirvL

kalpafnSm) but not its common character {lUlam iti vifSt^/i^savi-

kalpafKim), the former corresponding roughly to an acquaintance with

an object while the latter to a descriptive knowledge about it.'

With regard to AnumSna (or inference) we also have, on the autho'

rity of Kamalafilla, a statement of Buddiia, that the /iVig’n (or the mark)

inseparably connected with the sadkya (prodandum), if definitely a^
certained (vitiiMta), is the cause, of inferential knowledge.* This

is illustrated in the weli-kncwn Buddhist doctrine that all that has

the cliaractvr of being ejected (samudayadkarmaka) has also the

character of being destroyed (nirodhadhartnaka'. Here we have a

statement of concomitance (vySpti) between the probans, the character

of being produced (hetu—samudayadharmakatvatn) and the/raton-

dum, the cliaracter of being destroyed (sadkya—Httodkadharmakatvain).

Though tliere is no direct mention of the thesis or the conclusion

(pak^a), it is evident from the statement of vyapti which is implicitly

contained in it".

between n'dam and nJiam iti is brought out without the least anrbi-

guity. n/iaw vijandti means Vognises blue as blue’; hence the cog-

nition is strictly in correspondence with the external or tho

externalised object, i.e. the cognition is nirvikalpa. And ^nlUim ifi

(vijd/ii’iti) means ‘(cognises) thot it is blue’; the cognition in this ca-e involves

an association of the object cognised with name, class, and tho like, which are

of a universal character (kalpavtl) i.e. the cognition is savikalpaka.

From the above discussion it wi^I bo dear that the last inverted commas in

tho reading of the Agama in the TSP,, p. 12. 1. 22 should be placed after iti

and not after nlhm, as has been printed. Again Prof. Poussin has emended

’"vijMnasahgl to ""vijMnasamahgh This is also unnecessary nor has it the support

of the Tibetan translation.

The Agama which Prof. Poussin has traced to the Ahhidhorma, and tho

NydyahindupurvajpafcMsamisfCpa Ls also found in the Pi'omdnasamvccayavrtti

(Tib.) with the variant noted by him, as a quotation from the AhhidharMU •

chos miion pa lax kyan mig gi rnam par shex pa dah Idan pas xnoii po shes kyi

siion pohi sflam du ni ma ytn no (Mdo. Ce. 14-a 2; Narthang.)
’

3 IfKiian Philosophy by Dr. Radhakrishnan in the Encyclopaedia

Brifannica, 14th ed. Vol. 12.

4 sdddhyarthdvindhhdfam liAgam viniiciiarp sadanuwdnajMnasya kdra-

nam, tccca yat kifiuii bhik^avah samudayadharmakarp sarvatp fan (printed os

sarvatra) nirodhadharmakam iti. T8P,, p, 12.

5 According to Dharmakirtti paksa need not be explicitly stated in a

syllogistic argument (see Nydyahindu^ III, 36-37 and the Tikil thereon).
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riie above example illustrate:^, a; sui^gested by Katnalailla, the

svahhlva hetu which is one of the three types of hetus of the Buddhist

logicians—(i) svabhSva, (ii) karya, and (iii) anupalabdhi—ihies/t being

the three principai relations in which the probans {httu) may be

connected with the probandum {sMhya).

Karya hetu is illustrated in the following examples summed up

in a verse

:

(i) It is fiery because it has smoke.

(ii) There is water because there are cranes,

(iii) He is ISoJhisattva because lie has auspicious signs.

With reference to anupalabdhi'hetu, Kamaiadlla attributes another

statement to Buddha which objects to the validity of a conclusion

from mere negation. Buddha is said to be admonishing his followers

thus : “O Bhikius, let not an individual {pudgalah) try to prove the

soul ipudgalatp), nor let him seek proofs in support of it'. It is

I or some body like myself who can prove the soul.” According to

the Buddhist logicians,* negation of objects not entering the zone

of cognition owing to impediments in respect of time, space, and

nature, is a source of problematic knowledge, as it is excluded both

from perceptiun and Inference. A cause {harana) or a fact of wider

extension {vySpaha) being absent will make the effect or the subor-

dinate fact (vySpya) absent. Inasmuch as the knowledge of an object

is neither the cause nor a fact of wider extent with reference to the

object, the absence of the knowledge of an object does not prove

the non-existence of the object. Therefore the negation of the im-

0 hi njdk h yam api—
(Ihumena jiluyate vahnUi salilam ai baldkayu.

nimittair jildyate yofrata hodhisaftmsya (ihhnutnh. TST.^ p. 13.

Quoted in the Suhhdsifosamyraha ed. by Bcndall 14-13 and traced in the

(sumja vyuliHSdtra.

Compare:—anukamjtCi priydkhydnam dhhutd muktnhaatutd.

yamhhlraBandhinirmokso UnfjOnyetdni dhimatuM.

ff ira pratliamena Mokena tniiica hodhiujftvalinuCini darsayati.

Mahdydnasuirdlankdra, ed. by Sylvaiii Ldvi, p. 175.

7 md bhikmvah pudpaUih pudgalam praminoiu. piidguJe vd pramdnam

'udyrbrififu. hi hhikiiavah pudijalah pudydlam itraminvon. aham rd

VMdfaiojn tyraminuydip yo vd syd?i mddriah. T,S7'. p. 13.

8 Nydyaijindu, II. 48-49,
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perceptible {fl-ifiyonupalahiihi) cannpt prove anything, but gives rise

to doubti

So from mere nomapprehension of the soul ( pudgala) no definite

conclusion as to its existence or otherwise can be made. The above

statement ascribed to Buddha, therefore, seeks to establish that

anupttlabdhi to be a valid source of knowledge should be

dfkyanupalabdki (i.e. non*perception of what is capable of .being

perceived) and not mere adfifampalahdhi (non-perception of the

imperceptible).

In conclusion it may be observed that genuine doubt may be

expressed as to the statements or Sgamas being fathered upon Buddha
;

nevertheless the)r may be taken as laying the foundation-stone

of the edifice of the Buddhist ic^ic, which became in subsequent

times a structure of great splendour and beauty.

Durgacharan Chatter ji



The Doctrine of Trirup^etu

The formulation of the doctrine of TrirUpa Hetu^ i.e., with three-

fold characteristic is generally ascribed to Dignaga but the

researches of Prof. Tucci in Pre-Dignaga Buddhist Logic have

proved that some predecessor of Dignaga (probably Vasubandhu)

was aware of It is also to be noted that Fradastapada

very clearly lays down the threefold condition of a valid hetu and

quotes a karikii^ which seems to be sufficiently old and

authoritative as it was regarded worth quoting by so eminent a

scholar like him.

In the NyayasUtra there is no reference to any such characteristic

of the hetu. But it mentions that both hiiu and dTftanta may be

based on sWharmya and vaidharmya {udaharaio^^sadharmyat sadhya^

sadhanan^i hetuh. tatha vaidharmyat sadhyasadharmyat taddhatmabhavl

dr§tanta udaharanam tad viparyaySd va viparltam, NyayasUtra^ i. i.

34 37). The doctrine of the threefold characteristic of the hetUf is

but a direct cofollary of sJdharmya and vaidharmya hetu as would

clearly appear from the explanation ot Vatsyayana (vide Nyaya

Bha^ya on the above sutras) though he has not mentioned trairUpya

in so many words. It is, however, interesting to note that Uddyota-

kaia and following him many other Brahmanic logicians have read

fivefold characteristic (i. pah§asattva, 2, sapak%asattva^ 3. vipakfi^

1 Pie-l)njua[fa Jhtddhoft Ivjtis on hoijU (G.O.8.)} P- XIX.

2 yad anumeyena- sutnbuddham pnisiddhuni m tinianviie

tadahhuvt lu ndstytva iuUihyain onuinOpakum.

cipanftun ufo yai sydd ikena dvifayena va.

viruddhdsidtihasandigdham ahhymn kdiyapo ^hriivit.

rmiastaiHida-Bhdsya (Viziana^ram Sanskrit Series), p. 200.

That which is connected with the anumeya (i.e. jxik.p'^ and is known to

exist in what possesses the anumeya (i.e. 8apaksci=:sddhyadhavmasdn\dny^na

'"^mnuno^rthah sajKiksah^ Nydyapiacesa^ §5) and always absent in what does not

possess anutueya (i.e. vipoksusuvipakgo yaim sddhyani nMiy Nydyapravc.^ §6) is

the Uhfja (lieiu) which makes inference possible. That which is different from

this in one or a pair of these characteristics is not a valid lihga iMu)j it

being either viraddha {contradictory)
^
asiddlui (unreal) or sarpdigdha (doubtful).
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sattvat 4. atSdhitaiva and 5. asatproHfakftUva) of a Ae(u tn the

NyifoMtra 1. 1. 5.

The three conditions of a valid httu have been stated in the

NySyafravtia (vol. I. $3)ses follows

AetMt trii^ah khppunat traitVpyatp pak^harmattvaxp

rnttvatp vipaift tSsattvamitL

In order to avoid ambiguity and attain preciseness Dharma*

kirtti has put them thus

:

traitUpyatp punar tritgasyinunteyasattvam tva. $apak%a eva

saiivam. asapakie cSsat(vjttuv.i niicitam. ((Nyayabittdu 11 -6-7)

Dharmottara in bis commentary on tlie above observes tliat tlie

word ttiacita which occurs in the enumeration of the third character-

istic of httu should also be read in the first as well as the second.

By this he means that the httu is not a httu of the type which,

by its inherent capacity, is capable of causing inferential cognition

(ua yogyatayS liiigatj} paroh^afliSmsya mmittam) as a seed produces

sprout. No conclusion is possible if the hetu is not known. We
do not infer the existence of fire from smoke which is not observed

.by us. Thus the hetu of an inference is sharply distinguished from

sucii httu (cause), which by its mere presence, produces an effect.

In other words smoke is not the hetu in the sense in which the

seed is tlte helt^ of the sprout {yatha hlfatn ahkurasya) Thus tlie

hetu of an inference {anumana) is different from the hetu of the

production of anything {kiraka hetu).

Dharmottara has also discussed the propriety of the position of

evil in the above*mentioned conditions. If the first would have been

stated as anumeva eva sattvam. then an asadkararui hetu might have

passed for a valid one (see Hetucakra, No. 5).

The second condition is to be read as sapak^ iva sativarp nivcitam

iti ifivitiyarp riipatp).

Significance of uikita has been already pointed out. The position

of sv<t after sapak^a points out that a valid hetu should be present in

sapakfa alone and never in vipakia and thus excludes the fallacies

of sSdhSrapa anaikautika (see Hetucakra Table, Nos. l, 3, 7 and 9).

If tva were put after sattvam it would have meant that a valid

httu would be only present and by no means absent in the sapaifa.

In that case prayatuafatva which is a valid hetu for proving

iaheU' uityah (sound is non-eternal), becomes an impossibility.

The third condition (asapahft cSsa/toatu eva uihcitatn) is quite

explicit, tva being put after asattvam it is to be understood that
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ihett should always bs the absence of the kiiu from vipak^a and thus

it invalidates an inference like kabJah prayatnafak anityatvat (sound is

produced after an effort because it is not eternal) in which anityaioa is

partly existent in the vlpak%a.

Let us take an example of valid inference and see how the three

conditions are fulfilled, which will enable to us understand clearly what

pak^? sapak^ and vipakia mean. The following is the form of a

fully expressed inference :

Sound is non'eternal,

Because it is a product

All that is a product is non-eternal,

Like an earthen pot

(or) All that is eternal is a non-product

Like space.

Here we infer the non-eternity of sound from its being a product

which is, therefore, the hetu in this particular inference. Now the

hetu^ the qu ility of being a product, is present in sound which is

called the pak%i%^ and thus it fulfils the first condition.

The second characteristic of the hetu is, as we have said above,

that it must be present in the sapak^a, sapakqa has been defitaed as

what is analogous to pak^a or subject on the ground of its

possessing in generality the attribute to be proved {sadhyadharma-

sSfuSnya) of the paifa. In the above argument, an earthen pot, which

is analogous to sound on the ground of its possessing the attribute

of non-eternity, is sapahfa.*

Tlie third condition is that the hetu must be absent from the

vipak^a. The vipak^a is heterogeneous to the pak^a and stands in

contrast with sapak§a on the ground of its being different {tato'nyah)

from, or contradictory (tadviruddkah) to, or implying negation

(taJaikavah) of sapak^a.^

3 Fak^a has got two different meanings in Indian Logic. Sometimes it is

used in the sensei of the whole proposition to be proved, e.g, sound is eternal

and sometimes in the senco of the subject of the proposition to be proved (i.e.

the minor term) e.g. Sound in the proposition, ^Sound is eternaL\ When a hetu

is said to be present in the imkifa it is used in the latter sense.

Cf, jlidtavye pak^idtmrmatve pak^o dharmyabhidhiyate

uyOptikade hhaveddhavmai}, sddhyasiddhau pufMrdvayam,

^Mndkardvatdrikd (Commentary on the Praiiid^ioncryflfaifvdlolrflkiifilcdftt,

Jain. YRA)Tij,ya Series), Chap. Ill, p. 9.

4 See NySyabimtu It. 9. S IbiU., II, 10

ntMB, 1B33 12
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In the instance staled above, space (cikUa) k vipnk^ because it is

eternal, i.e. it is opposite to what is non-eternal which \% iapak%a.

Thus we find the hitu^ the quality of being a product, has satisfied

the three conditions necessary to make the inference ‘sound is non-

eternal* valid

The Jaina logicians object to the doctrine of the

threefold character of a htiu zxA aver that one characteristic i.e.

anyathdnupapatti is alone sufficient to make the hetu a valid one,

and also if this characteristic be wanting* the hetu cannot be valid

in spite of the tlireefold characteristic.®

Let us take a syllogism, like this :

garbhastho maitraianayah syamah. ( Maitrak son that is

in the womb (of his mother) is dark-complexioned )

maitfatanayaivat, (Because he is a 5 on of Maitra).

sampratipannamaitratanayavat. (Li!.e the present sons of

Maitra).

YitxtKht hetu^maitratanayatva, the fact of being a Malta’s son

is (i) present in the pakna^ garbhastho maiirotanayah (Maitra^s

son in the womb). It is also (ii) present in the snpak^a^ and

(iii) absent in the vipnk^a. Though the hetu has fulfilled three condi-

tions, the conclusion is obviously wrong.

On the contrary, there are cases of valid anumana^ where hetu

possesses only one or two conditions and not three as the Buddhist

logicians would insist.

The following is an example of correct inference from a hetu

having one characteristic i.e. pak^adharmatva,

bluwabhavau kathamcitsadatmakau

kathamcidupalabhyatvJit,

Now tliere c mnot be anything outside bhava and abhava as tliese

two exhrust the world of knowledge (prameya) and consequently

there is no sapaksa or vipakf^a.

Again, there are cases of correct inference, though the hetu

6 n(inyathunu//upannatvata yotra tatra trayena him

anyafhanupatHinnatv(Ji,i yutra tatra trayena kirn.

Taffva!ifnn{irnho{s:TS.) Kurikuy 1369 .

If there is anynfhn n\ipn pan imha, what is the good of a beta having a

threefold character? If again anyailulnupahnatva wanting no good "ill

come out of a thesi.s in spite of a hetu with threefold characteristic,

cf. Nydyadipikuy Sandtuna Jainuumnihamdtdj no. 10, p. 3lff.
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fulfils only two conditions and not three e.g. nacandrah bail candra-

ivtnapaM^alvlt (Sabin is not non-Candra because it is ki.own as

Candra), Here loftrUdi (a piece of stone and the like) is vaUiharmfa

d'^lanta, or vipak§«, but there is no iapak%a.

Nevertheless the inference is valid. Similarly there are instances

in which there is no vipakyi e.g. atmaghalaJayah kathanuidasa /S'

ttnlnah kalhav^idanupalabhyamJnatvSt kharavi^p.aval.

There being the absence of vipak^a, the hetu does not fulfil the

vipak^Ssattva condition.

Thus we find that even in the absence of the threefold characteris*

tic of the hetu, correct inference has been possible. So by both

attvaya and vyatireka (positive and negative arguments) it is proved

that the doctrine of the threefold characteristic of the hetu is a faulty

one, and the only characteristic of a valid httn is anyathStiupapatti,

as advocated by us, the Jainas. To this objection the Buddhists

reply : Let anydthSnupapatti or avinabhava i.e. concomitant relation

between the attribute to be proved or the predicate of the thesis

(sidhydharma) and the reason (hetu) be the only characteristic of

the hetu. (tut where is this characteristic of the hetu to be ascertained ?

There are three possible cases i.e. (i; in the sSdhyadharma in genera),

(ii) in the sSdhyadharmin or (iii) in the dr^tflutadharmin. Let the

avinSbhSvitva characteristic be a'^certained in general (sSmanyena)

in the predicate of the thesis (sldhyadharma). But this is not

plausible, for unless the concomitant relation between hetu (middle

term) and sSdhyadharma (major t?rm) is ascertained in respect of a

particular dharmin (minor term), anyathSnupapatli alone cannot

establish a proposition
}

as for example, cSk^u^tva (visibility) is the

itetu of aniiyatva (non eternity) and they are inseparably related

(avinSthUta, anyathSnupapanna) ;
but this is absolutely useless when

we are to establish the anityatva (non-eternit) ) of habda (sound).

Although eSh^ufaiva is in general (sSfuSnyem) an invariable associate

(aHyathanupapattilak^VLa) of anityatva, it is by itself absolutely useless

in this particular case, because Mk>yuiatva is not an attribute of babda

and therefore does not prove its anityatva.^ If to avoid this

7 sdmQnj/ena gate ta^minntwm cet 9(ldhyai‘liarinu\i

hetoh prakdiyefa na xivuk^if(i>^iddhihhC{k,

iadyathd iid.iendvyfihhivdi ifd

^mdnyena gatd tffcca dhanau to^ya mi ^dhamtm.

TS,, Karikus, 138M382.
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difficulty the relation of the hitu with the dhamin is regarded as

a necessary condition, the threefold characteristic of the hiiu Is ad-

mttted« anyathanuPi%i>atH of a hetu is useless unless its anvnya l.e*

sapah^asativa (existence in the similar cases) and vyatirika i.e.

vipak^Ssattva (non-existence in the dissimilar cases), relaticns are

pointed out. So in that case we have the threefold characteristic

in full. If it be said that there is the presence of the hetu in the

sWhyadharmin^ this also will not enable us to solve the difficulty> for

in that case it would be tantamount to the acceptance of the trairlxpya

doctrine.* From the anyaOnnupapatti we get anvaya and vyatireka^

which in other words are sapak^tativa and vipakiasattva respec-

tively. Again, by the presence of the hetu in the sidhyadharmin, we

get pak§asattva.

Let the anyathanupapatti of the heiu be determined in the

sadhyadharmin. To this the Buddhists reply :

If the above alternative be accepted the use of the heiu becomes

needless. The shihya is proved {siddha) by the same pramana as

proves the hetu inseparably connected with the sadhya and deter-

mined in the sadhyadharminP If again the sadhya is not proved,

the heiu also is not proved, for the hetu according to Jainas is

inseparably connected with the sadhya and is ascertained as such in

the sadhyadharmin
; and if sadhya is not proved, the hetu which

is to be ascertained in the sadhyadharmin is not also proved. It may
be said that the sldhya is prove J by some different pramana. But

in that case what is the use of the hetu ? The hetu is requisitioned

for proving the sadhya. If the sMhya be already proved, the hetu,

becomes useless.

Again, if the sujhya be proved by the hetu^ there will be the

fallacy of anyonyairaya {pe/itio primipii). The proof of tlic sadhya

is to depend oh that of the hetu^ a& the hetu is intended for proving

the sadhya. The proof of the hetu^ in its turn, is to depend on that

of the sadhya^ as the hetu is invariably connected with the sadhya.

So the fallacy of anyonyaeraya is inevitable.

8 tasya dharmini sadbhdvah khy&pyait cet tatha $ati

saiva trirUpatdydta hhavatdtn, api dariane.

TS., K&rika, 1383.

9 evaijn tarhi yata eva pramdndddheiuli iddhydvinahhiitah iddhyadharmini

siddhas Ma eva tddhyam api siddham iti vyartho hetuh TflfP., p. 409.
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Let us take the third alternative, viz. the aHythampapatti is to be

determined in the df^nta. If the anyathanupapatli of the hetu be

determined in tlie dr^ontadhiirmin independent of sldhyadharmin,

there will be no knowledge of vyipti^ and hence the sadhya cannot

be proved by the hetu.

Thus it follows that in none of the three ways in which we can

take the anyathanupapatli characteristic of a hetu, it is fau'tless.

So we must reject the theory of the Jaina logicians that it is sutfi-

rient if a valid hetu possesses one characteristic i.e. anyathanupapatli

c nly and not three. . It has been contended that in spite of satisfying,

the threefold condition of a hetu^ it cannot lead to a correct inference.

13ut this objection is futile. In the syllc^istn "The son of Maitra

that is in the mother's womb is dark«complexioned, because he is a

son of Maitra like other sons of Maitra.” The hetu does not in

fact possess the threefold characteristic, as it has been erroneously

maintained. That Maitra’s son will be other than dark complexioned

cannot be refuted on any reasonable ground. So the condition of

vipakqasattva is not satisfied. The hetu is fallacious and is teclinically

known a^ sandigdhavyatireka. We can without violence to logical

canons imagine a Maitra’s son to be other than dark-complexioned

(Aj'affi i), the dark complexion being due to such causes as particular

diet, religious merit etc. and there is no wan ant to suppose that these

causes are absent. So the above example of a fallacious inference

with a hetu of threefold character is untenable, fcr actually the

hetu in question does not possess the three necessary characteristics.

The other examples that have been slated with a view to proving

that there are cases of correct inference with hetus which do not fulfil

the three conditions, but on the contrary fulfil one or two only, can be

made to show on closer analysis that their hetus really admit of three

conditions. Thus the Buddhists answer all the charges of the Jaina

logicians and prove to the hilt that a valid hetu must have three

characteristics.

So if there, be a hetu which possesses o nly one or two character-

istics but lacks all the three, it will b; defective and will invalidate

the cor.clusion, Dignaga in his Pramaijiasamuccaya gives illustrations

of these kinds of defective hetu.

Sound is eternal (nitya)

Because it is a product (iytaha).

Here the hetu, kftakatva has only pai%adharmatva, but neither

ttipakpsattva, (or kflakatv-t, the attribute of being a product, does
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not reside in the sapak^a, eternal things, as no eternal thing {nitfa)

0, pxoAyxzi {krtaka) not vipAkqdsatfva {ox the absence of eternity is

not followed by the absence of the attribute of being a pA'oduct.

Similarly the inference of the eternity of sound from the kriu

mUrttaiva (corporeality) or apraimyatva (unknowability) is wrong,

as in the first case, tht ke/u, mUrttatva has only sapak^asattva csA

in the second case, the ketu^ aprantiyaiva has only vipah^asattva.

Again if the kitu has only two characteristics, it will be equally falla-

cious. Sound cannot be proved non eternal (anitya\ by the keiu

incorporeality (amUriiatva)^ as it has not the vipak%l$attva character.

Dignaga sums up all these cases of wrong in the following

in his Piawdnasamuccaya :

kriixkatmddkantr nityo m^lrttatvid apramiyatah

amUrt/ahSvanafvSMyiim anitya%cdk^u%atvata)i,

Durgaciiakan Ciiatterji

10 Quoted in the T£(P., p. 404.

The above corresponds with the following couplet of the PramOxiaBamuecaya

in Tibetan translation;

byas phyir sgra ni rtag pa dah

lus can phyir g4al min phyir.

lus min phyir dan mfian bya las

mi rtag mig gis gauA byabi phyir.

tshad raa kun btus pa, (Chap. II), Mdo, Ce. 5a, 5.

See A note on the Pramlinasamuccaya by D. C. Ohatterji, AliOHJ, 1930, p. 1^*



Hetucakranirnaya

TRANSLATION*
II

In the Indian language

HETUCAKRAHAMARU

In the Tibetan language

gian tshigs kyi hkhor lo gtan la dbab pa

Obeisance to Mafi]u§rlkumarabhuta.

I. After obeisance to the Omniscient (Buddha) who is the

destroyer of the snares of ignorance, the determination of hetu

with threefold characteristic is pointed out,

2 ia-b. There will be the presence, the absence as well as both the

presence and the absence (i. e. presence in some part, while ab ence in

another) of the hetu in the anumeya (that which is to be proved—

bandum). If there be the presence of the heiu, the conclusion will be

correct, while the absence thereof will make it invalid. If there be both

the presence and the absence (of the hetu in the anumeya) tl e

conclusion will be doubtful just like an invalid one.

44 There will be the presence, the absence as well as both

(of the heiu) in the sapak^ (that which is analogous to the pak^^
anumeya or the object of inference). And similarly in the vipak^a

(that which is opposed to the pak§a) there will be the presence, the

absence, as well as both the presence and the absence of the hetu. So

there will be three classes of the threefold hetu (i. e. nine varieties

in all),

\c*d—^arb. The hetus at the top and the bottom (in the middle of

the hetucakra or the Table of hetus^ i.e. Nos. 2 and 8) are valid, while

those on the two sides (in the middle of the hetucakra^ he. Nos. 4 and

6) are contradictory. The ketu Is uncommon {asad/tarana) in the

centre (i.e. No, 5) and (the Aet^is) in the four corners (i.e. Nos. i, 3,

7 and 9) are common {sldharaxia).

* For tranblation of the luliv (1), see Hetucakra—The Wheel of

Reasons in the History of Indian Logic, p. 299. Note that in No. 5 ' sound is

non eternal^* is to be corrected to ''sound is
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6<i. (The hctus in the several divisions of the cakra are

respectively as fol'ows)

:

(I) (2) (3)

prameya (knowable) krtakn (effected) anitya (non-eteriicil)

(4) (5) (6)

krta (effected) kravana ^audible) yatnafa (made by

efforts)

(;) (8) (9)

anitya (non-eternal) yaina/a (made by

efforts)

amttrta (incorppn ai)

tb-Ja.

(>) (2) (3)

mtya (eternal) anitya (noiveternal) prayatnaja (made by

efforts)

(4) (5) (6)

nitya (eternal) nitya (eternal) «/Vyrt (eternal)

(7) (8) (9)

(rot made by efforts) atutya (noi;*eternal) nitya (eternal)

These (nine) beginning with tlie mtya are put (in the takra as

sadkyas) (those that are to be proved).

yb ia. There are two valid hetus in the middle at the top and

the bottom (i.e. in Nos. 2 and 8 of the cakra), and two

contradictory htius in ' the middle at the top and the bottom

(i.e. in Nos. 4 and 6 of the eakrd),

M-ia, There are four uncertain {anaikintika) ketus in the four

corners (i.e. in Nos. i, 3, 7 and 9 of the cakra). And the hctu is

:
uncertain and uncommon {anaikanta asadkira-^) in the centre

(i.e. in No. $ of the cakra) obtained by the cross connection of. the

four corner.*.

9^ c. The .table of nine htlus is.what lias been now described.

9<^i la. (The dyfUakas or. examples in the table are as follows :)

(*) 0)
nabkfgkatavat (Kke the gha^^iavat (like gkatavidyndviyad-

space and the pitcher) the pitdier and the vat (like the pitcher

space) tlie lightning, and

(he space)
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(4) ( 5)

viyaJghatavai (like the akSiagka^vai (like vifod^ka^ia^idvat

space and the pitcher) the space and the (like the space, the

pitcher) pitcher and the

lightning).

(7) (8) <9)

viJyudakaMghat/ivat (like gAataviJyuJviyadvat akiia'i(wiaff9iavat

the lightning, the space, (like the pitcher, (like the space,

and the pitcher) tlie lightning, and atom and action)

the space)

lib/. Wliat was taken up (for discussion) has thus been deter-

mined. With regard to the problem (of the hitu) which is very

difficult owing to doubts, there is the cakra consistfng of nine cases

based upon the presence, tht absence and both the presence and the

absence (of the hitu).

Here ends the treatise of Acarya Dihnaga.

The work Is translated (into Tibetan) and given the present

form by Paiicfita Bodliisattva of Jahor and Bhik^u Dharmafoka.

Ill

1.

(I) (2) (3^

nitya teternal) anitya (non-eternal) prayntfMjti fmaefe

by efforts).

(4) ( 5 )

nitytt (eternal) ni/ya (eteinal) nt/ya (eternai).

(7) (
8) (9)

ay.xtnaja (not anitya (non-eternal) nitya (etenihl).

made by cffc’rts)

These nine are the laVAy*! ttnm w (attribules to be proved of

tlie .«>ubject).

2 .

( 1) (2)

praintya (kr.owable) krtitka (effected)

(4)
^5 )

krta (effected) iiSvana (audible)

(3)

anilya (non-eternal)

(6)

tatnofa (made

by efforts)

13
JVNE, 1933
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(7) (8) (9)

aiUtya (non-eternal) yatnaja (made by amUrta (incorporeal)

efforts)

These nine are the hetus.

y$a-6. In the first three (i.e. in Nos. i, 2 and 3 of the cakra) there

is the presence of the Ae/u in the sapaAfa, whereas there • are the

presence, the absence as well as both the presence and the absence of

the Aetu in the vifakga. In the middle three (i.e, in Nos. 4, $ and 6 of

the cakra) is the absence of the ktlu in the sapakfa, whereas there

are the presence, the absence as well as both the presence and the

absence of the At/u in the vipak^a. In the last three (i.e. in Nos. y, 8

and 9 of the cakra) there is both the presence and the absence of the

hetu in the sapak^ whereas there are the presence, the absence as well

as both the presence and the absence of the Aetu in the vipak^e^

6.—Note that the hetu is uncertain {anaikanta) in the four

corners (i.e. Nos. 1, 3, 7 and 9 of the cakra), contradictory {viruddha)

on the two sides (i.e. in Nos. 4 and 5 of the cakra), uncommon

(asSmSuya*^asSdkSrapa) in the centre (i.e. in No. 5 of the cakra) and

valid in the middle both at the top and the bottom (i.e. in Nos.

2 and 8 of the cakra). Determine the further details by (the exercise

of your) intelligence.

Durgacharam Chatterji



The God Varuna

Professor Prsyluski has of late opened up an interesting field of

conjecture in his endeavours to find Austro-Asiatic origin for a num-

ber of words in Sanskrit. The task is, unfortunately, a very difficult

one, largely because of the deplorably late character of most of the

evidence for Austro-Asiatic forms. We are compelled to rely

on modern words which have to be conjecturely referred to an original

which must be asserted to have existed in extremely early times, ia

order that in Sanskrit it should be n loan word. There is, of course,

nothing unsound in the theory. All that is necessary is to remember

the grave difficulties of demonstration, and accordingly to weigh care-

fully each instance which is suggested before coming to any decision.

The question can be illustrated very conveniently in the recent

attempt^ made to explain Varuna as god of the sea. The first point in

the derivation now proposed for Varuna siorts from Sanskrit hharu,

‘sea', a word of great rarity and late authentication, and Pali

(also Sanskrit) maru, ‘desert'. With these are compared Malay baroh^

‘low-lying country’, ‘seashore', ‘sea’. It is then suggested that

the Sanskrit maryaiA^ which is usually elossed with Ijatin mare and

other words of Indo-European origin denoting ‘sea’, is to be explained

as akin to viaru. We are assured that vowel permutations are common

in the Austro-Asiatic languages. It must, however, be observed that

the connection of viaryadd with the Indo-European w'ord for ‘sea’ is not

disproved by the suggestion* that the mare type ia confined to the north-

W’esterii Indo-European dialect. We cannot overlook the Greek Amphi-

marofi, which seems to contain the same root. We have also a Sanskrit

mim, *sea', which is so far as is yet know’ii only preserved in lexico-

graphical literature.* Moreover, even if maryCida is not connected wnth

mare, there is the alternative etymology from Indo-European mer-,

‘glimmer’, the root idea being ‘boundary’ as the meaning ‘sea’ can

1 JUAS., 1933, pp. 613-22.

2 Meillet, Les Dialects indo-earopeens, p. 22.

3 t/ii/ldi, ii. 26.
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easily enough be thence derived. Similarly we cannot dismiss maru^

desert, as necessarily non-Indo-European
;
we hove an obviously possible

source in ‘crush’, if we hold that maru first denotes ‘sand’/

If we ignore these difficulties, then our ottentiou is invited first to

the Semitic hahr which means ‘sea’ in Arabic, ‘stretch of water’ in

Qu^ze, (Classic Ethiopian), and is comparable with Amharic haraha^

‘desert’. Noldeke ascribes the primitive meaning of ‘depression’, and

Father P. Jouon suggests that there is connection with hharu in Sanskrit

and Pali. In Sumerian again we find the root har, to which Delitzsch

gives the meaning ‘on the outside’, ‘outside’, ‘free space’, ‘desert’.

We may therefore, it is suggested, postulate a Palceo-Asia tic radical hwr,

which must have originally designated what lay outside of groupings of

liuiuau beings, and consequently uncultivated land, seashore, the sea

itself. In Sumerian, it is admitted, the root does not modify the initial

and retains a rather general sense. In Austro-Asiatic languages the

radical assumes different sliapes, and such and such a word is

s[)ecialised in a particular sense. To the Austro-Asiatic languages

accordingly are ascribed the loan words in Semitic and Indo-Aryan.

This is inevitable, because the obvious suggestion of borrowing

by Semitic from Sumerian is really precluded as plausible by

the meaning of Sumerian hat. It never appears to denote the sea, and

it may most certainly be doubted if it hnsi anything whatever to do with

the Austro-Asiatic root proposed. Equally the Semitic terms seem best

left aside, and explained as derived from the basal sense of

‘depression’, wholly unconnected with the idea of being outside the

groupings of human beings.

We are left therefore with the grave doubt whether any early Sans-

krit word can be traced to Austro-Asiatic origin, for, if we decline thus

to explain viatyadd^ it is admitted that Jtiam and hharu are not Vedic.

As regards the former word we are in no wise obliged to believe that it

is in any way connected with hharu, and we may therefore concentrate

on hharu which, of course, is well known from its occurrence

in Uharukaccha. Now Professor Przyluski holds that the non-Aryan

tribes peopling the Indus delta and the neighbouring regions believed

4 Walde, Veral. Woerterhich^ ii. 234,
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that beneath the sea lay tlie realm of the king of the waters, and tShat

king was revered as a great god. The evidence for this hypothesis is

given ns follows. (1) In the various recensio-ns of the Raviayana the

description of the western regions ends with the mountain Asta, the sun-

setting, where is erected the palace of Varuna.^ (2) In the Geographical

catalogue of the Yaksns in the i/ahmnityun* we have Bharuko Bhani-

ktvchesu. This nonnally means tliat among the people of Bharukaccha

there is the Yaksa Bharuka, but a Chinese translator renders Bharuku

as ‘god of the water*, which suggests Varuna. (3) In the Pali Jotaka^ a

king Bharu reigns in the Bharu country, and his realm is ultimately

engulfed in the ocean. (4) In the Divyavadma we have the legend

not of the destruction of Bharukaccha, but of its foundation by one of

the ministers of the king of Rauruka, who had escaped when the capital

wan destroyed. Rauruka, as Professor liiiders* has shown, is

not to he sought for in Turkestan, but in the country of

tlio Sindhu-Sauvirns, the region of the lower Indus. Bharu

l;eing a non-Aryan name, (he legend is probably non-Aryan, and

we find in the Mohabharafa^ references to the Sfidras of Bharukaccha

as bringing jnesents to Yiidhisthira, suggesting that we ore dealing with

a world extraneous to the Brahmanic civilisation.

These pie^est of evidence seem wholly defective to establish the exis-

ten(’e of a great god to whom Buddhist tradition ascribed a realm at the

bottom of the waters, while the compilers of the Rdmayaya, who held that

gods necessarily dwelt on mountains, enthroned this extraneous Yaruna

on the sunset mountain. Neither the Jdtaka nor the Divyavadana has

anything ahoiit a great god, and even the catalogue of Yaksas, who ate

not great gods, has nothing about a Y’aksa at the bottom of the ocern.'®

And there is not the slightest reason to suppose that the RdmCtyana knew

anything of such on extraneous god, who did not exist so far ns can be

5 8. Levi, .JA., 1918, i, 122.

6 S. L^vi, .M., 1915, i, 35 ff. 7 ii. 169ff.

8 Keilere Iteitrdye zur Gc»f’hkht<! und (reotjraphie von 0»tturhestan\^

PP. 45 ff.

9 ii, 1830, ed. Bombay; muruhiucha is the Calcutta variant, m and hk

being constantly confused in MSS.

10 The Chinese rendering no doubt merely refers to the notorious connection

of Yakifas and water; see A, Coomaraswamy, YakmXj pt. II (1931).
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proved in the Buddhist tradition. The only evidence as to the identifi-

cation of a Bharn (not necessarily that of Bharukaccha) with a god has

nothing to do with Varuna. The word bharu in the Unddi, i. 7 is

explained by Ujjvaladatta, who takes the root as as meaning svdmi^

the Siddhantakauviudi adds HarU ca, the TriJcd'^daie^a holds that Bharu

denotes also Siva, and it is the view of Mahadova that the mysterious

Bluirvoi caranambujadvayam in Sana’s K&davibari refers to Hari and

Hara. The value of these late views is dubious, but at least they are

clearly proved to have existed.

But on the basis of his belief in the identification on a non-Aryan

god of the Ma {baru (bharu) with Yaruna, Professor Priyluski is led to

suggest that the Yedic god himself is to be explained as regards name by

baru. The -iia is not simple, but we are referred to the case of the word

patana, ‘city’, ‘capital’ (rather pattana), which is to be traced back

to a Palseo-Asiatic root, by the aid of an Assyrian form biianv. Hence

we have an ancient root, bar, enlarged to bara in Sumerian and bant in

Austro-Asiatic, whence by adding the suffix -m we obtain Banina which

is not far from Yaruna.

Now in the Mitanni king’s version of his treaty with Subbiluliuma,

the Hittite king, there occurs the name of a god Aruna, while

the Hittite version has Uruwana, and Professc'" Kretschme-*'

has suggested that the original is Aruna in Hittite which means the

sea, while Uruwana is a popular etymology of Aruna, as also

is Yaruna, the proto-Indians having borrowed a god of the sea

from Western Asia. This view is rejected by Professor Prsyluski,

who prefers to trace Aruna, Yaruna and Uruwana to an Austro-Asiatic

Baruna. There is an obvious difficulty in assigning Yaruna to this

origin when in later Sanskrit we find bharu. Nor is it removed by the

oi^ample adduced, namely the fact that, while we have in the Atharva^

veda kambala which is referred to an Austro-Asiatin root hala with

prefix kam^ we find in the earlier ftg^veda the form rdro, ‘hair’^ ‘horse

hair’, showing that the ancient loans are those that depart most from

11 WZKH., xxxiii, t fi. It if odd, if Amna if ttie Hittite form, that it

fhould not appear in the Hittite renion. Why thouid the Hittite King fail

to. reproduce the name properlyP The obvious answer it that the god was

Vampa, not Aruna, and there was no Hittite god Aruna.
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the Austro-Asiatic models. In all probability, whatever the origin of

kamhala, vara can be referred to an Indo-European root, and the

example disappears. It is in fact very difficult to accept the principle

involved, and certainly it must be reinforced by clear instances before

we can contemplate adopting it as a working hypothesis.

Further, it is impossible to accept with satisfaction the attempt to

explain Aruna and Varuna from the fact that in certain Austro-Asiatic

languages the initial undergoes complete reduction as in Bahnar nr,

‘marsh*. That initial sounds are often lost in the course of the history

of language is one thing, that in the 14th century B.C. we can have

derived from Austro-Asiatic speeches Aruna side by side with Varuna is

a hypothesis wholly implausible. To render it reasonable to accept, very

strong evidence would be necessary and none is forthcoming. As for

Uruwana M. Benveniste, we are informed, is able to prove that

-uwa- and -w are equivalent in Hittite, while the variation in

Mattiwaza*s na)ue as Mattiuza shows definitely that -wci- and -n- can

be interchanged. We have therefore no ground for denying that the

Uruwana is simply Varuna, and not a popular etymology, especially

as no such etymology is obvioris.**

It is difficult also to understand exactly how it is supposed that

Varuna came to the Aryans. “Nothing forbids us to affirm that a

section of the Arj^ans always remained faithful to the Austro-Asiatic

Varuna, god of the sea**. But we have not the slightest evidence that

tlieie ever existed an Austro-Asiatic Varuna, god of the sea, and, as

1 have elsewhere i>ointed out,'^ we have no evidence of a Hittite god

Aruna, as the ocean. The wliole fabric of the views of Professors

Kretschmer and Przyluski seems to be biiilt up on the fact that

tw’^o foreign versions of Varuna are rather inaccurate. The identifi-

cation of Varuna with Ouranos involves far less difficulty that does this

mass of hypotheses, especially if we adopt the view that Ouranos is to

be derived from but, apart from that, the nature of Varuna in

12 Keith, Dr. Modi Memorial Volume, p. 93.

13 ibid.

14 Walde, i. 281. Alternatively we may refer the term to the base seen in

Sanskrit vdri, 'water, ^ Avestan vdr, 'rain,* and other terms in Walde, i, 268,

269; L.H. Gray, Iron. Ifef., p. 20.
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the Rg-veda}^ is such ns to render his subsequent close connection witb

the sea far from unnatural, rendering it quite unnecessary to derive

that aspect of his character from a god of the sea, whether Hittite or

Austro-Asiatic, whose existence is purely a construction. If and when

we have any independent evidence of the existence of such deties, then

only would it be necessary to consider whether there is any likelihood

of contamination in the nature of Varuna.

It may be added tliat it is unnecessary and imi)rcbable to explain

mavianni in the Mitanni treaty by reference to the hypothetical Austro-

Asialic man. The current view, which accepts in anni a Mitanni final'*

added to a base connected with Vedic 7ti(irya, ^yonng man’, is far

more plausible than the idea that the term matiunni designates the

people of the borders, of the desert and the vicinity of the sea.

A. Behbiedali:: Eeith

15 Keith, Udtuioii and Philaxophif of the Veda^ i-100 tf; cf. Hopkins,

Mijtholofjy^ pp. 119-20.

16 There is a clear case of such a containinatiun in Mitrassil Arunassil in

the Mitanni version of the treaty.
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Now we shall turn our attention to another quarter where we shall

indeed find more valuable support lor maintaining the view that

Harihara I raised himself to the position of a king in 133() or in

1340 A.D., or according to some, certainly in the year 1343 A.D.

The first of these three views relates to the famous story of the foun>

datiou of Yijayanagara in the year 1386 A.D. by Harihara I with the

aid of Vidyaranya. I do not intend to dwell on this topic here since I

have reserved it for its proper place.**®

I shall take the second view viz., that Harihara was indeed indepen-

dent in 1340 A.D. The inscription which gives us this information is

from Neiamaiigala. It runs thus:—“Svasti Sri Kaliyugada yarus{h)a

Sam 4442 yuda—1263 Vikrania Samvatparada A^vayija Su.

10 Mu. Sri Mahamandalesvaram Ariraya vibhada Bhasegew

tappuvarayaragunda Catus-samudradhipati Sri Vira Hariyappa

Vwleyaru prlhvirajyangeyuvalli Srimanu Mahasamautadhipati Nara-

loka-ganda Mayileya-Nqyakaru Eukkalanadanu a}utiralu Srimaiiu

Mahu-kukkalanada—liyahoimu—illegible’\®'

The third view relating to the establishment of the kingdom of

Vijayanagara in the year 1343 A.D. is based on the following epi-

graph:—“If Sarada were for all times to take the Earth as a leaf on

which to write, with a twig from the cup of the gods as a pen, and the

ocean as a cup of black water (or ink), dark as the blue mountains, even

so she would not exceed the sum of the qualities, Iila. . . .

“

**(On the date specified i.e. 1343 A.D.) when the Maharajadhiraja,

Ilajaparame^vara, Vira Pratapa Hariharamaharaya was ruling the

kingdom—a dweller at his lotus feet Bhdyanna, son of Padmaudbha of

^he Soma-vaniila, established in Hiriya-ghandasi-thala, the village of

• Continued from vol. VlIJ, No. 4. p. 774.

^ It is inserted in Chapter III of the writer’s forthcoming book entitled

^Social and Volitia/l TJfe in the Vijayttnagam Empire. Heras in his Seginningif

^^Jf^yanagaiu Hieti>ry has also examined this question.

^1 «C., IX, Nl, 19, p. 61 (Text).

* h.q., jtTNis, 1933 14
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Mangasamudra, and repairing the Hiriya Gliandasi agrahara at the

southern sluice of that tank, for the safety of the channel brought to the

old tank, set up the god Hanumanta in front of him, and created a

susana ,

1 intend to examine the direct evidence given to u» in tliese two epi-

graphs in terms of contemi)orary events and the position whicli

Harihara occupied in Hoysala history. We shall begin with the inscrip-

tion from Nelamahgala dated 1340 A.D. The titles given to Harihara

are “Mahamandalesvara, Ariraya-vibliada, Bhasege-tappuva-ruyara-

ganda, Catus-samudradhipati, Sri Vira Hariyap]ia Odey^u*’. The

phrase used in connection with him is ‘Trthvi-rajyengeyuvalli*\

There is nothing either in the titles or in tlie phrase used to suggest

tha* Harihara was an independent ruler in 1340 A.D.

One admits that some of these titles,
—“Mahamandalesvara, Ariraya-

vibhada, Bha8ege-tappuva-rayara-ganda'^ were used by Harihara him-

self, and by ]ji.s successors, although like him they were careful enuugli

to modify the last (itle relating to the lordship over the seas. But the

fact of Harihara having assumed these titles in 1340 A.D., cannot be

taken to mean that he was necessarily independent. The first title of

“Mahamandalesvara^* is in itself not of much value because it was a

Hoysala title, and was Iield h\ many provijicial governors in tlie Hoy-

salo times. Tlie otlier two titles “Ariruya-vibliiida’’ (destroyer of hos-

tile kings) and “Bhasegetappuva-rayara-ganda (champion over those

kings who break their woril) need an explanation. iSupposing that

Harihara assumed independence in 1330 A.D., and that these were the

titles which denoted his royal rank, we have evidence to prove a feuda-

ti»iy calling Ijimselt by one of tl’ese titles. He w'as Virn Maji lliriva-

Pemmanayaka, who styles himself a “Maliaaiayakucarya*’ and

‘‘Bhasege-tappuva-rayara-gandu”.**^ It is incredible that if Hari-

hara I liad really become an indejiendcnf ruler in 133(> A.D. oi'

1340 A.D. he would ever have allowed a feudatory under

him to call himself hy the very same title which Harihara pie-

42 V, pt. I, Ak., m), p. IMl.

43 Fleet, Dynasties of the Kanurcse IMrivta^ p. 65 . (i.st Ed.).

44 KC., IX, Dv. 3, p. 74. Cf. Nagayya who calls liiinseU’ ‘‘Bhasege-tappavU-

LeAkara-ganda^’ in about 1305 A.D,. EC'., Ill, Md. 83, p. 155 (Text).
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fixed to his own name. AVkat Deva B&ya the Great jpermitted

in the iustauce of a petty Co|a representative, Harihara would never

have allowed in the case of a Mahanayakacarya, esi^ially when we

realize the fact that the empire of Vijayanagara liad just come into

being under the guidance of the eldest son of Saiigama. Therefore,

neither the ‘birudu’ of ‘Mahamandale^vara’ nor that of ^Bhasege-

tnppuva-ruyara-ganda’ can be taken to mean that Harihara was inde-

pendent. The last title Caltt^-samtidradliipati (Master of the Four

Oceans) can be interpreted to mean that he was indeed a king^. But on

a closer examination even this ‘birudu* fails to carry conviction with

it. In all likelihood it was a title which Harihara may have received

at the hands of Vira Ballala III for some act of bravery about which

we know nothing for the present. This supposition is strengthened by

the fact that Harihara was engaged in unifying the western and

eastern sea-boards of the Hoysala empire^ as is evident by his activi-

ties in Barakuru, Honnavuru, Badami, and by his having placed his

younger brother, Eaippa, probably with the sanction of his royal master

Ballala III, in charge of the Udayagiri district' guarding the eastern

coast. If he was really an independent monarch in 1340 A.D., nothing

prevented him and his successors from api>ending that ‘birudu* which

suggests his influence over the northern, western, eastern and southern

oceans, in the subsequent years. But this title which appears in the

grant of a private person in 1340 A.D., does not figure in the royal

grant of Harihara in 1346 A.D. For in that year he calls himself as

one who has ^^conquered the Karth from the eastern to the western

oceans. And ten years later (1356 A.D.) Bukka I is called in a

grant by Mallinatha-Odeyar, who, as a general over the Vijayanagara

forces, must certainly hove been intimate with the projier royal titles,

master only of the Eastern and Western o(ieans.^* Again in 1360 A.D.

Bukka is given the same title, and not the ^birndu’ of Tatus-

8amudradhipati\*' The reason why the *birudu’ of ‘Catus-

samudradhipati’ was not used by the founders from the year 1346 till

1360 A.D. is that! the conquest of the southern ocean i.e. of the

45 ICC., VI, Sg. 1, p. 92. 46 Rice, J/.v. Inifcr., p. 2.

47 £C\, HI, Hn. 19, p. 8,
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southern Sultanate of Madura which Wdered on the southern ocean,

was not effected till 1360 A.D.
;
and, therefore, neither Harihara I nor

Bukka I prefixed that title to their names. Therefore, this ‘birudu’

inserted in the ^?rant of 1340 A.D. pfives us no clue to tlie independent

position of Harihara in that year. We can only assume that it must

have been bestowed on him in recoj^nition of some act of valour, since

we know that he was indeed the ‘Strong Man^ of the times.

We now proceed to examine the phrase used in connection with

him “Sri Vira llariyappa Odeyaru pit hvi-rajyaugeyuvaili“ (while

Vira Harihara was ruling the kingdom of the world). This phrase

likewise is insufficient to prove that he was an independent ruler in

1340 A.D. The technical phrase used to denote sovereignty from the

times of the later Calukyas, as the accompanying table will show, was,

as Mr. Bice rightly soys, ^\Sukha-sankathavinodadinda“ (in the

enjoyment of peace and pleasant (or profitable) conversation, especially

it would appear, stories relating to benefactions for charity or religious

merit).^* This phrase has been interpreted by Mr. Rice thus
—“While

ruling the kingdom of the world in peace and wisdom^, “as conveying

the idea probably intended to be expressed^.^* It is true that in the

early times of Karnataka history, as Dr. Fleet observes,*® the phrase

‘Prithvi-rajyangeynvalli, conveyed the idea of sovereignty, and that

it was superseded . by the more elaborate “Vijaya-rajyain-uttar-ottar-

abhi-viddhi-pravardhamanam-a-candra-arka-larainbarain-sale (or salut-

tum-ire)’’, “The victorious reign augmenting with perpetual increase,

being current, so as to endure as long as the moon and sun and stars

may last.“ But this also was exchanged in the Vijayanagara times for

the still more high-sounding phrase which began with the usual

‘birudus^ of the monarchs, spoke of the Ahga, Vanga, Ealinga and other

kings, addressed the Vijayanagara ruler in terms of respect, and ended

with the assertion that the latter satisfied tbe desires of tlie needy from

Himacala to Setu.*^ This may be considered to be the typical manner

48 Kice, Mysore and Coorg, pp. 167-8.

49 Rice, Mysore Ins.^ p. 2 note; EC., IX, Dv. 32. p. 41, gives the meaning
in dear terms.

50 Fleet, Dyn, Kan. I)ist.^ p. 429; Fleet quoted in QJMS., II, p. 64.

51 EC., XII, Ck. 10, p. 73.
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in which savereigrnty i» denoted in the royal grants of Vijayanagara.

But the frequent use of the phrase ‘prlhvi-rajyahgeyttvalli' in the

Vijayanagara age may be explained by saying that it signified the

subordinate status of provincial governors that in the instances where

it occurs in connection with the rulers, it denoted the instability of

the times as im the reign of Ballala III or in those of ftadw^iva; that it.

mostly occurs in the viragals and in grants made by private persons and

sometimes by nobles; and that whenever it was used in the Vijayanagara

times it was invariably qualified by the imperial titles ‘Rajadhi-

raja^ ^Bagaparameivara^ or ‘Maharajiidhiraja' which augpnented consi-

derably the meaning of the words ‘while ruling the kingdom of the

word*. These considerations may, therefore, enable ns to understand

that in 1340 A.D. its inclusion in an inscription may not necessarily be

interpreted to mean the independent position of Hnrihara.

From qualifying phrases given in the tabular statement (see Appen-

dix) it will be clear that Hoysaln tradition had already sanctioned

the use of the phrase ‘Sukba-sankatha-vinodadim* instead of

‘rrtUvi-rajyam-geyuvalli’ which was associated with kings as well

as viceroys in the Vijayanagara times. An examination of the politi-

cal events of 1340 A.D. will make it clear that the inclusion of the

latter ])hrase in a grant of that year gives us no definite data to assume

that Harihara was an independent ruler in 1340 A.D.

We now turn to the other inscription from Arasiyakere which, as

noted above, gives Harihara I the title of ‘Maharajadhiraja*, in 1343

A.D.^* I admit that this is the best direct evidence we have of Harihara

as an independent ruler in 1343 A.D. after the elimination of the follow-

ing considerations against it:—To start with, this epigraph, as Mr.

Rice remarks, “opens with an ultra-hyperbolic verse in praise of

True, it is a grave defect of the eastern mind to be ultra-

hyperbolic on very many occasions; but it may be observed that

Harihara, who was, content with the modest title of ‘Vira Hariappa

Odeya*, would not have given vent to his imagination by falling into

52 W., IX, Cp. 1^50, pp. lot; 336; VIT, Sh. 70, p. 72 etc.

53 W., r, AB. 150, 0.0.

54 KV., V, Intro., p. XXVIU.
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im ultra-hyperbolic rein only in the year 1343 A.D.^ when neither

before that date nor after it we have any evidence of hie having.

allowed a subject of his to call him by the imperial titles of

‘Maharajadhiraja Bajaparameiivara’.

Moreover, it may be noted that this is a private grant and that it

has not the weight of a royal pronouncement. If Harihara really

assumed royal dignity in 1343 A.D., his own grant of 1346 A.D., which

we shall presently cite, would have made known to us the fact of his

having been called a 'Mah&rajadhiraja.’

Further, neither the beginning nor the end of the above grants is in

conformity with the acknowledged Yijayanagara practice. There is

neither the salutation to the Boar at the beginning nor the Kapnada

sign manual *Srf Yirfipaksa’ at the end. Therefore, the value of this

inscription is diminished because of its exaggeration and its private

nature. Any assertion as regards the royal position of Harihara I based

on this inscription is consequently untenable.

If we have no substantial evidence till the year le343 A.D. to main-

tain thot Harihara had become independent, the next question to be

asked is—when did he really become king?

The answer to this question lies in a proper analysis of the political

situation in the first half of the fourteenth century in southern India,

and in understanding the position which Harihara occupied in Hoysala

history. We shall begin with the latter, and we shall see what and

where he was between 1300 and 1340 A.D. The supposition that the

sons of Safigama were officers under the Hoysala government is well

founded. Eumara Eaqipana, according to the local chronicles of

Madura, was a Moor-keeper’ of Vfrn Ballala III.*^ Under what cir-

cumstances he was transferred to Madura is a point that remains to be

seen. As regards Harihara, the following may be observed:—
In 1300 A.D. Harihara seems to have already occupied the highest

position in the Hoysala kingdom. For under the name of Devappa

55 SatyanStha Iyer, T/ie of Madura^ p. 3. Wc may Kuppose that

there was some such high dignitary called the *door-keeper.’ Cf. Artha^sii'o,

Bk. II, ch. X, p. Bl, note 6 (Shama Sastri’s ed.). Tahivachitta-vitthappa is called

one of the ministers at the gate of the great minister Vallappa in 1541 a.p.

KC., X, Mr. 82, p. 175; see also K.C., XII, Tm. 1, p. 2.
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Haiiappa be was placed aa the Sarvadhikari over the Hadavalike-nadu/*

\Ve admit that the identification of Devappa Hariappa with Hariappa

Udeya will, for the present, be only a conjecture; but we may be ppr-

mitted to assume that this was the same person who later exchanged his

jjame ‘Devappa’ for the more fitting ‘Vira’ by dint of hard work as a

minister for peacje and war. Sarvadhik^i, it may be incidentally noted

^

was a title of the greatest consequence in Hoysala history.

We shall presently see that this ‘Devappa’ would justify the other

title whicli he probably had—that of ‘the Strong Man’ of Lakkhanna—by

his warlike activities directed towards the western and north-western

portions of the Hoysala Empire. In fact, it was he who brought the

western seaboard under the control of Ballala III. This is proved,

according to. some, by his having built a fort at Barakuru in Tuluva in

1330 A.D.^* In 1340 A.D. he was placed over Eukkalaiiadu. We infer

this from tiie titles given to him (Mahamandalesvara, Arirayavibhada,

Bhaaege-Tappuva-rayura-ganda, Catus-Samudradhipati),^* and from the

history of this little principality. In about 1330 A.D. Kukkalanadu

was under (Mayileya nayaka), J^eyan-nayaka, a feudatory of Ballala

HI.®' In 1330 A.D. he is called Chenneya-nayaka.®* In 1339 A.D.

Koteya-nayaka’s son Mayileya-nayaka Chenneya-nayaka’s sou Koteya-

nayaka was under Ballala |III.®® In 1340 A.D. Mayileya-nayaka ’s

younger brother Cheuneya-nayaka, also called in the same inscription

Mayileya-nayaka Chenneya-nayaka, was the feudatory of Ballala III.

The date of this Inscription is “Sakabda 1202 neya Vikrama Samvat-

50 VI J, Sh. 19, {p. 13. Another Uariiiara is A«,h1ayada Hariliara

Dnniiayaka in 1235 a.u. A't’., Ill, Md. 121, p. 53. The younger brothers of

one Harilmra Siva Dannnyaka arc mentioned in 1279 a.i>. A’C., Ill, Tn. 84,

F- 83. The ruler of Kuiidaur was Hariliara in 1297 (?) a.u. EC.y IX, Cg. 59,

12 (Text),

67 U\i. Arch. Report., 1914^, p. 62.

68 Sturrock, S. Caimni Monmlf 1, p. 53. op. cit.

50 AX’., IX, NI. 19. op. cit. The last named title “Lord of the Four

Oceans^ was evidently bestowed on Hnrihara by Ballnja on account of his

work in the maritime districts.

60 AC’., IX, NI. 12, p. 32. 61 AC., IX, Nl. 9, p. 32.

62 AC., IX, Bn. 110, p. 22.

63 AC., IX, Bn. 117. p. 23. He is called also “Kojiys-nayaka”.
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saraila Eurtika Su-5-rahi** {-November, Friday 24, 1340 A.D.)** Iftw

ruler Mnyileya-nayaka appeara in the same year, according to Mr.

Rice, under Harinppa Odeyar. The inscription which supplies us with

this information is effaced, and it presents some difSculties as regards

its date. “Kaliyiigada varusam 4442 yeda—12G3 Vikrama Samvat-

savada—na Suiuvatsarada A^vayuja Su. 10 Ma**. If we agree with Mr.

Rice, we may place this in “August, Thursday, 3rd, 1840 A.D/* or in

1341 A.D. It is certain that Mayileya-nayaka was under Ilarihara.

Eukkalan^u which had been under the Hoysalus, and Mayileyu-

iiaiyaka Chenneya-Nayaka, who hud acknowledged the suzerainty of

Ballala III in 1340 A.D., would not have tamely surrendered to “the

rising power’ ^ of a new chief like Harihara if the latter were an enemy

of Ballala III, especially when that Hoysala monarch was still pOTvei-

ful to command an army that could meet the Turks in a battle iu 1342

A.D. Therefore, it may be coficluded that Mayileya-nayaka Chenneya-

nayaka willingly acquiesced in the government of Harihara because the

latter was the governor placed over Kukkulanadii by Vira Ballala III.

Nominally over this area, Harihara was really concejitrating his atten-

tion on the important que^t'on of subjugating Badami, where in the same

year (1340 A.D.) he built a fort.*^ In 1342 A.D. he solved the entire

problem of the contlrol of the western coast by bringing under his sway

the Miihamniadan chief named Jainal-nd-din of Hoiinavuru.** Thus

from 1309 A.D. till 1342 A.D. his activities only confirm that he was

indeed tlic ‘Strong iiiair not only of Dakklianna** but of the times as well.

Inscriptional evidence warrants our assumption that the Hoysalas

ruled till the year 1340 A.D. Now, the sup])osition is that during the

reign of the last two Ballalas,—Vira Ballala III, and Ballala IV,

Hariappa, who had so faithfully served his sovereigns, would not have

deliberately thrown his weight on the side of the great enemies of the

64 EC,, IX, Bn. Hi. OC. Text, p. 40.

65 Swamikannu, Indim Ephemeri$, IV, p. 283.

66 Swamikannu, Indian Ephemeris,, IV, p, 283; but it may also correspond

to February, Monday, 26, 1341, Ihid,, p. 284.

67 IA., X, p. 63. Heras, The Beginnings, p. 68.

68 Jhn-Batnta, Travels,^ (Defremery^angiiinetti) IV, p. 63; Heras, Ibid,

6B It is impossible to find out who this Lakkhappa was.
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Hoysalas, the Muhammadans, by creating another kingdom within the

limits of the Hoysala Empire. All the evidence brought forward by the

supporters of the theory that the Vijayauagara Empire v»"as establislied

between 1336 A.D. and 1340 A.D. being highly unsatisfactory, we fall

back on the guess with which Mr. Ersna Sastri concludes the introduction

to the first of the series of his articles. ‘‘In fact there is strong reason

to believe that till A.D. 1346 by which time Ballala had died, there was

no attem])! made by HariJiara and his brothers to dec lare their indepen-

dence.*'^® TIio Rev. Herns says the same—“The fact is that the year

1346 A.D. witnessed the end of the Hoysala dynasty, but in his next

statement lie is indefinite us to when Harihara appointed Bukka as his

yuva-mja. “And ii was perhaps on this occasion (i e., in the year 1346)

that Harihara I appointed Bukka his Yuva-rdja, We say, perhaps, for

the inscription referring to this event is of the year 1378, when Bukka

himself was already on the throne after his brother Ilarihara's death."

While arguing against the unwarranted conclusions of Mr.

Ivrsna Sastri, the Rev. Iteras proves conclusively the identity of inter-

ests between Harihara and Vira Ballala III*“, and opines that “in the

same year (i.e., 1346 A.D. “the year of Ballala IV’s death"), most

likely after the death of Balluia IV, the authority of Harihara was

acknowledged in the same Taluka (of Bangalore), according to an ins-

cription at Harihara Hobli".”
,
While the Rev. Heras has thus decidedly

added to our knowledge of those dark days of the early Vi;ayaiiagaia

Jiistory, and has advanced on the suppositions of Mr. Ersna Sastri,

especially in pointing out the importance of the year 1346 A.D. in

South Indian history, yet he has not finally declared whether the

Empire of Vijayauagara was founded in 1346 A.D. or earlier. This

is evident from the hesitation with which he speaks of llarihara's having

nadij Bukka his yuva-tdja in 1346 A.D., from the assertion which

he has made in the earlier part of his book that there was ii city

called Vijayauagara in the Hoysala times, and finally from the

70 Atilt.

^

1907-8, op. cit.

71 Herns, The lici/innimja ctv.^ p. 111). See Dr. Veiika^ Hamanayya,

hampit i find Vijayatninoin^ p. JW.

72 Heras, The Jteoinnntffs eft'., p. 68.

73 mt., p. lai.

I.U.Q., JUNE, 1933

74 Ibid., p. 42.
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statement, whicli we have already seen, that Harihara I was enthroned

hy Ballala III as the latter’s own Mahamaudaledvara between the yeSrs

1330 and 1340 A.D. at Vijayanagara.” While the question of raising

Harihara to the status of a Mahaanandale^vara in the north by Ballala

III, between 1330 and 1340 A.D., is not at all denied, the assertioii'

that there was a city named Vijayanagara between these two dates is

a point which one is not prepared to admit. For, if there was a city

called Vijayanagara between 1330 and 1340 A.D., the significance of

the name of the capital, and of the assumption of the status of a

sovereign by Harihara only in 1340 A.D., arc not easily understood.

There cannot be a doubt that the kingdom which soon came to be

known as the Empire of Vija\^nagara, was founded in the year

1346 A.D.

We resume the thread of our analysis of the political situation in

the Karnataka. Ballala IV ruled, as we have noted, till 1340 A.D.

And we assume that he died issueless, and that, as the Rev. Heras

would have it, Harihara was acknowledged king in the Bangalore

region. Over and above his personal qualifications, Harihara had the

supreme consolation of realizing that three of hin brothers were doing

more for the country than any one else in the Karnataka. All these

brothers, Harihara, Bukka, Marappa and Kain])ana were indeed con-

jointly responsible for the rejuvenation of Hindu life in southern

India, although the leading line was in the harids of Harihara. While

he was busy safeguarding the western and north-western parts of the

Hoysala Empire, his brother M^appa was equally active in acquiring

a kingdom in the West. This we infer from an inscription of 1346 A.D.

which records that Marappa ‘^from Kallosa acquired a kingdom in the

west”, and defeating the Kadamba king in a great battle, proceeded to

the temple of Siva at Gokarna.” This little point of Marappa’s having

acquired a kingdom in the West from Kallasa, which, if I may say so,

was perhaps Kalafo, deserves a parsing remark. The Rev. Heras has

identified the ruler of Kallasa with the Pindya Deva of Ucchafigi.” I

think that the phra.se *Kingdom in the West^ may refer to the Sindas.

75 Ibid., p. 67. 76 EC., VIII, Sb. 375, p. 60.

77 Heras, The Beginnings etc., p. 77.
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In the unexplored region of Earn&^ka history, the Sindas have ployed

a amnll but significant part. In 1245 A.D. the Sinds king called

Harabarai Devarasa had made Eallise his capital.” 1 suppose that this

Eallise of Harabara Devarasa and the Eallasa of Mftrappa are the same.

This would mean the end of the Sinda family on the one hand, and of

the Eadamba dynasty on the other. The year when M&rappa cleared

the land of these two ancient royal houses, it must be remembered, was

1346 A.D.

Meanwhile in the same year, MSrappa's younger brother Eampapa,

had proved the mettle he had in him by winning the lordship of the

Eastern Seas. Thus in an inscriptiim of 1346 A.D. he is styled the

”Ix>rJ of the Eastern and Western Seas.”” The fact of our not knowing

for the present all the details of how he came to acquire the control

over the Eastern Coast is no justification for our rejectingr the evi-

dence of the above inscription, which proves that in 1346 A.D.

Eampana was doing for the sake of the country on the eastern coast,

what his brothers were doing on the weetern and northern coasts.

We are ignorant ae to what Bukka was doing in the same year

(1346 A.D.); but there cannot be a doubt that that shrewd son ct

Safigama was laying deep plans tor an effective campaign against the

Muhammadan Sultanate of the South.

However that may be, the year 1346 A.D. saw the united activities

of the brothers for a common end—the liberation of the country from

foreign domination. This great fact is commemorated in two ways:—
(a) By a joint pilgrimage which all the brothers undertook to

the famous Matha at Srngeri in 1346 A.D. ; and

(b) By a definite statement made in an inscription, engraved

under royal command, dated in the year (1347 A.D.)

to the effect that the capital HastinI was ^^protected by the

king Earihara together with his brothers*','^ among whom

Muddappa, probably because he was not alive, does not

figure.

T8 go.. VII, HI. 64, p. 171, Intro, p. 36.

70 Botterworth and Venugopal Chetty, Inscriptions in the N^lort

Uiiimt, II, pp. 789-00.

80 ga, VIII, Bb. 875, p. 66.
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To the evidence of these inscriptions we n»ay add two other epi-

graphs which also speak of the joint v\ie of Hariharo and Bukka.

These are dated 1346 A.D. and 1346-8 A.D.” But the inscription which

gives us the clue to the exact date of the foundation of the Vijaya-

nagnva Empire is that which rerorda the joint pilgrimage of Harihara

and his brothers to Srhgeri in 1346 A.D. It says that ‘^ITariLara

liaving conquered tha earth from the eastern to the western ocean, in

order to celebrate the festival of Ids victory*', along with Kampana

Odeyar, Bukkanna Odeyar, Marappa Odeyar, Muddappa Odeyor,

son-in-law Ballapiia Danniiyaka, Kuniura Sovanna Odeyar, and others

made to Bharati Ti?‘tha Sripada, his disciples, and forty Bralunins

lesiding at Srngeri, a grant on a stone Sasana of nine villages belong-

ing to Eelanadu in Santaligenadu in the customary manner. This ins-

cription is dated in ^^Jayabhyudaya Saka-varusa 1268 neya Parthiva

Samvatsarada Phalgunn Bahnla Guruvaradandu**** (s=A.D. 1346,

March 9, Thursday.)"’ The inscription which suggests to us the death

of Ballala IV and which records the grant of Jihganna is dated in

the cyclic year Vyaya. Vyayasamvatsarada Vai^akha Sii. I

Betyavaradalu,"^ which corresponds with (A.D. 1346) April 23,

Sunday.*’ There is one point, liowever, which requires an explanation

:

if the grant recording the charity of Jihganna is in April 1346 A.D.,

and is, therefore, later than that testifying the pilgrimage

cf Harihara and bis brothers to Srhgeri, then, why is it that no men-

tion is made in the former about the new ruler Harihara and his

brothers who hod already assumed the dignity of independent rulers

in March 1340 A.D.P The answer is implied in the phrase in the

inscription that informs us about the famous pilgrimage to Srhgeri.

This phrase, which deserves an examination, is the following

—

Harihara ‘‘having conquered the earth from the eastern to the vrestern

ocean, an. order to celebrate the festival of his victory, made an excellent

81 IXj Bn. 69, p. 12; EC,, IX, Do. 60, p. 80 respectively.

82 EC., VI, Sg. 1. p. 347 (Text).

83 Swamikannii PiJIai, The Indian Ephemeris, IV, p. 294.

84 EC\, IX, Bn. 120 0. C. p. 44 (Text).

86 Swamikannu Pillai, Ibid,
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grant/' The Rev. Heraa comments on the above in this manner:—
“This conquest is called conquest and victory in a broad sense. A real

viclory and conquest supposes an enemy, and this enemy is always men-

tioned in the inscriptions of those days: ihe Turukas, the Colas, the

Tandyas, the Teluhgas, the lords of Kuniala, Saiika of Kohkan, etc.

Now since the enemy is not mentioned on this occasion, it is evident that

I ho enemy did not exist, a fact which is confirmed by the absence of

records proving the conquest of the Southern portion of the Peninsula

from the eastern to tlie western ocean. This phrase is therefore a

stereolyped expression meaning that Ilarihara obtained the sovereignty

over tlie earth from the eastern to the western ocean.”*® The propensity

of the Hindu monarch to prefix grandiloquent titles to their names is

not denied
;
but wliat is worth while to know is whether Harihara and his

brotliers bad any val'd reason to make public the festival of their victory

over imaginary enemies. The enemies, I believe, against whom Harihara

scored a victory were the great nobles of ihe Iloysala Court, some of

wliom, as wc have already described, were associated with Vira Ballala

III liimself in goveniiag ihe country. To the list of tliese minirtters,

the Bluma Rayas, the Kathora Haras, ojkI the rest, mast be added the

names of Vira Maji Tliriya Pemmanayaka and tlie others, all of whom,

if it came only to a question of birtli and loyal service, could put forth

as solid claims for tlie IToysala throne as Harihara himself. It is this

uncertainty which hung in the air—whether Harihara together with his

hrother was to sueceod to the Iloysala throne or one of the great nohles

of the Hoysala Court,—and the inadvisibility of openly avowing the

rivals of the Court as enemies, an act of hidiscretiou that might haye

iu’ought untold misery to the rising state, that account for the absence of

the names of the rulers in the grant of Jinganna of April 1343 A.D.

Since none poss<vssed the right for the throne which Harihara could

put forward, both by virtue of his own prowess and by that of his

brothers, on the death of Vira Virupuksa Ballala in 134C A.D., the

people acknowledged the sovereignty of Harihara, the eldest son of

Saugama, over the wdiole of Karnataka.

B. A. Saletorb

B6 Heras, The Ikriinnirujs^ pp. 106-10U,
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Dynasty

Ruler

Qualifying

Phrases

Reference

1233

AD.

Hoysala
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II

•‘putting

down

the

evil

and

upholding

E.C.,

XII,

Gb.

45i

p«

15

the

good/'

and

“ruling

the

king-

dom

of

the

world

in

peace
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1287

A,D

do

do

‘‘ruling

the

kingdom

of

the

world

E.C„

VII,

Sh.

63,

p.

24

in

peace

and

wisdom*

do

do

Janneya

Da^nayakai

do

do

under

Narasitpha

III



Age

Dynasty

Ruler

Qualifying

Phrases

Reference

1256

a,d.

Hoysala

Narasiipha

III

“ruling

the

kingdom

of

the

earth"

E.C.,

XII,

Tp.

28,

p.

46

1265

A.D.

do

do

do

E.C.,

Xll,

Tp.

22,

p.

46

do

do

do

“ruling

the

kingdom

of

the

world

E.C,

VI.

Cm.

89,

p.

47

in

peace

and

wisdom"
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Age

Dynasty

Ruler

Qualifying

Phrases

Reference

1286

A.P.

Hoysala

Hoysala

Narasiniha

III

“ruling

the

kingdom

of

the

world

E.C,

XI,

Cd.

12,

p.
4

in

peace

and

wisdom”

1286

A.D.

do

do

do

E.C.,

XI,

Cd.

32,

p.
9

1286

A.D.

do

do

do

E.C..

XII.

To.

12^.6*:
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Age

Dynasty

Ruler

Qualifying

Phrases

Reference

1310

A.D.

Hoysala

Ballala

III

along

with

“ruling

the

kingdom

of

the

world

E,C.,

XI.

Cd.

i,

1

the

great

minister

in

peace

and

wisdom'*
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Age

Dynasty

Ruler

Qualifying

Phrases

Reference

i:

93A.D.

?

Narana-Deva

Odeyar

“ruling

the

kingdom

of

the

world

E.C.,

IX.

Kn.

loo^

p,

134

i5tC4

A.D

Vijayanagara

Harihara

do

E.C.,

HI.

In,

€4,?.

279

•

(Text)
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The Buddhist Manuscripts at Gilgit

In the previous issue {lHQ,y IX. I, pp. 227-23G), an account has

been given of the third manuscript entitled Sarvatathagatasattvd-

valohina-hud(lhaJvse<tm-sand<iminavyu}ia,

The first two leaves of tliis Ms. are lost, and so in tlie previous issue

they were restored into Sanskrit from Tibetan. The object of this paper

is to offer a translation of the text contained in the two leaves lost and

summarise the contents of the remaining portion of the manuscript.

(Summary)

TIjus liave I heard. Once Bhagava was dwelling on the Potalaka

nioviitaiii in the abode of Arya Avalokitesvara and was seated on a be-

jewelled throne strewn with flowers with 500 bhiksus, who were all

arhats, free from asravas, having full control over their minds and

mastered the good Law, with 700 bodhisattvas, who were endowed with

great compassion and knowledge and who were to become Buddhas after

one, two or (at the most) one hundred births, all of them, were in the

possession of eight fruits and established in the ten hhumis (stages of

spiritual progress), the i)roniinent among them were Avalokitej^vara,

Manjusri, Vimalaketu, Katnasri, Vajraketu, Vimalaprabha, Candana,

etc., with 5000 male and female lay-devotees, all of whom had been pre-

dicted (to become Buddhas), were meditators, and assembled from the

various lokadhatus; w'ith 100,000 Gaiidharvas who had previously

served the Buddhas and witnessed the miracles performed by them;

and with the 80 Mahayaksinis, wdio had obtained the Bodhisattva

knowledge, and had been predicted to become Buddhas without the

chance of retrogression, the foremost among them being Anopama,

Vimalaprabha, Prabhuvatl, and Bhimasri. Knowing that Buddha had

taken liis seat on the throne, all those (assembled) worshipped him in

accordance with the meritorious pow’er of each, with divine clothes,

ornaments, flowers, garlands, incense, unguent and music, and then

circumambulated him innumerable times. Then Buddha entered into

a meditatioii called the Sai'vdsattca^mahdJcarund-jndfia^stJdta, By the
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power of this sanuulhi^ liglit slione forth in all the ti-isahasm-

viahasnluisni worlds. Everything became visible, the born blind began

to see objects, the deaf heard sounds, the diseased were freed of their

diseases, the naked were covered with clothes, the insane got back

sanity, the ]>liysical defects of the defective were removed, the poor

became rich, and beings, who were without wealth and ])ro-

per ty, became endowed with them, in short, all beings became

liaijpy and all their liopes W'ere fulfilled. All beings whether

of Ihmloka or Maiwsjijcdokuy sacrificing their own enjoyments,

approacJied Buddha for hearing the religious discourse; even the Nagas,

Yuksas, Pisacas, by remembering Buddha, became friendly to all

beings and approached Budlha for hearing the discourse. By the

power of Buddha, those beings who were ever in darkness in the

Yamaloka got back their memory for one moment and came to know

each other; they became friendly when they were rescued from the

pitch dark state and freed from their troubles. At that time, the earth

quaked six times. In that asseubly was seated Manjusrikumarabhuia.

He .‘‘’aid this to Avalokitesvara : “() Kulajmtra, the premonitory signs

of tlie great as.seiubly are visible, innumerable Bodhisattvas have received

predictions (about their attainmeit of Buddhahood), and similar signs

of a great discourse are also visible. Countless Bodhi.sattvas are to

obtain knowledge which will fulfil all their hopes. Out of compassion

to them, for their good, and for establishing them in (the path leading

to) the highest snmlwdhi^ 0 Kulaputra, request the Tathagata (to

deliver the discourse). In future, there will be beings who will commit

sins, be poor and destitute, possess di.scoloured bodies, suffer from old

age and disease and have limited enjoyments. They will be unres-

trained in the use of the seii.se.s, po.ssessed of .short life and poor iniellecl,

and subject to attachment
,
hatred and delusion. It is for them, that

you, <) Kulaputra, should solicit the Tathagata for delivering a dis-

course, and by doing so, you will be conferring lasting benefit and

happiness on beings, saving them from evils, di.seases and siirs, and

])elpuig them in the fulfilment of their wislies including the attain-

ment of the highest nirvana. At this, Arya Avalokitesvara looked

around in ten directions, remembered the countless Tatliugatos, and

after due salutations, said :

^
‘There Mill be, in future, 0 Bhagavau,
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beingg afflicted by old ajje, disease, misery and death; (they will be)

poor and sliort-lived, unrestrained in the use of the senses, given to

fighting among themselves on account of mutual jealousy and ill-

feeling, depriving one anotlier of their wealth and ])roperty, finding

pleasure in frivolous ainuseiiieiits, labouring under tlie misconception

that things of the world are good and poruianent. These beings will

be born in the various lower spheres of existence including bells, and

it is for their welfare, for Uieir rescue from evils and fulfilment of

desires including the attainment of the Tathagata-knowledge that I

pray you, 0 Bhagavan, to deliver a discourse. To you there is nothing

unknown and unheard
;
many are the monks and nuns, male and female

lay-devotees, denizens of heavens and other spheres, who are wise, and

worshipped the previous Buddha.^
;
they have assembled here to listen to

your discourse. Let them not be disappointed. Then all those

assembled endorsed in one voice the request of Avalokite^vara. When
Bhagavan was thus requested thrice, he looked around the ten corners

of the world, and with a ringing sweet musical voice addressed

Avalokitesvara as follows: ‘‘There is, 0 Kulajmtra, a Samadhi

(inedi tat ion ) called So rvadathagatadImjh (inn-Mtf vdvalohana-huddh ff-

hijetramndanana-vy ilha

j

whicli I heard, after I had obtained the first

Bodhicitta^ from the Tathagata Sukusumajyoti-sandarBa, and the

nioiiient it was heard, it was practised by innumerable beings, resulting

in 90 koiis of them attaining the Tathagata knowledge, and the rest

iiitlvding myself hearing the prediction {vyaharana) as to the attain-

ment of Buddhaliood. And I now remember through my Tailia-

gata-kiiowledge that 80,000 Taihagatas delivered this discourse for the

beuefil of beings, ami in every case, yourself and ManjusrI were the

supplicants. The assembly of Bodhisattvas and lay-devotees, similar to

tl)e one i)resent here, evinced their veneration (to ibis text), and thereby

{'g^aiii, countless being lieard the prediction as to tlieir attainment of

Buddhaliood in future and gained mastery over many Bodhisattva-

nieditatioiis. All theii* desires were fulfilled. They became free from

all diseases. Their merits matured, and their liindrances were removed.

They obtained pleasing, lovely bodies, and their treasuries and store-

houses were filled with wealtli and corns. Tliey were respectfully treated

hy ihe kings, ministers, and the beings in general. They became

i.h.'q., JUNE) 1933 20
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possessed of wisdom and the power of recollection, and developed faitli

in Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha. They were blessed in every way,

viz., with long lif#, noble l>irth, •strong pliysique. They had not to

suffer separation from the dear ones. Such will be the fruits of those

who will worship tliis Text {dharmapa rijdtja) with flowers, incense,

scents, garlands, unguents, flags and festoons, uttering namo

BuddhuyOy and praise it, remember it, deliver it or have it delivered,

%vri(e it or have it written, or respectfully listen to its delivery hy a

Dharmabhaiiaka. In this life, they will derive all tlie beneflis men-

tioned above, viz., beautiful and healthy physique, wdsdom and

intelligence, honour from kings, niinislers and ilie people generally, and

wealth and property. Their breath wdll give out sandal scent and their

eyes will be like the blue lotus. By day and night they w’ill visualize

Buddhas and Bodhisativas, and all their hindrances (to emancipation)

will be removed. They will be protected by the gods, and at the time

of death, they will see the Bodhisattva. Their minds will he undi.s-

traeted and free from envy. After deatlij they will be reborn in the

Sukhavail lokadhatu. All of them have been predicted to become

Buddhas, and one need not have any doubt about same. If any one

commits this treatise to memory, write it or have it written with due

veneration, all his mental and physical troubles, be they regard-

ing their physique, property, intelligence, dear ones, kingdom, disease,

food, or dress, will cease through the power of this Samadhi. But he

shouhi confess (pratidesana) all the .sins that Ite might have committed

during this and previous lives, develop firm faitli in Buddha, Dharma,

and Sangha. By doing so, he will be absolved from all sins and he will

have amjde wealth and w ill never be born in any evil sphere of existence,

buch is the merit of this Samadhi. The immense benefits can be derived

by listening to, committing to memory or writing tlie Dhdrani’

wanirapadas. On the delivery of this discourse the earth quaked •six

times and there w’as on the lathagata a sliower of flow’ers, cloth etc.

Then wdiat are the Jlariirapadas? They are i

* Ms. 55;^^ ; Chin, omits it.
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wntna^isi^ wr-

narf«rei% a<ift»i^ i #5it ?jm** iw *nrri?i w4^
wcTW^rew >!ra?s t 5«nfr ii

These Mantrapadas were utHered by 30,000 Tatliagatas and I am

also doing the same for the benefit and protection of all beings, for

the cliecking of all diseases, and for the future appearance of these

beings in Buddhaksetras/’

If anyone be anxious to know how to acquire the merits enumerated

by the Talhagata, he is advised to develop loving and compassionate

mind and get rid of envy, pride, deceit and anger; then with con-

centrated mind he is to worship Buddha and cogitate over the merits

of the Tathagatas, perform 108 japas, and offer one flower to every

Tathagata. That will make him prosperous and he will see the Tatha-

gata even in dream and at the time of hid death. He will be reborn

in the Sukhavati heaven, and there he will be endowed with long

life, strength and beauty and all his hopes will be fulfilled. On the

uiierance of this Dhiinun, (10,000 beings obtained insight into the

non-origination of all things, had their hindrances removed and their

liopes were fulfilled.

II

Then Vajrapani, looking around the ten corners, said : ‘‘There is,

0 Bhagavan, the Dhlram called the Ahhayateja, which I heard from

the Abhayavyuharaja Tathagata. Whoever hears tliis Dhdrant, all

his afflictions disappear, I wish fo impart this Dhuranl to those who

recites, or listen to (the previously stated sutra), or those wlio worship

or remember it.*' The Mantra is as follows:

ww I 5' j* ^rlli Jjfesjrni wia*nf^

w<innftrsrwwi Hrwfe

t Ms.

{ Ms. *1^ ^ •* Tib.

* Tib. \ Ms.
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4 «iJr«rTfvwT^iT t girt \W p g^* \ i

f5Tft»s;n%!T wifr II

On the utterance of this mantra the earth moved, all the ^aksas,

Baksasas, "ods and men praised him. Then Vajrapani dilated on the

merits acquired by the utterance of this mantra. If anyone wishes to

have wealth and property, kint^dom, Vidyadhara-hood, loiij?: life and

strength, he is to set up an image of Vajradhara of sandal-wood,

adorned with all the ornaments and with a face bursting into a (ifJ/ttUi

laugh. Then he is to worship it witli certain rituals (the details are

passed over here). After this Tajrapani is again praised and nobody

entertains any doubt about the efficacy of the mantras.

Ill

Then Mahjusri asked; ‘‘Why 0 Bhagavan, this Samadhi is

called Sanuttafhagiffadhisfhana'-saitvavalolam'-hvJilhaJcsefra-sonJa/-

Saiui-vyvha,^* Bhagavan said ; “Because it leads to the attainment of the

Tathagata practices {adhisthlna) constituting all the Savuldhis and

Dhdrani-mtikhas resorted to by the Bodhisattvas, to the knowledge of

beings* thoughts (lit. contraction and expansion of mind and mental

powders), to the development of, in the minds of gods and other beings,

faith in Buddha, Dharma and Sahgha. It dissuades beings form com-

mitting evils, removes their envy, hatred etc. and establishes them in the

path to Bodhi. These beings become faithful and wdll never have any

suffering. It is for this reason, 0 Kulaputra, this is called Sarva-

tathdgatddhisthdna etc., by hearing which one becomes a non-

retreating {avaivavtiha) Bodhisattva.** Then, it is asked, why the

readers, writers or hearers of this Sutra are predicted about

their attainment of Buddhahood. What must be their merits, what

are the difficult tasks accomplished by them ? In reply Bhagavan said

:

“By listening to, writing and preaching this Sutra, one acquires merit

far more than that accumulated by the completion of the pdraviitds.

To remember, write, .....this sutra is also a very difficult task.

« Ms. t Ms. does n)t rcpe t it.
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because people are given to evil deeds, worldly enjoyments of eating,

drinking etc., subject to desire, anger and so forth, surrounded by

evil friends. They suffer and repent only at the time of death wlien

the whole world appears to them as a cemetry. They lack faith and

desire for good actions. They have not seen the Tathagatas nor they

are aware of the prediction about their future attainment of Buddha-

hood. It is very difficult for such persons to worsliip, this

suira and its preacher/’ Tlieii all those assembled said: “We shall, 0

Bhagavan, liononr tliose who will preach, or listen to, this mltra, and

shall propagate it so that it may endure long/' Bhagavan endorsed

their wish but w’arned them that for honouring and propagating the

siltra and for furnishing the .9i7f/‘fl-preachers with their necessities, they

will have to stand with abuses, beating etc. and so for that reason, they

must be careless about the sufferings of their body and mind.^'

Then Bhagavan uttered the following verses

:

qai^ qfiansj i

f5j[w

w lifwftrer

?r3 ^nr II

wjbn ftrarqJRi i

snqpi strniB

w mimnii It

Bqpi ^ i

?tsi ^

^ qfw«ntaw ii

^re«i «r« wt

II

^ iPi

giirw 51 aw I

sfti a aw
wXIag^arrtftgi^ii

fit

*aiTfq « wifg f? a)q| i

a aw qrt fq fai^

sfwfii ^^wig’ II

arft aw ^ ^wfa

WtR aiwfa frqpfti I

?iaw aa atqart

a aw 3iig ^wfa ii

^liifepiartfq gar?

«

^ wi wfaa -a I

awtf«?tfaq^ fa?f«Tf«ify

wRwhi^ nsrrfiiw-’ ii

^ viiftawl
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^ 11

p ffSTT ^ >siwinii%

Wr WTlRTC*? I

ITT qswit aTS«ITfqtftf)aT

«miTra?«wnf5rT ii

5TT%? ftl^a TftwTTTIT

Tr<[«« <nreia I

^ 3nr?l?SPS*T fTpW nf^ST

TT TIW^RI ^ U

«JT«WTft^

^ TT?TTfT'a» I

it?vjif|«Bf^ «tW?>

|i>3 TTTTftl TWn^ II

Tm |:«rf5| g ^|!|T

TIT qftw'g i

TiTTnlTiiiff.?n[^Ti?ii

II

Twf% <iftTiT»iig a?Ti

^gw^T Ti«pw I

Ti§^ g^ «ift»n'mfiiT

TI§Tt ?fT??T «m% II

aTTTl'Wfl^
«n^i

Tigsg5§«Ti?f!ifgi?i!

ftpww «n^ TigTT «ifta II*

IV

Arya Avalokitesvara then saluted BUagavan and said, “I remem-

ber ihe DMravl called Vyornlolana-jm'itiharya, which I lieard from

the Jiiunaketiiprabhakara Tathagata. Memorising, hearing and

preaching of this Dluhanl bear all the fruits mentioned by you. All

the wishes of a being are fulfilled, the hindrances due fo his larma are

destroyed, he obtains mvutdhi and becomes free from disease and

visualises Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. Then at the request of

Bliagavan, he utters the vmntrapadax, after w’hieh he gives a detailed

account of the ceremony of worshipping images and the merits acquired

thereby.

V

Then comes Anopama Mahayaksini, who saluted Bhagavan and said,

“I acquired a mantra while dwelling at Ghosilarama in Eau4abi. I

know the inner mind (lirdayam) of all Vidyadharas and tha(t I want to

communicate it to you for flie Ijenefit of all beings.” Then she utters the

mantrapadas, followed by a detailed account of a ceremony of

worshipping the Tathdffata-pratima, and the merits acquired thereby.

« Ms. folio i37b>i38a (a tentative reading).
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After this appears Sahkluui Maliudevi, who utters a ma,iir<(pada ,

—

this mantra is addressed to herself and is meant for the protection of

Tatliagata^s religion and the dharnia-preucliers and listeners. It is

followed by a short account of the ceremonies of an image-worship.

Ill tlie same way Bliima Mahadevi utters a mantra addressed to

herself followed by an account of the ceremony of an image-worship.

VI

Then follows an interlocution between Avalokite.svara and

Jlliagavan about the merits of reading, writing, remcinbering, preach-

ing and worshipping the Siltra. The merits, as usual, are said to be

unsurpassable by anything else and tlie beings are therefore instructed

to worship it in some form or other.

Then it is said that this dhaniuipari/dgu will spread in the south

(Daksinapatha) and not in the north, east and west wliere the people

are not so religious and given to wordly pleasures.

Again Ihe merits are expatiated upon and Bhugavun winds it u})

by the following gathas

:

wrff yrt ^awrfvf

*>t I

ftl

3:<WTfT si

^ WIT l

«^|iTra' I

fjTT? gig jtib iir ii

wTf<r f»T

grgj?# sjpnft si wpq wftr n

Twr I

g «^55n WT wgror

wi Ii

^TT

WjqflWfJR^

3Rs?nfei!?3'Tftw^<ft^a

aWRR
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?ilit vt^ qfWFH

^4 «l fRt ?MW^ I

iihf «t wi' 51m g

I

!i aFU

SI S?i?rt SI 9 ftra^rs^ II

51^ TI^' 5| g fRai5iF4

^ 5| ;| ^ ;R:?i^qjirr: II

aiRr'fMI yRft |!«^WTO

41^ umif^ I

*1 51% m\i

?i55inB §fif^ fiwfiwi^

^qRWtmftWI TTSlftw^I I

?»i5i^a?[viifra3ii

^ ^i ?iS5srsm% II

Then AiiaiiJa appears and promises to commit this Sutra to

memory and Bhagavan emi^liasises on the necessity of remembering

and propagating Sutra. On the delivery of the dfutrUf minds of

60,000 beings obtained emancipation from £wmi;a^,^T^OO Bodhisattvas

attained Bodhisattva-samadhi and 500 were predicted to be able to

visit the Buddha-ksetras and 90,000 were freed of their Mesas.

Then on enquiry Ananda learns that the title of the Siltra is to

be Sarvatathauataji)anaA)Qdhisativabhumikramamm or SarvaiathiU

gatadhisthdna-sattvdvalokanu-huddhaksetrasandarsanavyuha.

Nalinaksua Durr

1 Ms. fob 154^^*155^ (‘'t tentative reading)*



MISCELLANY

Commentaries on tho UttaraiAmaoarita

111*, r. V. Kane iu ilie Introdiielioii io his excellent edition of the

VtUirardmavariiu writes

:

* ‘There is a third foiniiioiitary by l{ninafliandial)udheudra, who seems to

have been uii inhabitant of Henaivs. This was printed iu Telugu and Grantha

eliaructers. Oil comparing it with the conimcMitary in Yidyiisagara’s edition,

we found to our surprise that the two agree word for woid excepting a few

versos at the beginning of the coiiimeutury whicli are not found in the latter

edition. This has caused us u great deal of perplexity. Isvarachaudra not only

omits the lerses but also does not say dehniteiv whether the Sanskrit commentary

is his own composition or another's. There are no introductory verses on the

coniineutary contained in his edition of 1782. On the title page in English we

read tho words ‘edited with notes and explanation by Isvarachaudra Vidyasagara.*

These words lead one to think that the learned author claims the commentary as his

own. On the other hand, the absence of introductory verses and the omission to

say definitely that tho commentary is his make it highly probable, if not certain,

that the commentary is nut his and that he .simply included it in his edition

without acknowledging his debt to Humachandrabudhendra. \Vc advance this

view with great diffidence. There is a certain very modern ring about this com-

iiieiitary (e.g., qiii

iNf ffii I pp- XX, XXI).

Mr. C. Saiikararaiiiu in his preface to tlie Jlalaniauorama

series ediliuu of the L itantnlmavaritaj writing ou the 15th March 1932,

says

:

‘ .Mr. 1*. V. Kane has proved that this commentary is the .same as the one

in Vidynsaguru's edition .so that I.svarachamlia Vidyasagara's claims, if any, to

the authorship of the comineiitary are unfounded.’’

The charge of plagiarism brought against Isvaracamlra Vidya-

sugara, one of the greatest scholars Bengal has ever produced, has iu

fact, no basis. In tJie first place Isvaracandra in Iii.s Bengali preface to

Ills edition of I he rtUnatamaratiia fully acknowlcdge.s liis indebted-

ness to rremacand Tarkavagisu and -Xuruyniia Bliatta. As the preface

is wiitten iu Bengali and tlieieiore not within the reach of non-

Bengali scholars, we are giving a translation of the relevant passage:

“For the convenience of teachers and .students difncult passages have been

explained. In this 1 have been greatly helped by the short coinmcntury of my

lUNK, 1933 21
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revered teaciier Prenmcaiid Tarkavat^tsa. Narayana Bha^ta, ilie sou of itanga-

natha Diksita of Benares had composed a coiniiientary on the Uitaracuriia

entitled Anehsitarydlhufnfn in Bainvat 1686. There a inaimscript of this

commentary in the Calcutta Sanskrit College. Narayana's commentary is very

terse, many difficult passages have heen altogether skipped, and of those passages

which have been explained the explanations ofhued arc not always satisfactoi:;j\

Still I have undoubtdiy received great help from that commentary. .1 have only

explained tho.se passages which are difficult in my opinion.’'

This (dearly shows thal far from fac.itly appropriating wlmt

[belongs to otlieis Vidyasagara has most une(|iiivocally acknowledged

his debt to his i)redecessors. I wish I could say the same of modern

scholars who make use of the commentaries of Isvaracandra Vidya-

sugaja and rrenuieund Tarkavagisa and sliow their indebtedness by

throwing mud on the venerable scholars.

That the commentary on the Uitarahmacaritam' aHributed to

Ramacandrabudhendra could not have been liis composition needs hardly

to be sfafed. In tlie first place Ramacandrabudhendra was not an in-

liabitani of Renares. In the introduction to his conunentary on the

SalhdsHafrimtl and Cinni)urdmdyana, lie says

In the second jdace, Rumacandra was not the man to explain any-

thing briefly. He distinctly says in the iniroduction to his comnieiilarios

on the SuhhdsitafrisatJ ajul ('ampdrdmdijann

:

Thirdly, tlie entire alisence of all rhetorical discussions abo

cleaily shows lliat it cannot liave heen the woik of Ramacandra-

budheiidra.

Fourthly, the sledge-Jiammer way in tvliicli Eainacaiidra deals with

his predecessor is conspicuous by its ahsenOe in this commentary.

Fifthly as Mr. Kane has liimself pointed o\it passage like:

tswrwj) I 5‘ffqwRi qiwg jiswirpict
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3?rf fit«iqw n

ftf*ARRm( V ) I ^ ^ fiWf ffti

qrit fwii ^ 5 ^ m\^ H ) ^ etc.

(quoted by M. Kine) I ^T?: ^ g

mzmt (g: i mifiRn ifti

?Wetc. clearly indicate the very recent cliaracter of the

commentary.

Lastly, some of the passaf^es occurring in tiie first act of the

rttnranlmncatiUi are foiiml in the earlier portions of the C(nr,pu^

nhhtipfma also and one cannot fail to be struck by the diiferent ways

in wliicli they have been explained in tlie two commentaries.

The above considerations make it abundantly clear that

Bamacandrabudhendra could not; have been the author of the com-

mentary printed in I^varacandra Vidyasagara's edition of the Uttara^

mmacanta^ that Vidyasagara himself composed the commentary and

that he fnlly availed himself of the works of two of his predecessors

viz. rremacaiul Tarkavagisa and Narayana Diksita. It will also

appear from the passages quoted above that wherever Vidyasagara had

occasion to emend the text he explicitly stated it.

It is surprising that the two following slokas printed in Devana-

garl characters in Vidyasagara’s edition of the U ttinanlmavnriUi

never attracted the attention of his fault-finders.

vAi nwfe I

It is clear from the last verse that the commentary was composed

in Saqivat 1686 (i.e. 1629 A.C.) so that (his is the earliest commentary

on the Uttararmiacarita known to us.

The absence of introductory verges in Vidyasagara’s commentary is

explained by the fact that he was merely preparing an annotated edition

for college students and did not feel called upon to follow the

traditional methods.

Kshitis Chandra Chatterji



A ^loka of Bhna

Though Bhasa'fl dramas have been carefully edited by Mm.

Oannp.^ti Sfi^tri and otlier scholars, there are still many passages which .

are obscure. To one such passage, we wish to draw the attention of the

renders. The 22nd 4loka of the Ist Act of the Pratma-natal-a runs as

follows:

—

gaifinmift wvjsf

^ srnmgsl »TOf fsn^f

Mm. Oannpati fiustri explains the first line in these words:

ninoawlm:, mni

oAtpiof ^ ?iRr jrIW:, utg: ^ ^rqiwl^iwi i

Wiiolner and Sarup translate : “Shall I bend my bow on my sire if he

keeps not troth with me” while Paranjape renders.it in this way:

“The bow is not certainly to be used against the father, who is main-

taining bis faitbfnlne.ss to bis pledge tin not giving me tbe kingdom)”;

Miti. QanapntI (^astri seems to have merely had recourse to the well-

known dictum of the Mahdhhdsya

while Woollier and Sarup seem to construe with understood

according to Vainana’s dictumftnfPaSTfl^Wflfit . Vumana’s example is:

m wRRW^r: «ml wnit i

IRW: f ^ ^$¥35^
where WI5TS is to he construed with with etc.

Similarly in Sihipdlarodho, IV,

Mallinatha construes IWR*!? fl with understood on the

strength of Vamana’s dictum. An extreme instance of such fiWPBUIT

is given in the Mahuhhasya 1.1.45 (£d. Kielhorn, vol. I. p. 111, I. 23)

sftff where flftsi is to be construed with

with understbod. Of course, as Vamana points out, these are

possible only in the case of very well-known things.
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So far as construction is concerned, l)otli Ganapati Sastrl

and Woolner and Sarnp are jnstiiied, bat the njeanin<^ siiogosted by

them does not suit the itoutexl.

The px'eseiit sloku is addressed J)y Kama to Laksmaiia wlio laid

become furious and was insistino* on rcnmving* all obstacles with the

help of the bow. Hama shows Laksmaiia the utter unreasonableness

of his an^^er by this sinha. lie says: There are three persons who

were chiefly concerned in the matter—Dasaratha, Kaikeyl and Kharata.

Dasaratha was meiely keepin*,^ liis pli»‘hied Irolh, Kaikeyi claiming

wliat rigliifiilly belonged to lier and Kliarata Iiad al’snliitely nothing

to do with the aflair. Heine he says:

Shall I bend my liow towards inv father who is sim]>ly observing

his plighted troth, shall I discharge an arrow at my mother w‘ho is

(merely) taking her own wealth, shall I slay my younger brother,

Bharata, who is free from all guilt? Of these three crimes, which will

you, irritable by nature, prefer?^’

It is therefore clear that the words ^ 5Rfif are out of place in the

first line. All through the drama it has been emphasised again and

again that Dasaratha W’as not at all to blame for what happened, for the

kingdom had been promised to Kaikeyi at the time of her marriage.

In the 2nd‘ and 3rd verses Kaikeyi and Bharata are exculpated as

Dasaratha is in the first verse. Bharata is particularly called

because he was staying far away and could not Jiave any

part in what was going on in his father’s capital.

All these considerations would show tliat is the correct

reading. Following the dictum Ifffq irt f r«ra(ffT^^the poet

has used for Imp. 1st. sing, of the causative Atm. of

This also fits in with the imperative in gJWft and and renders

WnfR unnecessary. Slight variations of the normal form for the

sake of metre are of too frequent occurrence in the Trivandrum plays

to cause us any uneasiness in the present instance.

Jf.iLATr Sen

1 .Woolner and Sanip translate the second verse: “Shall I let fly an arrow

at iny mother if she take my wealth”—a meaning which the words cannot bear,



Origin of Indus Valley Script

It is well-known that most of the scripts of Ifortli India are derived

from the ancient Indian Brahmi script. But the origin of the Braliini

itself had for a long time been a matter of controversy. It was seriously

coatended that it had a Semetic origin. Modern studies, liowever,

have led to the general acceptance of tlie indigenous origin of the

Brahmi. In fact, tliis has heen conclusively proved both by

Dr. Pran Nath in his paper on ‘^The Scripts on the Indus

Valley Seals’* (IHQ., VII, 4) and by Mr. Langdon, in bis

paper on the script used on the seals discovered from the cbalco-

lithic sites of Mohenjo-daro and Harappa in the Indus Valley

{Mohenjo-chro, vol. II, p. 424). The characters on these seals

represent the earliest Indian script discovered up to now. Many of the

signs show a striking resemblance to the signs found on the early

Sumerian seals. A connecting link between the Indus Valley script

and the Brahmi script, however, was lacking. But this lacuna in our

knowledge has been filled by the discovery of Pandit Lochan Prasad

Pandeya of Bilaspur, in July last, of a cave inscription at Vikram-

khole in Sambalpur, According to Mr. Jayaswal the character in the

inscription belongs to a period intermediary between the script of

Mohenjo-daro and Brahmi. Some letters si ill retain their original or

secondary Mohenjo-daro forms and some have already assumed tlie

Brahmi or the proto-Brahmi forms. This conclusively [)J'ovps (liat the

Bialuni script! originated in India. But the problem seems io l)e

complicated by a recent announcement made by Professor Ihuil Pellioi

in the Acadeviie (h\s Inscnpiiona et Belles Leilet.s^ ai)oui' Ihe

momentous discovery of M. Guillaume, who has shown ViO examples

of the ‘most striking resemblances* between tlie Indus Valley and the

Eastern Island scripts.

Axrr. K. Svr



Yerragudi Minor Rook Proclamation

Aisoka scholars liave io thank tliG Kdilor of tlic Indian IlUiorical

(hiorteilij for making* this now recension of the M.K.r. available to

them through liis valued Journal (Vll, To7
;
IX, 112). The readijig*,

ill the main, has been ably fixed (HfQ.. IX, 112). Hut it will take time

to come i(v a definiteness about llie aihlitional matter found in

tlie Yerra»;’iidi edition. 1'liis ran l)e attained wlion scliolars luive

examined actual impressions. Tin* jdate ])uldisbed hy the IJlidndl and

llic is j^'ood enough,’ hut douhtful points will be solved from

cstampaf>es.

At present 1 may iioiiit out one or two iiia Iters connected with the

inscription. I think, ilie record i>roves that Hrahmi was boustrophe-

donic, a fact already suspected from other jiieces of evidence.

Tlie reading** of the second word in 1. 13 is Janapada, not

Janapadam as proposed at pp. 11(1-118, which does not make any

difference in the meaning. Its singular use is remarkable; while the

llujukas were to order the lidthikdni (plural), they in the general

empire were to direct their order to the institution Janapada (singular).

I do not think that the order is addresssed to elephant-drivers

and charioteers. That portion of the record requires further study.

On the present material I would read the passage in line 17

as ^hafhipdrohdni Idmnahdni ydfjjfdcaviydni harnhhanuni' and take it as

referring to iliree classes of JJrahniins—tlie ricli (tliose wlio ride on

elephants), tlie government officials, and those who are engaged as

Teachers. What has been read as yufjy(d' is meaningless, as

charioteers. Xo emperor will give directions about charioteers and

nialiuuts in particular and llirougli an inscription. The attention paid

is to the Brahnuinas and their pupils {amtevdslni)

.

K. V, jAYASWAt

1 See now also 1928-29, 161; pi. LXll, wliieh lias come out since

the above note was set up in type. This plate is much better than the lihdmti

plate.



Udayapura-nagftra

There is reference ta TJilayapiira-iiag:ani in the iiiscriptian dated

ill the 28th year of Muhammad Shah, edited hy me in the June 1931

issue of this Joiirnal (vol. VII. pp. 41011.) I could not identify it; but,

The laiigiiaj^e of the ^Khatola Ihindeli* of Damoh, I suggested, was

probably to be found somewliere in tlie Damoli, region. The town was

situated in the Malava subah of the Mughals.

After going through that paper of niiiie, Mr. II. S. Saksena, Super-

intendent of Archseology of the Gwalior State, has wudtten me saying,

‘‘Udayapiir Nagar of the inscription is, in all probability, Udayapur

town of the Gwalior State. It may also be safely assigned to the

Dumoli region of the Linguistic Survey, as the border of the State

near Udayapur joins with that of the Saugar District (C.P.) in which

Damoh is situated. Udayapur is a place of great antiquity dating back

to the 10th or the llth century A.D. and has still numerous ruins

bearing Hindu and Moslem inscriptions.

1 also now think that Udayapura-nagara of the inscription should

be identified with the town of the same name in Scindia’s territory.

It is now a decayed town in the Bhilsa District of the Gwalior State,

4 miles by r ad from the Bareth Eailway Station on the G.I.P. Rail-

way, and possessing important and interesting archaeological monu-

ments.'' In his article in the Indian Antiquanj, vol. LV. pp. 4ff. Mr.

Saksena has spoken of ^‘inscriptions on pieces of red ^nd-stone with

raij.ed letters" discovered at Udayapura. The epigraph, I had to deal

with, is also a relievo and not an inscription, and is also on red sand-

stone.

Dines Chandha Sircak

1 For a detailed account of Udayapura, see Uemrt of the Arch, Svrv. of

India, vol. VII, p. 08 and vol. X, p. 09; lA,, LV, p. 4; lEQ,, vol. Ill, p. 715.



Sinkhya and Original Buddhism

(J. comment on Kaliptula Bliattacharyu*$ recent article)

(1 have read with mixed feelings the article on ‘Some Prablems of

Saukhya Philosophy and Literature’ in the September issue, 1932, of

this Journal. I cannot claim to speak as an old student of Saukhya,

else I might he questioning the imputing to the shadowy if doubtlessly

historical figure of Kapila anything amounting to a ‘system’ and a

‘philosophy’, whicli emerged much later!! It is where the Pounder of

the Salii/an new teaching, which very long after came to take shape aa

what is now called Buddhism, is held up as teaching a philosophy,

and a philosophy of four fundamental principles, in accordance with'

similar principles of Sankhya philosophy, that I find the writer wrong.

am not saying, that monastic scholastic Buddhism did not frame

tliose so-called four truths, or that later scholastic Sankhya, with a

category of four points about heya and liana, may not have suggested

the late Buddhist four about daWia. I would only contend that, as a

feature in the First Utterance of Benares, the four are a pretty obvious

gloss (as Deussen saw), and that, as fundamentals in what was not a

philosophy, but the mandate of a great world-religion, they are im-

possible and entirely out of place. That mandate showed forth the

man, the punisa, as the creator of his ow’^n salvation by the right choice

of liis will, ill his quest for the Highest, the paramartha. Here we have

a revelation to man of a More in him:—in his nature, his life, his

destiny. In the four truths, we are mainly concerned with a I^ess in the

i^ian :—with ill as his nature and life, unless he makes his naiure wilt by

cutting out desire, or will, the very source of the hope in what lies

before him. /

Throughout the Pidi Suttas we can see creeping up the influence of

the early Sankhyan teaching; not of any ‘system’, but of a teaching

which saw in the composite human being not just nnma-rvpa: the man

with a shape or body, but the man as having both body and a set of mind-

"’flys, distinguishable from the very man. The man is not denied in that

teaching; far from it ;

—

*pur%t-^o\ti\ it maintains, and for very excellent

i.a.Q., JUNE, 1933 22
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and unanswerable reasons, given, as Mr. Uhattacharya will

know very well, in the Siitraa. But he had an inner proce-

dure as systematic as was that of the body./ And it was this

procedure that captivated the early Sakyan Sahglia, i)robubly even during

the day of the first Sakyan teachers. Is it not clear enough in

the Second Utferance, warning men not to confuse the very putum or

self with body or mind? Tliis more-in-analysis of the man we see re-

cognized in early Sutfas of Pali as one of two .strengths (baldni) in

the man
;
pafimnkhdnamy or discriminating thought, and hhuvand^ or

‘making-become’, which was for the Sakyan world what Yoga became

for the Brahman world.

Buf in all this there is no philosophy, as we understand the word.

There never w^as a philosophic system of Buddhism till a thousand years

after the day of the Founder. Nor for that matter was there any philo-

sophic system in the Upaiiisads. These were religious utterances,

mantras^ aspirations. It is only a*c«who try to read any system into

them. Why can we not let them stand in their true value for what they

really were? When M’ill Europe cease to talk in this way, and Indian

writers no less? When is the Sakyainuui to be made no more to

pose as a philosopher, as a pundit, full of wise and wordy discourse, of

categories and ideas about men? There is no hope for India having a

vision of him as he really was, till we hanish from our eyes any imagin-

ing of him as prosing on about shindhas and the ills of life. A man

was he in close tuucJi with the unseen, with men in tiie unseen wurtliy

to ‘inspire’ him, as we say—to will and word him Avith a message to

this man and that Avoman, a message of a new amplitude in life, a neAv

vista, a iieAV joy in the mighty Becoming, the making-become that lay

before him, before her. ^""erily are you That, but That you must make-

become in you. There is here no actual Being, else is the religion of

India absurd, irrational; there is only potential Being. There

is becoming; a long ‘Way*. Therein walk, ‘attaining to happiness by

happiness*.)

And we shall not l)egin to understand him and his message as long

as we take the many scriptures about him and his work at their face-

value—at the value the compilers and then the revisers, the editors,

have come to hold these in, in their later day. Hardly any writer
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on Buddhism as yet is historically critical in dealing with Pali litera-

ture. Many will assign one whole work as later than another work,

but who yet digs into any one work to find what a palimpsest that one

work is:—a history in itself? Mr. Bhattacharya, who shows some his-

torical discernment in feeling after a gradual growth in fiankhya, has

nothing of the kind when referring to Pali works. He sees Sankhya, for

instance, as pre-Buddhistic, because ‘^Saiikhya as a system of philosophy

occurs in the Lalitavistara”. This is as much as to say, that because

a certain teaching (a ‘system’) is known to the poet of a late Buddhist

work, it therefore was Known to the first Buddhist teaching of at least

1000 years earlier! I am not saying this is the only evidence adduced;

I say it is no evidence and should not have been mentioned, so

woithless is it.

We live so remote from the day of the birth of a world-religion,

that we, t])e after-men, Jiave tended to mess u]) its original nature in

wrappings and superstructures ot' ideas, in ‘scriptures’, in exegesis.

I do not lose sight of the piety and devotion ever at work on these, but

I do see the original plant all but buried, of the Man bringing a message

to Man to come up higher and behold a broader, brighter view about

liimself. And that will not have been said in list, formula or category,

much less in a system of philosophical fundameitals.

C. A. F. Rhys Davids



A New Gupta Sculpture

It 18 stated that the national art of India rose to a high state of

excellence during the Gupta period. The sculpture under review,

which is now lying uncared for under a banyan tree in a bye-lane at

Benares, bears an eloquent testimony to that. It is 2 ft. (i in.

high anj 1 ft. G in. broad and it represents ‘XJma and Mahe^vara'.

.‘UmarMahesvara* images are generally tlie products of the mediaeval

age. They are of two varieties viz. Kalyanasundara or Vnivahika, and

UmalihganW. Kalyanasundara image represents the marriage cere-

mony of Uina with Mahesvara, and are again depicted in two forms.

Uma sometimes stands just in front of Mahe.4vara', and occasionally

on Ills left.^ Uinalihgana images were made more or less in accordance

with tlie canons given in the Mahya PurCnni^ viz. Uma should be

embracing Mahe4vara seating on his left thigh. Mahe4vara should be

touching her breast with one of his left hands. A certain Parana lays

down tliat one of Mahesvara ’s left hands should be placed on the breast

of Umil, and ^ne of his riglit should sportively touch the chin of the

goddess*.

The image under discussion does not belong to any of tlie two

classes referred to above. It neither demonstrates the wedding cere-

mony of Uma with Mahesvara, nor does it represent their amorous dis-

play. Its style and language are quite different from the mediaeval

sculptures of this type. Muhe^svara is with four liands. The right

upper hand is holding the chin Uma, ami the right lower hand is

liolding the head of a man. One of the left hands is liolding a iri.hlla

and the other is placed on the left .shoulder of Uma. There are a

liooded-snake, and an animal above on the left of Mahesvara. A bull

ip standing below to the right of the god. TTiua is liolding an uncertain

object with her left hand.

1 Descriptive Catahhjnp of Heulptures in the Vonffhja Sahitya Parisafy

Plate XVI; Catalogue of the Varendrn Vesenreh Society^ p. 0, c (cl) i.

2 Iconography of IMli, ovil Br, Sevlpfurp.s in the Dacca Museum, Plato

XLVTII b.

3 Matsyn Purana, Cli. CCLX, Vs, 11, 12.

4 Icon, Dacca Museimi. PI. XLIX.
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A 'New Gupta Sculpture

The sculpture is a masterpiece of art. Mahesvara is deeply

absorbed in the beauty of his consort, and observes, as if, the very inner

recess of her heart. Divine pleasure emanating from the realisation of

that beauty manifests itself in his calm and serene face. There is no

thrill. Thrill yields to the dispassionate love,—the love transcendental.

Mahesvara/s joy knows no bound. He feels that his heart is too small

to contain it. Hence he desires that all the living creatures should

enjoy this beatitude in association with him. This is the law of Nature.

Olio's joy is exalted by the exhibition of the object of his love before

the world. Mahesvara now under the influence of the same law.

Exuberance of his feeling makes him eager to show the world the beauti-

ful face of his consort—the face implanted in his bosom. He extends

his right hand and raises her face by holding her chin so that

every part of it may be seen by all. The hand in its extended position

is cleverly executed. The bent at the elbow is characterised by soft

delineation. Mahesvara has to incline a little to the left in order to

enable his hand to reach the chin of his consort. In consequence, there

is a little fold in the skin of the left part of the abdomen, and the right

h'j^ has become more pronounced. The weight of his whole body now

rests on his left leg and makes it stiff. The abdominal muscle is faith-

fully treated.

Umu surrenders lierself lo Mahesvara. Tlie position lier face is

at his command. Mahesvara raises it a little, and she follows the

action of his and without the least restraint. So lier face rests on

a little uncomfortable position. Tima, puts up with that evidently to

satisfy her beloved. Mahesvara’s action arouses in lior a sense of

delicacy. Her look is innocent. The treatment of her facial muscle is

so nicely finished that one finds in it the association of purity, tenderness

and loveliness. There is softness all through her body. The palm of

iier left hand is carefully bent.

The feeling of the living creatures, evoked at tlie demonstration by

Mahe4vara, focuses tlirough the bull below. The bull is a w'onderful

creation of the artist. It turns its neck upwards and observes the action

of its master with great eagerness. There is tension in the muscles and

6 PI. LI (b).
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engorgement in the veins of its body due to exuberance of feeling. The

chisel of the artist has achieved great success in making the bull

emotional. The whole scene after all is a realistic one. Its beauty lies

in the general ordering of the parts in relation to the whole and in the

moulding. The members are playing their roles individually, but their

actions collectively lend air to the whole scene.

Both Mahesvara and Tima wear transparent garments, which is a

strong characteristic associated with the Gupta images. The language

of this sculpture is that of the Siva image in the Deogarh temple.*

These characteristics together with its general features point out that it

belongs to the Gupta period.^

Dhirbndba Chandra Ganguly

6 Smith, Fine Ar/, PI. XXXIV.

7 Rai Bahadur Rama Prasad Chanda also thinks that the image belongs

to the Gupta period.



The Hindu Theatre

We have read carefully Mr. D. R. Mankad’s interesting paper on

the Hindu Theatre published in /HQ. (vol. VIII, 1932, No. 3). It

is a proof of the writer’s extensive study and painstaking research. By

staTting discussion on a subject which has so long been neglected Mr.

Miuikad has earned the gratitude of those who may be interested in the

history of ancient Hindu Theatre. It' is therefore with an apology that

we shall discuss below our disagreement with some of the views ex-

lu’essed in the aforesaid article.

Mr. Mankad considers the Rangapitha (Rp.) and the lUihgasirsa

(R.4.) as two different parts of the theatre. We may thinlT that the

following facts will go against such a view

:

(1) In chapter I of the Natyasmtra Brahman asks the gods

to guard the different parts of the theatre where the latter take up their

position (C. 84-98; Gr. 81-95; GOS. 83-97).^ In this connexion no Rs.

is mentioned while Rp. is mentioned thrice. The pillars even are

noticed by the gods, so the omission of Rs. is significant.

(2) In course of giving the measurement of the different parts of

the play-house Rs. only has been mentioned (C. II. 34-36; Or. 36-38;

GOS. 36-38). This omission also makes us suspicious about the

separate existence of the Rs. and Rp.

(3^ The passages giving direction for the earth-wwk in the Rs. of

a VUr^^fa hall (C. II. 70-74; Gr. 72-76; GUS. 72-76) may also be said

to give reasons for locating the Rs. and Rp. in the same part of the

theatre. For Rs. twice mentioned in this connexion has once Rp. as

its variant^ in one manuscript (fide variants in all the three texts).

(4) In case of the Tryasra type of the theatre no Rs. has been

mentioned (C. II. IU2-104; Gr. 104-106; GOS. 105-107) and Rs. men-

tioned in case of the Caturasra-avara type of the theatre has Rp, as its

1 C., Gr. and GOS., iiidicato respectively the editions of the AS*, published

in Chowkhamba-fienares, Paris-1 jyon (Ed. Grosset) and Gaekwad Oriental Series.

2 The variant here and in the passage mentioned in (4) possibly

shows that some students of the NS. in early times considered the Rs. and

Rp. us synonymous. Though one cannot be sure on this point, this explanation

seems to get support from (1) and (2) above*
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cuiiant in one mauuscirpt (C. II. 87-101; Gr. 90-104; GOS. 90-104,

see variants of Gr. and GUS.).

I'rom the points iiieiitioiied above it is perhaps clear that the terms

Rp and Rs. are syiionyiiious and as such relate to tlie same part of tlie

tlieatre and not to tao different parts as Mr. Maukad lias supposed.

And on takino such a view one feels no difficulty in understanding: the

description, of tlie laufonnance of the Hatna rail as given by Damodara-

giijila {A.(\ 77l)'8ld). The ciiiiain mentioned by Daniodara and a host

of dramatists did not exist as Mr. Mankad has supposed (IIIQ.f 1982.

pp. 494-495) between lls. and Rp. but betweeji the stage (Rp. or Rs.)

and the tiring room i^epathua-tjrl^i). The exact position of the cur-

tain was evidently in the two dpbrs leading from the tiring room into

the stage (C. II. 70; Gr. 72; GGS. 72). This view will very clearly

explain the following passage from the —

sRfT: ii

(V. I in C.) C. and Gr. XIII 3

**After the dhrura song Las begun and the curtain has been drawn

aside, the actors who are the source of rasas of various imports should

enter (the stage)*’.

The curtain mentioned here is not the drop-curtain of the modern

theatre. For, expressions like pravihja-apatl-hsepena which are com-

mon enougli in Sanskrit plays will not allow us to take the word apati

in the above extract in any sense other than that of the curtain hung

in the two doors of the tiring room (nepathya’grha). Prof. Keith’s

view' on this point seems to be in complete agreement with ours (vide

Skt. DramUy p. 359).
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ill all tliese throe types of theatre the players of luuiiical iiistru-

iiieuts occupy a place in R. between two doors.

Explanatory

Fig. 1. \ i lx rstamudhya hall

= 64x32 Sq. cubits.

Its N. {ycimthya-yfha)

-16x 8 Sq. cubits.

,, 1{. {Ihtiiyupltliu)

= 16x Sq. cubits.

,, M. {Matfavuiuijl)

= 8x 8 Sq. cubits.

Fig. 2. Culuisia-iivuia hall

= 32 x 32 Sq. cubits.

Its N.

= 32x 4 Sq. cubits.

„ H.

= 16x 4 Sq. cubits.

„ M.

8x 8 Sq. cubits.

„ D.

=a door with a curtain

Fig. 3. Tryaim hall

s:16x 3 Sq. cubits.

No measurements of its differ-

ent parts have been given in

the NS.

Mr. Maiikad had to dejieiid on the available text of the Ahhinava^

hhdratl to a considerable extent. Thi.s text is at times hopelessly

corrupt and as such should be used witli ^?reat‘ caution. For example,

in connexion with passaj^^es giving: measurement of the Vihnfd’madliAni

type of the tlieatre (C. II, 3t); Gr. 37; GOS. 30-37) this text explains

vaiu^msfi-hanui as cutuijsa.stirhasfa-dairgliLuhinsU'irdUca or ‘sixty-four

cubits in length as well as in breadtli’ (ED. GOS. p. 57). But such an

interpretation would make the theatre one of a caturasra-maclhya type.

Thus we see that it will be safer to rely more on the text of the NS,

than on its available commentary. And following onli/ the former we

have three types of the theatre as .shown in diagrams given below.

Diagrams and E,rplanatorij Remarks

In these diagrams we have not tried to locate the pillars and the

l.H.q., JUNK, 1933 23
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outer (looivs. lor, the passag’es of tJie zV/b'. their location are not

clear. Tlie Ahhitiavahhdniiti on this point is also nut of much help.

Those who may be interested in any possilde interpretation of the NS. on

these poijits, may study tlie dia^^raims in Mr. Mankad^s article with pro-

fit. 'VVe have, liowever, tried to locate the place occupied by tlie phiyers

of musical instruments aceordin*^ to the NS. (XIV. ii of C. and Or.).

Manomohan Oiiosii

Hindu Theatre

Mr. Maiikad’s discussion of the architecture of the Hindu theatre,

/HQ.y \lllj f‘5, is the best that has yet appeared. Ihit he would have

had less difficulty with some of the terms I’sted in his Apjiendix II

had he consulted not only Achurya^s Diofionary^ but also my comments

thereon in JAOS.^ vol. 48, pi). 250-278, my articles on ‘Karly Indian

Architecture,’ in Eadevn Ah, vols, II and III, and the references to

architectural terms occurring in the Mahdmmsa and Culavamsay which

have been so carefully indexed by Professor Geiger in vol. I of his

translation of the latter text. Here I will only say that nirvyillta, prac-

tically equivalent to hhuvii and tala, means ‘storey’; vedikfi is

usually ‘a railing’, not a pedestal or base; yavdha is tlie ordinary

‘curved window’ of Indian architecdure, the so-called ‘caitya-window’,

the whole of which is comiiared to an ‘ox-eye’
;
mlyadanta is almost in-

variably ‘a peg’, for hanging things on, Abhinava proves that ‘bracket’

may also be meant. SdlahhanjUxd has been fully exjdaiiied by Ih’ofessor

Vogtlin. ‘The woman and tree or salabhafijika in Indian literature

and art’, in Acta Oiiewfalia, vol. VII. Cf. my ro/i.vu.^, II, p. 11.

As for the curtain, of course, there were two curtains, neither of

them a drop curtain, but one oyer each doorway leading from the

nepathya on to and from the stage, just as in the Chinese theatre even

today, where anyoTie who cares may see the actor enter ‘with a toss of

the curtain’.

Ananda K. Coomarasw’amy
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A silver coin of king Prasannamitrai the grandfather of king

Maha Sudevaraja of Sarabhapur

The silver-coih of kin;*: rrasannaiiiutra, haviii;]^ the leyend in box*

hended characters is the first of its kind yet discovered in India.

It was found at Salhepali on the bank of tlie Mandha river a

tributary of the Mahaiiadi. Salhepali is a village in the Raigarh State,

C.P. A gold-dust-washer (sonjhara) woman came across it while

wasliiiig earth and sand for gold-dust near the deserted old village-site

by tlic river.

The coin is round and bears inscription and carving on one side

only. Tl)e otlier side is l lank. The legend as deciphered by me reads

#s'/v Prasanaannlfra .

Ii is in the box-headed characters. It is surmounted by a bust, on

one side of which tliere is a figure of a discus and on the other that of

a conch, while at the bottom of the legend, there is a top portion of

what appears to be a mace. The coin is of silver but there is a faint

jmlisli of gold all over.

Prasannamatra was tlie grandfather of Maha Sudevaraja and

Maha Pravararaja whose copper charters wTitten in the box-headed

clunacters have been found in the Sarangarh State and the Raipur

(list net respectively. All the charters of Maha Sudevaruja and those

of his uncle Mahajayaraja were issued from Sarabhapur. Rajendralal

Mitru surmised that Sarabhapur was the old name of the Sainbalpur

town, the liead-cjuarters of the district of the same name now in Orissa

and f(U'merIy in the (’haltisgarh division in C.P. Rai Bahadur Hiralal,

suggested that it was a new name imposed on Sripur, the capital of the

later (lupta or Somavam.4i kings of Maha Kosala, in commemoration

of the capture of Sripiir by king Maha Sudevaraja or his father. But

we ha\e no inscriptional evidence to such a victory won by Sudevaraja

bis father. I think the Sarabhapur kings were the vassals of the

Soinavamsi kings of Sripur and assisted them in military expeditions

(see my paper in (he Proceedings of the Lahore Session of the All-India

Oriental Conference). ./ • .

•‘.h

r . ,

i.' .

' -(AKV
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The bust referred to above may represent Lahsml or Garuda, Mr.

Allan of the British Museum is in favour of identifying the figure as

Garuda, Tht Sarabhapur kings were apparently Vaisnavas Parama

Bhilfjarat and so were Iheir overlords Mah^iva Tivaruraja and Harsa

Oivpta kings of Maha Kosala. The seal of one of the copper charters

of Mahuj^iva Tivararaja (Baloda Plates) is thus described by Dr.

Hultzsch:—‘‘A circular seal it bears in relief on a deep counter sunk

suifacf, across the centre a legend in two lines; at the bottom a floral

device and at' the top a figure of Gantda facing the front, with a cal l a

(discus) on lus proper right and saiikha (conch) on his proper left.’*

Our present coin may safely be accepted as one struck on the model

of the above described seal by the iiarahhapur ling» iiho were feuda-

tories under the Sripur Somavam.4is the sovereign-lord of Kosala, os

one of them Mahiisiva Tivararaja is styled in the seal referred to above.

The charters and seals of Mahowsiva Tivararaja are also in the Ijox-

heuded characters as those found in case of our coin.

The date of Tivararaja has not yet been ascertained, so also are

dates of kings of Sarabhapur. According to some scholars, the

l>ox-headed characters were in use between the 5th and (Ith centuries

A.D.

Ij. P. Paxdeva



Quotations from the Kamasutra

Considerinjj: the importance of Vatsyayana’s Kamasutra, citations

from that work in other hooks may be said to l>e rare, and those from the

introductory and concludinp; portions to he rarer still. It is therefore

of interest to find that Anandaf^iri (or Anandajfiana) has quoted from

the same work (1.3. 49-31) the following six stanzas (some of them with

readings different from those in the printed editions) and a sliort prose

sentence in his coninienlary on Suresvara^s nrhafhlraniialxofmmsafl-

hhasya-vartiha, 1. 4.‘ 409 (p. 514):

1. kini syat paratiety a.^anka karye yasmin na jayate/

na carthaghnani sukhani ceti sistas tasmin vyavasthitah/

/

2. trivarga-sadhakani yat syad dvayor vaikasya sadhakam/

karyani tad api knrvlta na caikarthain dvi-hadl»akan)/

/

3. dharmam arthain ca kamain ca pratyayaiii lokani eva (a/

pasyann etasya tattva.jho na ca rugat pravanale/
/

4. evam arthaii] ca kamain ca dharmain cupy ucaraa narali/

ihamutra ca nissuly'am atyantain sukham asnute//

5. tad etat kusalo vidvan dhanuarthav avalokayan/.

natiragatinakah kami prayunjaiiah prasidhyati/
/

0. adhikara-vasad ukta ye catracara-varjitah/

tad-anantaraiu atraiva te prayatnan nivaritah//

7. tesain samavaye piirvah pilrvo gariyan
/

Of these, nos. 1, 2, 4 are tound on p. 2t> (T. 3. 5t), 51, 45) of the

Benares edition (publislied in the Chowkliamba Sanskrit Book Depot in

1912) of the Kamasutra

;

nos. 3, 5, (> on pp. 380-1 (V II, 2, 53, 59, 54),

aiic no. 7 on p. 15 (1.2.14). In the Bombay edition ])r{nted at the

Nirnayasagara Press in 1891-2, they are found on p]). 20, 25; 370-371;

and 15 respectively.

Both the editions read sistas tatra ryarasthitdli in Id; dvaynr ckasya

Td yutiolj nn.d ua tr (harthaiu dvihdiUuikam in 2d; dharmam copdrarau

uaralj in 4b; and ye vitrd raya-rardhandh in (ib. In 7, the Bombay

edition reads esdm samardye while the Benares edition has the same

leading Anandagiri.

A. V>:xK.\TASU«niAn



REVIEWS

TIIK MAHaBHARATA, Soutliorii Recojision, VirnUt Pavvan, vol.

VI edited hy R. P. S. J^astri a!»d publislied by V. Ruinaswainy Sastnilu

& Sons, Madras

Tlie j)rin<!ij>le omineiated with regard to the edition of tlie Maha-

bharatu nndertakeii by tlie Bhandaikar Researeh Institute under the

able editorship of Dr. Ft^ikiu* which is bound to hold the field for a

lon«: time to (‘ome was to publish the texts common to the two Recen-

sions, northern and southern. This means that the additions in both

the recensions will not lie included in that edition. Prof. P. P. S.

SusfiT, who has undertaken the editinj*: of tiie 8outhern Recension ot

» e Mahabliarata, does not accept the principle adopted by the

Bnandarkar Institute and makes out a case that the Southern Recen-

sion, though bulkier of the two, is th.c more genuine and authoritative.

Ilis main argument is that at least from the Javanese version of the

Mahabharata which could not he later than 990 A.l)., the Southern

Recension is accepted hy a long line of authors and their works. It

w’ould be interesting to know the divergences betw’een the two

Re{ elisions. AV'liile the Northern Recension fixes the number of

chapters as 07 with 2050 stanzas, the Southern Recension as proved by

the Amihriimuijikfulhyajja of the Adiparvati gives out the same number

of chapters but witli 3500 stanzas. But the Grautha edition published

in Tanjore (1895) divid‘s the whole Virdfa Pornni into 70 chapters.

Though the editor of the present edition has been uiainly following the

Tarjore Grautha edition he prefers the scheme of 07 chapters to 70.

In this direction he furnishes us with a concordance enabling us to

see the divergences among the three luiblished editions of the

Mahabharata in respect of the chapters. Though the editor has divided

his edition into 07 chapters still he claims 3500 stanzas on the whole.

The principal text edited comes to 3283 stanzas, and the additional

sfanzas of the text, 217, are made up by the inclusion of what has been

regarded as the adhikapdfha (interpolations). In his brief introduction

Prof. Sastriar notes seven main differences between the two recensions*
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It is worth while to repeat them briefly here. The first chapters of

Xcrthein ttecensioii are spread over the first two chapters of Southern

Retensioii. In (lie Xortlierii HecensJon besides a special chapter on

Durfjdstnva, the chaijters 50 and 05 of the Southern Recension are

oniilted, as well as tlie first ‘J5 stanzas of chapter 02 and a portion of

cliapter 00.

Ill this edition as many as seven manuscripts includiu^ the one

that belongs to His Iligluiess tlie Maharaja of Travancore have been

coi'sulled. As the last manuscript was received after the printing of the

text, the editor has added an appendix containing the more important

addiiions tor the infurmalion of scholars.

V. B. B. Dikshitar

THE MAHAHHARATA (Southern Recension) Udio^aparvan,

vol. VII edited by Prof. P. P. S. Sastri and imblished by Messrs. V.

Ramaswamy Sastrulu & Sous, Madras.

We are glad to note that the Virfttnixn van has been follow^ed by

Vdjfoyuparvan in such a short time, though tlie latter is one among the

longest of the Parvans, This quick succession of volumes bespeaks of

the untiring efforts on tlie part of both the editor and the imblishers.

Ill the edition of the volume under notice, as many as eight manus-

cripts have been consulted of wbich twa> are in Malayalam scri])! belong-

ing to His Highness the Maharaja of Travancore. irmlouhtedly the

value of tills edition is iiiucli enhanced by tlie consultation of

the Malayalam ma iiu.se ri [its, a characteristic feature of whicli is that

they are tlie lea.sl tampered by the hand of the redactor or the scribe.

As in the ease of the Sahhdparvan tlie editor follow^s in tliis volume

the Giantha edition of 1895 while he divides the Pat van into 18(>

cliaiiters exactly in tlie manner prescribed in the Anidvamanikddhydpa

of tlie Adipnrxan, Though both the recensions, southern and uortheru,

agree as to the total unmher of chapters of this parvan as 18(1, yet the

editor reimarks that no single iminu.seript which he has consulted adopts

that division of 18() chapters. Consequently one has to look for diver-

ge]. ces in the texts and deviations iu the scheme of chapters as a whole.
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While such deviations are ijointed out in tlie body of tlie

text, the divergences are indicated by a concordance to the three

standard editions of the MalidhhantUi—the Poona edition, tlie

Kuiubakonam edition and the Southern Recension. This concordance

is very useiul as it enables us to judge the divergences between the

different editions.

In the Udyo(j(tinin'nn which is mainly concerned w’itli preparations

for the ensuing great war at Kuruksetra, there is a sub-section entitled

Sandts ujiitdpd

r

L'((n

.

This pdrvdn oc(!upies chapters 40-45 in tlie piesent

edition. Here the sag& Sanatsujata instructs Dhrtarastra, iath(*r of the

Kauravas, on the importance of Bmlundvldyd and the realisation of the

Sujireme Being by freeing oneself from the trammels of sdinstird, the

cycle of births and deaths, by tlie jiractice of (lluumd and especially of

h/dh fddcdri/d

.

The great jdiilosopher Sankara wlio was attracted to this

section wrote a valuable commentary on it entitled the Sdttdtsdjdtlyn-

hhui^yd. But there are two view's as to the genuinenes> of the 44tli

chapter. Though a manuscript in the Taiijore Jjibrary makes out a

hhd,iijd of Sankara to this chapter, yet l^rof. J^astri is of opinion that

it is the liand of the scribe at work who passed it off' in the coloidioii as

the hhdsya of Safikara and that it is not therefore genuine. In fact,

Prof, t^astrl wants us to i>elieve that J^ahkara did not write a commentary

on this chajiter. Witliout committing ourselves to one view^ or the other,

it seems advisable to search for more manuscripts of the hlnhyn and

compare them with regard to this particular view\

In this edition again the editor draws our attention to certain

changes in the titles of the subsections so as to be in conformity wdtli the

IKii vdsdiif/rdli<l(1h jjdjid of the Aili,dtri:dd. Tlie titles introduced are

] jfihdhhffjdnidddpdirtfd (idiaptirs 4tMi4) for YdidiHdidlltipdi’cnn of the

jiublished texts, V i rfidapdrrdii (clia piers P-iT-l^T) for Bhaf/dvadyaiid-

pd/vdn and lifusnulhlilsfu dunpdrrdn for Sdinipunrjjfnjdpinvdn (chapters

141-145). ‘It w'ill be ob'^erved’ says the editor, ‘Mhat the projier

se(pience is for Rlilsnidhhismindpdrritn to follow’ the Sniin/dmrydd(t~

pdn'dn and not to precede it.” It w’ould have been more interesting,

and perbajis more fruitful, if the editor of this panuin bad consulted

tlie c('nimentary on this pdndn by Survajha Narayaiia, the author

of the Manvddharrtti^ a commentary on Manu’s law’-uode, of a date
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nut later than the latter half of the 14tli ceiitiiry. In his learned

introduction to the Laws of Manu (S.B.K., vol. XXV) (ieorge Btihler

lias drawn our attention to the fact that the commentaries by Narayana

on tlie Vihjoyaparvan^ on the Svarydiohanapaivaw and on the

SaiKitsujdtfija are still extant (//>/V/., *p. cxxx). This edition, like llie

other volumes, is well printed and neatly ^^ot uj), and deserves to adorn

the bookshelf of every lover of ancient Indian literature.

V. R. R. BlKSllITAtt

MAIIARAXA PRATAP, by Sri Ram Sharma with a foreword by

A.C. Woollier. Pp. ix-i- lol i- iv. D. A. V. College Historical

Mono^raidis, No. 1. Lahore 1932.

In the annals of Mediieval India, Pratap Singh, the Lion of Mewar,

lias always been a name to conjure with . But hitherto there has been

no authentic biography of this great king. In the present work the

authm
,
who is Professor of History in the D. A. V. College, Lahore,

has undertaken to remove tliis want. As his list of original autliorities,

classified under eight heads (Mss., published works, modern collections,

inscriptions, paintings, coins, modern works and works of reference)

shows, lie has tried to make an exhaustive study of the sources bearing

on the history of the hero of Mewar, Beginning with the Introduction

tlie work extends to 10 chapters (11 including the bibliography)

of which tile first gives a brief sketch of the early

history of Mewar and the rest deals with successive

episodes of the hero’s career. The autlior throughout makes

an lionest attempt to discover truth by weighing different lines

of evidence and to separate the kernel of fact from the husk

of tradition. Freiiuently he seeks to bring out in his descriptions

the spiings of human action. His style is also lucid, if not picturesque.

He devotes a whole chapter, aptly enough, to the campaign of

Haldighat. His plan of battle would have gained in weight if it had

been ac(‘ompanied by topographical details. Perhaps it will come to

most readers as a surjnise to learn that tin’s historical battle was all

but gained by the chivalry of Mewar. The author takes this oppor-

jrxjh:, 1933 24
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tunitv lo correct Tod’s iiiisiakeu statemenl that rriiice Salim wa« the

leadev of the Imperial forces in the bloody flight. The author’s con-

cluding estimate of Pratap’s <-haracter is well worth study. In his

liands Pratap lomes out uo( as a kni^rlit-erraiit fif’htino* sinf^lo-handed

ag*ainst heavy odds hut as an able and skilful general who formed

coalition after coalition to check the Mughal invasions, and above all

iiiaiiguraltd the system of warfare which is wrongly attributed to the

inventive genius of Sivaji. It is interest ijjg to note in this connection

that tlie autlior finds fault with Mm. (1. S. Ojha’s estimate of Pratap in

liis well-known Hindi Histfu
ji of Uajpulana as savouring of an attempt

to deify the hero. A couple of maps and a number of illustrations add

to the usefulness of the present work. <hi the other hand, the total

ahsenot of diacritical marks in the jointing of proper jiames is

regrettable. The list of errata again is far from exhaustive (com-

pare hallow for halo p. 7, Jarret for Janeit p. 2G ii; difecat for defeat

p. 4G).

We hope tliis first number of ]). A. V. College Historical Mono-

gruphs will be followed at no distant date by other useful publicatiouH

in tlie same series.

tJ. X. GiiosiLiii

MAHARAXA KUMKHA by llaribilas 8arda. Second edition.

Pp. xxvi + l?-]o. Ajmere 193^.

Mr. Ilarbilas Sarda lias already won a reputation among those

who are interested in the jnisi hisiw'ry of India by his previous puhli-

calions on the anti'.|uilies Kajputana. In the present hook the

qualities characterising his former works are again brought clearly

before our eye^^. The autlior displays the same knack of reproducing

the ancient tales, the same hiiriitng <Iesire to correct the one-sided

accounts of the Persian historians, (he s^uue passionate pride in the

achievements of the Hindu people. It is idle to expect from him the

critical acumen wdiicli seeks to extraid truth from the hew’ilderiiig

maze of traditional and other evidence or attempts to analyse human

motives or to paint the lights and shades of the historical characters.
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To tli(? j?eiieral reader iLe most iiiteiestinj>: jKOtioii of tlie book would

seem to consist of the ccncludin<»: pofres (200-1) wliere the autlior puts

to himself (lie. question, why even sm h u kinj*- as Kumbha

^‘failed to restore Rajput supiomaey in t’^pper India and free Western

India (.V/V-) from tlie tyranny and (.ppression of the Afghan (.s/>) adven-

turers’’. His answer is contained in one statemeni, namely, the lack of

pc)Iiti(*al fore.si«‘lit which comes only from full national consciousness.

Amoiif^^ tlie useful features of the present book may be mentioned

tlie lonjr l)ihlio<>Tophy at its be^-inninp*, and tiio exhaustive account of

Maharana Kumblia’s monuments and literary accomplishinents (Chs.

XIII and XIV) as well as the (‘omjdete list of Kumbha’s inscrip-

tions (Ch. XV). Hut its scholarly value is much discounted by the pre-

ponderence of bardic tales, the oc< asioiial deviations from historical facts

(cf. pp. ')4-”k)), not to speak of its extremely base system

of Iran slit eraii on.

U. X. Giiosiiat.

JASAIlARACARir—Karanja Tain Series, Xo. 1. Kdited by Dr.

r. V- Vaidya, n.UTr. Puhlishetl l)y Karanja Jain Publication

Society, Karanja, Berar.

A hearty welcome is due to this new Series of Jaiiia Publications,

the Karanja Jaina Series or Ambadas (Tmware Dijrambar Jaina Gran-

thainala., which owes its ori^**!!! to the ^»'eneroiis munificence of Seth Gc])al

Ambatlas Chaware who has introduced the Scries to perpetuate the

memory of his father. It is to he regretted, licwever, that owin^ to the

absence (;f well-organised and coucerlc<l action, a host of similar

attempts emanating’ from private muniHcemc has unfortunately failed

Ihougli as vet only a small fractio!i (;f the vast and valuable literature

of the Jainas has seen the liglil of da\ . We hope and believe Mr.

diaware would look to the ]»enuaueiice of his laudable enterprise by

tlie creation of endowments and trusts.

Thanks to the labours of variou.s scholars, a number of works in

Apabhramsa have, of late, been critically edited and published. The

importance of these works in the linguistic’ history of the ditferent
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Ti)(lo-Aryaii Vernaculars is inestimable. And we are glad that one

more \vork has been added to this list by the publication ot‘ tlie volume

under review.

Ihe t])eme of the work—stories of several births of Prince

Yasodhara—is liigldy i>opular, at. least among the Jainas. The learned

editor' has, in In’s Introduction, given an accounf of about thirty works

in Sanskrit, Prakrt, and the Vernaculars dealing with this theme;

and he assures his readers that the list is not exlmiistive.

The edition is ba.sed on four Mss., variant readings from whi(di

have been noted in the form of foot-notes. There are one or two points

to which the attention of the learned editor should he drawn. The

glossary of words unfortunately does not refer to the place of

occurrence of tlie words and thus loses much of its utility and

importance. The al.'sence of any nole, in the Introduction, on the

language of tlie work is keenly felt, for the importance of the

woii lies, as tlie editor has also incidentally mentioned, not as mucli

in the subject-matter as in the language in which it is composed.

CinXTAIlAKAX ClIAKKAVARTI

KAMARTPA .SASAYAVATJ, by Padmanath Bhattacharya, m.a.,

with an IntVialuctiuu on the royal dynasties of Kumarupa. Pages

lO-c *17 4- 215 and 1(» plates. (Published hy the Rangpur Sahitya

Paiisai). Us. (i. (In Bengali]

.

This work, hy reason of the liigli degree of erudilion and

care bestowed on it by the editor, vill long remain indispensable to

studenls of Nortli Indian Iiistory during the Hindu age. It is not

merely that the editor lias reconstructed the Hindu history of that pro-

vince with the latest inforufation available; but he has also thrown

light on a variety of other subjects and obscure points in ancient

Indian eiiigraphy and ndmini.Mration in consequence of wliicli his

book lises out of the narrow bounds of a provincial history and takes

rank with indispensable works of reference on the Hindu age of India.

This fact only adds a keen edge to our regret that its Bengali garb will

limit its usefulness to those who know that tongue and script; for
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we feel that those to wliom this work will remain a sealed book for

this linguistic difficulty will be real losers in their pursuit of Hindu

history.

We may cite here some instances of the latter. The editor has

discovered the correct meanings of many teclniical terms used in Sans-

krit land-grants on which the standard lexiions throw no light and

former Orientalists have been in the dark.

(1) Page lilnlmirhhuJni means ‘land unfit for cultivation'

(and not fit, ns Biililer wrongly took it). This 1 can parallel from many

Peisian land-grants of Muslim India in which znmit\-i-uftd<hih (i.e.,

waste land) is gifted away,—either because it was considered unjust to

take away anyone’s cultivated land for being granted to another, or

(more probably) because the minister ((htfah) who got tlie grant

sanctioned by the king told him that the land ])roposed to he alienated

was lying waste and yielding no gain to the State.

(2) Pj). 43 and 201, Pinlcfhmahihhhda explained.

(3) The flign
J is not a form of (hn hut dfiji, the Tantrik inter-

pretation of which is given on pp. 50-0() and 202.

(4) P. 72. Siilidsra is measure of corn and not a coin.

(5) P. 107. ApaL-nUi hhtnni mean?^‘land set a'<ide’ (in modern

usage, I'hdrij 2<nnin),

Among the many interesting and highly useful pieces of infor-

mation of a general character may be mentioned llio editor’s

identification of many of the trees and plants whose archaic names

occur in these inscriptions, his speculation about the use of the dryd

and rasaitfa tilaka metres (p. 171), the rejection of the tradition of

Brahmana migration from Kanauj (p. 9)^ tlie division of Brahmanas

into (jotr(ij( (septs), etc. The learned editor has conclusively proved that

the Dbarmapala of the Kainarupa inscriptions was not his namesake of

Bengal and that the Pala dynasty of Assam had no connection with the

Pain kings of Bengal. He has shown remarkable acumen in demons-

trating that the supposed lost copper-plate of Dharmapula is identical

^’ith tlie Snalknchi grant of Ratnapala (p. 209), and that the proper

sequence of the Bhasknra-vanna plates has been hitherto misunderstood

(pp. 19, 21, 206).
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All tlie ten inscriptions extant have been liere reproduced in

facsimile, thus enabling the reader to study tlieir palseo^riaphy and

readings for himself. One novel feature is the printing: of the text as

corrected by the editor in the body cf the book, wliile relegating the

corrupt readings of the original to the footnotes. This mellujd, though

unorthodox in Indology, will prove very helpful to tlie student. By

the way, the prevalem*e of the Maiiuwati legend and song in Marathi

might have been noticed.

We cannot conclude tliis noti<‘e witiioiit remarking that the editor’s

scholarsliip is only equalled l)y liis fairness lo previous workers in the

same field and his personal modesty. He never hesitates to correct him-

self ; be recognises that continual supersession is the law of revseanb.

We air deeply touched by Pandit Padmanatb’s reverence for bis

Mm. Ifaraiirasad J^a^tri, the floijvn. of Indologists, so reiently taken

away from us.

Ihe volume has been printed by the editor at bis own cost, no small

proof of devotion to learning on the iiart of a retired college lecturer who

has never burnt incense before Saraswati’s sister and rival and has nor,

in coiisequence, been blessed by the latter deity.

.l.VDrXATlI Sahkak

TXDIAX IJTKRATFRK IX (TIIXA AXD THK FAR FAST

liy Prabbat Kumar Mukberji. tirealer India Siiciety Series.

iv e:m^-LS pp.

During the last' few decades, so much of addition has been made

to our store of information relating lo the Chinese Buddhist literature

that it is well-nigh impossible for an average reader to take stock of

them without the help of a suitable handbook. The present work has

removed tliis desideratum, for which we thank the author and the G. I.

Society. Thirteen years ago, Mr. O. K. Xariman sjirang an

agreeable surprise upon us by bringing together in his Literanj

Histori) of Sanskrit Buddhism the result of the valuable researches of

the Kuropean orientalists relating mainly to the Buddhist-Sanskrit

literature. Mr. Mukberji ha.s caused a similar surprise bv putting
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top:eijioi* the yields of invest relating to the lliiddliist-Chiiiese

literature. Xunjio’s niomnnenial wi.rk, unsurpassed even now,

hrouglit to light for the first time the wonderful zeal, perseverance of

the Indian and Serindian lluddhist monks and roused the curiosity of'

many a scholar and incited them to dive deep into a literature pre-

served in a mpst diflicull monosyllahic tongue. Overcoming all

ohslacles a few scholars have studied sectmns of this literature and

made additions to our knowledge, the latest being that of Dr. 1\ C.

Hagchi. Most of tlie writings <5f these scholars are scattered in

journals and books. Mr. Mukherji’s object is to bring them together

within a small compass and present them in a readable form. This

arduous task has been accomplished very creditably. AVe hope his

labours will be amply rewarded by the wide circulation of tlie book.

lie lias enlivened the d?y-as>dusl historical researches by the life

sketches of the most important personalities in tlie history of Duddliisl

literature like Asvaghosa, Xagarjuiia, Kuniarajiva and rarainartlia,

and lias enhanced the value of the work liy presenting the gist of some

of the rare (realises like tlie Sr/fta of the Sections
,
Viinololartininlem

and the \ isvsctetnUl. As tlie vv<,rk is replete with useful iiifunnation,

it is not possible to point out all its best features. We can iherefure

mention here only the particularly valuable topics dealt with in the

book. They are,—biographies of distinguished translators; the Agama

literature in China; Chinese translations of the IMli works, viz.,

Milnulttininhn, Sonmnloptlsodiho and (he 1 isHfldh^ niotti/o

:

old Chinese

Catalogues of Buddhist texts; and the method adopted by the Chinese

tor tlie transliteration ot Dbaranis. lie has imidentally sjaiken <>1 the

Vinayas of the various schools, the growth of Maliayaiia, ami the intro-

duction of Tantrisin into China. To marshall these numerous facts

does credit to the author indeed hut there liave been here and there a

few omissions. One expects, for instance, that, while he speaks of the

Chinese liiolnnojolo SCiini and the Ahhidlionnohoso, he could also

refer to De OrooCs translation of the Sntnt and La Valiee Poussin’s

epoch-making work on the AWrf, hut he does not do so.

A persual of the book reveals that it was more tbe Serindian tbau

the Central Indian monks who were responsilile tor the comjiosi-

tion of the greater portion of these Buddhist Chinese works. It is
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quite natural that it Hliould be so far the Indians who settled in Central

Asia and propagated Indian culture, became better linguists and felt

at home in both the Chinese and the Indian languages. Of all the

regions in India, Kashmir, I tliiiih, has contributed the most to this

literature and the recent finds of mss. at (iilgit prove definitely the

existence of an influential Buddhist community in the north

western part of Kashmir. Mr. Mukherji sliould he thanked for hiijigiiig

out this hook wliich helps one to have easily a comprehensive idea of the

Buddhist literature (based on ludiaii originals) that developed in some

countries of the Far East. We wish that the author and the Secretary

of the Greater India Society had made better arrangements fur proof-

readijig, as the errors lluil have crept into the work should have been

removed by the bestowal of greater care and attention.

N. Dutt

THE CATUIISATAKA OF ABYADEVA, pt. ii (Sanskrit and

Tibetan texts with copious extracts from tlie commenlary of

Candrakirti) reconstructed and edited by Vidliusliekliara Bliattacliarya,

xxiv + 3U8 pp. Visvabharati Studies, No. Ji.

MAHAYANAVIMSAKA OF NAGARJUNA (Heconstructed

Sanskrit' text, with the Tibetan and Cliiuese version and an iMiglisli

translation) edited by Vidliusliekliara Bhattacharya, 44 jip. Visvabhaiati

Studies, No. 1.

NAIRATMYAPARIPRCCllA lihe original and restored Sanskrit

text with its Tibetan version) edited by Sujit Kumar Miikliopadhyuya,

2^^ pp. Visvabharati Studies, No. 4.

These three .imblicatioiis, two of which liave already apjieared in

llie Visvahhamti Quatiedy, testify to the great strides made by Indian

scholars within recent years in the critical edition and translation of

Sanskrit texts, and to their cajiacity for reconstructing the texts from

Tibetan. The third book Nnimfwynjmriptcchd^ of wlilcli the original

Sanskrit text has been published by Prof. Sylvairi l/cvi, offers us an

excellent opportunity of judging ho\v far correctly the restoration of a
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Sanskrit text from a Tibetan version can be made. The editor Mr. S.

K. Mukliopadhyaya does not appear to be at home with the phraseology

of Buddhist Sanskrit works. In restoration, this equipment is

essential, and it is advisable that no one without it should try his hand

at restoring the Sanskrit texts from Tibetan. Mr. Mukliopadhyaya

would luive done well if he had put down his text as translation and not

as restoration from a Tibetan original.

As regards tlie contents of the treatise, its object is to convince a

noii-Buddliist of the Jion-existeiice of Jlnltman by establishing that

there is nothing hut and that the empirical existence is not,

real and is tiierefore called minviti. It further points out the way to

develop Bodhickta and the means of attaining Nirvana through

jfnfjiidpdnimita*

The restoration of the Mahdymavimuika is free from the defects

of llte kind mentioned above. The object of this text is similar to the

j/revious one, viz., to establish the non-existence, or rather, the unreal

appearance of tlie things of the world. A lack of the proper comprehen-

sion of this truth is the c’ause of our sufferings. It speaks of

tlie pratUjfosiimulpddn as tlie means to the realisation of tlie Truth,

Mr. Bhattacharya siumhles at the expression citiamCitni, and following

perha|).s Mr. Yamaguclii is constrained to say that this hook “represents

the views of l)oth the Vijuanavadins and f^unyavadaiiis”. (See p. 9)

lie refers us to llie Mddhyamikitcptii (p. 1379) where Nagarjiina speaks

of the Vijhaiiavadins. It is a well-known fact that Nagarjuna scoffs

at the VijnauaV'adiiJs for their vittamCdni or vijnclna/ndfra, and even

at p. 27(), lie speaks of tliean in the same ierm> as he does of the

llinayanists, viz., that on account of the weak intellects of his dis-

eiides, Buddlia had to liave recourse to many exjiedients foj' imparting

his real teacliings, and (hat Vtjdrnutvdda was one of tliese expedients,

lo the face of sucli statements it is not at all fair to attribute to Nagar-

Jtina tlie idealism of V ijiianticiuJu, The editor lias added copious notes

to (he small text. The Kngli.sh translation may well be regarded as

an improvemenf. on the one offered by Yamugnchi in tlie Eastern

^^addhist, IV (1929), pp. r)t;.72, lti7-17ti.

The edition of the CaUilthtaka of Aryadeva by Mr. Bhattacharya

^8 a distinct improvement on tbe two editions of the text Published pre-

1*11. jcjfis, 1033 25
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vioiisly by the late Mm. 11. 1\ SastVi, and Dr. 1\ L. Vaidya. We Iiave

liere the last nine chapters of the great work of Aryadeva, replete with

Sanskrit notes and comnientsj reconstructed in many places from th(‘

Tibetan versions. The editor has taken mucli pains to point out the

defects in the restoration and the French translation of Dr. Vaidya,

but has at times been overcrilical, e.g., in insisting that Tib. milzalt ha

should be restored as snclui ami not as nifjti or that mi-milium shuuhl

be imitUaila and not undnulittla.

In the Introduction he furnishes us with the iiiformation from (lie

Tibetan version of (.’amliakirti’s .coinnienlary that AryadeVa was a

native of Sinibala, and came to Southern India after renunciation

(tato dahlnadilq)aian(i)antijCi(j((lya). In view of the facts that there

is no mention of Jaiubudvipa, ami that the direction of Soutlieni

India with reference to Ceylon should l)e //Domd/Z, is it not justifiable

to bx)k for Aryadeva ’s home somewliere in AojtJiern India? We leani

froni the Mahdmma that Siliabahu ruled over the territory known as

Sihala, after which his people were called the vSihalas, and Ceylon got

its name Sihaladvipa. It is very likely that Aryadeva belonged (o

Sihala of Bengal and not Ceylon. We hope evidences will be fortli-

coming to that effect.

We are anxiously awaiting the publication of tlie first seven

t'luipiers of the book annoumed in the Trefuce, as lliai will be a new

contribution to our store of knowleilge about Maliayana Buddhism.

N. Dott

SCHOOLS AND ShXTS IN JAINA LITLKATUKK by Aiuulya

Chandra Sen. Visval)barati Studies No> 1], 47 pp. Brice Rs. 4/-.

The object of this brochure is to offer au account of doctrines ami

practices of the non-Jaina sects as found in the Jaina Canon. Tlumgh

a small treatise, one feels refreshed to go (broiigb it, because one doe^’

not find in it a.s in the jirevious book too numerous (luotations from oliun

works or too much of reliance o-n others to the well-nigh exclusion of the

author’s own independent opinion. In the Introduction he collects the
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passajfM from the Taina soiirreM, which reveals the attitude of the ortho-

dox Jaiiias towards the non-Jaina religious and pliilosopliical schools,

He ha? taken an impartial attitude towards the Ajivikas and has also

some good words to say for them on the slrength of the Jaina Canon,

e.^?. the Ajivikas practised ‘‘severe austerities, fierce austerities,

abstention from ghee and other delicacies, and indifference to

plea>aiit and unpleasant food.** The account of Maukhali Gosala in

the Jaina scriptures can well bear a comparison with that of Devadatta

in the Buddhist Tripitaka. The author traces in the Jaina literature

references to the names of some Brahmanic schools, or doctrines, viz.,

Samkhya and Yoga, f^asvatavada and the Veduntic doctrines of the

Tpanisads, and the Atmasasthavada. lie then takes up the Tajji^

ratacrhailmvaJa, and in this connection, he summarises the conver-

sation that king Payasi had with the ascetic Kesi. Though he meniions

the Dlgha Nihdya in the Bibliography, it is rather strange that he does

not write a word about tbe Buddhist criticism of the doctrine inm jlvoin

i(\m sarlmvi afnlam jlvatn afifiom .saHnini, The references to

SiMihn'dda, and the do<?trines of the various Buddhist schools

are indeed interesting. He has explained lucidly the Jaina classifi-

cation of the various schools of thought under four heads: Kriyavada,

Akriyavada, Ajhuuavada and Vinayavada. Here again one can notice

the author *.H omission to refer to Buddha’s attitude towards the Kiriya-

and the Akiriyavadins. Following Ehys Davids* lead, he has fallen into

the error of looking upon the Enthmjalaauttd as summarising the

non-Buddhistic views (see my paper in the ///C^., and the MaliahoJlti

HW3). In part III he speaks of some ascetic practices many of which

are found mentioned in the Piili works. The practices do not indicate the

cxislence of sq)arate religious sects as implied in the chapter. They

merely practices restored to hy the ascetics of the different orders,

—

Jaina, Buddhist or Brahmanic, The concluding section treats of the

schisms in the Jaina church, and the Jaina criticisms of non-Jaina

doctrines. The book is full of valuable information and is a welcome

{addition to the literature on Jainism.

N. Dutt
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THK HISTORICAL INSCRIPTIONS OF SOUTHERN INDIA

(CoLLEtTKD Till 1923) AND OUTLINES OF POLITICAL HISTORY,

by Robert Sewell, edited for the Madras University by S. Krishna-

Bwami Aiyangar, m.a., Hony. ph.d., Madras, 1933.

' The book intends to j?ive the ehronolojyy of the South Indian His-

tory from 250 B.C. to 1870 A.D. It is, in plan, similar to Duff’s

Chronolopry, and is evidently a valuable hand-book to the Research

students in Indian History. The editor, who is a well known scholar

in tin’s particular bran-h of study, has endeavoured to make improve-

ments on it in tbe lij^lit of the modern researches. The book is not,

linwever, free from errors. The statement that “Kharavela compelled

the Suhga kin^ Pusyamitra to make peace’’ (p. 12) is too wide.

It is erroneous to say that “the Calukya Mahfralesa defeated in

(>09 A.D. Buddharaja, the Kalacuri ruler of Cedi, in the Mahil-

ko.^ala country of Central India.” (p. 22). The Mahakfita Pillar ins-

cription, dated 002 A.D. (/.!., XIX, 7.), records the defeat of Buddha-

raja at the hands of Mahjxalesa^ Ifem*e Buddharaja must have suffered

that reverse before that date. Buddharaja was the ruler of Malwa,

Northern Gujarat, and Lata. Nothing is known about his conneciion

with Mahakosala.

The editor ha.s made an attempt to identify the countries men-

tioned in the Tinunallai Rock inscription (p. (15). His suggestion

leading to the identification of Masunidesa with the modern Bastar

State does not seem to he at all convincing. The country may be identi-

fied With Masulipalam, in the Kistna District, Madras. In the opinion

of the editor, Mahl{>ala, referred to in the above inscription, is not a

proper name, but means only a king who ruled over Otta or Orissa. Tlie

fact that Bajendra Cola’s conquest over Odra visaya is mentioned else-

where in the same inscription goes against that assumption. Mahipala

was evidently the Pala king of the same name, who was a contemporary

of Raiendra Cola.

If Indraratha is to be taken as identical with Indravarman of

Kaliriga, as has been suggested by the editor, Adinagara should better

be identified with Nagara, the ancient capital of Kalinga, the modern

Nagaiakatakam adjacent to Mukhaliugam, 20 miles from Parlakiniedi,

in the Oanjam District,
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K;al)ora<e inforinatio?! ro<far<lni<r the |iolitir‘al achioveiiuMils of Uie

HovHalas of Dorasainudra is j^iveiK Ji\it an important event is not inen-

tio led. Sometimes between 1(K)4 and JlOU A.D., the Hoysalas revolted

in ord^'r to tlirow off tbeir alle«:iaiue to the Calukyas of Kalyani.

Vikramaditya VI despatched an army at tlie liead of the rarainarn

Jn^’addeva, kin^^ of Mulava, to keep the Hoysalas under control. Dora-

samudra was besie|>:ed by the Cidukyas and the raramaras. But

Ballah*, YisnuvardliaMa, and l-dayaditya, the sons of Kreyahp-a,

sncces. ftilly defended tlieir capital, and rejmlsed tlie invaders (EC,, VI,

Tl. No. 4-); IT, revised edition, No. ;;49; dainad ins.).

The errors, referred to, wliich have proliably found tlieir place

tlp'out’li inadverlanco, however, do not lessen tlie usefulness of the work,

wliich will render valnnhle ai<l to the students of Indian History.

1), ('. (I.WOl’T.Y

JAINISM IN NOKTH INDIA (800 B.C.-A.C. r,2(>) hy (’himanlal

Shah. Lon^^mans, (ireeii & Co. 1932. xxiv-i 292 pp.. with 24 illus-

trations and 2 Maps Price £2-2-0.

We greatly ajipreciate Mr. Shah’s efforts to present us with

a picture of the career of Jainism in Northern India from the time of

the earliest record relating to same up to the 6th century A.C. The

book is full cf references to the original sources testifying to the

writer's industry in the handling of the varied materials composing

the account. The author discusses first the thorny question of the

antiquity of Jainism and the date of Parsvu. Like other writers on

Jainism, he depends here on Jacohi who adduces as one of his prin-

cipal evidences the mention of CiVaydmammvani iu the Digha

Dikaya. This particular piece of evidence, I am afraid, is not very

sate for drawing any conclusion. In the first place the date of com-

pilation of the Dlyha yikayn is uncertain. Assuming with Jacobi

that it refers to events of the 6th or the 5lh century B.C., and that

^ <'(tuyamas<tmvara was known to the compiler of the Sdtminna-

vii^danuttay one may still question why he mentions always Nigantha

JJ^ajaputta and uot Pursva by name and makes only a passing
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reference to the four riiKs of discipline. It is clear from the Nikayas

that Niffuntha Natapntta was the Jaina Tirlhankara known to the

compilers of the Nikayas, and tlie practice of nudity among his

followers was not also unknown at the time. Nigantha Natapntta is

invujiably identified by scholars wdth Mahavira, and in the passage

relied on by Jacobi the expression Cfiivyamammvara is put in the

mouth of Nigantha Natapntta. Besides this, the interpretation of

Cnhiyama, as made in the passage, does not express its actual meaning

nor has Buddliaghosa clarified it. So what we contend is that Pursva

may imve been the original founder of Jainism but this i'diuyama-

mmvara of the SCmaihW'phala svtia cannot be used as an evidence

for proving the antiquity of Parsva. Throughout the book it is evident

that the author has taken up his pen not ns a judge sifting evidences

but as an advocate upliolding the cause of Jainism, and in places

where he found his position weak he quotes a string of names of

scholars, most of whom in their turn very likely rely for their know-

ledge of Jainism on the works of Nahar, Jaini or Stevenson. We wish

he had given us in further details the Jaina traditions about Prasva as

this Avould have convinced us better than trying tp merely stating that

“three of the greatest writers on Indian Phdosophy Drs. Belvalkar,

Dasgupta and Radhakrkhnan—and historians and scholars like

Charpeutier, Guerinot, Mazumdar, Frazer, Elliot, Poussin and otliers

hold that the Nigranthas existed previous to Mahuvira“. The most

orig-ral and by far the best chapter in the book is the one on ‘Mahavira

and his Times“, covering G5 pages. In it lie has given within a short

compass the tradition of the growth, of the Jaina churcli, and the

essentials of the Jaina doctrine and discipline'. Like others, lie has

been hard upon the Ajivikas and so upon Dr. Barua for having put in

a few good words for this sect, so much caluminated in tlie Jaina and

Buddhist works. Tlie fact that the Ajivikas were recognised as a

religious sect in the Jaina and Buddhist literatures, and were found

worthy of receiving donations from kings should have received a careful

consideration, and the opinions of Hoernle and other European scholars

should not have carried him away.

. In the next three chapters, the object of thp author is to show how
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far Jainism enjoyed the patronage of kings and clans of northern India.

There are in them many illuminating statements though one must take

with caution such remarks as that (^liiakya was tlie son of a devout

Jaimi (p. 131); Asoka had Jaina leanings hi liis early life (p. 143); and

King Nanda was a Jaina (p. 128). What mars tliese chapters is tlie

alltllor^s love tor quotations from other works, and a tendency to digress

into the knotty problems of liistorical names, dates, and dynasties,

leaving aside the main theme, e.g., in the 4tli chapter he could

without, speaking of the historical and clironological bearings of the

Ilathigumpha inscription, trace the career of Jainism in Kalihgadesa.

The last two chapters, in which he has collected all the

intorniation relating to Jainism, derivable from the Mathura inscrip-

tions and tliose of the Gupta ]>eriod, are interesting* and valuable. The

seventh chapter on the Jaina literature of the north, though a story

retold, has its own charms, ami we appreciate tlie aiithor^s capacity

to put bare facts in an attractive form. The last chapter on Jaina

art in northern India i.; no less interesting but one does not feel

satisfied with the scanty details. The author has ap[)ended to the work

a comprehensive hihliograpliy wliich would be very useful to any one

desiring to have a firsthand acquaiulame with the source books.

Inspite of the hialerial resources of the Jaina community, it is rather

strange that the Jaina liteiature ami religion liave not received its due

atlrnt’on from the students of Indology— a fact pointed out by Mr.

Sliah as well as Kev. Jleias. The main reason, I think, is the lack of

ad((juate number of organizations to have all the important Jaina texts

critically edited and translated into Knglisli.

Though We liave la’eii constrained to point out a tew bleinislies,

^ve cannot hut [)raise tin* author for his excellent work and commend

it U) the reading public as a reliable bistovy of Jainism. 'Ibis attempt

to jueseiit a connected history of jainism in northern India is the first

‘d’ i(s kind and we hope tlie author will carry on bis researches and

pr 'seiit us witli a similar volume on the history of Jainism in vSoutliern

Itulia.

jff. DuTt
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Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies, vol. VLl, pt. i

Utto Stktn .— iiflinn \oU’s

:

(1) l^rnmnai. The writer uppos<‘s In lljis Note l^niiielt’s state-

ment tliat tile Pumumi mentioned In Stiaho as ilistinct from the

Jirahinanas sijjnifies tlie Prajnas, 'wlm were st) called for their

adherence to prajt'nl or intellefd. From a < c.mparison of the word

. Piamnni in Strabo with tlic (Ireek cqnivabnt foi’ ‘Sramana’, the

writer inclines to the view that Pvanmui is a corruption (d' Snunnai

rejnesen t i n <»• ^ Sranmn a \

(2) KamiKina. From the ditbreni uses of the word Kamimmi

both in literature and inscriptions, it has h.een surmised that its

two meanings viz. ‘administrative unity’ and ‘chief commamr have

e\olve(l from a common source thoiigli independently.

Amakna’IH Ray.— \ 0 (j(tLs( nui. The wonls Yoga and Ksema are ex-

plained as ‘attaining the iinattaiiied’ ami ‘maintaining (he same’

l)y commentators including J^ahkaracarya. The writer of this note

Mig*gests a new interjiretatioii t'xponndiog the expression as

ksemah (what is good among gains) which would thus mean

nfhsreifusa or the ‘summum Ijoiinm’.

Half-Yearly Journal of the Mysore University, vol. VI, Nt). l

K. SltiPAi) Rao.^O/; some. StofH ! wi,lvinvnts from South Inditt—H.
Ihe wriler describes a few slmic imj?lemcnfs discovered in

Soutliern India. Ihev liavc a cbjse resemblance to (hose belong-

nig to the Mausterian indu.<try of the (‘onlinent of Furo])e. It

has been suggested tiiat they mark a ( ;dture similar to llie

Mausteiiafi, thougli not of the same age.

Indian Antiquary, .Jaimnrv, luaa

B. A. 8AmiTOUE.—7>;//KMf/r Conliimilij In V ijuijonuf/UM Histonj.

Dashabatha SHABUA.-^Oleaftinf/s from Samhif Liicroturv. Fxtracts
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liave been made fmm tlie works of Vfuaspali Misra (9tli century

A.C.) to sIjow that they coiitaiii tacts of social and administrative

importance, throwing light on a dark ])Priod of Indian History.

Ibid.f . February, 1933

Axanj) Korn.

—

Kashmiri UidtUes.

HISITKSIIWAK Xatic Kkc .—lino Ctualrasen, a. foryoittn Hero of

Kdjyntdnd. It is an accr»unt of tlie career of Kao Candrasen.

'Preceding Maliarana Vratap by about ten years, Candrasen Sacri-

ficed everything to protect the independence of liis state against

Akhar’s attacks and lived a wandering life in the mountains.

V. \ . MinAMii.—Historical Data in Hdjaschhara\s T iddhasdlahUah-

ji/vd. ^J'lie play commemorates the victory of the Kalaeuri king

Yuvaiajadeva over the llastraknta king Kiiddit^a Amoghavarsa III,

the son-in-law of Yuvaraja.

Ibid., March, \m
IhsiiKMnvAR Xath Rku .—Jalor 1nscriptian of the Time of Panimdra

I Isala, dated T-A'. 1174. The inscri[)tion supplies for the first

lime the genealogy of the Karamara^ wlio ruled over Jalor.

Kkhaiu) C. Tkmple.

—

Uanyal and the City of Uanyahi. The writer

assert that the site of Va^thanla^s ‘City of Bengala^ must have

been Satgaon on an old bed of the Hugli river.

K. P. Jayaswal,—The V ihramlJtof I nsci iytion [Samhalynr District).

This is an examination f)f tlie inscription leading tlie writer to con-

clude that it may lie assigned to circa loTM) K.C.

Ibid., April. 19.33

K. II. JoiLNSXox.

—

The (jandlstotra. The Sanskrit text of this work was

recovered by Baron A. Von Stael-Holstein from a trajiscriiitioii in

Chinese characters in 1.91*1 (Bibl. B. xv). In this jiaper Mr. J. has

made some emendations iji the readings -ind added an Knglish trans-

lation of the text. Tlie text was translated hy ha-T’ien, a monk of

Xalanda (10th ceiilury A. I).). It was intended for ceremonial

recilation. Air. J. disagrees with the Baron as regards tlie author-

Mi.q., Ji'XK, 1933 5>(i
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ship of the Stoini, and is not prepared to believe tliat Asvughosa of

the Buddluicarita fame could be its author.

Ibid., May, 1933

E. 11. JuiKNSTOX .—Itandom yotcs on the Tncandrum Plafjs. Tl^e

writer inclines to the view tliat some at least of the Thirteen

dramas published fiom Trivandrum are genuine Bliasa-])lays.

ibid., June, 1933

V. V. Mirashi.—Historical Data in Padmagupta^s Navamhasdhka-

carita. In this play Padmagupta describes in a romantic setting

some incidents in the life of his patron, Sindhuraja.

E. n. Johnston.—Random Notes on Trivandrum Plays The

meanings of some words occurring in tlie plays attributed

to BliSsa have been determined, and their current interpretations

criticised.

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Rosoaroh Booloty, March-June, 1933

K. P. Jayaswal.

—

History of India
^

c. 150 A.D, to 350 A.D, The

liaper deals with the Nagu-Vakataka Imperial Period dividing it

into four parts: (i) India under the Naga Dynasty (c. 150

A.D.-284 A.D.). (ii) The Vakatakas (248 A.D.-55() A.D,).

(iii) Magadha (31 B.C. to 340 A.D.) and the Gupta India at 350

A.D. (iv) Southern India (150 A.D.-350 A.D.) and unification of

tile North and the South.

J. F. . Jamks.

—

7/i( S/xfi'h of Nanda Dcrl.

A. C. Bankhji .—Pah PlaUs of (iorindacandra of Kananj, 1171 1’. N.

Tlie inscription recording the grunt of the village of Pali is tlie

earliest grant of Govindacandradeva as king.

Journal of the Department of Letters (Calcutta University), vol. XXIII, 193:l

JiTENDRA Nath Banerjka.—

T

he Sanskrit text of a

work named PraiinuUahsana is edited here for tlie first time with

Eiiglish translation, notes, and appendices. It treats of the

measurement of Buddhistic images.
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Manomohan Oiiosiu—Mahdrdstri, a later Phase of Sduraseni, The

writer wants to »liow that the prineipal Prakrt dealt with by the

writers of the Western sehool of Indian j^ranimarians and generally

identified witli Maharastri is really a later phase of ^^aiiraseni. It

is also argued that the so-<ralled Maharastii Prakrt lias nothing to

do with the country of Mahara^stra, and that it is Sauraseni,—only

a slightly more developed tlian the dialect of that name found in

the old dramas posterior to Asvaghosa.

Gopai. Haldar.—A Skeleton Grammar of the Aon/i/udi Dialect of,

BenfjalL

Journal of Orlontal Rosoarch, vol. XL pt. iv ((Vt.-Dco. 1932).

K. A. Xii.AKANTiiA Sastri.—The J\tkna-i)a (Slam) Tamil Inscription.

S. S. SuRYAXARAYAN Sastri.—VdcaspatT$ Criticism of the Sphotavdda.

The paper explains the doctrine of Sphota together with its full

criticism as made by Vacaspati Misra in his I'attvabindu and in

the Devatadhikarana of his BhdmatL The advocates of the doctrine

maintain that the letters of a word are only the nlanifestations of

the Sphota, a mysterious entity already in existence. Each letter

by itself cannot express a sense. The difficulties inherent in this

assumption of the existence of the entity within the word have

been iiointed out by Vacaspati.

T. G, Aravamuthan.—The Madvrai Chronicles and the Tamil

Academies.

K. A. Surramaxya Aiyar.—Some more Nijdi/as. Ten ‘popular

maxims* (Nyayas) not included in Jacob’s well-known compila-

tion Lankikanydydiljali haA’e been explained here.

V. Haghavan.—The Vrttis. This continued paper deals with the con-

cept of Vrtti as found in the works of Sanskrit poetics explaining

its meaning and nature with the. help of the exiiosition in the

Abhinavabhdrati, the commentary on Bharata’s \dtya-sdstra.

P. S. Surrahmanya Sastri.— of Grammatical Theories in

Tamil and their Relation to the Grammatical Literature in

Sanskrit.

C. vSiVARAMAMURTl .—Painting and allied Arts as revealed in Bdnas

Works,
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Ibid.i vol. VIT, pt. i (Jan.-March 1933),

K. A. Nilakantha Sasthi.—The Koilumhalut Inscription of

Vihramakesdrl,

T. B. CilTNTAMANi.

—

Some Minor Works of- Sri Citsnkhdcurya :

A(Ihikar(ina.sahfjati. Citsiikha is known lo ImTf romiuented upon

the JJnihmo.snho-hhrisi/ti (if J^ankava. The present treatise llraliina-

srffrrfdhikoranttsniifjali togellier with the Adhikaronnmanjarl

abend \ (*diled in (he .Iniirnnl may have been intended as an

appendix (o (he <nmmeninrv on (lie Bhd.'iya.

C. V. KrMAPAswAMi Samhiaw.

—

Bdjasekhara—the Dramatist, Facts

have been i)ut forward to show that Kajasekhara lived between 850

and 9**31) A.(\ II lias been ar"n4>d tliat TCseinesvara who is known

to he a contejnprrarv of Bajasekhara cannot refer in his drama

Camjakansika to Mainpala of Bengal who reigned between 974 and

1020 A. 0. So Mainpala mentioned by Ksemt'svara cannot but be

the king of Kanauj of that name.

V. Baghavax.—The Vrttis. The paper in this instalment, shows the

position cf Vrtiis in relation to Basas and types of dramas and

heros.

r. S. VKDACirALA Iykp.

—

The, Somers of Tolakdppnjam. The

Tolakdpplyam, tlie most ancient grammatical wwk in Tamil has

been shown to hare drawn upon a few Tamil and Sanskrit works

named in the article.

C. Sivahamamukti.—Ai/nfinr/ and allied Arts as revealed hi Bdnas

Works,

X. An'ASWAMi Sasthi.

—

IiJt/acts from JaydnaiuhCs Commentary, This

commentary on the Madhyamakdvatdra ((diap. vi) is being retrans-

lated into Sanskrit from the Tibetan Version,

Journal of tho United Provinoos Historioal Sooioty, vol. VI, pt. i (Jany., 1933)

Phayag Dayal.

—

Raja ,\cwal Rai of Oitdli, Baja Xewal Bai was the

Prime Minister cf X^awab Mansur Ali Khan Sufdarjang of Oiidh.

He also served as the Commaiider-in-Chief of the Xawab’s forces

and was slain in 1750 A.C. in the battle with Ahmad Khan

Bangash.
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S. N. Das Gupta .—An Attempt at Genealogy of the Paramaras of

MnJwa,

Nandalal Chattehji.

—

The, Mission of Messrs Awyatt and Hay to Mir

Qasim (1763).

Ashibavadi Lal Shivastava.

—

Early Life of Nairah Saadat Khan.

Journal of Urutvatl Himalayan Rosearoh Institute, vol. lit

N. D. Miroxov.

—

llie /^rajfiftparawifahrdayasutra an Inscription.

A slab of stone eonlainiiipf the shorter text of the Prajndparn-

mitahrdayasutra inscribed on its four sides has been found by

V. Panov in Inner Mongolia. The inscription has been described

and analysed in this paper and the text compared with that pre-

served in the Horiuji Manuscript edited in the Ancient Palmdeaves

1)3' Max Miiller.

Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society, vol. XXTTT, No. 2 (Oct., 1032).

N. SunHA Rao.— Centuries of Wadeyar Rule in Mysore (l36o-1761).

K. Nakayaxaswami Iw.is.—Srlviidyft. The paper deals with the Tantric

form of Sakti wwship leading to salvation.

A. S. Tiiyagar.aju.

—

Suinero-Dntvidan Affinitic.^. It has been shown

that the Sumerian roots had cognates or derivatives in the Dravidian

languages.

S. Srikantiia Sastri.—Gautamlputra^ Rudradaman and. Kanisla, The

dates of Gautamiputra and Pulainavi have been assigned res-

pectively to the first and second quarters of the 2nd century A.C.

and Pulamiivi, Rudradaman and Kaniska have been made

contemporaries.

Ibld.| vol. XXm, No. 3 (Jan., 1933).

A. Aiyappau.—Rock-cut Care-tombs of Feroke, S. Malabar.

S. K. Govindaswami.—A Chapter of Kadamha History from Tamil

Literature,

K. Nabayanaswami Iyeb.—Srlvidyd (concluded).

S. Sbikaxtaya.—Heavenly Mansions of the Hindus.
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Rtvitw of Philosophy oral Roligion, Month, 1933

Mbs. C, a. F. Eiiy3 Davids.—Buddhhm and Religion, The conten-

tion of the writer is that Man is ever seeking to liuve,

to be, to get a More, the Most being inconceivable and unattain-

able. ‘‘In Hiuldliisin’*, she says, “w^e have the More enjoined

upon the man to an extent not surpassed in any religion”.

Sahitya Pariiat Patrika, vol. XXXIX, no. iii.

Radhagovinda Basak.

—

Xewly discovered old Copper-plate of

Paharpur, It discuHses the important features of the record from

the standpoint of the social, geographical and political history of

Bengal and is accompanied by a Bengali translation and a

decipherment of the text of the record in which an attempt is

made to correct the readings as given by Mr. K. N. Dikshit in

several cases {Ep. Ind., XX, 59ff).

Bbajexdhanath Baxjebji.—History of Netcspcipers and Periodicals of

Bengal (1835-57). This third instalment of the paper brings down

the history to 1853.

Manixdramohax Bxhv,—Newly discoa red Manuscripts containing

the Padas of the Srlkrmakh^ana. Herein is published the text

of the earlier one of these manuscripts about 150 years old, which

contains IG songs of Candidusa of which 10 are found in

the Snknmldrtaiia as published by the Vangiya Sahitya Parisad

on the basis of a single MS.

Eamixikumar Kara Raya.—Acct^u/U of Sirani and other Rites per-

formed in Muhammadan Families of Mymensingh (Kaslerii

Bengal).

Ibid., vol. XXXTX, no. iv.

Br.uexdraxatii B.iXERjr.—History of Newspapers and Periodicals of

Bengal (1835-57).

Chintaharan Chakr.warti.— of Sanskrit Worhs in Bengali.

It gives an account of the earlier attempts made for popularising

the contents of the different branches of Sanskrit literature through
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translations, adaptations and exegetic works in Bengali as well as

in various other vernaculars ot India. Incidental reference has

been made to a few works not included in Long’s Descriptive Cata-

logue of Bengali Books jointed during the first half of tl»e 19th

century.

J A I’lXDBamquan Biiattacham Va .—luirliest Gnim mar of the Englisli

Language written in Bengali, U; gives. a detailed description of the

Ihglis Dargan of llania(diaudra printed in ISlti at tlie Hiiulusthani

Press of Lalhazar, Calcutta.

Tirumalai Sri Vankatatvara, vol. I, No. 5 (Dec. 1932).

V. Sankaba Aiyab .—Sahdasdmrajyacakravartm or Pdnini Acdrya, The

writer dilates upon the greatness ot Panini as a grammarian of

ui;surpassable excellence and points out the ingenious devices intro-

duced ill the Astdiihydyl to seifure brevity of expression.

C. Domaiswami Iyexoer .—Hinduism as followed by the Visistadvaitins,

A. Vaiki'Mram Pandit.

—

l^ord Krsna: StatesviaUf Politician, Philo-

sopher^ Artist and Ucligious Preacher,

A. PADMANAMIIIA.

—

Early Dravidian Races. Continued.

P. V. Jagadisa Iyeb .—Places of Antiquarian Interest in Soutk India.

Continued.

K. K. Kbisiinamachabya.— (1) A Note on Knmdraddsa and

Jdnakiharana,

M. Dobaswamayya.—(2) A Reply. The two Avriters diflfer in

their opinions as to the dale of Kumuradasu on the strength ot the

evidence presented by the archaic style of the poet’s Janakiluiraipk

as also by the parallelism between this poem and Magha’s &isu-

pdlavadha, Magha is considered to be earlier than Kumaradasa by

Mr. Krishnamacharya.

Ibid., vol. 1, No. 9 (April 1933).

II. Hamakbishna Kavi .—Vidyadharacuknivarfin I. The paper deals

with a Sanskrit prose Ms. called Gadya-kanumria by Kalakalabha

or Sakala Vidyadharacakravartin who wrote under the patronage

of Viranara.siiii)ia (Itjth (entury A.C.), a lloysala king of Dora-
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saiuudra. Tlie liistorioal iiifoniiatioJi supplied l:y tlie work is

lliat Viruiuirasiiiilia had to proceed from his < apilul to South India

to help the Cola king Hajaraja M'ho liad been taken as captive by a

Kadava king to Sendaniahgalam.

M. IloKASWAMAYYA.—r/V///<7dA///v/cnA/</rn/7/n //. This Vidyadhara

living in the court of tlie Hoysala king Bhallala III (1300— )

composed a poeiii entitled Rolinitukalifdna and coniinented u])on

tlie Vii'CtiHikmpariCi'iiiLCi^ Kur^aptalunhi, Ahiiik'dKLHarninva and

Dasailoki. The Ilukininlkalijdnn of which a transcrijit is

preserved in the Govt. Oriental Mss. Library, Madras, sui^plies

in its Introduction interesting details about the Iloysala kings

from Biiallala II to Uhallala III.
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Mi.o., jvxii, 1933 27
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and Cowell. Madras, 1932.
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Malik Ambar ; A New Life

tni rodnet ion

The sources for the history of Malik Amtiar, the famous regent of

tlie Ahiuadiiagar kingdom (c. 1004-1026), hitherto known are TdrihhM

Finshtahj Tazkirat-ul-mnluky Mdsiri^i-Kahimi

^

and Tuzvk-i-Jahungiri.

Of these the first two stop about 1009, the third shortly after, and the

fourth is much too brief. But a detailed contemporary account of Malik

Ambar, from the unfriendly jien of an Adil Shahi partisan, is iireserved

in Fuzuni Astarfibadi’s Fatuhiit-i-Wdil ShdMy composed in 1040-1043.

British Museum Add. 27, 251 is the only ms. of this work known to

exist, while Or. 1390 of the same library is a shortened version of it. I

preseiif here a Iranslation of the relevant portions of the former of these

two mss. witli the folio numbers of the originals within square brackets..

It must be observed <hat Fuzuni evidently wrote without comiilete

Oifficial records before him. Hence, he has made many palpable mistakes,

tispecially about the Maratha names and certain events wdiich are

correctly known from the more authentic and earlier official histories

<>1 Jahangir and Shah Jahun. His account of the Blultvadi campaign

(1024) however, is, the fullest and most! satisfactory known to ns. For
Bijapur affairs and the ‘Adil Shahi policy and point of viexr, lie is our

I'est Kuide for the thirty years following’ the end of Fi’^ishtah’s history

(1609-1039).

I’Jl'U., Slin’EMUlill, ifWil
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Early career of Amhar

l2G7a] Ambar-jiu was a slave purcliased by Khwajali Baglidadi,

named Mir (lasini. Having purchased him in Baghdad, he sold him at

Afamadnagar to Mirak Dabir, belter known as Changiz Khan. It is well-

known lliat Mirak Dabir liad a tliousajid purchased slaves, and

Ambar-jiu was one of them. When decline overtook the Niziunshrihi

dynasty, Ambar-jiu served tliis man and tliat and was cojiteiit with a

small subsistence.

AVlien the Mughal army became ihiumphant over the kingdoms of

Khandesh, Berar and Daulatabad, Ambar entered the service of Ibrahim

'Adil Shah, and for some time lield a i>osition luider him which was not

even the rank of a favoured slave of medium grade. As the disruption

ot the Nizamshahi State daily increased, Abhaiig Khan llabshi, turning

hostile lo Bahadur Nizam Shiih, the middle grandson of Burluin Nizam

Shah, became an object of envy to the lollier] Abyssiniaiis
;
Ambar

went to Abhang Khan, exerted himself well, and rose to the rank of a

commander of 150 horse. In the attack on Ahmadiiagar he was a

follower ot Abhang Khan, [2076] and fought very well. At this lime

one day, with the help of the troops of the fort, he entered the walls of

Ahmadnagar^ and seemed to be on the point of capturing it. Just then

Prince Daiiiyal and Khan-i-Khaiian came lo Ahmadnagar, and laid siege

to that lofty fort, The nobles and soldiers of the Deccan became dis-

pei’sed and the country was thrown into disorder. Ambar-jiu with a

party frequently roved on the frontiers, punished the higliwaymen and

thieves, raided on every side, and 'laid his hands [upon the places,], so

that the robbers of that country were hard pressed; they elected to

follow him, and [thus] nearly two to three thousand Bedars and leading

men of that country gathered under his banners, and ho after defeating

many refractory men became the master of six elephants and .many

hoises and equipment,

1 Abhang Khan [misspelt Atik Kh. in Khali Kh. BibUo. Indira ed, iii.

251 et seq], wlio had Set up a puppet Nizam .Shfili named Afiran Shah ‘Ali was

induced by Chand Bibi to join her. He cut his wny through the Mughal lines

and entered Ahmadiiagar fort in the night of 21 Docember 1595. [Full details

in BurhCin-UMa^sir^ my Ms. iii. 1430-1434. and more briefly in Finahiahj Utho,

iii 100].
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'When, after llie eoiiquest of Alimadnagar [fort], the Muglials

engng^ed in occupying that kingdom, Ainhar obstructed many of them

and slew and plundered tliem, being everywhere victorious, till liis

army grew 7,00(1 sti-ong and many of the sons of tlie Xizamshrilii

nobles joined him. In this way he gained control [over the Govern-

ment] and his affairs daily prospered.

('(freer of aj

a

At this time there lived u man named Rajali, who was the chief

personal servant [lhawds] of 8‘adat Klian^ This S^adat Kluni was

a slave of [208//] Nizam Shah. Wlien ruin seized the Nizamshahi

dynasty, ST'idnt Khan for five or six years roamed through the hills

and places difficult of acce.ss, became the owner of some famous forts,

ii^ed frequently to bar the path of the Mughals, and curry olf their

(dephnnts and horses. In this way he had acquired much pioperty.

Th( Mughal soldiers used to call him Ruju, and so he became popu-

larly kiiowui as Raju. At this time S‘adat Khan conceived the design

of visiting Khan-i-Khanan. As Raju was trusted by him, he entrust-

ed his all to him and went to interview Khan-i-Khrman. Bnt during

(his interval, Abhaiig Khan llabslii enticed Raju with an offer of peer-

age and wrote to. liim, ^‘Korlune has made you a great man. Bring

the country into your owm possession, and become great. S‘udat Khan

was [only] a slave of Nizam Shtih. As he has turned traitor to Nizam

Shah and gone over to- the Mughals, do you acti bravely, because the

reward of fidelity to salt is grea(ne8.s. Guard carefully the territory and

fovis now ill your hands, and try to increase them.”

Raju acted as suggested by Abhang Khan, and gathered a

thousand troopers under him. From one side Amhar-jiu and from the

other Raju engaged in devastating the country of the Mughals; often

attacking the Mughals by surprise tliey slew and jilundercd them.

Day by day the trwips and wealth of the two increased. For seven or

eight years they thus went on injuring the ^highal army. At last the

Mughals made peace with Ambar and kept him friendly by means of

promises and assurances. His army now numbered 9,000 troopers.

* S'ndnt Khan—His history in given in Jh(rhiln-i-Mdsh\ iii. 1409 et seq.
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Wheni he saw the Muglials at peace with him and his kiiiffdoin si^acious

and fertile, he wished to get himself recognised as a vassal of the

Emperor Akbar. Sending a man he secured a safe-conduct from Khan-

i-Khanan and saw him. Klian-^i-Khariaii welcomed liim with lionour,

embraced him, and gladdened him with an audience of the Emperor

Akbar^. Heturning from that place, Amhar caused tlie territory in

his possession to be cultivated and reassured the ])eavSauts, and the

peasants in a few days came to enjoy ease.

But Raju wltli 7 or 8 thousand horse frequently nl lacked the Mu-

ghal troops from ditVoreut sides and plundered ilieiii; the country in

the possession of tlie Mughals |2t»9 //] was desolated. At last Ibiiice

Daniyal sent a man with a letter to Hajii challenging him to an open

and stand-up fight, Raju declined. At last tlie Prince had no lielp

but to make an agreeiueuf with him that he [Haju] shc.uld let the

country be cultivated,. tlie revenue being shared iu etpuil lialves b|

between the two partie.s. 8(u two collectors were stationeil in eacli vil-

lage, one on behalf of IMju and one on that of the Mughals, dividing

the revenue collected.

But the (la.sha of Ibitan wa.s not included iu this treaty; it was

extremely well populated and prosperous and iniiai)ited hy rich traders.

Rfijii sent his men there and demanded a loan cf .SO, 001) Jntn fitou

them, hill they, emboldened hy the sup])ort of Muglial troops, refused.

A\ hen Raju^s men returned disappointed and reported to him the reply

of the traders, Raju arrived from a di-stame of ten r/dri [about 80

miles], laid siege to Patau, captured all tlie traders, look from them

d or 4 lakhs (/f Juai, and returned to Iiis original station. Thereafter

wherever his men went tliey returned after gaining their object.

Imally his troops left him on account of bis bad behaviour and viola-

tion of the honour [/.c. women] of the pco})le, and went to Ambar-jiu,

who honourably welcomed them, gave robes of honour, salary, and

iagir to. eacli according to his .stains, and nueJe them his devoted

servants hy his good treatment.

3 Ambar’s interview with Akbar i.s nort mentioned in any history of that
gionarch, and appears to nio to be a mere legend.
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Amhar sets up a king

Tlieu Alubar sent an army into Kaju’a country, laid {^iege to the

fort which contained iho treasure of S^adat Khan, and captured it in

a short time. He searched for a prince of the Nizumshahi dynasty,

to place over his head as master, [270 a] so that the populace might

agree to obey him. The son^s son of old Burhan >Sliali, named Shah

*Ali, who was confined in fort Bijai)ur, one day disappeared. Kvidently

‘Adil Shah had deliberately set. him free, avS a stroke of policy. He

went to fort Parenda and was Hvit^g there. Malik Amhar repeatedly

sent him letters inviting him, but he had no trust in Amhar, nor in

his word. When a long time had passed in this way, Amhar took

oatlis and vows, gave tlie prince the royal umbrella, brought liim out

of the fort, and treated liim with every kind of respect and honour in

the manner of sovereigns. From this act, a new splendour appeared

in tlie kingdom and the State, and many rebels again became obedient

lo him. Baju, too, took an assurance of safety from Jvizam Shah,

presented three elephants, nine horses and other gifts and 40,000 hnn

as his pes.hk(f,slt^ and served standing hehind Nizam Slifth like a

klutwds with a napkin in liis hand, for some days. Thereafter with

ilie king’s leave be went back to his place, and his troops leaving him

came to Nizam Sliah, [270 b] and complained against him. Amhar,

regarding this event as a good opportunity, sednced Rajii’s troops from

his side by money force and friendly overtures. When Raju learnt

that Iiis truopfi had turned away from him and tlie garrisons of his

foita too would soon go over to the side of tlie king and surrender their

forts, he took new’ assurances of safety and came to the royal presence.

Ainbar seized and imprisoned him, and esflieated to the vStatc all his

horses, elephants and other property.

Then he posted an army on the frontier of the Miiglials. Although

the Mughals talked of friendship and peace with Amhar, they were

at heart planning to ruin him, because he had got in his hands a

[Nizam Shahi] prince, cherished other designs in his mind, and had

assembled a countless force and formed coiriections with the slaves of

Mdil Shah and was aspiring to supremacy. But Ambar behaved to the

populace w’ith justice, kept the soldiers and cultivators pleased with

Inmself, and breathed friendship tow’ards Khan-i-Khauein,
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Awhffr court H ^Adil Sh(7li\s avpport

He sent many ])etiti()ns to ‘Adil Shall, who was inrlinecl to please

him and set himself to cherish him (271 ^/] because of Ambar’s bravery

and the battles he had fought with the Mughals. Every desire that

Ambar had was fulfilled, even to the extent of his sending a man and

asking for (lie fort of (h^ndahur, which had belonged to Xizam Slulli

in olden times hut Imd fallen into the hands of ‘Adil Shrih’s troops,

during the revolution caured by the Mughals, saying, “It is my design

to fight the Mughal troops so long as life remains in this body. It may

he that through Your Majesty's daily increasing fortune I shall expel

tli€ Mughals from the Deccan. But I ha^e no place wliere I can

deposit my children w’ith composure of mind hefoie engaging llie

enemy. It would not be far from your royal grace to grant me tlie

foit of Qaudahar, which your officers liove (aptured again after the

olden times,"

^\dil Shall granted the prayer, and gave him that fort. When

Ambar got! possession of (iamlahar, a new splendour and strength was

gained by him, and bis power daily increased. AVlien Emperor

Jahuingir recalled Khaii-i-Khanan in displeasnie, Ambar seized the

opportunitj’, sent a force, cu[)tiu‘cd the fort of Antur, and put all its

Mughal garrison to the sword. This feat [271 b] made him the bolder

in slaying Mugbuls. He planned to enter ‘Adil Shah's service and

fight tile Mughals day and night. He sent a man begging that ‘Adil

Shah would accept his son, named Hath Tvlian, as his slave and marry

him to one of thecliildren of his slaves. ‘Adil Shah gave the daughter

of Yaqut Khaii in mnniage to Ambar's son ‘Aziz Malik, better known

as Fatli Khan. This Yaqut Khan was an officer enjoying the liigliest-

confidence of the king, who gave the bride’s dowry out of bis own

treasury. . . . Twenty thousand hnn was spent in fireworks. Tlie

celebrations lasted for forty days. . . . On bth February, 1609,

Ambar's son started with tlie (Mi (litter) of liis bride towards Hihnnr,

which was then tlie capital of Jfizam Shah.

Jahajigir after his accession placed the Deccan in charge

of Klian-i*Khanan. Ambar daily ascended liiglier on the steps of

prosperity and power and asserted his superiority over the rulers of the
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neighbourhood. On the one Jiand, he professed cordiality towards

Khu’ai-i-Kliuiuiu and behaved in a friendly manner to the Mughal army.

On the other side, he acted like a servant to Ibrahim ‘Adil Shah, llui

all this was a mere show and intended for deception. It was the desire

ol Ambar-jiu that, as Hie Mughal troops used to come repeatedly to

Baiaghat and ravage Daulatabad and its dependencies, and the

Maratha troops used to [273 «] enter Berar and Ivhandcsh and desolate

tile country, and this had happened again and again and the peasants

hud been mostly ruined, they should gain repose for a few days. The

nobles of the house of Nizam Slndi, each of wliom considered himself

as tlie eciual of Amhar, nay even higher, and who were jealous of him,

were on the watch to overthrow him and preferred discord to

co-operation with liim.

Klidn-i-Klidndu Ahdtir Rahim Khdn\s camimiyini

At tills time Jahangir succeeded Akbar on the throne of Delhi.

The Commander-in-Chief (Khan-i-Khanan) first reduced the rebels of

Khandesh and Berar and gave an army to Jiis son Mirza Irij. [2T36J

Jahangir^s intention was that the (Mitire Deccan sliould he conquered by

the Muglials in this way. AVhen that was not accomplished, he in

anger recalled Khan-i-Khanan.

After he had reached the imperial Court, he was again sent to the

Deccan, on pro-mising to conquer the Deccan up to Setpur [Setubandh]

and Rameshwar. He arrived on the bank of the Narmada v’ith an

immense force and unheard-of-before pomp. [274fl]. After a week^s

bait iliere, he crossed the Narmada, took over charge from Prince

Parviz, and engaged in his work as suhahdar of the Deccan.

Reinforcements frequently reached him, such as Rajah Man Singh,

Amir-ul-umara Sharif Khan, Asaf Khan besides Hindu Afghan

nnd other nobles of Khaiulesli.

"With this host Khan-i-Kluinau .set out for the conquest of ihe

Deccan, and Nizam Shah too ordered the nobles of the Deccan to follow

guerilla tactics in their custoiiiary manlier, act as a door-guarding force,

and close tlie patli of food sujiplies to the Mughals. It was done.

The Maratha troops day and night engaged in roving round the Mughal

Camp [2745.] Tlie Mughal troops were so hard pressed that they
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agreed to escape with their lives, because all night guns, muskets ami

rockets were fired on them and night-attacks were delivered. Six

months passed in this distress and from liiiiiger and famine no strejigtli

was left ill any man or beast. The Nawab [Khan-i-Khanan] made

them rove around tlie Nizam Shiihi kingdom and himself shared their

hardship. lie wl'^hed to pass the rainy season even in thus

campaigning.

[275^/] The nobles wrote to Jahangir tba.t Kbrai-i-Kliaiian vas in

collusion witli Anibar-jiu, who used to- pay him one-third of the revenue

of the Nizam Shahi kingdom

Jaliangir conferred tlie sithaltJari of the Decian on Irij Khan with

tlie title of Sliali Nawaz KIumi and sent him there. Shah Nawaz

a? rived from Agra on the bank of the Narmada.

[27r)h] Thence lie advanced to his father and saw the prince;

look leave of tlie prince and proceeded on to the conquest of the Beccaii,

arriving at Jahia. Hearing this alarming news, Amhar-jiu and.

Nizam Shah .summoned their army chiefs, appointed Ikhlas Khan as

(/)uimander-in*chief, and sent him oft* with Jadu Biio, Adam Khun,

At%sh Khan, -Mahaldar Klia.n, Babajiu Xante, Bhoirsle,* Udajirani,

Pesh-rau Klian and other nohle.s of the Deccan and of the Marat ha

race under him. Tliose sal down before the Mughal army. Shiili

Nawaz Khun, on his side, licld u consultation with his officers and

followed their advice. But the Nizam Slivlhi iiolilcs were always

4 The text lias simply JilnniMr williout tlie projier naiue, but a marginal

addition gives Sbaliji. This 1 believe is 'iicorreet, because the absolutely con-

temporary Tnzuh'-i-hihrutifiri does not mention Slinhji among the .Mnratiia

deserters from the Nizam Shahi army; and indeed his name does not occur even

011(0 ill this bo<.)k or in its continuation in tho Iqhuhinmoli, When Fuzuni
wrote, in 1040, Shahji wa.s by far the most important Bbonsle chief under

llijapur and our autlior (a newcomer from Persia) iinsuspoctingly placed him
among the Maratha leaders of 1614. Ho makes a similar confusion on folio

3o0h, where he says that in 1080 “Babaji Kate had set up a boy as Nizam Shah
in tlio fort of Junnar and collected a A’a.st army; Khrm-i-DauiTui, apiiointcd by

Shah Jahiin, took tliat fort from Iiiin and he [Babaji] went away in order to

enter the service of ‘Adil Shah.”

Here there are three gro.ss mistakes in one sentence. The king-maker in

1030 was Sliahji Bhonsle and not Babaji Kate who had died before 1616, [Vide

Tuzul\ Sayyid Ahmad’s ed. i. 197, misspelt as Bdhu Bdi Kdyeth.] The fort

where the king-maker was forced to capitulate was Mahuji and not Junnar,
and the successful Mughal general was named Khan-i-Zamaii and not Khun-i-

Pauran. [Vide Abdul Hamid’s radishahnamah^ LB, 22o-230.]
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(li,scouteiited with Auibar-jiu, and in this campaign many of them

turned away from liim, (27Cal put their commander Ikhlas Khan under

Rurveillaiice, and sent a petifioxi to Nizam Shah, to this puri)0r 1
,
‘4fail,

King of the Deccan Ambar-jiu is a brother like us. Leave <he work

cf regency and premiership to anyone whom the army may desire. He

too [i.e. Ambar] should be employed in the service of the Court like

usA*

They also wrote letters to Prince Parviz and Klian-i-Kbauriu and

by the advice of Shah Nawaz Ivlian demanded safe-assurances. Tlie

prince gave the assurance and appointed everyone of them to a

viansahi giving them salary and

On seeing this, Ambar appealed to Lldil Shah to send Mulla

Baba, better known a ifitlla Muliammad I^ari, as envoy to recall the

mutinous soldiers to tlieir duty. [27()/i] Ibrahim Mdil Shah agreed

and sent Mulla Muliammad with many nobles and troops to Khirkl^

to see aiul advise Malik Ambar. After consultation it was agreed

that Mulla Muhammad should go and conciliate tlie mutineers. The

Miillii placed his army and camp under Muhirmnuul Amin surnamed

Mirstafu Khan, his son-in-law and nephew [lit., what ‘Ali was to the

Pro'])liet.]

[ii77o] Mulla Muliammad Lari came to the Deccaiii army ami

saw its affairs in confusiun. After some discussion, the llahsiii nobles

placed him also under surveillance.

Mirza Irij used to treat Mulla Muhammad very lesjieclfully and

designate him in liis letteivS as uncle (^ammu^jiif), Ambar, accusing

the Mulla of collusion with the Muglials, induced ‘Adil Shah to

6 Nizam Shahi deserters to the Muglials.

—

Tazuk, i. 153 and 197, gives the

following account of them:—A number of leading sarddrs and a body of hargis^

displeased with Ambar, came and saw iShfili Nawaz Khan [the son and vanguard-

leader of Khaii-i-Khaiiaii, ‘Abdur Rahim Khan] who enlisted them They
^ere Adam Khaip Habshi, Yaqut Khun, as well os the hargis Jadii Rni and
Rabu Kate (or Kayeth), Udaram Brahman. With tliqir help Shah Nawaz
Khan defeated Ambar and .sacked his capital Khirki in 1614. But after the

defeat of Ambar, they through the allurements of ‘Adil Shah and the deception

of Ambar gave, up Mughal service. Ambar lured Adam Khan into his hands
and finally killed liim. Babu Rai and Fdaram fled to Bijapur, where they were
refused shelter. In a few days Babu Rai died through the treachery of one
of his kinsmen (lit., acquaintances). Udaram reentered Mughal service (1616).

t.U.Qx^ SEPTliMUbK, 1933 2
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recall him. On his retiini ta Court, he fell under ‘Adil Shah’s

displeasure [2776] and was deprived of his jdgirs for two years, as

Ibrahim was bent upon humouring Ambar.

The Mnghals defeat Amba)', 1614

The Habshi nobles daily urged Shah Nawaz Khan lo attack

Ambar. Prince Parviz did not send him the promised reinforcements,

and Khaai-i-Khanan only shilly-shallied and wasted his time without

doing anything or giving a definite answer; so [the Mughal troops]

said, “Khaii-i-Khanan is giving us up to slaughter.” As Mughal

leinforcements delayed in coming, while Ambar army daily arrived

and fought wdiile fleeing, it became necessary for Shah Nawaz Khaii

to encounter Malik Ambar*. With the Habshi nobles and the Mughal

army he marched to the bank of the river of Patau. Every day

Ambar’s nobles used h come and fight like hargis [278«] and great

battles took place. Spies reported to the Mughal general that Ambar

himself was coming with 40,000 horse, while the Mughal fighting foico

did not amount to 10,000.

[2786] Tl)e Mughals took poet in a village encircled byi the river

(jf Patau, with a deep ditch in front, behind whieli they planted their

aitillery. Next day Ambar aj^peared. His squadron of youths

[haahgm i.e., pages], ten thousand Habshis, of the age of 17 or 18,

mounted on Persian horses, charged from \]\t^ front of Ambar. They

were caught by tlie deep ditch and could [2T9i/] neitlier advance nor

retreat, being huddled together as if they had been chained. In

this position they were mown down by the Mughal artillery, like

leaves of trees under a destroying wind

6 Shah Nawaz Khun defeats Ambar.—With the newly arrived Nizam vSliahi

deserters, Shah Nawaz Khan marched from Balapur against Ambar. On the
^Vay he encountered and dispersed a Deecuni detachment under 3^Iahaldnr, Danish,
Dilawwar, Bijii, Firuz and some other sardars and moved towards Anibar’s
encampment. Ambar advanced to the encounter, only 5 or 6 has intervening
between the two armies. The battle was fought on Sunday 25th Bahman.
Ambar was defeated and fled away under cover of the darkness of night. The
Mughals after pursuing him for 2 or 3 ho9 had to give it up through exhaustion.
They next burnt Ehirki and returned by the Bohankhedu pass. [Tuaufc, i,
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The right and left wings of Anibar fled away of themselves, due

td their dissension with him. The Mughals then advanced to the

attack, slaying many of hU slaves.

K' great defoiat and flight fell on Amhar’s army. They were

pursued for nearly one farmkh and their property plundered. So

many elephants horses and other kinds of property fell into the hands

(if the Mughal troops that they hecanie rich

[279&] Shah Nawaz Khun fired and totally desolated the country

from the bank of Patan to Khirki. The houses of Anibar were not

allowed to be ravaged, but in the city of Khirki the devastation went

beyond all limits. Ainbar took refuge in Paulatabad fort.

[280«] Peace was now made on condition of the Peceaiii Sultans

paying 12 lakhs of hnn to the prince, the nobles and Shab Nawaz

Khuiii. The Mughal generals retired to their stations,

>S7<d/» Jahrni\<i campaign in the Deccan.

[282(i] Khan-i-Klunian, iu concert with Khurram, in order to

bring that prince to the Deccan [and kill Khusrau], sent a man to

Ambar-jiu tolling him to totally ravage all tlic (country from the bank

of the Narmada to the frontier of the Nizam vShahi kingdom. Ambar-

jiu seiit Mahaldar Khan willi 20,000 hor.se [282h], who ravaged

Khandesli and Berar and expelled tlie Mughal offioervS from their

outposts. Khan-i-Khanan re]>eatedly wrote to the Emperor that unless

a prince was sent to tlie Deccan the situation could not! be saved.

Jahangir, pleased with KliuiTum’s speedy termination of the campaign

against the Eaua,...;..[283fl] ordered Khurram to the Deccan. That

prince declined as he. was not in composure of mind about Khuerau

who W’as detained in Tourt. Six months passed in these discussions^,

At last t!he Emperor agreed to all the demands of Khurram.

[2836] Klnivram came to Burhuiipiir. Negotiations were opened

with Ambar-jiu, who made peace [284^»] by restoring all the Mughal

thanah.^ (outpasts).

|284/)-28r>) Shill) Jal)an rebelled, Parviz was sent to the Deccan,
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Adil ShdJi qifands with Ambar^ 1024

(28T«] At llhis time Mtlil Shah was extremely displeased on

account of Ambarjiu's bad behaviour and inordinate pride and

insolence. Parviz, before marching- away to AUahobad, sought the

friendship of Mdil vShah with niany gifts. Mdil Shah look this,

opportunity and /lent his confidential [288f/] envoy Mulla Muhammad

L&i to Prince Parviz, at Nahdia, a dependency of .Mnndu. The prince

highly honoured him, halted three days Ihero for his sake, and placed

all the Mughal nobles [of ilie Deccan army] under hi^ orders, such

as Khwajah Abiil Ila^an itlias Lashkar Khan, Sipalidfir Khan,

Maghrur Khan, Jaiisipar Khan, Mirza Miuiichihr, daughter's son to

Khan-i-Khanau, Shnikli Nasrullah, Muhammad Husain Khalf/ Mirak

Husain Khafi, and other ITabshi and Maratha commanders, [288b] who

had deserted from Ainhar to the Mughal side, such as Mahaldar Khan;,

tladu Rao, Adam Klian, Slifilijiu Dlionsle, Babajiii Kante, This body

used to say, ‘‘"Where can Ambar flee away from us? AVe shall bring

him away mounted on a lalhi [male buffalo],^’ which was an

expression describing tlie greatest disgrace tliat con bo inflicted on a

man in the Deccan.

Prince Parviz, after despatching this army towards the Deccan,

himself started for Allahabad. On bearing this alarming news, the

mind of Ainbar-jiii was g?eaflv perturbed, aiul lie wrote re])eated letters

to ‘Adil Sliali begging him to recall Mullu Muhamimul as there was n

settled peace betw’een ‘Adil Slulli and himself. But Ibrahim did not

at all agree. So, Ambar bad no other remedy left to him. lie led

an army against Gulconda and realised the fixed tribute from its

sovereign. Turning back tliencc, lie set out to ravage Xaiiras [-pur],

‘Adil Shall returned from Nauras to Bijapur, in order to take advantage

of the auspicious fact that whenever an enemy had attacked Bijapur

city the ‘Adil Shahis had always gained the victory. Ambar halted

for a few* days at Nauras end sought to make peace, but without success.

An epidemic broke out among the horses of his army, and in one night

7 Khalf looks like a title. But the reading of f. 291 & may justify a re-

arrangement of the words hero, so as to ninko the passage mean *Md, Husain
the son (khalf) of Shaikh Nnsrullah,’
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[289^] five hundred of his horses died. Just then it was reported that

Hulla Muhammad I/ari with the Mughal troops had arrived.

lihatvadi cawjmiijn, 1624

Ambar marched away towards his own dominions. Mdil Shah

sent a large force under Ikhlas Khan Habshi on the heels of Ambar,

with Ankas Khan, Ambar Khan ['Adil Shahi], Farhad Khan, Ivhairat

Khl^n, Yaqut Khan Sharza^ and Raiidaulah Khan,—so that this army

[advanced] from tlie front and Mulla Muhammad from behind.

‘Ambar seeing himself suiToumUMl by the tempest of calamity, left the

road and with a few soldiers entered the strong fort nt Hhatvadi, and

gave repose to his soldiers. By [letting out] the water of the lake of

lihatvadi, he barred the path before tbe Mughal army
;
the abundance

of mud and mire weakened the Mughal army, and though his own men

were fewer, hislieart remained confident in reliance upon God.

When Ambar fled into a nook, the Mughal army under Mulli

Muhammad arrived near Bijapur. ‘Adil Shah sent special robes of

honour to Ikhlas Khun Habshi and two or three other noble.s, At this

the Mughal i)eers became very much dissatisfied, Though MuUa

Muhammad wTote to Mdil Sludi [to honour the Mughal generals

similarly], he did not show this favour. This was the beginning of

the alienation of the Mughal troops.

In short, Ambar fled away and the armies of the three kings came

lip pursuing him.

[2896] The rainy season invested the ground with the mantle of

v^ater; the excess of mud and rain weakened both the armies. Scarcity

of food reached an extreme point! in the camps of the Mughals and ‘Adil

Shah. For two or three nights together the quadrupeds did not get

any fodder; what could the men get? Things came to such a pass that

strength for movement was not left in the bodies of men or beasts.

At Mulla Muhammad's request, ‘Adil Shah sent treasure and provisions,

but the convoy after arriving near the frontier durst notl proceed further

in fear of Ambar's troops. At this time, as in the Mughal army the

soldiers did not get their pay and there was no food, many went over

to Ambar-jiu, who welcomed, honoured and fed them and took them

into his service. At the report of this good treatment by Malik Ambar,
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many Mughal and Mdil Shahi soldiers fled away at night to him -and

were cherished there, till it even Jiappoiied that once a detachment of

Ambar’s troop?, ten thousand horsemen strong, issued from their post,

clelivered a night attack on the Mughal camp, and [290aJ came back

to their place ini the morning. This occurred repeatedly. Terror of

Ambar’s army seized the hearts of his enemijs^ troops, they spent their

nights without sleep and their days without repose. Matters at last

came to such a pass, that when Mulla Muhammad ordered any offi(‘er

to go out and escort the treasure and provisions, nobody would agree

to it in terror. At last he sent Muhammad xVmin Mustafa Khan on:

this task, in spite of the latter’s warning that it was inexpedient to

weaken himself by sending away this general from his camp at that

time, though personally he had no objection to going out. Mustafa left

the camp with the liouscliold cavalry (Klulm khcl), went wliere tlie

treasure and provisions were, and brought them a few marches towards

the camp.

[2906] Ambav’s strength daily increased and that of the Mughals

decreased, till at last he gave up night attacks and began to wage

battles by day. On many days, coming from one side he v’ould plunder

and slay a party and go back. As only two or three kos separated the

rivai camps, this side attacked that or that side this. At last Ambar

planted his own tent and the Nizam Shahi royal standard (nah-gazi)

in front of the Mughal army with great pomp and demonstration.

The Mughal army was labouring under several difficulties from which

Ambar’s men were free; famine and hunger, disunion, two hearts,

two languages, excess of rain, these ruined them.

BatUe of Bhalvadi^

One day, when all felt crushed, Mulla Muhammad was in the tent

of Sipahdar Kban and complained against certain men, Sipalidar

8 Bliatvadi.—Arcurdin<r to the Marathi •hdhai ^Shflkavali, the battle took
place in October 1624. M’utamaa Khan in lqhfi}namah, pp. 236-237 thus
describes the battle:—One daj', while the imperialists were negligent and
thought that he would not fight that day, Ambar appeared on the edge of their

camp. Some [of his troops] sallied forth with the hnn/i design, but fled away
on seeing a superior force. Then fighting ensued between *AdiI Shah’s troops
and Ambar. By ch;uice, Mullii Md. Lari, the commande** of the ‘Adil Shjild
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Ivhtia replied, ‘‘Nawab! We are soldiers, we do not fear fighting or

retreat’. I do uoi find the condition ot this army at all good. It is only

two or three kos from here to Ahmadnagar. Come with us, so that we

may go to that lofty fort.*^ Mulla Muhammad replied, ‘^Certaini things

liave made me believe that I shall have to go to the city of martyrs (i.e.,

of men slain in battle.)’*

[291a.] Then was set up the Adil Shahi standard (nalirgazi) and

u man sent by Ikhlas Khan came to call Mulla Muliammud. Although

SipaJular Khan dissuaded liiiii, lie did not listen but went to Ikhlas

Khan. Sipahdar Khan at that moment started for Ahmadnagar like a

^ brave soldier. When Mulla Muhammad arrived near Ikhlas Khiin ho

found the army scattered and broken and every man left to his own fate.

[The enemy] having drawn their swords were slaying and plundering

vast numbers.

At thie time Ikhlas Khan sent Yaqut Khan Sharssa to Ambar to

demand safe assurances. Mulla Muhammad told Ikhlas Khan, /‘You

have summoned me in order that we might fight the enemy, and now

you are asking us to capitulate!” Ikhlas Khan retorted, “You have

ruined the State of our sovereign, and you do not now consent even to

our asking for assurances of safefy 1” At this speech Mulla Muhammad,

becoming weary of the world {ba^kar-i-’kkud dar inanda shuda), forbade

any one to follow him [into the battle] . But three or four men among

his near ones took the road with him. Some troopers came up from be«>

hiud Mulla Muhammad and slew that experienced minister. It was

not learnt to what tribe these men belonged; but every one formed his

(.wn guess.; Some said that the deed was done at the instigation of

Ikhlas Khan.

ttvmy, was slain, and his fall destroyed the union and order of the Bijapur trcopii.

Jildu Hai and Udarain, without lighting, fled away. A great defeat fell on

file army, through the shameful conduct of the Deccan is. Ikhlas Khan and
Withers, 25 comliianders of *Adil Shah, were taken prisoner. Out of them Farhad
Khan was .slain hy order of Ambar. Among the imperialists, Lashkar Khan,
Mirza Minuehillr and ’Aqidat Khan were captured. Klianjar Khan rapidly be-

took himself to Ahmadnagar. Others who cs4-apotl fled, some to Bir, some to

Burhanpur, and some to Ahmadnagilr.

Md. Hadi’s TakmUa (Sayyid Ahmad’s ed., 392) gives almost the same

but ill u more correct form.
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[291b] A great dingrac© fell upon tlie armiee of the three

[allied] kings. The army commanders were as follows : in the Mughal

force under Mullu Muhammad Lari were Khwajah Abul Hasan

surnamed Lashkar Khan, Sipahdar Khan, Jahsipar Khan, Maghrur

Khan, ‘Aqidat Khan, ‘Ali Khan Niqzi, Mirzai Minuchihr, Mirza Mirak

Husain Kha.fi, Muhammad Husain Klialf, Shaikh Nasrullah, etc.

;

among the nobles who had deserted Nizam Shah for the Mughals and

wliom Parviz had sent to assist his Mughal detachmeni, were Jadu Rao

Atish Khan, Malialdilr Kliaii;, Adam Khan, Baba.jiu Kate, Sliahjiu

BhoUvsle; among fflie ‘Adil Sliahi nobles under Ikhlas Khan were

[be^^ides] Ikhlas Khan, ‘Ambar Khaai, Yaqut Khan Sharza, Khairat

Khun, Farhad Khan, Raiulaiila Khan, Aiikas Khan, Peshjaiig Khan,

Khudawand Khan, Rustam Rao, Amin Rao, Dilawar Khan, and Hamid

Khan
;
these men used often to speak of Ambar in terms of ridicule, and

yet in a short time some of them w’ere slain, some taken prisoner, some

put to flight.

Many of these high giahdees were taken imsoue^’. It is called the

battle of Bhatvadi.

[292<i] Malik Ambar, swollen to greatness by this victory, from

an ant into a snakO) and enriched with wealth exceeding the treasures

of Cwah, and troops numerous beyond imagination,—laid siege to

Sholapur. When he brought the ‘Malik Maidan' gun there, the

garrison capitulated [on 15 June, 1626].

[2926] Two years after this Ambar died.

JaDUNATH SAKK.iU



Pancaratra and the TJpanisads

Broadly .speakiiif^*, iLree different sta^^^es may be traced iii( tbe deve-

lopment of the pliilo^opliy of rancaratra, coincident witli three different

triages in its historic career. Of the first stage, in its twofo-ld aspect

—

historic and philosophic—Ave have very little informalion. During this

pliase, monotheistic religion called Bhagavata or Baricaratra’ was

founded by Krsna-Vasudeva, belonging to the Satvata sept of the Out-

land Yaduva tribe (Grierson’s Ntiraijaiil und ilic JJhiiyavaia^y p. (1;

Bhandarkar’s on the Search for Sanskrit Mnnuacriijts, pp. 72-74;

Grierson’s Monotheistic lieliyion of Ancient India, p. G). Vasudeva

called the object of his worship Bhagavat. lie taught that the Supreme

Being was eternal, infinite, and full of grace, and that salvation con-

sisted in a life of perpetual bliss near the liord. Before the

fourth century B.C., the founder of this religion, as in the case

of Buddhism and Jainism, was deified, and under his patronymic of

Vatsudeva became identified with Bhagavat (see 7s7fA\, II, pp. 540-41;

Garbe’s Phiiosoph^ of Ancient India^ pp. 18, 8*]-85). During this pliase

in its career, rancaratra entered into an alliance with ancient Sauikhya-

Yoga, quite in keeping with the manifest tcndejicy of India to combine

religion with philosophy (Garbe’s Bhatjacad-GUa, p. 28). This period

was also marked by the absorption of the cult of Narayaua into

the church of Kpsiia-Vasudeva (EBE,, II, p. 541). During the second

stage, about the third century B.C., Pancaratra came into contact with

Brahniaism of the Midland (7^1., 1908, p. 257j. The life and death

struggle between the Brahmans and the Buddhists was the Tjumediate

cause of this fusion (Garbe’s Blnujavad-Gita,
x>. 35). In their warfare

against the Buddhists, the Brahmans won over the Bhagavatas as their

allies. Once thus brought in touch with Brahniaism, Bhagavatism be-

came a cult of Brahmaised anti-Brahmaists (Grierson’s NarCujantya and

the Bhagavatas^ p. 7.). The Bhagavad^Glid bears witness to the com-

promise thus arrived at between Brahmaisni and Bhagvatism. The

1 In a wider or generic rense Pancaratra and Bhagavata are treated as

equivalent terms, but strictly speaking, they are different (for separate identities,

see Hilda’s Uarsa-carita, transl., VIII, p. 236).

sjsrrifiMBER, 1933 3
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syncretic character of the Bhugavad^Gitd, to a great extent, justifies the

remark of Hopkins that it is a Krsiiaite version of a Visnuite poem (see

Hopkins, Relitjions of India, p. 389). In it, Vasudeva, the founder of

Uliugavatism, was identified with Visiiu (XI, 24^ XI, 30), and Krsna, the

personal name of Vasudeva, was given admission into the circle of

Brahmanical gods as an incarnation of Visuu. Thus the outcome of the

rapprochement was the identification of Krsna-Vasudeva with Visuu, and

the confession by Brahmaism of the religious orthodoxy of Bhugavatism

(Grierson’s MomtheUtic Religion of Aneient India, p. 8). One of the

effects of the identification w as that thq object of worship became farther

removed from devotees. So a craving was necessarily felt by the latter

for a personal object of adoration. The Bhagavata doctors had, there-

fore, to supply some connecting link between the worshipper and the

worshipped. At this stage, two things* were rewted to; one was the

theory of Vyuhas or conditioned spirit (Mhh,^ XII, 346-80-40)
;
and the

other was the doctrine of iucarnations .(J/A/i., XII, 340-73-87, 99-100).

The Narayaniya section of the Sauti-Parva of the Mahdbhdmta (XII,

335-352) is the oldest religious literature of these semi-Brahmaised

Bhagavatas. During the third phase, Paficaratra transformed itself into

Vi^nuism (Radhakrishnaii, Indian Fhilusophj, I, p. 489). This period

synchronises with the rise of some of the earliest Samhitas, which, in the

matter of practice, constitute the Kalp^asCitras, as it were, of

the Vaisnavas. This period was cliaracterised by the rise of the cull

of Sri or Laksmi, who typifies the activity of Visnu or Vasudeva iji

finite existence, At this stage, Visnu is the usual designation of the

Supreme, although Visnu and Vasudeva were treated as identical (sec

(7//., Ill, pp. 56 ff., 269 ff., etc.). Kpigraphic records of the imperii. a

Guptas,, show the growing popularity of Avntaras, in preference to

Vyuhae (se® CIL, III, pp. 56 ft*., 158 ft*., etc.). This is also one of tlie

characteristic signs of the transformation of Bh^avatism into Visnuisni.

2 It is difficult to say whethe.r the doctrine of VyQhas was native to the

Tailcar&tras. Patanjali’s Sutra on Panini (VI. 3. 6) probably refers to the said

doctrine. Dr. fihandarkar donbts it (Vahnavism, p. 13). The

principle of Avatara, however, underlies primitive Aryan thought. (J. Hertel’s

Vie Sonne Und Mitra, pp. 69 and 79); but it cannot be determined with certi*

tude whether the Paficaratra in its inception fell back upon that doctrine.
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During this time, there was further augmentation of schemas or devices.

God, at this stage, has assumed five forms, viz
: ,

Para, Vyiilia, Vibhava,

Antaryamiu, and Area, for the purpose of meditation, more than for

anything else (see Viavaksena Samhitd, pp. 122 ff.
;

Ahirhndhiiya

Satphitdj X, 2 £P., etc.).

The Paiicaratra, as stated above, entered into an alliance with

Bralimaism of the Midland during tlie second stage in iis evolution.

This allian^^e was mutually beneficial. One dominant character-

istic of Brahmaism is that it! has alwaj’j^ exercised a sort of magnetic

influence upon all the neighbouring religions; naturally and necessarily

would it therefore exercise a far greater influence upon a religion that

had chance to come under its sway. Once thus brought in touch with

Brahmaism of the Midland, Paiicaratra became a cult of Brahmaised

anti-Brahmaists {Ndnlyanrya and the 'Bhdgavafaa^ p. 7). Thus, on the

one side, Brahmaism asserted its usual supremacy over Pahcarfitra, and,

oil the other, tlie Puncavalras^ found a life’s opportunity, as it were,

to recover their lost ground, since the alliance enabled them to borrow

some doctrines from the Fpanisads, thus placing them in a position to

claim orthodoxy for their religion, so long put under the Ian of

heterodoxyi^ (see Radhakrishnan’s Indian Philosophy^ I, p. 489).

Des])itft this plagiarism, it must be said to the credit of the Paucaratras

that they maintained tlie essentially llieistic character of their religion.

During the final phase of its evolution the Pfiucaratia, as indicated

above, was more and iinn’e suffused with pantJieistic tenets into

Visnuism.

AVe shall now consider the sources from wliich tlie Pahea-

rfdra.s are likely to have derived their doctrines, during those two stages

in their career.

3 It is difficult to }r«.y wliotlior tlio PaficaiTitrn system was in close relations

with a branch of Upanisadic thought from the beginning.

4 The assertion is subject to modification as we do not know anything

definitely about the incipient stage of Paiicaratra. Tlii.s view may be accepted if

we place absolute reliance upon Saiikara’s comment (.“eo Itmhma-Svti'O.^

H, 2. 42-45). Be it noted, however, that Snnlcava’s criticism of the Pancaratra

cannot be regarded as final (for defence of the Pauearatra, '^e ^ amunaenrya’g

A-ifaimpnlmilinto. pp. 50-71).
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We should I’emeiuher ihat. the Midland at iliisi period (i.e.

Ihe period wlien the alliaiioe was elfecled hetweeii the Brahmanas

and tlie Bh;l);’’nvafas) Avas passinpf throufi:h a p^reat fermenta-

fiou^ holli iutidleftiial and reUft:i<)US. Sncerdoialism of ihe Brahmanas

ftfive place to the meditation of the seers of the Upanisads.

The Upanisads mark an advance upon the Samhila mytholog’y, Brfih-

mnna hair-split tino' and even Arauyaka theology, though all these

fttngvs are to he met Avitli here. Bjoadly speaking', we caji say that

tills period (cin a 1100 B.C.
;
see A4., 1908, p. 257) synchronises Avitli

tlie rise of some of tlie post-Buddhistic Upanisads, wliich easily lend

tliemseh'cs to t heist ic interpretation. We cannot say with any defi-

niteness whetlier the IMhcaratras confined themselves wholly to tlie

contemporary Upanisads, in the matter of horrowdng*. Rather it

appears more proliable that they borrowed not only from the contem-

jmrary, but also from ilu! pre-existing', Upanisads according* to their

Huitability. Thus, practically si>eakingr, the Upanisads are tlie sources

from Avhicli they drew most of their doctrines.

Tlie Upanisads are not the systematic, treatises of a single hand,

but gre rather collations or compilations of floating monologues, dia-

logues or anecdotes. Unlike the sophisticism of Ancient Greece, they

are essentially the cutpourings or poetic. deliA^erances of philosophically

tempered minds in the face of the facts of life. It is clear tlint the

l^panisads liad no set theory of philosophy or dogmatic sdicine

of theology to propound. They teach a variety of doclrines and are to

he regarded as guesses at truth. It; will not he far fri.iu tnitli to say

that all the later religic-philosophic systems of tlie country are rooted

in the Upanisads (see Blooinfieiu’s Religion of the Veda, p. .51).

Under the circumstances the proper and feasible course open to us

is not to rely upon the absolute edaims of the exponent^ of the

Upani.sads such as Sankara, Ramanuja, etc., but to determine their

meaning independently.

The central idea running through the early Upanisads is the

equation of Atman,*'’ the inmost essence in man, with Bralimnn, the

5 In the pre-rpaiiisadk* Vedic literature the word ‘fitman’ wns used to

denote, on the one hand, the ultimate cssonco of the universe, and, on the other,
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ultimate essence of the .sre (B.r., IV, 4.5, 22, 25, 1.4.6; Ait., V. »3;

Mundala, II. 2.5; S 1.16; Tait., 1.5, etc.). The Upanisads are

emphatic in their declaration that the two are one and the same. There

is Atman not in man alone but in all objects of tlie universe, the sun,

the moon, tlie world; and Brahmau is this Atman (///•., V.

5.2; JIumMa, ll. 1.10; ChiCmhuya, III. 13.7; Tuit., II. 8, HI. 10,

etc.). But wdiat is the nature of the reality, he it Braliman or Atman?

It is indefinable. !Mere negative statements are all that can be asserted

of the central reality, wdiich exhypothesi is incapable of qualification,

determination and diversity implied ini descriptive attribution.

Although no logical demonstration of the ultimate reality is possible,

yet intellectual necessity requires us to give some descriptions of it,

however fragmentary or partial they may be. . This is what is attempted

in the Fpanisads. Se\eral visible objects of nature and psychological

principles were tried, but none could render salis'faction to the ideal

Ihus rai.sed. Yajhavalkya said: ‘‘lie, the Atman, is not this, nor this

{neti neii), is in(‘onceivable, for he cannot be conceived, unchangeable,

for he is not changed, untouched, for nothing touches him; unfettered,

he is not pained nor suffers harm’* (/?/*., IV. 5.15; for negative defini-

tions, see Br. in. 7.3, III. 9.2G; Kathu III. 15; Br., IV. 2.4,

IV. 4.22). The attempt to define the ultimate reality is doomed to

disappointment on account of the inherent incai)acity of intellect to

grasp the whole. Intellect, with its symhols and .shibholetlis, creeds

and conventions, is not by itself adequate to the grasp of tlie real (see

Tait.^ II. 4; Kena, II. 3; Mundaka, II. 1; Katha^ 1.3.10 etc.). Tlie

Mdnduhya V(xnnstid (.‘1.7) gives u.s an analysis of consciousiies.s, whicli

also leads to the same negative definition. Intellect works with the

categories of time, space and cause; but the real is beyond these,

although it is the basis or ground of finite actualities {Mundaht,

1.1 ;
Chtlndofjya, III. 13.7). Our intellectual categories can give us des-

cription of the empirical universe under the forms of time, space and

the vital breath in man. Jiater on. in the Upauisuda Bralnnaii ia generally used

ill the former sense, while the word atman is reserved to denote the inmost

essence in man (see Garbe’s rhilo^ophy of Aneirnt India, p. 9-; Bloomfield’s

Ihlioion o] the Veda, pp. 271-74; American Journal of Philology, XVI, p. 421;

also Macdondl’s IMory of fianxhrit Lifcrature, pp. 218 fll.).
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caufle. Blit tlie f»elf-existent Brnlimau is indepeiulent of time, space

and cause. Thoug:li iiichulin^ space, he is not spatial, thou<^h incliidingf

time, he is not temporal, though containing a causally-bound system of

nature, he cannot be reduced to causal relations {Kathn^ IT. 14; Bk IV,

4.15, IV. 4.10, 17, III. 8.7, IV, 2.4; Chdndmjya, III. 14.n,

etc.). Therefore intellect must confess itself to be bankrupt when

ultimate questions arise. An ultimate reality can never be made into

an objective representation (/?/*., II. 4.18, HI. 4.2, III. 7.28,

III. 8,11, etc.).—a fact which has been clearly illustrated by Kant.

^‘‘What I mu.st presuppose in order to know an object,^* says Kant, ‘‘1

cannot know as an object.*'
j
It is tlie explanation of all else, tliough

it itfielf remains unexplained. Jf we carefully go througli ibe conver-

sation between Indra and Prajapati in Chdndogya (VIII.742), we find

that Prajapati was lining to emphasize the identity of the self wliicli

ie unaffected by changes of experience. He was anxious to point out

that, while the self W’as not exidusive of conscious states, it

was not tlie conscious states, a fact which has been well shown

by Dr. MoTaggart, ‘‘What does it (self) include? Kvery-

thing of which it is conscious. "What does it exclude? J'lqiially

everything of whicli it is conscious*’ (Sindi^s in Hegelian Co.mology^

2nd ed. p. 23). We are obliged to accept the reality of a universal

consciousness whicli ever accompanies tlie contents of consciou'^^ncss and

persists even when there are no contents (see Br. IV. 8.0, IV. 4.8, etc.).

.

Although it cannot be subjected to empirical investigation, yet

its reality cannot be denied. TaitfitJgn (II. 1) says Brahman is exis-

tence, consciousness and infinity. He is self-caused {I^d VITI

;

svayambhu). Ay/ tV.l), characterises Brahman ns a posi-

tive reality: “Full is that, full is thi-s.*’ Thus it is quite clear that

Brahman is not a negative indeterminate principle, althoiigli logically

indemonstrable.

According to the Upauisads there is a higher power which enables

ns to grasp this central spiritual reality. By knowledge one becomes

Brahman (Br,, IV. 2.26; Mandahi^ III. 2.9; Kaxtsifakl, i. 4; Pra4na,

IV. 10; ^ve,, 1.7). But this knowledge is not to be understood in the

sense of intellectual acumen or dialectical subtlety; it is the Mituition

of the mystics (Sr., IV. 3.32). It U inarticulate (cf. Inge, Plotinus,
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II, p. 140. We cauiiot give any toruial exposition of this intuition

(see Z/r., III. 9.2G, IV. 4.22, IV. 5.15; Kafha, III. 15; Pmina, IV..

10, Chandoyyay VII. 24.1 etc.). It is o-nly when tliouglit becomes

perfected in intuition that we catch the vision of the real) (see Br.,

III. 5,1, IV. 4.21). We have to pass beyond Ihoiight, beyond the

clash of oppositions, beyond antinomies that confront us wiien we work

with categories of abstract thinking, if we are to reacli the real where

man’s existence and divine being coincide. lly intuitive realisation

the unheard becomes heard (Z//*., II. 4.5; Chandoypa^ VI. 13). The

problems raised by intellect solve themselves the moment >ve transcend

reasoning and start to live the religious life {Mamlaka^ III, 1.8).

Thus intuition is a magic talisman or soul-sense which transfigures

the existence of men into a new reality (Z/r., IV. 3.22 ^ Kausiiahl^ III.

1, etc.).

Some passages of the Upanisads (e.g., II. 23; Mundaka^

III. 2.3 ;
iSvcUUva\t(ira, 1.6) also foreshadow the doctrine of grace

{pimdda) which enables us to catch the vision of the real.

After having discussed the j>hilosupliy of the Upanisads in a

nutshell, let us proceed to find out the do<!trines of the rahcaratra in

the passages of the Upanisads.

Let us sum up the essential dogmas of the rahcaratra and see

how far we can trace them to the sayings of the Upanisads

:

J. Transcendent and immanent character of the Deity (Pddma, I.

VI. 41-43; Ahir,, II. 26 fll.; LaLsmi, Xlll. 18 fll., etc.).

2. God'-fcudowcd with non-natural Giinas (i.e., jnCinHy aih'arpo,

mktiy etc,), but free from prakrtic Qiinas {PCulma, I. V.

33-34; LaLunl 11, 8-9; Mhh,, XII. 347.18, 348.13, etc.).

3. Various powers ascribed to Him, such as Creation, Preserva-

tion, Destruction, Amigraha ami Nigralia {Ahir.^ XIV. 14

fll; Pddma, I. 2.9 fll. ;
rMsml XIII. 21 ill.).

4. God—the efficient and the material cause of the universe

(MbJi., XII. 13537; Ahir., XXX. 3-4 ; . I. 23

fll.).

God—All-petvading (PaJma, 1. 6.23, 24-29; Vipin 1, 23 fill,

II. 5-7; .IM., XIl. 13746-47).
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6. Brahman—^the Euler and Overlord of all things {Laksml II.

2-10, II. 13 fll.; Pddma, 1. 5. 30-34; Aliir, II. 45-53).

7. He—the Inner Controller and Witness of all (Mhh., XII. 352.

2-4; Ahir., II. 45-53, LIX. 34-36; I^kpin, II. 13 fll.).

8. Various Forms attributed to Him, such us I’ura, Vyfiha,

Vibhava, Antaryumin and Area (Ahir., XI. 02 fll.
;
Vi,svak-

sena, p. 122; MU,., XII. 13528, XII. 340. 30-40, 73-87, 09-

100).

9. Emanation of all things from Him (Pdilmi, 1. 2. 8 fll., 1. V.

33; Lalpiil, II. 13).

10. The Ultimate Source (e.g. Brahman)—iuexbuustible (PuJmii,

I. 2. 7-12, I. V. 29-34, 1, 2. 21). ,

11. Eecogiiition of the existence of the Three Categories, vis..

Soul, Matter, and God (Vunittiluka II. 34; cf. Ahii'., XLY.

3 4, XVIII. 13).

12. Individual soul—a part of the Deity (Laksmi VI. 30).

13. It is atomic (Vin'akseiui, p. 13; Vip^tutilaka, II. 28, Ahir,, VI.

^T).

14. It is eternal, imperishable (Vhnntilahi, II. 33, 29-31, 1.107).

15. Release consists in union with the Lord {PCidma 1.4.15 fll.,

1.0.24, 1.0. 51-52; Ahir., XIII. 11, etc.).

10. Release—possible only through the grace or Amigrahusakti

of God {Mhh., XII. 13021, 12708; Ahir., XIV. 25-35).

17. Embodied or mundane slate of the diva due to the Isigrahu

8ukti of God (Ahir., XIV. 25-35).

18. Theory of creation (Mbh., XII. 12934; JAih.unl II. 19 111.;

Ahir, XXXVIll. 10 ff.).

19. Creation—the sport (Itld) of God {Ptiraiuatutti'uniniaija-

yrahdia Humhitd, 1.1.4; Ahir., XXX. 12-13; Mhh., XII.

13602-13702).

20. Distinction between Pure and Non-pure creation (Ahir.,

XXXVIll. 10 ff. LIX. 34-30).

21. Derivation of the Gross Creation from a Cosmic Egg (Ahir.,

XXX. 5-11; Padnia, I. 6. 19-21; cf. Lak§ml V. 74; Vi^vaJesena,

p. 04).
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22. Diatiuction
.
between empirical and non-empirical time (Ahir.,

LIII. 10-11).

After having’ indicated the cardinal doctrines of the Pahcaiatra,

let ns now quote parallel i)assag-es from the Tlpanisads* to explain

how far the latter can be viewed as siijiplying a basis for the philosophy

of the Pahcai’atra system : In so doing wo shall confine ourselves solely

to the classical XJpanisads for the chronology of which we rely entirely

upon Max Muller (i.e. the earliest of them inior to GUO 13. C., and the

latest circa 300 13. C.).

1. ‘‘Tlie Paramatma lias two natures, Prakrti and Vlkrli.

Prakrti is the syiiiliesis of vSattva and other Gunas; Vikrti is

Ihiriisa, called Paramatma*^ LG. 41-4*3; also see the

J/6/i., XII. 339. 3-4).

“Brahman resides in all the Tattvas and is the Soul of them’; He

is also above all the Tattvas” (Ahii\, II. 2G fll.).

“As the one fire has entered the world

And becomes corresponding in form to every foim,

So the one Inner Soul (Atman) of all things

Is corresponding in form to every form, and

yet is outside.’^

“As the one wind has entered the world

And becomes corresponding in form to every form,

8o the one Inner Soul of all things

Is corresponding in form to every form, and

yet outside.”

“It moves. It moves not

It is far, and It is near.

It is within all this.

And it i.s outside of all this.” (cf. Bln/. G.,

13.15a.b.d.).

2. “Brahman is devoid of past and future tlie source

of all beings .....boundless, beyond the Gunas, with

6 In tlie citation of passages from the Thirteen Principal Upani^ads we have

used Dr. Hume’s translation of the same.

Katltd V. 9.

Kathii V. 10.

Ud 5.

I.H.Q., SKFTEMBEU, 1933 4
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Gunas, the giver of all desires*’ {Padma, l.V. 33-34). “He is

called Maliavibhuti,...^ the Supreme abode of six

qualities similar to the ocean of immortality (amria), waveless,

shiiiiag” (fAiLpni II. 8-9).

“The one God, hidden in all things

jiccidh'atara, The witness, the sole thinker, devoid of qualities

VI. 11 and 17 (niruuna),

He who is the maker of all, the all-knower,

self-sourced,

Intelligent, the author of time,, possessor of

qualities, omniscient.

Is the rulei’ of Primary Matter {pnulhdnu) and of the spirit

{hetra-jm), the Lord of qualities (fjaf/a),

Tlie cause of transmigration (mmmni) and of liberation (yno/i'.v«),

of continuance and of bondage.”

3. “The Will of God, though of innumerable forms, manifests in

five principal ways, to wit, the Saktis called Creation, Preser-

vation and Destruction of the universe, and Nigraha (obstruc-

tion or obscuration) and Anugraha (furtherance or favouring)

of the soul” (A/mV., XIV. 14 fll.; also see Padnia, 1.2.9 fll;

;

LaJcpnT, XIII. 21 ill.).

“ he (Bhrgu) understood that Brahma is bliss

(dnanda). For truly, indeed, beings here are born from blii^s,

on deceasing they, enter into bliss.”

(Taktiiiya, III, (i).

“This one, truly, indeed, causes him whom he wishes to

lead up from the.se worlds, to perform good action. This one,

also, indeed, causes him whom he wishes to lead downward,

to perform bad action.”

(KaufdidJy III. 8).

4. “Before creation the Lord, having nothing to play with

(lUopakani/Mi), could find no satisfaction (na nitiip labile),
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He, consequently, made Himself manifold {dtm&nam hahu

nhdpinjat; see 47/?/%, XXX. 3-4).

the contrary, my dear, in the be<>inninf^’ tin’s world

was just Bein^f, one only, without n second. It bclhoiig^Iit

itself : ‘Would that I were many ! Let me procreate myself I'

.1 ” (Chandoffifa^ VI. 2. 2-3; cf. Maitrl, II. 6).

“As a spider emits and draw’s in (its thread),

As herbs arise on the earth,

As the Iniirs of the head and body, from a livin<?

person,

So from the Imperishable arises everyth in<v here.’*

{My 71da 1x0, l.LT).

5. “The wdse say: Blin^?ava| is the IHjjhest Soul (paramdtman)

and pervades the Ja^rot: {jf^gf^nwcnjo), ns butter in cream, as

oil in sesame seeds, and as sweetness in j?udiv” {Padvia 1.6.2T;

also see 1. VI. 24-29).

“Just as fire is one, but glares everytliing; just as the

sun is one, but is the universal source of heat; just as air is

one, but is the source of all waters; sf) the Purusa is one, void

of constituents, having for His form the universe (Mbh,, XII.

13740-47).

“As oil ill sesame seeds, as butter in cream.

As w’ater in river-beds, and as fire in the

friction-sticks.

The Soul (Atman), wdiich pervades all things

As butter is contained in the cream,

This is Brahma, the highest mystic teaching”

{^vetdh'atora, 1.15, 10).

“He entered in here, even to the fingernail-tips, as a razor

would be hidden in a razor-case, or fire in fire-holder.”

(Z?r., 1.4.7; Kaysltall^ IV. 20).

“It is as a lump of salt cast in water w’ould

dissolve right into the water;” (77/*., IT. 4.12).
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6. ‘‘Brahman is the Ruler, the soxiroe of all heinf^s

the Supreme Pimisa, the giver of all desires,’^

(Pfldma, 1.5. 29-34),

“Verily, this Soul is the overlord of all things, tlie King

of all things. As all the spokes are held together in the h\lb

and felly of a wheel, just so in this Soul all tilings, all gods,

all worlds, all breathing things, all selves are held together.*'

(Br,, 11. 5.15; also see VT. 10).

7. “Though divested of body, He dwells in everybody—not

touched by the arts accomplished by tliese bodies. lie is Hie

Inner Soul. He is the all-seeing witness dwelling within all

embodied creatures and engaged in marking their acts.*’

(il/6//., XII. 350-2-4).

“Ite who, dwells in the earth, yet is other than the

earth, wliom the earth does not know, whose body the eartli is,

who controls the earth from within—Tie is your Soul, tlie

Inner Controller, the Immortal

lie is your Soul, the Inner Controller, ilie Immortal.**

(7?/*., HI. 7. 3-23: cf. SuIhIL />., VIT. 1).

8. “Wliatever forms tlie Deity assume.s, He does so liy Ilis own

power.**

(J/M.., XII. 13528; also see Mhh,, XII, 340. 30-40;

73-87, 99-100).

“The Lord Him.self extracted, as the purest essence of the

sole divine 8a.stra, the system (tantra) called Pancaratra des-

cribing Him as Para, Vyuba, Vibliava, Autarya.uiin, etc., and

being recognisable by having liberation as its sole result.**

(Ahir., XI. 02 fll., also .see Vtsrnlsena^ p. 122: mnjm

imilardh pancctl prdhvr 'veddnto-pnragdh),

“The Inner Soul (antaratman) of all tilings, the

One Controller,

Who makes His one form manifold

—

The wise who perceive Him as standing in oneself

They, and no others, have eternal happiness.**

{Knilui. V. 12).
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f).

ro.

*‘More iiunnte than tlie minute, in the midst of

confusion

The Creator of all, of manifold forms,

The One embracer of the universe

—

lly knowinj:^ Him as kindly (Siva) one nltains peace

for ever.”

{f^vchlh'afciva, TV. 11).

‘‘Him wlio is williout beginnin<j: and willioul end,

in the midst of confiisinn,

The Creator of all, of manifold form,

Tlie One embracer of the universe

—

lly knowing- (rod (deva) one is released from all

fetters.”

{Avetdh'afnrd^ V. IH).

“From Vasudeva came all created tbinfri>'’

(Pddma, 1.2.S f.).

“Vasudeva is the source of all beings.”

{Pdilnw, 1. V. .Tl).

“Its root is above, its branches below

—

Tlii^ eternal fig-tree I

That (root) indeed is the Pure. That is Brahma.

That indeed is called the Immortal.

On it all the worlds do rest,

And no one soever goes beyond it.”

{Kathn, YT. 1 ;
cf. lihijXi,, IV. 1-^).

“Brahman is cljungeless, tranquil, capable of

evolving (the world), unchangeahle, the .source of all

beings eternal, without waves, without disturbance,

boiindles.s the giver of all desires.”

{Pfidiiw, I.V. 29-.‘14).

“Om»

The yon is fulness; fulness, this.

From fulness, fulness doth proceed.

Withdrawing fulness’s fulness off,

F’eu fulness then itself remains.’’

(/?/*., V. I, see also Atharvn Veda, X. 8.29),
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11. “There is a triad here: Brahiiinn, Jiva (soul), and Jagat/'

(Visnvtihha, II, 34),

“This haa been anng a.s. the supreme Brahma.

In it there is a triad. It is the tirm support, the

Imperishable.

By knowing what is tlierein, Brahma-knowerg

Beooiue. merged in Brahma, intent thereon, liberted

•from the womb.

(SveUlivata, 1.7, also see 1.18),

V2, Individual soul ig» a part of the Deity or a contraction

of Laksmi, as the Goddess herself calls it in Lahml Tanita,

TI.
:
pramuid ceinnal) lyrohto wat-samlorah m vcyote,

“Tliis wdiole world ig pervaded

AVith beings that are parts of Him.**

(l^refdh'atnray IV. 10),

.

13. “The .Tiva^s me is atomic; its cliaracteristic is the union of

knowledge and bliss; it is of the dimension of irawvcrm (mote)

and shining with millions of rays.”’^

(Vhvdksenay p. 13; see also Ahir,^ A^I. 20;

Vipjutilnl'a, II. 28),

“This living (self) is to be known as a part

Of tlie hundredth part of the point of a hair

And yet it partakes of infinity.

O'^rrfdsvatahf, V. 9, also Y. 8; of. Blip. Pit.y

A^I. 16.18; X. 87. 2-6).

14. “The jewel called Kaustiiblia is .TTiva; it is a moss of cons-

ciousness, free from disease. Il is w’ithout beginning or end.

It always lives in Brahman.

“

{Vi.<iiutiJa/.<j. II. 29-31).

“Xo birth, no dealh for Jiva, 0 Catnranana.”

{Vi.wufiJnln, IT. 33: no ‘tpattir na mrlista.sya

flivaaya, Caturanana).

7 srariipam anumatram synj jiiaiianandaikalokRanam./

tras|r^nM>ramaij.^ste rg^fui-ketbyihhftsitih/ /,
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‘^Just as Brahman is eterjial, even ao is the individual

suul.

[V isiiLutilalaiy I.1U7).

“The Avise one (i.e. the soul, the aiiuan, the self) is

not born, nor dies,

This one has not come from anywhere, has no'

become anyone.

Unborn, constant, eleriial, primeval, this one

Is not slain when the body is slain.

Tf the slayer think to slay.

If the slain think himselt slain,

Botli these understand not.

This one slays not, nor is slain.

“

{Katha, II. 18.19; cf. also BhyAi., 11. 19, 20 and

Bhfj.Pa., VII1.7. 19-20).

“Thesummum bonum (liitam atyantam) of men is the absuluie

discontinuance of the succession of sorrows, and tJie elejiial

happiness implied in it, which is tantamount to the attainment

of one’.s real nature, that is, the nature of Uod“ (bhagavan-

mayata).

(Ahlr., XIII. 9-11).

“As I live (viliarami), just .so live the liberated souls.

{Badma 1.4. 15 ill.).

“AVTien a seer sees the brilliant

Maker, Lord, Iverson, the Brahma-source,

Then, being a kuower, shaking oH good and evil,

vStaiuless, he attains supreme identity (paraniain

sumayam iipuiti) with Ilim.“

{Mundaht, III. I. 8).

“That man only can see Him, on whom lie lia.s shown Ills

grace or pra.sadu.“

(J/hh., XII. 12708).

“Tlie transmis.sion of ohscuration (tirodhanaparampara)

ha.s no beginning, but it may have an end, so far as the

individual is concerned, by the breaking in of the power of
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divine grace (aiiugraliatiakti-pata) resembling a shower ot‘

comi)assion coming do>Mi upon him who has been beheld by

God/’

XIV. 25 fll.).

“This Soul (aliuaii) is not to be attained by

instruction,

Nor by intellect, nor by much learning,

lie is to be obtained only by the one whom He

chooses

;

To such a one that soul (dtinan) reveals His own

person.*’

(Kaflm^ II. 23; see also Mniujaki, 11.2. 3; Sv., I. ti).

17. “At tlie beginnliig God obstructs the souls by obscuring or con-

tracting their form (akdra), jmwer (uiwsvarya), and knowledge

(vijnann), the result being the three taints (mala) of the soul,

to wit (1) atomicity, (2) impotence, and (3) ignorance.”

{Ahir., XIV. l(j-2t)).

“This one, indeed, causes him whom lie wishes to lead

downward, to perform bad action.”

(KausUalaf 111. S).

18. “What is called Ilis making (unmesa), like moonrise on tlie

ocean, that is T, Narayaiii 8akti, of the nature of desire to

create. AVhat is called the winking (nimesa) of the raram-

ivtma, during annihilation, that am I, NiaTiyaiii iSakli known

as susupta, desirous of sleeping.”

(Lcihml, II. 19 fll.).

“This Brahma, verily, shines when fire blazes; likewise

this dies when it blazes not. Its brilliance .(tejas) goes to

the sun; its vital breath (prana), into«the wind (vayii)

All these

divinities, verily, having entered into wind, perish not when

they die in the wind; therefrom indeed they come forth

again.”

(KauptaU, 11.12; also see 11.13).
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111. “Sjo the Highest Loid, though all of llie wishes are ever

fiiliilled^ could experience, by means of the being created by

Iliiiiself, tJie flavour of playing^' (lila-rasa).

Ahir.^ XXX. r.M3).

“rurusa in llis fourfold manit'cslation spoils as He

wishes.
’ ^

{Mbh,, XII. 137()2).

“With the one unborn female, red, while and black,

WIio produces many creatures like lierself,

There lies the one Unborn mule taking his deliglit.

Another unboi'ii male leaves her with whom he has

had his delight.

“

(S'rc., IV. 0; cf. Visnu /V., VI.7. (il}-71).

20. “The Lord, in order io play, created the world once more:

first (pun’am) the names and forms, then ('jmnuh) Piakrti

consisting of the three (iuna.s, called Maya, witli whom Ho

began to enjoy.” {Ahii\^ XXXVII. 10 fll.
;

also see Ahir,^

LIX. 34-30, wlicre one quarter of God wliich alone luts ))eL'ome

this world Is naturally identified with Aiiiruddha, the Inner

llulei* (antaiyaiuin) of all beings, who peivades that which

has food and that whi(!h has no food, namely, animate and

inanimate nature).

“Jlis greatness is of such extent^

Yet Purusa is greater .still.

All beings aie oiio fourth of liim
;

Th ree fourths, the immortal in the sky.”

(ChdnAagya^ III. 12. (i; also see liy-vvda, X.DO. 3).

21. “He (Lord), consequently, made Himself manifold by creating

Pradhana and Punisa and then from the former, with the

. help of llis J^akti in the form of time, the Mahat, the

Ahumkara, etc., down to the gross elements. Out of these

He then formed the Cosmic Kgg” {Ahir.^ XXX. 5-11).

“In the beginning this world was merely non-being. It

was existent. It developed. It turned into an egg. It lay

t.u.Q., sm'KMuElt, 1933 ^
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for the perioil at a year. It was »plit asunder. One of the

two eggshell-parts became silver, one gold.''

{Chandogya, III. 19, I, see also 2).

22. '‘Gross is called the time possessing the lava (one-sixth of a

second), etc.; subtle the one determining the Tattvas; while

that which j)ervades the activity’ of tlie Vyiihas is styled

Highest Time.”

{Ahir.^ LIIL 10-11).

“Now, it has elsewhere been said: ‘Food, verily, is the

soured of this whole world
;
and time, of food. The sun is the

source of time.* Tho form thereof is the year, which is com-

posed of the moments and other durations of time, and which

consists of twelve months Among these (astcrisms)

each month of Atman (viewed as the year) includes nine

quarters according to the corresponding course (of the sun

through the asterkms). On account of the subtlety (of time)

tliis (course of the sun) is the proof, for only in this way is

time proved However, the thing to be proved

(e.g. time) may come to be proved from the fact of its con-

taining parts (e.g. moments, etc.), to the cognisance of tlie

thing itself.

^ov thus has it been said :
—

From Time flow forth created things.

From Time, too, they advance to growth

In Time, too, they do disappear.

Time is form and formless too.*’

{Mailrl, VI. 14).

A close study of the above parallelisms will show how far we aie

justified in regarding the XJpanisads as the sources of Pahearatra

philosophy, during the second and third stages of its existence. The

resemblances between the Pancaratra and Upanisadic doctrines, durin*?

the two above-mentioned phases in the evolution of Pancaratra philo-

sophy, are so stlriking and fundamental that, they cannot hut lead to

the conclusion we have already arrived at.

D L. De
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Tho llJiatjuciu] (JVCi^ rinikiii”* as it ainojig- ilie ihree

PrasDiaiias of llie YodaiUa, has been vP.sled Aviili ‘.neat authority hy

all Piuinp7it systfiiH-builders of India. Its (diiof (daiiu to authority lay

in its synthetic character; and it very soon came to he raised io tlie rank

of an Vpmifisad. No ^vonder, therefore, that a connnonlary on the Gitii

came to i)e regarded as the sine qnn non of any reputed founder of a

riOTT system of j)hilosophy. It Avas comparatively easier to write an

original coiumcntary on the GlU'i adumbrating a new philosopiiy

of life and world-view than on the Vpinmads or tlie Sutras of Badarfi-

yana. Hence, if le(\inie an establlslied procedure for all Aearya.s to

s(ait tliair philosophical career with a commentary on the (rFtd.

The earliest extant commentary on. the Gita is by J^amkara. But,

Sanikara was by no means a pioneer in the field. There were several

earlier commentaries on the Gitil. In the beginning of his commentary

on the Gltdy Sanikaia speaks of certain very prolix commentators

wlio elaborately explained each word, sentence and argument of

the Gltdi but whose numerous self-contradictions only tended to confuse

the readers.* He also draws attention to the varying interpretations

offered by them in regard to particular verses of the Gltd:—
3T3r (II, 11) ; 3T5I (II, 21) ;

siwJipFxrai (III, i)
;
^

(IV, 1 8) ;
3T51 (IV, 24) ; g

(XVIl'l, 6).

Samkara, in his turn, was criticised by other commentators who

immediately succeeded him, Tliere is evidence to believe that Bhaskara

1 This article was originally contributed to the H. P. Sastri IMem. number
of the

^^IB^nnnjqTSfurr^
Samkara, Ultd JJhiisya

(Introduction),
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was one such critic of Samkara tliougli not, as we shall see, strictly a

successor of Sainkara. Certain evidences, to be Set forth presently^

enable us to state that in his commentary Bhaskara called into question

the interpretations of ^Inmkarn.

Bhaskara is a welhknown personality in Vedantic literature. His

commentary on the Vedanta Sutras is still extant from which we learn

that he was a powerful critic of Samkara. At the very outset of his

Bliasyn, Bhaskara complains against the misle«ading interpretations of

!5amkara :
—

^ gfiipir II*

Bhaskara is, all the same, greatly indebted to Samkara whose

style and interpretations he flagrantly imitates.

Blulskara felt himself justified in writing a commentary on the

Gita wherein he reviewed Sainkara’s interpretations. The existence of

a commentary on the GJtd by Bhaskara is practically unknown to

modern writers on Indian philosopliy and on the Gltd, It is proposed

in the following pages to indicate such literary evidences as point to tl\c

existence of a Gltadthmya l)y Bhaskara.

And before so doing, a few words should be said about the rela-

tion between t^aiiikara and Bhaskara as commentators on tlie Glia and

al)out Bhaskara,’s view of tlie practical philosophy of the (fUd. Tim

identity of Bliaskara, tlie commentator on the Vedaufa Svtrns, with the

forgotten comiuentator of tliat name on the Gita is happily confirmed

by the agreement of views between the two in respect of the ])lace of

t‘i Bt.iislviirn, la IlhOsijo, Cliowkli.inil);! Sanskrit Series, 101.1,

verse ‘J.

m i)

The .nhovd verse found ai iho end of certain Dvaita Commentaries on the tiJfd

Avould also .seem to presuppose vaguely tlie existence of a commentary yn the

(ritii by Bhaskara. This verse given on p. 943 of the Ananda Press Edn.

(.Madras, 1911), of the Oita with 3 Blinsyna, is not a composition of . either Madhva
or Ja.vatirtha and as such has no place in either of them. Considering its invec-

tive rhetoric it should have been omitted by tlie Editors,
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Karma in tlie pliilosopliical life of the aspirant. Bhaskara, the author of

the Brah ma-sCdm-hlidnfa

^

is an exponent of wliat: is called the

—or the view that harmn and jndna are botli necessary for

liheratioii aiul that at the hijyhesi stage of spiritual discipline hotji

hjrma and jndiHi are equally important. Blia4;kara declares;—

The same view is attributed to Bhaskara in the authoritative Dvaita

works: (lie Sannijayarafn/ivah—a classical commentary on Madhva's

Anuvydlihydna, by his direct disciple Padmanabha Tirtlia and

the ^ayncandrihit, another comnieniary on ihe Annrydlhydna^ by

Karayana Panditacarva (r. l^loO) :
—

gScHivFi %5i^^ ^ i

Kow, the Gdd itself seems to lean to some view closely allied to tlie

1
Bhaskara would, therefore, liave welcomed tlie oppor-

tunity of enlisting the support of the Giffl for liis doctrine and most

naturally would liave written a commentary on tlie work showing to tlio

world iunv tlie Gd^l itself espoused his cause, •‘^anikara, in the opening

section ot his coinmentary on tlie second chapter of tlie (rdfl, repudiates

an interpretation of the Gltd offered by Some^ from the stand-

point of
1

It is an obvious reference to Bhaskara^ line of

interpretation ;
—

#ns I
X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X X tPEmglm-

5 Bhaskara, Jirolimii'<ufrn Jihtlsija, p. 21, Chowkliaiuba Sanskrit Series,

1915.

6 Ihid., p, 2.

7 Savnyilvaratmlroli, lil, 3, p. 106 (Printed, Dlinrrar),

8 Saifacandrihl^ 11, p. 49 (Printed, Dharvar).
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3[irct ^

m a«n ast m i

The iTiterrelatioii between Samkara and IJliaskara is peculiarly

inleresiin^. Tlioiigli Bliilskara appears in liis Jfli/lsyn in Ihe role

relentless crllie of f^anikara and rejeets iiis interprHalions ot particular

sfilrus on many occasions (cf‘. i, I, 19; i, 2, 12; ii, 1, 14; ii, 2, 29; iii,

2, iii, 2/41 ;
iii, ‘>, iii, 4, 2(1; iv, 8, 1*4), ho is in perfect a^Toement

with Sianikara on many oilier occasions and ]ua looks almost like

a summaiT of J^anikara’s. Tlis style and very often the expres-

sions used by Jiim clearly betray the fact^ that lie i^ simply

leprndiK'iug Sanikava’s renderings with slight changes. [Bhaskara and

Sainkara on iii, 4, 40; iii, 4, 50; iv, 2, 19; i, 1, 1-2, 3, 4, 5; 2, 11.

etc.] This shows that Bhiiskara wrote his commentary on the sutras

after J^ainkara had wiitten his. But this doCvS not necessarily mean

that Bhaskara is no more than a successor of fianikara. We have already

seen that Jfinjnkara was very probably rejmdiating Bhaskara in l»is com-

mentary on fhe Gild, My point i,s that in the absence of any informa-

tion regarding a commentator earlier than fianikara on the Gltd, who

could have interpreted the GlUl from the standpoint of

it would not be wide of the mark to assume that Bhaskara

was tbe commentator. Attention may l)e drawn in this connec-

tion to the fact that the names of Pisaca and Kaiitideva men-

tioned by Desika do not lielp us mu/h as Ave cannot assert

that any of tliese tAvo Avriters held tlie doctrine of
|

We are obliged therefore (o fall back on Bliaskara alone as the com-

mentator wlio Avoiild satisfy our requirements. The passages criticising

Sanikara extracted by Jayatirtha (to be set forth anon) from

Bhaskara’s coinmentaiy oni tflie Gita might as AA’ell have been later

additions by Bhaskara in a spirit of retaliation and retort.

Vficaspati Misra Avho wrote one of his works in iS8(5 A. I), quotes

from the Braliinasiitmhhmya of Bliaskara in various places in

9 Samkara, (iltCi JViastia^ (If, 10), pp. 44-45, Ifhagavad (jitCt with the

comraentarics of ftaiiikara, Hflmfifuija aiitl Madhva and the glosses of Vedanta
Desika and Ja.A’atrrth'a, Aiiniida Press, ^fadras, 1011, Page rofcrencos hereafter

are to this Edn.
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liis Bhdvutti for adverse coinment. He also exposes the uiiteiiability

of the criticisms urged by Bhaskara against his Master;—
(0 ^ ^ (^, ^o)

g XXX
II

SJjpia^ (iii, 2, 41) witli this cf. the

following in Bhaskara ;—%f^^q<rdij|(i|ot<Wi<l *^^3-

Bhaskara’s interpretation of III, 3, 29:—
go^wfif %>wJ i i

^ 3'^^tt^'ldd,

nfevRWFn nrfRiiRd rr^ri’

m ‘3?3: 'Rsn

^ gcrqfif ’fg wirf^HT ®
i

is faithfully quoted and dismissed as misplaced by Vacaspati Misra:—

^ fwrf ^ 1

“n^Ti^qrig^iw, R
I

3*1:

»Rl^tWd4R IHl^ ginni3)w)RR^ 5RFI.: fWIR

gSrR^nft d: giR-

*
i

The two passages placed side by side would clearly sliow that

the Bh-dmati is quoting from Bhaskara. And tlie autlior of the

Kalpataru expressly states:*' ^ II

Fmm tlie foregoing citations it will be cleai' lhat Bhaskara is

much earlier than Vacaspati Mi4ra whose A ydyasact-iuhanJha. was

written sixty-six years after the demise of Saiukara in 860 A.D.

10 Bhaskara, USB., p. 186.

11 Bhiimatl (III, 3, 29), pp. 812-813. Nirnoyasagar ed., 1917.

12 Kalpa-tara, (Niniayasagar e<l., 1917), 81S.
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Asduining that there was an interval ot at least 50 years between

13haskara and the author of the Bluinwti, it comes very nearly toi an

admission of the cloKse proximity of Bhaskara to Saiukara. From this

to the uctaul contemporaneity of the two it will not be a far cry. The

foiitemporaneity of the two is implied in the follow passage of the

Manimailjany a Bvaitu work of circa 10*30:—

(vi, 49).

It is quite possible therefore that Samkara hiiusfelf made ail

implied reference to the views of Bhaskara in his commentary on the

Utkraiitigutyadhikarana (ii, of the Unthmasuinia where the

question of the size (i)arimaua) of the Atman is discussed. This ques-

tion is a very interesting one in Indian philosophy,—dilferent schools

holding diifereiit views on it. Sainkara holds tlje Atman to be a vibliu

in size and explains away the text^s whicli declare liim to be *(inu* as

statements made from the standpoint of the UiiJtulhis' or of the innate

inscrutability of the self. In introducing f^ainkara^ commentvS on ii, d,

‘^13, the liatnapiahha remarks that the Muster here is criticising the view

of one class of FuiTapaksins (Kkadesin) who hold that the individual self

tdiva) is cnjtt while the Universal Self, i.e., the Jiva in his nuunienal

state is vihhn\—

Ijf’ II ( xmni

)

Curiously enough, this is the view of Bhaskara as expressed in his

Bhusya :
—

(iv, 4, i'))“?Rn^?«irarR3^irin i u 5

(ii d, 29). The above references show that Sainkara was acquainted

with the views of Bhaskara who mus^t be admitted to have been a close

contemporary of his in view of the interval of about half a century

that may be claimed reasonaldy to have intervened between Vacaspati

and his predecessor Bhaskara.

Coming to the Gitdf we have already seen Saqikara^s criticism of the

up by Bhaskara. Bhaskara himself would appear
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to have questiouecl the relevance of Samkara's introduction to tlie Gttd-

Bkd^ya as well as. the correctness of his iuterpreiution of III, 4, as will

be clear from tiie extracts from Jayatutha’s Fmmcyadliiiha.

Some idea of the contents of Bhaskara^s commenlaiy on the (JiUl

could be gathered from the few jeferences to it presciNcd in the luagni-

licent works of Vedanta Desiku and Jayaliillia, llit* two c(Jiumeuialurs

of the Visistadvaita and l)\aila j^cIiooIs. !Nu luamisci ul‘ (lie wurk

has so far been brouglit to liglii.*'*

Vedanta De4ika, unfortunately, does not cjuole from the work of

Bhuskara but refers to his philosophical views in such a inanuer as

to imply that Jie wrote a commentary o]i IJie GliCi.

BhCaskaia' s SatijoinuIJiiA Cida

In his coniiiicniary GUa, 11, TJ, Bhaskara scejiis (o have opined

(hat the ditfereiice ajnoiig Individual selves mutually and their dis-

tinction from the Supreme Self, alluded to by Sri Krsna is not innate

but Is the result of ceriain extraneous coilditiuns ( ). Sainkara,

too, holds the same view. But there is u slight dilfereuce behveen

Sainkara and Bhaskara in so far as the former looked upon these

‘conditions’ themselves as nnrvni (
)“ wliemis tlje latter

treated them as real
( ). Rrimruiuju rejects the attempt to

explain away the plurality (of selves) referred to by the l^oid from the

standpoint of Bhaskara as futile^'*:—

which Desiku clarifies as a refutation of Bhaskara'a

view:- S[% ?t<prat,

'a«s‘ ’
i

13 There is a ruiaour going about that a of Bliaskanrs Comm, exists

somewhere in Kashmir. Will any scholar take the trouble of ascertaining the

truth of this?

14 Cf.

Advaitasiddhif p. 281, Sri Vidya Press Edii., Kumbakonam.
15 Raiiillnuja, like Moditva, maintains that difference among tho

individuals mutually and from the Supreme is real and innate—not caused by

npndhis
: iTfl ifiwwr*— P* '>2.

iO Ritnianuja, GB., (II, 12), p. 52.

17 'JHUparyacmdrikd of Vedinta De^ika, ibid.

SEFfEUUEB, 1933 Q
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Desika further add» that the ifuti quoted by Ramanuja in support of

his view that difference between the Individual selves and the Supreme

Being is innate and ineradicable is specially directed against Bhuskara’s

view and only secondarily against Samkara :
—

Elsewhere, De^ika writes referring to Bhaskara:—

^ ^ (XIII.).

Concluding his conimeiits on Gltih XVlll, (lO, Desiko nieniioiis a

number of early Bhasyas on the Gltd among which is found one by

Bhaskara :
—

X X X X X X

There is also a reference to Bhaskara \s commentary on tlie Gltd

much earlier than (he time of Vedanta Desika. Abhinavaj^upla, the

great protagonist of the Jh’atyabhijha System of Saivism in Kashmir

and veteran Alaiukurika of the lOlh and lltli centuries A.D., whose

commentary on the Gltd (referred to by Desika) is fortunately extant

and available in print, refers to Bhaskara's commentary on the Gltd iji

terms of high admmition ;
—

3T? (i.e., Chap. 18) «Itl53qqi^, ^

Jayaiirtha on lihdshara

Jayatirtlm is one of the ablest of the classical commentators that

Sanskrit philosophical literature has prwluced. His c'rjmmentary on

the Gita Bhdijifa of Madhva embodies certain very valuable referejices to

18 tdiimryannuInkO, I hitI,

19 Ihid., 2^. 9o2.

20 (iltdrthasantffrnlm of Abhumvaguptn published with t) other coniaien-

taries of the Advaitu School, Niruaya Sugar Press, 1912, pp. 67or676.
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and quotation^ from the commentaries cf Sainkava, Bhaskara etc., which

throw a flood of light on the interrelation between the commentaries of

Samkara and Bhaskara.-' ithont tlie least cxapf^'crotion, we can

assert that Jayatirtha gives us a very deep insight into Bhaskara’s inter-

pretation of the Gita and that what little we could hope to gather about

this iorgctten co^imentator on the Gm i.s entirely tbrougli him.

At the outset, Jayatirtha indicates how Bhaskjna questions the

l^ropriet:
"

"^a^-ikara’s introducing the Glbl Bhdstja wltli an account

of the A . ..a of Sri Krsna and its aims. It may be (observed Imre

that both Saipkara and Ramanuja preface their commentaries on the

Git^i with an account of the Avatara of Sri Krsna ; while Madhva opens

with an account of the incarnation of the Lord ns Vyasa and his ser-

vices to humanity by means of the Sutras and the MahnhlKlhiia in

which is included the Gjfa : ^ ^
To open commentaries on the

Gita with an actoiiiit of some Avafara closely connected with the work,

would tljiis appear to Iiave been an orthodox convention wliicli the three

great AcaryaHi obeyed. But Bliaskara was a radical, and cared little for

these conventions. He believed, it seenjs, Ilu\t a good commentator’s

business was to indicate the introductory requisites or pre-

liminaries of the work before him and then proceed to comment on tiie

passages without needlessly beating about the bush. Bhaskara seems

to have held tliat a J^astra work such as the (jUm

did not call for any liigli flown half-poetic-- lialt-mythic* des-

cription of file Avatara of ?^ii Krsna wli’ch Siuukara lavisaed

on it. Bhaskara, tlierefore, sternly reproved fiaiakara for his blessed

irrelevance. Jayatirtha reproduces Bliaskara’s criticism thus:—
«#! ar^Rrn:-

21 For an illustration of tlie obvious vahip of Javatirtba’s ploss on tlie

Oita Bhri!i\ja of xMadhvn for purposes of critical and comparative textual research,

liGe the present writer’s paper on ‘Sainkara’s Authorship of the Gita Bhasya.’

Anmh of ihr. BhantUnlar (hienOil Ih^spanh Insfituiv, Poona, vol. XIV, parts i

and ii, pp. 55-76.

22 Witness jihrase ^15 ;

reads poetic enough,
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|f?l II Jayatirtha ia aware that the criticism

which Bhaskara urged against Samkara would apply to Madhya also;

hence his anxiety to state and refute the opinion of Bhaakara.

Thanks to »TayatIrtha, we are now in a position to state that Bhaskara’s

commentary on the Gltn opened without any account of any Avatar*\

connected with the Gild,

Jihd.d'ara\< Theogoi:,,

Interesting light is thiowii hy Tayatirtha on Bh^lsk^ra^s ilicological

views. In his commentary on iutd^ IT, 54, Jayatirtha (‘ites llie

queer inter])retation of llic term propounded by Bhaskara. The

reference is not to the term in II, 54 hut to the one that occurs

later, i.o., XI, 35, ns Jayatirtha hini'^elt clearly states:—

Thissliows that Blnlskara’s Ilicological views were certainly original

and somelimes radically so. Hhfuskuva believed in a transi^en-

ilental Deity, of which the three gods of the popular Hindu trinity

were parts or lesser nianifeslations. In other words, Bhaskara (though

an Advaitin in essence) was not prepared to identify liis Brahman with

either Siva or Visnu as the Saivadvaitins or A aisnavadvaitiiiK would like

to do; nor even with A^isnu as llsnnannja, iladhva and A'allahha have

done. In this respect, Bhaskara seems to have entertained views similar

to—though not quite tlie same a.'i—lliose of Vijnaiia Bhiksii and vaguely

anticipated a doctrine of the theosophic niovemeiit of nnr limes.

Possibly, we could describe Bhaskara as a noii-seclarian so far as his

theogony is concerned.

Lastly, Jayatirtha draws attention to the confused interpretation

and altered reading adopted by Bhaskara for the hemistich (A^I, 7):—
ftraim I

23 Jayatirtha, p. lo6. The rofercnoq also shows that Bhaskara ’s com-

inentary on the OUd covered the eleventh chapter and possibly the rest of the

OUd too indeed. So it appears from Abhinavagupta and Dcsika’s remarks.
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The above in the nacliua: in the vul«,nile text of I he Cita. But

Bhaskara seems to have read iusfead :— jVirlieIR;

Jjllf; and iiitroduced a very strained interpretation of the text.

Jayntlrtha says:—3?^ S?3PWWI^ , ‘<iRGR1?»n ^EftT^l^PT*

‘TOrRg JOTi qrsii^'

artig^i, aif^qwR ll

l^haskara seems to liave (‘oiifrouted difficulties in tin's verse hy

rejecting the traditional reading and adopting a novel one. The full

text ot the Gita, runs;—

f^RrfPH! TOncJTT ?WT%: I

g*n JTRRJBJBfr: II

Bliilskara’s rendering with his own revised reading would read*^’ :
—

EquaTiimity of mind in regard to other selves (comes) to him who

is contented and has conquered tlie senses; l)alancpd outlook (comes also)

to him amidst (the opposites of) cold and lieat, pleasure and pain as

well as esteem and spite,

Bbaskara’s insurmouutahle difficulty seems to have been to find out

n proper agreement for ilm two locatives in tlie second half—wliich in

f^aiuktira’s interpretation too (with whit li presumably Bhaskara was dis-

satisfied) is not' suitahly made out. Madhva offers an easier solution :
—

aifflrW: fl»4T qWBT

( ).

(^ontcmporancify iff f^iunhara and Bhdsknra

Bhaskara appears throughout in Jayidlrtha's cojumentary as a critic

of Sainkara. But this does not necessarily mean that Bha^*!^^ was later

than Samkara. AVe have already seen how Sanikara, at the very outset

of his commentary on the second chapter of the (fUd^ repudiates the

24 Jayatirtha) p. 875.

25 The anvaya according to Bhaskara would be:

«»»T flfn; ( »rt^ ) ; ( n«ff fjmr'wn: Jmnn«

)

ijfJj; I
It will be seen that on tills interpretation the phrase

would have to be repeated in the second half,
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of Bhaskani— a commentator on the Gm, Putting:

these two facts together, the conclusion is irresistible that both Samkara

and Bhuskara were very close conteinpcjrariert. Ablunavagupta^

reference to Bhaskara as an ancient and aiitlioritative commentator on

the Gita makes it necessary for us to date Bhaskara a century or two

earlier and this agrees very well indeed with the date proposed by us,

Samkara is at present assigned by sober historical criticism to the 8tU

century A.D. AVe can, therefore, confidently place Bhaskara also, in

tlu' same period.

Now for the clues given bjn Jayatlrtha. An interesting question is

raised (by the commentators on the Gltd) if non-participation in

harman entails sin, {Sanikara answers it in tlie negative:

Sainkara’a reasoning that a non-heing of the nature of

(not doing) could not produce, as its effect, a being of the nature of sin

because the negates such a possibility, is over-

thrown by Bhaskara. Jayatirtha indicates fianikara’s position and

Bhaskara^s (Titicism thereon and finally rejects both:—

1 II
Jayaclrtha incidentally indicates

what Bhaskara 's answer was to the difficulty raised by Samkara. This

further helps us to state that Bhaskara interpreted the well-known

Sruti ill the Chdndogya Vpanlmd as applying to substance only and

not to attributes also.

It appeivVs from Jayatirtha ’s note on the line m
(III, 4Ji), that Bhaskara interpreted it to mean even as

Eamanuja has done. Sainkara renders it in terms of the individual soul,

Madhva interprets the teim m as the Supreme Being.

26 Samkara’s (I'ltCi JihCisya (111, 1 Introcl.) p. 190. Jayatirtha discusses the

question only under 111, 4; whereas the opinion attributed to Samkara occurs

actually in the introductory part of the latter’s commentary on III, 1.

27 Jayatirtha (III, 4), p. 199.

*8
, iltTfllsH'im I P-S57,
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Further Uglit is thrown by Jayutirtha on the practical philosophy

of the Gita as understood by Bhaskara. Tlie exact import and scope

of tjie famous declaration of tlie Lord summing uji the entire

Philosophy of Action;—

JTT 3 ?intsi=??n5Jifq ii

are matters of keen and lively controversy among the Bhasyukuras. AVe

are not concerned here with Sanikara’s inter pielatioii of the verse.

Jayatirtha, in the course of his comments, lefers to Bhaskara’s inter-

pretation in order to contrast it with that of Madhva and exhibit its

soundness as against that of Bhaskara. Now, Bhaskara seems to have

understood Gltdy II, 47, to luoclaim that the law of dispassionate

performance of actions refers only to those obligatory

and occasional rites enjoined by the i^ustra for i>ersons of dilfereut

so(jial status
;
and that tlie verse and what is more, the golden rule of dis-

passionate performance of karma, has absolutely no reference (u certain

rites specially resorted to by persons desirous of achieving a special

object^® ; sucli as tlie performance of jyotistonia sacrifices

etc. Madhva takes the widest view of this sloha and holds that every

variety of karma, nuhnittUxa or tdvrlnhv^ is capable of dis-

interested performance. That Bhaskara ('ounts the performance of

and alone in u dispassionate manner to be (onducive to

Liberation and ignores, or more precisely, rejects acts like

is already clear from an extract from him cjuoted before.

Attention lias already been drawn to Bhaskara ’s (lo<(ijne

that Brahma., Visnu and Siva are only lesser manifestations

of the Supreme Being. Blui'^kara would, very naturally, have

looked upon Krsna himself (an Avatara of A'isuu) as

a lesser manifestation o-r jiart (3TqI^) of the Supreme Brahman.

Now, in commenting on Gltd XIIL 1', identical view

is attributed by Sanduira to a predecessor of his. The

Pr^irmnirT
Jayatirtha (ll, 17), pp. 139-40,

29 Bhaskara, p. 24.
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'lieinisHcli m (XIII. 12), is interesting for a

variety of iuterpretations given by coinmeiitatoifcj- to the first half

:

SB whole point centres round this half. The point

at issue liere is the proper resolution of the ieriii 3T^TfipTc^*(SB). Is it to

be split into niiJ qf* or . 3Tfnf? SW* ? Sainkara

adopts the former and severely criticises an earlier commentator who

uftereJ an interpretation withaTJflf^ and as the two terms. This

earlier rendering was to this effect 3?^ TO
which could liave been offered only by one holding the view that

Yasiuleva (i.e. tl\e speaker, Krsiui) was not wholly identical with the

Brahman but was simply a part, power or emamitioii of it. The

Bahuvrihi Samasa, on sucli a view, would clearly require the subordi-

nation of the two terms and q^ to an extraneous object. From

what Nve liave seen of Bliaskara, we can safely press his identity with tlie

commentator'^ credited by Sainkara with the queer interpretation ‘3?^

1
We have seen that Bliaskara* was loath to

recognise Bralima, Visiiu and Siva as identical with the Supreme

Brahman and was firmly of opinion that the three gods of the Hindu

Trinity were but inferior manifestations, acaijavas, or powers, parts

or emanations of the lufinile Being wbicb alone lie called Brabinau—

a

view which is sharply assailed by Madhva and Jayatirtha. It is

interesting to note that Jayatirtha, in controverting the earlier inter-

pretation of q^qr offered by the Pfirvapakoin—iiredecessor of Samkara,

brings forward an argument wdiicli could only be urged against

one who does not subscribe to the equation of Vasudeva-Visnu with ilie

I'ara Braliman
: ^ q?

II

This siiow's that Jayatirtha understood this earlier commentator to

have luade an invidious distinction between Vasudeva (Visnu or K|*siia)

31 None ol tlie foiiunoutaturs on Sainkara are disposed to lift the veil

and reveal tlie identity of this commentator on the OlUl. Even De4ikn and

Juyiitiitlia nro unfortunately silent. Certain muiublished glosses on Jayatirthn’s

commentary may be expected to throw some light. They are nut at present

accessible to me for reference. Abhinavagupta, too, is silent on XIII, 12.



Bhaskuni^ a Forfjoitvn Commcnlalvi on the (itia m
and Para Bralnnan. Hence \m anxiety to demolish sucli a mischievous

interpretation. Uur present knowledge oi l*re-8aijikarite commenlators

on the Gltii does not disclose any one oilier than Bhaskara who could

answer tio this requirement. There is every pr(jhahilily, tlierefore, in

Bliaskara’s having been the ideiilieal comnieiHalor wlio miide the

‘mischievous* and invidious disdnclion between Kv^na-Vaf^udeva and the

Para Brahman in XllI, 12; wbieli distinction Jayaiiillia iell bound to

overllirow, and in wliicli case it would be ea-y in sli(<w I hat Saiiikaia

used Bliaskara’s commentary on tlie Gita and wa^ really ict'iiling liis

interpietation of (XI 11, 12). This A\onbl Jn)t, bowevei*, neccs*

sarily make Bhaskara a predecessor of Sainkara. Conclusive evidences

have already been furnished to show tliai Bhaskara was an unsparing

critic of Sanikara and that he actually subjected llie latter’s com-

mentary on the Gita to close criticism. The balance of evidence thus

inciines to the view that Bhaskara was a very close contemporary of

Sainkara.

It is hoped (hat some of the textual evidences exhibited in the foie-

going j>ages would give si'ludais and critics interesled in restoring

the forgotten literary and pliilosophical celebrities of ancient India to

their rightful places, some concrete idea of Bhaskara’s forgotten com-

mentary on the Gita and the robust personality of its author.

B. X. KiasiixAMi'irii Saiiaia

i.ii.Q., SEPTEMlJlill, 1933



influence of Tantra on the Tattvas of Baghunandana

Introduction

A coini)ari80U of llio later Sin Hi Niljand/uis with the earlier

Saithhitdis reveals a cliang’e not only of style and spirit but also of

contents. The Sanihitas sucli as tliose of Maim and Yajfiavalkya deal

topics many of wliicli disappear in the Nibandhas; for example,

the long list of multifarious duties of the sndtahn is missing; the four

stages of life are neglected; the five great sacrifices {pancu^mtihdyajna)

have lost their importance; and so on. On the other hand, more atten-

tion is paid to the details of rites connected with the social and domestic

life of the people. Apart from other minor (dianges, numerous new

festivals have been introduced and a good number of sections ‘deals with

the methods of worship of Pauranic gods which are not traceable in

the Samhitas and which have thrown the Vedic sacrificial rites into the

background.

A careful study of the Nibaudhas—so far as it concerns tliose of

the Bengal School—brings to light four ])romiiient factors which have

contributed to their growtli and development, viz., (i) the Pnnlnas, (ii)

the Tantra and sectarian religious works, (iii) Maithila Smrti works,

an^ (iv) local customs and usages. Here we shall deal with Tantras only

aiid see how far they have influenced the conduct of the i>eople and

thereby moulded the form of the Nibandlius.

We are not concerned here with the origin of the Tantra. -It might

have originally been ‘‘the pseudo-scientific productions of theologians,

in! which the ]>ractlce and theory of Yoga and doctrines of the monist

(advaita) philosophy are seen mingled witli the most extravagant

symbolism and occultism,*’* or “fmidameiifally an unlimited arraj’ of

magic rites drawn from the practice of t?he most ignorant and supersti-

tious classes”,* or an importation from outside, most probably with the

Magi priests of the Scythians, ns Mm. Harn Prasfida Sttsirl holds,* or

1 Wmternitz, History of Indian Literature, vol. 1, p. 606.

2 Farqnhar, Outline of the Beligiovs Literature of India, p. 200.

6 tt. P. Saslri’s Introduction (p. 10) to N. Basil’s Modern Buddhkmi
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derived froux the nou-Vedic Aryan ideas imbedded in the Atharvan

Samhita; or even it may he connected with tlie recently unearthed

Indus civilisation. But one cannot deny tlieir great antiquity. The evi-

dence of the Ahirhvdhiiya^smnhita^ the Pancatanfm^ (edited by F.

Kielhorn, i, v. 70), the DosahuinuracanUi (Nirnaya Sugai'a Press

edition, II, p. 81, midva-^tantm^immtm-dhyrm^^^ the Bhugavata

PurdnOj^ the Mdlatt-vuldhova
^
the testimony of tlio Tibetan historian

Tfiranatlia,* the early neo-Vnisnava Upanisads like llie Nrsimhatdpainya^

and the occurrence of woi’ks from 609 A.I). onward*' prove the oxiBienre

of ilie Tantras in tlie sixth century A.D. at the latest.

A persiial of the early Kashmirian Saiva Agama and Pahearaira

Faisnava works reveals the fact that roughly from the 8th or 9lh

century A.I). they began to be greatly influenced by Tan trie ideas and

practices many of wliich they incorporated in tliomselves. This

influence pre-supposes the great popularity of the cult and consequently

its wide-spread character. The Ahiihvdhnya-snmlbiftl which is replete

with Tantrism hails from Kaslnnir. Other Padcardtra SamhiUla also

originated from the North between the 5th and the 9th centuries, though

they circulated in the soutli from the eleventh century onward.’ Tlie

Tantra.vlra}^ quotes a few stan;5as, whicli are in their turn found quoted

by a Tiintric writer Vidyadliarac^arya from Javala (apparently the Smrti

writer), concerning the choice of spiritual preceptor.“ Tliese stanzas

4 Dated not later than 557 A.n. (vide Keitli, Sanslnt Litfrature, p. 48R;

Winternitz, op. cit., T, p. 589, fn. 3; Schrader, Intrnfhirtion to the Pancardtra.

l)p. 96 ff.). It is replete with Tnntrie ideas and practices and contains m.vstorions

significance of the letters of the alphabet, laowfm, ynvfra and sorcery.

5 Wintornitz, Indian hit., I, p. 605, fn. 1.

6 Farqnhar, Ontlinf, p, 210.

7 They are Visnuito in character and describe maniroR and yanfroR show-

ing Tantric influence. They wore couuuont(Ml upon by Gaudnpadn about 750 a.u.

Cf. Fnruqhar, (hittine^ pp. 188-9.

8 A Ms. of the Kuhjihlmatd-fanfra dates from the 7th century, a ]\rs.

of the VarnwPsrara’tantra is dated 8.58 a.d. and a 31s. nt the Mahdtaula^

jtlann-vinirna ya is quite as old. CF. Farquhar, (hdbnr, p. 09.

9 Farquhar, OufUnCy p. 182; Schrader, 1nhn(Ju(t'nn), [)p. 17 ff.

10 Edited by Paiioa Sikha Dhnttucarya.

I r I irfaBT^ir ii

»lW! vwn: WOTiT: I ^ floWT: II
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sliow that the Taiitrio cult was at one time widely spread. The

Puranas also exhibit traces of Taniric influence, proving the great

popularity of the cult. In Ihe Brahma P., tlie Agama is mentioned

along wiHi the Veda, Vedaiiga, Purana elc., meaning ihereby a

literature—moat probably tlie Tanira—for the word is used to mean

the Veda as well as the Tantra. In XLIV. 9-10, a king Indradyumna

is said to have consulted the Tantrns along with other works to learn

the method of worshipping Ilari.*'* The worship of the Sun

(Suryarghyn-drina)'^ is done in a Saura-padma liaving filaments and

eight petals, nyasas and mudras being frequently performed. Siva also

is worshipped witli Tantrio mantras. '' The method of the da’ly

worship of xffirayana after bath is also Tantric.’*' (’h. LXI aho gives a

detailed description, of the worsliip of Xarayana according to tlie |.urely

Tiintric method. The Taniric conception of 8akti i.s also there. She is

the mother not only of the Universe, luit also of Brahma, Vi.snu and

Mahesa.'^ Every god has his Sakti. The Vaisnavi Sakti is described

a.s phingijig ihe wliole world in Maya and as being worshi])ped under

the names of Ary«a, Uurga, Ambika, Bliadrakali, etc. with wine, meat

and oilier edible thing.s,^'’ Other characteristics of tlie Taniric cult,

12 VangjivHs! edition, XXVT, 7
I Also cf.

xxvr. 18.

14 Brahma-Furtlna^ Oh. XXVITl.
15 7/uW., XLI, i If.

16 Jhid., LX, 35-40.

31^ 5^1! I 35ti| «

WR3| mi sft «rOTl«3W «TPfW: iwHsiRi: |

<ia»R{R^ II
*c. &c.

17 Ibid., Ch. CXXXI. 47.

18 ibid., Ch. CI.XXXI. 4842,
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such as the allowance made to women and fiudras as regards initiation

and worship, the nerve and lotus theory, etc. are not hard to dis-

cover.*® The Ganula and the Agni PamnoR show' very distinctly the

influence of the Sakta teaching given in the Aganias, Tantras, and

fianilntus. Tlie Bralmthitja P, is Tuutric in character. The Liiign

P,, like the Tantras, contains a long discourse on the mystic, meaning

oP the syllable Dip and of the letters of tlie alphabet, while the Kihmn

XII) names a number of Tantras besides propagating the worship

of {5akti under various names.‘® There may arise doubt about ilic

antiquity of the portions containing Tuntric, ideas because later addi-

tions are traceable in the Puranas.-* Some, however, of these Parana

passages are cited in fairly early w’orks like thoiiie of Raghunandana.

nud Gopala-hhatta’s Hav!A)lialdi-ril<ua

^

thus testifying to the wide

influence of Tartric ideas at a fairly early date.

Tlie causes of thif ..jZ-ead and popularity of the cult are ns follows,

I'irst, there is the trat.""" on that tlie Vedas were meant for the people

of the Krta-yuga, Smrtis for those of Treta, Puraans for the Dvapara.

and in ilie Kali age Tantras are the only means.®' Moreover, Tnntrism

lias been vitally connected with Saktism w’hich inculcates tlie propitia-

tion of the dreadful aspects of nature and in which the weakness of

live humani mind finds a natural resting place. The importance which

tlie Tantras give to the female sex, wliose company is sometimes needed

ill w'orship, is supported by tlie erotic instincts of human nature. The

10 Brahma-Punnw, Ch. XXVIIT; XLl
;
CX. &C.

20 Farqiihar, Outline, pp. 195 ff.

21 Vide. WiLson, ]yorlR, HI, p. 18, where ho says that the temple of Konaraka

mentioned in the Ttrnhma Puidna was not built until 1241 A.n. Also of. Far-

qiihar, Outline, p. 270, wherein he assigns a similar age to the many pa.ssagos

containing references to Utkala.

21 f^ I

KuUlrnovn-tontrn,

Also tf.

si ft w«ifirai5ia:

»

Visnii-i/diiKda and Tdol-procfTpa.

fiwT wnnwrJftr ^5^ *nfei i

Mahrvnirrdnndnntrn (Fd. hy Krsna Gopnla Bhnkto).
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mystic processes aiul magic power attainable through them are presen-

ted as really attractive. Tlie Tantric cult, thus appealing to the

l>opular psychology, attained a rapid propagation. Decadent Buddhism

also helped the process. With the decline of Buddhism, the MahS-

yana school began to assimilate within itself doctrines regarding

Tantric magic circles, mantras etc. and crowned this assimilation by

the adoption of tlie theory of Kalacakra. But the excesses of Tantrisni

inevitably resulted in a severe uinmpulari ty of the faith. Bengal;

wliich was at one time largely converted into Buddhism, became the

most notorious place for questionable Tantric practices. But such a

condition wa? not allowed to linger long. Hinduism re-asserted

itself during the rule of the Sena kings in the beginning of the 12th

century A.D. and dealt a death-blow to the rival faith. Some Tantras

such as ‘^the daldirsa})gavw^t^anf a later work, declare that the object

of the Tantra is to root out Buddhism and establish Hinduism wliile ihe

Buddhist Tantras equally denounce Brahmanism'^®'* and though some

Tantric works miglit have been written to re-estal)lish Hinduism (cf.

Mit>hdrih'(if<dr(t-ti(iUNt)y we must not attach too much import-

ance to them and conclude that conversion to Hinduism was carried

on ill a proselytising spirit. It is probable tlint tlie process of assimila-

tion was to a great extent a natural one. The Mahayanists adopted

Sanskrit as the language of tlieir scriptures, took to the worship of

images, and accepted Sraddha and Bhakri as religions factors, wiiile

the Hindus imbibed tlie doctrine of Ahimsd and such gods as tbe

Dlianna-tliakura. Thus tbe distance between the two religions growing

lesser, Buddhism wliich was in a decadent stage succumbed to the

fresh vigour of revived Hinduism. Through this as\similatioii

Tantrism, which had spread more rapidly among the Buddhists than

among Brahmanists and which had got a firmer footing in the former,

was confirmed in its position and attained greater vogue. But the

main feature of this confirmation was that fhe revival of older Smarta

rites and older spirit of thought proved a corrective against Tantric

practiices.

The greater popularity of the cult served as a stronger incentive

23 H. P. SRst'ri, op, f»7., p. 11.
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to wriliiiy; tjcriptuieti. Consequently, troni the eleventh century

onward ihere was a notable increase of literary activity among the

Tautriks. A good inunber of Mss. can be siifely dated about the 11th

century A.D.“* There is also an improvement in the general form

of the works, for the Taiitriks remained no longer satisfied with putting

down the rituals only but incorporated Smrti topics in their works,

obviously for the guidance of the followers of the cult. The Maha-

nirvdtia-tantnr^ gives a detailed list of such topics dealt with in it.

Such lists can be gathered from other Tantras also. What great

aufliority these injunctions attained in course of time even among the

Smarta scholars, not to speak of the common run of people, we shall

see below.

The Tattvas of llaghunandaiia

It is significant remark that the science of law {Vij<(rahdra-.uts>int)

like grammar {Vydkaranacai) is based on usage (dedm).^^ This

remark holds good in all climes and ages. No jurist or law-giver has

ever been guided solely by his own a prion speculations. His business

is not so much to create laws as to adapt them to the needs and

24 H. V. Sastri, A Cai. nf Pahn-Jeaf atul Svlecicd Vtipei' Mss. hehnoaig fo

the Durbar Library^ Nepal^ Calcutta I. 190o; II. 1915.

25 Cf.

qp?wTJTRwa ?WT 11

f«Rq‘ u

vijsq' mu’ n i

fiNt05| WwSiWt: «”

Mahanirvdna-taritra, p. Il2i

46 Vyavahdra-mayiikha (Ed. by Mandlik) p* 56.
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circuiustauces. This tme witli Uagliunundana also. It would seem

tlierefore that when, even from a careless perusal of the works of

Kughuiiaiidanu, the reader discovers the many remarkable traces of

Taiitric influence in almost all kinds of injunctions—religious, social,

personal or i)olitical—lie can safely picture in liis mind the society in

which Kaghunandana lived.

The Tattvas of llaghunandaiia^^ convince us that the Tantrus

exerted the maximum of influence in his time on the religious aspect of

Hindu ideas and practices. Tlie conception of 8akti is accepted and the

origin of the universe is explained through this conception. The goddeis

Diirga"** is worslnjiped under various names, siicli as, Candika, Sasthi,

llahg^alacandi, l)urg*a, 8yania, Vindhyavasini etc. There are also

otlier Saiva and A'aisnava gods who are worsliipped with equal devo-

tion. The metliod of worship, in a great majority of cases and

specially in the case of 8akta deities, is iiighly coloured by Taiitric

rites and jiiactices, l>ut in no case tlie purely Tantric metJiod is

recommended. The Puranas and sectarian scrititures are mainly drawn

upon to show llie correct way of worshipping the sectarian gods. JOven

as regards 8ukta deities, the main outline of worship is Puranic to

wliich Tantras add finishing touches.

The mediums of worship are usually the (the sacred

stone), Vafa (image),—Yaniroa (diagrams) and }luiukdas (circles)

being of secondary importance. In the VrC^caranoUaca-yafra a cirile

27 VVe liaVe Used the following editions ol the works ol‘ ItaghuiJandaiitt

(i) Smrti-iattva in t^o volume.s comprising the 28 tattvas, edited l>y

Jivaiiauda Vidyasagara.

(ii) UunjCiiJujd-tntiia^ Ed. hy Sutisa Caudra Siddhaiitabliusana from the

Sanskrit Sahitya Parisat, Calcutta. (It is to be noted that the DunjCilwjO-

pnujojfa-Mtm which is one of the two sections of the JJunjili^ujCi-tuftvu is the

name work as the Snfiitnjiirvanu-paddhail occurring 4xt the end of the Smrtk

iottcu^ 11 .

(iii) Yatiti-ftitfi'a, Ed. by Dvarika Nalha Ny6yasastri from the Sanskrit

Sahitya Parisat, Calcutta.

28 Farqiihar, Ouiline, pp. 149-150 and 199.

^9 ^ yntra-tativa^ p.

30 fjpt! I Umi ti-tativu, I, p. 86.
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couliiiuing the figure of a lotiw with eight petals painted with powders

of five hues*’^ is to be drawn. In tlie Piisya-snanotmva Uaghu>

iiandana prescribes the drawing of a Maiidala called the Sarvatobhadra

i)efore the deity and the placing of the auspicious ‘adhara’ in it.®^ It

should be noted that the Sarvatobhadra-maudala is originally Tantric

and is used at the lime of initiation and worship of deities.

The Phal ij lUsUva-yCitnVijnnfofja includes, among otlier operations, the

drawing of a triangle {ti ikona-manijalaY^ in which a washed basin for

aryliya {(IhautCnujhya-ydtra) is placed in order to throw on it durva^

Unujula^ candana and ijandha with the citation of suck Tfuitvic

immtras as ‘w W’, ‘V'

•TR:’, etc. In the ceremony of entrance into a newly built

house, a inandala coloured with five lines, viz., yellow, white,

red, black and green, is to be drawn and the f^dniddtilaka Tanhd^*

is quoted to support tliis custom. In case of inability for depicting a

maiulala tlie gods miglit be worshipped in front of a SdUf(/idma-Sihh^^

In the Ekdfiihpada^vddu-ydiHi

j

which is well described in the MuUyti

ten straight lines are to be drawn from south to north and ten frojn

east to west crossing the foi mer, the whole figure resembling greatly

Yantra of the Tantrikas. Different deities are to be worshipped in the

81 rectangles thus farmed. Two nt'anzas are quoted from the Kiidra*

31 I, p. 41.

vrfilffwpf I r«^tt-<u«rM, p. -ii.

"ijir 5 u >»'/ f'-f«» II
. p. 62.

3i Yufrii-Mtvu, p. 84.

33 515^ sw: i

p. 80 .

34 Ibiil., p. 9o.

35 wir ^ i

^ ii’
ir, p. 416 .

36 mtfqwwrranwif wf I
II. P- ‘16 -

07 Edited by the VaiigavRsi Office, Cftlcutta, pp, 078 ff.

septkMuki^, 1933 8
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ydmala Tantni ^Yluch naiiic llie different lines/’® In the Graha-yajna

different kinds of inaiidalas, i*e])re.seii1ing different phinet«, are

worshipped.®'’ In the t^n-idinanarami-civiif, wliich is celebrated on

the eig*htli day of tlie hriglil lialf of the niontli of Caitra and which *s

to he ucconiidislied after t]ie directions of tlie. Af/oalija Santlilid, a

Yaiilra with six angles i> to he draAvn and in it hnhuja, sinia^ sihltilj

havdea^ nctni, and astra are lb be worshipped with the mantras TT

’rt:, ff fti# r w, %?«iwn and

It is obvious from the above that yanlms and nuintlalns form

mediums of worship in the great majority of cases but they are said

t!o be of secondary importance, i)rimary importance being attached to

image (pratimfi). In tlie Dcvn-praiisthCi-tafiva^^ llagliunandaiia dis-

cusses the different materials for the construction of images of vaiious

deifies, qiioting passages from the ruranas and tlie Taiitras.'^® A newly

constructed image is first to he infused with life (prdija-pmtisflid) to

confer divinity on it. During tliis Pnhni-ijratisfhdy whicli, as Rugliii-

naiidana rightly observes, is fully described in the Purunas, the opera-

38 !!Rnf5!—

5WT WIT II %lt«TTwm ftWT I

W «C5rT 'HIT^ H” Smrti-fattm, 11, p. 420.

39 «iw5rT%fT^

#

H' I WTTfl nr^wflfwiw^-

«RTf I fwWIT II

WsJFPNRI HTWT: I 11

^smffiRwir %g: JBnrf u” i

Ihkl.^ 1, p. y40.

40 Ib'uLy I, p. 61

;

41 Jhid,^ 11, p. 502-13.

4a i)WlTwi»^-“«iiTnTe !tIw wijaiTfq i iliriqT qiqsiT

^qfrwHiryiTfinftii araft irilft ijrWti w qpw’ftslw

»rf«m STTOfqror II rIutit iiifv w 5 nftniT ifiiw iw 11" ii. pp. 502-3.
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tions laid down in ilie Muhakninhipuncantii'u*^ are to be performed in

addition to the Puranic^ ones. (Jf tlie dift’erent Nyams prescribed by

the said work tattvn-nydm is concerned with Visnu only {Ml m-nyu»as hi

Vimu-risfiy/da era). For tlie authority of tlie.st Nyrmnit, Raghu-

nandana refers to tlie ^unuUl~Ulul,a and llie Knima-dipHo. 'file niantra

for Priina-pnitkthd may be Furaiiic or Tantric. The former" is

derived from the ^Kdlihl-piimnn, a 8akta work. It is natural therefore

that it should bear traces of 'fantric influence and, as a matter of fact,

such mystic tierms as etc. form its component parts. Fou the

Taufric mantra, the l^iirfidulihda’'' is drawn upon. It is a combina-

43 ^ ^ «WT

I

JTweif ’Wfftfvri urapr^tgra?^ fgMm ;

*Trp5T?«ira; i i i fei ftmq,

jprt fc^ wiw'aY

tt” «RffI l

usit: I *r??l«rra« l
Smrti-taUvo, II, pp. 505-0.

44 ibid.^ 11, p. 666. Also cf. Durgfiidijd-fattvOj pp. 10-11.

4S i vn-

5fiwif«^'Wi%Jnntw=«ra5 W fi=*RiW5ils-

^ I ii wlfliamn^ inufi ro»i9i

ii iwitn^

iwliti wirema: srwpn^ u”

To this Rapihiinandana adds elucidating notes :
—

n»nt <nv41^ ^nt ans cfwftst ^
iffiRt ii’l «l’f ’IWT! ?I5RreRF9T 3^?W*Rig^1^ H 5 <lfit«‘

^ >9, i«ig^W5

tira ««w

,

f?3^r

Wrot HKiiyiwifai-

5?ffiT|wr5’i
nqwmtswini gt5fJrf«nln
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tion of different hljai such a» the pmthljn ialdihvja ),

ahknkihlja Hsf etc. and oilier inyslic* syllahles T 5f ®r ^ ^ h

the addition of clauses RRffr H RIRir etc. During

the recital of this mantra, the cheeks of the image are to he

touched with the right liniid according to the direction of the Kcdila^

pnnlna:'^ Among other operations to be observed during the erection

of an image, tlie bathing of the image is to be performed nicording to

the If(ig/i.<Jr.ui-poliic(tr(lh‘(fd' The work of erection is completed by

worshipping the image with 10, 10 or 5 upavuran mainly after tlio

manner of the Tantrikas. Dut in case one fails to woisln'p the image

even for a single day, tlie directions of the MahaknpiUi^ptnHHinV

are to be followed. Tn case of negligence for over a montli tlie rites

of Saipprohsam and Pvann-ptatidhfi are to be iierformed again.

Though tins work of erection has obviously l>een influenced a great

deal by Tantric rites and jiraetices, restrictions of caste and sex are

yet to be observed. Only the twice-horn are entitled lo do the work.

AVomeu and iSudras are not even allowed to toiU'li tlie image.

In the Vfifrd-Mtva wliicU deals with the twelve principal festi-

vals of A’^isnu wliicli an? to be performed one iu eacli nionlli and which

are observed with great pomp and dignity in ninny places, parlicn-

larly at the t'emple of Jagaiiuatha at Puri, we find a detailed account

of the rites and mantras to l e employed in these festivals.

A study of them .shows that both Puianas and Taiilias contribute to

the ccmpletioii of the form of worship we find in Kaghuiiandaiuris works.

The If/ulfdpasdrana and BhOfasiuhlhi, which may he done in the

Jjwrrji ii>rr i

I wfiffmfir mf*Piw|!wi?Bn«nTr«irr

fitgfS wifr I
Snirfidathuf^ U, pp. 50.5-7.

40 Ibid., IT, p. .507. DuiyfiiSijd-folhn, p. 10.

47 Sinriidnttvft, H, p. o07.

IhhL, TT, pp. 511-2.

49 nirwrai 'Jnhwi Firfil mSrsnlsfer m
n^.3^ H’ .

fMd., TT, p. 505,
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PurSnic fashion also, are often (niiducted in (lie purely Tantri(t method.

The mystic mimher 108 influences the uundier of i)it<diers to be filled

with water by which (iovinda is to be l)allie(l. In (lie l^rdrnnniotixivti-^

yairu a pitcher with seven j)ieces (jf clotli upon ii. is to l;e placed in

a mandala containino* the jn.inlod fit^aive of an eij^-lil-petalod lotus.

The ton Dik-palas are to. be invoked and lliere should be oilevino- of

mam and rice in lluise parts (d‘ iho mandala wliicli are representative

(/f tlie directions over which tlie respective nods ])reside. Outside (lie

mandala Ksetra-pala, (xanadhipa. Oanda and Pracanda are io ho

similarly invoked and offered //o/.yn and ri<'e in Mie directions as aliove.

Tn tlie Phalf/ilimra-yatm all the rites mentioned above are to l)e per-

formed. The consists of Sodasa-mati ka“])rija,”’^

Bliuta-snddlii, Aii^anyasn, Yo^ini-drikiin-rriksasi-jaloliarini'-ln’ilaf^liri-

iiin-<>horr\-pisltasana-vasudova-devald-yas()da-nandapuja etc. and the

ceremonies also are replete with Tautric rites. Tlie Vdiitoyntjn-

faftivi prescribes the drawing;* of Yantrus and 3[andalas in which ilie

j^ods (UM^Mnatiu|]f from Vastu {Yastn-aomhha ruh) and Ihe drawing- of a

lotus (paflmal'ci) having’ eipht petals and filaments
(

)

and 8 or 12 letter.s placed therein, form parts of tlie daily worsliip of

tlie 8a]afjframa.4ila.''“ The methods of wovsliip of tlie ^likta o*oddesses

sucli as Maii^ala-eandika, l)ur<»a rt<*. are highly Tan trie. Tlie

worship of Manj^ala-candikiV* consists of

—

Mental reiireseiitation of tlie personal attributes of flie deity after

the description of tlie Kdlikrf-Pnnlno'’\; tlie offer of pfidyn etc. witli the

formula ^ ilie sacrifice of he-g'oats (the iiietlind of

whicli is as follows:—The sacrificer should face towards the north and

the j^oat towards the east, lie should bu'.k at ihe <
4'c>at whh the spell

oO Smrti-toitvo, IT, pp. 471 ff. Also cf. \. pp. (318 li.

.51 Tiio 16 Jlfitrlias are ^71 31^1

1

5=^1 5^151 JTRRl II

^ f II
f. P.

52 IhifL, T, p. 308. Can »vo not trace Tantric influence in the name Cakra

for the 8alap;ramasila .5^

53 Jhiff., ri, pp. 406 ff. Abo cf. /?>/</., I, p.^4]

r>l Ihiii., TT, p. 466,
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purify it with a VeOic mantra, and sprinkle it after

whispering? the Tautrie spell

^5’ 5TW«T f^ into its ears. He slioiild

worship it with flowers, sandal paste ele. and cite the mantra ‘SEHT 94

5R17 etc.’ and mentally identifying the

object of sacrifice witli Siva, sliould jdace flowers on its head citing the

spell ^ sff’ . Tlien water is to he offered with .the mantra 91^

Thus lionouring liie lie-goat, tlie sword (Ihtulijd) is to be worshipped.

It slionld be contemplated in the manner described in tlie stanzas

(.oii‘-'r( i'!t<p(l witJi file foi iiuila Qf honoured

willi in'idwi ptc. will) (he s|)ell woishipjied witli floweis

mill (iikeii ii|> willi (he si.ell In >ever (lie victim.: tlie offer ot

hlniid and meal (o (lie ooddess sayinjr ‘q af ^JJT'RTqaTH’

and of lli(* severed liead with a burning uick (Oi. it; prayer

to the goddess to accept (be rnli; painting a I llii/i(h\\)uvk on (lie fore-

head of tlie worsliipjier ^v^ih the blood on the sword citing ‘4 4

q qqrqrfit qf i h ff q-qa? qigqf? vnq,n’ mol the

hypnotic spell ;
the dedication of Japa,

From the nceouut of (he rituals, it is aiipaient (hat the Taiitiic

rites predominate overwhelmingly over the I’uiaiiie ones Not only tlie

Tantric mantras are UKed at every step but the ludiei in the magic

power of tile materials of worship has been uiili«sod by the Rrulnnanists

from the Tanlras. Similar also is the case with Durgajiuja which is

one of (he most imjiortant Piijas in Ih'iigal. ft is deal( with in

Raghunanduna’s Durtjilpujd-ft.ffrn in (wo seclicns (i) Durgapnja

prainana- tattva and (ii) llurgripiijaprayoga-iatlva."* The main oui-

liiie of the worsliij) is siipjdied liy the KCiliha-pumna^ tlie Devl-P.^ the

Uhnviiiga-P. and the Maiaya'Sfikta-vuihdfaot Kf

^

a host of other works

and auiliors’'*’ such as the Agni-V., Kdhiiiam, Kriyamra^ G(n'ak.y(-

55 For the topics dealt with in the latter cf. the Sanskrit Sahitya Parisat

edition, introduction, pp. 52-.3.

56 Vide JJuivainijCi-fffttvtf, Intreduction, pp. 45-50, Cor a list of quoted

authors and works,
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iatbfnt, ViilyCipati’s DurijahhaLti-tdiahijinl
^

\(ni(likc,u‘(U(t-I\, Ntnuf-

siinlid~P.j Ptii(j<d(i-tantn(
, P/((f}diiru-siho^ Jin/h Jh-olniuu/da-

Pitnnjff, Malulhd u y‘(U dtm

^

J nuuo.u
,

Kfdo’nuUUairljia^

hfdjuilvaijrh }}d
^
Vaindld^ \ (isisllui-iuin -ardlid, Vosisfho-sfniihito

,
Sdrodd-

idd/oi, tiird-rdhdsjjd
^
Sdiinn/dnin elc. (jiioU'tl io s\i ppli^iuiMil or

iiKulify tlie (lirectioHs cuntained in iIm‘ (iisi lour works im'iilioiiud

above. The \\~iidhl-tdnf nr''^ is quolc'd io sliuw ilio iii(vili(nl aJid ii'sull

of readin/4‘ llie (hnidi-siava of ilie Mdiidmlt i/d-Parono duiiii;:; tlio

wcrsliip; ilie Pnipdncd.sdnr'' is riled lor \\\o einnneral ion of llu'

upaeai'as, and lli(‘ Ydnuiht Kdlofhnf;,'"' and I^iinjola-fool ki'’' f«ir

details reg-ardino- ilio construct ioji of the TIonia-Kunda. The f^dtaiJa-

tddldy'^' ) dfjdild'" aJid the '! nnlokjfdmnP^ are djawn iij)oji lo show

tl»e nn^thod (d' coiisiruct ion of a Yoni to tl)e Koodn. This Y(nii.

resembles ilie female oro-au and therefore must lie of Tanlric origin.

Many of Die maniras and riles and practices are dtuived from Dk'

Tanirikas. Tlie Tanlric spidl WJ’ is iisimI during’ dt\tjhi/d>

!<fhdj)dn4( ei(*. The mystic syllable ^ foinis jiarl of Die formula*'*

for liodliana amT Dii‘ lirancli of a IDlva tree is cut oiV with tiio

citaDon of the spell ^ . Tdie

Advdpdirilid-itdjd requires spells like ^ SfgllTrq p

The consecration of the ' SIHJTSrfaigT Die sacrifice of

animals and tlie purification of the elements
( )

are, as wo

have seen above, nerfmined according to ilu‘ purely Tanlric method.

During Die great bath .( HfTJSTR
)

of the ‘’odtiess, the formula'’*'’

o7 Siiirtidafh'ii, I, pp. nO and 71.

JhinjdifOid-tuftcfi p. 14.

oU & 00 J)innCiiiuiCidoiii-d^ p. ;j‘»

01 Ihiil., p. 09.

02, 03 & 04 IbiiL, p. 40.

65 ^ V ?nrairf?» ?mwr3!rfra n i *r?W[r «'jr fat

3n U 'T559T ?iniTf II P- 50.

06 p. 13,
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^?rfi| 5Wr WIW?’ which k the

Tuutric. Gaya til of Durga, k to be cited. The Avarana-pujo}’^

consists of the worship of the goddesses Jayanti, (Igra-cauda, Ugra-

damstra, Mahgala, and the Catuhsastiiurdr and Asta-mair groups with

appropriate Taiilric mantras sucli us <^wf 3i«rf8 5W:’ etc. Tlie

different limbs of tlie goddess and her tlirone aie to be worshipped

M’ith Tantric fornuilas.®* Flowers are to be offered in a lotus*^^ drawn

in front of (he goddess with the mantra ‘^f

vtjffrf?*? ^ ^ w: i The ulso

requires Tantric mantras. The pudya, arghya etc. are offered

with the dhenumudra after citing the syllable

... Ac) and the goddess is worship])etl on (lie dasanii-

tithi with flowers taken up with the sa]))l)raa-muduV^^ The

custom of feeding virgin girls ( during the malm-

stami and malianavami-j)uja is due to Tantric influence, fm*,

it is the Tantras that attacli too much importance to the

female sex and inculcate their worship as a meaii< (d' aiUiining salva-

tion. Even the worship of Kuitika, Gunesa, faiksuii and Sarasvati

betrays influence of Tantric ideas. The Puranas contain no trace of

their worsliip with Durga. Tliis cusliom pmhaps owc> Its origin to

the Kahrilcha-tonfra (IStli Patala) wlierein tlie J)evl asks Mahadeva

:

I

5Rfmm ?wr^ irm ii

firsrm^sqT ^ il

67 Viirgdi/uvhtuttva, pp. 61-62. G8 Ibid., p. 62.

69 joki., p. 62. w <piqL

70 Ibid., p. 65.

71 Ibid., p. 67, 72 Ibid., p. 65.

7.1 Vide Ih.irgCip^ja-tatfva, Introduction, pp. 13-15 alid pp. 41-43,
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KRQjst^mf^rqT: ’ssprs^ «*i swtii

371% Twr IfW I

51 n f?iTfq ii

and ill answer to tliis Maliadeva says,

5WI5IT fsiSPIT^SHT: II

^ji5rramwT^ g^rarfa^jr i

m%ft-\3i5i ?f5|T 71 n II

* #

«i5a?a q«i5=ii1iiiif^'aX i

TRRg II

71373 qf?i^rpr^l37Tniiii^3T I

7iT7igfit7 i^irfa nwraq. ii

111 till' wdislnp (it Sarasvati'^ slu' is to lio medit'ated upon in tlie

iiuiiinor di»<( ril)od in tlie Sdnidd-fiJala, lull flowers, ]ikp llandhujiva

anil J)r(>iia, wliirli are not refoiiuiiendod by tlie Maf^‘f/ti-,sdlt(i, are never

to be offered. In the worsliip of f^ripuriisoi’tania (i.e. Narfiyana),

and are to be perfonued with tlie syllables of

tlie sectarian mantra 1 Moreover, a mandala,

with the figure of a lotus having eight peiViIs and filaments, is to lie

drawn and after putting down the eight syllables of the above mantra

in the figure after the manner of the Taiitrikas, Narfiyana is to be

worsliipped in it. In tlie Sivardfri-nuiUi, removal of iiniiediments

( \ > blocking of all the directions (
jnirificaiioii

of elements and control of breath
( ) are to be performed

after the manner of the Taiitrikas and the Lihga to be waslied

W’ith milk along with tlie mantra ’W:’ during the first

quarter of the night. During the second quarter, it is to be washed

witli curd with tihe mantra TOi’, during the third with

clarified butter with tlie mantra OT:’, and during the

fourth with honey with the mantra MwNitliq 5uj:’
|

In the

74 tSmrii^faftvo^ I, p. 34.

i.H.Q., smiisinEH, 19-33

75 IhhI., II, pp. 668-9.

0
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section called tlie the liiuhaydmnW^ is quoted

to explain tlie custom of turning: one’s face towards the nortli

when one sits down to worship. The pahcainiikha-rudiaksa which

represenis the five-faced Siva is to be worn after the muttering: of

the spell W:> and tlie suniliara-niudra is to be performed during

Visarjana.

Even tlie worshiji of the live Sniarta deities—Ganesa, Visnu, Siva,

iSiirya ami Devi—which is dune according to the Puranas^ has not

escaped Taiitiic influence. Eor example, tlie dhenu-uuulra, with tlie

utterance of the syllable ‘vain’, is used to impart imperishabilily to

padya etc. and the coiich-shell is worshipjied at the end according*

to tlie direidio.ns of such. TaiPras as the

The w'orship of almost every deity includes the muttering (joyo)

of the Bija-mantra. The rules of (M)unting, in different w^ays, the

number of mutterings of J^akti and Visnu-mantra on fingers, of jdacing

the right hand on tlic chest, of covering the body with a piece of

cloth and so on, are all borrowed from Tantric works such as the

Purasnu'ono-canclrikd, the Manim-iantra-prqkdsa and the Mantra'-

kom.''^. The Puheamira is quoted to show tjhat if anybody mutters

his Bija-mantra deliriously with his. hands not properly cleansed, his

body bare and his liead covered, his muttering becomes fruitless.^*

Tantias exert their influence not only on* the form of worship but

even m case of mistake or breach of continuity committed by the

worshipper lie has to jnirify himself through Tantric process. For

example, if a worshipper rises from his seat during worship through

*ra: OTnd^ ?rfn%. Smvti-tattva, I, p. 128.

77 y/uV/., I, p. 417; Ibid.. 11, p. 7«.

78 Ibid., II, pp. 74-75.

79

WlfePRl Hnf: nrpfisfil w i

inirowl^M>9a*M^ tt
i, 416.-
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mental distraction or idleness, lie has to pertonu the Sadahga-

nyasa.*®

Ai^ regards the choice of- flowers to be used in worship, llaghu-

nandana quotes the ^mada-tilahi^^ wliicli staies i-liat a wise man

should reject those flowers wdiich are anyhow made impure. The

Mdtaya-sulita also is quoted to sliow that sull'oring in hell befalls the

man who uses, in worship, .flowers plucked after the midday ablution.

The Yogin'i-fathfra^^ is quoted to show what rc(|uisites ot' worship never

nccpiire staleness. On other occasions also. Tainras are freely drawn

upo*!!. For example, during the worship of the goddess Laksmi

the ringing of bells {(jhanta-vadana) is prohibited according to the

direction of the Yogiiu-lontra^^

From the above analysin of tlie different kinds of worship we find

that Tantbis add not only to the number of deities but also to the

complication and mystic nature of their worship. The Satcakra®^

tlieory is acce])tej and the rvorship])er feels it essential to rouse the

Kuii(lalin\-Sakti residing in the Mfiladhara-cakra. The nyasas and

mudras are freely used for the purpose. They must have created hi

the people such a deep inipro'^sioii of their magic power that they are

So I 'Wf'

II \, 415.

81 Jlmf., ], p. 101. Also cf. Ihiii., II, p. 07, wlu're (lie is

quoted for tlie .'iarne purpose.

p 'll'

M Jhhl., T, p. 137

84 The six Cakras are :
—

(i) .Millndhara, of four potuls which is the '^eat of tli<‘ KuiM.hiliMi^fKi

and is situated between the base of the sexual or^an and the amis.

(ii) Svadhistluina, of .six petals, between tbe base of tli(‘ sexual organ

and tbe navel.

(iii) Manipiira, of ten petals at the navel.

(iv) Anahata, of twelve petals in the breast.

(v) Vihiddlia, of sixteen petals at the neck.

(ri) Ajiiii of two petals! at the brow
;
and above all then is the Saha.srira

of hundred petals,
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employed in Vedic rites ako. For example, aksara-nyasa*® and

kara-nyasa®® form parts of tlie Vaidiki Sandhya; and in Homa during

the Vrsotsarga the laddie is to be held with the sankha-miidra after

the manner described in the line

Even outside the field of worship, Taniric rites are felt unavoid-

able for the sake of self-purification. In ‘pretatarpana' a kind of

niudra ( 3^ etc.®®) is needed for
I

A Bruhiiiana is to j>erform the ‘praiiiahuti-iiiudra’ before begiiuiiiig

to eat.®® But it is a ha])py thing that none of the foul practices, for

which the Tiintric cult/ is Jiolorious^ has been allowed to creep into the

Brahmani(j form of worship. The theory of Kala-cakra is totally

rejected; and of the ‘pahcarma-kara* iiieat is allowed to be used only

in certain tSakta worsliips, such as the Eajasi Durgai-puja.®® Wine

is looked down upon in such a way that llaghuiuiudana forbids the

use of even its substitutes.®*-

From the fact that Raghunandaiia had to write a separate Tuttvu

on Tantric. Diksa, Ave can infer that this mode of Diksa must have

been wid(dy recognised in his time. At the beginning of the Dllsth

tattva^'^ he says “In the Samda-tiUika etc. a great multitude of

s\ibsidiarv acts in a Diksa have been sliown but most of these have

noAv become obsolete. An abridgment, therefore, is made of Diksa^’.®'*

In accordance with the Taiitras, the Diksa consists of the following

parts :
—

85 Smrti-tattcn I, p. 389.

8(J Ibid., j, p. 390.

87 Jbi<l.^ 11
^ p. 540 and I, ]>, 872.

H8 Ibid., ir, p. 314.

89 ibid., J, p. 431.

90 Ibid., ir, p. 415 and I, p. 84. Dnrtjdjnijd-tativo, p. 30.

91
'

Smrti-iaitvaj I, p. 84.

92 Ibid., J, pp. 781-7; II, pp. G45-59.

I

Ihid., 11, p. 645.

93
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Choice of proper time and place for initiation; characteristics of

preceptors (who are to he versed in tlie Agaiuas) and pupils; duties

of the pupil (viz ; summoiiing tlie preceidor and liis worship)
;
duties

of the preceptor (such as the olTer of sainarivaigliya
;
worship of dvara-

devata; entrance into tlie mandapa
;

aversion of llie disturbing

elements: worsfiij) of the seat; purification of hands; puiification of

the elements; control of breath*; peiformaiice of the dilTorent kinds of

nyasas and the ten sacraments'^^ of the mofitra; jdacbig of argliya

;

worship; and initiation into the Hljamantra"’
;
restrictions in the case

of women and Sfidras.

There are also other minor functions to wluhdi we need not refer.

One striking omission made by Raghunandana is that he does m>t refer

to the Tantric mode of examining the nature (i.e. sidd/uiy snsiddlia

etc,) of tlie mantra imparted to the disciple. In laying down the rules

numerous w’orks®® are repeatedly diawii upon, the quotations from

Taiitras being much more frequent and all tlie rules following the

directions of Tantras.

The extreme popularity of the Tantric cult is expressed not only

by the religious rites and observances but also by the inclusion of

some of the Tantric acts in tlie daily duties of tlie Brahmanas. Early

in the morning before leaving the hod, the sjiiritual pre(‘eptor, wdio is

identified wdth the ‘ista-devata/ is to be remembered as seated on a

94 They are ‘janana’, ‘jivana’, ‘tadana’, ‘bodhana’, ‘abhiseka’, ‘vimali-

karana’, ‘apyilyana’, ‘tarpana’, ‘dipana’ and ‘gopaiia’.

95 Hogarding tlio character of the mantra, llic Bhurunc^nnl-pd) tjata

is quoted;—

Ac. Smrti-taitra.f I, p. 780.

9G These arc:—
1*1X1 i{ooa~mia (quoted ticire)^ A{itnf Mohoinii'iln-pornurdtio (tpioi-

ed four times, Tontidntora, y rsimho-id ihuih/o, ^dnidd-filol'o 0|uoto(l five times),

Matii i(i-fanfi'ii-}>y(ikdsu, liomo-mnlo
,

y^drodhio, rhujoJu-ftniii'o^ I 1 rn-tanf lu
,

Katna vali^ Kahttani, Vlinka, J /idfUMud/d, To f t va-sdiju ni, Nd ro-su it tjm hi
,

lovinhtantra (quoted tiviee), Yama, Vyd-^a, Ihdmn^purdiia, rujd-jtmdlpa,

Baudhdyaiuij yUrasinihaj Devhinn'dnu, Ihlno-sOjonf^ Jln/iM/una

Matsya-rurdnn, Vasistlm-sanihiidj Suduuuatjo-viahCiianUay Kec.r,c-dlpxKa,

Mn))tra-2n'akd.^ay (S'uiix/, and Vdiioqa-punun. Ihid.y IJ, pp. 64o-oC.

Also, Tiittva-saniy KurmcHnmlnay Tihtnuiuehmihideijdfa, liomimarottaray

Afanfra-nni/itclvidT, Nrsimhaholpa and I?drntIrf«?ia-ca/idn7:(T..../6i(f., I, pp. 784-7.
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whiiie lotus in tlie Iiead and homage is to he paid to liim.®^ Namaskriya

to Sivas (female jackals), after their howling is heard, forms one of

i!he duties to be done during the first half of the first Ttama of a day

just after tlie manner of J^aktas.®** After bath a Hindu is to paint

He(darian tilaka-niarks®’ on diiferent parts of his body.

The social life of ti;e people appears to have been equally influenced

by Tantras. Tlie Smrti topics included in the Tantras exert a firm

hold upon Sinrti-writers like Raghuiiandana, who, in his Jjdvaha-

tihltra^ JijotisUftira, Pid}j<tsriifa.-ta,ttva etc. frequently quotes tlie

ojiinions of Tajitric aiitliors uitli a decided partiality for tlieni. In

connection witli tlie auspicious and inauspicious names of hiides, the

Mari^ga-.^filda-walififantra is quoted to show that if any jierson marries

a girl of tlie same name as that of his motlier, lie has to perform the

Candrayana-vrata for atonement.^®® Fiom the same work the stanzas

“*nfT H nrrral ^ 1 Jrra %% irratft ii

Trfpfl are cited as exceptions to Mnnu’s

97 511^

gw i ii’ 5fa

Smrti-tatfva, I, p. 336,

Note that the custom of raising the preceptor to such a high position hy

identifying him with the ‘istadevata’ and of icmeinfjt'ring him before leaving

bed is due to Tantric influence.

gj3tr cR:!| ERWr: ferai: H” I. PP- 315-C.

99 “The belie! iu the iiuigie pow'er of diagrams (i.e. Yantras of Tautriks) lead

to the use of sect-marks. Tlie.sc aro lines, curves, circles, spots and de.signs whici:

are painted or smeared on the brow and other parts of the body, in order to

place the person under tlie pioicction of these powerful instruments and tl.o

divinities they reiiresont ” Farquhar, Oufline, p, 202.

Also cf. Moor’s table of seit-marks. Hindu TUintJieon.

ICO “iTtg^fwTTgn' wrig, fraT?ft

fwr n'l ii
K'k rii-iitiivUj J|, pp. IM-o.

101 Ihid., 1, p. 612.
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^ I Jfr^rfir^f h grr^^r ^ i

The same work is again qnoted to show that girls ot tlie same pravaras

as those of the bridegrooms, and daugliiers of piijn'ls ami of spiritual

preceptors cannot be married.'"^ Tlic juariiage of two sons or two

daughters on the same day is forbidden by the same work.^®’’ An

extract'®"* ks drawn here from a Tantra work called the Y nddha-jaydnjin'ii

prescribing rules fur the choice of proi)er ‘ganas’ (deva, iiara ami

laiksasa) and ‘rasis* of brides and l>ridegTooms of the four w astes. Tiiese

rules are still in vogue in our country. In coiiucclion with the proper

time and method of ‘dviragamana^ of a newly married girl, a stanza

from the MaUya-suhtid'^'^ is quoted. Besides these, other Tantiic works

such as the Svniodayo
^
V fdyadJuin-vdasa etc. also are frequently quoted

for opinions. Among the quotations made by Raglmnaiulana in his

Prdyoscitta-tattva^ there is one from the Matsya-tanira^^^ which

ordains that if anybody abandons his grown up and virtuous wife, his

sister or his mother through auger, he should perform the Rsi-

cfindrayana and then allow them to live with him. t)ther quotations

102 i^mrd-tatii'Uj tl, p. 119.

103 ihid.,u,m). ^ t

ii”

10
1

gafiPfT#— rfRir mgnrmrra

filin: ^r: r^5rT f*ir: 1 W
?^f: fTinr^pir: II qWf ffir: ^iwtqiAgLi «i?Tspit ^

Jnslftrapii su5«r^^*»T «i: s^rr^i

5imr ii”
/wrf., r, p- 6io.

Karki = Karkata, Ali=Vrscika. Yiitgma = Mit]mua, Aja-Mcsii. and Aiigaiia=:

Kanya.

105 ftfqlr i ?w#8t

fa’irfiiw: II
I. p. ®i6.

106

«rf^ ?nN[ I

tn5fnf«w?l ’
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occur from the SdradMilaka
y
Nigavia^ Matsya-suhta etc. Discussiujif

the question whether a man in ‘a.4auea' is permitted to worship deities,

Ka^hunandana quotes the Mantia-inuktavaH and the Malidniava-

tntiirdntara,'^^ Sucli importance and ])redoiuiiiance as are enjoyed by

the Tantras over Smrti works are certainly due to' the diffusion of Tan-

tric ideas and tlieir wide-sjjread influence.

Regarding minor matters in worship, their authority is sought as

unavoidable.^*'*' Tlie name ‘rrajiipati' for the fire for Hoina in

Vrustu-yaga is established by a quotation from the The

Mdntni-tnntraprahCiSiL is quoted (o prohibit the uttering of the word

‘Svaha’ doubly in Tfoma.^**’. In the ‘i)urva-homa^ three twigs of

Ufirva are to be taken in accordance with the i^aradd-ilUika.^^^ Kveji

the definitions of and of .and are derived from

107 wi aTr5nr ferar

gill 11
' (5t3rsigfgfg^’5<»’

1

1 snfei m'i

<3^ gtT

5TwR WWN I

*i4gw<iiD ftirgWN «gnajirgn”

SmiH-taiiva, II, pp. 277-8.

108 IhUi., I, p. 416 (rurascarana-candrikd; p. 417 {Vimu-uOmahi and Slcfnuln^

ynmaUi). Ihid., 11, p. 68 (Yo/jinl-fanttv)’ 59 (MantriMiirnayit, SCtradd-tiloLdy

Pi iil'inicd-srivay Matsya-svk fa).

109 fhhf., II, p. 419.

i «”

no thill., l, p. .'<7(); II, p. .740.

Ill f5?^
^ggig.! f, p. 047.

«riTfsf?tf^ itfli ffir ii”

Ibul.^ I, p. 804.

.113 w «w: 5‘Kt gifl 990 .

9gnrl59^i 9^ ii’ ifiii 1
ibid., i,' p. sis.

— ^
JtWNlWWTOWS
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the Tanfras. The opinion^: of Tantras are sometimes soug^hi evoii in

Sraddha, a Vedic rite. Regarding Ama-Sraddha tlie Yoginl-tantra has

9 ^ i g ircrr^ ^ u” ' ^ ^

and in connection with the proper time of Navriniia-^Siaddha the

Rudra-ydmala is quoted."^ Besides these, numerous other quotalious

in/ various connections occur in Raghuiiandana’s works. For example,

tlie maUya-snktu and the 1ndm-yamala are quoted in conuection with

Anibuvaci^*, the Pvayogamm regarding the use of ‘^SrF before Hie

name of a spiritual preceptor, the Matsya-sukio regarding the

auspiciousness of songs or ‘Uhi, UliF sound made by womeni on c(niain

occasions'^* as well as regarding the choice of persons fit to receive

the priestly fee'*®, the ^(uadd-tilaha regarding the laeasiireinent of

a cubit'** and so on. This shows how the Tantras are widely studied

and regarded authoritative by Smrti-writers.

When the teachings of Tantras have thus made their way into

all asjjects and conditions of life, the magic aspect of the Tantric

rites and ceremonies cannot be lost sight of. Tlie belief in the magic

power of Taulric rites, mutiiras, Yanfras, .Mnudalas and Cakras wliich

are used by tliem to avert evils, to foretell the future etc., is so

deep-rooted that Uiey arc considered to be of unfailing ai)plication

and consequently tlioir use has found its way into Siuvtl-wurks.

To ensure the preservation of crops, Ragluiiunuhuia quotes 'in his

Jyntistaitca an extract'** of the Dei'l-Purditui given in the Ddna-mtnd-

114 Sinrti-tattvfiy I, p. 228,

115 Ibid,, I, p. 2Q0.

I

lie Ibid., I, p. 814.

117 Ibid., I, p. 919.

118 Ibid., I, p. 88C.

119 Ibid., I, p. 503. Also of. Ibid., II, p. 58 and p: 631, where the Toginl-

tantra is quoted and p. 617 where the ^dradd-tiluha is drawn upon. &c., &c.

120 Ibid., I, pp. 498-99.

lat sr tra «i^

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1933
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Jcara^ wliicli states that if a particula? mantra ending in 'HT af

-W!’ is written with ‘alaktaka’ and tied to tlie crops, no

ai)preheni^io'n. of loss from disease, insects or lerocious aiiiiiuils then

exists. In tlie section dealing with agriculture Ilaghunandaim quotes

the Scarodayn^"^ to describe the met'hod of drawing* thiee kinds of

‘Cakras' viz:—-the Laiigala-cakra, the Bijoi)ii-cakra and the Vrsablia-

cakra in order to foresee the output; thiougli agriculture in a particular

year. There are descriplions of two more cakras, viz:—the Chatra-

I'akra aiid (he Sinrliasana-cakra, by which a king can foresee the

liappiness or misery in store for himself or liis kingdom. Tlie quota-

tions whicli contain these descriptions prescribe that in case a king

finds his planets unfavourably disposed, lie must projiitiale them

according fo the directions given in the Yamala-tantm In tlie

section of tlie 'Jaitaka-cakia', two extracts aie quoted—one from the

ytuhllt(i-j<nj('fnj(n:a and the other from tlie Srarodftya—to show the

method of foretelling future success and failure of a newborn chibl.’'^*

The good (Ji* evil effects accruing from a marriage are known through

a inocess called ‘Vedha^ in a Cakra, drawn in a particular fashion

much after the manner of the Tantrikas. To give a somewhat detailed

description of the process, Ragliumindana quotes a few stanzas from

the Scarodayad^^ Once he describes a Cakra called tlie Sarvato-

bhadia, used in. calculations by adepts in tlie science of asl^'onomy

which has some similuiity, as regards descrijition

and placing of letters, with the Sarvatobluulra-imindala of the

Tantrikas and which may liave been derived from it. Even during the

f'myanKfirfT inroi

i sii #^ sw: ii

Ihxd,^ I, pp. 689-90.

122 Ihid., I, pp. 6Si-85.

123 md., I, pp. 733-35.

124 Ibid.^ f, pp. 642-43. Also d'. p. G03, where a passage from the tirahmd’

yCimuJa is (pioted to sliow the method of describing a Cakra called the Bfiladi-

cakru.

125 Ibid., I, p. 613.
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SrJddha ceremony, a mandala i» to bo described \yiili aslies or water

so that food placed in it may not be forcibly eaten n]) by llaksasas.'-®

The popular belief in the mi\p:\e power of TuiUimc rifies and

practices enables the Tantras to receive recognition even by the conrts

of jnstice. Tantric inetliod;^ are adopt<c‘d for the delec t ion of criminals

tbroilo’li supernotnral power. In the five ovdeal’-' eiohl eircles are

to be drawn and Ap^ni is to be worsbi])ped in one of the circles witli

‘raktapuspa’ ‘aksata*, ‘gandha^ etc. and hy tlu* ‘uvahana-mantra'.

Vnrima, Vayii, Yanna, Indra, Knveva, Soaini and Surya nvo to l)e

similarly worshipped in sneessive order in the remaining circles.

There should he a ninth ci»cle wherein all gods (finnrde ratal) are to

be worshipped. This custom of worshipping gods in circles, obviously

to confc'r on lliem some snpernalnral ])nwc‘r lo clcleci crimes, is cer-

tnitily due to Tfuitric: ii)fiiuo)cc\ The dharma-clivya’''’ (i.c\ ordeal hy

lot) C'ontains a great deal of Tantric* operaiion^^i. Tlie pictures of

‘Dliarma^ and Adlianna’ are inspired with life iphhui-prati.slhn) in r.

Taiitilc faslnoii after the direction of tlu^ Sihacldi-iilaln. The

s])el]s’‘^ for the purpose are purely Tantric. The same proce'^s, witJi

f'jme variation in tlm mantra, is followed in the c*ase of the portrait

of Adhnrma also. T!ieu tlie pictures are worshipped witli white and

black flowers ros])ec lively and placed in two lumps of mud. These

liinipH are kepi Iti a pitcher from which the* accused takes out one.

If the lump thus laktui out conlain.s tlic picture of Dlianna, the

acc'iised is proved inuoc'ent, otheu’wise he is deemod guilty.

From the above we undersland how greatly the Tantras contrilmto

to tlie growth of social and i^ligious ideas but theii most imjiortant

contribution lies in the infuMon, though in a limited way, of tlie idea

of cosmopolitanism, wliich forms one of the best aspects of the Tantric^

cult. The orthodox consen^ative ideas of Brahmanism encouraged

126 Ibid., I, 1). 217.

«Ci^.

»rat?,u”

127 Ibiil., 11, p. 598.

128 Ibid., II, p. 609.

129 These have boon fully described above.
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class and ca^tfe distinctions and proved an obstacle to the spread of

the idea of equality. Little concession, was granted to women, and

Sudraf# and they were never allowed to enjoy llie fall privileges of a

religious life. It is the Taiitras that, for the first time, bring about

a change in their position. The Bialunonites recognise, as we liaN^e

seen above, the Tantvic form of initiation whic^h is open to all, the

only re.striction being that women and Siidras are not to utter the

•pranava\ They are sometimes allowed to worship their favourite

deities tlicmselves. For example, in liis Sn-Durgdrcanaifafhlhaii

Raghunandaija allows tlie •Andros to wor.ship the goddess Lin’ga with

the substitution of the word ‘namah’ for the Pranava and the Vyahrti

in: the mantras. They are also allowed to perform, themselves or

through substitutes, the Graha-yajna which i.s a Smarto rites.

Similar also is the case with Siva-pfija'” etc. For this improvement

in tiieir position, at least Hindu women and the Sudras should ever

remain indebted to the Tantra.s.

IlAJENpaA ClIANDKA TIaZKA

130 Smrti-fnttva, II, p. 6G2.

i

131 Ibid., I, p. 943.

5!lft SRRWi: i

132. Ibid., I, p. 128.
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Cittavisuddhiprakaraiiam

OF

Aryadeva*

This treatise was biougiit to light by the late Mahamaho-

padhyaya Haraprasad Sastri.‘ Ever since that publication, no one

has taken any serious notice of it, excepting that some

scholars* have used it for the purpose of reference. The original

ms. of the work is of palm leaves in old Nevari script.

As it is very defective, its transcription and the printed text

based on it are not free from mistakes. In the original ms. the

first leaf is missing, the obverse side of the seventh leaf is

totally illegible and many padas, phrases or words are too

defaced to be deciphered with any certainty.

The fact that these handicaps could be overcome to a great

extent with the help of the Tibetan versions of the work,

prompted me to undertake the task of preparing a critical edition

of it. There are two Tibetan translations of this work, the first*

of which has been referred to by Bendall,* and the second,*

which has a different title and is attributed to a different

author,* has been traced by me in the course of editing

the first work. A further comparison of the present work with

some other texts on the same or similar subjects, supplied me

* The work is in Tress and will shortly be yubhslicd Iroiu the Yisvabluirali.

1 JA.W; 18S'8, PI). 175 if.

2 Bendall: «i'., p. 37; J/MA'., 1900, p. 41. Poussin: M'woy liMH), p. 240,

p. 368; Nariman: Hhtori, of Ski. fiMho,, p. 34; Kmiura: Orujm

of Ma/iCiyana Buddfusm, p. 100, and others.

3 vmrartnHiviMkaoamlmoprakammuo (S<;ox>.kyiHii>l>A><>.roomAmr.sbyo,i.

l,ii.ies.hiiu.bn'i.r(ih.1n.hyni.i>u). See T. Kgynd, Gi, fols. 121l'.3-T2('i.« (Coidicr.

vol. II, p. 136); Nartlmns edition, fols. 118«.5-124b.2.

4 SS., p. 37, footnote.
. , , s c „

5 CitfaratnavUodhamn
(Sem^.m.vo.rhc.xxhyon.bor.hyni.

T. llg,vud, Yu. fols. 2160.2-2225.3 (Cordier: Vol. lU, P. 2321; Navtb:,n« edition,

fols. 216«,6-222a.6. . , ..,.4 a

6 lioynLba.l.ndra.h'u.ti\m(lr.od.pa; See Tib. T. Pkar. Ciax, o. • .
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with some more useful materials to work upon. A number of

verses [or their parts which are exactly the same as or similar

to those^ in this treatise, have been of great help in the correction

of wrong readings and the selection of the right ones from

among a number of them.

There is no title in the Sanskrit ms. of this work*. In SS.

where some of the verses of this treatise are cited, the title is

given as Cittavisuddhiprakaraiiam*, The first Tibetan translation

(CA V), both in transliteration and translation, calls it Cittavarai(M’

viaodhanaminaprakaramm. The second translation names it

Cittaratnavihodhanam. In the printed text I have adopted the

title supplied by 55. because the title of the work should

naturally be CUtavisuddhiprakarap.amt as the theme of the treatise

as indicated by its -last verse ‘* is Cittavimddhi and prakarapam,

as will be shown later on, is the class to which it can

be allotted.

The work is generally attributed to Aryadeva. CV,^ states in

its colophon kpHr iyam KryadevapadUnam iti, CVP supports it with

a similar statement viz. Cittavimddhiprakara'ne Aryadevapadair

apy uktam, CA V., too, in its beginning as well as its end,

supports this view.'

‘

There is also some external evidence to show that this

treatise was written by, Aryadeva and none else. CUtavisuddhi,

according to Vajrayana, is one of the kratnas 'stages’ which are

essential to the path that leads to the realization of Sambodhi^*

‘complete enlightenment.’ Paficakrama^^, a treatise dealing with

7 See App. Ill to the printed text.

H on in the Cut, p. 240 the editor seems to have accepted

the title given in W., p. d7.

0 One doe.s not know how Dr. Jihattacliaryya names the work differently at

different places. See IhuUthist Icouotjntifhij, pp. xxiv, 1; SM.y IJ, p. exxxiv;

Amuils of B. li. institute^ Poona, part X, p. 17.

10 Cittavisuddhiiu adhaya yan mayoparjitam sukham/

cittavi.suddliim udlmya teuastu snkhito janah//

11 It respectively runs ; Sloh.dpon.chen,po.^phu(iJi. jKi.lhaR.mihad.iniMudR soj

(Mahdcdrydvyadevasya krtir viharafi sma)^ Sloh.dponji.^rya.de.hd'^jndzad.ita,

rjoffA.soll (Icdrydryadevasya Irtih samdptd),

12 BD., p. 3.

13 Memoirs de la FacuUe dcs Letters de Gand^ fasc, 16. Cf. Aefes du

dixi^me congress international des orientalhfes^ 1894, pp. 139 ff.
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these stages, devotes a whole chapter to The Tippaul on

this chapter states that Acarya Sakyamitra, the redactor and the

commentator of the text, has made some additions to it. The^e

additions again are said to be the summary of a work,

viz* Anuttarasa)]\dhi of Aryadeva, which also is reported to have

been known as CiUavikuddhikramaP^ In my opinion this

Aryadeva and his Cittaviiuddhikrama alias Anuttarasamdhi liave

some relation to the author and the work under discussion. The

existence of a work called CiUaratnavisodhamkrama^^ does

support the view that the Cittavimddhiprakaranam alias Cittaratna-

viiodhanam should have been related to some krama.

Moreover, there are two other treatises, SvadhisfMnakrama*

prabheda^'^ and Abhisambodhikramopadem ( bdag. byin, gyts, brlab,

pdu rim, pa, rnam.par, dbye ba aiid muon, par, byan, chub, pa'i,

rim, pa*t. man, nag respectively )/ ® attributed to Aryadeva, which

in spite of the similiarity of their titles to those of some

chapters in PK,^ are not identical with them. They, too, like

the work under discussion , deal with the same subject-matter

dealt with in FK, Further the redactor of the Narthang edition

of Tib. T. includes these three works in a volume which is

mainly comprised of treatises dealing with PK, This, in my
belief, is a sufficient evidence to put them down as belonging to

the PK, literature. All of these treatises, though available as

independent works, are, in fact, not so. Each of them taken

as a separate unit, does not do full justice to all the aspects

of Vajrayana, They are really, as indicated by one ( CVP, ) of

them, more like chapters than complete independent works, They

complement each other when taken as a whole, This, I think,

is sufficiently convincing an evidence in support of the assumption

14 PK,, p. 27 tf.

Vj rji., p. Viii, Unniiutc 2; ic Ciimanu uia^tui

Jjmhjftnid II jnuk AimUn nisdnidhinnino hum 'Ui

hitcCi Cutjc Pnii'f'h' t‘>f tnc ^nvhmptuvuii. Sen* VK., p. xii, footnote 1. Aj^aiii «\t

tlio end of tho chapter 111: Anuitamsomlhir iti npniLinama CiltaviMdhi^

kmma. See PK., p. xii, footnote 6. A vei>e from the hitter is cited in liD.,

p 28 as that of the former.

10 Cordier, 11, p. 243 no. 31.

17 Cat. KDK., p. Qo and C'lit. f-'ci/., p. 110,

18 Cordier, II, p. 136.
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of the existence of a hypothetical work written by Aryadeva

similar to PK.

As regards the identification of this Aryadeva, it can unhesitat-

ingly be said that he is not the same as one, who is well-

known as the author of Caim-mtaka^ Saiahastra^ Akqarmatdkd

etc.^®, though HPS,*® Poussin^^ Bendall^a, Kimura*®, Nariman®^,

and others^* seem to have once believed him to be so, while

Bhaltacaryya*®, Vaidya^’, and later on Poussin®® also doubted

this identification.

When the tenets of Vajrayana were current In Bengal there

was a writer of this name. He is supposed to have been known

under two or three other names®®. Many Sanskrit as well as

Bengali treatises on the then Vajrayana are attributed to him.®^

In my opinion this Aryadeva is identical, with the author of

Cittaprakarauyt^ ^
, Svadhi^thlmprabhida^^ and Anuttarasamdhi

referred to above and is the one referred to in some other works.® ®

of the same school.

The second translation {CRV,) as stated above®®, attributes

the work to Raja Indrabhutipada. He was both a patron and

a writer of the Vajrayana school, and was known as Maharaja-

dhiraja®®, Mahacarya, Od4iyanasiddha, Avadhuta etc.®® Besides

in his two Sanskrit works, available at present, he is reported to

have written a good many other treatises®®, big and small.

19 Se,© Tib. T. Tsha, Cordier, III, pp. 296 ff.

20 JAiiB., 1898, p. 175.

21 BCP.j. p. 368, footnote; Muscon, 1900, p. 240. 22 SS.,' ^ 37

23 The Uriyin of MuhCiyana Ihnldhism, p. 166.

24 Hntory of Bkt. Buddhism^ p. 94.

26 Keith: Buddhist Philosophy, p. 229; Abhyahkara, Sarvadavia7iutaiifi*

graha, GOHS, Poona, p. 610.

26 SAf., II, p. cxxxiv.

27 Etudes sur Aryadeva, p. 61.

28 Buddhisme, p. 388, 29 BV., p. 30 (intro.).

30 BV., app. p. 14. 31 Cat. NDL., p. 249.

82 Ihid., p. 65 and Cat. Cal., p. 110.

83 BD., p. 3; Caiu^pi^hdlolca in Cat, EDL., p. 13; 88., p. 67.

34 See footnote 6. 85 Cat. NVl., p. 56.

36 TVW,, p. xil

37 BD., pp. 14 ff. (App.).
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Unfortunately they are known only through their Tibetan versions.

He is supposed to have lived about the fourth quarter of the

seventh century AiD.®*

As regards the date of this Aryadeva there is very little

evidence. Some of the verses of the work occur in other works

of settled dates but that, too, does not throw any light on the-

point, as these verses occur in the texts themselves without any

indication that they are quoted from some other work. We have

already seen that Aryadeva was the predecessor of l^akyamitra

who summarised the Anuttarasayixdhi of the former.®® Now this

S&kyami’tra w’as a disciple of Sakyaprabha,^® who was a con-

temporary of Gopala of the Pala dynasty of Bengal,^ ^ This fact

gives us some data to presume that this Aryadeva was some-

what earlier than the beginning of the eighth century A.C.

Thus Aryadeva lived during a period in w . ch Nagarjuna^^,

the disciple of Rahulabhadra^® (Saraha); Indrabhutipada, the

king of Orissa^ ^ ;
Lakamimkara, the learned sister of the latter^®

and other siddhas upheld the banner of Vajrayana. A comparison

of their works shows that the ideal and the path to realise

it, which they advocated, were identical in essence. The facts

(i) that the chapters bearing similar titles*® and containing

similar treatment of the subject are attributed to both Nagarjuna

and Aryadeva, (2) that the Tibetan translators committed a

mistake in attributing one and the same work to both Aryadeva

and Indrabhuti, and (3) that the occurrence of similar and

identical verses*^ in different works of all of them, can be

accounted for by their being contemporaries and having similar

mission.

From the Tibetan translations, the Indian translator of

CAV, being Jiianakara, nothing is known about his date,

SM.f p. XLii. 39 See foonote 15.

40 Tdmndtha (Suhiefner), pp. 211, 213. 41 ibid,

42 See IJ, p xlv.

43 The life of Ndudrjuna from Tibetan and Chinese sources, p. 7.

44 SM,, II, p. li. 45 Ibid., Iiv.

46 Cf. CVl\, and works mentioned in footnotes 17 and 18 witt chapters 3, 4

and 5 in PK.

47 See Ind^x III to this work.

jSKPTEMBER, 1933 11
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life and career, except that he had translated also some other

works from Sanskrit into Tibetan>® The author of one of them,

viz. Ganacakravidhi is Acarya Dombiheruka who is supposed

to have lived in the latter part of the eighth century

We can deduce from it that the first translation was accomplished

after that period.

The Tibetan interpreter of this translation was Jayaslla

( TshuL khrims, rgyai da.). If he is the same person as the

one who was deputed to India by the Tibetan king Chan. Chub in

search of a great Acarya for Tibet, it may be said that the

translation was made in the eleventh century A.C, For the

person whom JayaSila took with him to Tibet was Mahaprablni

Dlpaipkara iSrijiiana** (980— 1053),*^ who was a contemporary of

king Nayapala of Magadha.*®

The second translation was made by Upadhyaya Dlpamkara

Srijfiana. It is decidedly a later one than the former, as is

indicated at the end of the colophon in CRV.^^ It has many

discrepancies as regards its fidelity to both the spirit and the

words of the Sanskrit text. Coming to the identification of its

translator, Dlpamkara iSrljtlana, it is not at all certain whether he

is identical with the great Dlpamkara alias AtlSa or not. If

they are so, it will be difficult to account for the difference of

the titles of the two translations, and the names of the authors

ot the original work. It has already been shown that the

interpreter of CAV, and this Ati§a were contemporaries as

well as acquainted with each other. Now, if Upadhyaya Dlpain-

kara and Atli§a-Dlparnkara were one and the same person, it

becomes hardly believable that a work, which is not of much

importance, was translated twice during the same period.

Hence, one is naturally led to believe that there might have

been two persons living at different times but having the same

name Dlparpkara. HPS. also in one of his writings* • resorts to

48 ni)., p. 34 (App.). 40 n, p. Ixii.

60 p. 69.

51 Indian Fandits in the Land of Snow, pp, 30, 31.

52 SM., It, lxu. 53 See footnote 51.

54 bian.la/idioh.pa*o. li is written at the end of later translatiohs ortly.

55 Intro. IW., p. 22.
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such a conjecture. Moreover, the different epitliets*® attached to

the name Dlparakara and the fact tliat works of various sorts

are attributed to him, would also support the existence of more

than one person of that name.

The name of the Tibetan interpreter of the second transla-

tion is not clear. The colophon in CRV. and the index volume^

of the Tanjur give his name as Mu. ston. dHos. grub. It may
literally mean RasaSiistrasiddha but that is not quite convincing.

The first .syllable khu might also be the name of a place.

According to Cordier** the Tibetan words mean Me maitre de

khu’ (the mas'.er of Khu) but he also suggests the following

correction that they should be changed into ’grus. gyafi drun

meaning Saniitanavliya. Hoivever, if the syllable Mu is changed

into Bu, the meaning becomes clearer, because we do find such

a name as Bu. Ston** among the Tibetan literateurs. One does not

know the exact date of this interpreter viz. Bu. Ston, or Khu. Ston

or whatever his name may have been,
,
but one thing is certain

that he mu.st have existed between the eleventh and the four-

teenth century A. C. wlien the present edition of the Tibetan T.

in which this tr.uislation {CA V.) is available, was accomplished.®*

Maliayana Buddhism in its later stage was split up into

two sections, Paramitiinaya and Mantranaya.®* The latter was

subsequently divided into many branches** and had new elements

introduced into it by several reputed Acaryas,®® One cannot

say with any certainty to which of these many schools our work

belonged. Of course the word Mahayana is frequently met with in

the text, but that, too, is to be tiken to imply some later

.school wherein the ideas expressed in this text were advocated.

The fact that the person, known as an ideal one in our text

50 m)., App. .sv.

57 Tib. T. ])bir. Chtuj. fol. lOhi. 0. 58 fnf, T., lU, p. 2.32.

59 Tho famous histori.'oi of Tibet and the redactor of Tib. Irunfubi.

60 See lliiiduhiii uiid Jiiiddliioin by Eliot, vol. Ill, p. 380.

61 A.S'., p. 14.

62 Lei ('hunts Mystiques by Slinbidulla, p. 16; (MimimUOmtantm

(Tantra-texts), p. xsxii; iMinuism by Waddell, p. 162.

6a Viz. Snrnlin, liidruhhati, l)ombibcruk.n, Dipninkar.a etc. sec .S'.l/., II,

intr. *.v,
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is called the yogl^ gives a suggestion that the writer of the text

might have been under the influence of the Yogatantrayana

school of the Vajrayanists.

Evidently the writers of the Vajrayana had for their philo-

sophical ground the Madhyainika®^ and the Yogacara®® schools

of Buddhist metaphysics. According to the latter citta is ail in

all.®® Ordinary laymen and misguided bhikius of the Vajrayana

period misunderstood this citta. They identified it with the

ordinary mind of our daily experience, cWified it as a mythologi-

cal personality, and tried to please it*' by directing their

conduct of life accordingly. In fact, this mind was the Bodhicitta

which in its deified form identified itself with the Cittavajra^^

and Bodhivajra, It was this citta which was to be worshipped

and was to be taken as the only way for the fulfilment of one's

purpose'® there being no other source of real hapiness.'^ But in

64 iia samsarani ua nirvanam manyante tattvadarsiiiat^ / /

CVr., V.24.

graliyagrahakanirmuktar)\ bhavayed jiianamatrakam/

tuto visvarn cittamatrarn graliyagrahakavarjitajn/

p. 73.

65 cittamcva mahabijam bhavauirvanayor api/

IW., p. 33.

66 yananam nri.^ti vai nistba yavac cittam pravaitato/

p. 22,

67 tatha tathfi pravarteta yatlia na k.subliyalo manah/

saniksubdhe cittaratne tu siddhir naiva kadacana//

FS., p. 24.

68 See the following verse of Cittarojrastavn (Tib. T. Bstod. Tshogs. fol.

a. 3) where instead of Cittavnjra Bodhiciiia is addressed to.

gaii.gis.sems.byun-dra.ba.ni/ senis. nid. kyi.ni. b.sal. mdzad.de/

sems. kyi. rmons.pa. sel. ba, yi/ rah.sems. de.la.phyag. ’tshal.lo//

69 See Ouhyammdja^ GOS, LlII, pp. 14, 17a. ff.

70 See Bod/iiciftovivara^am, Tib. T. Rgyud, Gi, fol. 44tt.4;

rah.daii-gzan.don. bsgrub. don. du/ srid.na.thabs.gzan yod.na.yiii/

byah. chub. sems. ni. ma.gtogs.pa/ sans.rgyas.kyi.s siiar.thabs.ma.gzigs/

/

71 Bodiiicittad' rte nanyat saukhyam a.sti tridhntiike/

Bddhicittamayam saukhyatji sarvasaukhyaprasarpanam
/

p, 83;

labdhva Bodhidvayam ete bhavad uttrastamanasah /

bUavanty ayuksayrit tustjlh praptanirviinasamjninah//

Ahhii^atnaydlnmlaralola, GOS., p. 120.
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course of time degeneration strengthened its hold and the mind

was always understood in an epicurean way.

We have seen that the mind is treated by the Maha-
yanists as the pivot of all metaphysical speculations and

ethical conduct of life. A purified mind brings salvation,

while a deluded mind leads one to the abysmal depth of dam-

nation. The maxim, mana eva manusyanam klxranam handha’*

vwkqayoh, is really true both morally and philosophically. We
cannot be conscious of our knowledge of both the apparent and

the inherent nature of things, without a passport to traverse the

portals of epistemological labyrinth. This passing, without a

mind, cannot be expected to be functioning. Hence the mind

is unavoidable in the proper functioning of abstruse metaphysical

speculations. Again, this mind is the reservoir of all human

feelings of pain and pleasure, evil and good, or the willing of right

and wrong. Hence the ethico-psychological codes intended to guide

the volitional as well as emotional aspects of human life, cannot

stand apart from the mind.

This is the reason why all the teachers have emphasised

the purity of mind. On account of tliis unavoidable necessity

of dttavimddhi^ our writer has taken up the work of explaining

its significance, process and result. His treatment of the thesis,

though it deviated from the traditional way of uncompromising

renunciation and austerity, is in accordance with tlie social and

religious conditions of that time.

Being free from all attachment this mind shines out in its

true colours. It is pure from the beginning {Udihuddham), free from

all impurities (amvilain) and enlightened by nature {prakvli

prahhasvaram).

The following verses will be interesting in this connection,

astam gate candrafnas’iva nanam

nirendavah samharanam prayanti
/

dttam hi tadvat sahaje [ui] line

nikhyantyaml sarvavikalpado-^ah //

BD.i p. 48.

cittain eva hi samsare ragadikle^aviisiiam j

tadeva tair vinirmuktarn bhavanta iti kat]i) ate //

Tattvasamgrahapahjikkif GOS., p. 184,
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This ci//a as BodhicUta^ is defined as follows

sarvaiAavav iga(ai\\, skandhadhUivTiyata nograhyagrakakavaffitaifi

dhamanairUmyasamatiiya svacittam adyanntpannam iUnyatMavainJ'

«

alak^anam anutphiam astimsir/atn avlxiimayaviy

ak^sam bodhicit/am ca bo fhir advayalak^ana,'^^

Thus Bodhicitta in its metaphysical aspect comes nearer to

tlic citta ‘mind* or 'consciousness of the Yogacara idealism. The

only difference lies in our approach of awareness to them. The

Yogacara citta is conceived purely in a speculative and dialec-

tical way by the intellectual. While the Bodhicitta is an ideal

mental disposition which could be achieved, step by step, through

human efforts, directed by the codes of Mahayana ethics and

inspired by the best of the motives, viz., of Maitri (Love) and

Karnyyx (compassion). The Yogacara mind is apprehended through

a most subtle synthesis of one*s awareness of the supreme and

the dynamic force of the cosmos changing at every fraction of

a moment, yet preserving its inherent continuity. It is difficult

to conceive its existence beyond the symbolic world of

words and ideas. On the contrary Bodhicitta^ through a super-

natural concept, is not altogether beyond the sphere of one's

awareness. It is an ideal state of realization of a saintly

personality, who, as an accomplished Bodhisattva, through his

pranidhanas (vows), undertakes the arduous task of unburdening

the universe of the miseries of the Samsara,

Everybody, according to Mahayana Buddhism, is eligible for

this state of perfect bliss. The Bodhisattvahood, it is believed,

lies dormant under the pressure of vasana and harvtay in all

human being-’, and a right sort of an endeavour (sadham) to be

free from these vasana and karma, awakens it from its slumber.

Many writers of Vajrayana openly declared that this Bodhisattva-

hood* alias Buddhatvam can be realized within a single life-time.^

^

A picture of the Vajrayanist, who could reach this ideal state of

perfection, could be noticed in the following two verses, They are;

72 (jlHliijascimitjay GOS, LIU, ’p. 12; IMhhiftavivaranam beginning see

footnote 70.

7.*^ Op. cU. verse 45; see BCT., p. 421.

74 CVP.y vs. 84, 85; VT., p. 101,
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nirvikaro nirasango niqkank^o gaiakalmaiah,

adyantakalpanamukto vyomavad bhavayed budhah.

samaropavinirmuktah samSdhau susamahitah,

sarvada paramanandl sambodhiin bliavayed budhah.

If, with a view to keep himself in harmony with the mystical

and esoteric aspect of his fold, he had to take to some char.tin^

of mantras etc., he used to resort only to those mantras^ sadbanas

and dkaranis^ which brought him all the more nearer to his

ideals. Nothing is right or wrong for him at that stage of

progress, yet he always feels inclined to perform the right

action. The verse which correctly expresses that inclination,

'uns thus

:

hubltakubham yady apt nitvabhavakani

taihixpi kuryut hubham eva nahubham^

ialendubimbopamalokaSiimvrtau

sukkam priyam dliukhain ajasram apriyom.

Here it will be interesting to cite some of the rranidhana-

verses which record the declaration of his motives for reaching

this stage of Bliss. Tvvo^* of them are as follows :

utpadayami varabodhicittam

nimantrayamy aham sarvasattvan,

isfani cari^ye varabodhicarikaxri

buddho bhaveyam jagato kitaya, ^ •

anena ca/iam kmaUna karmana

bhaveya buddho na cirma lokt^

deheya dbarmam jagato hitaya

moceya saitvan bahuduhkhaplditan,

These siddhas, who reach this stage of perfection, are on the

last step of the staircase which leads to Nitvava. They, it is

said, halt there for aeons and aeons in the expectation of a day

when the whole of the universe will be able to be free from

75 rtMV., p. 16. 78 AS., p. 10.

77 AS., p. 3

78 For other specimens of tlicse praniaiiaufts see SM., pp. 3, o7, 6<, 503 ele.

See also the third imrivarfa viz. m^MhCuui in Jiodhinitvtinidumia of

Vasubandhu, Nanjio, no. 1218, which is heirtg edited by me.

79 AS., p. 6*; SM., pp. 29, 106. P*
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the chain of pratxtyasamutpada. This is an advancement from

the position of Arhatship which was the summum bonum for the

samgha both during the life*time of the Buddha and the days

after him.

Here one may naturally be inquisitive to know how could

the Oiiginal sayings of the Buddha be reconciled with such

new interpretations of the Dharma, It is evident from some of

the original dialogues of the Buddha himself that, he

preached the Law differently to different people. The

social^ the moral and the intellectual status of the disciple

was considered to be a factor to be reckoned with in deciding

the nature of instructions to be imparted. The whole mass of

preaching was never meant to be an end in itself. To make

all the human beings free from their miserable plight of the

sanisarat was the main purpose of the Buddha and all his disciples

after him. This gave rise to all those various interpretations of

his teachings, which went on getting changed in different

circumstances. Thus the ideal of the Mahayanist Bodhisattva-

hood was given a prominence which superseded the position

and honour which the ideal of Arhatship once enjoyed. Some

of the verses cited below will speak for themselves in this

connection. They are :

asti khalviti nlladi [ jagad iti jadlyase ]

bhavagrahagrahavesagambhlranayabhlrave,®^

vijfianamatram evedain citram jagad udahrtam,

grahyagrahakabhedena rahitam mandamedhase.®^

grahyagrahakanirmuktarn vijuanam paramarthasat,

yogacaramatambhodhiparagair iti giyate,

nestain tad api dinranam vijfianam paramarthakain,

ekanekasvabhavena viyogad gaganabjavat,®®

cittamatram jagat sarvam ili ya deSana muneh,

uttrasapariharartham balanam sa na tattvatah.

deSana lokanathanam saitvaSayavaSanuga,

bhidyante bahudha loke upayair bahudha punah.

81 p. 14. 88., p. 14.

82 88., p. 16.

83 Ibid., Jiidnuffara of Aryadora (Tib. T. Mdo, Tsha, fol. 29a.5-31a.J^)

vs. 26-27.
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gambhirottanabhedena kvacic cobhayalak^ana,

bhinna hi desanabhinna Sunyatadvayalak§ana.®*

tapac chedac ca nika9at suvarnam iva panditaih,

parik^ya bhikaavo grahyam mad vaco na tu gauravat.®®

mamety aham iti proktarn yatha karyava§aj jinaih,

tatha karyavaSat proktah skandhayatanadhatavah,®®

aturyatari bhaigajyam yadvad bhisak prayacchate,

cittamatram talha buddhah sattvanain deSayanti vai.®^

A proper combination of PrajM (wisdom) and Upaya (means)

was, according to Vajrayana, a royal road to the achievement

of this ideal. PrajM is the knowledge of things as devoid of

all prapaiica^^^ and upaya is full of compassion by nature.®®

Both of them are equally important in the complete realization

of the ideal. Through upaya, one enters into the sphere of

PrafM^ (the highest wisdom), and it Is through the .‘latter; that

one finds out the upaya. Both, so to say, go hand in^ hand on

the way to Nirvana, They are inseparable like the lamp and

the light. It will not be out of place if we cite the following

passages which throw some light on this point. They are :

prajftarahita upayo bandhah, upayarahita prajfia bandhal^

;

prajfiasahita upayo moksah, upayasahita praj^a moksah.®^ idanfin

vicaryate. prajfiaya kevalaya kim buddhatvam syat. naced upaya-

mStre^api. uccyate cedam. na prajftakcvalamatrena buddhatvam

napy upayamatrena etc.®®

84 Bodhiciitavimramm, Vs. 20, 97, 98; see »bW., p. 20; i^aivadarianaiani”

graha, GOHS., Poona, p. 44.

86 TattvasamgrahaiH/fijikaj GOS., XXX, p. 12j see v. 81 of Jndnasdi'a men-

tioned in footnote 84.

86 Yukiiaa^tika (Tib. T. Mdo, Tsa, fol. 25«.7), v. 34; «ee BCl’.,

p. 376;

87 as., p. 20.

88 aarvadhartiulnilfprazMLilcavubodho hi prajns, SB., p. 25.

89 upamh karuvainalam, JS., p. 88; upamh. . .
.kamiOsnahhava, Cai.

p. 6S.

90 tOMtmyaip, camyolj, aadywipade^aial). pradlpalokayof iva, AS., p. 2.

91 Aryavimalaklrtinirdita in AS,., p. 2.

62 BS., in Advayavivarai/ia of Podmavajra as cited in S8., p. 32; Cat. Cal.,

6. 118.

sefteubeb^ 1933
13
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So PrajM}^ and Upaya^^ when proportionately assimilated

lead to Mahasukha^^ gradually through the four stages of,

Anandas viz., ananda^ paramananda^ sakajdnanda and viramnmnda^'

,

The doctrine of the upjya and its logical outcome are very

interesting. The origin of the tendency of indulgence in noivaustere

activities for a higher purpose which could be traced to some

of the very old sutras of the Mahayanists, is due to this doctrine,

As the instruction that was to be imparted, was to be like a prescription

of a masterphysician who changes it according to the temperament

and the requirement of the patient, so even the rigid rules of penance

and the profound teaching of mnyata had to be modified in the light

of circumstances.®® Moreover the idea that the motive is the

only criterion by which merits or demerits of ah action should be

judged, is visible in many Mahayana sutras. The sins that a person

committed with a noble end in view, did not contaminate his

character. Upali^pariprccha^^ states that there cannot be any

danger in a sin if it is committed with an altruistic motive. The

RatnavteghaslXtra^J^^ is reported to be much more liberal as it

allows even the slaying of a person who may be on the point of

committing some of the anantarya sins.^®^ Upayakau^alyasiiira^^^

cites an example of a manavaka, Jyoti by name, reported to have been

ready even to break his vow of brahmacarya which he faultlessly

observed for something like forty-two thousand years. Even trickery

and falsehood were permitted if that could serve the purpose of a

greater good of a greater number^®®. Thus nothing should be left

Ui) See p. 4; jHirainur^fnniyoijcna pivJ.uliiittviUjb nUinHibliCivvta I

jnCuiojnvijn citfluVjcna prajmtuftvani taduiyal cj
f

Dl Sec Ibid., p. o; p. 32:

ui>;Mia\ at> abhimatam van iiaukevaiiukulatali/

sacliinukulayngciui saivopayali prakirtitali/ /

Do See p. .j :

iibliayor inelanani vae ca salilak.sirayor iva/

advayakarayo^rtMia prajiinpayah 8a ucyate//

90 Ad r(njii!i}(fdl)i in Jl, p. i.xii.

07 AS., p. .32; Cl'. JiJj., pp. 10, IM, 27; SS., p. ol.

08 Jiodhtsdfivnidiuini, .-^ce Notes 580-82 10 chapter V of Budhiaaiica Dociiini

in Buddhist Sid. IdUnatvi’c.

09 SS., p. 104. 100 SS,, p. 1G8,

101 Sec Notes to the present work No. 11

102 SS., p. lOo.

103 Siuhlhfirmajm ndn nl'o

,

pp. 72. ff., 101 If.
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undone to realise the purpose which is above ‘means’.^®* This liberalism

could be justified on the ground that it is not the action of killing

which spreads the contamination of the evil but the existence of

the tmrakatva in the citta which even without the action itself is

sinful/®® This spirit of liberalism of the Mahayanists is depicted in

VpiyakamalVi%^Titra>^^^ and in the Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism

by Suzuki.'®^

This, in short, is the brighter side of the Vajrayana tenets. The

spirit of mysticism runs through both the contemplative and the

active sides of the system. All ceremonies and formulas inculcated

against a background of a higher type of philosophical thinking,

were written in a language which was symbolic.^®® The words

which, in an ordinary sense, would have meant one thing, were,

in fact, meant to convey something else. The Acaryas of the

system were required not to unfold the secrets of their knowledge

to anybody and everybody. Everyone before he entered their fold,

was to be put to a severe test of examination. This tradition could

not be preserved intact, both in its spirit and form, with the decline

of Buddhism. Hence began the miscarriage and misunderstanding

of the symbolic secrets of the Vajrayana. These ceremonies and

formulas being taken at their face value, became the source of all

evils that crept into the system. The ordinary people took life quite

frivolously as if they lived in the world of the Hedonists and

Epicureans, The system which one day was based on the most

psychological and logical process of thinking and willing, thus

became in time a cause of unspeakable degeneration of the whole

social order of that time.

The treatise begins with an invocation to Lord Padmanarte§vara.

From the very beginning it is noticed that the key-note of all the

arguments employed by the writer is that, one with a pure mind

{aduHlacitta\ good intention, {Ifubhasaya) and proper means {npTiyas)^

has no burden either of sin {papa) or of bondage {bandhaiia). In

order to support the above view he, in the text itself, has adopted

the first verse of Dhamviapada^^^ describing the influence of the

104 i ll'., 33. m r>('L\, IX, 11.

106 .SW,, p. 167. 107 OiK (if., p. 71.

108 Sec tlie remarks of I)r. in Indian Uistnuol (^htfntnhj, vol. A I

PP. 577 it

109 (f/iartnu u\nu(th.^>'PxiliCi wnnorn'CihJ

inciHQSCt hi in'd-Hnnieun hhuiintr ra hinofi •‘<1 //,
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mind owing to the purity and impurity of which, we have good and

evil consequences. The deciding factor, with regard to the determina-

tion of p^a and punya^ is one’s disposition of mind

Therefore there is no sin for one whose mind is pure,

He proceeds to say that one should not be shocked at the out-

ward features of the means advocated in the system. As a washer-

man makes a dirty cloth clean with some matter which itself is

dirty,^^ ^ as a man infected with poison is sometimes cured of it

by poison itself^'* or as some water accidentally gone into one's

ears is taken out by the help of some additional water itself,^**

so, the writer wants to assert, one can get rid of raga and kama by

those ragas and kamas themselves, which become the cause of

bondage only when they are resorted to by the foolish, but not by the

wise in whose case they are actually the cause of emancipation.'^*

Taking his stand on the Yogacara system, he says there is

nothing but citta (mind). This citta i? naturally from the very

beginning pure (Idimddha) and free from all sorts of false notions

{vikalpas). The different colours, by which this mind seems to be

apparently impressed, arc not originally its own. The mind is

like a marble stone which seems to be coloured by the colour of other

things, influenced by the superfluous colours of the imagination.’

He eulogises the greatness of Mahayana and deprecates the

texts of Hinayana. His attack on Hindu rites and ceremonials is

very aggressive and uncompromising, He denounces the practice

of renunciation, austerity, bathing in the holy rivers etc.

Some of the Tantric rites, such as the worship of women

without any discrimination as regards their beauty, kinship or

caste the use of meat and wine by a yogin^ are mentioned and

advocated unhesitatingly. He advises everybody to resort to

110 tasmCid Oiayamuld hi vo l^f^fpuijyavijavasthifih 16 o-6.

111 na doso Uinshicefasdw^ 13^/;

napaftih MliacefftsCim CFP., 16 d.

112 yathaiva rajako vastram malcpaiva tu nirmalam CVP.^ 38 n-h.

113 visdkranto ynfha kakid vhenaiva tu nlrvi^wli OFF., 36 e-d,

114 tcarnaj jolam jalenaiva, (JW., 37a.

116 durvijflaih sevitah kamah kamo bbavati bandhanam/

sa eva sevito vijilaib kfimo mok^aprasadhakah// CFP., 42.

116 yathaiva sphatikab avacchab pararfige^a rajyat«/

tathaiva cittaratnaip tn kalpanllrftgarafijitam/ / CFP., 27.
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mantravUa onlj'. The view on the point, held by the author, can
be summed up in the following words culled here from the very

work under discussion.

prajUpayasamayogde Ugt) ciltamrmdlakdra'odt (29<') /

siddhmtl nitvikalpo'sau(7g*} mantrl sarvani savidcdret (226“'
) 1

1

In conclusion he eulogises tire greatness of lire gum, without

whose favour no secret meaning of the system can be realised ai d
consequently one cannot attain success.

Thus ends one of the most important text of the Mantrayanists

probably of the. Yogatantrayana school of the Vajrayana. The
author has, with a number of examples, references and similes, put

forward his thesis on the cittuvisuddhi very boldly. The central

conception around which he weaves the web of his arguments, is in

no way remarkably different from that of his contemporaries. The

pecularity of his treatment of the subject is that he does not go out

of the sphere of everyday experience to find out his examples of

the concrete wor d.‘ ‘ ^

rRABHuniiAi Patel
117 The following ai)1>reviationa ;ue umhJ in the pn^ent monograph;

App ;—Appendix,

;

—

Aden ij(i VOjrasamn ruhd

,

GOS,

JiCl* ;

—

BodhU'oi ijnvxiiiivo vol\j\Ud

^

Ifihliotlmcu Indiea.

lil) \—liomldho (1(1/10 (J J)<df<l, (hdeutta.

('(ft. — (^(/iolo(juc of ihe yvpol Ihahov J./hror/j^ VoJ. II.

Cat. (\d .—Catilogne of the Asiatic Society, Calcutta.

( ’A 1
' .—Ci t ia va rno v isodha no nd mapnikm na.

Cl 1
" .—(

'itto 10 hi 0 1’ / ,wd ho n o ,

(
*VP.—( 'i t fa V isuddh iprak ram

.
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GOHIS .—Governinent Oriental Series, Poona.
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ITU,—Indmi Teachers in Tibetan Universities, by P. Bose.
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London.
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The vast ruins of the ancient fort at Mahustlian, (generally known

as Mahast^Iian Ga<l, and the numerous mounds of liistorical interest

that surround it to a great distance towards the south, north and west,

have, in recent j*«ars, attracted the attention! of the students of ancient

liistorj'. It was Mr. Cunning*liam who first tried lo estahlisli tlie

identity of the site of Mahusthan. and its environs Vi tli the city of

Pundravardhana, once the famous capital of Piindra or Varendri.

Mahasthan Gad appears to have been the only fortified city on the

western, bank of the river Earatoya at a time when that river formed

the boundary line between the kingdoms of Varendri and Kamarfipa.

It is Mahastlian Gad again, at the foot of wliich lies the sacred bathing

place called Siladvipa Gliat (the stone-island bathing place), in popular

parlance known as ‘Sila DevPs Ghat," where even now iliousands of

pilgrims, relying upon the Kanito^/a Mdhatmyti of the Vitam

Paumlra Khanda^ congregate to acquire merit by bathing in the

sacred waters on the occasion of the Earayani-yoga. In the present

article, we propose to give a sliort des(!ripti'on of Mahastlian and its

environs as also to ascertain its antiquity, and identitiy with the city

of Pundravardhana.

Account of the Site

Mahastlian Gad is situated about seven miles north of the town

of Bogra. It appears to he the ruins of a huge fort and consists of

a great mound of earth intermixed with old bricks and stones. The

actual area covered by it is about 500 ft. long and 4000 ft. broad.

Even! in these days it is in some places about 14 cubifs high. The

sacred river Earatoya, which is probably the same as the Sadanira of

Vedic fame, used formerJ}’^ to flow just by the foot of its eastern wall,

but now it has receded a fe^v^ yards to the east. The three other sides of

the mound are encircled by trenches of considerable width and depth,

the trench op. the northern side being known as ‘Kalidahasagar^ the

northern half of the western side as ^GilatalJikhaP and the soutlhern
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half of the western and southern sides as ‘Baranasikhal\ The mound

is now approached, from the junction of tlie Rangpiir and Shibganj

roads at the south-eastern corner, by brick-built stairs which are

evidently of comparatively modern erection. The ancient approach

must have been from the west. An opening on the western wall of

the fort is known as ‘Tamra-dvar^ (copi)er-gate). Outside this gate is

a high place known as Parasuraan^s Sabhabati (the court of

I’arasuram). Ascending the mound from the junction of the Baiigpur-

Shibganj I'oad by the above-mentioned staircase, one can see, on the

left-liund side on the fort-w’all, one small brick-built tomb called ‘Hari

PaPs tomb’. Ascending a little further, one reaches a compound, in

front of which, stands a w^alled shrine known as that of ‘Mir Saiyat

Sultan Muhammad Mahi-Shoar Balkhi’, and on the left side, a mosque

of middle size on which is attached a piece of stone containing

an iiisscription in Persian which may be translated os follows:—
(1) ‘‘By the name of God the merciful and the compassionate.

There is no God but God and Muhammad is his apostle.

(2) The candle, the mosque, the mehrab and the number (pulpit),

Abu Bakr, Umar, Osman and Haidar.

(3) In tile path of God and with a heart towards God, this

beautiful, attractive and well-furiiished place of nrayer, this mosque

has been constructed by Khodadil.

(4) Well finished in the year 1130 Hizra (1713 A.D.).

(6) In the seventh year of the reign of Feruk Shiar on the day

of Id.

The door of the shrine was on both sid^ supportied by two upright

stones, although not m situ i>resent. On each of these are inscribed

in ancient Bengali character the words NaradtiiliU Dd4iisya\ On

the left-hand side, just outside the door, still lies a large 'Gauri Patta*

(the holy stone seat of Siva) almost half-buried in the ground. The

shrine is maintained by the Pirpal estate, granted by a Firman (royal

order) of an emperor of Delhi. This having been lost, the grant was

recognised and confirmed in the year 1096 Hizra (1686 A.D.) by ^

Sanad of the then Governor of Dacca.

Near the Shah Sultan’s place, there are

:

(1) KKeidapMar Dhdp, upon which lies a large stono-block with
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an ornamental figure of a lotut?. By excavating a portion of tlid

mound, a number of stone-blocks lias been discovered, on one of which

are engraved three images of the Buddha^, .

(ii) Uankhali Dhdpy near which outside the wall was found,

(iii) a broken stone-intjcription in Sanskrit describing the achieve-

ments of a certain Nandi family*,

(iv) Parasuram’s palace,

(v) a large masonry structure known as Jiyai Kundu (the life-

resuscitating well), wherein an ornamented ancient stone-pillar has

been found,

(vi) Narasingh^s Dlidp, and

(vii) Vairdglr hhitd.

The Gad itself is traditionally known as the fort of Para.surama,

the sixth incarnation of Visnu. In the IJttara Ptiridnikhatula^ it is

stated that Bhargava Parasurama set up in this place one crore of

Silas (Sivaliiiga stones) and hence it is called ‘Siladvip^ (stone-island).

There is still an opening on the eastern wall of the fort, which leads

to a place on the western bank of the Karatoya known as ‘Siladviper

ghat\

In the pamphlet named Svltan lialkhi^ we find a story that Shall

Sultan, a religious mendicant, came to Mahusthan Gad near Hisya

Svandvip in the time of Shayesta Khun for the spread of

Islam. He begged from Parasurama, the king of MaJiasthan

1 This stone slab is now deposited at the Museum of the Varendra Research

Society.
^

2 This stone inscription is now in the Museum of the V. R, oociet3^ ft

appears to be of the 9th or 10th century,

3 UUara Paun^lrakhanija is said to be a portion of the Skanda Pumnu,

It was first published in the Bengali year 1298 by Pandit Raj, Candra Nyaya-

Paficanan of Bogra town. It was published by me as an appendix to the

second part of my Bagu^dt Itihas. Smartta Raghunandaii, a contemporary of

Bri Caitanya Deva (14^6 a.d.—1533 a.d.) who lived in the 15th century a.d.

quoted in his lithitattcq, ahd Vacaspati Mi4ra in his Kriydcintdmani 41okas from

the TjttdTa. Paundrukhanddf with respect to *Narayaniyoga. dulapfitii also

quoted 4lokas from this book in his Samvatsam Pradtp,

4 The author Abdul Mazid Khandkar says in his SuUan 6alkhi that his

book is but a Bengali trahslation of an original Persian work and that he

finished the translation in the Bengali year 1288*
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Gad, as miicli ground as would be covered by the cow-hide in

lus possession. The king granted his request, but as the mendicant

begun to say his juayer on the piece of hide, it began to expand.

Parasuraiua being afraid called to his aid king Balarfim ttoy

of Handial, Raja Ramkrsna of Gokul, Manrajai and RamJayul

Goswami with their foi’ces. They responded to the call and a great-

battle ensued, in wliich Rarasurama with his allies was defeated. He

was then put to death by Shah Sultan, but hiii sister, the beautiful

Sila l)evi', whom the Sultan now claimed as his prize, killed him with

her ‘Kahkan’, a kind of ornament, and sacrificed her life in the

Earatoya. *

A few silver coins were discovered the mound bearing the name

of Muhammad Shah. Three of these coins are dated A.H. 852

(A.D. 1448), A.II. 858 (A.H. 1454) and A.H. 802 (1458 A.D.). On one

of tliese the name of the miiit-to\vn Mahmudabad appears.'* A silver coin

of Saiuasuddiu Ileyus Shah (A.l). 1839-58) as published by Thomas in

Ills Initial Cuhagc of Bengal was also found at Mahasthun Gad in

1874 A.D.»

Outside the fort, on the western bank of the Earatoya, stands a

big mound known as ‘Govinda’s Dhap*. Here in the river is found

a number of stone-blocks, some liaving beautiful ornamental works oil

them. On removing earth from the eastern side of tlie nmund a stone-

wall of abou^ 150 ft. ill length by 4 ft. in height was brought to light.

This stone wall was washed aw’uy by llie great T^ortli Bengal flood

in 1329 B S.

To the south of MuhastUau there is a village named Gokul. This

village appeevs to be identical with Gopa-grha of the Muhasihan stone

inscription. Here there are mounds, of wliich two are important, viz;

‘Lakhindarer inerli’ (Lakhindar’s temple) 45 ft. high, which may

be identified wath Asoka Stupa near Puiidravardhana as describpri

by the Chinese traveller Yuan Chwang; and

^Netai dhopaiii’s pat/, which is probably the place where ‘four

Buddhas sat and walked up and down*, according to the Chinese

traveller.

5 Hunter’s Statistical Account of Bogra District

^

p. 1964

6 Beveridge’s Antiquities of Bogra] p. 95.

t.H.Q., SEPTEMBEE, 1933 13
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Other mounds and places of interest are:

(1) Skanda-dhu]) situatled on the western bank of the Karatoya.

This mound may be identified with the temple of Kartikeya mentioned

in the Rajataranginl and ‘Skandanag^ar' of the Rmnacarita,

(2) The village Palasbadi, full of ancient bricks and tanks. It

may be identified with ‘Palasavrnda* of the Damodurpur copper-

plates.

(3) The villag:e Hamasahar. Here are ruins of a mansion.

(4) The village narii)ur with numerous mounds.

(6)

iSrnglnath’s dhap and some other mounds in the village

Rajakapura.

(6) Yoglr bhavan, about five- miles west of Maha^haai. Here

is ani establishment of the Natha Sunnyasis.

(7) The village Arora. Here is a big mound knowui as Sulvaii

Raja’s residence.

(8) The village Antabala (western portion of village Sharalpur).

Here is a mound known as Balai’s dhap and Kanai^ dhap. From

Balai’s dhap a gold-piated bronze image of Bodhisattva Manjusril of

about the fifth century A.D. lias been recently discovered. An account

of the same has been published by Mr. N. G. Majumdar in the J/odern

Review

»

Another bronze image of a Bodhisattva from a place near

Mahasthan is now in the musuem of the V.B.S., Rajshahi.

(9) Mangalnath’s dhap, about 30 ft. high, in Teghar.

In 18(12 A. I), a number of old coins was discovered wdthiii an

underground building in village Bamanjmda. Two of them were sent

by Mr. Bef\^eridge to the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The margin of

the obverse side of one of these coins contained the words ‘Sri

Mahendr^' Snna’, and the other eide the words ‘Caudra Gujita’ {ride

Cunningham *8 Archaeological Survey Report, vol. XV, p. 117).

Then there are the villages Vihar and Bhashoa Vihar. The latter

may be identified with Po-shi-po vihara mentioned by Yuan Chwang.

The village Vihar was the abode of the famous Aniruddha Bhaita,

the spiritual guide of king BallaJa Sena Deva.

In fact, the whole of MaliasthanI Gad is a vast mound and is

surrounded on the north, south and west up to a distance of about 4

miles by innumerable ruins of all deseriptioti^*
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We shall now try to identify Mahasthan and iis environs with tlie

ancient city of Piindravardhana. But before we do so, it is necessary

to nive some idea about Puiidra proper and Piindravardhnna Bhukti,

In the Aitareya Jhdlmmut the Pundras have been described as einana-

tinn- from the aocuraed deHcendanls of Visvamitra.' In the Vimu*

punlna, MahuhhCualo, and Hanvamkt, five sons, Ahfja, Yang:a,

Kalin^?a, Pundra and Siihma are s])okon of as liavinn* been heg'otten

by tlie sn<»e Mainateya Dirgluitamas in the womb of the wife of king

Bull, and each of lliem as liaving establisbcd kingdoms after llieir res-

pective names/ The fact that in the At toreya Brdhvunut^ Udamaya

Atreya is described as performing the installation ceremony of Aiiga'^

clearly indi<ates that liis hrotlior Pundra also belonged tb the Vedic

age. In il»e lidindyiiiui

^

Pundra is mentioned as one of the eastern

kingdi>ms’". In Patanjali’s Malidhhdsya (4.2.52) occur the names

Anga, Yanga, Sulima and Pundra. The word Pundra fuuU mention

also ill the Brhuf-Samhitd (XIY), Oarwjapuidna, (Llll. 13; LXVIII.

17-18), ydyupuvdiio. (XOIX. 38. 5), Jihdy, Puvdim (X. CO) and the

i\dty<i Sdstmoi Bharata (III, 12), us well as in the code of Mann (X,

40-44) and the Avfha.wim (II, 11) of Kautilya.

From a stone-inscription discovered in village Silimpur in the

Bogra district, one can say tliat Pundra and Varendri are synonymous*'

Cf. Trihdnduksa, In a copper-plate inscriptio-n of Oovinda Suvania-

Aitareya Bnlhmaiia/ 7, 18.

Visnu r.j 6. 18.

^ Wt. 1

%nv, wtwtt: ^

'

(Malidbhdrataj )

9 Harivam^a, 31, 33-35. Aitareya Brahmam, 36. 6.

1 1 ^ f ift I

Silimpur stone inscription,
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varsa cif the Rastrakuta dynasty bearing the date 855 of the 8aka era,

there is mention of the grant of village Lohagram to Kesava Dikgit

of the Kauiika gotra, hailing from Pundravardhana.**

In Jaina Kcdpasutra, Godasa, a disciple of Bhadrab^hu, idaasified

the Jainas of the eastern part of India into four branches, one of

which was Pundravardhania. There is mention' of Pundravardhana in

D&vi Bhdgavata,^^ Padma,^*^ MaUya,^^ Skandii,^^ Mfidandejjay^^

and Brahmdndh Ptirdnas as also in the Jildndrnava ns quoted

in the Tanxtra^dra,

In the Aiokavadana tlie story is told howi ^several Ajivikas living

in Pundravardhana were killed under the orders of king Afiuka.**

The word Tundravardhana* is used both for the city (Pnddvavar-

dhanapura or Pnndiavardhananogara) as well as the province (Pundra-

vardhanabhukii). The Chinese pilgrim Yuan Chwnng appears to have

also used the word in both these senses in his book Si-Yu-Ki, In tlie

Surndgadhavadana {Araddun Kalpalold of the 11th century A.D.)

Buddha, it is said, travelled from Jetavana Vihara in Sruvastinngnra

to Pundravardhananagnra.*® In Koljkavnaradrnm (Diryrtrafhhtn)

Pundravardhananagara is described as siliialed in the cast.^^ In tlie

lidmaearita, Sandliyakara Nandi writes: ‘‘Varendriniaiulala forms

the best part of tlie world, of wliich PundravnTdhaua])nra occupies ilie

crown-jewel. It is a sacred place where many highly leained Bralimins

live.”"* Kalhana has described Jayapidu, tlie king of Kashmir, as

12 M., XII, 2cl. 13 DevihhiKjavafii^ 9. 30.

14 I
Pamda P., 51.

15 I
Matsya F., 13 .

16 Skanda P., 29. 17 Mfirkaml'eya P., 5S. 13.

18 nm 5 1
Tantms&ra, Ch. I.

19 I^T Km w winfwi: 11

Ahldvaddna,

20 Avadanakalpalato^ 93 pallara.

at ayin *

•urctl l
'Div'y&vaAO.na.

n
Bmocarita,
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having entered in disguise the city of Pundravardhana, the residence

of the king of Gaud and governed at the time by king Jayanla, and

a*s having taken shelter in a inagnificeni temple of Skanda.^" From

tliese it is evident that Pundravardhanapura or Pundravardliananagara

was tlie capital of the kingdom of Gaud and V^areiidri.

The word |?undravardhauabhukU signified the lands under the

direct control of the central government in the city itself. The jurisdi(‘-

tiou of siu;h direct control was not necessarily always confined to I'undra

or Varendri proper but extended at times to other parts of Bengal,

Kumara Gupta 1 (44*3-444 A.D.), Buddha Gupta and Bhaini Gupta

(533-534) A.D. made grants by copper-plates (generally known as

Damodarpur copper-plates) of lands in Ivotivavsa Vifjaya, a sub-division

of Piindravardbanabhukii (EL, XV, 3). Similar copper-plate gi’ants

of lands in Kotivarsa Visnyn were made hy Mahipula T)eva I and

iladanapala Devo. Bhannapala Deva and Lnksanusena J)eva

likewise made grants of lands situated respectively in Mahantapraknsa

Yisaya, and Varendri, all within the jurisdiction of Pniidravurdliana-

bliukti as well as within Pundra proper, whereas Kesavasena I)eva

and A^’isvarfiptrena Deva made gifts of lands in Vanga and Vijayasena

granted lands in Kliari Yisaya in Somatnta within tlie jurisdiction of

(he Pundravardhanabhukti.

Much spemilatioiis liave of late gatlieml round tlie question as to

the actual site of the ciiy of Pundravardliana, althougli, to all accounts,

it once occupied a very glorious position in Varendri. I ti appears that

there was no sucli diifereiiee of opinion up to the loth century \.D.,

so we find (lio following slokos in (lie Sanskrit work, tlie Uittna

PinjfJra-KiHDhJff, wrilteu sometime between tlie 12th and 15th

centuries A.D. :
—

+ + + + + +

a X jTlwura?! p' stPtref *1

ll<ii(ihif(ii)iiinl, chap. i.
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3Tra* i

SWI^ 119 »

i^: qW^ift *5H2«^jpl *1^ II i(^

+ + + +

5«Rntfe=^4t4s% jp snrm# 3^ 1 g^ id^wwoi^ ^ nj^f,

?W7?n?| I 11

3T^«4 $5t* II J(VS

?rejn5 <a^sinai 11 j(5.

__ ^

^

^
R^Rl 4WW^^ PmWwqi

sreftfg qpoRn^i

^5Ran:«fiHR«^ ^Ritt upf a[?i??i^?iq

*15 'R Rkf* y qig m II \o

‘‘The place between the ,shrines of Skandn and GoTuula contains

a holy altar. I bow down my head in reverence to this place called

Sri rundruvardJiaiinpura which is the foremost place on earth aii(?

'which has been sanctified by the waters of the Karatoyfi and wliich is

inhabited by Sapadalaksa Biahmins and in wliicli are situated the

tenijdes of Skanda, Vismi (Govinda), Balabhadra, Siva and other goth,

By feeding- Bralnnins on the bank of the Karatoya one a(*quirp.s merit

equal to that acquired by tlie performance of Asvaniedha sacrifice.

Tlie merit increases manifold, wlieii one does so where the river flows

by the ciiy of Bundranagar/^

“The city of Benares is liidden in tlie place between the temples

of Skanda and Govinda by coming wdiere man liecomes Narayana.

This city covers an aiea of 10 miles around, of which the place extend-

ing over two miles where Parasmauia lives, is the most hidden. This

portion is called Sri Mahasthaiui, the great, place of the world. May the

city of Pundrapura save you from sins—the city w^here the god Skanda

bestows w’onderful knowledge and by wdiose side flows the river
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Kariitoyii,. by ablution wherein one h purged of his sins and by

remaining where man’s bones become stones.

From the above it will be seen that the city of ruiidravardhana-

pura or rundravardhananagara or rundrapura or Piindraiiagara,

otl>.erwise known as Mahasthana is situated on the banks of tlie

Ivaratoya and is confined to the space of one krom (2 miles) between

the shrines of Skanda and Oovdnda. And oni the basis of tho abuvo

slokas it may also be said that the ci% of JHindravardliana was located

in Mahasthun Gad and its .surroiiiidings in tlie district of liogra.

Kalhana and Sandhyakaranaiidi have referred to the magnificent

temple of Skanda in the city of rundravardhana. If Mahabthaii Gad

with its adjoining area be taken to be the site of the old city of Pundra-

vardhana we may trace the famous temple of Skanda in the ruins of

a temple ascribed to god Skanda and situated in village Baghopara,

a mile and a half to the south of the Mahasthan Gad.

Sandhyakara has referred to a family of Nandis, to which he

himself belonged, as being very famous and inhabiting the city of

Pundravardhana. lieeently part of a stone-inscription' lias been dis-

covered from the ruins of Mahasthan Gad containing a genealogy of

the w'ell-known Nandi family. The character used in the inscription

indicates its date to be. the 9th century A.D. i.e, about the time of

Narayanapala Deva, In Tabaqat-i-Nasiri we are told how Bukhtiyur

Khilji in the course of his ill-fated invasion of Tibet arrived at a town

named Vardhan; thence he proceeded northwards for ten days till he

reached a point W'here lie crossed a great river witli the aid of a

sfciie-bridge and entered Kainarupa.^" In the Yoyinl Tantnr* the

Karatoya has been described as forming the western boundary of

Kumarupa.^^ According to T’aiig Shu also the Ka-Io-tu, i.e. Karatoya

lies betw*een Pundravardluina and Kaniaiupa. Excepting Malias-

24 J\<t Kitoyd-mahdf HI ya pubjished as Appendix 1 to Aronograph 11 of tlie

Vareiidra itesearch Society.

25 Raveity’s Translation of TuhayHi-f-Noxi ri,

26
I

Yogini Tantra.

27 ** [According to T’satig-sliu] the river Ka-Io-lu (lies) between that

country (Pundravardhana) and Kninarupa” (Thomas Watters’ Travels of

Ymn-ChwanUf pp. 186-27). See IX, i,
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than Gad no other site can he traced to be an ancient city on the

western bank of the Karatoyui. It will thus be not unreasonable to

identify the town; of Vardhaii mentioned in the TabaqatH-Ntmri with

Maliasthan Gad aud its surroau dings. The word ‘Vardhaiui’ may be

taken to be an abbreviation of the word Pundravardhaiia.

The ruins at Maliasthaiii: Gad and its surroundings answer also to

the deseviptiou of Pundravardhanapura ns given by Tuan Chwaiig

Mr. Cuniiinghani identifies Kie-cliu-koh-khi-lo with Kajahgala, sonic

18 miles to the south of Rajmahal which was fonnerly known as tiie

district of Kankjol.** The traveller then must have crossed the Ganges

somewhere near Kajinahal. In the words of Cunningham ‘‘the city

(l^undravardhana) the pilgrim places at about COO li or 100 miles to

the east of the Ganges near Rajmahal. Now this description corres-

ponds exactly with the relative position of Rajmahal and Maha-

sthan, the latter being just 100 miles to the east of the former.*'

According to the traveller the city w’us 30 li or about 5 miles

round. According to Cunningham’s measurement the actual area

covered by the Mahasthan Gad proper was only 4500 ft. long and

3000 ft. broad. If the distance between the sites of the two temples

of the gods Skanila and Guvinda (still locally traceable) outside the

Gad be added to the area of the Gad itself, the description of tlie

(3iinese traveller would exactly corres
2
)ond to facts. Cunningham

too had this in mind when he said that Mahasthan Gad with ils

suburbs must have formed the old city of Pumlravardbaiia. The

IVclii'po (vahsbi-va) Sahgharauia mentioned in the accounts of the

Chinese traveller evidently has reference to the vast ruins still to, be

seen at village Vasuaviharu’® situated about 3 miles aud a half away

to the west of Mahasthan Gad. The huge brick mound about 45 ft.

high locally known as Merli {ManJiii) in village Gokul, appears to

correspond to the stupa of king Asoka referred to byi ihe Chinese

traveller. Similarly one feels inclined to identify the site of the

Vihara of Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva with an elevated place in village

Vihaira about 3 miles to the west of Mabastliau Gad and occupying

Ounniaglianrs vo]. XV, p. 110.

29 lu the Boundary CoiiHnissionAr’s list, it appears as ^Bbasoft BihSr,^

ihe local name is ^Bhasoa Char’ (vide Jurindiciiott List of Boora),
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an area of 700' x GOO', The place where the past four Buddhas walked

for exercise and sat down may also be identified with the high mound

known as Netai DhopCini's Pat in village Gokul, or Mangaliiath's

Dhap in the village Teghar near Behar.

Yuan-Chwang had to travel about 150 miles to the east from

Pundravardhana before he reacdied the capital of Kamurfipa. The site

of tlie ancient capital of Kaiuarupa is also at a distance of about 150

miles to the north-east of Maha»sthuu Gad.

In tile Damodarpur copper-plate inscriptions dated 124 and 129

Gupta Kra, the court {adhihamt^a) of the Provincial Governor (upariha)

of Piindravardhanabhukti is described as situated in a place* known as

Palsbiavrnda. It inaj" be identified wdth the village named Palasabadi,

full of ruins, lying contiguously to the south-west of Mahasthan Gad.

Recently a very iiiijmrtant inscription has been discovered here,

which lias clearly established the identity of Maliasthangad with

Pundranagar or Puiidravardhananagar. This has not yet been published

but Dr. Bhandarkar, who is editing it, remarks: “This inscription

conveys an order of some ruler of Uie Maurya period to a Mahamatra

stationed in Pundiunagar (Pundaiiagalate), asking him to adopt

certain measures with a view to relieve the distress of the Samvangi-

yas, caused apparentlyi by famine. The language of the record is

Prakrt of the same type as that of the Pillar edicts of Asoka, and the

characters are Brahmi, undoubtedly of the same jjeriod. It

establishes the identity of Pundranagar with Mah^than in Bogra dis-

trict, and is the earliest inscription so far discovered in Bengal. The

use of a form of ‘Magadhi* which was the coaiH language of the

Maurya period shows further that Bengal, at any rate North Bengal,

must have been included in the Maurya dominions (Proceedings of the

ASB., 2nd January, 1933). Mr. K. P. Jayaswal published a shoit

note on this inscription in May iiuml>er (1933). of the Modern Review,

There he remarked as follows: “There is no doubt that the inscrip-

tion is a genuine Maurya i-ecord. In fine lettering it is engraved o?i

a white red stone, similar to many pieces discovered in the Pataliputra

excavations. Its importance, which has not yet been pointed out,

consists in the fact that it is the first secular administrative

Maurya record, AiSoka inscriptions being all religious* In a store*

I*H.Q., SUlPTEMOKU, 1933 14
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house, grain had been stored and probably cash also, which was ordered

to be lent. It seems to have been a time of distress. The seat of

government was at Pundraiiagar and there seems to have been

[Mahajmatias for the government of the Sa(in)vahgiyas. The record

is a iJitriking confirmation of the tradition of the Jaiiia literature

that a prolonged famine visited North India for twelve years in the

reign of Candraguptu Maurya, which led to the migration of Jain

ascetics to the South. J justly, the Arthasastra of Kautilyu is confimed

by llie Mahasthun inscript’oii. Kaiitilya. includes Vahga within the

rules of his manual, which shows that Vahga was a part of the Maurya

empire.*/

In the year 1928-29, the Archieological Department excavated the

mounds at Govinda Dhup and Vairagi Bhita and sunk certain trial

pits with the result that architectural and sculptural remains have

been unearthed. Tlie arcliitectural remains of two large temples in

the Vairagi*s Bhita have been thus describcnl by Mr. K. N.

Dikshit:—“Tlie earlier leiuple* measures 98 ft. from east to west and

42 ft. from north to south. No other details of the temple survived

except the basemejit of the plinth uJi the nortli and east. The second

temple was constructed over the earlier temple in the 11th century

A. 13.’* Another temide has been discovered in the southern part of

the rains and a solid square platform to the east of the temple, which

may also be placed in tlie same period. But the most imposing struc-

ture is tlie Inige temple at the Govinda immnd. Ihe excavated

structures’ may be relegated to the four periods of construction com-

mencing from the late Gupta to the Mahomedan occupation.

Cunningham discovered Iiere one Jain statue, tlie pedestal of a

large figure of the Yaraha avatoji*, half the man*si head in blue stone

of life size and two of lironze figures of Ganesa and Garuda. During

the excavation of 1928-29, a figure on a fragmentary i)ot-sherd, a

terracotta tiger mouth, a terracotta yaksa plaque, a lost Candl image

(from Govinda Bhita) and a temicotta female figure and many* other

relics have been found. All the figures are fine examples, of artistic

effort and creative genius. Tlio first one shows a man discharging

arrows from a chariot towards wild animals which are flying in fear.

The lost CandJ is a stone image and is understood from the presence
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of tlie feet of the image on the fully blossomed lotus pedestal and

of a lotus»-marked riglit luind in tlie Varada-mudra. Above the

pedestal, on the right side of the image we find the figure of Kartikeya,

on whose right side near about the right foot is a small peacock and

on the left side near the feet a roiichant lion. On tlie left side of

the image is thje figure of a mouse; on tlie two sides of the main

image ore two plantain trees. Under the pedestal we find two

half-kneeling figures with their hands in (injaliviudnl and between

them a figure of Makara (alligator).

Now that the identification of Pundrnnagar or Piindravardhana-

nagar with Maliasthaiigad is firmly established, we know for certain

that during the Maurya period Mahastluvngad was a seali of a

Mahamuitra of the Maurya empire. From Damodarpiir copper-plates

We further know that it w’as a provincial capital of the Gupta empire

and there is strong evidence to show that king Sasanka and the Pula

empire of Oaiida also had their capital here.

PllObllASn ClIVN'UllA Sf.x
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IV

Vijaydditya IL Narendm^ynr/jahlja (799-843 A,DJ.

Vijayadityu bore the tiileB of Narelulra-nl^^,^'l^aja, CalukySrjuna

and TriblaivanaijikiiHa, Three inscriptions of bis leign liave been

discovered.

(i) The Konopitnu In.^aiptioud

It records the grant of tite village of Korroparru to a nnniber of

Bvalimanns wlio were residents cf Penpanduru, Vrdiiceri, Podengu,

Krovasiri, Urinitfiru, Kurauce<lit, Vtihgipaim, Cruitiini, Kiujani, and

Kayuni. The boundaries of the village granted were tlie villages of

Atuguparru, Vanaparu, Vandrupedayu and Gainyyariibu (V). The

record was executed by Nrpa lludra. Korroparru was probably siiualed

in tlie Kanderuvadi-viisaya.

(ii) The h^dcnt Inscription,^

The plates containing the inscription were discovered in tlie village

of Ederu in the iNuzividu Zaiuiiubri of l^ie Kistua District. Its object

is to record that some lands, in the village of Va(n(l)rupite(y)u in the

Kanderuvadi visaya, were granted to a Brahmana resident of Minaniini.

The lands granted were bounded on the east by Korraparru; on tlie

west) by Bamati; on the north by Kendiivati (and ?) Bolavenduva(i.

(iii) The Tandivada Inscription.^

It registers the grant of the village of Taudivada, in Konhni-

nandu-visaya to a Brahmana resident of Vahgiparn.

After his accession to the throne, Vijayiiditya engaged his atten-

tion for the elevation of the political status of his family, which was

* Continued from p. 498, IX, vol, no. 2.

1 67/., vol, I, p. 35, /./I., vol. XX, P..417.

2 El., vol. V, p. 118.

3 EE., vol. 1917, no. 5 of Appendix A*
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reduced lo a very humiliating position during the reign of his father.

He was averse lo acknowledge the abject subordination of the Rastra-

kiitas and to serve them at their biddings. In the early years of the

9th century A. I). Govinda III was busy in fighting with the powerful

chiefs of the north. This gave Vijayaditya an opi)ortunity to

niaterialise his object, He openly revolted against tlie Rastrakutas and

seems to liave tliiwn off his allegiance to them. Simultaneously with

the rising of the Calukyas, the Gahga ftivamfira II, who had of late

been released by Govinda III from tlie captivity, declared hostility

against the Rastrakutas. But sometimes before A.D. 808 Govinda III

defeated liiiri and cast him again into prison.* He was subsequently

released and reinstated in his former position. Since that time the

western Gauges remained in alliance with the Rastrakutas for some

years.*' Shortly afterwards, Govinda III requisitioned the service of

the Gauge chief for tlie subjugation of tlie Jiostile king of Vengi. A

war broke out between tlie Rastrakutas and the Gahgas on one side and

the Crdukyas on the other. It prolonged unceasingly for twelve years.

Vijayaditya’s position was much weakened by the alienation of his

brother Bluma-Salukki (Calnkya) from him, who joined the opposite

camp, Govinda III, having conquered Malava, Kosala, and Dahala,

burst upon the Eastern Calukya kingdom with the Gahga forces.

Yijayaditya was signally defeated and was overthrown by the Rastra-

kuta king, wdio then established Bhiina-Salukki on the throne of

Vengi.® The Sanjan copper jdates of Amoghavarsa state ihat'^

Govinda III, having finished his war with Dharma and Cakrayudha,

directed his attention to the conquest of the neighbouring countries.

He acquired Malava along with Kosala, Vehgi, Dahala and Odrakn,

and made his servants enjoy them. The servant, who enjoyed the

kingdom of Vengi, was in all probability Blutma-Salukki.

After this discomfiture, Vijayaditya liow’ever did not lose all hope

of success. He continued the struggle and made persistent attempt to

4 M., vol. VI. p. 70.

6 EC., vol. IX, Introduction p. 4 ff.

6 SE., 1912, p. 84; 1918, p. 131.

7 Sa Kosala Kaliriga Ve(m)gi Dahal Audraka(a)n ^ralavaip vilabhya

nijasevakaih svayamhliuindvikraina^ II V, 24.; EL, vol. X\iII, p .245*
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regain Ilia throne. Hia indomitable coinage and unflagging persever-

ence eventually won for him a brilliant success. Govinda III died in

A.D. 814 leaving behind him his young son Anioghayaraa I to succeed

him on the throne. Vijayaditya availed himselt of this opportunity

and made an onslaught on Bhlma-Salukki. Blunia-Salukki obtained

adequate succour from the Rastrakiitas and their subordinate, th©

southern Oaugas, better known as the 'Western Gahgas, to fight against

liis enemies. But thi& time the victory embraced "Vijayaditya, who

readily seized the throne of Vengi by overthroiving Blnma-Sa^lukki,

The Rastrakuta empire, as has been referred to above, was then under

Ihe care of a young king. This awakened in Vijayaditya a strong

desire for the destruction of the Rastrakuta sovereignty in the Deccan.

He witli redoubled vigour fell upon’ the Ra^trakiita kingdom and gave

buttle to Ainoghavarsa. Amoghavarsa sustained a heavy reverse and

was forced to surrender his sovereignty to the (^'dukya king. The

Calukya army now overran the wdiole of the Deccan and made a victori-

ous inarcli till tliey reached the city of Stamha which they plundered and

devastated. This city is to be identified with tlie modern Cambay in

Gujrat. Tile Guntur plates* of Vijayaditya III state that Vijayaditya

It fought twelve years with the generals of Vallabhendra (i.e. the

Rastrakuta king) and having defeated his own younger brother Bhi'ma-

Salukki, took possession of the Vengi-Mandala from liim'\ An ins-

cription of Calukya Bhima I reports tliat® ‘‘Vijayaditya destroyed

together with the southern-Ganga (Daksina-Gahga) force a certain

Bhima-Salki.^’ The Masulipatan plates'® of Vijayaditya III relates

that Vijayaditya II was a fire of destruction to the Ganga family. Tlie

Masulipatam grant" of Culukya-Bhima I designates Vijayf^ditya II as

the destroyer of the party, (whicli supported) the southern Ganga. A
grant of Amina I" registers the fact that “Vijayaditya II having fought

108 battles, in which he acquired power by his arm, witk the armies

ef the Gaugas and Rattas (i.e. Rastrakutas) for twelve years, by day

and by night, sword in hand, by means of polity and valour,—built

8 8E., 1912, p. 84. 9 SE., 1918, p. 131.

10 A7., vo], V, p. 125. 11 194, p. 84.

12 SIL, vol. I, p. 39.
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the same number (i.e. 1U8) of large temples of Siva. A grant of the

Rastrakuta Intlra reiK)rtH that sometimes during the reign of

Anioghavarsa I, the Rastrakuta kingdom was conquered by the

Calukyas who devastated the city of Stamba.”

The undisputed supremacy of the J‘lasterii Calukyas over the

Ueccan did not last for a long time. Anioghavarsa I soon recouped

liis strength and attacked the Calukyas. He was re-inforced by the

armies sent by his relation, the Rastrakuta Karkaraja of Gujarat. All

his strenuous endeavours eventually proved successful, lie drove the

Calukyas out of the Rastrakuia kingdom and won over them a decisive

battle at Vihgaballi, which 1 am inclined to identify with the modern

Hinginapalli on the Munyeiu iivc
,
in the Nellore District. A grant^*

of tlie Rastrakuta India Jll, dat' d 830 = 914 A.D., records that “this

priJice i.e. AmogliavaJ*sa po-'^sessed of fortitude, on raising again

the glory of Ratia kingdom, drowned in the ocean of the Calukyas,

became ..e. n ^somcd the epithet of) A'iraiuiiayaiiu just as (Visnu),

agaii' /litiiing the earth, drowned in the ocean, liecame A^iraiiarfiyaiui

(i.e. the lieroic Xaiayana). Having by ineuiis of punislimeiit, put

down obnoxious persons, he destroyed the fiery Calukyas, (his) enemies,

who had completely devastated (the city of) Stanibu, just as a (gardener),

after removing tlie tliorns hy means of a stick, hums chick-peas, the

stalks of wliich have been jducked out with tlie roots. The same

inscription describes liiiii as the comet of destruction to the

plantain tree (viz.) the higli family of the Calukyas”. The Cambay

plates*’’ of the Rastvakuiu Goviuda IV, dated Sryd-93t) A.D. state that

from Jagalluiiga was horn Amoghavar.sa of unparallelled streiiglli, by

wliojii Varna, wlio was pleased (witli him), was gratified at

Vingavalli with unprecedented morsels of cakes (which were) th§

Calukyas (and by whom) tliat pure fame, which could find no scope

in the inside, outside and upper side of tlie universe, was as if. were

stored ii]) in the resei voir or lake called Jagattuiiga-Sindliu under the

pretext of water/^ An inscription^* reports that “Karkaraja

vanquished the tribtitary Rastrakfitas who, after they liad voluntarily

13 7i7., vol. IX, p. 3<.

15 EL, voJ. VIJ, pp. 37, 38, 43.

14 EL, vol. IX, vp. 35, 39.

16 TA., vol. XIV, p. 201.
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promised obedience, dared to rebel with a powerful army and speedily

placed Amoghavarsa I on his throne/* This seems to have referred

to the part played by Karkaraja in restoring the Eawtrakiitn, empire

for Amoghavarsa from the grip of the CalukyaH. A Rastrakuta

grant^^ infoi’ms that Amoghavarsa w*as worshipped by the lord of

Vehgi and others. The war between the Ba.strakiita and the Crxliikyas

seems to have subsequently been; brought to a close by a treaty in

accordance with which a Rastrakuta princess was married to Vijaya-

ditya’s son Visnuvardhaiia.^* Vijayuditj^a, after the conquest of the

R^trakuta empire, seems to have made an attempt tc invade the

Rratiharas of Kanauj. Pratihara Nagabhata II was at that time on

the throne of Kanauj where he ruled till 833 A.D. The Calukya army

under Vijayaditya encountered a strong resistance frojii the Pratibaias

and .sustained a heavy loss. The Gwalior Prasasti of Rhoja^^ repoits

that kings of Andhra, Siudliu,- Vidarblui and Kalihga succumlxed to

hivS youthful energy as moths do unto fire. It ineans to say that the

above mentioned hostile kings, having been attracted by the magni-

ficence of the PratiJulra kingdom, fell uiion it for (he apjiropriatioii

but was annihilated by the powerful armies of Nagabhata II, just as

the moths being attracted by the glow of (he fire fly into it only to

be burnt to death. The Andhra king mentioned above was in all

probability Vijayaditya II.

Vijayaditya came into conflict with a N^aga chief. This Naga cliicf

seems to have been a remote predecessor of the Naga dynasty ruling in

the Bastar State in the lltli and 12th century A.l).^“

Vijayaditya deserves credit for exalting the position of his family

in the imperial rank. By his marvellous military skill he once brought

the R&strakuta empire under his heels, at a time when the latter rose

to the highest pitch of its glory. In order to vindicate his independent

authority^ he assumed the epithet of Paramabhattaraka Maharaja-

dhiraja Paratne^vara. He is glorified as the lord of Vengi.*^

Vijayaditya also won reputation for his extensive architectural

17 M., Vol; tlti Pi 210. 18 8E., 1909, p. l08*

19 Ei., vol. XVIII, p. 108, 20 SE., 100, p. lOl;

21 SiLi rbl I, p. 41,
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works. He is said to have built 108 temples, called Nareiidresvara,

ill order to get rid of tlie sin which he incurred by killing men in 108

battles. He is variously stated by the inscriptions of liis successors

to have ruled for 40, 41, 44 and 48 years. Mr. Filet has accepted

the middle one viz. 44 years according to wliicli ilie king closed his

reign in 843 A.D. lie was succeeded hy his son Visiuivardbana.

V isinarardhana F, (AJ). S4o-S44)

Visnuvardliana was aFo known as Kali-Visnuvardhana aud Kali-

llittarasa. He assumed the ejdthels <'1‘ Sarvalokasraya and Visama-

sLddlii. rhre(‘ i iisevipt of liis rfdgn Imve been discovered.

<i) '/hr. I viiKiVurnimljana. nii^vnpf ioti A'

It reeonls ihal Ihe iiihabilanl^ of tlie cIIn of Iblliivipallavapattana

made a grant of land during tlie reign of Visnuvardliana. The grant

seeni};; ti> have referred to a king of the Karnata (ounlry aud to have

mentioned Ivanci and Kamesvara.

(ii) 77/c Pf^nuajfli insrfipfionr''

It recoi'ds tlie grant of some lands in the Ibignuavaravlsaya. The

executor of the grant was Jayarupa.

{]]']) The Nffipl

i

in.^rnjftloi}r'

If ivgisters the grant of I he village Handuvalli in tlie Gudraliaia-

> jsaya In a Bralimana name<l Hliavasarman.

Visnuvardliana’s reign was niievontful. As has heeu slated above,

he married ^ilaniahadevT, the daughter of the HastrakCila king.

Silainahadevi gave liiitli to u '^on Yijayaditya. lie had otlier sons

whose names wore Ayyapaiaja, A ikramadiiya 1, and V iiddliamalla . I.

Ayyaparfija was older tliaii Vijayridilya and Vikranuiditya. A'isiui-

vardliana ruled only frir a short period of eighteen months. An

inscription assigns him a reign of twenty months. He was succeeded

hy Vijayaditya in 84-t A.D.

Dhirkxdra Chandra Ganguly

22 1909, p. 108
;
Nf/., vo]. T, p. 41, 23 7.1.

,
vol. XX, p. 12.

24 74., vol. Xirr, p. 186 .
2o SE., 1914, p. 85.

SEFl'KMBER, 1933 15



The first Aryan Colonization of Ceylon

Dr, Wilhelm Geig‘(?r Iuik tried io prove tlial Ceylon was coloiii/ed

by the Aryans from the North-Wesleni India wlio introduced a noith-

western dialect of India iiitc) it.‘ Recently Dr. »S. K. Ghatterji

has tried to uphold the views of Dr. Geig'er.- In this article I

propose to examine tlie legend and the lajiguaoe of Ceylon to find out

the original home of the Sinlialese people, from tlie standpoint of

philology and not ethnology.

The Legend

The old chronicles of Ceylon, the DqHivamsa (composed between

350 and 400 A.C.) and the Mahdvamsiq both note the legend of Vijaya

and his seven hundred followers wlio colonized Ceylon. Tlic iiarrafion

in the Dlpnvavisa is brief, wliercas that in the Mnhdvamsa is somewhat

detailed. The substance of tlie legend as found in the former is as

follows:—The king (jf Vahga liad a daughter, Siisima by name. She

had a son called Sihabahu.and a daughter called Sivali by a lion {Siha).

At the age of sixteen vSihabuhu departed from liis paternal cave and

built a most excellent town called Si]uii)ura in the Lala kiiigdojii and

began to reign there. De had tliirty-two sonS, of wlioni I lie eldest was

Vijaya. Being angry at the bad conduct of Vijaya, the king banished

him and his attendants, wives, children, relations, maid-servants, man-

servants and iiired workmen from the kingdom. They were placed on

board ships and ih© sliips sailed away on the sea The shi}) containing

the children was helplessly driven to an island called Xaggadlpa. The

ship containing the women was helplessly driven to an island calh?d

Mahilarattha. The shi]) containing the men sailed on in tlie sea; but

losing her way and Jier bearing'.^ it reached at last the port of Sujipraa.

There Vijaya and liis followers committed barbarous d^eds and as a

consequence tliey were compelled to seek their safety by leaving the

1 Litteratvr uml Sprachc der Singhalesen^ pp. 90-93, vide also ///(?., vol.

ft, 1£F.

3 The Origin and Developnmii of Bengali T>ar\gmge^ pp. 72, 73) fn.
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place, llien tliey stopped at Bliarukactlia for tlnee mouths and tliero

also they exanpirated the jiihahiiaiiis and were apain compelled to take

slieltor on boaid their sliij). The ship sailing* oA'er the sea was driven

away by tlie \ioleiice f)t' ilie wind and lost their bearings and thus they

arrived at Tiniikadipa. Tainbapauiil was the first town in tlie islaml

wliere they set their foot. Vi java landed on Lahkadi])a at the time

when tlie Buddha attained parinihhana.^

Tlie substance of the narration given by the Mahavamm is as

follows;—There was a Vahga king in the Vahga (*ity in the Vahga

country. He had married a daughter <.f the king of Kalihga. The

issue of the union was a daughter. Being extremely passionate he left

liome and joined a caravan going to Magadha. A lion attacked tlie

caravan in a forest in LaJa kingdom. She fell a willing victim to

the lion, who, however, ti;nk her to iiis cave and ((diabited with her.

So .slie liad a son called Sihabahu and a daughter called Sihasivali hy

the lion. At the age of sixteen the boy carried his mother and liii

sister from the cave and came to a border village. At that time there

was stationed the maternal uncle’s sou of the princess, who was the

general of the army of the king of Vanga. lie took them to Vahga.

city and married the prince-s. A’ow the lion searching for his wife and

(d)ildien began to ravage the bordering villages. The king declared a

handsome reward for killing the lion. Siliabijhu killed him and came

to the city with, tlie head. It was tlie seventh day from tlie death of

the Vahga king. He \vas wdtliout a son. The ministers, therefore,

offered the throne to Sihabaliu. But. he bestow’ed the kingdom on the

husband of his mother and wejit to his native place with Sihasivali.

He built Sihapura in the Tifila kingdom and reigned there making

Siliasivali hia queen. He had thirty-two sons hy her, of whom Vijaya

was the elde.st. Vijaya was very wicked and tlie king imt him and

his seven liundred followers on hoard ships and cast them adrilt in

the sea. He did the same with their w:ves and children. ^Jhey reached

different islands and Ih’ed there. The i.sland wdiich llie children

reached is (tailed ?\aggadipa. The i>l.'.nd which the w’omen reached is

called Mahiladipa. Vijaya reached Siijiparaka ])orl with his men; hut

3 7)7/10 rn»j.sa IX, 1-31,
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being afruid of the inhabitants on acooiint of the violence of his followers

he again embarked on the ship. He landed in Lanka: at a reign called

Tambapaimi on the day when Buddha lay in nibhdna betw^een two Sala

trees.

There is no doubt that the Mahavamsa is later in composition than

the IHpavamm, But this does not mean that the MahCmimm has

borrowed ils material from the Dlpavamsa and that the materials not

found in the Dlpavamsa are later accretions in the Malturamsa,

In fact both Geiger and Oldenberg are agreed that botli the Cliroiiicles

have drawn from the same source either directly or indirectly.’'

Hence we are justified in combining the two narrations wldcdi

will give us the following common infonnation. Sihabahu was the

grandson (daughterV son) of a king of Vanga. He establislied

an indei)endaJit kingdom in Lala witli Sihapiira as its capital. Vijaya

w’as the eldest son of Silialialiu. He being expelled from liome embarked

on a ship wdth his large followers and sailed for unknown lands. They

first reached Naggadt])a, ilien ifahiladipa and then Supparaka ])orl.

From tiiere they went to Bliarukaccha. From Bliariikaccha tliey sailed

again and reached Ceylon where they settled. The date was the date

of the death of Buddha.

Bharukaccha and Supparaka are well-known places in ancient

India. Bharukacclia is undoubtedly identified witli Bariigaza of Greek

writers, the modem Bluirodi or Broach at the mouth of tlie Xarbada in

the west cotist of India. Suppwaka, in Sanskrit Surparaka, in Greek

Soupara (Ptolemy) and Souppara (Periplus) is the modern Sopara, dd

miles to the north from Bombay. I take Mahiladipa to represent tiie

Maidive, when* still a language akin to Sinhalese is sj)oken. Naggadi]):!

is evidently the s'.me as Xagadvipa whicli is tlie ancient name for tlcj

Jaffini Island. The identification of Lala is much disputed. But from

the narration of the Mnhdrinnsa it is clear that its position was between

Vanga and Magadha. To identify it with Larikc of llie Greek writers

and Lat« of amuent India, part of the modern Gujrat, would land iis

into many absurdities. It is almost impossible to think of a marriage

4 Mahdvamsa transl. by P.T.S., 1912.

0 VljHiramso^ Intro, p. 7; Dlpavnmsa and MahCwunisa transl. by E.M.

Coomaraswaniy, Colombo, 1908, p. H,
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reltttionship between two petty kingdoms on the west aiul east coasts of

India at. tliat time. Then again tlie order of the places during the

voyage cannot be consistent with this view. We, therefore, find no

jirstification to set aside the idear indication of its site by the

Mahavamsa, I would take lidja to mean Radlia, lladha of Sanskrit

inscriptions and
^

classics, Ladhn of the Jiiina Prakrt workn, T/ada of

the Tirumalai Inscription of Rajendra Cola and Ral of the Tabnqat-i^

Naidti, i.e. the pari of western Rengal including the districts of ITngli,

Howrah, Rurdwan, Midnapiir, Birblium, and Bankura and part of the

districts of Manbhuin and Saiitnl Parganas.® About the name of Lata

for ancient Gujrat I should like to indulge in a theory here. From tlm

legend we have seen that Vijaya and his followers from La|a remained

for ,some time in Siipparaka and Bharukaccha. Some of liis followers

must liave remained tliere as settlers. It is possible tliat it was tliey

wlio gave the name of their old country to this region, whicli later on

came to hear tht name of TiUtn, perhaps a later corruption of Lala.

Thai Siliajinra (Sanskrit Simliapura) was a town in Kastern India

is proved from many inscriptions. King Kirtti Kissahka Malla of

(Vyloii (1189*1198 A.(h) says in his inscription that lie was the son

of 8ri Jaya Uc/pa of the dynasty of the (^ikravartin.s of Kalinga, then

ruling at Sinihapnra, wlio were descended from the race of

King Vi jaya.' That there was a Sihapura or Simliapura iji Kalinga

6 '‘J)r. E. Milllcr ob.seivcil: “Lassen (Intf, Mfctfh, vol. 11, p. lO-j) identifies

IjaUi with Lata (Omd; LartUo— CLijanlt). Tlio whole contv'xt of tlio MrtJnlv.

liowevtg shews that this eamiot be meant. King Nissuhka Malla, a prince

of Kaliht^a, who has left many inscriptions in different parts of Coylon, was

l>orn in a city called Siiiiliapnra, whicli he niaijitains the .same as Sijjihapnra

nhoiv Wijaxa no'. born. If so, Laja wn.s part of tiiC Jaltor kinj^doiii, Kalinga,

a not unlikely i>la(v to suppose tlie Aryan coinpierors of Ceylon to have started

Irom. This seems to lx* the opini<m of lluriiouf irhos sifr hi (ieoijrti i)hie

Ancivnnp dc ('f'ljhiii, p. 01), as he identifies liaja with Itiidha “la partie

hasse du lk*nj;alo actnel, (pii s’eteiid sur la rive droile de la riviere Houi^li, et

coniprcnd Jes districts de Tainlouk et de Midnnpanr”. This country then inihst

have Ix'cn thoroujiihly Aryan at so remote a lime as ilie otli century B.C. at tlio

latesi;, for not only is tin* Sinlialeso lun^ua^c Sanskrit, but the va-st majority of

the higher castes of the Sinhalese have unmistakably the Aryan type of faces,

and, as lor lower castes, they do not look like Dravidians, bnt resomblo tho

\eddas.“—LI., Xl, p. 198 f.n.

7 AU\, No. 148 and Kp. I, p. 132.
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is seen also from tlie Komarli })lates of Maharaja CaiHlavanuaii, the

ruler of Ivaliiij>a/ and the llrliatpiosiha plate of rmavariuaii, the

ruler of Kalihj^'a.” In tlie Belabo Copperplate of Bhojavunnaii Deva,

the orift'ijial seat of the Yarumtis has been mentioned as “Siinliapuru

like the eave of tlie lion/'”‘ In tlie Ra|?olu plate of Saktivarmtuij

the ruler of Kalih^a *’Jillf^ himself the jewel of the Ma^^adlui race

(Mae’afdha] Kulalahkaiisnu. Is it the correct readiiijr? In the Ins^

d ipt ion of Vijayanandivarnian, eldest son of kinp^ Candavarman,

he desioiKiters. himself as jjaratna hhaynmUi^ ^nlanhayano),^^ The

d/oh it t'tfihso (Ch. oD, V. 20) states that the qiieeu of Vijayabahu I

(1054-1 100) was a princess of Kaling^a and that three of her relations

came to Ceylon from Silinpura (vers. 4G). Ilultzsoh identifies Simha-

pura of Candavarman with Sihgapuram between Chicacole and

Narasama])eta.‘’ It seems that the iSihapuia of Vijaya must

liave been in Iladlia, which later on, for sometime at least,

formed a jiart of the kinp‘dom of Kalih^a. It may also be supposed

tliat the race of Vijaya mi^*rated from their oi lginal vseat of government

and founded a new capital in Kalihga with the old name. AVe should

remember that the great grand-mother of Vijaya was a Kalihga princess

and liis grand-mother was afterwards married to a Kalihga prince, her

cousin according to legendsr.''’

'riie narration that Vijaya sailed to Ceylon fri)in. Supparaka or

Bharukaccha cannot justify the theory that tlie first Aryan settlers were

inhabitants of that pari of India. The order of the places clearly

sliows that A’ijaya niuM have sailed from the eastern cost of Iiirlia,

perliaps from the port of Tamalitti, At first they liad no idea of

settling down in Ceylon. Tiiey loved about for sometime like piiates.

Hence they settled in Ceylou from Bharnkaccha or Supparaka and not

8 AY., IV, p. Wi 9 Kf., XU, p, 5.

10 KL, Xir, p. ;I9. n J.\., V, 176.

12 AY., TV, p. 143.

13 I cannot accept the identification of Sihapura witli Syngiiaya on the

Gandak river (according to Tumour) or with Sihor in TCathiwar (according to

Barnett) or with Singur in the di.^'trict of Hugh (according to ]\rr, Nundo Lai

Dey) for want of .sufficient reasons, though this latter identification is not impos-

sible. There is no evidence for an ancient Simhapura in Gujarat or in the west

coast of India,
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lUreitly I'miii Lula (Bengal). It may be tliat they were ship-wrecked

in Ceylon and were compelled io settle there.

It may be^ held witli Dr. Barnett^ that Ceylon was coloJiized by men

both from Bengal and (hijrat and the legend is an attempt to combine

ilie two traditions. By an examination of the Simhalese language in

its historical developmeJit, we shall presentlvi see that Sinhalese shows

unmistakable atfinity with the oldest phase of Bengali. This, of course,

dues not mean that the people from (iiijrat never settled in Ceylon.

Wiiat I mean is that the Jirst Aryan .uiilcrs weie from Bengal who

inlrodiiced their language in the island.

The Langitaye

I'ortunately for us Sinhalese i> represented in a series of inscriptions

dating from the 2nd century B.C. If we compare Sinhalese with the

language of the inscriptions of Asoha, we are at once struck by its

jvseuihlnnre io (he most distinguishing feature of the language of his

eastern inscriptions. 1 sliall take here the inscriptions of Avsoka at

Oirnar asi representing tlie western dialect and those at Dluuili as

representing the eastern dialect.

Sanskrit
Westcni r.a^tern Old Modern
Asokaii. Asokaii Sinhalese Sinhalese

Noui. Sing. )
Mas. Neat. )

Loc. Sing.

-o,”ni(neut.) —

c

-e, ~i\ -a (neul.

-ainhi -asi
-ahi, -ihi-

ihi, -ii
-ehi, -0

I)at. Sing. I
- athayc(Sanskrit

f
- iitliava X -ta

infhrnjd) )

Iftt. pers. pi. X ai)lie apa, iip api

2n(l. pers. pi. X tuphe X topi

Present participle
minmana iiiana niina ]ni]i

tistli- (s/stlifi) tist- rith- sit-
1

I

|l)hava—

(

l)]iava', ho- ho- we- ve-1

[hliiita- l)hnia- huta wii, XV

u

vul

krtu- kixta- kn^a kaja kala ~

krtva X katu kotxi, kapi kota-

inata- niata (Kalsi niaja ma|a

insrr.)

14 T/ie Camhrulgc ISistory of India^ I, p. 60(5.
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Suii^ikrit
Western
Asokau

Eastern
Ailokan

Old Sinhalese
Alodcru
Sinhalese

inrga magp.- miga X imiva ( *m

mayura niora mnjula X miyuru

trayas ti, tri timni tiiii tun, tuna

dvfidasa dba da.su duvalasa

.

diivadasa
(Kalsi iuscr.)

do
j
lisa dol.osa

vrksa- vraeha-, v•iiclia- liikha-, vaclia- riik ruk

ksudraka childaka khudaka ciidi kuda, kudu

pasyati pa sat i dakhati vMak v/diik-

idain iduiu imain X infi, inova

slhavira- thaira- uialifilaka-,

viK.iha-

muhalakti iiiahalu

Ir r 1 r r]

['•> n n u '«!

I«y. «• .s s s S 111

Ua h n ry, n vl

l«y n nui X

loy mu inn n >.>l

Iks ch kh k.s k, s, li)

from the above table it will be seen that though generally agree i])g

with the Eaf^terii dialect, Sinhalese in some instances (shown by square

brackets) dift'ers from it. Xutiibly in place of eastern ly n Siiiljalesc

agrees witli the western r, //. This is rather in favour of my supposi-

tion that tlie first Aryan co-lonization. w’as from lludlia or westeiii

Bengal. In tlial dialect as also in standard Beiigali, Assamese and

Oriya, the Old Indo-Aryaii r in never replaced by 1. The 7i sound has

still been preserved in some sub-dialects of Manblium, Saiithal Paigaiias

ami the south-western parts of Midnupiir, forming ])aris of the old

liadlia countiy. It is also current in Oriya. There is anotlier sound,

I, which is found m Sinhalese Though this is wanting in the inscrip-

tions of Jagauda and Dhauli, it is found in some oilier eastern inscrip-

tions like Badliia (Lauriya Araraj), Mathia (lamriya Nandagarli). It

is also preserved in the Kliaria Thar dialect of Manblium and in jiKKleni

Oriya. Old Sinlialese also agreed in another point with an eastern

dialect though not with the language of the eastern lm.criptioii» (f

Asoka. We find in Vessagiri cave inscriptions (Ep, Z.y T, p. 18 ff.)

of the 2nd century B.C. and the Eitigala inscriptions (Ep. Z., I, p.

139 ft.) of the first century B.C. the preservation of old a', and also ^ as
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a result of old conjunct sounds -sya, -nya, as well as in place of old

as in the words, <h^(t^ Sanutanl^ ferula
,
Tisa (Sanskrit TUya),

Tuh (Sanskrit nayhaMi (Sanskiii nahyhmya)^ f^onmu, Maha^

huUiSiUie^ (iuvxiinaJui etc. The s sound is the characteristic of the old

Magudhi and the Majjadhi of the Sanskrit dramatists. It is also found in

sjine old seals found in Maf^adlia as X4tiii(]lr(nlh(i;sti
, Ayapalam,^'^ Tin's

s sound is still prevalent in Bengali. ModenTllengali represents old hn

hy /'A, vh as ii\ piihh

a

(8kt. ptihn)^ hhur (Skt hsina)^ hut indchl (Skt.

in((ksik‘(i)f chuti (Skt. ksuMd). Similarly Sinhalese represents /-.v hy

/ (hh) and jf, h (<67i) as dakunu (Skt. dahsii^xa)^ hik (Skt. hlukxa), vk

(Skt. iksii), but kus, kis (old Sinli. kasOy Skt. kulai)^ das (Skt. daksa)^

old Sinh. nuissa (Skt. maksikd).

Modern Sinhalese builds the Nom. pi. with -o, -n which are derived

from aha according to AV. (jeiger.*® Tliis ahu is also the Nom. ])lurul

sutiix in ilagadhi according to Prakrit grammarians,

Old Sinhalese jhita Slaughter’ (A//. Z., t, p. 17) is an interesting

word. It is cognate witli Bengali, y7n‘, Assamese jhit (pr. zl) and Oriya

jhid. The palatalization from dhfla (Sanskrit duhita) is thus very

ancient.

Modem Sinh. yuil may bo cotnpared to Beng, Mid. Beng.

dfJlUlL

Sinh. .yo/o, srhi is akin to Beng. sdlik (Skt. sarlkd). AVe may

compare also Sinh. <///, Beng. da (Skt. ddtni)^ Sinh. iciiliy Beng. hcdi

(Skll rdlakd)^ Sinli. nidfij Beng. nidti (Ski. mrtlikd), Sinh. nnhiily

Beng, si/aal (Skt. salwall)

,

Sinh, akaady Beng. ukun (Skt. ulkitita?)

Modern Sinhalese nitiy ‘always’ cannot he derived from Pali or

Prakrit mvea. It coiresi)omls to Bengali nlti. Botli tlie words go

to an eastern form nitiyn (Sanskrit aiiya) (cf. Asoka Girnar ekaedy but

Dliauli and ^di^fxxxAviekatiydKekaiydh)

,

])r. AV. Geiger is, cei*tainly wrong in his method to comi)are Sinha-

lese with the western Indian languages, Marathi, Gujruti and Sindlii

as to the preservation of y and v and come to the conclusion that

15 R. O. Pranke, Pali mul f^anshnty p. 98.

16 Liiieratur und Spirache der Singhahseriy p. 6ti

till.Q., SEPTEMBEB, 1933 16
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Sinhalese belongs to the western Group. These two sounds were pro-

severed in the eastern as well as the western dialect of the inscriptions

of Asoka and we may presume that they were also found in tlie old

lladha dialect, lliuugli changed later on. It is only scientific

to hold that Sinhalese is to he derived from an old lladha dialect of the

sixtJi century J3.C., iJie characteristics of which Ave can gather by the

lielp of linguistic metlujds. I do not deny, however, that Sinhalese

was influenced later oji hy IMli, ilie sacred language of the people, ajid

hy Gnjrati, the language ol tlie later immigrants. The early relation-

ship of Ceylon wltli the Tamil people lias also something to do with

the development of the Sinhalese language.

Concluswn

Thus we find from an examination of the legend and the language

of Ceylon that it was first colonized hy Aryans from Hengid and that

their langnag'e is the pareJit of (he Sinhalese language iiispilc of much

development owing to later accretions to the language.

3[l). SlI.UllDl’LLMl

17 LiUeratar etc., m*. 93.



The Baud Charter of Kanakabhanja

This inscription was edited for the . first time by Mr. B. C.

Majumdar,' Latpr Prof. R. D. Banerji studied these copper-plates

and came to the conclusion that these plates had ‘been forged

in recent times to serve a particular purpose unknown to us, by

some clever forgcrer*,® Das Gupta,® Hira Lai* and Ray'refer to this

inscription as giving the genealogical history of a line of Bhafija

rulers who were the overlords of Baud. Prof. Banerji did not

consider this inscription as giving the history of a new line of

Bhafija rulers in his posthumous work ;• and adhered to his

own opinion. As there are many inaccuracies in the introduction,

text and translation prepared by Mr. Majumdar.* I re-edit this

inscription here.

This charter was in the possession of a Khond peasant of Baud
;

but how, when and wlicnce it came to his possession cannot be

ascertained. Mr. Majumdar writes, ‘When the peasant was

induced to sell this document to the Naib Tahsildar of Sonpur, all

that could be ascertained was that the plates had been long in his

possession and that he was under the delusion that he could get a

clue to some buried wealth if only he could decipher the

inscription,*®

The charter is incised on three plates of copper, each measuring

These plates arc suspen..ed by a copper-ring of 3J"

diameter which, passing through the circular holes which are cut

through the plates in the middle of the upper edge, is closed by a

lump of copper, which, according to Mr. Majumdar, is ‘shaped

like the bud of a lotus*.’® The first plate is inscribed on one side

only, while the second and the third plates are inscribed on both

sides. In each of the sides, except the inner and outer sides of Plate

1 II, pp. 2 March. p. i-xiii.

3 Aiioin., xn, Pt. in, pp. ‘231-45.

4 A7., XVJIl, 1). m. PHNI., P. 432-3.

() 710., pp. 101-90. ^ ^niOJtS., Afiirdi. p.

8 TT, pp. 35C-7t. 0 BxV., p 356.

10 Ihkl.^ p. 356.
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III where we get ii and 2 lines respectively, there are 10 lines.

Thus the inscription consists of 43 lines. The letters on all the sides

of the plates, except the letters of the outer side of Plate 111 which

roughly measure fV", generally measure with the occasional

exception of some letters on these sides which measure either a little

larger or a little smaller. On an average, there are 24 letters in each

line of these plates, the lowest number of letters being 12 in I.43 and the

highest number being 29 in I.41. There are a few symbols and

symbolic representations of some words in this inscription. It begins

with ‘Oin’ which is represented by the symbol which we meet, accor-

ding to the opinion of Mr. Majumdar, with 'in the charters of the

Trikalinga Guptas’,* * and it also ends with the symbolic represen-

tation of *Oin’ engraved in the reverse order. There is also perhaps a

symbolic representation in 1. 1 between 'mu' and 'ni' of the joined

words 'munir-asit’. It is very difficult to say what this symbol repre-

sents
;
perhaps it represents some flowers. There is also another

symbol representing some unknown meaning between the stop-lines

after *ti’ and before 'ti' in J.42. There is also an eye-like figure

between ‘a’ in 'arthapati* in I.21 and ‘dva’ of ‘vidvanu’ of 1. 22.

Whether this figure is the representation of any symbol or not is very

difficult to say.

The language of the inscription is Sanskrit and is full of mistakes,

due to poor education of the scribe. The inscription consists of 4 difler-

ent styles of composition viz., verses in Anuf(ubha metre (]I.f-i6

;

23-24 }
26-27 ;

30*4i)> poetic prose (ll.i6-2o}, mixed verse and prose

(II.20-23) and prose (11.24-26
; 27-30 ; 42-43).

The alphabet of this charter is, in all probability, of the eleventh

century A.D. I have made a thorough inquiry into the palaeography

of this charter an J have detected the following varieties of letters.

Among the vowels 'a' has two varieties—the earlier one resembling

partially the letter ‘a’ in Biihler’s table XII ('a’ in 'anekSrama' 1. 9) and

the latter one closely resembling the present Bengali 'a' ('a’ in

'arthapati’ 1 .2 1). The initial form of 'a’ is not found in this charter

but six varieties of its medial form are found ('3' in 'ka3-

yapo’ 1. 1 ; ‘nama’ I.1, ) 'sthinaip’ I.3, ;
-pantha’ 1.8,; 'sf4|y3’ I.17;

'grSmlya' 1. 20). There is only one variety of the initial form of ‘i’

(‘i’ in 'im9ni’ 1. 40) ;
but there are five varieties of its medial form (

i’

XI ma., p. 367
. (3 HTll'., Tafol TV. VHt, X.
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in ‘svasti’ 1. l ; ‘sarabhi’ ^?) I.2
;

‘rajabhih’ 1, 36; 'pitybhiV 1. 38;
‘apnoti’ 1. 39), There is no initial form of T, but there are six

varieties of its medial form (1* in ‘Sri’ l.i
j pythivi’ 1 . 7 ; ‘klrtif)'

I.11 ; 'hastl’ 1 . 20 ;
’gramiya’ I.2Q

, ‘trtlye’ bde’ I.40). There are two

varieties of the initial form of ‘u’ which are practically of the same

age, one of them ( 'u’ in ‘ubhaya’ 1.25 ) resembling one letter in

Biihler’s table XIII, the other one also of similar morphology (‘u’

in ‘uttarasya’ I.29 ) j there are nine varieties of its medial form

( ‘u’ in ‘muni’ l.l
; ‘suddhanvaye’ I.2

j ‘sakuvan’ (?) 1.$; ‘kathasu’ I.12
;

•ripu’ 1.15 J
‘pura’ 1.2$ ;

‘sihipura’ 1.25 ;
dharmapura’ 1 .2 $ ; Mahara-

pura’ 1.27). There is no initial form of ‘u’ but there are four varieties

of its medial form (‘u’ in ‘babhuvuh’ II.2-3
j ‘-bhud*’l. 7 ; ‘-bhuva-’ 1. 13;

‘•bhut*’ 1.13)* There is no initial form of ‘f’ but there are three varieties

of its medial form (‘r’ in ‘sjgata’ 1 . 9 ;
‘nj-pa’ I. 14 ;

'srstya' 1. 17). There

is one variety of the initial form of ‘e’ which, in all probability, stands

between the letter ‘e’ in Tafel V, XVll! 7 and XVIII. 7 of UUhler’s

table XIV so far as the evolution of the letters is concerned (‘e’ in

‘evam-asya’, 1. 30) and there are altogether four varieties of its medial

form closely resembling the modern Bengali form (‘e’ in ‘vanse’

1. I ;
‘dehika’ 1 . 5 ;

‘vendake’ 1 . 25 ;
‘harane’ 1 , 34), There is no initial

form of ‘ai* but there are three varieties of its medial form (‘ai’ in

‘jari’ 1. 3 ;
‘nikhataika’ 1. 15 ; ‘guijail/ 1. 21 ;

‘sasanikaih’ 1. 30).

There is no initial form of ‘o’
;
but there are eight varieties of the

medial form of ‘o’ (‘o’ in ‘kafiyapo’ I. i
j
‘vansoyama’ 1 . 2 ;

‘klio’

1. 2 ;
‘paiico

—
’ 1. 3 ;

‘dhavaio’ 1. 8 ;
‘-nyatho-’ i. 8 ;

‘-bliaujo-’ 1.

II
;

‘dak§o’ 1 . 12). There is no initial form of ‘au’ but there are two

varieties of its medial form, the earlier being ‘au’ in ‘patrikau’ I. 25

and the other in ‘vaude-’ 11. 4-S*

As regards the palaeography of consonants, there occur two types

of ‘ka’ and ‘kha’ viz., the proto-Nagarl (‘ka’ in ‘sakuvan’ (?) 1, 5 );

(and ‘kha’ in ‘samkhclata’ I. 14) and the proto-Bengali types (‘ka’ in

‘kasyapo’ 1 . I
;
and 'kha’ in ‘-khoda-’ 1 . 5). In 'ga' we have three

different forms viz., the proto-Nagarl ('ga’ in ‘vinirgata’ 1 . 20),

the proto-Oriya (‘g’ in ‘gajendranani’ 1 . 4) and the proto-Bengali

types (‘ga’- in ‘sfgata’ 1 . 9), The protorBengali type here holds

the supreme position as we find no less than 4 slightly different

varieties of ‘ga’ of this type (‘-varge^u’ 1. 10 ;
‘gotrah’ 1. 21 ;

‘dvijegra-

•Jllj’ 11 . 22-23 , ‘gramam’ 1 . 29), while the proto-Nagarl and the proto-

13 im., Tafel IV, IX. 5, 14 Ibid,
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Ofiya types are represented by each of these letters. There is one

form of ‘ga’ in this charter, the like of which we cannot

find out- elsewhere (‘ga’ in ‘-grama-’ II. 27-28). In ‘ca’ we find

only one type viz., the proto-Nagarl, only the left horizontal

stroke of the modern, Niigarl ‘ca’ being absent (‘ ca’ in ‘Cu()amai}i’

1. 13). In ‘ja’ we have two types prevalent viz., the proto-

Nagarl eja’ in ‘dvijegranlh’ 1. 22) and the proto-Bengali types

Cja’ in ‘bhubhujah’ 1. 3). In' ‘{a’ we find the prevalence of one type

only viz., the proto-Nagarl type (‘(a’ in ‘bha((ena’ 1. 4). In ‘da’ we

find the prevalence of the proto-Bengali type only (‘da’ in 'so(Jasyaiva’

1. 6). In ‘na’ we have the prevalence of the proto-Oriya type only

('ria’ in ‘gajendranSm' 1. 4). There are three types of ‘ta’ viz., the

North-Indian which is the earliest (‘ta’ in ‘mahatapah’ 1. i),

the proto-Nagarl (‘ta’ in ‘samkhelata’ 1. 14). In the letter ’ta’ of

the word ‘saiiikhelata’ we have a very interesting specimen of

a North-Indian alphabet changing into the proto-Nagarl type

because traces of the parabolic line at the lower part of it

are still found in this letter with the addition of the curved

stroke in the left joining the right vertical line which is the main

characteristic of the proto-Nagarl alphabet. For this reason I wish

to give prior evolution to this letter than the letter ‘ta’ in ‘matra’l.s

and the proto-Bengali type (‘ta’ in ‘ prthivlpatih’ I.7). Tliere are

two types of ‘tha’ viz., the early form (‘tha’ in ‘tithiiu’ I.26) and the

proto-Bengali form which is closely evolved from the earlier ferm

(‘tha’ in ‘tathi’ I.3
;

‘yasaserlhine’ I.4—these two letters must be

taken to belong to the proto-Bengali type on account of the absence

of the down horizontal line below the vertical line which joins the

horizontal line on the left, the presence of which would have made

these letters belonging to the proto-Oriya type). There are two types

of ‘da’ viz., the proto-Nagari (‘da’ in ‘BaudeSvaradayah’ 11. 4-5) and the

proto-Bengali types (‘da’ in ‘dehika’ t.5). There is only one type of

‘dha’ viz,, the North Indian or Early type (‘dha’ in dhanadam’ I.18).

There are three types of ‘na’ viz., the North-Indian (‘na’ in ‘yasascr-

thine’ 1.4), the proto-Nagarl (‘na’ in ‘munirasit’ l.i) and the proto-

Bengali types (‘na’ in ‘madanani’ 11. 18-19). Regarding the palaeo-

graphy of ‘pa’, the late Prof. R, D. Banerji wrote, 'The Nagarl duct

of the writing of the Baud plates is more evident in the case of 'pa’.‘
*

This opinion of the late Professor is not correct and I have

\5 molts., March, 1928, p. xiii.
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come to the conclusion, after a very close study of the palaeography

of this alphabet, that the proto-Oriya style of writing holds the more
important place than the proto-Nagarl style of writing. There are

only three variations of the proto-Nagarl type (*pa* in 'prtliivIpatilV

1.7 ;
‘tatputro’ I.12

; ‘-putru* I.14) and no less than ten variations

of the proto-Oriya type (‘pa* in ‘k%apo' 1 . i • ‘mahatapah’ I.i •

‘pura* 1. 2 ;
‘paficoltara'u' I.3

;
^pailca* I4

;
‘pantha* 1. 8 ;

‘-klipta’

l.ii
;

*nrpa-'1.4; 'tatpntro-‘1.22
;

‘santapta-, 1. 11). ‘Pha* is written

only in the proto-lkngali form (‘pha’ in ‘prapaphalah' l,io). The

letter 'bha* has been written in two styles. viz. the proto-Nagarl (‘bha*

in ‘-bhuraih* 1.28—it is very difficult to account for the presence uf

the horizontal line on tlie right besides the usual horizontal line in

‘bhumih’ 1 . 28. With its absence and the presence of the right little

horizontal line, it would have looked exactly like the modern Nagarl

‘bha*) and the proto-Bengali type (‘bha* in ‘bhaftia-* 1 . 2— a cursory

comparison of this form of ‘bha^ with the modern Bengali ‘bha* may

lead us to conclude that tiiere is no f.oint of si/nilarity between these

two forms
;
but if we examine these two types veiy carefully, we can

certaitily conclude that inorphologlcally these two types are very

similar). There is the proto-Nagari form of ‘ma’ viz., (‘ma’ in ‘nama*

I.i) and another form for which it is difficult to give any name (‘ma*

in ‘paBcimasyani* I.28). ‘Va* is written in ilie proto-Nagari type only

(‘ya* in ‘vamsoyam-* 1,2). ‘Ra* is written in two styles viz. the [)ruto-

Nagarl (‘ra^ in inunirasit’ l.i) and the proto-Bengali types (‘ra’ in

‘sura-* 1.20). The proto-Nagari furin of writing is prevalent in

k‘la* (‘la' in ‘kila’}. There is only one form of ‘sa* present (‘.V in

‘sfi’ i.7). It is conspicuous that we do not find any proto-Nagari ‘sa’

in this charter but only the proto-Bengali (‘sa’ in ‘yesLim* I.4) and the

[)roto-Ori}a (‘sa* in ‘srestha* I.2), In ‘sa’ we find the prevalence of

the proto-Bengali type (‘sa* in ‘munua^il’ l.i) and other two lorms of

‘sa* for which it is difficult to give any name ('sa* in ‘pascimas) lini*

1.28; ‘di8au*J.28). There arc 4 difrerent varieties of ‘ha* (‘ha’ in

‘mahataprih* l.i
;
‘dchika* I.5 ;

‘sainiiliHiti* I.20
;
‘hasti’ I.20).

Thus we can have a com[nehensive idea of the palxogiapliy of

this charter. In it we find 4 different varieties of writing viz, Noith-

;.lndian, or Early, proto-Nagari, proto-Bengali and proto-Oriya.

Among all these varieties, the proto-Nagari occupies the fiist place

.so far as frequency is concerned and next in order of fre«]uency coine

proto-Bengali, proto Oriya and North-Indian or Early, the first being

the most frequent. Thus we can conclude that the fciture ot the
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palaeography of this charter is the proto Nagari duct of writing with

the great frequency of the proto-Bengali and the little frequency

of the Noi th-Indian and the proto-Oriya scripts.

With the question of palaeography arise two important questions

regarding this charter viz., (i) genuineness of tliis charter and (2) its

date. Let us deal with these two problems one by one. Majumdar,“*

Miralal,'' Das Gupta* and Roy** believe this charter as genuine

wliile Banerji®'’ held it to be spurious. My object in this paper is

to show that this charter is genuine. The main reasons of Prof. R. D.

IJanerji are as follows

:

(1) ‘The king’s name is followed by several lines of meaningless,

adjectives’.

(2) ‘Immediately after tlie king’s name come the details of the

land granted, a feature almost unparallelled among Bhatija

grants’.

(3) ‘There is no mention of the officers concerned.’

(4) ‘Tliere is no mention of the details of the two villages

granted’.

(5) According to him the rulers who are mentioned in the Baud

Charter of Kanakabha&ja cannot be earlier than the rulers

mentioned in the Antirigram Plates of Ya§obhatija and

Jayabhafija. Then he compares the palaiography of the

Baud Charter of Kanakabhafija with that of the Antiri-

gram Plates of YaSobhaftja and Jayabhahja and concludes

that the former is earlier than the latter two, and therefore

is to be rejected on account of the fact mentioned just

at the beginning of this point.®*

Firstly, we are to remember that this inscription gives the genea-

logical history of one Bhahja dynasty, which is different from

other three Bhahja dynasties viz., (i) Adi-BhafSjas of Khijjiilga-KoJta.

(2) Earlier Bhahjas of Khifijali-Mand^la and (3) Later Bhahjas ol

Khinjali**
;
and so it is not unusual that the method of the drafting

of the Baud Charter should be different from those of otlier Bhafija

dynastie.s

Secondly, there is no inconsistency in the drafting of this

charter. We get an account of (l.i) Kasyapa from whom this line

16 .jmnts., 1C pp. ojo-U 17 m., xviii, p. ixm.

18 AltOd/., XU, pt. Ill, pp. mu. 19 iJhNl.

‘20 inoits., 1028, starch, pp. i-xiii. 21
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was originated, (11,2-S) o£ the former rulers of this dynasty, [ vlhS*7)

the meaning is obscure on account of bad engraving, ] (II.7-11) of

Solanabhanja, (II.IM3), Durjayabhahja, (JJ. 13-20) of Kanakabhauja,

the ruling monarch, (II.20-24) of the genealogy of the donee, (II.24-2S)

of the ra^aka, (11.26-27) of the gift of land, (II.27-30) of the boundary

of the land gifted, (II.33-39) of the imprecatory verses from the

Mahabharatai (I. 40) of the regnal year of the ruling king, and (I.42) of

the name of the scribe. Thus there is consistency so far as the

drafting of this charter is concerned.

Thirdly, the king’s name is not followed by meaningless adjectives.

If these adjectives are meaningless, then such meaningless adjectives

are found in many charters, genuineness of which is not questioned.

Lastly, Prof. R, D. Banerji does not give any argument for

the tacit assumption that the Baud Charter could not be earlier

the Antirigram Plates of YaSobhafija^^ ^nd Jayabhafija.**

Regarding the palaeography of the Antirigram Plates of Yasobhahja,

Rao Bahadur Hira Lai writes, *the plates exhibit prominently

the Oriya. style of writing, the chief characteristic of which is

the rounding of the straight or angular portions into curve.

The form of 'ka* gets transformed into cjr, a ‘kha’ into ci, a *ga*

into Q and so on. These are really Oriya characters’.^ ‘ Regard-

ing the palaeography of the Antirigram Plates of Jayabhanja,

Mr. Tarini Charan Rath writes : 'the characters used are a

liighly specialised form of the old Northern Nagarl type*

They deserve special notice, in as much as they very closely

resemble the Oriya characters. On the whole, I think, it can

be said that the characters of the inscription are the prototypes of the

modern Oriya characters.’®^ Prof. R. D, Banerji writes that ‘in the

Antirigram Plates of Yasobhanja and Jayabhauja we find the firstintro-

diiction of the current script in Orissan epigraphy, a point which has

been duly recorded by Mr. Hira Lal*.^^ But it will be shown now that

the views of these three scholars are not final. In the z\ntirigraiii Plates

of Yasobhafija, the initial forms of ‘a, a, u’ and the medial forms of

‘a, i, u, Q, I*, ai, o and au’ arc found ;
while in the Antirigram Plates

of Jayabhaftja, the initial forms of'a,i, u‘aad the medial forms of

‘a* and *r ate used. In ‘a* we find the use of the proto-Bengali type

MiOUJ., Ml, pi. lii. pp.

-'J AV., XVJil, pj). ID'I'.

25 KL^ XVm, p.

27 JBOBfS., March, 192S, p. XI.

Jl A7. MX, ]K

L’O /hir/., XIX, p. 43.

It
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(*a* ill ‘ananta* I.26 I ;
*anyaip§ca* I.19 In a wc find the

prevalence ot the proto*I3engaIi type (‘a* in *aslt* I.3 I), In ‘ii’ we

find the pioto-Bengali type prevalent (‘u’ in ‘ubhau* I.33 I
;

*u(t)-

klrnna* 1.1314 II). In ‘e’ the proto-Bengali type is prevalent

in ‘etasmat* 1.6 1 ;. Among the consonants na, cha, jha, fia, jilia,

dha, ba, ya, in the Antirigram Plates of Ydsobhafija andjha, dha,

ba in the Antirigram Plates of Jayabhalija are not found. We have

the proto-Bengali ( ‘ka* in ‘karmodyata* 1 14 I
;

‘hastodakam’

].i8 II
;
‘klia’ in 'khihjall’ l.is I; ‘khyatah’ I.2 II; ‘ga* in 'guna' 1.2 1 ;

‘kuianga* I.7 II; ‘gha’ in ‘vyaghatain I41 I
;
‘poghata 1.35ll;‘ja

in 'raja* l.i I
;

'jata* I.2 IJ
;

*ta’ in 'savitaprlranaya' I.20 I
;
‘cheta*

1.12 II
;
'da* in 'votJeV l.iS I

;
'ga^a* h il.« II

;
'ta* in 'samyuta' J.I II

;

‘thaMn ‘pratyarthi* 1.8 I ; 'parthivara* I.19 II
;

*dha* in ‘desfidhipati*

1.16 I ;'na* in ‘nija* l.l 1
;
'talsunu* I.3 II

;
'pha* in ‘phala* I.30 I

;

'phala* 1 . 27 II
;
*bha* in 'bhuja* III; 'bayabhahja* I.4. II

;
'ma* in

'kiityoitame* II
;

'mahito* 1
. 9 I

;
‘ya’ in 'ripiijayali* 1 . 2 I

;
'vehT-

3*aiiv* l.ii II
;

'ra’ in ‘raja I.7 I
;

'la’ in ‘tulyah* I.2 I
;

'loka’ I.i II
;

‘va’ in ‘virari’ ki.I; ‘sa’ in 'sesa* I.19 II;
;

'sa* in

Tisid-* I.I I
;

'sanigha* 1.1 II), the proto-Oriya ('kha' in likhitamiti*

I. 37 II; 'ga* in ‘guna’ l.i II; 'na’ in* ‘I 20 I, ‘viryena’ I2 II;

'dhiV in ^rajadhiraja’ 1, i I
;

‘pa in ‘ripiijayah* 1 . 2 II
;

‘sa* in

‘^esa’ l.i 1. ‘srl’ 1. 3 II ), the proto NSgari ( ‘ka* in ‘icka’

J. I 11
;

‘fcha’ in ‘jathlnaga’, 1 .2 r II
;

‘da* in ‘hrdaya’. I. 2 I, ‘sada’

1 . 2 II
;

‘pa’ in ‘vyapara 1 . ll
;

‘ra’ in 'rajadhiraja 1. i 1 ;
‘tare’

I.I II; ‘''a* in 'bhuvi ‘

1.6 1
;

‘nivasini* ‘I.2 II), the North-

Indian or Early (‘c:i’ in ‘cetasah’ I.3 I, ‘ca’ 1.13 II, ‘cha’ in

'prayacchati’ ‘I.36 JI ; ‘ta' in ‘vijita’ l.i I; ‘dha' in ‘Madliyadiniya’

1.26 f, ‘dliarmo’ 1.2 II 'ha* in ‘praharana’ 1. 5 I
;

‘liarih’ I.3 II)

Thus we see that the theories of Banerji, Hira Lai and Rath cannot

be accepted. Among the numerals we find only one viz., '3’ in

1.30 1. wh*ch has a very remarkable resemblance with one ‘3’ found

in a ms. whose date is 1049 A,D.2» This numeral is very important

so far as the date of this inscription is concerned because this shows

that it cannot possibly be dated earlier than the eleventh

century a.d,

A comparison of the palaeography of the Baud Charter of

Kanakabhafija with those of the Antirigram Plates of Ya^obhafija

and Jayabhafija shows that in the former the proto-Nagarl and in the

28 I refers to the Antiriy;rn)n PlaU'*. oT YHsoblianja and Ji to the

Plates oi JttyahhuAja. tiTIV., lalel IX, XX. i3 .
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latter the proto-Bengali types of lettets are pre-eminent
;
and as the

proto-Nagari is undoubtedly of an earlier evolution tlian the proto*

Bengali, the Baud Charter of Kanakabhaftja should be placed earlier

than the Antirigram Plates of Yasobhahja and Jayabhahja. Now in

order to fix the date of the Baud Charter of Kanakabhaftja^ we
should first ascertain the dates of the other two charters. The Amiri*

gram Plates of Yafcbhanja and Ja}*abharlja are of the same age

because these two princes arc brothers and Jayabhahja succccrled

his brother Yasobhaflja to the throne . Now in the Antirigram

Plates, Ya§obhafiija is called ‘Jagadekamallavijayi.* The late

Prof, R, D, Banerji held that this ruler was no other than *the

Mehara chief Jagamalla, a feudatory of the Calukya king Bhima II

of Gujarat of V, S. I264=A.D.I207^®
; but I think that he is none but

Jagadekamalla II of the Calukya dynasty of Kalyani (1139-1149 A. D.)

Thus YaiSobhafija, in all probability, lived between I139-1 149 a.d.® '

Hence the Baud Charter of Kanakabhanja, whicli should be placed

before the Antirigram Plates of Yasobharlja, is to be ascribed to the

second half of the nth century A, D.

This inscription records the grant of a plot of land,—bounded on

the east by the village of Maharapura, on the south and the west by

the village of Kopasimya and on the north by the river Tela,—lo

Harivamsa, the son of Dlianapati who is the son of Arthapatl of the

Para.^ara-gotra and of the *Tiiarseya'*pravara, who belongs to the

village of Hast! in Madhyade§a,—by Kanakabhanja, the son of Dur-

jayabhaftja who is the son of Solanabhahja, in his 3rd regnal year.

The Charter is inscribed by Visnu.

The late Prof. R. D. Banerji had given tlie genealogical lists of

three Bhafija groups of rulers in his book,^^ omitting the genea-

logical table as found in the Baud Charter of Kanakabhanja because

he takes it to be spurious. As I have already said, it sliould be taken

as genuine giving the genealogical list of a Bhaiija dynasty. Purther,

the genealogical table of the 2nd group as prepared by Banerji^

^

is not quite correct. A comparative study of my table (see below) with

that of Banerji will show the difference, Por my arguments I do not

like to dilate here but I wish to refer to one of my previous commu-

nications^ ‘where I have stated arguments'^*

IH) //O., T, })]).

a2 HO., p. 188.

31 ABOPJ., Xll, pt. hi, PP. 25^-45

;n .iltOVI., XJf. pt. iii, pp. 2:n-4o.

33 Ihid.

:V) Ibh/., pp. 233-36.
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Among the place names, BahulaveijcJaka, JamarSpura, Sihipura,

Maharapura, Kopasimya, Hastigrama, Dharmapura, MadhyadeiSa

^nd the river Tela are mentioned in this inscription. The river Tela

has been rightly identified with ‘the river Tel which forms the natural

boundary line between the slates of Baud and Sonpur’*®
;
Madhya*

desa, with the tract of land between Bengal and Orissa. Other

places are still unidentified.

GENEALOGICAL TABLES OF BIIAffjA DYNASTIES.

I, Aw-BlIASfJAS OF KHIJJINGA-KOTTA

(1) Virabhadra

1

(2) Kot^abhahja

I

(3) Dighbafij a

(4) Rajabhauja

I (i) Bamangha^i R.

JA8B., XL, pt. i.

p. 168 J

(5) Ranabhahja

[ (i) BSmagha^l R.

JASB., XL, pt. i,

py6s]

Pythvibhatija

(6) Narendrabhafija

[ (i) Khandadeuli R.

/BORS., IV,

pp. 171-77-]

36 JBOM., p. 368.
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ll. Earlier BhaSjas of KhiSjali-Man^ala.

(t) Sllabliafija-Aiigati

(2) ^atrubhafija

(3) Ranabhafija

(4)

Nettbhafija alias Kalya*

nakalasa

[ (i) Ganzam R. EL, XU.
p. 295 ; (2) Ganzam R.

EL. XVI U, p. 293 : (3)

Gluimsur R. HO., p.

174 ;
/A8B., 1837, p.

669 ; (41 Afiaka R. HO,,

P- 177 ; (5) ASnka R,

HO., p. 177 ]

[ (1) (Nonpar R. EL, XI, pp.

98-101; (2) Kumuiakela R.

JBORS., 11, pp. 429-35 ;

(3) Tekkali R. HO., p.

165.]

[
(i) Sirigliara R. JBORS.,V\,

p. 483 ; (2) Tasapaikera R.
JBOR8., II, pp. 173 f,

;

(3) Dasapalla R. ABORL.,
pp. 134-41 JBORS., VI,
pp.269 f.;(4) Baud 'R.EL,
XII, pp. 326 f.

; (5) Baud
R.EI., XII, pp. 323-255(6)
Newly discovered R. HO.,

pp. 169 70 ; (7) Newly
discovered Baud R. HO,
p. 170 ; (8) Unpublished
Baud R. HO,, pp. 171-

72].

J
(5) Dlgbhafija

(6) Sllabhafija

(7)

Vidyadharabhafija

alias Amoghaka-
lasa alias Dharma-
kalasa.

[ (i) Ganzam R, EL,
XII, pp. 29698;
(2) Orissa R. JA'
SB., LVI, p. 159 ;

El,. IX, pp. 275!;

ASM., vol. I, pp.
149-66 ; (3) ASaka
R. HO., p. 177]

(8)

Netrbhafija alias

Kalyanakalasa.

[(i) Dasapalla R. JB~
ORS., VI, pp.

276!. ].
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III. BhaSjas OF Baud.

( 1 )
Solanablmfija

(:;) Diirjavabharija

I

^3) Kanakabhafija

[ .:!) liaa.l R. fBORB,
n.i.p. f. ].

1\^ LAt!:P. IBIA^IAS <»F Ktll.NjALI

M) Dt-vabliafijii

I

(2) Ravabhafiji
'

I

(3) \ irablianja

I

(4) Rriyab]\anja II

(5) Vasobhafija (6) Jayabhanja

[ (i) Antirigram R. AA,
j

fi) Antirlgrain R. £/, XIX, 43]
XVIII, 298 f.

]
^

I

(7) Vliabhanja II

TKXT.

Tlate I (Inner side)

1. Om (in symbol) svasii sri-kasyapo'*® nama mu (a symbol)

nir = asin = maha-tapah tad-vanse* ®—
2. Blianja-vanso = yama** -smina*^ buddhanvaye*** pura

1
ya

sa supo sambhi irestha—

—

3. bliuvuh kila bhubhejah
1
yair = cldaltain sfisanani pafica-

sthanam paficottaram tatha [ sa—

4. tail) pafica-gajendranum dharmma— yassa3er = thine ti®"*

bhattena ma(rjji)ta )(e)sam manye Ban—

n.vml MM-kilsyiiin)— In l?o.ul

jl n(M<l n/i;n\iM-vjiiiiM>’yajii. Ib'acI asni;ii.

4“{ Ib'i'.fl MKklliriiiViiyc.

it As IIk* au’aninjj; ol tlu* portion ‘ya ''amhlii’ is not at all ii\tc'lli|4il)l‘‘, tlks

p(»rlioM should ho om.ttod.

‘jo Poad sro’-thah, 1G Hoad blirihliup'ih.

47 Head .silsanani. 4-S .Hoad sutaiii.

4U Insert one ‘ya’ aitor ‘dharinfi.’ Acr-ording to 3lr. H. t*. .Majunidm

“tho vory incti-v' roquiivs an additicund lottor and this lottor I ^u^ti;ost to 1 r‘

(./HOH.S., 11, 1910, p. 308, 11 . 1). dO Read ya<a'^e’rthino.
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S. desvaradayali
|
vandhanaya tu bbaiklioda matra (???) ma

sakuvan
| dehik.':pyurakha-—

C\ ndimo bhatfenokto banig-dadaii
| sodasyaiva tu kapyara-

kliande
| karpasya pa

—

7. ttane n®’ arimana-^* Solana-bhanjo — bhudvanse- smiiv'^

pvthivl patih
1
priisaciapra

—

8 . sarad-dliama-clhavalo-krta-mandalah |•’

'
pratiiiKigvan-nadanya-

tlio-panthapatheyatandii—

9. lab
I aiiekarama-sain (ccha) nna-cchayfj-cliliadita-^'^ bliutalah

1

nikhiitancka-samgata—

10. jala-vyatba-prapaphalah
i yaga-pata‘*’'^vargt:su .samai'pya isaka-

lani yayau
1

Plate II (Inner side)

II, dik-klipta-kirtih santapta-tapo varanaslm piati ! sninan-*^

Durjayabbarijo-

13 , bhut*®®tat-putro rana-diirjayah
1

pa^?)nyavarane dakso dak.so

danakathasu
1
ya

13. (va) bhfiva mandalesana ® ® c(iOdamani = riva = parah
1

srimana*^® Kanaka-bbaujobhuU*’^ ta

—

I4v t-piitru-nrpa-sattamah I cancla-dorddaiida-saiiikliekita-kbadga-

samkhelata-khadga-manclala-panditah 1
ra

—

15, na-vyoma ripu-sloma nasa’* '^ ca rasini-klianditah
| Parepaii-

W\v ^ * nikbiitaik a-vi—

16 , dyayfuna-ti-panditaiu® ‘
I

dorddanda-canda-dordanda sarasa-

reka-kancliiah^-
1
inasi

—

17, vadbalV’*' 1 srstyii visva^^ srjaiii
1
vikramena vis(n)iii)i raiidrena

rudraiii
1 sauryena suiia^®

‘;l 1 11*' Iroiii '\

v'

in I

and eamiol Ijo tiUii^lainci.

r>‘J Jtead ^riinaii -

'M it(‘ad lJi'ri:->rula dlia\

50 Itoad iliayri-aljiidilu -

o7 Ueud Mlinaii—

o‘) Kead inandak'siin>in.

01 Iteiid Kaiiulsabljaujo ljliril-

Od iU'iir Paripaiidii.-

00 Tho portion ‘fcarrivar^'ka-lvanditah’ a

luted.

07 visva—

0 to ‘palUiin.'" in II. 0-7 i" uiiinU‘lli;.>.i

•b ad Soioi;a-l)liar'io’l)liud-va hi

.

nli-K rL;i -iiiain.lalah

00 Kt'ad yn^ya-prilra

08 J{oad-ldian,io‘l)luit—
on Ivoad sriinan.

Ol? I toad inn'a.

01 (tciul panditaii.

imiuU'lhkdOk* aiRl cannot thcrcToro bo

00 It cad niasi-vadiiab.

08 Uoad bUiiu—-
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slram || Saumyena somam i Valena maruta i Vibhavena

dhanadam It kSntya mada

—

naip
I kshantya*^ dharam sthamna^^ Jaladhini dhamna

manim | dliiya dhi§anain | sa tu

layat i nikhilasura-samiiham | Madhyadesa-vinirggata hast!-

gramiya’ *-pa

Plate 11 (Outer side)

rasaia sagotrah^^ triyfir^eyalji pravaro gunaih’^ I Arthapati-

nama dvi—

jo = bhuta^ ^ sadhu-sattamal>" * tatputro » bhuta^ ^ Dhana

pati vidvan sadhu^^ dvije’® gra

—

00 Thore is a letter between ‘ntyu’ of ‘ksantyil’ and ‘dlia’ of ‘dliaram’ wliidi

cannot be deciphered. If we leave this word, the nieauing is

not at ail obscured. Mr. B. C. .Majumdar writes: ‘It seems that between

‘hsuntya’ and ‘dhara’ there is a compound letter, but 1 think that the letter

‘dim’ was twice unsuccessfully attempted and then the letter was left us an

erased one.’ JBOltS.^ 11, 1916, p. 360. n. 7).

70 Read sthamnii,

71 Read madhyadesat*vinirgala-hasti-grrimiya—. There is a stroke betwecMi

the medial form of ‘ya’ in ‘madhya’ and the medial form of ‘e’ in ‘desa’ which

is, 1 think, net meant lor any medial form. The elongated horizontal stroke of

the medial form of ‘i’ is not found in ‘Iiasti.’ Most probably this is a mistake

made by the scribe.

72 Road purasara .sagotruh. The form ‘tra’ is Jiot quite distinct hut

we must have ‘tra’ hero as the meaning is quite evident.

73 This line to indicate a stop scem.s to he misplaced; it should have hern

put after ‘pravaro’ as ‘gunaih’ has lo be constructed with the succeeding words.

74 Read ‘dvijo’bhut.’

75' Insert a line to indicate a slop,

76 Read tatpntro’bhut. The scribi} has originally written ‘tutpnto’ but later

on he finds that it ought to be ‘tatputro.’ Therefore he places a stroke wliicii

joins the lower end of the curve.

77 A line to indicate a stop ii to be placed either after ‘sudlm’ »)r alter

‘dvijegranib.’ If we place the line after ‘.sudini,’ then the tc*rm ‘dvijegranih’

becomes identical with ‘Harivainsali’
;
but if we place this lino after ‘dvijegranih’,

the term ‘dvijegranih’ become.s identical with ‘Dlianapati.’ I suggest that this

line is better to be placed after ‘dvijegranih,’ becau.se the meaning which this

term signifies can be had from the term ‘dvija(va)rottamnh’ which is identical

with ‘Harivamsah.’ Thu.s this line should bo placed after ‘dvijegranib
’

78 Read dvija

—

764

1 8.

20.

21 .

22.
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23. nilit Harivatpsah tat-sutah sadhu cha i vadanyo danas-

tavya
|
9a®® vidvan dvija—(va)®‘

24. rottamal} 1 Si (samyak)®* vrahmanay s=asmaiksa-dhipcnd-

rah pradattavan
|
vahu

—

25. lavendake Jamarapura-Sihipura-ubhaya-papakau Diiarmrna-

pura®* r^na—

26. kaip®® sasitam®‘ i catuh-sima paricchinnam yasali-®^

puijya-vivfddliaye 1 Tithim punya—*

27. tamam' prapya yathaSastra-vidhanatah
1

ruivvasyam«=asya

sIma Maharapura— (graj

28. mabhumit^ pa^ana-paricchedah | Dak^ina^pascimasyani

disau®^ Kopasimya—

29. gramam®® bhumih pa^anah paricchinnal>® •
i Ultarasya®®

disi Tela-nadi-pari

—

30. cchedah Evain-asya catuh-slinan®^ sasanikaih®^ kvta®M

sa-jala-stha>-

71) Head sa. 80 Head fc>a.

81 'riie last word in line 28 looks like ‘da’ ; but it is cerluiiily to bo lakell

as ‘va,’ becaufto it‘ we take this to bo ‘va,’ tlioii the ineaiiiiij^ Ikmoihos (juite

eJear. Tlie little gap bet\vt^*n the upper and the lower horizontal stroke", wliieli

ii certainly due to the miseugruviiig of the letter ‘va’ by the scribe, makes it

look like ‘du’
;
but as I have staled just now, it is nothing but ‘va.’

82 Mr. IJ. (J. Majiundar has read this as a certain ‘sa’
;

l)Ul this tertainl.y

does not look like ‘sa’ which we Had in this charter. Sumo interesting notico

may be made regarding the morphology of this ‘sa’. 'I’lie scribe is ordered to

‘engrave’ ‘sa samynk.’ lie engraved ‘su’ and tlien, in a Imny, be, forgetting tliat lio

should have to i user i be another ‘sa’, was goijig to inscribe ‘Jiiya.’ He insci'ibcd

‘ina’ and when he was going to ad<l ‘Na’ to Ihi.s, he suddenly .saw that lie had

not inseribod ‘sa’ of ‘samyak,’ So he added a horizontal stroke on the left

side ill the hnver part joining the circular part ot tlu^ engraved ‘ma.’ I hiis

morphologically it looks like ‘sa.’

88 The letter between ‘la’ ami ‘bhi’ of Dbarinmapuni C") blii in 1. 2o can-

not lie deciphered.

81 Hmid raitakena. .
sAsitani.

86 Head yasak* pasciiiuiyoh disoh.

88 Head grama— pasana-pai iccliinna.

DO Head uttara.syriiji. Dl Head disi.

02 Head siinah.

93 There is a word liotween ‘n’ of ‘siman’ .nnd ‘sa’ of ‘.s.i«;anikaih’ in 1. 30

which cannot be deciphered.

Hoad krtali-

SEPTKMPJill, 1933 18
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Plate, III (Inner side)

31. la-matsya»» ca savvo-sadrava vaji®® madhuk»imra-
vane (f) c~aika nuktasu

32. tat-samai;.i |
Pha (?) pradatavya var^ikasya sudclhyae

1 Rajiiah

sasanikair =

33. naiva nanyat kiftcidaiti-stliitih l| ye bhupS®* bhavi-

. ayanti palanii— ,

34. ya stha (te) ia=yam*® Nyayato harane dosa sravanaiiw

vakyatah 1 ma bhuda

35. pbala sa (ka) va*®^ paradatte-ti parthivah
1 svadattat

plialainri = dhikya:n paradatta ca."*^

36. palane
1 Vahiibhi — vvasudha^®® datta rajabhih sagara-di-

bhih
I
v'^isya yasya yada bhumih

tasya tasya tada phalain
| svadattarp paradattaiii vu yo

hareta vasiidharam^®^ sa vi^thayani

38. krrair-bbutya'®^ pitrbhih saha pacyate i mekam bvalhime

-kam cr.'®''’ bliuine = rapya = rddharaa—

30. ^ bana«narakama«pnoti I yiivacU ^bhu)

sarnplava^®® fSriniat**® =»Kanakabhafijasya varna

40. ka varanadbinah
I

Rastrasya^sya trUye = vde'‘^ likbitaui

tamra-^asanam' j; Jmananna (?)

41. sastrani ‘^3 pa • hareta^^ ®

garddabbak as = tasya ina{ta) syata^^ •* sukarT^ =:ti

'X) lioad iiKit^vah.

n7 iJc'ad VO.

1 )!) Head stliilf—

](d ad ^ajiiIijM all'

H}*J 'I !\‘ uiu'd dir-iild (.’vidmi l> !/<• *1111'

iod !{f;(d li:dnd)liir-va'-iidli.i.

Idd lU'tid IjlifiiM'i

10(> Kf‘i\d vJaiiK'kiiiji aiiniaiii-i'kuii-aa.

1U7 Kead nu:M!ai.:.

ini; J?t‘id Mifda.

Ill l?oad l.rliyo-\do.

IJd Hoad .sastiaMi,

111 'riio k'ttors bi'twovii and ‘na’

Ai'o nnvk‘( i[*lK*ra))lo.
‘

lid Hoad ksitiip.

117 Hi‘ad pita.

119 Head sukari.

90 Ucud .'^ai'wopadrava-vui'jji'idi --

98 ilead bhupiih.

HM) Hoad laiiiiih

and Jiol la'.

Mil Hoad va^inlliai aijl.

Hoad bluita.

no Hoad M'n mat -

ill* lii‘ad^.Na')anai|i.

and liotwoon ‘mi’ and ‘ksi’ oi‘

11(3 Head liaret.

118 Head syat.
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I’L.viT. Ill (Outer side).

43. Traya talanusasanaip
: 0 11 U

43. Idiitain Vi(shfj-/V*'*'' n? nasna^*^ nipuijeiiith^? j|

Translation.

(In i) Oiii (in syiubol}. Arloration, There vvafs a sage named

Kasyapa the illustrious who had performed great* austerities.

In his family (L, 2) (was) this Bhanja family. In olden times

in this pure dynasty (many) iUnstrlous^^a 3) kings were born

by whom were given decrees ( consisting of
) pafic.'xsthrina,

paficottara and ( L. 4 )
five hundred best elcpliants piety

and fame to the man who asked for them,'*^ (I.. 7), In this family

was born the illustrious ruler Solanabhafija, (L. 8) whose mancjala

was made white by the extension of the buildings (within the com-

pound) of the royal pah'ice, who gave rice and other necessary things

for traveliing to the wayfarers, who came from every road (I^. 9),

whose territory was full of many p!ea.si:re-gardens and protected by

(artificial) shades, who dug many (L. 10) (tanks or channels which

Fcrved the purpose of prapa^-“ for water\ (L. ii) whose fame had

spread in (all) directions, who had performed severe austerities, (fie)

retired to Baranasi, (L. 10) f ntriistitig all to the competenc ministers

(L. I1-13) There was born his fon, the illustrious Durjaya-

bhanja,'^® (who was) invincible in battle, expert in fighting, skilful

in charity and speech, the jewel, as it were, of the crowns of all the

rulers of the mandala. There was his son, the illustricus Kanaka-

bhafija, (L. 14) the best of the kings, (who was) fierce, mighty, whose

sword was unsheathed, who was a scholar par excellence in the

mandala, (L. 15) who had scattered the rays of the sky of the battle

by destroying all enemies, who was a great expert in the art of

subduing enemies,'*^ (L. 16) (who was) the destroyer of the black

(5a, impurity). (L. 17) In creation (he was) like the creator of the

l?n Ttead Visniina. Ih'-nl

1 2‘2 tlcod nipu i\ouo- 1 i

.

12:1 The portion ‘ya sambhr i.s
>m\v1 lanuDl '.h' wim-.sIm.UhI.

12) TliP portion ‘bhaltcua .paltano’ Is iinintrlligiMo ami cannr.i !)i' lranslalc.1

12'5 i’l'djia moans a shed, from where n nlor is kI'oii io il'® travi lf<‘is.

126 The word pR(?)nj'a\a is nninielligible.

127 Sec ntOTtS., II, p. 827. n. 4.
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universe, in power (he was) like Vifnu, in fierceness (he was) like

Rudra, in prowess (he was) like ^unislra, (L. i8) in amiableness (he

was) like Soma, in strength (he was) like Maruta, in wealth (he was)

like Dhanada, in physical grace (he was) like Madana, (L. 19) in

patience (he was) like the earth, in vigour (he was) like the sun, in

intellect (he was) like Dhi^a^a. (L. 20) So he can be favourably

compared with the whole body of suras or gods,

There was in the village of Hast! in Madhyadela (L. 2i) a Brah*

mana named Arthapati, the best of pious men, belonging to the Para*

Sara gotra and Tryarseya-pravara, (L. 22) There was born his son

named Dhanapati (who was) learned, pious and foremost among the

Brahmanas. (L. 23) His son HarivamSa was honest and he was

generous, pious and best of the BrShma^as. (L, 24) The king gave

this Brahmin (this plot of land (described later on) properly (i.e.

according to Sastric rites). (L. 2$) Both of the patakas Jamarapura

and Sihipura in Vahulave^daka were governed by a ranaka (who

lived in) Dharmmapura, (L, 26) With the object of increasing fame

and piety (the gift was made of the land) well-bounded on four

sides finding (i.e., on) (L, 27) a very auspicious tithi according to

the iSastric rites. Its eastern boundary is the village of Maharapura

and (L. 28) there is a stone to demarcate the boundary. On the

southern and western directions (L. 29) there is the land of the

village of Kopasiniya demarcated by stones. It is bounded on the

north by the river Tela. (L. 30) Thus the four ends of this (plot

of land) are recorded by a grant.

(The enjoyment this plot of land) (will be) over water, land and

(L, 31) fish and (this plot of land) will be free from all undue exac-

tions. (L. 33) Those who will be kings (of this kingdom) (in future)

should respect this grant, for it is wrong to make resumption hear-

ing what the sages has enjoined. (Then follows the usual impre-

catory verses from ma in 1,34 to samplava in I.39 which, being very

familiar, need not be translated here). (L.40) In the third regnal year

(of Kanakabhafija) (this) copper-plate is inscribed. (L41) His father

is a donkey (and) mother a sow who dispossesses the donee violating

the sacred laws.

(L, 43) Engraved is the charter which has three folds (i,e„ three

plates), (L. 43) It is engraved by one named Vif^u (who is) skilful in

the (i,e this) art.
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The Political Significance of the Madhyama

and the Udasina

The terms Madhyama aiul Uddsinn found in old Sanskrit

l>olitical literature sij^nify two of the twelve States that were

usually regarded as the components of a Mainlohd (Circle of

States). According to the luuftiliya (VI, 2, Mysore, 2nd.ed.,

p. 301), the sovereign whose territory is contiguous to those

of both the Vijigt.^u and the Aif, and whoso f^irength is greater

than tlie individual power of tlie rijigUu and the ari but less

tTon ofThe
' the combined strength of these two is called Madhyama.’^

according to the same text, is tlie sovereign,

whose territory is bej'ond those of the A// and

Madhyama

^

and who is stronger than the Madhyama taken

singly, hut weaker tliaii tlie’ A//, and Madhyama

combined.’'* Theso two descriptions of the JIadhyamn and

the Udilsmn draw our attention to two characteristics of the

States viz, their location and their strength. The Madhyama

is a State situated near those of the Vijigi^su ami the Ari

while the ^das^na^H territory is more distant. In regard to

the relative strength of the four powers mentioned above,

the Madhyama is inferior in strengtii to tlie ITdasina but is

superior to the Ari or the Vijigisu, while the TJdasina is

stronger than the Madhyama, and for the matter of tliat, the

strongest power in the Mandala. It should he mentioned in

1 The scheme of the Matudula is usually taken to (ouMiMt of Ihe

the Vydiilm (Central State) and his Ar\ (enemy) with eight more kings

(exclusive of the Udasina and the Madhyama) who may lielp eitlier

the Vijiijlau or the Avi according to their locations in the Mand^ia or

other circumstances. See the present writer’s Infev-sfatc Jffhition.i

hi Ancient India,

3 >llf: Bffiwil
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pusijiug that every, conflict between u particular State and its

enemy did not necessarily draw the Madliyaina and tlie

Udasina ot' his Mundala into \\i& vortex. The existence of

sucli powerful States (witli special nomenclalure and superior

powers Up to a limit) within the Mandala was thought to be

necessary for the purpose of facilitating discussion or con-

sideration about the line of action to be adoided, should there

exist such powerful States that have or are likely to take

sides in the conflict/

It is noticed that some scholars of the present day as

also a few authors of Sanskrit works of the mediieval period
iVI iscoiieoi)*

have been misled by the ordinary meanings of the terms tiou about
"

^ ^
the terms*

‘madhyama* and ‘udasina’ without, taking note of their

teclinical sense. Madhyaiiia lias been taken as mediatory and

uda^ina at* neutral. One of the reasons tvhy tlie mediteval

autliors fell into the errors was very likely their scanty

acquaintance with tlie ancient Sanskrit literature on IJandanili

which tliey were not under the necessity to consult on account

of ilieir detachment from the duty of guiding sovereigns in

their inter-state dealings, Nilakaiitha, the writer of the com-

mentary on the Mahdhharata

,

for instance, takes the tferm

^madhyaina’ in the sense of Svell-wisher of the Vijigisu and

(lie Ari/^ while Nanda Tandita (I7<h centurv), a commeii-

iator on the Ti-sfivsnuti interprets it as a vState located

between th? territories of the Ari and the VijigLsu.* Sarva-

jhanarayana, the writer of a commentary on the Manusvirii

,

again, lias no clear conception about tbe meaning of tbe

4 That the Madliyuiiia and the rdasina may not at all

in a particiiluL’ Mandala is clear from a pUNsage in the Kautilhff*

A., XIII, 4, p. 408.

o IthCmatipH'o on MohnbhCn'oiOy XV, 7, t

:

0 Voiiiinnitii on l’l.saa.s/a/tj, Ilf, 38 TflSIVI!: ngWwftfBwi-

I
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term l)ecaiise sometimes he takes it as iieuiraF

aiid s(aiu‘times lays emphasis on its l)eiiig the stroiig^t

power.*

1 have already shown by (p’oting deseviidionsi oi' the

iladhyama and the Udasina from the KaafUhja that iiiterpre-

fatloiis like those put upon the terms by Nilakantha, Naiula

Papdita and Savvajhanarayana cannot be accepted as correct.

The delineations of the activities of the Vijig'isu in his rela-

tion to the Madliyamu and the Udasina in the Ktfnlillya

confirm the meanings of the woids as given in tlie said des-

criptions of the Madhyama and the Udasina and point to the

erroneous nature of other interpretations. Many authoi*s and

commentators of the ancient and mediieval period* have also

given the correct meanings in their treatment of the

Madhyama and tlie Udasina though, as stated already, a few

have failed to pick up the correct sense.

The terms ‘MadhyanuP and ‘Udasina^ are found in use m

the Mahabhdrata for indicating the two members of a

„ Mandala, though their exact nature is not ascertainable from
I ho reier-

. . > ©

cnee to Ma- the context. Narada enquiring of Yudhisthira about the
dhyaina
and rdfi- welfare of "his kingdom asks whether he pavs proper atteii-
sina in the

tion to the activities of the Mitra, J^atru and Udasina.

He also asks whether Yiulhistlii^’a resorts to Sandhi and

Vigralia at t)he riglit moments and deals properly with the

Madhyama and the Udasina!

M II .Vi//.,II, 5,28.

I Mbk, 1 1, '>,29.

The use of tlie term ^Udasina* in the first verse in coutiec-

tion with the Mitra and the Batru as also its repetition in the

third verse in connection with the Madhyama points to the

conclusion that in tlio former setting, the term signifies the

? On MaiiUi VII, 168: I

8 OH Manu, VIT, 168: H 5

itmi
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iieiitial attitude of a sovereign in contrast to that of a Miira

or a Satrii, wliile in tlie latter it has a special signification like

that of the term ‘Madhyama/

The terms ^Madhyama* and ‘IJdasina’ liave also been used

in the Malulhhdrota (Asramavasika Ihirvaii) where Dhrtarastra

instructs Yudhisthira in tlie science of polity. Yudhifithira

is directed to be conversant with the details of the Mandala

of liimself and his enemy, and ascertain tlie activities of

the TTdasina and the Madhyama.

wm ii {MU., XV, 7 ,
7

)

The particular mention of these two States in the second

line though tJiey are included in the mandala referred to

in the first shows the poitical importance attached to them.

Though the Manu^miti contains several references to

the Madhyama and the XJdasina, the text does not define

clearly the term Madhyama tliougli of course the earlier com-

mentators on Manu liave correctly interpreted tlie word. The

sloka containing both the terms runs thus:

II Mhiw, VI I, 155

AVdiile coniiiienting on the sloka, all the ini])oi'tant coni-

nieiitatois Lave explained Madhyama and Lhlasina in

ac(‘oidance with their interpretations as found in the

K<(ifli1lya. Medluiiithi, Kullvika and Itaghavananda have

described tlie two sovereigns by a reference to their piditical

strength. According to each of these coninientatoix, the

sliengtli (?f the Madhyaina is such that the jirudent course

of action for him is to heli» tlie A ijigisu and his enemy if

they be allied, thougii he is able to defeat them when not

allied. Jn other words, the strengtli of the Madhyama is

greater than that of the Vijigisu and the Ari taken singly

but less than their eoinbi' ed resourees, Tlie iMliisina is

described to possess such political .strenglli as cannot enable

him to take any attitude other tluni friendly towards the

i.n.Q., sKPTEMjmn, 1933

Tlie correct

(loscrip-

tions of tlio

3Iadh.va,ia,a

and the
rdasina in

the Mann-
sini‘ti. and
its coin-

iiientarieji.

Convet iii-

terpivlii-

tion by
.M(‘(lhji-

tithi,

Kill Ink a

and
vanaiula.
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Sarvaju.'>

nrunyaiut,

iiironcft.

tlii'ee kliiys Mailhyamu, Vijigisii and his eiiejny wIk'Ii iIk‘\

are \iuited hiU eaii lead him lo Miccess in his ceiilests with

caih of them separalely.®

Kulluka points out furtlier that the teiriioiy e|' ilie

Aladhyama is situated eenliguous lu llio.^* u(' both ilie \ i.jigtsu

and his enemy
( )

while Uaghava-

iiaiida loeates the AiadhyaJUa het weeu the flnjiiinioiis of the

Avi and the V' ijigisu. Sarvajhanarayana is the only conmien-

tator who has altac-lied a peculiar meaning to the terjn

AIa(ili\ auia. He tliiiiks that tlie Aladhyama, tliuugh of small

resouiees, possesses an advantage in the situation of his

dominion between those of the Ari and tlie A'ijigisu, and fur

tills reason can attack any one of them by conihiniug willj the

otlier.*** Here the a>sumption that tlie Aradliyama is a

sovereign of small resources is unwai ranted. This commeii-

tator, hoTV’ever, gives a correct interpretatimi.of ilie Udasnia oJi

the line of the KiiafUiya Ix/th in regard to his location and

strength, lie says that the Hdasina^s territory is situated be-

yond tliose of the Vijigisu, Ari, ami Aladhyama and tluit the

TMasIna excels each of them in strength.^

Mcdhiitithi.

Kullnkii.

llagUavroKiiidtX.

to ^sfq »?«mTSf«j?Rfl«Rr*nsra? 5i«Rt 5fa

I
Sjirvdjiliiniiravuim.

Nioalii PjuoJitii wliili? (‘oiiiiiuMiliiig on n'tin ri i, HI,HS also

interprets .Mii<lli,vi.niii ns tjn: 1



The l^iflilUyil S/!/nljir(/nre of flic ^/o^lhlJ{U^^a ntid I he (\ldslna TT")

A sl(jka in I ho MoinfsiiirH. omiiiieraios Ihe ([iialilios ot

the U(lr4.sina. TLlii emiiaoiaiion i?i not holpfnl for our i)ur-

poso as it (loos 7iol assist us in forniino’ an idea ahonl his

»l)ecial toalnres. He is descrilnnl as poss('ssod of ^^»onlle-

luaiiliness, knowlodf^e of nuui, prowess, (Muupassioiiate dis-

position and conslanl liherality.”'- Knllfika cnimnonts in this

connection tliat with iho iudp (>f tlie Udasiiui (uidowod with coh nr loss

these qualities, flie Yijiftusu sliould fij?ht willi In’s Hieiny, of

showing therc'hy that i]i(» Hdasina was not rogard('d as

neutral. Sarvajhanarayana liowever looks u])on llie cpiali-

ties mentioned in tlie sloka as ('ssential to tlie maintenance of

neutrality.^*

Manu states in anotlier sloka‘‘ that tlie innnediate neigh-

hour as w(*li a^; liis ally should he ii*garded as enemies, and

the innnediate neighbour of t'lie enemy should bo taken as a

friend (of the Vijigisu), while the State situated beyond the„,
. ^ ^

. I cljlsliin Vs

ter'itoi ies of tlie Ari and the Vijigisu should he known as location

Udaslna, Here the Hdaslna lias been mejitioned as Mann.

(beyond these two, viz., the Ari and the Mitra). The word

para has been explained by Itagliavananda as

b!avvajnanarayan<i uiid Ids close lollowcr Itaniacandra have

exidaiin'd similarly the words ^fadhyama and rdasina in connection

with Miuni, VII, loC; ^ I

<W4R: I

I z ?rra?iT g»?43n’T i

«?R^ra>igi5l^: n vii.

vir, 211.

^^Tti I
Sarrajnanarilyana on M'O if ^I^ -11.

1 S
'ai

«

d/ojlll, VI I .
lo^.
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Sam-
jnanRrii-.

yana’s con-

fusion con-

tinues.

A ^.loka

attributed

to Afanu is

in complete
agreement
with the/
the dcsciup-

tion in the
KaufilJua,

(l.e. situated outside). Ragliavananda quotes a verse from

Yajnavallcya (I,

also para has been used in tlie sense of outside. Nandana

also paraphrases para as Medhatithi and

Kulliika are silent about the meaning of the term in the sloka.

But strangely enough Sarvajhaiiarayana, wlio lias correctly

interpreted the meaning of the Udasina in two other sloka

s

{3Ainu, VII, 155 and 150) as pointed out already, explains

it here as ‘different from an enemy and a frieiuV (

), pam being taken in the sense of different
( ).

While commenting on 3lnnu^ VII, 158, Nandana quotes

a sloka wlii(;Ii is mentioned by him as immediately following

3lanu, VII, 158. This contains definitions of both the

Madhyamla and tlie Udasina. Nandana^s commentary on

this ^loka as printed in V. N. Mandlik^s edition of the 3lan\h

sinrti (p. 832) is palpably 'corrupt. It reads thus;

(arfei^ ^ i i

'

«

Mitra
Mi{§ra’s

correct

interpre-

tation of

the MadJi-

yama.

The purport of this »4loka is that the Udasina is a jiower-

ful sovereign situated far from those of tlie Ari and the Mitra

of the Vijigisu, while the Madhyama is also an important

sovereign possessing a dominating influence in the Mandala.

This sloka with a smaller number of inaccuracies is also^ founil

in the textual portion in Mandlik’s edition of the

Mamnnirti}'^ To it there is affixed no commentary,

showing that none of the commentators except Jsandana

took any notice of the sloka, wliich . liowever ha^

been correctly quoted and clearly "'^plained by Mitra

Mif^ra in his Viramitrodayoy Bajaiutiprakasa (p. 320)

without any express mention of the source. lie defines

16 The correct text put within brackets is found in the rirami^

trodayaj Rajanitiprak^a, p. 2»30.

17 ManUj MandliVs ed., p. 832»
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Madliynma as a sovereij^ii capable of defeating each of the

Ari and the Vijiglsu when not in alliance:

In fact, Madhyaiua being a powerful sovereign had to be

approached by the weak kings for help. The Vimu-

dhamottam has acturlly laid dow^n that either the Udasiin

or the Madhyama slionld be resorted to for safety when Mhe

course of action* called samsraya is adapted

:

{Vi.wv(lham)iottara

,

ch, 150 Venkateshwar Press ed. p. 282).

Kfilidusa also refers in his liaghvvaynln, XTII, 7 to this

dependence of the weak kings on the Madhyama.

##R: 1R«OTRTW15^ I

While defining the Uduslna as a sovereign capable of

defeating each of the Ari, Vijigisu, and Madhyama fighting

singly, Mitra Misra quotes the verse found in Mandlik*s

edition of the Manvsmrti and explains it by stating tliat the

ITdasina is situated far from the Ari and the Mitra and is a

very powerful king not controllable by any one of the three

kings Ari, Vijigisu, and Madhyama.

I 3T;!PRf: srioiw-

I
Vlramltrodaya, Bajanitiprakasa, p. 820.

The definitions of the Madhyama and the Udasina con-

tained in the sloka quoted above agree with tliose in tlie

KmitIliya. This £oka, though not touched by Medbatibi and

Kulluka, has thus been explained by Nandana and mentioned

by him as appertaining to Manu*s Law-Code while it has been

cited by Mitra Mii^ra as authoritative. It is now patent that

Mami and most of his commentators regarded Madhyama as a

Tlie (on-

eeptioii of

the Madh-
yaina’s

l^reater

strength
in the

dhnrmot-
tarn and
the Utuihn-
xutm HU .

M itra

Misra’s
correct in-

terpreta-

tion of the
Udasina.
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The Kilmfir

infif I, jffo

lollows llio

Knutil'i fid.

Snnkara-
ryu ex-
plains ^fad-
liyama as
the state
Of jnediuin

.stioiiij;th

and the
rdashia,
as llie

st longest
|)o\ver

ill the
Afandala.

Kovt'ieion (if jUfMliiini slron^Hli uJul (Milsinp as tlia sfion^’e.st

jKiMer in the Mainlala.

Tlie Kdmiinihihhfn yjliidlhi whicli is at liinos inoio

ox|ili(il i])an the Knuhlhia desciilios as follows tin*

Madhyaina and Ihe Fdaslna

:

3Tgq^ jpg; II

51^ JT^: VII 1,18,19

[The soverei<>n, whose dciuinion lies coiitifvuons to lliose

of both the Ari and the Vijij^lsu is formed Madliyamn. (Tlis

stronoth is such that) he can assume only a friendly atlitnde

I'owai’ds ilie Ari and the Vijigisu when they are united, ami

can he hostile to them when they are disu ailed.

Iloyond the Mandala of these kinjys lies the territory of

the Udasina, who is the most! powerful of them all, viz., Ari,

Viji<>'i.su and Madhyama. lie has to he friendly to tliose

kiij<i:,s when they are united hut is aide to defeat any one of

them separately.]

The commentator 8aukaraiaya states that the Madliyania

situated as it is at an intermediate point of the inmpass

(
becomes the immediate neighhour of both the Ari and

the Vijip^isu and as such, he is a natural enemy of both of

them. Butheiiip^of a different kind (on account of his greater

streiif^th), he has been named differently.^*' 8ahkararaya says

further that the Madhvama posesses much power huti fhe

rdasina is more powerful than the Madhyama. There is no

liower more powerful than the TdaMna within tl\e Mandala.

Rifel I

(Sahkararva on fulmnndal h/n, VIII, 19).

1 ^ ^ f»wnwi?*nwiww-

I
KiimiiiDlolhfU. Vni, Iff, Trivi.iulrmii oil., p. 107 .
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Tims accordijj^: iu the KdmamUhhja, llie iliulliyauia islln’

sovfioioji of IIk* ineiliuiii Slate aiul the IMasnia that of llie

Sopoi-State in llie Manilala.

Tlie Kfnin(H(lnlil)/a has also ‘^•iveu ileiaiU of ilie means lo

hi* a(lo|ile(l for clieckijij** the progress of iln* Madiiyania oml

Ihe rdaMiia, if lliey in the exnheraiue of tlieii jaiwi*!' inieiul

lo push ijn eon(|uesis of territories. *'•* They eannol, tio’iefuie,

he h\ tljeir iialni'^* eitlier neutral or intermedialory.

The d(‘seri[)tioiis of the Madhyama and tlie I (lamina a>

foniid in (lie Atjuiinn-ruja and the ] isn uiUuuinotfani are

almost identical with those of the Kainandola ija already

(pioted."'^ In this Pin ana as also iu the Vi.pjadhannoiiara,

the Madhyama is sometimes called Madhyastiia, a term used

once in the Mahtlhhdnila,

The text of tlie Vdjna cal hija.:!!anti deals only with the

locaVion of the Udasina. It has not referred at all lo ihe

19

20

q^hjjirfwr siilg, ii

W M «.(»-„/, VIII, oG.

f’nifrgii^ in;: nwnfr ^ i

L':«, !><, 1 !'.

Mspfl'iTlU II

suwqir: vig; i

wii55rT5^f?>aqif?r?ftiTT ii

s^iiFmjna iig: i
i''"'-, y-j-

ftpft'it. fPFu ?WT I

Veiiloitesliw !ir P^l‘s^ i*il., p. 2S 1 .

Vtsn \nllmnn(tlfniii

iu llu* livst \i*iv* of tin* nunlalioii fnuu the

appear'' iu the VeuKnte''l»w;n’ Pn''«s eililiou as

uliieh iv appjiramlv a luislake for I'uoul iu the

I hamii nuhnifi^ K{ijaiiili])riiiol<ii, p. fW.

A'lreetueiii

1 , 1

’ the
Aijni-

ininlnii

ami the
Visn It-

(llui t nuti.

(ill.

I

u itii

till* Kdin-
iHd/'iUi/d.
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YHjnaval- Maclliyuma, nor lias it ilescribed fully the nature of the
k.va points

out the Udasuia. It states that the Ari is the immediate ueiiyhbour
locution

^

of the of iflie Vijigisii, tlie Mitra stands next to Ari, Avhile tlie

only. IJdasiiia occupies the territory beyond that of Mitra.

Ydjhavall/jay I,

Tlie Xitlmaijnlxha of Nilakantlia follows Yajfiavalkya iii

regard to the location! of the Udaslna

:

The Situ
tnaifUhha

follows

Ynjiiaval-

kya.

Sonui-

deva’s
Slfivd^

h’Udmitaj

“The Udasina is the sovereign of a State situated Ijoyoiid

the two other States’\ Here tlie use of the word rrfikrta

affixed to Udaslna ' important inasmuch as it shows that

the term Udaeina has two meanings, one being of general

aiiplication in the sense of indiflferent and the other of special

liolitical import.

In his Niticdhi/dnirta, 8omadevasiiri (lUth century A.C.)

is (jorrect in liis position as to the nature of the Madhyaiua

and the Udasina so far as (heir iiolitical strength is con-

cerned. He liowever is in error when he says that these two

sovereigns though more powerful tluiiL any other in the

Mandala remain neutral for some reason or other wIkmi

another sovereign within the Mandala is out for conquest.'

-

That tills position of Somadeva is not tenable is apparent

from what has been stated already. Further, according to

him, both tlie Madhyama and the Udasina a'e eipially

neutral, a position which is not reasonable at all.

The Amarahom (Ksattriyavarga, verse 10) mentions only

the term Udasina, exjdaining it as ‘the more dist-

21 WliiU^ explaining tin’s verso, some eoumieiitnlors kavo uuulo

a confusion in tlie couceptiou cf. the Maiujala. This is however not the

subject of investigation at pre«soiit.

22 m ?ir »wwt#rl

wwfsft

I

SitiVdltUdmrhif t^ddfjuinjasaiii uddesa.
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anti’. Thus it deals with only one oluiracterislic of ihe

Xrdusiua, vi}5., its lotatioii. The term para has been Used in

ll)e same senJse both by Mami and Yajhavalkya in (oniiection

with the explanation of the term UdasiJia.^‘‘ lvs^las^alnin,

Sarva-iianda and Bharutamallika have correctly iiidiiat(*d the*

location of the I’dasina in their commentaries on IIk^ Anunv-

hosa, while SaivaiiaJula has also referred to the lMasina*s

superior streng't]i. Jlut all of them add erroneously that as

tlm TMasina is situated far l>eyond the terriiory of the

A'ijioJsu, the former is neither helpful nor harmful to the

latter.-^

The Kalpaflralxosa recently published in the Gackwad^s

Oriental Series mentions only the location of the Madhyaimw

and tile Udasina and does not dilfer from Manu, Kautilya

and Ivaniandaka on this point.

As regards tlie etymoloj^y of the term Udfrsina. Ksira-

svainin and Jiharataniallika have jriven imjiortant hints in

their commentaries on the Atnaiahosa (Ksattriyavarjra,

verse 10). They state that the T.Masiiia is .<o called liecause he

is as it were seated on a Iieiglit
( )• In

fact, in view of the superior strenj^tli of the LTdasina^ he

can well be rej,»*arded as seated on a heij“ht union*? the

members of the Mandala.

As tile result of our invest i oat ion we find tlial tiie des-

criptions of the Madliyama and the Udasina as oiven in the

2M Miiiiii, Vll, l.W;

\,ij,)avoll,ii,i, I, 343: <IT! I

•s
I

Sarviinamla • <RiT*

fwls«g<wntmT^ SI siRlft w s^^nsftsi: i

IJliarutaiHiillika
; ursfwuWjMl sswfipi! I winfi^csit-

as qftiw waisi??R:l p. w.

Veryo 0(5.

<IS?s»«|SI«eid !'• ”** vovsf £)•>.

I.U.U., OKl'Tl^UnKJi, 193d 20
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Kauhllijd and referred to at the heginiiiug of thiti puiier are

corroborated by many other Sanskrit texts. It has also

becii sliown liow some of the writers have luisxuulerstood the

moanings of the terms. 1 turn next tb show% from the

portions of the KantHhja other than the one in which the

deliiiitioiis of the terms have been given, that both the

Madhyama and the TUIasina do, as a matter of fact, enter

into conflict \vi(h the other kings of tihe Mandala when

occasion needs it, and it is erroneous to think that the

Madhyama is always’mediatory, and the Udasina neutral.

A king wishing to marcli against an enemy has for

instance been directed in tlie Kmifdliia to be cautious, if the

Madhyama, or the Udasina is inimically disposed towards

liim.'® Again, it has been enjoined that if, at any time, the

Madhyama tries to bring under sway a friend of tlie Vijigisu,

the latter sliould save him by (ombiiiiug with other kings

and by inciting the members of the Mandala against him

by pointing out that the Madliyama was growing dangerously

powerful intending* to destroy all of ihem, and Iberefore they

should all comhine for bis downfall.'*'' Tin's and many other

references (some of which are given below) to the activities

of the iladhyaina as described in the KintflUija prove that

26 A
,
X, 2.

The pas'sage in the Mv^nre eilitiini «>f tl'.e text (2ii(.l eil,. p.

has been wrongly divided and the KiiglUi translation by its editor

liiinseii' is full of inistakos (Translation, 3rd ed., p. 393). For torrect

interpretation, see the An //orowd, i/,77 (Lahore 1921L p. 17t, as aho

Gaiiapati Sastri’s eommenlary on the AiHm^Oafiv (Trivandnun

1925), vol. Ill, p. lOil.

27 See K., Trivandrum, edition, vol. II, p. 395:

fwn^MTwi Jrawn finiifiB

Hero also the Mysore, text and ita English translation are not

aeciirute as I have already pointed out in iiiy artielcs on the l^liiglish

translation of the Kantilh/a. (/./I.y., vol. AMI, p. 408 and vol. VMII,

t). 213)*
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the Madhyaum was ]<osseSf»ed of <>i*eat polllical sir(M»},Hh hul

had to do will: iiifennediation.:

(A) A'., VII, 8, p. L'88;
I
H

the dfadhyama bcroincs inimical after he has received help.

(ID /u, vm. 8, p. .‘IIS: af

If the Mandnla helps Jiiiii, he (Viji^isii)

should augment his power by putting down the Madhyama.

(Qi. I
Tlius <faininff in siiengtli

he (Vijigwu) sliould put down the Madhyawa king.

If file Jfadhyama attacks a false friend of tin'

Vijigisu, the latter though allowing the lladhyania to weaken

the strength of that false friend should help him ultimately

lest the Madhyama becomes too powerful.

Similarly, the sujiposed neutrality of the T^dasina is not

ill coiiflonaiice with many passages pointing to his eonfliti

with the other sovereigns of the Mandala. Some of these

passages are:

(A) A’., VI I. lo, p.

— ^ l
V"'’ these reasons,

one should take shelter (in a fort)—if one thinks that he could

thereby have the rru'snigrahasara, the Madhyama or the

rdasiiui oil his side.

(B) A’.. Vir, 18. ;U9:
I

If <lu‘

Madhyama wishes to bring the Fdasina under his sway.

(0) I
If thp Cfla-stna wishes to

bring tlie Aladhyaina under his sway.

(D) K., XIII, 4, p. 498: 555^

Jiwnt
I

Having thus aequired the

territory of tlie enemy, the Vi.iigi8U .should try to bring under

sway the Madhyama, and if successful, also the Fdaslna.

Haukndha Nath I(AW



MISCELLANY

Vaifiyagupta Dvadasailitya

Only a few years ago, a eopper-plale, disi^overed in the village of

Gunaigliar, 18 miles to the norrh of Ihe town of Comilla, Bengal,

brought <o light, tho name of a king known as Vainyagnpia.' Vainya-

gupla’s name ought to liave been known lo the scholars bug before the

discovery <d* that copper-idate. Bur failure on the part of the numis^

matists to read correctly some coins clearly bearing his name is res-

jHUisihle for this ignorance.

The repres(ntatio]is of three gold coins are giveji in PlaU* XXITI,

mimhered (>, T, and 8 iu Mr. Allan’i; Cafalotjifc of the of the-

(lupta npiwsflea. Their weights are 144.0, 148.0, 14T.7 grains respec-

tively. They are exactly similar in type to tlie arclier type of (.’mulra-

gnpla 11, and Kumaragujda I.* They may he described as follows:—
Ucvnuc—Goddess liUksnu seated oii lotus, liolding fillet in the

extended right liand; left hand rests on Imr Inp; she wears ear-rings,

neck-lace, and armlets.

The legend is Ail-Dvdihnt}(litya.

Obrcrse—King standing fo left, nimhate, wearijig close-fitting

garment, ear-rings, neck-lace, and pointed .slioes; left hand ludding

a l:ow, the right hand holding an arrow, the head of which rests oi\

the ground, (lanula standard bound with fillet is On the left.

Between the feet is the letter hha.

Beneatli the left arm are two letters &
S'

Mr. Allan reads the first letter as ca^ and the second as tulniy^ and

remarks that* *‘the name beneath the king’s aim on the obverse is

undoubtedly for (’andragiii)ta, wliile the reverse legend is not

i^rl-V ihiamah or hut fii’t-DvCulamditya (Smith,

1 nJ(},, 1930, vol. Vf, p. 45.

3 JhUL, p. 144.

2 Allftn’s Coin.^, pi. VI A XTI.

4 Ihid.^ Introduction, pp. liii-liv,
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.//f.lN,, 1889, p. 82; /. .1/. Cafftloync, T, pp. l(M>-7). Ti»is it^adin^

luis alirady been by llap^**)!! (.V/////. ( Jnon., 1891, p. 57),

}>iit be besitaies to accept it ilefiuitely. 'J'bcre can be ao doubt tlicn

as already :nT«:g*ested ])y Rapsou (ihld.), Ibni, tbese coins do siot biclont';

to (Nuidraj^upta, but in a laler ruler wboni we iiiiiy call ( ’aiidraj^upta

ITl Dvadasaditya. Rapsou doubts tbal tbe name is really (’amlra

(/5n/,). The ca is certainly like ?7/, but wbai appears lo be vowel

marks above it is the usual < ivscent
;
on no. 588 it is diffic ult to say

wbetbei tbc second aksara is tya or nditt, but it clearly ndra on

Xos. ikSO ami 590, ami tlteie no reason to doubt ibe i(‘adln^'

( 'andia.
”

Rut close e?;ariiination i*(‘veal> tbal the first letter is vai. Tbe mark,

wiiich ^fr. Alij'di takes a> cie.^cent, is very likely tlie se(‘r;mlnrv vowel

ai (»r rtt, Tbe second letter on all tlie tliree c oins aie neilbev fyir nor

VtJia bill clearly nya.'' 'riuoe cannot be any sbmlow of doubi that tbe

\i(.i‘d is Vainya, ami ibe C'oins bt‘ioii<i to lbc‘ kin^' T nl ii ynt/iiyta

.

Tlie

critical study of these coins help us lo ariivc' at the t'ldlowiii^^

conclusions :
—

(a) Vainya^'iipta l'»clonj»ed to tbe ini]>er'al (iupta dynasty of

Ma^adlta.

(b.) He v,as an independent snveieion, and was very tiowerful (c f.

weight of tbe coins).

(c) His title was Dvadasaditya.

(d) He was a devotee of Visnu.

(e) There was no kin<»* of tlie nam? of Camlia^upia TIT.

Tbe (lunaif^bar inscription, referred to above, furnishes us with

some mure valuable ijifurmations re^^ardin^* Vaiuya^upta. Tbo facr

tliat lie is associated in this record ^^itll tl-e title maliaraja does not in

any way indicate that he was a local luler. Tlunij^b the ^lankiiwar stone

ima»>e inscription,* dated O.K. 129^ dc'.iirnates Kuimnas:iipta I ns

maiiaraja, there is no doubt that be was an imleiiendeiit monarch. The

Dfnnodarpur inscription^ of the same year calls him a mribrnajridbirajo.

o Cf. iuha of Caadragupta )l, .\Han’s (hn'ta pi. vii.
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The ovideuce of tl\e roiri^. lioweverj fixes up ilie status of Vaiuya8:upta

as a powerful kiiig^.

The ol)je('t. of (lie (innnlj:^'luir iiiseripiioji is to reeord tliai lunliaraja

Vninyop’upia, a devotee of Maluidova, I’roui liis victorious camp

at KiTpuia, grouted, ai. tl»c jequcsi <d‘ lualulraja lludradatta, a sub-

nrdinalo of the some lauds lu the village of Kantedadaka, situated

ill tin? I itarauiandala. for ilie maiuteiianc'e ol a Buddhist viliiira. The

lai}d< granted werr* hounded on one side liy the village of (lunikagrahara.

riu' royal ordei' M*as ooininuni( alerl ti, t|je Kujnannnaiyns, Eevajjasvainf,

Bliamalia, and \atsal)hojika ])y the Mahapraiiliara-Maliapilupaii-

Iku'u-adhikaraJu^parikn-ruiapala-T'parikajunhataja Sri Maliasamaula-

\ijayiiscua. The inscriiiliuii was wriUen hy Naradatta, tlie minister in

charge of pea(‘e and war. Tlie record is dated (O.K.) 188 = >. ]). oOT.

t)f tlie localities, mentioned above, (xunikagraharn is identical with

(lunnigliar wheiv the plate was discovered. It was situated in ancient

Samatata whioh was siilijugatcd hy Saiuudragupta.

It is known from the Duuiodavpnr c()]iper-plules” that U]iavikamnha-

rajas tailed the l^iiidravardhana Bhukti as viceroys of the Imperial

Guiitas of ilagadha, and the Kumaramatyas were in cliarg'e of the Visa-

yas uiid(*r them. G, is veiv likely that the TJparikaiualulruja \ ijaya-

sena also held the post of a viceroy of a Bhukti, in Fttaramandala, in

Samatata under Vainyagu])ta, and had a number of Kumaramatyas io

serve him a> \ isayapatis. The Kraii stone ])illar inscription® of

Budliagujita slates that ^faharaja Surasmicandra, a subordinate of tlie

king (hltiljKitr) Budliagupiji was the luler of tlie country between the

Kalindi and Xannada. llis subordinate was again Maharaja

Matrvisnu. 4 he relation ludw^’cn Hudradatta and Vijayasena of the

tTunaighar inscription appeal'^ to luive been similar to that of Surasini-

candra and Matn isnu.

Xow it will jiut he difficult to delenuiiie Vainyaguptiihs position

ill tlie imperial rank of the Guptas of Magadha. The clnonology of the

imperial Guptas of Magadha afler Kumaraguptu I is somewhat <*oin-

plex. Tlie Inst known date of tliis king is G.M. 129 = A.T). 448-449.’“

vol. XV, pp. 113 ff. 9 (7/.^ 39 ^

10 p. 4o; /•;/., vol. XV, p. 133.
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He appeurs io have been succeeded by. bis eldest . sun ruragupla. After

Puragupta bis brother Skaiidugupta occupied the throne oi Magadba

about 455 A.D., and closed hk reign subsequent io 4(>li-407 A.l). The

lihitari seal“ records that Kumarugupta I was followed by Puragupta,

Narusijiihagupta, and Kumaragupta (11) in succession. II is known

troin llie Harnatb inscription that Kumaragupta (11) was ruling iii

473-474 It appears that after ilie conclusion of the leign of

Skandagupta the throne of Hagadha was occupied hv Aarasiiuhagupta,

and Kuniaragu^ta 11 in succession.^’* Tlie dates of the records

of Budhagupta’s reign range from 47()-477 A.l). to 49() A.l).*‘ iiiidlia-

11 JASn., 1889, pp. 84-lU.j. 12 ASI,, 1914-1.1

13 Air. Punaalul thinks that Kuiuarugnpla 1 was I'ollowin] by

Skiiiidagupta, Puragupta, Naru.sinihagupta, KumaragupUi, and Bu.dliagupla

{llifuluiitknn litrian', Jaiiuary, 1918; lor oilier views u*o 192J, p. 21!) 11.).

This view is .supported by Air. Smith (/s7//., p. l! this theory is to be

supported, all the throe kings l*urugupta, Narasindiagupta, and Kumaragupta

H are to bo aceonmiodated vvitliin the space ol .stneii year.> (408-470 A.l).). lint

nothing militates against taking Puragupta as the luler preceding Skandagiq'ta.

The Allahabad inscription (Cll., p. 11) states that Sumudraguptii was .s(4eoled

by his father Caiidragupta 1 a.s his successor from among his brothers. The

Pillar stone pillar inscription (<7/., p, 51) tells us that Caiidragupta II was ac-

cepted by his father us his successor. The Juuagudh rock iiiscriptioii rct-ords

that Skandagupta after the death of his father bowed down his cnemicv-iiis

fame reached the countries of the AlleccJias - tlie goddo'^s of foitunc selected

him as her husband—having discarded ail other sons of the king (('il., [>. 02).

Close comparison of all these statements makes it clear tliat Skandagupta got

the throne through his own prowess and not through natural course. Allciclui

trouble after all did not .stand in his way to p.eaceful succession, ii lie were a1

all the lawful successor to the throne. Tho fact seems to have 1k.s;ii that in ibc

latter part of the reign of Kumaragupta 1 the uesteru boiindarv «d tlic Gupta

empire was invaded by the Allecchas and rithcr tribes. Kum;nagiii)ta sent

his son Skandagupta with an army to check tla; i)rogi(‘ss ol tbe

invaders. But before the enemies were brought under 'ontrol, tlu' king died

leaving his throne to his eldest son l*uragupta (r>on ol the mahadevi).

Skandagupta after repulsing tlie invaders proceeded towards the capital, and

having overthrown his brother with the armies at his command, captured the

throne. Ho c1o.sed his reign after 466-467 A.D., and appeals to have had no

male issue. Tf the situation is viewed in the above liglit the statement of the

'Innagatlh rock in.scription is reconciled in every respect.

14 A8L, 1914-16; Gupta Coins, p. 163.
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gu])ta seeius to luive succeeded to the throne of Kiimrirogupta II, though

the nature of ins coiiiiec^tion with the latter is no-t yet known. Mr.

JayaswaP' tells us that according to MtnljuJn MrdafsnJpd *‘after the

death of Jludhagiipta two kings in the (hipta line t^ere crowned, one in

Mugndlia ainl another iu Bengur* (Gauda). But the Damodarpur

c<>ppev-plates‘® i>rove tliut Gauda was ruled hy tlie viceroys (Ujiarika-

maharajas) of tlie imperial Guptas from the time of Kumavagupta I

down to 43*‘t-4*‘14 A.l). It is ajipareiit from the Guuaighar cupper-platc

tliat the administration ot Sainatata was conducted throiigli a viceroy

(rparikaiaaluiiajas) in r)0()-r>07 A,D. In this circumstance it appears

that even after the death of Budhugupta Bengal continued to he ruled

by the. viceroys (d the imperial Guptas of Magadha. As the

coins defil'd. •• )niic<'1 Viiinyagupta with the imperial Guptas it can

be accepted vi'Iijut irasonahle doubt that he ascended the throne of

Magadha alter Budi.agnpta, and ruled Bengal through his viceroys.

He seems to have been followed l)y Blianugui)ta, who was ruiing In

010-511 A.D.^‘ The above di.scusshm leads us to draw tbe genealogy

of the successors of Knmaragupta I in the following line:—
Kamaragiipta I (417-440 A.D.)

1

.

1

i

.
1

Puraguptu Skandugui'tu

i.

Aarasiinliaguiita

!

Kuinaragupta ii ( ITd)

Bu(lhaguj)tu (4'7(j-40())

Vainyagupla (OOG)

j

Bliaiuigupta (510, OddP)

The Gunaighar inscription states tliat Vainyagiiida was a devotee

of Mahrwlevn. But the coins, on the other hand, prove that the king

was a follower of Visnu. TJiis suggests that Vaiiiyagupta, though

became greatly attacdied to the Saiva faith, did not altogether forsake

the creetl of his family. He was after all a tolerant monarch as we find

him giving donations foi* the maintenance of a Buddhist viliara.

D. C. OANorri
15 Modvni /d ruir, August, 1933, p. 1:19.

16 KL, V..'. :;V. pp. 114-1)0. 17 on., p* 91.
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I ;:(•(! linni coins ^^os. 7 S, ]M. XXIII, Allaii - (.(>n»<)

^HQ., September. 1933.





The Dinajpur Pillar Inscription of the Kambojanvaya Caudipati

This inscription of three lines engraved on the foot of a pillar was

found among the ruins of Bangad . t Bannagar. It is now in a garden

of the Dinajpur Raj. Westniacott deciphered and published this witJi

a translation of Rajendralal Mitra in the Indian Antiquary, vol. I,

pp. 127-28. The reading and the translation are given below :
—

1. Durvvdr-dri-varuthitii-pramathani^ dane ca VUtyddluuaih

mnandam divi

2. Yasya indrgyana-yuna-grdma-gniha glyate Kdmhojdnvaya-

jena Gaudorpati .

3. nd t€/i-endu~7nauler-ayam prasddo ninndyi Kunjaragliat/h

varsena hhu-hhtisanah
/ /

“By him, whose ability in subduing the forces of his irresistible

enemies, and liberality in ai)preciating the merits of his suitors, are

sung by the Vidya-dharas in celestial spheres, by that sovereign of

Gaiida, by him who is descended from the Kamhojan line. This

temple, the beauty of tlie earth, was erected for the selencephalous

(Shiva) in the year 888.

There was a coiilioversy over this inter])retatiou, between

Hiijendralal and R. G. Bliandarkar. The chief j)oint of conteniion was

tlio interpretation of the word ^Kutljaraghdtdvarscna.^ Bhandarkar

(iuestioned tlie autlioriiy for construing this word to mean ‘888’ of

some era. Mr. Raiuaprasad Chanda and R. D. Banerjce subsequently

supported RajendralaJ, They have taken 888 to he the Saka era equi-

valent to yOG A.D. and made the Kdmbojdnvayaja Goudapufi to bo

the contein]K)rary of Vigrahapala II., and his son Maliipala T. I'uither

they have built upon ii the theory that this Gaudupati was tlio intruder

ianadhikrla) of the plirase ^anadliilrta-cilupta iu verse 12 cf the

liangad grant of Maliipula I. Tliey replied mainly on paheograidiy.

Kven acc(q)tiiig the interpretation as correct, it is ditheuit to accept this

as a 8aka era. For we have no evidence of tlie 8aka era having heen used

in Bengal before the Sena kings. Mahipala 1 himself used the

Vikrania Sainvat in his Saranath insciiption. We find that the latter

;t.«< t

1 Ind, Ant., yol. I, p. 127.

sm'EUUER, 1933
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era liais been used also in a Boclb-Gaya inscription of the thue of

Oovindapaladeva.

Dr. E. C. Majunuhir, it seems, has taken the more reasonable

view. He holds that Kufijaraghata-varsa was the nainj of the (huuja-

‘pafi. We sball presently see that this is corroborated by epijjTaphic

evidence also, Tlie sixth verse of the Deopara inscription of Vijayasena

reads as below;—
Yanmiti sangam caivare 'patur otnl turgy-opahnata-

di'imJ-catygc ijena Irpilna-ldh-ljh u'jagah hheJayitah

pO.nina

(lea idh I-bhu ta- vipaLm-Kunjaiogh ai/i- e idUia-hvin hh a-

sthalhviuktd-dhu Ia-vundikd-parika ie-vvydptom tadHuly-

apy-ahhui
/ Id/

1

Mr. Jf. G. Majuiiidar has translated it as follows:—
*‘Iri the field (lit. court-yard) of battle when his enemies, invited

by the shrill-sounding drums, used to appear, he would by his hand

play with the sword resembling the serpent of death. That place is

still strewn over with mjTiads of pearls (which are like) big cowries*

(emanated) from the cleft of frontal globes of the scailered elephants

of his opponents.

The second line of the above verse seems to be in the double

entendre, liaving a pun on the w^ord Kunjaraghafd, We take this word

to be a part of tlie name Kunjaraghatii-varsa wdiich has been put for

the whole. We w'isli to put tlie following second interpretation to it:—
‘^Tlie alienated Kuiijaraghata (varsa) w^as encircled with multitude

of strong cords (like an e]ej)liant), whose pearl has been reft open from

liis frontal globes (and tlius rendered furious). This (incident is still

fresh in tlie memory j)eople, as if) happened only to-day.

AVe identify tliis Kunjaragheta with the Kdvihojdvvayaja GuikJu-

pati of tlie Dinajpur pillar inscription.

Let n.H see wliat now inf'orniaiion, this interprelatioii yields.

Dvaldbihhnea means ‘sowing dissension, causing the separation of

allies.^ Again draidhlhhitfo is interpreted as
' 'being separated or

disunited? We think that he was a feudatory of Gouda, under some

2 liQHQal In^iciiptionSf vol. Ill, pp. 47 and 57.
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Pala king. Siimantasena by sawing dissension moat probably estranged

him from his allegiance to his overlord, the Pala king His object in

doing so was perhaps first to w^eaken the strength of KuhjaraghatOvarsa

and then to destroy him. Who was this Pala king from whom he was

alienated? I/et us try to ascertain the approximate time of

Kuhjaraghatavarsa. He was a contemporary of Sainantaseiia, whose

grandson Vijayasena, identified with VijayarDja,® was a feudatory of

Ramapaila. So lie was a conteinpciMry of lifiniapala. His

grandfather, Samontasena, therefore, becomes a conlenipovary of

Ramapala’s grandfather and fatlier, viz., Nayapala and Vigraha-

pala III. Again Vijayasena is said to have impri.s^)ne(] Ilaghava

and Isanya. The former is identified with Raghava (c. 1150

A.D.), a son of Codagaiiga of Kalinga and the latter with

Nanyadeva (1097 A.D.), the king of Mithila. Allowing 25 years to

a generation, Samantasena is earlier than Vijayasena by 50 years.

The former therefore 3ius have lived in the latter half of the eleventli

0611(1117 A.D. He can in ro way be made a contemporary of VigrahapuJa

II or his son Mahipala I, Je was at be^t a contemporary of Nayapala,

III. Consequently Kunjaragluitavarsa was also a coniemporary of

Vigrahapala III. Nayapala was a strong king and it is unlikely that

his feudatory dared |o declare independence in his time. Both Knhjara-

ghatavarsa and Saniantasena must have taken advantage of the weak

rule of Vigrahapala IIL This defeat of KunjaragliatuiVarsa at the

hands of Samaiitasena in Gauda must have laid the foundation of tlie

Sena influence there. Vijayasena is said to have first become powerful

in Varendra, althougli they were the resident.^ of Radha.

If our interpretation of the verse, as pointed out above, is accepted

as (correct, there no room for interjmetiug Kurijanighatavana as

888* or identifying him v/ith the anadldlrta i.e. usurper who

liad deprived Mahipala of his pat^lnal kingdom. If the former was

really the lord of tlie Gauda empire displacing Maliipala, it is diffi-

cult to accept that he would have simply styled himself as Gcuulapati,

His panegyrists must liave in that case honoured him witli all royal

titles of the Palas.

JoGENDRA Chandra Ghosh

8 Dr, Raichaudhuri> Biud, Ind. A.nHq.^ p. 168,



The Metaphysical Significance of Dharma and Adharma

in Jaina Metaphysics

According’ io i‘he metuphysic.-^ of the Joiiias tlie wliolc universe is

divided into two categories, viz. Jlrfuttflxdi/a (soul) and AjirChstlMj/a

(matter). Tlie lalter is further divided into Dliarmastikaya (or

dharma), Adliarinasiikaya (or adharma), AkCustUdya and Kdla,

In Indian philosophy tlie words dhanna and adharma are generally

used in tJie etliical sense of merit and demerit. It is said that Adrsta

or dJuinna and adharma, isf an unseen principle which causes the upward

movement of fire, the sideward blowing of wind, the conjunction and

disjunction of atoms and the contact of self with mind,^ In Jainism

dhnrvia and adhanm denote quite .a different and peculiar meaning. It

is said that botli are non-physical and eternal siibstance3 which pervade

the whole universe. Dharma is said to be the medium of motion which

assists i)he soul and matter in their movements, just as water helps the

movement of a moving fish. Similarly adhaniidsiikdya is regarded as

the medium ^of rest of the soiil and mat‘ter, just as shadow is

of a traveller in his rest.

Both the .substances are considered as indirect, external and passive

causes. In other words, it is held by the Jaina fliiiikers that dhanna

and adharma do not compel anything to move or not to move but simply

help it in tlie above functions.

Taking’ in view’ the above metaphysic al meaning of dharma and

adharma, tlie modern Jaina scliolar.s try to render a scientific colouring

to the above doctrine. According to them, the very fact that the uni-

verse is a sy.stciii by itself governed by inlierent laws, and it) is a cosmos

and not a cliaos, implies tlic existence of dharma and adharmar The

latter is comjjared with law' of Xewton’s gravitation,’’* and sometimes

view'ed as the cosmi(.* i)rinciple answering somewhat to Leibniz's

1 Kfindda sutros, v. 2. 13.

2 A. Chakravarti • A Philosophital

p. xxvii.

3

Ibid., p. 96.

Jntrodvcfion io PaflcdHihdya,
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pre-establi&hed harmony while the former is said as an all-pervading,

non-atomic medium, circulating internally as a perfect fluid and

possessing a tremendous velocity comparable to that of light.® Both

dharm^i and adhanna are described in terms that they are applicable to

tihe modern conception of ether.

This is what we know about the metaphysical sense of dharma and

adhanna, explaining motion and rest, found for the first time in

TJniasvati’s TahivaHhddhigavia siltras, and its scieiitificj interpretations

offered by the modern scdiolars. Now let us see what the Jaina Canons

of the Svetambaras say about it. In the Bhayavati, questioned by his

disciple Gotama, Mahavira replies: ‘‘0 Gotama, there are many words

which are synonymous with dharmastikaya. For instance, dharma,

dharnulstiJidya, prdndtipdUi-viramana- nirsavada-vinmana, etc. are ail

identical in meaning. Similarly, the words adharma, adharviaHikaya,

pTiindtlpata^ mrsdrada, etc. are equivalents of adkarmastikaya,^*^

Abhayadeva, a famous commentator on the canonical literature, explains

both the terms dhanim and adhanna taking them to mean merit and

demerit, as well as the mediums of motion and rest! respectively.^ It

appears from it that Abhayadeva was aware of the two different

meanings of the words, but not being satisfied, he simply mentioned

both of them, and couhl not reconcile between the two.

Further, we come across a great logician, Siddhasenadivakara,

Prom a verse in his Niscaya dvdtrimhkd it seems that Siddhasena did

not feel any necessity tor admitting dharma and adharma into

the sphere of the Jaina metaphysics. He says that it is due to pinyoga

(motion imparted by another object) and vhrasd (motion imparted by

itself) that an object moves or is at rest.* Thus Siddhasena appears to

4 Dr. B. N. Seal: Poi^itive Scieneen of the. ancient Hiiufuff, vide Dravya-

soipgrahOj S. B. J., pp. i, ix.

5 0. R. Jain : Keif of KnouiedgCj p. 760.

6 B/iagavati, 20. 2, pp. 775-776, Againodayti, Jaina Sdhitya Samsodhaka,

3. 1, p. 41.

7 Ibid.

8 fWUPir^ ^ I

Kikoyadvatrimsika, 24, Jaina Sahitya SamMhaka, 3. 1, p. 39.
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mean that when the purpo!:^ of movement and rest of an object ia ex-

plained by prayoga and visrasd, it is unnecessary to accept dharma and

adharma for the same functions.

From the above, it seems that there might have been a Jaina tradi-

tion which did not believe in the metaphysical sense of dharma and

adharma,^ From the works of Pujyapada and Akalahka it is very clear

that they too are conscious of the peculiar doctrine of dharma and the

adharma in the above senses. They liave tried their best to establish

the doctrine saying finally that it imist l>e accepted as it is the speech

of the omniscient one (Sarcajila),^*^

To conclude, the earlier tradition of the Jainas seems to tako dluinna

and adharma in their ethical senses and tlielr use as metaphysical subs-

tance seems to be a later development and is first propounded by

Umasvati. Thus Jacobi’s statement appears to be right when be says

that in primitive speculation the words dharma and adhanna had their

natural meaning and denoted subtle fluids which cause merit end

.demerit.'^

JactUISh Chandtia Jai>’

9 Of. also i^anhnm Bh0.v)n^ 2. 2. 33, Jlimndncfiri Tlhlf p. .592 Aiiandfi^rama

granthainala.

Here the dharma and adharma of the Jains are taken in the meaning of

merit and demerit.

10 SafvMhasiddhi^ p. 163; lidjavdrtil'af pp. 212-214,

11 8, B, vol. XLVI, p. Tixxiv.



Notes on the GhosundT Stone inscription

Three frogmeuts of the above inscriptioi!! have been published in

the November issue of the Indian Antiquary

^

1932, by Mr. 11. R,

Haidar of the Rajputana Museum, Ajmer, with a note by Mr. E. H.

Johnston*. As the object; of his note is to ‘initiate discus^on,^ we make

no apology to offer the following suggestions;—
The biggest of the three fragnieuts containing three }ines was first

imperfectly transcribed by Kaviraj Shyanial Das in the J/l/SZ?., LVI,

i, pp. 74 ff. It was later on published by Prof. D. R. Bhandavkar in

the Memoir No. 4 of the Arch. Surv. of India, in 1920. He not only

gave an improved reading but also discussed its importance from the

paleeographic, linguistic and religious points of view. He for the

first time i)ointed out that the language of the inscription is Sanskrit,

and not a ‘mixed dialect' as had been held by Piof. Ltlders. Agreeing

with Bilhler, however, he assigned it to the period bet\/een B.C. 350 and

250. It was published for the third time by Mr. K. P. Jayaswal in the

Epiyraphia Indica, XVI, p. 25, with plate. He brought down the

date to 200-150 B.C. basing his conclusion on the Kharavela inscrip-

tion (1G5 B.C.) Much credit is due to Mr. Haidar for fitting in with

the biggest one the two other smaller fragments, containing one line each,

and publishing the connected reading under discussion. ‘ It is strange

that Mr. Haidar makes no mention of Prof. Bhaiidarkar, wlio not only

discovered the bigger of the two smaller fragments, found on, the

boundary stone between Ghosundi and Bassi, but published a reading of

the same with hia note in the Memoir referred to abo\e. The Professor

rightly guessed that it formed a part of the biggest one. He did noc,

however, try to pieco them together. After this piece had been trans-

ferred to the Udaipur Museum, Raj Bahadur Gaurisankar Ojha was the

1 L. 1.— ija] na Gajayaiiena Para^ariputreua Sa m Sarvatatem

L. 2. ,1/3) iind Bhaoava(d)hhitdtfl fcJai^ikarsa^a-Vaswleyabhyaiji Sar*

vrirarft [bhi/ar/i]^

L. 3.— pUja-sila’Prakaro Narayaija^vate kd(nioji)—
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first to suggest that it referred to the first line of the biggest fragment

(AfiRL, 1920-27, p. 204).

The interprotutioii of the compound word puja~.Uld-prdkdra in the

third line as ‘a stone-wall for worship’ does not seem to us to be a very

happ3^ one. We think that piljd is connected with slid by sciindsa and

not with sild-prdkdra^ so the interpretation should be ‘a rampart

(prdkdra) for the stone object of worship (pdjd-sild).^ The pujd^nld

here probably refers to &dlayrdiim~iild, a sacred stone typical of

Visiiu, as the Liiiga is of the god »5iva. These ^dlayrdnui-silds are iiow-

a-days very common objects of worship in India and there is a

considerable literature on the Sdlayrdinas and their worship. Mention

of it is found in the Mahahhdnita, III, 8102. Amongst the varieties

of them mentioned in the Puranas, we find tliat one variety is called

Samkarsana and anotlier Vasudevu {Agnl-FurCinay XLVI). So it

seems that the puja-bihls here were the l^dloyiama-Ulm representing

Sainkarsana and Vasudeva. The wall was constructed round their

place of worship, which was in the Narayana-compound.

Mr. Jolinston has shown tliat the word Sarveham is ‘specially

associated with the worship of Krsna*. Tliis is not the whole fact.

The w’ord is found applied to other deities as w^ell. For we find in the

Vdyu-purdna (XXIV, 52) Visnu addressing Brahma as Sarvesa.

Again in the thousand names of Siva in the Jndna-sayihiid (LXX, 18)

of tlie Sivorpurdna occurs Sai*vcsvara So Sarvehara should well be

taken here in its literal sense, i.e., ‘Lord of all’. He further says

that ‘Sarva is w'ell-autheiiticated as a name of Krsna’. This is more

than w'e know. He has not quoted any authority. "VV'e on the other

hand find that Sarva or its other form Sarva is the well-known name

of 8iva. The name Sarva as a name of Rudra or Siva occurs in the

^ata-Rudnya of the Taiitiriya^saTnhitd and the Vdjasaneya-sarjihita*

Sarva or Sarva also occurs as a name of Siva in the Am<irako§a, but

not of Visnu. They may also mean Visnu, but that is rather of

uncommon use.

Mr. Johnston^s attempt at connecting Gajayana of this inscription

with the Andhra kings, on the analogy of some names beginning, with

Gaja etc., is far-fetched. He says that Gajayana as a patronymic

is unknown. We do not agree with him. We need not despair
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if we do not tiud this name in the few pu'hiislied texted uii the (lotras

and Pravuras. lias iml Jluiidliuyana said ia tlie SmuUt-sCitNi that

fjot/dnnnt hi solahsidni fjrat/nJani/~ot‘hnflunt /v/. i.e., their are liuiidreds

and thousands of //ofm iiameM. Aj^aiii, these are not without variant

readings. So Gajayana is jirohahly eornipted into (ladayana or

(todayana found in the text hooks on life (rotras and Pravaias. The

word (rajayana by its very formation clearly indicates, as has already

been pointed out byi Mr. Jayasual a Itrahmanical name. If (rajayana

is a BraJinniuical |uitrunyiiiic, iie caufiot belong to tin* Andhra dviiasly,

who always used Bralimauical iiietronymics, Init never patrunymic s.

If the king was a lliidniiuiia. to wliich dynasty did he belojig*:'

As he lias been assigned (o circa 200 the comliisiuu is irresistible

that he was a tsuhga. But there was no such king as llarvaluta, or

Sarvatraia as suggested by Mr. .luhnstoii, in that dynasty. This objeo

lion can, howcNcr, i>e obviated by saying that it 's not the name but

(he enithet of a king. 7'(Vo may mean ‘veneiable/ ‘re.s[>c<* table’ ot;

‘father/ Sarvatata would, therefore, mean ‘respected of all’ or ‘father

<jf all,’ i.e., i; king or ‘lord.’ As it appears from the fascimile, the

reading Sorrofnfo is jneferahle to Sorrat rnhi

,

The nan»e of the

king in the inscription under discus;sion lias well-nigh been lust. Only

the first letter and tlie last leltei no or na leinuin.

The fsui’iga dynasty is so called after Ho- </utr<i name, Suhga. It is

a i/otNf under ihe Bharadvaja Family. Suiiga however, go l>y its

!jruuij name of Bhanolvaja. Baiulhayana after naming (lie ijutms of tlii>

group says

—

itij — eie IJlidnidvajdfj

^

i.e., ‘tliese are the Bharudvajasb

111 .some Puraua.s J^miga ha.s been read as Tuhga. Althougli there is no

(jotta of tlie name of Tuhga, there are (jotms lalled Tunda in ihe

Oautaiim Family and Tiihgaysmi in the Tvata group of the A'isvamitiu

Family. As they have no similarity in sound with (Tajayana,

they can have no possilde c(inneetion with the J^uhga or the Tuhga

As such this king could not have belonged to the i5uhga

ily nasty.

If this liil^g was net of the Suhga dynasty, in wliat other Biahmana

dynasty can he be jdacedy It naturally reminds us of tlie Kanva or

Kaiivayana dynasty, auotlier Brahmuna dynasty, which, according to

(he Ibuanas, immediately succeeded the Suhgas. Xuw, this Kanva or

i ii.Q., sKFmiHjm, 198;1 22
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Kauvayaiia lias no .similarity in somid M’ith Gajayana. There are

several t^otnis which are similar in sound to Kanva oi’ Kanvayuna, hut

they are all individual ijofi'n.s. Amonf*; ihem it is only Ivanva which

is a group nanie also. It i>elongs io tlie Ahgirasa f/futo. The only

name similar to (Kijavana in thi'< gnmp is (ladayana with its

variant Godayatni. It is toinul o.ily in tlie Malsijo-fnaul/jo list of t*Flr

Kanvas. ?Jow this (rarlayana or (iodayana might he a scril.e’s mistake,

or a Prakrta form, o; a variant, of (lajayaiia, which has found place

in the J/rzr.s //</-/;»// dan. We have already said that //of/// name

under a group .someiinies goes hy its gioup name. Jkiin'hriYana after

naming all the ijotms under tliis group says : ftfj-etc Kaijrah^ i.e. ‘these

aie the Kanvas’. So ihr Brahmana rulers of the (jfijayana jjoint could

have heeii known hy the group name of Kanva or Kunvayaiia.

If the king of tJie present inscription belonged to the Kanva

dynasty, what was Ins nauiey We have already seen that his name

#lias well-nigh been lost in the lacvtui. us see if the lemaiuing

letter.:, namely, sa ii« the hcgir.ning and no or no in the end cmi help us

in iOv<tonng the ]o.s1 name. Accoi-aing to tiio Puranas, only four king.s

of t-lie Kanva dynasty reigned, viz., Vasudeva, BhCimiinitra, Naruyana

and Siisarman or Siulhanuaii. The last name suits here excellently.

The najue in Uie intvcriplion was in the iustrum^'ntal .singular. So the

mis.sing word between trend and SurvatOtena was most

probably Stikinnnna or Sndhormand, The only discrepancy is in the

first syllable su, Tlie subscript sign n might have been lost soineliow.

Mr. Joliii-stoii at first limited the po.Hsible autJior.sliip of tlie in.siuip-

tiou.tothe (freek kings of the Punjab, the Suhgas or the Audlua

dynasty, and tlieii eliminated the Greek kings by .saying that ‘it .<ecia.s

improbable that any Greek king should have celebrated an A^haniedliO-*

We do not know liow far he is correct in his suppo.‘*’iiion. J*rof.

Bhaudnrkar daring his excavations at Besnogar discovered a ijajnaklln

or sacrificial hall and near it found a .seal i>eaiing the foDowijig

inscription :
—

L. 1 . Timtra^datmya [ya]—ho(ia)^
L. 2. p{o) td^namtra^sajana [? i\]

On this he made the following interesting remarks ;—‘^The

meaning of thii legend as just remarked, is not quite clear, but
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the wortln hoUl^ pota and mamlm^ whicli are icnhiiical to suurifiuiul

literature, indicate that the sealing is really connected with the

yaj'ilai(H&, And the impart of the legend appears to be: ‘Of the donor

Timitra accompanied by the Hota, Pota, Hymn-kinsmen and

Timitra doubtless is tlie name of an individual, and seems to be the

Sanskritised form of the Greek Demetrius. And it appears that this

Greek personage called Demetrius was the data or yajamdna who ins-

tituted the sacrifice. Hie i^erformanee of a Bralimanic sacrifice by a

Greek is not a thing that needs surprise us, bec^ause w^e know that many

Greeks like other foreign people, such as Sakas and Palhavas, became

Buddhists and Hindus. Nay, at Vidiiia itself, as evidenced from an

inscription incised on the Kham Baba pillar, we have an instance of a

Greek ambassador Heliodora (Heliodoros) railing himself a Bhdgavata

or a devotee of Vilsudeva.'' {ASIIL, 1914-15, pp. 77-78).

It may be argued that this inscription cannot belong to tlie last of

the Kanvas. It has been assigned to 200-150 B.C. by experts, while the

last of the Kainvas could not have reigned earlier tbani the latter half of

tlie first century B.C. We have already said that Biihler and Prof.

D. R. Bhandarkar assigned it to a period between B.C. 350 and 250. Mr.

Jayaswal brought it down to 200-150 B.C,, leasing his conclusion on the

Kharavela inscription (105 B.C.) And this view has been endorsed by

Mr.
.
Johnston. We do not know if a script of Eastern India is a sure

standard for assigning the date to a Central Indian script. If there is

thus a difference of view among the paleeographists in regard to the date

of this iiDScription, it is quite pos.sible to bring it down by another

liuudred years or so.

If our suggestions arc accepted, this inscription will prove to be a

very important one. It supplies not only the first epigraphic record of

the real existence of the Kanva dynasty, but also of the very

early worship of the ^dlagvCima-iiJa. We learn from it also that the

Kanvas like the Sungas performed Asvomedha sacrifice. Further, it

proves that the Bhagavatism found favour not only with the foreigners

»uch as the Sakas, Yavanas etc. but: also with the Vedic Aiyans of the

royal family like the Kanvas, from an early period.

JOGEXDRA ClCANPRA OHOSH



Soythian Tribal Names in a Mathura Epigraph

111 the IHQ,, viii, pp. 117 fi., I pointed out that the ifacedoaiaii

month-name OorpiaeiiR occAirs (a» Guipiriya) in the date-portion of

a Malhiira Hrulnui inscription pertaining: to the reign of Huviska.

Piof. Sten Konow, dealing with the record in the IHf)., ix, pp. 14") h'.,

accepts ni.v identification.

I inferred that VMsiskaV reign at Sahci had not terminated when

Uuviska's reign at Mathura began, hecause the Mathura epigraph*

dated in the year —month (iorpiaeus—<lay 1, is earlier than the

Sahci inscription of Vaslska, dated in the year 28—season liemanta

—

month ]—day r>. Ihof. Sten Konow does not admit this inference and

says: ‘'Thai wouhl he if the Kaniska ycai* began with Caitia,

Imt everything speaks against that assumption, and we must evidently

jeckon with Karttikadi years.'’ V\"e liope^ in Ills edition of tlie record,

he will adduce his reasons for thinking tliat il>e yeais are Karttikadi.

So far I am not convinced that tlie years pertaining to (he dated Kusaiia

epigraphs are ‘‘Kaniska years” in the sense that (hey were connected

in any way with the coinmeneement of Kaniska’s reign*!*; nor »lo I

think that t]ie \ears contemjdated began either with (’aitra or with

Kuril ika.

I stated timj our iiiseription proves the nse of Macedonian inonth-

names in the Mathura region at least as early ;.s the reign of Huviska,

Professor Konow takes exception to the statement and (diserves

:

“Tliat the donor was not settled in Mathura but had come to the place

from the North-West is, in my (»pijiioi», made prohalile by the use of

the Macedonian month-name (jorpaios. The Macedonian calendar was

not traced before this in any inscription from India proper. We
find Macedonian months in records from the North-AVest belonging to

* 1 am inclined to think tiiat, nt the time this epigrapii was engraved,

Uuvi^ka had not yet attained undisputed supremacy ; liis titles arc still confined

to dciTfiputi'a and ad/o'. The record betrays the psychology of a partisan, the

merit of the donation being assigned to Huviska and “to those of whom the

demputra (Huviska) is beloved,” pointing to the existence of a group or party

specially attached to him.

t My own view is that the years belong to the 2ud centurj* of the Vikrnnia

era; the year 28 of our epigraph being equivalent to 128 Vikrnmn.
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the and the Kanishka periods ’’ The Profes^r liere leaves

out of account the copper-plate fouiul imbedded within a stupa r t Sui-

Vihar, near Bahawalpiir (71“ 34' E.—29“ 18' X.), dated in the rei^ii

of ICnniska, in the year 11—month Daisies—day 18. He further

says : ^‘When we now find a Macedonian month mentioned in a

Mathura inscription, it seems to be necessary to draw the interenco

that it was drafted by a person who came down from the Xoi th-West,

from the Kusana strongholds in the old Ta.-hia country. And if [

am ripht in my explanation of the desij^^nation Valnnapafi as uuaniuu-

‘lord of Wakhaii’, tliis conclusion becomes ccituln.” 1 entirely

endorse this explanation of Vakanapati as ‘lord of Wakhan^:

indeed, that is the view I have lonpr held myself re^ardino*

the title Bakanapaii in th|i other inscription from the Mathura

(Mat) statue-house.' T jU,so infer from this clrcumstauce that

both inscriptions proceed from persons belon<>inff ])rimarily to.

Wakhan. But I do nn( see how it is possible to contest I he fact thai

a Macedonian month-name is actually found in a Mathura inscription

of the time of Huviska: tlic fact is ])roved as sooii as tlie identity of

(turppiya witli Gorpiaetis is established. When, further, ut' consider

Hint the inscription is not in the Kharosthr script, nor in a Xorth-

IVestern dialect (like the liion-capiial inscriptions), we have to recoj*-

nise that the writer was accomodating himself to local conditions and

would hardly liave thought of using a Macedonian month-name in an

inscription at Mathura if such a name were unfamiliar to the locality.

The donor calls himself piacintl\((aas<iruhamiVHipafnf, khanlHilcKi

pail and vahanapafi

,

Professor Kouow analyses the first compound as

laulrinl-Katufsaruliiiinaiiapuini. 1 prefer to read it as Pr(lri}uh'ana‘

^ariihvmam-putra. If putra meant ‘^lon* and PracijihKamimnila-

milna represented the individual name of the donor’s father, tlie donor’s

own individual nanie would assuredly have been mentioned. But we

find instead that he is cliaracterised fiutlier, but only as Khanmleior

pati and Vakanapati apparently, ‘lord of Khanlifah'ia' and ‘lord of

\akana\ without, specification of liis personal name. We must

i Wakhan was known to Chinese as which may perhaps be con-

nected with Hama in the Mat inscription.
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uccorrlin^ly reiidor a.s ‘sciou^ aiul must see in Pralninlkana-

SarulfiniHnn some claJi-ninue, raco-jiame or iril)e-name.“

For suoli ail explaiialioti, fortunately, we are not without external

(lata. Strabo, in a wi'll-known passajre, enumerates various^Seythian”

tribes—A s i o i, a s i a n o i, T o k li a r o i, S a ]• a k a u 1 o i as

takin^^ part in the overthrow of (rreek rule in Jinetria. And it seems to

me that two e.f these tribes—

V

a s i a n o i and S a r a k a u 1 o i—are

alluded to in our J^nlriiu/iatHi-Sahthamnna. Aeeordino’ to Tvo^us, the

Scythiaii tribes Aaiani, and (ap])aiently variants of Asioi and

S(H(f/x((iflol) o(Y‘ujned llactria and Sogdiaiui. And the same writer

later oti adds some “Scythian mailers”; namely that the Aftianl be-

came king:?^ of ilie T li o c a r i (apparently, the T o k h a r o i of Strabo)

and mined the Saraucue. But the Sarancac were evidently not wholly

annihilated; thi'v are vcderred to hy Ptolemy as S a g a. r a u !?a i.

We may tak(* it (liai iIlcv were hard hit hy the s i o i-T o k li a 1[’*o i

coml)inati(3ii
; and tli(*y may well have c(;a]esced with (he P a s i a u o i

and torjiied a / ^tsi(i/(i->>innfcap stock to wliich the donor of our record

belonged.

'

IIarit KitisHXA \)rn

2 ('t. h tf.s(lu<(-j,uf nt in the Mat insi ription.

S It is possible that il.t? name Sarukanmmi is cimnectcd with tlu^ name
Jhiruauames «iven by Ptolemy to a river said to enter the Paropanisadai country

from Bactrin. I am tempted to ask if the name Pracinikunu has anything to do

with the name Pfinichinar^ a town in Kurram (about 70“ K.—34“ N.); and it

Kharasalera is any way related to Knrnmsm'^ the name of a pa^-s south of Wakhan,
or to the name Kuirrnn itself .

The passages in Strabo and Trogiis are discussed by (kniningliam in his Coina

of iJip Inrhnii <fco., Ninn-Chron., vol. TX, Third series. 268; f. also by Konow in

his toi'p. Inner, fndir.^ vol. Tl, part T, ])p. xxi-xxii.



The Ohind (Undj Inscription

Of this short record, found at Ohind (Und) in the Peshawar

District (identified with ancient Udabhanda) 15 miles above Attock

we do not possess the original
;
but there are two transcripts, one

published in i 8S4 i P« 705, pi. V, the other published in ASLy
vol. V, 1875, p. 58, pi. XVI, No. 2.

Prof. Steii Konow has edited the inscription in his Corpus of

KharoQ^hl inscriptions (PI. XXXII, 2), where the reading adopted is

—

Line i—Sain 30. 20. 20. £ chetrasa mahasa divase atliami di 4.4. i§a

kshunami sa[vi]ranakha.

Line 2—purvashacje

Prof. Konow, who was the first to read purvashade in Yme 2^

,

states that, in place of salyi^ra^, the pld Plate showed sakhara. The

fifst ak§ara seems to me, however, jo be not sa^ but do
;
compare do in

The^tdorena {Corpus, PI. I, No, i). And the third aksara may be

read as ia which is often indistinguishable from ra in Kbarosth!.

Instead of sa{vi]ranakha •••, therefore, we may read dokhaianakha

The occurrence of the word purvashade i.e. *in [nak^atra)

Purvasaijha* at the commencement of line 2 shows that the details

of the dating had not been completely enumerated in line i but were

being continued in line 2. We may compare the dating of an ins-

cription of about the same period and the same region (Zeda) : sam

10, i Ashadasa masasa di 20 utaraphagune. There, we observe

that the naksatra (UttaraphalgunI) is added after an enumeration of

the year, the month and tlie day. Here, we would hardly hazard a

mere conjecture if we read

—

Line i—Sarp 20. 20, 20. i. Chetrasa mahasa divase atbami 4. 4, isa

kshunami dokhatanakha[tre]

Line 2—purvashade ......

The restoration of tlie aksara [ire] after "^nakha in line l suits the

context admirably, ^nakha\tfe\ purvashade signifying *in the nak^atra

Parva§adha\

But what could dokhata signify ? It is clearly connected with

nakha[ire] purvashade and would most probably be an additional

characterisation of the mk^atra Purvasadha. I propose to identify

1 Dr. van AVijk confinns tlic* prt>pricty ol tlio readiiifi;. He lia.s calculated

that the nuksatro Purvasadhri would well correspond to the other details in tho

dating, viz. Htli Caitra in a punf UnCtnUt scheme.
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dokhata with Gk. Toksotes the name of the constellation

Sagittarins to which the nakiatra Purva$S<)ha belongs. That the

names of the Hindu constellations {fUi) \ Mei^a, Vpfa, Mithuna etc. are

translations of the Greek names Krios, Tauros, Didumos
etc. is well-known. And we have a list of alternative designations—

Kriya, Tavuri, Jituma etc. in the Brhajjataka of Varahamihira, all

being attempted transliterations of the Greek names. Translitera-

tion would normally precede translation. We should not be surprised

to find a transliteration of Gk. Toksotes as dokhata in an

inscription of the Ku^ana period'. The psychology of transliteration

is illustrated in the words straUga Gk. S t r a t.e g o s
,
Kaisara—

Lat. Casar^ and in many words pertaining to astrology like horo,

panaphara^ opoklima etc.

Hakit Khish^a l)j:ji

Janamejaya Pariksits

The name Janamejaya (also read simply us Janmejaya) seems to

he one of the (;ommon names in the amient meneulogical lists. There

were, it is said, some eighty Janamejayas (Mat, 27^, Tl-d). Tl»c

Mahdbhdnda also speaks of eighty Janamejayas as present in tlie Yama-

sabha (II, 8, 28) Scanning the diiferent genealogical lines of ancient

India, we come across one Janamejaya as a king of tlie Nipas, another

as a Paiicala prince who fought and tell in the Great War and

probably a contemporary of Y’udhislhira. and a third a king of die

mountaineers llesides these, there are three ditt'erent Janamejayas in

the Ihuirava line. Sorensen refers to* ten Janamejayas in his htflcr

to the Mahabhanita.

We are concerned in tliis article with the Janamejayas of the

Puurava line. In this line, there are three Janamejayas: (1)

Janamejaya 1, the sou and successor of Puru, (2) Janamejaya Ih

the son of Paiik.sit 1 and grandson of ivurii; and (8) Janamejaya HI-

the son of Jhiiiksit II and grandson of Ahliimanyu,

2 Tlie Miiulus uppojo’ to iinve b^rrowod Irom tlic Greeks the iTisi-systeiili

primurii;^ jor purposes <»!' nstroloj'.v. It wiis luler on iiitrodiKcd also into

astronomy.
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Nothing in detail is known about Janamejuya I, excepting t!\e

fact that he wa^s defeated by the gi*eat iksvaku king, Mandhata, who

wan a great conqueror and a Cakravartin. Mandhata i» counted

among the sixteen great kings tlie past, flanainejaya 1

being his contemporary should be counte^l as an ancient king.

The next two Janamejayas are a matter of nuicli confusion amojig

the scliolars, nay, amjoiig tlie Piuuiiists even. Janamejaya II was

the son of Pariksit I. He slaughtered a young son of Gargya a ml

consequently incurred the great sin of killing a brahmin. In order

to atone for tlie sin, he performed the horse-sacrifice with the he-lj) of

ludrota »‘5aunaka, ‘‘Y^ayati’s chariot, wliicli had belonged to Puru

and his descendants, passed from (hat Janamejaya to Uparicara Vasa

Oaidya'’. The Harivan^sa (ch. .3b) sayc^

—

fd: pPI TIf: I

53 HRT II

§51
*^ 1

^ Tliafq; I

H 35^,^ II

5H; 51 5;’!15PTRr 51^^ I

|5jt5f SI55Tq?lfT II

qnwi5n5i 5ibT^'-5R5liwn i

31^51 ICTUR II

This statement is found also in the Pralnna. /^anlna b-Ki)

and the Vat/ti Pmana (II, 31, The MniulUhainta gives the

same statmnent in a different form (XIJ, cli. —]3h^sma^s speech

to Vudhisthira) and thus cannot, hy any nieaiis^ lefer to .laiunnejaya

III, the grandson of Abhimanyu. The fsataiwtha Ifnlhwanit speaks of

one Indrota »^aunaka performing- the sacrifice of Janamejaya and so also

does tlie Sdmkhydyana f^rathta Sdtra (XVI, 8, 5^7). But tlie Aitareya

Hmhmaad mentions Tura Kavaseya as a priest of Janamejaya

Pdtiksita (VIII, 21-23). The Phdyarafa makes a confusion here

l>etween Janamejaya I and Janamejaya II, and speaks of Tura Kavaseya

as the priest of Janemejayu HI. That this is an error will be clearly

i.ji.u., sKriKMiuiK, 1933 23
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fauiitl from the following. “Further, ‘old Kavasa’ was drowned at

the battle (Rv, VII, 18, 12). Now, a rsi iianied Turn Kuvaseya inaugu-

rated Janamejaya Pariksita (i.e. Siinibaraiia’s great-graud-son) with

mahabhiseka, and his father was Kavasa, who might well have been

contemporary with Saiubarana (/I if. 7im. II, 3, 9). There iieed be

no hesitation in identifying these two Kavasas, for ‘old Kavasa* was

on the side opposite to Sudasa, i.e., on Sanibarana’s side, and Kavasa’s

eon inaugurated Sainharana*s great-giand-son** (Anr. Iliat. Tnuli-

Horn, 1). 12 and 1910, p. 50). Weber makes no distinction

between the Jananiejayas. But by referring to the absolution of

Jananiejaya from the guilt of Brahinahatya by performing the horse-

sacrifice with the help of Indrota Saunaka, he virtually makes Janame-

jaya II the son of Pariksit I. He is furtlier of opinion that tlie well-

known question « n?n: in the Brhmlamy fjaJi&ijanisnd refers

to the sons of Parliksit I (Hist of huh /w>., pp. 125-26).

iTanamejaya III—the son of Pftriksit II and grandson of Abhi-

manyu—came to the throne after liis father*s death tluough snake-bite.

Out of revenge he performed the great snake-sacrifice at Taxila. It

was here that the Oreat Epic was publicly recited for the first time.

The snake-sacrifice and the recital of the Mahahhamfu made Taxila a

holy place and a centre of leaimiiig for the next few centuries until the

place was over-riui by the Persians in the 5th Century B.C.

What this snake-sacrifice was^ we do not know. “This is narrated

in a ridiculously fabulous form, yet there is one feature noteworthy

in it, viz., that the Punjab kingdoms, which constituted so strong a

bulwark in the Great War, have all disai)peared
;
the Naga Taksaka

reigned over the Punjab, and ^ame into direct conflict with Arjuna*s

grand- .son and great-grand-son who reigned on the Jumna. If one may

hazard a conjecture on such a flimsy story, it is that the Nagas had risen

to power during the interval of w'eakness which followed the great

battle and had conquered the kingdoms of the Punjab** (JRAS.^ 1908,

p. 336) and that Jananiejaya III, with his centre at Taxila, extirpated

and subdued them wholly.

Whatever this might, be, we, however, come across a similar

raksasa-satra as performed by the sage Pnrfisara for a similar cause

{Mbh., I, 181; Vis^uP., 1, 1, 17-20).
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Another fact that makes the confusion between Janamejaya II and

Jonamejaya III worse confounded is the names tliat appear in con-

nection with one or both of them. Some Puranas, e.g*. the Visnu,

any thot both Janamejaya II and III had three brothers, viz.,

Srutaseiin, Ugi'aseiia and Bhimaseiia; this, as will be seen later on,

is a clear confusion of names. The Hanvamm men lions them as

brothers of Janamejaya II and not of III. The \lat\sya and the Vityu

use. singular number wliile speaking of Janamejaya III, which shows

•that the latter had no brother. The Mahdhhiirata in one place (I, 3. 1)

attributes those brothers to Janamejaya III; but in chs. 94 and 95 of

the Adiparva, which deal exclusively with the genealogical lists, we

get a different version. (>h. 94 descends down to 8antanu and while

speaking of Janamejaya II, son of Pariksit I, it ascribes as many as

six brothel .s to Janamejaya TI
;
while, on the other hand, in ch. 95.

it uses singular number in connection with Janamejaya III. This

singular number from the lips of a contemporary speaker, addressed to

the person concerned, is a strong proof that Janamejaya III had no

brother. Besides, we see that Janamejaya III was coronated while yet

a child.

ftig*m grf ^ m-. \

ii”

(I, 44, 3-6)

I”

‘
(T, 49, 18)

Thus we see that according to the MahCrbhurata (excepting one

l)assage in ch. 3) Janamejaya III had no brother.

Mr. Pargiter makes these Srutasena, Fgrasena and Bhimasena all

sous of Janamejaya II. ‘‘His (Pariksit I's) son,'' he says, “was

Janamejaya II, and his sons were Srutasena, Ugrasena and Bhimasena.

Then the account drops them, passes to Jahnu and gives his descen-

dants who formed the Paurava line. Srutasena, Ugrasena and

Bhimasena are not described as kings, and the fact that their line stops
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and the aooount passes on to Tulnm\s son—Surntlia as kinp:, sluiws iliat

Janainejaya's braiick lost sovereignty which then vested in Snratha.

Tlie cause of this is explained hy. a story told earlier in the fro'i«aloffy.

Janainejaya IT injured Rsi Garjrya’s son and was cursed hy (liirjryw;

1 ) 1* was abandoned by his people and was in greal aftliction
;
he sought

help from Ksi Indrnta Daivapa 8aunaka who purified liim with a

horse-sarrifi(!e 98, 21-2(>; Imilnnainh

,

III, (18, 20-2();

Ihtrirfitpila, 30, 1()08-1013; /iniJnnn^ 12, 9-lo; Liiif/a^ J, (id,. 71*77;

Maha

U

nIrata, XII, 150-lo2). He did not, however, recover liis

sovereignty, and his tliree sons passed into oblivion.” (Jnr. I/lst. Trad,,

p. 114). and Gffr, (unless its reading he amended) make Jami-

mejaya’s tliree scms bis brothers. Bhaij, says Paviksit I liad no

offspring. Atj, follows 7/r. Mhh., I, 8, (i(il-2 and jllun/,, IX, 22, oo

confuse this Janainejaya II with the later Pariksit’s son Janainejaya

111, who reigned after tlie Bliarata War. Varaha (193, l-o) also con-

fuses them” (Ihid.^ footnote),

I give liere for tlie convenience of ihe readers, rhe names of con*

temporary kings of the three Janamejayas in the Vadava, Ayodliya and

Videha lines, as given in, the synchronistic list of ifr. Pargiter in bis

Ancient Indian Historical Thtdition.

SVXCKRONtSTK' LfST OF TtlF TOIIKK .1 AXA MF.TA VAS.

Serial Xo.
from the Pauravas
hcpiiiniiig'of

Ya lavas Ayo Ihya Vi<h‘ba

the line

M .Inname- Kj’stn (‘^nd from Ardra, father of rdavasu

jaya 1 Vayati

)

Vuvanasva 1 (oth

from Kakiitstha)

(2nd from

All til i .Janaku)

74 .lananie- Vrsni (2ani from Ahinagu (Hth

jaya 11 Amlhaka) from Kusa) Snparsva

0“) Ahhiiininyn Samba, son of Sri Jiidiatksaya, son Krtnksana

(who fell in

the battle.)

Krsna of tirhndbnla who

fell in the battle

(Here occurred

tha Bharata

War).

.lanaine-

-jaya IH

Vajra, who snrviv-

ed the destruction

at Prnbhasa and

was installed hy

Arjnna, or Prnti-

hahu. his son,

Vntsavrddha

(grandson of

Brhadbala)
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Dr. H. 0. Roy Choudhuri confuses the two Janainejayas (II and

III) into one, as he has done with their fathers—the two Parlksits (I and

II). With a view to establishing the fact that there were only one

Pariksit and one Janamejaya-—his son, Dr. Roy (lioudhuri

loses sight of many facts and arguments. We, however, know

that there were three distinct Janainejayas in the Paurava line

—

two of them sons of Pariksits; and the name Pariksit Janamejaya does

not always refer to tlie post-war one. The coincidence of the names of

the father and the son in tlie Siime line is, however, curious, ilr.

Pargiter says
—

‘‘There is nothing improbable in such duplication, and

it is less than has occurred in the dynasties of otlier countries”

Hist. Tml, p. m).

NtTYAPUAN Ufl VTTAC UAllYA



On the Term ‘Anusamyana’

We eoDie across the term ‘aimsaiuy^na’ in the rock iiiBcriptions' of

Aaoka. Ifut thivS word in not found in any Sanskrit lexicon or

dictionary."’ So the Abakan scholars l\ave ascribed different meanings to

this word. Dr. Seiiart tianslated it by the word ‘assembly.’ But his

view was subsequently thouglit to be incorrect, and Dr. Kern, and after

him, Dr. Biihler torik the term to mean ‘on tour inspection/ This view

liolds good among the scholars up till now, it being assailed only in 1918

by Mr. K. V. Jayaswal, wlu) substituted the word ‘transfer* for ‘tour.”'

Tliough tlie view' of Mr. Jayasw^al was adopted by Dr. Vincent

A. Smith / yet tliat has now* been discarded by most of the scliolars.'*

Before ])roceeding further we should quote® the passages wlievt* the

term ‘anusaijiyaiu/ 0(!curs from the edicts of Asoka :

(A) 1. Devanainpiyo Piyadasi raja ovaui film dhadasa-N fisfi-

bhisiteiia maya idaiu ariapit^\iu.

2, sarvata vijite mama yuta ca lajfiko (a pradesike ca

panicasu panicasu vasesu anusaiii-

8. yanam niyati/ etayeva athaya imaya dhanimanusast iya

yatlia®

(B) 21 etaye ca athaye hakani mate ])ain(‘asu

panicasu vase-

22. .su nikhamayisami e akliakhase acaiude sakhiiullanihlic

hosati etain athain janitu tatha

1 n.K. lib; Sep. R.K. 1. .

2 Vide ASfAU., lOia-lt, p. iii. But Monier Williiuns j'ives tlio meaning

of anil + sani + yya. In this ronnexion see tljo notes on tlie word ^iiivon by Dr.

Afookerji in his Asoku (p. 12o. f. n. 3). and Dr. Bliaudnvkar in liis d.so/,(i

(I2nd. edn. pp, 278-79).

3 JliOliS., 1918, p. 37. i Smith’s .l.so/.d, 3id edn., pp. l63-t)4.

5 e.g. Dr. Itrookerji, Dr. Hultzsch, Dr. H. O. Baichaudhiiry.

6 'fhe pas.sages are quoted from Hultzsrh’s Cnrinis Insrriitfiounm

Indimrvm, vol. T. (Asokn Tiiscriptions).

7 Other versions rend *nikhninamtir or hiikai^atii’. or hiikhaninvu’.

8 The passage is qiioted from the Girnar text of H.E. IfT.
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kalamti utha nianui aimsathiti. Ujenite pi v\\ Kuniale

etayo va athay© n/ikhamayisa

hedisameva va*>:ain no ca atikanjayisati tijiini vasaiii

liemeva Takhasilate pi aclfi a

te inahamatai nikliamisamti aiumayanain. tada aluipayitii

alaiie kaipniaip etaiii pi janisainii

2(1. tain pi tatlia kalanUi atlia lajine auusailiiii.“

((J) 10 eiaye ca atliaye iyaiu likliiia lipi eiia maliaauata

nagalaka .safsvataip samayaiu etaiii yujeyu ti eiia imiiiisa-

nain a ne paliki ye.

11. paiucasu paincasii A^asesii aiiusayanain iiikliamayisaini

iiiahaniatani acaindaiu apliahisaip ta pi kuinale

vi ta luayi late

12 vaeanika ada amisayaiiaip iiikhaiiiij^ainli ataue

kaipiJiain yitu (aip pi talha kalaipti atha

Now tliougli the meaning ‘oii tour of inspection^ i:* wairanted by a

host of authorities, it is doubtful whether (his meaning is really appli-

(table in the above pa8.sages. If it were so, the form ‘anusamyginaya (e)

ouglit to have been used instead of ^inusamyrinani\^^ But (he fact is,

the form ‘anusaiuyruiani’ lias been used everywhere in the inscriptions

williout a single exception. This shows that tlie word wuvS never origi-

nally used in the above passages in tlie sense of ‘on tour of inspection’

But even supjKwing that ‘anusaniyanam’ is (lie correc-t form, (avssuming

also that the word means ‘on tour of inspection*), it is difficult to under-

stand why such round-about Avay of expression as ‘anusamycanani nikha-

mamtu’ was adopted in Rock Kdict III instead of the simple ‘aiiusain-

yanitu,’ wliicli alone could liave conveyed the meaning ‘sliould proceed

on tour of inspection.’

Ill my opinion tlie word ‘aiiusamyana* means ‘a court-house or a

citadel’
;
this meaning is justified by the etymology of the word itself.

\) Sep. H.15. I. (DLtiiili version).

10 8ep. IMO. I. (Jimgacju version).

11 ‘Tamarthaocii blulvnvjiennnt.’ Wc sav ‘pni'idarsanaya gaccliati,’ and never

‘paridarsaimip gacchati.’
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‘Anusamyaiia* is to be derived from anu + sam +V yiv with the suffix

‘anat* in the senee ‘aiiusamyayate asuiin iti anusamyanam.*^*

Anii+Hann- \/ya' means to guard or to go (here and there, about) for

the purpoHe of inspection,^* so that ‘anusamyanam’ would mean the

pliKie wliere men keep guard or tlie place udiere one goes for the pur-

pose of inspection, and this would be either a court-house or a citadel.

This agrees well with the fact that ‘gatyartha-dliatu^s with their

meanings uiiclianged have for their object something definite and

jdiysical (in whicli case the object takes second ‘vibhakti’).^*

This meaning is supported by the legend of the llasarh seal No.

800 discovered by the late Dr. Spooner in 1913.*® I read the legend‘^

as follows :
—
‘ Vesiili aiiusamyiuia-katakaie’

‘(The seal of) the mat-maker** of ilie annsainyana (or the

court-house) of Vesali.’

A large number of j)ersons would come everyday to the court-house

on varioics business, so that to provide them with seats mats would be

necessary. The above meaning is in conformity with the nature of the

remains excavated at Basarh.*" The legend as read above resembles

those of seals No. (i9A and 2(H) from Basarh in its character,*'* so that

we can neitlier.say that it is a unujue seal, nor that it is altogether

different from thousand otliers liitherto excavated.

12 ci. ‘Bhuyate iuiiiiii iti blmvauain’
;
ef. ‘Saiusalaiia’ in Sarnath Pillar Edict.

Id Vide Monier Williams’ s.v. ‘unnsainya.’ Sten Koiinw quotes:

IJ. 79. Id:

‘J?aksii.ia^caiiiisai)iyaijitu patlii durgaviearakah.^ Here it seems that

^anusainyiinitu' has lieen used in the sense of ‘to walk up and down (as guard)’.

U Mookerji’s AsoLa (p. 12o. f.n. 3.); Blmndarkar’s Aifoka (pp. 178-79. f.n.).

15 of. Nagaraiu gnechati, or us D.’. Blinndarkar gives (op. cit)—sabhaqi

niskvantah. When the meaning is eh>anged the object optionally takos another

vibhakii, e.g. Maihuraya gacchati. Vide ‘va gatyarthakarmani ce^tayam.'

]6 ASIAll., 1913-14, pp. 111-114.

17 Other .scholars read differently : ~(1) ‘Vesali anusaipyanaka (2)

‘vasa 30 annsainyanakale ka^e’; (3) ‘aiiusaipyana-katakare.*

18 of. Kdhtlrt in Monier Williams’ iS'an«. Dirt.

19 ASlAli., 1913-14, pp. 111-14; the excavation-spot is still called 'rlija

Bisal-kil gad’ by tlie i^eople of the locality.

20 /bid.
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We can now easily undeistund why Asoka asked the Yutas, the

K^ukas and the Pradesikas to preach the ‘dhannua/ when they would

go to the *aniisamyanu^ every five years; for, ‘anusainyana^ was the

place wliere people gatliered in large number for various purposes, so

that it was just the place u’here ethical teachings could he imparted

with substantial success.

Axam'a Kumau Bose

21 ef. the significance oF inscribing edicts in places of pilgrimage, in

religious ‘saipsara^a’, on trade-routes, near ininiug areas etc.

SKVTKMnEK, 1933 24



Reviews

MYSORE GAZETTEER, vol. 11 (Historical), Parts UV. New

edition, Bangalore 1930.

It is more than half a century ago (hat tlie first edition of the

Mysore. Gazetteer appeared from the pen of that veteran worker in the

field of Mysore antiquities, Lewis Rice. A second edition of this

important publication was brought out by the same author in 1897. In

the sumptuous volumes before us which are quite worthy of one of the

premier States of India the work of the earlier author has been revisetl

and brought up-to-date. The enormously enlarged scope of the new

Gazetteer may be judged from the fact that while the historical and

administrative sections of the original edition comprised only a little

over 300 pages, the four parts under notice forming only the historical

section of the new edition extend to more than 3,000 pages. It is evi-

dently impossible in the course of a short book-review' to do justice to all

portions of this comprehensive work. But it is possible to give a short

analysis of its contents together with some notes on its general character.

Part I (pp. 1-400) forms 'a kind of General Introduction to the

subject. In a series of chapters it deals with the sources and periods

of Mysore history, the Pre-history and Proto-historj’ of Mysore,

Archa?ology (comprising Epigraphy and Numismatics which last is,

strangely enough, treated as an independent topic), sculpture and paint-

ing (the former comprising an early and a mediaeval period wdth

separate notices of Buddhist, Brahmanical and Jaina specimens), archi-

tecture (under the tw^o divisions ‘CiviP and ‘Mililary’), other arts,

manuscripts and lastly literature (divided into iSanskrit, Prakrt,

Kannada, Telugu, Tamil, Persian and ‘Hindustani').

Part II (pp. 401-1414) has for its subject the early period and

traces tlie liistoi^i ‘from the earliest times to the Vijayanagar Kingdom.^

In part III (pp. 1415-2423) dealing wuth the medieeval period tlie

history is continued “from the foundation of the Vijayanagar King-

dom to tlie destruction of Vijayanagar by Tipu Sultan in 1776 A.l).
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The modern period from 1505 A. I), to tlie “present lime” is healed in

part IV (pp. 2424-3206), its earlier portion evidently overlapping^ the

latter part of the preceding’ volume.

Such being* the contents of the work it is only possible for us here

to notice a few points ))y Avay (d‘ criticism. One of the aims of a g:ood

(lazetteer should be to conrlense the largest slock cf accniate and uj)-to-

date information on tlie subject in the sliortesi available space, dudged

by this test the present edition of the Mysore Gazetteer falls short of

tlie requirement. It is e.g. inexjdicable why the author chooses to

weary the reader with a general history of the Nandas, Mauryas,

Pallava-^*, Calukyas, Colas and even the Suhgas and Kanvas where only

a slight account of the part played by the Mysore territory in their his-

tory wo-uld have sufficed. Still more juovoking are the author's tire-

some quotations of long extrac ts from well-known and easily available

printed works of the iy])e of Vincent Smith’s Kariy History of India.

The author’s detailed narrative of the events of Mysore history in

recent times would have been niore appropriate in a seiies of Annual

Administrative Reports than in a work professing to be a Gazetteer.

Another defect of the present work is its want of proportion which

is illustrated by the fact that while the author devotes a short and very

inadequate chapter to EpigTaplij* c wherein paloeogi'aphy is not treated

at all), lie has a disproportionately long chapter on Numismatics. The

author’s repeated references to SSir’ Vincent Smith and ‘Sir’ John

Fleet, not to speak of his reference to Dr. “Barnet” and others, leave a

very unfortunat'e impression on the mind of the reader. Equally unfor-

tunate are the author’s account of the Saisunagas (pp. 462-63), his

reference to the era of Buddha in Asoka’s edicts (p. 4iS), and hisi ascrip-

tion of the Saka era to'.Kaniska (pp. 494 ft*). The author’s habit of

quoting u number of different views side by side is often bewildering to

the reader.

While sucli are the defects of the piesent WiMk, ar knowledgement

must; be made of its merits. Interspersed with the political history are

interesting sketches of social and economic conditions of the country at

different periods. Another good feature of the work is its series of

genealogical table.s like those of the Oaiigas, the Colas and the succes-

sive dynasties of Vijayanagar. There are also a few good maps, the
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earliest going back lo c. 450 B.C. The value of the work i» enhanced by

a series of Appendices (consisting of genealogical tables of the

Mahanagas of Mysore, the succession lists of Emperors of Madras, as

well as Dewans and British Residents in the Mysore State, some his-

torieal documents etc.), a Bibliography, a “Roll of Honour,” and an

Index,

U, Jf. OnosH.ti,

1. KAIiPADRITKOSA OF KESAVA, vol. IT (Index). Oaekwad’s

Oriental Series, vol. LX (Baroda, 1982).

2. SABDARATNASAiUNVAYAKOSA OF KING SAHAJI OF
TANJORE, Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, vol. TJX, (Baroda, 1932).

These two works which we owe to the indefatigable l^ditor of

Gaekwad's Oriental Series form a welcome addition to the growing lite-

rature of Sanskrit Koh». The Knlpadrukosa was edited for the first

time by the late lamented Pandit Ramavatarn Sarma in 1928. Now
we are presented with a complete word-index of this valuable lexicon

extending over 282 pages. It is bound to be of great help to student.s

of Sanskrit.

The Sahdaratnaiamanvaya is a late Ko4a work which is attributed

on plausible grounds to the second prince of the Maratha House of

Tanjore (1684-1712). It begins with an English Foreword by the

General Editor. This is followed by a Sanskrit Pra^tavanfi by the

Editor in course of w'hich certain remarkable instances of boiTowing or

adaptation by the author from the well-known Kosas of Medinikara and

Srfdharasena are pointed out. The Sohdaratnasomnnvaya indeed is a

work of the same (anekdriha) class as those last mentioned. The edi-

tioo which is based on three Msp. (two of these being complete) appears

to have been well done. The value of the work is enhanced by a good

index of words at the end.

;

F, N, Obcsh.«,
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Kalidasa’s MALAVIKAGNIMITBA : Sama4lokI Gujarati Trans-

lation with a Gujarati Commentary, named Mananika by Prof, B. K,

Thakore,

Thc.se who know Prof. Thakore’s comparative study of the four

recensions of the Sakuntald in his remarkably oiiginal paper, ^ need not

be assured about his capabilities for this new venture. The author has

studied all the available materials, and handles it witli judgment and

freedom. He has collated S. P. Pandit’s edition of the play (1889),

with Tullberg’s (1840) and Bollensen’s (1879), and also used the Calcutta

and Madras editions, and Tawney’s English version. And in deciding

on the reading, which in this play are not free from doubt in over a

hundred passages, he decides according to the context in almo.vt every

case, and reaches conclusions conservative in the main, but in 0 or ‘7

places as original os they are felicitous.

It is the general opinion that this play is the great poet’s first

essay in drama. Prof. Thakore demurs. He shows that this play is

superior to the Vilcraworvasl both in stage effect and in the author’s

handling of technique, and holds it probable that while it was staged

before VikmmorvaM, it might have been written after that lyiical

drama. It was certainly written off rather hastily, and its wanting in

the finish shows that it was never revised afterwards.

H. H. Wilson’s suspicion that it might be the work of a lesser

dramatist of a later age, finds little countenance to-day in the world

of scholars. Prof. Thakore admits, as already stated, tliat it is the

least imlished amongst Kalidasa’s writings, but fully a(*cepts <he gene-

ral view that it is also one of the great poet’s works. But for this

conclusion he relies not so much on style, idiom, phrasing and other

.similarities between this and Kalidasa’s other woiks, as on the etho.s

and mentality revealed in the play as a whole. A brief and accurate

survey of the history of the religious, ethical and social re-construction

Avhich started in Northern India, on the impact, of Buddhism and

especially after Aaoka’s mighty efforts to make it predominant in his

empire, is attempted by the learned author in his commentary, and

parsing in rapid review the* established facts from the time of the

I The tost of the dskuntalft,
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l5ungas to the begiimiiig of the Gupta Empire, when the re-coiifttruc-

tion crystallised into the final fonn of Puranic Hinduism, tlie

(’onclusion is presented tliat in Kalidasa's writings we have the most

poetical expression of this Gupta age and its mentality. The labours

of devoted scholars are steadily bringing us nearer to the day when we

shall be able to assign almost every Sanskrit classic to its generation, if

not to its decade, and to the part of India to which its author belonged.

Then oiily sliall we be able to view Sanskrit literature, as all literature

needs to be viewed, in relation to its time and place. Prof. Thakore’s

is a worthy attempt in this direction, leading the way. And in the

interest of his argument, he brings together wliate\»er scattered rays

might be helpful, from sucli works as the Arthdsastra^ the

Kdmanthhlya, tlie Kdmasdstra, and Bhasa's plays.

Wl)o were the Sungasy A veteran scholar like H. P. Sastri first

thought it not improbable that they might he immigrants from Persia,

Then wlicn lie looked into the evidences wliicli sliowed their Goha to

have been very ancient and to have produced eminent siotriyas of

tlie his doubt was gone. But l^rof. Thakore argues

that they were of such standing as Samavedins from before the time

<.f Pauini, is no proof that they were not originally of I’ersian descent.

Kaoial exclusiveness tlie most ancient Aryans developed very

slowly. Fntcuf liability and cognate ideas are the distinctive marks of

Pnranii' Hinduism. That the three Yedas became four, admitting

to an equality the A fharm Veda of the so-called Vratyas, is a c.onrlusive

evidence that the original liberal attitude gave way veiy slowly,

indeed, to one of increasing rigidity. As we go backwards from

the Puranic Age, its ideas of exclusive rigidity be(‘ome less and

less applicable : it becomes more and more uuhistorical to apply them.

The final Mitra in every Suhga name is one mark at any rate of

alien origin, however remote. And no satisfactory derivation or

meaning from purely Sanskrit or Vedic soun^es has so far been assigned

either to Sunga, or to Baiinbika, which occurs in this ]day as a

.‘synonym.

Almost all writers on the play have followed H. H. "Wilson in

holding one of the major characters, the Parivrajika, to be.a Buddhiftt.

Our author believes that in her, Kalidasa has j?iveh us a Bnihroan
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lady aS€etic, and points out tliat while the play lends sufficient support

to his view, it lends none whatever to the accepted belief. He shows

how such Brahman Parivrajikfe must have been common in Kalidasa^s

day and for some time later. He also cites the KaumucUmahotsava,

a play by an authoress in all probability later than Kalidasa, the

Parivrajika; in which is indisputably a Brahman lady.

.
King* Agnimitra is represented in the play as having conquered

Vidarbha. And merely on the authority of the play, historians

liave without exception accepted this as an event whicli actually

look place. It is on this point that, in my humble judgment,

lh*of. Thakore’s originality is to be seen at its best. His grave caveat

might be put into three propositions

:

(1) There is no evidence to show that in the second century

B.C. Vidarbha was a kingdom : indeed, what little w^e do

know goes to sJiow tlial it was mainly a land of gana-rule,

or under tlie sway of aristocratic republics.

(t!) AgniiuitraAs conteniporaries were Kharavela to the east of

V'idarbha, and the Satakarni to the west of it; the

tirst certainly was much stronger than Agnimitra and in

(ouch witli stmie of the Vidarbha ganas, as liis inscrip-

tion shows. Tlie second, we have no reas<m to suppose, was

mucli weaker than Agnimitra. Neither can he be visualised as

looking on unconcerned while a power from (he north of

llie Vindhyas pounced upon the land between them.

(;‘l) The Ndtyasdstra allowed the dramatist great latitude in

inventing incidents and altering not only Jiistorical events

l>ul even material facts in “.sacred history” in order to

give a marvelous (adblnitH) ending to his plot. Bhasa’s

Ponafmtxi and Bhavabhilti^s Mahdnxicarita are good illus-

trations in this direction. The entire Series of Sanskrit plays

are seen drawing their plots from the Rdmdyana and the

Mahdbhdmta, each author altering the story of the epic as

suited him best.

Prof. Thakore concludes that until we have independent

evidence to vouch for it, we mu.st look upon this incident in the play
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i\$ a piece of pure invention by the playwright, in order to give sufficient

dignity and elevation to his plot and characters.

This work of Prof. Thakore deserves careful attention of scholars

although it happens to be written in Gujarati. I need say

nothing here of its high merits as Gujainti literature. Prof. Thakore

has long been in the very forefront of the best Gujarati poets and the

best writers of chaste Gujarc^ti prose. One can only hope that he will

find time to follow up his Gujarati translations of the Sakuntala

Mdlavlhagnimitra by one of VihraitiorvaM also.

1). 11. Mankad

SAHITYA-BATNAKAEA edited by T. It. Chintamani, m.a.

Pp. XIX + 126, Madras 1932.

This is a Sanskrit Mahakavyu in IG cantos by Yajilanurayaua

Diksita, It deals with the exploits of a historical personage, Haghu-

uath Nayaka (<?. 17th century) the king of Tanjore. As is usual with

the works, of this kind it mixes much fancy with sober historical

facts, but in spite of this, critical students of history may glean from

here good materials for the contemporaiy history of Tanjore. This is

the main interest of the work but as a poem too it is not unworthy of

praise. In spile of his defects the poet at times rises to a real poetic

leA’el (e.g. in xls. 06-77 of canto HI).

So much about the value of the ^vork. We thank the editor for

making it available for tlie public in such a form. But we regret to

say that at times he seems to have done his work rather negligently.

For example, a w^ord yumbha appears thrice in (tanto I (17, 40, 42),

but well-known Sanskrit dictionaries like that of Apte and Monier-

Williams do not register such u word. From the context of

the passages in which the wwd occurs it appears that i^ is only a mis-

spelt form of yumplui. We may however liope that instances of such

carelessness are not many, and the editor may he complimented on his

work.

Manomohan Ghosh
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INDIAN WOMEN AND AET IN LIFE hy Ivauhaiyalal II.

Vakil. Pp. VIII -fSJ4 (with six ilhisiratiouH) 1). V. Taraporevala vSons

& Co., Bombay 1933.

In this brochure the author uJilresses tlie Iiuliun wojiiujihood and

draws their attention to the duty regardin^^ the cultivation of various

Bi'ts. In this connection he states what he considers to be the chief

needs of tlie hour in giving a healthy turn to IJie newly awakened art-

consciousness among the people of this country. Some of his sugges-

tions, viz., tile need of interprovincial contacts and attention to local

eiivironmeiits, are valuable wliile as regards others one may not be in

complete agreement w'ith him. For example, his rather disparaging

treatment of the ‘revivalist scliooF of Indian art does not seem to be

based on adequate acquaintance with facts. Indeed some excesses have

been committed in the wake of the ‘revival* but the significance of the

movement for tlie history of modern Indian art can scarcely he dis-

puted. Leaving aside such points Mr. Vakil’s pamphlet may he said

to serve a useful purpose in advancing the cause of art in this country,

Manomoh.w Ghosh

TREASITHE-HOUSE OF THE LIVING RELIGIONS by Robert

Ernest TIume, M.A., Ph.D. Charle.s Scribner’s Sons., liOndon 1933.

Tlie hook under leview is a valuable collection of pronoiincemeiits

bearing on all the important phases of religious thonglit and life from

the sacred text-hooks of the eleven living religious of tlie world. It is

divided into tlnee parts. Part I relates to Faith in the Perfect God;

Part II refers to Man and His Perfecting; and Part III centres round

Man and His Social Relations. The excellence of tlie work lies in tlie

fact' that it distilled or juxtaposed the quintessences of the great

religions of the w^orld. The author’s translations are marked hy clear-

ness, simjilicity and lucidity. A close study of the parallelisms will

mimislakably iioiiit to the fuiiduinental unity among the various

religions of the w'orld. The author has rendered signal service to the

growing spirit of fellowship which aims at traiisceiiding all geographical

boundaries and parochial outlooks, and strives to get at the essential

unity among human beings.

1). L. Dk

Mt.Q., SErT£MUKU, 1933 26
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Aota Orlentalia, vol. xii, pars 1

iStkn Konow .—Tlw Aiapacana Alphabet a fid the i^akas.

The mystic letters of tlie alphabet found in certain lUiddliisl texts

are known by the expression Arapaeana, because the first five letters

happen to be o, //?., pu ca and mt. The compound Bralimi letter ijsa

is found ill tin’s alphabet. Tt has been inferred that the Arpacanu

and therefo-re the letter yaa were invented in Eastern Turkestan.

K. \V. Thomas.—Some Notc.< on the Kharostln Documents fi^om Chinese

'rnrkc^taw.

The discussion in the paper centres ruuud the following::

(1) Kiithaccihiia
; (2) Kuthala; (r)) The Twelve-Animal Cycle

' in Ivharosthi
; (4) Kelatious with Khotau : (a) Tlcslities and post-

bellum arrang‘ements, (b) Envoys, messaj^es etc., (c) Refugees etc.,

(d) Merchandise, etc.; (5) The Supiyas
; ((») Ogu, etc.; (7) The

Buddhist Sani^fha in Slian-shan
;
(H) Private and semi-iifficial letteis;

(9) Caipkura.

Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, vol. XIV, pts. iii-iv

Amaknath Ray .—The ]' isnusvamin IDiliUe.

The writer has put forward arguments to prove that Visnusvamin,

ordinarily regarded a^< the founder of a Rudra sect of the Vaianavas,

was really a teuclier of a branch of tlio Sahkara-Yedanta School

with V'aisiiavite leanings adopting Xrsiniha worship. Tlie Xrsimha

cult seems liave mixed up Taniric rituals with Advjiita Vedanta

and helped the development of the erotic eiuotionalicun of the

Bengal School of Yaisnavkm. Ft is inferred by the writer that

Vidy^afikara and Sarvajnavisnu, the gurus of Sayana ami

Madhava respectively, are no other than Visuiisvamin. Caitiuiyu^s

guru aiid parainaguru are said to have belonged to the Visnu-

svamiu sect.

B. N. Kkishn.uiurti Sahma.—The Date of the Bhayaeata Parana,

The date of the Bhagavata has been assigned by some to the IStli
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century A.C. on the supposition that the Purdna was composed by

Bopadeva. This theory has already been exploded on the ground

that Bopadeva's HariUld contains statements indicating the prio:

existence of the Purdna. It has been shown here on the strengtli

of textual evidences that the Bhdgava\ta has been mentioned and

quoted by authors living in the 6th, 7th and 10th centuries.

Hence it must have been composed, in any case, prior to the 6th

century.

SaRTNTALA R .KO .SutUui ,

The Iiistory of the custom of self-immolation by a wife after the

death of her husband has been traced. Sanskrit texts have been

cited to prove that tlie custom was non-existent in the early Hindu

society. Tlie Madhahhaiata liowever records two instances of

Suttee and the Greek historians testify to tlje prevalence o.f the

l)ractice in India. The practice was eulogised in the Dharma-

sastras compiled between the oth and the 9th century A.C. though

during this period authors were not wanting to condemn it. The

annals of Kashmir and some inscriptions from Southern India show

that in some cases anninarann was practised not only oy wives, but

also by concubines, slaves of the household and other dear relatives

of the deceased. A similar custom of self-immolation called

harakiri prevails in Japan. It is inferred from this fact that the

custom had its origin in Central Asia.

S. Srikaxtiia Sastri.-—77rc Two Bhdgavatas.

Tile writer wants to prove that the DevUBhdgacatUy which, in

his opinion, can be assigned to the 6th century A.C. is slightly

earlier tliaii the Si nnad-Bhdgavato

.

V. Baghavax.—The Sandhi rigrahihi criticised hy SrJ-V idgdrakia-

rartin.

The Sandhivigrahika ^vhese opinions are criticised in the

BrJiatUkd of Vidyacakravartin has been identified in the article as

Vi^vanatha, the author of the Sahityadairpana. Both the authors,

according to the writer, belonged to the 14th century.

-The LaghuUl'd on the KdvyarpraMia

.

It has been pointed out that besides the two commentaries, the

BrhattlM or SampraddyapraMUnl on the Kdryaj>rnkd.^a^ and the
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Safijlvinl on the AlamMrasarimva, Vidyadhara first wrote a short

commentary on the Kdvyaprakaia and named it Laglwtjkd which

he has mentioned in his 'Bfhattikdi,

-The Bhavalammf)mho of VidydcakravaTtm,

Evidences have been adduced from Vidyacnkravartin's Brhnttjlxo

as well as his unpublished Safijtrini that he waa the author of

another work called Bharatmamgmha dealing with dramaturgy.

.—The BaMnafnako.^o\ the Ndfaharatnaho^a and the Sanujltardja,

The writer is of opinion that the RamratnakoSa and the NdUu

Inratnahoia supposed to have been independent works formed really

sections of a big volume called Samgltardjn by Rana Kiunbho. Ihe

author of the Rasthapriyd, a commentary on the Glfagorinda,

A. N. Fpadhye.—A Note on Niaidhi (Niaidiyil of Rhdmrela Inscrip-

lion).

The word nUidhi found in various Jain inscndptions has been

explained to indicate a structure built on a spot where a particular

saint breathes his last or his relics are buried. The derivation has

been traced to the root sad (to sit) with n/, conveying the idea of a

seat. So the expression ntahcffa-nialdiya in tlie Kharavela inscrip-

tion indicates! the monumental structure on the spot withi]^ tlu*

cremation ground wliere an Arhat was cremated.

H. R. Kapadiya,—References to the BauddJins and their Philosophy

in Um^svdtPs Tattvdrthohhdsya and Stddhasena Gani\ Cnmmen-

tary to it,

Sridhara Sastri Pathak.— \ siHoj

(Three Lectures on Scriptural Texts).

Indian Antiquary, July, 19^3

K. P. Jayaswal.—Plaees and Peoples in Asoka^s Inscriptions,

Nai.ini Nath Das Gupta.

—

On the Reign of Krsnn //, the Rdstralula,

Ibid., Septeml)er. 1933

Hiualal.—The E.vtcnf. and Capital of Dahsina Koiala,

Daksina Ko4ala at the time of Tuan Chwang's visit comprised

an area lying between 85* and 78* E, covering some 81,000 square
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miles, the present Baipur and Biiaspur districts forining the central

" portion. It is suggested that either Sirpur or Bhandak was the

capital, the latter possessing a. greater claim to this recognition.

K. P. Jayaswal.—Proclamation of Aiohi ns a liuddhiift mul his

Jamhudvipa,

Anoka's statement in the Rupanath Series of Proclamation that

he has ^mingled the gods with men in Jambudvipa^ has been given

the interpretation that an ideal epoch was brought about by tlie

emperor through the spread of Buddhism not only in Bharatavarsa

but also in Jambudvipa which included countries beyond India.

The reference to the ^gods mingling with men’ is also found in tlie

Purfina and Dharmasutra literature to convey the idea of the

iunugaration of a morally ideal epoch.

A. Vknkatasubdiah .—Mean Sarpkrflntis ,

V. R. Ramaciundra Dikshitar.—The Linwr Cult in India.

It has been shown that like the sun, the moon also enjoyed the

independent status of a deity in ancient times. The worship of the

moon can be traced back to the Vedi(^ period. The lunar cult was

known to the early Tamila and temples were dedicated to the god.

Journal of tho Andhra Historical Rosoaroh Society,

vol. vih, pt. i (July 1033)

Govinda Pai .—(renealogy and Chronology of the Palin van.

A. SuniiARAYA Chetiy.—.Vc?c Light on Tipu Sultan,

That Tipu Sultan was- not fanatical but cosmopolitan in his

religious views is tlie theme of the article.

M. Rama R.\o .—Epigraghical Xotes,

Twenty extracts from the inscriptions of tlie luikatiyas have been

given here and their importance indicated.

R. SuniiA Rao.—The History of the Eastern Gahyaji of Kalihga,

Journal of tho Bihar Orisia Rosoaroh Socloty,

Jiily-September, 1 0.33.

Paure-Davand.

—

Mith ra Cult.

The antiquity of the cult of Mithra has lieen discussed here

shewing its influence spread far and wide.

J, F, J.mKS ,—The Skirts of Nanda I)qx%,
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K. P. i xh,^Ai>pei}dics to the History of India, 160 A,D. to 3t50

AJ),

The first portion of the Appendix D dealw with the ‘Bhtta lixa-

cavations' and ^the Hindu War on the Kiishans*. The coins and

other relics as also the numerous missiles found in the rooms and,

alleys in two strata of the site excavated show that there were two

military operations against the town of Bhita at different periods

necessitating the hurried evacuations of the houses. The first

attack is inferred to have taken place in the Bhairai$iva period in

the 2nd century A.O. and the second in the early Gupta Period.

The second portion of the paper treats of the ‘Vakatoka Seals at

Bhitai\

Appendix 1^ ])uts together passages from the Paikuli Sassasinian

In!?criptiou (20^1-4 A.C.) liaving bearing on India. They show

. l))at for 20 yeai’s (272 to 292) the Knshans got tlie ])rote(‘tioii of

the Sassaninn king and assumed the position of a vas.sal.

In the next Appendix a scrutiny of the titles of some (lui)ta

kings as found in the Ilirldhaj)ur Plates of Prabhavatl Gupta and

the Allahabad TMllar inscription of Samudra Gupta shows that

Prabhavati', a grand-daughter of Samudra Gupta married to a

Vakataka king, did not recognise the political superiority of tlie

Gupta rulers. This points to the hostility of the Vakaiakas towards

the Guptas, the former refusing to acknowledge any Gu])ta ruler

before Candiagupta II as a Maliarajadhiraja.

The appendix 0 is on Further India and Insulindia, 150 A.D.-

050 A.D. It discusses the nature of the relation that existed

between India and the settlements of the Indians in the countries

out&ide India.

S-VR.iT Chandra Roy.

—

Report on Anthropological Worl' in 1931-32:

Some Interesting A^pecU of Orman Ethnology.

P. C. Chaudtiory.—Ajapura of Skanda Gupta, and the Area roun l

Bihar.

Ajapura mentioned in Skanda Gupta^s inscription has been

identified with the village Ajaipur in the Bihar sub-division of the

district of Patna and it» importance as a place deserving further

investigation has been pointed out,
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Journal of Oriental Reeearoh, vol. vii, pt. ii (ApriUJune, 1933)

V. Raghavan.

—

The Vrttu.

This continued paper dealing with the concept of Vrtti as tumid

ill the works of Sanskrit poetics is concerned in this instalineni with

their number which the various authors regard as dilVereiit.

V. S. SunilAHMANtA Sastri.

—

IJistor)! of Gi((mvuitic(il Theories in Tamil.

C. SiVAHAMAMURTi .—KdUJdsa and Paintinij.

What idea of Ar< Kalidasa liud and liuw far I his hrancli of

learning liad jnogressed in liis time have been shown in this paper.

Ibld.i vol. vii, pt. iii (Jid.y-September, 1933)

K. A. Nilakantha Sastri.

—

l{d}endra\H Expedition to the Ganges.

It is known from tlie Turuvalaiigadu plates that Rajendra ('oja

wanted to achieve by the strength of his arms the feats of Bhagi-

ratha wdio sanctified liis country witli the waters of tlie Ganges.

After a victorious marching over thirteen places he is said to

have brought down the lioly waters from northern India and poured

them into a tank. Scliolars dilfer in tlieir views on the nature of

the acdiievenient. Tlie writer of this article is of opinion that it

refers to digrijaga. Tlie raid covered a vast area up to the banks

of the Ganges across the Itaster State, ami some ])arls of the Central

Provinces, Western Bengal, and Bihar.

T. X. Rama('I 1am)Rax.-- 77/0 Eayal Ariisi^ Mahendrarannan /.

Continued.

N. Aiyaswami .—Ext rads from JagdnandtC s Gommentarg,

The Tibetan version of portions of JayanaiuhCs cunimeutary on

the Madhi/ama/xdraidra has been published here with its Sanskrit

restoration made by Mr. Aiyaswaini.

P. S. SunuAHMANYA Sas'I'RI .—Hisioijj of (tmmmailraJ Theories in Tamil.

V. Raghavan.—A Note on the Name Da.sardfjaka.

Different rarities of dramas with theii* distinctive features form

the subject-matter of this note.

T. R. CniNTAMAM.

—

Some Minor Works of Sri Citsukhdedrga.

The third and the fourth chapters of the Sanskrit text of

Citsukha’s Adhikaranasamgati, a treatise connected with the

Brahmasiitra have been edited in this instalment of the paper.
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Journal and Proooodingi of the Aalatle Soeloty of Bongal,

vol. XXVII, no. 2

P. C. Basu.—The Social and ReVgums Ceremonies of ihe Cah mas,

B. K. Chattkrjek.— Social and Religions Institutions of the

Khairas,

IIahit KttlsiiiVA Dkii.—The Hindu Calender and the Earlier Siddhantas.

A. BAi\liRji-SA.STRi .—Dhenhdndl Grants of Ranastamhha and Jayas-

tambha,

Tliese two iiiHcriptioiiii veoonliiig land-grantd by two kings Baiias-

tamblia aiul Jayastauiblia are in Sanskrit written in a character

belonging to the period 9th-10th century A.C. The second grant

supplies several new informations about the Suklivainsa already

known from the inscriptions jniblished previously.

Quarterly Journal of the Mythio Society, vol. xxiv, No. 1 (July, 1933)

G. .V. Budhakar.—Is the Adraita of Sankara Ihuldhism in Disguise?

The writer attempts to prove that Sankara is not indebted to the

Yijhanavada and Sunyavada of Buddhism for the conception of his

Advaita philosophy but lias drawn upon the more ancient Advaita

literature.

K. Narayanaswami Iyar.—Srlvidya,

The paper deals with a Tantric form of Sakti Worship.

M. V. Krishna Kao.—Jainism in Gangaradi,

Tirumalai 8rl Venkatesvara, vol. i, No. 10 (May, 1933)

P. V. Jagadi.sa Iyer.—Some Cola Kings.

It is an outline of the events in the reigns of twelve Cola kings

from Rajendra Co}a I to Rajendra III, covering the periml between

1013 and 12()8 A.C.

V. Venkataimma Sastri.—Jandsrayl Chandoriciti.

This is an edition of the second chapter of the Chandoriciti

^

a

Sanskrit work on prosody.

Printed and published by Mr. Raghunath Seal, d.a., at the Calcutta Oriental Press,

9, Panchanan Ghose Lane, Calcutta.
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Eilidasa in China

For many centuries, China received from India a large stock

of Buddhist texts in Sanskrit. Very few of thorn are now extant in

China proper (i.e. outside Turkestan)
;
as for the remains pertaining to

the Bralimanical literature, they are next to none. It is this extreme

scarcity which lends some interest to a single palm-leaf, which is a part

of a manuscript preserved in a Buddhist monastery of the Che-kiang

province,^ and which contains references to the legendary life of

Kalidasa, with quotations from his poems.

The history of this manuscript goes back to forty years ago,

when Dr. A. 0. Franke, entreated by his teachei Franz Kielhorn. to

search for any Indian manuscripts which might have survived in

China, succeeded in detecting one, in 1893. The following year, he wrote

to Kielhorn;

“The only old MS., which has yet been found, is in a

small dilapidated Buddhist monastery, in the mountainous wild^ of

T'ien t'ai shan, in the province of Che-kiang, about 125 English miles

south-west of the port of Ning-po, where it was seen by Dr. Edkins

about thirty years ago. Last autumn I set out to have a look at the

1 Tidings have recently reached me to the effect that the library of the

monastery was burnt down and the books destroyed. This rumour needs con*

firmation.
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MS. myself, and I am sending yon now a few results of my expedition.

I have plio-tographed a portion of the MS., which consists of twenty

palm-leaves, and is evidently incomplete^ and have copied other parts

;

and what I am sending are photographs of both vsides of the first and

secoi^ leaves, and tracing of the concluding lines on page as well

as of the writing of a leaf, which is not numbered.

After a close examination of the materials sent to him, Kiclliorn

concluded tliat the bulk of tlie MS. was formed by a Buddhist poem

entitled Paramdrthasev^^ by Sri Pundarika.® As for the le^af not

numbered, which he designated as D, he wrote:

—

*‘The writing of J) differs little from the ordinary Nagari, and

may be described as that particular variety ot the Nagari alphabet,

which was current in parts of Bengal about tbe Xlllth (lentury A.D.

Of D I do not know wliat to make and will only point

out that it gives us the initial verses of Kalidasa^s three Mahakavyas,

the Kumarasamhhava, Meghadfita and Raghuvain^a.^’

In 1914, Prof. Henri Masi)ero, in the course of an arclueological

tour in China, met again with this MS. and brought with him a partial

photograpli of it, which he ^vas so kind to put at my disposal. So far

as I can. see, the bundle of leaves which was showed to Maspero,

although undoubtedly the same which was seen by Franke, had received

in the interval an important addition. According to the photo-

graphs, it contains now, besides the Paramarthasevd and the leaf D,

two other maiiuscriptls or parts: 1® an anonymous treatise on the initia-

tion of the pupil, entitled Hevajrasekaprakriyd) 2“ a collection of small
a

Tantrik ritual^ by Luyl, Sasvatavajra etc.

I hope to give before lox?g a detailed account of these works;

at present I confine myself to the isolated leaf concerning Kalidasa.

Of this one side was reproduced by Franke as well as by Maspero,

wherefrom it may be inferred that the other side is blank. It contains

five lines; the first and the last are mutilated at both ends; several

a JllAS., 1894, p. 836.

3 The paper of Kielhorn appeared in the Academy

^

16th June 1894, and

was afterwards reprinted in 1894, pp. 836-838, but without the transcrip*

tions which were appended to the former edition.
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letters also disappeared oa the fringes of the central hole. The leaf was

slightly damaged since it had been copied by Franke. The writing is,

according to the description of Kielhorn, a Bengali Nagari, which'

cannot be prior to the Xlllth century. Here is the literal copy of the

manuscript

:

I XXX
( ^ ) II

Jd'iW# I I II I BT% ll

3T??3fnc^?it I rtr ipirfinH:
i

RtRft X X Jim feRi II fRiT: II

jps^n in) X ifqiiRiwfl: ^iF^Ri^dnfiRiR^tn RR \

5RR5?RRrenR3^?^ fwR^®iRraR3 Tnrfh («) x x x x x x ii

RtWI^ RIR^IrIrr^ I 5% Ris#q??|^ II ?:5:|j

5IWXXXXXX

We subjoin hereafter a transcription, in which are? added

between square brackets our own restorations, and in italic letters the

»}illables read by Kielhorn and now missinf^. We have put in notes the

various readings of the former edition, except those which are dis-

tinctly contradicted by the manuscript,

[Varajnici vrahmana| murkha raja Srisri-Bhojadevasabhal mfirkha

ui5aintara||

Umaya sahito Eudrah Samkarafh] saha Yisnuna|

tamkara^ulapanifi m raha{2)niM Sivah sai*vadal|

Sarasvati|KalIcetYlKalidyah|l{3aras(va,ti| ast'i ka4cit vaikvi4esah|l

Ealidyahjl

asty uttlarasyam 'di^i devata(3)tma.HimaIayo nama

nagadhirajahl

purvvaparau toyani[dhil vajgahya sthita prthivyaj

iva^ manadandahfl

Eum§rah||

4 Kielhorn: Kali de(P)vi(P).

6 K. prthivyor iva.
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kascit kantavirahaflrurunii(4) [sv] adhikaraprainattah

RiapenasfcaTpf^nmitamnhiinjL irarsam bhogeiia bharttuli|

} aksas cakre Ja iiakataiiayaivnanapiinyodakesu

hnigdliarclulyatarusu vasaliaii namagi{o)ryrirti’amesu|

|

[Meghajdiitahll

vagartlulv iva sajnprktaii viigartliapraiipai'ayej

jagaioli pitarau vamde PaiTvaiiparamesvarauH

Eagluih([

traya hdvyaliW vi, sa* tvaya (?) Iidvya7ri\\

This odd text laiglii be translated as follwvs:

The Brahiiiaii V^araruci. The blockhead. The? court of King

Bhojadeva. The blockhead: tJsanitara.

May Rndra wilh Uiiia, Sainkara with Visnn, and Siva, who holds

the sounding spear, protect us always!

Sarasvatif. Servant of Kali. Kalidasa. Sarasrati is a variety of

Vac, Kalidasa.

Asiy uitara^ydm etc. Kumara.

Kaicit kdniid etc. Megliaduta.

Vagarthdv iva etc, Eaghu.

These three are the best three poems.

One cannot but wonder at the uncommon incorrectness of that

piece: confusion of sibilants and nasals (Sarasvatli, K^ida^a, sapena,

^nigdha, punya), wavering sandhi (Samkiara saha, vakvisesa, sthita

prthivyar iva), all these blundeT's give the impression of an exercise

written by a beginner.

Excepting the four verses quoted, the definition ^Sarasvati

valkvi^esah' evidently borrowed from some vocabulary, and the last

words 'traya kavyah viiesa trayakavyam', which look like an attempt^

and a very unfortunatle one, at a critical appreciation (for 'trini

kSvyani, vise^kavyatrayain ?), — names and words are thrown one after

9 Coi». vUe^a,
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the other in a quite unconnected way: the Brahman Vararuci, the

court of King Bhoja, the blockhead, XJsamiara, Sarasvatl, Kalidasa. It

would be impossible to discern the link which connects these terms, if

perchance tlie missing thread were not supplied by the legendary life

of Kalidasa, preserved in the History of Buddhism of Taranatha.^

Here is a summary of the tale.

The Brahman Vararuci was an honoured guest of the king of

Benares, Bhimasukla, who wished to give him his daughter Vasanti

in marriage. Bui the princess, deeming herself superior in learning

to the Brahman, did not care for bis alliance. Varaniei, eager to have

his revenge, formed the project to manage llie marriage of the proud

girl with a blockhead. While walking in the country, he saw a

Magadhan cow-herd, wlio, while sitting astraddle on a branch, wae

cutting with an axe the very branch which he sat on. Satisfied with'

the stupidity of the fellow, he took him to hig own house and had

him bathed, anointed and clothed in the garb of a Brabmanic pandit.

Thereupon he went to the palace and said to the king; ^‘May it please

Your Majesty to invite my teacher, who is a hundred times more

learned than myself.^^

Tile king having assented, Vararind brought along the cow-herd,

having duly instructed him to salute with tjie words ‘Om svasti!^ but

to remain silent) whenever he was questioned. On being led before the

king, the blockhead said: ‘Usaintara All wondered; but Vararuci

hastened to explain that it was an abridged formula of blessing;

TTmaya sahito Budrah Samkarasahitb Visniih

tamkto^ulapanis ca raksantu Sivah sarvada.

Vaisanti asked the would-be pandit several questions upon the

words of this stanza, but he kept silent. ‘‘Why should my learned

teacher answer a woman?*', Vararuci interposed. Thereupon he left

the court) and journeyed to the South. The blockhead married the

princess, and having practised an earnest devotion to Kali, he became

before long, by the favour of the goddess, gifted with the highest

attainments and was henceforth called Kalidasa.

7 Taranathe, Geschichte des BuddhismuiSj p. 76.

8 Apparently instead of 'Oip svasti V
,
which he had forgotten,
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Ifl may be seen by this summary that oui* palm-leaf is the exact

counterpart of the account of Taranatha, except that the king is

Bhojadeva of Dhara instead of Bhima^ukla of Benares, and perhaps

that the name of the princess is Sarasvati instead of Vasanti.

It follows that, at a relatively late time, Kalidasa was not entirely

unknown in China, at least througli the medium of some miscellany

of anecdotes such as the Bhojaprahandha. I have failed to find out

in this last work the tale of Vararuci and Kalidasa the cow-herd;

perhaps some of o\ir readers will be able to point out the Sanskrit

version of the story told by Taranatha.

Louis Finot



Vamana’s Theory of Rlti and Gnna

Vamana the earliest known writer who gives us general defini-

tvous of the terms Giina and Riti. His treatment of tlio Guna

is inBej)arabIy associated with that of the Riti which is dehiied as ‘a

special arrangement of words (visisfd padamcand) and described as the

‘soul of poetry^ {fitmd Jcdcj/a^ya). The speciality consists in the

harmonious iinifh^aiiou of some standard fixed excellence? wdiich are

technically called tjunas and which have been generally defined as ‘those

elements of poetry that serve to embellish it^ (Livyahhhdyah hirtdro

Jhanndh). Thus, in order to endow poetry with a ‘soul’ Vamana insists

upon imparting a speciality to word-arrangement which speciality is

etlected chiefly by the harmonious blending of the technical embellish-

ments called yunas. And these yv?m^ unlike the poetic figure? (i.e.

alamhara in the restricted sense) constitute inseparable attribute of j^oetry

since they go to make up the Riti which is the essence of poetic com-

position. Without them the comimition is devoid of any caisistya^

and consequently becomes ‘soul-legs.’*

1 [So much about tho soul, which'‘ term however must be taken as denoting,

strictly, an analogy : but it is not clear what Vamana means by “A*u i;j/a-A*a/7m”.

What Vamana actually says on this point {vrtti on i, 1, 1) is that the word

‘kiivya’ in his opinion applies to word (Mda) and sense (fiitha) adorned with

Guna and Alamkara; but he adds that it is employed in

a secondary sense (bliaktyd) to word and sense. By kfii'Da-

mrira he elsewhere (vrtti, i, 3,10) means itivrtta, apparently applying the word

to the actual contents of poetry. But the first chapter of his work is designated

sarlra and he again uses the word iu/v/a in his vrtti on i, 2, 6, whore he says

that this word must he understood alter the sentence of the {rJiir dtmd

kdeyasya), probably meaning thereby (as explained also by his commentator

Gopendra Tripurahara) that the hlnja coushstiiig of suJnhi and artha (of. vrtti

on i, 1, 1) is the Mrlra of which the dtmd is liiti. And yet ho would regard (as

the Dhavni theorists rightly point out) tlie Guna as tho essence of liiti and

l>o?a as the properties of Mda and arihti. Thus Vamana’s quest after the soul

of poetry is somewhat illusive, and his apprehension of the essence of poetry is,

as the Dhvanikara criticises, external and somewhat vague; for he would still

view the whole matter from the point of external form. Jagannatha (Raso-

Of^nyddhara, p. 66) appears to realiso this difficutly.]—S.K.D.
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It will thii.3 be seen that Vamana logically and more systematically

develops the crude teachings of Dandin in establishing a very intimate,

nay, inseparable relaiioiKslrip between the two poetic elements namely

Riti and Giina and verily like his ])redecessor he (Jassifies the rltis on

tlie basis of the i/injas all of which should be present in a particular riti

or some of tliem may be absent in another. But while Dandin discussed

at some lengtii the promiuciii characteristics of only t’vvo clearly distin-

giiisbahle tyj)es of nU e.g. th.e Gaiidi ajul tJie Vaidarbln, Vamana

eiuimerates them as three and only three adding Paficali to the fcmier^s

enumeralioii—and lie has not in niiiul any oilier rlfi wliicii )ic has not

explicitly mentioned. Thus, from the vcjy outset, f;ne would mark in

Vamana an attempt to he more clear and outspoken—wliicli in itself is

a decided advance made upon Dandin. IJis Vuidarbhi is like Dandin’s

endowed with all the technical excellences {Hamagragunopeid), his

Gandi contains Ojas and Kanti while his PahcalT is marked by tlie

presence of two other ginina namely Madhurya and Saiikuinarya. And of

these tiiree rltis Vamana assigns the highest place to tlie Vaidar-

bhi inasmuch as it unites in itself all the poetic excelleiicevS that serve

to make poetry fully relishable by imparling to it the maximum amount

of speciality or vaisistya. The other tw^o varieties have been relegated to

an inferior quality in tliis sense that they lack in cue or other aspect of

poetic excellence—^the Gaudi ‘losing itself often in bombast^ and the

Pahcali in ‘pi'olixity/

Though not free from the undeveloped clunacter which is natural to

the treatment of an early theorist, V^auana^s scheme of poetry bears a

great importance in the history of Sanskrit ]ioetics. It was he to whom

for the first time occurred the idea of the deeper significance of poetry

although it was, as the Dhvanikara puts it, asphufa sphuntor-^only

darkly discerned. No doubt tlie subjective aspect of poetry did not

engage attention till the advent of the Dhvani-thcorists (and even then

not to its full extent), and the oft-used word ‘soup must he taken merely

as an illuminating metaphor. Vamana is still concerned with the mere

externals of poetry but there can be no doubt lhat he made a great ad-

vance upon the treatment of his predecessors. On the other hand, liis in-

fluence on the later conception of poetry is patent and undeniable. In

the first place, his original search for the essence of poetry was
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effectively appropriated by the Eaea-dhvani theorists and the Dhvani-

kara and Anandavardhana acknowledged this. They however considered

Vamana’s attempt to be an external analysis of poetry and in this they

were right* from their own point of view. But the fact remains tliai

Vamana showed the way to, if not actually accompli s]\ed a deeper

analysis of, the facts of jj^try. Secondly, it was Vamana, who following

perhaps the tradition prevailing in his Riti school clearly analysed for

the first time the different elements of poetry considering some of tljein

to be essential and others non-essential.

Bearing in mind the limitation that Vamana's scheme more or

Icvss formal, we must note that unlike his predecessors Vamami insisted

upon a clear-cut distinction between the Guna and the Alainkaia.

Among his immediate predecessors Bhamuha does not appear to observe

any theoretical distinction between tliese two elements while Dandin

observes the distinction in so far as the one may constitute the essential

2 [There ia one fundamental point in which tlio Dhvani theorists ditfered

from Vamana viz., that while Vamana considered the f/ioia and to be pro-

perties of Mda and mtha the Dhvani theorists regarded them as the d/iurnia of

tho unexpressed sense which takes the form of Ktsu-f/hic/d. Jn this they, no

doubt, mark an advance upon the merely formal analysis, and from their own

point of view they could characterise Vamana’s scliome as inadequate. But

even their own sclieme was, in a se21.se, as foinial as Vamana’s. When thej'

insisted upon dhvani or suggestion iis tho essence of I'octry vhey no doubt went

a step further and clearly realised that there was .^omething in poetry beyond

what is merely expressed, and tJiis unexpressed sense is the most e’-seiitial. When

this unexpressed element is a mood or feeling tliey thought it to bo the most

desirable, in deference to their preference (>£ .scnl imental poetry. But this

mood or sentimont they considered to be nothing more than a. relisliablc con-

dition of aesthetic pleasure in the leader’s mind, produced by the eff.'ct of the

poet’s representation. They clearly realised no doubt tbi.; aesthetic fact, but

they still measured the essence of p.oetry by its effect, and presented external

means for producing it. They never considered poidry as a ]>ro(Iuction of the

poet’s mind, as an ext\?rnalisatioii of an iiiternul aesthetic fact, conceived and

.shaped by the poetic imagination and irreducible as a separate .nesthetic fact to a

cut-and dried .scheme prescribed by poetics. No doubt cxtoriialisation is an

important fact, and as such do.serves the attention of the tbeoiisfs, for the jnwd

must express his conception through the external medium. But the internal

poetic idea as an aesthetic fact cannot be ignored, and the analysis of this process

of poetic creation is a.s important as an analysis of tho process of externalisation.]

-S.K.D.

DECEMnER, 1933 <?
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characteristics of a specific diction and the other may exist in all kinds

of diction.

We have seen that Dandin offers a general definition of Alamkara

as embellisliment per and in this view he influences Vamana to whom
poetry is charming by reason of its Alamkara. which term is employed

by Vamana in the general sense of poetic beauty (saundarya) If it

is asked how does this saundarya arise, Vamana would reply that it

arises from the avoidance and utilisation respectively of the technical

poetic faults (dosas) on the one hand and the technical poetic excellences

(gimas) and figures of poetry (alarp^kdras) on the other. The poetic

figures like upamd, rupaka etc., for which the term alamkara is used

iri a narrow sense are employed in poetry, in so far as they help the

realisation of i)oetic beauty or Alamkara in the wider sense by which

alone poetiy is acceptable. Thus Vamana gives a definite and clear

shape to the position of Dandin who describes the term alamkara

generally as kdvya Mhakara dharma^ which terms may be equally

applied to the guna as well as to' the technical alamkara or poetic

figures. The only difference in Dandin^s opinion lies in the supposition

that the gunas are essentially important in the best mode or mdrga

whereas the alarnkaras may exist in any mwga; or as Vamana puts

it, the gunas are permanent or essential (nitya) and the alarnkaras are

variable or non-essential (anitya) characteristics of poetry. All this

naturally prepares us for Vamana's teaching in. the beginning of the

third chapter, where the gunas are defined generally as those elements

which go to embellish poetic beauty {kdvya sobhdydh kartdro dharmdh)

while the olaTnkdras like upamd, yamaka etc. are said to heighten the

beauty thus produced {tad-atisayorhetavas tvalarrikdrdh). And hence

the gu'^s are taken as inseparable attributes of poetiy and consequently

the alaqikdras which are not absolutely indispensable for the production

of the charm of poetry but may serve to heighten it when produced,

are relegated to a subordinate position as an element of poetry. The

analogy which lai writers found between the gu^as and qualities of

energy, sweetness
.

. residing inseparably as virtues of the human soul

as well as the aualp^ between the alaTnkdras or poetic figures and

3 It should be noted that this Mttfuilarya Vamana never attempts to define

or describe but merely considers the means by which it can be attained*
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ornaments on the human bojjy (which embellish indirectly through the

sound and sense the underlying soul of sentiment but not invariably)

seems to have been explained by Vtoana in the two illustrative verses

cited under iii, 1, 2. But it must be clearly understood from Vamana^s

treatment that he would regard both the guna and the alamkdra

(although in different degrees) as the properties of iahda and artha,

Ag the means of arriving atl poetic beauty, in Vamana’s opinion,

is the avoidance of dosa^ and the utilisation of gvnas and alaiakarm^

Vftmana, like his predecessors, lays down clearly at the outset that poetry

must be free from all blemishes or dosos. The dosas are generally

defined as **gufm-viparyaydt7naito dosdh*^ : they are those elements of

which the characteristics are opposite to those of the guna^ i.e. if the

gunas produce the charm of poetry the dosas destroy it. They are

classified under four heads according as they belong to a word (pada)

and its sense {padd^iha) or to the sentence {'vdkya) and its sense

(vdkydrtha). These are again conceived under two different aspects

(vrtti on ii, 2, 24) viz., (1) sthilla dosas which are dosas by themselves,

and (2) sCdsma dosas which are such only in reference to particular

gunas

^

Bearing in mind Vamana’s definition of dosa as the opposite

of the gumi as an element, the first of these sets of dosas

would mean those general defects which mar poetic beauty in

general just in the same way as the gunas create it. The

siiksma dosas, on the other hand, would correspond to those

viparyayas of Dandin which may be considered as ‘opposites^

and are marked by characteristics which are exactly contrary

to those of the corresponding gunas. Thus iaitkilya which is

a characteristic of the excellence Prasada would become a veritable

contrary dosa to the gwm ojas, \l it is not used along with that gunui.

Similarly all the other iahdagumis excepting Samadhi and two of the

4 This classification is not expressly discussed. Vamana only states at the

end of his treatment of dosas that he shall mention suk§ma dosas in connection

with his consideration of the gunas (ye tvanye hhdarthat--dosdh sukmds ie guna^

vivecane vakpjante). From this Gopendra Tippa Bhupala remarks that the

do^as treated in ii, 1 are to be known as sthula: asminnadhikarane lak^aniyd

sthuld •ityavagantavam (com. on ii, 1, 3). Vamana also speaks of

vpama-do^s as a separate class of do^ns following perhaps Dan^in’s earlier

mention of such do^s.
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arthagunas^ namely, Prasada and Samata^have been shown to possess

some corresponding siihma or viparyaya dosas, although the names

of the viparyayas are not clearly mentioned. Thus Vamann, unlike

Bharata and Dandin, would apparently employ the term viparyaya

as ^oppoftite^ in connection witlx both sets of dmm
;
and in thus clearly

enunciating and enumerating these technical and viparyaya sets of

dams he anticipated and influenced later writers like Bhoja and

Prakyavarsa.

Informations are lacking as to how far exactly Ihe Eiti and Guna

theories may be traced back in the history of poetics. Bharata 's guyas,

which are the same as those of Dandin in name and number, were

treated in connection with the drama and in such phrases of Bharata

as kavya-guya or guydh hi.vyesu Idrt^ifdh we may explain the word

ldvya&^^ the drsya. variety of poetry (i.e. drama), since Bharata's guy as,

like his dosas and alamkaras constitute the vdcikdbhinaya or anuhlidva.

But at the same time it would not be unreasonable to assume that even

in Bha/ata’s time the hlvyaguna must have been known although he

himself speaks of it as ndiyctivaya just as the alayikdras and the

laksanas are spoken of in the same connexion, The theory of Eiti does

not naturally find any place in Bharata^s treatment where the guyn is

discussed as an absolute entity. So far as our present knowledge goes

Dandin is the first to enumerate and discuss the Gu7ia in connection

with the Eiti. Vamana, in support of the definition of each of his

Eitis, cites a verse each from some unknown source where the Eitis are

found to have been defined, amongst other characteristics, in terms of

the guyas and whicli was later on appropriated by Bhoja in his defini-

tions of the different Eitis both in sense and in expression. Then again

in the cliapter dealing with scfhda-gunns he cites a series of verses

whicli correspond to his own definitions of the sahda-guyas. It is

evident from thes^ m nigraha or pnrikara siokas ns well a,s from 'svliat

is said nlx)ve that the Eiti and Guna theories had a long history

behind it even before Vamana came into the field, and that he was

following a tradition prevailing in the school io which he belonged.

These works are lost. If they had existed they would have sliowii us

the theory in the making.

Although Vamana theoretically follows his predecessors Bharata and
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Dandin in the number and nomenclature of hi& gitnaSy yet he practi-

cally doubles the number by splitting up each of the gums as relating

to the ,iahila or to the artha. The distinction between the iahda-guna

and the artha-gum^ the sahda-dosa and the aHha-dom and the sahdu-

lamhlra and the afthuJamhdfa as standardised’ by Vamana, was

accepted and deyeloped by later writers till the Basodhvani theorists

like Mainmnta and Visvaniitha criticised the inadequacy or uselessness

of such a distinction especially in the case of the giinas. It is not

known whether the distinclion between the Mda^ginia and the artha-

giina- was at all known to llharato and Dandin, but it we examine these

gunas as they are defined in ilie light, of this criterion we may assume that

most of tlio gnyas of Bharata and Dandin are of llie nature of

either the mhda-gaya cr the artha-guya althoufih no such clear dis-

tinction is made by them. It is worthy of nolo here tlitit Vaimana d‘3es

not quote any verse in support of the d..hnition of his artha-gunas

^

as

lie does in the case cf hi.s Sahda-gunait. Fence, in the absence of any

previous wwk dealing with such an analysis of each guya, we are

inclined to conclude that Vamana was the first to evolve this two-fold

division of each of the gunas. His insight read a new meaning in the

gums of his jnedecessors as a result of wliich he analysed this gu7ia

concept, formed a new theory of classification and consequently

influenced the later writers, some of w’hom evolved even a third set of

gunas belonging at! once both to the hhda and the artha.

V^lmana^s scdieine of g^tyas has thus been elaborately treated under

two head^ as a sahda-guna and an artha- guya respectively;—

I. OJAS;

—

(i) gadha-handhatva or compactness of word-

structure, by w'hich is meant perhaps the cohesiveness due to the fre-

quent use of conjunct consonants specially of the letters of the same

varga or of any other letter conjoined with ra or ya. In

the example vilulita-nuikarandd wadjarlr nartayanil^ Vamana apparent-

ly thinks, there is compactness of structure due to the conjunc-

tion of consonants like n and d, n and f, r and n etc., and cosequently

it contains Ojas wliich is not present in the example that follows, viz.,

viluUfa-vuulhvdhdrd v^anjavlr lolayanti where the conjunct consonants
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noted above are lacking. There are indeed two conjunct ooneonants

in this latter illustration : but they are apparently taken to have created

a looseness in the structure which is the characteristic of another guna

viz., Prasada. Vamana doea not give any details, but his compactness

of structure is probably due to the avoidance of ftose syllables or more

likely by their appearance along with conipaiatively harsh ones, pro^

ducing, as a total effect, a cohesiveness in the structure. It is probably

through this consideration that S. K. Ue has taken Vamana’s iabdaguna

Ojas to correspond to Dandiii’s Slesa,

(ii) arthasya jnaudhih or boldness in the expression of ideas,

which has been explained in the vrtti in live different ways. These

are (1) Piiulurthe vakya-vacanam i.e. the use of a series of words

instead of a single word e.g. nayanasamutiham jyoiir atreh instead of

caiidra; (2) Vdhydrthe pcidahhidlid or the use of a single word in order

to convey the meaning of a sentence e.g. the word nimisaii instead of

using divyeyam na bliavaii kintu nidnusi fmm the convention that gods

never wink; (3) Vyasa or analytic expression of ideas by a diffuseness

in wliich several sentences are employed to denote a single idea e.g. the

illustrative verse ayam ndndkdro etc., consists of as many as five

sentences used to denote a single idea, namely happiness and sorrow

revolve according to the dictates of destiny
; (4) Savidsa or synthetic

expression of ideas by a brevity in which the meanings of several

sentences are incoi’porated in a single sentence, e.g. the illustrative

verse, fe hividlayavi etc., where we have a single sentence in place of

the following several sentences: they took leave of Himalaya—they

saw Siva—they reported their success to him—they were dismissed by

Siva—they flew away to the skies; (5) a^ya {arthasya) sdbhiiyrdyatvam

i.e. where qualifying ideas are added with a special purpose or signific-

ance. The Kamadhenu, explains the word sdbliiprdyatram as padantara-

prayogam antarena tad^ariha^pratydyana-prdgalbliyam. In the example

given so^yam samprapti etc. (the young son of Candragupta, bright as

the moon, has, by good luck, succeeded in his labour and become the

support of the learned) the expression ‘support of the learned’ {dsrayah

krtordhiyam) has been added with the special puri>ose of indicating the

fact thatl the prince had Vasubandhu (or Subhandhu) as his counsellor.

Sii^ilarly the example ‘on the loosening of the hair of the lady’
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(vigalitabmdhe keialiaste) who possessess beautiful hair (sukesyah), the

qualifying phrase has been inserted with a special significance/

I. PBiASADA':—(i) Saiihilyam or looseness of fttruotui*e. Anti-

cipating the objection that this constitutes a veritable Jom since it is

the negation of thje gu7ia Ojas, Vamana replies that Prasada as a hhda

guna is an excellence only when it appears along with ojas {gumh

samvplavdt) and not by itself {iuddhm tu dosa eva). Again, if it is

asked how can these contradictory attributes appear together, Vamana

would appeal to the common experience of persons who enjoy pleasure

and pain simultaneously when they witness an exhibition full of pathos.

Hemacandra and M^ikyacandra, however, would reject such an appeal

remarking in accordance with the views of the postrdhvani theorists

that the audience derive only pleasure and not pain from such exhili-

tions. Vamana adds that in such cases of combination of the two

excellences there is sometimes equality between the two and sometimes

superiority of the one to the other (saviyoikarsau),

(li) arph'avaiinuilyam or clearness of meaning, arising from the men-

tion of what is absolutely necessary (prayojaka^mdtra^padarpatigraha),

6 Goviiida explains the word aahhiprayatvam as prakridrtho-pa-yuktatcam

i.e., suitability to the subject-matter in hand remarks that the qualifying

adjectives vuihaujiiHih (highly vigours), mdmdhandh (rich in self-respect), etc,

in the verse

inahavjtjso mdnadhand dliandrecifdfi

dhanurhlirtafi samf/ati lobdhak'uinfjuh /

nusamhnfds iasya nahhinna-vritnuoh

priydni vdMianfyuauhhih samlhitum
J }

(Khxlta^ 1, 18)

go to support the statement in the last line of the verse viz., they

tried to do good to him even at the cost of their own lives. Other commentators

of the KdvyapKikdsa are inclined to explain the word asya in the vriti as referr

ing to Mda; but the difficulty is that the context in Fdma«a does not permit

u& to interpret the word iUfya in this w'ay. It should, on the other hand, refer

to artha. Manikyacandra (p. 194) seems to be of opinion that the ahhiprdya or

special significance belongs primarily to the words of the speaker, and that when

it is said that this is an excellence belonging to the sense we are to understand

that this is merely a secondary or analogical usage. It appears that these

commentators are anxious to approximate this aspect of Vamana’s artha-guna

Ojas to the peotic figure Parikara of later writers, which has been defined by

Ruyyaka as vUemna sdhhiprdyatvam»
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In' savarnd kanyakd etc. (^a maiden of tlie same caste endowed witli beauty

and budding youth’) the qualifying adjectives are not supeiiluous. In the

case of the illustration of the viparyaya-dosa that immediately follows

viz., updatdm hasto vie etc. (let my hand approach the girdle zone of

beautiful gems), the mention of girdle zone only is what is necessal^

and the epithet of ‘beautiful gems’ is superfluous. The Kdinadlicnu

hints at an objection that this arihaguna prasada is unnecessary for it

might be included in the fifth variety of the arihayraudhi where

particular words are not used without a special significance. But tbe

two types are clearly distinguishable, for in the one some words are

absolutely necessary in order that the passage might) fit in with the

context instead of being meaningless; in the other, they bear a special

significance without which, however, the composition ^ould not be

defective. V^mana’s arthfl-vaivialya is really the excellent literary

quality which avoids superfluity.

III. 8LESA :—(i) Masrnatvavi or smoothness, resulting from such

a close proximity or coalescence of several words that they all appear

to constitute a single whole. Although the definition is generally

intelligible, it is difficult to understand why of the illuslratioiis given

some in the opinion of Vamana contain Slesa and others do not. Should

we be led, by the hints given in the Kamiadhenu^ to understand that in

the defective examples sutram hraJmara vrahsthale and taditkalihrm

dhfUam, the characteristic namely ekamd-hhasavidnata is lacking due to

the difficulties of smooth pronunciation, and also that in tlie defective

example bhraviari-valgttgitayah the effect of smoothness has been spoilt

by reason of the use of the wiyrd valgu instead of viahju? Even the

we are inclined to ask on what standard the effect of smoothness is to

be judged except by the rather uncertain and variable standard of

individual appreciation?

(ii) GhMtanu or commingling or congiuity of ideas. Ghatnmi has

been explained by Vamana as krainadiautdyd-nvlhanalvoyayaitUyogah

(effecting congruity between incongruous ideas by means of a crooked

or clever procedure) which Ramasimha* interprets as hamem havtilyena-

nulbamtayd uyapatlyd yojanain artlMya Slemli etc

6 Sarasvatlkanthdhharana (K.M. edition), p. 63.
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ayhatmidna^}feva vdkyarthasya htiddhi-c^uryei^a ghatand it I rdkydr-

tJuih (the meaning implied is a clever bringing about o2 congruity

i)etween apparently iiicogTUOUs ideas). In the illustration gheu by

Vamaiia there is ghatand or congruity of ideas, siiife the hero cleverly

manages to please two heroines simultaneously wduch is otherwise a

difficult task. Abhinavagupta, in Ins attempt to ap]uoxiniate Bharata^s

Mesa to Vamana’s, takes the same verse as an illustration and remarks :
—

atra manarath dtito 'py ekakdnia-uuyik d-yuan Ia-h rdoya-g ralutnada A .su-

ndrthah asamhliavanuspaduin nu hhavafi ; tena kvUlo^pi ayam

kmnw na hrdaye nlbanatvajn bhojate majjati hvduye yatah sarvasyptiJ

IV. SAMATA:—(i) mdrgdhhedah^ yena md^genopakramas tasyd-

tydgah or homogeniety of diction from the beginning to the end.

The blemish* which arises from a disregard of tliis excellence is illus-

trated by the verse Fraslda canJl tyaja inanyuin anjasd etc., where

llie verso begins in the active voice but ends in the passive (tvayd

luptavUdsavh dsyate). The Kamadhenu explains mdrgdhheda as ddu

madhydvasdnesvaika-riipyani, uniformity throughout in the beginning,

the middle and the end.

(ii) avaisamyatn or (1) prakramdhhedah

,

i.e. non-relinquish-

ment of proper sequence of ideas. (2) sngainatvavi i.e. ease

of comprehension. The illustrative verse cyiitu-savuinasah kunddh

pu.rpodgamesd aJasd drtimdl malayaviarutah satpantlmc etc., being a

description of rtu-sandJii (the period when the winter has just

ended and the spring has just set in) the mention of vialaya-vtanit

^

which belongs exclusively to tbe spring, has given rise to some in-

consistency. Tliis inconsistency, however, can be avoided if we replace

the reading in the second fo<Jt by vmnasl ca girnin hadhnantlm^i kiranti

na kokildh (tlie cuckoos have prepared their melodies but have not

yet poured them in), v/hich clearly indicates the end of winter and

7 (Probably f//ia(aiiu may suggest, from the definition, “the fttness or pro-

priety arising out of a judicious balance (neither more nor less) of order and

irregularity of ideas. TJie difficulty is with regard to the word anidhanc which

means “not excessive, neitlier more nor less^* but it may also mean “not

manifest”). S. K. B.

8 This so»-called sUhsma-dom corresponds to the blemish namely pralcrama-

hhahga of later writers.

DECKUBEB, 1933 3
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the beginning of spring. We may note here that Dandin’s definition

of Samata, even though partially equivalent to that of Vamana, refers

only to the uniformity of syllabic structure, whereas Vtoana’s defini-

tion of Samata as a sahdfu^gvna refers to the uniformity of diction and
as an artha-guna it inaiats upon a proper sequence of ideas. Hema-
candra and Manikyacandra’^ attribute to Vamana's school a strange

remark that in their opinion the uniformity of syllabic structure

as defined by Daiidin can be included in the Vrttis and as such Dandin’s

Samata is not a special guna. Hence the necesvsity of a new definition

of this g^ina by Vamana. But we must not forget that the Vrttis are

not separately mentioned by Vamana, nor does Dandiii take them into

account. Vamana’s Samata would appear to be akin to Dandin^s; but

the latter speaks only of the symmetry of structure, while the former

includes symmetry of structure of diction and of ideas in this gmui.

Vamaua’s Samata may thus be taken to liave been directly developed

from Dandin’s.

V. SAMADHI:—(i) drohdvarohakrmmih^ which has been ex-

plained in two ways. In the first place it means symmetry due to the

orderly sequence of ascent or descent. This occurs when there is a

gradual rise from the feeble to the vigorous diction, or a gradual decline

from the vigorous to the feeble i.e. an alteniatiiig gi*aduation of the

soft and the forcible diction. Or, secondly it may occur when the

wording is such that the heightening effect of the vigorous diction is

toned down by a judicious sprinkling of softening words and vice-versa.

It may be objected that this Samadhi cannot be a separate excellence

by itself because the ascent and descent are nothing more than the ex-

cellences of Ojas and Prasada, Vamana denies this and points out that

it is not absolutely and universallyi true that in Ojas there is ascent or in

Prasada there is descent. The Ojas and Prasada are often interwoven

and exist like the two cuirents of a single river. Vamana, however,

would accept the position if it is conceded that the ascent and descent

occur in a certain heightened stage {iivrdvasthd) of Oja^ and Prasada

because in this case the ascent and descent depend upon other circums-

tances (tnd not merely on Ojas and Prasada. Hence, there can be no

U P. 197 Kavyamala edition and p. 192 Xnanda4rama series edition.
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objection to accepting Samadhi as a separate excellence on the basis of

ascent and descent^ it being understood that the ascent and descent

depend upon the excellence which do not consist in them. .In other

words, ascent and descent are not the essential but accidental or specifle

characteristics of Ojas and Fras^la, whenever these two excellences

attain a special heightened stage the ascent and descent may occur in

fome of their parts. It must also be understood that the asc>ent and

descent do not refer to the way or tone of reading.

(ii) arthordrstih, or the excellence which leads to a concentration

of the mind for the proper compiehension of the meaning. From this

point of view Yamana classifies the artha or the meaning broadly into

two elapses namely ayoni or absolutely original and (2)

any<icch(lyaryoni or borrowed from some other T^oun e. The two varieties

of artha have been illustrated respectively in the verses:—
(1) dhapehi mama sidhuhhdjmult

ydvad agradaianair na dahjasej

cemd/ra maddaianamandahmkifah

kham na ydsyasu hi rohimhhaydt
j /

(2) mA hhaih iaidnka mama .sidhuni ndsti rdhuli

khe rohini vasati kdtara him vihhesij

prdyo vidagdhorvanit'Ornavft^sahgame.m

pumzdm vuinah pracalatiti him atra citravil
/

Here the second verse has no doubt been put in n more charming

way, but the idea has been borrowed from the first, and hence it is

anyacchdyoryam- In the first, the moon Ims been asked to go away lest

bearing the marks of teeth of the speaker he should have reasonable

grounds of apprehensions from Rohini, his legitimate wife. In the

scKiond, the moon has been asked to come down to the speaker dispelling

all his fears from Rahu and Rohini. But when the moon did not come

down in spite of her entreaties the speaker ascribed his shirking to the

fact that men get nervous in the company of clever ladies.

The artha is further classified into (1) vyakta or explicit and (2)

suhma or the subtle, of which the latter is again of two kinds, namely

(a) bhdvya or that which is comprehended byi a little thought and (b)

vdsaniya or that which is more abstruse and is comprehended only by

deep thought.
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VI. MADHUBYA :—(i) Trthek^padMva, or distinctness of words

arising from the exclusion of long compounds (samdsordairghya^nivrUi^''

piirmi). The example, which V&mana cites of the viparyaya of this

excellence contians a long compound. Herein we find a contrast between

the views of Dandiii and Vumnna. In the former, the profusion of

(compound words which are supposed to add force and energy to the dic-

tion, constitutes a special excellence namely^ Ojas: it is extolled as the

very soul of prose {gadyasya jlvitmi), but in the latter it is a clear dom

which sliould be avoided. But we cannot reconcile this view of

Vamana’s about the avoidance of long compounds with his characterisa-

tion of the Qaudiya Biti (i. 2, 12) which is supposed to abound in long

compounds and high sounding wwds: and the verse dordmduncifa^

randra^jSeklmra-dhanvr etc., which is given as illustrating the Gaudiyu-

Blti, actually contains a series of long compounds. It is posrible, there-

fore, that, although, Vaimana does not explicitly speak of compound

words in connection with his Ojas, these are implied in his

conception of the compactness of structure which is more likely the

effect of long coinpounds^® than of certain conjunct consonants as Jias

been hitherto suggested.

(ii) Ukthvmckrya or strikingness of utterance by which is meant

perhaps a statement in an impressive but periphrastic mannei* in order

to give a special charm to the expression. In the illustration given of

this excellence tmarad fnnrtam hah santJchah etc. the whole verse

wants to say that the lips of the heroine excel all standards of

comparison: but this has been expressed in an indirect and (harming

way.”

VII. SAUKTTMABYA:—ri) ajarafhafia or freedon from tlie

harshnees which generally arises from the use of pnritAa^' or harsh

10 S. P. Bliattarharyya, The Gan^i Riti in theory and practice in

Jvne 1927, p. 380.

11 [This iikihvakiftifa imist not he taken in the specific tecimical sense

in which Kuntaka takes it os on element of his ndroltif nor in the sense of

vaicitrya which Mammata (\7tti on viii, 2 also on x, i) finds in poetic

fignresl.—S. K. D.

12 Am for the pariMO and komala syllables see my article on Dan(Jin*s con-

ception of the Gnnos in LH,Q, March 1931,
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syll^ables and conjunct cousonantH. Here Vamaua does not differ

essentially from Dandin who, however, definei^i this excellence as that

^hich for the most part has no harsh syllables.

(ii) apdrmyam or avoidance of statements that convey disagree-

able or inauspicious ideas e.g. the use of ytikih-iemm gatam instead of

mrtam, or of devaUldviU^ami in place of eldl mani. This agreeableness

of sense is also implied in Bharata in the ginja of the same name.

VIII. UDABATA:—(i) handhn^yn vihaintrani or n certain

liveliness of the composition in which the words seem as if they are

dancing (yaswin not I vrtyantlva paduni). In otlier words it is Ilhlya-

mdnafva, which enlivens the composition with a peculiar swing of

words.

(ii) agrdviyatram or delicacy due to the avoidance of vulgarity.

In the example given tram evain-saundanja etc,, the union of lovers

has been delicately hinted at ; hut the example of thf eoriesponding

viparyaya is extremely vulgar^** in expression. It is to be noted here

that like Dandin’s Artliavyakti and Artha-madhurya, Vamana's

Saukumarya and TTdavata (artlia) have been negatively conceived, and

thus tliey give rise to a lack of uniformity in Vamana^s conception and

treatment of the gunas\

IX. ARTHAVYAKTI ;—(i) arfharyalfi-heiutrmn or explicit-

ness of words wlierehy tlie meaning is easily comprehended (Jhatity-

nrtha-pmtipaitidiefatra). The later writers do not enumerate Artlia-

vyakti as a separate gana including it under Prasada.^'*

(ii) rasta-svahhdva-spJtnfatra or explicitness of ideas which

makes the nature of things clear. This corresponds more ov less to

Baudin’s poetic figure Svahhuvokti, as has been already shown by S.

K. I)('. For this reason it is regarded later not as a guna but as an

ffhnpJxdra.

la For rainjinw views on a,sllht and iirdiinja the render s referred to S. K.

Do’s notes on my article on Danclin op cif.

14 'I’heve is nbsidutely no cogency in the remarks of Manikyacandra and

Hoinnrnndra tliat the following of A’ainana’s views saw no distinction between

T’raslda and Arthavyakti^
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X. EANTI:—(i) aujjvalyam or richness (of words) without

which the composition' is stale and a reflection of conventional things

(yad abhdve purdr^chdyetyuyate). The quality consists in the

avoidance of the commonplace which a true literary instinct always

obeys.. The Kdmadhenu too remarks that this ptina would mean the

use of more po>lished and elegant words instead of ordinarily used ones,

e.g. kiialaya for patra and so on. In the illustration given by Yamana

the use of the words kura^gi^ iimaUta and dll perhaps produce

aujjvalya in the composition which would have been flat if more

commonplace words like harinl, samilha etc. were used. This excellence

would approach very nearly to some aspects of Kuntaka’s vakrokti.

(Si)| dipjta^a^Oiiatfva or conspicuous presence of the Basa. Abhi-

navagupta explains dipta-rasatva as vihhavadlndm dlptatvam iti ydvat.

In other words, the excitants which bring out the emotional elements

of a poem are vividly represented by this excellence* Vamana’s illus-

trative verse pr&ydn sdyam apdkrtah}^ etc., vividly depicts the emotional

situation and would, in accordance with tht viewa of later theorists,

be mraaa poetry.

Now that we have studied all the gums of Yamana, belonging

both to iabda and artha^ we are in a position to judge the intrinsic

value of his treatment. We have seen that Yamana reads a new

meaning in the guna^ of hia predecessors especially in the light of the

standard of distinction, evolved by him between a M}da-guna and an

arthorgum. This standard—as we have also seen—is dirayddrayibhdra

i.e. a guna is to be called a sabda^gum or an artha-gima according as

it belongs to the dabda or to the artha. But it must be said that the

distinction is not always definite. It is difficult to see, for instance,

why the clearness of meaning (artha’^vamalya) in artha-gitna Prasada

which depends upon the mention of what is absolutely necessary

(prayojaka-mMra-pada^parigraha) should be taken as a distinguishing

characteristic of an arihorgum when it is a characteristic which strictly

belongs to a dabda-guna, S^imilarly the artha-guna Saukumdrya and

the first four varieties of arthapraudhi raise a question as to whether

they are related really to the sense or to the word. It is also not

15 This well-known verse is also found in the Adi?yaj>rokaA», ch. IV
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oonyincing that Samadhi and Arthavyakti ahoold be taken as iabda-

gunM in, spite of the fact that even in this aspect of theirs the question

of artha is invoilved. On the other hand, we have the clear and

unambiguous definitions of the two kinds of Slesa, Samata, Madhurya

and Sukumi^atai in each of which the twofold character of the gwj4u

has been distinctly preserved. It is true that iahda and artha cannot

be strictly kept apart, like body and soul, and that we are to apply

the designation in accordance with the prominence of the one or the

other in each aspect of the gwiae. But if there is to be a standard of

distinction, there must be a uniformity in the principle of its applica-

tion, the lack of which proves the defective nature of the scheme, as

well as of the standard itself.

Itj may also be argued that in as much as the Rlti of which the

Quna forms the essence has been defined as pada-racana, what is the

use of enumerating arthorgunas? We must not forget that the gunae

serve to impart a special cham to the word-structure; and so far as

that is concerned, it does not matter whether the gums belong to the

word or to the sense, provided that the one does not go without tlie

other. In the case of a particular artJiorguna we are to understand

that the guna serves to impart i speciality to that word-structure to

whose sense the particular gurui belongs; or perhaps, it embellishes

the sense primarily and directly and the word-sttucture only secondarily

and indirectly. Thus, so long as a formal view of poetry and con-

sequently of its elements is taken, it is really immaterial whether the

gum embellishes the word or its sense; if it adorns the word it can

also adorn its sense through association. In the treatment of the

Dhvani-theorista the only go to help the awakening of Rasa; they

belong neither to the word nor to its sense. They are then primarily

the properties of Rasa, and only secondarily of idbia and artha.

It appears that Vamana^s scheme of the gums is no less artificial

than that of his predecessors Bharata and Dandin. The distinction

between one gui^a and another is not always convincing nor is the defini-

tion of a guna or a Aosa always clear. The characteriatics are often

not exclusive, and therefore not distinguishing. When Y&mani^

expounds the siltrao with expressions like yasmin sati fwtyantiva paddni

or yasmin sati bahiiniy Opi paAAnyeka/vdA bhistonte it is difflcult to
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follow what i» really meant. They are rather vague explanations of

the particular sutras.^* May not the property of ekavad^bhasa-

milnotd be also present in Ojas? Do not the examples given under the

hbda-yuna Pnisada also contain llhlifiiindnntd^ tlie characteristic

particularly spoken of as belonging to UdarataP^^ The illustrations

do not help us always in marking the characteristics which differentiate

one gum from the other, and sometimes the same verse is cited as

illustration in connection with several ginin^.^^ The four characteristics

of arthapniudlii in Ojas might also be taken as forms of the strikingness

of expression which is given as a characteristics of arthaguna Madhurya.

Sugarnatva or ease of comprehension as an alternative explanation of

avaimmya in the artha-gviia Samatd might be comprehended in the

artha*guna Samadhi, In presence of this latter guna there was no

need perhaps of the sahdagmui AfthnvyaHl when both aim at com-

prehending the meaning, although his Sainadlii itself, as S. K» De

remarks, /‘is hardly an excellence.*’ In iabdagiina Savmdhi the

expression drohdvarohakrama receives more explanations than one; yet

it is not fully clear what constitutes the viicsa, the nimitta of drohd-

varoha, the tivrdvasthd of Ojas, as well as the g^ina Samddhi itself.

Vamana’s attempt! to justify the iahdaguna Pramda clearly indicates,

as S- K. De has already pointed out “that Vamana himself was perhaps

conscious of the defective nature of some of his definitions”.

But the importance of Vainana’s theory does not consist in the

detailed treatment of his individual gunds. His general doctrine of

the Riti and Guna lias been criticised as too crude and fonnal an

explanation of the charm of poetry, and the defective and unprofitable

16 Or sliould we understand that the very attempt of an early thooriser

like Vamana to express himself in all possible ways has a particular merit of

its own and as such it deserves our commendation P

17 The examples of sdhda-yuna ria9dih are composed in the same metre

(Harini). It is also to be considered if the Gunas have any relation to parti-

cular metres. We should note here the views of one class of theorists who are

of opinion that siiecial metres are exclusively meant for particular Quigias.

(Manikyacandra’s Sanketd, p. 195).

18 The verse osty uttarasydm dm devatdima has been taken to serve as the

illustration of as many as four ^abda-gu^as namely Ale^a, Mndhurya,

Arthavyakti and Saukumarya.
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character of his scheme has been commented upon. But it was Vamana,

who first emphasised the importance of diction in iioetry, whicli sharply

separates literary works from philosophical or technical writing's, and

thereby suggested a line of enquiry into the essence of poetic charm.

Even if the ‘beauty^ {hivyorsohhu), whicli lie sets forth as the ultimate

test of poetry, is supposed to be capable of realisation by a carefully

worked out diction, he was the first to emphasise the proper disposi-

tion of word and sense and enquire into the flaws and excellences of

expression, the facts of extern alisation being, in liis opinion, an

important factor in every consideration of poetry. But since he con-

ceived poetry from a decidedly fonual point of view, his system and

treatment; had to go tlirongli tlie adverse criticism of the Dhvani and

Post-dhvani theorists, who analysed the Biti system and modified it in

their more developed conception of poetry.**

pRAKAS Chandra Lahiri

19 I must acknowlcclgo my great oWigatlons to my teacher Dr. S. K. Do

under whom these investigations were carried out. Ho has added somo casual

noto.s which have boon enclosed w'ithin brackets in the foot notes.

DECEMVER, 1933 4



Krspa and Jarasandha*

ii

Tliere are numerous stray references to Jnra'sandhain many passages

of the McJiahharata. He is said to be an incarnation of demon

Vipracitti.” It appears that lie was present in= Draupadi’s Svayainvara”

as also in the Svayamvara'’^ of tlie daugrht’er of Citraiigada,

a Ealinga king. In the latter Svayamvara, Duryodhana eloped with

the bride and Earna defended him and vanquished Tarasandha.

Jar&andba^ now grown, old, was pleased at Earna’s valour and gave

him the town} Malini by way of appreciation. In a passage** which

occurs only in the Southern recension, Ersna is said to have vanquished

jJarSeandha on the bank of the river Sarasvati. This interpolated

• Continued from p. 508 of vol . VIII, 3 (Sept, 1932)

.

32 1. 68. 4. n \

33 I. 201. 23ff. Bhr^ladyunma says to DTaupadl:--

n^juiniii frf?prr: i

Much importance^ however, cannot bo attached to the list of princes given

here, since it includes not only contemporary chiefs (e.g.

fitro,

etc. etc.) but also such fabulous kings as fvfil

(whose stories are narrated in the Vanapatva by Markandeya to Yudhisthira

as events ot remote past) and even Siffqi (Kr^pa^s son) andq|fip(S^ (Kri^na’s

grandson).

34 XII. 4-5, where Narada, after the ‘ Mahabharata war, narrates to

Yudh4thira Karla’s valour in the Svayaqivara.

35 II. 54. 33, Bhl^iua describing achievements to Yudhi^thira

says:—

•

\

mi «nfa»n<n»^ efei i

This chapter along with some %preceding and following ones occurs only in

the Southern recension of the MahAhh^dta,
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passage seems to bear PuraAic spirit and goes against the statements ol

the portions common to all recensions. In some places it' is said

that Jara&andha was slain by Krsna. This point will be dealt with

later on. Jarasandha, on learning of Eamsa’s death at the hands of

Krsna, is said** to have furiously hurled his mace at Mathura to fall at

the place subsequently known as Gadavasana. Further®^ he is said tb

have hurled his mace .at Balarama who baffled it with his Sthunakarna

missile which together with the mace fell down on the earth destroying

Jara (the Baksasi who had united the two halves of Jarasandha).

Krsna says that it was due to the loss of this mace of Jarasandha

that Bhima was later on able to kill him. Fuiither®* Jarasandha’s

daughter is said to have been married to Sahadeva, the youngest

Pandava.

The passages on which the abovcf account of Jarasandha is based are

in a few places obscure** and contradictory;** and supernatural forces

are^ as usual, active to some extent. Yet we can get therefrom a fair

glimpse of Jarqsandha, his achievements and his relationa with Kr^na.

While the descriptions of hie origin, his being an incarnation of demon

Vipracitti and the boon granted to him by Siva call for a belief in the

supernafural, Jarasandha's supreme strength and equipments, regarded

with awe even by his mightiest adversaries, are pre-eminently conch

picuous and may be accepted as such on all hands. He sems to have

subdued practically all mighty kings of India. Even such kings (e.g.

Bhagadatta) as were quite friendly with his adversaries had at least open-

ly to pay homage to him. His valour attracted even the mighty relatives

36 II. 19. 22ff.

37 Vll. 182. 2ff, where Kr§^a shows to Arjuna the advantages of the destruc

tion of Jarasandha and other powerful adversaries before the war.

38 XV. I. 24 and XV. 27. 13.

39 B.g., n. 14. 18. flifii; etc. whe.re the conatruc-

tion is a bit involved and it is not clear whether the reference is to di^upala or

to a different Cedi king called Puru^ottama.

40 E.g., 11. 14. 43W I

says that Hamsa was killed by Balarama. But further 11. 14. 46

WIT a1^^ I

says that Hsqisa drowned himself in the TamunS out of '
grief.
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(e.g. Bhi^inaka) of his avowed foes (e.g. Kr^na). Practically the whole

countiy fell under his sway as is clear enough from the confessions of

Krsna and Yudhistliira as also from several other references/^ The

description of his confinement of a uamher of kings perhaps means' that

such kings as did not readily agree to pay homage to him were taken

captive and confined by him in his capital. The idea of his proposed

sacrifice of the kings to Siva was perhaps invented later on to magnify

Ersna’s achievement in having Jarasandha slain by Bhima and rescuing

the kings. The idea seems to be based on Jarasandha’s excessive devo»*

tion to Siva wliich, as also his hospitality to guests and partiality for

Brahmanas, may he accepted as facts.

His relation with Kamsa and alliance with Sisiipala, Paundraka

Vasudeva etc. also seem io be facts. But with all that his seems to be

the supreme strength. Testimony is borne to this by the fact that while

Krsna could himself kill Kamsa, Sisupala etc., he and his party could

notl face Jaraeandha openly on the battle-field when he came to avenge

Kamsa’s death but had to go from Mathura to Dvaraka for safety,

'Again Si^up^a and Paundraka Yasudeva, strengthened by their alliance

with Jarasandha, could do whatever they liked and felt no scruple in

offending Krsna a number of times.^’ Krsna had to tolerate all these

offences and perhaps his alleged pardon of $isupdla^s hundred offences

,wa3 rather meant to avoid danger from Jarasandha than to

fulfil his alleged promise^^ to Sisupdla’s mother. Fon it may not

41 E.g., V. 51. 38 ff. Dhrtarastra to Saiijaya says:

WTn^?iI ^ umfror ii

w aw inf lags^ taiN a5,ii

42 The Lhdgavata Purdna agrees with this view. Vide X. 70. 24—

^ n aw ^ata a ag^'ars i

43 Vide II. 14. 10 ff, II. 14. 19 ff, II. 68. 15 ff (where Krsna enumerates a

number of Sisupala’s offences and concludes

awrowt wnfiwa gaar^ ftfta rR; it i

arft ^ t^a ansifiT a^ifiwrs «)

44 II. 66 .ad 68.
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be a sheet accident that the term of the promise ended with

iJarasandha's death. How Si^upala and Paundraka Vasudeva lost their

real strength with Jarasandha's death is idear from the fact that

dininediately after, iSisupala was slain^^ by Krsiui in an open fighlJ with

little effort and Paundraka Vdsudeva was subdued’^' by Bhima during

the course of hi^ Digvijaya,

The defeat of Krana and his people at tlie hands of Jara-

sandha is an affair of outstanding importance. Krsna confesses his in-

competence in resisting Jarasandha’s forces that compelled him and his

people to leave their birth-place Mathura and to sliift to distant Dvaraka.

The case seems to be still worse. It appears that Krsna was actnally

defeated and taken captive by Jarasandha and was afterw^ards released

with humiliation. Not only does Sisupala, Krsna^s adversary, refer^^

to this event but also Vaisampayana, whose excessive devotion to Krsna

cannot be questioned, being noticeable everywhere*® in the Mahahhdrata^

mentions** it in his narration to Janamejaya. The HTift

(command of Brahmadeva) referred to in 11. 22. 44-45 cursing Jara-

sandha to be slain by someone other than Krsna and the Yadavas,

perhaps only hints at Krsna's incompetence to kill Jarasandha.

The Jara^ndha episode sheds light on one more important point in

the life of Krsna which is rarely mentioned in the MaMhhdrata and

seems to mark the primitive stage in the development; of his character.

The defeat of Jara^ndha, which formerly was an impossible task

46. II. 70.

46 II. 31. 22 if. where a couplet (interpolated?) also says—

47 II. 65. 1 ff. s ^ Tnrr iinwi i

48 E.g., I. 62. 36; I. 64. 141 ff. etc.

49 n. 23. 32 ff. flf gftl I

?! JPIP! ^ I

m eann u
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Ifor E^na in spite of hk political skill and t^e huge and p%rong Tadava

foroeo commanded by him, became possible to him with the aid of the

Pandayas. Of course, all the tactics that enabled Bhima to kill Jara-

sandha must be attributed to Ersna and it cannot be denied that the

Pandavas were almost always dependent on Ksrna for their political and

spiritual guidance. Still the fact that Ersna’s tactics could bear no

fruit previously shows that most of the success in the achievement is iJo be

attributed to the physical strength of Bhima who is said to have previous-

ly killed Hidimba, Baka and several other demons. With Jarasandha’s

death Ersna and the Y^avas were not only relieved of an old

enemy but the way Was made clear to Ersna to gain subsequently

an unquestionable supremacy. Hence, at least in the primitive

stage, Ersna and the Yadavas seem to have considerably depended for

their welfare and progress on the atrength of the Pandavas. It is

interesting to note here that while the entire Mdhdbhdrata abounds in pas-

sages like fspn etc., it is in the

Jarasandha episode that we meet with a rare passage like

ms 5i4 (=s5ijnfgpn33T:) ^ (ii- 14.67).

It is not possible to decide from the MaJiabhdrata when exactly

Ersna and his people migrated to Dvarakfi. The migration, however,

must have taken place before the first meeting of Ersna and the

Pahdavas that took place in Draupadi’s Svayamvara. Ei^na, after the

Svayamvara, had accompanied’*’ the Papdava, to Hastinapnra and

thence he is said** to have returned to Dvarak^ and not to Mathurl:.

The connection, however, of the Yadavas with Mathura does not seem

to have completely ceased, for E^na is said” to have presented tio the

Papdavas a number of cows from Mathura after the marriage of Arjuna

and Subhadra.

Now as to the way in which Jar^ndha was killed, it is quite clear

60 I. 226. 18 ff. lignvfti: I

W’f jjW n

61 I. 227, 109.

jiroff Tisivqnnqignit n

62 I. 247. 39. fic^ <<1

1
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that his aucmies had recaui^ to most unfair means. The way in which

Er§na^ Bhima and Arjuna enter into hia palace in the garb of Snaitaka

Brahmanaa, take advantage of his liberalitiy to Brahmanas and gueste,

and commence the fight in the midnight', perhaps with a view to deprive

him of all aid from outside, goes unmistakably to show their unfairness

on their part. Si^upala speaking to Bhisma most upsparingly

deprecaiies®* this act of Ersna' and the Pandavas, f^i^upMa’s view can

not be rejected merely because it .comes from an enemy of Ersna, since

Ersna himseilf says*'* to Yudhisthira that, it being impossible even for

the collected force of gods and demons to vanquish Jar^ndha in an

open fight, recourse to tactics (involving, of course, unfair dealings) is

necessary for killing him. Further it appears that JaraSandha at this

time had grown very old as ip clear from the description** j?iven by

Narada as one ''overpowered with old age” at a much earlier date, i.e.,

M’heu he was vanquished by Earns. Hence Jarasandha at the time of

his slaughter must have been considerably advanced in age and was

ct^usequeiitly not equally matched with Bhima, a growing giant, in a

single encounter. Thus the unfairness of the means employed in killing

him is established by various evidences.

63 II. 65. 1 ff. it ;npar jnnw: i

Hlg lXn ni^!! ^WIT IHWT%T I

TO jwm; n

iN ini»pwfwiw<n I

mnnw n

Siitt II

wpf <wii^^
9fiim Himt w*i*nwii*iwmra H

64 U. 20. 2ff. OTTOI

lift iftiiir nnim. ii

65 XII. 6. 4 m i «i>faiw a I
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At Beveral places in the Mahahhdrata, Knna himself is said to have

slain Jarasandha. Si^upala/* Vidura*^ and Krsna himself** seem to say

so. Their words, however, do not seem to be meant literally, as their own

words' at other places®* attribute the deed to Bhima. What is

meant seems to be that Krsna was the main spiritual force in havipg

Jarasandha slain by Bhima which, of course, is an; accepted fact. Again

Si^upala’s words in II. 67. 11 (

1

^ SiftvRf: ll) cannot be taken" to mean,that Karna

killed Jarwandha. The words^l^ simply mean that Karna

seriously wounded Jarasandha which meaning is quite in agreement

wiih the account igfrVl in XII. 4-5.

The fragments on which the above account of Jarasandha is based

thus give us a fair idea of Jarasandha, the man and his achievements.

The importance of Jarasandha is also borne out by the fact that later

on it was found necessary to make him an incarnation of demon Vipracitti

when Krsna eDc. became incarnations of God Visnu etc.* Again, Krsna

is here several times defeated in battles, is incompetent to vanquish the

enemy, is perhaps taken captive and subsequently released witli Jiumi-

iiation. He is forced to leave his birth-place and to shift to a distani

quarter for safety. Later, perhaps wdth a revengeful spirit or deli-

berately with a view to having his way cleared to establish his own

unquestionable supremacy,*^ he takes advantage of the occasion of

66 II. 40. 23 ^S?r fWIT^

inwsn^ii

57 V. 130. 62. ( ^W filfiiraw

iniRW ii

68 VII. 181. 42 aRRRqtf 4npgRT RfTmgW I

^ai! 4m ii

60 E.g., VII. 182. 15 (Kr§na to Arjuna—). ...

I

II

60 As talcqn by Sorensen in his Tiiclex to the Names in the Mahfibharata,*

of course with some hesitation.

G1 It must be mentioned that these «iii;))ositions, though logical, are not

supported by substantial evidence.
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Yudhistliira’fl Bajasiiya and has the foe alain by the Pandavae in an

unfair^ if not fraudulent, manner, of oourse I'epreaenting that thereby he

was exertinig himself not in his own interest but in that of the Pandavas.

Thus all these events, as described in the Mahahhdrata, exhibit Krsna,

not as Supreme Ood, but as one possessing all human tendencies

and weaknesses, notwithstanding the authors^ occasional attempts to

identify him with Supreme God.

In this connection a brief comparison of the account of Jarasandha

in the Mahdbhdrata with the coiTesponding accounts in the Puranas and

the Harivamsa is not without its own interest. The Harivamia

(II. 34 ff,), the Vipiii Parana (V. 22-2G), the Brahma Purma

(195-199),** the Bmhmavaivarta Purdiia (103-13),** the Bhdgavata

(X. 50 ff.) and the Padma Purdna (VI. 273 ff.) deal at

length with the hostilities between Krsna and Jarasandha; while

the Bhdgavata (X. 70-73) and the Padma Panina (VI. 279)

further give the story of killing Janisaiulhu by Bhima. Although

the latter account in the two Puranas differs only slightly**

from the corresijoiuliiig account in the Mahdbhfuafay the former has

\iiidergoue a radical change in the Puranas.

62 The portions of the Vimu PuiCtijm and tiie Jinilima Purdna luentioiied

here entirely identical.

63 This Purana makes only a passing I’et’ertMice to Krsua’s overpowering

Jariisandha and killing Kalayavana prior to lii.^ removal to Drarakii— viz.,

^ WIT

64 The Padma Parana says that Kisiia had .larasaiulha slain hy Bliiina at

tbo request of the Yadavas who were tprme.uied by Jarasandha and makes

absolutely no reference to Y'udhisthira^s Rajasuya. It further says that Jarii-

sandha used to kill one of the iinprisoued chiefs on every to

offer an oblation of the victim’s blood to. Bliairuvu. The Bhlgacafd says that

Kfsna was approached by a Messenger from tlie imprisoned kings with an appeal

for their rescue and was advised by Uddhava to have Jarasandha tactfully

killed by Bhima in a Brahinai.i:r.s garb. Keeping rddhava’s advice in mind,

K^rsua, after giving his consent to Yudhi.sthira’s perl’ornmnce of the Rajasuya,

takes Bhima and Arjuna to Javtmaiidlia’s Girivra in. The three arrive there

at tile guest hour ( ) and Jarasandha, when begged for, agrees

to have dual with Bhima. Ho give:> Bhima a big mace and the dual

lasts for twenty-seven days, resulting in Bhima\ snccess effected by Krsna who

asks the rescued kings to devote themselves to him (Krsiia) with all their heart.
\

DKCEMBEB, 1933 5
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Enraged at the death of Eamsa, his son-in-law, in the

hands of Ersna, Jaraaandha besieges Mathura with a huge

army^^ which includes not only Siiiupala, Fau^draka, Bhiemaka,

Rukmin, Bhagadatta, Salya and others, but also Earna, Sakuni,

Duryodhana etc. Ersna, i.e. Visnu bcita on th© earth, is

highly pleased at getting this unique oppoHunit}" of relieving

the earth of her burden, one of the primary objects oihis incarnation.

In on© place** he is also said to have decided to i^pare Jarasandha and

to destroy only hi.^ forces with a view to encourage liini lo repeat his

attacks with replenished forces, thus to give Krsna further opijortunities

for With little or no following, Krsna and Balarama

encounter Jarasandha's forces and play havoc on them. At the sudden

growth of a desire in their mind their primeval weapons and

furnished chariots des(ieiid*- to them. The mere sight of the

two divine sons of Vasudeva spreads consternation among Jara-

sandha’s forces which consequently suffer from severe defeat and

immense loss of lives. Balaiama in a single encounter completely van-

quishes Jarasandha and is, when about to slay him, prevailed upon** to

65 The strength of the army appears differently as twenty (Harivaink, II.

23, "Brahma Burdna 196, Vuram^ V. 22 and Bhiujavata X. 50) and

several thousand {l^adma Purdiia, VI. 273) Aki^auhinis.

66 Bhaoavaio, X. 50. 6 ff.
I

07 The Hain'inam mentions only the weapons, viz., the plough and the)

club icr Balarama and the bow and the mace

for Krsna; the liiuhma and the Vinnu- PurdiyfH mention the plough (not named)

and the club for Balarama and the the bow
,
two inexhaustible

quivers and the mace for Krspa; the rad$im Puninu and the Bhdga-

vdiu respectively mention one and two furnished chariots along with

(not named) etc.

68 By a voice from the heaven declaring that Jarasandha would be slain

by his pre-destined slayer according to the Horirarpia; by Krsna's request

appealing to Balarama’s sense of compassion according to the Vadma rurCino:

and by Krsna's dissuasion with a view to accomplishing some purpose (

possibly referring to getting other chances for)|J(n?f^) according to the

Bhdgavaia.
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spar^ him. Jar§i$andha) extremely humiliated**, withdraws and the

Yadavas triumphantly enter Mathura.

Jarasandha's subsequent seventeen invasions on Mathura are men-

iioned and two or three are described in detail. Once, advised

by Vikadni and Vasudeva ^althoug-h they hold Krsna to be supermely

divine and competent encxugh to destroy Jaiasandha and his forces) to

handle the situation diplomatically, Ersna and Balarama, with a view

to save the citizens of Mathura, repair to the south and, at Parasu-

rama’s advice, take shelter on the safe Gomanta mountain. Jarasandha

with his forces chases them there and, at 5i4upala*s suggestion, sets fire to

the mountain. Krsna, as he jumps down along with Balarama, presses

the mountain with his feet thus cooling the fire by causing all the stones

to ooze.^® The description of the ensuing fight is entirely the same as

before purporting to an easy success to Krsna and an utter disaster and

miserable huQiiliation to Jara^sandha.

Krsna's shifting to Dvaraka, too, has undergone much change in

the Puranas. Kalayavana, a very powerful enemy, marches’* against

Mathura and Ersna, apprehending a simultaneous attack from Jara-

sandha, decides to shift to Dvaraka with all his people with a view to

save them from disaster. Accordingly they shift’* to the newly-built

and strongly-fortified city of Dvaraka on the sea-coast. Krsna then

makes Kalayavana chase him into a cave where Mucakunda by the fire

C9 The Hhdfiavata actually makes him start for the penance-grove though

later his allied kings dissuade him from turning an ascetic.

70 The above account is according to the Harivarnso. The. IVtCKjavnfa gives

n similar description of Jarasandha’s last invasion, after Kalayavana’s destruc-

t on, when Krsna and Balarama repair to Pravarsana mountain and escape

unnoticed when the mountain is set on fire by Jarasandha.

71 According to tht Harivamm and thq Padrnu PurdnUj Kalayavana, enraged

at hearing of Krsna’s superior valour in fighting with Jarasandha, conies to aid

Jarasandha at his request. The the Bruhna and the Visnu Purdnax

do not mention any alliance between Kalayavana and Jarasandha but say that

Kalayavana came to fight with the Yadav«.s who, as he was informed by Narada,

were very powerful and able to kill him.

72 The Bhdgavata and the Padrna PuriTnox say that Krsna by means of his

mysterious yogic power^ transferred them from Mathura to Dvaraka when they

"ere .sleeping.
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of his mere gflance burns Kalayavana to ashes. Krsna then comes back to

Mathura to remoive the Yadavas* wealth to Dvaraka and, as usual,

vanquishes Jarasandha who invades Mathura for the last tfime and finally

withdraws in sheer disappointment. TiJiter on, too, Jarasandha was com-

pletely defeated by Balnrama and his Yadava forces during his attempt

to secure for Sisupala Hukinini with whom Krsna elopes in the

Svayamvara.

Thus it will appear that in the Puranas defeat, failure and humilia-

tion have been totally transferred from Krsna and the Yadavas

to Jarasandha and his forces. Jarasandha^s forces have become consi-

derably more numerous perhaps with a view to give Krsna more

credit for the achievement. The idea of the incompetence of the

Yadavas to face by themselves Jar^andha and his forces has not

disappeared,^^ but this too has been: retained with a view, it

seems, to magnify Krsna's leadership of the Yadavas. The

original fact of Krsna’s defeat, confinement etc. by Jarasandha

has totally disappeared. Krsna is presented hero, throughout in

supremely divine colours and consequently defeat or failure cannot

be here associated with him. Tlie idea of his being an incarna-

iion of Supreme God Visnu never fails and even Jarasandha is

made^* later on to believe in the idea. It is therefore quite natural to

find here Krsna sportively or by his mere presence defeating Jara-

sandha and destroying his immense forces and sparing him personally

either out of mercy or due to his regard for Brahmadeva’s imj)recation

or for some purpose of liis own.

The fact of Krsna’s emergent shifting to Dvaraka is still retained,

though entirely in a different spirit. Jarasandha alone is no more cap-

able of being the cause of suv.h an emergency, and a more dangerous

enemy comes forth tb assist him intentionally or unintentionally. Kalaya-

vana who is practically absent in the Mahabhdraia- seems to be

an essentially Puranic creation. Fe has been granted safety from

Mathura people by God 8iva,’^* and Krsna, out of regard for Siva, gets

73 Vide the Harivamhj II. 36, 37 etc., the Brahma Purdna, 195. 11-12 etc.

74 Earivamia^ II. 48 etq.

75 II. 62 etc.
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KSlayavana tactfully killed by somebody el*^. Although Krsna himself

is absolutely secure from all such enemies, he decides to shift to Dvaraka

with the only aim of saving the Mathura people from disaster.

Further, divine and mysterious pt>wers are present with him through

and (through, e.g. when he frightens the ocean to subside and give him

site for building the new city or when he transfers the Mathurii people,

while asleep, to Dvaraka in a single night. Thus his shifting to

Dvaraka is not represented as due to any fear for himselF.

Thus it W’ill be clear tliat, in the narration of the Jaiii-

sandha episode, while the Maliabhurata presents K^sna in essentially

human colours, the Ihiranas present him in pure divine colours.'®

S\])AS!1TVA KaTKK.

76 The following editions of the Parana have been used : Harivamia, VisnUy

Brahma and Brahmavaivarta Puranas (Vyahkate^vara Press Editions); Bhdga-

vafa (Ganapata Krishnaji Edition); and Podma Pitrdna (Anandai^rama Edition).



The Else of Najib-ud-daula*

{From /?/'. Pcr.<. ms. 24,410)

[5a] During the government of ‘Ali Muhammad Khan (Ruliela of

Aonla and Bangarh) a Yusufzai Uulula of the ‘Tnir Kl»ei .neetion, named

Najib Khan, arrived at Aonla on. foot, and entered his service. He

was a man of ability, though utterly illiterate. But he had very great

cleverness along with good fortune. In a short time, he acquired a

horse, and in the course of one year, he became a jamadar, and collected

horses, tents and the materials requisite for a jamadar. At the time

when, owing to the attack of Safdar Jang and the Marathas, the

Afghans took refuge in the forest on the skirt of the Kumaun hills,

one entrenchment on behalf of Sadullah Khan was placed in charge of

Najib Khain, and he had five hundred men under him. In the fights,

he used to withdraw his eyes from his own trenches and go to reinforce

every point where the .[5b] Marathas attacked in strength, join tlie

defenders and i>erforni feats, so that after peace had been made between

Safdar Jang and the Afghans, Sadullali Khan gave the command of

one thousand men to Najib Khan. The wife of Najib Khan died,

leaving one son named Zazila Kliaii. Duiidi Khan, who was the chief

officer {vmhhtar) of the house of Sadullah Khan and a greater sardar

among the Afghans, and the master of territory and troops, married

his daughter to Najib Khan and (so) the rank of Najib Khau became

higher (than before). The mahals on the bank of the Ganges, in the

possession of Dundi Khan, such as Chandpur, Nagina, Sherkot, Pinjor,

etc., Were placed in charge of Najib Khun as estates {amli jaiJad) for

the support of his troops. He established firm administration in these

mahals, [Ga] m’ossed the Ganges twice or thrice, entered the mahals

of the Emperor appertaining to Saharanpur and Bara and planted his

own possession there. When letters and pressing requests came from

that party, he would return to his own mahals, till the time when,

* Najib-ud-daulah proved himself the greatest general and politician of India

during the 14 years (1757-1770) that he guided the government of Delhi, having

been regent and virtual director of the Empire during the ton years following

the battle o)f Panipat. The British Museum contains a unique ms. of his

Persian b’/e, written one year after his death, by Sayyid Nuruddin Hasan Khan.
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by God’s will, a quarrel broke out between Safdar Jaiig^ wazir and

[Emperor] Ahmad Shah (May 1753).

Tile matter pased iuto fighting, and Tmad-ul-mulk, Mir Bakh&hi,

son. of Ghaziuddin Khan Firuz Jang II, undertook the responsibility of

conducting this war and expelling Safdar Jang from the service of

the Emperor. A narration of it would form another and a long book

and has been already told in many other places. So, I come to my
own [Gb] subject. In this war, Imad-mulk summoned the Ruhela

sardars by means of imperial letters, and Hafiz Rahmat Khan^ Dundi

Kh^ and Mulla Sardar assembled and took counsel. Safdar Jang

repeatedly wrote to the Afghan sardars^ saying, ‘‘Beware, if one of

you turns towards the Emperor, you ought to bear me and (my) son

in mind. This time I shall uproot you and destroy you.” As the

Afghans in the past had suffered severe chastisement from the. hand of

Safdar Jang and spent a long time in the hills and jungles, in desola-

tion and ruin, they did not venture to help the Emperor and the Turani

party, but spent the time in talk and play. From the Emperor’s side

Jalaluddin Khan, better known as Mir Musalinan, had been sent to call

the Afghans, and some ulema had been sent [7a] with him, to instigate

the Afghans to come by means of religious propositions {mash). When

these men went to tlie Ruhela sardars and on behalf of tlie Kmi>eror

conveyed to them messages of hope and fear and offered grants of land

in perpetuity, Hafiz Rahmat replied, “We have taken oaths of alliance

to Safdar Jang also. Breach of agreement is a very bad thing.”

Then Mauiavi Nazar Muhammad, who was the leading scholar (of the

age), answered to the Afghans, “You belong to the community of

Muslims; the Emperor,—obedience to whom is a duty according to

Canon Law,—has summoned you, and is engaging in a war with a man

who is a rebel and a heretic, and the Turani
(
Irani) people are to be

confronted. In such a state of things, I wonder at your religious spirit,

that abandoning such a divinely given Government, you do not [7b]

agree to subserve the Faith and the world, through fear of Safdar Jang

!

If you triumi)h, every one of you will become the master of a vast

territory, and besides that the Emperor will give you cash, in support

of which offer these trusted officers of the Emperor are present. If you

are slain, you would attain to martyrdom. To be slain by the hand
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of the enemy of the Faith in the service of the Emperor of the times

is the best of all dignities. If you are Musalmans, agree to this.

Otherwise, there would be reason to doubt your faith.’* The Afghan

sardars, becoming thoughtful, told the aforesaid Maulavi that they

would summon their teachers (akhund) who would reply for them.

Then Najib EhaJi who was present inside the majUs (conference

chamber) whispered to Maulavi Nazar Miihaniiiuid, ^‘Take me (with

you). I join you with one thousand men.” [8a] Then the Maulavi

cried out aloud, ^'God’s grace and mercy be on you!” Hafiz asked,

“What is the matter?” The Maulavi replied, “This (true) Musahnan

has agreed;” all turned their eyes towards Najib Khan, who spoke,

“Yes, I agrje, and gird up my loins in the faith of Muhammad.”

The Mauhv^aid, “Rise. If you arc a man, remain constant to this

promise.” He issued from the assembly and took Najib Khan by the

hand. Hundi Khaii asked, “Maulavi Sahib, whither are you taking

this man?” He replied, “I am carrying him towards Paradise, and

I leave you all in tlie ])ath to Hell.” The Afghans laughed and

rojiiained silent. The students who knew [Sb] I’usJilu cried out

“Maihaba! Marliabu!” Najib Khan came out, sat. down under a tree,

settled with llie agents of llie J'nni>ert'.r the (pioslion of liis mansab and

jagir, and doma/idf’d n title and oilier boiiouvs. 1 hey agreed to all,

and started fwitli him) the next day. Most of the smaller jamadars

who (had liitheito heni) with Najih Khun, left the service of Dundi

Klian and Hafiz, and followed him to the number of nearly eight

thousand Riibela infantry and 2,000 horse.

Tile dav lie leaelied Shah Jalianabad, thi’ Mir Ibiklislii [mad-ul-

mulk, took liim to .see the Emperor, and secured for him the title of

Najib-ud-daulah and a O-hazari mansab. They encamped in tlie en-

trenched camping ground on the bank of the river below Nawab

Bahadur’s bouse. While Najib' Khan was still on the way, Siiraj Mai

Jat used often to tell Safdar Jang, [9a] “You ought to send an army

by rapid marches to intercept these (Afghan) troops on the way so that

their business may be finished. Otherwise, when they join, the people

of the city would be Btrenglbened.” (Safdar Jang) sometimes sent

Mughalia troops and sometimes Jat hai ffirs (light raiders), but the work

was not accomplished, and these Afghans entered the capital.
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The day after the arrival of the Afghans, Ismail Khan, the chela

of Safdar Jang, having run a mine under the bastion of the city-wall

known as the Nila Burj, after 20 days of lalK)ur, fired it, and all the

army of Safdar Jang and the Jat with the Gosain (Rajendra Giri), who

led the vanguard, delivered an assault; and ns much of <he bastion [9b]

as was under the ground, with the soil around it, to the extent of 20

pucca zira (yards) was blown up
;
the portion that was above ground

was cracked at some places but did not fall down, it remained standing

as before. Only the battlements of the wall fell down. The maii-

sabdars* men at the foot of the wall were blown up into the air and

many were buried under the earth and stones; so that two hundred

Wailashahi soldiers, who were in charge of the trenches were killed.

A great tumult arose. From the imperial sangar (redoubt),—where

Imad-ul-mulk himself was standing close to the artillery, a severe fire

was opened with guns and rockets. From the other side too large

cannon were fired, and [lOa] once the troopers of Safdar Jang arrived

near the sangar, and the men there turned their faces to flight. The

Badakhshi sPldiei’s of Imad-ul-mulk, issued from the sangar^ and fell

upon the attacking party. Of the Eniperor^s followers, Hafiz Bakhtawar

Khan, eunuch, the superintendent of the Emperor’s (Diwan-i-) Khas,

came on foot arid caused the guns to be charged by the men of the

Emperor’s own guard and fired them. The (enemy), who had applied

great force there, could not do anything owing to the exertions of this

man. Ismail Khan, sallied out of the fort of Firuz Shah which was

in his possession, arrived near the foot of the city-wall, and promised

large sums to his troops, but found no good path for entering. Just

the Aqibat Mahmud Khun, [lOb] the tutor of the wazir Imad-ul-

mulk,* with Shah Budhan jamadar, came to the wall, removed some

doors from the houses of (iamriiddin KhunS mansion,—pushing back

his men (who were objecting) with his own hands, fixed the doors in

th^ place of the fallen battlements, and began to fire muskets (from

the shelter of these). From the bank of the river Jamuna, five

thousand Jat troopers—a^ll of them Turki sawars and barqandazes,

delivered one charge; the defenders fled away, abandoning their guns,

1 Imad became wazir on 1 June 1754 and was Bakhshi'at this time.

DECEMBER, 1933 6.
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and took refuge in the fort. Najib-ud-daulah came out to oppose the

Jats; the Buhdas with their knives dug a way through the entrench-

ment and advanced. Arriving near the Jat troopers, [11a] they slew

many with their muskets; many fled away with their flags.

Najibuddaulah himself set out on foot, with armour on his breast,

a shield on his wrist, and a stick in his hand, and ran up with his

men, till he reached the (attacking) horsemen, attacked them with

sword, matchlock and spear and flung them from their horses on the

ground. A musket ball hit the bracium (hazu) of Najib and that hand

became useless, but his heart remained set on the work, till at last the

enemy, troopers fled away. As soon as they turned their backs, Imad-

ul-mulk issued from the sangar, and charged with all the troops.

Ismail Khan too fled away, and [11b] Safdar Jang and Suraj Mai

(with) all went back to their own encampment. The fort of Firpz

Shah was evacuated, and the entire old Delhi which Safdar Jang had

seized was reileased. Imad-ul-mulk^ beating the music of rejoicing,

entered the sangar. The Emperor kept sending to Imad-ul-mulk every

minute words of praise, sacred relics, food and dress (of his own).

In short, this war continued for four months more, and every day

crowds of Euhelas came from the further side of the Ganges, till 7 or

8 thousand horse and foot assembled under Najibuddaulah and did many

great deeds in this war. In the last battle, which was fought

between Ballamgarh [12a] and Faridabad (29 September 1753), Najib-

uddaulah disp*layed perfect bravery and he accompanied Imad-ul-mulfc;

but the subsistence-money that came from the Emperor^s Government,

was distributed to some other sardars, like Bahadur Khan Baluch,

(Jeta) Gujar and the newly recruited Mughals. After this matter had

ended in peace, owing to the hostility of Khan-i-Ehanan and the

Emperor towards Imad-ul-mulk^ no pay came from the imperial

Government, and the Buhe'Ias pressed Imad hard. In the camp of

Ballamgarh, there was a discussion between Najib-ud-daulah and Imad-

ul-mulk. The latter requested, “You take an oath to me that

would not take [12b] any step opposed to alliance with me and that

you would joi!n me in whatever I desire to do.^^ Najib swore on the

Quran that he would side with Imad in every matter. Imad, after

much disputation, eecured the faujdari of Saharanpur for Najib, gave
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him the Emperor’s leave to depart, and kept one of his brothers named

Sultan Khan with himself as his servant.

One year passed in this way. Najib-ucl*daiilab went to Saliaraupur,

organised the administration well, and equipped and collected his army.

iWhen Imad-ul-mulk, having placed Alamgir II on the throne (2 June

1754) and taken the [13a] wazirship himself, summoned Najib,

he came with his troops. News had come than Safdar Jang

was raising an army in Lucknow, intending to come to this side.

Imad took counsel with Najib on this affair. Najib said,

‘‘If you order me and give me a ikinad for the subah-

dari of Oudh in my name, I can accomplisli this undei*taking

and establish' myi rule over the province of Oudh.” But this plan

remained in abeyance. Najib daily grew more powerful on the strength

of his troops. Imad-ul-mulk felt inwardly, “This man is an Afghan.

He has acquired gi^eat strength.” Those who wanted to overthrow him

(Imad) were of the same way of thinking, especially the Emperor

Alamgir, who used to correspond with [13b] Najib, and tempted him

with the hope of regent-ship to separate himself from Imad-ul-mulk.

Although hostility was born in the heart, outward friendship was main-

tained. One day Najib-ud-daulah, at the halting place of Rhaikhpura

'Barnawa, in the journey of Imad to Lahore, came to the door of the

audience hall of Imad, where there was strict watchfulness. Many

Euhelas displayed force and wished to enter in a large body. The

darogha of the audience tent forbade it. Najib grew angry; he seized

with his hand the throat of Md. Murid Khan, the darogha of

the audience, forced him to sit down on the ground, and said, “The

.yazir has not ordered this sort of treatment for me. He knows my

dignity. But you rascally people pay no regard to rank.” He went

[14a] inside with many men and sat down in anger.* Imad overlooked

it that time, but mischief-makers impressed on him, “This man does not

obey you.” The relation between them became strained day by day,

till near the end of the year 1756 reports came of the impending invasion

of Delhi by Ahmad Shah Abdali.
Jaditnath Sahkae

2 There was one altercation between Imad and Najib on 4 April 1755,

but the incident described in the text was the one that took place on 26 Decem-

ber 1766. [Tdrikh-i-Atamoir Sani, Br. Mus. ms. f, 46b and 66a.]
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The art and architecture of the Taj are at once so grand and

sublime (Jiat a visitor often feels inclined to know who conceived

and wrought such a 'marvel. There is a theory current among various

scholars that the Taj was designed by an Italian, named Jeronimo

Veroneo, or at least that he had some hand in the construction of the

edifice. Mr. Keene, an authority on the early Mughal Period and also

Mr. Smith seemed to have supported the theory on the basis of a state-

ment made by Father Sebastian Manrique, who came on an apostolic

mission to India in A.D. 1()40.^ Keeners reasons in favour of the theory

are mainly historical whereas Kev. Hosteii® and Smith® contend both

from th'e historical and art i>oints of view. Plrofs. FergussQ'n and

'Saladin also suggest that the Teitra-dura' decoration which has been

lavishly employed in the Taj buildings is foreign in origin, and

mention tlic name of Austin de Bordeaux as having superintended

the inlay work there. All these views require in the. first place a

thorough examination, which again should be supplemented by other

evidences to arrive at a most tenable conclusion.

First, the historical evidences which have been given by Keene

and supported by Rev. Hosten in favour of the theory will now be

.taken up for scrutiny. He and all others who support the Italian

theory have based their arguments mainly on the statement made by

Father Manrique in liis Itincrario, of w'hich chapters 57-67 are devoted

to an account of the cities of Agra and Lahore and of the Court of the

Great Mughals. The good Faiher^s words in describing the Taj as

translated by Keene are: *^The architect was a Venetian named

Jerogimo Veroneo who came to India with the ships of the Portuguese,

and who died in the city of Lahore before my arrival. To him gave

the Emperor Khurram great salaries but he wap supposed to have profited

1
* ‘Chapel of Padre Santos in Agra** by Rev. Father Symphorium in the

Transactions of the Archaeological Society of Agra, Jan.-June, 1878.

2 “Who planned the Taj?’*, Journ, and Proc. of vol. VI, 1910, p. 281.

3 History of Fine Arts in India and Ceylon, 2nd ed., pp. 184 f.
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so little by them that when he died F. Joseph de Castro found

them much less than he had expected/^ Then follows an. account of how

Veroneo got the commission from the Emperor and the estimates and

plans were prepared.

With the exception of this stray mention of Veroneo as

the alleged architect of the Taj, Father Manriqiie does not enlighten

his readers on the antecedents of this great architect. Father

Hosten, who has given an elaborate account of Father Manrique’s

tour in the East in his article, does not give details about the career

or training of Veroneo. But Peter Mundy informs u.s lhat he received

visits from Jeronimo Veroneo on January 3id of lie also

speaks of him as a Venetian goldsmitli in Sbah-Jahaii’s pay together

with others in 1032-33.'^

We then learn from Peter Mundy that Veroneo was a goldsmith

in the service of the Mughal Emperor about the time tlie Taj was under

construction. Altliough Veioiico was known to Peter Mundy personally

lie did not mention that lie had any hand in designing the Taj. Had

Veroneo framed the original design of the Taj and been, the chief

architect during the preliminary stage.s of construction as suggested

by Smith/ Peter Mundy must have recorded that fact in his Itinciario,

But on the other hand, the definite asset tion that the profession <d'

Veroneo was that of a goldsmith weakens the validity of Father

Manrique^s statement.

Notwithstanding the fact that Fatlier Manriqiie was a man of mark

and great piety, it must he admitted Hi at he recorded the story, as

told by Father Joseph de Castro who was the executor to this unknown

Italian. On an analysis, it will ho seen how far Father de' Castro is

consistent wdien ho says lhat Shah-Jahan paid him large salaries hut

was supposed to liave profited so little by them.^' It can hardly

be believed that a man in charge of so elaborate and stupendous a

construction as that of the Taj could save ‘‘much less than he (Father

de Castro) had expected/' unless it Is definitely known that he was

4 Travels of Veter Mumlij in Asia edited hy R, C. Temple^ p. 66,

6 Ibid.j p. 208.

0 Historn of Fine Arts in India and Ceylon by V. A. Smith, 2nd Edition,

pp. 184-85,
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extravagant. However, to meet this objection, Smith suggests that he

must have spent a large sum of money as ransom tr release certain

members of the Portuguese Mission who were imprisoned after the siege

of Hooghly by Shah-Iahan.^ But the man who ransomed the Portu-

guese prisoners was one Hieronomo Veroneo, a compatriot of N*.

Manucci and hence cannot be the same person who is alleged to have

designed the Taj. So it appears that there is a great deal of inconsis-

tency in the accounts left by Father Manrique.® It has been recorded

by him that Veroneo died at Lahore some time before his arrival (say

in March 1C41).® Smitli suggests that his body might have been

removed to Agra for burial. In Padre Santos^ Chapel close to Hessing’s

tomb, there is a tomb of one Jeronimo Veroneo'® who died at Lahore.

Although there is nothing on record Jiow that his body was removed

to Agi’a, it is quite i)ossible (in consideration of the date of his demise

as given in the tomb inscription) that this Veroneo may be the person

who is alleged to have designed the Taj. Father Hosten favours the

suggestion, that ‘‘Veroneo should have been buried at Agra though he

died at Lvahor©.'' It is perfectly reasonable to suppose that he who

has designed the Taj should at least find a resting place within the

precincts of that city, if not within the Taj enclosure. But if the

Mughal Court, or his co'-ieligionists could do him the honour of a burial

at Agra, the City of the Taj, it could be expected that they would

inscribe a line to the effect that ‘here lies Jeronimo Veroneo, the master

architect of the Taj.’ But the present inscription “Aqui jaz

leroiiimo (or Jeronimo) Veroneo falleceo” en Lahore 2d’ Agosto de

1G40”'® on the tomb, though partly corroborates Father Manriqiie’s

statement, does not mention his connection with the Taj. When the

7 Smith, op. cit., p. 185.

8 Storia do Mogor^ vol. I, p. 183,

9 Transactions of the Archaeological Society of Agra^ 1878, p. xi.

10 In transliterating the name from Spanish into English, Keene has used

instead of but the tomb inscription shors

11 Tho Portuguese word ‘falleoedo^ not Talleceo^ as given in the tomb

inscription in the past part, of tho corresponding verb ‘fallecer’ (that is, to die).

12 List of Christian tombs and monuments in the U.P., E. A. H. Blunt,

pp. 41-42,
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epitaph on Colonel Hessing’s tomb,^^ which is very close to Veroneo^s,

mentions the important events of his life, what objection conld there have

been to record in stone that lie had really been the architect of

the Taj? I accept^ for the sake of argument, the allegation that the

Indian historians of the Mughal period did not like to associate the

name of VeroneO witli tlie design of the Taj in contemporary records;

but then what could have been the reason that prevented Father do

Castro or members of ilie different Christian missions at Agra from

inscribing a line that Veroneo designed the Taj? It is thus seen t-luit

the inscriptiojial evidence as well as a considered analysis of Father

Manrique’s statement strongly militates against the theory of the Italian

origin of the Taj.

A' number of Persian historians of the Mughal period has left an

elaborate acM3ount of the Mausoleum and most of them have given a

list of names of the artisans employed and the semi-precious stones

used in the construciion of the edifice. The TdrtJch^-Tdjrndhal^^ in

the possession of the Ivhadims** or the hereditary custodians of the

Mousoleum, from which Syed Muhammad Latif has drawn his conclu-

sions, mentions tlie names of the* following artisans:—

(1)

^^The chief architect was Ustad Isa called Ihe naksha-nawis

or the plan-drawer.^'

(2) “Iinanat Khan of Shiraz" writer of Quranic inscriptions.

(3) “Ismail Khan, the architect of the dome, resident of Bum

(Asiatic Turkey)". Prof. J. N. Sarker has obtained tliose very name*

from the Diwdn-i-AfridL'^ belonging to tlie Khuda-Baksli Library,

lie mentions Master (Ustad) Isa as the chief mason or architect. In

Prof. Saikar's list, the r.ame of one mason, that is, of Ustad Isa has

been mentioned; so the implication is that he is the architect, there

being in olden days no marked distinction between the trades of a mason

and an architect.

13 Blunt, op, cit., p. 46.

14 Af/m, histoncal and narruUve^ Syed Muhammad Latif, p. IIG.

15 One of the descendants of fsa Khan is supposed to be in possession oi an

original 17tli century drawing. A copy of that original drawing is said to

have been preserved in the Arcluvological Museum at the Taj gateway.

16 “Who built the Taj Mahal?” in the AnaidofcH of Auran(jazih and other

historical Essays^ Prof. J. N. Sarkar, p. 148.
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The supporter® of the Italian theory seem to have placed undue

reliance on a translation by Col. Anderson from an original manuscript

on the Taj, the author of which is not known. His list of artisans

employed includes “a Christian, inhabitant of Rome, a rare plan-

drawer and artist on R 1,000/- a month’’ and also another ‘‘Christian

artisan who went by the name of Muhammad. Sharif on R 500/- per

month”; but on other . important points, this list corresponds with the

one given by Lalif. The name of Md. Sharif has been mentioned in

liutif’s list, who, as the name suggests, was a Mussulman and son of

IJstad Isa. Col. Anderson fails to give the name of the Christian plan-

drawer from Rome who wa.s employed on tJie Taj. This omission may

be due either to a faulty manuscript or to the fad that the Persian

word “Rum” or Riinu'*' has been carelessly translilerated into

‘Rome’ and then the word * ‘Christian’ lius been eonjecturally

inserted to convey a connected idea. The Bcidshalt Ndmah definitely

mentions that the artists came from ditferent quaiters of llis Majesty’s

dominion, that is, they were all Asiatics.*® The Calcutta Imperial

Library manuscript on the Taj is in perfect accord with the Bdibhdh

Ndmah and mentions Shiraz, Samarkand, Raghdad as tlie native

towns of the arti.saus employed.*® Thus it leaves no room for doubt

that the principal workers were all Asiatics and that the name of IJstad

Isa stands conspicuous among them as the architect of the Taj.

After examining the historical evidences in favour of the Italian

origin it now remains to determine from the art point of view

if such a theory is tenable. The romance of the Taj lies in its

conception, as a whole, of sublime grandeur and puiity of form and

details. The. Capitol and the St. Peter at Rome are nothing like the

Taj in conception, although they are the masterpieces of renaissance

art in Italy. The Taj is purely oriental in conception as suggested by

the grouping of the subordinate masses in relation to the primary mass

and also in the lay-out of the subsidiary buildings. The remark made

17 Calcutta IlevifiiOj vol. LVII, 1873, p. 237.

18 The Persian word KumJ means an inhabitant of Riim.

19 Bddshdh Ndinah hy Mulla Abdul Hamid Lahori, vol. II, p. 323.

20 *‘The Taj and its Designer*’ in The 19th Centurg and after by B. B.

Havell.
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by Saladin** that such a perfect symmetry in the lay-out or design of

the Taj suggests the hand of a Pmropean architect is based on a miscon-

ception of the evolution of the Mughal style in India. The history of

the Mughal architecture in India begins with the yet unexplored palace

of Babar at Chhabagh, but the nucleus of its origin must be sought

somewhere beyond India in the verdant plains of Persia and Turkestan.

The next land-mark in the history of its development is the little mosque

built by Humayun in 937 A. II. situated in the village of Kanchpura.

Although the plan; differs a little from its prototypes at Ispahan, Shiraz,

and Samarkand (probably on account of the varying climatic condi-

tions), the main features remain exactly the same. So far, scarcely

a Hindu feature is to be observed in the Mughal style. But on the acces-

sion of Akbar, or more preci^ly, a decade after, a cosmopolitafi spirit

prevailed and the indigenous art of India was assimilated into it, no I

of course with any loss of individuality or potency
;

but the

result of this happy fusion is the homogeneousily developed

Mughal style. The buildings at Fatehpur Sikri and the early works at

the Agra Fort clearly show this stage in the evolution. Then comes the

age of further refinement in decoration, incised, raised Or painted, and

the yet undeveloped peitra-dura decorations at Sikandar; colour and

gold-work on the walls and ceilings of Itmad-ud-Daulah belong to this

period. Up to the reign of Jehangir, building stone chiefly used was

red sand-stone, a material hard and stratified which did not lend

itself to an elaborate creeper pattern j^^iira-dura. But in the reign of

Shah-Jahan, the art oi decoration received a further impetus, because

of the fact that he built chiefly in marble, which being granulous and

rather soft was more adaptable to fine chiselling for (the grooves of) the

inlay as well as for other delicate carvings. Thus the art of Peitra-dura

was prevelent in India during the early years of Mughal rule or even

earlier. So it is far from truth to say that this art is of foreign origin

21 M. Saladin, Manuel d’ Art Musulmany tome i, p. 675; .

‘Le Tadj n’est qiie le centre do la composition On voit done qne, par

Tamleur do Ja composition et par la synietrie, ce plan est presque de concep-

tion classique\ Ibid., p. 671 : *Il semble qne la main d’un architecte europe^ii

a trac6 les symdtries exactos et les profils, peub-etro trop regulier de ee

monument . . .
.*

22 Indian Architecture by £. B. Havell, p. 33.
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although it might have developed Bimultaneously in two different

countries. Apart from the technique, the floral design of peitra-dura

adopted at the Taj is absolutely Persian of good taste, and is exactly

similar to the border decoration of the miniature Mughal paintings.

On the basis of these facts it seems that the claims of Atistin de Bordeaux

as having superintended the Taj inlay ,work are spurious
;
and Sir George

Birdwood is perfectly right in saying that the magnificent peitra-dura

is ‘strictly Indian of the Mughal period.’

Another i)oint in the make up of a style is its constructive feature.

ITavell in his Indian Architecture has very ably shown that the general

principle of construction is Saracenic although the Indian builders might

have improved upon it in various ways. The dome, for example, has been

built on the principle of stalactite pendentive much like those on the

buildings of Ispahan and Shiraz but the superiority of Indian masons

lies in the better handling of constructive details in expressing their

ideas of beauty. The domes with the Persian builders, not* perhaps ex-

cluding the one on the tomb of Humayun, are something unshapely,

bulbous, and disproportionately stilted
; but the profile of the Taj dome

is exquisitely delicate and graceful, expressing appropriately the

feminine characteristics.

•Now 'let us examine the principal features of the Italian or

Florentine domes of this or an earlier period. The dome over the

Florence Cathedral by Brunneleschi or the one over St. Peter, Rome,

has been built on the Roman method of simple pendentive system but

not on a stalactite basis. Then again the pendentive system itself is

altogether orientai in origin.^^ “It was”, as Mr. Choisy says, “invented

and perfected in the East.” The stalactite and occasionally the arched

modes of pendentive were the favourite devices with the Persians,

whereas the Romans and later on the renaissance builders used to fill in

the curvilinear space (formed by the super-imposition of a circle over a

square) by means of a plain piece of gradually projecting masonry

called the simple pendentive, which when decorated took a fan-shaped

form.

If Veroneo was an architect (a fact which is contrary to the account

23 History of Architecture on a Comparative Method^ B. Fletcher, p. 195.
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given by Peiier Mundy), be must have been conversant only with the

European style of architecture prevalent at that time in Italy. The

supporters of the Italian theory have nothing more to say about his

further training (in Mughal or Persian style), but that he was given

the commission for executing the work. We fail to imagine how far it

is possible for an architect, however proficient he may be in a parti-

cular style, to handle so admirably an alien art os to produce a wonder

in architecture. It is often said that one who can design in a particular

style can adapt himself to any other but only it requires a thorough

study of the local conditions—particularly of the constructive details,

peculiar ornaments and religious symbols. Veroneo had no such oppor-

tunity. Even accepting that he had, it is doubtful that an adventurer

of his stamp could have shown such a marked originality in contrast

with the work of other artists who were then at the Mughal court.

Thus the Italian theory of the origin of the Taj w^hich hinges upon

the only statement of Father Sebastian Manrique (whose information

again is second-hand) cannot be maintained against the historical evi-

dences, direct or indirect, obtained so far. Peter Mundy^a definite asser-

tion that Veroneo was a goldsmith in Shah Jahan's service, combined

with the inscriptional evidence precludes all possibility of the Italian

theory being correct'. The Persian historians unanimously assigned

the work to tJstad Is4 and the Bdshdh Ndmah in particular suggests

that all artists employed on the Mausoleum belong to His Majesty's

dominion. In addition to these it has been sliown from architectural

considerations that the workmanship of the Mausoleum is entirely

Asiatic, particularly Indo-Persian of the highest order of excellence.

S. C. Mitkherjee



The Furapio Traditions

(about earlier homes and migrations of the Indian Aryas)*

TI

Satya Yuga or the Age of Instinct^^

The Furanas trace the creation of the human beings to the earliest

period of the Satlya Yuga. In this Tuga different seasons appeared

and the climate was temperate and pleasant. Man did not require

Jany house to live in, nor had he any fixed place of residence.

He lived on the mountains, on the banks of rivers, lakes or by the

sea-shores. His wants were few and could be easily met with. Instinct

and not reason was the propelling force. The fine faculties and the

power of distinction were not then developed. He used to live on a

sort of juice extracted from the earth, and was very happy, content,

strong and innocent. He did not know right or wrong, friend or foe,

gain or loss etc. In short he was a simple child of nature.

The Varnairama system did not exist; nor was any one then con-

sidered as mixed or low bom. This age lasted for 400 deva

years and the transition period to the succeeding Treta Yuga was 400

deva years.

Tretd Yuga or the Age of struggle and invention

Changes, climatic and otherwise, in Nature accompanied with

constant phytsical changes of the Earth brought about gradual evolu-

tion in the nature of Man. His environments changed and the Satya

Yuga conditions gradually disappeared. The transitional period saw

the^tormatioin of cloud and fall of rain producing different kinds of

tibes, plants and herbs. Man now began to live in trees and gather his

food therefrom. The female's power of productivity developed. She

brought forth' more children and population increased. By and by,

* Oontd. from p. 469 of vol. IX, 2 (June, 1933).

45 Of. Va., 8; Bd., 8; MJkd., 49; 6; Vd., 61, 159-163.
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avarice, i.e. aen'se of possesion deveiloped leading to forcible

occupation of treea and honey. Thisi avaricious possesion;, accompanied

with periods of drought brought about partial or wholesale destruction

of trees at palaces. When trees became scarce people felt variations in

temperature (heat and cold) and experienced various kinds of sensations.

Thus oppressed by winds, chill and heat, the homeless nomadic man first

began to make wrappers for the body out of leaves, and then to build

abodes on hills, deserts or river-banks. The first home built was on

the model of trees and branches and this gave rise to the Sdld. Thus

solving the question of protection from exposure, man thought about

his livelihood and discovering different seasonal trees and i^Iants, lived

happily for a time. But avarice and anger again took pos^ssion of

him and the strongest seized the river-banks hills, plains, trees and

plants, and thereby brought about serious disorder.** This caused men

to live in communities and villages, and mosti probably the Gotm system

of grouping originated at this stage. Each community consisted of

four classes of men arranged according to strength and character, viz.

(1) strong persons (2) less strong ones living on gifts of the former (3)

still less strong living on their own work and (4) the weak ones living

on service. All the different members were inter-dependent. But

this group system far from improving matters made the situation worse.

Individual struggle gave place to mass warfare, and, as a result, all

the trees were cut down. Then the headmen of the groups began to

think, discovered ^eeds of different cultivable plants and herbs, and

asked their followers to grow them in the fields. Thus began the Art

of Cultivation.*^ By and by, several laws were formulated for the pre-

vention of disputes and quarrels among the people. Those members who

were strong enough to take charge of and protect others were appointed

as protectors of the society and were called the Ksattriyas. Some mem-

bers, who living under such protection were fearless, truthful, and

spiritually advanced, were called the Brahmanas. The less powerful

ones who were cruel by habit and were previously engaged in constant

46 Of. also Mbh., gftnti, 69, 14-22; 122, 18-23.

47 lid., 8, 164; Fd., 8,160; MM., 49, 74.
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violent deeds against the people at large, for their own selfish ends,

were allotted the task of obtaining food and other necessities of life for

the general public and were called the Yai^yas; and those who by

nature were unsettled, weak and spiritless were made to serve the other

three classes and were called the Sudras. People at first did not accept

these laws and began to quarrel among themselves. This led to

re-enactment of those laws in a modified form. Government

and engagement in warfare were prescribed as the duty for a

Ksattriya. For a Brahmana, collecting of dues and gifts for the pro-

tectors of the society (ydjana), teaching and accepting gifts for his

own maintenance; for a Vaisya, cattle-rearing trade and cultivation;

and for a Sudra, architecture and service were prescribed as respective

duties. After the introduction of these Varnas or caste-system, the four

Airamas^ stages of life, were established by and by. But these insti-

tutions could not still be popular and continued to leceive indifferent

or cold reception till the birth and rise into power of some different

species of mankind called the Devas, the Pitrs, the Esis and the Mana-

vas in the middle of the first Treta Age.

The whole human race was originally one and apparently

flourished in the polar regions (see below), but with the increase of

population accompanied with scarcity of food leading to keen struggle

for existence, different groups moved in different directions, settled in

different parts of the globe, cultivated different habits and conduct or

life under different conditions or environments, and thereby acquired

different temperament, colour and physical constitution, and were

finally divided intio four broad groups or races called the Asuras, the

Devas, the Pitrs and the Manavas. A rough knowledge of the ancient

orPur^ic geographical division of the earth, particularly of the Jambu-

dvipa is necessary in order to understand clearly in which part of the

globe which race thrived or attained distinction.

The Puranas divide the earth mainly into seven dvipas, viz. Jambu,

Plaksa, Salmala, Ku4a, Kraunca, Saka and Puskara. T\iu division

covers almost the entire land portion of the Niorthern Hemisphere

including North America. Of these the Jambudvipa roughly corres-

ponds to Asia and contains more detailed description for the purpose

of identification.
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Division of the JcmhuAvlpa or Asia

The Meru range is conceived to be the navel** or middle of the

earth, to have sprung from the navel of Svayambhu** Brahma, to be

the birth place of the four-headed Bralima/® To the east of this range®'

or p^lateau 19 the Bhadr^va Varsa and tb the west the Eetumala Yai^a.

A particular mountain in the middle of the Meru plateau®* is called

the Meru Mount or Sumeru or Maha-Meru Mountain which lies in

the middle of the Ilavrta Varsa. To the seuth of the Ilavrta®* lie

inconsecutive order Hari Varsa, Kimpurusa Varsa alias Hemakuta

Varsa with Nisadha and Hemakuta mountains, and Bharata Varsa

alias Haimavata Vam with Himalaya mountains. To the north of

Ijavrta®^ lie in order Eainyaka alias NiJavarsa, Hiranmaya Varsa

alias Sveta Varsa and Snigavaiia®* alias Kuru Varsa. Ilavrta is

the imilddle®* of these countries and the Mount Meru is in the middle

of Ilavrta. The approximate rough location of these different

divisions may be taken as follows:—Bharata Varsa (India).; Kimpurusa

Varsa (Southern Tibet); Hari Var|a (Northern Tibet); Ilavrta Varsa

(western Mongolia; Eastern Kirgitz); Meru alias Sumeru alias

Mahameru mountain (Alta mountains); Bamyaka Varsa (Southern

Siberia around the lake Balkas and Western Manchuria)
;
Hiranmaya

Var^ (Mid-Siberia); Uitara Kuru Varsa (Northern Siberia);

Bhadra4va Varsa (China and Eastern Manchuria); Ketumada Varsa

(Kirgitz, Turkestan and Persia).

48 I/d., 35, 41, 60; Fa., 34, 37, 46; Vis., II, 2, 7, 9, 37; hr., 18, 13, 15, 45.

49 Fa., 34, 16; Bd., 35, 16; Mat., 113, 14.

50 Cf. Bd., 35, 46; Fa., 34, 42-44.

51 hd., 35, 60-61; Fa„ 34, 56; Mat., 113, 44, 37-38.; Br., 18, 29, 45; Vis.,

11, 2, 23; Mkd.,., 64, 14.

62 Mat., 113, 19, 30, 39; Vis., II, 2, 9, ?3, 14-15; Br., 18, 45; Mkd., 64;

13-14; Mbh., Bhism. 6, 13.

66-7. Ftt., 34, 28-31; Bd., 35, 30-32; Ft>., II, 2, 10-13, 23; Br., 18, 15-19; Mat.,

113, 28-31; Mkd., 69-60; Mbh., Bhi^m. 6, 4-9.

58 Mat., 113, 31 calls it dfnga-fiaka.

69 ya., 84, 22
, 31, 33; M., 36, 34, 36; Mat., 113, 19-20, SO

39; Vi,., II, 2, 14-16, 7, 23; Br., 18, 20, 29; MM., 64, 13-14:

60, 7, 10-11; Mhh., Bbipii. 6, 10.
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The Meru mounfam coatained tie abode*® of the four-headed Brahma

with camp residences of almost all powerful devas. In Bhadraiya

the deva population predominated with their capital at Amaravati alias

Devadhani** (apparently on the bank of the river Amur). Of these nine

Varsas, the Bharata Varsa is called the land of action and the eight

other Yarsas are called earthly heavens {Bhauma Svargas),^^

Besides this Varsa division, Asia or the Jambudvipa has also seven

Loka divisions i.e. divisions according to the predominating character-

istics of the people inhabiting particular tracts, and these are (1) Bhuh

(2) Bhuvah (3) Svah (4) Jana (5) Mahah (6) Tapali and (7) Satyn.

Apart from their spiritual counterpart or abstract location the physical

or geographical identification of these Lokas may be taken as roughly

corresponding to:—^Bhfih (India); Bhuvah (Ketum&.la Varsa i.e.

Western Turkestan, Persia, and possibly Northern Afghanistan)

;

Svah Loka (Eimpuru$a Varsa, Hari Varsa, Ilavrta Varsa and

Bhadra^va Varsa: the present Chinese Empire); Jana Loka (Southern

Siberia)
; Mahah Loka (Eastern Siberia and Manchuria)

;
Tapah Loka

(Mid-Siberia, Hiranmaya Varsa) and Satyu Loka alias Brahma Loka

(Northern Siberia, Arctic Zone including the Greenland and the

Puranic Svetadvipa).®* This Svetadvipa was a hot island situated in

the northern®® side of the Kslrodadhi (Arctic Ocean) in the north

western direction from the Sumeru mountain and at a very great dis-

tance from it. Ir^ the remote past this island was peopled by a very

strong race of Esis or Brahmanas of moonlight white colour, practising

60 M., 36, 59, 74-77; Vfi., 34, 68-70; Fis., 11, 2, 29; Br., 18, 36-37;

Ukd,^ 54, 18.

61 According ..o Jfhdg.^ V, 21, 8.

62 Bhag., V, 17, 10; Vis., 11, 2, 48; cf. Br., 18 36-37; Mkd., 55,

16, 21-23; 67, 60-63.; Fd., 34, 93-97; 45, 42; Bd., 48, 4446.

63 For the location of these Loka divisions I have iclied mostly on **Loka^

tattvta” published by Mr. Amiya Kumar Chakravarti in the Caitra 1337 issue

of the BhOratavnrsa,

At one time Hiranmaya Var^a (Mid-Siberia), th(5 abode of (Aditya)

Vi^nu, the representative of Narayana alias SvayambhU Brahma was being

known as dveta Var§a, the dvetadvipa be.ing then called Satya Loka, Pu^kara-

dvipa or Brahma Loka, the abode of the latter.

64 Mhh., Santi, 336, 7-16 ; 336, 27-30, 32, 35412; 1; 340, 46, 91-93.
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severe austerities^ under the hind rule and patronage of Svayambhu

Bramha aliwt Narayana alias A^va^irali (see below) who had for the

time being his residence there. The Visnu worship and a particular*

form of Pitr worship owe their origin to this people.

These Lokas are situated in consecutive order and are contiguous

to each other like several pieces of ah umbrella.*^

N. Tkipatiii

(To he continued)

Bo Vd., oO; 75-aO; 40, 147-153; Bd., 53, 158-64; 55, 21-28.
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The Origin of the Malpaharias

of the Rajvmhal Hills

The Malpaharias of the Bajiiiahal Hills considered from the stand-

points of culture and language, may he regarded as an offshoot of the

Maler tribe, which dwell in the same topographical area.^ The two

groups of people are also found to be closely allied as legards tlieir

pliysical characters.* In the present paper it is proposed to examine

the existing documents throwing light on the origin of the Malpaharias.

These documents comprise a few official records and notes etc.

and accounts of some ethnologists. In Lt. Shaw’s note ^‘Ou

the inhabitants of the hills near llajmahal”, which is one of our

earliest documents (1795)* neither of the tribes are specially

mentioned, ^My information’, he writes, ‘relates to the inhabitants

of the hills in the three tuppahs of Mudjeway, Ghurry, and Mannuary.

The first is to the south-west of Bajmahal extending as far as

Sicrigully, the second is thence in westerly direction as far as

Shawhabad, and the third lies to the south of Ghurry from whose people

those of the borders of Bheerbhoom and south-east of Bajmahal differ

ill many respects.’ It is interesting to find him note the ethnic

differences between, the above topographical areas. Unfortunately he

does not specify the different grou^ of people who are thus distinguish-

ed from one another. He simply says, “The tuppahs of Mudban,

Pyer, Cliitoleah, Barcope, Putsandaw, Jumneo, Hurnabpore, Dunisai,

Kuneeallah and others have customs also peculiar to themselves.” The

earliest specific mention, of these two tribes occurs in the minutes of

the Government of Bengal, Judicial Department (Criminal) of the

1 Buchanan ,—Eastern India^ II (London, 183ft).
i*. 126; Hunter,—Annals

of Mural Bengal (London, 1868), p'. 221; Dalton,—Descriptive Ethnology of

Bengal (Calcutta, 1872), p. 273; Uhley,--Tribes and Castes of Bengal, II

(Calcutta, 1892), p. 64; Roy,—Oroows (Ranchi, 1915), p. 11.

2 Mahalanohds,—Anali/sis of Race 3fiarturc in Bengal, JASB., XXIIli

(1927), p, 317.

3 Shaw,—Asiatic "Researches, IV, p. 46.
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17th' July, 1823 by H. 0.' Sutherland, the then Joint Magistrate oi

Monghyr/ Col. Sherwill, in a paper published in 1852 speaks

of only two distinct tribes occupying the Rajmahal Hills. The

one he calls the Male and the other the Santals. He too

like Lt. Shaw, does not particularise the mountaineers to be the Malers

but his further details go to prove it. He writes:—‘‘The hills are

inhabited by two distinct races, the mountaineers or a race livinlg on

the summits of the hills and who are with exceptions never found

residing in the vailleys, and the Santals who reside in the valleys.

This account of Sherudll appears to be faulty as the Malpaharias are

mentioned in Sutherland’s report in 1823 and in 1838 Dr. BuchanUn

gave a short history of the tribe. Dalton and Risley wrote much later,

the former in 1872 and the latter in 1892. The latest account of the

Malers, under the heading “The Saoria Pahariasi of the Rajmahal

Hills'^ was published by Mr. Bainbridge ini 1907. Bainbridge’s

geographical boundaries are more isolating and complete,

A word regarding the character of the Mailpaharia tribe is neces-

sary here for understanding the official documents published herewith

by kind pennission of the Keeper, Imperiail Records. In bringing this

tribe under the British control, the Government was much perplexed

with the heavy loss of army and money. The sloping hills with the

paharia huts concealed underneath the tall forest trees and thick shrubs

were not easy of access to the military forces.. About their

turbulent nature Cd. Sherwill writes; “From the days of

the Muhammadan kings to 1764 A.D. these hill people were

scourge and terror of the neighbouring districts from whosie inhabitants

they levied black mail and when that could not be obtained,

armed bands fully equipped with powerful bamboo bows and poisoned

arrows, descended from the hill, murdered all who opposed their

progress
;
they pillaged the country far and near, carrying away grain,

salt, tobacco, money, cattle and goats or indeed anything they! could

4 Govt, of Bengal^ Consultation, dated 17th« July 1823. Report by

Mr. H. D. Sutherland.

6 Col. Sherwill, A Tour through the Ba}m<x1ial Hills, JASB., 1862, XX,

pp. 544-546.
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lay their hands upon and retreating to their jangle fastnessee, where

no one dares to follow them, defied their victims.''*

To suppress the ravages of these hill people on the plains

the Government deputed Brooke in charge of a company in 1772, but we

do not get sufiicient information regarding his encounters with these

people. He was succeeded by Capt, Browne. On the 17th of April,

1777, Capt. Browne led a company into the Paharia territories. First

a surprise attack was made under the leadership of Capt. Browne

himself into the Pooreah Buddha Hill whereby six people were killed

and fifteen were made prisoners. Capt. Browne led a portion of the

force in capturing the Pooreah Buddha Hill while two other parties

under two other oflScers went to the neighbouring territories. A small

village near by Pooreah Buddha of which the name is not on record

was raided by Bryce where two were killed and ten were made prisoners.

Cunningham who was in charge of the third party captured the village

on the Soora Hills where three w'ere killed and twenty were made

prisoners. Apart from these surprise attacks Capt. Browne ordered

the villages with all its houses and granaries to be burnt down. We
read in the Journal that 16 such villages were burnt by Capt. Browne,

but there is no evidence of any man being burnt alive, which is

extremely doubtful in view of these surprise attacks. Of the 16 villages

the name of one hill, Kootny Pahar, about 4 miles distant from Pooreah

Buddha, is only mentioned. Nothing more is mentioned about the

captives who numbered at least two scores and five.

Capt. Augustus Cleaveland was appointed the collector of Bhagalpur

after Capt. Browne, and under him the Paharias were finally sub-

jugated. Cleaveland was appointed in 1779 and within the span of one

year by tact and kind treatmenti he did what his predeoessors had

failed to do. In the early part of 1780 he submitted to the Government

a report that 47 hill chiefs had very gladly accepted the British rule

and he devised a new scheme for raising a small force of hill archers

by the latter part of 1780. The Government accepted the proposal and

by the end of 1780 a force of hill archers was raised under the name

of /‘Bhagalpur Hill-rangers."

G Sherwill, he, cit,
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The following acoonni; taken from Eev. J. liong^s Sdectione from

the umpuhlish^d Records of the Government of India App. E, p. 566

published in 1869, shows in detail Cleaveland^s scheme in raising a

corps of hill archers.

^*The following conditions were embodied in:—
1st.
—

^That a corps of archers should be embodied from the hill

people to be placed under the authority of the Collector and employed
’

in the Bhagalpur district only.

2nd.—That each Manjhi or chief of a hill men estimated at 400

should furnish one or more men to the corps as might be required,

3rd,—That to every 50 of the corps a chief should be appointed

;

that the enlemies of the Government should be considered the enemies

of the hill people and it should be the duty of the corps to reduce all

refractory hill chiefs and ghutwals.

4th.—^That each chief of a division should receive the monthly pay

of Es. 5/- each, common man that of Bs. 3/- and each chief suppilying

a common man for corps the monthly allowance of Bs, 2/- subject to

such regulations as might be thought necessary in case of mis-

behaviours.

Cleaveland died in 1784. He could not see hk scheme fully mature

but lie extended his operations to Belpiittah TvppaK, and Sultanabad,

which were trant ferred from the districts of Birbhooro and Murshidabad

to the district of Bhagalpur so that he can exercise his influence

over the Paharias there also.

It will be seen that chief causes which led to the divisions of these

two tribes were purely political. Capt. Browne tried to enforce in 1778

some laws which were fully strengthened by Oleavefland in 1783. In

1778, Capt. Browne suggested to the Government the following;—
‘‘That jageers of land on skirts of the hills should be given to the old

invalid sepoys on condition of their settling there, whereby additional

protection against the incursions of the mountaineers would be afforded

and also that pecuniary allowance would be made to the Sirdars of the

four principal divisions of the hills bordering on the high road, on

consideration of their furnishing people to protect the public dawk

through their respective divisions. The expenses of this were estimated

at the annual sum of Be. 1,000.’’ Vide Long, op. cit,, p. 663t
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As a: result of this we find ini 1786 the Governor-General in Council

approving the regulations issued for relieving the invalid sepoys and

native officers by granting waste lands in Bhagalpur. The Gavemment

further asked for regular information about the expenses which may

be incurred on account of the invalid corps and about the progress which

may be made in the cultivation of the lands granted;

We must mention here that when Capt. Browne was in charge of

the district no army was raised from the hill people; it was raised by

Cleaveland in 1780 and Capt. Browne held his office up to 1778. But

we have seen before that during Capt. Browne's raids in Paharia

villages some captives were made and unless, we attribute the adjective

‘old invalid sepoys' to them we cannot explain the term properly.

Further, we got accounts of only one raid in the Paharia

villages; Capt. Browne was appointed for a period of six years

(1772-1778) and it is possible that there were more than one such raids.

Cleaveland's laws were strictly enforced. He gained a certain

amount of control over the hill people and his laws proved more appeal-

ing than any one else's. By this time the Sardars, the Manjhis, and

the Naibs were getting monthly stipends and, as Hunter said,

“honorific" dresses like a red turban with a metal monogram of the

British Government for Sardars.

The olid invalid sepoys whose loyalty was a matter of doubt during

Capt. Browne's office became submissive to the British Government

during Cleaveland's office. Further, even during Browne's office the

captives were certainly more or less injured and they could be regarded

as old invalids more than those who retired from the coiTps of the hill-

archers under Cleaveland. Capt. Browne had power to do anything

and every thing with his captives and it wag a more fortunate proposal

to a captive to make him settle on the grant of lands than to put his

shoulder in the gallleys or undergo the severe trials of a jail prisoner.

We come to Cleaveland's laws now. To quote from Risley (op dt.,

pp, 65-66):
—“In 1783, the year before his death Mr. Cleaveland pro-

posed that the Malers should be given extensive grants of waste lands

at the foot of the hill on the following terms:

—

(1) Every Sardar was to have a rent free jagir or service tenure,

in perpeiuity, of from 100 to 800 bighas of land.
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(2) Any Male of lower rank than a chief might be allowed any

quantity of land, rent free for ten years, it being liable to eubsequent

asessment at equitable rates.

(3) In order to secure that the foregoing provisions should really

come into operation, Mr. Oleaveland suggested that all Sardars and

Manjhis holdingt pension from the Government should forfeit pensions

unless they settled in the plains within twelve months.*'

The liioiit instruiueiital luolliod of subjugating these hill j)eoplo was

I lie conferring of ‘‘honorific** titles as Sardar etc. and the payment of

inonihly pensions. Capt. Browne in 1778 placed the scheme before

the Goveriiiueut and in 1783 Oleaveland canied it into practice. Then

the army of the hill rangers was raised by some monthly remuneration

to the sepoys and also to the Sardars who supplied them.

The peo])le, wlio settled down in Iho plains^ were treated as an

oiitcaste. Those who remained ou the hills did very rarely come down

and So all coiumunications between the two were stopped. The former

formed a body of their own and this led to the subsequent divergence of

the two gro^lps, Ai)urt from the gecgrapliical evidence, which we will

discuss later, tliere is another evidence wdiich goes to support our

tlieory.

Hastings Memorial

Vie meet for the first time in the year 18l?3 in 3Ir. Sutherland’s

ie])ort the two dislinct names Male and Malpaharia. The period within

which w'^e do not meet with any such distinction is from 1778 to 1823 or

1819 as referred to by Sutherland.^ After ten years of woa’kiug of Capt.

Browne's schejue in 1778, in 1788 we meet with a testimony from these

hill ]>eople in support of the liiglily efficient power of oi*ganizatioii of

Governor Warren Hastings (1772-1785) which was perhaps demanded

from all parts of India to support him against his impeach-

ment by Burke in London. The signatories of this were altogether 47

hill men. Of these 11 were Sardars kiioavn in the body of the letter as

Mangy Chiefs and 36 Manjhis known similarly as second Mangy Chiefs.

It is to be remembered that immediately, after Cleaveland joined the

7 lliselyi loc, cit,, pp. 55-60.
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office, he submitted to the Government in 1780 an account of 47 hill

chiefs accepting^ the authority of the British Government. The

signatories in all come from only 8 hills. The following is the true

copy of the Memorial submitted to Warren Hastings and one of the

most imi>ortant of the three letters discovered from the manusciipts.*

*‘We, the inhabitants of the Hills in; the Jungleteri*y in the Chakla

of Rajmahal and Boglepoor, have learnt that the inhabitants of the

district of Boglei)oor have written in praise of Mr. Hastings, whereof

why should not we, who are praising Mr. Hastings, write alsoi and not

remain silent. We therefore represent that we formerly lived in the

Hills like the beasts of the forests and during the Government of Mr.

Hastings became like other men} and the qualities and honour of men

wei’e instilled into us. Formerly our means of subsistence were no other

than those of plunder and rapine and we existed with the greatest diffi-

culty, but mow by the wise conduct of that gentleman we live at eaee

and- like others are hap|>y and Satisfied with the company, as this ease

and civilization which has produced respect to us among mankind has

been' the effect of Mr. Hastings' conduct and management. We have

never experienced other than kindness nor have any of us heard of any

opposition from him on this account. We are plejised with

Mr. Hastings. (There are 47 signatories to the Address).

Some HUtorioal Documents

Thus the Hastings Memorial shows no distinction and we see clearly

that the people come fiom both Rajmahal and Bhagalpur.

There is further proof in support of our view iu the Preamble to

Regulation! I of 1796 issued by the Government. Even in this we do

not meet with any name of the Malpaharias. The preamble reads as

follows:

—

‘‘The hills situated to the south and west of Rajmahal and other

parts of the disfrict of Bhagalpur are inhabited by a distinct race

.of i>eople, entirely differing in manners and customs,, and who, as far

as can be traced, never acknowledged the authority of the

native Government."

“Being destitute of manufactures and but little acquainted with

agtiQulturei th'eyt subsisted principally by plunder and jdieir incursions
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into the low country which were attended by every species of cruelty

had almost desolated the districts in which they had existed/^

Capt. Browne’s laws were instrumental in bringing the Paharia

population down in the plains and it was strengthened by Gleaveland

who in order to enfoice his hill system transferred some of the divisions

within his- jurisdiction of Bhagalpur. He even once encroached upon

the Murshidabad district. During all these operations there is no men-

tion of any people called the Malpaharias.

Probable dMe of separation of ilia two tribes

The separation, of the Malpaharias from the original stock of the

Miilers has been, we think, brought about the beginning of Capt.

Browne’s hill system. Capt. Browne began his hill system in the year

1778 and the first reference to the two distinct tribes in printed paper

is found in 1823 in Sutherland’s report. This distinction between the

two tribes^ it seems, has been brought about during the period from

1778 to 1823 or 1819 i.e. 45 or 41 years.

Geographical boundaries

Lt. Shaw’s boundary lines are difficult to locate. He has picked up

a tuppaJi from Pakur subdivision, another from Bajmahal, and a third

froln Godda and the hills he has named are located round about an area

of several hundreds of miles on all the four comers. Some of these

hills are at present inhabited by the Malers and some of them, I think,

were also occupied by these people when Lt. Shaw wrote—because they

are situated so far northern in the inner recesses of the hills that no

foreign influence has as yet entered therein. Among these Chitoleah

located in the Bajmahal Subdividon can be very safely named, while

Barcope and Putsandaw in Godda subdivision stand next in order.

Dalton’s account has a clear cut division but it is applicable more

to the Bajmahal country than to its inhabitants. He describes the

boundary lines thus: “The Bajmahal Hill country extends from^'the

banka of the Ganges at Sakrigali in Latitude 25* 16' and Longitude

87* 3' to the Brahmani Eiver and the boundary of the Birbhoom dis-

trict, a distance of seven miles. To the south of the Brahmani the hills

continue to the Biver Dwarka as the Bamgarh of the Birbhoom

district.” (op. p. 263).

I.tt.Q., DECElCBEBj^ 1933 0
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R. B. Bainbridge, gives in tbe ASB. Memoirs^ (IV, p. 43) the

following description of the boundary lines of the Saorias (Malers)

:

‘^South of the Saoria tract runs the Bansloi River a roaring

torrent in the rains and in the dry season, a sandy bed with here and

there a glisteninig pool to mark its course/^

Mr. E. S. Hoernle, the then Deputy Commissioner* of Santal

Perganas wrote to me; “As regards grouping by area, it is, I believe,

roughly true to say that tlie Sauria country lies north of a line drawn

from Godda to Pakur, that is to say, it includes the whole hill country

of the Rajmahal subdivision and the northern area with the hills of

Pakur and Godda.

The inconsistencies in the geographical landmarks of the above

three authorities are very great. We find that with the chronology of

dates the boundary line is gradually receding northwards. Geographic

cal location of the hill names is exceedingly difBoult. The names of

the hills where Capt. Browne led his raids in the year 1777 cannot now

be traced.

Dailton's geographical boundaries are extensive. We shall see

immediately that his geographical account is also corroborated by

the older records when the boundary lines of the Maler country were

far more southern. The greater part of the river Dwarka is now

within Birbhoom. The Brahmani flows through the Dumka subdivision.

The River Bansloi which forms the southern limit of Mr. Bainbridge's

geographical boundary is northern while Mr. Hoernle’s boundary line

from Pakur to Godda is further northern. We thus fijud that the

southern boundary line is gradually receding northwards. This is due

to the widespread migration of the Malpaharias and the depopulation

of the Malers in these areas due to their isolating habits in the hill

blocks, where dearth of food and drink was eating away the vitals of

this tribe.

Sutherland states in his Report: “As his (Cleaveajid*s) system

extended, he found hill men further southland applied for and obtained

8 I must thank Mr. Hoernle for the kind assistance rendered by him in my

investigations.
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the transfer of the perguntiahs of Ambar (Pakur) and Sultanabad

(Maheshpur) from the Mur&hidabad district.’*

This Pakur is located about 13 miles north of the river Bansloi

while Maheshpur is situated on the southern bank of the river. Thus

we find the existence of the Malera even to the south of the River

Bansloi. Risley* also referred to this transfer of the two above named

places but he does not mention the authority of his statement. Towards

the border line of Santal Perganas and the district of Birbhoom there

is at present an estate known as Belputtah which lies about 40 miles

south-west of Maheshpur and to the south of Dalton’s Brahmani River.

Both in the Sutherland Report and in Risley we find that this tnppaU

was then occupied by, the hill people. We find in the former report:—
''On extending his system to their hills he (Cleaveland) heard of

hill men further south and applied for the transfer oi the Belputtah

Tuppah from Birbhoom to Bhagalpur that he might apply his policy

to the hill race there. He died soon after making this proposal but it

was revised by one of his successors Mr. Tombelle and sanctioned by

Government in 1795.'^^®

In the same report we find that the Government was forced to pass

some special laws in order to maintain the peace and order in Belputtah,

which happened to be unruly because ot the advent of the hill popula-

tion in the plains. We quote the first law from the Sutherland Report.

Special rules in respect to Belpuitahy

Firstly.—^That no special laws enacted on account of the general

hill population! be extended or allowed to apply to the inhabitants of

the Pergunnah Belputtah, who are usually called hill people, such indi-

viduals being considered amenable to the geJieral laws of the

country.”

Then we find tliat Belputtah was also settled by the Malers. The

extensive boundary lines up to Belputtah Tuppah i.e. south-west of

Dumka thus far surpass the boundaiyi lines of Dalton and other

authorities.

9 Risley, loc cit., p. 64. 10 Sutherland, toe cit., p. 119.

11 Sutherland, loc cit., p. 33.
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We cannot but dlBcusa here some inoonsistencies in Sutherland’s

report. He writes: “When, in 1780, Mr. CleaTeland began his hill

system, the jurisdiction of Bhagalpore comprised no part of the Baj>

mahal Hills, then or now inhabited by the Malpahariae. He

wu brought in contact with the Malers only and it is to them alone

that his descriptions of past independence and oppressimi by the people

of the plains apply. The acquisition of Sultanabad brought the

Malpahariaa under Mr. Cleaveland but it is plain that he was never

brought in actual contact with them ; or at all events, never recognized

the difference. The vernacular term Paharia was neveji used in corres-

pondence of those days and the “highlanders”, hill men” or “hill

race” are treated as a single homogeneous tribe up to 1819.’”*

Begarding the first part of the report we find that the Collector

of Bhagalpur was placed in the sole charge of the administration of

both Bhagalpur and Bajmahal and we must remember here that

Cleaveland transferred Fakur and Maheshpur on the east and Belputtah

on the south-west to the district of Bhagalpur. Surely then, the border

line of the then Bhagalpur district passed close by those places

otherwise the administration was not possible. Further, we have seen

that Hastings Memorial (p. 9) begins with, “We the inhabitants in the

Jungleterry in the GhuUa of Bajmahal and Boglepoor etc.” Besides

this fact, the Bajmahal Hills proper were never occupied by the

Malpaharias, as it is not even now found, save and except by a few

families of immigrants.

The intervention of the Malpaharias in the Sutherland’s report has

be0, 1 suppose, because of the ignorance of the proper place of the

then Malpaharias. If might be that the Malpaharias had already

sprung up. Taking it for granted that the Malpaharias and the Malers

were living side by side at Maheshpur we do not find any reason of the

jMtdpiaharias only, slipping off altogether; of coarse, Mr. Sutherland

writes that Cleaveland did not actually come in contact with any one

ftf them. This seems to be doubtful before the evidence of Belputtah

lying so far south-west of Maheshpur and Dumka. We do hbt think

that deavelanid crossed unwinkingly such an enormous area at present

12 Sutherland, op, cit., p. 119,
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inhabited by about 37000 Malpaharias and went to Belputtah' to preach

his hill system there only.

At present we find few Malers residing in the Dumka sub-

division. We cannot but admit then, that the hill population which

had been, then occupying the hills of Belputtah and others near by came

down and adopted some means of sustenance on the Government stix>ends

and grants of lands. The final process was necessarily the transfor-

mation of the Malers to Malpaharias as shown in this paper.

Sasanka Sarkar



Some Sanskrit Texts on Fainting

Painting forriied a part of ancient Indian culture as much

aa Samgtta and Natya did. Like Music and Dance, Painting also

left its impress upon the Sanskrit literature which we propose to show

in this paper.

7. Varnala or Pratiechanda

Artist'^ first draw a rough sketch and then produce their pictures.

This rough sketch seems to have been called in Sanskrit aa varnaka and

hastalehlm. Describing the beauty of the city of Pataliputra, Damo-

daragupta says in his Kuttanlmata that that city was the model

plan or first sketch done by Vi^vakarman to show his skill

to Brahman who asked him about the construction of the three worlds.

Si., nr.

The commentator, Tanusukha Rama Sarma Tripattii, says here:—

% ^

From thi?, we know that the model or sketch called varnaka is also

called prati^cJuxnda and that according to some work, Silpa is divided

info eight kinds.

77. Hastalekha

Thi^ varnaka or pratiechanda is also called hastalekha. 8rl Ilarsa

calls it so in' his Nauadha, In a more effective turn of a

similar imagery, Sri Harsa says that before Brahman created Dama->

yanti, he produced as rough sketches for pracfice Rambhft, tTrva^i and

other celeetial damsels:

m vii, i6.
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NSrayai^a’s commentary on this verse says that hastalekha is a

rough skeftch prepared by the artiist for practice before he creates bis

beautiful work of art.

It is natural that in literary criticism painting should play a large

part. Poetry is the supreme art which like Nature appeals to all the

senses. The appeal in poetry to the ear is related to the art of music.

The appeal in poetry to the eye is related to the art of painting. Fine

miniature painting with each figure in the oomposition very

clear (the Arthorvyakti-guna of Vamana in poetry and the

Riijpa~bheda^gunas in the six Gunas of a picture) has been pointed

out by critics as a prominent feature of Sanskrit poetry. The art of

literary criticism in explaining the beauties of poetry naturally adopts

the metaphors of painting. (Cf. Plutarch, On the Reading of Poets),

111. lAgM and Shade

A poet is acquainted with all arts, crafts and lores, say JBharata and

Blimaha. The truth of this is borne out byi the writing of such poets as

Kalidasa and Bana. In the section on Kavi-^iksa, the Alankarikas

point out cei'tain specific cases of the poets' acquaintance with many

arts and lores. Ksemendra in his KavikanthdbKararia says that pro-

ficiency in painting is seen in Yyasa, the poet of the Mahdhhdrata

.

This is a very valuable reference showing us the feature called liglit and

shade' which on flat surface shows heights and depths. This* vei’se

ascribed to Vyaisa is given anonymously by Hemacandra in his Kdvyn-

lamkdfa-viveka in the same context.

i

About this same ‘light and shade’ and allowing of ‘depths and

heights’, Bhoja quotes anonymously another Anusinhh in chapter IX

in his Srng&raprahaia (Ms., Madras Govt. Oriental Mss. Library):

tisr fjwiwiM i

sr ^ ?i5^. Ji^^ II
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This aim is used as a simile by Kalidasa while describing the

beauty of Parvatl when youth bloomed on her body. Her body

in girlhood was like an unfinished picture which when worked out with

the fine brush, attained the waken state as it were from the sleeping or

Hind state (Kwmdrasamhhava, I, 32):

^ XXX
li

The word here is important. It means the effect of light

and .shade; and this is given as one of the neceesaiy good qualities of

a picture in the Visnudharm^^ttara:

?«rR (^) Jwm* I

'Aspects of Poetry in terms of Picture

Vamana^ among other AlahJkarikas^ was a keen student of pictures

and his Kdvyulamkdra^sutras and Vrtti describe some aspects of poetry

in terms of picture. With much insight, Vamana says that the essence

of poetry is style
( )

and compares this Eiti

to the linear beauty, the lines of a picture,

M JT^rfel I
As style is the soul of poeiry so are lines that of

picture. On seeing this remark of Vamana we are reminded of the

Vimudharmoitara which says that the masters praise the lines.

Vamana again returns to the same metaphor of which he seems to

be very fond and says in his KdvydlamMrasiiira^ftU, III, 1.

nnT: ii

Another reference to painting ii\ Vamana speaks of colour. The

Visnudharmottara, after saying that the masters praise the lines, re-

marks that some others praise ^colour^
(

q|q|feq{i|a^ ).

Vamana says that ‘aujjvalya^ is that quality of the colouring of

a picture which makes the picture always look new and fresh.

‘Aujjvalya^ is brilliancy which ensures the life of a picture. Otherwise

the picture fades and looks veiy dd. This quality is borrowed by him
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in poetry and he says that poetry looks.' brilliant and preserves that

brilliancy) by the quality of ‘kanti’ in the words chosen.

I
Jhid., Ill, 1.25.

gTlori^5R*jplH^ II Ibid., Ill, 1.

A similar idea of an old pichire is visualised Efy'asekliara, the

dramatist, in a fine deflciiptioii of Nature in the fading* evening twilight

and approaching darkness in the prologue to his diaina
^
Bdla-bhatrata

01 Pracandorpandava. lie compares Nature at dusk to an old picture

dulled by smoke

;

Vaimana in liis KavyCdamkani-sutra (I. iii. 30-31) bomparea

drama to picture and calls drama as literature par excellence, because

of its likeness to a picture.

95^ I i

BhatU Tauta, as has been quoted by liis pupil, Abhinava, in his

Ahhinavabhdratl, says that Easa-realisation or emotional response is

•easily and excellently got only from a drama, for ahhtnanya or* acting

makes the thing live before us in drama. That is, tliere poetry attains

the visual state wdien one can realise through tlie eye what one can?

only imagine otherwise. It is because of this quality that drama is

called picture by Vajuana,—a series of pictures seen before our eyes.

It is because of this quality also that drama is called llvipa

—{msmi)

Vamana briefly compares Eiti, the essence of poetry to lines (rekhd)

which are the essence of pictures. This sutra is quoted and further

explained by Eatnesvara in his commentary on Bhoja’s Sarasvaiti*

kanthabharana

:

I.H.Q., DECEltBIB, 1933 10
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Bajanaka Euntaka, another ?reat Alankarika, in chapter III of

his VakroJctirjlvita says while speaking of the poet’s beautiful speech

:

The stamp of beauty on a poet's utterance is totally different from

l^le materials of poetry, viz., the words and thoughts. It is the result

purely of the great powers of the poet, constituting his genius. This

is like the beauty of a picture which is born of the genius of the arti&t

and is separate from the plank or wall on which the picture is painted

or the colours employed. Kuntaka here J^efers to two surfaces, wall

and plank, to the rules for lines, anatomy etc. given in the Ciirasfttras,

to the colours and to the ‘chaya’ or ‘kanti' or ‘aiijjvalya' of which

Vamana spoke. The following is Kuntaka's Vrtti on the Karika

given above.

^ TsU^Rsirfij^l:, gmr I «WT feuft

Whati must be noted here is not only the ‘chaya,' ‘kanti' or

‘aujjvalya,' but the mention by Kuntaka of the stamp of the genius of

the painter which shows itself distinctly above all other features.

The art of Painting u based on the aH Of Natya

A perusal of the sections on painting in the Vimudhannottani, in

Bhoja's SamarcihgatuhsulradJulra etc. will show how citni is based by

the canonists on Natya. The authors of these texts find it possible to

treat of citra only after treatij’g of Natyn- For Citra is only one

scene of Natya and Natya a succession of Citra>.. The Visnu-

dhamiottara says that Citra is as much the art of imitation (anukarana)

as Natya. The posee, the hands of dance called Nrtyahastas, the Rasa-

drstis—these are studied elaborately in Natya and this study is absolute-

ly necessary for, and is fully utilized in, painting. Says the F/. DKa—

q«n ^^ \
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«l5tW ^ I

*!r

^

f^^iwii ii

The application of the Rain theory to Citra

It follows from the above-mentioned fact that Citra is based on

Natya, that the critics of old app'lied the Rasa theory of Natya and Kavya

to Citra as well. As a matter of fact the Rasa theory applies to all arts.

So it is that, while speaking of the kinds of pictures in the section on

Painting in his Ahhilantdrthacint^iani (Mysore ed.), king Somesvara

speaks of one type of picture called Bhava-citra.

Jayadeva, author of the Can(lrdloha\ and his commentator, Paya-

gunda Vaidyanatha, apply the Rasa theory to Citra.

Wii II Candrahka, VI. 3.

The application of the Dhvani theory to Citra

The application of the Rasa theory of drama and poetry to picture

means that ini pictures also Rasas are to be depicted by conditions which

rouse them viz., the objects of emotions, the excitements of emotions,

the effects of emotions and the minor emotions which can be called

fleeting feelings and which are accessory to tlie major emotional mood.

This means the application of the Dhvani theory also to Citra. It cer-

tainly means so. For, in an artistic presentation, it is the suggestion that

forms the very life of that artistic expression. This can also be proved

by taking the Canons given by the Vimudharmottara for depicting

things like evening etc. A persual of the verses in chapter 24, which

show, how mountains, sky, earth etc. must be depicted, will prove the

truth of this statement. The subjects, e.g., gamblers should be

suggested by depicting them as bereft of their upper cloth,

I
^ suggested by portraying a caravan

of camels etc. carrying articles of transport
(^ * WT

). The night must be suggested by drawing a thief walking

stealthily, by an abhisarika hurrying to meet her lover in her trysting
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place and so forth'. Bather it is in picture that this principle of Dhvani,

which, according to modern English critics, is ^^symbolism'* in poetiy,

applies excellently. For here, in picture, there is. no scope for the word

which can name the subject depicted. In poetry, it is a fault to give

anything by its name. To call Rasas by their names, which will never

rouse up those Rasas, is a flaw of poetry, called the of Rasas.

Thus the title of a picture forms a very little part of it. If one does not

avoid this flaw, his poem comes to the state of that picture which can be

known only by its title or that frame which haa the title of the picture

within.

Texts on Painting

Coming to the texts on Citra, the work that must be considered first)

is the Citrasutra mentioned by Euiitaka and Damodaragupta and

others. The section on Citra in the Visnudharmottara is called Citra-

sutra but it is not in sutra style. Mr. Bamakrishna Kavi mentions ini

his introduction to the SivataitvaraindJcara that there are Citfasuiras

of Sarasvatl and others. I know of a Silpa work called the Sarasvafa^

oitrakarmaictstra in the Tanjore Sarasvati Mahal Library, which I think

is the Citrasutra of Sarasvati. It is not in Sutra style but is written in

Anustubh, The word ‘Sutra^ occurring in ‘Citrasutra' does not mean

that it is composed in the style of Panini's grammatical rules. Probably

tlie word ‘sutra' means simply lustra. Among the texts of Citra Sastra in

Shnskrit which are now available, the Vi^v>udJiormottara, the Ahhila.n^

tariKa^cirUdmani of the Calukyan king SomeSvara, the Samardngana-

sutradhara of king Bhoja, the Silparatna of Srikumara and the

Sivataitvaratnakara of king Vg^ava are available in print. Of these,

the Visnudharmottara and the Silparatna are the only two texts that

have been translated into English and studied to some extent by scholars

engaged in the study of painting. The former has been translated by

Dr. Stella Kramrisch, and has also been recently discussed by Dr. A.

K. Coomaraswamy, who was carrying on a study of the names of the types

of pictures given in the text. Coming to the four kinds of pictures

given in the Visnudhamwtiara, ^ ^
and filS I am of

opinion that none of the first three kinds has been correctly or

adequately explained by Dr. Coomaraswamy,
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Vavnika can never be explained by taking stand an Vina which may

mean Uyre’ and thus can, in due course, lead one to ‘the lyrical/

Similarly N&gara cannot be explained by Vatsyayana’s Ndgaraka,

Even the Nagara style met with in architecture does not help us in

this connection. Satya cannot be interpreted as a Sattvika picture.

One can as well derive it from Sat and say it is the picture

of the Fpanivsadic Brahman. My impression on reading the

Vi^nudliarmottara is that even to its author the exact import of these

names was not) clear. The text seems to have been written after a cut

in the flow of tradition of the artists who were using these words as

Paribhasas. Otherwise one would not, in differentiating types of

pictures cm the basis of prominent and noteworthy features, mix with

tliese such trifling features as the oblong or square nature of

the frame, as the author of the Vi, DHa, does. The names

Vainika, Nagara etc. remind me of similar Paribhasas of the

Ndtyasdstra.^ viz., Jarjara, KaisikI etc. which even in Bharata^s text

are explained very unsatisfactorily with the aid of grammar and verbal

resemblances.

It must also be noted in this connection that none of the other

works dealing with the types of pictures, speak of these four kinds

mentioned in the Vi, IJha, The Abhilantdrthacintdmani give five

varieiies of picture: gT%[, nnd Of

ithese the ‘Bhava Citra' stands by itself and is of the greatest importance.

It has been explained above that ‘Bhava Citra^ is the picture depicting

emotion. The ‘Rasa Citra’ and ‘Bhuli Citra’ go together. The ‘Dhuli

Citra’ is the Tamil ‘Kolam,^ done wdth white flour on the floor and in

front of our houses. In the month of MargafSirsa, Tamil girls vie with

each other in the villages to draw the biggest and the most intricate

‘Kolams* in front of their houses and then decorate these ‘Kolams’ at

various points witli pumpkin flowers. On more festive occasions, in

the houses, temples and Tambalams (i.e. brass plates used in our houses)

for Nirajana, these ‘Kolams’ are done with various coloured powders.

These Ciiras are naturally short-lived. So it is that Sri Kum^a calls

them ‘Ksanika.* Since these are drawn more especially on floor, Nairada

calls this variety of Citra as ‘Bhauma' i.e. ‘of the floor.' Sri Kumara

describes thfem thus

;
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1«P&, I

{^) 83l5i«5ifji II

JSCRI^: I

Silparatna, XXXVI, Aa. 144, 145.

‘Rasa Oitra’ is anoiller variety of ‘Kolam/ One must not bo

misled by the word Rana iu ‘Rasa Citra' and take it with ‘Bhava

Citra/ The word Rasa hero means drava ot coloured solution. The

Abhi, Ctnt, thus defines it

This kind of ‘Kolam' is also drawn in some Tamil houses. White flour-

solution and red Kavi-solution are employed, and are called in Tamil

as Mavukkolam and Kavikkolam. The former is drawn in waving lines.

Thus ‘Rasa Citra^ is also a kind of ‘Kolam/ While cur7m or powder

is employed in ‘Dhuli Citra/ drava or solution is employed in ‘Rasa

Citra.^^ Therefore it is held by Sri Kumara that like ‘Dhiili Citra'

and Citra (i.o. Sculpture) etc. the ‘Rasa Citra’ also is not for the

walls.

g«n sRfls^ fir# i

II Ihul, A. 143.

Thus Painting and half-visible reliefs, Citrabhasa and Ardha Citra

ore the two that are done on walls. These facts are not taken into

consideration by Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy Consequently, he con-

nects® the Yainika of the Vismidliannoiiara with the ‘Rasa Citra' of

Sri Kumara and says that both are identical. Surely Rasa also means

emotion and emotion is associated with Vwd from which is derived by

him the Vainika type. But when one sees the clear definition of

Rasa Citra given by Somesvara from whom iSrl Kumara borrows his

knowledge, one will be rest assured of the fact that Rasa Citra is

another kind of ‘Kolam,' related to the Dhuli Citra, the word ‘Rasa'

here meaning drava.

1 The Makara and other coloured designs drawn on the cheeks and busts

of damsels according to the Kavyas belong also to this category of ^Rasa Citra.’

3 Ashutosh Mulierjee Comrriemoration Volume, Part, I, p, 60.
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The Viddha and Aviddha types of pictures of Some5vara stand

together. They are tliue described by Some^vara :
—

3«n: ii

Viddha is thus a perfect portrait-like realLsjtic picture, looking

verily like a reflection of the thing in a minor. The description is also

borrowed by Sri Kumara in hig Silpamtna, Somesvara's definition of

Bhava Citra, is reprjduced verhaltm and that of Viddha with a slight

change by Sri Kuma^ra. The text as printed in the Triv. edn. is

somewhat corrupt and I give it here with my emendations.

The definition of the Viddha stops with the third foot and the

fourth foot describes another picture called Nala. What is NalaP It

is the Aviddha of Some4vara. Both Nala and Aviddha are described

as ‘Akaramatraka,* Aviddha is something like a Memory-sketch

drawn by ani artist giving only just those few lines which are enough

lo show the likeness of the object portrayed (dkatavultrasavipatti).

Now I am disposed to think that the Satya of the Vunndhamiottara

is the Viddha of Somesvara. Satya and Viddha aro two names of

realistic pictures with complete Sadri^ya.®

T]he texts which have not yet been regularly studied are the

AbhiladtdHhacinidrnani of Somesvara (which is the source for Basava

and Sri Kumara), the Samar^igamsutradhnva of Bhoja and the

&ivaiattvai'(ttnnJxaia, Above I have dealt with one noteworthy section

3 Sadri^ya which stands for Realism and is the one feature which emphasises

the fact ,
that Painting is also an 'Imitation-Art’, is mentioned often in the

Visnudharmottara as one of the excellences of Pictures which the artist must

try to secure.

o’
VI- chap. 42.
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in the Abhi. Cmt, on the types of pictures. The Samarangaiuxr

sMradhara, which is a work dealing with a variety of subjects like

architecture, arms etc. devotes some attention to painting. It speaks

much of the Natya Sthauakas, Nrttahastas, Hasadrtis etc. an under-

standing of which is necessary for painting. The text of this

work published in the Gaekwad's Series being corrupt is difficullt of

interpretation. It is noteworthy that this text connects eleven Basas

with pictures : the well-known nine Easas, wdiich only are given by the

Vi. Dlia,, the Preyas introduced by Eudrata and the eleventh,

Ahampratyaya,^ introduced by Bhoja himself. (See Samcrmgamsutra-

dhara^ ch. 82, As, 1-3).

Now I propose to notice the contents of two works treating of

painting which are still in Ms. form. The Sarasvatn\citrakarma-

sdstra is a Ms.on Citira available in the Tanjore Library (Bumeill

11076). It is on Citra and not oni painting alone. Cifra, as is known

from the SUparntm does not mean picture alone. It means exactly

what /the Tamil word ‘Bomai' means. It means Citra, sculpture or

complete figures in stone, metal etc., Ardhacitra, ‘half-visible reliefs on

the walls,’ and Citrabh^a, ‘semblance of a Citra’ viz. the mono-

dimensional drawing on a flat surface like wall, plank, cloth etc. It

is sculpture etc. which are Citra par. excellence. This classification is

also given by the SairdsvaUA&itraidstra. It means fix's! Citra, Ardhacitra

and Citrabhaisa,—Citra ini TSJand ^and Citrabhasa on

wall or plank of wood. Then it speaks of Mana of man and women and

these go up to chapter X. It then takes up the Mana of Murtis. In

the 39th chapter, it speaks of smearing the walls with

mud and of smeaiing the walls with curiam. The 40th

chapter deals with Varna Samskara. From such works as this we learn

that painting and iconography and sculpture came to be related

and that the canons for the latter two were also the canons for painting

8 1 owe the reconstruction of the e>leventh Rasa as Ahampratyaya^ ‘thd

sense of I’ to my Professor Mm. 8. Kuppuswamy Bastriar. It is sanctioned by

the Sarasvattkanth&bhara'^a of Bhoja where two Rasas UdAtta and Uddhata are

given in the place of this one Rasa of *£go’ which forms the basic of those two.
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—ft fact which we realise also on seeing the rather modern paintings

on the walls of almost all the South Indian temples.

Another work, of the Silpa S^stra^ which treats of painting and is

not available in print is the Ndm^aiilpa which I propose to examine

now. A Ms. of this work is available in the Adyar library, Adyar,

Madras. Two chapters of this work are devoted to i>ainting, one to the

architecture of Citra Sala, ‘Art gallery*, and another to painting itself.

We all know that besides the houses and temples, a place called the

Citra Sala in the palaces of kings contained pictures. We hear of this

Citra Sala of ifie king’s palace in the Mdlavikagnimitm of Kalidasa.

But the hall for pictures and its architecture are nowhere else described

in works of Silpa except in the N&radoiilpa, From this work which

describes only the public Citra Sala of the city, we also come to know

that in ancient India, apart from the Art gallery in the palaces, there

were also public Art galleries in the city. The NaUadliay X. 35 and

Kddambarl mention public Art galleries of the city.

Chapter 66 of the Ndrada4ilpa is called it

describes the nature of Citra Sala. The work is written: in a very diffi-

cult, affected archaic prose style and consequently very few sentences

are clear enough to be quoted here. Narada quotes au earlier authority,

U(5iiiara, according to whom tlie Citra S^la must be in the centre of the

city, in a place like the meeting of four streets or in the middle of the

Baja Vithl, ‘king*s highway.* The building may he of the shape of a

Mardala, (a kind of drum) or Mandalika (circular) or mace-like (duwf/t

kalrtika). It has many doors, main and smaller entrances

(dvaropadvaraka). It may have one or many faces. The courts

within must be each in two parts {dvidvihhdgdhgana). This perhaps

means ffliat one half on the side of the wall is to be enclosed for pictures

and the other half for the floating spectators. There are inner halls,

pialal to rest on and stairs leading to the upper storey. The pillars may

be 32, or 16 in number. One hall for pictures nins across and there is

one in the centre. The one in the centre seems to be in a very raised

place with steps leading to it. In the front or on the eastfem side there

ia ft ^special ball* (Vaiiesika Sala). The whole building shall have

windows, and beautiful canopies and shall be, in all other ways

variously decorated Again Narada says that the Citra Sala must have

DECEMBEB, 1933 H
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many pials and many seats on all sides with Upa-S^w or minor halls

resembling out-houses. The building is like a Mandapa, with dome and

kalasa at the top. It is not that the same hall must have all these

details but one may adopt some and another some others. Certain Citra

Salas, for insttoce, have stairs on all sides and have the halls for picture

only in the upstairs. The Citra S^a has a great mirror within and

glass chandeliers. Sometimes the front of the building is beautified by

constructing it like a small Gopura. In’ such halls pictures done in

various brilliant colours, of Devas, Gandharvas, Kinnaras, men in sport,

persons possessing greatness and of importance are exhibited.

Chapter 71 of the Niradaiilga is devoted to the decoration of

painting Pictures are not only for the joy of

the gods and the presiding deities of the buildings, the Vastunathas,

but are also for beauty according to Usinaru. Narada gives a new kind

of classification of pictures, not found in other works, and it is from the

point of view of the places where the pictures are drawm. Thus he says

that pictures are of tliree kinds.—of the floor, of the wall, and of the

top, i.e. ceiling ( and ).
These again are

classified from another standpoint into two kinds, permanent and tem-

porary
(

and )• The latter is the Bhauma i.e. the

picture of the floor; Kolam, the Dhuli Citra and Rasa Citia of Soines-

vara belong to this class. Narada says that this variety is drawn in front

of the house, on the door-step, on the pials and everywhere in the house

on the floor. Birds, snakes, elephants, horses etc. can thus be drawn.

These themes are still drawn in our houses.

The lectures on the walls—Kudyaka, or, on the top—urdhvaka, are

of Devas, Gandharvas, Yaksas, sages, gieat monarchs, animals,

wrestlers, warriors etc. Narada says that the pillar-tops and sides of the

pillars can also be decorated with painting.

The two good features of all pictures are given by Narada as fine

lines and obseiTation of anatomy niles, and

He gives rich decoration as another good feature and here we are

reminded of the Ft. Dha, which says;

—

According to place, says Narada, the appropriate jatis of beings,

Daiva, Gandharva, laksa, Eainnara, Yaidyadhara and Monusa, must

be chosen. Narada speaks also of animals and birds in various postures
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no themes to be drawn in the eastern or southern sides. He says that,

before painting, Sudha must be applied to the walls and if the ground

is plank or wood in the cases of beams and pillars, it must be smeared

with some herbal juice to make it durable. The Ciiras on wood and metal

which refer to carved images etc. and to which the name citra applies

pre-eminently^ are also mentioned by Narada along with the references

to paintiing or carving, on umbrellas, handles of chowries, swords etc.

The Siva^taMva-ratndkara need not be specially treated, for it

contains nothing original. In a way, it is also unnecessary to treat of

the SUparOtna^ for that work also borrows from the work of

Some^vara.

V. Baqhavan

6 The chapter on ‘CitrSlak^ana* in this work publiBhed in the T.S.8. was

*urv«yed in an article by Mr. K. P. Jayaawal in the Journal of the Bihar and

Oruta Betearek Society. Subsequently, a translation of the text with some

introductory remarks from the pen of Dr. A. K. Ooomaraswamy, appeared in the

first part of the Aehvtoeh Mvkherjee Commemoration Volume (pp. 49-81).
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According to the absolute inoiusm of Sa&kara, the Absolute or

Brahman is the ground or substratum of all that appears and is experi-

enced to be real; and is itself of the nature of experience (amthhava).

The iiuiiu 2>rok]em of Vedanta, as fon all systems of philosophy, is the

relation that exists between the individual experience and the Absolute

experience. If the individual experienSce is identical with the Absolute

ex])erience, then there ie no room for illusion and error. If the indi-

vidual experience is only a part of the total experience of the Absolute,

then also error or illusion ia to be regarde<1 as partially

true. It the individual experience is merely subjectivistic and has no

reality as distinct from the Absolute experience either as independent

of it or even as its segment (if in any way a segment or part of the

Absolute can be conceived), then the whole of the individual experiences

of this universe have to be regarded 'as altogether illusory.

We shall here discuss two sub-divisions of the Vedantic theory of

the illusoriness or rather the subjective ohai'acter of tJie individual

experience and shall attempt to point out the diifereuce that exists

between them.

Two such positions of subjectivism have been advocated in monistic

Vedanta—one is ^drstir-eva frsfjh* (creation ad identical with cognition),

and the other is *drsti-iamasamayd srsWi* (creation as contemporaneous

with cognition). And we are shown how from a transcendental view-

point these subjective experiences ore transcended in intuitive experience

of the Absolute.

We shall begin by explaining the implication of the intuitive ex-

perience revealed in the existence of particulai* objects in the light of two

different intuitive experiences expounded and upheld by .the authors of

the Tattvaiuddld and the Nyayasudha^ so that it will be easier to follow

ultimately the two nicely distinguished theones of subjectivism that

these two intuitive standpoints involve.

It will not be out of place here tlo point out that though in the

Siddh&n^aleia-i(tip.graha the topic ol these two subjective standpoints

is dealt with separately from the topic of the two intuitive standpoints,
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yet from a study of the Siddhdnt^mukt^aJt of Prakai&sauda where he

elaborately criticises the latter type of subjectivism (viz. df^iueama-

samayd srHvti) from his own standpoint (viz. drs^ir-eva srstih), it will

not appear as a new philosophic venture when we aseociate the two

types of subjectivism with two kinds of intuitive experiences relating to

the existence of a particular object, say an earthen jug (sm ghataJi)*

So the question is what ultimately is the nature of being that is to

be ascribed to the jug for instance {san gha^h)^ consistently with the

monistic position as realised in intuitive experiences of seers e.g. eJcam’'

evadvi^lyam. You can say either that the particularity and experience

of a perceptual fact {cdkBusatvddymuhhava) is an illusion
,
which means

that it is all a logical and metaphysical construction of the intuitive ex-

perience; this is the view of Tattva4uddhikara. Or, you can admit the

particularity and experience of the perceptual fact as a case of deter-

minate cognlition grounded directly on the determined existence of

Brahman, for, according to this view, the existence of the jug is the

determined existence of Brahman
;
it has no separate, not even illusory,

existence of its own. This means that the particularity of the jug etc.

is a psychological or epistemological construction of the intuitive ex-

perience ;
this is the view of Uyayasudhakara. But both the views agree

about the intuitive experience of particular objects and aver that in

ail the varied experiences of objects, the common element, that is, the

vital link through them all, is the Being-in-essence (saitd^sdmmya),

which is identical with the ultimate reality; and so transcendentally

speaking the experience of perception is not in any opposition to the

intuitive experience of seers embodied in the Sruti texts like ekamevih

dvitiycm, declaring the oneness and entirety of the Reality,

But still the question will pursue us—even so, the Being-in,-essence

* e. g. compare the topic beginning wHh~*pratUisamakalinamsattvam jagaiah

iti ko^rthah* etc. where occur almost all the arguments that we meet with in

connection with the position of Tattva^uddhikara which is evidently aimed against

that of Nyajrasudhaknra who accepts determinate knowledge which the former

repudiates; while both deny the existence of object as independent of the knowing

of it (ajfiftta-jilapakatva)—the common groundV all subjectivism.

Vide Siddhdnta-myktdvall, Venis’s edition, pp. 40 £f. Also the commentary

thereon in Jiviiaaiida’s edition.
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must conceived to be different from the jugr as determined in exiten-

eion and inteneion, that is, the jug as a concept realised in a particuilar

form of existence, for, otherwise everything would be equivalent to every

other thing in point of the productive or purposive ;>ctivity, which is

absurd. So we are faced with the question, what sort of a difference is

it? Is the difference real; or, is it factual, merely the appearance?

Even if it is factual, is it false or true in its implication?

The author of the Tattva-hiddhi liolda that the particular existence

of the jug etc. are superimpositions on the Being-in-essence (sattd-

sdmdnya). The facts of (determinate) perception of the jug etc. are

false, having nothing to distinguish them from the illusory perception

of a piece of silver in the mother-of-peaii. As in the case of illusion,

the ground of the illusion, the ‘this’, is apprehended in perception, the

functioning of the senses being absorbed by it, while the silver is falsdy

perceived as being superimposed on it
;
.similarly all perception only takes

in the bare Beiug-in-essence on which alone it is active, while the

various differences, i.e. determinations in existence are falsely per-

ceived. As such we have as facts of experience, ‘the jug is^ and not

the ‘isness* merely, which would have been the case but tor the illusory

superimposition.'

But it may be urged how can you say that the percejUion of the

relation of difference is false, when like the illusory experience, there

is no sublation at a later moment? The answer is that even if there is

no experience of sublation, the existences of the jug etc. in their rela-

tion of difference ore incapable of being perceived just as an object

existing at too remote a distance and time is inherently incapable of

being perceived, the constituents of perception being absent.^

1 ^Siddhdntaleia, p. 266-7,

2 Jhui,. p. 267.

Mw: ifii i
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To explain. After the functioning of the senses, the jug is per-

ceived as being different^ from all else. In our experien^ of the rela-

tional difference with the jug as the substantive, i.e. in; the case of

perceiving A as different from B, the two terms of the relation must

be co-existent as objects of perception, and when one term is absent as

object, there can be no perception, as exemplified iu the case of a parti-

cular relation of conjunction {samyoga). And as the difference with

the substantive as a tenn can only be perceived along with another

term to which it is related, as for instance the difference with the jug

as substantive which involves the other tenn 'not-jiig'
;
and since it is

impossible that all the objects connoted by, the term ‘not-jug* will

co-exist in the same moment, the difference with the jug as substantive

is incapable of being validly perceived, and as such it is a case of

erroneous perception.*

It may be urged that Jet the counter-term in the knowledge of

difference, requiring as it does memory-imprestion, be a case of

memory-construction
;
and yet the total experience may be one of per-

ceptual cognition, as in the case of recognition, e.g. ‘‘This is the same

Ganges^^ {seyam gaiiga).^

But this is no argument. For you admit that the relation

of difference is cognised only if the counter-term is presented in its

specific character constituting its individuality. As such there being

no previous cognition of all the different, distant, absent entities which*

comprise the counter-teim of the relation, there can have been no

memory-impresbion ;
and without impression no case of memory is pos-

sible, for, ‘‘memory depends on reproduction from a ba.sib that is

3 SiddhUntakk^ Ooniiijeniary, p 268.

WHwrPywiryjCTfwr? i m 9 jrftr-

4 Ibid,, p. 868.

ift^ <
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present.*’* Hence an experience of ilie type ‘‘smrtapatadi-bheda-vi^isto

ghafah” to which you would ultimately reduce it is impossible.

It may ag^in be urged—why must a perceptual cognition alone

generate an impression, the inferential cognition of the type
—

‘‘The

golden mountain is a counler-teim of difference, being an entity,”

{kanakdcalo bhedapraUyogi vastutvdt) may as well generate it. But

this is surely a case of petitio principiij for without the cognition of

difference the inference itself is impossible. The knowledge of

inference itself involves a perceptual cognition of the difference among

the terms of the inference, and a knowledge of identity of the terms of

the inference even though illusory, would preclude the knowledge of

inference.*

Hence the act of perception linking in only the indeterminate Beings

in-essence serves only to emphasise the unitoriness of the Reality. But

it may be finally objected that the Being-in-eseence which is self-

revealed, meaning thereby that no special act of perception is needed

for its being experienced, is as much incapable of being perceived. The

answer is that the Being-in -essence even though self-revealed is veiled,

and the functioning of the senses is required to generate the psychosis

in the intellect for the removal of the veil.^

So this position denies that there can be any valid determinate

perception
;
all valid perceptions are indeterminate

;
and the determina-

tions are not inherent in the constitution of the reality, but are illusory

5 SiddhanialeSa^ Commentary, p. 268.

6 Ibid., Commentary, p. 269.

^ ^ aq.-

ftrajsnwrfqsif

7

Ibid., Commentary, p. 267.
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8uperinipo6itiou8 on it. All predication, according^ to this view, pro-

ceeds on the basis of false ascription and accordingly the relation of

co-existence of subject and predicate is a case of equally false suiter-

imposition which can find logical expression in a negative judgment.

The false judgment, *‘it is a snake** is typical of all judgment'?, which

when corrected, can be negatively expressed in the proposition
—

‘‘It is

not a snake.** This has been expressed in Vedantic terminology as a

case of co-existence through negation {vadhayam samaiuidhUiarm^iyam).

The relation of substantive and adjective, then', is based on false assump-

tion and has neither foundation in reality, nor justification in logic.

This means that the predicate or the determination is always being

sublated by the reality) (which alone is the true perceptual faci) every

moment of our experience
; and every case of perception is an affirmation

of a whole which is ailways transcending and negating the determining

factors in tihe perception.

This positiotu- niay be characterised as sattadvaividhya^udCi

admitting as it does the existence of appearance (pTatihhdsikarsaitd)

and the absolute existence {pdravidrlhiha-satta) , These two existences

are not mutually exclusive, foa* it requires two terms of the same value

to set up a contradiction, and so there is no giving away of the monistic

position.

The intuitional grasp of reality expressed in this sdttddvaividJyya*

vada invoilves in itself a kind of subjectivism which is expressed in the

theory, dr^tiar-eva srstih. For when the objects as we see them attain

the status of dream-objects, this form of subjectivism necessarily follows.

According to this view all creation is a moment of cognition. The so-

called object has no existence outside and apart from the cognising

consciousness {saksi-caitanyd), which evolves and organises the sense-

data under the influence of creative illusion immanent in it. As the

commentator Ersnananda explain<s it
—
^‘The pure consciousness wihen

illusorily identified with the manifold of sense becomes, as determined

in a single moment, its creation.** (dr^yaprapanca-tadatmyapannam

Jnaaasvarupam eva prapancasya adyaksana-vacchinnara sot fasya srstir

ityucyate). This implies that the particular objects being superimposed

on the subject are directly cognised by the cognising consciousness

(sdhi-caiianya), even as in the case of other illusory perceptions.

DECEMBEB, 1933 12
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Ag pointed out already, tlii^ whole poeition is advocated among

familiar authors by Frakaiananda, the author of the SiddKdntairmHivaU

who says, ^‘Nor is the view of a two-fold existence contradictory of a

three-fold existence
;
for while ancient teachers (e.g. Sarvaj&a Muni and

others) did not abandon the position that the existence of a dual order

of things is dependent on the perception of it, they taught a third kind

of existence (the so-called practical) to satisfy the deluded vulgar. For

although the essence of the world is percipii, there is no contradiction in

maintaining the practical as a third kind of existence, if attention is to

bo had to these intermediate differences (sc. between the waking and

dreaming states) which the unphilosophic are persuaded of*' (Venis's

translation).*

On the oilier hand, the author of the Nyuyasudha, (who again

was the preceptor of the famous Ciisukhocarya, and wrote another work

called JMnasiddhiy hoilds that even if the relation of difference

is admitted to be a perceptual fact; there is no giving away of the

monistic position. The jug etc., according to this view, has not even

the existence of appearance, it has existence only as related to the

existence-in-essence of Brahman. The exislience of the jug etc. is the

existence-in-essence of Brahman^* as Brahman is the ultimate ground

or material cause of all objects. In the perceptual fact, san ghatah,

the cognition of the co-existence with the jug as substantive and the

existence^in-essence as adjective is really a case of visual perception,

though the relation' itse^lf is secondary (gmtm) from the ultimate

viewpoint.

Here a point may arise that with similar reasoning, you will have

8 Siddhantamuht&vall, p. 28.

9 Vide Commentary on Pratuoktativa^pradlpikd^ p. 893.

10 SiMhantaUki, OMnunantarjr, p. 870.
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to admit that as the ^isness’ (eaita) relates itseU to the ground of all

experience^ so in the case of the pierception’ of *a blue jug’ {nilo ghatajji),

the blue as a predicate of the jug will also relate itself to the ground

of all experience and thus your Brahman ceases to be formless. This

is answered by saying that in the aspects of determination ia name and

form, i.e. individuation, the relation of co-existence through negation

holds and not a substantive-adjective relation. Apart from such aspects

of individuation, the perception is a determinate perception and the

substantive^adjective relation holds true.

This view therefore truly represents the rigorous eJcasattdvada,

admitting as it does only the absolute existence. It must not, however,

be urged that if eveni the existence of appearance is not admitted in the

manifold objects other than the absolute existence of Brahman, why

admit the illusory existence ol silver arising in the motheir-af^arl

other than the real piece of silver not immediately connected. It is be-

cause that which is not immediately connected and present is incapable

of being perceived that we hare to admit it.”

This intuitional view, also, involves in itself another kind of sub-

jectivism, or dfstisrstuvada, which is expressed as drsiisamasamayd

srstih. For when objects are realised directly in a noumenal status and

are identified witji reality, another kind of appearance, and therefore

of subjectivism, is the result. Eveiy perception is not a mistaken per-

ception, an illusion, as the former theory of subjectivism, viz. dr^tireva

srstth, would have it. It is an appearance no doubt, but not necessarily

an illusory appearance. The appearance is there owing to the instru-

mentality and interference of nescience in the thing itself.

According to this view of su^ectivism, then, the thing being ^mere

appearance’ referring to the mind, always belongs to the mind. But

that does not necelsarily imply that it owes its existence to the mind

;

on the other hand it owee its existence directly to the absolute existence.

11 Siddhanioleia, p. 308.
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Epistemologically, this is a near approach to the position of Berkeley

who holds that there is no object outside of and other than the sense-data

that a mind perceives, but since we ourselves cannot create these objec-

tive ideas, they are impressed upon us by the Infinite Spirit from outside.

While the former view of subjectivism, viz. drstir-eva srstiljL, almost runs

square witk the Fichtean view of subjectivism, according to which ‘the

mind projects the purely subjective modification of consciousness into

space, or makes objects of them.' So the object not only belongs to the

mind, but owes its existence to the mind.

To put ib ill the Advaita phraseology, this second type of sub-

jectivism, viz. drsti-samasamaya srstih, affirms that though the so-called

external objects, being modalised states of consciousness are not different

from the psychosis of the intellect, yet being different from the

kiltasthacaibanyaf i.e., the pure eternal intelligence, a subject-object

relation arises due to the exercise of the potency of nescience {artJiqna/m

vrttijflandnatiriktatvepi kutasthajndndtifiktatvdt dra^tfdriyahhedah

avidyopasthdpaJcah sidhyati).

This implies not only that the objects have no ajfidfajMpahatva i.e.

they do not refer to things-in-themselves which are unknowable, but

also that the fusion of the subject and the object in the affirmation of the

existence-in-essence is a fact of perception. The essence of object is not

a class-concept (jdti), from where spring all the difficulties that the

former position sets its face against, but. as Bosanquet puts it,
—

“it is the

spirit of a living world and can only be an eternal truth as such a spirit;

and though a partial given existence does not determine it, yet it is only

in existence—the full complement of existence

—

thnt it can be fully

revealed" {Contemporary Philosophy^ p. 81).

How then, it may be asked, can an act of perception be possible at

all? For without the object being previously given how can it said

to be known or apprehended at all? Thus the fundamental condition,

in the Advaita view of perception, viz. the establishment of identity

(of existence) between the object and the subject i.e. the object-cons-

ciousness {visaya-cakanya) and the subject-consciousness {prarnMr-

caitanya) through a psychosis of the intellect, seems to be wanting.

This difficulty cannot arise from the srsti^drstuvada point of view,

which admitting that the existence of the object is independent of the
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specific relation involved in its being known, can very well take the

object as given.

But this cannot be said of the drstusrsti-vdda, even of the type we

are considering. What it wants to emphasise is that even from tlie

intuitional stand|>oint every case of perception cannot be interpreted

as illusory, unle^ it is specifically so. That is how ii| clearly distin-

guishes itself from the drsii^srstirvada of the former tyi)e, which with

rigorous logical justification, interprets every case of ordinary percep-

tion as illusory. But what does a fact of perception imply? What

is really meant by saying, for example, perceive the trailing crisp

of ciloud.** Of course, the I or peroepient as subject in relation to the

object
—

‘the cloud.’ But this is on the psychological level. Before

that, does niot that fact of perception imply the merging of the “Mine*’

in tlie “This” in an indistinguishable fact-stufP; for the moment—

I

am the cloud. This sense of totality or wholeness of existence is oni a

par with the absolute existence except for the fact of the relatedness

which materialises in an act of perception from the psychological point

of view. But in the moment of experience, it transcends that sense

of relatedness which is lost in the diffused mass of feeling and rises

equal to intuition, where truly there is no aequisition of the new. And

it does not matter if it is not knowledge, but a bare awareness, the act

itself without any senise of activity. We may, say, then, that every

act of perception transcends the immediacy; but does not transcend

experience, rather affirms the transcendent ex];>erience which is the

Absolute. So the ultimate monistic position remains unassailable.

Now of these two attitudes which one can be preferred? To answer

this, we shall have to look into the difficulties that have been noted in

the first attitude and to see if they can stand to reason. It would not

be hard to find out that the difficulties are really meant for the

Naiyayikas (the Realists) rather than for the second position, and that

for the simple reason! that the former hold that a determinate perceptual

knowledge {viiistarjndna) presupposes the simple knowledge of the

predicate {yisemrxa) as its condition and as such this determinate per-

ceptual knowledge suffers from all the incongruities that have been

urged agniiist it by the author of the TaUvahiddht. But according to

the Vedaiitic position a determinate perceptual knowledge results from
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the presentation of the object through the sense-oontact to the subject.

This being so^ it does not presuppose the knowledge of the predicate

(vthsaim) and is not open to the various difficulties connected with the

position of the Bealists. We therefore prefer the intuitional attitude

of the author of the Nydymvdha with its implication of the subjectiyism

of drstusamtisamaydsrsfii. as being the more satisfactory from the

psychological standpoint.

So we conclude that the true idealist has no case to fight against

the subjectivist, if he will not cut down the universe into the ‘‘real

world,'’ which is al construction of “his felt self." “It is an mconsistent

construction and it also in the last reason depends on my present

feeling." (Bradley). According to the monistic Idealist, the ideal

ground and the real ground are the same; the individual ^go and the

universal ego are identical. So from the absolute standpoint the

individual experience is always being transcended and realised in the

universal experience. It is only because the idealist ttods to cut down

the universe as a whole to a particular constriction o£ it by the

individual that he has to beware of the pitiall of subjectivism. As

Bosanquet beautifully puts it, “Nature comes through mind and could

come no otherwise; but this is not to say that nature is not a great

positive experience, in which minds are carried out of themselves, and

made the vehicle of a spirit, which they do not individually create and

confer, but from which collectively they receive instruction and inspire*

tion." {Contemporary Philosophy^ p. 02).

MAKIIANtSL MiTKHEUJI



The Date of Earkacafya

Hminent scholars have from time to time made attempts to determine

the dates of portions of Vedic literature on the basis of astronomical

facts. Amongst these, however, to Shanker Balkrishna Dixit alone, the

distinguished author of the History of Indian Astronomy (in Marathi),

belongs the credit of fixing one of the most important milestones in

the chronology of Vedio literature, namely, the date of the i5atapatha

Braihmana at 3000 B.C. on the basis of the passage I llfw:

occurring in it. B. G. Tilak subsequently came into

the field with his startling theories as to the antiquity of the Vedas

which caused a great stir in the world of Vedic scholarship, when his

Orion made its appearance. Following the same methods as were

employed by S. B. Dixit and B. G. Tilak, now comes another scholar

who has attempted to explain with consistency all the verses of the

Vedasiga Jyotisa, Vidyabhu^na Pandit Dinanath Sastri of the! Vedio

Besearch Association of Indore is a highly respected figure amongst

Indian astronomers. His researches are confined to Hindi . In this paper

it! is our object to present in English one of his research works on the

date of Eark^arya, a commentator on Katyayana^s Srauta-sntras

.

Thei point, at which the apparent path of the sun intersects the

equator, is called the equinox. This point or equinox, as it is called, is

not stationary. It always moves backwards and completes its revolution

through the Naksatras in approximately 26,000 years, so that, it takes

nearly 995 years to traverse one Naksatra.

Eatyayana gives the method of Pracldik-sadhana^ that is, of

determining the east as follows :— ^
#1^ HflKwW qsT II

Kdtydyana-Sulhasutray 2.

(With a cord equal in length to a 6auku, describe a circle. Then, in

the first part of the day, mark the point where the shadow of the fianku

touches the cilrcles. This would be the western point. Similarly, mark

the eastern point in the second part. And, then join these two points

by a straight line. Now, on the equinoctial day, on which the shadow
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of tJi'e i$anku will exactly coincide with this line, it indicates the due

east and the due west).

While commenting upon this Sutra, Earkacarya writes:—

!Ri5l^ii[:?ns^^ Jir^ 5T i g ftrat i

(The sun alone is the indicator of the east. He does not rise except

in the east. Hence his shadow is indispensable in determining the east.

As a matter of fact, the sun rises anywhere between Citra and Svati.

Due east cannot, therefore, be ascertained on account of these numerous

days. While moving towards the Citra he is in the Daksinayana. In

the Uttarayana he mo\'es towards the Svati. On the equinoctial day he

is exactly between Citra and Svati. Hence his shadow coincides with

the straight line marked by the ^ahku on that day).

Now it is to be noted that there are only two equinoctial points at

intervals of six months^ one of these points is called Va^ania-savipdta

or Vernal Equinox and the other SaraUsawjmta or the Antumnal

Equinox. When the sun, in its couree to the south, comes to this

equinoctial point, SaraUmvipotta occurs on that day. Similarly, when

after six months, he arrives at the other equinoctial i)oint, in its course

to the north, VasanUv-sam^dta falls on that day.

Here a question may arise, “Which Sampata or equinoctial point

is meant? Sarad or Vasania?^^ We think, there is absolutely no room

for doubt, in the statement made by Kai’kacarya. He is quite explicit.

clearly showp that, at the time,

he was writing, the sun was in the Dakshinayana and in Citra. This

is further corroborated by the remark - the sun moves

towards Svati in the Uttarayana. Again, he says that the equinoctial

day occurs exactly between Citrq and Sva,ti.

This Visuvan or equinoctial day caanot be any other than the

Vasaiita-sampdta, as the sun is distinctly stated to be moving towards

the north.
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Wo thuo find that, at the time when Earkacarya lived, the Vamnta-

iamp&ta occurred half way between Gitiia and Svat!. But to-day, it

occurs in Uttara Bhddrapada; so that, there is a clear difference of about

16 naksatras.

We have seen that! the Va^^arUorsampitta takes about 995 years to

traverse one Naksatra. It necessarily follows, therefore, tliat it must

have taken, at leasts about 15,000 years to traverse about 15 Naksatras,

referred to in the preceding paragraph. And because the same pheno-

menon had also occurred 26,000 years ago, from now, as it recurs again

and again, after a lapse of every 26,000 years, we can fix only the lowest

limit of antiquity. To what cycle exactly, the work relates, must be

determined by referring to other evidences.

Since, there is, absolutely, no mention of Naksatras, in the original

SulbasHtm of Eatyayana, it cannot be claimed that the date, at which

we have arrived, refer to it and not to the time of Earkaoloya. For,

Earkdcarya is only explaining the passage in the original by describing

the astronomical positions concerned, existing in his own time. More-

over, it is to be noted that Karkacarya was a commentator and not an

astronomer. The way, therefore, in which he refers to this astronomical

phenomenon obviously indicates that it was a matter of common

knowledge.

The date we have arrived at is also confirmed by another statement

of the same commentator. The bene<lictory verse of the Sulbn^utra

runs as follows:—

May the sun, who, by his rise, daily showis the east, as also other

directions (thereby), to people living in all the four quarters of the

north pole, be victorious.

Now^ it is a well-known fact in astronomy that the sun can rise on

the north pole only on the day of the Summer or the Vernal equinox or

Vasa^Ua sampdta; and he risM only once in a year. He sheds light oni

the I’egion of the uortli pole continuously for six months after which he

sets. Although there is no explicit mention of Vasanta^ampdia, the

clam» aft|^iWW!WB?t «l;;?|^)qpe^uttmi8takably points to it. As

OBOEunsR; 1933 13
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otherwise, on Scurat^Bamj^ta or Autumnal equiiiocUal day, he only

begins to set never to rise until after six months, enveloping the region

into a continuous night of darkness, during the period. The Vatarita-

savipSta, as we have already pointed out above, occurred on the middle

point of Citrd and SvStt. Karkacairya has repeated the fact in several

places. Here is one more instance of at. While commenting on the

Salbo-stltra he states again arfq

which means that when the sun rises <>n> the middle point of Cttra and

SvMi, he then points to the due east.

All these vaiious statements of Eai’kaearya establish beyond doubt

the fact that at his time Vasanta-sanipdta occurred only between Citra

and SvatS; or in other words, its distance from the Zodiac, in the time

of EarkadUya was 0. But to-day it is 202*'‘0-0. And since a

distance of one degree takes 71*6622* years, it fallows that the distance

of 202*0* must have taken 14536 years by actual calculation. Or, if we

take Svati which has moved 208*2 since the time of Karkacm'ya, it gives

US 14565 years according to the same calculation, thus striking a differ-

ence of only 29 years.

This conclusion is also supported by other evidences. An annual

sacrifice known as Oavamayana used to be performed in ancient times.

The author of the KaJtydyanorSrautmuiras says that, although the eighth

day of the dark half of the month of Magha was the true date for the

commencement of this sacrifice, there is sufficient evidence to.pi*ove that

this sacrifice, namely, Oavamayanam could be commenced on other days

also, such as phalgum-purnirnd, cditrUpumima or indghi-purnimd. This

sacrifice was coextensive with the solar year. The lunar year is deficient

by 12 days which are added on to it to bring it up to the solar year.

As, for instance, if the sacrifice is commenced on the tWelfth day of

the bright half of the month of Magha, it requires to be completed on

the eighth day of the dark half of the month of Phalguna. ‘‘In view of

this difference between the solar year and the lunar year,'' says

the author of the JSTautasiitTas, ^Hhe Yedas have laid down in the case

of I9iis sacrifice that it should be commenced just four days before the

Purnima." The author of the said Siitrai further explains that although

the above statement appears to be general, it is in facti, not so; it only

applies to the Pdrniimd of Gaitra, Mfigha ahd Phalguna. It does not at
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all apply tb any other Purnima. In support of ihis statement, he also

say* 3T«felIc{W ( I ? I )
which means

that “the current belief amonpr the people is such and there are other

reasons too.” While esplaining these “other reasons,” Earkacaryn, the

commentator of the Sraudasutra writes :
—

s[^ I ?i«n

It means: When tlie saerificers rise from their sacrifice

they require for the concluding hath abundance of water and

various kinds of medicinal plants. For, the concluding bath or the

avahhrthasnana is done with thousands of show'ers mixed with fresli

herbs. These facilities are available to the sacrifiers during the period

from Caitri Purnimd to four days short of Maghi Pvirnima and not that:

hf Paiisa, For, tliis plenitude of fresh neater and heihs is only available

to those who finish their sacrifice hyCaitia.

It is (dear from the stdtemeiit of Karkaciirya that in liis time thk

abundance of fresh water and herbs could be had up to Caitra w’-hich

unmistakably points to the Sarat-sampata or autumnal equinox taking

place in Caitra, as these phenomena occur only at the endj of the rainy

season or in the beginning of autumn.

We thus find that in the time of Kaikucarya the autumnal pheno-

mena of nature took place in Caitra. It follows, therefore, that the

spring occurred in Asvina. Generally it is seen that wlieat ripens in

s]>ring. If, therefore, it could be established Amt wheat ripened in the

month of Asvina in the days of Karkacarya, our conelusiojis will be

further strengthened.

The Siwanl ceremony is enjoined to be performed on the Purnimd of

Sravana when medicinal herbs sprout. The growth of rice is almost

simultaneous with other plants. W^e thus see that rice used to grow

when this institution of Sravani came into existence, Ilice was, of

course, upripe at the time. According to the rule regarding havirdravya

that the seasonal corn alone is to be offered in a sacrifice, raw rice was

swallowed at the time. Kark5(3arya while commenting on
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•wn^ »®«k> «WFrt nm
Jni^! which means that taw rice should be swallowed without masti'

dilation.

The meaning of the word ^akfata* is given in the EoiSas and the

Sutras as rice. The herbs, too, ripeu about the same time as rice. This is

just as it should be. But when the wheat ripens, tdie herbs are not

to be found. But we have already shown above that in the day.4

of Earkacarya^ raw wheat used to be swallowed on the occasionl of

iSravanl. And since EarkScarya refers to wheat being swallowed with-

out masticulation, it can only mean that the wheat was raw. And this

could be possible only at the time of its harvest: All these facts, there-

fore, clearly point to the conclusion that the harvests of wheat and rice

had interchanged their places in respect of season. And as raw wheat

was available in the month of Si'fivana it is but natural to suppose that

it ripened in the month of Asvina.

Prom the evidence furnished by Kark&carya in his commentary

on the Srmta^Htra^ of EMyayana that the autumn occurred in the month

of Caitra and from the fact I’ecorded in his commentary of the Pa^askara-

Grahya-siltra^ that the spring took place in the mouth of Alvina, it is

proved that the spring equinox took place in the month of Afivina in the

time of that commentator. It follows, therefore, that the spring equinox

has now receded about seven months back to TJttara-bhadmpada, since the

date of Earkac^ya. And since the twelvi^ signs of the zodiac very

nearly coincide with the twelve months of the year, it may be said

that the said equinox has receded about seven signs of the

zodiac or ra4is as they are termed in Hindu astronomy. The equinoctial

point takes about 2166 years to iraverse one sign. It follows, therefore,

that it must have taken, at least, about fifteen thousand years to cover

the distance of seven signs of the zodiac as pointed out above. It may,

therefore, be concluded that the commentator of the KatyHychna-Srauta-

sutra lived about fifteen thousand years ago.

But this is a rough calculation. Let us be more exact. The

iequiuoatial point is, at the presenti date, in the second division of the

Uttara-bhadrapada. But it was between Citra and Sviti in the time of

Earkacarya. It may be said to have receded, therefore, about fifteen

Naksatms and a qnai^r. And aince it takes 966 yeans to traverse one
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Naksatra, it must! have taken 14579 years to traverse the distance of

fifteen Naksatras and a quarter.

Although the theory, so far as it goes, appears to be sound enough

to warrant serious consideration at the hands of the scholars, it is, never

theless, open, to some objections which we propose, to consider in another

paper,

G, B. M-VKonAy



Literary Beference to Samudragupta

It is a well-known fact that the Sanskrit work Pancatantra was the

source of hundreds of similar works found scattered all over the world

in different languages. An allied group of works, based on; Pafficatcrntm,

jis found in the Far East, in Javanese, Balinese, Siamese and Laotian

languages. These books are known as Tantri (var, Tantrai, Tantai,

Tanfaiya etc.). A feature which distinguishes this group is its introu

ducHon. Instead of the familiar story of Visnusamian reciting the text

for the edification of hia’ royal pupils, we find here something entirely

different. It is said that n king resolved to marry a young damsel every

day and asked his chief minister to provide a regular PAipply of young

aoomplislied girls of noble family. The minister, unable to bring his

master to senses, agreed, and for some time continued to supply every

day a beautiful girl whom the king mairied with great pomp and cere-

mony, only to discard her tlie next day for a new one. At last the minister

exhatisted his resources. The day on which the last girl in his stock

was Rupjylied he did not return home, but lay down in a deserted place

without food. He had an accomplished daughtter, Tantri by name, who

found him out, and having ascertained the cause of his sadness, offered

herself to be married to the king with a view to stop this mad practice.

The mini^'er had to yield to his daughter’s importunities and next day

the marriage took place with usual pomp. When the royal pair retired

at night, and the king appeared to be asleep, the queen told a story h
the waiting maid, iri order, as she said, to drive away sleep from her.

She took care to describe the various ramifications of the story which, of

course, she could not hope to finish in one. night. The king who was

really awake was so much enchanted with the story, that iri order to hear

the rest, he refrained from marrying a new queen until the tale was

finished.

This setting of the PafiocUontra text undoubtedly reminds us of the

Thousand and One Nights. But the details about the king show that

the introductory story was undoubtedly derived from India.

Of the Far Eastern group of Pancafantni texts, I have been able

to consult the full text only of Tantri Kdvmnduhaf a Javanese text,
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edited with a Dutch Translation by Dr. C. Hooykaas and published in

Bibliotheca Javanica series. I translate below the paragraph of the

text becu'ing upon the royal hero of the introduotoiy chapter.

‘‘In old times there was a king who traced his genealogy to the

family of SamudragupUi {Ana ngusana Sang Prahhu, ika 'pwa Kula-

nmgS^ Samudragupiapcnampaiu). He bad many fore-fathers but of

those between the founder of the royal family and the king himself I

will say nothing. By his bravery he protected ihe world. It is said

of the king that Jio was the greatest among those whose words' were law

(/Ijncislddhi). His name was Maharaja Esvaryainila and his capital

was Pataliputra-nagara in Jambudipa, in Sri Ijaratanda. This land lay

to the South of the Himalaya and the rivers Gahga and Yamuna flowed

through it. In Madhyadesa (and in the centre of the territory between

them)' lay the rich city of Pataliputra of which the praise is now sung.^'

The next paragraph gives a grandiloquent pictiiie of the king.

He possessed all the sixty- (our arts {lald)^ the fom oceans formed the

limits of his empire; he had no rivals, all the other kings bowed down

to him in fear etc. etc.

Now, although no historical importance attaches to the introrluci!ou

which merely selves as a sclting of the text, the name of Samudra

gupta, the fore-father of ihe king of Pataliputra^ undoubtedjy indicates

that the name and fame of Samudragiipta was still a living tradition in

India when the original Sanskrit text was composed. This is specially

important in view of tlie fact tliat no reference to llie great emperor

has yet been found in any literary work of India.

In conclusion, I shall briefly refer to two oilier points of a specu-

lative nature which arise out of the abov’e discussion. First, the unique

nature of the introductory episode, and its resemblance to that of the

Arabian story book Tlaynsand and One Nights. This indicates that a

version of Pancatantra served as the basis of the Arabian text.

Secondly, the name of the king Esvaiyapala is undoubtedly Aisvarya-

pala. As the Pala kings were better known than others in the Far East,

in connection with the spread of Mahayfuia Buddhism, it might have

1 Dr. Hooykas’ translation is given within brackets. He takes

‘Httdliyaayaiia desa’ its land between the two rivers.
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a refereaice to one of them. A son of Ramapala is called Vittapala*

which is an exactl equivalent of Ai4varyapala. We have no positive

evidence that Vittapala ever ascended the throne, but he may be iden-

tical with one of the two eons of Ramapala who act»ually did so. Apart

from this, it is clear from Taranatha's account that in later ages ttadi-

. tion knew of many more Pala kings than are known from inscriptions.

As the king in TontvUKamandaka is at best a traditional one, there is

no inherent improbability in the assumption that he was regarded as

a Pala king.

It such an assumption be permitted, the reference to Samudra-

guptu as the ancestor of a Pala king becomes interesting. In Rama-

cart fa, Dhannapala is referred to as Samudra-kala-Jfpa i.e. born in

the family of Samudra. This has been taken to mean that the Palas

were descended from the sea, which, of course, is meaningless. Ii^h.e

light of Tantrl-Kamandakay we may take Samiuha-kula as family of

Saniudragupta, and it would then aj)pear that by the eleventh century

A.D. the tradition of the descent of the Pala kings from Samudragupla

had already grown up.

Of course this tradition cannot be regarded as a historical truth.

But we may easily explain its origin. The reign of the later Guptas

ended almost when that of the Palas began. So, in a later period,

people migjit draw up a connected genealogy of the impel ial Guptas,

the later Guptas and the Palas, who reigned in 'Magadha in almost

unbroken succession. It may be mentioned that Tantri Kamandaka

refers to a king Maharaja Sri Visnugupta of Kau4umbT, and this name

was borne by the last, but' one, of the later Gupta kings of Magadha.

Further, Aisvaryapala is described as belonging to the Iksv^ku family.

According to the Kamauli grant, the Palas are descended from the sun.

Mr. R. D. Banerji discarded this view on account of its difference

from Itumacarita which assigns Ramapala to Samudra-family. But

‘2 liinnnvfinia^ IT. 36. Tii his Bdttfjhlr Jidulsn^ p. 291, Mr. R. T). Banerji

says that Vittapala was an officer of Ramapala; but lie evidently ij^nores the word

‘.Hvnor.* It is presumably this son who valiantly fought with Kari and whom

^fr. Banerji identifies with Rajyapala (Ihhl),
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Jiere, too, the TantH^KcmanJal^a offers a probable solution of the discre-

pancy, by referring* the origin of the family to Samudragnpta and

making him a descendant of IksTs^u.

Before I close, I should say that it would l>e risky to deduce

historical truth from these statements, which can only help us in

explaining the traditions about the origin of the Palas which grew up

in later ages.

B. C.

f.H.Q., DECEtfBER, 1933 14



An almost Contemporary Account of Mahmud’s

Invasions of India

Mahmud’s invasions of India have always attracted the attention

of Indian historians. TJnforlunately, however, not. many contemporary

accounts of it have come down to us. For a long time students of his-

tory content to depend ui)Oii Firishta’s liistory and Fthi’s Kitah-ul

Yarnini, TJtbi’s account, liowever, is very meagre and lacks details

whereas Firishta’s distance from his subject-matter does not lend much

authority to his work. The publication of the Pewian text of a part of

the Zainul Akhhar of Ghdni edited by pJ•ofes^or Mubajiimad Nazim

in 1928 made available an account of Mahmud’s invasions of India

written at the most in 1052 A.D., i.e. within twenty two years of

Mahmud’s death. Its account of Mahmud’s invasions of India

therefore deserves the foremost place among original authorities

on Mahmud’s reign and as such it is sure to inteiest! students

of Indian History. In the following pages an attempt has been made

at providing the readers of Indian history with a translation of Girdizi’s

Persian account. I have not added many footnotes to the translation as

I intend to follow it up by a translation of Utbi’s Kitah-uUYaviini when

it would be possible to compare these two contemporaiy histories and

evaluate them. The account given by Girdizi luns thus:

When Mahmud became Amir of Khurasan, the Caliph of Baghdad

gave him the title of Yamin-ul-JJaulat and Amin-ul-Millit.*

In 390 A.H. (1000 A.D.) Mahmud left for India from Ghazni and

conquered many forts.*

On 6th iiamazan 391 A.H. (August 28,1001 A.D.) Mahmud reached

Herat and left for Ghazni. He left Ghazni for India and encamped at

Peshawar. He had ten thousand soldiers with him. Jaipal, king of

India with twelve thousand horse, 30000 foot and 300 elephants came

out to oppose him. Both the armies were drawn up in battle array. Soon

the battle began. God gave victory to the Muslims. Mahmud was vic-

torious. Jaipal was defeated. Many infidels were killed. The Muslims

1 Qirdisi, * p. 62. 2 Ibid., 63.
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killed 6000 Hindus in that battle, and Jaipai was made prisoner.
.
Fif-

teen of his sons and brothers also fell into their hands. A good deal of

booty was taken. It is said that the necklace that Jaipai was wearing

was valued at 180000 Dinars. Similarly other Hindu chiefs who were

taken prisoners were found wearing valuable ornaments round their

necks. This victory was gained on Friday, 8th Muharram 392 A.H.

(27th Nov. 1001 A.D.).

From here Mahmxid marched on Waihind. Tliis country was also

ravaged. When spring came, Mahmud returned to Ghazni.®

When Mahmud retunied to Ghazni (from Sistan in 393 A.Il.
; 1003,

1004 A.D.), he decided to attack Bhatia. He marched by way of

Walihtan (Sibbi) and Hissar and reached Bhatinda. Here a battle raged

for three days. Bajrao formed his troops in battle line and sent them

against Mahmud. He himself left for the bank of river Sasana, .When

Mahmud learnt this, he sent some of his men in pursuit in order to

capture Bajrao and his compajiions. When Bajrao. learnt of the pur-

suit, he left his main body and killed himself. Mahmud^s soldiers took

his head and captured all his companions and brought them before

Mahmud w:ho was overjoyed. By his orders all of them were killed.

Two hundred and eighty elephants fell into his hands.*

In 39G A.H. (lOOG A.D.) Mahmud decided to make a surprise attack

on Multan. He was afraid that if he marched by (he direct routOj

Daud would get to know of it and make preparations to oppose him.

He chose therefore a roundabout way to Multan. Anand Pal, son of

Jaipai, contested his progres?^. Mahmud directed his army to attack

Anand PaPs territories. Many men were taken prisoners and many

were killed, the country was ravaged.®

Anand Pal ran away to the mountains of Kashmir, Mahmud

reached Multan. He besieged it for a week till the garnsoii sued for

peace. They agreed to pay 20000 Dinars in two instalments every year.

Mahmud now returned to Ghazni.

3 Girdizi, pp. 65, 66. Dr. Nazim (/^/c nnd Timcjs of Sultan Mahimd of

Ohaznif p. 67) has stated on the authority of Girdizi that 15 sons and grojidsoiis

of Jaipai were captured. The text has sons and brothers.

4 Ibid., pp. 66, 67; Bhatia is probably Bhatinda. This expedition was

undertaken early in 1003 a.d.

6 Ibid., pp. 67, 68.
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When Mahmud was free from his struggle against Ilak Khan

(defeated in January, 1008), he heard that Shokpal, grandson of Jaipal,

who had fallen into tjhe hands of Abuali at Nishapur and been con-

verted to Islam, had abjured his religion. Mahmud turned towards him

and captured him in the hills of Ivashnod. He undertook to pay 400000

Dinars. He was entrusted to Hakin Kha^an and imprisoned. He died

in prison.*

Prom here Mahmud left for India. In 399 A.H, (1008-1009 A.D.)

he fought against Anand Pal and defeated him. Thirty elephants were

taken and a large number of prisoners was made.' Prom here Mahmud

marched on to Bhim Nagar and besieged it. For three days the siege

continued. Mahmud then succeeded in entering the fort with pome of his

companions. Gold, silver and diamonds that had been accummulated

since the days of Bhim Pando in this fort fell into his hands. Booty

beyond counting fell into Mahmud’s hands. Mahmud now returned to

Ghazni. A throne of gold and silver was built. The booty was dis-

played at Ghaasni for people to stare at.*

From Ghazni in 400 A.H. (1010 A.D.) he left for Mnltan. The

territory left unconquercd last time was conquered now. Many

Carmathians there were captured, some were slain, others mutilated,

and made to suffer otherwise so that all of them died. Daud was also

captured and taken to Ghazni and sent to Ghork where he died.*

In 402 A.H. (1012 A.D.). Mahmud Mt Ghazni for Thanesar.

When Trilocanpal, emperor of India, heard this, he sent messengers

and offered 50 elephants if Mahmud would not march <m Thaiiesar.

Mahmud paid no heed to his words. When his armies reached the Camp

of Pam, his men disputed bis path. From their protected places, they

attacked the Muslims, many of whom were killed.

When Mahmud reached Thanesar, he found the city deserted.

Whatever fell into the hands of his men was destroyed. Many of the

6 Girdizi, p. 69. Dr. Nazim (,p. 98) places the rebellion of Sukhpal in the

Salt Range in the Punjab and converts Kashnod into the Salt Range. Kashmir

would he a nearer guess. There is nothing improbable in Sukhpal being captured.

7 Ibid., p. 69.

8 Ibid., pp. 69, 70. Bhim Nagar is Nagar Kot of Firishta near Kangra.

9 Ibid,, p. 70. '

^
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idolfl were braken<. Jogar om (which waa the most famous idol in

that Mecca of the llinduvs)'® was carried away to Ghazni and placed at

the Durgah. People flocked to see it.^^

In the year 401 A. II. (1014 A.D.) Mahmud decided to lake Nanda.

When Baro Jaipal, king of India, learnt ahonit it, he sent tried veterans

to the fort in order to guard the fort and himself left for the passes in

Kashmir. When Mahmud rea<‘hed the place it was invested thoroughly.

When the besieged felt hel])]ess, they asked for peace and suiTendered

the fort. Mahmud with some of his men entered the fort and took away

the valuables and arms that were in the fort. Mahmud left Mir Saragh

in charge of the fort and himself left for tlie pass in Kashmir where

Baro Jaipal was hiding. When he heard of the enemy's approach,

Baro Jaipal ran a^vay from there as well. Mahmud so arranged mattere

that the forts in the pass were taken and pillaged. His anny captured

a good deal of properly and large number of men. Many Hindus accepb

ed Islam. The same year he issued orders that in the place conquered,

mosques be raised and Hindus be converted to Islam by men appointed

for the purpose. Mahmud himself returned to Ghazni. This victory

was secured in the year 405 A.H. (1015 A.D.)'^

When the year 407 A.H. (1016 A.I).) began, Mahmud decided to

attack Kashmir. From (rliazni he 'set out for Kashmir. When he

reached the i)ass, winter set in^ Beyond llie pass was the

fort of Lohkot (Ix^hariii) strong as of iron. It was invested. When the

siege was turning to be successful, the severity of winter and the snow

helped the gamson whicli was reinforced by the arrival of fresh troops,

from Kashmir. Mahmud sought safety in retirement. He returned to

Ghazni in the spring.*®

In the beginning of the year 409 A.H. (1018 A.H.) Mahmud de-

cided to attack Kanauj, a very populous and prosperous country". Cross-

ing seven waters, Mahmud reached <he frontiers of the kingdci", when

Bakorah, the warden of the marches, sent a messenger and submitted.

From here he advanced to Baranuiider (Buland Shahr) Hardat

himself fled and left his tribesmen to guard the fort. But Mahmud's

10 Girdizi, p. 70.

12 /did., p. 72.

ri /bid., pp. 70, 71.

13 Ibid.; pp. 72, 73,
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aimies broke their defences and overpowered them. They bought back

themselves by paying 1000000/- and thirty elephants.

From here Mahmud advanced to Mahaban (near Muttra) on the

Jumna then under Kala Chand. When he heard of Mahmud's advance,

he selected his best elephant, mounted it and tried to cross the rivey.

Mahmud learnt of his attempt at escape and ordered his men to watch

the roads. In despair Kala Chaud killed himself. Mahaban was taken,

1G5 elephants and a booty beyond imagination fell into Mahmud’s hands.

From here Mahmud advanced on Muttra, a very great city of the

Hindus, sacred as the birth place of Krsna son of V'asudeva. Here is

a great Hindu temple. When Mahmud reached Muttra no one opposed

him. He ordered his men to spread over the whole kingdom, destroy

all idols or burn them and take possession of all property. From the

temples, treasures and property beyond counting fell into Malimud’s

hands. One sapphire weighed 450 miihgaU. No one had ever seen

such a stone. Gold and silver idols beyond estimate were taken. One

gold idol was ordered to be broken and 98300 inkliyah of gold was

found therein. In this w’ay much property and many stones were

captured.

From here Mahmud advanced to Kanauj where the Rai was captured.

Mahmud now set out for Ghazni. In the way a peerless elephant of

Chand Eai of Kaiiauj whirdi Mahmud had heard of and sought for in

vain fell into his hands. It had run away from Chand Rai’s ranks and

with the Mahaot was now captured. Mahmud named it Khudadad

(God’s gift).

When Mahmud reached Ghazni, tlie Imoty was valued at 2000000

Dinars, 53000 slaves arid 350 elephants.**

In the month of Tir in the year 410 A. 11. (1019 A.D.) Mahmud de-

cided to advance against Naiula, He had killed Rajpal. He had decided

to join Trilocanpal and make him victorious and bring back his armies

to his own kingdom. When he heard the news of Mahmud’s advance

Jaipal crossed the Ganges towards Bari. Mahmud also crossed the river

and defeated all the Hindu armies. Jaipal ran away with some Hindus

and did not diaoute Mahmud’s path who now decided to attack the city

14 Gird’si, pp. 74, 76.
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of Bari. They found it deserted. All the temples were burnt. They

carried away every thing they could lay their hands on. From here,

he decided to march towards Nanda’s country. After crossing many

rivers, Mahmud reached his frontiers. NTanda had heard of the advance

of tlie army of Isjam. He had gathered together a good many arms and

^ large army, ti is said his army consisted of 3G000 cavalry, 145000

foot), 650 elephants. This should give some idea of liis resources. When

Mahmud approached his armies, he disposed of his troops in battle array,

divided it into the usual sections for the battle. He encamped taking

cover to protect himself. He then sent a mesenger to Nanda asking him

to become a Muslim and save himself from all harm and distress. Nanda

returned reply that he had nothing to say to Malimud except on the

battlefield. He heard that Mahmud ascended a height in order to get a

view of Nanda's army. He saw a world of tents, encampments and be-

sides immoveable horsemen, foot soldiers and elephants. He left dis-

tressed. He prayed to Ood to grant him victory. When the night fell,

God struck fear into Nanda lieart*. He left ciimp and ran away.

When Mahmud sent a messenger next day he found Nanda^s camp

deserted, they had left all their arms and taken away their horses and

elephants. The messenger returned and informed Mahmud who left

his place of refuge and went towards the enemy^s camp and found it

deserted. Mahmud thanked God and ordered the camp of Nanda to

be looted. A good deal of property of all kinds was thus destroyed.

From here victorious Mahmud set out towards Ghazni. On their

way back a forest fell in tlieir way. The army entered it, 580 eflephants

of Nanda fell into their Lands which they captured and brought to the

Muriim camp.

Then they brought the news that there are two strongly fortified

passes Nur and Qirat. Here the inhabitants are Kafir and idolatrous.

Mahmud resolved to attack them. He ordered that a large number of

artisans such as blacksmiths, masons and stone-cutters should accom-

pany tlie troops so that they might level up the roads, cut down the trees

and break stones. When the army reached there, it was resolved to

attack Qirat first. Qirat is a pleasant place and its inhabitants womhip

the lion. Its climata h and fruits abound. When the Shah of

Qirat got the news he advanced to meet them, submitted and sought
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protection. Malvmud accepted his submission and spared his territories.,

When the Shah of Qirat became Muslim and many of the inhabitants

of Qirat as well accepted Islam. The inhabitants of Nur, however,

refused to comply with Mahmud^s demands. Mahmud ordered Hajib

Ali to proceed to Nur and conquer it. A fort was built here. Mir Alt*

was apix>inted Kotwal of the fort. He w'as ordered to put Islam round

their neck by sword. Islam now made its appearance in their country.

This was in 411 A.H. (1020 A.D.).»

When the year 412 A.H. (1021 A.D.) began, Mahmud decided

to attack Kashmir. The fort of Loharkot was invested. A month

was spent; here. As the fort was very strong, it could not be taken.

When it was not taken, Mahmud came out of the great pass and went

towards Lahore and Takeshar and spread his armies. When the spring

came, Mahmud went hack to Ghazni.**

When the year 413 A.H. (1022 A.D.) began, Mahmud decided to

attack Nanda’s territory. When the fort of Gwalior was reached, it was

invested. It was, however, a very strong fort and Mahmud failed to

take it. He remained investing it for four days and nights. The com-

mander of the fort then sent a messenger and sought for peace. He sur-

rendered 35 elephants. The army of Mahmud now retreated from here

and advanced towards Kalinjar which was under Nanda. Nanda was

himself in the fort with his near relatives and his officers. Mahmud

ordered that the fort be surrounded on all sides. Many plans were

thought of. But the forff was so situated that no man could scale its

heights. It was not even possible to attack the fort by cutting down

stones at its base. No plan was possible. Some days were passed in this

fashion. Nanda, however, felt uncomfortable in the fort as all roads had

been closed to him. He sent messengers and offered to pay the Jizyn,

Hudya, and 300 elephants. This was agreed to. Nanda gladly sent

300 elephants ond drove them out of the fort without! Mahaots. Mahmud

ordered hia men who came with the pack of elephants, and mounted

them. The garrison was very much surprised at this daring of

Mahmud’a soldiers. Nanda was a poet. He wrote a verse in Hindi and

sent it to Mahmud. Mahmud had this recited to the Hindu, Persian and

1$ Girdizi, pp. 76, 79.

17 Ibid., pp. 79, 80.

16 Ibid., p. 79.
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Turk poetSt Every one liked the verse and declared that it was not

possible to write more elegant or more high flown lines. Mahmud there-

fore had an order drawn up conferring on Nanda 15 forts in return for

the verse that Nanda had composed in his honour. Besides he sent many
presents^ women^ jewels and dresses. Nanda also sent a good deal in

return. Mahmud returned to Ghazni from there.

When winter came, as usual, Mahmud went towards India in order

to ^in religious merit. Some one said, ‘'On the sea shore there is a

great city Somnath by name. Hindus regard it with the same respect

which the Muslims reserve for Mecca. There are gold and silver idols

in the temple. The idol Manat, which the prophet had removed from

Ea^aba, had reached this place via Aden. They had brought it.

fn the treasury of that tJemple they have placed precious stones and a

good deal of property. But the uray thereto ia very dangerous.'*

When Mahmud heard this he planned to go to that city and des-

troy the idoils. From Hindustan he now set his forces towards Somnath.

When he approached the city and was seen by the BraJimanas

and Sramanas, they all busied themselves in worshipping their idols.

The Chief Officer of the city left it and taking his family and men with

him sailed down the river in a boat seeking refuge on an island where

he remained encamped. as long as the Muslim army remained surround-

ing the city. When the Muslim army approached the city, they

besieged it and began to attack it. Before many days had passed a

breach was effected, Mahmud's army entered the city, and began to kill.

Many Hindus were killed, Mahmud asked the Muazzaii to go to the

camp and announce the time of prayers when all the idols were broken,

burnt or otherwise destroyed. The stone idol of Manat was taken out

from its foundation in the ground and broken into small pieces. Some

of these were taken to Ghazni on camels where they are still found

under the steps of the Mosque. There was some treasure under the idols.

AH that treasure was taken. A large amount of property was thus got

—

silver idols, other jewels, and treasure of various kinds.

Mahmud now returned. For Farm Dev, Badshah of the Hindus,

stood in his way disputing his path. Mahmud decided therefore to leave

the right road back to Ghazni for fear lest this great victory of his should

turn into defeat (results of this great victory be •thrown away). He

DECEIIBSB^ 1933
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left by way of Mausura towards Multan. His soildiers suffered many

hardships partly on account of want of water and partly on account of

the Jats of Sindh and on other grounds. Many of the shldiers of Islam

lost their lives in the way. At last Multan was sighted and from there

Mahmud marched on to Ghazni.*®

Mahmud had been greatly enraged at. the conduct of the Jats of

Multan and Bhatis of Saihon on account of their molesting his armies

when he was returning from Somnaih. He wanted to take vengeance

on them for tSieir conduct and punish them. Hence in the year 418 A.H.

(1027 A.D.), he collected his armies for the twelfth time and set out to^

wards Multan. When he reached the city, he ordered 1400 strong boats to

be built. They were fitted with three iron spikes each, strong and sharp,

one at the bow and one each on the sides. They w^ere so sttong and

sharp that they were capable of piercing, wrecking, and destroying

whatever they stinick against. One thousand and four hundred boats

were set afloat on the river. Every boat seated 20 well equipped soldieis

with bows, arrows, spears and shields. When the Jats heard of

Mahmud’s approach, they carried their families to far off Islands.

They took up arms, equipped 4000, and according to some accounts,

800 boats. Every boat contained many well armed men. They set

off to attack the enemy. When they came opposite the Muslim army,

the Muslim shot arrows at them, the firemen threw rockets. Wlieii

the Muslim boats* came near the boats of the Jats., the spikes struck the

Jat boats. In this way the Jat boats were either wrecked, drowned or

damaged. On the banks of the river, horsemen, foot soldiers and ele-

phants had been placed. W^ben any Jat appeared on the banks, he was

again thrown in. The Muslim army marched on the banks of the river,

till they sighted the camp of the refugee families. They were robbed.

A good deal of booty was obtained. From there the Muslim army left

with flying colours for Ghazni.

Shauma

18 Girdizi, pp. 84, 85.
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Daspalla Copper-Plate Agreement*

The inscription in the sub-joined plate which measures 8 3" x 6*9"

consists of 14 lines. This is enclosed on four sides by engraved borders.

The top border as well as the right border are formed by simple lines.

But the other two bordew have embellishments. At the end of this

insciiption the representation of a peacock, which is the family emblem

of the Bhhja rulers, is engraved.

Though the inscription is not much old, it is very interesting from

the linguistic point of view. Again it definitely connects the present

ruling family of Baud with the Bhafija rulers of old epigraphic

records.

The scripts used in this record re^mhle the modern Oriya

alphabet. But the archaic form of one Oriya script is noticeable. The

script t is in the way of formation of its modern Oriya shape. Its

horizontal bar has been curved. But unlike the modern Oriya t, its

lower end of the right limb has not been extended so much as to join

with the loft end of the horizontal stroke (cf. ta in pwtra, tumhhe and

vieharuita in 11. 2, 3 and 5 respectively). Again there is hardly any

distinction between the form of ta and that of tra (cf. tra in and

ta in tumhhe in 11. 2 and 3 respectively). Besides there are some fonns

of scripts, now known in Orissa as Karanl alaara or the scripts used by

the writers of official records (cf. da in dina in 1. 0 and ha in ehn in

1. 3).

As regards orthography, the following points that are not found

in the modem Oriya writing, call for special notice.

(1) The vowds r and I are used for rii and In (cf. adyar written

for ddyam in 1. 3; dely written for delu in 1. 3). This is due to the

fact that the vowels r and I are pronounced in Oriya as ru and lu res^

pectively.

(2) A peculiar phonetic assimilation is represented by LoJcamriMhay

written for Lokcmdtha in 1. 10.

ocknowledgo my indebtedness to the present Ruling Chief of Daspalla State,

^ho has kindly this lent medocument for publication.
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(3) The letters s and s are used arbitrarily (cf. satr and satf^

both written for iatfii in 1. 7 ;
purui&nakra'mare written for puruidnu-

kramare in 1. 8). It is worth mentioning that their sounds in Oriya are

not distinguishable from each other.

(4) The letter j has been used instead of y (cf. jevienta in 1. 4 and

je in 1. 7 written instead of modem Oriya yemanta and ye). This is

due to the fact that the initial y of the urords is pronounced in Oriya

ns j. The modern phonetic assimilation of the Oriya language is also

represented by jevimta coiresponding to Bengali yemana.

(5) The words raja (1. 1) and mahardya (I. 4) written for rdjd

and wVihdrdjd are also wortli noticiing. When the Sanskrit words,

having two d-sonnds successively are adopted into Oriya, their first

d-sounds c.hange into ^-sound in many cases (cf. Or. kapa>^ Sk.

hdrpdsa, Or. asdAJi/0> Sk. asadha). But if Die sound of ha succeeds

that of d or the sound of hd succeeds Diat of a in a word, the sound of

ha becomes that of hd in the former case and the sound of hd becomes that

of ha in the latter one (cf. Or. sdhdsa':>^ Sk. sdhae; Or. pdhdn(jC>

Sk. pradhana). This is why the Sanjdcrit mahd has been written as

Tndhd,

The language of the document is not different from the modern

Oriya. The foreign words, such as haholopafra (1. 2), sarahlm (1. 4)

and mehanata (1. 5), are still in uho in Oriya. But the phrase ehl

prihihie kaldi (I. 4) is not now in Uvsc in the common parlance of Orissa

;

its modem equivalent is ckd prthivl hihi (we make our states one and

the same unit). The final i of kaldi is derived from the Sanskrit hi con-

veying the emphasis. As for illustration tu se kaihd kahucu (you are

uttering that word) and tu set kathd kahucu (you are uttering that very

word) can be cited here. But now this i is never used after a verb
;
such

use is found in the ancient Oriya literature.

The singular inflectional termination of the accusative case is e in

Oriya. It does not euphonically combine with the final vowels (except

a and d) of the words to which it is added (cf. kathd kahiW or se

kathe kahile;^ se hdti deW or se hdtie deld*. Hence the above expres-

sion is not wrong nor unintelligible.

1 He uttered words 2 He uttered some words.

3 He gave elephant. 4 Ho gave an elephant*
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The text begins with the date of execution of the document. It

contains sarruista 62 cmka and 1193 sdla. The former year is perhaps

the regnal year of Trivikrama Deo. The latter sdln year is nothing but

the Amlee year.

In Orissa the Amlee new year's day falls on the 12th day of the

bright fortnight of the month of Bhddra. But as the document was

executed on the 25th day of Mina {Caitra the last month of the Amlee

year according to the Bengal system of reckoning), its corresponding

English date will be one and the same according to all systems

of reckoning the Amlee year. It, therefore, corresponds to 9th April

1787 A.D. .

Trivikrama Deo Bhahjaraja issued this document, acknowledging

the help, rendered hy liis nejdiew Mukunda Bhanja, the ruler of Das-

palla. The latter prevailed upon Diisaji, the Nawab under (the

Mahratta) Madhoji's Government, to secure the release of the former

from confinement.® In consequence Trivikrama Deo kept himself, his

state and his posterity under indebtedness to tlie Baja family of

Daspalla, which is a branch of the Baud Bhanja family.

The title Bliafija is not now used by the rulers of Baud. This fact

led Mr. B. 0. Mazumdar to hold that the present Baja family of Baud

is not the off-shoot of the 'Bhanja family of old epigrapliic records.® He

connected therefore the former family with the solar dynasty to which

Toge^vara Devavarniar of tJie epigrapliic record belonged.

Trivikrama Deo, l med in this plate, is the elder brother of the

great-great-great-grandfather of Narayan Prasad Deo, the present

Baling Chief of Baud. As he has explicitly called himself

Bhanjaraja in the present record, there is the reason to believe

the version of the family annals that the present ruling house of Baud

is the scion of the old Bhanja family.

At the end of the text there occurs the numeral 5. It perhaps

signifies fivis gods.

6 The conauement of the Raja of Baud by the Mahrattas is revealed by the

accounts of early Europoas trarellers.

0 JBOBS., vol. n, p, 360,
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TEXT

L. 1. Samasta G2 anka (,) sna^ 1193 5ala^// mina* di 25

ne/ Banda raja. Sri Trivikraina Deo Blia-

L.,,2. njarajaukara/
/ Dasapala*^ Sri Mukimda Bhauja

puturarajaiiku/ dela kabolapntro/

L. 3. E nimante kabolapatra lekliidel”
/
Ajadina adyar’*

tumbha ambhara eka gha-

L. 4. re eka prthivie kalai/ Tumbhe jementa*^ Modhoji^*

ma^harayaaka" Sar-

L, 5. karar'® *Sri Nababa Sri Dasaji'^ sabebanka

hajuru mehanata kari dharathar'* chadai

L. G aiiiblia(nkii)mulakaku nela/ Ajadiiia adyar'*

tumbha bieararii babara nolm// Tn-

L. 7. mbhara mitra se ambliara initra/ Tumbbara

satr“ se ambbara aat-r**/ Ehi-

L. 8. rpo*^ priti” kari puruj^anukramare®* neba/

Badamulo^^ ghatathar^* jete” gha-

L. 9. ta ethire rahadarire birotlha na karibn/ Ete kathare

anya bica-

L. 10. rile Sri Jaganatha-mabaprabhimka*® Sri, Lokamnatha-

inahaprabhimka®^ carane a-

L. 11. paraidhi®* hebu/ Apanara sukrta jete’® sabu liaribu//

Purbapurba-

L. 12. r^‘ ’Ragboji niribarajuiika®'’ dinar^® tumbha

ambha Padiuatolii-gbati saiidP^ sima*®

<

10

13

16

19

22

25

28

30

32

35

Sana

Dasapala

ycmanta

sarakararu

adyaru

iSatru

priti

glia'^a'tharu

Jagannatha-mahaprabhu nkn

Aparadhi w

Maharajanka

8 sala 9 mina

11 lekhidelu 12 adyaru

14 Madhoji 15 Maharaja
17 Dasaji 18 dhara^haru

20 ye 21 yo

23 satru 24 ehirupe

26 purusanukramare 27 badamula

29 ycte.

31 Lokanatha-mahaprabhnhka.

34 purbapurbaru

36 Dinaru 37 sandhi sIma
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L. 13. jiihara** je** thiba sehitliw*^

sehirpe^* c^iba/ E kabolap^

L. 14 tra Sri Trivikrama Deo Bhanjarajankara pramana 5.

TRANSLATION

On the 25ih day of Mina in the Amlee year 1193 and the regnal

year G2. This agreement, executed by Sri Trivikiama Deo Bhanjaraja,

the ruler of Baud, is made over to his nephew Sri Mukunda Bhahja, tho

ruler of Da^alla.

Whereas you (Mukunda Bhahja) prevailed upon Sri Da^^aji, the

Ifawab under the Qovernment of Maharaja Sri Madhoji for my return

to the state from confinement, 1 (Trivikrama Deo) do hereby (acknow-

ledge your help and) promise that the family and the state of mine as

well as those of youi^ should be (considered) as one and the same. I will

never ar^t contrary to your counsel from today. I bind myself and my

posterity for the perpetuity of friendly relation with you and your

posterity that I will treat your friend and foe as those of mine. I will

not quarrel for the right over the ferries at places lying beyond the

Badamula ferry places. In case of breach of these promises, I will be

accused (of sin) at the feet of the gods Jagannatha and liokanatha and

lose all my merits. Our respective possessions of the boundary line at

Badmatala pass as fixed in the past and in the days of Maharaja Raghuji

will continue (unchanged). This agreement is admitted by Trivikrama

Deo Bhanjaraja.

Binayak Misha

39 yahara

41 sehithftru

40 ye

42 sehirupe



King Narasimha of Qauda

and the Study of the Mahdhhdsya in Bengal

In the Padmap^irdna, Uttarakliancla, ch. 185 a story has been told in

exhaltation of the virtues {mdJidtniya) attaching to the XVth chapter of

the Gttd. It is statied therein that there was a king named Krpana

Narasimha in Qauda (Gaudesu hhupaiiJi). After describing his prowess

and wealth of horses and elephants it has been abruptly said that

**pun(irttj}alpaydmcakre Mahdbhdsyani PJtmiUvarahP i.e. Thani^vara

re-established the MahMia.^yaf (the famous commentary on the Pdnini

by Patahjali) by refuting the arguments of the adversaries. It is not

clear what relation this incident had with the main object

of the story i.e. the viahaimya, nor is it apparent in what

way PhaniSvara is related to the king Narasimha. Probably

PhanHvara wrote some commentary on tlie Mfihdhhd^ya, re-estab-

lishing its superiority over the other commentaries on the Pd7iini,

under the patronage of this king. However incoherent the statement

may seem here, it lends some reality to the story itself, to the

extent that there was a king in Qauda named Narasimha and that one

Phani^vara re-established the study of the Mahdhhdsya in Qauda. If

the story was a wholesale creation of the imagination, as many of the

stories of this type are, there was no necessity of mentioning this inci*

dent of the Mahdhhdsya,

Now let us see if there is any evidence to show that such a king

lived in Qauda at any time. We do not know* of any well-known king

of Qauda by the name of Krpana Narasimha or Narasimha. If any such

king really existed he must have been a petty potentate, wlio reigned

in some part of Qauda, Gaudesu being taken’ to imply ‘in some part of

Qauda.’ We are indebted to Mr. Prabhas Chandra Sen for the informa-

tion of the existence of a place called Narasimher dliap i.e. the mound

of Narasimha in Mahastliaii, in the district of Bogra, Bengal {IHQ,,

vol. IX, p. 724). Mahasihan with its environs is identified as Pundra-

vardhana, the ancient capital of Qauda. This Narasimha might be the

same as Krpana Narasimha, king of Qauda. The mound most probably

represents the ruins of his palace. The prefix Krpana to the name of

Narasiipha ie perhaps an, epithet for his skill in manipulating sword.
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Now let UH look to the other point, viz. the rfe-establishment

of the study of the MahdhJimya in Gauda. The verb punaro

ujjalpaydrncakre indicate that it had been discontinued, so on attempt

at least had been made to revive it. It is doubtful if the attempt!

was successful. In fact, we find that other systems of Grammar

though driven from their countries of origin found asylum in Bengal,

but we find no trace of the study of the Mahdhhdsya in Bengal except in

a single instance. It is on record in the Rajataranginl (I. 176 & lA,,

voil. IV, p. 107) and Vakyapadiya of Bharttrhari (Kanda, ii, stanzas

484-90) that the Mahdhhdsya was not only ousted from Bengal but from

the other provinces of India also. It is said that king Abhimanyu of

Kasmir could not get one authentic manuscript of it throughout India.

Bharttrhari revived the study of the Mahdhhdsya in the seventh ceutuiy.

There igi a saying that wicked Amarasimha destroyed all copies of the

'Bhdsya, The Buddhists although accepted the Pdnini^ ignored the

MaJ\dhhdsya, This produced the Buddhist commentatries the Kdiikd^

the Nydsa of Jinendrabuddhi and others {Preface to the Survey of the

Mcmuscript Literature on Sanskrit Grammar etc. by H. P. Sastri, p.

xxiv). Mr. Dineshchandra Bhattacharyya says that the Nydsa was

extensively studied in North Bengal from a long time past till the first

decade of the nineteenth century (Sir Asutosh Mookerjee Silver Jubilee

Volumes, III, pt. i, p. 189). Bengal has produced many

grammars and grammarians. Among the former now lost Bhdgavrtti

is one. It is only known by copious quotations from it by later

grammarians. Mr. Bhattacharyya thinks that the author belonged to

Bengal. Quotations from the Bhdgavrtti are exclusively found in the

books of the Bengal authors, except a few second-hand quotations in

the Mddhavlya and a solitary one in the Padatmaiijarl of Harodatta

{ibid., p. 199).

The authorship of the Bhdgavrtti has been attributed to Bharttrhari

by Srishchaiidra Cliakravarti iu his Tntiwluction to the edition

of the Bhdsdvrtti. Mm. H. P. Sastri and Mr. Bhattacharyya did not

agree with him. Mr. Khitishcliandra Chatterji has conclusively shown

that Bharttrhari could not have been the author of the book. He has

also found out the name of the author in a quotation in Sripatidatta^s

Kdi4mtra-pariiista (1. 142). The author of the Bhdgavrtti was one

X.H.Q«, BECEItBEB^ 1933 16
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Vimalamati (/£?(?., vol. VII, pp. 413-18). Mr. Bhattactaiyya says

that *'the work was evidently meant to be a rival of the Kdiikd^ whose

interpretation it has sought to question almost at every step.*' He

further says that a sfedy of its attacks on the. Kdiikd leads bim to

believe that the author enlisted himself as a staunch follower of the

Mahahhasya^ for the objections are mostly on the score of andrsatva or

hhdsd^vinidiihatva (Sir A. M. Silver Jvhilee VoUimes^ III, pt. i, pp.

189-9). Mr. Chatterji says that the author has sometimes a fliug at

the Nyd^k&ra also (IHQ,, vol. VII, p; 416). Of the host of

grammarians pioduced by Bengal the author of the Bhdgavffti peems

to be tihe solitary figure who was an out and out supporter of the

bhd^ya. This tempt us to identify him with Phani^vara of the PadTrw^

purdna. His object in writing the Bhdgwvrtti appears to have been to

oust the Kdiikd and its commentary, the Nydsa, from the field Of North

Bengal and re-establish the study of the Mahdhhd^ya. The words

punar ujjalpaydmcakre have, therefore, been very aptly used in the

Padim-purdna in this connection. The author's strong support of the

Mahdbhdpja might have obtained for him the epithet of Phanisvara,

for the Mahdbhdsya is a'lso known ag the PhanUhhd^ya, In a manus«>

cript of the PadTna-pVrrdn^ in the Oovarddhana Mafha, Puri, we found

the reading ‘Muni^vara' in place of *PhanI4vara'. Probably Vimala-

mati, the author, was a) Jaina and known as Muni Vimalamati. In that

case we can understand why he has been called Muni4vara.

Mr. Khitishchandra Chatterji has assigned BhdgavfUi to a period

between 850 to 1060 A.D. So if our supposition is correct', this king

Narasimha must have fiourished sometime between the ninth and the

eleventh century. He was, tlierefore, in all probability a feudatory of

the Palas.

JoQENDRA Chandra Ghosh
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Kanauj played an important part in the hiatory of ancient India.

About half a celntury after the death of Harsavardhana, Ta^ovarman

occupied its throne. The Pratiharas ruled there from the early years

of the 9th century A.D. till the fimt quarter of tlie 11th century. After

the fall of the Pratiharas, a Ba^trakuta dynasty under king^ Candra

established there its suzerainty.^ Candra was followed by Yi^ahapala,

Bhuvanapala, Oopida, and Madanapala. The Set-Mahet inscription*

of Madanapala’s reigfn is dated V.E. 1170= A.1). 1118. It describes

Madaniapala's predecessor Gopala as the ruler of Gadhipura i.e.

Kanauj . Gopala must have been ruling in Kanauj sometimes before

1090 A.D. In the latter part of the 11th century A.D. the Gabada-

valas are found to have established their sway over Kanauj. . The

earliest known inscription of this dynasty is dated 1090 A.D.® The

Basahi plate,* dated 1104 A.D., states that “ih the lineag6 named

Gahadavida there was a victoriou^ king, son of Mahiyala, named

Candradeva, who, when on the death of king Bhoja and Karna the

world became troubled, came to the rescue, and became king

and established his capital at Kanauj.'' Karna, referred tb, was evi-

dently thcj Kalacuri Karna, king of Tripuri, who ruled from 1041

A.D. to 1072 A'.D. Suggestion has been made that Bhoja, mentioned

above, was the Pratihara king of the same name.® But the Pratihara

Bhoja closed his reign before 892 A.D. after which his successors ruled

in Kanauj for more than one-hundred and twenty-five years.* Hence

Bhoja of the Basahi plate,whose death was responsible for the break

1 vol. XXI, 1925, p. 103.

2 M., vol. XVII, p. 63.

3 EL, vol. IX, p.. 302.

4 IA., vol. XIV, p. 103. yate Srl-Bhaja-hhUpe vivu(bu)dha-vara‘Vadha-

netra slmcitithitvani Sn’Kari^^ne gatavati ca iirpe hsmatyaye jdya-

manej hharitdrant yam va(dha)ritri tri-diva-vihhu-nihham prlti-yogdd upetd

trdtd viivdsa-piiTvvani samahhavad iha sa ksamd-paiU CandraBcvah! J

5 IHQ., vol. V, pp. 89, 90.
.

- * - -
.. ^

6 J. Dep. Let.,, vol. X, p. 55.
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out of anarchy in Northern India in the latter part of the 11th century,

cannot be identicall with' the Pratih'Sra kinig^ ol the same name. He

appears to have been the Paramara Bhoja, who closed his rei^ shortly

before 1055 A.D/

No scholar has hitherto made any attempt to determine the nature,

of the trouble, referred to by the Basahi plate, that agitated the greater

part of Northern India during this period. The motet powerful among

kings who flourished in the latter part of the llth century were

the Paramara Laksmadeva, Kalacuri Tasahkania, Candella Kirtivarman,

C'^ukya Karna, Pala Bamapala, and the Calukya Vikramaditya VI.

Evidences are not available to prove that Northern India along with

Eanauj fell a pray to disorder as the result of the plundering expedi-

tion launched by any of these kings. But if the contemporary records

are carefully examined the cause of this catastrophe can be determined

with tolerable certainty.

. Ibrahim, the son of Mas'ud, and the grandson of the great

conjqueror Mahmud, ascended the throne of Ghazni in 1095 A\D. and

ruled his kingdom until 1099 A.D. In the year 1075 A.D. he

appointed hia son Mahmud governor of his Indian possession.*

Mahmud, on behalf of his father, launched an expedition against

Hindusthan. The great Persian poet Salman was a contemporaiy

both of Sultan Ibrahim and his son Mahmud. He died in 520 A.H.»

A.D. 1126. He gives a somewhat detailed description of the prince

Mahmud’s invasion of Hindusthan. He tells us that* the prince

besieged the fort of Agra, and defeated there the Amir Jaipal. The

prince received loads of red gold, and files of male elephants from

the kings of all quarters. In order to protect the elephants, he made

a stable at Kanauj, and appointed Cand Eai to take charge of them.

After that, in course of military expeditions, he destroyed a

tliousand idol temples, and his elephants trampled over more than a

hundred strongholds. He marched his army to Ujjain, and the king

of Malwa fled away for his. life. Ealahjar next fell to his sword. The

7 Author’s History of the ParatnOra Dynasty^ pp, 82ff,

8 Cambridge History of India, vol. Ill, p. 84.

9 Elliot’s History of India, rol, IV, p. 624,
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same authority^ tells us that, during this period, Eanauj was the

capital of Hind, which, as it appears from the above report, fell to

the sword of the Moslem.

SalmaJi’s statement makes it clear that the TJnited Provinces,

Malwa, Bundelkhand and all other intermediate territories were greatly

affected by the invasion of Mahmud. The date of this invasion can

approximately be determined within the narrow limit of a few years.

The Faramaira Lak§madeva, the son of TJdayaditya, occupied the throne

of Malwa between 1086 and 1094 A.D.*® He is said to have repulsed

an attack of the Turuskas.“ It will be admitted on all hands that

'during the latter part of the 11th centuiy A.D. Malwa was not in-

vaded by any other Moslem army save one. That was led by Mahmud

as has been stated above. Hence there can be little doubt that

Mahmud'fli adversary in Malwa was Lak^madevu. Evidently then

Mahmud's invasion against India took place between the years 1086

and 1094 A.D. the extreme limits of the reign period of Lak^maderva.

This is the period when the Bastrakuta Gopala lost the thmne of

Eanauj, and the Oahadavalas took possession of it. The earliest known

date of Candradeva, the founder of the Gahadavala dynasty, is 1090

A.D,** Hence, he can almost with certainty be identified with Cand

Eai, an officer of Mahmiid, referred to by Salman. The Gahadavala

Candradeva's predecessors were not royal personages. It appears that

Candradeva accepted a service under Mahmud and helped him in his

invasion against Hindusthan. When the power of the Bastrakuta

Gop5.1a was completely shattered by the Moslem, Cand Bai was

engaged by the Moslem general as his stable-keeper at Eapauj.

Shortly afterwards when the Moslem army withdrew to the Punjab

leaving Northern India into a state of chaos and disorder, Candradeva,

as we are told, taking advantage of the trouble that perturbed

the whole world i.e. Northern India, wieilded the sovereignty of that

imperial city.

The Basahi plate inscription gives us to understand that the death

of Bhbja and Earna resulted into anarchy in Northern India. If this

10 Author’s Euiory of the ParamOra Dynasty, pp. 142, 168.

11 EL, vol n, p. 188. 12 Ibid., vpl. IX, p. 302.
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t]ioubloii9 state of thing is considered to have been create by the

invasion of Mahmud, as has been suggested above, it will have to

maintain that Bhoja and Karna were instrumental in checking the

onrush of the Moslems into the heart of India. Both Bhoja and Earna

died ini the third quarter of the 11th century A.D. Their disappear

ance from the political arena emboldened the Moslems to launch once

more plundering expedition against India. A short review of the

Hindu-Moelem war in India during the middle of the 11th ceintury

A.D. will throw more light on the subject under review.

Firishta teills us that ^'in 435 A.H. = 1043 A.D. the Raja of Dehly,

in conjunction with other Rajas, retook Hansy, Thanesar, and other

dependencies from the governors to whom Modood had entrusted them.

The Hindoos from thence marched towards the fort of Nagarkote, which

they besieged for four months The success of the Raja of Dehly

gave such confidence tb the Indian chiefs of the Punjab, and other

places that though ^before this time, like foxes they durst hardly creep

fmm their holes, for fear of the Mussulman arms', yet now they put

on the aspect of lion, and openly set their masters at defiance.;'

The most notable among kings, who were contemporaries of the

Raja of Delhi, mentioned above, were the Ealacuri! Earna, the

Paramara Bhoja, the Calukya Some^vara, the Cahamaina Anahila, and

the Caulukya Bhima. The Udepur prasasti of UdaySditya stafes that

the ParamiU'a Bhoja defeated the Turuskas by means of his merce-

naries.^* Malwa is no:t known to have been ever invaded by the

Moslem^ during this period. Hence it seems likely that Bhoja sent

his mercenaries somewhere outside his kingdom in order to fight with

the Moslems. The Caulukya Sooiesyara, king of the Deccan, who ruled

from 1042 to 1069 A.D., is said tb have defeated the Turu§kas.“ Ho

certainly waged an aggressive war against the Moslems. Moslems

n^ver .led any expedition to the south of the I!farmada till the time of

AlS-ud-din: Ehilji. The Sundha hill inscription tells ,us that the

Cahamaina Anahila, who was a contemporary of both the Faramara

13 Brigg’s FirishUty vol. I, p. 118.

14 vol. I, p. 286.

16 IM.
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Bhoja and tbe Caulukya Bhlma, defeated tlie Tiirui^s.^* Ninr, it

aeemiedmost cMain that the.Bajaa, referred to by Firishta, who helped

the king of Delhi in his aggressive war against the Moslems, were

Somesvara, Bhoja, Anlahila, and others. Though the Kalacuri inscrip-

iiiona do not tell us anything about Karna’s conflict with the MofilemSi

it does not seem quite unlikely that he also sent his armies to the

Punjab to help the cause of the Raja of Delhi. Bhoja, and Karna, as

lias been noticed above, were well known for their strong military

force. The death of these two veteran leaders put the Moslems on

their mettle, who then cast their eyes on the rich plains of India. We
have just seen how successfully they carried on their marauding

excursions through the heart of this country. The force of the state**

ment of the Basahi plate can only be maintained if the things are

viewed in the abovo light.

A brief survey of the above discussion points out that in 1043 A.D.

the Moslems suffered a terrible defeat at the hand of the Raja of Delhi,

Paramflra Bhoja, Ealacuri Karna, and other Hindu chiefs. So long

Bhoja and Karna were alive the Moslems did not dare raise their arms

against India. Bhoja's death about 1055 A.D. greatly weakened the

strength of the Indians, and the death of Karna in 1072 entirely

broke down the barriers against the onrush of the Moslems. Some-

time between 1086 and 1094 A.D. the Moslems under their leader,

prince Mahmud, launched an expedition against the Indian princes,

hnd plundered Agra, Kanauj, Malwa, and Bundelkhand. Gandradeva,

a military adventurer, joined the Moslems in order to make his fortune.

At the outset he accepted the service of the stable-keeper under

Mahmud at Kanauj. But immediately after the departure of the

Modlem army, he forcibly occupied the vacant throne of Kanauj, and!

made himself master of the country.

In; almoet all the Gah'adav^la records a kin'd of tax named

c2o^a is referred to as a source of revenue of the Qahadavala kings.^'

The word has been variously interpreted by the scholars. Dr. Smith

16 Ibid,, Yol. JX, p. 72. 4

17 Of. Csndiavati plate of Oandradeva, dated 1090 A.D. £/., vol. IX,

p* dot, and oihenf.
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Madhavavarman I died at a very old ag^e. The date of the

Polamiirii grant of this king seems to be year 40 or—if K. V. Lakshmana

Eao is right—^year 48. It is likely that elder children of

Madhavavarman I died some time before their father’s death.

In view of the fact that Devavarmaii, in the Ipur plates (set II) of his

son Madhavavarman II, has the only epithet

which can by) no means suggest his accession to the throne,

it appears that this son of Madhavavarman I did not rule, but prede-

ceased his father. Jfow we are to detennine whether M^havavarman I

was succeeded by his son Vikramendravarman I or his grandson

Madhavavarman II.

According tk> the Ipur plates (set I), Madhavavarman I granted the

village of Bilembali in the Oiiddadivisaya to Agni^arman, a Brahmin

of the Vatsagotra. In tlie ri)iir plates (set II), we notice the grant of a

village—the name of wliicli seems to me to he Murotukaliki—by

Madhavavaman II to two llrahminvs named AgnUaman and Indra-

sarman. It may be that Agnisannan of tim first set is identical with

his name-sake, who was one of tlm two recipients of the second set of the

Ipur plates. In view of the above fact and also the fact that Devavar-

man predeceased his father and was prohahlv an elder brother of

Vikramendravarman I, it may be stated that Madhavavaman II

succeeded Madhavavarman I on the throne. The date of his Ipur plates

(set II) has been read by .Uultzsch as (40] 7 i .e. 47 ;
but he says : . ‘‘The

first figure of the year in the date portion is injured and uncertain.”*

The symbol in question, however, seems to be 10, and consequently the

date may be read as year 17.

Madhavavaman II was possibly succeeded by his uncle Vikramen-

dravarman I, who must have been considerably aged at the time

of his accession. We have as yet iio copper-plate grant issued by this

king. The duration of his rule cannot be determined. But if we grant

a reign period of about 25 years to each of the Visnukundin kings, a

consideration of the regnal dates of the known kings of the family seems

to suggest not a very long reign-period for this king. “His reign was

probably short” (Dubreuil, Anc, Hist. Dec., 91). The succession from

2 Kp. hid., XVII, p. 888.
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Vikramendravarman I to VikTamendravarman II is regular. All

these king have royal titles in the inscriptions. We, however, can-

not be definite as regards the number of Vlsnukundiii kings that ruled

before Vikramahendra and after Vikramciulravarnian II,

Date

We have, now, tb consider the time of the Visnukundin kings.

The Polamuru plates of Madliatavarman I reccrd the grant of tin

village of Puloburii in the Guddavadivisaya by the king in his 40th (or

48th) year as an Agraliaia to Sivasannan, a scholar of the Taittiriya

school belonging to the Gautamagotra, resident of Kunriira in Karma-

rastra, son of Dama.4arman and grandson of Rudra^arman. Next, we

are to notice the contents of the Polamuru plates, {Ep, ItuL, .XIX, p. 264)

of the Eastern Calukya king Jayasimha I, who began to rule from

633 A.l). These plates record the gift of the village of Pulobunira in

the Guddavadi\4saya in the 5th year of the king '

3

reign to Rudra^amian,

a scholar of the Taittiriya school belonging to the Gautama gotra, resi-

dent of Asanapurasthana, son of Sivasarman and grandson of Pama4ar-

man'. There can be 11,0 doubt that Puloburu of tlie former inscription is

identical with the Pulobumra of the latter and that the village is to be

identified with the moder]i Polamuru (the find-spot- of both the inscrip-

tions), near the Anaparti Railway Siation in the East Godavari District.

There can also be no doubt that Sivasarman, (son of Damasannan), the

recipient of the grants of Mudhavavannan I, wasi the father of

Rudrasarmaii, (son of Sivasarmar and grandson of Damasarman), the

recipient of the grant of Jayasimha I. In the latter grant, Riidrasarman

is expressly called Piirvagrahiirika, ‘’the former owner of tlie Agialulra.'^

Now, how many y^ears intervened between the date of the first grant and

that of the second, that is to say, between the 40th (or 48th) year of

Madhavavarman I and the 5th year of Jayasimha IP

In considering this question, we are to note the following pointe.

Agrahdras were generally granted to Rrahniiiis, when they returned from

the Gnruhfla after fiiiis^liing studies, in order to help them in settling

themselves as gfhasthas. It may, therefore, bo coniectured that Siva-

•sarman received Polamuru at abouti the age of 25, when king Madhava-

vavman I was in the 40th (48th) year of his reign. The king
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therefore was old at the time of granting this Agrahara to

the lirfiliinan youth. Sivai^arnian, however, died before the date

of the grant of Jayasiniha I. The epithet Purvagraharika applied

to the name of liis son in Tayasiinha I’s grant, possibly goes

to sliow that lliidra^arnian, as successor of Ins father, enjoyed the

Agrahara for some time before the 5th year of Jayasimha I i.e. o. C37-8

A.D. Tile most interesting po-int in this connection, however, is that

Rudra^amiau in Jayasimha I’s grant is called ‘‘resident of the town of

Asanapura.’* He is expected to have resided at Kunrura in Karma-

rastra, the original place of his father, or at Polamuni, the Agrahara

granted t'o his father by king Madhavavarman I. When we remember

this change of residence and when we further see that Jnyasiinha I

at the time of the execution of the Polamuru grant was in a camp {rijaya^

skandlulvdra). We may infer that in the early years of his reign, Jaya^

simha I led an expedition to the Visnuknndin country and encamped in

the Guddavudivisaya, somewdiere near Polamiini; that constant fights

w ere going on betw^een the forces of the Calukyas and those of the Visnu-

kundins; and that Eudra^arman, the Agraharika of Polamuru, had to

flee to the town of Asanapnra in this troubled period, but came back

after a year or tWo, when Jayasimha I was for the time being

master of the whole of the Guddavadivisaya or a .considerable part!

thereof.® Considering all these points I think it not impossible that the

difference between the time of the two Polamuru grants was about half

a century.^ Then the 40th (or 48th) year of Madhavavarman I may be

:

637 A.D. (date of Jayasimha I’s grant) mimis 50, that is, 687 A.D,

3 The mastery of two different powers over two different parts of one

district does not seem tQ be. impossible. The Candra (cf. the Bampal grant of

firicandra; Inscr. Beng., Ill, no. I) and Varman (cf. Ibid,, no, 3, the Belava

grant of Bhojavarman) kings of south-eastern Bengal granted lands in the

Pundravardhanabhukti. But it seems , to me impossible that the Candras and

Vamans were ever masters of the Kotivarsa or Dinajpur region of the

Pundravardhanabhukti. 1 therefore think that, in the age oC the later Pftlas,

the bhukti of Pundravardhana was divided between the kings of Gauda and the

kings of south-eastern Bengal.

4 Mr. Subba Kao suggests that the period may be about 40 yean.

This suggestion however seems to be invalidated by another suggestion of his. He
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Madhavavannaii I, therefore, seems to have ruled from about the end

of the first. half to about the end of the second half of the Gtli century

A.D. The approximate chronology of ihe Visnukundin kings,* then,

may be taken aa followa

:

1. Else of the Visnukundin power in the 5ih century A.D.

2. Vikramahendra circa .500-520 A.D.

.3. Oovindavannan if 520-535 „

4. Madhavavarman 1 if 535-585 A.D.*

5. Madhavavarman II f) 585-615 „

6. Vikramendravarman I it 615-625 „

7. Indra [bhattaraka] varman t! 625-655 „

8. Vikramendravarman II ti 655-670 A.D.‘

9. End of the dynasty somewhere in the 8tli century A.D.

takes Hastikoia and Vh'Qkohj who were the executors of the grant of Jaya-

siinha I, as personal names. But wo must notice that the executors of the

grant of Madhayavarmaii 1 were also Hastikosa and Virakoia, If we think that

these two persons were officers in charge of the Guddavadivisaya under Madhaya-

varman 1 and also under Jayasimha I, the intervening period between the dates

of the grants of the two kings should possibly bo shorter than 40 years. We
must also note in this connection tliat there were a Ilasiikosa and a Virakoia

in the TaluiJiikavisaya, who were ordered by Prthivimula, the king of the Goda-

vari plates {JJiJSliAS., XVI, 144flF.) to protect an agraliiira in the same visaya.

Fleet, the editor of the Godavari plates, may bo right when he says: “I do not

know of any other mention of these two officials, wlio evidently kept tlie purses

and made disbursements on account of respectively the establishment of elephants

and heroes who were to bo rewarded for deeds of valour.” The epithet MahQ-

mdtrayodha applied t lastikoiavirakoia in the Polamuru grant of Madhava-

yarman I seems to siiow that they were Mahdmatras of the Military Depart-

ment. It may also be that the epithet mahdmdtra goes w-ith hasiikoia and

yodha with vlrnkoia. The word mahdmatra, according to Medint^ means

hmtikddhipa (the Head of the elephant-drivers or riders; rf. vu1go. raahut); the

word yodha generally means solider.’

6 Madhavavarman I married a Vakataka princess. His date may not,

therefore, be far removed from the glorious age of the Vakataka.s, viz., the 5th

century a.T). Smitli places this relative of the Vakfitakar, in about 500 a.d.

(JltAS., 1914, p. 1119). If Madhavarman 1 ascended the throne about 535,

his 40th 5’oar falls in 574 or 575 a.d. The Polamuru gramt refers to a Iniiar eclipse

in the Phalgunl-paurnamdsl^ which may therefore be either that of the 21st

Feb., 674 or that of the 11th Feb., 575 a.d.

6 Acording to Kielhorn, the Chikkulla plates should be paleeographicalty

assigned to the 7th or the 8th century a.d.
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The period assigned to Indravarman, viz., circa 625-655 A.D., is,

I think, supported by some vieT^ s expressed by Fleet in JBBEAS,, XVI,

. 110. While editiug the Godavari plates of Prthivimula, Fleet said:

‘‘The Adhiraja Indra at whose request the grant was made, is mentioned

as having foiiglit in coinpaiiy w ith other chiefs who united to overthrow

a certain Iiulrabhattaraka. Taking into consideration the locality (sciL

the Godavari District) from which this grant comes, and its approximate

period as indicated by the paheographical standard of the characters and

the use of numerical symbols in the date, there can be no doubt that

Indrabhattaruka i.s ilie Eastern t-aliikyu of that name, the younger

brother of Jayasiiuha I.’* Accordijig to many of the Eastern Galukya

grants, liow^ever, this Indrabliaitavaka did not reign at, all, thoimh some

grants assign a reign-period of 7 days to him. It is, therefore, highly

improbable that Indrabhattaraka of the Godavari grant of Prthivimi'ila

was identical witli the Eastern Caliikya of that name. Prof, Dubreuil

is almost right in identifying Indrubhhttaraka of the Godavari plates

witli the Visinikundin king Indravm man or Indrabhaitarakavarman.

Fleet! further remarked: “And the figurative expression that the

Adhiraja Indra mounted upon the elephant Suprath{a of the noidh-

east quarter, overthrew the elephant Kumuda of the south-east or

southern quarter, shows that this attack upon the Eastern Calukyas was

made from the nortli-east of their kingdom of Vehgi. It is possible that

this Adhiiaja India is identical with the Gung^a Maharaja Indravarma

of Kalihganagara of whom I have two unpublished inscriptions of

about tlie same period wdtli the present grant.’ ‘ The inscriptions of

the Gnhga king Indravarman referred to by Fleet: are dated in the 128th

and 146th year of the Ganga era, which ‘seems to have commenced in

A.D. 49G.’^ The above Gaiiga inscriptions w'ere, therefore, issued in

. 624 and 642 A.D. Consequently the Ganga king Indravarman was

a conteniijorarv of llie Visnukimdin Indravannan (c. 625-655 A.D.).

As regards the possession of Vehgi by the F’^ster-n Calukyas in the

middle of the Till century, I may say that tliere is no conclusive proof

of that. From the Ailiole inscription (Ep. I/iJ.j VI. 4ff.) W'e learn that

Pulakesin II reduced the strong fortress oE Pistapura, which is the

7 Ep. Ind.^ XX, 201, n. 1; ImL Ani., LXT, p, 237.
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modem Pittaipuram in tlie Godavari Dif^trict near the sea-coast, about

80 miles to tlie iiorili-east ot PeddaYo<»‘i; and be caiisiMl the leader of

tlie Pallavas to slielter himself behind the rampuiis ot Kfihcl, modem
Conjeeveram, about 40 miles to the south-west of Madras. Fleet says:

“Probably durin<,^ tlie campaign which included the conquest of

Pittapuram and whicli must have taken place at this time {scil. A.l).

616 or 617), the Vehgi country was made a pait of ilie Calukya domi-

nions; and the reference to the Pallavas, immediately after the mention

of Pisiapura, has been understood as indicating tliat it was from their

possession that Vehgi was taken. After fli(» pu}>li(tation of the Visnii-

kundin copper-plate grants, the theory of the l^allava occupation of

Vehgi in the beginning of the 7th century A.l). may be tacitly given

up. Since Lendlura— for some time tlie residence (rdsnkn) of a Visnu-

kundin king has been undispiitedly identified witli fvendalurii, a village

on the ruins of the ancient city of Vehgi, 5 miles north-cast of Fdlore in

the West Godavari District, it is certain ihat the Vehgi country passed

from liie hands of the ftalahkayaiias to the hands cf the Visnukiindins.

The theory now generally accc])lc<l is that Vehgi was conquered by

Pulakesin TT during liis campaign in the south-eastern region. There

is, us I have already said, no conclusive proof in support of this theory.

In the records ot the early Easiern CCilukya kings, there is no reference

to the occupation of Vehgi at all. The first use of the word Vehgi is in

the inscriptions of the me of Amina I (918-925), wdiich call Vijaya-

ditya II (c. 794-842 A,J.) Vehgisa, and in the inscriptions of the time

of Calukya Bhima II (934-945), which contain the first explicit state-

ment that the territory over which Kubja Visnuvardhana and his

successors ruled was the Vehgi' country {Ind, Ani,, XX, 94). Both

Amma I and Calukya Bhima II reigned in the 10th century A.D.

;

their evidence as to the Calukya occupation of Vehgi in the 7th century

can, therefore, be rea-sonably doubted. The fact seems to be that the

Visnukiindins of Vehgi, from the time of the Calukya possession of

Pistapura, became weaker and weaker, and part liy part tlieir kingdom

was gradually annexed to the waxing empire of the Eastern Calukyas.

The formal annexation seems to have been completed long before the

8 Ind. Ant, XX, U4f.
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loth century A.D., i.e., llie time of Amma I and Calukya Bhima II,

when the Eastern Calukyas claimed that tliey were masters of Vehgi

at the very begfinuing' of their histoiy. There appears, therefore, no

strong ground against the theory that the Visniikundins, though shorn

of their past g'lory, were ruling for some time at Veiigi contemporaneously

with the Eastern Calukyas, who ruled first probably from Pistapura,

next from Vengi and then from Rajamaliendri.

We have to notice two other points before we conclude this note.

Smith ill liis Early Hist. India (4th ed. p. 441) says: “In the ea^^t he

(^ci7. Pulake^in II) made himself master of Vehgl, between the Krishna

and the Godavari, and established bis brother Kubja Vislmuvardhana .

there as Viceroy in A.D. 611, with hia capital at the stronghold of

Pistapura, now Pithapuram in the Godavari District.^' Smitli liere,

professes to rely on the Kopparam plates of Pulake^in II, edited by

Laksbmana Rao in Ann. Bhand. Res. Inst.^ IV, 43ff. These plates which

are full of textual mistakes record the grant of some lands in the

Kannarastra (northern part of the Jfellore and southern part of the

Guntur District) by one Prthivi-Dubaraja in the presence of Pulake^iii

II. The grant is dated in the 21. llnltzsch,

while editing the plates in Ep. Ind.^ XVIII., has shown that the ins-

cription belongs to the 21st year of Pulakeain IT. i.e. to about A.D.

629-30 and that PrtbivJ-Duvaraja is to be identified with his younger

brother, Kubja-Visnuvardhana who is styled

in the Satara grant (Ind. Ant., XIX, 309). ‘Duvaraia’ is a Dravidian

rtRcl of Sanskrit 5^^ in the

Amber inscr., Ep. Ind., IV, 180; and in the Kasakudi

inscr., SII.^ II. No. 73). Lakslimana Bao, how^ever, thinks that Duva-

raja of this inscription is to be identified wdth DJiruvaraja of the Goa

plates, and that the year 21 falls in A.D. Gil. ' But even if we accept

611 A.D. to be the date when Pulake^iii invaded Karmarastra, and

defeated the Visnukundin king, does it follow that Pulakei^in II con-

quered the whole of the kingdom of the VisnukundinsP Does the defeat

of. a king always lead to the loss of his entire territory? Pulakeiiin II

is known to have defeated the Pallava king, penetrated through the

whole of the Pallava country and crossed the Kaveri; but was the

Pallava power weakened? Again, in 642 A.D., the Pallava king
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Narasimhavarmaii defeated and killed Pnlake4iii II and took Viitapi,

the Calukya capital; but did the Calukya power permanently collapse

P

Did not the C^ukya power exist even during the period of the Baetra-

kuta usuipationp*

To commemorate even the temporary occupation of a part of a

country, Indian kings used to grant there lands to Brahmans;

and generally this kind of grants wae acknowledged by other kings. It

may, therefore, be not altogether impossible that Pulake.4in II pene-

trated as far as the Karmarustra, where the reigning Visnukundin king

was defeated, and Pulakesin I felt himself justified in granting lands

in the district, of which he thought himself to be the master for the

time being at least. (Cf . ‘‘It is doubtless this campaign that led to there

being so many inscriptions referring themselves to the reign of Vikra^

iiiaditya VI at Drakshaa'ain and other places in the Telugu country out-

side the ordinary limits of the Western C^ukya kingdom. Bomb, Gaz,^

I, i. 453). If these suggestions be accepted, there is then no difficulty

as regai'ds the discovery of Calukya grantp giving lands in places, which

were originally under the Visnukundins. It is reasonable to suppose

that the Visnukuiidin country gradually, not long after the time of

Pulakesin II, merged into the Eastern Calukya empire, and that

gradually the Visnukundins lost all their teiTitories excepting the small

district round their capital city of VengL The existence of Visnukundin

rule in Vehgi in tJie 7th centiuy may be compared with that of the

Kadamba rule at Vaijayanti even in the glorious days of the great

Calukyas of Badami.

Findspot of Plates

The next point is regardiug the find-spot of the Ramatirtham plates

of^ the Visnukundin king Indravarinau. The plates were found at a

place near Vizianagrain in the Vizagapatani District of the Madras

Presidency. They record the grant of a village in the Plakiraistra, which

was evidently situated in the Vizagapatam District (Dubreuil,

Hist, Dec,
t 91). On the evidence of the Ramatirtham plates, it has been

suggested by scholars that the Vizianagram region was included in the

9 Vide Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, 380 f.
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Visnukundin kin^doiA, that is to say, the ViRnakundin boandary

extended as far as the borders of the Ganjam District. In view of the

fact that there was the royal hoase of Pistapara, the hoases of the Var-

maiis of Kaliiiga and also of the Gannas whose era probably started

from 496 A.D., permanent occupation of the Vizianagrain regioji by the

Visnakundins is highly improbable. The iruth might have been that

in retaliation to Ihe raids of Pulake^in II and Jayasimha I, Indravar^

man invaded tJie Calakya country ajirt penetrated as far as the

Plakirastra, where lie made grants of land, as did Pulakesin II in

Kamarastra, Jayasimha I in Giuldavadi and Gudrahara^ and Vikraina-

ditya VI in the lelugu country. The Plakirastra or the Vizaga-

patam District was very likely under the Eastern Calukyas as early

as the 18th year of Visimvardhaiia I. His Cipurupalle plates, dated in

that year, were found in tlie Vizagapatam District, and they evidently

refer to the Plakivisaya, doubtfully read by Burnell and Fleet as Puki-

visaya. This Plakivisaya is, I tliink, identical with the Plakirastra of

the Bamatirtharn plates of Tndravarman.

We have seen that the Godavari grant of Prthivlmula refers to a

coalition of kings against ludvabhattarakavarman, who has been identi-

fied with the Visnukundin king of that name. When Indra-

varman Visnukundin defeated the Eastern Calukya forces and

penetratfed far into their territory, Jayasimha I, who was the Eastern

Calukya contemporary of Indravarman, formed an alliance with severa;!

other kings, one of whom was Adhiraja Indra, identified by Fleet with

the Ganga king Indravarman. The combined forces of these allied

kings defeated the Visnukundin king and drove him back to his own

country.

Dines Chandra Sircar



MISCELLANY

The Art of Pantomime in Kerala

The Government of His Hig-hness, the Maharaja of Travancore,

took on hand recently the work of an exposition of Kathahali (the art

of pantomime) in Kerala. The main feature of this ancient art ia a

highly specialised variety of hand poses {mudras) and of gestures of

the body and the limbs. A short descriptive account of the Kathaikali

with an explanatory note on the gestures and on the subtle devices

employed for tlie expression of the various emotions/ together wdth an

account of the training of the actor was recently prepared by Mr. R. V.

Poduval, tlie Travancore State Arcbocologist
;
and the attieiition of the

Congress of Orientalists, held at Leyden in September 1931, was drawm

to it. A chart of diagrams illustrating the principal Mudras, as

gathered from the Bharafn-Nahjn.iasii a

^

the IlasUdalsanapradtpihd, the

Tamil classic f^ilnppadlnLdvam and the Ahltiuayadnrpaua

^

lias since

been made wdiile tlie interpretation of the Mndms is said to be nearing

completion.

Dancing w’as cultivated as a fine aH bv the ancient Tamils; and

much information regarding it is available in the Sllappndhikdram

from wdiicli we know tliat the people w^ere familiar with two kinds of

plays, Aryan and Tamil. The former represented mythological

episodes
;
wdiile the Tamil plays w^ereeither in praise of gods or kings

and their achievements, or re})resented love scenes. The actress threw

her body and limbs info ^^every graceful attitude w^hich the jiiost flexible

form was capable of exliibiting.^’ Tamil art distinguished between

.dancing and (ihlhlnaya: and the latter is defined to be the making of

signs and gestures indicating the meaning of the song, without any

accompaniments beliind.^

The Katlidhill is an iinimrfant form of the dramatic art in Kerala.

According to a well-known writer, they are musical ])lays, the music

being sung to the accompaniment of drums and cymbals by singers in

I Note on II. 12-25 of Canto III, p. 64, V. Swaminntha Tyer’js Edition (1892.).
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the back-ground, while the actors themselves never speak and merely act

the dialogic sections called padams as they are sung by the singers

behind. The iloka^ or the verses proper di£Per from the padams and

describe the progress of the story. The Kathdkali is a dumb show, and

there is an elaborate system of mndnls which have to be learnt by those

who have to train themselves to be actors. Only those who know these

mudnis can fully appreciate the acting
;
and the actors have to undergo

a special and rigorous course of physical training {haccha kettal), to

facilitate the control of the various muscles of the face and the body

while acting. There is absolutely no scenery required. There are scenic

divisions. The stage is under a small cocoanut-thatch canopy. In spite

of its primitive accessories, it has been deemed by some tliat in the

Kathahali, the acting has reached its acme of perfection. Mr. Menon

remarks ‘‘what with the exposition of the science of mudras, the facial

expression of the emotions, the quaint though conventional dresses of

the actors, the music and the free gait, the Kathdkalis attract good

audiences.^’*

Mr. K. E. Pisharoti describes the various phases of the

Kerala Theatre in the newdy started Ammmahd University Jdnrnah^ He

would give it a comparatively recent origin (the latter half of the 17th

century) evolved out of a feud betw'een the Zamoiin of Calicut and the

chief of Kottarakkara.

The continuity of acting by gesture from ancient times in tlie Tamil

land has been and is very popular : and the art underlying the Katlidkoli

is probably much older than its present form.

C. S. Srinivasachaki

2 The Progress of Cochui^ pp. 342-3 edited by T. K. Krishna Menon (1932).

3 APJ., vol. I, part I, pp. 105-10.



The Dates of the KariMtaka CtNintry

{14ih to 19ih Century A ,D,)

Sri MadUvacarjia* was tlie founder of one of the three important

sohools of philosophical thought in South India. He lived in the 13th

century and his Iplace of birth was near Mangalore on the west coast

of the Madras Presidency. The Caiiarese speaking people of Madras,

Mysore, Hyderabad and Bombay form the main adherents of this

school. Sri Madhva made extensive tours in South India and the

Deccan and converted several scholars to his faith. The Deccan Hindu

kings of the 13th century seem to have bestowed their patronage on

this new faith. Its main tenets were: (1) Belief in a Personal God,

who is all good and free from evil, (2) Belief in the importance of the

Guru or the preceptor—^who alone can make it possible for an individual

to obtain God-vision and who is the only means of obtaining the grace

of Hari, which leads i*o God-vision or Bimba-aparokim and (3) A
disinterested life of devotion and service to Hari or God.

The extant works of Sri Madhva ore all in Sanskrit. It is not

possible to state with certainty if he used the vernacular as his medium of

expression to popularise his teachings in order to appeal to the masses.

The Dvada^a stotras in praise of his favourite deity, Sri Ersna,

illustrate the ecstasy, emotion and divine forgetfulness indicated in

verse after verse of this intimate appeal.

Some of the followers of Sr! Madhva were great scholars.

They wrote scholarly commentaries on the works of their master, Sr!

Madhva. The most brilliant of these scholars was Taya Tiii'tha, who

lived in the 14th century at Malkhed, now in the Nizam's Dominions.

There were ^others whose appeal was not restricted to the intelligent

few but who roused the fervour of the masses by embodying their

doctrines in popular songs. These songs were composed in praise of

God and the gurus—iSri Madhva and his followers. Complete surrender

to the will of God was the ideal that they kept in view and they des-

1 See niy article on Sri Madhvacarya in the Journal of the Madrat C^niver-

iity, vol. 1, no. 1 and vol. 2, no. X.
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cyibed themselves as Dd^sag or the slaves of God. They esteemed good

life more than scholar^^hip and obseiTance of ritual. A life of devotion,

humility and austerity was considered to be more pleasing to God than

the possession of book knowledge and observance of the oixter

paraphernalia of elaborate worship. They lived in groups acknowledg-

ing the importance of a guru, who is to initiate his disciples into the.

secrets of knowledge by proper observance of the Bhagavata dhamas and

Hhe rules of conduct that devotees of God are expected to follow. The

disciple must be fit to receive instruction leading to god-vision. He

receives a nom-de-plurne from his master and is asked to compose songs

in praise of God. From the 14th centuiy downwards to the present

day, there are groups of Dasas, scattered over tlie Canarese country

—

who are the followers of Sri Madbva—whose songs have given solace

to thousands of people and have helped them in their life and made

them try to be a little better tlmii they were.

Their lives, their songs and their effect on common men and women,

in their daily joys and sorrows are not widely known outside the com-

munity of Sri Madhva.

One of the disciples of ^rl Madhva, Narahavi Tirtha, by name,

is said to have been the founder of ilie Dasa Iffita or the group of

Dasas. He was a minister of one of the Ganga kings of Kaliiiga (127G

A.D.?) who migrated to Vijaj^anagara and whose remains were entombed

at Anegundi, in the Nizamis Dominioas, near the famous ruins of

Hampi or Vijayanagara, about the year A.D. His nom-de-plvme

was Raghupati Tilaka.

For about a hundred years afler Naraliari Tirtlia, there is a gap

in the history of the Dasa Kiita. Tlie displacement of the Hindu

kingdoms of the Deccan by the kingdom of the Bahmanis caused a

lull in the activities of the new faith. The rise of the Advaita scholar,

Vidyaranya and the state patronage that he obtained at tlie court of

the First Dynasty of Vijayanagara, was another cause of this silence.

Disputations used to take place between, the two schools of thought and

each side used .to claim the victory. Aksobhya Tirtha, another direct

disciple of Sri Madhva, and Jaya Tirtha, who was the disciple of

Aksobhya, played important parts in these disputes.

The period of the second dynasty of Vijayanagara was a period
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of state patronage to the religion of Sri Madhva. Mulbagal, now in

Mysore, was one of the provincial capitals of Vijayanagara. It was

also a seat of one of the monasteries of f?rl Madhva. Sri Pada Baya

was the head of this monasteiy', in the latter half of the 15th century.

Saluva Narasimha, the Vijayanagara king, extended hig patronage to

him. His nom-de-plumc was Rahga Vittala. IHs songs are simple

and melodious.

The disciple of Sii Pada llaya was the Great Vyasa Raya (1446 to

1539 A.D.).’ He was the ecclesiastical adviser of Krsiia Deva Raya, the

great South Indian emperor of the IGth century. For a short period,

he was actually crowned king and coins were issued in his honour.* He

was a great scholar and author of three Sanskrit works, viz. Tarkch

tandavdy Nyayamrta and Tatparyacandrika» He must have suggested

the idea to Krsna Deva Raya to construct the most beautiful structure at

Uampi—^the temple of Vittala. The influence of the Madhva religion

spread over Bengal and led (o the rise of the movement of Caitanya. His

novi-d^-plume was Krsna and he composed a numhev of songs.

Three of his disciples took a prominent part in tlie popularisation

of the teachings of Sri Madhva. They were Purandara Dasa, Kanaka

Dfisa and Vadiraja. Purandara Dasa (1491-1504 A.D.) is tlie greatest

of the lyric poets of the Karnataka. His songs are very popular in the

Kai'iiutaka country. Tliere is a stone Mandapa or liall on the banks of

the river Tungahhadraj at Uampi, where an annual festival is held in

memory of Purandara Dasa.

Kanaka Dasa belonged to one of the despised castes. Bui yet, his de-

votion to God was so intense that he was acknowledged as an ideal

devotee and wa« held in equal honour witli the other Dasas.

Vadiraja was another great scholar, who was the author of several

iSanskrit works. He translated into Canarese, one of the Sanskrit woiks

of Sri Madhva, a condensed version of the Mahclbliantta, He also com-

posed several Canarese songs.

The sixteenth century was the era of ascendancy for the Madhva

3 See The Lift of Sri Vuasaraja by B. Veiikoba Bao (M. S. Rao & Co.,

Bangalore), 1926;

4 See Journal of Indian History^ vol. VII, 1928. p. 34. (Madras);
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faith. The political coiiditioii of the Tuhgabhadra Doab, immediately

after the battle of Talikota was not favourable for any activity. Several

monks and scholars migrated to Penukonda, the new capital of Vijaya-

nagara. But the Dasas continued to live in the village, giving spiri-

tual solace to the people and continuing the traditions of their masters.

Purandaia Dasa is said to have left 4 sons, whose names are remembered

by their songs. The next important Dasa, is Vijaya Dasa, (1687-1755

A.D.). He was born in the Nizam’s Dominions. His songs contain

the evssenceof all the teachings of Sri Madhva.

His successor w^as Bhaganna Dasa (1722-1762), who lived in the

Samasthan of Gadwal, one of the va^al states of the Nizam. He had

2 brothers,* Temmanna and Mohanna, who were also composers of songs.

The most important successor of Bhaganna was Jagannutha Dasa

(1728-1809 A.D.). His great work is the Harilmtlidini tasdra, an autho-

ritative treatise on the religion of Sri Madhva. His nom-de-phme

waa Jagannatha Yittala.

Jagannatha D^ had a number of disciples. Dasiippa, whose twin-

de-plume was Srida Vittala (1820 A.D.), and Yogindra of Lingsugur

in the Nizam's Dominions, whose nom-de-plume w^as Pranesa Vittala

(1822 A.D.) were the most prominent.

The followers of these DasaAS are yet living in the Canarese couiitiy",

and keep alive the tradition of their masters.*

S. Hanumantii.\ Rao

5 For further details of the Dasas, see the HUtory of the iJdsa Kdfa by

H. G. Bengeri of Kollegal.



Hindu Theatre

Mr. Mtiuomolian Ghosh tiiinks {Hit)., TX, p. 591 ff.) that

Kangapitha and Raiigasirsa were not two distinct parts of the Indian

Theatre, as I said in niy paper on ‘Hindu Theatre’ (///Q., V^TIt, 1932,

Xo. 3), but were syuonynious terms. In spite of reading the second

Adhyaya a^ain from tliis point of view, I am afraid I cannot see eye

to eye with Mr. Ghosli.

It is true that tlie figures given hy me in my pnjnu* a, c more in

accordance witli Abhinava, hut, I think that in the present (oudition

of th6 text of Abh. is our only guide for interpreting it’. Of

course, there cannot be two opinions about the text of Abh. as printed

in GOS. being extremely confused and inaccurate, hut it is not impos-

sible to arrive at some satisfactory text at many jdaces. Toi say that

the text is corrupt and tlierefore one sliould never rely upon it, is like

shirking the rosponsiliiJity of reconstructing it. TJie very portion

wliich Mr. Ghosh hj»> (pioted as hopeless and absurd is open to easy

recoiistrnction. Tlie text as printed reads thus: cattissastirhasta-

dairghyadvistaracca. Mr. Ghosh stops here and calls sueb a remark

absurd. But read fuilher: catussastirliastadairghyadvistaracca.

dvatrim.satkarani ksetrain grhitva. madhye sfitrani vistarena dadyat.

Xow, take out Oie full stop after -ecu and wc liave a perfectly sensible

text as follows: calussastirhasladairghyadvistaracca dvairiinsiitkarani

kseiraiji etc., wliicdi would, tlieii, mean ‘a field, (14 cubits in length

and 32 cubits in width’. Thus W(3 sljoiild not discard the text of Abh.

too lightly.

The NA. itself is very vague about the details of ll»e theatre and I

admit that it has no clear instruction -about RP and RvS : but there

are one or two points which show that even the writer of .V^'. considered

them as two separate portions.

(1) Ml II, 104 runs thus:

samunnatain sainam caiva rahgasirsam tu karayet/

vikrste tunnatara karyam caturasre samamtathii//

Thi.s means that RS should he higher in the vikrsb't type and of

the same level in the catura.«ra type. But in comparison with wdiich

f.H.Q., DECEMBKU, 1933 19
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particular portfou of the theatre was it higher or of the same level P

If RP and RS meant the same portion, this must refer to the audito-

rium, which would be clearly absurd. A stage on the same level as

the auditorium would never he thought of. And Abh. answers the

question thus: samuniiatamiti rahgapithapeksaya, which seems to be

the only possible interpretation. It wall be seen that the variant

rangapitha, here, will not alter the position.

(2) A^MI, 71 is thus:

rangapitham Uitali karyani vidliidrstena karmana/

rahgaiirsam tu kartavyain saddarukasamanvitam
/ /

Here apparently two distinct parts are meant: and there is no

other vai-iant at both these places.

These two points should show almost definitely that RS and RI

were different portions of the theatre. There are some other indications

pointing to the same con elusion.

(1) The terms RP and RS are suggestive of a conception of the

whole theatre regarded as a human body.' In the body in the form of the

theatre, RP will be the back and RS will be tlie head. Abh. has

actually expressed this: natyamandapasva uttaiiasiiptayada-

vasthitasya raiigapithamukhyain tadastahajitam sirah G08, vol.

I, p. 57). This very tenuinology (RP and RS) inesupposes this dis-

tinction.

(2) That Ahli. considered these two as distinct parts of the theatre

is fully borne out. Oji p, 02 he explains tlieiv 'construction separately.

(note particularly raiigapithe karlavye rahgasirastuvadaha ).

Again in explaining caturasra type he takes them as two distinct parts

(p. G6, read from tatra madhyaniakos^kacatuske ranga.4irali

kuiyat, 11. 12-17 of the Comm.). Further while explaining the position

of the curtain incidentally, he very clearly mentions, them as two

distinct parte (p. 212, tatra yavanika rangapitliatachirasomadhye).

(3) A separate RS is indicated by another consideration also.

1 It was on Uiis understanding that I called Mr. Raghavan’s view about R6

more plausible, in note 1 in my paper. But if we take RS to be 8x8 sq. cubits,

the area of 12x8 sq, cubits on each side of RS. will remain unexplained

»
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Examine the diagrams given by Mr. Obosli. In liis Eig. I, RE will

be 24^x12' (I give this measiireinenis in feet, so that it can be easily

grasped by the modern re'aders). Out of tliis breadtli of 12', some

portion, say about 4' broad, will be required for the musicians with

their instmmeiitis. Then the remaining area only 8' wide wdll become

too small for the free movements required on a stage. And when this

will be the condition on the biggesti type of the theatre, it will be

simply absurd in the oaturasra type. There, the widtli of the BP will

be fi', out of whicli the musicians wall take away 3' to 4' and there will

remain an area hardly 3' wide, an area practically useless for all stage

purposes. In fact, what we call ‘deep scenes^ to-day and which would

occupy the fullest width of the theatre, were not infrequently introduced

in a Sanskrit drama. ^ Such ‘deep scenes* would certainly require an

area at least 12' to 15' wide. Thus a portion, otliev than RP (which’

was 12' wide on the biggest type*), required for I lie musiedans to

flit; and tliis was mostly the mse of RS.

Anotlier diffii ulty would arise from the figures given by Mr. Ghosh.

In his Fig. II, neputhyaoTha measures 32x4 sq. cubits i.e. 4(8x0 sq.

feet. A strip 0' wide and 48' long would be, to say tbe least, very

unusual for such purposes.

Over and above the omission of RS in Mr. Ghosh*s plans, liis

figures differ from mine in one very important respect. According to

his plan, the auditorium will cover | area of the whole theatre and

the stage and tiring room together will cover the remaining J.

According to my plans, tlie auditorium will cover one half and the

otlier half will be covered by the stage and the tiring room together.

In this conneelion, I must say that Mr. GhosITs plans are definitely

better from tbe standpoint of tbe disirilmtion of space. That tbe stage

and tiring room should take up an area as big as ilie auditorium itself

would go against tlie ordinary rules of aicliiteidural disfiibution of

2 MdlayikOfinimifram of Kalidasa has tan persons present on the stage in

its last act, over and above the attendants, ^vke niuJ^t have hern two to three in

number. Thus this seeno will have about 13 })eTsons present on the stage. This

njill naturally cover an area at least 12 to lo feet in width. .And srenos having

9 or 10 characters were very often introdneed in Sanskrit dranias
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space. I would, therefore, myself like to adopt Mr. Ghodi^» plaAs, of

course, adding RS thereto, which even then, would leave a fairly big

area for the auditorium. But I am afraid, neither the original text of

NS nor the commentary of Ahhinava supports such a '^dew. That Abh.

does not support this view is clear enough (p. 57). A^^., on the other

hand, may seem to support it. I, therefore, reproduce the text in

question

;

catiissastikarun krtva dvidhn bhfitan punas tatah/

prsthato yo bhaved blmgo dvidha bhutasya tasya tu/
/

samam ardhavibhageua ranga^irrsam prakalpayet/

(v.l. tasyapy ardhardliabhagena, and tasyfirdhena vibliagena)

pascime^tha vibhage tu nepathyagrhamadiset/
/

The meaning of the first two linos is unequivocal. Take a field 64

cubits in length, divide it into two erpial parts of 32 x 32 sq. cubits each.

Then, out of the back field of 32 x 32 sq. cubits make two equal divisions

of 32x16 sq. cubits each. Now the figure will be as under:

q =32x16

5 = 32x16

u = 32x32

According to the first lialf of the third line above, one of the

two ]>ortions—

c

and h—is to be divided into two (which one is not

mentioned in the Mr. Gho^d) ilivides v into two equal i)ortions of

32x8 sq. cubits each and calls one the Nepathyagrha and the other the

BP. I divide 5 into tw^o equal parts of 32x8 sq. cubits eacli tand call

one t})e EP and tlie other the RS and reserve c tlie back portion of 32 x 16

sq. cubits for Nepathygrha. Unfortunately the text quoted above

i.s not at all exjdicit about! this, ami I think that both the interpreta-

tions are possible. I however prefer mine, for I believe that (1) RP

and B8 were two separate portions of the tlieatre, (2) Nepathyagrha,

which, according to Mr, Ghosh's interpretation, will have a width of
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r/ ill the Caturasra type, would be vei*y muisual, and (3) the text

?ioted above does not g'o ag’ainsi iny iiiierpretation, while ‘pascima’ in

I he last line above may even go against Mr. (xhosli's interpretation.

The measurements of Caturasvavara tyi>e as given by Mr. Ghosh

also go against iiiine. However, as Mr. Ghosh has not given his reasons

tor differing from my note 7 in my paper, I do not wish to di>:fuss that

j)oint now.^

Tliore were some unfortnnaie omissions in my paper as printed in

VIII, 1932. 1 note lliein here tor the benefit of those who are

interested in the paj)or.

(1) V. 489, 1. 3. Head after Svall Two more, four cubits

distant from theni.’

(2) In Fig. I, iiuml)ers sli(Aviiig places of the musicians have been

left out. Readers may kindly fill them u]) in the lignt of note no. 12.

of my pnper.

(8) In Fig. II, there are five rows of columns. They fom three

sets, but the distinction between those sets has not been properly shown

cn account of the reduced size of the figures. The first set has ten

columns, second has six and the third has eight. They may be distin-

guished as follows.

First set (ten columns) :—1st row: 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5tli; 3rd row:

?nd, 3rd, 4tli and 5tli; 4tli raw: 3rd and 4th.

Second set (six columns):—1st row: I'^t and last; 3rd row: 1st

and last; 4th row: 2nd and 5tli.

Third set (eight columns):—2nd row: all (2nd and 3rd doubtful);

4th row: 1st and last; 5th row: both.

I), E. Maxkaj)

3 I take this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to Dr. Coomaraswam.v

for suggesting other sources from where I could have acquired better information

about some of the words listed in my paper. My only excuse is the handicap

under which I work at a place like Karachi, where there is nothing like an

Oriental Library. I would, however, be satisfied if my paper has been of some

service to the studcintl.



Aryadeva

In the [ntroductioii to niy cHlilion of CatuhMaha of Aryadeva

(p. xiv) f liave written from the Ti])etan version of Candrakirtti’s com-

mentary on that work that Aryadeva was born in the inland of Siniluila

and eauie to Soutliern India after liis dennneiation {dc nas Iho pliyogs

kyu hn/yud Itnr /tons te~tato daksinadikparamparayagatya). On this

my friend, Dr. N. Diitt in the eourse of reviewin^^ the book in IHQ,

19dd, p. writes as f(dlows: ‘Mu view of tlie facts tliat there is no

mention of Tambudvi])a, and that the direction of Southern India with

reference to (Vylon should ]>e uilamdilv, is it not justifiable to look for

Aryadeva\s home snrnewliere in J^orthern India?” He hopes

^‘evidences will be forthcoming- to that effecd.”

It will be seen tliat the line under discus^iioii is written

by Candrakntti who was a ^ortberiier being at Nalaiula; and

with reference to Northern India both Ceylon and the Deccan

are in the Southern direction {(Uihsi^ia dil^. So Candrakfrtti

naturally writes tliat Aryadeva, a native of (\*ylon, came to India

following the Southern direction. Du the other hand, it is to he noted

that' according to the interpretation Dr. Dutt seeks to establish there

would have been the use of (jafva (Tib. non sic) ‘luiving gone/ and not

Cigntya (Til), yonn tv) Miaving* cojiie/ as actually we have in the above

line of Caiidrakirtli's conunentary. For, it goes without saying that

the movement of a man from Ceylon towards India, with reference to

(’eylon, is yainana ‘going/ and not dgainana ‘eoming/ or in other

words, that movmiPijt: is fornnvd, and not backward.

Again, Di-. Dut( wiites (p. 010): “Wo learn from the Mohdvamm

that Sihabr/Mi ruled over the territory known as Sihala, after which bin

people were called tlm SihalavS^ and Ceylon got its name Sihaladipa.”

In fact, in the Maharfun.m (PTS) there is no mention of any ‘territory

known as Sihala ” The fact is (vi. d4-»‘f5) that Slhabrihu went

lo the land of his birth (Jdiihfnhni) and built there a city which was

railed Sihapura. (See also viii, 0). There is nothing to identify Slim-

para with Stlmht, as Dr. Dutt appears t(> have done. As the king Siha-

baliu captured or killed tlie Sllia, ‘lion*, he was called Sihala, and oudiig

to their relation to him his followers in Lanka were also called Slhala
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(vii. 47). Tlierefore, the above ^:‘talen^ellt of Dr. Dii(t can baldly be

iiiaintaiiied.

The main point to be considered liere is that as regards the

birth place of Aryadeva CandrakirUi mentions Siinlialar/rJ/;^/

lain gliii) and not simply Siiuhala or Sihala. 1 have quoted tlie

passage^ in Tibetan with its reconstructed Saiislail. So iheie being

SimhaWriptt and not mere Siinhala or Sihala, the question raised by

him does not arise at all, for certainly he would not locate Siinlialat/rv/;^/

in Bengal.

V'IDltU SITKKITA UA 1 111 A'l' l'A C IT A KY A

Sarikaracarya and DharmakTrtti

I had an occasion for writing (///Q, 1P30, Vol. VI, p. 109) that

the great Sahkarac^a can in no w^ay be earlier tlian Diiinaga wliose

^llamhampa^ksdy 6, is quoted by the former in his commentary on

the BrahmasiitrcLS^ II. 2. 28. The following few words will clearly

show that Sahkaracarya cannot be assigned a dale als<.) before Dhariiui-

klrtti (c. 035-050), tlie author of the PramCujdvarttika^ ibc Pntmanih

vmucaya, etc. on the similar ground mentioned below.

On the same commentary and on the same sutra (II. 2. 28) Siikara-

carya writes:

api ca sahopalanibhauiyamad abhedo visaya vlihnayor apatati.

Here sahopalamhhaniya?m7d ahhedah is literally taken by tlie com-

mentator undoubtedly from the following kanka of Dharmaknifi,

which is well-known in Sanskrit works;

sahopalambhaniyamad abhedo nilataddhiyoh
/

bhedas ca bhrantavijnaiiair drsyeiendav ivadvaye/
/

In explaining the above line of Sankaracarya Vacaspatimisra

naturally quotes this karika in his Bhumatl,

1 I take this opportunity for supplying the following words to he inserted

after khmU in the first line, p. xiv, fn. 1 which were unfortunately omitted

owing to oversight: pa sing \ahi fjUn yi ryyal ffohi sras.
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This karika is often quoted in Brailiinanical works. ^ But there is

a point to be noted here. The two halves of the karika are not of the

one and the same Karika, nor are they in tlie same work, but they are

taken from two different Karikas in two different works of Dharmukirtti

the first half being- in the Pnimunavini^cayn (Tib. Mdo, Ce, fol. 274a,

1. 7 of the Narthaiig edition), and the second lialf in the Pramdna-

vdritika (Tib. Mdo, Ce, fol. 239*>, 1. 1 of the Ksame edition), as identified

by Prof. Poussin.*

That the two halves of the karika under discussion belong io two

different karikas is known also from the following quotation by the

author of the Viiuuanapnimeijasahijraha, Vizianagaram Sanskrit Series,

Benares, 189^3, p. 75, introducing it with tlie words, nanv ittham

vljnCinaviull manyale :

sahopalainbhajiiyamad abhedo nilataddhiyoh/

anyac cei saiiivido inlani na tad hliaseta sainvidi
/ /

Here follows another karikil.

It is to be mentioned tluit in the Pranidnaviniscaya in its Tibetan

version the secojid half ianya': cr^) iiut found after the first half,

there being some prose lines This, however, demands fuiiher

investigation.

In conclusion, it may furtber be noted that as regards the reading

of the line hlieda^ c(P there is hUrdniivijndnaih

^

but according to the

Tibetan version we are to read here blimUP (rnam ses 'khriil bas).

This seems to me to be a better reading.

VjmUSIJEKlIAHA BlIAT'rACIIAJlYA

1-2 Poussin: Le Bouddhisime d^apres les sources hrahmaniques in Lc

Museotif 1901, pp. 181-182 ; Vidyabhuii^ajjia : A History of Indian Logic

^

Calcuttn;

1921, p. 306-309.



Sankara’s Reference to a Buddhist Passage

In vol. VI, p. 141 ol the IHQ.^ I referred io a Biiddbist passag^e

quoted in Sankara’s commentary on tlie Brahviasutras

,

II. 2. 24, which

I could not truce hack to its source.

Here is another Buddhist passage, and so far as iny information

goes, it has also not yet been ti-nced. It is cited In f^unkara in iiis

commentary on the Bratiina^iVrax, II. 2. 22:

api ca vainasikah kalpayanti hiulclhihodhyam traydd anyat samskrtam

ksanikam ceti.

Undoubtedly here the italicized portion is one half of a karika,

there being only one sylLable (presumably tat) left out at the end.

The word traya in the karika. refers to j>ralisankhydmrodluiy

opratisarikhydturodha, and dhdsa.

ViDHUSHEKHARA BlIATTACHAnYA

A so-called Convention of the Hindu Drama

A very common belief among the students of the Sanskrit literature

is that the Bharata-TVdty^totro. {NS.) never permitted death-scenes on

the stage. For example, Mm. (xauapaii Sastri held such a belief and

considered that Bhasa must be anterior to the NS . ,
because the dramatist

did not care for the rule prohibiting a death-scene iPratimd-ndt^ka^

Trivandrum ed. p. xxxii). And probably strengtliened by such a

belief Prof. A. B. Keith generalised that the Indian tradition forbade

tragedy {Sanskiit Drajim, pp. 280, 340). But a t^iudy of 1]»e text of

the NS. shows that tlie above belief is erioneous.

In the very first chapter of the NS. Brahman in course of his des-

cribing the nature of a Drama says that in it there are, among other

tilings, kvacid hd^yam kvacid yuddham kv(Aait kdmah kvacid v a dhah
(105)* [lit. sometimes laughter, sometimes battle, “ sometimes sensual

pleasure, sometimes slau(;hter \

.

1 References are to the Chowkhamba etl. of the NS.

2 It may be mentioned in this connexion that there is also a similar belief

about the prohibition of battle-scene in the NS. But this is also erroneous,

vide NS. XX. 74, 84, 86, 90, 101 and XI. 84-85.

decembeh, 1933 20
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And the in course of enumerating tue VyMncan-hhavaSf des-

cribes death which is one of these hhdvas and af the same time gives

explicit directions about depicting the same on the stage. The relevant

pas^sagesare as follows: maranam ndma vyadhijam ahhighdtajam ca,».

stayor idatmn ahhiiuxya^visesam vaksydmi (VII. 85). [Death

is either from disease or from accident I shall now speak of repre-

senting those two kinds of death on the stage.] The A'>S'. in this matter

goes into details and gives special directions for depicting death from

various kinds of accidents such as wounds from weapons, poisoning and

snake-bite (VII. 85-80). In addition to this, more detailed directions

about representing death on the stage have been given in! the chapter

XXVI (9G-107) of the NS,

This error seems to have originated thus: In the early days of

Saii’skritio studies the only available work which gave information about

the Indian Drama was the Sahityordarpana (SD.), which was edite<l

with a translation in 1851 in the Bibliotheca Indica series. The SD,

prohibited death-scene in a Ndtaka (only one of the t!en kinds of

Rupakas), And scliolars, relying on it, wrongly) ascribed to the NS. a

rule which nowhere existed except on a misunderstanding of the SD.

Thus arose the belief that the NS. did not permit death-scenes on the

stage in any kind of play.'* If we turn to chapter XX of the NS., we

find the follow^ing three couplets, enumerating objects which may or may

not be presented in an Aiika of a Ndpka^ and prescribing that in no

part of a Ndtaka and Prakarana (only tw'o among ten kinds of Rvpakas)

there should be any killing where the famous hero is present.

3 The belief arose probably due to a wrong extension of the meaning of

‘Nataka’ to all kinds of Dramas. One of the great early orientalists,

H. H. Wilson, who though not the earliest writer on the Indian

Drama, mentioned death as one of tho objects of dramatic representation, but

very curiously opined that the absence of tragic catastrophe in tho Hindu

Drama was not merely an unconscious omission and such catastrophe was pro-

hibited by a positive rule, and tho death of either the hero or tho heroine was

never to be announced (Vide Collected Works of H. H. Wilson, vol. XI, London^

1871, pp. xxvi, Ivi),
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TOiJfrnft 5%^: 119^11

m 5TC^ (%) I

n ^*iii.?i3r 3 nm: Pira: ir^ji

[Anger, favmir, bereavement, ciirso, giving away (gifta), flight,

marriage and seeing omens may be directly represented in an Anka.

But objects such as a battle, death, a siege of a city and the loss of a

kingdom should not be made directly visible (in an Anka). These are

to be placed in Pravesaka (and Viskambhaka) etc. Whether in the

Alika or Pravesaka of a Ndtaka or Prakaranciy no killing should take

place where the well-known hero is present] /

It appears that Dhananjaya whose’ is the next available work on

the subject does not. take notice of the above rules of the NS. For he

completely forbids in a Ndtaka the death of the hero as well as all

those acts wdiich have been pennitted by the NS., in a qualified manner

{Dasarupa, ed. Haas, p. 93), but he permits like the NS. death-scene

in the kind of Kupaka called Ihdmrya, (ihid^ pp. 104-105; NS. XX.

84). Despite its difference with the NS. in details the Dasarupa has

substantial agreement with the traditional first authority on tlie Indian

Drama. For none 'of these two works makes a wholesale jnchibition

of the deatJi-scene on the stag©*

The contention of Ganapati Sastri which is otherwise open to

objection stands, however, in a modified form. For the BdUicanta and

the Uruhliaiiga not being Ndfakas do not clash with the NS. while the

Pratiind being a play of that kind clearly violates its rule.

Manomohan Ghose

4 Prof. Lindanau in his JVuW-shullen (p. 34) has discovered a contradic-

tion between the couplets quoted above and XI. 81-85 of tlio A <55. And Prof.

Keith also has endorsed this opinion, {Skt, Dramuy p. 292, fn. 2). It may be

hoped that after a more careful study of the, two passages they will modify their

VIOWi,



Varahamihira and Buzurjmehr

It ib learnt from Ferishfa that Pancatanlra was sent by the king

of India to Khiisraw Xfishiiwrin (iVil-blS A.C.), kino- of Persia, with
.

a (diess-boiud, when it was rendered into ihihlvi ])y lluzur jnie]»r, his

vizier (Brigg*\s Ferisliia^ vol. I, pp. 149^50, quoted in Hinda

Superiority
j p. Maxnniller, however, notes a tradition slightly

dift'orentl from the above: the kino- of Persia, Khusraw Ts u>hiJ’W'un,

Bent his physician, Barzoi, to India in order to trj^nslate the faldos of

Fa/Hratantra from Sanskrit into Pahlvi {India: what can it teach vs?,

p. 9^0- It reiiKiiris doubtful whether Huzurjmelir or Ihirzoi rendered

Paucatatitni into Pahlvi. Bliau Daii accepts the latter as Ihc transla-

tor and furlhcr siirinises that the name Barzoi is, in all likelihood, the

same as Vararuci. This surmise of his presupfioses that early n)edi(‘al

writing's etc. were in Piakrta at that time, and one conversant wdili

Prakrtaa alone would be able to translate the Pancatanira into Pahlvi

(Bh'au Daji\s Literary Pewains, p. 4G). Prof. M. T. Patawardhan,

possibly accepting the tradition as recorded by Ferislita that it was

Buziirjmehr who rendered Pancatanira into Pahlvi, ingeniously

suggests that tliis Biizitijmelir might be the same as Varahamihira in

view of the tradition that Buzurjmehr had lived iu India (Patawardhan,

Uimrakhaydvmcyd Rahdyd, notes, p. 3).

It is proposed in this note to put together some of the important

facts from Varuhamihira's life and see whether Buziirjmehr (also spelt

mihr) and Varahamihira can he identical fr^un the phonetic similarity

in their names, from the traditions of their visiU to foreign countries

and from other cij*cums<ances.

The name of Varahamihira is of household familiarity to

tlie students of the histoiy of Indian astronomy. Like those of many

Indialn authors the detail?* about his personal life are shrouded in

mystery. From his Brhat-jdtaka it is leornt that he w^as a native of

Avanti
;
the name of Iris father was Adityadasa

;
and he got a boon from

Savitr, the Sun, in the town of Kapitthaka.

From the starting point of astronomical calculation adopted in his

PaAca^siddhantika-karana it is clear that he must have composed his

woik later than Saka 427 or 605 A.C. From the facts that he refers
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to Aryabhata (Saka 419 or 497 A.C.), that he chose 42V Saka as the

starting point of calc\ilation ratJher than Saka 438 which was equally

convenient, and that there is a tradition that Varaliamihira died in Saka

009 or 587 A.C., it appears that he was born some iiine about

Saka 412 or 490 A.C. and perhaps died at a mature age of about 97.

He wrote works 6n all the three brandies of astronomy.

There is a tradition of his having visited some foreign, especially

yarana countries. It is a tradition like various other Indian traditions

and as such some schoilars have easily brushed it aside as worthless or

unaiitlientic. Some disown tin’s tradition wilh a sentimental touch lest

the acceptance thereof might lead to Varaliamihira’s indebtedness to

foreign sources for astronomical information. But still the tradition

needs careful investigation.^

His father's name was Adityadasa; he got a boon from Savitr; he

pays obeisance to the Sun in the beginning of his works and he has in his

name the word 7/it/n’ra.—these facts taken together indicate that the Sun

might have been his family deity; or as an astronomer he worshipped the

Sun, the eminent luminary. Though tlie word mihim might imply

some foreign influence still the form is net an impossibility in Prakrits,

and it can be found current even in Sanskrit. The Vedic word mitra

is there : by anaptyxis we can have vdtira—mihira on tlie aiialogy of

kCifmo—Inhala. In view of the Persian and Avestan prototy]ie of thai

word the claim of foreign influence is plausible but not a necessity. The

other part of liis name also needs some cemment. Though not without

a precedent—we have names of old authors such as Koimapadaiita,

Kautilya, Pisuna and Qhotamukha—the word rardha (a hog) in a

personal namei is not quite palatable. Thus it is not impossible that

the author's name might have some foreign tinge, confirmiiig the

tradition that he was in a foreign country for some time.

I am inclined to suggest that vardha is a corruption of hrliat from

the root hrh.y a secondary root from vrdh, (cp. vnhlJia, brhat). In

view of tlie rules of phonetic corruption the most natural change of

hrhat w^ould be haralui^ then vardha, (cp. Hindi Bada and Europeans

1 For the details about Varahamihira, see IVulrntlya Jyotihidstra by

8. B. Dixit p. 210; and Thibaut; Astronomie, AstroUhiie 'and Mafhematik, p. 56.
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would spell it BarJid). Thus I wish to suggest that the name of this

famous astronomical author might have been Brhanmitra, and perhaps

in early age he had a chance of spending some years in a foreign

country where he was called Varahamihira or some such aliin name.

The pre^n'ce of Brhat in the titles of two of his works might upt

be accidental; he might be indicating his own name there. BrhaU

jdtaka may be in contrast to his Laf/hn-jdtaka, but it must be remem-

bered that there is no LagJiu-sarahiUi as against his BThaUsamhitd, a

title like GargorsamMtd etc.

If the original name of Varahamihira, as surmised above, was

Brhanmitra, there is every possibility of his being identical with

Buzfirjmehr. The second part of the name, me/ir, is practically

identical with mihira; the first part, Biizurj, literally means great;

and it can as well be equated with Brliat in view of the Aveatic root

harz (Sk. vrdh and then Thus there is some phonetic identity

between the two names.

The tradition sa3^s that Varahamihira visited some foreign country,

possibly Persia. It was there that he might have been known as

Buzurjmehr, the more easy pronouncable form of which is Varaha-

mihira. This identity explains VarahamihiiVs visit to a foreign country

and Buzurjmehr’s stay in India.

The life of Varahamihira is put between 490-587 A.D.;

and these dates quite agree with the reign of Khusraw Nushirwain

(501-078 A.C.) with whose court Buzurjmehr is aSvSociated. This

Persian king, Khusraw Nushirwan, was, like Akbar, a ruler of eclectic

religious inclinations. He was a great lover and patron of learning

;

he had received seven Greek Neo-platonist philosophers at his court;

and many Greek and Sanskrit works were translated into Pahlvi

at his instance.® It is not at all improbable that he had received a learned

astronomer like Varahamihira at his court and made him stay there for

some years.

A’. N. XJPADHTE

2 Taraporewala, Selections from Avesta and Old Persian, part I, p. 65.

3 Browne, A Literary Eistory of Persia, vol. I, pp. 166-67.



Syntactic Position of a Preposition in Ardhamagadhi

That the Prakrit dialects^ especially those forming the primary

group such as Ardhainagadliii and Pali, have preserved many elements

inherited from thei Vedic Sanskrit and for which there are no counter-

parts in. classical Sanskrit, is already noticed by orientalists.^ Even

in Vedio Sanskrit certiain phonetic peculiarities are designated as

Prakritisms. (Macdonell: Vedio Grammar^ pp. 33 and 39). After

AiSvaghosa and Kalidasa who gave Prakrit a place in their dramas,

Prakrit language became merely a transvocabulation of Sanskrit; and

the genuine Prakrit style, excepting in the co^e of a few Jaiha authors

who tried to stick up to> the style of their sacred canon, was completely

lost. With later authors Prakrit style became a mechanical imitation

of classical Sanskrit. Though the Prakrits are very mud) influenced

by cla^ical Sanskrit, many features which have a counterpart in Vedic

Sanskrit alone are preserved therein.

In- classicall Sanskrit adverbial prepositions, as distinguished from

the adnominal ones which are used as Jcarma-pravaconlya, immediately

precede the verb
;
while in Vedic Sanskrit an amount of liberty is seen

with regard to the position of prepositions in relation tio the verb.

Sometimes they are separated from the verb by one or more words:

ud uttammri mumugdhi no, R, I, 25, 21; d asya vajmm adhi sdnau

jaglidna, R,, I, 32, 7; satn hinndra ivdiihama\ R., X, 72, 2. Some-

times the preposition comes after the verb: jaycma sam yudhi .sprdhah,

I, 8, 3; indro gd avpiod apa, VIlI, 63, r3. (Macdonell: Vedic Graimnar,

p. 415).

This libertyi about the relative position of tlie preposition and the

verb is noticed in some of the Ardhamagadhi passages from the Jaina

Canon, though in majority of cases the preposition immediately precedes

the verb;—

i. ai hhumivi iw gaccjicjjd, ‘he should not go beyond tlie

ground (allotted for him).’ (Dasa^veydliya, V, i, 24).

1 Fischel: Gramwatik der rrakriMpm^hcn^ §0; Geiger: Pali Litevatuf

und Sprache, i§78 and 81.
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ii. taya sam m jahdi se rayarn, ‘lie leaves oS sin as (a snake its)

slough.’ (Siiyagadam, I, 2, 2, 1).

iii. abhi nfmaJiadehi mucchie, ‘deluded by deceitful acts.’

(Sfiyngadmp, I, 2, 1, 7).

iv. (isantim Imrissdmi pdum, ‘I shall thoroughly explain the

unrest (of the wicked).’ (Siiyagodam

,

I, 13, 1).

I hope some P^i scholars will shed some light on this topic indicat-

ing whether any such illustrations are met with in the Pali canon of

Buddhism.

A. N. TJpadhye



Vainyagupta Dvidasaditya

Dr. D. C. Ganf?iily lias nuule a very impc.iiant cniilrihution to our

knowledge of the Gupta i)eriod, in the la^t niiinhor of tliis journal, by

identifying the coins of Vaiuyagupta. He seems to be (piite light in

his reading of the coin-legend as ‘Vainya' iruslead of ‘Candra' as

Allan read it, and there should be no hesitation in attrilmting these

coins to Vainyagupta who is known to us from the Giinaighar copper

plate.

It is, liowever, difficiilf to su]>port all tlie coiiclnsions wln’cli Dr.

Ganguly has drawn from liis study of the. coins, specially the most im-

portant prop(jtiition he has laid down, viz., that “Vainyagupta be-

longed to the imperial Gui)ta dynasty of ^lagadlia*' (p. 78r>) and “that

he ascended the throne of Magadha after Hudhagiiptu, and ruled Bengal

through his vioeroys’* (p. 788).

In the first place. Dr. Ganguly’s discussion about the successors of

Eumaragupta is vitiated by the assumption that tlie last' known date

of Tvuniaragupta is (jI.H. 1129. V. A. Sinitli read the date G.K. Dhi on

his silver coins; this reading has been accepted by Allan (p. cxxxviii)

and no ground has been sliowii to discredit it. Dr. Ganguly^s view that

Puragupta ruled from 129 G.H. to Dhi G.M. when Skandagiipta

ascended the throne, cannot, therefore, bo accepted.

As a matter, of fact, the coins do not, in my opinion, really indicate

that Vainyagujita was a Gupta emperor of Magadha, any more than

Prakasaditya and Ghatotkacagupta, whose coins l)eloiig approximately

to the same period and po>ssess the same characteristics. The inscrip-

tion of Vainyagupta. taken along wdth the coins, seems to show' that

he set up as an independent ruler in Samatata, oi some portion of it,

and ruled as such till 507 A.D. The use of the title ‘Maharaja’ in an

official land grant .seems to he almost a. conclusive argument against

Dr. Ganguly’s assumption tliat he was an imperial ruler of Magadha.

In tw’’0' ])apers published in the Indian Antiquary (1918, pp. 161-107)

and 7.1 .S'B. (1921, pp. 249-255) I discussed the question of the successors

of Kumaragupfa. In these papers I suggested that aftev the death of

Kumaragupta I tliere ^vas a struggle for sticcession among several rival

DECEMBliR, 1933
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claimants to ttio Ihrono, and ‘‘althougli Skan(lagiipl«a was apparently

successful for the time being', it is clear that the embers of the family

(lihsensiou were not finally extinguished/^ The new discoveries about

Vaiuyagupta seeju to lengthen this Ityjjolhesis and I >\»mld legaid

Iiim as representing one of the rival parties which ultimately caived an

independent hingdoni in J^astern llengai.

In this conuection I would like to ^ay a tew words about the criti-

cism of my view hy Dr. 11. C. Kaycliaudhuii, who lias dis-

cussed this problem in his Political History of Ancient India {2nd

edition, ])p. Itbb-toT). Dr. llaychaudliuri rightly refers to my view

at the beginning' as a Suggestion’, but lie winds up his criticism by

saying that the evidence on which I relied ‘Moes not necessarily imply

that there was a struggle bctw'een the sons of Kuinara.^’ Oi course it

does not; fop if it did, tlien niy liypotliesis would have been a historical

fact, and not mertdy a suggestion.

Dui let us analyse tlie criticism of Dr. Kaycliaiidhuri a little

more closely, as it has a bearing upon iinportiuit historical facts. Dr.

llaychaudhuri reiiiaiks Majiunda.v says that the omission of the

name of tlie mother of Sknndagnpta in the Diluir stone pillar and

Bhitari inscri])ti<jns indicates that slie was not a MahaJevr and Skanda

was not the rightful heir,”

I am afraid, this is not a correct version of niy argument. AVhat I

pointed out was that in tlie two inscriptions of Skandagupta, reference

is made in the genealogical jjortion to all the Mahadevis (chief (jueens)

of his predeces.Mirs except lii.s own mother. Then I observed, ‘'The

omission of the Mahadevi of Kumaragupta 1, the mother of the reigning

king, in striking contrast with (he mention of the other ilahadevjs of

earlier kings cannot, but b.e looked upon as signilicunt.” I liope it. ^YiU

be admitted that this is something moie than a mere aryumcniom, e,r

silentio as Dr. Haychaudliiiii puts it.

The illuhtriilioiis quoted by Dr. KaycliainlliUri to prove that some-

times non-Maliadevift were mentioned in inscriptions and that sometimes

names of mothers of kings are omitted seems to be beside the point.

The crucia] question is, is there anoliier instance, where, in a formal

genealogy, the previous queens or Mahadevis are mentioned but not tlie

queen-mother of the reigning king?
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Dr. Raychaudhuri says that, in <he Banskhara and Madhuban
copper-plates, the name of Yadomati as Harsa’s mother is not men-
tinned. But as Ya'Somati is mentioned as t>ie mother of Rajyavardhaua,
and then Harsa is said to be bis younger brother it is uof a real case of
omission.

On the wkle, I maintain that the available evidence tends
to support the view that there was a strus-ffle for empire after Kiimara-
gupta I and that while no serious flaw has yet been pointed out, the

new discoveries strongly suppoi-t the hypothesis I originally laid down
in tlie papers quoted above.

E. C. Majvmpak

Hindu Theatre

Coniinetitinfr on an arlicle of Mr. Mankad on Hindn theatre

{JHO.f VIII, H) Mr. Manoiiiohan Gliosh nays in IHQ.^ IX, 2 (pp.

591-4) tluit there did not exist two different parts of Hie stuL'fe called

llanga Sirsa and Rahga Pitlin, He cites four texts of Blnuatn liimself

to prove that one and t]u> same part of the stage was refonod to l>y

the two different names. Mr. Ghosh proposes to roly •solely o?i the text

of Bharata, setting aside the rather oornipt text of tlie Ahlntuira

Bhdratl.

If 'Ahhjnava liharatl confuses, I think, the text i f Bliarata, with

the various readings, ronfuses us as innoh. Tlie text is not explicit on

Jimny points. The two name Eanga Pit ha and Eahga I'^frsa are often

used without any express statement that tlie two terms denote

the same place. Nor are we able to see the reasmi why the same

place was known by two different names. Let ns first take the

aid of the valuable conimentai’y of Ahhinara which, I think, cannot be

set aside, even for the present, as Mr. Ghw^h does. At least to one

'vho wants to consult Ahhinava also, it is plain. that Rahga Pitha and

lUuga Sma are two difierent places.^
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1. On p. 67 (Gaek. edn.) Abhinava says that the Rnhffa Rirsa is

the place where the actors remain i.e., after make-up and before taking

part in action. Such a place can never be the place where the drama

is enacted. A separate place for enacting drama is therefore necessary.

2. Oil p. ()3 Abliiriava says that Ihe Rahga Rirsa is to be construc-

ted for the purpose of ilie actors taking rest, for keeping those who

are to appear and for the sake of beauty. If Rafiga Rii'sa is for such

purposes, there must be unotlier j)la(‘e for sliowing tlie aiding of the

drama and that place is the Kaiiga Pit ha.

It is clear Iroiii the tollowing passage that Abhinava hebi the

two as different.

“qptei 1 fmr ^

35»fr l” (!'• (19, Oaek. c.ln)

4. Tlie passage in the text of the Natya Rustra itself to which

Abhinava refers iiv the above quoted passage is

BJTrWII (IT., 101.)

The commentary says':
i (i».

‘o.)

5. Oil the same pa^e Ahliiiiava j»ivps the t'ollowiii" *Vvatavika to

A'-?., 11. 102—

m 3Tg5??f i

Coming to the text of Bliarata himself, we notice that chaji. II

is devoted to a regular description of the theatre and in chai). I,

there is mention of various parts of the theatre in connection wiHi the

description of the deities whicdi protect the several parts of tlie liouse.

In 1,85 (Gaek. edn.) a Vedikil is mentioned, and fialii-halls and

numerous other adjacent structures are also referred to by the words

and glT^gl (Sis. «0-87). Whore are these two he located ^

Chap. II does not speak of any such halls. The Vedika is, however,

mentioned twice in chap. II also, iu sis. 102 and 103. Wliat is this

Vedika? It must surely mean a raised place. This, I think, is

identical with the Raiiga Rirsa and if it is so, we have it mentioned

even in chap. I, as a place different from Ilaiiga Pit ha which is also

nientioned there. The Vedika is
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(I, 85) and tlie Ranga Pitlia by Brahma himself— (I. 94).

On pp. 57 and 59 AbJiinava explains the Ranga Sirsa as a

raised portion which will resemble the head cf a person lying

down on his back. If we imagine the whole Preksagrlia (house) as a

man lying down on his bai’k, the audience hall will be the jX)rtiou

below his waist; the Ranga Pitha will be his chest and the Ranga

Sirsa will be his head (8iisa) and here was Puja and Bali done during

the Purva Ranga
;
hence its other name is Vedika.

II. 30*^37 first give 64 Ilastas^ then a halving of this portion,

a second halving of hind-half of the two, and then a third dividing of

one of these two halves into two halves. In IT. 20, the other

measurement of 32 Ilasias is supplied. First we get two halves

32x32; the hind-lialf is divided into two partu of l()x32 II. I take

the front-half of these two measuring 1(>x32 as the portion asked to

be again halved into tvro parts, 8x32. In tlie front portion 8x32,

there are to he two squares of 8 H. at both ends as Mattavaranis and

between the two Jlattavarams is the portion 8x10 which ie the Ranga

Pitlia. In the se(‘ond bit measuring 8x32, the Ranga Sirsa is cons-

tructed in the very centre measuring 8x8, leaving on both

sides two spaces of 8x12 If. Thus the Ranga 8irsa wall

rise just at tlie centre, at the back, of the Ranga Pitha

looking like its liead. I’he portion at the back of these two,

measuring 10x32, is the (rreenroom. The front half 32x32 is

the audience hall. This is lunv I understand the text of Bliaiata and

lioAv MisM Ivetkar also, has explained in a very elaliorate Marathi exposi-

tion of hers of the Ndfj/n of Bharata. Mr. (iliosh has not got

two places called Ranga Sirsa and Raiiga Pitha and he assigns more

space to the audience liall. He also reduces considerably the space of

tlie (rreenroom. This view of iniiie w^as expretssed in an article on

‘Theatre-Avchitiecture in' Aocieut India* iu the Nov-Dec., 1931 issue

of the Trivenl, Madras, along wdth a diagram of the Vikrsta type.

Mr. Mankad, in a footnote to his article on ‘Hindu Theatre’ refers to

it. His interpretation of Bharata’s text agrees with mine, except in

the dimension of the Ranga Sirsa. I hold it to be an eight Hastas

square whereas he gdves il as the whole space of 8 x 32. He says

regarding my view* of the Raiiga 8ii'sa tliat though it is highly plausible,
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it is not borne oul by the text. When text> are va*,nie, meagre and

bewildering, we have <'Ot to \isf oiu* imagination. If my view is

plausible, I ihiiik, il v\\v l)e nrcepled. Abliiiuvvn lias said on p. 57

tiiut tlie }{auga Siisa is lln^las. Jle lias not said whether it is

length or breudtlj < bi p. 58, U '' Itai'iga Pitba is desc ribed as Sxltl;

and as dislingnislied ironi the broader Kahga i‘itha, the Kniiga Slrsa

as likened to a or ‘head* and theiTbive t took the Ibihga Siisa as

ail eight Ifastas square. It was not possible' io vec'oiuile tlie metaphor

of Sirsa and tlie markedness of the plac e and ilie measurenient, 8x52,

Regaiding the curtain also witji ulnoh l)r. A. K. (5)omaraswaniy’s

note mi Mr. ManlauPs article on Hindu I’lieaH'e deals, Aldiiiiava lias

got to »ay something definite. Tn tliis conueetion also he mentions the

8irsa and the ruha separately and informs us tl»at l>etweeu iliese two

was hanging a ourtaiii. Tliere wa^ not only an enirain e by. Apatiksepa,

‘with a toss of the c urtain’, hul tlicuc* seems to have been a

removal of the curtain also. Fen says Ahliinava on p. 212

(Oaek. edn.).

jnqpqpX^ ^

V, Raghavan



The Seventh All«lnciia Oriental Conference

The Heventh All-Iudia Oriental Conference had its sessions in

Baroda on the 27th; 28th and the 2 fith December last
,
under the auspices

of His Jfiftliuess the Gaekvvad. Most of the delegates reached Baroda

l»y the 2t)th and were received hy the volunteers at the station. Tliose

^^h() wanted to he accommodated in Kuropeiin style were taken to the

Guest House and were lodg‘ed either in (he Guest House itself or in any

oi the many camps which )jad been fitted in the Gue>t House coiu|K>und

wliile tliose who wanted to l)e lodged in Indian style were taken cither to

the Dama.jirao Dluirainsala or the liaojnira Camp, (hi tlie part of tlie

State there was no lack of care and the volunteers jdaced by the llece]»-

tioii (’ommittee in these centre.s wej'e all aiteJi'icn to the delegates.

!Most of these volunteers were college student>, and their ( oiuliict, their

.modesty, their anxiety to lie of service to the delegates, their patience

though sometimes unreasonahiy taxed liavo still left an indelible mark

on the sweet memoines of Baroda. Jh’om incut memliers of the Recei»tion

Committee like Mr. Satyavrata Mnkherji took pains to visit the camps

from time td time and enquire if everyiliing' was all riglit. The ener-

gel i(i local . Secielaiy Dr. Benoytosh Biialtacharya though under the

pressure of an overwhelming huiden of work and telegrams and enquiries

from iniiuniej aide quarters manag'ed to co]»e with his wmrk unruffled.

The inaugural function which took jdace on the 27th December in

the afternoon was magnificent. At T45 ji.m. Mr. Jayasw'al, the Presi-

dent was recieved at the gales of the Nayainaiidir by the members of

the Heceplioii Committee and conducted to the dias; at 5 p.m. His

Highness the Mal.nnaja Gaekwad and Her Highness tlie Maharani

Saheha entered the Hall to open the Conference. After the presentation

of the memViers of tlie Executive Committee of the Conference to Ills

Highness, he rose amidst loud applause and addre'^^cd the Cotifcrencc,

The addiess of His Highness, as is (diaiaclcj isf ic of hi?»i, urns illu-

minating and \vhat is more imporianl lium.me in its tone. It is a

matter of common knowledge that within his tciritorv in a sliort s]>iin

of time the Gaekw’ad has done wonders. In cdin'idion, wi'houi making

tl'O fruitless attempt at hoginiiing from the top he has 1>egun from the
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bottom. It does not malier if Iiis State does uoit as yet possess a Uni-

versity, bec^ause the work which is of p^reater importance namely edu-

cating^ the masses is being’ doiie by him. He has undei'stood that mate-

rials are lirst of all to be made ready before a University can flourish

and that if the source remains dry it would be idle to try to keep the

stream flowing. He has thus always felt for the man in tlie street and

even when w^elcmning a large number of specialists in Indian antiquities,

he did not forget to warn them that tliey had duties to perform to their

lees intellectual and less fortunate brethren. '‘The research scholar^',

he said, “is as much a member of society as any other, and has his o.wn

duty as a citizen of the time and place to which he belongs.*’ This is

f^rhy, he coaitinued, “I have always kept the interest of the masses in

the very forefront of my administrutioii. I have made ediicationi com-

pulsory in my State, so that all may obtain facilities to educate them-

selves and go out into the world cquii>i)ed by developing their facul-

ties to the fullest extent possible.’*
.
But he feels for the antiquarian

none the less. “When the student finds his ]mtient labours rewarded

and sees a remote past yield up some of its secrets for the first time,

he feels the joys of a discoverer; this also I can appreciate to some

extent.’*

Not onlyi does he share this joy with the research worker but he is

also acquainted wdtli the right spirit in which the research work should

be carried ooi and many of us w ill surely do well in remembering the

advice he gave us in his address
—

“(Original research adds to our stock

of facts and ideas but every one of the new ideas it puts forth must be

well digested, eveiy one of the new fads it claims to discover must be

scientifically authenticated. Mere novelty in speculation and mere

boldness in assertion ai^ail merely to start a contiweidal flutter here

and there. I repeat, let us always cling to high standards. And here,

if I may, I wish to say a word of warning to our Universities, j-oung

as well as old
:
your tlieses the world of scholars wdll judge, not by

I their bulk, novelty or number, but solely by the qualities of ripe judg-

ment, critical acumen and scientific method ”

After His Highness had declared the Conference open, the Presi-

dent Mr. K. P. Jayaswal delivered his Address. Mr. rTayasw’al not’

'^nly reviewed the salient features of the work done by scholars in
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recent years* but also as a veteran orientalist uttered words of encourage-

ment to the young w’orkers in the field and held out high hopes for them.

He found possibilities of the discovery of the so-called “Indus Civilisa-

tion “ in the Western Coast line of Kathiawad on the authority of the

Maliabharata in the sands of Hajputana and in certain sites in the Central

Provinces. lie believed that the area of the flood referred to in the

Satapaiha Brahmana was certainly the continous land from Mesopo-

tamia to Hajputana and strongly supported the discovery of Mr.

Karandikar “that there is a ]K)sitive statement in the Puranas that the

Narmada valley was not affected by the Flood*' and that “here we may

find evidence of a civilisation which may vie wdth that of the Nile

valley in antiquity." Besides these, Mr. Jayaswal gave us some of his

latest expert observations e.g. his i-eading of the name of Candragutta O'!!

the Sohgaura plate for the first time, tlie discovery of a gold plaque

in the possession of Mr. Jalan containing plastic repi-esentatioais of

Ilara’-Gauri which accoi’ding to him is one of the remnants of the

Nanda Palace called Su-Gdhgeya, We came to know for the first time

from him that the Buddhist Caryapadas written by the Siddhas were

all composed at Nalanda and Vikramasila and that their language, so

long wrongly believed to be old Bengali, was no other than old I’lastern

Hindi. We were furt\ier assured by him that the V ijhapi imat ratalsiddhi

“a text which had been lost to the country for centuries and whicli was

the basis of Sankara's system" has been, restored into Sanskrit by Hev.

Sainkrtyayaua. These are some of the interesting features of his illu-

jninating address and though they may give the start to “controversial

flutter here and there", they are no doubt suggestive indications of new

lines of research in the ancient history of India.

The sectional meetings had their sitting on the i?(Sth and the 29th.

His Highness attended in person some of these meetings and oven

took paii iiV tlie discussions in some of them. He listened witli atten-

tion to tlie Presidential Address of tlie Aiithroiiology Section, delivered

by Rai Bahadur Sarai Ch. Bay of Ranchi on the Prohlcm af Ca^te.

The sections of Fine Arts and Gujerati were most largely attended. It

was a pleasure to find that the vernacular section which was the most

poorly attended in the previous Conferences had such a big

audience in Baroda. It siireh’i indicates the genuine interest the

I.H.Q., DECEMDEK, 1933
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lieople have been taking there in the (levelopment of the Gujerati

vernacular.

It must not be undei stood that the Coiiftjrence was solely an

intellectual affair. Tlie S()(‘ial side was amply looked after. On the first

night there were representative Classical dances; exquisite vocal and

Instrumental music, as w(dl as Garlm Dances in wliicli local girl students

gave a demonstration of the national dance hefoie tlie delegates and

members. On the third day of the ConteieJice, the Scinskrit jday

Mnhtciluifjmmiira was staged by the local actors. On the three evenings,

lectures were organised by the Conference on “The Indus Valley

Civil isation.’* “Ancient Indian l^ainting” and “The Indian Art and

Civilisation in Central Asia.“ These lectures proved highly interesting.

Jlis Higiiiiesa gave a party to tlie delegates at the Luxini Vilas Palace.

The Aklida sports were specially arranged for the delegates. Besides

these, the delegates enjo} ed a good deal of sight-seeing, the Zaverkhanu,

the Ait Gallery, tlie Museum, and the liaioda Central Library—all of

these deserved close attention and yielded much delight. In sliorl the

Coiifereuce was a success in more ways Thun one.

1>. C. Bagciii

A list of pape].s received by tlie Secretary for the various sections

of tile Conference is given below;

I SANSKRIT AND VEDIC SECTION

Atrevii, JC h.--l'i’oh(ihle date of Vomimition of Yotjacdsidlia.

Bhaitacliarva, . Rlijluilosh— Dhjtdii of Bentjol und Bihor.

J3hattac'liarya, Prof. Sliivaprasad— Prohlem^ a chtc to its sohitioii.

— Josdhliom in Alnnlnia IAtifr(ftniv—tha iiiivond the false in Art,

Cheii^alvaiayan, Pandit N.—No/nc vlnt's to the 'nhnliiu of Jrnixja JJandin u-s

a Tamilian.

Cliiiiti'iiJiUii. T. It. hfOtjnirnts of liilnta-Jjliai ina.sOifo

.

Divaiijj, P. VAo'r and Place of Oritjin of Yogaedf^idha

.

Kinilian Uaja, J)r. ('.

—

Time-analysis in Sahanl'da,

MaiiUad, D. W.—Somr important Sanshrit man a scripts.

Paiit.iilu. N. K. Veiikalosiuu

—

('ontnhntion of the Karndfaha families io Sanshrit

lAlnutuic in the 'Tamil Hunniry.

Sakliii I’pekar, S G .—Kcolution of- SaivOijnmos.

Sa^tl•^ K, S. PanuHwaiiii SiroJiiaiii

—

i'Hny Pniraiosena and KCdidCiso^ the tao

authors of •Seiuhandha.
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Sharma, Dr. H. D.—i^omp. Hinriv popf.<{ cnjoyirifj fhr pufrnnoiip of Muxliw rulers,

Shastri, Afadhusudan Konl—Muuuitrrijds from iiUuit.

Smrtitirtlia, Mm, Kamalakrislina

—

llt^fonj of fhp [‘nhliroUnn of sown Siujdi^

nihandhas in Bengal

.

Thakore, Prof. B. K.

—

MaluvilduhiinitHi—a Hhidy.

Yajuik, Dr. R. K.-‘(lyjarufi Cnmpdy of Aif^ n rninpoififirr xfudy.

jr PHFLOLOOiY AND GRAAIACAR SKOTTOX

Chatterjji, Dr. Siiniti Kumar—l*nlyfflotf}.^ui in Anfieni India.

Cliaturvedi S. P .—Homorieneify of h tiers in the Vaninii^n System

.

Choudhuri, Professor Naj^endra N.—.4 note on VCill, Prohrfd and Apaldirarnsn

.

Varma, Dr. Siddhesn^av—Nfi/djVs in Buruslioski J)fatedologii. .

TfT ANTHROPOLOGA^ ETHNOLOCIY AND AriTilOmGY SKCTIOX

Buell, Prof. Af. Hindu theory of Properly.

Chongalvarayan, Pandit N.—Moiringe and Marriage, ensfoms of the Aneient

I'nmds,

Choudhuri Prof. Na^endra N.

—

iltpme of Tdntriclsm,

Diitta, Ka!ikinkar~'D/7f///ud reeord.s about the Savthal lusurrerfimi of ’l8o...

Dnvar, Firoze Cowasji— interest in g fonn.s of Divination.

Dikjjhitar, V. R. Ramaehandra

—

South India */» the. Ildnalyana.

Ghosh, Dr. Ekeiidranath—Hwmoa body arcoiding to the dnihhopanisad.

(ihosh, Rai Saheb Manoranjan—Di^r/TH/ rthnie typer, o* studird frotn ancient

Indian .M.
— Sn yent-u'orship in .inrient India,

Kalclkar, N. (j.— Jtistiihution of Wealth in Ancient ha'ia.

Kapadia. Prol. H. R.—Women in Jaini.sm.

Suletore, Dr. B. A.

—

Parasurdma in History and Legend.

Saniasastii, Dr. R.—U'o/ur'i’s rights in the Snirtis,

Sastri, K. 8. Ramaswaini—Confuation mystery in the Itdmdyana,

Siibba Rao, IF

—

The 'Sugalisd

IV PHlTiOSOPHY AXD RKLKillON SECTION

Bhalerao, 8. G.---1 little storh-tahing in the Oriental Philosophy.

Bliatt, P'-oC. (*. H.-—risnusn7min and I'allabhdrdi ya.

Bhattaeharya, Vidlnisokluna—Ero/a/hoi of Viihanaerfda.

Majumdar, S. V .—Jiindu Sy-'^fem of Morality.

AFodi, Dr. IV y\.—Meaning of Smrtiin thr Smitipada of Ihitlunasntras.

— Pre-Sanhora jhutilafini^ of Hr (rj f of Hrah ma.sutiits.

— A note on the. sy.dem of flu four (L-dir.\ of Lit-.

— the Triad of the three iJyuds in the dlfd.
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Prabhu, R. K,—Arctic hachgroxmd of the Conceptions of Mdyd, Sot, Asat,
Varum, Vrakrti, etc,

•^Origins of the Bhakti cult,

Rawakantaoharya, G.— Sankara's jAace in Hinduism.

Sakliarpekar, S. G.—Agamic llrasaivism.

Sen, Prof. K,sliitimohan-“(’onrfl7jf/f)M of Sftnga and Sahaju.

rpadhye. A, N,

—

hc^ja doctrine,

V HISTORY AND CHRONOLOGY SECTION

Chatterji, Dr. Suniti Kumar.—A'/iararr/a.

Ganguly, D. C.—A’cr/j/ history of the Odhadavdtas.

Ghosh, Rai SaheJ) Manoraaijan—Forfs of Ancient India.

Heras, Rev. H.

—

Mayu ra.hrman, the founder of the Kadamha Dijnasty, and the
Pallavas of Kailct.

Majumdar, Dr. R. G.—Eariy Hindu Colonization in Malay Veninsnla.

Mirashi, Prof. V, V.

—

Date of Tivarodeva.

Reii, BiB^ves^^arnath—Capture of Baroda hy Maharaja Ahhayasingh of Marwar,

Sharma, Shri Ram

—

A Httle-utUized source of Mughal History.

Subba Rao, R,

—

The initial year of the little’’known Eastern Cahga Era.

Administrative History of the reign of Ananiavarma
Codagaiuja Jkva.

VI ARCHAEOLOGY, EPIGRAPHY AND NUMISMATICS SECTION

Acharya, G, V.—History of Coinage in Cujurat

.

Altekar, Dr. A. S.—A new gold-coin of BnppH Btlval.

Chakrabortty, Dr. S. K.—The Seleucidan Emperors, their €oin.H and coin-
imitations in Ancient India,

Dikshit, K. N.—A note on certain copper-plates fonvd al Caonri in .\nnrhal
Estate near Ujjain,

Gadre, A. 8.—Onduru grant of MaUiktlrjnna of Vijayanagar,' a.d.

-^Virdi copper-plate grant of Kharagraha,

Ghosh, Rai Saheb Manoranjnn

—

Wooden [talisade excavated at rufalipvfra.

— A study of early Indian Terracottas.

Modi, R. C.—A fmgmcnt of the Klrtistamhha inscription of Siddharaja Jayn-
sin\ha.

Ojlia, Mm. Gaurisankar H.—Ahgda grant of the ('aulukya King Bhlmadeva II

of Gujarat, Ham. 1263.

Subba Rao, R.—Two new copper-plate, inscriptions of Vijaydditya.

VII FINE ARTS, ARC^ITECTITRE AND ICONOGRAPHY SECTION

Bhattarharyya, Dr. Benoytaah —Iconography of Heruka.

Ghosh, Rai Saheb .Manoranjnn—A study of Tibetan fminting.<t of the Vatna

Museum,
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Joshi, K. N.—Anviefit Stou(*-tuhA at Dtrarka.

Hamachandran, T. N.—The CfikiarnrH lelief fvom Jt'‘(fcnfuon*'tiK

Samasastri, Dr. of Temp]p. Architcchire.

Sanya], Nirodbandliu^T//f! proposed iileiUificaiion of \hr ^Mother and Child'

images as iSadgnjata,

Saraswati, Sarasi Kuumr

—

Mahdiakmt,

Telang, M. R .—Ancient t'^anskrii works on Indian Music and its present practice.

VTTI AVESTA AND IHANTAN SECTION

Pantulu, N. K. Vonliatosam—Zend Avcsta and Athami Veda.

Pattd, Dr. Manila!

—

tiOnunage of the Ctlihus and its relation vith that of the

YounffPr Avestu,

Pour-e-Davoud, Aglia

—

Jiuddhisrn in the Iranian Literature and History.

IX ARABIC AND PERSIAN SECTION

Akhtar, Kazi Ahmed Mian

—

Sadi's risit to SomanCitha.

Bharucha, Prof. N. N.

—

The controversy of *Sh(ikh-i-NahotA

Zinuddin, M.

—

('onteni.H of the *Tuhfutid-Hind.

X MARATHI SECTION

Dandekar, Prof. V. P.—Where Maivthi meets (tuyarafi,

Sagarkar, Bhalcliandra V—

XI HINDI SECTION

Gautam, V. P.

—

tafr of Thdknr Jaginohnn SinhOj a renowned poet of Hindi.

K r i hIina Sewak

—

Mad havdiada-lidma ka nda Id .

Rania, Prof. D. N.—.1 dissertation on Hindi (Jmnmar.

XII URDU SECTION

Akhtar, Kazi Ahmed Minn—The Art of Waraquot during the Ahhagide period,

Ansari, Nazim M. U.— Vowel-signs in T^rdu and Urdu curriculum.

XIII (iUJARATI SECTION

OzH, S. S.

—

Media'val writers of Cujarat.

Pandya, M. G.— rfbsi^ Sfpft*!^ ifN

Sandeaura, B. J .—Vse of Vrttas (syltahiv metres) hy old Gujarati poets.

Shastri, Keshavram K.

—

Mediaeval. Gujarati.

Vaidya, C. V'.

—

Gujarafr in relation to Marathi.

PANDIT PARI^AT

Apte, V.
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Krishnamacharya,

Shastri, AmritaIal--<|^[?ITWl^fl!RHf^

Trivedi, Q. 0—

OTHER PAPERS

Belvalkar, Dr. S. K .—Drsidniax in the Brahma.^iitw».

Bhatt, Chunilal B.—

^

Bhattacharyya, Dr. B.

—

Eight Mediaeval imagen in the f'ollerfinn of Prince

Prafapsingh (tuekicad,

Bhattasal’, N. K.

—

Lo'afwn of Kniin\i Drararath

Birdy, Jal Pestonji—The Origin and Knily history of the family of the Gaik^

wade of Baroda,

Chakladar, Haran Chandra— and cuefome of a F'l^her-caefc on the FiOst

('oaet of India.

Diskalkar, D. B.

—

Maratha TV/A//'? v'ifh the British at Bonihay, (\ilcnita and
Madras in the Wh century.

Gftudhi, Pandit Lalohandra B.—

Ganguli, S.—A golden image of Tdrd.

Gauri Shankar—A'/? an urtpuhlished Buddhist MnhiikCivya.

Ghosh, N. N.

—

Early history of KausCmhi, ns it is nvailalde from Jitcranj^

nvtuisumtic nnd archaeological sources.

Gyaiii, R. S.

—

Eon-Mughal mints of Shah Almn II.

Jyer, Prof. K. A. Siitramania—AV/wc/V/m/r/a Vttararamacaritn,

Kane, P. V.—Gotra and Pravara in Vedic Literature.

Katare, Sant Lai

—

Mavkharis.

Majumdar, Manjutal R — iftftwtrwr gsHlA IPRt

—•Two illustrated Manuscripts of Vilvamai)gtda\s * lUllatjoprnn Stuti' and

the third of ^Daiamaskandhn representing Gujarat Svhood of Painting.

Significance of Ndrl Kufljara pictures.

Mehta, Jayantiial M.—
^^ishra, Umesha—T/ie annihilation of Karmon—the only nij^ns fo achieve

MoksOy as interpreted Inj PadmainVidcdrya, ^

Mistri, Manila! Mnlchand—

Modi, Jagiivan Dayalji— Sanskrit drama of the Seventeenth eentwry.

Pndhye, Keshav Appa— as depicted or represented in Ancient (Hmlu)
Sanskrit dramas.

Pantulu, N. K. Venkatesam—SaiXkara and his philosophy in the epieSy the

Xmrdpas and other litemry .works.

Paramasivan, 9.—Nciencr in the service of Archaeology.

Sankalia, H. D,—Mahdydna Buddhism in the Bombay Presidency.
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Saukrtyriyaiiii, Rv. llabuia— Chronology,

— Buddhism in Tibet,

Surkar, Kshitish Okaudra—.1 preliminary note u/ the newly discovered

Kurkihar finds*

Saru|>, Dr. Lakshman—Date of Dnrgdcdrya,
— Date of iskaiidasvnmin,

Shah Dr. T. L.—Can Khdravela and Vmyawiira ever he aomtemporariesY

Sharina. h, P. Pajideya—Similarity of the Cave-Men-s Art in India and America,

Shastri, Girijasankar Pandit

—

Sha.stri, Dr. Hirananda—Aesthviic aspect of the Indian Seals of the Early

Mediaeval period,

Sha&tri, Pandit Girij88aiikar-~^(g2|[inQ!
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AJ5fANA by O. E. Malkaiii, H. Das, T. E. V. Murti, Calcutta

Oriental Series, No. 26. London: Luzac & Co. 1933.

The three authors of this work have undertaken to discuss the

subject of ajhana by eacdi writing an essay on the subject quite indepen-

dently of one another. They recognise it as a most important pliiloso-

iJiical idea, on the pmper interpretation of which the understanding of

the Vedantic system mainly depends, and by Vedanta they mean

Advaita.

As the subject is set forth from the point of view of ‘‘orthodox

Vedantic thought,’^ one would have expected that the autliors would

have started with at least a nucleus of what is considered orthodox
;
but

we are left to draw our own conclusions as to whether they are merely

re-stating an old position or going beyond the orthodox altitude. Mr.

Malkani says that the fact of ignorance (mmlya and ajiima are used

indifferently) is the fundamental postulate of eveiy philosopliical system.

Whether he is correct in saddling all systems with thi^ postulate does

not here concern us. All ^hat matters is his own definition of ajnana,

which is -‘the eiToneoiis knowledge of reality/^ After a brief consi-

deration of the reality of matter he concludes that “we misperceive the

real when we perceive it us sometliiiig extended in space and time and

as determined hy the law of causality—in oilier words, when we pre-

ceive it as matter.” Bui evidently only materialism iiileiprets Ihe

real as matter, and if that is all that he lias to oppose then ho has an

easy task. He appears to be sliutling his ej es to the fact that the really

important opponents of Advaita cannot be disposed of in this way.

But even as it is, Mr. Malkani does not profess to have proved the

non-existence of matter. He oxily maintains that the Vedantic thesis

is quite plausible, and hence that “ihe problem of cosmic ajhana or

erroneous perception of reality has to be faced.” Surely, if it is

presented as a mere plausibility we are not compelled to face it. For

Advaita it is not merely plausible but an inevitable principle, and Mr.
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Malkani might quii« well have started at once with his real problem,

the a|)i)arent contradiciioii involved in saying “there is Brahman, tlie

absolute reality;- and there is also ajhiina, or misperception of that

reality. “ He tackles it by discussing the instance of the snake and

the rope. It would be unfair to try and summarise liis whole argument.

His main conclusion is that there can be no explanation of ajhana. “It

is itself the ultimate explanation of the world-appearance as well as of

itself. The illusory is inexplicable; and because it is self-contradictory,

it presents no real problem to thought.

“

Is this a re-statement of orthodox doctrine or an advance on it? Mr.

Malkani does not say, hut he goes on to take ajhiina in the sense of

\“simple ignorance or non-knowledge”, and discusses several interesting

psychological problems—liow we. can he conscious of being ignorant,

and in what sense wc arc ignorant while asleep. It must be left to the

Advaitists to say whether this is mere padding oi- whether these psycdio-

logical puzzles have any hearing on the question of cosmic njhana.

Mr. Das starts more directly from the same standpoint. The world

is a false appearance. “In fact there k no W’oild, although we happen

to see one.” TJnlike Mr. Malkani he holds the theory of different grades

or kinds of reality, so that all objects are real in their proper griufe.

But he does not attempt to show that this is orthodox, and he comes

back to the view that although Advaita philosophy cannot deny that

there is some appearance, yet it insists that “the appearance is iiitMe

apj)earance and, in fact; is not there at all.“ Whatl then becomes of

grades of reality?

This appears to be much like Mr. Malkani’s conclusion, but Mr.

Das introduces a new consideration, that Advaitism is not primarily

interested in giving a theory of the universe. It is essentially a doctrine

of freedom. Still, knowledge pure and simjde is the means of realising

it, and lie goes on to draw the ultimate consequences. “By no amount

of logical thinking about the facts of experience can you ever come to

the conclusion which denies all fact's. The nature of ultimate reality is

revealed by scripture and accepted on faith.” He even finds that “the

theory of ajSana, which must needs deny all objectivity and appearance,

cannot be verified in experience or validated by thought.” But philo-

sophy for Advaitism “is not the last word in the matter of tinith.” This

DECEMDEE, 1933 23
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lies ill intuition, In “a spiiiiual illumination in wliicli all objective

appearance will finally and totally disappear/’ The theory of ajhana

is said merely to sum uj) in a more pronounced fom the contradictions

that are found in other philosophical theories.

Mr. T. R. V. Mui*ti, who writes the third essay, so far from holding

that ajhana is a fundamenlal postulate, thinks that an enquiry about

it is in any case barren, and that a less fruitful topic for investigation

can hardly be chosen. That is surely a strange view to be held by an

expounder of Advaita, but perhaiis it is not to be taken very seriously

j

for he goes on to give us an essay as long as both the other two. He

even states that he is not out to establish a pre-conceived theory, but

he does as a fact refer to his authorities much more than his colleagues,

and gives exact references, whicli are most valuable tor studying the

problem historically. He goes systematically through the subject, and

without being so trenchant as Mr. Das finds like him that the clowning

phase of Vedanta does not lie in the results of discursive thought.

There must be ‘^a method, a discipline, to achieve freedom by abolishing

the differences ‘that’ and 'what’ >o vital to {liscurslve thought.”

Although this lies beyond the actual subject of the book, the intro-

duction of these wider questions was no doubt inevitable. When we

ask what is the net result of these discussions on igiioranee we find it

difficult to sum up. The authors have not even agreed on a definition

of the subject of their inquiry. For Mr. Murti ignorance “should be

identified with belief, with a state preceding, but terminated by, any

conscious employment of reasons.” Is belief terminated by any

conscious employment of reason? He does not define belief. Anyone

knows that belief may be belief in tbe real, and that it is not identical

with “eiT^ueoiis knowledge.” Nor does he make matters clearer by

Baying that “ignorance has been defined as the cause of illusions.”

This is scarcely a definition. And yet there is here probably mere

carelessness of expression and not a divergence in principle from his

colleagues, for Vrlien we get seventy pages further on we find him

speaking of “wrong knowledge or belief.” But it does show that the

authors have not agreed on a minimum of common terminology.

In their joint statement the authors say that they have not commu-

nicated their views to one another during their writing in order to avoid
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unnecessary controver^sy and to approach the subject, with a dispassionate

mind. They confess that they are not in complete agreement, and

evidently tliive independent expositions cannot produce agreement. Let

us hope that when they see one another in print they will be able to

tell us whether they are agreed on essentials or wliether they still find

irreconcilable differences. Nevertheless, whatever drawbacks there may

be in their method of exposition, it also has the advantage of expressing

their views in a way that will stimulate thought in their readers. Tliey

have given clear and iiilelligible accounts of one scdiool of Yedauta.

and have shown that it is also a living modern system still capable of

dealing skilfully and vigorously with the problems of human thought.

E. J. Thomas

PURXTSA-STTKTA (HI ROVEDTC HYMN TO TITK SFPKR.

PERSONAL SELF, Text witli commentary in English, and Introduc-

tion, ‘No caste in true Hinduism'. By DvijadasDattn, M.A., A.R.A.C.

(Camilla, Bengal 1933).

The difficulties in the interpretation of the Rgveda are now much

more clearly recognized than they were fifty years ago. Many,

especially Indian scholars, were beguiled by the bland self-assurance of

Max Muller into accepting a mode of interpretation tliat has found

opponents at almost every point, at least outside England. Later

scholars are much more cautious. The most recent translator of the

Rgveda into German, Prof. Geliuler, said, “There lies an almost

impenetrable veil over the i)olitical and social relationships of ancient

India, over the personal connexions of the poets, and over the old .store

of legends. There is also the jiredilection of many of the poets for

a deliberate veiling of the thought and for complicated metaphors of

the artificial poetic language, so that here* too it may be said that we

see but through a glass darkly/'

Hence we must recognize that every new attempt at re-interpreting

the hymns deservegi examination. The venerable author of the present

work has undertaken to set the Puni^nsulta in a new light. But he
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also has another purj^ose—to forge a weapon against the theory of caste

os held. in modern India. The first question is a purely historical one;

what is the true .and original meaning of the Purusa-suhta? The

hymn contains striking imagery, and we have no right to assume that

the images were to be understood literally. But whafc is the literal

meaning. We are told that the Purusa is eveiything, ‘this alP

(iflam sa/ vavi), and that ‘with the Purusa as oblation the Gods spread

out the sacrifice” (imrusena havisd dcvii yajnani atanvata). Then,

according to the same symbolism, the Gods divided the Purusa,

When they divided the Purusa,

Into how many parts did they arrange liim?

What was his mouth? What were his two arms?

What are liis thiglis and feet called?

The Biiilimaiia was his mouth,

The Rajanya was made his two arms,

The Vaisya (was made) his two tliighs;

From his feet the Sfidra was born.

These are the two verses (11 and 12) that form the kernel of ilie

author's thesis. He declares that they are spurioais. There is nothing

strange in this supposition. Tie slunvs that the doctrine of snftee once

found in the Rgveda is not really there. We also know that there are

many hymns that end with one or two verses in a different metre. These

look like later additions, es])ecially as some of the verses are repeated

in different places. Still, this does not prove that they do not belong

to the Rgveda period, although they may not be due to the same poet.

But what do we mean by spurious—^something added by a brother sage,

or something inserted at a later period and merely pretending to be

ancient. This is not sufliciently discussed by t^^e author.

Evidently these two verses stand on a different footing from addi-

tional verses at the end of a hymn. They form part of the context, and

it is not so easy to prove (hat they are not genuine. The author also

sees, it is noi enough for his purpose to show that they are spurious. It

might still be that the hymn as a whole is a creation hymn or “a
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flpeoulation on tJie wodifs operandi of creation/* Buti that, although it

is the view of Sayana and modern scholars, is what the author denies.

He says', truly enough, that we must place ourselves in the shoes of the

seers of the Rgveda, who had to express themselves in the form of an

impressive metaphor, instead of the usual shadowy abstract and general

terms of to-day. But the question still remains whether the seers were

intending merely to preach an abstract truth about the superpersonal

Self, oi^ whether they were setting forth, even metaphorically, a doctrine

of creation. We appear to need a careful examination of all other

related passages of the Rgveda in order to determine a matter not of

doctrine, but of fact.

The author’s main purpose raises a question for India to answer.

For the West it is ditficult fo know even what caste means, but sym-

pathetic thinkers are beginning to see that a conception cannot be rejected

merely because it is not wcnlern. Tliey can even see that: there are classes

of individuals of fundamentally different types of character, which no

amount of education and training will efface. What they find a

difficulty is the doctrine tliat these diff'eiences go Ijack to the beginning

of things, or tliat by nienn.^ of birtli etc. tlio differences can be infallibly

determined.

Here are problems that face modern India, and one question has

been raised by the author iu a very distinct way. Does the very earliest

Scripture really teach caste It needed asking owing to the inveterate

human tendency to read new doctrine.s into old utterances. The sincerity

and high ])urpose of the author claim for it a careful and respectful

hearing.

E. J. Thomas

DIE IDEE DEB SCHOPFUNO IN DEB VEDISCHEN

LITEBATtlB Verdffentlichuiigen des orieiitalischeii Seminars der

Universitiit Tubingen, fiinftes Heft, von Carl Anders Scliarbau Verlag

• voii W. Kohlhammer, Stuttgart 1932, pp. X+175.

The author has attempted in this work a systematic and exhaustive
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treatment of the idea of creation in the Vedio literature. The numerous

Verlic passapfes on the idea of creation have been di\'ided into separate

catep-ories so far as possible. The number of quotations is very large^

but not a sinprle oriprinal passajce has been piven. The reader has to

rely on the author*s ti’anslation of these passap:es
.
unless he consents to

compare a score of oripfinal texts for every pape of the look. Evidently

the author was not much conceriied with the occumte interpretation of

the passages and yet he seems to be quite confident of the correctness

of the interpretation he has given to them, for there is hardly a question

mark in the whole book to qualify his translations. AVhat the book has

thus lost in quality he has tried to make up for by quantity, hy multi-

plying the number of passages.

In the first part the author Hviefly discusses a few methodological

principles. About the Vedic tlfedty of perception he concludes that the

ideal of Vedio perception is direct and intuitive vision. He hits high

above the mark perhaps when he says that the personality of every god

is always apparent in the Vedic literature, but lie rightly asserts that

in the Brahmana period it was completely bluiTed through the influence

of impersonal magic. The author proposes to harmonise the two

distinct, and different fundamental ideas of creation and emanation,

both of which are met. with side by side in the Vedic texts, through

the higlier synthesis of a phenomenological interpretation of emanation

as a form of revelation. In other words, emanation is nothing different

from creation brt is the oiiginal phenomenon, the form of revelation of

all the creation. In discussing the problem of creation out of nothing

tlie author incidentally mentions that the supposed Biblical theory of

creation out of nothing is based on insufficient ground. He points out

that the only Biblical passage which countenances such a theory is to

be found in the apofrryplial text 2. Maceabaenns, 7, 28 where it is said,

^‘God made this out of non-existing things (ox ouk dnton eiioiesen).''

But even for this passage there is a significant variant: ouk ex 6ntou

(=not out of existing things).

. In the second part the author exclusively deals with the Vedic

passages which in his opinion are pertinent to the problem of creation.

At first lie shows that the original substance was considered to be the

vital princip^le as semper creator, its function being creaiio eiuvitinua and
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then proceeds to discuss the various dements wliicli have been actually

described as the original substance, e.g. earth, water, air and ether.

More interesting and ingenious is the discussion on lime, wliich the

author, sharply differing from Oldenberg and Schrader, considers to be

a metaphysical reality and not a mere logical abstraction as> in modern

philosophy: time is not only an objective substance but also the creator

(or the creative vital principle) according (o the Vedic autJiors. After

discussing in the same way jndna and vunms tlic autlior tries to establish

the transcendental character of (be substance and remarks that the

classical polemics against tlie non-existent (cli. op. VI. 2. 1-Jl) are sui)er-

fluous. He insists that in Vedic cosmogojiical terminology ‘at the

beginning’ signifies nothing
,
but in pt indpio and creation means

continuous creation. The author naively seeks a grammatical supiK>it

for the latter theory in the use of present tense in the passages concemed.

In the later Vedic period the i<lea of enianatioji is predominant as is

clear from the use of the root sry-, but tlie author rightly, points out

that positive will i.'^ always combined with it which renders it amenable

to a higher synthesis with creation. In the following chajders the

author successively discusses creation as deed, creation a.s sacrifice,

problem of logos (viw), luobleni of idea, creation as magic, taeation and

man, relation between God and the world and identity of God, the

creator, with God of good. In all these cliapters the author has tried

to establish his point with the help of a bewildering mass of passages,

each of which admits of at least several iiitcrpretaticns.

The book certainly repays perusal—at least fur the sake of materials

collected in it. But in laying down the book from hand tlie reader

cannot but think that the author himself is far from convinced of all

the things he wanted to prove. The mass of materials he has bi ought

to bear on every point has not been able to demoijstrate wliat was not

clear in his own mind. There is still room for a nioie sober work on

the eame subject.

B.vta KiasiiN.v (Jiiosii
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BANOAIiA PRACIN PUTHIB VIVARAN (toI. Ill, Pi. HI).

Compiled by Tara]>raeanna Bliattacharya with an introduction by

Chintaharan Chakravarti, Kavyatirtba, M.A. Bangfya Sfthitya Pari^ad

Calcutta 1933. Pp. vi + lTS.

This is a descriptive catalogue of a collection of two hundred old

Bengali Manuscripts dejiosited iii the Bahgiya Sahitya Parisad. In

some cases at least the descriptions are quite exhaustne and record the

distinctive features of the works described. It is, however, to be

regretted that, the Mss. have been arianged according to the order of

accession and not according to the subject. Thus accounts of the Mss.

of the same subject or even of the same work are scattered throughout

the book creating a good deal of difficulty. This difficulty has,

however, been considerably removed from the part under review by the

introduction of Prof. Chakravarti, which, inter alia, dra^vs pointed

attention to the spei*ial features of the more important of the works in

each of the five subjects under which jthe Mss. in the present! j>art can

be classified. The dcsiriptive index, which give the names of works

and their authors as also of the places wliere some of the Ms-s. are

recorded to have been copied, will be helpful to students of general

history. It is to be regretted that the work of compilation and publit a-

tion of the catalogue of such a valuable collection is making a slow

progress for want of sufficient funds.

N. Dutt

SELECTIONS FROM TEE PESHWA DAFTAR, vol. VI, Rnm-

raja’s Struggle for Power; vol. VII, Early Activities of Sliahu and

Balaji Vishvanatli 1707-1720; vol. VIII, Shahu in his Private Life;

vol. IX, Baji Rao and his Family, 1720-1740; vol. X, Early Strife

between Baji Rao and the Nizam; vol. XI, Shahu’s relations with

Sambhaji of Kolhapur; vol. XII, the Dabhades and the Conquest of

Gujarat; vol. XIII, Baji Bao’s entry into Malwa and Bundelkhand.

—Edited by G. S. Sardesai. (Pp. 591-1217). Government Central

Prase, Bombay.

The scope and importance of this valuable series are quite well-
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known to the readers of this Quarterly. The students of Maratha

History will ever remain grateful to the Government of Bombay and

Mr. G. S. Sardesai for making contemporary records of such undoubted

value available in print. For many of us a document written in modi

script is as unintelligible as an ancient inscription of Egypt written in

hierogljiphics. None the less, the publication of these interesting

selections should not be made an i>ACuse for closing the Poona Archives

to the inquisitive students for all time to come. No selection, however

exhaustive, can altogether exclude the necessity of a fresh examination

of the miginal manuscripts. We are confident that tlie Goveniment of

Bombay will henceforth steadfastly hold their enlightened policy of

confidence and trust; genuine investigators have a reverence for histori-

cal records and they do not make any political use of their knowdedge.

The eight volumes under review’ add immensely to our knowledge

of the topics they deal with and necessitate a careful and in many cases

complete revision of current estimates and opinion in their liglit. We
have hitlieilo beeTJ accustomed to treat Bamraja as an innocent victim

of the ^eshwa^s ambition and a liapless sacrifice to the }‘olitical con-

venience of Tara Bai. But the letters and reports publislied in vol. VI

of this series make it absolutely (dear that, inexperienced aiid unwise

though the prince undoubtedly was, be certainly did not lack ambit ion

and was fully conscious of the MU])ortance of bis new position. He

made no secret of liis attitude tpwmids the Peslnva and Tara Bai and

the papers published by Mr. (t. S. Sardesai leave no doubt that if

Ramraja had his way the Peshwa w’ould receive no better treatment

at his hands, The prince w’as liopelessly unwise and liis inexperience

and foolish choice of confidants ooiiirilnited not a little io the failure

of his own schemes. Suddenly called upon to steer tlie helm of a great

and expanding emi)ire and anxious to monopolise all pow’?r and patronage

of the state, Painraja tried to play one minister against another, but

even in low cunning he was no match for the Peslnva; his intrigues

were no secret to the Brahmin minister, liis spies and diplomatic agents.

As early as 1750 Purandare, himself a politician of no mean abilitj*,

brought the king’s dubious ways to the Peshwa’s notice. His letter

nins as follows:
—

‘‘The king does not care to secure the good graces

of Tara Bai. He has asked the Sachiv not to hand over to you . the

t.H.Q., DECEliBliiR^ 1&33 24
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tort of Siiiligad. He is not straight and fair in liis dealings. He

ries to upset all your friends as liis enemies.^’ Kaniraja wanted to

negotiate a mountain stream in full flood, was caught in its whirlpoo'l

and inevitably drowned. We may pity him Init he got what he

asked for.

The second and the fortieth letters in vol. VII dis])ose of a very

old popular myth about tlie drowning of Balaji Vishwamitli^s brother

Tanoji by the cruel Abyssinian rulers of danjira. The industry of the

late Mr. K. Hajwade discovered a serious flaw in the stoiy tlmt had

ol)tained a long and wide currency, lie conclusively proved that Tanoji

was alive in 170C and llalaji must have left Shivardlian much earlier

to improve his fortune and worldly pros])ecf.s. The letter, liow hi’onghf

to light, leaves no doubt that Tanoji Vishwanatli was in Shnhu’s

employment in 1708 and by that time llalaji Imd already come to con-

siderable prominence. Document No. 40 cx])lains satisfactorily how

I lie story, so long accepted on meagre or no evidimce, first originated.

One Sambliaji Pant, an agent of llalaji Vishwanatli, was sewn into n

sack and cast into the sea, a method of exiM ution l>y no means rare in

those unenlightened days, by ilie Sidis r.f Tanjiia. Tin’s was regarded,

and rightly so, as a personnl wrong liy the I’cshwa and later on the

story went round that llalaji left his aJite.sfral lioinp because his kith

and kin vvere cruelly done to deatli by the unspeakable Abyssinian.

The very first letter of this volume illustrates the dark side of Balajibs,

character; the founder of the hereditary Pesliwa family, it appears, was

not above falling foul of a near relative on account of a foal, and

Shahii had to administer a miM reprimand for his grasping habits. It

does not appear that tliis early rebuke liad atiy lasting effect.

The spelling of BalajVs name in his seals deserves our notice. It is

variously spelt as Balajl Yisvanfatha], BalajI Vlsvanath and Balaji

Vi^vanath, the legend on the seal also varies a good deal. From a

Jamanpatra or deed of surety, dated 23-2-1711 (No. 10, pp. 6-7) the

editor conedudes that ‘‘This shews that Rajputs from the north accepted

ShahiPs service.” But I am not sure that the Rajput .officer mentioned

in this document was an outsider. Some Rajputs undoubtedly settled in

the Deccan by this time and reference to Rajput claims is again made

in document No. 39, pp. 26-27.
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Every student of Maratha history is familiar with the stoiy of

Khan47^i Shahu's favourite dog. The king conferred on the faithful

hound the rank of a noble man und had liiin decently buried aftei* his

death. Shahu was evidently a lover of dogs and several letters in vol.

VIII show how keen he was in securing good pups from his nobles and

courtiers. Did he^ try to ini])rove the breed? We do not know. A
dog fancier need not be a dog breeder as well. But Shahu’s interests

were not confined to dogs alone. Once he asked his officers to get from

Srinagaic some musk-deer^ wdld cattle (or was it yak as the editor,

suggests?) and a mythical bird called puma. It appears that an agent

of the Srinagar court was siationed at Satara and he politely pointed

out that no living eye had ever ligJited on a puma in the flesh although

they had all heard about it. Tlie habitat of ibis curious bird was

entirely unknown but according to popular report the bird visited the

hills near Sriganar every four or live years and left some stray feathers

as the sole evidence of its migration and indeed of its existence. The

agent promised to get musk-deer and wild cattle for the Chatrapati

during the cold season for the beasts w'ere sure to sxiccumb to the effects

of the journey during the hot months. Klialui was a keen sportsman

and revelled in hunting, hawking and fishing. Fine thread for his

rod was imported in niaujuls from BuiJiaiipur and like the sportsmen

of England he insisted on preserving forests for the sake of game though

Maharashtra was luckily spared the rigorous and the barbarous game-

laws of the West. It Avill be a mistake to sui»pose tliat this volume is

without any political iui crest. TJie King^s luinting excursions and his

pilgrimage to holy places of Maharashtra caused no little inconvenience

to the poor people of the countryside. Even a grandee of the Prati-

uidhi’s rank could not escape humiliation from the arrogance of the

king's illegitimate sons. Reference is found to an early visit of

Kanboji Angria to the Court of Satara and it was from him that the

Chatrapati received his supply of wax candles, rose-water, musk and

tobacco. The Peshwa was bitterly jealous of Raghuji Bhonsla's rising

influence at the court and used the agency of such holymen as

Bralimendra Swnmi and Narayan Dikshit Patankar to retain the favour

of the sovereign and his queens.

The English merchants of Bombay found a good customer in the
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Pefthwa Baji Bao I. In 1734 (No. 9, p. 7, vol. IX) his aprant wrote

to him that carpets and broadcloth were going cheap at Bombay. In

another letter the Peshwa was informed that Mr. Sullivan had some

good chandeliers and gold watches for sale. Reference is also made to

a telescope but the writer adds that he had no opportunity of looking

through it. “If one looks at the sky through iliis tube,” he observes,

“during day time everything in the sky becomes visible.” The most

interesting letters in this volume are perhaps those referring to Mastani.

Unfortunately one letter lacks the name of the writer or it would be

possible to ascertain wherefrom this lovely enchantress came to the

Peshwa. Chimnaji Appa and Balaji, the Peshhwa’s eldest son, did

their best to rescue Baji Hao from the baneful influence of his Muham-

madan mistress. Chimnaji was genuinely shocked when his distinguish-

ed brotJier at «an unguarded moment demanded a supply of chickens

from a village headman. But Chimnaji and Balaji’s interference

probably did more than anytbing else to porpctiiale the Peshwa’s

infatuation for Mastani and to strengthen her bold over the valiant

warrior. Shahu^s observations on this matter show what an excellent

judge of human character he was. The king urged the relatives to let

the Peshwa and his mistress well alone and let time cool down the

ardour cf his illicit passion. We read a good deal about Radha Bai

in this volume. She was a good and affectionate mother and would not

permit Baji Rao to have an iuteiview wdth the wily Nizam and

suggested that the absence of Anand Rau Somvansi and Sambhu Sing

Jadhavrao would serve as a plausible excuse. She wanted to take little

Sadashiv, (who commanded th? Maratha host at Panipat in 1701) with

her in her pilgrimage to Benares, and in one letter asks Chimnaji, her

devoted son, to send toys and playthings for the children. She hastened

to appease one of her .sons-in-law when the. latter went' on a hunger

strike. This homely side of her character cannot hut touch us and offers

a pleasant relief to the disgusting story of court intrigue and personal

jealousy. Baji Bao never hesitated to despoil his fellow nobles, as some

letters in this volume amply illustrate, but none the less, his prowess

and achiervements earned him the general approbation of his people.

Brahmendra Swami (No. 22, p. 15) triumphantly exclaims: “Shivaji

had forty thousand horsemen with him, but did he ever face the Hughals
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in a pitched battle P Ton have done so! Is it not as if God has con-

ferred on you trifling success (or otdinary fame)

Baji Rao was anxious to conciliate the Nizam but that was not to

be. Conflicting interests inevitably led to an armed contest and the

young general dictated his own terms to his hoary headed adversary.

The humiliation of Palkhed, however^ did not put a stop to the Nizam’s

intrigues and he tried his best to cause dissension in the Maratha ranks

and to undermine the Peshwa’s influence. “This phase of the Nizam’s

policy is vividly illustrated in the copious and informing letters of

Ganesh Ballal,” published in the 10th volume of the SeJectians, The

<locuments in the succeeding three volumes throw fresh light on the con-

fti(d between Shahu and bis cousin of Kolhapur, the ruinous rivalry

between the hereditary Peshwa and the hereditary Senapati that cul-

minated in the fatal field of Duhhoi, and the Maratha penetration of

Malwa and Bundelkhand under the leadwship of the first Baji Rao.

It is not possible to notice every important document within the limited

space at my disposal, suffice it to say that they are by no means few

and will amply repay a careful persual.

Tlie English notes, I regret to find^ are not only inadequate but

scmclimes misleading. I need not cite more than one insfance here,

'riie following note has been appended to Ivetter No. 58, p. 87, vol.

TX.—“Pilaji Jadhav pends some medicinal oils to the Peshwa.” The

i tference is to “dukrachin va vaghachin va morachin va asvalichin va

fvajd vaghlacliiii tele” and the proper rendering is neither medicinal

nor medicated oil but tlie fat of pigs, tigers, peacocks, bears and flying

foxes. The fat of these animals is H\H)posed to have medicinal proper-

ties and Pilaji says that he had no fat of bear and flying fox but it

could be obtained from Saiitaji Maiikar. On his way from Berar Pilaji

had n tiger killed and its fat extracted. The .substance of a historical

document, if it is at all supplied, should be strictly accurate, or it should

be omitted altogether. As it is, the notes in English are either

Jediindant or useless.

These old ret'ords will be of considerable use to the student of

Marathi language as well, as in some cases the words are reproduced lu

their obsolete archaic forms and sometimefi the spelling strictly follows

the dialectic variations. Thus va// instead of I'frffh in one of Sbahix^fl
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letters (No. 29, p. 21, vol. VIII) reminrls one of East Bengal dialect

with wliicli Miirathi bears a striking resemblance. All . students

of llaratlin history over India will anxiously await future volumes of

this series.

8ua£NDBa Nath Ssx

HISTORY OF VILLAGE COMMUNITIES IN WESTERN
INDIA by A. S. Altekar. University of Bombay Economic Series No,

V. Oxford University Press, 1929. Pp. iV'i-xv+144.

In spite of the well-known works of Henry Maine, Baden Powell,

Radhakumud Mookerji and R. C. Majumdar in the field it cannot he

denied that there is still ample scope for a work of the kind attempted

by Mr. Altekar. For the researches of the first two authors were confined

piore or less to the British period, and Drs. Mookerji and Majumdar

take us only to the beginning of the Muhammadan period, their subject

of enquiry being moreover, much wider. Mr, Altekar on the other

hand has tried to delineate the history of the village communities in

Western India from the earliest times to the present age. Evidently,

the author lias not attempted a scholarly work of any kind. Neither

can he be charged of being liyper-critical. The book is plea.sant reading

and would have eminently served the purpose of a school text-book

but for the mass of mistakes and inaccuracies present in almost every

part of it.

The author starts with the assumption that the village communi-

ties in Western India were not of Dravidian origin and take.s Badeii-

Powell to task for suggesting that the Aryans took the idea of villages

from the Dravidians. But what is more natural than to sugge.st that

the nomadic Aryan barbarians learnt that art of settled life from

their Dravidian predecessors? The author is moreover quite unaware

of the fact that gi'ama in the Vedic literature often signifies a band

of wanderers, sometimes forming a clan. Favoured by the scaniiness cf

Vedic data the author has been able to draw up a picture of the Vedic

village community conforming to his own ideal, specially as he has
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wisely desisted from trying to find the exact significance of such terms

as sahhd and samitiYi^ calmly attributes to them exactly tliose meanings

which commend themselves most to our enthusiastic and patriotic

countrymen. From the non-occurrence of those terms in the Urahmanas

the author draws the conclusion that these institutions were non-

existent in the Brahmana period. Ihe Jaiakasy according to him^

faithfully depict the India of the seventh century B.C., and the Smrtis

do but register the existing institutions of the country In sliort, the

SamliitdSy the Dtdlnnana^y the Jdtakas and the /S?nrU.v,—all have been

given the status of Gazetteers,—and that again Gazetteers of Western

India. A resolute attempt has been made to pick out authorities

specifically bearing on Western India. How could the Westerner

Vijnanes^vara, for instance, could have ‘satisfactorily’ explained the

various technical terms unless the laws laid down by the Northerner

Yajnavalkya were also curiejit in Western India? On the whole, the

portions dealing with the modern period, mainly based on the Gazetteers,

are least unsatisfactory; hut here loo the author shows his deplorable

Iciidency to postulate for one period what existed at another.

Yet the book is decidedly stimulating and thought provoking.

Ee-writiiig in a more critical spirit it would supply a re^ need.

Aitihasika

MADH\\\NTAVlBnAGASCTRABllASYATIKA OF STHIRA-

MATI, being a sub-commentary on Yasnbandliu’s Bhasya on the

3Iadhydntavibh('i(/iisu1 ra of Maitreyanatlia, part I, edited by Vidhu-

shekbara Bbattacliarya ol tlie Visvabharati, Santiniketan, and Giuseppe

Tiicci of the Royal Academy of Italy. Calcutta Oriental Series No. 24.

The puMicalion of this text is tube regarded as an event of ex-

clusive importance in the process of invc'^tigatiou of the Buddhist

Hahayanistic. literature in general, and particularly, of that part of it

which includes the wciks of the great masters of the Togacara

Vijiianavada system.

Acaryn Sfliiramati, one of the four chief pupils, of Yasubandhu,* u

1 The other three are: Digniiga, Vinmktasona (Arva), and Guwrahha

Of. my transl. of BuwsWs History, vol. 11, p. 147, and Prof. Th. Stcherbatsky,

BuddhiH Logit

y

vol. I, p. 82.
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the author of several important treatises whicli represent for the greater

part commentaries and sub-commentaries on the works of his Guru. In

the Taugyui* MDO we have, besides the sub-commentary on the

Madhyanta-vibliayiiy the Tibetan translation of the following works of

Sthiramati :
—

1 . Kdsyupo-parifKartdrtikdy^

2. SdAn7}ainhlm~VTtil4)hd.^^^^ a detailed sul;-coiunientaiy on

Vasubaiidhu's SAtidhunhdi'n-iHti (edited hv ficvi).

lb 7'nmhkd-bhdsi/a* tlie Sanskrii text of .^^hu•h has been

discovered,* published, and translated by Prof. Sylvain Levi.

4 . Pa d ( as lx a ndlta-praka raua- /vi i.bh as iji

Moreover, a sub-commentary on tlie Abhnlhaumkosa/' is likewise

attributed to Sthiiainati and, according to Tilietan sources/ be is also

said to have composed a commentary on tbe Mula-inddhuamilxa-

Mvikds of Nagarjuiia.

The text which forms tlie subject ot tbe present review, tlie

Uadlnjduta-idbhdya-bhdsija^fllxd is undoubtedly one of the mo:d

important works of Siliiramati, us it conimeiits upon a treatise wJiicli

belongs to the fundamental exegesis of the Yogacaiu scliool." The

Madhyanta^vibhaya (or vibhaitya)^ one of the so-called five treatises

of Maitreya® and the lihdsya on it by Vasubandhu, contain an exposi-

tion of the main teachings of the Yogacrua system, tlie teachings

which in t^e canonical literature find their expression in the

tianidh in innocana-s d t ra,

III Stliiramati’s ftkd we find a lliorciigb-going ai»alysis and expla-

nation of many subjects of the greatest, interest and iinportanee. So

we have, in the commentary on the second Karika, a detailed discussion

2 Tajigyur, MDO., XXXVJi (ji), fol. 244-3iX) of the Peking Jikiition.

Tg. MDO., XLVI (mi) and XLVIl (tsi).

4 Tk. MDO., JiVIII (si), tu!. 170-201.

o Tg. MDO., LIX (hi), fol. 1-07.

0 Tg. MDO.. OXXIX and CXXX.

7 Of. Tsoh-khH-])a’s Segs-b.vad-suin-no, Tsaii Edition (vol. XlV-piia oi

Tsoii-kha-pa’s works).

8 Of. my “Doctrine of J’lajnH-pHrainita as exposed in the Abhisaniaya-

laipkara of Maitreya and its ('oiniiienlaries,” Avta Onantalifiy vol. XI, p. 0",

Bu-aton, transl. vol. 1, pp. *53, •>! and my introduction to the translation of

the Uttaratantra, .40., IX, p. 87.

9 Tib. Byams-chos-sde-lna.

10

Of.
.
“Doctrine of Pr.-par.'’, pp. 90, 97 j

.Introduction to Uttaratantra

p. 86.
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concerning “the real cognition of the unreal objects^ (ahhuta-

parikalpa) which ia characterized as l!ie essence and the source of the

whole process of Phenomenal Life, the bare reality free from

the differentiation into subject and object {yrdhya-ynihakaiva--

rahitani vastu-vidtmm). This is one of the main tenets of the idealis-

tic Yogacara system: every Phenomenal IJfe is a process of construc-

tive thought." This constructive thought really exists {asti dravyntahy

asti svabhdvatah)—coyitOj ciujo sum \^^ This constructive thought is

the factor which conditions^ the representation of subject and object

(though it is devoid of both the latter as two different substancei*) and

tlirough this becomes t]»e cause of the worldly turmoil. “It

includes the mind {ciUa) and the mental phenomena {cakia or cdiid-

sika) which relate to the past, the future, and the present, represent

cause and effect, relate to the three splieres of existence, have their

final issue in Nirvana, and proceed in accordance with the stream of

Phenomenal Life."“

At the same time this constructive tliought includes the Absolute

Reality (tathatd-silni/atd-parajndrtha etc.),—the principle of non-

differentiation into subject and object, i.e. the unique spiritual

principle." This principle cannot be perceived, since it is screened by

the incorrect thought-construction,"

This theory of a really existing mental activity or consciousness

which constructs its objects (the latter being unreal as independent

entities)" is considered to be the middle way (inadhyama pratipnd)^ the

antidote against the extremities {anUi) of imputed Realism (samdropa)

and Nihilism {apavdda).^^ The latter is rejected by the adinis-

11 Compare this theory of uhhuto-iKtriknlini with the teaching about the

((yonivo tmiha.'fkdra as contained in the Uttarutuntra, Tnuisl. pp. 133 and

IB? sqq.

12 Cf. Prof. Th. Stclierbatsky, Ihiddhint Loyic, vol. I, p. 12.

13 Op. tit., p. 12, line 10 sqq.

14 Op. cit., p. 10, line, 22. I ^ I

iijwftgtw fw?! I

15 Op. cit., p. 10, line 25,-

I

16 IWd., line 16,—ftuignffA Wift 1

17 Tib. »gro-l}dog» for tamaropa and skur-hdeh for apaeuda. These two

•xtremities are likewise designated as iojrota-vdda- Etcrnalism end ueehnJu-

I'ddo—Annihilationism

.

t.B.Q., DECEUBER^ 1933 23
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sion of the coiifitructiug- mind us a reality in itself (milaLsauu,
iwiu, dravya^sat), and of the Absolute Reality. Imputed Realism* is

put an end to by the non-admission of the separate reality of subject

and object {ynihya-grahiika)?'^

Further we have a short characteristic of the eight forms of

consciousness admitted by tlie Yogacura scliool, viz. the store-conscious-

ness (dlaya-vijnana) containing the seeds of all elements of exislence,

the ‘defiled intellect’ (kUsUt-numas) which cou^structs the representa-

tion of the Kgo,"® and of the six forms of consciousness corresponding

to the sense-faculties (imivrtti-vijndna).

The next most iinportani subject is tlie differentiation of the three

aspects of reality which, as we hiiow% is one of the most pregnanV'

features of the Yogacara system.*^ The constructing mind, “the real

cognition of the unreal objects” (ahhiita-parihdim) in all its forms and

modifications (according to the Yogacaras all the active elements of

existence are i^olliing but such modifications) represents the causally

dependent asj[)ect (paratantra-laksana) of existence** inasmuch as it is

a product of causes and conditions and does not become originated hv

itself,** The same, as it apjiears to tlie ordinary individual as differ-

entiated into subject and object, is the Imputed Aspect (patikalptfa-

laksana),'^* Finally, the principle of nou-differentiatiou or the unique

spiritual principle is to be viewed as the Absolute Aspect (pannupannn-

laksana).^^

The causally dependent aspect of existence {pamianiraAaknana-

ahliuia^parlkalpa) is further on characterized as representing the mind

and its phenomena (citta-ciiittah), as relating to all the three spheres of

18 Op. cit. p. 13. 19 thid.. p. lo.

20 This appears to be similar to the (thnnkara of the Saipkhya';. Cl'. aIj'O

Oiiuxlapacla, Kar II, 16 and 6amkara thereon: I

etc. ,

21 Op .'it., p. 19 (on Kar. 1, (j sqq.).

22 Compare Sutralaipkara, Xf, 40.—

I

Trimsika, Kar. 21.— qsiqliq: I

23 Op, cit
, p. 20, lines 3, 4.— ffir I

q g I
C'f. “Doctrine of Pr.-par.“, p. 94.

24 Ibid., line.s 9, 10.— qq qftffiw. I

25 Op. cit., p. 20, lines 10, ^ I
Compare

Sthiramati, on Triip^ika, 22— qftqfftqffif qftftqmt.L.
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existence.** Very important is the analysis of the twelve-inemberei

formula of Dependent Orip:inatioii {(IvMa^auija-'inaiUya-sam

and of the three varieties of ‘defilement’ {samJde.^a)^ i.e. ot the compo-

nent parts of the process of Pheiiomenol Life*’ which are spoken of as

arisinj? all of them from thought-construction, from the mind and its

phenomena.**

Special attention is to be paid to the comment on the Karika I,
''''

and the following, devoted to tlie synonyms (paryCnja) of the Absolute

(tathatu, hhuta-hoti, dharma^dliatu etc.), as it contain^ the explanations

of all these tenns in a clear, short, and precise form. In. close connec-

)ion with this subject we have here the tearliing about the Fundamental

JElement of the Absolute*® as mingled with defiling elements (with the

ordinary living beings) and as free from all the occasional stains

(d(jau\htla’-7nala)^ e.g., as it is with the Buddha.*® It is the same

iliftory which, in 9 more detailed and poetical form, is contained in the

Uttmatantra,^^

The last section of the part published is devoted to the exposi-

tion of the sixteen aspects of sunyatd. It must be noted that

\he interpretation of these sixteen aspects in the Madhyanta-vibhagaf

and in the commentaries thereon by Vasubandhu and Sthiramati differs

considerably from the explanations of the same which we find in the

commentaries of Arya Vimuktaeena and Harihliadra on the Abhf^sama-

ydlamlmra. The latter two dcdryas are Madhyamikas; they explain the

aspects of iunyatCi from the relativistic standpoint peculiar to the

Madhyamika school. In the Uddhydntavihhdfja and its commentaries

(he said aspects are taken from the idealistic point of view. This

explanation is contained likewise in Asahga’s Mahiiydna-sayigraha in

Dighaga’s Prnjndpdramiid-arfJia-mmgraha,^^ and in Triratnadasa^s

Commentary on tlie latter work.

26 Madh. vibh., Kar. I, 9.—

I

above.

27 Op. cit., p. 34, lines 21, 22, 21.— ...

\
IWl. vol. i. 5G

(pp. 141, 142.>

28 Op. cit., p. 87, line 8.—^ ffu I

29 tathata is to be understood here in the sense of gotra^rdhfttu,

30 Madh.-vibh., Knr. I, 17.—

^

RW

^

I

II

31 Compare Uttaratantra, Kar. I, 23 (Trnnsl. p. 148) sqq. ;
II, 3 (Transl

p.. 242) etc.

82 Pf. ‘‘Doctrine of Pr.-p&r,» pp. 6, 6.
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As concerns the authorship of the two

passages of Sthiraniati’s commentary contain, according to my opinion,

a strong evidence against the hypothesis of Professors H. Ui and G.

Tucci, according to whom Maitreya (or Maitreyauatha) was a histori-

cal person.—Indeed, on p. 3, line 13 we read: ‘4Ie (Arya Maitreya)

is separated (from the attainment of Buddhahood) only by one birth

{eka-jati~2^mtibaJdha); accordingly, he has attained the highest cul-

mination of the Bodhisattva’s supernatural faculties (ahhijitd),^^ power

of memory (dharam)^ degrees of intense penetration (praUmTrivid),^*

states of transic meditation (samadhi),^^ controlling powers (rai?fd),

degrees of steadfastness (kmnti)^ and degrees of liberation (vimok^a),*^

and has removed the Obsc\iration (dvarana) on all the stages of Bodhi-

sattlva perfection.*’''^ Further on we have : ‘‘To a Bodhisattva who (like

Arya Maitreya) abides on the tenth Stage),** all the things cognizable

in all their fonns appear as clearly as a myrobalan fruit on the palm

of one’s hand; the Bodhisattva (at that time) is similar to one whose

eyes are covered by a very fine veil (which is to disappear completely

after the attainment of Buddhahood).”*®

It is thus clearly said that Maitreya is the Bodhisattva abiding in

the tenth Stage;^* he is evidently viewed as the future Buddha, the

Aiitanatha, the successor to the religious realm of the Buddha

Sakyamuni. It seems in the highest degree improbable that such a

position could have been assigned to one of the Buddhist dcdry<xsy

however celebrated he might have been. This we can add to the argu-

ments advanced by Professor de La Vallw Pousein in his Introduction

33 Tib. niiwn-jyor-ieif-pa (or ni'hon-Sefi). 'Si, Vyutp. §14.

34 Tib. so-so-yan-da(j~par’rig-po, Ihid.^ §13.

35 Tib. tin-ne hdzin. Ihid.j f21.

36 Tib. n\nm-pnr-fhor-pn or rnain-thar (8). Ibid., §70.

37 Op. cit.—

Wt l
(the changee in the test are

ours).

38 dhama-mpghd^chos-kyi sprin. Cf. ‘'Doctrine of Pr. pftr.,’* pp. 43, 57,

Uttaratantra, Transl. p. 117, note 5 (quotation from Nagftrjuna^s Eatnavali),

and Bu-stoii, Transl. vol. I, p. 130 sqq.

.19 Op. cit., p. 6, line 14 sqq.— slfWBIW ipft uftftw wterrt

pSr.,” 44, note 8.

40 Cf, Bu-ston, Transl, vol. II, p. 141 (quot, froiq Citta-rnktra-alaipklra).
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to the ttranslatioii of the Ahhidharmakoia^^ and to onr own remarks on
the subject.ini the Introduction to the translation of the Uttaratantra.^^

So much as concerns the contents of Sthiramati’s Commentary.
The learned editors may be congratulated on the publication of this

exceedingly important work. The edition of such a text on the basis

of a single defective MS. and of the Tibetan translation must be re-

garded as a task of the greatest difficulty, and its high merit cannot

be sufficiently appreciated. The notes, besides the Tibetan text of

the parts reconstructed, contain numerous quotations and references of

the greatest value.

We must however remark that the reconstruction of the missing

parts of the MS. with the help of the Tibetan translation contains many
c/onsiderable mistakes; it could have been made with more precision.

It must be noted that the rules according to which the Tibetan Lotsavas

translated the Buddhist treatises from tlie Sanskrit were very strict.

A definite Tibetan equivalent was given to each of the current Sanskrit

technical terms and expressions, and the violation of the rules pres-

ciibed was severely punished. Indeed, we can notice a complete uni-

formity in the rendering of all the technical terms etc. in all the Tibetan

irnnslations of the Kangyur and the Tangyur. It seems that the

learned editors have not paid due attention to this fact. In many

passages the technical terms have been confounded and are not restored

correctly. We may point out here some of such reconstructed

passages ;
—

Page 3, note 5 .— tor Jehi don rnam-par-dbye-lar.We ought

to have here would have been rnam-par-

nes-par.

Ibid, note 16.-

etc. Read : W iS) ifti

etc. In the

Tib. we have tih-ne-Mzin which is always the equivalent of

whereas is rendered in all the Tib. transla-

tions »flomS‘par-hjug~pa ; and rnam^par-thcr-pa is the

equivalent of ftwllT and not of ; the latter is always

41 P. xxvi.

42 P. 02 sqq.

43 Of. Bu-ston, Trans), vrf. II, p. 197.

44 This is the technical term (Tib. ihye-ha gcig-gi$ thog»-pa). Of. M,

Vyutp., 580. 1,
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translated by rnam-par-grohha. In this passage the 8 vimohas

or Degrees of Liberation from materiality (Tib. rnam-par-thar-

pa hrgyad

;

M. Vyutp. § 70) are evidently meant.

Ibid, note 18.— etc. In strict accordance witli

the Tib. slolhrlpan htsitn-pa dByig-gilen we ought to have;

etc.

Page 4, note 20.— etc. The Tib. has here chos-la-rton-

pa. rton-pxi is the equivalent of 5rfe?RIT as we have it in the case

of the four pmtimra\ias mentioned in the M. Vyutp^^ and one of

which, viz. the dliarvui-pratisarapa is certainly meant here.

Read therefore : etc. WJpuiftjQi: is always trans-

lated by cho.^-la r’jca-sv-hhrnh-ha, as we have it in numerous texts.

Ibid.— etc. The wliole sentence must be completely changed.

Read ;

^

\ ^

Tlie Tib. rah-tu-pliye-ha is the equivalent of

!TWTf^9 as we have it', for instance, in the Ahhisaviaydlamkara-

aloha and elsewhere, and not of the latter being render-

ed by rab4u-rnam-par-hbyed-pa. Very strange is the reconstruc-

tion of zad-do, wdiich generally stands for and the like,

by

Ibid, note ^ I Read : 1 This will be

undoubtedly the correct reading, corresponding to the Tib.

skyob-pa which is the equivalent of whereas

always rendered liy sruh-ba. Moreover, as we have here the

explanation of the so-called ‘etymolo^' of it is clear

that there can be here ncr other reading except

Ibid.— for non-mons-pahi dgra hchos-

pa dan mn-hgrohi srid-pa^^ las skyob-pas. hchos-pa is the

equivalent of and not of Jnnn[. Compare the Karika

quoted below, which u from Vasubandhu's Vydkhydynkti^^ With

regard to raksana we have the same remark as in the preceding

case. Read therefore : ?f

45 Ibid., §74.

46 Or

47 Cf. Madh. vrtti, p, 3 and Hu-stuu, Tniiif>I. vol. I, p. 42.

48 This is the correct rOiulinj^, and not ns wc have it in the n(»tc:>.

srpd-pa is the equivalent ol' //.sa<7.

49 as the first inomher ol jjfff-j-ei ,

60 Tg. MDO. LVTJI. 143a, 4-6. Qiiotqd Mudh. vrtli, p. 3. Cf, Bu-ston,

Transl. vol. I, p, 42.
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PuRe liote 41.— The infinitive does nol

.seem to be nece.sjjai‘y here. '1 lie l ib. has hsian-pa w]\ich most

probably must have been ;for tlie infinitive we should have

had bsian-par or bslan-pahi-phi/ir. Pead thej’efore :

Ibid., note 45.— wqw etc. Tim Tib. has here

choS’hji^^ rgijun-fjyis. This is the equivalent of

which 's the name of a .state of trausic mecUlalion, pecu-

liar to Uie Path of the BodJji'^altva, iie^inniji^ wdth its initial

Stages#. The sense is that Asahga, through the blessing of

Maitreya and by tlie force of tlie Dharmasrotah-sainridhi which

he is said to have attained,^* has cognized the meaning of the

sastra. Bead therefore : ggn?^Tfaigting:fl^g^T etc.

Page 6, note G3.— etc. The Tib. has gzan-du ma^yin*

no^ evidently simply : would have required med-

do and not ma-yiiuno.

Page 8, note 77.— One ougtt to

read the end of the sentence : This will fully

agree wuth the Tib. : de-ni de-kho-na yin-par khoh-du-chuUpat-

byaho, and is much clearer: the object (of the Saint^s concentra-

tion) owing to whicli the liberation of the mind is attained, is fo

be known as the Absolute Truth {tattva^paravidrtha, tathatd-

parmispanna etc.^* yin-par very often stands for of the

original. (Cf. my Tib.-Sauskr. Index to Nydyabindu^ p. 122).

fbid., note 79.—

W

(sic! !) for rgyun-du-zugs-pald libras-

bu-la-sogs-pa ses-par-byalio, rgyun-du-zugs-pahi hbras-bu is the

equivalent of a w’ell-knowii term
—

^‘the Result

(or the fruit) of Entering the Stream. Read therefore:

^Tq^TOTlf? I

Ibid. «rrTOl#ff Read: ??fvw?WTWF#TT Sic in accordance with

the Tib. slob-ma which is the equivalent of and not of W

.

The latter is always rendered by slob-pa.

Page 9, note 88.— for yod-pa dan med-palii chos-la

rmohs-nas.

01 Sic. instead of cim-kyis rgyun-fjyis.

02 Cf. Bii^ston, Transl. vol. IT, pp. Ml, and Sutra lamkara, XIV. 3.

03 Acc. to the Samdhinirmoenna-sutra “the Abssolule Truth is the object

(^Vfifnhana) of the pure knnn ledge of a Saint (f'ltyu); being mediated upon and

intuited, it is conducive to the removal of the Obsiurationb.”
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The reading : seems more suitlable here.

Page 12, note 127.— ^felcTT etc. etc. The Tib. has bral

(Iben^pa^nid, It is therefore* quite incomprehensible why we
should have twice, dhen-pa-nid is the equivalent of

’ftftfRU'’’* The cheda mui>t be dropped.

Ibid, note 196.— for Tib. yan^dag-par’rje^-sa-'mthon. The
correct form must be : as we have it always in the

Prajn(hparamitd’sulras and in the Bodhisattva-hhumiy j). 47

where w^e have the same sentence.

Ibid., note 16.— for Tib. yan-da(j'pa ji-lta-ba-bzin dit

rab-tu-^es-so. Read:“ as we have it always in

the Prajiid-pdranutu?^ and in the BodhisaHvarblifimi\ p. 47.

Ibid.— ^ ftHcl 1% Tib. ynis-po med-par mthoh-bahi-phyir

.

It would be better to read simply

:

Page 13, note 148.— 3frq5n4 Tib. (jnis daii^bnfUba-ntd-du-

The correct reading seems to be ,
tliere

being no separatle equivalent for

Page 15, note 162 .—

^

ftlTcf In connection with the preceding

one ought to read ; ^ g !IcRW«f I

Ibid, note 163.—TOTH ft ft^HH HTU* i Tib. yUo-bor-ni rnam-par-ies-pn

yzHH’ho. One ought better read TO1H ft The

reivding HT® in thus place is unsuitable, since it could l)e

mistaken in the sense that consciousness is an object

*?n®)

.

Ibid., note 166.- etc. Head

:

HWtsfef or Tib. hay-vlutys hgynr-haUi

Page 17, note I84,— Tib. mi-sdug-pa yidda-

byed-pa4a-sogs-pa govis-pas^m goms-poi is the equivalent of

HPHTO*" and not of which is sgom-pa or bsgom-pa.

Read therefore or oTOftiWtTlpPHT^Tg

.

54 It can be also A*i3ex, p. H8), but since we have here

two different Tib. terms one after tlie otlier, it is evident that the original must

have likewise contained two different words.

55 In the Tib. yan-dag-pa jidta-bU’btin-du for q\ij[ .

56 Cf. Astasahaai'ika, ed. llajendralaia Mitra, pp. 256, 257 sqq.

57 Cf. my Tib.-Sanskr. Index to Nyayabindu, p. 116.

58 Of. Abhisamayalsipkara-^aloka, Qaekvad Oriental Series, p. 277.

69 Cf. Index to NyAyabindu (Tib.-Sanskr.), .p. 10, and AbhisamaySIaqikfira,

Kfir. I. 71 and IV. inihan dan. gom8~vclt>i lam-dagda.
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Page 2G, note 309.— . The Tib. has khams bvo-lnar

muxh-ba spahs-pa rmnu-Hi. Head therefore:

turerr.”

Page 29, noth 301.— VR^ | The Tib. ha.s

sem-pa-la-soys-puhi dban-yis. sems-pa is always the equi-

valent of whereas is reutlereil by sems. One must
therefore read : or %fPJti^qxrTf. The latter seems

to be tlie better reading*.

Ibid., note ;]()4.—The addition in g saOTiPmf^f tieems to be quite

superfluous. Kead : .

I'age 33, note 444.— Tib. hyio-bar-hijed’pa^-na hgro-hu*

sic. We should expect here instead of *T^fH a word nearer in

sound to 3Pfig . Read therefore : .

Page 35, note 474.— 5^T Tib. hrdzus-tc-shje-bahi

dhan-du- mdzad-dc. Read simply :

Page 40, note 541.— Tib. chos gzan htsaUdgos-^

pas. htsal is an equivalent of mrg—to seek’** and not of

which is libad-pa or / tsol^ba.^^Read t hercf

or simply

Ibid., note 550.— The Tib. ha.s dnos-po-amUpahi-

no-ba-fUd-kiji mishon-nUl which is evidently

Compare: dfios-po-ined’-pahMio-bo-Tiid stoiVpa-nid—

Page 41, note 554.—finwr»^?i*tfor syta tha-dmUpar grags-tc. Better:

should have required the transitive form

sgroys or bsgrags.^^

(30 Cf. Abliidharmakoha, 1. 31.—

I

In the Irninatorial Sphere {iiiui»yu-tiluftu) lo component elements oi the

individual {dhfifuiuh) of tlie 18 do not exist. There remain ojil.v
:

(a) the

intellect (jti.cmts). (b) the psychical elements {dhainuji). and (c) mental coiicious-

ness (man u-vij fill ti(i).

61 Cf. .Index to Nyayahimlu (Tih.-Sanskr.), p. lOo.

62 Ibid., p. 106.

63 doifs-iia may simply sluiul tor the past. part. Ct. Ind. to Nyayah. (Tib.-

Sauskrit), p. 34.

—

hijoil^ttfux-valxianja.

64 Ibid., p. 11. yraus-pa can also be inafitih.

65 Of. Abhis-alainkara. Kar. IV. 3.

I.H.Q., decemheh, 1933 26
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Ibid, note 571.

I

The Tib. lias here : imlshau-iiui Ityog

JM. Head tlieret'ore “ just as iu iJie aljavo line.

]’uge 44, note (iOO.— *Tt3I5RJf*Rir I Tib. phyi-rol-j/iji-inams-iso.

Better ; mmSflftTfit I

Ibid.—^ 3|3Ra ffit Til). ijiil-ijyi. diiux-

Ijor li:<ih-lHii-hi/<i-l»t. Bead: 3 5itnFi I

I'a^o 5(1, note %a: I *» OtSB: I (»’'
!

'.) Tliv

Til), liji.s: (/f'/i-///) f/t ihni-ni(ths-l\}fi . ddU

litiu-inois-ni in<i-ytu^no. Kead :

n i.e. \

Pa^^e 51, note 710,— etc. i» put

hw i^oni-ni-zaA)a-i‘nanis-lxyi (.sic!!). The latter*® must be

^f«m(5Tf, or ?Tf^mriir “ol those whr> are (loubtiug\’’

E. Obehmilleii

CO hyoo-pa i.s iihvay.s the equivaJoiit of wJicreas is translated

by hgul-ba.

t)7 In siuli ease.^ tlio locative mast not always be expected to stand in the

original.

68 .som-ni-zd-hn is a .syiioiiyjii of ihe-ish(tn\~r.n~ha and ijid-ytiis-rji-ba. For ilie

latter two expression,s cf. my Judex to Nynyabindu (Tib.-Sanskr.), pp. 49 and

69 In Haribtiadra's Abliisamayulaipkara-aloka vf f^qf^qfti; qrf^I
usually

translated v som-flii-nii-hyaf^o.
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Calcutta Oriental Journal, vol. I. no. i a)fto)H‘r, 19;);^).

Ksitttis CiTAXDBA CiT.vjTKiiJi.— (I Pnpt, ^an^lli^c; name is

traditionally associated with a. poem called Jitmhftvallrijmni

or PiVahivijaya, A few verses in tlie works of antholoo-y ai'e also

attrihnted to Pfinini. Several literary works ah'o monilon this ^veat

j.‘‘niminarian as a. poet. All these tacts have been thorono-hly dis-

cussed in the j)nper. It has been shown Invwevor that tbp Jmuha-

vaUvijaya, thou«^h containing some grammati(‘al peculiarities

indicating that they have come from the pen of a grammarian, cannot,

be tlie work of the great Panin
i, as in that case, the peculiarities

would have been looked npoji by the later gramma via us as coriect

without reference to any other authority. The author of the

Jdmharatlcijaya has been assigned to a date near about the ninth

century A,C. The other verses ascribed to Punini have been shown

to be the composition of a rhetorician with a bias more

towards rhetoric than towards grammar.

Koktlesw.ib Sastki.—The IPorW in l^ahlara-Vedanfa, Passage.s have

been quoted here indicating that J^aukara has not denied the reality

or tlie existence of the world, as, according to him, it is the world

in which Brahma manifests itself. Brahma not only exists outside

the uiiiversej but is also iu it. The universe is not different from

Brahma.

Mat.att Skx.

—

Same Xofes on the Ti iraiuhiim Phrys. Suggestions have

been made for new interpretations of a few words occuriing in the

Mdilliynma Yydyoyn of Bliasn, .sometimes on the ba^is of altered

readings fitting in better with the context.

Prabodii Chandra BavjAHI.—A Note on the Word Pnrdrrtti, The word

pardvrtti found in several places of the Sufrdlamhlm of Asaiiga has

been translated by Levi as ‘revolutioiP. Winteriiitz nas rendered

the term as ‘turning aside, di.scarding’. The author of this note

however cites pas.sages from different texts such as the Vijnopti-

indtmfdslddhi and the Lnhhlratdra to prove that pardertti means
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‘transiormation tor a higher puvpose’ which amounts to a menial

revolution. The lyariivrtfi of Maithuna> mentioned in the Sutralam-

kdra, therefore, implies the enjoyment of the bliss issuing from

that act and not the abnegation of same as suggested by Winternit/

According to this interpretation^ mystic couples regarded as a dis-

tinctive feature of Tantrism and the later phases of Buddhism were

also prevalent in the Mahayana Buddhism of Asahga^s time,

Ibidif vol. I, no. 2 (November, 1933V

KoktlEvSWAH Sastki.—The WorlJ in SahharnA-edunta. In this instal-

ment, the writer concludes by saying that to f^ankara tlie woild is

the expression of Brahma and cannot be separated from tl)o same.

Kshitis CJhandra Chatterji.—The Mugdhahodlia System^ of Grammar,

How far Vopadeva, the autlior of the Mugdhahodhanjalnfnnn, is

indebted to liis predecessors lias been discussed.

Malati Sen.—Some Literary Anecdotes, Several anecdotes regarding

literary men found in, different texts have been given liere.

pRABODH Chandra Bagciii.—Some Technical Terms of the Tanttas.

That symbolical words that cannot be taken in their literal sense are

found in Tantric literature has been shown liere. The expression

Candra-Siirya has been cited as an instance. It means the two

ndths called idd and pingalCi supposed by the mystics to exist within

the human body.

Ibld.i vol. I, no. 3 (December, 1933).

Kshitis Chandra Ciiatterjt,—Caitanya and the Pandit. There is an

anecdote in the Caitanya'Cantdmrta that several poetical blemishes

were pointed out by Caitanya in a single stanza composed by a di*^-

tinguisbed egotistic Pandit. The nature (jf the bleniislies has been

discussed here.

Ksiims Chandra Chatterjt.—7’7/e Aihuhandhas of Pdnini, The nnu-

hahdha is a letter or letters added by grammarians to the root, aug-

ment, suffix etc, to show that certain grammatical operations are to
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take place in connection with them. Such annhandhas as have been

used by Paniiii are enumerated in the paper with a mention, in each

case, of the purpose served by the ‘ annhandha.

KoivU.kswah. Sasthi .—Brahman in Sahhfra-Veduiita,

Malati Sen.—The Muse of Mcdlindiha. Several verses roin]’)osed by

Mallinatha, and found scattered in different works have been

collected and their poetic beauty pointed out in the article.

IfMlIan Antiquary, October, lOaa.

A. VENKATASTJBBIAH.—The Mm^drihjopammd and (rnitdopddn. The

followers of the Advaita school of Vedanta generally think that

only the twelve prose sentences in the first section of the Mavdukya

conietitute the original Upanisad, and that all ilie 215 Karikas

distributed among the four sections of the work including those

mixed with the prose sentences of the fiM section have been wiitten

by Oaudapuda. Scliolars belonging to the Madhva school however

hold the view that the Karikas of the last three sections only can

be attributed to Qaudapada. The object of the paper is to contro-

vert these two opinions and to show that Oaudapada was the author

of the whole w'ork, even of the prose portion, and that this was the

view held by Sankara.

Ibid., November, 193.3.

V. V. Miuasht.—Further Light on BdmagujHa, There is a verse in

the Kdvyamlmdmsa contrasting one Kdrlikeya^s glorious exploits

ill the Himalayas with Sarinngupta\s iguoininioUvS defeat at tlie

same place where he had to surrender queen Dbruvasvamiui to

the viciov. Sannagupta is another name of llamagupta, the elder

Ivrother of Candragupla JI, and Kaitikeya is believed by some

to be no other than Kumaragupta of the same family. Tlie writer

of this paper however identifies Kartikeya with Mahipala I of the

Qurjara Pratihara dynasty of Kanauj and is inclined to think that

the incident took place either near the Jalandhar doab or near

Jalalabad. The adversat^’^ who humbled down Ramagupta was the

Kusana king referred to as Daivaputra-Sahi-Sahanusahi in the

Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta.
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F. Otto Schrader.— Critical Study of the Isopanisad,

Giuseppe Piccoli.—A Coviparison heticeen Signs of the ^Indm Script*

and Signs in the Corpus Inscriptionwh EtTuscarum, It has been

shown here that certain signs ini the ancient script discovered at

Moheujo-daro and Hai'appa are identical with those found on some

Rtiuisoan' utensils and monumental remains.

Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. 0, Nos. 1 and 2

Charles Fawcett.—Rirtia Kimdii arid the East India Company, This

is an account of the career of Ramai Kamati, who in the last quarter

of the i7th century helped the East India Compan|y in Bombay

and rose to position and power; but fifty years iater^ he had to

undergo a trial by the Governor for Jiigh treason. His tragic fall

has been compared to that of Cardinal Wolsey in England.

Mukunda V. TJnakar.—Meteorology in the Rgveda, Meteorological

intei-pretations have been given to the functions and cliaracteristios

of the deities mentioned in the Rgveda and inferences have been

drawn regarding the climatic conditions during the Vedic period,

D. 11. Mankad.—Some Peculiarities of the Sorathi Dialect.

Journal of Indian History, vol. XIT, t, (April, 1933).

Sten Koxow.

—

Notes on Indo^Scythian Chronology,

AuDur. Aziz.—History of the Reign of Shah Jahdn. This instalment

of the paper deals with the precious stones owned by the Muglial

emperors and others of the same period.

H. Heras.—A Porfugvrse Insnipiion of the Goa Governor Dnvi Joao

(le Castro. The insuripiiou records a victory of the Governor ol'

Goa over Mahmud Shiih III of Onjerat in the middle of the ICth

centuiy.

Bisheshwarnatu Heu.—Maharaja Ajit Singh of Manvar, Evidences

have been adduced io show that the murder of Ajit Singh was

brougiit' about by the Emperor Muhammad Shah with the help ol

Savai Baja Jaya-Singli of Jaipur. He was not, aa some believe,

stabbed by his son Bakhat Singh.
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C. S. Skinivasaciiaui .

—
'Jhe Histork'al Material in V c Private Diarj

of Ananda Eanga IHllai {1736-1761).

Journal of Oriental Research, vol. vii, pt. iv (OetobiT-Drifember, 1033).

T. N. KAMAdl.iNmiAN.

—

The Royal Artist Mahendracarnian L The

activities of the Pallava king MalieiiJravaniiaii I. the author of thei

drama Mcittavildsa^ in the domain of art and literature, form the

subject-matter of thin paper.

(J. SiVAlLUiAMUnri.

—

Sri Uarsa^s Observalionji on Pahiiiay ivitli special

Reference to the Nalsaillnyamrita.

S. II. Balasubkahmanyam akd K. Venkatahanga Bajit.—yciritdmalai

and its Temples, The paper describes how cer^ in ancient temples

of Narttumalai, a villajce in the Budukolah State, came into

existence.

V. Bagiiavan.

—

Natyadharmi and Lokadhannl, Nutya-dliarmi ar 1

l/oka-dharmi in Bharaia\s NdtyaRitra mean characteristics i)ertaiii-

ing^ to the stage and to the world respectively. Natya-dhanui refers

to the elements of idealism such as the poetic language, music, and

the devices having their basis on art and imagination. Lokadhaimi

on the other hand points to the elements of realism such as the

piosaic speech, and the realistic representations of things and actions

like eating, dressing etc.

r. S. SunilAiiMAXA'A Sasi'HI.

—

History of (j ranunaUcal Theories in TaniiL

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, October, 1033).

Sill Bam Shabma.

—

Tarikh-kMuhamvuid Arif Qaiulahari, The paper

detils with the contents of a fragment of ms. containing an account

of Akbar’s reign written by Jlnliamniad Aril, a companion of

Bairam.

A. Bebkiedale Keith.

—

The Orighxs of the Aryan Gods, According to

Prof. Biulolph Otto, the Vedic deities owe their origin to the primi-

tive mail's fear fnr demonic powers in general, imlepenfleiit of

particular phenomena of Nature such as the sun, sky, wind and so

forth. It was only at a later period that the source of his terror
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was located ini the natural phenomena. Prof. Keith opposes the

view and shows by references to instances connected with Vi^nu

and others that the theory is not satisfactoiy aud involves large

assumptione.

M. 13. Emenkau.—An Interpolation in some Mss. of the Brliatkdthih

munjarj. Tlie edition of KnemeiLilrd^H JJiluitkiithanuiiijan coutaijis

an a])pendix of 78 slokas believed to have been the twenty-fourth’

Htury of the Vettll((pancavimm:i. Internal evidences have been dis-

cussed to show that the appendix, which has been re-edited here

in the light of some new mss., did not at all form part of

Ksemendra's work.

Phifotophloal Quarterly, vol. IX, No. iii (October, 1933)

T. R. V. Mxirti,—Ndgdrjuna^s Refutation of Motion and Rest.

K. A. Krishnaswamy Iyer.—The System of Rarndnuja. The main

doctrines advocated by Bamanuja together with their possible

criticisms have been presented in the paper.

Amaknatii Ray.—Social Changes and the Brahmasiiira. The writer

points out four groups of sCitras in the Brahmasutray which, he

thinks, are not very relevant to the subject-matter of the work,

and are therefore later additions. The first group (sutras I, 3,

34-38) denies the right to the Sudias to attain Bvahma-kiiowledgc.

The next two groui)s (III, 4, 18-24 and 111, 4, 47-50)

are meant to ex^ul the no-action theory. The last group

(III, 4, 28-31) discusses the purity of food and untouch-

ability. The revival of Brahmanism in the Gupta period

with the consequent social, changes has prompted tlie iiiter-

l)olation of the first and the last group of tlie sutras, while the

‘No-action’ tlieory of the Buddhists wliich left a great impress on

the mind of the people was responsible for the addition of the

other two groups.

Akshay Kumar Banerjea.—Ihahmasiltra and Adhyusardda. By a

comparison of a few sutras of Badaiayaiia with some portion of

the Bliasyu of Sankara, the writer comes to the conclusion that

the author of the sutra.s di^s not. at nil teach the Adhyasa Uieory

which Sankara has demonstrated to be tbe teaeliiugs of Vedanta.
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Violet Paranjoti. Proofs of the Soul in Tamil Saloa Sidhunta,

Quarerly Journal of Mythio Socioty. vol. XXIV, no. 2 (October, im)

N. SuBiiA Rau. fwo Centuries of Wadeyar Rule in Mysore

(1565-1761).

M. V, Krishna Rao.—Jainism in GangavadL

K. Narayanaswami Iyar.

—

Srivufya . The pajHir dealing with the

iSrividya system of Tantric worship de-wibes in this in^italllleut the

particular rite called Sricakra.

K. Raghavacharyulu.—Vijjilat, Some verses atiiUmted to Vijjika are

found in the works of Sanskrit anthology. Rujasekhara mentions

a ’distinguished poetess Vijayahku^ who made her name iu the

Vaidarbha style of writing and lived in Karnata after Kalidasa.

The Nerur and Kochreni plates of Vijayamahadevx or Vijaya-

1)h'att>araka show that she was the queen of Candilditya^ brother

of Vikramaditya I of the Western Culukyun dynasty. Whether

Vijjika can be identified with Vijayahka or Vijayamahadevi is a

queetioii that requires further investigation,.

G. V. Budhakar.—Is the Advaita of Sankara Buddhism in Disguise?

The writer continues his attempt to lu'ove that Saiikara is not indeb-

ted to the Vijfianaviida and Sunyavuda of Buddhism for his concep-

tion of the Advaita doctrine but ha« drawn upon the more ancient

Advaita 'literature.

Sahltya Parlsat Patrlka vol. vol. XL, no. 1.

Cuintauaran Chakravarti.—Sum-xcorship in Bengal and a ne\c Story

about the Sun. ( ^ ). The paiKjr des-

ci'ibes a folk-rite relating to the sun as practised by girls in Faridpur

(Kasteni Bengal) iu the month of Maglia. It records inter alia

the text of a romantic story, probably unknown to the Puranas,

sung on this occasion. This story refers to the love-affairs of the

deity.

Satlsh Chandra Biiatta(;h.\rya.—Mdghavrata in the distn'et of Sylhet

( ^^13^5 ). It gives u de.'»er»ption of the details of the rife

(described in the previous paj>er) us practised in the district of

Sylheb. There is no reference, however, to the romanlH* story here.

I.H.Q., DKCEMBER, 1933 27
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SuKVMAit Skx.—Srikh(fiii(la Community of the Vaisnavas and Candldusa

( ). Giving an accouiil of ilie V'aisnava

l)oeis of Sriklianda the paper shows liow poems atiributed to iliem

ill old aiithoJogical works of the V^aisuavas of Bengal are in the

present, days passing under the name of Candidfisa.

CiiTXTAliAiux CiiAKHAYAirn.—A Deed recordintj the Mortgage of the

t^edagrama symbol of Visnu,
( ). '-This deed

of 109G B.S. (1090 J).) records how two J^alagrama symlK)ls of

Yisnu were mortgaged for the sum of rupees two only on condition

that the religious merit resulting tioiu the worship ot the deity

would accrue to the lender.

MAXiNDRAMOirAN BoSE.

—

Nculy discovered Manuscriyl of the Songs of

Vadu Candfdasa.
( ). It gives the

text of twelve of these songs with variants as found in the Srtkrsna-

Jdrtana. O.C.

Ibldt, vol. XL^ no. 2.

Yogesh Ciiandha Roy .-^rcrriVomiZ Divisions of Old Bengal (

). Besides giving the names of the dift'erent divisions of

Old Bengal, tlie paper contains historical and philological discus-

sioiis regarding- the interpretation of Suhhahkara's maxims and tenns

of land-measurement prevalent in the different parts of the country.

BiiiHUTi Bhusan DATVAr-MalUkarjuna Suri, an Astronov}er of Old

Bengal
( CW\T^ ^ ). The article gives

an account of MaJlikarjunu referring to Lis time, works and

views. C.C.

leitsehrift fur Indologle und Iranistili, Band 9, Heft 1, 1982.

Th. Zachariae.—Zitate aus huddhistischen SanskriUu'erken, The

author points out a number of quotations from Buddhistic Sanskrit

works like Buddhacarka, Sanndurananda, Jdfakamiitd etc. whitdi

are extremely rare excejpting in the case of those commentators who

were inhabitants of Bengal and were perhaps themselves Buddhists.
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0. O. Wesendoxk.

—

Ztir Ftaye der Herkumft Zaratliushas. The author

tries to show that throughoiit histoi’y the relation between Kasterii

and Western Iran was uiiiiiteiTupted, and hence the conclusion that

Z. might well have been born in the West and yet preached in the

East.

S. K. CiiATTERJi.

—

T'wo new Indo-Aryan Etymologies. The author

derives NIA. cdical (rice) and its variants from llie Ansi ric root

* viim and connects Bengali yiir with Gr. pv?/*, OHG. fair et<;.

Max Walleser.

—

Zur Mw'pfioloyie dcs Sanshrit. The autlior tries to

give a glottogonical explanation of the ending of loc. sg. maso.

neuter.

A. F. Thyagaraja .—English loan-words in modern Telegit. Tlie author

deals with some English words like rotw/, rail etc. which in his

opinion reveal the “linguistic tendencies** and “the essential

features of the genius^ ^ of Te^lugu. The tenth and the last word

on his list is receipt which in his opinion has given rise to Tel.

rasldu,

Batakrishna Ghosh.—VyasasmTti (2). The first part of the Vydsa-

smrti, reconstmcted from quolations, was published by the author

in the Geiger Commemoration Volume; here the remaining part of

this lost Smrti is published. B.G.

Ibid., Band 9, Heft 2, 1933.

L. Alsdorf.

—

Die Pratyayas, Ein* Beitray zur indfschcn\ Mathemaith.

The author gives a very detailed and painstaking treatment of the

Indian metrical theory of Pratyayas in the light of mathematics.

B.G.

Printed oiul published by Mr. Haghuiiath Seal, U. A.,

at the Calcutta Oriental Press, 9, Panchanan Ghose I^ane, Calcutta.





ADDENDUM to IIIQ., IX, 911

:

Some Sanskrit Texts on Painting

Att article of mine of this name appeared in the IHQ., ^ol, IX, no.

4,pp. 898-911. I want to make the following corrections and additions.

r. 899, 1. 25: For Kdijyfilamkdravivelia read Kdvydnusdsana--

vydkhyd-alamhdracu^'dmani. The reference is to p. 7 K.M. edn.

F. 899, 11. 29-30 : For Bhoja's ^mgdraprahdsa read Bhartrhari’s

Vdkyapadlya, ll. 292.

P. 900, 1. 2G : Insert^ I "'Hi® masters praise

lines.’'

P, 901, 1. 19; Insert Ga'k. edii. pp. 288 and 292 after Ahliinava-

bhdratl,

P. 903, 1. 1 : Read for JTfT in I

P. 901 .* Vamana's comparison of drama to picture in his KAS. and

Fy., I. iii, 30-31 and my explanation of it given in the article re-

ceive further light from the dramatic theory expounded hy the com-

mentator on Bharata, Saiikuka, viz., the theory of Citra-turaga,

tlie picture of a horse. Sankuka explains the nature of the cognition

and experience of a dramatic performance as similar to our seeing

a representation in picture of a horse in action. The dramaturgic

texts call this Citra-turaga-nyaya. (Vide Ahhinava-bhdratl, Gtek.

edn„ pp. 275-902.)

The following gatha is quoted in alamkara works, Bhoja s

fsniyCiraprakdUi and Mamniata's Kdvyaprahdki (clia]). X ). In

the appreciation of a picture, this gatha si>eak8 of Saukuiuarya,

Vartanacchaya and Iteklia, The Skt. chaya of the gatha is given

below :
-

A beautiful huly is here described in Hie language of painting.

1*. 902 : I’aintiiig as based on Natya.

The relation between Citra (llupu) and Natya (Kupa or Ilupaka)

and the principle of Amikura underlying both are well brougbl out

in a verse of iSri Harsa having Slesa alamkara between the two.

x'viiT I.)^ ?r iff
ii

l*. 903, 1.14; Insert the following text of I'ayaguiula \aidya-

iiatba’s coinmeiitary after f'd/n/rufoAu, VI, 3
:

^ ^

5 1 ^r«rr ^
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I am not able to find one more text even where ‘karya* is used to

mean 'citra*.

P. 903, 1. 18: Read excitants (uddipana viblifwa) for excitements,

Pp. 903-4: Citra and the Dhvani theory of the alamkarika’s.

If Dhvani applies to Citra also, what does Anaadavardhana (and

his followers after him) mean by comparing to and calling ‘Citra'

the third-rate poetic composition specialising in mere dexterity of

figures and verbal ornamentations ? I think, the word 'citra' is used

here in its lower connotation. Words like poetry, civilisation etc.

have always got a lower and reproachful significance also. Auanda
says in the third cha])ter of his Dhvanydloka (p. 220)

:

Abhiiiava opines similarly in his commentary, Locana, on the

Dhva, A, He says that the third-rate poetry is merely striking and

productive of wonder and hence it is called ‘citra' ; Abhinava calls

painting as 'merely an aft', haldmdtra

.

(p. 34). These two writers,

the greatest of our literary critics, considered poetry as superior to

the art of painting which, they thought, was bereft of rich sugges-

tion of emotions. There is a strange echo of this view from Hazlitt

who says: "When artists or connoisseurs talk on stilts about the

poetry of iiainting, they show that they know little about jmetry and

have little love of the art. Painting gives the object itself \ Poetry

suggests xcliat exists out of it, in any manner connected with it,**

P. 904, 1. 2(1 : For Vdsuca read Basava,

P. 905, last line ; Insert after 'Coomaraswamy' **JAOS,, vol, 52,

no. 1., March 1932."

P. 900. 11. 11-12: For Kavi, Mavukkolam and Kavikkolan read

Kavi, Mavukkolam and Kavikkolam.

P. 900 : In tlie coiitribntion in the Asutush Mukherjee Commemora-

tion Volume (part 1, p. 00), it is said in my article. Dr. Cooina-

raswamy equates the Rasa Citra with the V'ainika of the Vi, dha. In a

subsequent contribution in the 7. U/S'., (March 1932), he equates the

same Rasa Citra with the Nagara of the Vi, dha ,
! {[}, IG. footnote (»).

P. 907, 1. 20 : For Basava read Basava,

P. 908. 1. 17 : For Boinai read Bommai,

1. 19-20: Delete the word ‘the monudimensional.'

1. 22 : For means read mentions,

1. 27 : For read
\

P, 909 : Read Dandikaki tika for Ddi,i4ihdkrlika,

P. 910: Read ^nd Kudyaka for Kndyaka,

' V. Eaghavan

. A. 'w.
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Abdur Rahim Khan, campaigns

of, 635ff.

Abhang Khiin Habshi, 630ff.

Abhaya, son of Bimbisiira, 442.

Abhayadeva, commentator, 793.

Abhimanyu, king of Kasmir, 049.

Abhinavabharatl, work of Abhiuava,

901, 991 ff.

Abhinavagupta, commentator, 670,
674.

Abhila^itarthacintamaiii, five varie-

ties of pictures in, 90off.

Adharma, metaphysical significance

of, 792ff.

Adharmastikaya, Jaina conception

of, 792 ff.

Adhiraja Indra, 962, 966.

Adityadasa, father of Varahamihira,

984f.

Agnimitra, king, 819.

Agnipurdna, classification of Gunas in,

455If •, definition of poetry in,448f

;

Madhyama and Udilslna de.scribcd

in, 779; theory of Iliti and Guna

in, 448-60; treatment of Illtis and

Vrttis in, 450-4; relation between

Gunas and Donas in, 454-5; topo-

graphical information in, 471-y.

Agnisarman, 958.

Aharya Abhinaya, definition of, 449.

Ajatasatru, Licchavi government

destroyed by, 440f.

Ajivikas, 611.

Akaradhikarapurusa, function off 125.

Akbar, animal slaughter stopped by,

137f
;
sun worshipped by, l37fF.

Akbar, coins of, 157.

Aksapa^alika, function of, 124.

Aksobhya Tirtha, disciple of Madhva,

970.

Alamkara, Damjin’s definition of, 836f.

Alaungsitthu, Burmese king, 285.

Amarakosa, Udasinu explained

in, 78Uf.

Amarasimha, 949.

Ambar, early career of, 630-1 ; king

sot up by, 633; defeat of, 638f.

Ambar-jiu, slave, 630ff.

Amma I, king, 963f.

Amoghavarsa, son of Govinda 111, 738f.

Anandagiri (or Anandajiiana), com-

mentator, 597.

Anandpal, son of Jaipal, 935 ;
defeat

of, 15.

Ancient India, disposal of dead bodies

in, 439-40.

•Aniruddha Bhat,ta, abode of, 726.

Anoratha, Burmese king, 285.

Aiitahpiirika, function of, 125.

Anubhava, definition of, 449fn.

Anugita, teachings of, 192f.

Anusamyana, notes on, 810-13.

Apadana, Avadiina and, 32-6.

Arasiyakere inscr., title used for Hari-

hara 1 in, 525.

Ardhadhatuka, grammatical moaning

of, 280.

Ardliamagadhi, preposition in, 987-8.

Arhatship, 716f.

Ari, 770.

Artha-siistra, Kuraj shows parallel

ideas with, 247ff.

Aruna, god, 518; Varuna connected

with, 518 ff.

Aryabhata, V^arahamihira refers to,

984 f.

Aryadeva, Cittavisuddhiprakarana of,

705-21
;
date of, 709 f

. ;
homo of,

610, 972-3,978 f.

Aryas,Puranic traditions about earlier

homes of, 461-469.

Asanga, date of, 5fn; Guhyasamaja

ascribed to, 5; Prajfiaparamita-

sadhana introduced by, 5.

Asoka, heaven and hell in Edicts of,

80lf.
;

references in Buddhist

literature to 36; remarks on

U. E. IV of, 76-87.
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Asuka inscrii., ^Aiuisaiiiyaiia* iu, 81U-

formulas in, 215-9.

As'^avargika* official, 126.

AH^^asahasrika-pin^lartha etc., a.s|)ccis

of 6unyata in, 170.

Atisa, Buddhist writer, 710.

Atman, size (parimaua) of. (>63 ; (of

Tirthikas) compared with Tatha-

ta (of Buddhism)
,

30 f. ; Upani-

H:idic doctrine of, 648 ff.
;
Ynjna-

valkya’s definition of, 649.

Avadanas, Apadaiia and, 32-0
;
Sarv.a-

stivadin works, 34; nature and

typos of, 34f . *

Avalladevi, Huna princess, Karna’s

marriage with, IBG.

Avalokitesvara, dharani delivered by,

231.

Avatara, doctrine of, 188 ff

.

Aziz Malik (bettor known as Fath

Khan), son of Malik Ambar,

f;34.

Babhruvahana, Arjuna’s son by

Pandyan princess, 61 fn, 74.

BTdarayana, 293 if.
; Upavars^a identi-

fied with, 293 fn.

Babli (or Balhika), location of, 38;

connection of Karddainaka kings

with, 38 f.

Buijnath Pra^astis, kings of Kira

mentioned in, 16.

Bajrao, death of, 035.

Balfulhuri, Al-Kiraj mentioned by, 11.

Baladitya, Chatsu inscr. of, 481.

Ballala IV, king, 528ff.

Baro Jaipal, king, 937.

Basahi plate, contents of, 951if

.

Bastar, human sacrifice in Dantosvuri

shrine at, 94; Nagavaipsi kings

of, 921f.

Baud, Bhanja rulers of, 751.

Baud Charter, date of, 758-0
; descrip-

tion of, 751-2
; genealogical list of

Bhailja rulers in, 750-62 ,^bject of,

759; place-names in, 760; text

of, 762-7.

Begmati, variant of Brahmaputra

river, 55,

Bengal, Buddhist commentaries in,

949; study of Mahabhusya in,

948-50.

Bhaganiia Disa, successor of Vijuya

Basil, 972.

Bhagavat, five form.« of, 647.

Bhagavata, authority of, 30<); same us

Pilncaratra, 645fn.

Bhagavatas, 194f.

Bhagavfiti, date of, 949f.

Bhagirathavarmaii, father of Kriku.s-

thavarman, lOOtf.

Bhamati, Bhaskara quoted in, G'iOfi*.

Bhandugarika, function of, 124.

Bhanja dynasties, genealogical tables

of, 760ff.

Bhanucandra, Jain monk in Akbar’s

court, 13'<.

Bharata, poetic theories of, 840f.

Dharatamallika, location of Udasina in

commentary of, 781.

Bhurttrhari, writer, 949.

Bliaru, king, 51 7f.

Bharukaccha, sea-port town, 5171'.,

7431f.

Bhasa, emendation of a sloka of,

530 f.

Bhaskara, commentator of Gita, 661-7

;

Jayatirtha on, 670-72; relation

between ftahkara and, 663 fi.

;

jf>ankara’s contemporaneity with,

67311*,
; ^Satyopadi-vada* of, 069-70;

theological views of, 672-3;

Vilcaspati .Misra, posterior 1o,

667 f.

Bhriskarnraya, author of Bhatta-

candrikfi, 294 f.

Uhaskaracarya, 254 f.

Bhata, meaning of, 181.

Bhati^a Tauta, teacher of Abliinava,

901.

Bhavaviveka-Dhaviveka, his view on

Tathata, 30 f

.

Bibliographical Notes, 625-8.

Bhima4ukla, Kalidasa*s association

with, 833.
^

Bhisak, function of, 125.

Bhoja, death of, 955; Gwalior Prai^asti

of, 740; KMidasa’s legendary asso-

ciation with, 8dlff.

;
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poetic theories of, 840 ; Prstihara .

king, 951 ff.

Dodh-Qayn, Boclhisattva images at, 41df.

Dodh-Gaya Image inscription, 417>9.

Bodhicitta, 2f., 712ff. *, definition of,

714.

Bodhisattvahood, 714, 716.

Bogle, account of his mission to

Tibet, 420 ff.

Brahma-Sambandha, ceremony of,

304-6.

Uruhmaism, Pfincaratra and, 647.

Brahmaiiical gods, Tantric practices in

worship of, 684.

Brahmaputra, river, 64ff
. ; its variants,

55; Muhammad Bakhtyar’s march

by bank of, 56.

Brahmi inscriptions, style in, 219-20.

Bfhanmitra, original name of Varnba-

mihira, 986.

Bnkka I, titles used by, 523 f., 531.

Buddha, Tibetan names of, 46-8.

Bnddhanlja, ruler of Malwa, 612.

Unddhavarman, text of the grant of,

210 f.
;
not mentioned in ftalanka-

yana i users., 211 f.

BnddhiHin, growth of philosophic system

in, 585 ff.
;
no Tantric rituals in

(early), 8 f.
;
Sankhya influence in

585 f.
;
Tantricism in, 65;‘2 f.

Bnddhist-Chinese literature, 607 I.

Buddhist Logic, sources of, 499-502.

Buddhist Manuscript at Oilgit, 227-.36 ;

Chinese and Tibetan versions of,

22S-30; date of, 231); interesting

points noted in, 232-5
;
resume of

contents of, 231; title of, 2271'.;

text of, 235-6.

Buddhist passage, Aankara’s reference

to, 081.

Buddhist Scriptures, divi.sions of, 321

.

Budhagnpta, 786 If., 980.

Burdhankot, Muhammad Bnkhtyar at,

52f ;
location of, 53 tf.

Buxfirimehr, Variihamihira and, 08!-6.

Uilininfina Aimhila, king, 054 f.

Caitanya-earitamrta, author of, 18 fl’.;

date of, 98.9*, works and authors

mentioned in, 90-102.

Cakrako^ya, Nagavatp^is of, 92.7.

Cakros, description of, 702 f.

Oalukyas (Eastern), 736-41.

Ciilukya Bbima II, king, 963 f.

Cantlavarman, i^alahkayana king, 209ff

.

Caudra kings, 060 fn.

Candradova, king, 051, 953, 956.

Candraditya, feudatory chief, 93.

Candragomin, travels from Nalaiida to

Fotala by, 235.

Candrakirtti, commentator, 972 f.

Caryapadas, Buddhist treatises, 097.

Caiubhanavara, explanation of, 100 f.

Ceylon, first Aryan colonization of,

742-50.

Chambas, hostilities of Kiras against,

13 f.

Chandogya Upanisad, date of, 190.

Changiz Khan, 630.

Chausat Yogini temple, inscribed images

in, 165 ff., 167 fn.
;
date of, 169.

China, Kalidasa’s story in, 829-34.

Cittavisuddhiprakarana of Aryadeva,

705 ff.

Citra, application of Rasa and Dbvani

theories to, 903 f.

Coins and weights, Bengali ay.stem of,

158 ff.

Cola Pa ran taka T, 74.

Daiva.L«rika, official, 126.

Dam, Indian coin, I57fl.

Dumodarpur copper-plates, Uparika-

maharajas and KuninrSmatyas

in, 786.

Dancing, 067 ;
antiquity of, 154-6.

Dandin, poetic theories of, SilOff,

Daniyal, prince, 030.

Dantidurga, llastrakfita king, 405.

Dusappa, disciple of Jagannathn

Diisa, 072.

Dasarupa, dramatic rules in, 083.

Dasas, followers of 8rl Madhvacarya,

970 ff.

Dasapalla copper-plate agreement,

043-7
;
author of, 045 ; date of, 045

;

text and translation of, 046-7.

Dayitaviisiui, forefather of Piila kings,

481 ff.’

Deccan, Shah Jnhrin’s campaign in, 639
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1

Deity, conception of, 40 if. -, process

of visualization of, 42 ff

.

Devadasi, female dancer, 154-5.

Devakhadga, Devavarma identified

with, 482.

Dovko^, Muhammad Bakhtyar’s death

at, 61.

Devasvamin, commentator, 294.

Devavarman, f^alankayana king, 209 if.

Dhammaghosaka, explanation of, 110.

Dhanaiijaya, Da.<arupa of, 983.

Dharanendra, serpent king, 96.

Dharanis, Tantras differ from, 8.

Dharam-mantrapadas, 570.

Dharma, metaphysical signihcanee

of, 792ff.

Dharmadhikaranika, official, 126.

Dharmakirtti, ^ahkaracarya and, 973.

Dharmapala, king of Gauda, 480 ff;

details about,486 f. *, Kiras defeated

by, 13; three ancestors of, 481.

Dharmastikaya, Jain conception of,

792 ff.

Dbarma^hakur, god, 682.

Dharmottara, commentator, 504.

Dluuva, son of Rast-rakuta Krsna I,

496 f.

Dhurodbiknri, official, 123.

Dhyani Buddhas, names of, 43.

Dighavapi, Tissa’s residence in, 107.

Diksa, functions in, 696-7.

Dinakadu inscr., object of, 495,

Dinnaga, Buddhist logician, 266, 979.

DIpankara ftrijuaiin, king Noyapalu

contemporary of, 710f,

Dipnvainsa, legend of Vijaya in, 742-3;

sources of, 744.

Dombihoruka, author of Oanacakra-

vidhi, 710.

Dosas, blemishes of poetry, 839ff.

Dfitaka, function of, 123.

Dn^tkagnmiini in Rohnna, local tradi-

tions about, 107-9.

T)urgapuja,Tantrio rites in, 690ff.

Dtirgara, modern Dugar (Dogra) identi-

fied with, 13.

Durjayabhailjn, father of Kanaka-

hhafija, 759,767.

Dvaraka, Krsna*s shifting to, BCilff.

Eastern CMukyas, 491-98, 962ff.

Ederu inscr., 736.

Eka^itipada-vastu-yaga, Tantric in flu-

once in, 685 f.

Elephant, Dravidian words for, 258-65.

Esvaryapiila, Javanese Paucatantra

refers to, 931 f.

Father Sebastian Manrique, 872 ff.

Fatubat-i-Mdil Shalii, work of Fnzuni

Astarilbadi, 629.

Ferishta, account of Hindu-moslem war
in, 954; Paucatantra mentioned in,

984.

Qahatlavala dynasty, early history of,

951-6.

Gnhadavaia records, officials mentioned

in, 124-6; sources of revenue men-

tioned in, 128-9; ^turuskadanda’ in,

955 f.

Gajabahu, cousin of Parakkamabfihu,

111 f.

Gamagamika, official, 123.

Gammaturu inscr., object of, 494-5.

Ganapavaram plates, object of, 491.

Gargya, sage, 808.

Gauda, king Narasimha of, 948-50.

Gaudipati, Dinajpur Pillar inscr. of,

789-791.

Gavamayana, kind of sacrifice, 926 f.

GhananVna, wrong account of Pa las

given by, 484.

Ghora Aiigirasa, teacher of Krsna Deva-

kiputra, 189 f., 104 fn.

Ghosundi stone inscr., notes on, 795-9.

Gilgit, Buddhist Ms. at, 227-236, 567-

70.

Gita, Brahmanism and, 190-1; com-

mentaries on, GC3 If. ; date of,

189 fn.; growth of, 190-1; nature

of contents of, 615 f.
; source of,

188-96; Upani^adic influence in,

190.

Girdharpur Brahmi inscr. (year 28),

importance of, 148; note on, 145.8.

Goki}]ridhikarapuru.va, function of, 125.

Gopala, king, 481,485 ff., 951.

Govinda II, son of Ra.s(rakut>a Krsna 1,

496 f., 737 f.
;
successor of Dhrnva-

rfija, 497 f.
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Govinda IV, Cambay plates of, 739.

Guhyasamaja, age of Tantras and, MO

;

Asanga^s authorship of. 5; bodhi-

citta in, 2 f. ; date of, 5 ; deity-

worship described in, 42-4.

Gunaighar inscr., information about

Vainyagupta in, 785 f.

Qunas, Bharata’s ! theory of, 840 f.

;

embellishments of poetry, 835 ff;

two divisions of, 841 ff; Vamana’s

theory of, 835.52.

Guptas (Imperial), chronology of, 786-8.

Gupta sculpture, 588-90.

Hnraprasad 8astri, 307.416; principal

subjects that received attention of,

310-11
;
Bengali articles by, 323-330

;

Bengali works of, 372-73 ;
search for

Mss. conducted by, 330-44; contri-

bution to Bengali literature and

grammar by, 311-14, 320 ff.
;
contri-

bution to history of later Buddhism

by; 344fF.
;

list of writings of,

372-416.

Haribhadra, fiunyata as classified by,

170.

Haribara I, attainments of, 521 ff.,

531ff. ;
foundation of Vijayanagara

by, 521 ff.
;
titles of, 522 ff

.

Hnrivam.sa, .son of Dhannpati, 750.

7C8.

Harivarinan. Kadamba king, date of,

199.

Hastalokha, meaning of, 898.

Hnstivarman, fifllaiikayana king,

209 ff
. ; identification of, 213 f

.

Hathigumpha inscriptions, features of,

219.

Iletu, essential conditions of, 504 If.

;

types of, 501.

Hetucakraniriiaya (Translation), 511-

14; aim of, 267 ; Tibetan text and

Sanskrit reconstruction of, 208-72;

work of Diuntiga, 200-72.

Hindu llrama, convention of, 981-83.

Hinduism, Pro-Aryan olomeiits in, 191

;

Tantrici.siii in, 682 f.

Hindu PhiIo.sophy, notion of time in.

149-53.

Hindu Theatre, 973-7, 991-4; nrcbitec*-

ture of, 591-594
;
architectural terms

connected with, 594; three types

of, 593.

Hippokoura, capital of Vilivayakura,

256 ff.
; identification of Kolhapur

with,250-8; meaning of, 257.

Hiravijaya-Sfiri, Jaina monk, 137 f.

Hiiviska, 145,148, 800
;
interval between

Vasiska and, 145 f.

Ibrahim *Adil Shahi, 629 ff., 640 f.

;

grandson of Mahmud, 952.

fndia, Arj^an migration to, 463 f.

;

origin of Aryans and non-Aryans in,

465fT. ; Firishta’s account of Hindii-

Mo.slem war in, 954; Mahmud’s

invasions of, 934-42; ^fughal archi-

tecture in, 877.

Indian inscriptions, auspicious formula

in, 225-6.

Indians, ethnological and linguistic

divisions of, 461 ff.

Indrabhutipnda, king of Orissa, 709,

Tndra festival, references to, 66 ff.

Indrasarman, 958.

Tndravarman, 962, 966; Raraatirtham

plates of, 965 f.

fndrota Daivnpa 8aunaka, sage, 808.

Indus Valley script, origin of, 582.

Inscriptions, formal elements in, 215-26.

Inscriptions:

Afioka insers., 215-19;

Baijnath insers., 10;

Brahmi insers.. 219 f.

;

(’hntsu inscr. of Brdaditya, 481
;

Kllpre copperplate, 209, 211

;

Ganapavaram plates 491

;

Giibadavala records, 1216., 121-6,

128-9

;

Girdharpur Biahiiu inscr.. M5-8 ;

Ha thigunipha in scr . , 219 ;

Kuiiaibads'i insers., 50 ff.

;

Khajuralio inscr., 14

;

Khnlimpur copperplate, 11

;

Kharostbl insers., 219 ;

Kollcrii grant, 208, 211

;

Konteru copperplates, 209, 211

;

.M.-iiniimati copperplate, 282-9;

Mathura inscr., 148, 225 fn.

Minor Hock Edict, 115 ff.

;
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Musinikuntla platc.^ of Visnuvardha-

na, 492

;

Nasika inscfs., 220 ff.;

Pasapubarru plates of Visiiuvar-

dhana, 491

;

Podavegi copperplates, 210 f.

;

Poravaii inscription of Visnuvar-

dhana, 492

;

Tratihara iiiscrs., 121 ff
.

;

Rajapiir copperplate, Od

;

Rock Edict IV, 76-87;

Rudradainan inscr., 224 f.

;

Rummindei inscr., 77

;

Sntavnhana inscrs., 226 f.

;

Selapadu inscription 491

;

Usavadata inscr., 224

;

Yewur grant, 134 f.

;

Jagannatba Dnsa, siiccc.^sor of Bhnga-

nna, 972.

Jaina Metaphysics, Dharmn and

Adharma in, 792-4.

Jaina schools, four divisions of,

611,

.Taipnl, *9.52; MfiknnuVs defeat of,

934.5,938.

Jajalladeva, king of Ratanpur, 95.

Jalayurn plates, object of, 492-3; loca-

tion of place-names in, 493,

Jambudvipa, 972 f. ;
Pnranic division

of, 883 f.

Janaka, Aryan prince, 441.

Janamejayas (three), sy.nchronistic list

of 808-9.

Janamejaya Pariksits, 804-9.

Jatavarman Sundarapandya I, 05. ,

.fayasimha I, king, 960, 960.

Jayasila, translator, 710.

.Jayatirtha, commentator, 669 ff.

Jayapida, king, V29.

Jeronimo Veroneo, supposed architect

of Taj, 872 ff.

Jivntman, 19,45.

Kakiisthavarman, Kadamba king, 107-

207.

Kalayavana, death of, 803,865.

Kalidasa, his embassy to Kuntaln’s

court, 200 f.'; legend about, 831 ff.

Kniika-Piirana, method of sacrifichifi;

he-goats in, 089-90.

Kalpadruko^a, location of Madhyama
and Udasina in, 781.

Kama!a4ila, reference to Duddhavacana

in commentary of, 499 ff.

Eamandakiya, Madhyama and Uda.slna

described in, 778 ff.

Kamarupa, Muhammad Bakhtyar's 6gHt

at, 50 f; Pala kings of, OOo.

Kamasutra, quotations from, 597.

Kanauj, Mahmud’s invasion of, 937f.

Kanaka Dasa, disciple of Vynsa Rnyn,

971.

Kilnaibadasi inscr., 50 ff.

Kannkabhanjn, Baud Charter of, 751-69.

Kangra, Kira identified with, 14 ff.

Kaniska, 800 f.

Kannarndeva, son of king Soinesvnrn,

95.

Kanva, dynasty, 798 f.

Knpitthaka, town, 984.

Karanika, function of, 120.

Karddamaka kings, 37-9; ancestral home

of, 37 ff.

Karkncnrya, dote of, 923-9; determina-

tion of east according to, 924.

Karna, king of Tripurl, 951,951 ff
;
son

of Gahgeyadeva Kalacuri, 15 ; death

of, 955.

Karnataka Country, Da.sns t>l‘, 909-72.

Karyadbikarapiirusa, function of, 125.

Kasika, 949 f.

Kathiikali, Tamil work, 907 f.

Kutyayana, determination of cast accor-

ding to, 923 f.

Kautiliya, Conception of .Afndliyaina

ami Cdasina in, 770 ff.

Kavya, <lefined by Dhvani and post-

Dhvani writers, 448 f.
;
soul of, HM.'i,

835 fn.

Kayastha, function of, 120.

Kerala, art of Pantomiino in, 907-8.

Kh (Indo-European) in Sanskrit ami

Avestan, 131.

Khajuraho inscription^ Kiras mentioned

in, 14.

Khulimpur copperplate, Kiras mentioned

in, 11.

Kliain.lndcvn, Afiinainsa teacher, 294-5,

Khun-j-Kha nil n, ollicial title, 030 ff.
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Khitravolu) Agnimitra contemporary

of, 819.

Kbarus^hi iusoriptious, characteristics

of, 219.

Kira, Jiaijnath Prasastis mention kings

of, 10; Balaclhuri refers to 11;

early history of, 12tt‘.
; hostilities

of Chambar against, 13 ; identifica-

tion of Kiragrama or Baijnath in

Kaiigra with, 12; Khajuraho ins-

cription refers to, 14; Khaliiiipur

copperplate refers to, 11, 14;

kingdom of, 11-17; connection of

Sahiyas with, 15 f.

Kirtivarman II, Calukya ruler, 495.

Kirtti Nissahka Malla, king of Ceylon,

745, 745 fn.

KoJJapura (or KoHagiri), ancient uunie

of Kolhapur, 257 fn.

Kottapala, function of, 123.

Korroparru inscription, 730.

Kulluka, Aladhyarna and Udasiua inter-

preted b3% 773 If.

Kumiira Devi, Licchavi princess, 442.

Kumaragupta, 989 f. ; conteiuporury of

Kakusthavarman, 199 if.

Kumara Kaippana, 520.

Kuinaramatyas, 780.

Kuinarupala, date of, 489 f.

Kumbha, Alaharana, 602 f.

Ku}‘a{ (Tamil work), political ideas

in, 244-52.

Kuraugl, queen of liidragnimitru,

418.

Krsna 1, BastrakiiVa king, 490; civil

war after death of, 490.

Krsnadasa Kaviruja, note on Caitanya-

caritainrta of, 98-102.

Krsna Dovakiputra, Kisna of Alalia-

bharata not identical with, 169 f.

Krsna Deva Baya, South Indian

emperor, 971.

Krsnavarmaii, Kadamba king, 197 f.

Krsna-Vrisudeva, Olof.

Ksatriyas, Bnlhinanus merged into,

483; non-Aryans designated as,

440 ff.

Ksetrapala, anthropomorphic deserip-

tion of, 210; descriptions of, 238 f.

;

oll'crings lor, 210 f. ;
popular names

and forms of, 241.12
;
Saivite deity,

237-43; worship of, 242-43.

Ksetradevi, presiding deity of field, 243.

Ksirasvrimin, 781; conception of

Udiisina in commentary of, 781.

Laghunianasam, work of Alanjula-

carya, 254 f.

Lakhnauti, Muhammad Bakhtyar’s

governmental seat at, 51.

Laksmadeva, king of Malava, 10; son

of Udayfiditya, 953.

Laksmi, cult of, 646.

Laksmimkara, female Vajrayana writer,

709.

Lfila, kingdom, 742 tf. ; identification

of. 744f.

Lata, locality of, 744 f.

Lalitaditya, Kashmir under, 13.

Lalitavistara, Sankhya mentioned

in, 587; Vaisali described in, 443.

Lanka, island, 972.

Laiikadipa, island, 743 f.

L:i.st Judgment, Alahfipralaya and, 18-21

Licchavis of Vaisiili, Buddha’s relics

claimed by, 446-7
; Buddhist account

of, 441
;

disposal of dead bodies

among, 439-40
;
early references to,

440 If ; matrimonial connection of

Cuptas with, 442; Alahavira’s

connection with, 444; non-Aryan

elements among, 441 ff.
; origin of,

439-47.

.Madanapala, king, 490.

Aludliava 11, sou of Aryavarman, 198.

Aludhava 111, father of Aviiiita, 197

;

date of, 198 ff.

Aladhavavarman 1, dale of, 961 fii.

;

Polamuru plates of, 959, 901 In.

;

Visiiukundin king, 273 if., 957 If.

Madhavavannaii 11, Visnukundiu king,

274 If. ;
Ipur plates of,, 957 f.

Aludhavavarman, 111, Visi.iukundin

king, 275 tf.

Aladhva, 670 ff.

Madhvrnarya, 909 If. ;
followers of,

969ff
. ;
main teachings of, 969.

Aladhyaina, political significance of,

770-83.

.Madhyamikas, Vajruyaiiu iiillueiiced

by, 712 f.
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Madhyamikas aad Tathatfi) 30*31.

Madhyunta-vibliaiiga, aspects of

^^unyata in, 170.

Magadha, Vainyagupta’s rule in, 9S9.

Mughinduvaruja, identification of,

492-3.

Mahabharata,, Northern and Soutbcrii

recensions of, 598 f.
; reference to

Madhyama and Udasina in, 772 ff.

Mahabharata in Tamil, 719*.; three

versions of, 71.

Mahabharata War, Painjyan kings

playing part in, 64 f.

Mahabhasya, study of, 948 if.

Mahamiiya (goddess), origin and des-

cription of, 168.

Mahaparinibbana Sutta, account of

Licchavis in, 440-1, 446-7.

Mahapralaya and Last Judgment,

18-21.

^laharthasasanika oiOicia], 126.

Mahasadhanika official, 120.

Mahasthan, ancient capital, 948.

Mahasthiln Gad, antiquity and descTip-

tionof of, 722-6; Puiidravardhana

identified with, 727-35.

Mahasthan Gad inscr., Bhandarkar and

Jayaswal’s remarks on, 733 f.

Mahattania, official, 123.

31ahattara, official, 123.

Mahavaipsa, inscriptions confirm auth-

enticity of, 111 f.
j
interpretation

of, 107-12; legend of Vijaya in,

743-4; sources of, 744.

Mahnvastu, Licchavis mentioned in,

444.

Mahavira, 444.

Mahayana, KMacakra theory adopted

by, 682 ;
later phases of, 711 If.

AJahayanasutralankara, comparison of

Guhyasamaja and, 6 ff.

Mahiliidipa, island, 743 f.

Mahilarattha, island, 742.

Mahipala, king, 612.

Mahipala I, 789, 791.

Mahmud, account of invasions of,

934 tf.; invasion of India by,

052 f.

Mainamati copperplate, contents of,

283; date of, 283-4 ; description of,

282-il; identification of places men-

tioned in, 284-6; text of, 280-7;

translation of,288-9.

Malavikiignimitra, 998.

Malers, hill tribe, 886 fl*.

Malik Ambar: a new life, 629-44.

Malpaharias, British control over,

888 if.
; historical documents regard-

ing, 892 f.; geographical boundaries

of, 893-5
;
origin of, 886*97.

Mahva, Moslem invasion of, 952 ff.

Manasil, goddess, 168.

Maiu.lala, 770 fn. ; medium of worship,

685 f

.

Afaiijula, Arabic ^manazil’ connected

with. 254-56.

Manjulacarya, astronomer, 254 f.

Manjusrlmulakalpa, Mantrayana work,

5 .

Mantranaya, section of Mahayana,

711 ff.

Mantrin, function of, 124.

Manu, Udasina defined and located by,

775f.

Manusmfti, Madhyama and Udasina

described in, 773 f., 775.

.Muryndadhur^'a, official, 123.

MaskadevI, .sister of king Uajabhusana

97.

Mathura epigraph, peculiarities of,

225 fn.
;
reasons for use of Macedo-

nian month-name in, 148; Scythian

tribal names in, 800-02.

Mathura inscr., 225 f.

Mcdhatithi, Madhyama and Udasina

interpreted by, 773.

Mopputtur Narayana Bhat^tiri, life

and works of, 22-29.

Mom, 883 f.

Mibira Bhoja, Pratibara king, 121.

Minor Rock Edict (Yerragu^i copy),

find'Spot of, 116 ; importance of, 115f

.

language of, 115; text of, 116-8;

translation of, 118-20; method of

engraving employed in, 113 ff.

;

Mirak Dabir, or Ohangiz Khnn, 630.

Mitra Mi^ra, Madhyama and Udasina

interpreted by, 776 ff.
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Muj^hal Times, Monetary system of,

157-00.

Muhammad Bakhtyar, death of, 61;

Tibetan expedition of, 50 tf.

Mukunda Bhahja, ruler of Daspalla,

945 If.

Multan, Mahmud’s invasion of Jats of,

942.

JMundas, origin of, 405.

^lunja, king of Dhara, 134; his fight

with Tailapa and other kings,135-6.

Musinikunda plates (ft. 684), object of,

492.

Muttra, Mahmud’s invasion of, 938.

Nagaloka, original home of Nagarjuna,

97.

Nagarjuna, disciple of Rfihulabhadra,

ibd
;
home of, 97,

Nagarkot, same as Kaugra, 15.

Nagavanisis, 92 ff
;

democratic insti-

tutions of, 97.

Nagavanisis at Bastar, titles of, 96 f.

Naggadipa, island, 742 f., 744.

Naimittikas, function of, 125.

Najib-ud-daula, rise of, 866-71,

Nanda, Mahmud’s attack on, 340 f.,

937-9.

Nandana, reference to Udasi'iia in

commentary of, 776.

Nandivarman, Kolleru (Kollair) grant

of, 208 tf.

Narada, pictures according to, 910-11.

Narahari Tirtha, disciple of Madhva,

970.

Narasimha, king, 948 ff.

Naradasilpa, work on painting, 909 f.

Narathu, Burmese king, 285.

N arayana, 680.

Narayaiia Bha^a, commentator, 578 f.

Narayana Panditacarya, cumiiicutator,

665.

Narendrasenu, Viikataka king, 199.

Nasatya, Satvant, Satvata and, 88-91.

Nasik inscriptions, peculiarities of,

220 ff

.

Nataci, linguistic notes on, 253 f.

Na^i of Pataliputru, 151-6.

Na^ya, art of painting based on, 902-3.

Na^yasastra, 993; battlc-sccnc in,

981 fn.; death-scenes in, 981 ff.

;

description of theatre in, 973 ff.

Navagraha images, peculiarities and
description of, 203 ff

.

Nayapala, king, 490.

Nelamangala inscr., titles and phrases

used for Harihara I in, 522 ff.

Nemiuatha, .lain teacher, 188.

Nepathyagrha, measiirenient of, 975 ff.

Nibandhas, antiquity of, 678 ff.
;
mean-

ing of, 221 f

.

Nigaiitha Nataputta, 613 11

.

Nirvana, .stages leading to, 715 f.

Nisadas, origin and description of,

4(:6 f.

Nitivakyiimrta, Madhyama and Udasina

described in, 780.

Nrtu, female dancer, 154tf.

Nur, Mahmud’s invasion of, 940.

Nyasa, work of Jineiulrabuddhi
;

9J9f.

Nyayasuddhi, 912tf.

Nyayasudha, 918, 922.

Ohind(UiHl) inscr., 803-4.

Ojas (poetic excellence), 841-3.

Okkampitiya-vihara, Tissa obtained

shelter at, 108.

Oriental Conferenco(seventh), 995-1003;

Ji.st of papers submitted in,

(998-1003).

Oriental Journals, select contents of,

616-24, 822-8; 1031-9.

Pada Raya, head of a monastery,

971.

Padmannbha Tirthu, comnicu tutor,

665.

Padmapurana, Kipfina Nanisiiuha

mentioned in, 948.

Paidva, mythical steed, ipialities ol,

263-

4; elcpliant compared with,

264-

5.

Painting, Sanskrit texts on, 898-911.

Pula kings, Javanese Paficataiitia

refers to, 931 li .

Palus, chronology of, 188-9U.

Palas of Bengal, caste and chronology

of, 479-90; tradition about origin

of, 484 ff.

Palusa, origin of name and location

of, 260 f.
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Puncamuliasiibdu, 122.

Pancaratra, Upanisadas ooiitainiiij'

essential dogmas of, 0!>1 if.

Paiicatantra, Pohivi renderings of, 984.

Pai.K.lyan kings, achievements of, 74;

political supremacy of, G4-5
;

fami-

ne relief measuros of, 65 f., 72 f.

Pandyan charter of early tenth

century A. D., Tamil ftahgam in,

63-75.

Pantomime, art of, 067 ; description of,

967 f.
;
main features of, 967.

Purachinar, town, 802 fn.

Parakkamabrdiu, king of Ceylon, lllf.

Paramatman, 45.

Paramitfinaj^a of .Muhilyana, 711 f.

Pariksits, 805 f.

Perimejagar,commentator of Poru^pal,

246.

Parivnljikii, as depicted by Kalidasa,

818 f.

Parsva, 613 f.

Pasapubarru plates, object of, 491.

Pa^ligrama, Buddha’s prediction about

441.

PaUliputra, Na^i of, 154-6.

Pattalika, function of, 126.

Pattanadhikarapurusa, function of, 125*

Pa't^ikera, place-uam6, 284 if. ;Buddhist

monastery at, 283,289.

Peravali inscr., object of, 492.

Permajili inscr.
, object of, 741.

Peruindevanar, author of Tamil Maha-

bharata, 71.

Phulgutsava-yatra-prayoga, Tantric

method of wor.ship in, 685.

Phanisvara, commentator, 948.

Picture, poetry in terms of, 900-02.

Pin^pura, fortress, 962 if.

Plakiras^ra, modern VL^agapatam dis-

trict, 960.

Porutpala, part of Kura|, 246; political

ideas in, 246 f.

Pulukosin II, king, 963 if.
; Koppuram

plates of, 964.

Pum.lravardhana, Ajivikas at, 728;

Cunningham’s observations on,

722,732,731; division of, 960 In;

literary and iiiscriptional referen-

ces to, 727tf
;
Nandi family of, 731

;

Yuan Chwang’s description of, 732;

Buddha’s journey to, 728; King

Jayapida at, 728-9; ancient finds

at, 734-5
; Asuka Stupa near, 725

;

mounds and places of interest at,

726; site of, 722-35.

Puragupta, 989.

Piiranas, division of earth in, 882; divi-

sion of .Jambudvipa in, 881-5;

Tantric influence in, 680 if.

Purandara Dasa, ‘ disciple of Vyasa

Raya, 971 f.

Puranic Traditions, 880-85.

Purohita, function of, 124.

Pusti-marga of Yallabhacarya, 300-306;

doctrine of, 301 if.

Pusj^a-snanotsava, Tantric method

adopted in, 685.

Phallus worship, reference in Veda to,

103.

Prabhavatl Gupta, daughter of Caiulra-

gupta II, 97.

Prajfia, doctrine of, 717 f.

Prajiiaparamita-sadbaiia, Asangu’s in-

troduction of, 5 f.

Prakasa, city, 2''6.

Prakasananda, author of Siddhanta-

muktavali, 918.

Prasaiir'umritra, silver coin of, 595-6.

Pratapsingh, ^Maharaua 601

.

Pratihara Administration,121 -30; coins

used in, 129-30; feudatory chiefs

ill, 122-3; guilds and corporutiuns

in, 127 ; fiscal conditions in, 127-9

;

village udministrution in, 123-1;

territorial divisions in, 126-7

;

Praiiharas, 951.

Pratima-nataku, emendation of a sloka

of, 580 f.

Pravaranotsava-yatra, Tantric mcihotl

of worship in, 684 f.

Prthivipulluvapatlaiiu inscr., object

of, 741.

Prthivivyaghru, chief of Nisadas,

403.

t^irat, Mahmud’s invasion of, 939 f.

liiH.lhu, country, 746.

Raghunuudunu, 8ri Cuitaiiya coiiteni-
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porary of 724fn.; influenco of

Taiitra on works of, 678-704.

Raghuvaipsa, conception of Madhya-

ma in, 777.

Raghavananda, Madbyama and Udasl-

iia interpreted by, 773f.

Rajabhat-a, identification of, 481f.

Rfljacudaniani Diksita, author of

ftamkarsa-nyayaniuktavali, 294.

Raja Indrabhutipada, writer, 708,

Itajanaka Kunbaka, 902.

Rajapatti, 122.

Rajapur copper-plate grant, contents

of, 93.

Uajasekhara, idea of picture in drama

of, 901.

Rajasiipha, Pandyan king, 73f.

Raju, slave, 631
;
career of, 631 ff.

Rajmahal Hills, Malpaharias of. 8HGH‘.

Ramacandrabudhcndra, commentator,

577.

Rfiinacarita, Dharmapala mentioned

in, 932.

Ramanuja, ‘upadhis’ according to,

609fn., 671.

Rrimatirtham plates, 965f.

Ranavaiikamalla Harikiiladova, date

of, 286; Mainamati coppei-plate

of, 282-9.

Randuvalli inscr., object of, 741.

Uang.'imati. identification of 56f.,

59f.
;
Muhammad Bakhtyar’s route

through, 52.

Rangapitha, 591f., 973ff., 991 ff.
;
posi-

tion of, 970.

Ranga.sirtsa, 591f., 973fF., 991 ff.
;

posi-

tion of, 976.

ilastrakuta Govjnda ITT, 65,

Rastrakutas, 495ff., 951.

Rauruka, country of, 517.

Reviews:

Ajiiana, 1004-7

;

Buiigala Praciii Puthir \'ivaran

(vol. IIT,pt. Ill), 1012;

Catuhsataka of Aryadcva, pt. II,

ms.
Dio Idee dor scbopfun;? in der

Vedischen Literal nr, 1009-1 Oil

;

TTistorical inscriptions of Southern

India (collected till 1923) and

outline of political history,

612.3;

Hi.story of village communities in

Western India, 1018-19;

Indian literature in China and the

Far East, 606-8;

Indian women and Art in life, 821

;

Jainism in North India, 613-15;

Jasaharacariu, 603-4;

Kalpadrukosa of Kcsava. vol. Tl,

816;

Kamarfipa Sasaniivali , (01-6;

Mahabharata. vols. Vl-VIl, 598-

601.

Maharana Kumbha, 602-3;

Maharana Pratap, 601-2;

Madhyantavibhagasutrabhasyatikn

of Sthiramati, 1019-1930.

Mahayanavimsaka of Nagarjiina,

608-10.

Mrilavikagniniitra, 817-20;

Mysore Gazetteer, vol. 11, 414-16;

Nairritmyaparii)rcchri 860, ff.

Purusa-sukta or Rg-vedic hymn to

the super-personal Self, 1007-9

;

Sabdaratnasamanvayakosa of king

Sahaji of Tanjore, 816;

Sahitya-Ratnakara, 820

;

Schools and sects in Jaina litera-

ture, 610-11.

Selections from the Peshwa Daftar

(vol. VI), 1012-1018.

Treasuro-housc ot the Living Reli-

gions, 821.

Riti, Vamana’s theory of, 835-53.

Rock Edict IV, remarks on, 76-87;

‘agikhanulha’ in 84; ‘hastin’ in,

79f.
;
‘vimana’ in, 80ff., translation

of, 86-7.

Rudrasarman, 959f., author of Tamil

Sangam, 73.

Riidradaman, inscriptions of .style in,

224f.

Rumininuei inscr., Buddha’s birth-

place mentioned in, 77.

ftankarnrya, Madhyama and Udfi.sina

described by, 778.

Sahkhya,Original Buddhism and, 5ft5ff,
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Sahkhadharin, official, 126.

ftaiitivarman, tour of, 214-5.

f^arabhapur, kings of, 595.

8arasvatacitra-karmasastra, unpublish-

ed work'on painting, 908.

Sarasvati, Tantric iufluenco in worship

of, 093.

ftarva, name, of Siva, 796.

Sarvadhatuka, grammatical meaning

of, 279 f.

Sarvajnanarriyana, Madhyama and

Udasina interpreted by, 774 ff.

Sarvan.imasthana, grammatical mean-

ing of, 279 f.

Sarvananda, location of Udasina in

commentary of, 781

Sarvatathagatasattvavalokanabuddha-

ksetrasandarsanavyuha, summary

of, 507 ff.

Satakarni, Agnimitra contemporary of,

819.

Satapatha Brahmana, flood refeired to

in, 997.

Satavahana inscriptions, scheme in,223-

4} list of rulers in, 225 fn,

vSatiyaputas, 89,

Satvant, meaning of, 83-91.

Satvata meaning of, 88-91.

Satya Yuga, Puranic account of, 880.

Sauma^ikas, Kashmir tribe, 13.

Suhi, king of Kira, 14 j
probable

founder of Sahi dynasty, 14 f.

Snhilladeva, Chamba founded by, 13.

Sahitya-darpana, dramaturgy in, 982.

Si'ihiyri kings, Albcruni’s arcount of,

15; connection of Kiras with, 15 f.

Sakarambu inscr,, object of, 491.

ftakti, conception of, 684.

J^akyamitra, disciple of ftakyaprabba,

709.

.^alagrama-sila, worship of, 064 f., 790,

799

ftalankayanas, date of, 214; genealogy

, of, 208 ff.

Solman, Persian poet, 952 f.

Saluva Narasiinha, Vijayanagara king

971.

Samkarsakfin^lti, anthenticity of,

290 IF.; supplement to Pfirva-

mimaipsa ^t^stra, 290-99; themes

of, 292, 297.

Sampata, equinoctial point, two kinds

of, 924 ff

.

Samudragupta, literary reference to,

930-3 ;reIation of Licchavis with, 442.

Sanafisujitaparvan, Sankara’s com-

mentary on, 600.

Sandhilbhasa, meaning of, 4.

Safigama, father of Harihara f, 533.

Sankara, 195; relation between

Bhaskara and, G63 f.
; subjectivism

in philosophy of, 912 ff.

Sahkarncarya, date of, 979.

Sculptures (Brahmanical), identification

of, 161-9.

Set-Mahet inscr., date of, 951 ;
Gopii-

la mentioned in, 951.

Setapadu inscr., object of, 491.

Shah All, 633 f.

Shah Jahan, Oeccan campaign of, 639,

Shah Nawaz Khan, Ambar defeated by,

638 f.

Sher Shah, coins of, 157.

Siddhantale^a-saipgraha, subjectivism

in, 912 f.

Siddbunta-muktavali, subjectivism in,

913.

Siddhasenadivakara, logician, 793 f.

Siddhicandra, disciple of Blnlnucandra,

138.

Sihabahu, king, 742 f., 744, 972.

Sihala, territory, 972 f.

Sihapura, town, 742 IT., 972 f. ;
men-

tioned in inscriptions, 745 f.

;

Mahavamsa account of Sihabahu

in, 972 f.

v^iksiisamuccay.a, work of Santideva,

If., Tathngatagnhya-sutra quoted

in, 1 f.

Siladitya, 486 f.

Silamahndevi, wife of Visnnvardhana V,

741.

ftilparatna, work on painting, 904 ff.

Simhala, sland, 072 f.

Siinhavannao, Pallavu king, 65 ;
date

of, 213 fn.

Simhnvarman 11, Pallava king, 198.

Sind, Arab conquest oi‘, 12-13,
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Sinhalese, affinity of both eastern and

western Indian dialects with, 747ff

;

Gujarati influence in, 750; Pali

influence in, 750.

Sinhalese people, original home of,

742 ff.

Sisupala, Jarasandha’s alliance with,

85G.

Sivasarman, 959 f.

Sivali, daughter of Susima, 742 f.

Skandagupta, 989 f.

Skandavarman, Salahkayana king,209 H'.

Sraiirta deities, Tantrio influence in,

worship of, 694.

Soddhala, Gujarat poet, 480 ; informa-

tion about Dharraapala supplied by,

48(3-7.

Sokpal, grandson of Jaipal, 936.

Somadevasuri, commentator, 780.

So.nesvara I, Caliikya king, 15, 94f., 954.

Souiesvara, types of pictures according

to, 907.

Soimiath temple, Mahmud’s invasion

Of, 941.

firavani ceremony, 927 f.

ftrl Kfsna, avatara, 671 ff. ;
llhakti

cult and, 188 ff
. ;

Avatara doc-

trine and, 189; contributions

to Indian thoughts by, 191 ff.;

Sarnkhya-Yoga-Vediinta synthcsi

s

of, 191 ff.
;
thoughts and events in

days of, 188-9.

ftpipurusottama, worship of, 693f.

Sthanadhikarapurusa, function of, 125.

Subjectivism, 912 ff.

Siidevaraja, king, 595 f.

Sulivajra, Buddhist donor, 232 f.

Sultan Mahmud, Aiiandapal defeated

by, 15.

Sun, diagram bearing thousand names

of, facing 137, 139; worshipped by

Akbar, 137-40

Suuga gotra, 707 f.

ftuhgas, 818.

Aunyatii, meaning of, 17! ;
twctfty as-

pects of, X70-87.

Supparaka, port, 743 f., 746 ff.

^^uraflmicandta, subordinate king, 786.

image; features of, 202 ff.

SiLsima, mother of Sihabahu, 742.

Sutika-sasthi-puja, Tantric rites in,6S9.

ftvetadvipa, island, 884,

Tailapa II, no defeat of Cedi king by,

132-6.

Taj, achiiecbure aud archiect of, 872-9;

actual artisans of, 875; supposed

Italian arciiitect of, 872 fl'.

Tajiialitli, port. 74f).

Tambapanni, 743.

Tamil Sangam, compilation of, 72-3.

Tilndivada inscr, 736.

Tantras, age of, I- 10; Nibandhas influ-

enced by,678fl‘,
;
social and religions

life influenced by, 6JS if.

Tantri, daughter of a minister, 030.

Tantri-Kamandaka, Gupta and Piila

kings mentioned in, 932-3.

Tantric cult, spread and popularity of.

681-3.

Tapas, philological and traditional

meaning of, 104-6.

Tarikh-i-Tajniahala, 875 if,

Tathagataguhya, see Gnhyasamnja Tan-

tra, 1 ff.

Tathata, Madhyamikas and, 30-31.

Tattvas of Raghunandana, infl\ionce of

Tantra on, 678-704.

Tattvasuddhi, 912 ff.

Taxiia, snake-sacrifice at, 806.

Taxila inscr., note on, 141-4.

Taxiia silver-scroll, interpretation of

‘ayas’ in, 141 ff.

Tibet, Bogle’.s Embassy to, 420-38; for-

eign trade of, 425ff.
;
British connec-

tion with, 420 IT
;
Hindu ideas and

customs in, 440; Muhammad Bakh-

tyar’s expedition to, 49-62.

Timbaruka-vihara, erected by Dnttba-

gamani, 107.

Time Buddhist explanation of, 153.

Hindu conception of, 149-52
;

.Taiiia

philosopher’s view on, 152,

Tirthikas, Atman of, 30f.

TiruvaHuvar, author of Kura], 244f.,

247.

Tibsa, brother of Du^thagamani, 107.

Tivararnja, charters and seals of, 59d.

Trilocaupal, emperor, 936. 938,
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Trinlpa Hetu, doctrine of, 503-10 ;

Jaina logicians’ objection to, 506ff

.

Tririkrama Deo, Bhanja king, 94off.

Treta Yuga, Puranic account of, 880-82

Turagadhikarapurusa, function of, 125,

Tura Kavaseya, sage, 806.

Turuskas, 953 f.

Udakukkhepasima, explanation of,

109.

Udasina, political significance of, 770-83.

Udayacandra, military excursions of,

493 f.

Udayaditya, Udcpur prasasti of, 954.

Udayapirra-nagara, identification of,

584.

ITgra Tarn, characteristics and identi-

fication of, 166-7.

Umfi-Mahesvara, images of, 5HS \

Gupta sculpture of, 588 tf.

Uniasvati, dain teacher, 794.

Upanisads, cciitrar idea of, 648 f.

;

PancanTtra and, 645-62; resem-

blances between Panearatra and,

651-62; Panearatra philosophy

derived from, 662.

Uparika-mabarajas, 786.

Upaya, doctrine of, 718 f.

IJsavadata, inscriptions of, 224.

Ustad Isa, chief architect of Taj, 875,

879.

Uttararamacarita, commentaries on;

577-9.

Vilcaspati Misra, Bhaskara quoted by,

666 f.
;
Dharraakirtti quoted by,

979 f.

Vadiraja, disciple of Vyasa Riiya, 971.

Vainyagupta Dvadasaditya, 784-8,

989-91.

V^aisfill, Licohavis of, 439-47 ; Lalita-

vistara account of, 443.

Vaisampayana, disciple of Krsna

Dvaipayana, 188.

Vaisnavism, Samkhya-Yoga-YedAnta

synthesis in, 195.

Vaivasvati (goddess), description of,

165.

Vaijayanti, location of, 220 fn.

Vajrapant Bodhisattva, dhiirani deli-

vtredby, 231,

Yajrayana, 712, 714 ff.
; Cittavi^uddhi

according to, 706 ff.

Vallabha, queen, 480.

Vallabhacarya, Pustimarga of, 300-6.

Vamana, 835 ff.
; Dbvanikaras differ

from, 837 fn,

Vamataksanii, successor of Wima
Kadphises, 148.

Vapya^a, grandfather o'f Dbarmapfiia,

481
;

Hajabhata identified with,

481.

Varahamihira, 984 ff\

Yararuci, Kalidasa’s association with,

831 ff.

Varman kings, 960 fn.

Varnaka, moaning of, 808.

Varuna, god, 515-20; arguments refut-

ing llittite or Austro-Asiatic origin

of, 518-20; Buddhist and Brahma-

iiical traditions about, 517-8
;
de-

rivation of, 515 f.
;
non-Aryan sea-

god identified by Prssyluski with

518ff.

;

Vasanti, Krilidasa’s association with,

833 f.

Vasiska, 800.

V^astuyagatcattva, Tantric rites in, 689.

Vasiideva, Pnrabrahman distingiiish-

od from, 676-7.

Veda, Phallus worship in, 103.

Vedanta, theory of illusoriness in,

912 ff.

Vedanta (monistic), two types of .sub-

jectivism in, 912-22.

Vedanta Desika, commentator, 669 f.

Vedika, 992 f.

Vengl, country, 962 ff.

YidyRdharacarya, Tantric writer, 679.

Vidyaranya, Advaita scholar, 970,

Vigrahapala II, 789, 791.

Vijaya, son of Bihabahu, 742 ff.

Vijayabahu I, king of Ceylon, 746.

Vijaya Dasa, religious teacher, 972.

Vijayaditya I, son of Visnuvardhana

III, 494, 741 ;
inscriptions during

reigu of, 494-6.

Vijayaditya II, king, 736 ff, 963;

inscriptions during reign of, 736 f
.

;

title cf, 736,'
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Vijayamahadevi, chief queen of Visnu-

vardhana III, 491, 494.

Vijayanagara, rise of, 521-66; table

showing age, dynasty and qualify-

ing phrases of rulers of, 534-66.

Vijayaiiandivarman, prince, 746.

V'^ijigisu, 770.

Vijiiana Bhiksu, 672.

Vijnaptimatrata-siddhi, 997.

Vikata image, attributes and identi-

fication of, 167.

Vikramahendra, king, 957.

Vilivayakura, Hippokoura and Kolha-

pur, equated with, 257-8.

Vimalamati, author of Hhagavrtti,

049f.

Vira Balla|a 111, King, 523 ft.

Visuudharmottara, conception of ^la-

dhyama in, 777
;
work on painting,

904ff.

Visiiuism, Pancaratra and, 646.

V'isnukundins, chronology of, 957ft;

date of, 959ff.
;

genealogy of,

273-8.

V isnuvardhana HI, inscriptions during

reign of, 491-3.

Visnuvardhana IV, son of Vijayaditya

I, 495tf

.

Visnuvardhana V, 741ft.
;
epithets of,

741; inscriptions during reign of,

741.

Vratya, earlier references to, 444ft.

Vratyas, Licchavis regarded as, 440,

445tf.

Vyasa llaya, disciple of Pada Raya,

971.

Vyavaharin, function of, 126.

Vyavalokana-priitiharya ]>ha rani

,

574.

Vyuhas, doctrine of, 640 fn.

Yajnavalkya, ferikrsna prior to,

188.

Yajuavalkyasnirti, Udasina located in,

779.

Yallaya, commentator of Laghu-

manasam, 255ff.; date of, 2j5fn.

Yiina (after death)
,
nature and classi-

fication of, 18ft.

Yantras, medium of worship, 685f.

Yasobhailja, king, 759.

Yasomati, mother of Rajyavardhaha,

891.

Yasovarman, king, 951; Kiras in

Khajiiraho inscr. of, M.

Yntra-tattva, Puranic and Tiintric in-

lluence in, 688.

Yerragueji Minor Rock proclamation,

‘Janapada’ and ‘Yugyacariyaiu’

in, 583.

Yewur Grant, Tailapa’s victory over

Munja mentioned in, 134f.

Yoga, deity-worship related with, 45,

interrelation between »Samkhya

and, 191.

Yogacaras, citta according to, 712, 714,

720f.

Yogindra, disciple of Jaganriatha Dasa,

972.
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